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''The Cigar that holds the confidence

HABANA CIGARS

ROCKY FORD

of the smoker pays retailers best"

KUQMS
rufii

HANUFACnitED

n

OUl

NEWAU,

N.

J.,

FACTORIES

aUo OMDufadut*. at our MTcnU facloriM located at PUTSBURGH, PA., a very attractive and aUrnHve line oi Ogar* aod
3c each and 3 loi lOc..
Stogiet to leUil at 4 (or lOc -2 lor 5c
giving tha Jobb« and Retailer an eiceptiooal margin ol pro^
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UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh* Pa*

To The Trade

We
I'xcrllence of

and

Quality

Cii-ARLEs

Workmanship Arc Combined

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

In

THE Great

made

the value of standard

—to

of joy

perity in

cigars

the

The

Cigars
A VALUABLE BUSINKSS ASSET TO

"CHARLES DENBY"

the smoker because

it

merchant because

sells.

it

is

satisfies

plenty—to hope with you

H. FENDRICH. EVANSVILLE. IND.
Makers of good cigars for over 67 years

HABANA

NEW YORK

that

dawning year may soon behold our

H.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

wish you happiness and pros-

San Felice

warring world at peace.

good, and the

EVERY UP-T(J-DATE CIGAR DEALER

TAMPA

greet you at this usual time

CIGARS

FENDRICH

Cigar Manufacturer

The Deisel-Weinmer Company

EVANSVILLE, IND.

M

III

UMA.

—
U.

S.

TRADE MARK

"F. Lozano''

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,
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FLOR DE
Cuban Hand-Made

CIGARS

bit better

than others.

All popular shapes.

for 60 c
Sell for 3 for 26c, 10 c straight, 2 for 25 c. 3

straight
Our national advertising helps you

and 26 c

FLOR DE MELBAS.
FLOR DE MELBA smokers help
sell

Thousands of satisfied
you increase your business.
See your jobber now, or write ui

L Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

The Juam F. Portuondo
Cigar Mfg. Co.

•

Newark, N.

bat Citar Factorr !•

•

• ••

Avenue

.nd F.. lory

PRICE UST UPON APPUCATION

BROADWAY, NEW YQRK

Fifth

They're quite a

aad supply all tkc Courts,
Embassies, x to Clubs aud 360 Reginienlal Mesdes tkrongkout Europe
*^f,

4.^7

The Ciimr Soprem*

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

if

Address,

GENUINE

DEALERS

Inc.

BGYVTIAN CIGARETTES

IN

Brand

AND FACTORY: TAMPA. FLORIDA
New York

La Flor de Portnondo
Established 1869

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE

ACENQES

r

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

^^^2 £???
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LOZANO, SON & CO.

r.

a

1^

WmM

J.

PHILADELPHIA
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EFnCIENCY! PROMPTNESS! SERVICE!
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Quality Cigar Labek and Bands

ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO.
mCORFORATCO
129 nrra avenue, new york
TRADE
S«llmf

1

F»i«Mi«h>a

UM

A SEMI-MONTHLY

^^ MARK

For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Toharro Trade

Hojwood, StrMMr A Voi« litho. C«.
Cigmr Box Labols, Bands and Trimnuags

AcmU

NumlH»r

for

PHILADELPHIA,

S2.00 a Year

Januar>

1,

Foreign S3.50

1918

of tho H'f best Qwalitj

HARKY PROCHASKA. Mmmamt Osar Ubal

H
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lOFWFNrUM

S

I

OKWFNTHAI

Loewenthal

S.

Daot.

B

&

LOF.WENTHAL

MonarcK

— ConcHas

Size
Selling at 5 cents Straight
^ilfc Your Jobber
Size

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

NEUMANN & MAYER

CO.

Matft\sf*ct\(r«r«

Offlc* 117-123 S.

2nd

PKlUd«lpHU.

Str««t.

P*.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH
Hardly

jf Cigar With
MANUEL LOPEZ. Proprietor,

28

a RiVat

HsbMia, Cuba
23S Fim A? E.. NEW T«MI

Rsyo

AMVST lUTTRAOEt, Qmni lipi— UtNt,

St.,

6l

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

HAVANA CIGARS
OMEO

CIGARS

The Leader

80f-«03

NEW YORK

THIRD AVE.
1. 1. JifiiiMilrtift:

CITY

PANAMA
TAt

ptp*

mHh a canal

l ULlETA
In all the

World's Markets

Our Mottos **OlJALITY**
OHioc and SaUvooow

Y

that

/a

Wa. T.hylir.

M BimI

lt.ll.T.aty.

Established 1851

MARK

TRADB

neoer blockaded

The

final

<^viotis that

A
mo A

big

easily

word

in

pipe conAru(ftion.

no smoker can
hit

(ail

The

nneritt

are so

to appreciate this pipe.

with amokefs everywhere because

it

is

the

cleaned pipe ever devised.

the threshold of a new year and glanctrade conin«< back over a period of unprecedented
optinusm
ditions we cannot help but feel the greatest
in viewing the prospects of 1918.
The cigar manufacturing industry has labored under burdens that would have seriously affected a less
It became necessary for the
substantial business.
manufacturers to increase prices to a point where the
consumer has been compelled to share the expense of
producing and marketing the products made for his

33 East 17th

St.,

New York

and comfort.
has been a great stroke of fortune that

sole convenience
it

necessary for the retail dealer to induce
various
the consumer to pay the increased price of the
is
tobacco products. We emphasize the fact that it
the
the retail dealer who has been forced to explain
necessity for the increased price because the retad
it

dealer has long needed something to wake him up, and
to lift him out of the class of a mere ** order-taker.*'
We refer to the average retail cigar dealer who
perhaps has
is proprietor and clerk combined, or who
one clerk in addition. Consumer advertising in various forms, backed by a meritorious product, has
built up a national business for hundreds of brands
of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. The average ci^ar
dealer has stocked the brands selling biggest in his
territorv, opened his doors and waited for trade to
come inland demand these goods. They have in a niaThe j)roprietor has, with
joritv of cases done this.
very* little cflFort, been able to get $12 or $15 a week
for himself out of it— and has been content. He has
never stopped to realize that the vast proportion of
his trade has been created by the manufacturer and
jobber, and vol by his own efforts. Nor does he figure
that although he lias given the cigar manufacturing iiidustr>- one more outlet for their products he has actually created very little new business, or done much
to increase their output.
In the case of the $43 cigar the dealer must get
Merely saying **six cents'* will not put
six cents.
that extra penny in his cash register. He must now
exercise some of the fundamental principles of sales-

man

KAUFNANN BROS. & BONDY,

Are Helping

STA X Dl NG on

has made

Y. Pendas

Conditions

Incomnetent Retail

Perhaps

K8TAILI8HBD 1M7

Day

Sons

Importers of Havana and Packers of Leaf Tobacco

123

Present

is

actually seUitffj

This

is

why

—

begins to be a real merchant he
something, not taking an order for it.
we believe that present conditions

He now

ship.

to

Weed Out

Cisfar Dealers

prove the silver lining to the cloud. Now the remust
tail cigar dealer must do a little more work, he
better
tr\' to sell his goods, and grailually he becomes a
merchant. And as he becoim^s a better merchant, he
finds new wavs ami new methods to increase his business. So that finally, when he is fully awake, he dis-

may

covers that he is selling more cigars at increased prices
than he did under old conditions. Thus he proves to
himself the difference between a storekeeper and a
merchant.
In many lines of merchandising the public is pay
ing a greatly increased price for an inferior artieb'.
not due to profiteering but to conditions over which
But the retail
the manufacturers have no control.
cigar dealer can say unhesitatingly in the majority
of cases that while the goods he offers are higluT in
price the standard of quality has been maintained.
Every cigar manufacturer realizes the necessity
of maintaining a quality standard, and it is safe to
(issume that as long as tobacco is obtainable it will not
be purchased for a price consideration but for the
maintenance of an inflexible (juality standard.
And while retail merchants in many lines are compelled to secure higher prices for their goods they an*

compelled to admit in all fairness that the quality is
not equal to the old standard, but the retail cigar dealer
in asking the higher jirices can, for the present at least,
assure the consumer that the quality has l)een maintained.

work hard for the
higher prices. The laboring man who is by far the
greatest consumer of tobacxjo products is receiving
more for his efforts than ever before. Wliile he is,
like all of us, paying more for ever>'thing he will not
consider stinting himself on cigars and tobacco. When
Let no

retail dealer hesitate to

we are subjected to uiiusnal strain or great excitement
we smoke more than ever, and statistics for the past
year prove this to be nationally true.
And he who hesitates over the small raises that
have thus far been necessary may ponder over the
statement of one of the largest cigar jobbers in the
country who predicts that the increases in the tobaeeo
industry instead of being ended have only just begun.
The stogie as the standard five-cent cigar is not improbable.
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You Need The Daylight Saving BiU
Do Your Share Toward Having It Adopted
HOW

w'hh

wi'll

your coal

l)iii

filled

during the recent

coal I'aiiiine/

did t/ou happen to feel the pinch of coldt
11' your liou.m* nv apartment was chilly,
if your own
iKwly IVlt diHconilorl because a coal famine and a blizzard arrived at the Hi'lfsame time, then saving fuel and
pr(?venting a recurrence of such a condition is a sub|ect of real personal interest.
l''rankl\

DO

,

vol; TllKN,

ERN AlKNT SAVE

WANT TU HELP YOUE GOV-

COAJ.f

There's jast one sure way to save coal
coal

I

There's just one sure way to use less

—use less
coal —use

daylight instead of artificial light. Use to the limit
nature's lighting plant.
One person can't effect this economy, one organization is efjually powerless. It must be nation-wide.
ilow shall it be accomplished t
Heeure the passage of the Daylight Saving Bill,
'J'liat is the answer.
The second War Session of Congress was begun
on Monday, December 3rd. The President's message
expressed the country's true and real purpose in prosecuting tin? war, and the prompt respcmse made by Congress in (tarrying out the President's recommendations
further served to eradicate any lingering doubt that
tnay liave existed as to the single-minded purpose of
Ameriea in the great job it has in hand.
TJK're will be no dearth of business for Congress
during the next few months. This body of lawmakers
has undoubtedly found many tasks awaiting it, each
claumring to be ** first.**

No

Pigeon-Holing This Time
Su|)f>orter8 of the Daylight Saving bill have
iMied formal notice that this bill shall not be again
pigeon-holed if there is any chance to prevent it, and
un«|uestionably Congress will very shortly be asked to

arguments in its favor.
These arguments are eloquent ones.

listen to the

be heard.

The

They should

should be passed.
The great coal shortage that is existing in the
country is sufficient reason, if the bill had no other
backing.
Statistics have been published showing that in the
Summer of 1916 England saved :?00,000 tons of coal
by turning the hands of the clock forward an hour.
bill

Even Germany Knows

Its Value
Twelve European countries, including England,
Frnnce, Oerinany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Denmark,
Sweilen, Holland and Portugal, have profited by the
*• Daylight Saving"
act.
Australia has adopted the

plan also.
The value of the Daylight Saving movement is indisputable. Its importanc-e as a war economv measure
win liardly be overlooked.
City lights are ordered dimmed and manufacturmff is curtailed to save fuel. The necessitv for such
wcing becomes more and more apparent.
We ardently suj>ported the Davlight Saving movemcnt when it was before the public last vear. We

^mestly do

so at this time.

have many tasks demanding attention; but the '^Daylight Saving" bill is not one that
should be regarded as trifling, and put aside.
Why Should We Hesitate?
If some of the European countries have adopted
the Daylight Saving plan as a war measure, why
should America hesitate?
Numerous suggestions and recommendations have
been made looking to a saving of light as a fuel econCongress

efforts

have been made to put the recom-

mendations and suggestions into practice.
Little Actually Accomplished
These efforts have been rather abortive, as a matter of fact.
to the intent of those who made
the suggestions, they have not covered the ground adequately. The light economy efforts have not been sufficiently hard hitting.
The war will never be won by half-way methods.

With due respect

Sporadic, spasmodic economy measures, whether
applied to fuel or food saving, amount to little.
Lowering the lights on the Great White Way for
a certain number of hours each evening, two lightless
nights a week, undoubtedly helps some. But they only
alleviate, they do not cure the disease.
It is a superfluous statement to say that there is
only one Great White Way. There are only a few
cities in the country where the dimming of electric
signs could have any material effect as a fuel saving
measure.
There are millions of homes, hundreds of thousands of business firms and organizations.
Think, only think what turning the hands of the
clock ahead one hour would mean in coal saving if
every home, every business, small and large, entered
into the scheme! And they would be compelled to.
Write to Tour Congressman
We urge that every reader of this paper write to
the Congressman and Senator representing at W^ashington his or her State, on this vital subject.
Individuals, not large corporations only, put their
shoulder to the wheel in floating the liberty loans. Individuals are interested in saving and serving. The
army is made up of individuals.
See this thing in the right light, people of America.

Urge your Senators and Congressmen

to pa«s
the Daylight Saving Bill so that you may have this
opportunity to further aid in winning the war.
President Wilson has endorsed the Daylight Saving Bill. It has the unqualified approval of Federal

Fuel Administrator Garfield.

Urge

Immediate Passage
Write to the President and to Dr. Garfield, urgIts

ing that they give further support to the bill, that
they work for its immediate passage as well as place
their stamp of approval upon it.
The readers of this paiier will undoubtedly be interested to

Ushers in Smaller Sizes and Higher Prices
for Clear

Havana Lines

will

omy measure.
Numerous

New Year

know

that

tliis

editorial has been syndicated

(Continued on Page 8)

occasions
ON severalHavana

the attention of manufacturers
of clear
cigars has been directed to the
rising costs of these goods,
in only a few isolated
cases was the word to the wise sufficient. However,
before the year drew to a close down on Tampa Bay,
a considerable number of manufacturers, located in
that city, had become acquainted with the actual cost:,
of some of their sizes for the previous six months. It
is quite fitting that Tampa is a resort as well as a
cigar-manufacturing center, for not a few maimfacturers discovered that they had been working, recently,
largely in the interests of their health, so far as could
be determined from the profit side of the ledger.
Conditions that have existed in the seed and
Havana lines exist in clear Havana goods. It seems
more than strange that the trade has not taken cognizance of this fact. The clear Havana manufacturers
cannot continue to give the large values in their cigars
that they have in the past, in order to meet competition of various kinds.
The retail dealer probably never stops to figure
what a clear Havana cigar costs to manufacture.
Quite properly he is interested largely in his profit.
But the dealer must bear in mind that the manufacturer must have some profit or else this class of cigar
must disappear.
The smoker of clear Havana cigars is a distinctive
smoker. Consumer business of this kind is substantial,

and

less

easy to change than any other.

No one

has

successfully imitated the clear Havana cigar, and we
doubt if it ever will be done.
clear Havana smoker
is not long fooled by ** something just as good.*'
Here is a business that must be protected by the
retailer. It represents a high-class trade and a steady
one.
But to continue to maintain quality and sizes,
the manufacturer of clear Havanas must get more
money for his goods. The old ten-cent- and two-for-aquarter sizes are going, in some cases have gone
already. New and smaller sizes will take their places.
This is absolutely necessary if clear Havana smokers
insist on paying no more than formerly. One and two
cents, and in some cases five cents, will have to be
added to the retail prices of most of the old sizes.
certain clear Havana manufacturer shows a
loss of one dollar and twenty cents a thousand on a
big selling ten-cent size. Doubtless many other manufacturers are as bad off, or worse. The costs of their
tobaccos have risen anywhere from fifty per cent, to
two hundred per cent. The average cost of making
clear Havana cigars in Tampa is no less than twentyone dollars a thousand, with conditions indicating a
further increase in this cost.
Most clear Havana lines are sold direct to the
retailer, few factories having more than three or four
jobbers. There never has been a sufficient margin in
clear Havana lines to allow two profits, hence the distribution has been worked by factory salesmen almost
entirely. And for this reason no Tampa clear Havana
factories, with two or three exceptions, have ever been

A

A

able to obtain outputs approaching some of the seed
and Havana, and shadegrown productions.

Bight in

Tampa

today the old standard sizes of
certain clear Havana brands are selling for eleven anil
twelve, and sixteen and seventeen cents each. In fact,
Tampa tobacconists are getting better prices for their
goods than the retailers of any other city.
Their
volume of business has not diminished. There are several reasons for this, but the chief one is that the

consumers

Tampa know

what the cigar manufacturers are facing; they know that prices must go
up, and the consumer must pay.
The smokers of
in

just

Tampa know

that the clear Havana industry is the
prosperity indicator for Tampa, and they know that
the manufacture of clear Havana cigars must be kept
profitable or there will be no work for thousands of
well-paid cigarmakers.

The readjustments in the seed and Havana lines
and shadegrown lines are vital to the clear Havaiui
industry'.
The higher prices and smaller sizes will
obtain with practically all of the clear Havana manufacturers. The retailer will have to educate his clear
Havana customers to these conditions. The only alternative is for the manufacture of clear Havana cigars
to cease.

reasonable to believe that not only becaus?
of the readjustments already made in the cigar industry, but because of the type of the clear Havana
smoker, tlie new prices and sizes in clear Havana lines
will be more easily introduced.
The clear Havana business is a profitable retail
proposition if properly handled. Of all the ilifTerent
classes of cigars produced in the United States, the
clear Havana business today probably represents the
smallest numl)er of smokers. Yet, in the face of the
changes already made, and to be made, the alert dealer
cannot only maintain his clear Havana business, but
can build it up if he will get behind his counter and
work.
It is

NEW

CIGAR HEAD FOR BEHRENS DRUG CO.

The

Drug Company

of Waco, Texas, announex»s that January 1, 1918, J. B. Logan succeeds
W. W. Haynie as manager of the cigar department of
that firm.
This company entered the cigar field on
April 1, 1917, and in a short time has built up a large
business on their brands. They concentrate on the
products of Antonio Hoig & Langsdorf, Horace U.
Kelly & Company, I*. Lorillard Company, Cien Porciento Company, Louis Ileitman & Company, MerBell reus

chants Cigar Company, and Geo. Kohler

& Company.

Mr. Logan who is the new head of the cigar department of the Behrens Drug Company, was one time
a representative of A. Santaella & Company. He expects to make a number of changes in the cigar department which will be announced later.

Mr. Haynie remains with the Behrens Drug Company in a general capacity.
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FROM MANILA

a comparative statement showing

of cigars aud cigarettes exjiorted to the United States during the first ten months
of VJU) and 1917:

by nK.nths the

Daylight Saving

number

Cigars
Ml. I is

U-ing published

over four hundn'd business

in

January,

With all the earnestnebH and eloquence at our com•oand we urge that our readers do their part in helping
their
.u stcuri' h'giHlation that will permit them to lidp
count nf in this vital mat tar of fuel saving.
Surely it is not necessary to dwell on the recent
uatit.n

h'ebruiiry,

March,
April,

May,
.lune,

Julv,

wide coal fuuiine.

.\ugust,

A Worthwhile

Guarantee
Daylight Saving

Septi-mber,

a
Thf
tmre guarantee against a recurrence of such a famine.
Ilnw tiien, why then, can Congress hesitate to pass
this bill and pass it at once!
passag*' of

thi-

Bill olTers

(

176,289,775
86,653,869

Month
January,
February,
March,
A|)ril,

May,
June,
.Inly,

August,
September,

Washington today!

The Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company has rcmove<l to new quarters at l.T) Front Street, New York
aty.
sent out by the A. ITussey Leaf
is nuirkt'd with the familiar slogan,
(loods.*'
The calendar lives up to

The im^ calendar
tlu'

the slogan in every way.

5,154,500

Decrease,

liHhT the TarilT Act of October .J, HU:!, permission was grante<l for tiie manufacture of
cigars in bond. These bonded factories are under
the supervision of the Customs Department and
the business done by them is not included in the
tables shown in the report of the Connnissioner of
Internal Revenue. Tlie receipts from the sale of
stamps to the bonded cigar factories show a total
If
for the calendar year of VM(\ of $411,105.8:1
the cigars on which this tax has been paid were
used during the year it would cover a production
of i:?7,o:;:>.i!7r» cigars.
For tin/ three fidl years tluring which the
bonded factnry law has been in forc^» the production Inmed on the sale of stamps figures as fol•

•

(;48,()00

*

Knise, Quanjer

& Company, announce

l(H),421,r)43

1fM«;

i:i7,035,27<i

their relocation at

James J. Grathwol, former
head of the Crathwol Cigar Company, later acquired
by the Best & Kussell branch of the General Cigar
Company, Incorporated, and its manager under the
new ownership, severs his connection with that firm.

On January

1,

1918,

TOBACCO A "NECESSITY"
London, December 26, 1917.
is a necessity, not a luxury, asserts
Lord Rhondda, the food controller, in a statement published here. "We nmst have tobacco,*'
he said. "I believe that its loss would be a naIt means much, both to the
tioiud mi.sfortune.
manual laborer and to him who works with his
brains. Men would eat a great deal more if they
did not have tobacco. I hold that the deprivation
of it would work great discomfort.*'
Some system of "rationing" tobacco, however, is forecast by the newspapers.

TOBACCO

9(;,()(;5,75<»

lf»15.

LYVE
The Big Smile sixcent cigar, had just booked The Cigar Dealer for a
5000 order, and the talk had drifted to war. The door
opened, a cloud of steam blew in, and as it dissipated
with the closing of the door, the form of The Thin
Man became visible. He was swathed in an ulster, the
At
collar of which projected higher than his head.

R0LLIN8, salesman

BILL

for

the front of the collar a sharp nose stuck out, blue with
Advancing to the showcase. The Thin Man
cold.
slowly unbuttoned his coat, turned down the collar,
took off a pair of immense woolen mittens, and then
divested his ears of a pair of ear-muffs which fastened
over his head with a band, like the apparatus of a

telephone operator.

Jacob T.angsdorf*8 Sons have discontinued their
quarters at 551 North Fifth Street, this city, and now
have their offices in the Drexel Building.

:

1914.

4,505,900

moval from their old quarters to a new
152 Water Street, New York City.

CIGARS MADE IN BOND INCREASE

lows

89,635,906

Cigarettes
1917
1916
201,000
255,000
395,000
987,750
807,500
340,000
570,500
716,250
249,000
500,250
787,500
.jO,000
890,000
925,0(K)
135,000
.3:?0,250
260,000
4:55,000
210,400
615,(KX)

Total,

•*Hussey has

12,943,106
11,022,952
20,157,629
12,971,206
15,803,910
19,673,334
17,221,377
27,393,719
15,888,810
23,213,732

October,

letters to

Tobacx'o Ctunpany

1917

4,506,224
9,857,689
5,(n 9,246
7,369,630
7,581,073
7,958,154
12,485,366
10,181,510
13,051,677
11,025,337

(»f

if'vrc to thcmsi'lrrs.

Send your

Ictober,

Total,
Increase,

munitions, transportation facilities
for the nmnitions once they are made, the very lives
of our soldiers at home and abroad, our wmntry^s life,
is dependent up<»n an adetpiate fuel supply.
Write to your Senators and Congressmen, go out
of your way to ask that your neighbors and business
asHoeiates also write to them.
Deluge them with letters, so that they cannot fail
tn know that the country wants the Daylight Saving
r.ill passi'd, that the citizens of the country demand
their right to help in the saving of fuel at tw iucouren-

The nuiking

1916

Month

|ia|M'r8 throughout the I nited States.

L

Goodness Agnes Wliillikins, iCs cold!" said
The Thin Man, in a hoarse voice. "Gimme a Spasmaduro. Gosh, I'm cold!"
"I'll say it's cold," laughed The Cigar Dealer, as
he rang up the sale and replaced the box in the wise.
The Thin Man bit off the end of his cigar, lighted
up, and backed himself against the piping liot radiator which stood beside the wall opposite the showcase.
"Gentlemen," said The Thin Man solemnly, after
he had puffed his cigar a few times, "my hand is up;
**

my last

Coldest place
I'm goin' to

winter in this here town.
on the face of the globe posi-tively.
California, or some place."
"You
Rollins slowly lighted a fifteen-center.
don't call this cold, do you, neighbor!" he asked, with

this is

—

a smile.
enough

so's if

it

gets one degree

my

remains to any medical
institute in the city for a dollar and a half. I just can't
stand it, that's all."

and a half colder

I'll sell

tropical compared to where I was
last winter," returned the cigar salesman.
"Where's that. Bill?" asked The Cigar Dealer.
**0h, a place up in Minnesota. T made a missionary trip for the factory through that territory last

**This place

with this ice-cream social rig on, and I
thought 1 had landed in the middle of the Arctic Ocean.
The wind was blowing twenty miles an hour or more,
and the thermometer was exactly thirty-five degrees
below zero at twelve o'clock noon.
"Well, sir, going up the hill to my hotel, a distance
of one block, I just about perished. The Pullman conductor walked up the street with me. I says to him:
*Do you mean to tell me human beings live here!'
"He says, *This ain't so bad. You oughta been
here dav before yesterday. It was forty four below.'
**That afternoon I had to go out to the west end
of the town to see a dealer about a drop shipment. I
thought I'd stand on the back platforin of the street
car and finish my cigar. You can believe me or not,
gentlemen, but I want to tell you that when I blew the
smoke out of that cigar it froze the very second it liit
the air, and then fell onto the i>latf«»rm of the car and
•broke into pieces just like glass."
"Not like glass. Hill," renumst rated The Cigar
off the train

Dealer.
'*Yes, sir," insisted Rollins, "just like glass."
**I8 this honest?" solemnly int|uired The Thin
Man, turning his red, watery eyes upon the salesman

searchingly.

"I hope the German Kaiser drops dead

is

year. T left Chicago one night in February. It was
raining. I was wearing P. D. Q. underwear, no vest,
lope
a silk shirt, a light overcoat, and a stiff hat.
into this burg the next day, four hours late. I step

We

if it

ain't,"

"The smoke
the salesman.
dropped and broke into pieces just like glass. Ami
that ain't all. The next <lay it got still colder, and

emphatically

declared

started to snow.

Now,

they'll tell

you that

it

won't

but that ain't so. Up there in
It snew— snowed, I
that country it'll do anything.
mean, till half the street cars were stopped. I asked
one dealer if they had snow like that every winter.
He said it was nothing but a flurry c^unpared to what
they got later on, in June and July. Tie said the year
before when the snow melted in August, they found
a man right on the main downtown corner, who had
been snowed in while waiting for a car. He probably
had been standing there at least two months."
**Wa8 he— was he dead!" tremulously inquired
The Thin Man, quite carried away with the horror of

snow when

**It's just cold

FENTOK

it

it's cold,

all.

(Continued on Page 24)
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How

Co-Operation

Shall the Retail Dealer Play the

Game?

By Harry A. Eamthaw

Bj

J.

R. McCletkey

Copyright 1917, by

J.

R.

McCl««key
6.

/^O-OPERATIOX— u large word of

larger mcanV^iiig. From the gnwit continental armies of Europe
down to the little retail ntore of the boss and one clerk
CO oporation is the involunt4ir>^ slogan of practically
ever>' organization in the world. In business co-operation spells success and tlie lack of it spells failure.
still

sonal sense of things which in turn
interest

and

is

To

desired end.

co-operation.

that so-called co-operation in the vast
majority of organizations resolves itself into a network of petty jealousies and personal differences between enii)loyer8 and employees and between fellow-

There

fact

employees would indicate that there must be something
fundamentally wrong either with the world's popular
c^mcept of cooperation or with its method of application. Literally, co-operation means to work with or to
work together, Imt the idea of working with or working
together has been too generally applied in a purely personal sense. That is, to most people co-operation has
meant the working of one person with another person
or persons

t<>

a

common

end, so long as their personal

opinions might be kept sufficiently lubricated to pre-

just one right

is

though there

may

way

to do anything, al-

be hundreds of personal opinions as

what the right way may be, and real co-operation
means nothing more or less than neutralizing these personal opinions, which is easily accomplished just as
soon as selfishness and self-will are out of the way.
First of all, let it be determined through the proper
channels, as near as is humanly possible, what the right
way is, and then let everybody forget what his personal opinion was, forget his likes and dislikes among
to

was such a
remember that

his fellow- workers, forget that there ever

thing as jealousy or criticism, and just
by each individual adhering to his highest sense of

for each individual to work according to a fixed standard or principle of right, and
just in the degree that each one adheres to this stand-

standard of right he is not only co-operating in the
highest measure for the common good, but is likewise
serving his own best interests in every case.
The purpose of a street car system is to provide
Each street car cotransportation for the public.
operates to that end. However, the co-operation is not
between the cars themselves, but between each car and
the central power house. In like manner true co-operation in human affairs is brought out only as each
individual co-operates with the standard or principle

ard will a united result be attained.
Selfishness or self-interest is one of the strongest
elements of the human mind, and seemingly one of the
hardest lessons that mankind has to learn is that lru«
wrvice to the world and true co-operation along any

Disconnect the street cars from the central
power house and there is no longer any co-operation
Disconnect individuals
only inaction or confusion.
from the principle or standard of right, and there can
])e no true co-operation, because no longer governed by

%'ent friction.

However, the

superficial thinker does not stop to

must be a fixed standard or principle
back of co-operation which is more dependable than
realize that there

—

personal opinions or personal will that is, instead of
so nmny persons trying to work together as independent units, and guided solely by varying personal inclinations, the

demand

is

of right.

and

the result is inev-

Ibie is realize«l only in proportion as this destructive

the right motive and purpose,

foroe rallied selfishness is eradicated from the human
consciousness.
Self-interest and co-operation are as

Co-operation fs not a
human invention nor is it a commercial formula, but It
is the logical result of destroying in the human consciousness such things as jealousy, envy, spite, selfishness, self-will, malicious criticism and the like. A real
desire to render unselfish service for others and for the
common good is the true spirit of co-operation and it

diametrically opposite as the north and south poles.

are a part of any organization, we know, to
begin with, that cx>-operation is the first step towards
success; but how can true co-operation be established
If

you and

T

when every individual in the organization measures hts
MQoept of what true coope ration is by his own per-

itably discord

brings

its

and confusion.

own reward.

unfortunate that so many dealers fail to regard
a business. A man has to serve
many years of apprenticeship before he may become
a carpenter, plumber, tinsmith, or locomotive engineer.
In short, there is scarcely a line of work in which it
is not necessary to devote a considerable period of time
And
in preliminary study, practice or preparation.
yet every day we see men taking their life's savings
and jumping into the retail cigar game, minus experioften minus the business
ence, but what is worse
instinct, without which no merchant can succeed, except he have good luck approaching the miraculous.
The man who contemplates going into the retail
business should understand that it is not an easy road
to riches. It is no place for derelicts, for men with a
lifetime of failure behind them.
It is no place for socialists, anis

self-will t

a self-evident proposition that before a person
i-an buy a railroad ticket to a given point he must first
detenniiK' the |)oint to which he wants to go; and likewise iM'fore a person (jan co-operate he must first determini' exactly the destination he is trying to arrive at
via the route of co-operation, or in other words, he
must possess a dear concept of what true co-operation
is before any real progress can be made towards the

The

Ooide-Posts to a Successful Retail Cigar Business

dictated by self-

bring out true co-operation in any organization
each individual must be willing to make self-interest
subordinate to the common good, knowing that a united
result that will benefit all concerned can only be atUnited effort
tained by an unselfish united effort.
means effort that is propelled by a united motive and
purpose to bring out the greatest good to the largest
number of people, wnth all ulterior and selfish motives
eliminated by th(* understanding that the success of
the organization as a whole includes the greatest possible measure of success for every individual who has
done his part in establishing and maintaining true

It is
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the cigar business as

—

—

archists,

spiritualists,

You have seen merchants who seemed actually to
suffer when you bought something from them! They
made you feel that you were intruding. Without their
saying

so,

unwelcome
with a dime, you

you

felt

if

you spent a nickel;

felt they disliked you;
you partetl
anil if you blew in a whole <|uarter, something tohi
you that you were being despised. iSlicr getting your
goods anil your change, with difticulty you restrained
yourself from leaning over the counter, antl saying
to these fellows: "My friend, pardon me, but why
don't you go home and drink about three dollars' worth
of castor oil? It would dt> you good!"
There is the same opportunity for making money
and achieving an independence in the retail cigar business today that there is in any other retail business.
The best evidence that this is so are the thousands of
merchants who are doing it. From a study of the
methods of these successful men
and the eharact(*ristics of their
if

places of business, the man who
would emulate their success, can
draw many valuable h'ssons.

political

—

'Tobacco provides for mankind
economists, reformists or ists
a maximum of solace and comfort,
of any kind. If a man is an ist'
with a minimum of penalty.
Successful merchants waste
—or if he have an **ist'*— he
"The vocation of Tobacconist is
little time on trying to change
should keep the '*ist'' part of
an ancient and honorable one.
They <lo not tr>** things as is."
himself shut somewhere at home,
'There is no mystery, no secret
to win out by being '* smart" or
Men who achieve
to success.
and not set it up on his counter
** shrewd," but by following good,
things reach the heights by the
and try to sell it to every man
old-fashioned honesty and sound
exercise of common sense, honesty
who comes in the shop. The man
aad energy.
business principles. Show me a
behind the showcase in a cigar
"A man can't expect others to
really successful merchant, and I
store has no more business tryhas
he
have faith in him unless
will show you a man who has
ing to foist his own pet theories
faith in others. Confidence breeds
played the game fair and scjuare,
and ideas upon the public than
confidence.
He
without trying to beat it.
has the ticket-chopper who takes
'The man who has sufficient
will be a man who has demon
the public's nickels in the subway
capital, a favorable location, a
strated that it is easier to go with
I
clear head, a sincere purpose to
or on the elevated stations.
He
the crowd than against it.
give the public a square deal, and
wish I could drive that thought
has construed it to be his prova reasonable a mount of ^'pop' can
home to cigar dealers with a pilefind as many opportunities tor sucince to ser\'e more than to eduSmokers don't go into
driver.
as
business
cess in the retail cigar
lie will have carried and
cate,
cigar stores to be converted.
on
business
in any other retail
featured, not the brands which he
They are interested in merchanearth."
thinks the public ought to like and
dise, plus service.
buy, but the brands they do like
The biggest thing embraced in
and buy. He will have learned
service, to my notion, is courtesy.
that a little capital judiciously handled will produce
By courtesy, I don't mean a dull, lifeless, mechanical
more profits in a year than a large ciipital that is
1
** Thank you," flipped out as if by a phonograph.
turned over slowly. The test which he will ap])ly to
mean the courtesy that is implied more than expressed.
merchandise will be this simple one:
retail cigar store is no place for a man with an in(1) Does it sellT
growing grouch. If a man just naturally hates all the
(2) How fast does it sell!
rest of the human race, let him become an organizeer for
* *

A

W., a ticket-seller in a New York theatre, a
janitor in a big apartment building, or find a niche for
himself in some other equally congenial branch of inhuman effort. But let him not try to get away with his
the

I.

W.

grudge behind a cigar-case, because the public is sensitive. The smoker feels the personality of a dealer. If
the dealer is a human-being scomer, all the **Good
morning's" and **Thank you's" he can put on will not
cover up his real character.

profit does it pay met
Please notice that I have listed the item of profit
order in which
I <lo so because that is exactly the
last.
no profit
it should be considered, and for this reason
(3)

What

:

mrrrhandisc
Furthermore, profit should always be consid
is sold.
ered in connection with turn-over. A high profit on
jjoods that move slowly is in reality a low profit, a«
you will see if you bring pencil and paper to bear on

can be

made on any merchandise

until the

the question.
{Coniinued on Pag* 9f)
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Good
Trade Acceptances
By

K. Piorsoii, J'lesideiil of the
JJank of New York, lia.s let down
IJh* bars of critieisni of his fellow bankers, an outsidi-r, who luul ])reviously felt some delicacy about
expressing himself, feels more at liberty to do so.
In a recent address before the Chamber of Commerce of the I'nited States on the subject of a universal ado}»tion of the accej>tane<' method of dealing
that

which h(? calls "Thawing That Frozen Book
Account," Mr. Pierson does not span' his brother
bankers, nor the business men generally, for their
apathy in so important a reform, iic says:
'Slust why an institution of such conspicuous
and demonstrable merit as the acceptance should
be obliged to light for a standing before the careful, far-seeing business man and bankers of this
country, is diflicuit to understand. Within its own
lield and for the particular purpose for which it
was created, it represents merit impossible to lind
Whateyer the cuise and
any other method.
whatj'ver the explanation, the time has arrived
when business men and bankers alike, if they are
to be consistent with either their own interests or
those of the nation, nmst assume the responsHiility
in cn'dits,

m

effort retjuired in

demamling

an<l

quickly securing for the acceptance the place and
standing in the business of this country to which
its merit entitles it, and which the exigencies of
war deman<l for it.'*
This is a somewhat strong arraignment of the
banker and the business nuui for his apathy, coldness,
diflidence, call it conservatism if you liki», towards a
reform in d«'aling in credits that carries with it so
many manifest aclyantages. That it is none too strong,
however, ciin l>e youched for by the few who have seen,
from the start, the opjmrtunity for a readjustment of
our credit methods nuide possible through the provisions of the Federal Iteserve Banking i\ct and its
amendments and have en<leayored to convince others
of tliis fact.

may seem

paradoxicid, but it is true, nevertheless, that few of the institutions that should be intereatcd in acc^'ptances, and in promoting so obvious a
refonn, seem really anxious to help the matter along
in any way, or by creating a market,
in not a few
instances these institutions have gone quite out of
It

their way to combat the movement; any movement
that would tend to disturb previously established customs and practices. Without, perhaps, going into
any extentliMl study of the reform in credit transactions ofTered by the ado|)tion of the trade ac<*eptance,
bankers 'throughout the country pass it up as something '*new%'* antl therefore unsafe to experiment
with, hsning it to tlu' progressive banking institutions of New York Oity and other linanciad centers,

and

to the a880ciatit>ns of credit

hope

men

to

hannner away

eyentually, waking up the country
banker to a realization of the fact that there is a
door open to him, through which, if he will but look
and SCO It, he can pass to better, more profitable, and
at

it

in the

Patriotic

TOM KEENE

6c on

Judflment Dictated

Measure

R. H. Tingley in "American Industries"

Mr. Louis
NOW
Irving National

and expend the

A
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of,

more «p40"dnte methods of conducting

his business.

the country banker is, by nature, tradition and
education, opposed to new methods of business. He
is jealous of what he considers his prerogatives, and
is inclined to resent any interference on the part of
the big bank; any etTort'to teach him anything '*new.''
The present manner of conducting business is profitable enough, and besides, it is the way he was brought
up: it is the way his predecessor did business, so, why
change from something tried and which he thoroughly
understands, to something *'new*' and which he does
not understand very w^ell, and lacks the energy to

But

It is

a fact that cigar

makers' wages are

now

the highest ever paid in the industry, en-

abling

them

meet the high cost of

to

living.

master f

To

be sure, the banker cannot create acceptances,
or rather, does not, in the ordinary course of business.
Acceptances are created by commercial and merchanIt is to
dizing firms, individuals and corporations.
the banker, however, that the merchant and trade
should look for advice and guidance in matters of banking and credit, and it is upon the banker that the duty
and privilege should devolve of instructing his customers in the adoption of new and approved methods.
When matters of credit are under discussion, the
interests of the banker and his customer become muThe customer, the active business man, with
tual.
the cares and responsibilities of successfully conducting his plant or his store engrossing all of his attention, has little opportunity for studying abstract finanAs a
cial, banking and credit theories and methods.
rule, too, taking the active man of business by and
large throughout the land, he has little capacity or inclination to this class of study. He relies, or ought to
rely, on his banker to keep him i)osted, to guide him
through the intricacies of finance and of credits. In
aJl communities,- whether they be large or small, the
local banker is looked upon as an oracle in money matters, both in theory and in practice. The banker deals
in money. This is his merchandise, and he is, or ought
to be, well posted on all theories, both old and new,
concerning it, and its creature, credit.
When, therefore, the brightest financial minds of
the country; Metropolitan bankers, national and local
associations of credit men, officers of federal reserve
banks, come fonvard w'lih the unqualified endorsement
of a credit movement it would seem the matter would
be of sufficient importance for, at least, investigation
and study. I say of sufficient importance, for T think
T am safe in making the assertion that a majority of
the bankers, or others, that have taken the trouble
to so apply themselves are convinced that, in the
particular field for which it was designed, the acceptance is ])re-eminent as an instrument of credit. Having arrived at this conclusion, it naturally devolves
upon the banker, as the mentor of his community, to
bring the matter to the attention of his borrowing
customers (DO per cent, of whom, it is safe to say,
never heard of a trade ac<»-eptance, or if so, have no
clear concept of what it is), and to encourage them
to bring in acceptances for discount, rather than their
plain notes as heretofore. Tn other words, to create
a market. Tt should devolve upon the banker to point
(Continued on Page 2t)

a fact

It is
.

p

freights, etc.,

that tobacco,

boxes, labels,

have all advanced so that they

have materially increased cigar

e

It is

costs.

a fact that Uncle Sam has taxed tobacco

$60,000,000. for war purposes in addition
to the revenue taxes which still remain in
force,

and

we

all

contribute our share-

cheerfully.

It is

a

fact

that these

of producing the

advances

Tom

In the cost

Keene Cigar must

be met to maintain quality.

TOM Keene
The Cigar made with good Judgment

This

is

the Opening

Gun

in the

1918

TOM KEENE

campaip.

m

First

the United
newspapers
shot to be fired in over 50 of the leading Daily
used to supplement this
States. Other forms of advertising will be
KEENE prominently in their
campaign. The dealers who dUplay
demand caused by this
showcases wiU secure their share of the increased

TOM

advertising.
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Big Gains in Exports of Manufactured Tobaccos
Washington Bureau.
STATISTICS just compiled by the Department of
Connncrce, showing the exports of various comnioditjeH for the ten months ended with October, 1917,
iiH compared with those of the first ten months of
each of the preceding two years, evidence heavy falling
<»fT in the exports of unmanufactured tobacco and big
gains in the <'xports of manufactures.
During the ton months ended with October, the
xports of unmanufactured leaf amounted to 199,27*2,14H pounds, valued at .$:J4,264,740. This is a loss of
$L'1,(KK),(KM) from the exfrnrt value of the corresponding
period of last vcar, the total of which was 4l7,3.')4,852
(

r.ounds, valufd* at $.')r),K20,H95, and is $9,00(),(K)() less in
value than the total of the exports of 1915, which were
.'^55,484,444 j>oiinds, valued at $43,890,931.
This decrease is due, in great part, to the reduced
exportations to Denmark, The Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Hongkong. Exports to the United Kingdom alone fell from
145,:i45,241 jKuinds, valued at $25,893,757, in 191(), to
32,346,619 pounds, valued at $8,171,278, this year.
The countries which showed a gain in this field
were France*, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, C'anada, Argentina, China and Australia.
Exports of stems and trimmings during the ten
month periods were: 1915, 4,790,320 pounds, $279,729;
1916, 6,.321,312 ponnds, $197,387; 1917, 221,908 pounds,
$13,886.

A

great gain is shown in the export of cigarettes,
thft detailed statement
showing that the "heathen
Chinee** is rapidly getting civilized, China now being
^ir biggest fiehl for these smokes. The total number
exported during the ten-month period was 5,399,352,-

Last year the total was
000, valued at $10,252,129.
3,270,375,000, valued at $5,774,987, while in 1915, it
was 1,706,079,000, valued at $2,680,502.
Of these totals China took, in 1915, 760,756,000,
valued at $1,203,164; in 1916, 1,906,640,000, valued at
$3,656,687; and in 1917, 3,979,619,000, valued at $7,-

Two New Backs For You
Handsome Designs
With a Popular Appeal

While China is getting civilized, Siam ap887,175.
pears to be retrograding, that country taking but 120,910,000, valued at $244,f)53, this year, as compared with
192,410,000, valued at $3(52,422 last year. This year's
total, however, still is greater than that of 1915, which
was 85,750,000, valued at $162,943.
Panama continues to use American cigarettes in
increasing numbers. In 1915 the figure was 73,357,000,
$123,159; this increased the following year to 45,861,000, $103,286, and increased again, this year, to 59,335,<)00, $141,530.
The other countries also show good increases, the Straights Settlements taking 836,823,000,
valued at $1,230,340, this vear, as compared with 802,588,000, valued at $1,089,231, last vear, and 724,505,000, valued at $1,012,341, in 1915. Other, unspecified,
countries took in 1915, 61,710,000, $178,895; 1916, 322,876,000, $563,361; 1917, 402,665,000, $748,431.

WE

3.^5,000, $141,530.

Plug tobacco exports were: 1915,

4,368,965 pounds, $1,295,547; 1916, 4,324,160 pounds,
$1,211,595, and 1917, 4,021,522 pounds, valued at $1,146,169. Smoking tobacco exported in 1915 totaled 1,734,009 pounds, valued at $909,555; 19X6, 1,964,223
pounds, valued at $973,804; 1917, 1,661,368 pounds,
valued at $908,475. Other manufactures exported totaled $283,156 in 1915, $405,635 in 1916 and $317,360
in 1917.

in full color.

The back

Janesville, Wisconsin.
Sports current throughout the state that the 1917
t<)bHo<M) crop in this section is worthless due to the
Irost are branded as untrue by the fi.n.iors and tohaoMi dealers. It is admitted that some of the crop
was slightly damaged by the frost but the crop taken
as a whole is up to the standard of previous- years in
tpuility and quantity.
In the immediate vicinity of
Edgerton a large percentage of the tobacco has been

teken down and stripping is planned very shortly.
Througliout the important tobacco sections of the
Stat© the product is in standard case conditions for
stripping thus enabling shipments to be made earlv
in the month of January.
Crop conditions for the
season show that due to the early cutting the product
is of medium growth.
It however shows good color

and rung

Standard

after harvesting.

In southern Wisconsin it will be a problem for the
grower in stripping his tobacco to put it in a condition and separate the different qualities so that they
can be delivered in a satisfactory condition to the

which

will be

adopted are that all fat stems or high case tobaccos
should be separated when stripping, tied in hands hung
over lath and returned to the shed and left there until
it is entirely dried.
It is the general conoensus of
opinion that the buyers will take most of their tobacco
at the agn^eed contract prices.

illuAralcs the

It is

an addition to our famous

line of

is

timely

and

will

Card

rapidly take

its

place

among the

players, quick to tee the appro-

priateness of expressing patriotic sentiment even in recreation,
will

demand our Liberty Back.

Your jobber
has

OUR OTHER NEW BACK
"Club".

and

is

an

It is

is

it.

entitled

the

all-over design in red or blue,

our lateA in

BICYCLE&W
This new back is peculiarly appropriate
Playing Cards as these cards have a great
Like

all

beA

sellers in

is

for Bicycle
sale

among

Bicycle, this

printed

Your jobber has

it.

When you stock these new

designs, drop us a line and we will see that pou
displays and other advertising material so that

are supplied with window
Complete catalog
people will know that gou sell U. S. Plaging Cards.
supplies sent on request.
illustrating everything in plaging cards and

buyers.
in general

backs.

the original wrapping.

way

The plans of the dealers

and

new

on the outside of every tuck case
containing the new back, so that your customers can
selcd it without loss of time and without difturbing

to short sizes while inat
harvested at a later time will run heavy to fat stems
and frozen tobaccos which were damaged in the sheds
in a general

called "Liberty"

leaders in Congress.

design

Up To Normal

is

brought out two

PLAYING
CAIU>S

club members.

Wisconsin Leaf Crop

One

juft

Statue of Liberty with the flags of the Allied Nations

Export figures for cigars and cheroots are: 1915,
1,383,000, $23,093; 1916, 1,515,000, $30,667; 1917, 59,-

HAVE

THE
Dept.

6

U. S.

PLAYING CARD CO.

Cincinnati, U. S. A., or Toronto,

Canada
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NOW Be

and 7c

M. A. Urges Tobacco Manufacturers Using Sugar
to Arrange for Their Supply

T.

received information that the issuance of
<in\ oriinicnt licenses for the importation and supply of .sugar needed in the manufacture of tobacco
\v«r«' ht'ing unusually delayed, Secretary Dushkiud of
iIh' T. M. a. niadi' a hurried trip to Washington last
1^'riday to take* the matter up with the authorities.
It si'cms tiiat under the new regulations no sugar
can he imported without first obtaining a license from
the Bureau of Imports, and that in order to secure
Huth a license the importer is required to sign the fol-

H.W'INCi

lowing agreement:
**ln consideration of vour issuance to me/us
dated the
of license No
1918, covering the imday of
sugar
portation of
bags of
T/we hereby guarfrom
antee that 1/we will not sell such sugar to any
person, lirm or corporation, or at any price without first securing the approval of the United
States Food Administration, or its dulv author,

ized agents.

*'l/wc further hereby jiromise and agree in
tlu' sale or distribution of said sugar to be governed by tin* rules and regulations of said United
States Food Administration.
**In WiTNKss WiiKRKoF, I/we liave hereunto
subscribed my /our hand this
day of
*»
19
It thus appears thai after securing the import
license the importer must furnish the names of his
buyers to the Food Administration and apply for per-

mission to sell them. The purpose of requiring such
permission to sell is to enable the Food Administra-

consumption and to curtail the
supply when necessary as it has done for instance in
the case of confectioners, where the supply has been
cut down to the extent of fifty per cent, of their usual
tion to regulate the

requirements.

Mr. Dushkind took the matter up with both departments, that is, the Bureau of Imports and the Food
Administration, and having demonstrated to them the
necessity of tobacco particularly as a war essential,
the magnitude of the industry, the amount of taxes
that the Government is receiving from the manufacture of tobacco, and more particularly that the sugar
used in the manufacture of tobacco does not interfere
with the domestic consumption, Mr. Dushkind has been
assured by both bureaus that unless present conditions
should change, there will be no delay in the future in
issuing licenses for the importation and supply of
sugar for the manufacture of tobacco.
Mr. Dushkind states, however, that even impressed
as the Government authorities are with the necessity
for quick action in passing upon applications for li-

WHITBOWL
7c

OWL

censes and permits, the trade is likely to experience
considerable delay due to the enormous amount of
such applications from practically all industries, and
the primary stages of the organization of the multitude of new forces and new bureaus that have been
recently established by the Government.
No manufacturer therefore, says Mr. Dushkind, should wait
until the last moment in ordering such supplies.

Dependable Cigars

6c

what should they cost ?
For we constantly maintain for
these two cigars a great store of aging

ye«r your lucky brothen
enjoyed over ItO.OOO.OOO OWL and

«_^

WHITE OWL Cigari. They paid 5c
for OWL, Londres shape and for the
Invincible WHITK OWL 6c.
To get really dependable cigars
these experienced smokers gladly
For
pay, today, 6c for the OWL.
Aware an they
7c.
WHITE
cigar making
costs
in
1918
are, of
they know that we could not continue
to uphold OWL and WHITE OW L
dependability and charge less.

leaf.

leaf

TOIIX

F.

KAUFFMAN,

one ofAltooim's most widely

J kiuiwn business men and leading citizens, has tendered his resignation as maiuiger of the Held Tobacco
Company, the wholesale tobacco finn, with headquarters at <ireen Avenue and Tenth Street, Mr. Kauffnian's resignation to become elTective on Mon<lay, December 31.
Mr. Kaufrinnn first came to Altoona in 1896, from
IMiiladeljihia, where he had been connected with A. B.

& Company, wholesale tobacco dealers.
Ili« first position here was with Cunningliam, Blake
k Company, wholesahTs in the same business hero,
(^unnmghaiii

with

whom

he reniiuned during the winter of 1896-97.
lie returniMl to Phihulelphia in 1897 for a time,
etiiiimg back to Altoona in 1899. being then connected

Cunningham Tobacco Company
1, 1902, when he was made manager of
Imoco Company.

witli the

October
the Reid To-

until

Mr. Kauffman has been with this company ever
since, having charge throughout the local district, which
embraces a wide territory about Altoona, and the
firm's business has vastly prospered during his management. During his administration, the fine wholesale house was erected at Green Avenue and Tenth
Street, and the company's business was developed
until it became one of the largest in the State.
Taking a most active interest in everything that
w^as for the good of the community, Mr. Kauffman,
during his residence in Altoona, has been prominent
in all public affairs, and a leader in civic and welfare
movements. He was vice-president of the old Altoona
Wholesale Association and was a director of the old

Board of Trade. Since the organization of the Chamber of Commerce, he has been most active in that body,
and is now secretary of the ways and means committee.

—Altoona Mirror,

never does a bit of this
go into OWL and WHITE OWL

until experts in curing say,
this lot

mellow

fragrance.**

And it requires, friends,

18 months.

an investment of never
f

$1,000,000 in idle leaf.
seasons almost $2,1

less thaii

And

at

som«

6
OWL
OWL
7

white
B«Mfe<f tnd Branded
for ymiT protectkia

DIALBM:

If

your dittribulor tfoM

General Qcar

THE

''Now

has reached the very peak of

Such curing takes, on the average,

OWL—

Manager of Reid Tobacco Company Resigns

And

MILLION

Ml

mII ibMC d«p«»4«bU Cigara, writ* «•.

Co.. Inc.. u»

wmt

mn

st

.

sum

DOLLAR

yom art

CIGARS

a reproduction of the first of a series of OWL and WHITE OWL advertisemento which will appear in an early issue of the Saturday Evening Post. OWL and
WHITE OWL will also be advertised in nearly 50 of the leading Sunday newspapers.

The aboye

is

Dealers:

It will

pay you

to display these

brands in your showcases.
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Penalties for Violation of Lightless Nights
iiiduHtry is feeling heavily the hand
of the Fut'l Administrator. The latest order, pro-

TJIK

t(il>ac<M)

idin^ lor lightloH.s nights on Sunday and Thursday of
each week is afTecting all hranches, from the manufactun IS who advertise tlieir cigarettes and tobacco by
^eans of <'k«ctric signs to retailers who have their
names over their establishments electrically illuminated. Whit*' ways, individual signs of all descriptions
and even ston* win(h>ws, when establishments are closed,
must be darkeiie<l on tliose two nights, and the order
has gone fortli tliat liglitless nights must be far more
rehgiously observed than meatless and wheatless days.
The order, already effective, provides that "no
•M.rporation, ass(»ciation, partnership, or person, engaged wholly or in part in the business of furnishing
electricity for illumination or power purposes, and
no corporation, association, partnership, or person,
maintaining a plant for the purpose of supplying electricity for tlu'ir own nee<ls, shall use electricity for illuminating or displaying advertisements, notices, announcements, or signs designating the location of an
ofRcA^ or i)lacA» of business, or the nature of any busini»ss, for electrical searchlights, or for external illumination for ornamentation of any building, or lights in
tlie interior of stores, offices or other places of business,
when such stores are not ofHMi for business, excepting
such lights as are necessary for the public safety, or
As reijuired l»y law, nor for excessive street lighting
intended for (lisplay or advertising purposes, whether
such lights are maintained by the municipality or by
\

others.*'

Previous to the issuance of this new order a warning had been sent out to users of electricity throughout the country to be more saving in their consumption

of current. This was to be accomplished by the extinguishing of all advertising and direction lights at
eleven o'clock and by the nonuse thereof prior to 7.45
each night. This order on the dimming of electric
signs failed of the coal saving result expected. Every
I>ossible loophole in the order was taken advantage of
and to the traveler in the streets there was no perceptible difference in the illumination.
In promulgating this new order, the Fuel Administrator declared that the '*use of fuel in this emergency for any of the purposes definitely prohibited in
the order is wasteful and is prejudicial and injurious
to the National security and defense.'*
Reports to the Fuel Administration from New
York, Chicago, San Francisco and other large cities
indicate that the lightless night order will be strictly
observed according to the rules laid down. Public
utilities companies supplying electric current and gas
for lighting, almost without exception, have signified
their willingness to recognize the spirit of the order
and go even beyond the legal requirements in conserving coal. The same thing is true of the men who
provide the signs for advertising purposes.
But the administration, according to authoritative statements, has no intention of permitting any
company or individual in any city or town anywhere
in the country to burn lights in violation of the order
without penalty. The burning of lights contrary to
the wording and spirit of the order will constitute a
violation of law and steps will be taken to mete out
punishment to offenders. In line with this stand. State
fuel administrators have been directed to see that the
provisions of the order are scrupulously observed.
\jm Li,

Three for 10c Cigars Taxed $3 Per
TIIK

perplexing «|uestion as to whether cigars retailing at three tor ten cents or ten for thirty-five
cents should he taxed under Class A at three dollars
per thousand, or un«ler Class H at four dollars per
thousand, has at last been <lefinitely settled.
In the oflicial decision handed down by the Honorable, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, he savs:
*'If the only actual

retail price in the case

of cigars sold only in packaffes or hnndlvs is for
the /f»/, the nearest ajipronch to the actual price
of a singU* cigar is the i)rice of the parkaffr or
bundle divided by the number of cigars therein.

"// thrre is no rttail price of a sitifflf ciffoi,
the law does not permit the (lovemment to sub
stitute a hy]>othetical figure or price therefor. It
nuist accordingly be concluded that the regula-

tions are incorrect in this respect, and that the
rate of tax on cigars which are sold at retail only
at the mte of three for ten cents or ten for thirtvive cents, aiul which are not sold singly, is throt

dollars per thousand,

L*

M

and not four

dollars per

thousand,
**

However,

up in packages or bundles, even though they have an established price per lot, it may be assumed that they
are also sold at retail singly, and the price of a
single cigar may be determined by dividing the
price of the lot by the number of cigars therein,
and adding such fraction of a cent as will make a
if

cigars are not put

Look!

Stop!
Listen!

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use
spell

—

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

Wrappers

price in integral cents,**

The Commissioner thus modifies

former deour Bulletin No. A of Decemhis

cision reported by us in
ber 10th, in which he held that:
** cigars which are sold only by the box and never
retailed in less quantities, the rate of tax is to be
determined by dividing the box price by the number of cigars packed therein.'*
Under the present decision, the cigars need not
be packed in boxes. If they are done up in lots in the
form of packages or mere bundles, the three-dollar tax
will apply.

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

Water
JH
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Trade Acceptances
{Continued from Page

When You Can Depend on
By

Elton

J.

Quotations

Buckley

CopTTiffht 1917, by EltoB J.

BuckUy

This confirms our conditional telegraphic
order of July 30th, in which we instructed you to hold
for final confirmation before you commence packing,
and our telegram yesterday, telling you we had finally
gotten this business closed."
On August 12th the Standard Company wired the
Bruner Company, mentioning a letter which the Standard said it had written on August 11th, stating that it
could not longer keep the quotation open as it had
sold so much of the same goods to other people.
rectly.

Mr

Ihtcklrif's Icfjal articles will constitute
fraturr of Till':

TOILUVO WORLD.

n.iidiu

SuL^rrilit rs mai/ address

<i

itdl

hint

am/ of

thrir legal prob-

T(>nA('C() WOULD, and Mr. Buckifideavor to ansiK r them to the best of his
This service is extruded to the subscribers

THE

lews tu
Irif

a

If.

nf Till-:

TOlt.U'CO

WOULD free

of charge.

When
has just been decided by
the Appeal Court of Pennsylvania touching a legal
cornplieation which may arise when goods are ordere<i
or buying contracts nmde by mail. The law as laid
clown 'l>y the Pennsylvania Court would be the law
practically everywhere in the United States.
On .July JOth a New Jersey concern called the
Bruner Company, wrote the Standard Company, of
PhihMlelpliia, asking for a price on certain merchanili.se delivered in Ocean City, N. J.
On July 22d, the Standard Company answered,
quoting price and stating when they would ship.
On July 25th the Bruner Company wrote again
and further discussed the matter, mentioning the
Standard Company *s quotation and terms.
On July 30th the Standard Company replied, stating: **Vou understand correctly our (juotation.*'
On July oOth the Bruner Company wired the
Standard to enter an order for a certain portion of
the goods, but said, *4Iold for linnl conlirmation before connnencing packing, as we are awaiting the sign-

A

MOST

ing of

inteivstiiiK ciisc

contr^f The

Standard Company made no

reply.

On

the

same day the Bruner Ccmipany wrote the

We have been given
'ompany, as follows
a promise of this business under the cx^ndition that
it is held open until the C4)ntracts are signed between
the city and our customer, as we believe the State
law retjuires a certain time to elapse between the re-

Stan«lard

1

:

* *

ceiving of the bids and the awarding of the contract,
HO that unless something unforeseen arises, we will
send you a formal order at that time." The Standard
Company did not reply.
On August 8th the Bnmer Company wrote the
Standard, stating that the matter was progressing satisfactorily, and that they expected, ** sometime next
week,'* to send the formal order. The St^indard Company did not reply.
On August 11th the Bimner Company wired the
Standard that they had ** finally secured order. Enter

order and commence packing innne«liately. This
in in ac<Jordance with our conditional order accepting
your quotations on this inquiry."
On August 12th the Bruner Company mailed the
Standard a formal order, stating: **Thi8 is in accordftnc4' with your quotation of July 22d, and your subHe<pient letter of July 27th, replying to ours of the
25th ult, telling ns we understood yonr quotation cor-

<nir

this

was

Bruner Company

received, the

Sorry your telegram even date arrived
too late, as we had already closed order with customer
on basis your price time of shipment. Your letter of

wired back:

**

nth

not received."
From that time on there were letters and telegrams back and forth, the Standard Company refusing to furnish the goods and the Bruner Company demanding them. The Standard Company persisted in
its refusal, and the Bruner Company finally went out
and bought the goods somewhere else, but at an advance of $964.13. To recover this it sued the Standard Company, and the case was bitterly fought up to
the Appeal Court. The Bruner Company won hands

down.

The question involved will touch any business man,
seller or buyer, who deals with anybody, in the purchase of goods, by mail. It is this Where a seller has
quoted a price to a prospective buyer by mail or by
telegraph, how long does that quotation remain open,
and when must the seller retract or withdraw it in
order not to be bound by it?
The answer is that such an offer is good until it
is withdrawn, and if the buyer mails or unres his acceptance before he has received notice of the withdrawal of the quotation, the seller is bound even though
he has actuallv mailed or wired his withdrawal before
he received the acceptance. The reason for that apparently c-ontradictory situation is that an acceptance
is good from the moment it is despatched, whether by
mail or wire, while a withdrawal is not good until it
actually reaches the other party.
:

From the court's decision, awarding the Bruner
Company damages it contended for, T take the following:

First.— Was
the parties t

there a binding contract between

There was a

definite offer

by the

Standard Company to furnish the merchandise at
a certain price. The Standard Company was
fullv advised as to where the merchandise was to
be used and of the delay which would occur before
the matter could be finally closed, and that the
Bruner Company intended to enter into a contract on the faith of its quotations. The quotation
was to remain open and until the Standard Company advised to the contrary, the Bruner Com(Continued on Page

^)

u)

will come
out the many and various advantages that
or insist that
to him, as a seller of goods, to request
of his bdls
his credit customers give him acceptances
open,
instead of obliging him to carry their accounts,
to
on his books. It should devolve, too, upon him
his,
further explain the many advantages that will be
of the bills
as a buyer of goods, to give his acceptance
seller) to
of his seller instead of obliging him (the
on his
carry him, through an often indefinite period,
books as an open account.
The large mercantile houses throughout the counbanker in seetry have been far ahead of the average
coning the advantages that are sure to come to all
of
cerned by adopting the trade acceptance method
dealing in credits as against the open account practices
now in vogue. They have been far ahead of the averbut
age banker, not only in seeing these advantages,
functions,
in the educational w^ork of explaining their
creating a
uses, restrictions and advantages, and in
market as well. Outside of the comparatively tew
metropolitan banks, and the banks of the federal redone
serve system, these big merciintile houses have
more educational work in instructing their customers,
and the public indirectly, in the proper use of acceptance methods than all the so-called country bankers
in
put together. Not that they are not interested
and approve of the theory whereby the frozen book
account may be thawed out and made liiiuid; and not
good
that they will not, as a rule, eagerly discount a
knowtrade acceptance offered by a customer (well
preferred
ing the re-discount possibilities and such
in
paper), but when it comes to taking any initiative
an educational campaign among their customers for
advanthe purpose of insttncting them in the manifest
wayside;
tages of this credit method, they fall by the
ot
they forget that thev are the oracles, the mentors
to *'let
their community and seem perfectly content

191B
>

George do it.'*
*•
nation
A
sounded.
been
has
arms
to
call
But the
as we
at war is on a different basis in every respect,
oi
are all learning, than a nation at peace. Vast sums
money are needed, and are being cheerfully subscribed,
i

That the

*

,

Crown your

perfor the conduct of this war. In times like these a
necesfectly liquid state of money is as much of a
of open
sity as men and munitions. The frozen masses
book accounts must be thaw^ed, and the general adopwill
tion of the trade acceptance as a credit instrument

do

this.

,

call to

,

arms having been sounded

.^

,

1

it

is

as the local oracle and mentor in all matters financial
within the scope of his influence, to promote the free
and general use of the credit method that will mean
war.
so much to the welfare of the nation during this
In dealing with a thing so vital as national prosperity we should adopt a different viewpoint than that
of personal convenience. Traditions of the past should
be laid aside as they will be found to have but slight
resemblance to conditions now confronting us or what
the future holds in store.
{Continued on Page ^4)

efforts

will

with

HEALTH,
HAPPINESS
and PROSPERITY

devolves,
as
primarily to the banker, the country banker as well
use his
his city brother, to throw off his lethargy and
every endeavor, as the guardian of financial thought,

The

New Year

our sincere wish

"44" CIGAR

CO.,

Inc.

PHILADELPHIA
U.

i

S.

A.
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BOLD

Playing the

Game

{Contmucd from Page ii)

stores
It is interesting to think of all the successful

SUCCESS

vuu know, and then pick out from each some feature
ihat most appeals to you as being ideal. By mentally

these features, or as many as
practicable, it is possible to construct in our mind's
eye a picture of tbe ideal cigar store. Of course, each
oV us would perhaps pick different features that seemed
ideal. This composite, however, is my individual con-

uringing together

can only he attributed to Quality
and our jud^inenr of men.
We aimed to please wtih Quality
and man's jud|jment did the restit

ception:

BOLD
the cigar

All"

look through into the store. The candy is carried in
a department by itself, to your right if you enter by

BOBROW BROS

the side door, and facing you if you enter from the
corner. The cigar crises are sparkling clean, and their
tops are not littered up with a mass of stuff. The

IMIIKADELPHIA

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

*^3n0^
Pretident

VicePreiident
Vice Pretident
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treiturer
Secretary

I

HMMII. Wheeling, W. V«
JdSKril K ri'I.LMAN, Jr., New York
ASA I.KMI.F.IN, New York
Ion SdllNASI. New York
lAKI.KS IlliJilKINU. New York
JKSSE

A.

New York

Offices. S

CrnAR MANUFACTURFUS'

Bcckman

ASS()(

I

A

Street

I

J

(

lOSKIil (I I.I.MAN. !r

,

Ki.NR LFAF
New York

W. J H'KAWnZ. Dayton. O
CROIUJK HKkCKR, Cincinnati.
JOSEl'll

suggest that I ought to buy more and make me feel
that I am a piker, and because of this I actually buy
half a dollar's worth, when I had intended to spend
turn away to light one of my cigars,
only a dime.
and somehow, in that brief instant of our contact with
each other, that clerk has made me feel better satisIt isn't anything
fied with the world and with myself.
he has said, or anything he has done. It is just some
subtle, invisible influence which he and the store throws
about me which registers a subconscious feeling of

ION OF AMFRICA

fRKDKRK K lIIRSniHORN. $4ih St. and 2nd Ave., New York
EISKNIJJIIK. 934 Market St., Phila.. Pa
aiAKI.KS
IObElil H WKHTHEIM. 81st and East End Ave.. M'hat'n. N.
k %, Ul IITENSTEIN. 40 Exchange PI., Manhattan. N. Y

THF NATIONAL

clerks are well-groomed, alert-appearing young fellows, who look you straight in the eye as vou talk to
them. They are cheerful fellows; polite, but not efJust
fusive; courteous, without being obsequious.
jdiead of me, when 1 go in, is a workman with a dinner
])ail, who asks for a live-cent i)ackage of smoking toI notice that the clerk who waits on him gives
bacco*.
him exactly the same attention that is later given me.
1 stej) to the counter and ask for my favorite brand.
The clerk says ''Yes, sir," turns to the wall case and
At
tleftly brings out two or three different shapes.
He does not try to
iirst I select only a single cigar.

^-^^^01^^

JACOB WERTHKIAI. New York
(;K<)R(;K W. HILU New York
lAVAKl) WISE. New York

President
Vice-President
Y. ..Treasurer
Secretary

I

TOHACCO ASSCXTIATION
......President

Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

O

MKNDELSOIIN. New York

TOBACCO SALFSMFN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMFRICA
nimtON
LANE
IKK RADIN
JOSFJ'I! FREEMAN
LEO RIEDERS. 3no Weil
Meeting

Pretident
Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Ist

New York

City
each month at Masonic Temple,
JIO Lenoa Ave., New York.
IIRih St.,

Isl Thiirtclay n(

MEW YORK

CIC.AR M SNCI ArTrinK'S*
r.EORGE W. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDHERG
A L ULLNtCK
MAX MILLER. US Broadway. Naw York
Moeting

4tli

Tuesday

of each

month

at

BOARD OF TRADE
President
Vice-President

Hot»I McAlpln.

have exchanged my money for something
more than a cigar; I seem to have purchased also a
little portion of that cheeriness and sense of wellbeing which is part of the stock of that store.
Before I turn away, I look over the brands in the
showcase, a duplicate stock of which is in the wallcases.
I see nearly all the nationally known popular brands
represented, and the musical tinkle of the cash register seems to assure me that here is a merchant who
is carrying no dead stock, no '*long shots"; a merchant
who is discounting his bills, making money and friends.
I mentally leave this mentally ideal cigar store,
and there creeps over me a new conception of the profession of tobacconist. I invest bim with a dignity

pleasure.

INM)F PEN DENT TORACCO M.^NrFACTURl':RS' A.SSOCLNTION
...President
J, A. BLOCK, UTieelini. W. Va
Vice-President
W(K)D F, AXTON. I^,uiiville. Ky
SecretaryTreaiurer
IIAWLINS D. BEST, (..vingion. Ky

IdSF.PH H
fcoHKRT K

.

My mentally ideal cigar store is on a busy city
corner. The corner is a transfer point for several imThe main entrance is in the
pt^rtant trolley lines.
corner, and there is no obstructing pillar or comer
post! llow the corner of the building is held up I
don't know; perhaps the contractor was a Christian
Scientist, and he merely thauffht he put a post there!
There is one other door at tbe side of the store, opening off the more important of the two thorouglifares.
The showcases run the same way as the principal
The windows are shallow, with the backing
street.
running up only part way, so that passersby on the
main street see not only the window display, but mn

made

"Above

all

Tr-astiror

Sccr«tAry
•

and honor which belong to the one who serves his
fellowman in sincerity and the spirit of real goodfellowship. I part from my vision with "these few
precepts" speaking themselves aloud, as

it

were, within

an honorable one.
** There is no mystery, no secret

who

We

to success. Men
achieve things reach the heights by the exercise

All Happiness

and Prosperity

of conmionsense, honesty and energy.
**A man can't expect others to have faith in him
unless he has faith in others. Confidence breeds con-

for 1918

fidence.

man who

has sufficient capital, a favorable
location, a clear head, a since purpose to give the public a square deal, and a reasonable amount of 'pep'
can find as many opportunities for success in the retail cigar business as in any other retail business on
**The

Wish You

my

consciousness:
** Tobacco provides for mankind a maximum of
solace and comfort, with a minimum of penalty.
**The vocation of Tobacconist is an ancient and

the recesses of

23

earth."

TOBACCO DUTY FREE TO U. S. BIEN IN ENGLAND
Tobacco and a number of other articles intended
for officers and men of the United States Army and
Navy in Great Britain, American soldiers serving in
the British or Canadian armies, or American medical
servnng in British military or base hospitals,
may be delivered by parcel post without payment of
duty under a suspension of the tariff laws just announced by the British Board of Customs. In lifting
the duties from such parcels the Board of Customs
made the following conditions for delivery thereof
Such parcels intended for officers and men of
United States Navy in the United Kingdom should be
addressed for delivery on l)oard the ship in which
the addressee is serving; when intended for members
of the American Army in the United Kingdom, should
be addressed to regimental address of recipient when
intended for soldiers of American nationality in the
British or Canadian armies, or for American medical
officers serving in British military or base hospitals,
they should be addessed in care of the Committee for
American Soldiers and Sailors, of the American Bed
Cross, 154 New Bond Street, London, England, which
committee will verify the right of the addressee to the
duty-free concession, and arrange for deliver>' of
parcels. Dutiable goods must be specifically described
as tobacco, cigarettes, chocolate, etc. These provisions

officers

;

apply solely to dutiable goods imported by parcels

New

rHE

Year has rolled

The

auspiciously.

in

recent price

readjustment necessitated by the
war has been aceepted by the smoker

w ith good

The

grace.

holiday season

was excellent.
was the biggest year in the history of our business
and the indications point to even

As

for ourselves— 1917

greater records for 1918.

No

better evidence of the

pro-

American (>igar Manufacturers can be found than in their
adoption and endorsement of the
Universal Stripping and Booking
Machine.

gressive spirit of

We

heartily appreciate the cordial

attitude of the tobacco trade toward

our product and by adhereing

to-

the

and of
efficiency we hope to deserve a continuation of this manifestation of good
highest

standards

of

service

will.

post.

I

TWELVE THINGS TO REBIEMBER
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Catalogue and Prices on Request

Value of Time.
Success of Perserverance.
Pleasure of Working.
Dignity of Simplicity.
Worth of Character.
Power of Kindness.

The

Universal Tobacco

Influence of Example.
Obligation of Duty.
Wisdom of Economy.
Virtue of Patience.
Improvement of Talent.

Joy of Originating.—/S'a/^

79 Fifth Ave.,
Factory, 98-104
Seller.

Murray

Machine Go.

New York
St.,

Newark, N.

J.

Jl
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TADEM

HAVANA

Cold Weather

CIGAR8

Ar^uellesp Lopez

8

Bro.

MAKERS

Tobacco Imports

{Continued from Page 6)

"Not at all/' replied the salesmau, coolly. '*They
thawed him out in three or lour days, and he was all
right again.'*

OENCRAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
lEALTAD 120
TAMfA
322 PEABl STREET
HAVANA
riOBIDA
NEW TOM

BAYUK BROS

The salesman liieked the ash from his cigar toward the cuspidor. ''They— they did it gradually,"
he added.
Til say," remarked The Cigar
Dealer, without a smile.
The Thin Man shivered.
**Ugh! It makes me cold just to think of it. I'd
last one night in that countr>'. I don't see how they

''Some snow,

stand it."
eating," explained the salesman.
*'They live entirely on whale blubber, tallow candles,
lard, and that stuiT. Vou sit down in a restaurant, and
order a stein of machine oil on the side."
(Joose pimples were standing out on The Thin
Man's forehead. He resumed his ear-muffs, wound
his blue nuifller round his throat, and buttoned him*'It's all in the

self into his ulster.

THE PERFECT CIGAR
Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS
12

EAST

31

A STREET, (i doors from
NEW YORK CITY

In the Ke«rt of the

vania Station;

five

Fifth

Avenue)

I gotta go to a funeral this
**I gotta l>e movin'.
afternoon. My, ain't it awful the way people is dyin'
and everything these days!" He put his hand to his
forehead. "Forty-five ])elow buried in the snow two
months. Awful! Tliawe<l him out- ugh! Gradually.
Well it's awful. So long!"
Then The Thin Man opened the door about six
inches, and slid out into the cold, cold world.
When the door had closed. The Cigar Dealer
laughed.
**Bill, vou oughta be ashamed to throw the camouHe's all right, only he's
flage into that poor fellow.
shy about a hogshead or two of blood in his veins.
After that line of bunk he'll just naturally shiver himself to death. If he does you oughta be arrested."

—

The

V

A CINCH FOR A LIVE DEALER,
TO PULL THE. BEST TRADE HIS WAY.

ORAYELY'S
CELEBRATED

ts Dss lfS t-

WrMs •• s

Mack

si

W
«b«

il*s

pK¥

fisisi tor s

*•!

Oravvlr.

llrsf kis iM.
«t la M«a •!•€ •

WSSSSM.
p,i,lii«nTT««;ceci

Mw.

Samviuj, «*.

a

-BCrORCTHC INVENTION
orouAiMcrcNTAiPPPoor PoucN
^j.
ORAVtLV PLUG TOBACCO "^
MADE STRICTUV fOO fTS CHKWN40 Q/OAUTt
#CX>LO NOT KCCP rnCSH IN THIS •KCTION.
NOW TMC MCrCNT POUCH KCBPS IT

rOK«H AND CLEAN ANOOOOD
A LITTCC CHEW or ORAVBLY IS CNDUOH
ANO LASTS LONOtR THAN A SIO CHKW
or ORDINARY PLOO.
'^t'

real question

is,

how

to

make

the

American

creature the American credit, do the
most effective work in the trenches, for dollars and
credits can fight as well as soldiers. Let us arm ourselves, not with the antiquated financial weapons of
the past (the open book accounts), but with the best
this age of wonders and reforms can provide (trade
acceptances). Let us not fail to realize the full seriousness of the part that business, banking and credits are
going to play in winning this war.
dollar,

it's

1915.

.

,
durLeaf, suitable for cigar wrappers, imported
amounted to .),ing the first ten months of this year,
compared witli
km; 327 pounds, valued at $6,611,865, as
in 1916, and
5 636,681 pounds, valued at $8,265,228,
Ihe
1915.
3 600,026 pounds, viUued at $4,495,991, in
this vear is cimsed by the great reduction

and

its

the prices of the former nickel and six-cent brands of the (General Cigar
Company, Incorporated, will advance to six and seven

As announced sometime ago

cents on January 1st.

probable that the cigarmakers* strike
in Porto Rico which has been going on for eight or
nine weeks will be adjusted.
It is highly

,

falling off

,

imports

f rom*The

d.

/

I

hi'

11 ..«

f

f||ii»'«

from over

Netherlands, which
less than three-quarfive million pounds last year to
months of 191 <.
ters of a million during the first ten
Imports of all other leaf during the ten months
pounds,
ended with October amounted to 36,377,605
35,902,110
valued at $18,769,949, as compared with
pounds, valued at $15,068,794, in 1916, ami liJ^J^-^^l'^'
following
pounds valued at $12,925,797, in 1915. The
leat during the
table shows in detail the imports of all
ten-month periods of the last two years by countries

in

fell

\n'

I')

'

M«.i»'.

yoii

|*r

/..<•« f.1.

\n>'*>

in

>»•'"

< r<r» 1"^*

K.'n av''«" "•"»*'•
»•»«••*•

Th.,r "t.<*.

And

Mr.

'

" >*•'
'

I-

'""

'••"•" "' ""'"*'•"

Smoke

to

"

'

VtLVET—

Mm

1

1

-^^^

.:Sf9>^%/*^^^*

of origin:

Leaf suitable for
cigar wrappers,
From Netherlands,

Canada,
Cuba,
Other countries,
,

All other leaf:
From Greece,

1917

1916

$898,()57

$8,034,397
41,280
164,840
24,711

59,195
188,406
5,465,607

3,765,878
89,483
304,433
10,040,987
808,013

4,048,751
101,016
87,312
12,560,418
1,972,452

The imports of manufactures of tobacco during
ten-month periods have increased from $3,467,238

{Continued from Page 21)

Illustrated booklet
if

imports are
bacco suitable for cigar wrappers, all
reduced value
.rreater than those of 1916, and even the
of the imports of
of leaf imports is greater than that

Other countries,

Trade Acceptances

without meals.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson. Mgr.

GREAT

C^uba,

central

Increase

Washington Bureau.
its
increases in the imports of tobacco and
manufactures during the ten months ended with
the corresponding
(Jctober, as compared with those of
by the
periods of the two previous years, are reported
the Debureau of foreign and domestic commerce of
topartment of Commerce. With the exception of leaf

United Kingdom,
Mexico,

Whole«ale District, two blocks from PennayU
minutes from Crane! Central Station.

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meaU from $3.50 a day. or from $2 a day

The most
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the
in 19U.
in 1915, to $4,281,153 in 1916, and to $5,794,307
cigars, cigaOf these amounts, the greater part is
rettes and cheroots.
^ „
^
e
oJ
imports
1917,
of
months
ten
first
the
During
Islands
cigars and cheroots from the PhUippine
amounted to 2,209,037 pounds, valued at $2,595,197,
amounted
w^hile all other imports of cigars and cheroots

m

19 18 Will be a Velvet

Year For Dealers
Velvet

more important than ever
for the dealer.

customers

that

.

days of

During t^he
to 470,855 pounds, valued at $3,015,393.
corresponding period of 1916, imports of these articles
totaled 1,215,566 pounds, valued
426,091)
at $1,484,644, while all other imports totaled
pounds, valued at $2,627,259. Imports from the Phdip-

from the Philippines

thing

tional

920.

for

year

your

10 cents
in

—

^a

these

increasingly high prices.

the great

na-

weeklies and the monthly

magazines are
story

will tell

consider

Full pages in

191.),
pines during the ten months ended with October,
amounted to 827,830 pounds, valued at $1,076,809, and
from other sources to 367,881 pounds, valued at $2,219,-

Imports of cigarettes from the Philippines during the ten months ended with October of this year
amounted to 19,809 pounds, valued at $12,579, and
imports from all other sources totaled 16,428 pounds.

to

this

Naturc-Matured

will sell at

Velvet
big

It

be

will

advertising

telling

the Velvet

now, and building demand

Velvet, the Smoothest

ing Tobacco.

Smok-

^

COMPANY

GTCTO CIGAR

£. H.

POR FORTY YEARS

By Wkick Cfe«r Hava

THE STAMDARO

Clean Arm Jad«*4

tau,

Factorr:

N««

K«r West. PU.

20S W. Broadway

Y*rfc OfflMt

w\ih a value of $37,897. Daring the corresponding period of last year, we received from the Islands 12,038
poiincls, valued at $7,670, and from other sources 11,40.") pounds, valued at $41,469.
During the first ten
months of 1915, the Philippines shipped to this country lL',3(>:i pounds, valued at $11,315, while we secured
from other sources 73,231 pounds, with a value of $69,6r)3.

Imports of
541

;

all

CADO COMPANY,
145 LRfayette
BRANDS

INC.
New York

....

Street

^Fifty-Six

•

T.

DUNN

J.

MaK«r«

City

(a CO.

of

and 1917, $133,241.

1916, $120,111,

Increase

MR. FEDER IS PESSIMISTIC

MARCUS CigarFEDER,

president of the London
Whiffs
Company, located in Cleveland,
Ohio, has decided opinions regarding the present prices
of leaf tobacco. He believes that a suspension of import duty during the war would greatly stimulate Uie
industry and increase the war revenues.
The views of the London Whiffs Cigar Company
are expressed in the following letter, which is a copy
of one sent by that company to Secretary McAdoo, at

Washington
**

The

New

401-405

Bachelor Cigar
9Ut

E.

Street.

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

Freel

Awk mmd Y«« Will Racaiva

....FIFTH
A Ualoa Mada

AVENUE....
Ci«araMa af Q«ali»y

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

MauthpUca. Catk

L

of 10

or Plaia Tip

B. Kriiisky, Nfr. srl^jt
UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

n!^y!

Socrctar>^

Dear

McAdoo,

Sir:

*

calculated

Revenue

Revenue of the recently enacted

Bill.

The records

Ri|kt

Nib

Gales

19, 1917.

Contrary to the wishes of our administration
to keep all industries unhampered, so as to obtain
the calculated War Revenue from all industries,
including the cigar industry, with the least inconvenience, the
Growers-Packers-Combine' of
(^igar Leaf Tobacco has resorted to the most unpatriotic methods to hamper our industry by advancing prices upon domestic tobaccos which must
eventually drive many of us out of business, and
by so doing, is working in harmony with the
methods of the cigar trusts, limiting the general
output, and depriving thereby the Government of

War
The

^^rincipe

G.

December

Washington, D. C,

its full

El

W.

Cti

Be

of the Department of Agriculture
give complete figures of the present cost of raising all kinds of tobaccos, whereby it can be plainly
evinced the disregard which the * Growers-PackersCombine' show in their profiteering methods, taking advantage of the present war Crisis, forcing
upon our industries the hardship by advancing the
prices on us from two hundred to three hundred

per cent, above normal.
Unless immediate relief is given to the independent manufacturers and the Combine' brought
strictly under the *Food Control' administration,
the recently enacted War Tax on cigars will be a
distinct loss to the Government, as most of the independent manufacturers will soon be put out of
*

THETOLD

Foud

SlANDAKD

Through

IN

PUREHA\M<A

CIGARS

business.

The

Immediate

Classihed

Colomn
Page.

SINCE

1854-

Trp

It.

CommiMion Merchant
cigars

&

Leaf Tobacco

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

:

can be given by suspending
import duty during the war, which would largely
stimulate our industries in all branches, increase
the War Revenue, and win us the sympathy of all
South American Republics, where tobaccos are
desperately in want of buyers.
Trusting that you will give the above your
kindest consideration, we are.
Respectfullv yours,

during the month of

November, 1917,

1

to

November

30, 1916,

COMPANY,
By Lloyd

H. Fedeb.

Wmtmmlf

109,859,()41

November

30, 1917,

99,396,165

TVaTA
Decrease during the first eleven
months of the year 1917,
10,463,476
Increases by countries in November, 1917, as compared with November, 1916:
Great Britain,
3,378,309 cigars
it
597,420
Spain,
Switzerland,
France,
Australia,

Panama,
Uruguav,
Chile,

Gibraltar,

Mexico,

French Africa,
Dutch West Indies,
China,

af

TiMStAs 90 Will St,New York

"UONAtXB*"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

"rtli

F.

TttkacM FIb<m 4« Vo«itt
pMtMo r ViMlta Arriba

it

263,250
244,435
183,000
112,650
71,350
34,750
32,000
28,730
24,700
24,300
14,050
12,600

CO.

CALIXTO LOPEZ A CO.

Exports of cigars from famiary
1 to

&

M. LOPEZ

AMo

i k

ti

HABANA« CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

. 4

*i

n

MILTON

H.

FBckM* sad

il

a
n

Dome^c

ti

Offlo«:

Cor.

D—l»r

RANCK
la

Leaf Tobacco

Duke and ChMtnut

Street!

LANCASTER.PENNA.

((

n

Pacldng Houeas: Sirasburg and Lancaster

<«

5,021,544
Total,
Decreases by countries in November, 1917, as compared with November, 1916:
1,514,765 cigars
United States,
117,860
(^anada,
it
85,250
Russia,
n
82,825
Argentine Republic,
ii
74,589
Norway,
4i
36,310
Brazil,
i i
20,800
Denmark,

LOEB-NUflEZ

TOBACCO

CO.

SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKEKS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO
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NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA
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t<

1,932,399
Total,
Standing of the ten principal countries, which in
the year 1916 imported from us over one million cigars,
at the end of November, 1917, and comparison with
the same period of 1916:

Spain,
France,
Australia,
Total,

LEAF TOBACCO
3tl. atl.

3,383,424 cigars
t(
3,346,878
(
501,641

Decreases
12,949,339 cigars
1,842,960
Denmark,
1,432,497
Russia,
1,300,338
United States,
737,604
Canada,
437,738
Chile,
375,133
c,
Argentine Republic,

Great Britain,

Total,
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7,231,943

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
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relief
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3,104,045

Exports of cigars from January

ir.

10 for 2Sc
10 for 15c

(C^t

HAVANA CIGAR STATISTICS
Havana Cigar Statistics
Exports of cigars from November 1 to November 30, 1917,
13,911,902
Exports of cigars from November 1 to November 30, 1916,
10,807,857
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Dependable Quotations
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(Continued from Page ^v)

OUR ADVERTISERS

had a right to rely ou the offer made. That
is shown by
iliis was the lutentiou of the parties
Standard Company's letter of August 11th, stating lijat il could not hold open the price any longer
the letter ot
and this language is repeated
August 17 th.
There is only one conclusion to be drawn Ironi
Comtlie pleadings, and that is, that the Standard
pany held tlie order awaiting the Bruner Company's linal conlirmation of it, tuid that if the linal
i>i'
cruilirniation came to the Standard Coini)any
fore it had witiidrawn its quotation, it is bound.

paiiy
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CIOAR FLAVORS
tobacco

^ smooth
.u .in character
u
.
nirllow and
and Impart a most palatable flavor

the revocation of the offer effective or
did it come too late i W hile an acceptance is coma
plete where a letter is deposited in the mail,
retraction of an offer can have no effect until it
whom the olfer
is communicated to the person to
effect only il
IS made and tlie revocation can take
party before its
it is communicated to the other
acceptance. An offer to contract, communicateU
hy pt>st must be considered as continually maae
beuntil it reaches the other parly. If he accepts
fore knowledge of a retraction of the otter, the
The letter of August 11th,
contract is binding.
written by the Standard Company to the Bruner
not received by
( ompaiiy, retracting its offer, was

tnd CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for list of Flavors for Special Brands
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On
Bruner Company until August 14th.
August llith the Bruner Company received a telegriun from the Standard Company, withdra>ying
It therefore appears from the pleadings
Its offer.
that the Bruner Company accepted the Standard
Company's offer by telegram on August 11th, and
that this acceptance was received by tlie Standard Company before it telegraphed a revocation
of its offer, and before the Bruner Company had
been notilied that the offer had been withdrawn,
the revocation camo
it accepted the contract and
the
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a pretty important case, especially just
now when (luotations are soaring and sellers are withdrawing from the market. Wherever it is practicable
telephone.
to do it, it is best lo withdraw an offer by
Even that would not be a good withdrawal, however,
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F.

announced
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beiss have recently
to Henry A.
the betrothal of their daughted Rose
repreVoice. Mr. Voice is the well-known traveling
well as
sentative in New York and Pennsylvania, as
Baltimore and Washington territory, for the Pasbachbrother,
Voice Lithographing Company, of which his

^ HIGHEST QUALITY

257-265 WEST

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.
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NEW YORK.
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PROCESS

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

J. A. Voice, is secretary.

Among

lisiiiK'

when
an artificial lisli at the end of it. Late one night,
most people were in bed, a man, who was rather the
wnrne for his night's enjoyment, happened to see the
up to
11.' loi^ked at it, and then went cautiously
lish.
dul not
the door and knocked gently. The storekee])er
hear tliis, but, after the man had knocked a little
louder, ite ajipeared at the window above.
"Who's there!*' said the st^irekeeper.
in a whisper,
'* Don't make a noise,*' said the man
**but come down as quietly as you can.**
At this request the storekeeper, who had recently
been robbed, thought there must be something the matHo he dressed an«l came down as quietly as
ter.
possible.

the matter?*' he asked.
««Sh!" said the man. **Pull your line in quick;
yow've got a bite.**—** San Francisco Grocer.**
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Advertising

increased price inoveineiit has receiveil a consiilerable impetus from the United Cigar Stores
Company who have recently been issuing to customers
Know Why
a circular headed, **You Are Entitled to
Prices of Cigars, (Mgarettes, Smoking Tobaccos, Etc.,
Have Been Advancing.*' It explains the situation
The independent rehrieflv, clearly and thoroughly.
tiiis circular
tail cigar dealers ought to be thankful for
whether thev are or not, fo rin benefiting themselves
the *aTnited'* is also benefiting the entire trade.
Right in line with the increased price movement
dealer associais the continued growth of retail cigar
the thinking
tions. It has required a crisis to awaken
dealers of the countr>' to the value of co-operation.
And we w^ould add a suggestion to the retail orEducate the consumer to patronize asganizations.
or winsociation stores. Get up an association sign
dow placard such as used by an association in New
on your
York. Hang is over your door or paste it
United
door or in vour window. Whatever else the ''
it means
shield represents, to the consumer wlio knot's
one place
well conditioned stocks and service, and
wants.
where he is nearlv sure of getting what he
And the stranger in a strange city who kno^^^
Unite<l
the
''Ignited*' cigar stores will hunt for
store.
shield before he trvs an ordinan' cigar
assoThe thought we wish to suggest to retail
patronize th;ciations is to educate the consumer to
local retail
cigar stores which display the sign of the

The

m

tlu'

This can be done through si)ac<'
once a week.
local newspaper bv advertising in it
assessThis advertising cin be paid for by a small
used
ment each week on the members. Let the space
can at
ho in proportion to the amount each member
twenty-five cents
ford to donate a week whether it is
your em
or a dollar. Familiarize the consumer with
display
blem or sign. Teach him that any cigar store
r
ser\nce
ing that sign keeps good cigars and gives
and siicare usually progressive men

organization.

SdUnc

THE PERFECT CIGAR

^^^

MARK

A

Volf LHIio. Ca.
AffMit* for H«ywood. StrMMT
Cif ar Box Lab«U, Bands and Trimmiacs
of tiM Highest Qaality

HAMIY PRCX9IASKA. Uammun
I

Clear

LaWI

Dapt.

ganization men
association genercessful ones. Members of a retail
ally represent the leading tobacconists f^ j*^^,^^^^',
an
Thev are successful because they carry standard
profitable busiMuick selling brands; they conduct a
because tnej
ness.
Their businesses are profitable
conduct it satisfactorily to the consumer.
I

make

the coiisunu'r understaiul
tliat wherever \\v s»h's the sign of tin* local association
displayed he is sure that it is a cigar store above the

point

to

is

average. Make him uiitlerstand that if his wants win
he supplied in timt city he is most likely t«» find what
he is looking for in a store displaying the assoeiati«»n
sign.
.

association with a hundred members ouv:ht to
be abl(» to get a contribution of twenty five cents a
week from each member for advertising. Twenty-fivo
(h)llars will buy sniTieiont space to show the association emblem and to inform the consumer that he can
always get good cigars, cigarettes ami tobaccos in

An

stores displaying this sign.
The power of a ])roperly direeted retail organiza-

enormmis, if understood. The man who won**
along and plav fair can soon be shown his place it

tion is
iro

the association executiv<'s know how to play the gauH'.
He can be brought into the fold or put on the shelf by
the ricrht kind of organized efFort.
Maintaining a standard of prices is a fundainental
purnose of a retail organiznti«ui but the big thiuir to
condo is to ]»opularize the association and got the
sumer to bnv at the stores whose proprietors are
members. It is not noeessarv to play up the prices of
congoods to do this. The thinir is to convey to the
well
sumer that association stores have quality l^oiIs.
conditioned L^oods. and that they offer a maximum
sen'if'f

to customers.

not such n tornble enemv of the
slii/htlv
1...
indenondent even thontdi its nricos mav
in the form
lower or even thoutdi it does irive a rebate
Tho wide awnke and proarrossive dealer
of couTHms
of **^r%'»<-f; »ts
can well afford to copv its standards
ds attrac
methods of Voonin.- i^oods in condition, and
and interiors.
tive Mnd well nrranL'.Ml windows
in a town Inrire
is no inmd n'nson whv

The

"T'nitod'*

There

is

store a retail organm.
as the
itself and its stores as popular

ennnirh to siinimrt a

y
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Destroying the

Prime Enemy
By

An

in Business

J. R. McCletkey

Copyright 1917, by
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Trade Mark Bureau

just received from liavana report
he inauguration by the Cuban Uovornmont of an
International Trade-Mark Hcgistration Bureau for the
Nurthern group of American Republics. The subject
of the protection of industrial property, and particularly of trade-marks, occupied a large place on the
program of the Pan-American Financial Conference,
The protection of tradelulc? in this city in 1915.
marks was incorporated by the conference into the
program of the International High Commission, which
was organized in accordance with a resolution of the
conference, and which held its first meeting at Buenos
Aires the following year. The work of the Commission in this regard has been based upon the Inter-

DISPATC llES

McCI««key

R.

International
Washington, D. C
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of f(;ar deWlfATwMiilil
fear nt' the tuturo,
vtinv.-.l ill vuiir (Mms(Mi»iis!H'S8—
f.-ar i.f some pertVar of .lisasti-r. tVar u\' povity,
riivuiiistance, i'vixr of K''nns tear
tton I'.Mi- n\- an .-vil
naiiu'lcss fears that conof jHM-i.h.iit. ami th.' Ihnusainl
rtiiulh U:\rii>^ til.' av^Ta^'*' Inmiaiif
om-iny in hnsiI'Vnr i>< witJKMit <|u»'sti(»n tin* pnino
onciiiy to liunian ha].tiwH, immI i>^ lik.'wisi' tlw «,n'<'at('8t
Tho avora^c^ ]K;rson
aiul stirccss.
\c»u

liavt' all sciisr

givr to

.

^

mmm.

projrnss

of all, is airaul ot
is wet, he is
CPrtain thing's to rat; if tl.o woatln-r
^
lie ^'oos clown ^<>^'"
,,r,,,Hl of ratchin^r c.(»hl.
?,^
^f hein^^ hit by an
floritinnallv on tin- jump for foar
now
INrliaps ho has reoont y taken a
„„|,„„„Uili..
afraid that
position, and h. is oonstantly
^^\\^]^l'^'
hold
that ho wninot
jrivin^' Halisfaction and
some follow omployeo
th« job/* or ho is afraid that
with tho boss. Uo is afraid
5k Wlintr to -knock" him
raise in salary, or it
that ho is not iroinir to ^^c-t that
that ho may bo
times an. a littlo dull ho is afraid
bo afraid that hc» ih
out. SoiiM-timos, too, ho may
more w.»rk that lic^ is paid to

Ufl up

in Ihr nl^^ni^K^

and

first

f

U mi

M

..oin- to do iust a littlo
do, or that ho may bo asked to

oyertinio
onco in n while. In fact,
nr fcoli. M.nio follow worker
the avoraere day for the average
tfic. whole round of
or subc»f fears, oitlier conscious

pcTHon

is

frar

it

niiL'bt

Cftcut it

little

mado up

conscious.

Did

work a

fc»r

,

.,

.

1

ii„^

evor occur to vou that this monster called
the courape to
b.- ov.-rooino if wo only had
what it really is and put it out of our con-

^yusnesR?
What is

.

,

over stop to analyze itT
foar!
to find out its true
TKi! vou ovor make any* ofTort
is tho
nnturo whoro it couh's from, and whether it
vcm
master of vou or vou tho master of it? Or have
fbouLditlosslv
inir

its

Did

bowod

v.»u

to its

mandates

withcnit cpiesticm-

authority?

ovidont, of courso. that fear is a state of
eoiiMionsnoss. Xow, in order for fear to oxercisp any
It is solf

power or authority over you and make you miserable,
mar vour happiness, minimize your efficiency and mc>n-

your
nco y<»nr snocoss, it must first pain, entrancx^ into
ronscinusness. You say, '^But bow am T to keep the
Ihouirht or sens«' of fcmr from cominp into my c^nnciousnessf* Ycui can answer this question by askTTow C4in you keep
inir yoursolf ancitlicT cniesticm.
darkness from oominir into n room! By keeping the
filled with liirht. of cunirse.
.Tnst as v«iu can koop darkness out of a room by
keeping it liilod with lipht, jnst so you can keep fear

vmm

out of vonr consc^iousness by keeping your ex>nsciou8ness filhd with thouirhts that are the op^iositc of fear.
If a man k«M ps his mind filled with thoughts of confldenci' and trn^t. thoupbts of kindness for bis fellow
employoe, unsolfish considoraticm for the rights of
othors with an jann'st tlesiro to do unto others as be
wcmid bo (lone by. and places bis faith in good instead
of the socMuinc: evil, that man has no room in bis con-

sciousness for thcmghts of fear.
do by his emJf a man is lionestlv striving to
he gets
plovcrs as he wcnild like to be done by when
for that man to be
to bo an emplovor, it is impossible
If he is
afraid that ho is not giving satisfaction.
fellow ementertaining thoughts of kindness for bis
be^can
ploveos and unsolfish considoraticm for others,
somebody
never be afraid that be may do a little of
paid to do.
else's work or do a little more than be is
never
There is an old saving that the man who
more for
docs more than he is paid to do is never paici
a
what be does. If a man is continually doing .lUst
and is continually
little more than he \vas hired to do,
himself more
thinking of wavs and means of making
he is not
valuable, how can he possibly be afraid that
gets
going to get the raise in salan'— for he invariably
he knows all the time that
it at the right time, and
thoughts of fear with
lie will get it if he roplac^^s his
dethoughts of giving better sen'ic^ and a stronger
boss.
to do as he w^ould bo done by if he were the
sire

consciousness is filled with
thoughts of fear is identically like the room that is
Where does the darkness come
filled with darkness.
from? Has it any real origin? Has it any substance!
Did it come from any place or go to any place! When
you fill a room with light what bec/>mes of the darkness! Where does it go to! Darkness is nothing more
or less than a negative condition or the absence of
something— the absence of light. Likewise, fear is
simply a negative condition or the absence of unselfishness, kindness, consideration for others—absence of
faith in the Creator of the universe as infinite good ami
faith in our fellow man. Tn short, fear is a negative
state of consciousness, or the absence of right thoughts:
and as soon as we put right thoughts in the place of
wrong thoughts, we immediately see the unreality or
the nothingness of the w^rong thoughts which have
caused all of our fears.
Tt is perfectly plain that fear and gratitude do not
they cannot both oc^rupy the
travel on the same train
same consciousness at the same time. Therefore, wbv
not cast out those ghostly shadows of the past and tho
fear of what might happen in the future, and let's g«»
to our Avork each morning without minds so filled witb
gratitude for today's opportunities that there can be
no room in our consciousness for a single thought of

The man

whose

—

fear.

job
Tt matters not how small a job or how big a
we mav have, let's be grateful that we have it grateful for the opportunity that we have each day of doing
our Avork just a little better than we did it the day
^(»f ore—grateful that we have the opportunity each day
of being unselfish, kind and considerate toward every-

—

one with whom we come in contact. Discouragement,
worry, anxiety, grouchiness and the accompanying discords are air by-products of fear; and such thoughts
never make o]>j>ortunities for us, and certainly never
(Continued on Page ^)

national Convention of Trade-Marks signed in Buenos
Aires in 11)10, which provided for two international
trademark registration bureaus, one at Havana, the
other at Kio de Janeiro. The Havana bureau was to
1,'eoive the trade-mark registratiim entries from the
Republics of Central and North America and the West
Indies; while that at Rio de Janeiro was to perform
the same service for continental South America.
The Havana bureau will be supported on a pro
rata basis by all the American republics of the northern
group which have ratified the convention— the United
States, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and Costa Rica. Its operation will be under the direction of the Cuban Government. Efforts will now be centered on securing the
early formation of the bureau at Rio de Janeiro.
Tobacco dealers are particularly anxious to have
under
all of the countries of the Americas come in
tho trade-mark agreement. It was but recently that
the American consul general at Mexico City, in a letter
the
to the State Department, invited the attention of
authorities to the fact that Mexico City is flooded with

American tobacco and cigarette packages.
Manufacturers in many lines have boon sulYering from

counterfeit

these sharp practices uf the Latins, who are highly
accompiishud trade-mark pirates, for many years.
C omplaints have been sent to the various branches of
uur own government, but because of their being no
pacts between the countries to the south of us, liltle
has been accomplished to date. This now will very
largely be changed. Heretofore, if a trade mark reg
istered in the United States was not also registered
in each of the Latin-American countries, the owner
had no protection in them in the event of some native
picking it up and, on complying with the requirements
of the laws of the particular country he choose, secure
registration, and the mark became his as against the
rightful owner in the United States. Under such conditions, all that is left for the owner to do is to buy
the other fellow out, ver>' often at an exorbitantly high
figure and this practice is responsible for the term
*nrade-mark pirate.'* Much of the registration by
natives is purely for the purpose of blackmailing

—

American concerns,

it is

said.

respect to the countries, party to the agreement, the owner of a trade-mark, patent or copyright,
resident of the United States or any of the other countries conc^»rned, will be recjuired only to register tho
same in the Havana bureau to secure protection; tho
bureau will automatically take up registration with

W

ith

each of the countries named.
This service will prove invaluable to American
manufacturers and producers. Not only will it save
them from the necessity of buying out the pirates, but
will serve to protect their gcM>d

names where pirates

grasp the trade-mark and turn out an inferior type
of goods.

V.

1^.

ii.

Tobacco Taxes Show Big Gain
increase of over $4,000,000 in the taxes paid by
the tobacco industry during the month of October,
1917, as compared with the corresponding month of
the preceding year, is shown by the figures just secured from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
During the month, collections in 1917 amounted to
$13,337,375.28, as compared with $8,683,048.15 for 1916,
an increase of $4,654,327.13. Most of this increase \yas

An

from the taxes on cigarettes, and chewing and smoking
tobacco.

Taxes collected on large cigars in October, 1917,
amounted to $2,676,276.67, against $2,258,300.92 for
the same month of 1916, an increase of $418,075.75. On
small cigars, the collections in 1917 were $87,084.3<,
as compared with $59,423.52 the preceding year, an increase of $27,660.85.
Large cigarettes furnished revenue during October, 1917, to the amount of $12,482.69, an increase

of $2188.49 over the collection of $10,294.20 of October, 1916.

Small cigarettes, however, jumped from

$.3,127,861.79, in October, 1916, to $5,4t;i,161.25 in the

same month of the following year, an increase of
$2,333,299.46.
Taxes collected

on snuff of

all

<lescriptlon8, in-

creased from $221,854.53 in 19U;, to $.319,501.12 in October, 1917, a gain of $97,646.59. Chewing and smoking tobacco showed an increase in collections of
$1,240,(582.60,

The

jumping from

$.3,004,884.84 to $4,245,taxes colhHited from manufac-

special
turers of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco, increased from
$528.35 to $90,6:^6.95, a gain of $90,108.60.
This month also saw the first of the floor tax collections under the new revenue act, the amount lieing
$444,664.79. This was for but part of the month, and
init is expected that future reports will sho%v great
creases in the collections for this item.
567.44.
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What Should My Bank

Cigar Production for October
Till'] OcinluT

the ci^ar ami
m.in-ttr prnduclHMi ui' tin* tiouiitrv gives an oppo!"tunii\ }(» ^luiiy actnirali'ls Wn- tin* lirsl tunc, the DUljmt
ui tin? ilillVn'Fil (•hujMus <il" cifcii's, <lin' to tlu'ir arrangi*lUiiHi under tin- new war tax das.^i Ileal ion.
The n'])ort
in j»roilue«'(l leTewith.
Attention is ilirecled to the lact
that tin- juodnef i<in nf ('lass (' eigars (cigars retailing
al iijure than >t'\«n et-nts and not over lil'teen cents)
rfHoh^^st a MunewJuit larger total than estiniate.s have
previon>ly indicated,
TJh' total ot" all cigars produc<'d iwceeds the (H^toln»r, l!H<i, output by more than twenty millimis, hut th's
iiic»ri»n«e is made up entindy hy little cigars.
Large
cigars actually I'dl olT as compared with ()ct<>her, 11»H>.
No one sliHuld stmly these ligur«'S or attenijjt to
ri'jHdt, just

The

iiigued, of

,

dPHW cnnelusinns from them without

making a
was a month of unlirst

of the tact that Hcinher, 11M7,
UHUal comlititms ami readjustments an<l the lirst montii
of the new ^var tax on cigars hy classes.
Naturall>,
inanufacturcjs proce«M|ed cautinusly just at that tinif.
r»ut if the cigar production under such uimsual condi
tioim as ohtniilCMl in the industry in October, 1!M7. can
he iield up to sjieli a high mark, then nn>st C4'rtaiidy
Uiorc ia »vt»ry indic^ition that the cigar ami tohac^'o
going to pn»sper as never before.
)»usirieM
liot«*

U

Oct., 1917

Oct., V.ni\
.

.

<

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

«

•

•

•

•

1»-J(),957,027

•

:?8:2,775,917

137,6*25,681

Cigars, large, (lass J). .No.
Cigars, large, Class K. .No.

Total
(
igars, small
(
igarettes, large
igarettes, small
.SnufT, numufacturiMl

you keep too much money in the bank, your banker
I is getting rich at your expense. On the other hand,
il you do not keep suJflicient funds, ** within easy reach,**
your business may go to the wall. What is a happy
I''

igars, large, Class A
No.
( igars, large, (lass H. .No.
Cigars, large, Class C. .No.
(

2,r)17,or)0
•

•

•

2,626,055

•

752,7.TV;4()

752,501,7:U

No.
I'J.'SM.'M'A)
2,859,5(K)
No.
No. 2,502,289,432
Lbs.
2,773,182

K)l,;{44,527
;{,07O,147

:{,403,437,214

3,170,677

chewing and
smoking
Lbs.
Playing cards
Packs

Tobjicco,

41,485,529
37,561,060
4,339,888
2,437,638
Xdtr. The figures for October, 1917, in above
statement are subject to change until published in the
annual re|)ort o\' the bureau.
Philippine imports for September, 1917 (not heret(»fore reported), were 17,821,850 large cigars and
280,400 snuill cigarettes.
Philippine imports for October, 1917 (which are
included in above statement), were 9,650,463 large
cigars and 510,000 small cigarettes.

—

medium!
Your answer

to the above problem may spell success or failure in your business. It is almost as grave
a sin to have too much idle money as it is to be shy
of ready cash. The man who lets his money rest in
the bank is not earning as large an income as he should
or as he can. He overlooks the real purpose of money,

namely:

produce."
Obviously, no merchant is a success who fails to
keep an adequate bank balance. His problem then is
to keep sufficient money on hand to run his business,
lie must also maintain a good standing with his banker.
When he accomplishes these two duties he can invest
his surplus funds in good securities or in the further
expansion of his business.
To determine how much money you should keep
in the bank, ask yourself these questions
**to

the volume of my business?
long does it take me to produce

1.

What

2.

How

3.

How much

4.

Must I be prepared

what

I

sellf

time do

I

allow

my

Something

customers to pay

gn-atest «|ualitieat ions in stort'keeping except, j)erhaps, character. .\n<l of the two essentials, initiative
18 by lar the mnre needed every business <lay of tlic
year.
Initiatixc in slorekeeping is generally that in a
man which enables him to see things before others disWiver tln'm; then the puw<'r to put his thoughts int«)
tifwt.
The day is past when a merchant can expect to
Wuit f<»r succe»8 to seek him and push him forward because of the pull he thinks he may possess. The day
is fast lading when business gt>es to the man with a
jjull; it is the person having the push who succeetls
ttt the connnercial world ttulav.
States a noted student: "In every hunmn being
there are two spirits: the dauntles.s, lirm, aggressive
spirit an«l the weak, .submissive spirit. The one pushes
«ver unward in spite of obstacles; the otlu'r has a
tendi-ncy to sulunit, to yiehl, to give way.
Tin* first
stands for victory the second for defeat."

more than

a

good temper.

a hanl life, a nerveracking temper-testing life you've chosen, with all its
gripping fascination. If you let the frets and the ups
and downs (»f it knock your disposition you are done
for.
Keep even-tempered, smile instead of swear when
orders ilon't come your way. Cultivate a suimy temper; it nuikes for good will.'*

Hear

in

mind that

have more than an idea
to achieve success.

It is

something you must
you must carr>' out that idea
see all around you men who
to positions, of comfortable
had ideas and jumped in and

to start
;

You

have raised themselves
prosperity, because they

worked them

out.

Concentration alone compters;

brings out the
of an individual or of
it

greatest efficiency, whether it is
a large force; it develops the best results.
.Fust

make up your mind on one

thing: to stay in
business you nmst keep abreast of the new ideas, also
keep y(mr eyes on what the other and perhaps more
successful merchants are doing.

;

hl«

Remember and

As an example: A young man about to start on
business career came fnr advic<' to an ohh-r mer-

pliant.

"you
most

**1

thought, sir," said the I'Uibryo storekeeper,
might give nu- >nme p«»inters on the thing needed

t(»

The buy expected

to be told to cultivate shrewd
Hi»s», long htatledneHs, ipiick Judgment, the ability t«.
ftnaly/.e all desirable connnotlities in business.

Instead, the man n-plied: "My l)oy, there a^-e
uy Ihings you need to be a merchant, but nou«-

note:

Your hardest competitor

is

not the

man who

under-

sells you.

Nor is he the man who underbuys von.
The competitor you need most fear is

g»t along."

*'

seasonable

'

*

varia-

tions f

who

the

man

uses brain, plus energ>% plu* system, to keep
things moving all along the line.
Competition is no longer so much a matter of price
as it is a matter of brains. Business Forum, Public
Ledger,

—

How
How

fast do I

move my

stock!
6.
long do my creditors allow me to pay f
7. What time would be required to **cash in" my
quick assets!
You may be disposed to say that these questions
complicate the situation, but you can console yourself by remembering just one simple rule. I shall state
that rule, and then discuss each of the separate questions. The rule is:
*'Let your current assets equal 125 to 133 per
cent, of your liabilities."
To put this rule in other words. **You should
keep enough money in the bank and in goods that can
be quickly converted into cash to exceed your expenses
by a margin of from 25 to 33 per cent."
If you will just re-read these two statements of
tha rule, you will see that the principle is a 8imi)lo
one.
However, you should digest carefully the discussion of those seven questions.
Question one: What is the volimie of my business!
Tf you do a business which mounts into thousands
or hundreds of thousands of dollars every year, you
will naturally need more ready cash to conduct that
business than if you have a pay roll which can be mot
with a few hundred dollars each week. In case you
plan an extension of your business and expect to take
care of a greater volume, you will need to plan for
an increase in the available funds. In estimating the
volume of your business, be sure to get accurate figures. Do not try to make the volume look too small,
for in so doing there is danger that you will under5.

IKITlATI\'l4*aiwf^[«p»wroi»ftH«» are probably the two

for

estimate the amount of money necessary for the conduct of your business.
Let your estimate of ** volume" include a very
accurate estimate of costs. When you have estimated
costs, consider carefully whether costs are likely to

mount

1

higher.
You know enough about buying
to appreciate that it is quite the style for costs to increase over night.
If the war continues, costs arc
likely to go still higher. A state of war and low costs
seldom prevail at the same time. As costs increase,
it will be necessary for you to increase your prices.
As you increase your prices, the demand for your
still

goods is liable to fall off.
Question two: How long does it take me to produce what I sell!
Imagine for a moment that you were to turn
horticulturalist and raise peaches for your living.
Your first move would be to estimate the amount of
funds required to launch your enter]>rise. You would
probably take a few weeks or months to select your
farm and place the initial order for your nursery stock.

From

is

mef

Start

Balance Be?

By Gordon W. Kingsbury

figures are as ffdlows:

Products

•

9

young trees w^ere planted, four years
would pass by before you would pick peaches that
were fit to market. In the meantime you and your
hired man would have been patiently cultivating and
spraying the young trees. Money would have been
going out, but nothing would have been coming in.
Your original estimate should have provitled for these
loan years.
You should have allowed at least four
years to produce what you planned to sell.
the time the

A

venture in horticulture is usually quite different
from the experience enjoyed by a retail grocer. He
manufactures nothing but ser^Mce, and his original
plan for financing his business need oidy include a
large enough bank account to lay in his stock and meet
his current expenses for a few months. ;\t tho end of
a short period of time he has converted his merchandise into c^sh and secured compensation for the
service he has produced.
In most businesses where
service is the article produced, there is not as great
a necessity for an extensive bank acc/>unt as when raw
material is converted into a finished product by somo
process of manufacture.
It is the purchasing and holding of large stocks
of raw material that keeps financiers guessing. Tf
you expect to take advantage of a low market, and
load your storage space before an article is manufac
tured, be sure to increase your bank account accordingly. When goods must be held for curing or ripening, the conditions are the same.
Question three: How much time do T allow my
customers to pay me!
Tf your business is such that you receive your
monev immediately upon the sale of the merchandise,
von do not need to worr\' about how long it takes to
collect your accoimts. However, credit is an important
item of consideration and Mr. Successfid Business Man
knows both sides of the question. He understands how
long to let his bills nin and what credit to allow his
customers.

/

10

customs governini? credit, but the
important consideration to bear in mind, in considering
keep enough
its niation to your })ank bahmce, is to
radv cash on han<l to carry ycair business until the
The prevailing custom today is a
eusloni«r pavs.
When you sell on credit, you have a
tliirts (lav limit.
of
right to e.Npect that your customer will pay at the end

There are

delinite

I

wise to allow a discount for a
rcmittaiu'c within ten days. Cash at once is better than
disa promise to pay later, h*ut do not offer too large a
count for an ifnmediate remittance.
tliirty (lavs.

It

is (il'tcn

the custom, in many lines of business, to allow
settlesixtv, ninety or one hundre(i eighty days for the
ment (if acxMMints. Vou are already familiar withthecustom i»revailing amcmg the people with whom you deal,
but iM'ar in mind that the temh'ncy among.up-to-dat(>
merchants is to re(luce the time limit. Be a member ol
the '^advance guard" and courteously request that your
cust(.mers pay their bills promptly. Avoid doing busiu^m with those customers who seek to extend the
reckoning day when they meet their o])ligations to you.
It is

only help your tinanc<»s, but will
eventuallv command the respect of the parties with
whom vou do business.

Such

a policv will

n(»t

Financiers, the countr>' over, are predicting a
gradual reduction in the time allowed for the payment
mention this to acquaint you with the tenI
of bills.
dency of modern business. This is an encouraging
feature of modern merchandising and may assist y<ni
in collecting from the pc^ople who are indebted to you.
aid you
it cannot be said that this change in custom will
materiallv in reducing your l)ank balance for it is to be

from whom you buy will want
their money as soon as you do yours. Of course, the
merchant who can get an extension of credit which is
longer than the time he allows is in clover. He is making money by the prompt action of his customers, or
should 1 sav, bv the dilaton' methods of his creditors!

assumed

that the people

Question four: Must I be prepared for seasonable variations?

Vou can answer this question better than any one
can answer it for you. The history of your own busiimm should hav(» taught you whether or not you need
to

bo ])rei>ared for fluctuations, varying with the sea-

sons.

have a friend who has laid by a snug little sum
by buying and selling cattle. For a few weeks in the
fall he i^ busy handing over his ciish to the farmers,
and he is obliged tu plan several months ahead in order
to lie able to meet these cash payments before he receives his check from the m(»at packers. Dealers who
handle clothing are subject to seasonable variations.
Until recently, tin* automobile business was highly
I

seasonable. Now the public will buy cars in the fall
a« well as in the spring. The financial burden on the
dealers and mamifacturers has been lessened.

Tn

m(»et seasonable variations

necxjssary to
plan during the balance of the year to take care of the
|HMio«l (if heavy expense.
In c^ise you will need an
unusual amount of money during one particular month
of the year, it is well to get aside a certain share of
your income during the other months. If you cim borrow at the bank, it may be advantageous to let the
bank carry your burden. It is usually safe to assume
that you can make en(^ugh by discounting your bills to
defray the cost of a temporary loan. Of course, your
it

is

U
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bank balance

will not

need to be as large

if

you obtain

this financial aid.

Question &ye: How fast do I move my stock?
** turnThis question involves a discussion of
So much has been written about turnover,
over.**
that we do not need to give it complete consideration
here. It is quite obvious that the merchant who disposes, moves or turns over his stock quickly, will not
need as large a bank account as the merchant who holds
his goods on the shelves for a long time.
A news-stand operator has almost an ideal business as far as quick turnover is concerned. He frequently turns over his stock several times a day,
whereas other lines of business are content to turn
over their stocks a few times during the year. As
soon as the newspaper man sells his papers, he can
take the money and buy more. To him the bank may
serve only as a place to deposit his surplus after he
comi»letes his transactions.

a well-understood principle that advertised
merchandise turns over more rapidly than the nonadvertised product. If you handle advertised lines,
your money comes faster, and you are not obliged to
maintain as large a bank balance to meet emergencies.
When you sell a product that moves slowly, be sure
to mark up the selling price sufficiently high to cover
It is

the cost of the slow turnover.
There is another phase of the credit question which
has an important bearing on the size of a merchant's
bank balance. To consider this, you must be able to

answer question
Question six
to

six.
:

How

long do

my

creditors allow

me

pay?

of the functions of your bank account is to
meet your bills. The total of the accounts you owe
represents, under ideal conditions, the minimum to
which you can let your bank balance fall. Watch the
Keep your eye
total of these obligations carefully.
on bills that are coming due in the future, and prepare your bank balance to meet these emergencies.

One

Tinder the discussion of question three, you observed that there is a growing tendency to shorten the
time limit on bills. As you plan the future of your
It is to be asbusiness, make provision for this.
sumed, however, that you enjoy a reputation for paying your bills promptly, and under these circumstances

you need have no fear that your creditors will demand
a more prompt payment from you than they do from
other customers.
Most large firms have a clean-cut credit rule. If
the parties from whom you buy ask to have their bills
paid in thirty days, be sure to comply. These credi-

prove a useful reference some day when you
need to borrow money.
Where a discount is allowed, it is usually advisRemember also, that it helps your
able to take it.
credit to discount your bills. Try to keep your bank
balance sufficiently large to take advantage of all discounts. Now, let us consider question seven.
Question seven: What time would be required to

tors

may

my

quick assets t
When a firm needs money, it usually needs the
money badly. The next best thing to cash is some-

''cash in'*

Getting the

Money

By Frank Farrington
of calls upon retail dealers throughout
question, *'What one thing about
the management of your business causes you more
trouble than anything else!*' has been almost uniformly met with the reply, *X'redits; collecting what
folks owe us.**
Practically all merchants who have trouble with
the credit side of their business find its source in the
difficulty they have in getting the money people owe
them. It is necessary to see that the poor pay people
do not get in too deep, that they pay up promptly, and
that folks with plenty of money pay promptly too.
There is no profit in any sale until the money is in
the cash register.
It is all right to seek relief from losses on poor
accounts by doing a cash business, but there will always be people who cannot pay spot cash and are
willing to pay something extra for the privilege of
taking more or less time on the account. Without
doubt people will buy more freely for credit and the
ideal way to make the business big and successful is
not the spot cash way. Rather it is through the use
of a limited credit with prompt collections.
The smaller a bill, the easier it is paid. As someshort horse is soon curried.**
body has put it,
When a bill gets to where it is out of proportion to
the customer's pay check, then it begins to drag, and
the dragging bill does not wear itself out in the dragging, though it may wear out the merchant's patience.
By fixing an absolute time limit on all accounts,
declining to allow anyone to continue to buy on credit
when the bill has not been taken care of within that
limit, say thirty or sixty days, nobody can get in debt
to you more than the purchases of that period. This
short-term credit plan is the best way of handling the
credit business. It finds people out before their accounts get too large, and those to whom longer credit
may desirably be extended can be taken care of by
having them clean up the old account by giving a note

hundreds
IN
the country my

"A

with or without interest.
The big thing is to get everybody to come around
at least once a month and agree about the account and
When you get
its immediate or its future payment.
in touch with a credit customer once a month and discuss with him the account he is running, your chance

or a due

bill,

of loss is reduced.

.,

•<.

man

starts an account for his family, it
is up to the merchant to know his financial standing
and something about his income, also his past reputaThis is where a credit
tion for paying promptly.

When

a

bureau, established by some such local organization as
the chamber of conmierce, is good.
Such a credit bureau keeps a record of all the
families in the conmaunity who ask for credit. The
members can get this information at any time and each
member may keep a oard index with a card for each
customer, going to headquarters for information with

which to start a card about any new applicant, and
passing on to headquarters any new information com-

ing to hand or developing in experience with the
family.

These credit bureaus may also act as collection
agencies, and since they represent most of the stores
in town, for a man to refuse to honor his account with
one member may result in credit being refused him
by all the members. In fact, the threat of turning the
account over to the credit bureau wijl rarely fail to
bring in the delinquent debtor to take up the question
of payment in some manner.
One such organization sends out notices to all the
people in town when starting its credit bureau and
these notices are letters stating that such a cent nil
source of information about credit ratings is being
established and it is requested that the recipient make
a statement to the bureau of his reasons for claiming
he is entitled to credit. This gives the bureau a standing with the public at once and makes it apparent that
it wants to play fair with everybody.

The first letter this association sends to the man
whose account is placed with it for collection is very
friendly and takes the position that there is some
misunderstanding and asks him to go and see his
creditor and get the matter adjusted. Further notes
are more pointed and the final notice states that in so

many days

the organization's attorney will take action.
not every conmiunity has a credit bureau and

But
some men prefer

work independently anyway. For
such merchants, personal calls and personal letters arc
to

the best collecting mediums.. It is the personal touch
that saves the account. If you can go and see a man
and each time get either a little payment or a promise
of payment on a certain date, and if you go to see him
on that date, this method will produce results.
In the first place, when a man starts an account,
there should be no delay in sending him a bill the first
of the month following. If he starts the acxjount the
middle of the month, send out your monthly statement
just the same on the first of the month, (let him accustomed to that monthly bill. Show him you believe
If he is the
that short credits make long friends.
type of man who cannot endure having his bill presented promptly, he is probably the type from whom
you will collect only with difficulty and perhaps his
business is not worth the trouble.
If you expect accounts to be settled monthly, explain that fact at first when the account is started.
Don't leave anything to be taken for granted, and sre
that each clerk understands that no new account is
to be opened without an explanation that there is to
be a monthly settlement. Wliatever the conditions
under which you are to collect, make those conditions
plain right at the start and you will save a lot of
trouble.

Whether you have a time

limit on accounts or not,

promptly and follow them with regular
monthly statements. Perhaps the larger part of your
customers receive their pay at some other time than
send out

bills

(Continued on Page 22)
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The "Coal Budget" Plan

MANILA LETTER

From Our Washington Bureau
rnilJ-: sehousiiusb

ol'

tliu

preaeut coal situation

and

tilt* abbuluto need lor prompt aud
engaged
jiit'iit of I'uel coiibUHiption by industries not
war work, will be brought out in the conlerenoes to be
held by the United States Fuel Administration and
eommiltees representing the lai'ger industries, more

1

eliective curtail-

m

one hundred in alL
Thi' Fuel Administration has mapped out what it
These committees will
teiJiiS the "coal budget plan."
be showii the amount ol* coal available Tor all purposes,
domestic
lie amount reiiuired lor war purposes and
consumers and the total curtailment ot* the use of coal
tiuin

I

which must be elfected to satisfy these demands. They
will be asked on patriotic grounds as well as for their
future interests to volunteer in behalf of their industry a reduction of the coal consumption for the year
rJ18. They will be asked to show the Fuel Adminis-

own

of accomplishing this curtailment and to advise it as to how to arrange these restrictions so as to iUfect only the less essential portions of
their own business if possible.
\\ hen an agreement is reached as to the quantity
of coal to be conserved in each industry, the 1^'uel Administration order will be issued, making this agreetration the best

method

ment elTective as regards the total industry involved.
The voluntary saving shown by the first dozen indusinto conference promises to be between
J5,U00,U(X) mid 20,0UU,000 tons. The total offering from
all iionwar industries will be between 3(3,000,000 aud
jO,OUO,000 tons for 1918.
The Fuel Administration asks that the various industries affected get in touch without waiting for formal notice. The Fuel Administration believes that the
operation of this plan of voluntary conservation on the

tries allied

part of the nonwar industries will forever lay the ghosi
of the ''cut-off-the-nonessential-industriea'' agitation
whidi has been going on since the United States entered tile war, and automatically will balance the relation between the production and consumption of coal
and prevent any repetition of the present coal shortage;.
It is not the least of the merits of this plan, according to the Fuel Administration, that is simple. Perhaps its greatest merits lies in that fact that such roitrictions on fi^el consumption as are absolutely neces-

sary to keep the budget balanced will be arranged by
the industries restricted and will be volunteered by
them. The Fuel Administration merely comes in at
Uio end with an order to make the voluntary curtail-

ment fully effective.
The fuel needed

in 1918 for

army and navy pur-

poses, for munitions works, for public utilities, for
domestic consumers and for factories working on war
material is scheduled in the Imdj^et for 100 per cent.
\Vith this liirnre, and the estimated prof\dlillnient.
duction of coal during 1918 as a basis, a subtraction
shows the amount of fuel left for nonwar industries.
These industries, sometimes miscalled, the Fuel Ad
ministration points out, "nonessential industries,** are
the Imckbone of \ho country's economic system. They
employ ten million workers and from them must come
These
tlio taxes and bonds which will pay for the war.

industries have never objected to any curtailment ot
be
coal or material or men which could be shown to
necessary to win the war. It was the indefinite threat
the
of annihilation by restrictive orders which during
business
last two months has alarmed the leaders of

and

finance.
,

j

./».

of reduction asked of the different
industries by the Fuel Administration will, of course,
vary, partly upon advice of the leaders of the industry
as to what is practicable and safe shrinkage as compared with the great business activity of 1917 ; partly,
In
also, it will vary with the character of the business.
proportion as an industry contributes less to the war
its
of domestic necessities, it will naturally increase
contribution of self -limitation. One advantage of the
plan is its elasticity. The total curtailment of coal consumption when completed will theoretically equalize
the coal demand of the country with the coal supply
prosfor 1918. If later it turns out that there is still a
pect of scarcity, a slight increase of the voluntary curtailment can be arranged instantly and without conbe
fusion. Every industry through its first order will

The percentage

touch with the Government and its requirements. It
can put into effect a still further curtaihment if ne^snotified
sary, or it can quickly increase its activity if
by the Government at a later date that the curtaibnent
already arranged appears to be excessive.
In other words, the new plan "hitches up'* all the
gives
industries of the country to the fuel budget, and
ot
them, which is all that they ask, the fullest liberty
for war
action, excepting liberty to use coal needed
purposes.
in

«

«

Your Bank Account
(Continued from Page 8)

you
thing that can be quickly converted into cash. If
have securities that can be quickly redeemed, you will
not find it as necessary to have as large a bank balthis
ance as if the contrary were true. The danger in
connection is in thinking you have something which
can be converted at once when a longer time than you
estimate would really be required.
There is one valuable feature of a bank account
which is often overlooked. In the eyes of your banker,
of
the size of your bank account may measure the size
the loan he is willing to let you have. Some banks
make a rule that they will not loan a sum greater than
monthly
five times the amount of a customer's average
balance. You will appreciate therefore, that your bank
account may be of more value to you than the cash
total shown in your pass book. Do not overlook this
feature of your bank account. In a future article I
hope to discuss the subject of ** borrowing money,*'
but in passing, I wish to urge every merchant to maintain a high respect for his bank balance, for by maintaining it at a high level, he assists himself in establishing a line of credit.

A

MANILA letter uill hereafter be a feature
of THE TOBACCO WORLD, vwnthly if the

niaUs permit.

markets

will

The conditions of the leaf and cigar
he connmuted on, and the readers of

THE TOBACCO WORLD

uill

be kept in the
conditions in the

touch with anif changes in
Manila mar/nts. Retailers and ji)bbers will find
these letters of interest as reflectinti directly on
production and prices, wliile manufacturers and
importers of Manila leaf will be no less interested
in our correspondent's comments.
Tjik Mditok.

close.st

—

Manila, P.

1.,

December, 1917.

TOBACCO

)>roduction in the Philippine Islands is
being speeded up. With cigar manufacturers facing an ever increasing demaaid for their output, as
proven by the fact that during the first seven months
of 1917, 109,793,514 cigars were sent to the United
States, as against 55,377,382 for the same period in
1916, it is imperative that growers in turn do their
part to supply the quantity and quality of leaf needed
l)y the cigar trade.
With the idea of improving the tyi)e of tobacco
raised, boosting the yield and introducing more satisfactory curing methods, the government has taken the
situation in hand, and through a corps of inspectors
is doing great work in the Cagayan Valley, the great
tobacco-growing section of Northern Luzon. C. ^f.
TToskins, agent in the inspection division of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, is the man in the field who is instituting the campaign for improved methods amonir
the native growers, and he has otdisted a number of
able Filipino assistants

who

are

now making

a careful

Through government stimulus,

also, the

matter of

being taken up in the
agricultural schools and, as a stimulus to greater results, prizes are being offered and expositions will be
is

held.

Emphasis

being placed on seed selection, and
free seed is distributed to small planters. Proper curing methods are required by law, and growers are
urged to furnish proper protection for the curing crop.
Comprehensive demonstration work will be carried out
by the government representatives, so that there ma>
is

be no excuse for the growing of inferior grades.
entire

program of improved growing methods

sume four years, at the end of which

it is

The

will con

confidently

expected that not only will the annual crop be greatly
increased in volume, bu1; the quality of leaf will also
reach a higher standard.

As

in the tobacco

States, the price

reaping

financial

returns

growing sections of the United

boom has reached

the Philippines,

(howers today are receiving three times what they

never

before expected.
Rather than being an incentive to increased production, the price boom tends to have the opposite etTeet
among a large percentage of the growers, partieularly
the lloconos, who are inelined to beeomo shift h»ss if
money is plentiful, obviating the iu'e<l to work. Moimenterprising Filipinos from the neiirhboring provinces,
however, are (piiekly grasping the opportunities for
gaining wealth, and are rapidly taking up some n\' the
more desirable haciendas with the residt that production will be speeded up according to the demands
of the market, and coupled with th(» government supervision it should keep ])ace with trade conditions.
At present the growers are preparing their land
for the new crops. The seed beds are in good shape,
and growing conditions have been most favorable to
the

new

The Cagayan

Valley, which is inundated each year during the rainy season, has had its
usual flood, leaving a fertile deposit of silt on the fields,
which makes the use of fertilizer unnecessary.
plants.

A

large part of the land in this valley is a part of
the public domain, and is now being opened to occupancy under the homestead law, or by purchase. This
is an incentive to the inhabitants of neighboring provinces to take up lands in the tobacco-growing region.
Corporations are limited to 2500 acres, but outside of
eight or ten large plantations, practically the entire
tobacco section is divided among 2fi,000 small planters,

with holdings of three or four acres each.

Labor

is

scarce at present, but the government

is

doing its share to relieve this difficulty. Agencies are
being established in thickly settled centers to secure
laborers on a contract basis.

Under the stimulus of

survey.
the study of tobacco culture

were paid for their crop a year or two ago, and are

these highly favorable con-

and with the government taking a hand, prospects for meeting the ever growing export demand
with a quality of leaf better than ever before produced
in the islands, are indeed bright; and smokers in the
United States will enjoy the benefit with a higher
quality of Manila cigars. At the present time manufacturers have unfilled orders way ahead, and like
ditions

other exporters in the islands, are confronted with the
present uncertainty of frans-Paoific shippinir.
The
shipping problem is now being taken up, through the
Philippine legislature, with President Wilson and the

United States Shipping Board, with the probability
that favorable action to relieve the tonnage shortage
will be taken shortlv.
Leaf exports from the Philii)pines have shown a
marked increase, as indicated by the following table:
Kilos
Year
1914,
.1915,
1916,

1917 (Jan.-Julv),

.

20,68.1

39,r>37

466,419
1,666,945

'
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Your Store Organization
By Elton

J.

Buckley

Copyright 1917, by Elton

J.

Buckley

The house had no monopoly on the old
have
customers; it was a free-for-aU fight who should
agreed
them, and the employees had not by any contract
If he could show that the
to stay away from them.
records
former employees had abstracted any secret
prevent
from their former employer's store, he could
them from using them.
meant
Naturally this was cold comfort, because it
The athelpless.
that the old house was practicaUy
the situation
torney also added to the general gloom of
prevent the
by stating that it would have been easy to
contracts to
catastrophe by making his employees sign
they finally left,
stay for a certain period, and after

the old house.
Bnckh'ff's lequl articles will constitute a
WORLD.
nnulav fratnrr of
Snhsrrih^ /.s NHUf address anif of Ihnr leijal proh-

^fr

Luns

THE TOBACCO

to Till':

TOBACCO WOBLD,

mil Didtavor

Jptf

to

answer them

This service

ahilihf

is

to the best of his

subscribers
free of charge.

extended

TOBACCO nOBLD

uj Till':

and Mr. Buck-

to the

business man of my acMiuaintance is
trying his
just now lacing Ji situation which is
nones con.siderahlv, and which may have a serious efmlie could have protected hi
Uh'\ upon his business.

ACKinWIN

s.ir

from

it

had

lie

taken certain preciiutions which

1

Hhall exphiin.

has been years buikling up a good store
He had surrounded himself with some
..rganization.
growth
good men, who were hirgelv responsible for the
men
and prosperity of his liusiness. There were two
inside man who kne.v'
in particular—a salesman and an
with much of it. hacli
all the trade and came in eontact
obtained traceniie had a large personal following and
the year.
able business for the store ever\' week in
various
also had a couple of others who did

This

man

lie

m

their way
executive wc»rk about the store, and who in
were almost as valuable as the others.
as
Ab(mt a month ago a man who had been acting
of there,
store salesman for a rival concern pulled out
opened a new
got hold of s(»mebodv with money, and
I reter to
place in direct competition with the store
The first thing he did was to go after the
above.
prized
salesman and inside man which the above house
olTer of considerable more than they

so highly.

Bv an

he tempted them away, and tied them
two inside
lightlv with vearlv contraets. To the other

were

he will not be
value is reduced and very probably
a year have exhired. For when the six months or
to get his former
pired, and the salesman goes out
successor has
customers, he will doubtless find that a
had time enough to bind them to himself.
Manv emplovers refuse to sign contracts with emthem
because they think they cannot discharge
plovees

when they want

to.

A contract

somewhat

restricts the

easy to include a clause

right to discharge, but
spite of the
which will give the employer the right, in
for acting against
contract, to discharge an employee
Such a clause might
the best interests of the business.
it is

be as follows:

would
two men, '^so well known to the trade,'' and they
two men
bo «*glad to see vou in their new store." The
had
themselves communicated with all the people they
trade.
fmited on at the old store and solicited their
firU
At this writing there are certain signs that the

senously,
concx^m's business is likelv to suffer quite
men
as it has not been able to adequately replace the
left.

After the horse was stolen, the

first

man employed

an attoniev to show him how to lock the stable door.
The nttornev told him in substance the following:
of the de^
1. That he could not complain because
with
iwrture of his employees. He had no contract
them and they had a perfect right to better their conditions, which evidently they had done.
employees,
2. That he could not prevent the former
of
Of ibftir new employer, from drumming the trade

some of the boys

in the

dealer.
**\Vell,'' said

the

man who had just bought a clear-

Havana, **they are going to find the French they learn
French
out of a textbook a good deal different from
spoke over there."
**Howjafigger that!" asked the cigar man.
**
You gave me the answer just then," replied the
customer. **You said just now, *Howjafigger that,'—
Now suppose you were a
all in one word.

as she

is

practically

Frenchman who had learned textbook English and
phrase
come over here. You would have learned that
If someprecisely, that is, *IIow do you figure thatt'
we
sprung it on you all in one mouthful, the way
one

heart disease.
really talk in this country, you'd have
T
If
*
**For instance, we'll say, Whaj jawannaete '
it'd look like
to write it out the way we say it,
It'd take a foreigner
the name of a PuUman car.

you was

some

little

time to understand that

What do you want

*

to act always for the
agrees that
best interests of his employer, and
immediate
failure so to do shall be ground for

The employee agrees

discharge without notice.
for which
This reallv covers almost every cause
an employee,
an emplover would wish to discharge
rights even under
so that he retains practically all his
immeasurably protected
the contract, and moreover is
described above.
against such a catastrophe as I have
serve notice
For with a contract in his hand he can
anybody who takes or
that he has a contract, upon
If an employee
to take his employees away.

threatens
retained in
who has violated his contract and gone, is
has notice of the
his position after the new employer
for damages. Occontract, the employer can be sued
against the emcasionally an injunction can be gotten
for another employee, to prevent him from working
ployer, but not often.

we were saying

to eat t

Listen
are the worst garblers of words.
hear one ask the other,
to two girls talking. You'll
eat your lunch
Jeatslunshett' She means, ^Did you
**

Women

*

something

Or perhaps one of 'em will spring
When you come to
nite!'
like, ^Wannago pickshow
or Spearmint
separate this language from the Yucatan

yet!'

ge'tting,*

men lie also made' oiTers which have not been accepted
Once the new eraat tliis writing but which may be.
the tirst
])lovees were hired, he sent out notices to all
the
wjuVern's customers, stating that he had engaged

who

definite period.
not to solicit the old customers for a
for a
Of course an employee who signs a contract
concern that
year can leave at the end of it, but if the
stay away
Wishes to hire him away knows that he must
year, his
from the old customers for six months or a

camps are takSEE
I ing up the study of French," remarked the cigar
that

you

find she

asked the other girl

if

she wanted to go

a picture show tonight.
interrogative form
*at seems to be mostly in the
speech. We shoot a
of a sentence that we slur our
a bunch,
words all
question composed of a dozen
Now can you imagine a Frenchlike it was a bullet.
jou imagine
man getting wise to our lingo! And can
trying to understand the
the time our boys will have
natives over there!

had a little experience myself about five years
ago. I had been expecting to go over to England and
France on business for some time, and 1 had been
touching up my French. The first time I went into
a restaurant the waiter ciune up and handed me the
He shot something at me that sounded
bill of fare.
again, will
like, *Voolvoojavaa!' I said to him, *Come
**I

you, old pard!' He pulled it in several different keys,
and then pointed to the bill. Finally it dawned on me
that he was asking me if I wanted wine— Voulez vous
*

du vin!'
had was while motoring
through the country. I met a Frenchman walking.
He touched his hat and plumped at me: *Jeetymydonk
lashmello veelazhf My chauffeur had to help me out.
**The next experience

thought he was asking
me if 1 smelle<l 'anything. I looked the car over, thinkAftering we might have a hot box or something.
who spoke
I managed to get the chauffeur,

I

couldn't get the

man

at

all.

1

wards

ami
pretty fair English, to say the stuff over slowly,
when 1 got back to the hotel 1 got out my book aiid
suppose he said. Til
chemin au
write it out for you— see: *Dites-nioi done le
He was merely asking me if I could tell
village!'

pieced

him

it

out.

Here's what

I

the road to the village.

After a few experiences like that I lost confidence
chauffeur or cab-driver
in my French. If I wanted a
allay
a certain way, I shouted Allay— allay—
**

'

to turn

to

m

I

right— to the right, confimnd it I' Or
seemed
as the case might be. He always

to the
left,

derstand.

Perhaps

and pointed

it

was because

in the direction

I

I

to the
to un-

waved my arm

meant.

have
**Yes, siree, the boys are going to
fun with the polite language."

a

lot of

:
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Keeping Cigars
By H. G. Peterman,

How

in Condition

Long do You Wait
By Maurice

X

and buppubitiuiib hurrouiidiiig a cigar

iiuinciuus; the pel tlieurics in tlie iiiiud of tho
a\enigf hinuker abuul llie color, the I'eel, the smell,
ihe ai^pearaiice and where the cigar ici iiiade, inust ail
The theory
he forgotten in the light oi' experience.
that, perhaps, is the most general, is to the ellect that
"the greater the cost, the better the cigar."
'J'hat Jieither the latter nor the former theories are
essentially the determining factor of a good cigar, it
as it is also
is the object of this paper to demonstrate
the intention to show wliy good cigars are good, why
bad cigars are bad, anil why the choicest cigars cost so
iiit*

—

nmch money.
True, the higher the price the more likelihood that
the cigar will be good; that is to say, made from e\Never])ensive tobacco by expensive workmanship.
theless, line tobacco can so easily be spoiled by the
careless salesman that a cigar, perfect in every re*'rope,'
all beciiuse the dealer did not know the nature of tiu'
leaf, or neglected to keel) ^^^^ cigar^in the proper conThat is why a ten-cent cigar from one dealer
dition.
is souK'times better than a tweuty-ceut cigar from another dealer.
One of the most important details of the cigar
Imsiness is that of keeping cigars in good condition.
Tobacco is a sensitive leaf. It will take up any foreign
sjK'ct

when made,

will snu)ke like

a

j)iece of

odor or impure air in its vicinity and will absorb
moisture like a s])onge. If subjected to heat or dry
cold air it will throw olT the moisture just as (|uickly.
the cigars "dry out*' the essential oils in the leaf,
that give to the smoke the bou<|uet and llavor, evajx)rate with the moisture and wmnot be i)ut back into th"
cigar by remoistening. l^emember that!
If

cigars are sold that are too dry or too wet
it follows that complaints are made against the (|uality
of a brand, when tlie fault is not with the brand, but
with the dealer, who has not kept the cigar in projx'r
condition. Unfortunately, it is impossible for the
average smoker to tell, by looking at them, if tiie
cigars have been properly kept; in aj)poa ranee th"
cigars have not changed, he can't tell by squeezing
them. The only way to iind out is by smoking thorn.

When

pany,
pany.

ia

A. Hriggs, formerly with Cuesta, Key & Comnow identified with the Morgan Cigar Com-

The Cameron Toluieco Company has

notified deal-

em that

on **Kutopia" and "Jefferson" smoking mixtures there will b»' a rediietioii in the size of the package
instend of an increase in the price.

Knise, Quanjer & Company liave removed to new
quarters
1

iane.

at

tlie

corner of

Water Street and Maiden

Your Money?

for

T. Fleither, in "System Magazine"

in the "United Shield"
**

"I'Jll"] illu.siuii6

IT

It
jjilie

may

—some

cigars cannot be treated

be said

tliat all

re<iuire

more moisture than

others.

The

high-grade clear llavanas re<iuire very little moisture.
The domestic cigars need to be fairly moist— just
enough so as to be agreeable to hold in the mouth. The
I'orto iiiciin and the Manila cigars are a very different
pnqxisition. These should be kept as green as |>ossible.
A l*oito Hiean or Manila that is dry will smoke and
taste badly.

•in smelling an open box of cigars, one usually
gets more fragrance from the cedar box than from
the cigars, yet some smokers think that because the
box of cigars has a pleasant scent, the cigars must
be good. It is impossible to judge cigars in this way,
HB some of the cheapest domestic cigars will emit !i
Ixjtter aroma (unlighted) than the choicest Havana or

Porto Rioan.
It is also wrong to condemn the quality of a oigar
if it burns with a dark ash, in spite of the popular belief that the whiter the ash, the better the cigar.
Still another i>opular delusion is that a spotted
cigar is better than a cigar that is not spotted. As
a fact, these spots on the wrapper of a cigar mean
They are
nothing so far as quality is concerned.
caused by rain drops on the growing leaf acting as
lenses and the sun's rays Imrning the leaf, or due to
sand being spattered by the rain and clinging to the
leaf, making bleached spots.
Another very popular delusion is that a dark cigar
must necessarily be a strong one. This is not so;
nor is a light cigar necessarily a mild one. You cannot
tell the strength of a cigar by the color of the wrapper.
Its strength or mildness depends entirely on the quality

of the

filler.

The cigarniaker uses but one strength or blend of
tobacco for filler in making a certain size, but different colored leaves are used for wrappers. The wrapper leaf is al>out one-tenth of the cigar, so you will
understand how

little it

There's only one

affects its total strength.

way

to determine the strength

of a cigar and that is to smoke it. When you want a
mild cigar you must depend on the brand and size.

A

great many cities throughout the country are
suffering from a shortage of favorite brands of cigarettes and tobaccos, due to the tieing up of transportation by the extreme cold weather and other abnormal
conditions prevalent with all the railroad systems just
at this time.

Julius Marqusee has adopted trade acceptances for
use with his customers. It is quite probable that numerous other firms in the cigar and tobacco industry
will adopt this method of liquefying money tied up in
accounts.

''Trade acceptance** is a term used to dcsitjnate a certain Icifid of negotiable paper made between the buyer and seller of merchandise. The
seller sends it to the buyer, usually with the invoice, m^ade out in the amount of the customer's
indebtedness for the merchandise; and the paper
becomes negotiable when the buyer writes his ''acceptance!' across the face. He returns it to the
seller, who can hold it for collection at the due
date, or discount it and receive his motiey at oner.
The main purpose of the trade acceptance is to
liquefy the
counts.

money commonly

tied

up

in

open

ac-

an attempt

to gather together the
practice of users of trade acceptances in various

THIS

article is

lines of business, for there are a number of points ou
which there might easily be a difference of opinion, in

theory the trade acceptance is as simple as making
out an invoice for a domestic shipment. In practice
there are a number of forms, differing in detail,
though they commonly adhere fairly closely to the
standard form of the Federal Reserve Bank.
We wrote some sixty letters to users or suspected
users. With the letter went a printed slip on which
the answers might be indicated by check marks. Space
was left for comment or additional information.

Before discussing in detail the replies receive<i,
I wish to quote from a letter, recently received, that
indicates some reasons why it seems unusually important now to employ such means as may prove practicable to render liquid as much of our capital as W3
can. The letter is written by the president of a manufacturing concern that has used trade acceptances for
several years.

He

says:

estimated that in this country, approximately $4,000,000,000 of capital are normally tied up
in dead ledger accounts. To the extent that this enormous volume of inert capital is converted into selfliciuidating trade acceptances available for rediscount
at the Federal Reserve Bank, we may replace capital
diverted to war purposes.
**In this connection, it must be remembered that
before the first of next June, nearly $3,000,000,000 of
taxes must be paid out of the profits of business for
1917. Judging the future by the past, a majority of
business men will not be likely to set aside ahead of
time the funds necessary to meet these taxes. In fact,
it is more likely that such funds will be merged with
permanent or working capital in plant, merchandise,
**lt

is

or accounts receivable.
**
Manifestly, such assets are not readily converted into cash needed for the payment of these taxes,
i Consequently, those who have not made proper financial preparation will have to turn to the banks for
assistance. But at that time banks may be unwilling,
or perhaps unable, to assume the burden. To meet
such an emergency, merchandise may be sacrificed or
accounts receivable hocked' at outrageous rates.
*

Trade acceptances

will help to assure a definili'
income for meeting obligations at delinito times. They
may be readily discounted at the bank in practically
unlimited volume because the bank may, in turn, redi-.-

count them at the Federal Reserve Bank, without
limit.*'

^

_

^

%

To

consider, then, the results of our investigation
of the firms addressed, twenty-three answered ainrnia
tively the first question, "Have you used the trade a
ceptaucef*' And the same number answered *'yes'' to
the second question, *'Are you now using them/'' Kvi
dently none who had attempted their use had fouii
them impracticable, it might be mentioned here thai,
while authority was granted to member banks of tluFederal Reserve less than two years ago to discount
domestic trade acceptances, several concerns said the\
had been using them in closing accoimts as long as
four or eight years.
The third question, "Do your customers receive
them welU" brought out an unqualified aflirmative answer from sixteen concerns; and the reply '*8ome do
and some do not" from six more. Not one indicates
an intention of abandoning acceptances on account of
objections. Judging from the replies 1 have receiviMi
from customers of my own when I requested them to
accept, 1 am forced to the conclusion that objections
are usually based on a lack of understanding of jusi
what a trade acceptance is. Naturally, it is not diliicult to clear up this point for them.
One of the users wrote, in reply to this question
**We inaugurated the use of trade acceptances in
our business almost four years ago and for a long time
we found that many buyers were decidedly averse to
closing their accounts with 'notes,' as acceptances were
often improperly called.
**We undertook a campaign to educate our customers ; and our own efforts, supplemented by those of
•

I

the National Association of Credit Men and other organizations, has brought about a clearer understanding of the real character of the new insti-ument.
**We now have little difficulty in inducing our customers to accept,' particularly as we give a special
trade acceptance discount to them."
Many of the concenis, in their replies, indicated
that they experienced some difficulty at the start
introducing trade acceptances. One man summed up
thus the objections met in his concern:
**1. Misunderstanding of the character of tin*
*

m

trade acceptance, and confusing it with notes.
**2. Ungrounded fear of the buyer that the giving of acceptances would reflect on his credit at Ir.s
own bank.
^
,x
'*3. Unwillingness of time buyers to assist the
liimself
seller in effecting the economy, when the buyer
did not enjoy any special benefit.
**4. Reluctance of certain classes of houses to close
accounts when bv so doing the door was closed on
.

their
discount,
unjustified claims, the taking of unearned
unwarranted ^return of goods, and other abuses.
<*5. Inquiry among a large number of our cih

was
tomers developed the fact that when our request

;
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mutliod was *daiimed
caaea the buyer was

baukur, the new
Willi laiiil praise/ and in many
diruuliy advised not to accept."
To the fourth question, *'l>o you make acceptance
''yes,'; six, ana
a condition oi sale/" the repUes were
"
The six who repUed aflinnatively also

laid beiore

tliu

eighteen.
no
easily
answer negatively— an apparent paradox, that is
they int-xplained by the statement that sometunes
sometimes they do
sist on the trade acceptance, and
i
To some of my own customers, lor mstance,
nut.
other condition on
will not fxlend credit under any
payment, or the
acci.unl of rating, poor methods of

' *

unusmd amount

of credit asked.

.

is the
'Do you send them out with all invoices f *'yes
Only one concern answered
lifth iiuestion.
one concern
nineteen answered in the negative. This
which has an unusual
is a sawmill in the Middle West
wit
Another concern sends trade acceptances
nhui
customers witU
invoices only to new customers, and to
;

i

whom

tiiey

have been discussed in advance.

concerns inthe general practice among the
customers who
vestigated not to send acceptances to
was brought out
are in the habit of discounting. This
next question,
by the answers which 1 received to the
is

It

number

six.

t ^u
u* *u
.
that
thought
Until 1 sent out this questionnaire, I
for amounts
jicceptances wore not frequenUy issued
Much to my surprise the majority ol
less than $100.
that they do islouses answering the question stated
teen to hve. t or
sue them under $100, the vote being lif
undoubtedly become
small, frequent shipments it wiU
paper on the hrst ot
the custom to issue one piece of
previous month s 8hii>tlie month to cover all of the
.

.

I

ments.

.

acceptances,
iiixplanatory literature about trade
It may
sixteen concerns say, goes to their customers.
concerns take up
fairly be presumed that all of the
beforehand in some
the matter with their customers
plan
way In some concerns the salesmen explain the he
manager says that
to customers, and one credit
each saleshimseU' actually covered the territory of
trade
man, to develop friendly relations and explam the
acceptance.
,
,
The eighth question read, ''Do you send

any exOnly eigni

your salesmen!*'
Most of the others have taken the

iilanatory literature to

answered ''yes.''
some satmatter up with their sales representatives
personal conisfactory manner, either by letters or by

m

One house, it is
tact, individually, or in convention.
does not distrue, because of peculiar circumstances,
cuss Uie matter with its men in any way.
the
A little more tlian half of the users discount
hold them
trade acceptances on receipt. The others
through their
until near maturity, then place them
them
banks for collection. One or two concerns send
iho^3

bank indicated by the acceptor.
do not have their acceptances discounted,
probably have that in mind as a potential advantage,
four
and would do so if they needed the money. Only
concerns issuing acceptances under $100 are discountnot yet
ing them—probably because many banks are
in
fuUy prepared to purchase snmll acceptances, as
and
Europe, where they run as low as one dollar each,
where the averse— at least in France— is about hve

direct to the
concerns that

dollars.

Question number twelve

reads, **Do

you allow an

extra discount to customers for accepting!"

This

19

those who
problem is arousing a great deal oi mterest,
very nrm stand.
are opposed to the pracUce takmg a
from y^ to 1 per cent.
xNine concerns that rephed aUow

out the premium
but one of the nine mtends to cut
to make acceptance
in the future, and wdl also attempt
a condition of sale.
tne
My own thought on this subject is tliat one oftrom
favor of the trade acceptance
iniporuuit points
to discount
me wnolesaler's point of view is the abdity invested
in
money
in order to secure immediately the
on open accounts
the merchandise. Our regular terms
per cent, tor
are 2/10 or 1/10-60. We are aUowing iy2
that this addia sixty-day acceptance, on the theory
the tact that on
tional discount is made up to us by
money in
open accounts we pay 2 per cent, for our

m

ten davs

underThose who can bring their customers to
busmess comthe benefits of the plan to the

stand

m

retaining to themselves
capital more frequently,
ilie results of turnmg their
discount
reducing their borrowmgs, and lowering their
favor ot
rate; for one of the strong arguments
sooner or later
trade acceptances is that they wdl
average merreduce prices. Kight now is when the
ciiaut wants his prices reduced.
suDOne correspondent, writing very fully on the
*' Almost
said:
ieot in reply to the questionnaire,
subject has
every article that 1 have read on this
for signstated that some concession should be allowed
gomg to get us
ing the acceptance, and 1 think this is
the cash discount
into trouble in the future, just as

mumty

are possibly wise

m

has."

•

-

-

One man who replied, however, says:
ourselves
"liealizing the substantial advantages to
we have conarising from the use of trade acceptances,
discount
sidered it wise to offer a special acceptance
conclusion we not
to our customers. In reaching this
busmess but
only considered the interest of our own
Keserve
paid some regard to the intent of the Federal

Money Saver
Work NOW

This

*

Act*

rediscount trade
cent,
acceptances at a preferential rate Vz of 1 per
promissory notes.
lower than for the same character of
this preferWe do not believe that it was intended thatmember
bank
ential rate should afford a saving for the
along to the
or the seller, but that it should be passed
of acr
buyer in order to encourage the production

^^^

"The Federal Reserve banks wiU

giving of 'special acceptance discounts' has
for us than
been more effective in producing results
We consider that the time
all arguments combined.
when he
buyer who refuses to make an outright saving
his good
can so readily do it invites inquiry into

At Ae

HAND."

«
dating,
extra
is
discount
extra
for
substitute
these give
which eight houses allow. One or two of
a cash discount, a
the customer his choice of taking
or a net ac^
smaller discount for a term acceptance,
thirty da>8
ceptance for a still longer time, generally
.

A

,

J

A*

additionaL

i

agreed
The form used—nearly all of the concerns
possible,
—should always be as simple and as dear as
should be full but no^
the explanation to go with it
it differs from
involved. It should be made clear that
being
and
an open book account only in being written

m

Finally, the words **note'^
{Continued on Page ^o)

rendered negotiable.

and

Follow the example

and do your

of the largeft

and

smallcft progrcssiirc

"STRIP BY
manufadurcrs

stripping with the

TOBACCO STRIPPING

UNIVERSAL

AND BOOKING MACHINE

"The

faith."

cannot afford to
present coil of labor and tobacco you simply

It effe<a. a
three hand flripper..
"UnhreiMl" doe. the work of from two to
It inthis wiving would be m y>ut fadory.)
what
you
show
(Let
u.
Saving"Big Stock
tor
from 35 to 50 cigar, a day. It make,
the produ<aion of your cig.nnaker.

One

crease,

down operating coslsl
you expedt to come out ahead in

aualitu while cutting
If

the

dow.

1

91 8, one thing you mufl do:

Do away

with

hand Gripping and flrip the "Umvet.al" way.
in your own fadory with youi own
a demonstration of the "UniverMl"

wasteful method of

A.k

for

tobacco under your

own

.uperviwon without obligation to you.

Catalog and Price List on Request

Universal Tobacco Machine Co.
79 Fifth Avenue, New
NuitT

Ftcttrr. 98 t* 104

St, Ntwiik, N.

J.

York
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Waiting for Your

Money

(Continued from Page 18)

draft" should not be used in connection with it—
Ihev convov ideas which sliould never be associated

**

with thf trade acceptance.

proof of
those who have used

<M' coiirne,

anioii<^

tells (»ne coiiee

tlie

nrs

its
it.

value

Here

to be found
is a letter that
is

experience' in introducing

and using

the trad*' acceptance:

"We

have been usin^ trade

acct».i)tances

for just

When we started considering them
about oiM' year.
our bankers told us they doubted whether customers
would Kive the aceeptance. We tried it, and followed
each invoice by a personjd letter, explaining the acAs an inducement we gave the customer
ceptan<'e.
thirty days' extra time, but made it ver\' plain that
terms on
it was opii(uial wlh'ther he should accept our
open a(HM)unt (»r give us the accejitance and take longer
If a response di«l not come through in a fe^^
time.
davs we followed this letter with another. By this
plan we had the merchants falling in line even before
we converted our sales department and salesmen.
**lt was not long, however, until our sales department saw that it was an opportunity to increase sales
rather than a means of reducing them, as they had
feared at lirst; and since the salesmen have fallen in
We have found that
line we are getting fine results.
95 per cent, of our acceptances have been paid diSome few
rcH't to the b.'ink from the veiw beginning.
]>ayments have been made to us direct, but in the beginning we used a j>ostal c^ird which we sent to the
customer about ten days before the acceptance was
due. The card called attention to the fact that the acceptance would be due on such and such a date, and
instructed the customer to make his payment to the
bank and not to us. By this campaign of education we
feel tiiat we have about covered our territory, and we
are now sending very little literature on the subiect.
Our customers understand acceptances, and our salesmen understand them: and by January 1 we expect to
be getting at least il^l 00.000 in accept^inces per month.
*'They havr' helped us in many ways. Sometimes
we have a lot of merchandise that we want to turn and
the merchant cannot pny for it in thirty, sixty or ninety
days. By extending a little time and making an accept jnice, we have been able to turn big lots of merchandise which we have given to our customers to
They have given us an acceptance in retrad*' on.
turn, and bv paviuir onlv a little interest we have had
our tnoney ntid feel that we have done a good mercbandisinir act both ways.**
Tn conebisi(»n, T wish to quote at some length from
the letter of a successful user he is the general manager «»f a maniifacturimr conceni. TTis experience will
undoubtedlv prove helpful to others who may be planninir to adoot trade acc<'ptances in preference to the
open account. TTe says:
**For more than a month before we put our trade
acceptance plan into effect we were constantly working on our snlesmen. usincr ns a basis the arguments
.^ot forth bv the Federal Beserve Bank of Cleveland,
Tn add!
In its eight paire pam]»blet, *Why Accept?*

—

tion we set forth the negatives the abuse of our present terms, the need of having our salesmen collect
many past due accounts, the elimination of discounts,
and the general shortening of terms on the part of the
paper nulls and other sources of supply for our raw
materials.
"In response to our first letter to salesmen, a few
objections were raised. The second letter mentioned
a definite day, December 1, 1916, for the new terms to
go into effect, gave additional instructions, enclosed
another copy of the pamphlet 'Why Accept?* and set
forth definite arguments in favor of trade acceptances
Strange to say, less than 2
in our particular line.
per cent, of our sales organization objected to the
plan, after they received the final instructions.

nr

Look!

stop!
Listen!

our branch offices, however, doubts
wore exf)ressed by some; but these were dispelled by
an interesting incident. A semimonthly meeting to discuss sales problems was called on Saturday, December
Ten men
2, the day after our plan went into effect.
answered the roll call, one was ill, and one was said
Trade acceptances and our new
to be closing a sale.
terms were being wamdy discussed. All ten salesmen
were eager to comply with instructions from the sales
department, but they felt it impracticable and thought
trade would be lost if the new terms were strictly en**Tn one of

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

forced.

**The question had been debated nearly two hours
when in came the twelfth salesman. All were eager

know if he had been successful in closing his sale
and when he held up an order in four figures, in a
chorus they demanded to know if it were sold subject
to a trade acceptance. With a broad grin the salesto

man

T

have spent two hours ex-

know about

trade acceptances, becau'?e

replied, 'Yes,

plaining

all T

and

the customer wants to adopt

it

in his

own

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use
spell

business.'

—

**The branch manager, in reporting on trade acc'ptances,

said

this

ended

incident

FiVer\'one in the agency is

the

discus-

now

a loyal booster,
and considers the time consumed in explaining it to
customers much less than that formerly wasted in
sion.

we believe, satisfactorily.
**We have made it a practice

to present

a

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

due accounts.
**We sent out about 10,000 trade acceptances In
the two months of December and January.. A total of
three objections, apparently serious, came to the general manager *s desk. Each was thoughtfully answered

collecting past

and,

is

Wrappers

'trade

acceptance register* to each customer who accepts.
Our ow^n acceptance is entered by one of our clerks
on the first line of the first page, to show the customer
how to make a correct entry of each trade acceptance
Most customers acknowledge the
that he endorses.
receipt of this

*

register,*

America Sumatra Tobacco Company
142 Water Street, New York

and many have written us to

express their thanks.
**We deal with nearly all classes of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers, and are especially
pleased with the success of the plan. We cannot see
any possible objection to adopting it permanently in

our business.**

s

B
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for an honest man,
that you have
it would certainly seem very strange
paid no attention whatever to our requests for a
If

Getting the

Money

{Continued from Fage it)

the

first of the

mouth.

Adjust statement day to pay

or two needs no comment perhaps
heading to the efunless it be a printed or stamped
monthly. Alter it Defect that accounts are payable
take care
comes evident that the debtor is not gomg to
opportunity to
bill properly, then comes the

The

first bill

of the
the merchant
write coUection letters, and this is where
human
may show his ingenuity or his knowledge of written
better than any form letter is one
nature,
to ht tlie
especitdly for the pui-pose in mind, adapted
are sugimlividual instance. The letters given below
gestive of the line of attack to be followed.
FiKST Lbtteb.
Dear Sir— You will be interested in knowing
is at the
just how much your account with us
present time.
^,
i
„
anyone to run
It is against our poUcy to allow
more than sixty days, but possibly wo

an account
have neglected

to tell

you about

this.

we

did not

settlement
*
x.
Are
T
account
the
in
mistake
Is there some
you unable to pay the bill nowT Have you been
unfairly treated at any time in our store!
Whatever the reason for paying no attention
come m
to our requests for a settlement, please
on
or write us about it and let us get together
the matter.

We

.

cannot

let

tr&jde

Fifth Letter.

Dear Sir—It

is

costing us six per cent, to

carry your account.
We cannot afford to carry the additional expense of uncollectible accounts, and we are determined not to do so.

Your

bill

amounts

to $43.

are willing to do anything that is right
about arranging a settlement, but we are determined not to carry the account longer if you are
matter
not even willing to come in and talk the
over with us.
Unless we hear from you or see yon about
opporthis within five days, you may look for an
tunitv to settle with our attorney.
Please don't compel us to take this step. We
much prefer to adjust the matter with your our-

We

now
are sending this bill because it is
greater
due and because we feel it unfair to extend
others.
I'avor to one customer than to
May we have your check in a day or twoT
Cordially yours.

Second Letteb.
Dear Sir— The high cost of

living hits us two.
cannot afford to extend credit in the oldmore and
fashioned way. Goods cost us much
luive to pay for them in less time.

We

selves.

we

Yours

increasing
In order to do business without
prompt settleprices uimecessarily, we must ask

Cordially yours.
mildly as
Perhaps you do not want to start in as
Then you
in mind.
this with the creditor you have
where it begins
can begin with letter number three
to put the screws on a little.
Third Letteb.
Dear Mr. Haskins— You surely must have reearly settleceived our bill with a request for an

You

Don*t postpone action in this matter.
really cannot afford to do so.
Yours very truly,

We

tnis

the account run on indefinitely

and we believe you will admit that you have had
more time now than we ought to have to give our

.

ments from our customers.
We are sure you will see the justice at
and remit promptly for the enclosed bill.

know you

truly,

SAN FRANCISCO PRICES
circular has been sent out by the
San Francisco Retail Cigar Dealers' Association:
toEnclosed you wiU find a list of cigarettes and
retader
bacco prices. It is not expected that every
intended only as a guide to
sell at these prices, but is
minimum pnce
the retailer, so that he may know the
and make the same
at which he can sell these brands
margin of profit as heretofore.
.^
,
it impossimakes
prices
changing
The constantly
permanent selling
ble to determine a satisfactory and

The following

wU

^^

Some manufacturers have changed

the association, is as follows
Cigars costing $37.50 or under ..;••••:
inclusive
Cigars costing over $37.50 to $43,

Dear Mr. Haskins—You

still

just exactly

^ at you

you

prefer <^S^o ^^ y®"^ ^^^^ cooked,
will now prefer your tobacco toasted.

opm

the |McicM«<

Ctooking (toasting, broiling, roasting) makes things ddi*
develops flavor. You
cious, appetizing, and savory, because it
toast better
don't eat raw steak or drink raw coffee. You like
than bread^especially fresh buttered toast.
cigarettes
toast the Burley tobacco for Lucky Strike
always
it's
todevelopthe utnaost Burley flavor and seal it in. so

there for you.

That's what toasting does.

Strike
You're in for a new flavor when you join the Lucky
Smoke circle—with the real Burley cigarette.

Ifs

toasted

SMek.aT.a,

"^
Ob
A)/

Cigars costing over $43 to gO, inclusive.
3/. J-^
usive
Cigars costing over $50 to $62.50, inc
lU
inclusive
Cigars costing over $62.50 to $75,
inclusive
Cigars costing over $75 to $100,
inclusive.
Cigars costing over $100 to $115,
Jf of
regardless
These pnces are baaed on list prices
.

.

$43.

And

re-establishing of uniform prices.
in the regulation and
by
The basis of selling cigars, as recommended

^2

owe us

called.

their selling

irran^o for taking care of it later.
business man cann' eourse vou retdize that a
a debt
not neglect such a request for attention to
without aff(H-,ting his credit.
and
Let us get together on this right away
have a friendly adjustment of the manner of setCordially yours,
quantity nlh>wancos or cash discounts.
FouKTH Letter.

it*i

.

dozen, or gro»s
plan and are billing cigarettes by the
each paxjkage
packages, yet the number of cigarettes in
has not yet been reduced.
Vbeen effected
« *^^
,
have
changes
these
as
time
Until such
will be more or less confusion
it is expected that there

tlement.

Strike,

We

Perhaps you are unable to settle the account
have not called or
in full, and for that reason
sent a check.
^
the matter
It is important to us that we get
ask you
adiuHted in some way, so we are going to
or
to'wdl and make a payment on the account
(

IUCKY

•

•

"On.
shet.

advertUemenU in the big
biUboards and street ear. are

«f the

LUCKY STRIKE new.p.per
telling

the

.ame

cmp.igii-the National Ma«a.

.tory to mUlioo. of unoker. everywhere.
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THREEMONTHS COMMERCIAL PAPER

Pennies the Salvation

Advertisements
Like This
appearing regularly
day Evening Post,

in

The

The

Satur-

Literary

Weekly, and other
widely read national magazines,

Digest, Collier's

are noticeably

mand

increasing the de-

shapes

good stores for all
and grades of W. D. C. Pipes.
J

in

t^fie Esquimau

i^

Becoratos
his

unuouily

mghu.

long

the

vanter

during
Uiually he ha» to do the

he lose* it
until he gets
tmok'ng
no more pipe
But ail you
another whalebone!
have lo do to get cool pipe comfort
to your
!• to walk a (ew tteo*

carvti^ h»m»ell and

dealer's

and a»k

lor

;.f

ii

"a Wellington.

The Welltngton willnolithetx*

ofhuM*. The" well" taUhu
iht molilure and the $moke
coma cool and clean attd dry.

All

what

tlio

a WeUington.

Take, for
Some time a^o
instance, the "Imperial" cigarette.
raised to seven, seven fifty
the pric^ was six fifty; they

We

cents
the dealer just received ten
fifteen cents; that was
for them. lie could not raise to
not in the P«nny game^o
too long a profit, and he was
gratify his pride The
Te stood the advance cost just to
with, and
was too small a coin for him to bothf

and

<?ight,

and

still

pennv

profits

loss of all his
he paid dearly for his pride-the
on cigarettes and cigars.
penny you
Mr Dealer, do you realize that with the
price of the manufacare taking awaVthJ established
make more than twenty
?uror who savsvou should not
«>««
manufacturer
ner cent on Vour sales. The
poss b e notch, Mid
price of his goods to the highest
advertising at a pnce
make" on handle them by national
you can do business for
?hat eivos vou less profit than
twenty-youT^st of doing business will range from
_
two to twenty-five per cent.
a posiyou
put
will
penny
The installation of the
whenever the manufacturer
tion to raise the goods
the same as is done
does .lust pass the buck along
legit mate, and should be
other lines of trade. That is
in K/'f "«»' «^*^«^
done in our business, as well as
penny in the tobacco business,
coal e"e. Without the
manuto raise the price when the
^ oil will not bo able
stand the loss and cannot help
vou
hence
does,
act,rrer
f
«et ho
So get in line, use the P^nny and every
Sec that
to.
legitimate profit you are entitled
profit.
article vou carry shows a
on this small
You sav vou have sold cigarettes have changod
times
bof^re'^ that is true, but

^U

AND UP

?ou

*tk»n

rkt

m

W.

D C

Irtm-ft*

l»*J*mmk
tiM

k«, tMii «*« •<*" o/ $upfmt
vlut /of m»*» «*•" 50 iftn.

St*

ll>«t

II ti

•»

Uh

*

made

a good profit

«'K»";<'"JP"*J'^rjS
good profits on cigars
The
dice.
and
machines
on card
means you had are
hnve Vone the other profit-giving
and city ord^
Icn/rap'd V eliminated bv l-'^slation
which
all other merchandise,
and
Cigarettes
nane"es
at
small profit or no profit
have heretofore onlv made a
of
profit above the
legitimate
a
e^rry
must
ill
their legs. There
on
stand
must
Thev
bnsiness
Tc^r^«
end
shots to build up the losing
;l no longer the long
also

CO.

NtwYork

I

of thp biisinesa.

Look over your stock.
A complete line of
Wellington and other
W. D. C. Pipes will make
more money for you.

NEW YORK

CO.

^
Get
.

,

.,

^
the

penny.
Don't ficht vour profit-malcer-the business that it
T>onnvTnstS «o thoronehly in yonrbe a chance of a
rroo^^^^ mit. and there will
ajram.
profit for the cipar dealer

?aS

Simate

OBITUARY OF JONATHAN PEAS
with bear-

ing

WM. DEMUTH &

"J?

c^

wmn.

WM. DEMUTH

.

„,arS

WD

good dealers

50c

^

merchandise cost.
have seen how that works out.

vSf

of temMne FreiKh BfiaT, seaIt
our own i|*ti*l proem.
by
loord
bfcAbm »weH and mrllow. The bo%»i
H guuMilred Agairot aacking or bumint
PKk up your »K«pe and MC
iKioufl.
m • WrUmglon and br pip«- K«ppy. Any

M made

m

most

is

m

THB UNIVERSAL PIPE

tobacco laHe* betlei

of the cigar

fn-atifying to see the majority
system of prices on their
|,l,.alcrs installing the penny
correcting the
merohandisc, as it will be the means of
price, no matter
long-standing evil of the even-money

IT

ing

being manifested in commercial paper
oircles in the statement issued by James S. Alexander, president of the National Bank of Commerce, New
^ork, in which he urges conunereial houses to issue
notes to run only for three months instead of six
months, as is the practice at present. Note brokers and
large wholesalers, who have big lines of paper constantly outstanding, are willing to admit the advantage
view of the genend
(.f tlie change from the point of
banking position, since it would, as Mr. Alexander
pointed out, increase the supply of paper in the banks'
portfolios eligible for rediscount at the Federal Reserve Bank and render their condition more liquid.
They were not as ready to grant, however, says
tlie Wall Street Journal, that the change could be effected without altering the very foundations on which

INTEREST

-Smdca"

L

v:

whalebone pipe with a lot of
\uAc%\ bgurcs and tnwkc* it conr

B. C. Holt, in

Lon^ Island tombstones are accredited
The
manv sinpilar and startlinf? epitaphs.
a sample
sent to the New York Finn is

follow-

"Hero lies the body of Jonathan Peas,
Under the daisies and the trees
Peas is not here, only the pod
Peas shelled ont and went home

to God.

is

lote ii »horv litmiUar
tl ww»» / faJ^•»• Wioii

r(y
lAkt

Won't youjiUn ituf in a piiH-tulf
DuM't It do a h-lhtw gixMl
JutI ft ftn«'» thi* hvrv ^»h^l<f<"
Thui'i tNVM <nf«V»r in tHv iKWKif

An'

methods to the new conditions.

That f«rt»»M gtHtd Irit-nds
(un warm w twart »l

And

to

DEMUTH EMPLOYEES

has been announced by Wm. Demuth & Company that on or before January 10th each and every
employee of the Demuth organization would be given
a life insurancy policy, the face value amounting to
the annual salary of each worker.
As announced in these columns several months

Smoke

'

strunuiTf

«»/

.«i»"i«'.

j^^.

VELVET—

lhcrc'» whrrr v«.ii «li«4ti\er VKI.VKI
Mildnc«.. incHov* nc*. •it««>thiirK
\^l.^ «
ctM>liir« amt bcarT> rtav.ir »rr nil in
Mi'ilirr Nature tlifum:!* i^|Hii iIktc b>
>niri o< »!<.« aBcinK in »%<>«Klrn h.-iphcxU.
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19 18 Will be a Velvet

Year For Dealers
Velvet

advertising

more important than ever
for the dealer.

customers

Velvet

It

that

days of

to

be

will

year

this

will tell

your

Nature-Matured

will sell at

thing

big
LIFE INSURANCE FOR

tmntv it Wfv* yo" ^mim/m
a WfHoM kInJ »t ghtw

,Kn'

By

their

tn

StarlJi

uncertainty.

shortening mercantile credits it is possible to
reduce the period necessary for a wholesaler to turn
over his goods to three months and enable him to issue
three months' paper without having to incur the risk
of an advance in the discount rate on renewals. Such
curtailment at best, borrowers say, would have to be i
slow enough process to permit business men to adjust

Snow

WrtM.
/ dvcktr' tutw. Mr.
.Mn'l !»•«• met .toin«'M*i«ir" befo'f

the existing oommeroial credit structure is based. Thj
present custom of putting out six months' paper, they
say, is the outgrowth of the system of credit terms

granted by manufacturers and wholesalers to retailers
and others, and any reduction in the time for which
they could borrow on a single note would have to be
accompanied by a corresponding shortening of commercial credits all along the line from the manufacturers down through to the retailer.
It is contended that on the average it requires six
months for the wholesaler to turn over his goods, and
in order to carry his stock he is obliged to borrow from
banks on notes running for that length of time. If now
he should borrow only for three months, as suggested
by Mr. Alexander, he would be forced to renew the loan
and run the risk of an advance of the discount rate in'
the meantime. Thus while the change to the issuance
of three months' paper would in a way improve the
banking position, it would inject an element of speculation into the general business situation, and industry
and commerce would inevitably suffer as a result of the

^

1»<

10 cents

consider

in

—

these

increasingly high prices.

It

ago, the Demuth organization is now operating along
the lines of democracy, and each and every employee
shares in the savings -effected in operation.

have averaged
twelve per cent, and some weeks they have exceeded
this figure.
For the period preceding Christmas, an
extra dividend in addition to the regular earnings was
dedared, making a total of fifteen per cewt.

Thus

far, the bi-weekly dividends

Full pages in
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story

the great
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^'Smokes" Scarce in Paris
of Material in

Economic Handling
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the cigar

"Above

All"

combined with
smoker

and

quality

degree of

this

feature

dealing to the

fair

won-

derful success of the

prices of all tobacco products.
Mr. Niles is quoted as follows
**
Nearly all so-called nickeP cigars are made from
Thes^
a combination of imported and domestic tobacco.
far-off
cigars are wrapped in a leaf imported from
Sumatra, in the East Indies.
**Now, both of these farm products have risen
enormously in price. The tobacco crop of America
bulletin from
1917, according to the latest Government
1st, is valued
the Department of Agriculture, December
the farm, in
at $21)7,442,000, or 24.9 cents a pound at
pound and
191(J the farm value averaged 14.7 cents a
pound.
the years 1911-15 it averaged 10.4 cents a
than
'*•
There, you notice, is an increase of more

m

BOLD
Six Cent C^ar

BOBROW

the confor the purpose of explaining to the consumer
in the
ditions which have made necessary the increase

'

the reason for the

is

his goods.
Mr. Niles* statement ably supplements the admirawhich ha.^
ble circular, **You Are Entitled to Know,"
been distributed by the United (^igar Stores Company
.

has produced the highest possible
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Citu* Are Jadted

Washington Bureau.
Reports just received in Washington from Paris

Defends Higher Prices
the newspapers and some of the consumers
are
are darkly hinting that cigar manufacturers
Moser
profiteering, Frank C. Niles, president of Niles &
houses
Cigar (Company, one of the largest cigar jobbing
that these
of its kind in the country, rises to point out
intimations are unwarranted and that the manufacturer
of
has been justified in making an increase in the price

BOLD

97

Sumatra wrappers, which come long distances by

price, but
ocean freight, are not only much higher in
all shipare almost unobtainable, because practically
purping facilities are required by the Government to
Sumatra wrappers one year ago cost
sue tlie war.
ago cost 25 cents,
$3.65, today $5.35; binders one year
today
today 40 cents fillers one year ago cost 20 cents,
30 cents.
,
,
,
j
a
advanced,
also
has
labor
industry
cigar
**In the
cent., and
cigar boxes have gone up from 25 to 200 per
incidentals, to say
labels, gum tragacanth and other
levels.
nothing of taxes, have steadily climbed to higher
that the new
**It will be seen from these facts
were justified
prices are entirely justified. In fact, they
taxes were
before war was declared and before war
unduly flourishlevied. That the cigar industry is not
Washington, showing
ing is indicated by the records in

declare that the public has recently complained of
the difficulty of finding in the French retail tobacco
stores the usual supply of smoking tobacco and cigarettes of French manufacture. In explanation of this
situation, the authorities have issued a notice stating
that it is due to the great increase in the consumption
of tobacco since the beginning of the war, and to difficulties of all kinds which the tobacco factories have ex])orienced in obtaining leaf tobacco.
The consumption of smoking tobacco, which in
1913 amounted to 31,500,000 kilos, rose in 1916 to
47,100,000 kilos. The consumption of cigarettes rose
from 3,707,000,000 to 4,637,000,000, an increase of
iioarlv thirty per cent. The increase has continued in

fw Op«a TeiHtery

Write
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New Y«rk OfReet

Key Weal. FU.
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TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,
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Street

INC.
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-

10 for 26c
10 fur 15c

BRANDS|™;«"

T.

J.

City

DUNN
M*K*r«

1917.*

(St

CO.

of

During the past few months the government has
reserved for the troops at the front, in addition to the
tobacco that is distributed gratuitously among t!he
soldiers, considerable quantities of ordinary smoking
tobacco and. cigarettes, which are sent to the cooperative societies and consequently sold to the
soldiers. These quantities amount to about one-fourth
of the total available supply of cigarettes, and about
ono-sixth of the total production of ordinary smoking
Consequently, the quantities available for
tobacco.
sale to the civil population have necessarily been diFurthermore, the arrivals of leaf tobacco
minished.
from abroad, and principally from the United States,
have undergone a large decrease because of shipping
conditions.

_^^__-

New

The

401-405
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E. 91st Street.
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Free!
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B. Krinsky,
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UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips

'*La Sultana," the former nickel cigar, popularized by the Tobacco Corporation of America, will retail
at six cents in 1918.

New YorK

BOUCHER CORK
lB.ai2

ft

MACHINE COMPANY,

lie.

NEW YOWC

WEST 18TH STREET

;

that the

number

of cigar manufacturers in

America has

in the
decreased over 11,000 in ten years and over 1000
revenue
year ending January 1, 1917. The internal
not yet availreports for the last twelve months are
not been announced.
able, so the decrease in 1917 has

meet the situation, cigar manto choose
ufacturei^ actually had only two courses
the quality of cigars and conf rom-^they could lower
or they could maintinue selling them at the old price
and make the price
tain the same high quality as before
'**In

deciding

how

to

six cents instead of five.

report that
And,*' concluded Mr. Niles, ** retailers
much better
customers express themselves as being
than the smoke.'*
satisfied to have the price altered
«*

The General Cigar Company, Incorporated, has
recently purchased the factory of the Hillson-Schloss
Cigar Company at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

OUE BIOH-GHADE NON-EVAPOIATINO

CIGAR FLAVORS
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tobacco mcllovr and saooth
Make

Enemy

In

u
.
characUr

and Impart a moat palatable flavor
and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for LUt of Flavor, for Special SWEETENERS
f'"!}* __.
BETUN. AROMATIIER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE
FRIES 6l BRO., 92 Reade Street. New York

FUVORS

Destroying the

.

FOR

SMOKING

iContinued from Page 6)

help US to improve them. But being grateful for and
making the best of today's opportunities is what makes
tomorrow's opportunities grow.
do not overcome all of our wrong thoughts and
all of our fears in one instant, but we do know that
just in the degree that we keep our consciousness filled
with light—with good tlioughts—to that extent we make
less room for thoughts that produce fear; and by this
process of keeping our minds filled with thoughts of
kindness, unselfishness, gratitude and loving senncc
for others, we can all prove for ourselves that we do
not have to remain in bondage to this relentless imposter called fear. Therefore let's set our face to the
task of destroying in our individual consciousness thn
prime enemy which is today doing more to defeat business success and human happiness than any other one

We

thing.

i

The Standards ot America
Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff ,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851
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&
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An.. New
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Retail Organizations

Commission Merchant
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Leaf Tobacco

{Continued from Page $)

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
'*DONAlXBS"
ROCHA
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Havana Leaf Tobacco
Giibto:
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R«p«claJi<lMi

Tatwco* Flno* d« Vu«ltt Almio

Partldo J

Vudta ArrilM

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IW

stand that the sign or emblem stands for a store
just a bit better than the average.
The members of an association must, however,
bear in mind that if they are going to ynn the consumer to their stores they must work to live up to their

Kosenwald

145

(EL

NEW YORIl

WATER STREET

THE YORK TOBACCO
•

-:S ol^.-l:
0«l««

•J

W«r«ho««.

and their advertising. Clean windows, well arranged interiors, standard goods and quick and efficient service are standards that must be maintained
An association that
by any successful retailer.
|)*reache8 and practices these things means something
to an industr>', something to the dealers of the countr\%
and is a big asset to the community in which it oper-

W
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Let the retail associations of the countn' set their
never
ideals and standards high, even though they may
be reached. You will travel a long way toward success for the trying.
The year is voung. the field is open. Success atundertends those who work. Failure, to those who
stand, is but a stepping stone to success.

NEW
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Washington Bureau.

of cigarette papers in books or tubes
to
no longer will be required to send all packages
Rowe,
the appraiser's stores for examination, L. S.
cusAssistant Secretary of the Treasury in charge of
law
toms, having ruled that the requirements of the
would be met if the same number of cases from each
is required
lot imported are sent for examination as
for customs purposes.
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Co.. T. J

American Lithographic Co
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The following letter, embodying those instructions,
has been sent to the Collector of Customs at New York,
bv the Assistant Secretary:
The Collector of Customs,
New York, N. Y.

••44"

attention is invited to T. D. 37393, paragraph 2 of which requires all packages of cigarette papers in books or tubes to be sent to the
appraiser's stores for examination.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue advised that this practice involves considerable expense and inconvenience to importers and that it
will be satisfactory to internal revenue officers if
the same number of cases are sent for examination

as is required for customs purposes.
Accordingly paragraph 2 of T. D. 37393 is
hereby revoked and you will be governed by section 2901 of the Revised Statutes and article 230
of the customs regulations of 1915 in designating packages containing cigarette papers and
tubes for examination by the appraiser.
If the packages examined are found to be correctly invoiced delivery of the examination packages may be made in the usual manner. If, however, any irregularity or discrepancy is found deuntil the
li ver>^ of the packages will be withheld
duties and internal revenue taxes are paid.
Respectfully,
(Signed) L. S. Rowe,
Assistant Secretary,
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LOCATION IN WASHINGTON FOR SCHULTE

its acquisition in

The Schulte Cigar Company, by
Washington, 1). C, of the most prominent

corner, has
added a very important link to its chain-store system.
Through the office of Joseph P. Day, they have leased
from the Kiggs Realty Company in the Riggs Buildoffice strucing, one of Washington's most liigli-class
store and
tures, the entire large comer ground-floor
The
basement at Fifteenth and G Streets N. W.
aggregate
lease is for a long term of years at an
and
rental of $225,000. Alterations are contemplated,
upon completion the Schulte Company will occupy the
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HIGHEST QUALITY

Mrs. Marv Louise Tiopez, widow of Calixto Lopez,
founder of Calixto Lopez & Company, later a part of
the Preferred Havana Tobacco Company, died recently at her homo in Brooklyn, K. Y.

Tie

St

president and Walter Guphill

Irving Studwell, formerly vice president of the
New
C. B. Perkins Company, of Boston, has gone to
York to become the head of the cigar department of
Park & Tilford, succeeding Walter Pierson.
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five

secretary.

'round telling people when the war
Mrs. M.—**0h, then, he's a prophet!"
]Vlrg. B.—'*No, he's not; he's a loss."

&

U. S. A.

have recently

of a hundred in Lynn,
Mass., have organized a retail cigar dealers* associa-

Retailers to the

will end.''

The **New Bachelor" cigar made by
ompany, is now in the six-cent class.

.

cents straight to six cents straight.

is

T. J.

.

Wolf. 5417 Web-

advanced the price of their **Big Perfect© '» from

he doing now!'*
B.—**He'8 not workin'; he's simply going
WTiat

.

.

^^^^^

ster Street, Philadelphia.

STATISTICALLY SPEAKING
is

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

KstabllBhed 1881

Monderly—**Ah, Mrs. Baggs, how

W

.

corner.

Mrs.

Ds^rtMit

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Wanted.

TRANSFERS

THE PUSHER:—22.141

list u>

SsHn and Ores GrAin

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

New

January

frlM

^unufuciurers of Bindings, GnUoons, Taffttta,

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

lalt.

ttctioa Ubiet. in ^rfect
FOR SALE—Twtnty.four Miliar. DuBral k PeUrt will
b« accepted. AddrcM
prie«
low
»
vary
quick
For •
condition.
Be« ISl. "The Tobacco World."

&

New

ST.

\Vomel8«lorf, Pa.

,

FOLLY MILL:—
EL VERDONA:—
Wm.
DOMINANT DAYTON:—

E. 19th

SaiM Uti lU

for

Coupon Cigar Pockets

Dollar.
*'»" "•

City.

tobacco products.

106

—

wrtu

Ribbons

Parmenter Wax-Lined

mU

tobacco products.

New York

is

?*

it

REGISTRATIONS

EL SUSTANO:-^0,487.
.American l.itho.
1917.
IN
ER:—40,488.
STA
SU

factory

plentiful and need manufacturers to
iieople in the great cigar town of Womelsdorf, I a.

«», •??!;

t.tletrbut lee. than

w.ll be made.

l

assortment of Plain and Fancy

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GL£NDALE« NEW YORK

makers are

employ the home

twent^one (21). •»•.*!• »l?"'i^?^
neceMiiatee the reportiof of more than
Dollar (II
additional cS*«e of Two
So tit ea. but leaa than thirtyone (31). an
of One D©"*' Ww*'
charge
ffioO) will be made, and eo an adAUonal
reported.
neceasarily
titles
additional
(10)
ten
inade for every

tkan ie«

cigar

2.00
of the

(Phone. Gramercy 1754
M

FOR RENT- A CIGAR FACTORY

$5.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

OFFICE

^^^^

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

AUo GUMLESS Band*

Finest Imported Cigar Band* end Label*.

in advance.

Effective AprU 1. 1916.
Registration (sec Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

r'itfarPiKKAnc
\/l§ariVlUDOIlS

conpaRia litografica de la habana

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

a

GARRETT H. SMITH, S.^.S'-..^.?.-£r

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association

-

4..-

Your Iiqviry for Stnplt
•id Prices
Klidi

ift

Sollcltei.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE

All

179 Weat Washington

St.,

Chicago,

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

iiy Qntitlty.

B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

«

II

M

322 Chestnut Street

III.

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU
129 Fifth Avenue,

ft

CO..

New York
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8 7 the American
1

with the
Mass.,

I

first

Manila

in July,

Pequot

ship

cigars

1818.

for

The

*

sailed

the United

is

Of

Saltonstall.

States, arriving

contained

in

an old

letter

knowledge

of

cigars.

somely and have a flavor very

may smoke many
•*
or made ill.
character of Manila

at

Salem,

written by a

the Manila cigars he wrote:

'Manilas are of a style approved by Spaniards
excell in

The

from the Philippine Islands

record of the Pequot's adventures together

with the discription of her cargo

Salem merchant,

PORTO RICO

Brings Manila Cigars to America

The Pcquot

STRIPPED and

who

They burn handA man
agreeable.

P. R.

during a day and not be surfeited

Tobacco has

not changed

since

then.

From only tHe

is

counted in the hundred millions.

Complete li^ of Manila manufadlurers and distributers on application

ilanila

Ad Agency

cHoicest districts in

PORTO RICO

FANCY UNSTEMMED DOMESTIC FILLER

BOOST MANILA BUSINESS
THERE IS MONEY IN IT

The

SHORTS

The

quahty of cigars has improved and the quantity imported into the United
States

BOOnED

We

are pleased to send samples of

anx ^rade upon request

i

S.

546 West 124th Street
New York City

LOEWENTHAL Ca SONS

1

125 Maiden

Li

New YorK

City

»
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FINE
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BOND

"The Cigar that holds the confidence

HABANA CIGARS

ROCKY FORD

La Flor de Portuondo

of the smoker pays retailers best"

•^CIGAR^

AND
MADE

Established 1869

HANUFACTURED
^

We

QW^

OUJUi

IN

OUR NEWARK,

N.

J.,

DEuaoos

FUTOt

FACTORIES

MTcrml factorie* located at PIITSand atciuiv* line o( Ggart and
Stogiet to retail at 4 for lOc— 2 for 5c~-3c each and 3 foe lOc..
giving the jobber and Retafler an csc^idoMil margin of profit.
alio manufacture, •! our

BURGH.

GENUINE

PA.,

a very attractive

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

and

Excellrnce of Quality

Workmanship Arc Combined

Charles the Great

The

Cigars

**

smoker because
merchant because it

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

it

is

CIGARS
San Felice

satisfies

good, and the

The Juan F. Portuondo
Cig€u? Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

LOZANO, SON & CO.

r.

U.

S.

'T. Lozano''

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
UMA. a

MURIEL— and

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

CIGARS

sells.

H. FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE. IND.
Makers of good cigars for over 67 years

HABANA

NEW YORK

cigars

CHARLES DENBY"

the

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

TAMPA

made

the value of standard

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

Cuban Hand-Made

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

In

Wilk a ^mmtiiw •*•* wImtM A* rtrntumrr. witk m p^pulariUt f^m* mrmi**
m «M«e* tum-^Ptr aiU* wnm UUI »r.»<«* Uttlitmrnf pnM. Mmrttt Ci#«r
Airt WM« ItaTaiLM.
M MM 9fmv k-lkta.

Brand

Neither Quality nor Advertising can
Retailer's legitimate Profit

Clear Havana Cigars

is

make a

lasting success of a cigar

ANYRETAIUI

Address, 437 Fifth

"Quality* -**Popul«rity"— "Profit"

]^\3^m^v>

Avenue

if

the

ignored.

Every step In the wonderful development ol Muriel -every new
selltng idea— considers first the Retailer's Friendly attitude.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA

New York

the Retafler's Profit

is

»i«e,

every new

Muriel's slogan to the Retailer.

in the
Retailers desiring to make purchase of "The most talked-about cigar
distributor
nearest
U. S. A." will be gladly given name and address of our
upon request.

P.

LORILLARD

119 Weal 40lh

& COMPANY,

Street

Inc.

New York

^>^— «" «

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

U-

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

&

You

if

fyy

M. MELACHRINO a CO.
KYPTIAII C|(iA«ETTCS.

Stocii tlie Easiest Sold Cig arettes

d

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, lao Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

M. Melachrino
GRAND DEPOTS OF

M

M^riinno

j«

AGENCIES

L

Clo.,

IN

km,

Co., Inc., arc

ai»doi». fl

K«>f^

S»

S,

»

I

I

Capetown, Soulli AInca

THK PRINCIPAL

1790

CITIES

,

W.

('•Ifun». 10 Gowrnmenl Place
Alekaiitlna, Rue Cberif Paclia
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EFFICIENCY! PROMPTNESS! SERVICE!
EMablwhed

Quality CigarLabelsandBands

1881

A SEMI-MONTHLY

ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO.
INCORPORATED
129 HFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
TRADE
S*lUiiff

A«mU

S2.00 a Year

BOUQUET DE PARIS
"The Hjtvdm Ogur

HARRY PROCHASKA. Mmm««v

The

cigar that

it

men who

are excefrtionally discrimin^ing.

This proves the unusual merit of Neudorf's

Wrife

Jit

once for prices

Bouquet de PmHs

znd

&

lOF^VFMHAl

Sons

of L.raf

Tobacco

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH

New York City

-

B

territory

MANUFACTURERS
Ave.

LGKWF.NTHAl.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

123

Cigars.

MINDEN & DAVIS
1809-1811 First

S

Havana and Packers

by United Stales Senators, Eminent

THE simple

has been stated, is that the most
efficient cigar manufacturing organizations in the
country are no longer able to produce a good cigar to

r

&

Y. Pendas

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

CIGARS

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y lUUETA

Our Mottos "OUALIXy
Office

and SAlcaroom,

801-503

-

NEW YORK
—

—

I

I

in all the

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

CITY

U.

Now,

if

these firms, with their

vast resources, their ability to buy in quantities beyond
the reach of smaller manufacturers, their methods of
cutting down overhead expenses and their efficient man-

agement cannot do
ufacturer do

this thing,

how can

the smaller

man-

it!

worth while to stop now and argue with
the dealer who has not raised his prices. Time and
space can be used to better advantage by directing the
attention of the dealer and jobber to the conditions
which indicate a still further advance in the prices of
It is not

Jl Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
AMDST EUTTRADEl. CiMnl ItpnMttttn,
218 fXTlM ATL, RCW TOU

The Leader

fact, as

retail for five cents.

all

ESTABLISHED 1M7

L I^MMtitlff: Wa. I.Ttybr, IS Bmi St,II.T.aty.

tobacco products.

The

price of leaf tobacco is advancing.
the purpose of this article to discuss why it

It is not
is

advanc-

what means might be taken to stop further
advances. So long as conditions make it necessary for
manufacturers to pay higher and higher prices for raw
material and labor, just so long will the cost of production increase and the necessity remain for further
ing nor

advances in retail prices.
If tobacco is a necessity, then the retail prices have
advanced nowhere near in proportion to those of the
majority of commodities listed as necessities if tobacco
is a luxury, the retail prices of its products are far, far
below those of other luxuries as regards the percentage
;

of increase.

I

As far as

PANAMA
The

pipe »lth a canal that

it

Established 1851

TRADE

MARK

neoer blockaded

The

fi

nal

word

in

pipe con ftriKftion.

obviout that no smoker can

A
moit

KAUFMANN BROS. & BONDY,
immmmmmmt

big

easily

hit

fail

The

merits are to

to appreciate ihw pipe.

wi t h amokers ev ery where because

it

b

the

loss

cleaned pipe ever devised.

East 17tli St..

New York

the cigar manufacturer

is

concerned, he

has struggleil to keep down costs in every possible way.
Tlie increases in factory prices made in October and
November were due, on a basis of production costs,
weeks and weeks before they were made. Rather than
disturb trade conditions during the arrangement of the
War Tax bill and the fixing of the taxes for the cigar
and tobacco industry, many manufacturers pocketed a

than

33

1918

Foreign $3.50

Has Been Passed Where Cigar Manufacturers
Can Absorb Further Increased Costs or Taxes

Ci«ar L«b*l D«pt.

Loewenthal

S.

Importers of

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other professional

MSI OtWFNTHM

of Exctushte Mitdness"

1,

Point

JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf's

February

for

of tho Hiffkeat Q«alit7

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

PHILADELPHIA,

MARK

H«ywo«d, SCra«Mr Mt Voi« Litho. Cm*
Cifwr Box Lab«k, Bunds and Trimmiaf

FACTORY BRANDS:

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA

^^

For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco
Trade

and said nothing.
No better example of

this condition is to

among the clear Havana manufacturers

be found

of

Tampa,

many

of

whom worked

most of 1917 for no profit, and
some who continued at a loss rather than raise
prices
or change sizes.
At the end of the year conditions had so adjusted
themselves that practically
turers were on the

Havana manufacand now they have in-

troduced their

sizes

all

same basis,
new and smaller

clear

and higher prices
on the old sizes. Purely business motives would have
prompted these changes months ago, but sentiment and
competitive conditions maintained the old prices and
sizes to the great benefit of the dealer and consumer.
Whether or not the increases made this month will be
carry the manufacturers through the year
remains to be seen.
As far as the seed and Havana industry is concerned, it seems highly probable that further advances
must come before 1919. This is not written in an alarmist spirit.
We would like to be able to say that the
high point of prices has been reached, but there is no
indication to warrant even a suggestion of this kind,
while there is much to prove that manufacturing costs
are still rising.
There is no need of the retail dealer apologizing to
sufficient to

the consumer for the six-cent cigar.

The time may not

be far distant when six-cent cigars will have gone tho
road of the nickel cigar. The struggles of the dealers
to educate the public to the increased prices should be
a lesson to them. If the consumer can be made to feel
that he is getting a bargain at six cents he is not so
likely to walk out of the store when he is asked seven
cents.

Retail dealers will be paid well for their time

if

they will look beyond their cigar counters and study
the conditions that the cigar manufacturers arc facing.
Their own experiences ought to show them that prices
are not going downward. And while the upward trend
of prices has thus far been followed very, very slowly
in the cigar industry, the point has been passed whore
the manufacturer can absorb further increased costs or
taxes.

6
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President Hirschhom on Cigar Prices
CKiAH

priw's, wliich, during' the first three years of
war coiiditioiis, practically withstood the iiioreasing
pressure of inanuracturiii*,' costs, are now taking the

ducer, can only meet these costs by getting a higher
price for the article he produces.
*' Pre-war
prices have absolutely disappeared—
everything costs more. Labor and taxes, light and
heat, boxes, labels, pajier for packing, bands, even coming down to the string which ties the packages, the
nails which seal up the cases of merchandise
and the
Jiammer that drives the nails— all cost higher prices.
"Tlie greatest cost problem of all which the cigar
nianufacturer has had to meet is that of tobacco leaf.
The class of tobaccos which entered into a five-cent
cigar three years ago cost 75 to ]00 per cent, more
today. For instance, Pennsylvania tobacco that formerly
sold at seventeen to twenty cents a pound, now brings
thirt>'-eight to forty cents. Wisconsin tobaccos which
used to sell at eighteen to twentv cents a pound have
climbed to thirty-five to forty cents. Sumatra tobacco
and Connecticut tobacco used for wrappers are just an
even KM) j)er cent, above their normal prices.
'; As T said at the outset, the cigar business
is bound
»ip with'the entire business structure of
the countrv.
It has its prol)lems in common with
everv other line of
industry and it must meet these problems in the same
s(nind ways.

same ujiward trend in i)rices as shoes, clothes, collars,
candies and ]>ractically every other commodity of dailv
use.

With leading

five-cent brands now selling at six
cents, three-for-twenty-five-cent brands of
established

merit now at ten cents straight, and well-known tencent straight brands now two for twentv-five cents,
men
who smoke are naturally asking ''WliyV'
''The whole Imsiness structure is tightly welded
together," said Mr. Fred Hirschhom, president of
the

Manufacturers' Association of America, when
interviewed for an explanation of these advances.
I'igar

**Vou c^innot separate one industr>^ from the rest
and say it shall be governed by different economic conditions.
If there conies a wave of advance in wages
j>aid to labor, that wave will reach everv^
industry.
a wave means that the industrial world
has less

Such

labor
m-eds and therefore the cost of labor is higher.
"When th<' railroads are permitted to advance
their Ireight rates to meet their increased
costs of operntion, that means that all manufacturers,
shipping
goods })y rail, have an increased freight cost to meet.
''NMien the (Jovernment levies ta^Tes on business
in
order to pay for the cost of the war, that means
that
every tield ol business must bear its share.
''These general conditions, which no field of
business <'an escape, have confronted the cigar
industry as
they have (>very other, and so, throughout
the business
nl every manufacturer, will
be found increased costs,
ranging from IT) to 150 per cent. The cigar
manufacturer, like the shoe manufacturer, and
the food pro-

than

it

"There

one liappy feature about this economic
situation which should interest the average smoker.
If, on the (me hand, the prices of the commodities
which
he uses have gone up, on the other hand, he has higher
wages to expend ui)on them than he had before.
''You will never find that high wages and low
prices prevail at the same time. You will always find
that when general wages are high and when general
wages are low, general prices are low. Thus labor
itself is found to be an inseparable part of the nation's
is

business structure.*'

'

Manila, P. I.
.
1 X
inrty-eight itons of cigars, cigarettes
and smoking
V';;!-<'-.<--iMpnsed the first i^ed Cross consignment
of
iidippine "smokes" for the
American soldiers in
nnuM..
he c^impaign is organized in
the islands to
Miaintain a monthly volume of
tobacco shipments for
the Saii.mees equ.al or larger
than this first which went
'nl on the December transport.
rni

•

.

I

I

I'

I

Thrmigh the

PRODUCTION OF CIGARS IN NOVEMBER

The tollowing comparative data of tax-paid products as indicated by monthly sales of stamps
is obtained
trom the statement of internal revenue collections
for
the month of xNovember, 1917, and is
issued by the

l)ureau lor the infonnation of the trade,
trade journals
and other interested persons

Products.

efforts of (Collector of Internal

Revenne J r. Kaffery, Vice President
V. Concepcion, of
he Ihilippn.e National Bank,
and other prominent
business men, the Manila cigar
and cigarette manufactuivrs have agreed to furnish
their product at cost.
Inough t le Hed (jross the
consignments will bo
shipped without freiirht charges
A novel way of raising funds has been
hit upon bv
-|lb'H,ug he cigar and cigarette
coupons of local
wdl be cashed into the tobacco
fund for
e ^s';^!'"''

Nov., 1916.

A No

igars, large. Class
.
;igars,
large.
Class B
(
arge. Class (\
( Igars,
(

.

(Igars, arge. Class
Cigars, large, Class

I).

.

.

No

.No
.No

E No
.

.

Nov., 1917.
127 739 643
414,987,869
151,846 111
2,373,377
4 286 530

I

t

'''
^'^^'^'""^'
''^"'^
will
itdi
n a month,
\i^-!'-,s
led ^..00
estimated.
J
Sub.scrii>tions
""^

,t

'-^1^^"^

are

niunth ui.nl the end of the
war, which will give
ho committee a definite idea
of the fund at theirT is
pnsal lor each month's shipment.
'jich

^''^''^^
...

'

714,757,513
72,748,600
2,086,150

Cigars small

701,233,530

No.
81,299,341
igarettes, large
No.
4,164,089
( igarettes, small
No. 2,309,6Of),632 3,145,324,380
Snuff, manutactuied...Lbs.
3,198,040
1,980,053
J obacco,
chewing and

smoking

I.bs.

36,643,848
4,195,066

31,127,910
1,706,173
^OTE.— The figures for November, 1917, in above
statement are subject to change until published
in the
annual report of the bureau.
I

laying cards

Packs
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Do You Think That

Congress Should Repeal the
Zone System of Postal Rates?

CONGRESS

passed a law in conjunction with the
Revenue Bill which, when it becomes operative

War

July

1918, will deprive

many

readers of their magazines and trade papers.
This law provides for an
increase in postal rates for magazines, and the rate
of increase is based on a Zone System.
These progressive higher rates mean increases of from 50 to 900
per cent. Based on the present weight and size of The
Tobacco World it will eventually cost about 75 cents
a year for postage to mail the publication to our California subscribers.
1,

Every magazine subscriber probably knows

that
in most cases the subscription price has never equalled
the bare cost of the paper and printing. The increases
in subscription rates in 1917 nowhere near equal the
increased costs of paper and printing.
It is

a

fact that these postal rate increases cannot be borne by the publishers. The subscriber will
have to pay or go without the magazines.

The publishers are doing all in their power to
awaken Congress to the disaster that will follow in the
wake of this iniquitous law. But the publishers are
but a handful compared to the millions of subscribers
of magazines scattered in every section of the United
States.

The magazine subscribers of the country must
awake and impress upon their senators and representatives that they are opposed to the Zone System of rates
on periodicals. You can impress them best by writing them a letter. Do it today.

Woodrow Wilson

said a few years ago, in condemning a pending bill similar to the one in question
*'This proposed new postal rate would be a
direct tax, and a very serious one, upon the formation and expression of opinion— its more deliberate
formation and expression, just at a time when
opinion is concerning itself actively and effectively
with the deepest problems of our political and social life.

WRITE YOUR SENATORS A PROTEST TODAY
The burden of th« Zone System of charging for magazine pottage will fall on the
subscriber. The subscription price of nearly all magazines and trade papers
is far below the
bar* cost of the prinUng and paper. When this law becomes operative, July
1, 1918, the
postal charges on magazine will increase from fifty to nine hundred per
cent The increase
will

PHILIPPINE SMOKES FOR "SAMMEES"

"""""'"

'

have

by the subscriber.
the subscriber's battle, not the

to be paid

This

is

The publisher has two courses open. He can arrange his subscription rates by zones which will intolve a tedious and troublesome system, or he can make
a flat subscription rate which will make the subscriber
nearest to the office of mailing bear a part of the cost
of sending the magazine to the subscriber in the zone
farthest away. This latter method is obviously unfair,
and in any case will, because of the cost of the subscription, deprive many readers of their magazines.
The Tobacco World is willing to pay an increase
mailing charge based on a flat rate, but it strongly objects to the Zone System, which will heavily affect not
only its own circulation, but that of all magazines.
Publishers already pay all the legitimate war
taxes that other businesses pay, and they would not object to the Zone System if it were a war tax. It is not a
war tax, however, but a permanent penalty on the dissemination of information and education.
This law will take away from many of you your
magazines from which you get much education and information.
You can plainly see that this is the fight of the
subscriber, not the publisher.

publisher's.

**To

make such

a change now, whatever its intention in the minds of those who propose it, would
be to attack and embarrass the free processes of
opinion.
Surely, sober second thought will pre-

vent any such mischevous blunder.*'
This law was tacked on the War Revenue Bill after
it had been rejected by an overwhelming
vote in tlie
Senate. The bill was accepted finally, not because of
the approval of the majority of Congress of the Zone
System of postal rates, but because of a high patriotic
duty ^a duty to at once provide revenue for the carrying on of this war.
This rider to the War Revenue Bill becomes operative July 1, 1918. Sufficient time is allowed for a repeal of this rider.
It is apparent, however, that nothing will be done
unless, Mr. Subscriber, you do it today.
The trade press of the country is a sort of insurance on business. It keeps the business man in touch
with his work, and keeps him accurate and reliablv
informed. It distributes information that could reach
him in no other way. Its power will be crippled or

—

{Continued on Page 2$)
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'SARS-WriTr OLD ObP

Canadian Cigar Manufacturers Get Distribution
of 522 Bales of Sumatra
account
ONamong
Canadian
of

shortage of Sumatra wrappers
cigar manufacturers, Charles
Npreiscr, secretary of the hing-dormant
Canadian Cigar
Alanu acturers' Association, enlisted the
aid of Messrs.
.ioliii II. J)uys and Joseph
F. Cullman and thus secured
a shipment of; ol'l' hales of Sumatra
from Holland. This
shipment arrived at St. John, X. B., early in
the year.
ihe success of the New York inscriptions
inspired
the arrangements for a distribution
and the tobacco
was brought to Montreal and graded there
at prices
ranging irom $L>.:JU to $:}.50 a pound.
Americiin manufacturers have expressed some surprise at the very reasonable j)rices
which obtained,
consi(h>ring the marks.
Fifteen Canadian firms participated in the
distril)ution, but their applications reached
a total that permitted of only a forty-four jx'r cent, allotment.

The

ili(.

distribution

l)y

firms was as follows:

L. O. (Irothe, Limitetl, 111 ])ales;

(

(

Cigar
Cigar

ompany,

IS; J. Hnice Payne, 18; Sherhrooke
(mipany, IS; William Ward & Sons, l.'J; Jose

Company,
heart

W.

;

H.

'ompany,

(

^-

11

Webster iV:.(N)mj)anv,
Total,

.1.

The following are

5l'i>

Oranda
Fd Young-

f);

(loulet,

.*{;

the details of the distribution:

Lot

^«,

i

Ward,

;

Lot

ns,

(J

Ward,

L2, $2.50— Jacobs, 10; Wil(Jranda, A; l>avne, :{.

;j;

mark LVl, $3.10— Spreiser,
i

5;

,

»

rot he, 10.

2!) !)ales,

Payne, 3;

:\;

LI, *2.0()— Goulet, 14;

mark LV2, $2.80— Wilson,
Ward, 11; McLeod, Nolan,

8; Web8; Hhv-

4.

145 Bales,

Lot
Lot

(;,

(,

Lot
ion,

:\

(»

S,

Medan Tab

My SSK

Deli 2

4

bales,

mark

LI,

$.3.30— McNee,

17;

'

*

i.

^%

41 ^Pfl, mark L2, $3— Ooulet, 31 Simon, 10.
Lot 10, 13 bales, mark LRl, $3— Grothe, 13
Lot 11, 24 bales, mark LB2, *2.(iO— Grothe, f);
Wilson, 12; LaClmmimgne, 3.
L(»t 12,
Imles, mark LKl, $2.«)—McLeod,
Nolan,*
3; Spreiser, 3.

Lot
*

13,

;

5 bales,

mark VI, $3.20— McNeo,

^^ l^"^"*^' "^^^^^
oK]S
McLeod, Nolan, 3.

ster. 3;

Lot
Wee,

15,

4

bales,

mark

5.

^-» $2.80— Grothe, 4
L\'l,

16,

;

Web-

$3.50— Grothe,

2;

'

'

2.

I^t

.o
13; S. If arris, 10.

Lot

22,

iMe«, mark LV2, $.3— (Jrothe,

7

;

^^-»

$-'.80— La

Champagne,

mark VI, $3—Jacobs,

33 bales,

21.

;

;

Lot

25, 13 bales,

igar

mark LV2, $2.70—Grothe,

Simon, 3; Jacobs,

Lot
(

Hj^iidbiu

Har-

15 S.
8 McNee, 10.
Lot 23, 28 bales, mark V2, $2.60— Grothe, 10; Wilson, 8; McLeod, Nolan, 10.
Lot 24, 11 bales, mark LVl, $3.10— Grothe, 5;
Spreiser, (i.
ris,

26,

10 bales,

Company,

5

•

W' eb-

2.

mark LKl, $2.50— Sherbrooke

10.

;

brooke,

Lot
Granda,

;

2.

29, 5 bales,

mark SV2, $2.30—Grothe,

Lot

30, 11 bales,

Sumatra /A/2
mark Yl, $3.10—Jacobs,

3; Jose

31, 9 bales,

mark V2, $2.70—Wilson,

/

6; Sprei-

ser, 5.

Lot
dranda,

Edison
McSweeney's cigar store. With a jimmy he loosened
the light iron bars which protected the glass. Then he
inserted the jinuny between the sash and the sill and
was about to pry upwards when a strange thing happened. The window quietly raised of its own accord
The burglar sprang back into the deeper shadow
and whipped out his automatic. After a long wait, he
felt

2.

SM

burglar stole softly through the dark alley and
THE
stopped at one of the windows
the rear of
in

Lot 27, 17 bales, mark LK2, ,$2.30— Spreiser. 6;
Payne, 3 La Champagne, 2 Grothe, 6.
Lot 28, 5 bales, mark SVl, $2.50— Grothe, 3; Sher-

6; Jose

3.

30 Bales, Amsterdam Deli Co. /SB/2
Lot

mark hVl, $3.30— McNee, 5.
Lot 33 25 bales, mark LV2, $2.90— Grothe, 10;
Uilson, 3; McNee, 6; Spreiser, 3; Ed Youngheart
&
Company, 3.
An additional 200 bales was brought on from New
York by Mr. Duys, but 160 bales of this were taken at
32, 5 bales,

once by the Tuckett Tobacco Company and the balance
speedily disposed of. Complete satisfaction was exfiressed all

bales, mark Bl, $2.70— McLeod, Nolan,
3.
bales, mark H2, $2.40— Pavne, 2; (Jrothe

24

"^^^^

^*^^^^»

Me-

Simon,

2.

around

at the close of the sale

and so keen
was the demand that Mr. Duys auctioned off the samples, starting off at $2 and knocking them down
to R O
(Jrothe at $2.30.

A

most enjoyable function

in

connection with the

event was the dinner tendered the Canadian manufacturers by Messrs. Cullman and Duys. It was served
in the Oak Room of the W^indsor Hotel, and in point
of service, culinary excellence and the spirit of camaraderie that was evoked, it could hardly have been
bettered.

Mr. Cullman was so impressed that he ver>^ generously invited the manufacturers to be his and Mr.
Duys' guests at luncheon on the following day, when
they could further the organization project.
M. J.
llirsch amended this proposal by suggesting that the
Montreal manufacturers invite Messrs. Duys and Cull(Continued on Page ^6)

*'Well, I can't savvy the dope," the burglar whispered to himself, "but
going through with it."
He retraced his way back of the counter to the
rear of the store, guiding himself by running his hand
along the showciise. He was just rounding the end of
the back ciise when he felt a board spring aownward
under his foot and a rectangle of glass set in the wall
flashed out these words

Cm

Better take a smoke before

reassured.

•

**Must be a new-fangled kind of sash weight !'* he
muttered. Stepping cautiously back to the window,
he flashed his electric pocket lamp into the back room
of the store. Everything seemed all right. The thief
climbed stealthily through the window. The moment
he was inside the window sash dropped swiftly and
silently behind him. He stifled a startled oath. With
the pocket flash he examined every inch of the window
ciising, but he could discover nothing out of the ordiliary.
Presently, giving up the problem for the more
(argent business in hand, the man crept softly througTi
llie room and entered the main part of the store.
The
place was pitch dark, save for a stray gleam upon the
showcases where the light of a distant street lamp was
*

mark

JJ bales,

4,

Goulet, 7:
Lot 5,
ster,

26 bales,

:{,

*

'

mark

-^
I''\K-^^

20 Bales,

;{.

Lot J, 1'4 bales,
H; Spreiser, 7.

brooke Cigar Company, 6.
Lot 20, 21 bales, mark LI, $3.10—McNee,

bales.

112 Bales, Rotterdam Deli Co. F 2
Lot 1, 11 bales, mark 151, $J.4()— Grothe. 5: Spreiser,

;

John McXee &

;

17,

215 Bales, Senembah /PM/2
19 bales, mark Bl, $2.50— Grothe, 10;

Spreiser, 3; Jacobs, 6.
Lot 18, 17 bales, mark B2, $2.30— Grothe,
5;
Granda, 3 Ward, 4; Jacobs, 5.
Lot 19, 13 bales, mark Kl, $2.50— Payne, 7; Sher-

ster, 3;

Sons, M,; (J(»ulet Brothers, 55; Andrew
Wilson & Com
pany, 44; 11. Jacobs & Company, 44; C. Jf.
Spreiser,
41
.McLeod, Nolan ^ Company,'L>7 S. Harris & Company, L»L'; if. Simon & Sons, i>L»; I.a Champagne
;

Lot

,

reflected.

The

thief drew a small instrument from a pocket
and stepped to the cash register. He had opened many
in his day
or night and smiled grimly in the shadows

—

—

f8 he thought how easily and silently the trick was
Sone when one were an artist
But the instant he laid his hand upon the machine
the cash drawer darted out smoothly and with scarcely

—

a sound.
In one of the trays a tiny electric light
gleamed behind a frosted glass.
On the glass was
printed:

The money is in the safe.
The safe is in the back room.
It is painted to look like a
Case of cigars, but it ain't.

Yours, Edison McSweeney.
Tlie burglar's nerves were on edge as he backed
Away from the spot. He leaned upon the showcase,
searching the shadows of the room with his keen eyes,
the automatic ready to spurt its deadly stream in the
fraction of an instant. There was no sound, no movement.

You go

out.

You may

Not come back.
Yours, Edison McSweeney.

The man raised

his pistol involuntarily. He had
a savage impulse to blaze away at the mocking invitation. Then, curiously enough, he reacted to the humor
of the situation. *' Thanks, 1 will,'* he murmured, half
aloud.
He would play out this little comedy. This
**nut'' stuff might have scared out an amateur; it

wouldn't go with him. He would play out the game,
but he would go away witij the money, too.
He opened the cigar case and pulled out a box.
But before he could fill his pockets with the cigars
there was a clicking, then a scratching and a whir, and
from somewhere in the walls a talking machine
screamed out in a shrill soprano
*'Don*t smoke one of those. It ivill kill
you, I only keep those for high-class crooks,**

The man dropped the -box to the floor, frighteneil
and angered. With a curse he bounded through the
doorway into the back room. He threw an electric
around the piles of boxes. A little red light on
one box in the corner suddenlv winked twice. He hesitated a moment, the perspiration beginning to run. He
had half a mind to follow it. Then he again conquered
his tremors by a resolute effort and made a quick step
towards the place where the light had flashed. His
finger trembled on the trigger of his pistol. Reaching
the comer, he knelt before the disguised safe. He pried
off one of the boards of the packing case and the steel
door showed before him in the light of his flasher. He
applied his jimmy to another board
Whauf/! BIFF! A long lever, at the end of which
was a club, had darted out from somewhere behind
him. He had been in just the right position. The club
flash

(Continued on Page 22)
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Tobacco

Man

Don't Wait Until "Afterwards" For Legal Advice

Complains of Telegraph Rule

By Elton
(iHAIIAM, tniffic inaimKor for the H. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, in an informal complaint fil('<l willi the Interstate Commerce Commission,

JOSKIMI

L.

attacking the rules of the telegraph companies covering
the transmission of telegrams, makes some interesting

comments on wastes of

time,

energy

and money

brought a])()ut by adherence to them.
**
These rules require either a waste of time and
energy or a waste of money in transmitting dates and
figures, and are unsuited to war times," Mr. (iraham
tells the Connnission.
*'For instance, under these
rules, charges are made as follows:
*'
'1st,* two words
First,' one word.
**
'L'Oth,* three words
'Twentieth,' one word.
" KHKK),' live words 'Ten thousand,' two words.
" '15l(),' four words 'Fifteen sixteen,' two
words.
"In other words, an ancient rule which still survives, charges for each numeral as one wonl, although
the time used in transmitting a numeral is several

—

'

*

—
—

—

times shorter than transmitting the written-out word

which represents the numeral.

For instance

telegra|)hic equivalent for only

two

letters in the

The numerals can be sent

in

the public and the telegraph people would

benefit by a

change

which would
much as five or six connected numerals
mitted with the energy and cost of only
is done by the cable companies," declares
in rule

discount tables of most merchandising and manufacturing companies are overburdened with a complic4ition of figures that make discount wdculations
more or less tedious and might well be eliminated and
replao(Ml by a much more simple and easier worked
1"^ If Fi

permit of as
to be transone word, as
Mr. Graham.

"Apparently the comj)anies ap|)rove this sensible
method for cable messages from inland points crossing
the ocean and transmit connected numerals as one
word.'*

method.

Almost every establishment of this kind has a certain few combinations of discount figures from which
it seldom departs.
Its jirinted catalogues may contain
a list of a thousand or more articles it has for sale, but
a few combinations only are usually necessary to exhibit in the discount sheet.

Home

of the most connnon are;
(1) 10 mid 5.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

20 and 10.
:J0and20.
50 and '20.

and 5.
((») 50, 20 and 10.
(7) 40, 20 and 5.
Ordinarily, these wouhl be figured somewhat laboriously, as follows (the assumed ci»tah)gue price in each
20, 10

taken at $100 for convenience, although
when catalogue prices are in odd dollars and cents the
openition involves more arithmetic)
(1) 10 and 5. Ten per cent, of $100 is $10. $10
from $100 is $00. Five i>er cent, of $00 is $4.50.
4.50
l)eiiig

floni $!I0

is

$85.50, net ])rice.

(2) 20 and 10. Twentv per cx»nt. of $100 is $20.
120 from $1(M) is $80. Ten per cent, of $80 is $8. $8
from $80 is $72, the net price.

»

•

Without going through the other obvious

calcula-

tions, take the last

(7) 40, 20

and

5.

Forty per cent, of $100 is $40.
Twenty per cent, of $60 is $12.
Five per cent, of $48 is $2.40.

$40 from $100 is $()().
$12 from $()0 is $48.
$2.40 from $48 is $45.60, the net price.
The simplificiition comes by expressing these discounts in perccMitage form, as follows
(1) 10 and 5 becomes 85.5 per cent, of catalogue
X)rice.

(2) 20
price.

and 10 becomes 72 per

cent, of catalogue

(3) 30
price.

and 20 becomes 56 per

cent, of catalogue

(4) 50
price.

and 20 becomes 40 per

cent, of catalogue

(5) 20, 10
logue price.

and 5 becomes

(6) 50, 20
logue price.

and 10 becomes 36 per

cent, of cata-

(7) 40, 20
logue price.

and 5 becomes

ciMit.

Many

68.4 i)er cent, of cata-

45.6 per

J.

Buckley

form which the manufacturer signed bound him

Mr. Buckley ^s

vey ''free of
legal articles will constitute a

THE

regular feature of
TOBACCO WORLD.
Subscribers mag address any of their legal problems to
TOBACCO WORLD, and Mr. Buck-

THE

ley will
ability.

of

endeavor to answer them to the best of his
This service is extended to the subscribers

THE TOBACCO WORLD free

of charge.

service facilities.

"Both

Buckley

Copyright 1917 bj Elton

word

about onefourth the time that words representing them can be
sent, but the charge made is twice as great.
In short,
it looks like there is waste instead of conservation,
which is a matter of interest to all, particularly in this
war period when all saving is desirable, and especially
of time and energy by those using and operating public
'eighteen.'

J.

*18' is the

Quick Discount Figuring

case

U

THE TOBACCO WORLD

of cata-

and stores are seeing the timethemselves as well as to their customers, and
factories

saving to
are adopting this method.
By it, if the catalogue price is, say, $550 and the
discount (7) 40, 20 and 5, the net price can be much
more easilv and quickly ascertained by taking 45.6 per
cent, of $550 ($250.80)' than by going through the 40,
20 and 5 calculation. American fn/lnstrirs.

this I want to depart a little from the usual
IN
of these articles, and say something which 1

scope
think

needs to be said, in view of what is constantly transpiring in my own experience and in that of every other
attorney in active practice.
A few days ago I asked a man why he had not
done a certain thing which he should have done in order
to protect his rights,

lie

had

failed to

do

it,

and con-

sequently made a loss.
** Because,*'
said he, '^I'm
afraid of the lawyers. I knew that if I did that I should
have to have a lawyer, and I felt IM rather go it
alone.'*
But in the end, after he had made one loss
and was facing another even larger, he had to go to a
lawyer after all.
The thing that I want to say is that every business
man will save money in the long run if he will go to h
lawyer before and not after something happens w^hich
may involve a legal liability. Any lawyer will charge
less to give an opinion as to the thing to do before
something happens, than he will to extricate you from
a mess afterwards.
I want to say also that there is absolutely no reason
why any business man should be afraid to go to a
lawyer.
He is always protcx^ted. lie can ask the
amount of the fee in advance, or if he has not askcl
wiiat it was to be, and a bill is rendered wliicli he considers excessive, he can always refuse to pay it, and
the lawyer will have to go into court and prove that
he earned it, just like any other plaintiff. The case will
be decided, moreover, by a jury of laymen.

Almost every day something comes under my observation which shows what a really disastrous thing
it may be to go through certain business transactions
without legal advice. Let me set a few of these cases
down; tliey have all come up in some way in my own
practice within the last few weeks.
A manufacturer who is a master of his own line,
but who of course knows no law, bought a piece of real
A
estate not long ago on very advantageous terms.
chance came to sell it, after holding it for about eighteen
months, for about twice What it cost him. He thought
he knew how to draw an agreement of sale, so he went
This he
to a stationer's and bought a printed form.
filled out as he thought it ought to be, signed it and
gave it to the buyer.
Upon this real estate there was a railroad right of
way and also a right of access by neighboring owners.
Under the laws these are incumbrances. The printed

the

meaning of

He did not take
When the time came

incumbrances."

all

this at

all.

to conin
to

the buyer declined to take title because the seller
could not convey ''free of all incumbrances." This
most advantageous sale, therefore, fell through.
lawyer, if he knew his business, would have
learned what incumbrances were on the property and
whether they were removable. If not, he would have
eliminated the words from the agreement of sale. Failure to consult a lawyer in this case literally cost this
man about $25,000.
settle,

A

A

wholesale dry goods merchant whom I used to
know well fell out with his two sons. His health begaji
to suffer and he decided to make a will.
Like many
another man, he thought he could draw it himself, and
this he did, leaving all of his considerable estate to his
brother's family. The will was badly drawn, and when
the sons, after his death, attacked it, it fell* to pieces,
and the two sons got the whole of his estate. Failure
to consult a lawyer here probably caused the old man
to turn in his grave, if he knew what was going on.
An acquaintance of mine became interested in a
scheme to exploit a certain mechanical device which
promised to be a decided advance over everything else
of the kind. He decided to put $5000 in it. Desiring to
economize in lawyers' fees, he merely consulted a patent attorney in order to see that the patents had been
regularly issued and would likely hold water. Upon
riHjeiving a favorable rejwrt as to this, he put in his
$5000, only to find, in a little while, that the device was
not developed as a connnercial proposition anywhere
near as far as he thought it was, and that his $5000,
instead of going toward the expense of marketing, had
to go toward developing. It turned out that the $5000
was nowhere near enough, and when it was gone, the
developing was still incomplete. No other money having been secured, the enterprise died a natural death.
A good lawyer is usually a good busmess man.
Had one been consulted in the case he would have advised the employment of a mechanical engineer to leani
how much more development work was needed. A
simple thing to think of, it seems, yet it did not occur
to the investor.
grocer sold out his business and went into the
saloon business. He rented a valuable property and
got his license. The lease was of course in writing, but
he says there was a verbal understanding that the
lease should last only as long as the license; in other

A

when

the saloon closed up there for any
^reason, the lease should end.
After having been in it for a little over a year, and
when the second year was about a month old, the saloonkeeper decided to have the license transferred to another property. This he did, and refused to pay any
more rent for the old building, on the strength of tho

words, that

The owner
above-menlioned verbal understanding.
sued him and got judgment for eleven months' rent.
(Continued on Page 24)
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Greater Stability in Business

441

CAPirAL OF THE UNITED STATES

;

A

WAR

Suggestion

From

us to ii<*\v ways and now nocds. Xccossity knows no law and follows no HximI custom.
Many lines of business, including much building business, are dislocated because they are not concerned
directly enough in today's most important production
production for war needs; production for these needs
being place<l ahead of all other business })y common
consent as well as by (iovernment mandate. This new
or enlarged work due to the war results in as great a
volume of business, l)roadly speaking, as is in evidence
in prosperous peace times, but its (listribution is very
diflForent; so dilTerent that some business sees feast
and some sees oidy famine. This new alignment of business for war's demands means ruin to many !)usiness
lirms, able and stable enough in normal times, ))ut now
falling below the mininmm volume of business, which
means disaster if continuing sis long as this war may

—

last.

(Iovernment work in large measure, very naturally,
is being handled only by large concerns whose ecpiipment enables them to meet the demaml for s|>eed, and,
although a more general distribution might often b'
7)08sible, ever>' one realizes that perfect adjustment
cannot be expected in times of emergency. The large
firms, however, can do a considerable amount of this
distribution among smaller firms, handling it through
their own organizations and not interfering with speeil
or eo(m<miv. The smaller lirms of the countrv probably aggregate a greater total capital than the larger
ones and obviously are so large in number and in
money involved that an instability troublesome to the
oountr\' mnv result if these are to go idle and without
The [irofitless eonc<»rn cannot ])ay taxes,
earnings.
buv Libertv bfuids or subscribe freelv to the manv calls
for ni<l resulting from the war. The ])r()litless concerns

—

•

•

t

heading Harry A. Eamshaw has written a really
big and important message to the cigar and tobacco trade. It will
appear in the February 15th issue of The TOBACCO WORLD.
You will read it not once but many times. It brings a great war
truth home to every one of us, regardless of occupation or
condition— T%e Editor,

Under

nuiy continue large enough in total volume to disturb
the country's proper balance.
The larger manufacturers and contractors are enlarging plants and organizations at a rate not approached in peace times; and much of this enlargement
is absolutely necessar>% for the nature of the work

makes

it

imi)ossible to divide, sublet

ran be scattered

and

distribute.

among

the smallest outfits, keeping*
them alive and resulting in no loss of money, time or
quality.
Some concerns are already doing this subletting freely instead of attempting enlargement of
their own ecjuipment. More of it should be done. There
is work enough, which can be subdivided and scattered,
to keep the shops, mills and factories of the country,
both large and small, fully occupied.
Kvery bit of this which is done helps the business
stability of the country an important element.
It is
said that the cost plus fixed charges is less for a large
concern than for a small one.

this

—

UNCLE SAN SAYS, "SHOW
*

1

—

The

results, therefore,

could be of

by the suggested method

—

or no detriment probably a benefit
to the product which the nation must have. ** Smaller
business" would be on a firmer basis and the stability
to business thus obtained would be a gain far more
than offsetting a little additional trouble. There is
also au adrantaf/r /;/ making as many as possible feel
in the harnrss and pulling a share.
Of course some big concerns would not be doing
«iuite so large a volume of business, but such concerns
are sure to be fully occupied in any event, while any
eflFort giving them all the business there is, without
distinct benefits to the country resulting from this preference, is as regrettable as it would be in peace times.
Let the small business man do a part of the work.
little

Big Gains For American Tobacco
SALES of the American Tobacco Company in December were slightly over $9,000,000.

This compares

with $5,400,000 in December, 1916, an increase of close
to seventy

The December

figures established a

new

single

month's record for the company. The previous record
month was June last, with a business of $8,500,000.
Sales for the full year 1917 were close to $89,-

This is
a gain of approximately $19,000,000, or twenty-seven
l>er cent., and exceeds all previous years by a large
000,000, as

compared with $70,009,437

Export Trade in Cigarettes
hankering of the heathen Chinee for the pleasures of civilization has resulted in doubling the sale
of American cigarettes in the land of the (Joldon
Dragon, according to the records of the l)ei)artment
rt Coinmerce.
While the other nations to which we
WCport cigarettes seem to be cutting down their daily

Johnny

smoking twice as many as
the warnings of the missionaries

IMgtail

is

heretofore, despite all
that he will get tobacco heart

he doesn't reform.
Thanks to China, our total exports of cigarettes
during th(» eleven-month |)eriod ended with November,
1917, were r),(>77,H:)J,()00, valued at $10,825,960, as compared with :i,()74,Sl 7,000, valued at $r>,4HH,818, in 191(1,

and

if

worth $2,919,:i()l, in 1915.
Of the total amount, 4,0!M),079,000 went to China,
with a value of $8,109,81 1, against 2, 10(>, 107,000, worth
|4.0:57.05I> in UUO, and ati4>,10(;,000, valued at $1373,«>6,inl915.
1

,84:^r>04,000,

1915.

A

slight decrease

early as yet to

$26 a share for the $40,242,400 conunon stock after
preferred dividends, as compared with $22.70 on the

The only other country to show an increase was
Panama, which took 71,485,000 cigarettes, worth $180,f)04, in 1917, as compared with 47,527,000, valued at
$109,(J75, in 1916, and 80,470,000, valued at $137,178, in
noted in the exports to the
Straits Settlements. In 1915 the Settlements took 733,656,000 cigarettes, with a value of $1,023,962; this incrc^ased in 1916 to 960,068,000, valued at $1,318,043, but
fell in 1917 to 881,323,000, worth $1,292,940.
Siam also fell off slightly, the 1917 exports to that
country being 134,660,000, valued at $272,767, as compared with 216,910,000, worth $409,382, in 1916. The
exports in 1915 were 96,750,000, valued at $185,647.
Kxports to the unspecified countries were 1915, 67,522,000, worth $198,718; 1916, 344,205,000, valued at $614,(>59 1917, 500,305,000, with a value of $969,835.
L. L.
is

same amount of stock

in 1916.

While considerable has been said of the success
of the American Tobacco Company's new cigarette
brand, ** Lucky Strike," the facts are that all of the
company's brands in the year just closed showed
largely increased sales compared with the previous

last

February, the pres-

day of this brand compare with 12,000,000 two months ago. The company
has orders on hand which would insure shipments at
the rate of 18,000,p00 a day if it had the capacity to
manufacture them.
the

is

now manufacturing and

selling

This is
at the rate of 4,500,000,000 cigarettes annually, assuming 300 working days for the year. Inasmuch as this
Strike'* cigarettes daily.

The American Cigar Company, a subsidiary
American Tobacco Company, has just closed

of
its

most successful year. This concern, which only a few
years ago was carried as a distinct liability, earned
l^robably $18 a share for

its

$10,000,000

common

stock

year ended December 31 st last. These earnings were three times the dividend paid on the junior
issue, and compare with a net of $12 a share for the
in the

same amount of stock in 1916.
While the American Cigar Company, on the face
of the above figures, is in a position to increase its
common dividend, it is understood that any increased
disbursements will probably be in the form of stock
dividends.
Such extra disbursements on this issue,
however, are not likely before the end of the current
year.

twelve months.

The company
15,000,000 ** Lucky

was only brought out

ent sales figures break all previous records for any new
cigarette brand by an American company.
Present

in 1916.

margin.
it is

cigarette

Company

sales of 15,000,000 cigarettes a

per cent.

make an accurate foreeast of the net for the year, says the Wall Street Journal of January 16th, indications point to a minimum of

TllK

NE!''

«

While

allowaiuM',

IS NISSC

f^t

the Master Builders' Association

l)riii^s

•

li

of

The American Cigar Company is many millions
cigars behind its orders. The company has had

considerable trouble with labor during the year just
closed, and but for this fact the earnings would have

been even greater than the $18 a share indicated above.

:

;

C

The fourth meeting

of the Philadelphia Cigar &
Tobacco Merchants ' Association was held last Tuesday
at the Hotel Adelphia.

A blanket order for more than one million **Eden"
cigars has recently been placed by the Government with
the Preferred Havana Tobacco Company.
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M. A. Works Hard

T.

to

Help Members of Trade

Dominate the Playing Card Sales
Your Neighborhood

During Fuel Order Tie-up
early morning' on Thursday, January 17th,
the news of tlic fuel order first appeared in

FI^)M
when

the i^ress, until

Saturday afternoon, the Tobacco Merchants' Ass(KMation oflices looked more like a busy tele;crai>}i oflice than a commercial institution.
There was
no time for calling: meetings or for mailinji: bulletins.
The trade had to be advised by telegrams and hmgdistance j)hones.

Assisted ablv

Dushkind, and bv
K. A. (iersbach, liis secretary. Counselor Dushkind kept
the wiros ])usy answering the continuous influx of inl)v

his son,

jpiiries for inf«>rmation

One

of the

first

S.

1).

and advice.

steps taken bv the secretary of the

was

To])acco Merchants' Association

to wire to Fuel

Administrator (Jarfield for permission to work off all
prepared and cased to))ac<M)s, which in itself would havo
caused an incfdculalile loss. Mr. Dushkind wired Dr.
(larfield as follows:

"Tobacco

leaf

must

necessarily be wetted

and pre-

pared twenty-four hours before it can be used in the
manufacture of cigars or other tobacco products. Such
wetted or prepared leaf must be used up on the day
following its preparation or it would be worthless.
ask for permission to use up all prepared tobacco leaf
in order to save millions of dollars' worth of tobacco
from destruction. An immediate reply is imperative."

We

The

reply,

which did not come until Friday morn-

due nndon])tedly to the congestion of the telegraph
»0r\ice, was brief, Imt meant quite a lot to cigar manuing,

facturers.

It

read as follows:

"Answering wire you can run to save product

al-

ready prepared."

Upon

the receipt of the telegram

from the Fuel

Administrator, the Tobacco Merchants' Association
ofTicr- got busy telephoning the local manufacturers an«l

wiring out-of-town mamifacturers, asking them in turn
to connnunicate the news to their neighboring manufacturers, advising them of the pennission to operate

work

prepared stock.
Asking that the tobacco industry be exempted from
the fuel onler, the Tobacco Merchants' Association
also sent tbe following telegram to the President and
to t^ Fnel Adnjinistrator:
"As patriotic citizens the tobacco men of America
stand ready to cheerfully make every sacrifice essential
tlieir

factories in oi;der to

ofT

for the success of the war, but

we

respectfully submit
that the fuel order just issued as applied to the tobacco
industry will work hardship and injury to an extent

not justified by the insignificant saving of fuel derived
therefrom.
Tobacco being intensely sensitive to at-

mospheric conditions

it is

essential

and has always been

the practice to keep the factories heated every day including nonworking days in order to prevent decomposition,

facture of

and the

m

i
m
i

consumed in the actual manutobacco products amounts to very little more

in

fuel

than the fuel needed simply for the protection of the
raw material. Also tobacco products are sold under
brands or trademarks of national popularity valued at
hundreds of millions of dollars the order applying as it
does to territory east of the Mississippi will operate to
the great advantage of those having factories west of
the Mississippi River and marketing their products in
the forbidden territory to the incalculable injury and
probably to the destruction of the valuable brands
manufactured east of the Mississippi. Moreover tobacco is a war essential only second to food as is evidenced by the official declarations of our highest army
oflficers as well as by the tremendous demands of our
government and the governments of our allies for
tobacco products.
We therefore earnestly protest
against this order applying to our industry as it will
not only seriously impair the billion of capital invested

Sell playing cards so well

steady customer.

that every

Tobacco Merchants'
Association received the following answer from Fuel
Administrator Noves
the

in explaining their merits.

i

BICYCLE'**^"*'
CARDS

m

AND

Sell

m
xt

CARDS

m

But don't slop with merely slocking ihe brands.
Carry a well selected variety of designs and keep
your slock
our

%

Walch our advertising, read
our new backs as they appear,

alive.

literature, try

JSf

watch

quiz the salesman, and, most important,

m
i

your

own

Then

sales.

people

lei

Playing Cards.

"Answering wire you are permitted to use only
sufficient fuel to prevent injury to property from freczmg."

advertising.

window

know

you

U.

sell

S.

I

store lo our national

Give playing cards a place
Mention them

in

in

your

1

your adver-

Feature the Official Rules of Card

Make your

Games.

that

Tie your

displays.

tisements.

Permission to bum oil or natural gas, where natural gas can be had, for heat and light, was also asked
by the Tobacco Merchants' Association, and in response
to that request the following telegram was received:

"The present order

means a

sell

m

in the industry

On Saturday moniing

pack you

Sell cards so well advertised that customers ask for

them by name, saving valuable time

;

and work incalculable injury to its great
army of workmen, but will materially reduce the two
hundred million dollars of annual revenue that the Government receives from tobacco products."

made

store "Playing

Card Head-

I

quarters.**
Il

designed to restrict the use
of all kinds of fuel on the days prescribed and this includes fuel in whatever form burned."
is

will

pay you

lo

investment required

do
in

this

because the

playing cards

over quickly and repeatedly.

A

is

I
little

turned

well selected

m

new customers lo
your store who will slay to make other purchases.
This gives you an opportunity lo convert many
slock of playing cards brings

!>•»«•

*'The fuel order," said Mr. Dushkind, **came to
us as a complete surprise and without the least intimation that such measure was in contemplation. According to our reports," continued Mr. Dushkind, **Lt is
perfectly apparent that the tobacco industry is closed
up tiglit throughout the affected territory and is carrying out the edict of Dr. Garfield, not only according to
the letter, but according to the spirit of the order. FiVen

desirable people into regular customers.

The above advertisement shows how we are helping
e^ery placing card dealer increase his sales.
will

appear almost twice as large as

the February or

where cigars are made solely by hand, without any power, are closed up, and so the retail stores,
which, under a strict interpretation of the order,
could have been kept open and lighted, but not heated,
fiictories

March

national magazines

placer

Make

in
it

\four

and

district

It

of a large number of
be seen by every card

Take

your advertisement.

ad)fantage

of

it.

The U. S, Playing Card Co,
CINClimATI, U.

S.

TORONTO, CAN.

A.
(D«pt. 6)

since the order does not preclude the use of fuel for
light, liave nevertheless been closed up."

^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

;n-«$

i

illustrated in

issue

will

Write us today for literature. We can
help you increase your business.

¥4

i
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Know Why,

17

Says The
r i

United Cigar Stores
The ruihd

Cir/ar Stores have been

handing

their custntuers a printed statement of the reasons
fitr the adranee in the retail price of cigars and
foliaceo products.
These reasons apply no more
In the "('nited*' than theif do to the independent
dealers. For the benefit of our retail subscribers,

ue are reprinting this statement. It explains logicallg and anicisehf uhg pi ices have to go up. If
gou have never taken the time to analyze these
conditions, do it now. You will (/niet many a coviplaining customer if gou hand him plain, unaThese are facts.— Tue Editor.

dulterated facts.

from $7.00 to $8.00 per thousand cigars (18 to 20
pounds of leaf to the thousand).
Connecticut shade-grown tobacco, former average

w«F*;

$2.25 i)er pound.
Now $4.00.
Porto liican Tobacco (wrappers) former average
$1.85.

Now,

$3.25.

Hurley (Virginia) cigarette and pipe tobacco, former average 17c. per lb. Now 45c.
Imported Turkish tobacco before the War, from
*»5c. to $1.50 per pound (accordng to grade).
Now,
$1.00 to $;{.00, plus charge for freight and war-risk
insurance, (JOc. to $1.00 a pound. Duty, 35c. per pound

•'':,.; 7:

/•
'.J'

ad<litional.
Viz. :

I

An

TIIK

cost

of

all

kinds of tobacco loaf used

in

the

manufacture oi' cigars, cigarettes and smoking mixtures enormously increased since the War, due to the
fact that tl;e world now depends on the L'nited States,
< uba and Porto
Kico for its sup[)ly.
This extraordinary <lenuind, together with short
crops in Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin have
ilouhled and trebled the prices of the most used types
of tobacco.
J.abor of every description employed in the tobacco manufacturing industry being paid an increase
of not less than twenty-live per cent., and even payment of tins increase still leaves a tremendous shortage of skilled hands in the factories. Production suffering in consequence.
l*acking niaterial, including cigar boxes, cardboard
for cigarette packages, printing, nails, tin containers,
glass jars, tinfoil and every other item on the list of
inanufacturing necessities up to new high marks in
cost.

Tobacco

in all its

forms now paying heavier taxes

than ever before on account of the War, but these
taxes r('sp(»nsil)l(' for oidy fractional raises in price
on each piece of merchandise sohl.
Prevailing prices mainlg the result of advanced
costs of manufacture.

Sumatra wrappers

war, average per
pound, $2.50. \aih\ sale this year, an average of $4.50
a pound.
An average increase of 40 cents a pound for
Havana tobacco increases the cost for the tobacco alone
])rior to tJie

average increase of $2.25 per thousand paid
cigarmakers for making cigars in the best factories.
Relatively as large an increase for work on cigarettes and smoking tobaccos.
( lerical work, selling expenses, etc., all increased

Yi-.^..^*

}'V\

for like reasons.
Viz.:

Former

cost of a cigar box 6c.

Present cost, 10c.
Manufacturers now charging from $4 to $5 per
thousand extra for cigars packed in boxes of 25 instead of in boxes of 50. A charge seldom made before.
Average increase in cost of packing material for
cigarettes, 25 per cent.
I

iZ.

RVCfO

:

Total internal revenue collected on tobacco in the
United States, for the past fiscal year, $103,201,592.16.
Additional revenue levied under the new law, now
in force, $70,000,000, making a total tax of
$173,000,000,
over sixty-sevcH per cent, increase in taxes.
With These Indisputable Facts to Contend With
(a) The increased cost of tobacco leaf.
(b) The new cost and scarcity of labor.
(c) The addition of $70,000,000 to the tax on tobacco manufacture.
(d) The advanced cost of all material used in the
production and marketing of the merchandise.
It is evident that the costs of all tobacco products
must increase the prices to the consumer, under the
unalterable policy of the United Cigar Stores Company
to maintain quality. No price will be increased above
a point to warrant a fair margin of profit based
on
the cost to us. We are not manufacturers.
United Cigar Stores Company.

—

C^rriihtJ9t»,lJgtim9fM>mT»immek

7*HAR*S hardly a mtm bo amatt an

Shields
**T-^

& Wertheim, manufacturers of the popular
Saramit4i" and other cigar brands, suffered the

loss of their faotor>' recently,

Wlding was

gutted

l>y

fire.

when

A

Henry Harrison, formerly with George

Schlegel,
the lithographer, has become associated with Bayuk
Brothers Company. He will have charge of advertising and the purchasing of supplies.

'

mm€m

mellowness inVelvet
THERE'S
—

That you toon *t find him rmal worth whUm
ifyou omH him a "howdym"

mellowness combined with
flavor, smoothness, coolness and

now an* thmt

^a

An' Mnilm him a »horm *nttff»mil*s
An* pan /urn yo* V^hmt nmighbor-Uhm-^
Why, bUaayou, the man.tun't horn.
That friondfy warmth won't mahm mxpand

mildness.

Uhm this horm poppin* com,

Nature puts that menowness into Velvet during

two long years

Ho*Ummttow riglU out urith thm mmBownoM
That long yarn* agoin* imparta
To tht Vmhmt that warma mach cocUm thmrm U

the slow

let

of ageing in

way and

and see

wooden hogsheads.

the expensive

of Velvet proves that

In hia innmrmomt hmart ofhmarta.

So lat'a not

SHIELDS & WERTHEIM FACTORY BURNED

*^

it's

right

way, but one

It*t

pipeful

Try Velvet today

(or yourself.

any fmttow wm hnma

Lha friandlaaa «m* lona an* lorn,
Whmn a bit of warmth would bring him
Mmt Wim thia pippin' com.

ot^
Vdftl Joe's AliauiM (or the year 1918 b
DOW readr. U you want a cofqr vnila

"jfiH^f^

te

him at 4241 FolMai Avenue.

5t.

\j»m,

MiHoan. aad Im ivitl Biil klo yo«i.

8c bags
1

10c tiat

^ fIam huMidot*

the entire five-story

high wind and zero

weather hampertKl the work of the firemen.

Franklin MacVeagh & Company have recently acquired for their cigar department the distribution of
the **Girard" brand for the Chicago territorv.
1918

WUl Be

a

VELVET

Year for Dealers

It will tell YOUR cuttomert that Nature-Matured VelTet
Velrat adrertiung will b« more important than ever this year for the dealer.
will mU at 10 cent*— a big thing to consider in these days of increasingly high prices.
Full pages in the great national weeklies and the monthly magazines are telling the Velvet story now— and building demand for Velvet,
the Smoothest Smoking Tobacco*
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Leaf Tobacco Imports Decrease
ADKCKKASK

of ajjproxiinatoly $1,000,000 in the
.iini>«)rtH of leaf tohacx^o suitable for ei|iCJii* wrappers
during the I'lcvcn inontlis oiided with NovtMnbcr, 1917,
as coin])ariMl with tlie corrcspondiniL^ perijxl of 19H), is
more than olTset by a ^niin in tlie imports of manufactures of tobacco, according to statistics just compiled
by the Dejiartmeiit of Connnerce.
Imports of leaf tolwicco during the eleven-montii
period totaled :);AHri,()-M pounds, valued at .$7,080,!)91,
whih' (hiring tlie same period of 1!)16 the totalWas
0,76.'{,65;5 |)oiiiids, with a value of $8,403,620.
in 1915
the imjxirts, however, were but 3;7 12,294 pounds, worth
$4,604,019.
An upheaval of the sources of production is sliown
by the fignres. The Xetlierlands, which in 1915 fur
nished 3,570,947 pounds of h*af tobacco, valued at
$4,412,0{)6, and in 191(i 5,573,773 ])ounds, valued at
$8,138,806, or within $300,1)00 of the total imports, in
1917 fnrnished Imt 720,338 pounds, valued at $898,657.
On the other hand, the unspecified countries, which
in 1915 furnished Imt 22,429 pounds, valued at $7420,
ancMn 1916 (;4,072 pounds, wilii a value of $24,719, in
1917 furnishe<l 4,505,524 pounds, valued at $5,892,403.
Shipments from ('aiiachi ^uul Cuba increased
slightly in 1917, as follows:
1915
191()
1917.

Canada

$48,698
$45,267
$59,710
C'uba
135,805
194,828
230,221
Imports of all other leaf tobacco are increasing
heavilv. Whereas, in 1915, the eleven-month total was
32,050;i93 pounds, valued at $14,582,414, in 1916 it was
41,041,050 pounds, with a value of $17,004,103, and in

worth $21 ,480,489.
This $4,0(K),()(K) incn^ase in 1917 is due in most part
to the greater value of the receipts from Cuba, while
the ificrease in (luantity comes from the unspecified
countries. The (pumtity of tobacco received from Cuba
has been decreasing steadilv, from 21 ,420,(509 pounds in
1915 t^ 20,337,076 pounds in 1916 and 19,979,698 pounds
1!M 7 43,303,4.85 fxiunds,

Sell

H'K) and $14,087,27^) in 1917.
A peculiar feature of the situation is the apparent
cheapening of the product received from the unspecitied countries.
While in 1915 the 6,966,267 pounds received were worth $2,61-»1^^, an almost identical quantity in 1916 (6,589,099 pounds) was worth but $1,008,066, and in 1917 receipts of 16,119,607 pounds were
valued at but $2,643,186, or about the same as 6,900,000
pounds were worth two years previous,
Imports from the United Kingdom have been decreasing in (lu^antity, but increasing in value, the quantity having dropped from 1,282,576 pounds in 1915 to
155,357 i)ounds in 1916 and to 79,552 i>ounds in 1917.
The value, however, which had dropped to $89,483 in
1916, rose in 1917 to $101,027.
Imports from Mexico vary greatly from year to
year, retlecting the unsettled condition of the country.
The imj)orts from that source were: 1915, 397,124
pounds, $61,655; 1916, 3,391,745 pounds, $304,433; 1917,
250,746 pounds, $84,946.
Imports of cigars, cheroots and cigarettes during
the eleven-month period of 1917 totaled 3,159,089, with
a value of $6,580,763. This was a considerable gain
over 1916, when the total was 1,940,392, valued at
$4,846,429, and 1915, when the imports were 1,427,158,
valued at $3,878,425. The following table shows the
imports in detail for the eleven-month periods of the
three years in question:
1917.
Philippine Islands: 1915.
1916.
Cigars and cheroots. .$1,164,282 $1,740,499 $3,309,030
Cigarettes
13,129
12,471
9,093
All other:
Cigars and cheroots.
3,490,255
2,626,543
3,052,572
38,349
Cigarettes
44,265
75,129
All other manufac143,888
126,326
tures
101,271
C. L. L.
.

Look!

Stop!
Listen!

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
Imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
unless you use
spell— NO PROFIT FOR YOU

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

i

Monday's Cigars Saturday

'Wtrtonwake cigar dealers C4in capitalize the heatless, smokeh'ss and boozeh'ss .Mondays if they will bring
the attention of the consumer to the fact that no cigars
can bo purchased on Mondays. Some ret^iilers placard
their windows on Saturday with such signs as ''Buy
your cigars for Monday,*'' **Vou will be cheerless aB
Well as smokeless on Monday if you don't buy your
cigars now."

Several retail dealers state that they are selling
tins and boxes of cigars to customers on Saturdays
where ikey have been in the habit of selling only a

dozen cigars at the most.
There are s<nno dealers who never complain about
conditions, no matter how bad they seem to be. But

n

The value, liowever, has been increasing just as
steadily— from $10,5!)1,81G in 1915 .to $11,077,479 in
in 1917.

H

these dealers are early to work, read their trade papers
regularly jind are always prepared to show the silver
lining in ever>^ cloud. If the time taken by pessimists
to complain and criticize conditions were spent in trying to increase sales and build business they would be
dollars better off and mentally much more companionable.

We

were at the club last Monday and saw quite a
number of men who had forgotten to get thoir cigars on
Saiturday or Sunday. You may believe that when a
good Samaritan appeared with a box of clear Havana
the grouches were blown away in the smoke and the
whole world took on a brighter hue.
And yet there are some people so foolish as to
believe that a cigar serves no useful purpose.

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

142 Water Street, New York
m
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War

How

Problems and
Training

New

By G. D.

Grain, Jr.

**npilFi worst tiling about liavin^ to tMiiploy so many
new clerks," said a tinnJ nu*rcliaiit not lon^ a^o,
a« \w lookiMl about at tlio hir^c number of "now beKi"noHH" att('ni|>tin^ t<» wait on tbc trade in his store, "is
training them. It's a job tliat I liaven't nmch time for
and one that takes a b)t of steam."

warfare which are boin^ used

when they take

that

we

j»repared for

The new

all

in the

world

contlict, so

their places in the trenches tlioy

developments.

salesnuni, especially the one

ju.s.t

start injj;

out in selling work, is ^roon timber, lie needs coaching and instruction,
lie needs to have contidcMice instilknl into him, so tiiat he will not lose his nerve when
a tou^h proposition is presented.

The

way

work in tho store is to
linvo a woeklv conference or "round table."
This c^in bo nmde so interest in*( and enjoyable that
best

to impi'ovo

the clerks, instead of docljifin^ the mooting, will wel-

come

it.

should be acx?(mi|)aniod by "eats" of some sort,
so that tho social spirit will be developed, and bashful
clerks enccmra^ed to speak their minds.
The boHs csm bo chainnan of tho modting' and can
outline subjects for discussion, but it is a ji:o()d idea
for him not io attempt to monopolize the conversation.
Let salesmen, especially those who are experionced
onouj^h to be able to give good advice, discuss the problems of their everv-dav work, boc4iuse such discussions
will give the newcomers im idea of what they may
It

exjieot.

The

tiierchant can devote some of the time to the
^aeription of new lines, conunent on changing prices,

and he should also explain tho policy which is back
of the store, so that custcmiors will got from saloaetc.,

IK»<^j1c

an ex|»ression

in line

with the actual policy of

the establishnuMit.
Just now, when most pric4»s have been increased,
c»xj)lanations of high prices should be made intelligently, and a<lvances not simply excused "on account
of ^# war." There is a good reason for the advance
Itt price of every connnodity which is carrying an incroa«e, an<l it is a good idea to inform tin* salespeople
on this subject. <'ust<imers fre(|uently incjuiro alxnit
tho^o things, and they should be given an intelligent
aud reasonable answer.
Tn the smaller store, whore there are only a few
elorks, tho propriet(»r can put in odd moments to good
advantage
explaining to the* now employees tho
methiHls which it is intendt'd thev shall use.

m

Jr.

LUCKY STRIKE

In this connection it is well to note that with new
salespeople having to be trained, now is a good time
to study the arrangement and marking of stock. Obso-

X

The soldiers who ^o to France are ^ivon several
months of intensive training before they ^ot on tho
firing lino. They receive instruction in the methods of

Meet Them

Clerks

Copyright 1917, by G. D. Grain,

Vet, without (juestion, the now clork who is not
^iven the a<lvanta<i:e of sympathetic coaching is sure to
make a h>t of mistako.s, and will fail to render the sort
of service customers of the store are demanding.

to

21

.

methods

which were tolerable when
ex|)erienced salesmen, familiar with all of the details
of the business, were in charge, make the w'ork of nev/
emplovees doublv difficult.
The arrangement of stock in some logical way, with
prices i)lainly marked, will enable the rawest recruit in
the sales army to tiike care of his own work without
having constantly to ask quesitions of the merchant or
one (»f his assistants.
lete

in this respect,

The dealer who

training his help should be possessed of lots of patience. Ife must expect mistakes to
be made and be ready to correct them without animosity.
In the ciiso of employees w^ho are just being broken
in to business harness, reproofs are often taken keenly
to heart, and the merchant can afford to be generous
is

i

Cigarette—a new
flavor. It's toasted. Toasting holds the
Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soggy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food which you
place in your mouth,
STRI
Cigarettes are subjected to heat.

LUCKY

K

M

THEY'RE TOASTED.

Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to

thetafte.

IS^r

on this subject.
If he shows that he does not demand infallibility,
but only earnest, intelligent otTort, he will win confidence and loyalty that will go far to keep the mistakes
from being repeated.
The new clerk who is made to feel that committing
an error is not fatal, but that making the same mistako
twice is a ciipital offense, will develop a spirit of determination to do things right, and will soon display ability that will moan less need for supei'\'ision.
One mighty good way to improv^e the w^ork of new
clerks is by enlisting the aid of traveling salesmen.
The latter are often just as good retail merchants
as those who have stores, because thev are constantlv
calling on tho dealers, and they know good methods
in his attitude

when they

"XSJIB.

1

see them.

Furthermore, thev are nearly alwavs more than
willing to co-operate with their customers in every possible way, and if they were asked to help in coaching a
new hand, they will be glad to do so.
Many of these old-timers have seen service behind
a counter themselves, and their suggestions are based
on practical experience, and conswiuently are worth
more than a lot of fine-spun theories.
Sometimes a traveling man will jump in and do a
little saleswork himself, if there happens to be a lot
doing on a busy Saturday afternoon. An ounce of demonstration is worth a pound of argument, and this is

LUCKY STRIKE
The Real Burley
Cigarette

It's

Toasted

y

especially true of saleswork.

After the new clerk has seen how his friend Bill,
the traveling man, handles a difficult customer, and how
quickly he gets under the hide of the grouchy individual whoso bark is usually worse than his bitej he perks

up

considerably.

I2i.'

V • . * -•>

•j...t.'.^t.

1

y^.:...t

GUARANTEED BY

Use

tho traveling men in the clerk's training school
- but don't forgot that, no matter how^ informal, there
sbimld bo a training school.

(>^i
mjL< Jn^uu-n^tCa^tA^
•••••VOMAT

m package

—
:
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Lancaster Crop Sold
1ANCA8TER COUNTY

tobacco growers have at last
jsettled back to enjoy the biggest financial harvest
in history.
The entire crop in this section has practically been sold, only about four per cent, remaining
to change hands. One of the finest lots to be sold recently was grown by Herman C. Reinhold in the East

CIGARS
reduce

selling

cost-*'

Petersburg section, which brought twenty-mne cents.
Reinhold reports that the wrapper stripped from many
individual stems weighs a pound.
All of the remaining tobacco in the county would
have been stripped and ready for delivery had not zero
temperatures and heavy snows returned for a protracted visit. Because of the severe cold, stripping is
progressing very slowly.
A great deal of trouble is being experienced by the
growers with fat stem. Packers attribute this malady
to premature stripping, and many of the packers have
notified the growers that if the practice is not discon-

because an ever
constant demand,
created by Cinco
Quality, insures a
quick turnover of^
stock.

tinued penalizations will result.
So serious has become the fat stem that after an
exhaustive study of the trouble, Phares W. Baker, of
Landisville, notified the growers that he had discovered a remedy. This is it
*'Lay the wet stem leaves loose and straight in a
pile, until about ten or fifteen pounds is secured. Wrap
an old sack or paper around the whole bundle, leaving
the wet ends uncovered. Lay this bundle upon two
rails in the stripping room until the butts are thoroughly dry, which will take until February or March.
Then tie into hands. This method will protect the weed
against the ugly misshaping which is usually associated with *fat stem' tobacco.'*
Growers report that this method is the first productive one that they have been able to find.
Otto Olson, of the United States experiment station in Ephrata, has started the distribution of slaughter seed, which are selling for one dollar per ounce.
Keen interest is beginning to appear among the
growers in the annual tobacco exhibition which is slated
to be staged in this city the latter part of February.
One of the most prominent tobacco men in this
section was claimed by pneumonia this week, when
Philip J. Bomgesser died. He was for many years
head of the old Skiles & Frey Company and at the time
of his death was manager of the Seed Leaf Tobacco

OONI

PANETEl

OTTO eiSCflLOHR & Bff^S.i
CLPHIA.

Joyless Burglary
(Continued from Page 9)

had

on the scat of his pants with all
the lorct' that couhl ))o imparted by a one-horsepower
spring. The thief felt himself liftedand hurled through
space toward the winihnv. When he struck tho floor he
felt that he mi^ht as well keej) right on going.
The
window lifted before him with the speed of lightning,
lie leajK'd through the opening, fell outside, and as he
picked himself up and started for France his ears were
again assailed by a phonograph s(H5reted in the window
(MiUKlit liiin fairly

casing:
**

ever

Funu'clU

f>l(l

top!

Come again when-

arc in need of vxcitcmrnt.

ifou

Yours,

Growers' Company.

EiJisvti MrSu'rr)irif!'*

R. G. R.

TOBACCO PRODUCTS GETS FALK BRANDS
of the Palk Tobacco Company, IneorporatiMl, of New York, by the Tobacco Products
Corporation marks tlie first big deal in the trade in
101s.
IncludtMl ill this sale are the well-known ** Herbert Tan y ton'* cigarette and smoking tobacco brand

Serene" smoking mixture. The Palk Tobacco
Company was incor])orated more than a vear ago with
a capital of $1 MM ),()()(). The consideration involved has
'*

,(

not been

made

public.

The American Sumatra Tobacco Company, by

de-

claring a cpuirterly divid<Mid of one and three-quarters
por cent., payable February 1, has increased its common stock dividend from six to seven percent.

MIGHT HAVE BEEN WORSE
**No man is so well known as he thinks he is," says
Enrico Caruso, the world-famed tenor. ** While motoring in New York State," continued the great singer,
**the automobile broke down and I sought refuge in a
farmhouse while the car was being repaired. I became
friendly with the farmer, who asked me my name and
I told him it was Caruso.
**The farmer leaped to his feet and seized me by
the hand.
Little did I think I would see a man like
you in this here humble kitchen, sir!' he exclaimed.
Caruso The great traveler, Robinson Caruso!'^'
*

*

I
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We'd Pay Too!
since the pelican stuck his
EVER
hatchway of Noah's ark, those with

bill

a

through the

present
of preventing debtors
bill to

have been searching for a way
from saying airily
"I haven't the money today; just call around tomorrow." Joseph Spuller, of Middletown, Connecticut, has found the way.
He has a plan that strikes
debtors dumb with the *^call again tomorrow" frozen
in their throats.
His idea isn't patented. Here it is:
As he starts on his rounds, Mr. Spuller is clad in
brilliant red, a suit of corduroy dyed as red as a western sunset on July 3. His hat is a red one with a metal
plate bearing the inscription, **Bill Collector."
His
shoes are as red as the rest.
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like Joe
Spuller, and his raiment strikes terror to the hearts
and loose change pockets of Middletown members of
the Bad Pay Club.
When they see Spuller coming
down the street they hasten to come across even though
he may not have their particular claim in hand at the
time.

Mr. Spuller works systematically.
He doesn't
spring the red suit on everybody. At first he makes a
call or two and shows a fair amount of patience.
But
they know that after a call or two Collector Spuller will
descend upon, the house in his brilliant attire at an
hour when the street is its busiest. The result is that
most of the claims handed him are paid promptly,
although not infrequently Little Johnny or Sister Sue
races up the street and intercepts him on his approach
with a hurried
**Papa says to wait around the comer and he'll be
nght out."
Merchants of Middletown declare that never have
bills been paid so promptly and never has there been
less charging of accounts. Mr. Spuller is the greatest
asset the merchants have, and they wouldn't release
him or allow his suit to fade for a king's ransom.
**The idea certaiiily works," says Mr. Spuller.
How did I hit on it! Well, I knew that Come around
tomorrow' was the greatest dodge a collector had to
put up with. I realized that if I could think of some
sclieme to make people cut this out the rest would be
easy. I thought at first I 'd wear a red hat, but decided
to go the limit and get after the bad debts in a full
regalia of red, so everybody would know who I was
* *

*

and what

I

was

Every Cigar Manufacturer
Needs the

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO
STRIPPING and BOOKING
MACHINE
Every Cigar Manufacturer Can Use it Profitably
Because

—

THE
It

Believe me, if every person who owed a bill knew
that the neighbors knew when a bill collector called,
there would be less putting off.
**Not one single person has asked mo to call again
since I donned the red regalia in fact, in most cases
all I need to do is to walk by a house and give it the
;

*

once-over.*

"

Michigan Tradesman,

It

facilitates

effeds

i • %.

S0%

Aock

saving.

It

the handling of the tobacco,

it

money.

Used Everywhere

What

and has done
it

will

do

Ask
with your

—Endorsed by Eberyone!

the Universal

Tobacco Machine

is

doing

for small as well as large manufadlurers.

(or you.
for

own (adory
your own supervision

a demon^ration in your

own

tobacco under

without obligation to you.

UNION AMERICAN DIVIDEND
At a meeting of the board of directors of the Union
American Cigar Company, held in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
January 26, 1918, a dividend of four per cent, was declared on the preferred stock to stockholders of record
January 26, 1918, thus completing the full dividend for
the year 1917.
Transfer books will be closed from
January 28th to February 15th, inclusive.

CaUlog

Universal
79 Fifth
Factory.

Md Price List on Request

Tobacco Machine Co.
Arenue, N«w York, N. Y.
98

•

P1

a

speeds

helps turn out a better producfl for infinitely
less

after.

up produdlion.
down on labor requirements and

Universal

cuts

co^.

**

The absorption

and

;

•mt*

to 104

Murray

Street,

Newark. N.

J.

—

HAVANA

TADEMA
Argiiellesp

Lopez

G Bro.

222 PEABL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS
EAST

STREET,

31^

doora from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

In the heart of the

vania Station: five

The moat

(4

CITY

Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylminutes from Grand Central Station.

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meals from $3.30 a day, or from $2 a day
central

without meals.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson, Mgr.

Illustrated booklet
if

a cinch for a live dealer
to pull the besttrade his way

"it's

CRAYELYVS ^
~ 1
T« Dealers^

WHto

•KmItsslsl

for •

•sack •!
Oravclr.
il*s fh« firs* kit lai.

M
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(Continued from Page 7)

-BEFORE THE INVENTION

or OUR PMTENT AIR-PROOF POUCN
QRAVELV PLUO TOBACCO
MADE STRICTLY FOR rr8 CHEWINQ QUAUTV
«k>UU> NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS •CCTION.
NOW THE MCfENT POUCH KEEPS IT.
FRESH ANP CLEAN ANDOOOQ
A LrrTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENDUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHCW
OF ORDINARY PlXlO.

.

MMIIT nuCM CI.

PAMVILU;. VA.

BAYUK BROS

THE PERFECT CIGAR

the cigar

The Court

said the verbal understanding wasn't any
good it should have been in the lease.
No lawyer was employed in this transaction.
good one would have insisted that the proviso about
the lease and the license ending together be put in the
written lease.
He might have charged $25 for his
services, whereas the cost of not employing him
amounted to over $500.
I could go on writing about these cases almost indefinitely, simply by drawing on my memory. Some of
the lawyer's most profitable clients are the men wno
preferred to wait until '* afterward'' for their legal
advice.

—

A

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

12

(Continued from Page //)
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BOLD

The Zone System

Don't Wait For Advice

CIGARS

MAKERS
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allowed to become effective.
A list of senators is published on this page.
Look up your senators and write a vigorous pro-

destroyed

if this

taken this matter up and within a few days a representative of the department will leave for Porto Rico
to make arrangements for the transportation of 50,000
lal>orers as soon as tonnage is available, while present
plans call for the importation of a total of 110,000
hands before spring. These men will be distributed
among the railroads and farms of the country for the
purpose of keeping production and transportation at
the necessary level.
By this action, declares Mr. Post, the country will
be able to handle the war problem of producing enough
food and transporting it quickly without taking laborers from other industries in other words, the tobacco
growers will be in position to keep what hands they
may now have and even, if necessary, secure some of
;

this imix)rted labor.

**Any additional demands for common labor can
be met by bringing in American citizens from Porto
Rico and the Virgin Islands," declared the Assistant
Secretary. *' Porto Rico is an agricultural territory
and yet has a density of population that is exceeded
by but three of our States and is eight times greater
than that of the agricultural State of Iowa. Under perpetuated conditions there, a considerable surplus of
workers exists in the island, and by the transfer of
these to continental United States an actual benefit
would be conferred upon them.
**The United States Employment Service is now
making arrangements with the railways, particularly
those in the South and Southwest, where the climate is
adaptable to the islanders, whereby this labor will be
employed in maintenance of way during the slack agricultural season and released for farm work during the
height of that season. Thus two seasonal nee(Ts will be

met."

C.L.L.

Contains the quality that

We are printing this so that you will clearly underhave to pay more for some, if not
the price will be governed by
all, of your magazines
where you live and not because we want to make you
do something. We hope you will do something, and
you will if the magazines and trade papers mean anything in your life and business.
stand

why you

will

—

—

Members of the United

pleases

Alabama
derwood.
Arizona
Smith.

—John

excellent

States Senate,

H. Bankhead and Oscar

—Henry

—Joseph

Arkansas

F.

Ashurst

and

distinction to both dealer

and smoker.

A.

BOLD

T. Robinson and William F.

Kirby.

California— James D. Phelan and Hiram

workmanship

produces a cigar that gives

W. Un-

Marcus

the consumer

this combined with the

Sixty-sixth Congress

TO IMPORT LABO& FROM ISLAND POSSESSIONS
sections of the
country would result in the movement of large numbers
of negroes, attracted by the higher wages that will prevail, are proven to be groundless by the announcement
of the Secretary of Labor that, by the importation of
labor from Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands, all demands of the railroads and agriculturalists can be met
without any widespread movement of domestic labor
from one section of the country to another.
Assistant Secretary of Labor Louis F. Post has

"Above Air

is

test today.

list of

KS of the tobacco growers of the South that the
FMA
demand for unskilled labor in other

law

W. John-

Six Cent Cigar

son.

—Charles S. Thomas and John F. Shafroth.
Connecticut—Frank B. Brandegee and George P.
McLean.
Delaware— Willard Saulsbury and Josiah 0. WolFlorida— Duncan U. Fletcher and Park Trammell.
Colorado

BOBROW BROS.,

Philadelphia

cott.

—Hoke

Smith and Thomas W. Hardwick.
Idaho^William E. Borah and James H. Brady.
Illinois
^Jas. Hamilton Lewis and Lawrence Y.
Sherman.
Indiana Harry S. New and James E. Watson.
Iowa Albert B. Cummins and William S. Kenyon.
Kansas—William H. Thompson and Charles CurGeorgia

—
—
—

tis.

Kentucky—OUie M. James and

—

J. C.

W. Beckham.

Louisiana Joseph E. Ransdell and Robert F.
Broussard.
Maine Frederick Hale and Bert M. Fernald.

DEALERS

—

—John Walter Smith and Joseph
France.
Massachusetts — Henry Cabot Lodge and John W.
Weeks.
Michigan —William Alden Smith and Charles E.
Townsend.
Minnesota — Knute Nelson and Frank B. Kellogg.
Mississippi — John Sharp Williams and James K.
Vardaman.
Missouri —William J. Stone and James A. Reed.
Montana—Henry L. Myers and Thomas J. Walsh.
Nebraska— Gilbert M. Hitchcock and George W.
Norris.
Nevada—Francis G. Newlands and Key Pittman.
New Hampshire —Jacob H. G^Uinger and Henry
F. Hollis.
New Jersey—^William Hughes and Joseph S. Frelinghuysen.
New Mexico— Albert B. Fall and Andrieus A.
Maryland

Jones.

There's a

I.

Bl|{

Demand

for

FLOR DE
The
They're quite a

Clfiar

bit better

Sapremc
All popular shapes.

than others.

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c straight, 2 for 25c,
straight.

Our

national advertising helps you

sell

Thousands of satisfi<>d FLOR DE
you increase your business.
Sec your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.
LvsMt

3 for 50c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

MELBA

•

and 25c

smokers help

Newark, N.

bMl«pMMl«Bt Clear Factorjr la Hi* World
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GRTO
FOR FORTY YEARS

COMPANY
WUck

CIGTCR

E. H.

CUar Havi^

By

THE STANDARD

CicMV Arm Jodscd

New York— James W. Wadsworth,
liam M. ('alder.
North Carolina

Jr.,

and Wil-

— F. M. Sinunons and Lee S. Over-

man.
North Dakota— Porter

J.

McCumber and Asle

J.

Oroiina.
Write for Op«b Tarrilonr
Factory: Kmr West. Fla.

Ohio— Atlee Pomerene and Warren G. Harding.
Oklahoma— Thomas P. (lore and Robert L. Owen.

N«w York Offico; 203 W. Broadway

On*;i<on— George E. Chamberlain and Charles L.

McXarv.

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,
145 L%fayette

BRANDS

\

Street

Fifty-Six

INC.
New York

.

.

-

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c

-

^Cad<

Pennsylvania

— Boies

Penrose and Philander C.

Knox.

Khode Island— LeBaron B. Colt and Peter G.
Gerrv.
*
Sontli
1).

Carolina—Benjamin R. Tillman and Ellison

Smith.

South Dakota— Thomas Sterling and Edwin S.
rlohnson.

T.

J.

DUNN
MaKers

Tennessee— John K. Shields and Kenneth Mc-

(a CO.

Kellar.

Texas— Charles A. Culberson and Morris Shep-

of

I)ard.

New

The

401-403

Utah— Reed Smoot and William H. King.
Vermont— William P. Dillingham and Carroll

Bachelor Cigar

E. 9l8t Street.

New Yorh
Free!

Washington—Wesley

Aak and You Will Rocoiva

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

Union Made Cigarette of Quality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

irC r;!
WANTED

UVE DISTRIBUTORS

Cork Tips

land.

Wisconsin— Robert M. La Follette.
Wyoming— Francis E. Warren and John B. Ken-

122.222

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS
Make tobacco mellow and amooth

In charactar

and Impart a most palatable flavor
and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BCTUN. AROMATIZei. BOX FLAVORS. FASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

FOR

8k

SMOKING

BRO., 02 Reade

Street.

New York

The Standards of America
Ts Snuff,

Gail

&

:

Snuff,
Ax's Snuff, :

Est.
Est.

Est.

1760
1825
1851

Maccobops — H,appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

manufacturer in the Dominion.
The completion of the first gathering of the Canadian cigar trade in eighteen years was marked by a
reception in the evening at the residence of R. 0.
Grothe, and the visitors were given the final touch of
ries for years to

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New York

CIGARS

more than a million dollars is shown
by both France and Italy, while Spain shows an increase of two millions. Canada also absorbed a million
dollars more of tobacco, as did China and Australia.
The total exports of unmanufactured leaf during
increase of

CONTAIN
A Standard Huality ^Constantly
tested to insure Uniformity,

eleven-month period of 1917 were 225,243,(i^U
pounds, valued at $.^9,940,331. In 1916 a high mark
was reached when the eleven months' exports totaled
In
456,117,585 pounds, with a value of $59,310,003.
1915 the eleven-month total was 395,408,640 pounds,
worth $48,429,988. The following table shows in detail
the exports of those periods to each of the different
countries to which this class of tobacco is shipped

jthe

Denmark

Company), James Willing, Rod Goulet, Harry Spreiser
and others.
The luncheon following the tobacco distribution
was equally as enjoyable as the dinner, Messrs. R. O.
(jrrothe and M. J. Hirsch occupying the head chairs.
After disposing of the menu, the cigar manufacturers
went into executive session on the organization proposition and made plans to sound out the opinions of

MontreaPs hospitality that

MANUFACTURED BY

LIPSCHUTZ'S

entirely.

(Continued from Page 8)

Simon, S. Glackmeyer (La Champagne Cigar Company), George D. McGregor (S. Harris & Company),
Max Elkin and Dudley Freeman (E. Youngheart &

will linger in their

memo-

come.
0.

M. R.

with

those of the first eleven months of 1915.
While the greater part of this decrease is in exj)orts to the United Kingdom, it is noticeable that shipments to the neutral countries of Europe also have
fallen off greatly, with the exception of Spain and
Switzerland. In fact, shipments to Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden appear to have stopped

Quantitv.

Ed

still

us,

44 CIGAR

1915.

the out-of-town visitors to be their guests.
This was heartily endorsed by R. 0. Grothe and others
and the amendment was carried. The gathering then
dispersed with the singing of the national anthem.
In addition to the speakers mentioned, others present at the dinner were Messrs. Max Maier, Louis
Schramm, J. E. Provost, Edward A. Harris, M. T.
Irving, R. J. Presnail and S. F. Macfarlane (Tuckett's), Samuel Harris, L. E. Grothe, E. M. Lotz and
II. J. Lotz (Andrew Wilson & Company), G. D. McNec,

friends are

first

and we continually add new
ones— Because

A

Sumatra Distribution

ever>^

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Our

Washington, D. C.
DECREASE of 225,000,000 pounds, or fifty per
cent., in the exports of unmanufactured leaf tol)acco during the eleven months ended with November,
1917, as compared with the corresponding period of
1916, is reported by the Bureau of Foreign and DomesThis
tic Commerce of the Department of Commerce.
falling off entails a decrease in value of $20,000,000,
and brings the exports of this commodity below even

man and

Inc.

NEW YORK

WEST 18TH STREET

HAYORS

drick.

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

and Miles Poin-

West Virginia— Nathan Goff and Howard Suther-

of lO

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

L. Jones

dexter.

Mouthpiece, Coi k or Plain Tip

I.

S.

Page.
\'irginia— Thomas S. Martin and Claude A. Swan-

For Twenty-five Years

Leaf Exports Decreasing

An

son.

SAMPLES

Free!
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2,362,159
78,147,079
France
36,873,465
Italy
24,089,643
Netherlands
5,825,841
Norway
2,985,194
Portugal
5,237,144
Spain
3,935,072
Sweden
2,108,903
Switzerland
United Kingdom .... 181,204,239
13,486,436
Ca^ada
1,644,988
Mexico
2,634,060
Argentina
3,080,794
(^hina
2,196,733
Hongkong
2,437,809
Japan
9,807,318
Australia
5,416,259
British West Africa
4,249,174
French Africa
7,774,330
Other countries
1916.
17,898,137
Denmark
73,284,027
France
31,649,012
Italy
81,978,062
Netherlands
7,548,603
Norway
4,822,330
Portugal
10,733,144
Spain
3,734,144
Sweden
1,215,708
Switzerland
*.

.

.

.

.

.

Value.
$274,980
7,975,502
4,249,708
2,213,630

752,734
347,950
371,955
399,104
344,986
23,254,791
2,273,388
183,158
389,772
487,263
411,598
628,832
1,654,077
698,963
506,236
1,011,361
2,070,416
6,531,440
3,466,591
8,129,032
885,416
706,264
820,220
369,1 01

117,079

PHILA.

CO., Inc.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

^-rfrfJW^

*^OM©>

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL, New York
EDWAKD WISE, New York
lESSE

A.

!^r«sident
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President

BLOCH. Wheeling, W. Va

JOSEPH F. CULLMAN. Jr., New York
ASA LEMLEIN, New York
LEON SCHINASI, New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND, New York
New York Offices,

TressurM
SccraUry
S

Beekman

Street

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, S4th St. and 2nd Are^ New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR, 934 Market St.. Phila.. Pa
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. Slst and East End Ave., M'hat'n, N.
S.

K.

LICHTENSTEIN.

40

Exchange PL. Manhattan, N. Y

President
Vice-President
Y. ..Treasurer

SccrtUir

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr., New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton, O
GEORGE BERGER, Cincinnati, O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
A. BLOCfv, iVneeling, Mr. va. ..*.•......*.••.•.•.......•......*.......« resident
Vice-President
F. AXTON, LouisTille, Ky
Secretary-Treasurer
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covington, Ky

J,

WOOD

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
JOSEPH H. DUBLON
ROBERT E. LANE
IKE RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN

LEO RIEDERS.

200

'Meeting

NEW YORK

......President
1st Vice-President

2nd Vice-President

West

1st

118th St.,

New York

City

Thursday of each month at Masonic Temple,
310 Lenox Ave., New York.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
Pf«s|dem

GEORGE W. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A L ULLNICK

MAX

Treasurer
Secretary

.-

135 Broadway, New York
IfMting 4tb Tuesday of each month

Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

MILLER.

at HotsJ

McAl^n.
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PANTIN

LESLIE

United Kingdom

Commission Merchant

&

Leaf Tobacco

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
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.149,557,643
Canada
16,799,884
Mexico
1,897,974
Argentina
2,375,187
(^hina
10,799,157
Hongkong
7,574,877
Japan
2^464,786
Australia
9,836,178
British West Africa
9,964,175
French Africa
3,975,122
Other countries
8,009,435
1917.
Denmark
266,949
France
54,592,395
Ttalv
39,449,908
Netherlands
1,470,875
Norway
2,636,130
.

.

.

.

"DONALLBT*

ROCIIA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

GiM«:

F.

Ecp«clAll4sd Tabacoa Finos de Vuelta Abajo
Partido J Vualta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

IVosenmrald (BL Bro«

Er.
145

HABANA, CUBA

109

WATER STREET

- - -

NEW YORIl

01«a

LEAP TOBACCO

aad WarahosM. IS laat GUrh Av«Ma.

YOU.

PA.

NANVPACTUIBKS OP CIOAM SCRAP TOBACCO
1.

nAFFENBURGH

SONS
StUALITY HAVANA

Nvptuno

6.

Havana. Cuba

-

6S Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

(XL

St..

K.

16.

P"*«" ""' '»po"«"

Naw York Offioa,lU-lS7

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aad FMlMnaf

LEAF TOBACCO

-«

H.

3<I7

N. Third

St..

Phlladalphia

NEUBERGER COMPANY

,1

Incorporated

m

130 Water Street
New York

IMPORT

EXPORT

LEAF

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO.

Mexico
Argentina
China

Hongkong
Japan

20,400,710
652,289
2,709,796
.... 37,888,628
14,341.136
1,422,218
4,863,851
9,480,259
1,504.498
1,890,177
.'

.

Australia
British West Africa.
French Africa
Other countries

.

11,376,3.37
.

7,220,114
2,286,421
6,822,753

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

33,416
7,423,192
4,904,344
191,936
427,138
698,693
2,976,619
87,643
444,624
9,958,692
3,454,582
210,263
736,372
2,230,284
410,472
423,892
2,546,489
1,152,404
361,615
1,267,391
C. Tj. L.
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Labels and Supplies
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American Lithograidiic
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Boucher Cork
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Frankau

&

Fries
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Bayuk Brothers

24
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The monthly report

REVENUE

of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of taxes collected from dealers in tobacco and tobacco products contains, for the first time,
a report of the amount collected as floor taxes under
the i>rovi8ions of the War Revenue Act. The sum thus
collecte<l was $3,111,058.03, taken in during the month
of November, and represents the first full month's collections made under the law.
Collections on large cigars during the month
amounted to $2,976,193.20, an increase of $831,920.60
over the amount collected during the corresponding
month of 1916, $2,144,272.54. On small cigars the 1917
November collections were $80,876.75, an increase of
$26,315.30 over the 1916 collections of $54,561.45.
Taxes collected on large cigarettes amounted to
$18,781.64, as compared with $7510.14 in November,
1916, an incre^ise of $11,271.50. On small cigarettes
there was collected $6,345,291.35, an increase of $3,458,279.31 over the $2,887,012.04 collected the year before.
Snuff of all descriptions las^ November paid $256,600.99, as compared with $255,843.23 in November,
1916, an increase of $757.76. Collections from chewing
and smoking tobacco were $3,990,052.88, an increase of
Jkl ,058,545.01
over the total of $2,931,507.87 collected
the year before.
Special taxes collected from manufacturers of
ciffars. cigarettes and tobacco during the month totaled
$6119.70. This was an increase of $5570.48 over the
collections in November, 1916, which were $549.22.
The increase in taxes collected in November, 1917,
as compared with those of November, 1916, including
the floor tax, was $4,343,577.06.
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Registration
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Search

(see

Finest Imported Cigar

NEW YORK
^,

WANTED

POSITIONS

1.00

2.00

t

H;Ak lOKK.M.W DK.SIRES PO.SITIO.V-lIand and
erriufs K'ven.

2.00

Hox

2i),

FOR
FOR SALE—Twenty-four
*

151,

work.

Best

ref-

Miller. DuBnil A Peters suction tables, in
sale a very low price will be accepted.

"The Tobacco World."

FOR SALE— Remedios Havana

pur* and dean.
Gtiaranteed A-1 or
money refunded. Fifty cents per pound. Also Vueltm shorts, of the finest
Edwin Alexander & Co.. 178 Water Street. New York.
quality.

REGISTRATIONS
I'.owriiig

I

111

Bands

106 E. 19th ST.

(Phona, Gramercy 1754)
M

OFFICE
ii

GUMLESS

-

cigars, cigarettes
Co., New York City.

lor

&

Wrtu

for

Sdipte Card and rr1c«

Ltsi lo

DeparUieit

W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
S^d.nufdcturers of Bindings, Galloons, Taffetas,
SdHn and Gros Grain

•horts,

and

GREEN SEAL:—40.496.

lor cigars. December 24, 1917. VVadsworth-Cainpbell Hox Co., Detroit, Mich. Trade-mark claimed to
have been in actual, continuous use for about forty years, when
was (irst adopted by the Detroit C igar Manufacturing Co.,
it
Detroit. Mich., from whom title was derived through mesne
transfers by registrant.
SUCKLES:—40,498. For all tobacco prodHOOSIER
December 21, 1917. Kdwards & Kildow, Alexandria, Ind.
ucts.
TAN:—40,499. I'or cigars and stogies. December
BLACK
Joseph Schwartz, Cleveland, Ohio. Trade-mark claimed
ft, 1917.
to have been in actual, continuous use for about thirty years,
when it was first adopte«l by Stephen G. Condit, from whom title
was derived through mesne transfers by registrant.
TRU-LITE: 40,500. I'or all tobacco products. January 12, 1918.
.\merican l.ithi*. ( o., New York City.
MAJOR GARDNER:—40,501. For all tobacco products, January
\h, 1918.
.\merican Fitho. Co., Sew York City.
AUGUSTUS PEABODY GARDNER:—40,502. For all tobacco
American Litho. Co., New York
products. January 16, 1918.

HONEY

Parmenter Wax-Lined
CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

nerfect

Aadress

mdc

VnK

\/l§3ri\iDUUllS

Ribbons

Coupon Cigar Pockets

S.\LE

For a quick

condition.

Box

.Spanish

"Tobacco World."

A-An
B—

5.

—

Bands and Labels. Also

of Plain and Fancy

^^^^^^ assortment

r'ltf qiiPiKKaiic

WOODHAVBN AVENUE. GLENDALE. NEW YORK

allowance of %2 will be made to locmbcrs of the Tobacco MerK*te
chants' Aatociation on each registration.
If a report on a aearch of a title necetiitalee.the reporting of more
note
than ten (10) titles, but less than twenty-one (21), an additional charge of Une
Dollar (11.00) will be made. If it necessitates the reporting of more than twenty
(») titles, but less than thirty-one (31). an additional cbarae of Two I^oHan
&aO) will be made, and so an additional charge of One Dollar (11.00) will be
for every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

January

• •

$5.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

tu».aic<..

I

1916.

1,

Note A),
Note B),

LA FLOR DE CAWAYAN:—40,495.

n

I

CONPARIA LITOGRAFICA DE LA HABANA

is

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective

minimum

column

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

I

GARRETT H. SMITH, Lp^.r...r,VSr

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association

•

M

+.—

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

q INDORSED BY AI-L SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

WANTEI>
TOBACCO STEMS. CUTTINGS. SCRAPS. SIFTINGS AND DUST,
J.

bevflit

is

any quantity anywhere. Send samples. Yearly contracts made
J. FRIEDMAN. 285-289 MetropoliUn Aycnuo. Brooklyn. N. Y.

REGISTER WANTED-State

t'A.SlI

price,

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

Sole

Wolf, 5417 Web-

make and number.

Racine Paper Goods
RACINE, WIS.,

-

.

.

.

U.

mer/mm
NEW VORK

A.

S.

ster Street, Philadelphia.

AND

—

City.

EMERGENCY AID:—40,503.
16,

Natrona Tobacco

1918.

For

all tobacco products.
Fhiladelphia,
Fa.
Co.,

January

TRANSFERS.

ARBITRATOR:—308

(The Association). For cigars. Registered
July 14, 1881, by Kerbs & Spiess, New York City. Transferred
by the General Cigar Co., Inc., successors to Kerbs & Spiess, to
S.

Goldstein, of Austin, Tex.,

November

15,

January

New York City.
SELECT DRAFT:—40,505.

18,

1918.

For

all

The

For

all

famous philosopher, Confucius. One day, they
say, while he was meditating in the fields outside the
city of Tientsin, he noticed a woman weeping bitterly
beside a fresh grave, which she was fanning vigorously. He was touched by her evident grief and said,
**0 sorrowful one, what is your trouble!**
**
Your honorable excellency, my husband is dead.'^
**No doubt he was a good husband and you are to
be pitied, but why are you fanning his grave!**
** Exalted one,** replied the woman, and her voice
choked with sobs, **my husband made me promise not
to marry again until his grave was dry.**

(i.

to-

Ca.,

Greenwood,

January

The Tobacco World

January 22, 1918. Jefferson Highway
I'or all tobacco products.
(igar Factory, W. L. Diehl, proprietor, King City, Mo.
TILFAMA:—40,508. For all tobacco products. January 19, 1918.
.\merican Litho. Co., New York City.
BAR GATE:—40,509. For all tobacco products. January 23, 1918.

Volume

(Tobacco

t.

January

(igar Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich., for cigars,
1918.

21,

DEVOTION:—733

(The Association). For cigars. Registered
by Lichtenstein Brothers Co., New York
28,
Transferred to Bowring & Co., New York City, by (jcn-

December

t ity

crai

The

(

i^.ir

Larfest

lidepcideit

tii Expeiter of
ABtricii Leaf Tobacca ii

Dtiltr

tilt

Uiitei Sutti.

November

G.

F

1
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Box
Cigar
AND TRIMMINGS.
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W!!!STEINER.SONS&CO
257-265 WEST

17'- ST.*steiner building

NEW YORK.

LITHOGRAPHING SPECIALISTS
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

0.CLUS/

MANUFACTURERS

SPECIAL
.

PROCESS

4

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

No. 3

1918

H. H. Pakradooni, Treaaurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

HEYffOOD. STRASSER&.VOIGT LITHO.CO

Published on the 1st and 16th of each month at 236 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

Entered as second-class mail matter, December 22, 1909, at the
Post Office, Philadelphia. Pa., under the Act of March 3. 1879.

MANUFACTURERS OF

rniCE: United

1882.

Co., their successors,

II

Puhlithera

lor cigars and cheroots. Registered October 29, 1908,
World
by Lagora Fee Co., Detroit, Mich. Transferred to Michigan
Cigar I'.ox Co., Detroit, .Mich., January 9, 1918, and retransferred
.Mazer

I

Hobart Bishop Hankins, Preaident

Co.,

GRONEWEG & SCHOENTGEN'S MOGUL:— 16,530

i,
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rif
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New York City.
HENRIQUEZ HERMANOS:-^,510. For all tobacco products.
January 2.1. 1918. .American Litho. Co., New York City.

to

February

88

and Second Ave.,

>«

ALL

OHICAOO, 105 WTC8T MONBOB STREET,
LOUB O. CAVA, Mffr.

FOLDING BOXES.

Established 1881

S. C.

St.

NEW YORK
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Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co,

tobacco products.
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have numerous traditions concerning
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Fasbach- Voice Litho. Co., New York City.
GREENE'S FIVE-UP:—40,506. For cigars. January 11, 1918. Joe
IS,

Chiiieso

1917.

DEMOCRACY WORTH FIGHTING FOR:—40,504.
bacco products.

NO TIME TO LOSE

year.

States.

Cuba and Philippine

Can&dian and foreign,
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|2.00

Cigar Box Labels
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|3.&0.

12, 1917.
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PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Washington
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Chicago,

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

322 Chestnut Street

111.

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANK AU &
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CO..

Avenue, New York City
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15,
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+.—
Danny Goodman. Firit lllinoi. Infantry, champion light-weight boxer of the Army, "rolling hU own" in his corner |u«t before the gong, Standing, left to right:
Carl F. Timmeriman, former pitcher or the Federal
Billy Williams, champion bowler of the Army; JackC. Fellcer. champion heavy-weight of the Army;
League and the While Sox. Photographed at New BraunfeU, Texas. Grandstand of Baseball Park in background. Look fcr the famous muslin sack.

Uncle Sam's Champion Athletes "Roll Their

Own"

There's no finer body of men in the world thiui Uncle Sam s
khaki-clad st>ldier boys and they smoke the ** Makings'* to keep
If you don't know why, its high time you
feeling fit and cheerful.

—

learned.

PORTO RICO

Listen:

for yourself, w^ith your* own hands, the mildest,
and the most
most fragrant, most enjoyable cigarette in the world
1 he only way to get that
economical. Machines can't imitate it.

You can make
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freshness, that flavor, that lasting satisfaction

with
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a cool, clean tmoke.
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH

A CINCH FOR A LIVE DEALER
TO PULL THL BEST TRADE HIS WAY

Chewing

Plu^:

-BCrORBTHE INVENTION

Ts D*slsrsi>
Writ* as s MSlsl tor •
P—Kh •! Kssl Gravely.
Il's tk* llrsi kl« !«.
9r«v*aiest la Ma* alaca
Payfaa Gravely ais4a
Mm Ural slat tkat avar

was aiatfe.
r. 1.

MMIIT TMtCCO CO.

or OUR MfCNT AIR-PROOr POUCN
ORAVELY PLUO TOBACCO
MADE STRICTLY FOR rrS CHEWMO QUALITY
#OULO NOT KEER FRESH IN THIS SECTION.
NOW THE PKtfiHT POUCH KEEPS IT
[;^^
FRESH AND CLEAN AND OOOD
A LrtTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENOUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHEW
OF ORDINARY PLUO.
''-^r
J?JQ.9rav^Sb^acecCaDMimu3k "HJIir'"'"

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l UUETA
The Leader

in all the

World's Markets

PANVtUX. VA.
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V. I.

BAYUK BROS

t

every industry mechanical devices have not only
speeded up production but have actually decreased
costs of production.
Most of the industries which

ItpnNstallTt:

Wa. T.TtTlw. 91

InW lL.N.Y.atr.

ESTABLISHED 1M7

Y. Pendas

6l

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

CIGARS
Our Mottox "OUALITY"
Oftioe ana SaUsroom,

THE PERFECT CIGAR —

-

«OI-«)3

NEW YORK OTY

THIRD AVE.

It is ofttimes said

IX

And

Invention.

produce

The tobacco industry has always been largely dependent upon the hand and the eye, mechanical devices
for facilitating production having been few and far

in use today,

)»ot ween.

Now, however, there

a slight awakening and the
most progressive of manufacturers are turning their
minds toward such inventions as are perfect enough
is

Many

others refuse to consider tliem because of their firm faith in the established

liand-made cigar.

The jobber, the dealer and the consumer will tell
Jill manufacturers that they are more concerned with
tli(» l)lend and quality of the cigar than with the question of how it is made. The jobber, dealer and consumer all want cigars that will fit their respective
pocketbooks.
the increased costs of production all manufacturers have been compelled to resort to every sort
of economy in order to produce their products at a

To meet

so in

mother of
the cigar manufacturing industlia>t

Necessity

is

the

try the necessity of economical production

have benefited from labor-saving machinery have had
nu'chanical appliances to work with and to develop
improvements from.

for use in the industry.

ITS

celebrated

To

B I.OFVVENTHAL

Ji Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 38 Rsyo St., Hsbsns, Cubs
ADCDST KUTTIIAUEt, Gisml tsrnHstatlTt.
23S FIFTI ATE.. HEW YOU

GRAYELYVS

Foreign $3.50

Decrease Production Costs

central

without meals.

February 15, 1918

Labor-Saving Devices Needed in Cigar Industry

Mana«ar Cigar Labal Dapt.

Importers of Havana and Packers of L« af Tobacco

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day

The most

1

S.

doors from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

In the heart of the

private

(4

S

PHILADELPHIA,

Year

Agents for Hey wood, Strasser & Voig Litho. Co.
Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings
of the Highest Quality

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Number 4

PROMPTNESS! SERVICE!

EFFICIENCY!

CIGAR8

I

many

i.s

sure to

useful and valuable devices.

If the manufacturers of twenty years ago could
have had the use of even the small number of devices

many would have

died wealthy instead of
in poor or moderate circumstances.

Not far hence the

manufacturers will be due largely to the introducing of machinery
which will reduce production costs. The progressive
cigar manufacturer sees and realizes this. A continuation of rising production costs will bring many others
into the

camp

profits of the cigar

of the progressives.

\Vhen a manufacturer discovers that the tobacco
he bought made just 375,000 cigars Uss than it was
figured the tobacco should produce, there is bound
to be an awakening. Strictly handmade work is sure
to be expensive, largely because of the imperfections

of humanity.

not a criticism of the cigar manufacturing industry, but is offered as a solution to serious conditions which must be met. It is a solution which experience has proved in every other large industry in

This

is

which they can be sold.
It may be today or it may be tomorrow, or it may
)>(' ton years from now, when the production of cigars
Avill depend largely on mechanical devices and equip-

the world.

ment.

for inventors.
In the last analysis the point for the cigar manufacturer to bear in mind is that so long as the cigar

price at

is

n

ncHJossity

for

tlie

field

Only a few manufacturers, until recently, have
tliought to investigate the economies of machinery. It
is also true that there are at present only a few maoliines that are perfect enough to use in producing

pleases the consumer's taste he

how

cigars.

Read the

now

speeding up of
the perfection of many devices and machines now in
use in a small way in the industry, as well as a fertile

There

thrilling

it is

is

not worrying about

made.

wartime message to the Cigar and Tobacco Trade.
See page 9 of

issue
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Help Scarce for Tobacco Industry

Meet Them

Washington, D. C.

Adding New Customers
By G.

D. Grain,

HKJ^K

many

is

tlu;

situation that inercliaiits iu a good

confronted with:
A considerable proportion of their customers have
^'onc to war. If they have been dealing hirgely or exclusively with men," the percentage is greater than
otlicrwise. J3ut, in any event, a hole has been knocked
in the potential buying Ciipacity of the local market.
There is no getting away from that.
It is true that these soldiers at the cantonments
and elsewhere are still consumers, and goods are being
bought by and for them; but the point is that the local
mei*chant, who formerly was in a i)()sition to supply
their wants, is no longer able to do so.
This is not a pessimistic view of the situation;
merely a statement of the problem tliat the merchant
is confronted with, namely. How can I add new customers to take the place of those who have gone!
The obvious answer is, take on additional lines of
lines arc

goods.
stock; increase the number of })oints
of ajjpeal ixud therefore points of contact, with the pubGive yourself more chances to <lo business with
lic.
everybody who is now^ on your books or who may ])e

Expand your

persuaded to become a customer.
New lines have a i)articular advantage at this time,
for the reason that they enable the retailer to make
more of the custom fhat he already has. In addition
to brining new buyers in, these goods will enable increased sales to l>e made to present customers. There
is a double advantage there.
It is not 80 much a case of reduced l)uying capacity
on the j»nrt of tliose left at home. In fact, the reverse is
true in manv instances and iu manv sections of the
country.
In the industrial districts, manufacturers are tak
ing all of the labor they can get. W«gt*s were never
hi^^lier.
Women and boys, whose opportunities were
I'ormerly restricted, are being given employment at

peace-times would have l)een considered
prohibitive.
The result is that they are now able to
i>uy more and better goods than ever before, and are
l)etter prospects for the retail merchants than ever

wa^es which

in

bef<)re.

farming communities, where immediate Ix'nefits have been received from the high prices
ol" all products of the farm, including grains and livestock, more money is in circulation and the merchant
who is in a ]>osition to supply the demand for a more
varied stock of ijoods is able, in spite of the reduced
nnml)er of customers he may have to sell to, to show
a steadily increasing volume of business.
In short, the road to increased business is through
tho sale of new lines, which have not been handled hereLikewise

in

t<^fore.

may be

expressed in a number of ways.
For instance, the merchant may have carried goods sellTills idea

most important question now confronting the
THE
retail tobacco dealers of the country, according to

Jr.

Copyright 1917, by G. D. Grain,

Jr.

accustomed to have the spending of.
Again, in some lines there has been a shortage of
production or interrupted distribution, owing to scarHere is the situation that merchants in a good
lines are confronted with:

city of

received here, is that of secunng help. The
draft of last fall, the big wages to be made in manufacturing plant's, especially those turning out munitions, and the approach of the second draft, are making it impossible to get young men to work behind the
counter, and it is very difficult to get girls to take their
jiUvices

ing within a narrow price range, on account of real or
fancied limitations of his customers. Now he can increase
the range, offering a complete line of the product, and
making sure of getting the advantage of the improved
position of the numerous individuals in his trade territory who are making more money than they have been

many

llHIIHIilllllllllllllliinillHlltMIIIIUiHillllllllllllllHIIIII»'"llllllll»lllll""lll»l»llll»"
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raw

some other condition.
himself with a smaller stock of

materials, labor or

The dealer who

finds

these goods, which he has been handling regularly for a
long time, on hand, has but one alternative increasing
his supply of other things to make up for his reduced
opportunities in this direction.
That means getting on the lookout for new and
appropriate lines with which to interest and satisfy
his trade. It is the only way out.
In most cases operating expenses are pretty well
fixetl.
The merchant is seldom in a position to reduce
them. He has his rent to pay, his taxes to look after
and his pay-roll. In view of the higher costs of living,
he can^t reduce the latter, and the other items are likely
to show an advance rather than a reduction. And in
other directions contributing to overhead it is next to
impossible to whittle down the expenditures to any
material extent.
That means that the merchant has got to maintain
his volume. He can 't afford to have a shrinkage of business, since that would immediately result in a higher
percentage of overhead expenses, and hence in a reduced margin of profit. Allowing the volume to sag
involves the danger of making unprofitable the handling of the best lines in the store, because of the burden
of expense that they will be forced to carry.
On the other hand, finding a solution of the difficulty in the addition of new lines, by means of whicli
volume is maintained or increased, furnishes a double
opportunity for profit. In the event that sales are shoved
up to a new notch, overhead drops and the margin of
profit climbs. Thus these newcomers in the stock not
onh^ prove of value in and of themselves, but make
everything else handled just that much more desirable
an item of merchandise.
The ideal addition to the stock of any particular
store mav not be the ideal for some other store in a
different location, with a different class of trade. But
it goes without saying that the dealer who is on the
lookout for merchandise which suits the needs of his
customers, and is in line with the demands of his trade,
will be able to use it to good advantage in broadening his sales opportunities and meeting one of the problems of the war.
:

place.

There seems to be a general disinclination among
the girls to take positions in cigar stores.

fact
is confin-

men, that the work
and that the store usually is small and sometimes

that the customers are all
hig,

The

seem to be factors that
tuni girls away from this work to seek other and more
pleasant positions. Then, too, usually, the pay is lower
uncomfortable to work in

all

than they can get elsewhere, which counts heavily
against the cigar store.
This, however, is not the only side of the question.
the
It is a triangle, and the other sides are those of
dealer and the customer, respectively. Most dealers
For one
refer to have men behind their counters.
than
thing, they know more about the goods they sell
do women, having learned from personal experiences.
They are better acquainted with the different grades of
tobacco and, when a customer is in doubt, can advise
him so as to sell him what he most prefers. Men
ground;
C4in meet the store's customers on their own
tobacco, sports, politics— anything that men are interested in— can be discussed with the man behind the
counter. Through this faculty of getting on a basis of
friendship, men can make trade for the store, while the
would
(.nly wav to increase business with women clerks
he bv having ** good-lookers,*' a method which has more
.lisadvantages for the store, finally, than good points.
J

I

Manufacturers

for advertising by business men
-and concerns may be claimed as a deduction in making returns under the provisions of the excess profits
tax, according to officials of the Bureau of Internal

money spent

Revenue,

point out that advertising has been conlegitimate expense in all tax legislation en-

who

a
acted by Congress.
The question of whether advertising could be deducted has been brought up several times, many persons being under the impression that money spent for

sidered

purpose could not be considered as expense in
making returns. On the contrary, according to the
that

third angle of the question, and most important of all to the dealer, is that of the customer. Most
regular men prefer men to wait upon them, especially
when it comes to smokes.
customer dealing with a
man knows that the clerk ciin advise him wisely regarding his choice of tobacco; that the clerk can talk to
him for a minute or two, while he '* lights up,'* on
In fact,
politics, sports or tobacco, or anything else.
the characteristics that appeal to the customer are
those which make the man the best clerk and which
prohibit women from making successful salespersons.

A

buy tobacco from a woman if
there is a store anywhere in the neighborhood with
men clerks. In fact, most of them won't buy anything
of a personal nature from a woman if they can help
themselves. This, in itself, is the biggest drawback to

Many men

will not

women for this work.
The tobacco men are in a bad position. The young
men, who, they claim, make the quickest and cleverest
the hiring of

salesmen, are not to be secured. Women are not the
most successful of clerks. The situation rests, then,
upon their ability to get older men, men beyond the
draft age whose lack of physical ability prevents them
from taking up the better paying but more strenuous

These men make good clerks in all respects,
except perhaps that they cannot handle a rush of customers as readily as younger men. This, of course,
does not apply to men just over the draft age, for they
can find manv positions where their age is their greatest recommendation, but to men of fifty or thereabouts.
As a matter of fact, according to one dealer, the
man who can get hold of enough clerks of that age is
often
lucky. Thev are steady, dependable men, and
can build up a trade where a younger man cannot.
are hard
T^ut. like evervthing else these war days, they
than men
to p-et, for there seems to be more stores

vocations.

available.

May Deduct

Washington, D. C.

ALL

The

Advertising Expenses

item
Bureau, advertising is recognized as a principal
claimed the
in the cost of doing business, and may b<j
same as rent, salaries, traveling expenses, etc.
A loss of many thousands of dollars would be set-

upon business men were it not for this interpretaspend imas many firms— national advertisers—
mense sums of money annually in bringing their wares

tled
tion

before the public.

Revenue has also
by trustees
ruled that indemnity or surety bonds given
qualifying as such are
in bankruptcy for the purpose of

The Commissioner

of Tntenial

are
bonds required in legal proceedings and, therefore,
war
exempt from taxation under Schedule A of the

revenue

act.
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Collecting Insurance

Money on a Burned Stock

By Elton
Copyright 1917

Buckley

J.

bjr

Elton

J.

Buckley

vided.

Mr. Buckley's legal
rcf/uhr feature
JSub.scrihers

lems

to

may

of

THE TOBACCO WORLD.

address any of their legal prob-

Buck-

ley will endeavor to answer them to the best of his
ability. This service is extended to the subscribers
of
free of charge.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

hereol' who carries stock and lixtures, and
AN V readerranee
on them, should be interested in the
jias iiisu

lollowing:
Detroit, Alich.
We do a large retail business at the above
address, mid wirry a stock of about $8000.
We
have iLXtures ot* about Jj>3J00, and carry insurance
on stock and lixtures ol" $10,000. About eleven

weeks ago we hlid a lire which destroyed about hall'
our stock and damaged considerable of our Hxtures.
We complied with the teiins of our policy regarding notifying of the insurance company, and they
sent a man down, but he is a very hard man to
deal with, ajid he wajj so slow that we told the
insurance company that our best season was coming on and nothing was being done to let us get
back to business. The company made two offers
of settlement, which were lower than we thought
right, and we did not accept them. Then the company asked us to refer the matter to arbitration,
and we agreed but did not get anywhere because
the arbitrators could not agree on our loss. Meanwhile we were compelled to stand still because of
the clause in the policy by which the company has
the option to take the goods over at the appraised
j)rice or rei)lace them.
Finally we became wrothy
and loUl the insurance company if they did not do
something by a certain time we should clean the
stock up and work it out by liro sale. They did
not do tlnit and wo liold tlie fire sale. Now the company refuse* to pay hecfiuse they say we should
have given thorn time to tako the goods over at the

Wo

iippraisod value or replace thom.
can't afford
to iosi' $r)0()0 and wish to know, did w^e do right in
holding
sale !

The

loss or

shall bo ascertained or
tbo insured and this company, or if

estimated by
Bey dmer, then by appraisers, as boroinaftor pro-

.^d^b^

however, with

to take all or

AWTAL OF THE_j

The appraisers, together,

terms of your policy.*'
The courts do not support this attitude in many
cases. The cases show that they are quick to pimish
any insurance company which uses the complicated provisions of its policy to impose on its customers.
Doubtless the company will take the same position
as to the failure of the arbitration that other companies
have taken before, viz., that if one attempt to arbitrate
failed, another should have been made, and so on, until
one wiis successful. While the business of the insured
customer, of course, went more and more to the bow
wows. As to that contention, one well known and leading case says:

RKiHT

at this particular minute, the

doesn't give a
It

sounds

selecting his arbitrator) is not compelled to submit
to another arbitration and another delay, but may
forthwith bring his action in the courts.

So that the insured merchant who makes a sincere
effort to arbitrate the amount of his loss, which effort
fails, is not obliged to do anything moio along that
lino.

As

to the contention that the insured should have
jrivon the company more opportunity to take the goods
{Continued on Page 25)

damn about

like

United States

you.

pretty strong language, but

it's

truth.

There has been a

lot of discussion as to

dustries, businesses, trades, callings

what

in-

and professions

are non-essentials.
If you w^ant to settle the question as to your own
business or personal activity, apply this axiom to the
])r()blom:

Every business and every man that

not directly or indirectly furthering the prosecution of
this war, is non-essential.
is

(juicker we learn this lesson the quicker and
the harder we shall strike Germany. The interests of
the whole nation are paramount to the interests of any

The

one class.

Furthermore,

That where the arbitrators, or a majority of
them, fail to agree upon an award, the plaintiff
(unless he is shown to have acted in bad faith in

& MrC.

damage

it will be optional,

yuite a number of cases like this Detroit case have
arisen, i see by the case books.
The insurance company would dilly dally with its settlement of a lire involving a loss on the stock and fixtures of a going business, and the owner, whose business was often completely suspended, reached the hmit of endurance and
stepped in and put things in shape. Then the company
would say, just as the company has in the Detroit case,
•**we won't pay you one cent, for you violated the

RncloHod with this letter this correspondent sends

^

company

*

shall then estimate and appraise the loss, • • *
and failing to agree, shall submit their differences
to 'an umpire.

Yours,

a typewrit t<»n cojiy of the paragraphs of his policy
owder which this ipiestion arises. Those provisions
will \m found in praetic^illy every modern insur.anoc
policy on stocks of nierchandiso and fixtures used anywhere in the United States. T reproduce thom here":

*

disinterested umpire.

U^

B. A.

*

any part ot tne articles
at sucn ascertained or appraised value and also to
repair, rebuUd or replace the property lost or damaged Willi oiner or like kmd or quality witmn a
reasonable lime on givmg notice wiimn tnirty
days alter lUe receipt of tne prool nerein required
*
*
ol Its intention so to do.
This entire
policy shall be void in case of any fraud or false
swearing b) the msured touching any matter relating to this insurance or the subject tHereof, whether
beiore or after a loss.
in tne event as to a disagreement as to the
amount ol loss, the same shad be ascertained by
two competent and disinterested appraisers, the
insured and this company each seleotmg one, and
the two so chosen shall first select a competent and
inis

articles will constitute a
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not a hindrance.

it is

We

not enough to show that we are
must show that we are a help.

The Govornmont is from Missouri. The best way to
show Uncle Sam is to do something.
And by the way, U. S. A. stands for US of
America!
Wo have no room for pussyfoot patriots.
Effective loyalty is positive loyalty. Passive loyalty won't lick Germany. You can't win this w^ar by
buying a fifty-dollar Liberty Bond and then sitting
down in a rocking-chair and hoping.
Wo want hoppers, not hopers men who will get a
hop on thomsolvos and go out and do something that
will help hammer hell out of the Hohenzollems.

—

The population contains too large a percentage of
people you have to wind up at the side with a key.
Such people are loyal tnough, to be sure. They say,
** What's the matter with you?
Ain't I doing my bit!
Wlien they came to me I subscribed to the Liberty
Loan. When they asked me I gave some money to
the Red Cross. I have bought War Saving Stamps for
my children. I never eat meat on meatless days, nor
wheat or wheatless days. WheneV' er they play the Star
Spangled Banner I stand up. What more do you
wantT"
What more! Good God, do such people realize
what this war means! Do they realize after paying
all the taxes and buying all the Bonds and denying
ourselves every luxury and doing all the other things
we arc asked to do, that we wmII still have to multiply
our sacrifices by a thousand before we oven approach
tbo price paid by the people of Belgium and France!
Every man w^ho isn't taking this war home to himself, and making it a part of his life, is a non-essential.
Every man w^ho does not make the cause of his Countr>'
the subconscious thought back of every action of his
daily life, is not living up to the possibilities of his
citizenship. He is not doing his part in the glorious
w^ork for the liberation of humanity from despotism.

and the shooting begin.
We can afford to leave off singing the Star Spangled
Banner long enough to go out and work to keep that
holy and sacred flag from defilement in the dirty paws

The shouting must

stop,

of the German Kaiser, the paw^a that are dripping with
the blooil of murdered millions.
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"DON'T TALK
Probably a good

now

the retail cigar and tobacco trade is
much disturbed. The advent of the six-cent and elevencent prices has thrown the dealer for the first time in
his life into direct collision with the consumer. For
the first time, the dealer is blinking and winking under
the fierce white light of public scrutiny. The public is
saying, ** Show me!"

Just

After about the first year of the war little cards
began making their appearance in stores and offices
throughout the country. The cards read

WAR—TALK BUSINESS!"

many Americans

helped to nationalize that slogan without realizing that they were
Every other industry has gone through this unbeing made the instruments of the elaborate system
pleasant and embarrassing period. Now it is tobacco's
lor propaganda which Gennany maintained and still
But the tobacco trade is up against a little
turn.
maintains in this country. Little wonder that Gerharder problem than most other trades. First of all,
many wanted to keep our minds off the war. She knew
there is the opposition on the part of that small perbat when she declared war on Russia, France, Belgium
centage of well-meaning but irrational persons who beand Great Britain, she was virtually making war on
lieve tobacco is a curse to mankind.
us, because those countries took up arms in defense
''We would probably be better off," says the puboi' the very principles upon which our nation is founded.
lic generally, "if we had never learned to use tobacco.
(Jormany blundered and bungled the thing, of course,
If anyone else were to come along in these days and
as she has blundered and bungled in everything she
propose to fasten upon us some other new habit that
has undertaken where an understanding of the psycholwas as expensive and that had so little defense from
ogy^ of other peoples has been necessary for success.
an economic standpoint, we should tell him to jump in
She sank our boats, insulted our citizens, betrayed our.
We wouldn't let him get to first base.
the river.
liospitality, threw every consideration of decency and
Strictly speaking, your business is a non-essential, but
biimanity to the four winds as she had thrown the
you have got your habit so strongly fixed upon us now
scraps of her broken treaties, and it needed more than
«that we are going to let you go
a little card reading ** Don't Talk
on, for the time being at least.
AVar Talk Business!*' to keep a
Of course, we'ro going to tax you
nation of real redblooded men
We are
will gain for
pver\ chance we get.
from participation in defense of
going to make tobacco a real luxall that is precious and worthtobacconist
the retail
We're going to keep you
ury.
while in our national ideals.
from selling your goods on Fuel
the greater confidence
Today you can't talk busiWhenever
Conservation Days.
ness without talking war. War
there is any doubt as to your berespect of the peois our business, and it must coning an essential, we will resolve
tinue to be our business, until the
ple at
the doubt against you, and not in
Stars and Stripes and the flags
your favor. We don't say that
his
in
of our brave Allies float over
you are a non-essential, and we
Potsdam Palace, and the corpse
personal troubles, or
don't admit that you are an essenof the Kai-ser is swinging from
We're merely thinking your
tial.
himself conthe gallows that will be built by
case over. What we've already
the people he has so basely betireless despicuous
done to your business is only a
t raved.
t

—

^'Which

and

large— moping

a comer over

by making
by

me common

»

votion to
There is just one thing to do
with any man who tries to keep
good?'^
you out of this war, and that is to
smash him.
Every one of us must get into the war personally,
if a man is ablebodied, of acceptable age, and has no
dependents, the place for him is with the army or the
navy, in whatever branch of the service his ability will
find the biggest opportunity.

Theodore Roosevelt, when he was speaking in behalf of recruiting, said: **It will be a whole lot easier
for you to explain to your children why you went than
why you didn't go."
The bigger the army we send to France, the fewer
men we shall lose. The harder we work in support of
the men we do send, the quicker Germany will drop
to her knees and scream for mercy from the world she
sought to enslave.
But we can't all get into the trenches. Some of
lis will have to stay home and fight.
There are mountains of work to be done here, work that is just as essential to the successful prosecution of the war as the
serving of the guns. The man who is really in eamesf
when he says he wants to see the barbarians crushed

need only to look about him to find means
whereby he can help bring about that result.
to earth

to help us lick
up again you'll

marker to what we may do.
In the
You're on probation.
meantime, the best thing you can
do is to show us. Demonstrate
that you're doing your damndest
Germany, and when your case comes
have several points in your favor, at

any rate."
Put

an axiom, it would read about thus
Every person and every business must transinto

late himself into

terms of usefulness with relation

to the war.

After an address I made recently at the convention of the advertising men of Minnesota, at Saint Paul,
a young man came to me and introduced himself as the
pastor of a church in a good-sized city in Iowa.
**You have put some new thoughts in my head,"
he said. '*I am beginning to see where your idea is
applicable to every field of activity, even to the
churches. They must justify themselves in a practical
way, or even religion cannot hold the interest and support of the people in these times."
This young preacher, a clean, vigorous, athletic feilow only a few years out of college, was honestly
troubled about his problems. He asked me if I would
not deliver a message to the conference on church advertising, which was meeting at the time in the same
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consented. Jii part, this is what 1 told those
iniiiisters and business men:
**AIy friend here, in asking nie to speak to you,
told me som«'tliing of his church problems, lie showed
me, for instance, where his attendance has remained
Jle has
practieallv stationary for a year or more.
tried a mimber of plans to arouse interest in his
church, but tlie peoph- of his town somehow fail to
respond. Tliey aren't irrelij^ious or wicked; they're
just not int«'rested.
"Now here is mv advice t«» his church, and to all
your churches. You've ^ot to ^^et down to brass tacks
and talk the lan^nia^e the people are talking. They're
thinkin^^ about this war, and you'll have to think about
V(m can't get
it
if vou want them to stav with you.
people interested in theology
who are ])lannin^ day and
how to kill (Jermans.
nijjrht
Forget about yourself. ])on't
hotel.

1

whether voui" attendance
Oris twenty or two hundred.
ganize your congregation and
your Sunday .sch(»ol into working units, and nuike them get
Show some
out and hustle.
C4ire

almost but not quite, but before the thing is over they
too will have disappeared. We must be all one great
people, working in tnie brotherhood for the greatest
and most righteous cause that ever engaged the
strength of any nation in the history of the world.
What can 1 do! asks the retail dealer.
My friend, you can do a thousand things. I donH
know all the things you can do, and you don't know
them until you have tried. The question is, have you
Have you started anything on your own actried:'
count/ Have you <lone any one jmtriotic work without being asked? Js y<nir brain busy cm thoughts of
little old mo all the time, or are you big enough to
forget me and do some constructive thinking for the
good of y(mr country.
I^et

Show people

ligi<»n is a

perhaps several,
showing what 1 mean.
One

cigar dealer I know recently
wrote the Ked Cross that he
had been saving tin foil for
some time. lie suggested that
rece[)tacles be provided in each
cigar store.
The suggestion
came to the notice of a coflFee

PLEASE'

»1 This CB^

re-

real, tangible, prac-

thing, and
going to help

that

tical

The war

finish.

that

from

you are
start

to

the

nam(> of all that the
church stands for. If you want
the ear of the p<"oplc, talk about
tin' things they can understan<l.
T\w only thing they can understand right now is that the
in

human form

raging
through the earth, and every

l>evil in

is

Uian that believes in (iod and
a Hereafter had better get out
and get busy or the Devil will
}::i'i

^idl^iS

him!"

of my
talk, because it has just as complete an application to my
])resent audience as to church
people.
<iuote this

I

It

is

uji

much

to the

retail

nmnufacturer.
Within fortveight hours Red Cross Head(juarters received several hun(Ired cans labeled as in the ac-

companying cut.
The cans were about five
and a half inches in diameter,
by seven inches high. The label
was pasted on in such a way that
the cover was sealed on the can.
In the cover was a round hole,
the size of a silver dollar.
These cans were placed in cigar
stores, drug stores, grocery
stores, candy stores, bowling

being fought

is

to-

alleys,

of this country
as a body to take olT their coats
and go t(» work for llncle Sam. Nobody who
ing to deliver the goods for the United States
to be calliMJ non csscMitial.

wouhl

is
is

help-

going

dealers in every city
country organize at once for war work. Nothing
that could be done will be so elTective in
creating an
harmonious tra<le organization as the melting of all
and
factiomd and sectional difTerence into this
great

mwy
who

serve

bi>st.

highest reward will

Service alone

is

come

to those

the test of every

brandi of business.

Men who

hftVcnM spoken to each other before in

years are to be found all over the land, working side
by ildo for tboir country. This war has wiped away

Jew and
South.

Gentile, Catholic

Jt

and Protestant, North and

has almost obliterated political distinctions,

clubS;

tremendous.

You

would not think there was so much tin foil in the whole
world! The Ked Cross sells the foil at various prices,
according to grade, from ten cents a pound to fifty
cents a pound, and the money is used to provide comforts for our fighting men. The retail cigar dealers'
associations of two other large cities have already
started a similar movement. Thousands of dollars wiil
be raised by this jjlan, and perhaps hundreds of liveii
will be saved by the materials that will be bought with
the money.
In one large city the United Cigar Stores have
provided boxes in which coupons may be dropped. The
coupons are turned over to the Red Cross, to be re-

deemed in cash.
One cigar dealer went outside of
to put over

an idea.

He

his

interviewed

(Continued on Page 22)

own business

all

the tailor-

gives

me a

followiner:

The printed form of contract (express receipt)
which was declared on and made a part of the com**

Notice
plaint contained a caption under a title
to Shippers*' directing their attention to the fact
that they must value their property to be shipped
and that the charges for transportation and the
sum of recovery in case of loss would be based

•••••••

valuation.

As from what we have

said it follows that the
shipper should not have been permitted, after obtaining the lowest possible rate based upon a valuation to which his right of recovery in case of loss
was limited, to recover upon the happening of the
loss an amount wholly disproportionate and inconsistent with the rate paid contrary to the express terms of the contract, it results that the judgment below must be and it is reversed and the case
remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent

with this opinion.

And

it is

J.

Buckley

by Elton

timely opportunity to emphasize a thing which shippers of merchandise by express have got to look out for if they want to make full
collection if their property goes astray or is damaged
en route.
I. refer to the matter of stating, at the time of shipment, the full value of the merchandise shipped, and
laying a rate based on that value. The express comJ
])anies are apt to rate everything at $50, because under
tlie iron-clad contract which they make with the shippcTy if anything happens to the goods they need only
pay $50, even though the damage is many times that.
In the case I refer to, a shipper shipped some valuable stuff by Adams Express, but allowed the express
company to set its own value on it. Of course this
value was low, as it will always be if it is left to the
express companies to fix it. The goods were destroyed
en route and the shipper sued for the real value. The
company pointed to the express receipt, which he had
sisrned, probably without looking at it, in which he had
jdlowed the cornpany to fix the value at far below the
This attitude meant a loss of several
actual value.
hundred dollars for the shipper. He sued in the lower
court, which decided in his favor. The company then
carried the case clear to the United States Supreme
Court, which reversed the lower decision and decided
fis-'ainst him.
From the long opinion T reproduce the

Company which

•

been

1917,

United States Supreme Court has handed down
THE
a decision in a case against the Adams Express

bies.

the plan

Ship or Receive Goods by Express
Copyright

upon

—

has

in the

The

halls,

The success of

like to see the retail

patriotic duty.

billiard

You

By Elton

depots, churches, schools— one
can in every schoolroom in the
city railroad
yard
offices,
camera shops, wMi o 1 e s a 1 e
houses, etc., etc.
Even theatres placed them in their lob-

bacx^o dealers

i

try to give a single

illustration, or

•

speed.

me

If

18

so ordered.

In other words, this is the theory on which the
express companies work and the theory which is upheld by the Supreme Court: **We make a rate based
on the presumption that everything shipped will average no more than $50 in value. We charge a rate based

J.

Buckley

on a $50 value. If merchandise shipped by us is worth
more than $50, we must charge a higher rate for it,
because the risk

we

will

is

greater

—

if

we

lose or

damage

it,

have to pay more."

Therefore they insert the
following clauses in their contract or shi|)ping re-

ceipt :

The

rate charged for carrying said property is dependent upon the actuid value of the
property, which must be specifically stated in writing by the shipper, and applies only upon property
of an actual value not exceeding $50 for any shipment of one hundred pounds or less, or not exceeding 50 cents per pound, actual weight, for any
shipment in excess of 100 pounds. If the actual
value is greater than $50 for any shipment of 100
pounds or less, or exceeds 50 cents per ])ound,
actual weight, for any shipment in excess of 100
pounds, such actual value must be specifically
stated in writing by the shipper, and excess charges
2.

for such greater value must be paid therefor in
accordance with the lawfully published tariffs of
the company.

Note.

—The

Company's charges are based

upon the character

of the property, of which its

value is an element, and its value must be declared
in writing by the shipper unless its character is
otherwise disclosed. When goods are hidden from
view by wrapping, boxing or other means and the
Company is not notified of the character thereof,
the shipper's declaration of value may be made
by notation. **not exceeding $50" or *' not exceeding $50 or 50 cents per pound, actual weight."
The whole thing is up to the shipper. If he says
nothing about the value, it stays in the contract at $50,
and $50 is all he can get if his property is lost or
damaged. If the company's agent asks him about the
value, and as is often done, says, **I'll just put it
down as $50," the situation is the same and his damages cannot exceed $50.
Everybody who ships goods by express should declare a value on them which is as near the full value
as he can fix, and should pay the rate which goes with
that value. On most articles which do not weigh or
bulk largely, the rate on the actual value will be greater
than that on the $50 value which the company would
But the difference would be comparatively slight,
fix.
and would be cheap insurance against having to collect
a mere fraction of the actual damage if anything happened.
The express companies recognize the prevalent desire to get as low a rate as possible, and they know
they
that a lot of short-sighted people in order, as
propthink, to get a low rate, will be careless about
human
erly valuing their shipments. They utilize that
have
failing to their owi\ advantage, and through it
(Continued on Page 18)
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The Story
By
may
memory

'J^I^DIHLK as

IX(
well

witiiin the

seem,

it

of

it

many

Philip H.

was not

until a time
people living today

matches in anything ai>proaching tlie form now
familiar were olTercd to the public. Phosphorous, for
years the dominating ingredient of the composition for
the heads of matches, was first discovered in the eighth
century by an Arab, name<l Hechel. It was dropped
from siglit and rediscovered in ](')(')9 by i^randt.
A
Frenchman in 178(; pnxluced chlorate of i)otasli. From
lliat

this latter date the j)r()duction of fire was much facilitated, and a few years later John Walker, the Englishman, produced the first friction matches of which there
is

any

cert^iin record.

The improvement

in the (juality of

matches has

been as great as the growth of the business. The first
matches had little in conmion with the now usually satisfactory
but sometimes altogether cussed article as

—

know

—

were coarse, nmgh splinters cut from
a block of wood by hand and dii)ped irregularly in a
composition that reijuired almost as much time to
" light '^ as was necessary for their manufacture; hence,
the average consumer found it just about as quick
and far more certain to rely upon the long-used predecessor of the match, flint and steel, and with psychology
then nuich the same as it is now, man preferred the
])ositive to the i)ro})lematical, and every one ciirried
(lint, steel and **j)unk,*' the latter a substance obtained
from trees that ignites fnmi the smallest spark and is
w(»

it,

!)ut

—

(juite diflicult to

extinguish.

About 1850 American ingenuity began contemplating the need of a good match and the reward awaiting
its producer, and not satisfied with the old **eight day"
sulj)hur match, tried out myriad experiments, whicli
finally were rewarded with what was named the ** parlor match,** hotter known to our generation as the
**
popping" match. Since this match could be carried
in one's p(K*ket, would strike immediately on any surface, and was damaged little through exposure to
moisture, it was hailed by the [mblic as an almost perfect mat«h, and (juickly supplanted the *' eight day
sulphur'* match almost everywhere.
But, notwith8tan<ling the a<lvancement that had been made, two
most unsatisfactor\' factors persistently refused to be
eliminated, namely, danger of necrosis (Fossy jaw) to
factor>' em])loyees and fires caused from flying **pop]>ing*' match heads.
The matcli industry had grown to enormous proport-ions, and had at tract ihI to it some of the keenest
minds, not oidy in America, but throughout the civilized
world.
Europe solved both the ** popping" and the
"Fossy jaw" problems by limiting manufacture to
**Btrike on th<' Imx" matches, but the American spirit,
too energetic to lose time in finding a box each time a
match must be ** lighted," demanded and got a nonpoisonous mat^^h that would strike anywhere.
This nonpoisonous feature, however, has only been
accomplished within the last four or five years. It happened that the Diamond Match Company, one of those
soulless corporations wdiich constitute a widow's curse
of inspiration for professional demagogic exuberance,

—

—

of the

Match

WiUiams
enjoyed a monopoly in the production of nonpoisonous
matches. It controlled the patents in the United States
of the sesqui-sulphide process employed in Europe. At

the suggestion of the President, this company, in the
interest of humanity, surrendered its patenti to the
United States, the deed by which the door was thus
thrown wide open to all competitors being filed in January, 1911. On July 1, 1913, a bill adopted by Congress
making the manufacture of white phosphorous matches
commercially impossible by virtue of prohibitive taxation went into effect, and since then the poisonous match
has gradually vanished. Thus the principal count of
the indictment in the charge of criminality was voided.
As in steam, electricity, steel and so many other
inventions and industries, to Americans is also due the
chief credit for the advancement in the manufacture of
matches, with its relative value to the human race, and
in all our history of American industries and **big business" nothing is more interesting than that of the
match, briefly as follows
About 1850 Daly, of Philadelphia Swift & Courtney, of New York Eichelle, of St. T.ouis Gates, Richardson, Barber and several others were endeavoring
to solve the match problem, and each was making a socalled match with a sulphur head.
About this time
Ohio C. Barber elected to honor the State whose name
he bears '*by making his advent" on a farm near the
site of the citv Barberton, later founded bv him. During their spare time in the winter months young Barber, his brother and his father made matches by hand.
When springtime had melted winter's snows and made
roads passable young Barber went forth with two
horses and a light wagon and sold the ** factory's annual output of matches" to farmers, stores, etc. The
country w^as sparsely settled, hence this pioneer of the
now w^orld-renowned American product, **the traveling salesman," and in this particular case the embryonic original organizer and builder of '*big business,"
frequently found himself 500 or 600 miles from home
when the last of his matches were sold. He then disposed of his wagon and one horse, and on horseback
proceeded home to help his father and brother cultivate
and har\^est the crop that had been planted during his
absence.
Forty years ago Mr. Barber combined sixteen
American ** match manufacturers" and organized the
Diamond Match Company of Illinois (capital now $18,000,000), with factories at Barberton, Ohio; Portland,
Maine; Osw^ego, N. Y. Detroit, Mich.; Oshkosh, Wis.,
and Chico, Cal., which we believe for many years manufactured every match made in America. At the same
time he entered the European field, and with his remarkable ability he organized and established the Diamond Match Company of Switzerland (capital $3,000,000) the Diamond Match Company of Rheinau, Germany (capital $6,500,000) the Diamond Match Companv of Tiiverpool, and secured control of Brvant &
May, T.imited, of London (capital $10,500,000). The
Diamond "Rubber Company, General Fire Extinguisher

You Too Should Be "Sore!"
THE

;

;

only "fly in the ointment" of this Cigar Manufacturer's
' satisfaction is thai he did not have the Universal Stripping
and Booking Machine sooner.

;

300 Commercial St.,

Atchison, Kansas, Sept. 11, 1917
UniTcrtal Tobacco Machine Co.,

Gentlemen

Ship us on October 15th, another Universal Stripping Machine,
kme as the one just received.
The machine we are now operating certainly does the work and
the only thini: we are sore about is that we did not have it a

Read His Own
Words

couple of years ago.

Yours

truly,

T. E.

8NOWDEN &

CO.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 17th, 1917.

Universal Tobacco Machine Co.

Now

Read This

Forelady's

Endorsement of
the Universal!

I thought I would drop you a few lines in regard U) your
alx)ut tlie
machine. I was 8i>eaking to Mr.—^
Universal Stripping and Hooking Machine and he sixike as
though he would like to know a little more al>out it.
v"" know that I
Being a Forelady to Messre.
underHtand the SAVING THE "rXIVEHS\\L" IS TO A
FIRM; so I thought if you would write a few lines you might
'.
make a sale. His address is^

Re8i>ectfully,

Mrs.

R

;

Prove out the efficiency of the ''UNIVERSAL'' to your own
satisfaction.
Get a demonstration in your own factory with your
own tobacco and under your own supervision.

Catalog and Prices on Request

;

;

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.

iCotktinued on Page 26)

Factory:

I

n

m

m

98
n

to

104 Murray St» Newark, N.
o^—

»——

—»—

J.

79 Fifth Avenue, New York
»
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6c on

Dictated

TOM KEENE

Insuring the Life of a Partner or Executive
By Ralph H. Butz
Copyright

1917,

niv iiiaiiy instances where lirms and corpoiations i'uui it very desirable to insure the lives
ol one or more of the partners or executive officers.
Tliis is especially true when an executive is of extraordinary value [)ecause of his knowledge or special
a})ility, and without tiie services of whom the iinii
might be seriously haiuliciipped and would not enjoy
as great a measure of prosperity.
The insurance of partners and executives is a
sound l)usiness policy and is in the form of business
insurance. This class of insurance is steadily gaining
in favor as business men are beginning to realize how
favorabh' it is to their interests. It is safe to state
that the gr<»ater number of our large corporations are
protecting their interests by having insurance in subill'iK'K

stantial

amounts on the

lives of their executives.

The

experienc^^ of Klbort Hubbard will serv^e to
illustF'ate how the leading business men and financiers
view this (|uestion. During a prolonged period of business depression Mr. Hubbard thought it might be nec<'Ssary to obtain a loan in order to continue the work
at the Hoycroft shops.
The bankers whom he appnmche<l were willing to grant a loan of $100,000 on the

Hoycroft establishment, providing Mr. Hubbard would
give as further security an insurance policy for $100,000

on his

life.

Why

life

ample security

insurance to secure a loan for which

form

real estate was available? Heciiuse the bankers knew that as long as Mr.
llul>bard was there to direct the work of the Roycrofters the continued success of the organization was
practically assured an<l the loan was safe. But there
in the

/)f

was no guarantee that Mr. Hubbard would remain.
There was a possibility that he might not always be
there, and in such an event there was av doubt in the
minds of the bankers whether there was another man
capable of directing this organization as successfully.
It is a significant fact that when the insurance is
made payable to the partners individually the creditors
of the firm have no claim u])on the proceeds, nor can
the insure<l dispose of them in any other manner than
is stated in the policy, either by will or otherwise.
In order to obtain insurance on the life of a person
there nnist be an insurable interest. A person can not
have tho lif<''of another insured in whom he has no
interest.
A creditor has an interest in the life of his
ch'btor an<l therefore may have his life insured. Insurable interest also covers the lives of partners and of
men who are associated in business. A corporation
has an insurable interest in the lives of its executives
and of!ic^»rs. In other words, if through the death of
a person another will suffer pecuniar^' loss or disadvantage, then he has an insurable interest in that
person. It is not necessaiy that this insurable interest
eontimie during the life of the policy, but it must exist
«t the inception of the policy.
When a finn insures the life of a partner or executive officer, the question usually arises:
'^How shall
this insurnnce be treated on the books of the firm!**

by lUlph H. Butz

in order to illustrate this we will assume that Jones
and Wilson insure the life of Wilson for $20,000. The
form of insurance is a twenty-five year endowment
policy, and the annual premium is $1200.
The actual
cost of carrying this insurance is the difference between
the premiums and the cash surrender value of the policy, for the cash surrender value is an asset because
it is collectible at any time when the policy is surrendered by Jones and Wilson. For instance, at the
end of five years Jones and Wilson will have paid in
premiums $i5000. Assuming that the cash surrender
value of the policy at that time is $4500, then the
actual cost of carrying this insurance during the five
year period is only $1500, or $300 for each year. Of
course, during each succeeding year the expense grows
less, for the cash surrender value of the policy grows
proportionately greater.
Since there is no cash surrender value of the policy
at the end of the first year, the first annual premium
may be considered as a total expense. When the premium is paid the amount is charged to an account
known as Life Insurance Premiums. Then each month,
in order to take up this unexpired insurance premium
as soon as it does expire, an entry is made in the journal.
This entry may be as follows
Dr. Life Insurance
$100.00
Cr. Life Insurance Premiums
$100.00
Thus, when the twelve monthly entries have been
made as shown above, this account will be closed.
When the premium for the second year is paid the
same process is repeated, and the monthly entries are
made in the same manner. But at the end of the second year we find that the policy has a cash surrender
value of $900.00. This amount is an asset and is placed
on the ledger as such. Therefore, during the last month
of the second year a journal entry should be made in
the order shown
Dr. Life Insurance Policy
$900.00
Cr. Life Insurance
$900.00
Life Insurance Policy account records the cash surrender value of the policy, and at the end of each year
an entry should be made to add the annual increase in
value of the policy. By crediting the expense account,
Life Insurance, as shown in the above entry, the expense of carrying the policy during the second year
has been reduced to $.300.
WHien annual dividends are declared these may be
used to reduce the amount of the premium, and to
that extent reduce the expense of the insurance. An
annual dividend of $120 would reduce the annual premium to $1080, thereby reducing the monthly charge
to insurance by $10.
When the person whose life is insured dies before
the policy matures, then the face value of the policy
will be collected. Cash is charged with the amount received; Life Insurance Policy account is closed by
crediting to it the amount shown on the debit side as
an asset, and the balance of the proceeds is credited
to the surplus acc/)unt.
.

It is

a fact that cigar makers' wages are now

the highest ever paid in the industry, en-

abling

It is

a

them

to meet the high cost of living.

fact

freights, etc.,

Q

that tobacco,

boxes, labels,

have all advanced so that they

have materially increased cigar

6

It is

costs.

a fact that UncleSam has taxed tobacco

$60,000,000. for war purposes in addition
to the revenue taxes
force,

and

we

which

still

remain in

contribute our share

all

cheerfully.

^:^-

It is

a

fact

that these advances in the cost

of producing the

Tom

Keene Cigar must

be met to maintain quality.

TOM Keene

.

i

The Gigar made with good Judgment
Uncle

Sam promises prompt

delivery

good judgment to
Tom^Kcencs.
send them

to his boys.

Branded — to
protect you.

It's
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NAMI

^

TOM KEENE

campaign. First
shot to be fired in over 50 of the leading Daily newspapers in the United
States. Other forms of advertising vrill be used to supplement this
KEENE prominently in their
campaign. The dealers who display
showcases will secure their share of the increased demand caused by this
is

the Opening

Gun

in the

1918

TOM

advertising.
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Excellent Suggestions

Made

Washington, D. C.

ANTMUKK

ol"

pamphlet which has been issued by

claim agent of one of the large railroads,
'i'hi' booklet is ad(lresse<l to the road's shipj^ers, whose
c()-o])eration is asked in reducing loss and damage of
Hiiipmeiits.
"^'onr co-operation toward prevention of
h)ss and <himage to your shipments, and the handling of
claims tiierefor, is more essential to-day than ever
]>efore," they are told.
The following arc some of the suggestions jnade,
which if carried out by shippeis will help materially
rtll concerned:
tJie

I'reigiit

i*ack all shipments in good, strong containers.

Fiberboard, pulpboard or double-faced corrugated
strawboani boxes should be of re(iuired strength for
intended use.
Avoid use of second-hand packages but, if used,
all old marks should be erased.
Bad containers mean loss and damage loss of
trade dissatisfaction waste. Do not use them.
In marking packages always show the following
infonnation:

—

—

—

Full name of consignee.
Destination and State in

full.

(Do not use ab-

l)reviations.)

Name
name

away from paper tags.
Uad marking is a proliiic cause of loss.
The following is important in shipping orders and
Jveej)

excellent suggestions to shippers are

.couiaiiu'd in a

of county
in State.

when there are two towns

Initials of destination

road

if

of

same

a certain delivery

to Shippers

is

Listen!

Write plainly, preferably with typewriter.
See that shipping instructions agree with marking
on i>ackages.
Deliver freight to station early in day or as re(piired by local conditions. Give the agent a fair show
to jDroperly and promptly handle it.
Do not split shipments, but deliver complete. Hold
back on small individual packages as much as possible,
so as to accumulate sufl&cient to place in box or other

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

suitable container.
(rive plenty of time for shipments to reach destination before filing claims for shortages or non-deliveries.
Present abnormal conditions and embargoes make delays inevitable.
Thirty days for shipments to points on our lines
and sixty days for shipments beyond our lines are not
excessive to allow under present-day conditions before
filing such claims.
Give us at least sixty days to investigate and dispose of claims before tracing them. Frequent changes

and shortages

due to war conditions
have made it impossible to handle claims as promptly
as ordinarilv can be done and claims themselves have
materially inoreased. Too frequent and too close tracing adds to our burdens and cannot improve the situain clerical help

Name and

address of shipper, and name and address of consignee, on inside of package to be used
if outside marks are destroyed.

tion.

Do

brush in marking bags, bales
and other packages wnth uneven surfaces. Stencils are

not trac^ a shipment until it has had ample time
to reach its destination. Keep in mind the many conditions to-day that make for delay in handling the

unreliable.

traffic.

Use marking pot

If

an<l

You

—

(Continued from Page ij)

he <leinanded to be paid in full, the company showed
him his signature on a shipping contract containing
the above ])rovisos.

"How

get around it?" he asked me.
After getting into it 1 was obliged to advise him
bat he could not get around it. lie knew by experience
that the company had a different rate for different
shall

1

Valuations, and that it was its practice to value everything at $50 or under. Tie said his reason for not
declaring the proper value was that ''fhr rompovif
Would sthtfj him ov fhr rate.*^

Many

persons

— even

hard-headed business

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

Ship or Receive Goods by Express

saved hundreds of thousands of dollars in damages.
Not long ago a client of my own ctime to me with a
riaim against the express company, lie had shipped
some valuable <liamonds worth about $800 without placing any value on them at .all. They were lost and when

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use
spell

ft

dosired.

Look!

stop!

of lading:
Shi])])ing order, part of shipping instructions given
to the carrier, should be the first or top sheet and bear
original writing.
bills

men

have the same peculiar view, tiguring that the chance
that anything will happen to their shipment is very
remote, and that money spent on the higher rate would

Wrappers

therefore be wasted.
Very frequently a retail dealer, wishing to have
goods shipped by express instead of by freight, will
instruct the jobber or the manufacturer from whom he
is buying to ship by express, without giving specific
instructions that the full value should be stated and
the full rate paid. In one case a jobber's shipping
clerk, seeking to favor the firm's customer by getting
the lowest rate he could, allowed the value of a $300
shipment to go in as $50. The goods were lost, and all
the consignee got was $50, for the court held that the
jobber acted as his agent in what he did.

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

142 Water Street, New York
1°
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The Third
TIIK

lliiid luiljorty

oliered in the history of the world. The probable date
of otferin^'- will be .Nlareh 1st.
No loan of such proportions can be successfully
ubsorbe<l unless the entire nation responds. The number of subscribers to the last loan has been estimated
at 10,(K)(),00(). i*roportionally for the new loan it must
exceed ir),0()(),000, or contain one in six at least of all
the men, women and chihlren in the country.
Labor and materials are the only things that can bu
of any value in the support of our fighting machine.
cannot increase the present supply (^f these things
with the thought that we might have used more of
them than we did a ^ear ago. The only food or clothing or fuel or munitions of interest to our soldiers and
Sailors is that which is available today. Past savings
of these things have all been absorbed.
The war nmst be waged entirely on present savings. Jlence the imperative necessity of thrift, not oidy
on the j)art of those who have never before put aside
anything but also on the part of those who normally
would be spending the income from past savings.

We

every citizen's double duty to produce more
and consume less, not only that he may have greater
individual savings with which to invest in the Governnient's securities, but also that he may help to increase
the aggregate of labor and materials ( the war suqilus)
Which the (iovernment may jjurchase with the proceeds
It

is

of these securities.
To inspire the average citizen with zeal for his
two-fold elTort, to justify to his mintl his unaccustomed
sacrifices for the conunon good, it is highly necessary
always that his realization of the issues involved in
the war !)e strengthened and that on the one hand he
feh()uld visualize more perfectly the power, ambition,
cruelty and arrogance of the enemy, and on the other
the vastness of liis country's needs, its tremendous
preparations and the heroism and self-sacrifice of its
defenders.
The lesson of thrift is not easily forgotten individually or nationally. As an incidental result of the war
Jhe bon<Ibuyers of the country will have expanded
from a small minority of its inhabitants to a majority
of its adult population. We shall have become familiar
with safe investment and have learned the language
and practice of thrift. And for the first time we shall
practically all of us have had a direct stake in the
Conduct of tlie Federal (iovernment, with an incalculable elTect on the progress of good and economictil government in the future. Individually we may be transformecl in great ])art from a nation of spenders and
i>orrowrrs into one of savers and lenders. Amrriccm

A DIPLOMAT
"The man who

gives in when he is wrong," said
the orator, **is a wise man, but he who gives in when
hft is right is—i—
•

The Story

Liberty Loan

Loan will undoubtedly exceed in
amount not only its two predecessors in this country, but any single war loan or any other loan ever

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Match

•

(Continued from Page 14)

Company, Great Western Cereal Comjmny and certain
other like domestic concerns and most of the foreign
match industry also pay excellent tribute to the caliber
of the man.
Thus we see from the insignificant beginning of
only forty years ago, the match industry has grown to
where jthe Diamond Match Company is today producing
nonpoisonous, strike-anywhere matches for American
consumption at the rate of over 1,000,000,000 ma-tches
I>er day, and in England Brj^ant & May, Limited, of
which the Diamond Match Company many years ago
gained control, have an annual capacity which exceeds
i/0,000,000,000 of wood matches and upwards of 100,000
miles of wax vestas and tapers enough wax matches,
to say nothing of wood matches, to reflch around the
earth four times.

—

FOR THE CLERKS
Here are a few spicy paragraphs from the ** Clerk's
Book," by Frank Parrington:
Every clerk in the store is a link in the chain that
holds the store's business. A chain is no stronger
weakest link.
The goods in the store are no more your property
than they would be if you were a customer instead
than

Unloading Cargo at San Francisco

in

1850

its

of a clerk.

When

you see customers passing you by and taking the trouble to get another clerk to wait on them>
just take the trouble to find out how the other fellow
does it.
If you discover that customers don't like to have
you wait on them, make up your mind that the days
of your stay in that place are numbered.
Don't tell tales out of school. The boss probably
has liis own reasons for not wanting the public informed that business is not up to what it was last

In 1849, Captain Charles Allen Thacher of the ship
Pleiadies sailed from San Francisco across the Pacific to
He returned in
Manila to obtain a cargo of supplies.
1850 with provisions and luxuries, among them Manila
The voyage netted him a fortune.
cigars.
Full cargoes of Manila cigars are now bringing fortunes to importers and dealers in the United States.

year.

ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?

There are no snaps in the business world. Any
time that vou have spent lookine: for one is so much
wasted out of available limited supply for making
success.

want

Boost Manila Business

become a trusted employee, one
whom the boss will depend on, you will have to do more
than pvoid evil you will have to avoid the appearance
If ^'ou

to

;

of

There

evil.

Don't haner around the front door, a living siem of
vonr idleness and a standing invitation to your friends
to stop in and loaf a while.

You know how you

Complete

when you ero into a store
and no one pavs anv attention to you. You think a long
time before vou sro there again. Do you try to make
people feel at home as soon as they come in?
You w^ant to eret to own a store of your own and
feel

vet von kick on w^orldnfir five minutes overtime. Do
vou know of anv successful merchant who doesn't work

Manila

•.i>BWaM«Hi

Money

in It

of Manila manufacturers and importers
on application

Ad Agency

more overtime than vou ever dreamed!

HM^BM—Ma

list

is

546 West 124th

St.,

N. Y.
i

•mt-mmm^^m^^ma
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NOW 6c

Dependable Cigars are

The

Capital of the United States

23

and 7c

Missouri

is

{Continued from Page 12)

fihops in his vicinity,

and gathered up their out-of-date

haniph's and swatches.

nmn

From every

traveling sales-

he knew he h'vied a contrihution of samples.

All

the ch)th thus gathered he j)laced in his window, along-

some comforters, slippers, baby clothes, and
other articles which had been made fnmi similar samjiles by the Salvage Department of the Red Cross.
He
had a sign nuule rea<ling as follows:
8i<h'

of

WHAT YOU MIGHT THROW AWAY
WILL SAVE A HUMAN LIFE

ing himself conspicuous by tireless devotion to the

common good f
In what better way could the tobacco trade gain
the goodwill of the great mass of the people than to
become identified as one of the most loyal, aggressive
and resourceful body of workers in the country! 1 believe it is in the power of the retail tobacco merchants
to get together and put over for Uncle Sam some of the
biggest things that have yet been accomplished in this
war. The industry has enough brains in it. What we

want

do

switch the thinking apparatus off from
self, self, self, and get it started on constructive work
for the great Cause.
to

is to

Some men
Help the Red Cross. This Is Headquarters
for Salesmen's Samples and Tailors*
Swatches. Bring Them In
Frjjm one tailor-shop this dealer secured eight
hundred hirge woolen samples. Y'ou ought to see the
clothing tile loyal women of the Hed Cross are making
out of just such hitherto wasted materials!
These are merely suggestions or illustrations. Perhaps the best instance 1 have heard of to show what
men may do who are not too proud but too old to fight,
is

men of the Hoard of Trade of Duluth,
They have been making surgical dressings.

the case of the

M innesota.

Can you imagine a bunch of grain dealers cutting and
sewing gauze f l*retty awkward bunch, you will say.
Well, that awkward bunch has turned out for the past
an average of over two thousand five huuclred surgic4d dressings raeh day! Ever>' single dressing lias to be perfect, before it will pass the inspection
of the lie<l Cross Medical Inspection Department. On
a recent ocwision this same bunch of men, some of them
worth tliree or four millions of dollars, tunied out over
nine thousand perfect surgical dressings in a single
six montiis

afternoon!

have

of usefulness with relation to the war. Is it conceivable tiiat anybody would attempt to legislate these
grain dealers out of business in this particular town!

The few instances have cited are only the merest
suggestion. There is work to be dtme along a thousand
different lines. The retail dealers will work out plenty
I

of things to do, once their minds are focused on the
subject.

my own

business to look after. I'd like to
do something, but I don't dare neglect my own affairs."
1

To such a man, who

undoubtedly perfectly sincere, I want to say, first: you don't know all the things
you can find time to do until you try.
Second, it is right that you should love your business, and give it your attention. But what will your
business be worth if Germany shoiUd win this War!
If that thing should happen, we would not only
have no cigar stores, we would have no country.
pjvery man should conduct himself in these days
so that when peace does come through victory, he can
is

WHTOOWL
7c

Dependable Cigars
fifhat

conscientiously say:
'
**I

Every business man should remember that he is a
citizen first, and a business man second.
He should
hang a card up before his mind that reads like this:

year your lucky brothers
enjoyed over 100,000,000 OWL and

For we constantly maintain for
these two cigars a great store of aging

WHITE OWL Cigars. They

leaf.

for OWL,
Invincible

leaf

win with
price

precious things
this war, will

we pay

we and

all

humanity

paid 5c
Londres shape and for the

WHITE OWL

6c.

and WHITE OWL
charge less.
and
dependability

will

uphold

Which

gain for the retail tobacconist the
gn'ater contidence and respect of the people at large
will

a corner over his personal troubles, or mak^

And

never does a bit of this
go into OWL and WHITE OWL
curing say, **Now
has reached the very peak of

until experts in
ikis lot

mellow

fragrance.*'

Such curing takes, on the average*

OWL—

to

The

should they cost?

To get really dependable cigars
these experienced smokers gladly
For
pay, today, 6c for the OWL.
Aware as they
7c.
WHITE
cigar making
in
costs
1918
of
are*
they know that we could not continue

helped!"

And it requires, friendt|

18 months.

an investment of never

OWL

,

less

than

11,000,000 in idle leaf. And at
seasons almost $2,000,000.

some

endure long ages after the

has been forgotten.

The White House

is

at Washington, but the real

Uncle Sam
says to the cigar dealer, just as he says to every other
merchant in every other business
** You've got to show^ me!
You're going to be allowed to live and participate in the blessings of Peace,
provided the current of your activities is in the general direction of our main purpose. That main purpose is the utter and complete defeat of Germany, and
the overthrow of all her hellish plans for the domina-

world!"
Until that supreme object has been accomplished,
every man who is not helping will have a hard time to
show Uncle Sam that he is not non-essential.
tion of the

in

am just as loyal as anybody,

capital of the United States is Missouri.

These men are tran^slating themselves into terms

moping

but

will say, **I

white
BiuMle<f Mid Unjuided
for jrour protection

DBALBM:

If

yovr didribvtor

General Qgar

THE
The above

MILLION
it

a reproduction of the

OWL 7

first

doM

aet mII ibM* 4«p«ad«bla Ci|ara, writ*

Co.. Inc., iw

wmt

40th st

.

new york

DOLLAR
of a teries of

OWL

and

m.

city

CIGARS
WHITE OWL

tiaemento which will appear in an!eariy iMue of the Saturday Evening Port.

WHITE OWL
Dealtrs:

will also
It will

be advertised

pay you

in nearly

adver-

OWL

and

50 of the leading Sunday newspapers.

to display these brands in

your showcases.
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Three-For-Ten Cigar Ruling
Wasliing'ton,

Til K
llic

(

1).

<'.

Kovonue has amended

'oniiiiissioncr of Int<'nial

regnlatiniis in regard to the rate

ot*

tax to be

paid under the war revenue hiw on cigars which retail
three for ten cents. Section 400 of that act provided
for the f(>Jh)win^ tax upon sucli cigars:
^'That upon cigars
which shall be manufactured and sold, or removed for consumption or sale,
there shall be levied and coHected, in addition to the
taxes now imposed by ('xistin^c law, ithe following taxes,
to be paid by the manufacturer or importer thereof;
(b) on cigars made of tobacco, or any substitute
.
.
.
therefor, and weighing more than three pounds per
thousand, if mamifactured or imported to retail at four
cents or more each, and not m(>re than seven cents each,
$1 per thousand;
Provided, that the word 'retail* as used in this section shall niean the ordinary
.*'
retail price of a single cigar,
It was originally held that the ordinary retail price
of a single cigar is lield to be the ])rice at which cigars
are or would be sold singly. AV'here cigars are manufactured or imported to retail at two or three for a
certain pricx», the rate of tax payment is <letennined
iif)on the retail price at which such cigars would be
sold singly.
The rate, therefore, on cigars sold at
three for ten cents would be $4 jier thousand.
It Avas contend(Ml by the tobacco men that many
cigars that are sold three for ten cents or ten for
thirty-five c^nts are practically never sold singly and
that to tax them at the rate of $4 would be unjust, for
the price received worked out as three and one-half
cents instead of four cents each. The Commissioner
was eonvinced that this point of view was accurate, and
luis aee(>rdingly modificnl his former dcKjision so that,
where cigars a?-e sold three for ten cents or ten for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Amended

{Continued from Page 8)

thirty-five cents, the rate of tax will be $3

per thousand instead of $4, provided that the cigars are
wra])ped or i)acked in lots of three or ten, as the case
may be, and are sold only in unbroken imckages. The
text of the decision

as follows:
'*The ordinary reUiil j)rice of a single cigar is held
to be the actual retail jirice in all cases at which cigars
are sold singly. The ordinaiy retail price of a single
cigar in the case of cigars which are manufactured or
imported to retail at the rate of three for ten cents or
ten for thirty-five cents, and which are i)ractically never
sold in any other manner, will be determined, and the
proper rate of tax i)aid as follows: If the cigars
packed in a statutory box are sub-divided into parcels
and each parcel is enclosed by band or other wrapper,
and if the oidy jictual retail price is for Ihe parcel or
h>t, the nearest approach to the actual price of a single
cigar is the i)rice of the parcel or lot divided by the
immber of cigars therein. For example, the rate of tax
on cigars which are sold at retail only at the rate of
three for ten cents or ten for thirty-five cents and which
are not sold singly, is $3 per thousand.
'*If the cigars contained in a statutor}^ package arc
not sulxlivided into parcels but are sold at two, three,
or more at a certain price, it may be assumed that they
are also sold at retail singly, aiid the price of a single
cigar may be determined by dividing the price of the
lot by the number of cigars therein, and adding such
fraction of a cent as will make a price in integral cents.
For example, cigars manufactured to retail at three for
is

ten cents and which are not enclosed by

BOLD

Gollectmg Insurance

band or other

wrapper, wnll be assumed to retail singly at four cents
and shall be tax-paid as cigars of Class B at the rate
of $4 per thousand.''

over at the appraised value, that also will alm« ^t certainly be demolished when the case gets to court, for
the law is that the company has no right to take the
damaged goods over at the appraised value, where the
appraisement has not fixed any value. This is from
a leading case as to that:

the cigar

"ABOVE ALU'
Has

the policy provides that the company
should take the undestroyed stock at it's appraised
value, the right to take does not arise if there is no
appraisement, no matter whose fault caused the
The company mur-t give
failure to appraise.
prompt notice of its intent to exercise the option to
take over the stock or replace, which in tiiis case

Where

it

quality

delightful

for

and character, and holds

their patronage

that a merchant in the position
of this Detroit correspondent should at once bihig suit
jigainst the company for the full amount of his loss.
Upon his statement of the facts, he should win hands
down. The court, if it follows other similar cases that
have been decided, will take the position that the correspondent did right that when the arbitration failed,
the insured could give the company notice to either take
the goods over or replace them, which the policy says
shall be done within a ** reasonable time.** If the com-

judgment

American

met the

demand

smoker's

did not do.

My

fully

by

entire satis-

faction.

is

BOLD

—

CENT CIGAR

SIX

Bobrow

the insured could go ahead and do

Bros.

Phila.

j)any did not act,
whatever he liked with his stock sell it out in a lump
or hold a special sale or do anything he pleased. He
nins no risk except that he must be ready to prove his
ease. when the need arises, and to that end, since the
goods will be gone, he should make careful data of

—

what

is

w^holly destroyed,

and what

is partially

deI

st roved.

JOBBER SOUNDS WARNING TO RETAILERS
The conviction that has been expressed by many

Stocks of Leaf on
^

Hand Show Heavy

of approximately 100,(M)0,()00

pounds of
deaf to})aec«> in th«» stock on hand January 1, 1918,
ns compared with that on hand January 1, 1IM7, is
shown })y statistics that have been ccmipiled by the
iTicreas*.

(nited States Hureaji of the (Vnsus.
lian<l

January

r>ared with

1

1,40(;,1.T',,:)7;?

1,

IIMH,

was

1

, 1

7(;,-j:U,(>r)7

The

stock on

pcmnds, com-

pounds on January 1, 1917;
April 1, l!n7, and 1,154,045,0:^4

,044,HH:),r)7:5

poun<ls

IWUiids on October

(Ml

1,

19i7.

Loaf tobacco on hand January 1, 1918, included
7?P,2n2,'2l.'4 pounds for which the *Mnarked
weight*'
(the weight at the time it was packed or baled) was
Imported, and :mr.,942,4;^'5 pounds for which the ** actual
weight" was reported. The corresponding amounts
inebnh'd for January 1, 1917, were (^2,550,784 an<l 412,-

tm^m

pottnds, rwpectively; for April

1,

1917, 892,-

Increase

415,653 and 51 :},7 17,920 pounds, respectively; and for
October 1, 1917, 784,864,154 and 405,191,880 pounds, respectively.
Allow^ance should be made for shrinkage
on the amounts for which ''marked weight'* was reporteil, in order to ascertain the actual weight.
The
total for January 1, 1918, includes 1,036,436,656
pounds
of unstennned and 139,798,001 pounds of stemmed
leaf
tobacco.

The

figures relate to leaf tobacco reported as held
by manufacturers who, according to the retunis of the
Connnissioner of Internal Revenue, manufactured more
than 50,000 i>ounds of tobacco, 250,000 cigars, or 1,000,000 cigarettes, and by dealers in or manufacturers of

tobacco who on an average had more than 50,000
r)ounds of leaf tobacco in stock at the end of the four
<iuarters of the pr(H?eding calendar year; and thev also
cover all imported leaf tobacco in United States bonded
warehouses and bonded manufacturing warehouses.
C. L. L.
J(»af

pr(miinent credit men both in and out of the cigar industry is expressed by John F. Kauffman. the new
manager of the cigar jobbing house of W. H. Strauss
& ( 'ompany, Johnstown, Pa.
Mr. Kauffman in assuming the reins of business
of the Johnstown firm states that credits will be limited
to thirty days. *'The time for long-time credits has
jvassed,'*

DEALERS
There's a tUi

This means that the retailer is expected to turn
enough of his brands in thirty days to pay his bills
within that time. And it also means that the retailer
nmsit get a fair profit. He cannot do this if he clings
to the old retail price and pays the increased wholesale
price. The tendency is toward still higher prices an]
the dealer who fails to see this, fails and lacks busi-

The

ness perspective.

They're quite a

Jack,'* said a friend to a patrolman who had just
turned in a report about a man taken ill on the street,
**what did you say was the matter with that man in
your report?*'
**I reported,'* said the patrolman, with the dignity
of an accurate diagnosis, **that he had fell down in an
**

athaletic fit."

Baltimore American.

for

FLOR D£

says Mr. Kauffman.

A SAD CASE

Demand

bit better

SelJ for 3 for 2oc, 10c
straight.

Our

Citfar

Supreme

than others.

All popular shapes.

straight, 2 for 25c,

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfi**d FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

3 for 50c

and 26c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

L«r(*tt Iiulcp«nd«ot Cigar Factory in tha World

J.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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GSTO CIGAR COMPANY
WhUk CUw HavaM

E. H.

FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

By

Go

CicM* Arm J«d««(l

After Business

LARGER QUARTERS FOR MINDEN & DAVIS

of the surest ways not to get business
by not
ONE
going after any. This
a trade axiom which
is

is

Writ*
Facteryt

A»^—

I

Op«B Tairltory

for

Kar.WMl,
^i«^—

N«w York OffiM: 203 W.

Fla.

Broadwair

Go

«—«»

won't come to you, just because you're John Jones or Henry Smith, nor because
you've put a sign on your door and a few boxes of
cigars i^i your windows. Select a few boxes of your
leaders (any Moos brand will do) and make a round
of some of the large office buildings in your vicinity.
Few business men who smoke can resist the tempting
ai)i)oaI of a box of Havanas freshly opened, and you're

»

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette Street
(Fifty-Six

BRANDS }Caiio

-

Water Lily

INC.
New York

-

City

10 for 26c
for 15c
20 for 15c

.

.

.

-

-

-

-10

-

-

-

-

.

<.—<

T.

J.

MaK«r«

New

The

401-403

w^—mtft

of

Bachelor Cigar

E. 91st Street.

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

Aak Mid You WUI R«««iv*

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

UaioB Mad* Ci«ar«H« of Qaality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

B. Kriiisky, Nfr. BJJLjt

nTy!

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Tips
I».a82

Cork Bobbins
lie.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

GIOAR FLAVORS
Make tobacco mellow and amooth In character
and Impart a most palatable flavor

A

smoking

BRO., 02 Reade

Street.

New York

The Standardft of America
Lorillard^s Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

& Ax's Snuff.

:

Est.

18S1

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — fCapp#M High Toasts
Strong, Satt, S^99t and Plain Scotchs
M ANUPACTURBD BY
tCE

W. flELNE

CO.. Ill Flftk Ave..

well a smoke from one of the boxes.
lefuse to give you an order if the sample appeals. Of
course, it means a trifling expense on each box you
sell, but it's certainly worth it when you consider that
til is is practically the only selling expense you have.
Another way is to leave a box of cigars with the
privilege of smoking a few and returning the rest if
not satisfactory. Not one man in ten will return the
uiisnioked cigars, and you will have made **box customers" out of men who usually buy their cigars one
at a time.
Once this habit is started, it is generally
continued.

another method of getting business is by
telephone. As soon as you receive a particularly good
shipment of certain brands, telephone those whom you
know smoke these cigars and tell them you've received
the goods. Offer to send over a box to their office or
residence. They'll appreciate your though tfulness in
keeping their favorite *' smokes" in mind, and you'll
make sales which would otherwise be passed by. Moos

Rfttir

JOHNSTOWN JOBBERS REORGANIZED

ture.

M

Gail

whom you
Few will

has been remodeled and after extensive improvements
the firm will occupy the entire four floors of the struc-

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
ftlTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

some of the men

The cigar jobbing house of W. H. Strauss k
Company, Johnstown, Pa., has recently reorganized
with a capital stock of $100,000. The Strauss building
on Washington Street between Franklin and Clinton

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

for

offer

Trade Tips,

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

HAYORS

order.

Still

of 10

Mouthpioco, Cotk or Plaia Tip

I.

many an
good way is to

It

know

CO.

<SL

after business.

sure to land

A

DUNN

is

as old as the hills and wliich nearly every retailer has
learned to his sorrow.

Prominent in this reorganization is John F. Kauffman, for fifteen years manager of the Reid Tobacco
Company, at Altoona, Pa. Last December Mr. Kauffman withdrew from the Reid Tobacco Company, and
has recently become a partner as well as manager of
\\\ ir. Strauss & Company. Four salesmen from
the Altoona house have followed Mr. Kauffman to the
Strauss (^omi>any.

.,

•

t^,

'*Then," said the young man with a tragic air, as
ho was leaving the room, *Hhis is your final decision?"
*'Tt is, Mr. Carrots," replied the young girl firmly.
**Then," he replied, his voice showing an unnatural
calmness, ** there is but one thing more to add."
**Yesf" she questioned sweetly.
**It is this— shall I return those white satin suspenders by mail, or will you have them now?"—
IJarprr*s Mapazine.

A

,

February 1st this firm moved from their Bleeker
building
Street location to 1809-1811 First Avenue, the
Ninety-first Street. Here
at the southeast comer of
to be able to care
in enlarged quarters the firm hopes

E. C.

McCULLOGH

IN

iformity.

Why you

should display

Famous

the box with the

^E^ Oval

MANILA
Manila, P.

Standard (Quality, con-

stantly tested to insure un-

for the constantly increasing business.
Marcy F. Minden, Morris Davis and Max Herz
compose .the firm. Neudorf 's Bouquet de Paris, a mild
Havana cigar, has been the leading brand. (Constantly
acincreasing calls for it by discriminating smokers
count for its growing popularity.

I.

Philippine leaf tobacco is coming into more genaccording to E. C.
eral favor in the United States,
McCuUogh, prominent local exporter, who ha^ rethe United
turned from a nine months' sojourn

c4

Selling

Brand

Nationally Advertised

m

Mr. McCuUogh marketed and made deliveries
leaf, stripped
on over 1,000,000 pounds of Philippine
excellent
and ready for the manufacturers, who find it
has other shipfor blending purposes. Mr. McCullogh
ready to
ments on the way to the United States and is
leaf for the
turn out a large amount of the Philippine
uncerAmerican trade, his only handicaps being the
tonnage shortage,
tainty of ocean transportation due to

States.

freight
and the slow movement of transcontinental
congestion on account ot
in the United States, due to

war

traffic.

.

,

.

m
.

his extensive business
ports, Mr. McCullogh opened offices at 30

To handle

x ».
tobacco ex-

Broad

Street,
New York, and will spend a large part of his time lookfuture.
ing after the New York office in the
company now has a force of over

"44" Cigar Co., Inc.

Philadelphia

TOBACCO MERCHANTS* ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES
JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL, New York
EDWARD WISE. New York
lESSE

A. BLOCli. Wheeling.

^..^^flW^
<DMCT>
....President

W. Va.

Vice-Pretident
Vic«-Preildwit
Vice-Pretident
Vice-Preiidenj
Vice-Pretident

,

Joseph F. CULLMAN. jr.. New York
ASA LEMLEIN. New York
LEON SCHINAfel. New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND. New York
New York Offices.
t

II!'*?/!!
SecreUrf
5

Beekman StfMt

The McCullogh

and pack1000 women and girls employed in stripping
United States
ing the Philippine leaf for export to the
best
The utmost care is taken to secure the finest and
is exercised to
quality of stock, and particular pains
for tiio manuinsure proper preparation and packing
time in the United
f acturer. Mr. McCullogh spent some
view to satisfyStates studying the tobacco trade with a
preparation ot
ing its demands in the way of proper
carefully inleaf used in cigar manufacture, and has
structed his overseers and strippers.
Phdippme
Several other firms are also exporting
being the^Tabacaleaf tobacco, prominent among them
company, and Germann & Company, Ltd.
.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMKKICA
York .......President
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 54Ui St. and 2nd K^t., New
Ph.Ia., Pa. ............Vice-President
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St..fend
Are.. M'hat'n. N. Y. -Treasurer
JOSEPH B WERTHEIM. 81st and East Manhattan,
Secretary
N. Y
PL.
S. K. UCHTENSTEIN, « Exchange

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN. Jr.. New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton, O.
GEORGE BERGER, Cincinnati. O.
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

vi;;i:5!!!!J!S»

^*^x™«!2,
cll!l!»J«:
secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J.

A.

BLOClLWheeHng,

W

V,

vl^ESldJIt

Ky.
WOOD F. iOtroN. LouisTiiie.
RAWUNS D. BE^T, Covington. Ky

«::.;;S^
tSSJSU
SecretaryTcMwrn

lera

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

LOGIC IN KHAKI

PROMPTNESS

For Twenty-five Years

In less than four years since their organization
moved its factory
the firm of Minden & Davis has
removal has
three times, and on each occasion the
been made necessary by a demand for larger monufact»;.iing facilities.
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JOSEPH

Sergeant (to private taking bayonet practice)-yer?
'*Keep your point up like yer doin' now, can't
You won't never get yer man if yer don't keep yer
practice
point up. Have yer never done no bayonet
before ? "
*
'I've
Private (just out of hospital, very bored)—
done this 'ere to the bloomih' Germans T 'ave."
'ave you?

No wonder

Sergeant— ** Oh, you 'ave,
the war's lasted three and a 'alf years."—Pwwr^.

H.

^ viSlKIidSt
TrealSm

DUBIX)N

kOBERT E., LANE
IKE RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN
LEO RIEDERS. 200 West
Meeting

Ist

VeVviiilpSiJlSt

*•»

vi:"*J"
•wrrA;
City
York
New v

.•••••••
Thursday of each njonth at Masonic Tempi**
118th St.,

310

Lenox Are., New

%uMa^
S«««*nr

Yotfc.

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
GBOItGE W. RICH i

SIDNEY GOLDBERG
MAX MHOXER. US'Briedway.New* Y«^k*"
Meeting

4th

Vice-President
.;.'.'.V.'.V.*.*.*.*.'.*.V.*.'.V.'.

Tuesday ef ssch month

at

•'.

. I

;«**:::;
Hotel McAleltt.

.".Tr-SIHro

,

THE TOBAOCO WORLD

PANTIN
Gommusion Merchant
Leaf Tobacco & Cigars

THE TOBACCO WORLD

LESLIE

"im

Lancaster Leaf Market
Lancaster, Pa.
weather and intermittent blizzards
have closed down the lid tightly on the leaf tobacco
husiness. Drifted roads have kept buyers
from seeking out the few unsohl crops, and the
growers themselves have been facing the great task
of overcoming
the fatty stems, wliieh has taken on the
proportion of
an epidemic.

ConmiUdo 142. Havana. Cnhm

.

AN

W.

OaM«: **DONAiXBC'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

^•iiall da d TabMoa Pinot 4a Vualta Abajo
Furtido J Vnaha ArrllMi

SAN MIGUEL IM

HABANA, CUBA

Rosem^ald

Bro.
145 WATER STREET
NEW YOBfl
THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
<Mk«« aad Warahona*. IS Baal Qarii Avaana.

lurarACTUiBu or cioai
I.

scjiAr

RAFrENDURGH

YOU.

PA.

tobacco

SONS
QUALITY HAVANA

N«pt\ino 6. Havana.

Cuba - 65 Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

OX

St.,

Boaton. Maaa.

P«ckT» and Importara

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

Warabou«a. Salod

1 S.

Naw York Offica, 1 SS-IST MaiM St.

STRAUS & CO.
HAVANA AND SUMATRA
K.

thawed and the tobacco began to drip. Pools
lonned under the tobacco in many of the cellars.
For
the past week, practic^dly no stripping
has been attcmipted. At tlie same time, the roads
are piled high
with dnfted snow and few deliveries of
any kind have
stalks

3«7 N. Tkird St., Philadalphia

NEUBERGER COMPANY

Co

been reported.

Arguelles,

Lopez

&

Only a few packers have stock on hand and conseijuently there is no tobacco market in old
goods One
of the few who bought heavily
of the 1916 crop is

Bachia

Co., R.

A

IMPORT

LOEB.NU51EZ
Na

^
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TOBACCO

TOBACCO

CO.

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHU

—

R

Cressman's Sons, Allen

'

Deisel-Wemmer Co

Dunn &

month, there was a sale of a small
1
^V'^I
hale of Sumatra and the price paid
was six dollars
per pound, the highest figure at which
Sumatra ever
sold on the local market.
Eitenheim, of the finn of Eitenheim &
iPi!^''^
r.
1< raiich, of Milwaukee,
is in Elizabethtown completing
the packing of the 1917 crop which
he bought from
tanners in November. About one-half of
the entire
crop IS still unstripped.
The following prices have been set as the minimum
at which the remainder of the local crop
can be bought:
Firsts— Sound crops, sorted and properly handle<l

Co., T. J

Eisenlohr, Otto.
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Incorporated

damaged crops

H

Fendrich,

H

17,

Cigar Mfg.

Co'.

*

Loxano, F., Son

ft

Co»«*"

Co

&

Davis

*

AWares

ft

Philippine Tobacco Co.,

Portuondo. Juan

at twenty

cents to twenty-two cents through.
Thirds— Sort^ frost damaged crops at thirty
cents to thirty-five cents for clean wrappers;
sixteen
cents to twenty cents for sized fillers and
frosted; and
eight cents to ten cents for scrap.

Cigar Mfg. Co

F..

ft

J lie

Cover III

Racine Paper Goods Co.

Cover III

George

Schlegel.

Steiner, Sons

H

Cover III
Cover III

Wm.

Co..

ft

Wicke Ribbon

15

Wm

Co.,

Cover III

Cigarette and Tobacco Manufacturers
American
Cado

Co

Tobacco

26

Inc

Co.,

26

B
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
Lorillard & Co., V
Krinsky,

I.

-

M

ft Co.,

Reynolds Tobacco

Cover

*

Patterson Bros.' Tobacco Co
Co.,

R.
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~
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"~

United States Tobacco Co

Havana Agents
Kuttnaucr,

in

United States
*

August

Wm.

Taylor,

<

T.

"~

Hotels
'

Union American Cigar Co.

Hotel

Le Marquis

R. G. R.

Pipes and Smokers' Articles
Wm., & Co
Kauffmann Bros, ft Bondy

Detnuth,

Leaf Tobacco

Washington, D. C.
attention of exporters is invited by the War
^

~
—

II

"*

Haya

Sanchez y

Cover

<

Co

Langsdorf, Antonio

ft

Cover III

Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co

Corer II

Rodrigues. Arguelles

Roig

~

Inc

SalTador

Rodriguex,

26

Heywood, Strasser ft Voight Utho. Co
Miller, DuBrul ft Peters

Melachrino
~*

Neumann & Mayer Co
Pcndas

^
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Manila Advertising Agency

Minden

*

Bro

23
25

Manuel

Lopez,

20

26

;

Cigar Co., Inc
I.,

27

•

Uato Cigar Co., E.

Lewis,

Co

Universal Tobacco Machine Co

Cigar Co

Cieneral

&

Macliiiie

Adolph

Co.,

ft

Smith, Garrett
Bros..

&•

1

••44"

Frankau
Fries

Bobrow
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^,

mrORTlM OF SUMA-nU AND HAVANA
rACKIM OP SUD HAF TOBACCO
iOi

*"

Brothers

&

Boucher Cork

4

Bro

NOTICE TO EXPORTERS

EXPORT

LEAF

&

American Lithographic Co

Bayuk Brothers

Julius Alarqusee, but he has been selling
also in large
quantities. Recently he sold 800 cases to
Eli L. Nisslev
& Sons.

frost

Page
CoTcr III

Page
Cigar

Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

Labels and Supplies

Cigar Manufacturers
American

Seconds— Unsorted

LEAF TOBACCO

H.

stalks was atlow, but then

;

AadrMkmaf
iW and

+—

at thirty cents for wrappers of good
quality ; sixteen
cents to twenty cents for sized fillers
eight cents to ten
cents for scrap.

of

Ml, Ml.

I^S of zero

«ime a short period of moderate weather during which

(EL

LEAF TOBACCO

^

OUR ADVERTISERS

, ,

Some strii>ping from the frozen
tempted when tlie temperatures were

tlie

E..

2.-)

Tobacco

Sumatra

American

Co

1^

.

Trade Board to the fact that regulations recently
promulgated provide that, after February 1, all shipments for exportation from the United States to
any
foreign country, including Canada, Newfoundland
and
Mexico, require four copies of the Shippers'
Export

EUinger

Hamburger Bros,

portation companies, it is declared, will hereafter
refuse to accept shipments for exportation
unless they
are accompanied by the four copies of the
Export Dec-

Co

ft

Kaifenbur^ ft Sons, I
Loeb-Nunez Tobacco Co

I

Loewenthal

&

Ix>pez

Sons, S.

ft

M

Co.,

Pantin.

I

Jose

Rosenwald

&

Straus

Tuck

&

Co

*

V.

S.

Playing Card Company

28

Snuff

Front Corer

~

Helme Co.. Geo. W.
Weyman-Bruton Co.

Bro.,

Co.,

Co.. G.

K

O

York Tobacco Co

E

Auction Houses

"*

^

F

&

Flaying Cards

28

Leslie

Philippine Tobacco

Rocha.

28

""

28

Neuberger, Heinrich

Declaration.

The board announces that in order to avoid serious delay and congestion it is of the utmost
importance
that exporters comply with these regulations.
Trans-

Ernest

ft Co.,

Comly & Son, Geo.

"

W

28
28
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REGISTRATIONS
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THE TOBACCO WORLD

30

4"

1

4-—

"

The

CITY

minimum

a

J,

„

1.00

CIGAR MANt'FACTLKEU WANTEU

2.00
2.00

A lactory in i'ennsylv.inia, on a railroad line preferred, to turn out
a live (5) null I»ndres scrap cigar.
Tobacco will be furnished him and all
vvages and salary will ije paid, the owner to superintend and be paid by the
th«)usan(l ciKars for niakinR the g(K>ds. The factory must be able to turn out close
to 5;i M. cigars per week.
Address Hox 1-2-3. "Tob.icco World."
\\A.NIKI>

allowance of %2 will be made to m«mb«ra of Uie Tobacco Mer*
chants' Aasociation on each registration.
Note
If a report on a aearcb of a title necesaitatea the reporting of more
than ten (10) titles, but less than twent;rone (21), an additional charge of One
Dollar (11.00) will be made. If it necessitates the reporting of more than twentf
(20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31). an additional cnarse of Two Dollars
($2.00) will be made, and so an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be
made for every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

B—

REGISTRATION OF LABEL

FOR ^UJC—Twenty-four

DuBrul

Miller.

For a quick sale a very
The Tobacco World-

condition.
151,

SALE— Remedies Havana shorts, port and clean. Gtiarantced A*l or
money refunded. Fifty cents per pound. Also Vuelta shorts, of the finest
quality.
Edwin Alexander & Co.. 178 Water Street. New York.

^^^<

TOBACCO STEMS. CUTTINGS. SCRAPS. SIFTINGS AND DUST,
any Quantity anywhere. Send samples. Yearly oontrscU made.
J. J. FRIEDMAN. 285-289 M«tft>poliUa Avenue. Brooklyn. N. Y.

iBRANNON SIGNAIGO
CIGAR

DIXIE

CO.'S

—

INVINCIBLES:
cigars.
1917.
9,

No-

vember
American
New York

The

Cigar

Co.,

(

ity.

X. Y.

REGISTRATIONS

Januarv 24
jkrbst. Philadelphia. Pa.
SIX: 40,513. I'or all tobacco products. January 26, 1918.
\m«ii*aii l.itho. ( d., \c\v York t ity.
KING'S TRAIL:—^0,515. JM.r all tobacco products. January 31,
Vnn. American Litho. ( o.. .New ^ ork City.
LA NECESIDAD:—40,516. l-or all tobacco products. January 19,
products.

\\,„.

—

GEM

American Litho.

1''I8.

HAVAHART: —40,517.

New York

o..

(

I

Klin«'. .Xtvv

York

\,

I-

TONOSMOK:~40,520.
American Litho.

1'>1H.

tobacco products.

all

January

25.

1918.

City.

tobacco products.

I'or

all

Co.,

New York

LITTLE THRIFTY:—40.521.

price,

make and number.

Charley Smith how to kiss me."

February

6,

stogies.
Registered January
I
flwards. \\ inds(»r. Pa.
Transferred to F.
I'.lmira. X. Y.. January 7. 1018.

Bilton

F'or all

GREENE'S FIVE-UP:—40,506.
Uu-

('iftcne V ("a..

«,.

St

— Pa,

will

you please

tell

me a

If

cigars, cigarettes,
1914, by S.
M. Howell & Co.,

C

2.

Volume

The

Lariest

Co..

New York

Independeit

Dealtr

tid Exporter
Amtrican Leaf Tobacco

the United SUtea.

of
in

LABELS
Box
CIGAR
AND TRIMMINGS

^

10ft

e.

CATA^

W!?STEINER,SONS&CO
257-265 WEST l7~ST/sTEiNERBinioiNG NEW YORK.

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

38

February

^1LCLUS/u^

MANUFACTURERS
OF

LITHOGRAPHING SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL

.

PROCESS

CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

tobacco products.
cigars.
C.

No. 4

15, 1918

Publiahcra

Januarv

HEYWOOD. STRASSER&.VOIGT LlTHOCO

Hobart Bishop Hanklns, Preaidcnt
H. H. Pakradoonl, Treasurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

26^ STREET

Published on the Ist and 15th of each month at 236 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

18.

City.

January

11.

1918.

PRICE:
year.

t'nited

Canadian

States. Cuba and
and foreign, $3.50.

Philippine Islands,

TUCK
&
INCORPORATUD

LOUISVILLE.

liY..

-

-

CO.

Yonr Inquiry for Sample
and Prices Solicited.

U, S-

A.

Kinds

9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings

$2.00 a

Citv.

G. O.

6c

MANUFACTURERS OF

Kntered as ."econd-class mall mutter. December 22, 1909. at the
Post Office, Philadelphia. I'a., under the Act of March 3. 1879.

TILFAVA:—

T.itho.

X^IsJ

S(m.4 Aw.,

UFACTUWtR OF ALL KIN»* OF

TOBACCO WORLD COHPO RATION

fr.|»acco products.
January 22. 1918. TefTerson Highway
iaitorv. \V, L, Diehl. Proprietor. KingCitv. Mo.
40,508.
For all tobacco products. Januarv 19. 1918.

American

LHAN

fairy

If>r all
Ik'.

mi

HIGHEST QUALITY

UNITED STATES VICTORY BY THE SAMMIES:—40,507.
(

U. S. A.

LOUM

—

For all
Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co..

New York

For
Creenwood, S.

.

—A

(it v.

P.isbach-Voire Litho. Co..

NEW YCRK

.'

DEMOCRACY WORTH FIGHTING FOR:—40,504.
1018

-

-

OHIOAOO,

story
Bilton
fairy story f Well, let's see, how will
we begin it!
^Irs. Bilton (sweetly)
Begin it, *'I was detained
at the office, dear," then continue. Harvard Lampoon,

appeared under "Transfers" in the last issue and
should have appe.ired tmder "Xew Registrations.")

SELECT DRAFT:—40,505.

ftrSMtleOiNanirrtceLMttlipMlMilV

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Company

"ONCE UPON A TIME"

fcelnw

Xew York

'

Write

^Anufschirtrs 0/ MtmSimgs, GAiUmts, T^fftUs,

ST.
— 1— «.|«

MEW YORI

CORRECTED PUBLICATION
1918.

.«—»»«^

For

and

18,

-

22iid

Kstablished 1881

January

"

^IW

*'\Vhat a beautiful dog, Miss Ethel!'* exclaimed
lier bashful achnirer.
*'Is he affectionate?"
*'Js he affectionate f" she asked archly. ** Indeed
he is. Here, Bruno! Come, good doggie, and show

TRANSFERS

tobacco prurhirfs.

M

Wolf, 5417 Web-

The Tobacco World

(Tlw

E- 19th

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

City.

(Tobacco World).

H

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Band.

n

beoght in

ENCOURAGEMENT

<

cheroots

106

.1

_j

Racine Paper Goods
Sole

For all tobacco products. February
7. V)\H.
P(»xvell tS: (;oldstein. Oneida. X. Y.
DO-U-WORRY:—40,522. I'or a cigar factory. February 7. 1918.
\lvanz
ig.'ir Co., Montgomery. .\la.
LEON TROTZKY:^40,523. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
tobacco
lebruary 7, 1918. Tunis Hros., New York City.

TWO BELLES:— 17,961

.« — »«

•

ster Street, Philadelphia.

AV'illy

I'or all tobacco products.
January 31,
.\atrona Tobacco Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
TRES-POR:—40,519. "or all tobacco products. January 25, 1918.
h. A. Kline. .\e\v York (ity.

For

CASH REGISTER WANTED— State

City.

P'lH.

RES-POR:—40,519.

m

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

40,-

lor

444.

191X.

GUMLESS

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

* Peters suction tables, in oerfect
low price will be accepted.
Address

WANTED

tobacco

"

"

habana

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

Ft)R

all

"

vl^drivlDDOIlS

Parmenter Wax-Lined
Coupon Cigar Pockets

FOK SALE
Box

I"<»r

"

I

,

ii

WOODHAVBN AVENUE, GLE^DALE, NEW YORK

A— An

SAY MORE: —40,512.

^,U:i^^::fr

AUo
Foie.t Imported Cigar Band, and I .beU.
1754i
(Phon*. Gramercy
NEW YORK OFFICE

j

a^a^^pwi

$5.00

Duplicate Certificate,
Iltte

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly
is

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
Search
(see Note B),
Transfer,

column

rate for this

SMITH,

compaRia litografica de la

5 Beekman Street

II

-»

il

li

•

11

*—

-

GARRETT H.

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

n

H

+.—

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, NEW YORK

,,i

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
179 We«t Washington

All

St.,

Chicago,

322 Chestnut Street
III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

k any Quantity.

B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

'

Cnnada

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

•4.

-W

11

I"

"

..«—w

"

""

NO.
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Danny Goodman. Firtl Illinois Infantry, champion light-weight boxer of the Army,

LIBRARY
H

U.S

t.

D<^i-

Ub

1

V
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"rolling his own** in his corner just before the gong, Standing, left to right-

sack.

Uncle Sam's Champion Athletes

*'Roll

Their

Own

ff

There's no finer body of men in the world than Uncle Sam's
khaki-clad soldier boys and they smoke the **Makings" to keep
feeling fit and cheerful.
If you don't know why, its high time you
learned.
Listen:

—

You can make for yourself, with your own hands, the mildest,
most fragrant, most enjoyable cigarette in the world
and the most
economical. Machines can't imitate it. The only way to get that
freshness, that flavor, that lasting satisfaction
is to "roll your own"

—

with

PORTO RICO
BOORED
SHORTS

STRIPPED and

—

P. R.

OENUINE

Bull Durham

From only the

choicest districts in

PORTO RICO

TOBACCO

FANCY UNSTEMMED DOMESTIC FILLER

The Makings
of a Nation

We

are pleased to send samples of any grade upon request

S.
''The Makings
^ of a Nation''

^'^' ^^^^^^'

"Like Sagarin Your Coffee''

'^'j ^^^

I

I

'H^'W

^^^^^^ consider the significance at this time of this

first

slogan.
y«"»^srlf mixlnc; "Bull"

and see how true

is

Durham with your

the second slogan.

favorite pipe tobacco

)

ri'iol.'.

champion bowler of the Army; Jack C. Felker. champion heavy-weight of the Army; Carl F. Timmersman. former pitcher of th**
Federal
League and the White Sox. Photographed at New Braunfels, Texas. Grand-.tand of Baseball Park in background. Look fcr the famous muslin
Billy Williams,

.

LOEWENTH AL CgL SONS

123 Maiden Lane

New YorK

City

.)

^
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••

*
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made: in bond

HABANA CIGARS

FINE

La Flor de Portuondo
EstiibliKhi'd

3

II

n

II

TOBACCO WOSIpP

^The

ROCKY FORD

CigAi* that holds the confidence

AMD

of the smoker pays retailers best"

1H69

DEUCIODS

•^CIGARSe*

HADE

rUYOi

i

MANUFACTURED

We

GENUINE

giving

OUI NEWAIK,

N.

FACTORIES

J.,

also manufscUue, at our leveml factoriw located

BURGH,
Stogie*

IN

PA., a

to

retail

very

at

4

itftiactive

for

ami eztcouve

lOc— 2

the Jobber and Retailer

an

for

5c

— 3c each

and

Cigart

and 3

exceptional margin of

PIITS-

at

line of

for

lOc.,

profit.

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Excellence of Quality

and

Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

Charles the Great

For Gentlemen
of
This is the brand that is leading the tratJe
everywhere to a full appreciation o(

CIGARS

the value of standard

Cigars
Tbf

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER
1

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
TAMPA

NEW YORK
M

PHILADELPHIA
ji

—

II

merchant because

it

is

miislei
good, and the

it sells.

Cigar Mfg. Co.

HABANA
II

San Felice

cigart

"CHARLES DENBY"

the smoker because

The Juan F, Portuondo

maoe

I

1^1

M

11

l

li

ly IB^^O^—«»i^—«»^—«

l^^o^^
11
M

"

'

*'

"

"

~
'

-•

H. FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE, IND.
Makers of good cigars for over 67 years

II
-T

M

The Deisel-Weminer

Co.,

LIJ^iA. O.

—

I,

«

r.

Good Taste

>

»

m

LOZANO. SON & CO.
U.

S.

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

MURIEL— and

a

'T. Lozano''

Brand

WiA

^

Clear Havana Cigars

m ««Ml»tv

Address, 437 Fifth

is

that

ptrmiU

make a

lasting success ol a cigar

Avenue

ANYRETAILEI

if

the

ignored.

wonderful development of Muriel -every
eUing idea— considers first the Retailer's Friendly attitude.

Every step

in the

new

siie,

every

new

"Quality* -"Popularity"— "Profit" is Muriel's slogan to the Retai}cr.

,,^\im^\i.

Retailers desiring to make purchase of "The most talked-about cigar in the
U. S. A." will be gladly given name and address of our nearest distributor
upon request.

P.

LORILLARD

119 Weal 40th
ITS A CINCH FOR A LIVE. DEALER
TO PULL THE BEST TRADE HIS WAY:"

m p^vuUritu

Any Wisk KrTAiULik

Neither Quality ndr Advertising can

AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York

(*«t flmsr* Ik* ftmntmrr. with

u oiM q/'mv ^—t ^t*Retailer's legitimate Profit

OFFICE

the Retailer's Profit

& COMPANY.

Street

Inc.

New York

BAYUK BROS
'

-Jia.

GRAVELY®
_

-

CELEBRATED
Chewing Plug

f^

BErORCTHE INVENTION
Of OUR PATENT AlPPROOF POUCH
gpav ely plug tobacco -^
made strictly for its chewing quautv
Would not keep fresh in this section.
now the patent pouch kicps it
^resm and clean and oooq
i*""
a little chew of gravely 16 enouoh
and lasts longer than a bio chew
--—

'J^ji .'
•

T«D«al«MH

•

Write
Mftlai for «
p«iicb ol Real Cravely.
Il'a Iho lirat klg Im»r«v«ineiil In PIm« alace

Payten Gravely
Ilia

Ural plug

waa Made.
P. I.

01 rr. a

made

ifeai

«»«,

till iiT TMtcco
lUNVlLU. \k.

ca.

OF OROINARV PlOO.

*^M9ravetyX>AtceffCa Jkumt^b,

(i

m^itwr.,

^^.

"WIT"

THE PERFECT CIGAR

py^marter,:

I
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PROMPTNESS! SERVICE!

EFFICIENCY!

EsUblikhed
1881

Quality Cigar Labels and Bands

A SEMIMONTHLY

ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO.
INCORPORATED
129 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
TRADE
Selling

FACTORY BRANDS:

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA

For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Toliacco Trade

PHILADELPHIA, March

S2.00 a Year

MARK

Agents for Heywood, Strasser Sl Voig Lithe. Co.
Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

HARRY PROCHASKA.

Manager Cigar Labal Dapt.

JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf's
II

^

i*

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other professional

This proves the unusual merit

by United States Senators, Eminent

men who

Bouquet de Parts

Write At once for prices

and

123

Cigars.

I

(;kwenth

R

\i.

&

Loewenthal

Havana and Packers

of

I

i»FWFNTHAL

Sons
l.t

af

Tobacco

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
.•I

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH

MANUFACTURERS

New York

-

>

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
1809-1811 First Ave.

OEWFNrUM

Importers of

are exceptionally discriminating.

of Neudorf's

1

S.

*'The Havana Cigar of Exclusive Mildness''
cigar that

City

Ji Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ. Proprietor, 28 Rayo St.. Habana. Cuba
AUGUST KUTTRAUEt, GsMral ItHHwtatlvc,
23S FIFTH ATE., NEW TOU

other day we were talking with one of the most
THE
thoroughly informed men on cigar manufacturing
be found in the country. He had many practical
aii<l helpful ideas regarding the use of macbinery and
But,
facilitating equipment for cigar manufacturing.
said he, *'don*t get the impression that we have arrived at a period when leaf tobacco will be ]^oured
into one end of a machine and perfect cigars will roll
to

'

'

out the other.''

This man does believe that some day a chemist is
coming along who will be able to precipitate tobacco
these
into regular leaves. It will be possible to feed
loaves into a machine, as paper is fed into a printing
press, and that the cigar will come sliding out the other
end.

and the many
conditions necessary to the proper manufacture of a
that
cigar today preclude the production of a machine

The irregulanty of tobacco

ESTABUSHED

1851

The Olde^
Pipe House
in

'mark

America

HAVA\A CIGARS
ROMEO Y f ULlETA
The Leader

ITALIA

In all the

World's Markets

will

leaf

facilitate the fabrication of

do much more than

0. S.

RepiMtntttlfc:

Wa. T.Tayltr, 93

Brtt^ St,N.Y.atf

EXCELLENT
QUALITY

Sterling Silver

Bands

however, that there are a number
of such devices in use today (and their number is constantly growing), indicates that such equipment is beginning to become an important factor in cigar pro-

The very

fact,

duction.

different kinds of successful devices in use
few
at present are few compared to what the next
are authoritatively advised
years may develop.

The

Kaufmaim Bros. & Bondy
33 East 17th Street

I I

«*

>

Pendas

8k

Alvarez

CIGARS
Our Mottos ••OUALITY"
OHIoe and Salesroofn,

Netu York. N. Y.
M

Y.

-

801.803

NEW YORK OTY
W

11

!

two
that within the next six months there will be one or
we
additional devices offered to the industry which,
have reason to believe, will prove of great value.

The handwriting

1867

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

W

ESTABLISHED

Italian Briar Root, Solid

Vulcanite Mouthpieces and

Important

THIRD AVE,

which the cigar manufacturer has approached the subject of mechanical equipment is because of the prejudice of the cigarmaker against the use of machinery.
And another reason for this may be that the manufacturer himself has not paid enough attention. He
has turned the matter over to subordinates who have
not been favorably impressed and as a result the manufacturer has been told that the particular device under
consideration was worthless. As a matter of fact it
may have been just what the manufacturer needed.
Tt might have effected a nice saving for him annually.
But he left it to some one else who did not know or
understand the complete details, and who was not as
vitally interested in production costs as the manufacturer himself, and so the machine was turned down.
The matter of testing cigar facton^ equipment is
a man's job, and if the cicrar manufacturer is a practical factory man he ought to thorousrhlv ac^iuaint himself with the operation and economic features of any
devices submitted.

is

on the

wall.

considered a

necessary evil of cigar

years ago

is

now an economic

systems.

But there

is still

Waste

that

was

manufacturing ten

factor in efficient factory
much waste that can be

eliminated through the use of devices that act, to some
extent at least, as a check on carelessness.
With rising production costs, unusual labor condi-

and a rising leaf market the wise cigar manufacturer is going to look about to see where he can

tions

save to meet

his additional costs.

Perhaps the true reason for the reluctant

spirit in

own problems

best
and in times like these he should be \ntally interested
in anvthin^ that will help cut down production costs.
And for this reason he should make personal investiga-

Everv manufacturer knows

the product.

We

Real

An

Factor In Cigar Manufacturing

i|»i

The

Equipment Becoming

Facilitating

Foreign S3. 50

1918

of the Highest Quality

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

BOUQUET DE PARIS

1,

his

tion as to what n machine can do or cannot do, and
have the last word himself and not leave it to some one
who is not sufficiently familiar with conditions to make

an honest decision.
The prime concern of a ciorar manufacturer is. wnaf
Tf, after the
will the de^nce do, what will it save?
manufacturer
tost its product is satisfactory, and the
to do
of the machine guarantees that it will continue
built or
the work economicallv, how the machine is
what makes the wheels go around is not essential knowl,

edge for the cigar manufacturer.

countrv,
of the biggest selling cigars in the
some selling at ten cents and up, are fabricated with
them in
facilitating de\nces. The smoker is smoking
has
preference to the strictly hand-made product. He
tobacco ;s P^]
not vet begun to worrv about how the
wrapper is laid
into the cigar or in what manner the
doubt if he ever will. But we do
about the filler.
most
believe he will verv much appreciate, and in a
and
substantial wav, the product in which the quality
has been maintained to suit his taste, and the

Some

We

blend

through
price of which has been kept within his reach
economic facton' equipment and system.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

The Banker

Tells the

By George Hartford

a good, honest, hard-headed mercliaiit in a populous, rich, thriving manufacturing
city. Jle liad ])con established for years and had built
u]) a good business.
His store was on the main street
and was inirnaculate in appearance. He sold a line of
goods that even'l)ody wanted and he knew everybody
in town.
If anything in the line of hardware or funiiture was needed Stanley had it, and he had the best.
His credit was first class, he discounted his bills and
carried a good balance at the bank. His gross business
was satisfactory, he could live comfortably on his net,
and he w^as happy.
To Stanley tlie bank stood for just one thing. Tt
made a convenient place to deposit his money where he
knew it would be safe and where he could go and get it
any time he wanted it. So far as he was concerned that
was all a bank was for. Probably he never stopped to
figure out how a bank made its money; how it was able
to carr^' on its fine establishment, pay its officers and
clerks and a good dividend to its stockholders as well.
These matters did not concern him.
But the cashier had different views. Tt was up to
him, not only to smile on preferred depositors when
they c^me in, but to make the bank pay. And he wondered about Stanley, for Stanley never borrowed as
"Robinson and Jones and Smith did, and they were in

a

pleasant conversation, about the weather, or
something quite as important and finally, invited him
to come to his inner office.
little

And

this is

Merchant a Few Things

Curtii, in

STANJ.K^' was

what he

fornid out in the course of a
half hour's talk: that Stanley, in spite of the fact that
he always carried a good balance in order that he
might be sure of meeting his bills promptly, discounting them in fact, was often **hard up" and frequently
worried about his finances. Collections were wretchpdlv slow. The bigger iho customer, the slower the
collections, but all ** good 'Vj all among the city's most

substantial men.

The

cashier understood his business and had no
difficulty in getting ** under his hide," particularly as
that morning Stanley was feeling a little blue; so the
cashier got the whole story.

Stanley was popular, everybody knew him, he know
even-bodv -and was universally liked. He was universallv known, too. to be **easy" and his customers
took advantage of this fact. Tn other words, Stanley
would enrr>' them on his books in open acx'.ount for
sixtv dnys, ninety days, six months or more, and they
had found it cheaper to let him do this than to carry
tlieniselves, or to trade with "Robinson or Jones or
Smith who were not so ''easv." Tt was cheaper than
going to the bank and borrowing the money with which
to pnv within a reasonable time; in fact*, it was disclosed that Stanley was acting, and had been acting for
a long time, as banker for many of his '^friends": had
been charging them no interest, and had considered
himself lucky to get his money at all. Tn consequence,
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his business

was much

and he was always,
or nearly always, **hard up."
That very afternoon Stanley returned to the bank
with a memorandum statement that his bookkeeper
had in the meantime prepared. Tt showed a surprising state of affairs.
It showed ** receivables" that
would warrant the cashier of any bank in recommending a good line of credit. But the cashier was wise.
TTe knew Stanley had a horror of borrowing which must
be overcome. And so he began a little educational talk.
He asked Stanley why he didn't have his customers
carry themselves instead of doing it for them.
**What do you mean," said Stanley, ''carry themselves? Why T suppose they are carrying themselves
now. '
''For every dollar, Mr. Stanley," the cashier said,
"that your customers owe you beyond the thirty davs
that they are supposed to* have in settling their accounts, you are carrying them to just that amount,
and you are carrying them free of cost, and just as
long as you let them, they will continue to 'use* you."
And the cashier went on to tell Stanley something about credits, and notes, and acceptances. He
had never heard of acceptances before and the idea,
Avhen he had fully grasped it, rather appealed to him,
''1'e c<nshier went on to tell Stanley that it
was a crime
to attempt to c^irry on a merchandising business on his
own resources, his own capital: that everv dollar of
capital a merchant possessed should be good for many
times that number of dollars worth of business: that
restricted

banks were established and made their money by
"carrying," for a small cost, just such good, substantial fellows as he and that if he wanted
a line of credit
he could have it at any time, on his own paper.
"But, Mr. Stanley," the cashier said, "instead,
irot your customers to 'accept' your bills
at thirty,
sixty, or ninety days, as thev choose, and bring
these
'acceptances' to us. There is no class of paper a bank
likes as well as the 'acceptances' of sound firms.
Tt is
not you, then, that we are carrying but vour customer.
Of course, you will have to put vour name on the back
of these acceptances but with such a line of
customers
as you have showed me you needn't worry much about
thcMr making good. They will take them up when
thev
mature all right. Your liability will be contingent
'

'

only."
Well, Stanley didn't "fall" for this immediatelv.
TTo had to think it over a little.
The prejudice of a
lifetime had to be overcome.
But he "fell" for it
eyentuallv, when he fullv understood, and his customers
didn't get mad with him either, when he asked
them
io "accept" his bills, as he was afraid thev
would.
They didn't desert him and go and trade with Robinson, or Jones, or Smith. No. Thev said to themselves
"Stanley is getting wise." "Somebodv has been coaching him," and they traded with him just the same because he was a good fellow and thev liked him, and
because he had the goods, and becanse he could be
depended upon. And they met their "acceptances"
when due because they couldn't afford to do other*

wise.

Jacob Wertheim Retires as President of T. M. A.
and Charles J. Eisenlohr is Chosen
*

AT

the annual meeting of the directors of the Tobacco
/\_ .Merchants' Association of the United States on
llie liith of February, it was with great regret that
the amiouncement of the retirement of Fresident
Jacob Wertheim was received. Since the inception of
llie organization, Jacob Wertheim has been its chief
executive and, during that brief period of about two
and one-half years, the association has grown to ualional power. In that time it has become representative of every branch of the cigar and tobacco trade and
It has rendered a legion of servlis allied industries.
ices, and now stands as a mighty bulwark between the
industry itself and unfair legislation, sharp practices,
and slanderous attacks and abuses.
if Mr. Wertheim can no longer serve the organization as the chief of its activities, he can at least watch

organization advance still further under new
leadership wuth the feeling that he has rendered to
tlie trade a worth-while service which entitles him to
llie

ils

fullest gi-atitude.
For a man to succeed

Mr. Wertheim there were
many from whom the new president might have been
chosen, many whose qualifications measured up to the
mark.

The man who was chosen, however, in unquesHe
tionably qualified far beyond the requirements.
stands not only as a great national figure in the inman not only
dustry, but a popular one as well.
popular in name, but popular because of the wide
range of his personal friendships and his absolutely

A

democratic ideals.
This man occupies the position of chief executive
of one of the largest independent cigar manufacturing
concerns in the world. The foundation of this firm
was laid many years ago on a single brand of cigars.
And in the decades that have followed this brand has

grown

to

a position of the largest selling single brand

world.
Incorporated,

in the

"Cinco" and Otto Eisenlohr & Bros.,
are synonymous, terms known from

coast to coast.

indeed a happy choice for the trade, and
the Tobacco Merchants' Association may be congratulated on the fact that Charles J. Eisenlohr has accepted the office of president. Under his leadership
the Tobacco Merchants' Association will doubtless
grow to greater strength and in national influence.
At this meeting a new office was created, and Edward Wise, president of the United Cigar Stores, was
elected Chairman of the Executive Committee. George
II. Hunmiel, vice president of P. Lorillard Company,
was elected a vice president to succeed Mr. Wise. To
till a vacancy in the Board of Directors, William IIollingsworth, a widely known retail cigar dealer of New
York, with a chain of stands in office buildings, was
It is

chosen.
discussion of the matter of a Tobacco Merchants
Association convention resulted in a decision to postpone the event from a sense of patriotic duty, a duty
to help the Government win the war.

A

Following the meeting, the entire board adjourned
to liaau's restaurant, where luncheon was served.
Here Secretary Charles Hushkind presented the
retiring president with a set of engrossed resolutions,
with the following remarks:
"About two and a half years ago i called together
in this very restaurant about a dozen men, who were
interested in the tobacco industry, for the purpose of
laying before them what I myself considered but a
Utopian idea to form a national tobacco men's organization that should embrace every branch, every
faction, every element of the industry, from the tobacco grower to the man behind the counter.

"And

today, as a result of that little gathering,
held in this very place two and one-half years ago,
we are assembled here as representatives of the Tobacco Merchants ' Association, the greatest and strongest organization of tobacco men in the United States,
an organization ranking high among the great national
commercial institutions in the country.

"On and

about the cornerstone laid here on the
occasion of our first gathering, there has since been
erected a magnificent structure that is now the pride
of the tobacco trade, standing forth as the accredited
representative organization of our industry; an organization whose power and whose influence is now
well recognized throughout the land; an organization
that not only has to its credit the splendid achievements that you are all so well familiar with but that
has forever obliterated the lines that had for so many
years divided the industry into opposing elements, and
cleared up the atmosphere of suspicion and antagonism
and personal hostility that existed in our industry and
has created in its stead an atmosphere of generosity,
of accommodation and of mutual understanding.
"As secretary of the association it has, of course,
been my lot to attend to the active management of the
organization and to direct its activities and carry out
But the infinitely more important part
its policies.
that had to be performed in connection with the association was not the active management of its affairs
or the operation of its organized machinery or the
utilization of its concentrated powers, but the very
creation and the upbuilding of the association itself.
For without the existence of the association, even the
most pressing needs for organized activity would have
necessarily remained dormant and withdut the power
and the influence of a strong organization even the
most urgent necessities for united action would have
necessarily remained unattended.
"For the glorious success in the formation and
in the upbuilding of this association that made it
possible for us to do the things that we have done and
to attain the achievements that we have attained the
full measure of credit is due to no other perscm than
the man who has presided over the association from
its

very inception, Mr. Jacob Wertheim.
(Continued on Page zj)
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recently issued by the Chamo^iiiinerce of tlie United States, the Tobacco

Pl'KSl'AXT
\h'V ol'

(

War

to Iho

ctill

Mircliants' Association has formed y, VV^ar Service
Conniiittee, consisting of tlie foUowing:
Kdward Wise, cliairnian; Charles Dushkind, secretary; Charles J. Kisenlohr, Alfred liossin, Jesse A.
i^loch, J. L. (irahain, Walter 11. O'Brien, A. ].. Sylvester, William T. Jieed, 1. C. iiosenthal, Maximilian
Stern and (ieorge 11. Hummel.
The War Service Connnittee organized by the respective industries jire all governed ])y an Executive
Connnittee a|>j)ointed by the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, of which Waddill Cathings is
chairman. Thus a complete chain of Industrial Committees, hea(l<'<l l>v the United States Chamber of Commerce, has been elTected to take the place of the War
Committees organized by the Council of National Defense.

In the ci\\\ issued by the (.^hamber of Commerce
for the organization of such conunittees, it was stated:

*'We

that the establishment of representative conunittees, formed in such manner as to
entitle them to speak for their entire industries,
will render immediatelv available valuable sources
of information u])on which the (iovernment may
draw in connection w^ith the countless business and
industrial problems attendant upon the conduct of
the war.
feel

**For your information in this connection, I
will add that the several committees appointed by
the Council of National Defense and bv the Ad-

The Tobacco Trade Must Do

Service Committee
visory Commission, have in each instance tendered
their resignations, and, in order to prevent a continuance of the embarrassing situation wherein
members of the committees were called upon to
act both as Oovermnent agents or advisors, and
at the same time as representatives of their respective industries, that these resignations have
been accepted. For the purpose of furthering the
valuable work instituted by the Uovernment committee, however, it is most desirable that representative committees of the industries be formed
by the industries themselves at the earliest possible

moment."

The following

letter

was sent out

to the

Tobacco

Committee by the Secretary
**Our War Service Committee has been dulv
recognized by the War Conamittee of the Chamber
of Conomerce of the U. S. as the Official Conmiittee
representing the Tobacco Industry, so that our
Committee now forms a part of the organization
of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
**Our Committee having thus been officially
recognized as representing the Tobacco Industry,
has been placed in communication with the Government and its various Boards and Committees
and it is expected if any situations should arise
affecting the Tobbaco Industry or requiring any
services or action on the part of our Industry that
we be duly advised and consulted in the premises.
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many of our readers have already heard
NOthedoubt
song,
Don't Want to Get Well.'* Pretty
''I

much

of the whole world is sick, right now, with a

fever

malignant
afllicted

called

War.

The contagion has

the United States, but in this case the U. S. A.

Doctor as well as a patient.

jdust be the

There are a good many red-blooded Americans
who apparently have the attitude of not wanting to
In their heart of hearts they expect the cure
to be effected, but they do not regard themselves as
necessary accessories to the accomplishment.

^ot well.

This attitude is one that will lead to disaster if
is not corrected.
Start today to observe meatless
it
and wheatless meals and days. Save fats, save anytliing, save everything of any possible value.

We

The strength

Its "Bit''

of the United States, collectively,

is

—

no greater than its weaknesses, individually just as
a chain is no stronger than its weakest link. The Fate
of civilization hangs in the balance. To win this war
we must have a united people striving to the best
of their ability to give the soldiers, and the men an<l
women and children of Europe everything that is essential to the sustenance of their bodies

and the pro-

tection of their lives.

What

has this to do with the cigar and tobacco
industry, you askf
It has just this to do with it.
Unless we devote every energ)% every possible effort
and make every essential sacrifice w^e will be aiding
the enemy and prolonging the war.
If the

members

of the third largest industry in

the country do not do their

a million and a half men
under arms today, but the efficiency of our own men
as well as those of our Allies and the winning of the
war depends entirely upon the tens of millions of us
in the United States who are not under arms.
This
means that every sacrifice that we are advised is necessary to the successful carrying on of this war, should
))e made without a murmur, without delay.

what good are the
efforts of all the other industries?
This means that
we are to make the individual ^crifices. Economize
on the meats, the wheat, fats and sugar. Let there
be no waste.

Sam. He
must supply food, materials, money and men, and to
do this he must have the complete co-operation of every
man, woman and child in the country. The sooner
We throw ourselves whole-heartedly into the work, the

Let us as individuals justify ourselves and our
industry in the eyes of the nation, and of the world,
as having made every possible sacrifice, and as having contributed in every possible way to the great
victory that will come to the Allied cause if we do
our part.

have,

it

The Doctor

is estimated,

of the Allied cause is Uncle

sooner the cure will be effected.

bit,

There was a time when the cry of *'The full dinner pair* swept the country. This is the time and
the hour to echo the cry of **the empty garbage can.'*

Lancaster Leaf Crop Practically All Sold
DKLIN'KKV
have

is

A

of moderate temperature

opened up roads
had been clogged by snow and ice, and movements

night
that

of tobact^o

I>ancaster, Pa.
in full swing.
fort-

continuing at top-notch speed during the
pa«t two w<»eks. In order to assist the movement of
the crop, which is nmch belated, trolley express cars
havt' be<'ii pressed into service to liaul the larger shipb<>en

nu^nts.

With th#^rtining of improved weather, too, strippng has been resumed in earnest. On the other hand,
however, labor shortage

seriously affecting the
|»aekers, for while this is a tobacco center, the packers
have been lured to munition making and shipbuilding
Centers ]>y pmniises <tf intlated wages.
is

One

of the finest cro])8 in the county, grown by
Christian llabeeker, of Kohrerstown, has been sold anil
is almost entirely stripjx'd.
lie reported these prices:
thirty cents for wrappers, sixteen cents for fillers, and
eight cvuis for scrap.

Keports on Uie amount of stripping, the amount

of unsold crops, and the condition of the delivery of
tobacco generally, indicate that about one-third of the
crop remains to be stripped. There is very little tobacco not yet sold. The prices that prevailed generally
for recent -sales were, twenty-eight to thirty cents for
good wrappers, eighteen to twenty cents for frosted
and fillers, and eight to ten cents for scrap.
The fatty stem epidemic is waning. However,
there is a great deal of tobacco on the clothes line,
which is coming out of the first sweat satisfactorily.
Price fixing has been the subject of much comment among the growers lately, and it is generally
contended that if the conditions of the market justify
packers from forty to fifty cents for case goods, thirty
and thirty-five cents for good wrappers is not too high
for the growers.
The big crop of tobacco grown by Harvey Hostetter, of Elizabethtowii, was destroyed by fire, when
sparks from a stove in the tobacco cellar ignited the
barn roof. The loss will reach almost $5000, and there
is no insurance.

R. G. R.

Cigarette Exports

To China Nearly Double

doubling of exports to China was the outstandTHE
ing feature of the cigarette industry in 1917, according to the records of the Department of Commerce, which show also that our foreign business in
During
that item has expanded greatly since 1914.
th(? vear, we shipped abroad 7,033,626,000 cigarettes,
\ ahied at $13,296,270, against 4,258,664,000, valued at
5(^7,584,345,
in 1916, and 2,076,178,000, valued at
$:^301,094, in 1915.

Of

amount 4,949,137,000, with a value of
went to the land of the Dragon, against

this

Jff^600,727,

2,551,772,000, valued at $4,891,258, in 1916, and
1,083,518,000, worth $1,728,045, in 1915. The 1917 exports figure out about ten cigarettes a year for every
l>orson in the Celestial Empire, as against two and onelialf

cigarettes to the person in 1915.

Exports to Panama, while greater than those of
1016, are still less than the total of 1915. The figures
for the earlier year were 84,806,000, worth $146,920^

which decreased in 1916 to 50,800,000, valued at
$118,920. A good gain was made last vear, the total
being 76,544,000, with a value of $195,684.
While exports to the Straits Settlements show a
greater value, the number was lower than in 1916.
for 1917 was 1,031,574,000, valued at
$1,494,034, as compared with 1,055,159,000, worth
$1,476,064, in 1916, and 736,564,000, with a value of

The

total

$1,027,597, in 1915.

Siam appears to be forswearing the cigarette
habit.
Whereas our exports to that countrv jumped
from 96,750,000, worth $185,647, in 1915, to 224,310,000,
valued at $424,986, in 1916, the 1917 total dropped off
ccm.siderably, oeing but 153,660,000, with a valne of
$301,243.

the unspecified countries have increased consistently during the past three vears, the
totals being: 1915, 74,540,000, valued at $212,905; 1916,
376,623,000, worth $673,117; 1917, 812,711,000, with a
value of $1,704,582.

Exports

to
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prevailed upon railroad companies to permit
the use of fiber-board boxes for shipments and it secured other modifications of traffic rules saving the
industry untold amounts of money.
10. It minimized box-stuffing and other fraudulent
jjiactices and it has made great progress in standardizing the registration of trade-marks and in checking
inlringcments and simulations of brands.
9.

M. A. Service Bureaus Features
President Wertheim's Annual Report

Efficiency of T.

the animal report of President
Jacob Wertheim, of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, submitted to the Board of Directors at the
annual meeting held on February 19th:

To

is

Board of Directors of the Tobacco Merchants'

the

Association of the United States:
(lentlemen
Since our last Convention, we have passed through
a period of far-reaching events, often of dark and sinister aspect, and without parallel in the long history
of the tobaex50 trade in America.
of the tobacco
trade have had frequent occasion during the year just
ended to give thanks for our foresight in building the
Tobacxio Merchants' Association of the United States,
the first and only national tobacco trade organization
in the country, and for our good fortune in having
this powerful institution at our service in the present

We

•

crisis.

With

not soaring into future
possibilities, but speaking solely from the record of
the more important accomplishments that T shall hereinafter refer to, T may modestly present to you the
Tobacco Merchants' Association as a real National Institution, which stands forth as a powerful and accredited representative body of one of the first industries in the land.
The tobacco trade is numerically,
financially and economically among the greatest industries of the country; it deserves the finest organized
representation that can possibly be created for it, and
T venture to say that in the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States, now known throughout
the country as the Tobac<co Merchants' Association,
the tobacco industry has a representation worthy of
its

du(» conser\'atism,

magnitude and

its

importance among American

in-

dustries.

Before discussing in detail the more notable
achievements of our Association during the short period of its existence, with your permission, I will summarize some of these accomplishments in terms of
their kno%vn results
1.

Tt

has changed the atmosphere in the tobacco

industry from that of suspicion, antagonism and per'sonal hostility to that of friendly intercourse and mutual co-operation.
2. Tt has suc^^essfully opposed and frustrated all
efforts to enact hostile legislation, both federal as well

as local,

among which may be mentioned:
(a) The passage of the Revenue Act

of September, lOin, without imposing any additional
taxes on tobacco products, as originally contemplated.
(b) The enactment of the Preparedness Revenue law of March, 1917, without the threatened
increase in taxes.
(c)

The adoption of the tax rates advocated

1^ the Tobacco Merchants' Association instead of
the flat increase of 100 per cent., as recommended

by the Treasury Department in connection with
the War Revenue Bill, the difference being about
$40,000,000 per annum.
(d) The reduction of the proposed War tax
upon the so-called nickel cigars from $3 to $1 per
thousand and the retention of the old tax on
stogies and package goods in the same War Revenue

Bill.

(e)

The elimination from the Chamberlain

Bill of the provision prohibiting the sale of tobacco

products at military camps, etc. The serious consequences of such law need hardly be dwelt upon.

The

prohibition clause found

its

way

into the Mili-

tary Bill and was passed by the Senate almost on
the last day of the Session. But our opposition
to that measure was so strenuous and our arguments so convincing that Senator Chamberlain
withdrew that clause at the following session of
the Congress.
(f )

number

The defeat

of anti-tobacco legislation in a

of States.

has secured a modification of the President's
embargo upon the importation of leaf tobacco into the
United States, permitting importation of tobacco except from the Dutch East Indies under a general license
instead of under individual licenses, procurable only
at great cost of time and effort.
4. It has succeeded in removing the restrictions
upon the supply of sugaf needed in the manufacture
3.

It

of tobaccos.

secured the prompt exemption of cigar, cigarette and tobacco factories from the Fuel Administration order by permitting the operation of factories to
work up leaf tobacco already in process.
6. It conducted a gigantic national campaign of
propaganda which resulted in the readjustment of retail prices upon tobacco products all over the country
in accordance with the new conditions brought on by
the War.
7. To counteract anti-tobacco propaganda.
(a) It made an extensive investigation and
campaign to remove the fake tobacco cure menace.
(b) It distributed thousands of pamphlets
that it has had printed demonstrating the harmlessness of the use of tobacco products.
(c) It persuaded the Industrial Commission
of the State of New York to promulgate rules and
regulations permitting smoking in factories,
whereas previously it was a misdemeanor even to
sample a cigar or a cigarette in a factory.
8. It succeeded in effecting a change in the ruling
of the Internal Revenue Department holding that threefor-ten-cents cigars must be taxed under the $4 rate,
so that such cigars, if packed in bundles, are now
taxable under the $3 rate.
5.

It

Members

Tobacco Merchants' Associathe
tion are by no means limited to the promotion of
gi'iieral welfare of the industry as a whole, for the
Association is, indeed, well equipped to render our

The

activities of the

members such individual services as may be reasonably
expected from a live conamercial institution.
Thus, our Trade Mark Bureau, our Information
Bureau and our Traffic Bureau are kept very busy
serving our members, furnishing information, investigating and registering trade-marks, selecting shipping
routes, advising as to traffic difficulties, solving tech-

against
nical transportation problems, adjusting claims
railroad companies, looking after Internal Revenue or
Custom House matters and attending to all such mattrade
ters as properly come within the functions of a

organization.

Moreover, we make no exceptions in servmg our
members, whether they be members paying only $10 a
$1000 a year or more ; both
} ear or those contributing
are treated on an equal basis all are served alike.
Information Bureau
We are particularly proud of the service rendered
by our Information Bureau, which is being constantly
called upon not only by tradesmen of our Industry,
writers
but by public officials, colleges, authors, and
from all parts of the country, and not infrequently by
olhcial representatives of foreign governments.
And it is indeed a source of gratification to note
from the steady stream of inquiries we are receiving
from all sources, that there is an awakening realization of the incalculable value of our Information
Bureau and a due appreciation of the reliable and upto-the-minute data concerning Legislation, Taxation,
Kevenue Rulings, Trade-Marks, Exports and Imports,

—

Freight and Transportation, and the many other interesting matters which it is furnishing promptly and
cheerfully.
And in this connection, it may be stated that our
tobacco library, which embraces a most elaborate collection of books and publications, both ancient and

new, has already received favorable comment of the
public press.
Traffic

Bureau

Special attention is called to our Traffic Bureau,
which cheerfully furnishes our members, at all times,
with such advice and information as they may require
in regard to the many questions that frequently arise
in shipping departments, the solution of which requires
not only expert knowledge and technical training, but
a readily available library of tariffs, railway guides
and other traffic publications for reference and consultation.

Bureau also makes a special feature
handling, adjusting and collecting, for our members,

The

of

War Revenue Act
The passage of the War Revenue Act through

It

Individual Service for

F()Lr/)WIN(i

U
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Traffic

claims against carriers, arising out of transportation
matters which it is needless to say require practical
experience and technical knowledge.

the

Congress was, as we all remember, tedious and protracted. Times beyond mention there was a seemingly
unalterable disposition on the part of the congressional
committees having the measure in charge to infiict a
burden aggi'egating $100,000,000 in additional taxes
upon this trade. Apparently realizing the inevitable
consequences of such a penalty, which would have automatically cut tobacco production in half the day it
took etfect, those charged with the duty of meeting an
unprecedented war budget heard lengthy representations from our trade.
And it was the voice of the Tobacco Merchants'
Association that gave expression to the existing facts
irrefutable conclusions of the entire industry. How
this was done was most interesting, illustrating as it
does the unbiased and impartial conduct of our Association. As our respective committees arrived at war
tax schedules which they conceived to be consistent
with the grave need of our Government, and an adequate contribution on the part of our industry towards
the cost of the War, copies of these recommendations
were sent post-haste and broadcast throughout the
trade, to big manufacturers and little manufacturers,
large distributors and small distributors, members and
non-members of the Tobcaco Merchants' Association
soliciting their support and urging them to advise their
respective Senators and Congressmen of their endorsement of our proposed schedule of tax rates.
It is supremely significant that for the first time
in our fifty years' existence as a trade, the tobacco men
throughout the United States presented a united front
before Congress, and for the first time, speaking as
one man, the trade secured the adoption of a revenue
schedule endorsed by all branches and by all factions

and

of the industry.
Price Readjustment

exceedingly cordial and mutually beneficial
relation with tbe trade throughout the country touches
very closely to what may fairly be considered the most
impressive achievement of the Tobacco Merchants' AsThat was the
sociation during the year just past.
successful conduct by the Association of a national
movement for the reatdjustment of prices upon tobacco
products made necessary by the War conditions.
In that campaign, which was commenced in the
middle of July and continued upon a scale that rocked
the trade to its farthest foundations for a period of
six weeks, over 600,000 pieces of mail matter were sent
out, reaching directly and indirectly over 400,000 retail
tobacconists throughout the country; twelve hundred
leading tradesmen in sixty of the principal cities of
the country volunteered to work with the Tobacco Merchants Association as local committeemen ; and not less
than eight hundred local organizations of the tobacco
and allied trades were brought into active participation in that movement. It was a sweeping, a conclusive

Our

*

and a permanent

success.

necessary to attempt to describe what
enormous benefit that campaign has brought to the
trade. Not one other industry in the country' was so
It is scarcely

sadly, so perilously and so irretrievably riddled by
price-cutting as ours. The costs of production in every
branch of our business were up to a high elevation the
prices governing the gross income of everyone in the
;

I
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down to the lowest level, and
on top ol' these conditions we were called ujiou to pa}'
$(;(),( MM ),()()() of additional taxes.
The success of tiiat
tia<l('

W'vvv apparently

camiiaig-n pro})al)ly s])elled the salvation of our trade.

Our Convention

The success

of our first convention held in Washington, 1). (A, in May, JDIG, has aroused such interest
in our annual gathering, which was to have been held
in the month of May last year, that the entire tobacco
industry of the country has been looking forward to that
event with pleasurable anticipation and with considerable impatience.
It was therefore with sincere regret that owing to
the crisis in our country, our Executive Conmiittee
deemed it advisable to postpone the holding of our
annual convention to an indefinite date.

The Tobacco Merchants* Association being a National Association, w^ith its membership spread broadcast throughout the country, our conventions must
necessaiily be attended by representatives from all
parts of the land and hence it is a serious question
whether it would be wise to call such a convention at
this time under existing conditions and in face of
the extraordinary difficulties that we must now endure
in traveling, particularly over long distances.
It is
resf)ectfully recommended that this matter be given
due consideration.
Prompt Action and Efficient Service
Passing o\ er, for a moment, the enormous financial
economies tliat our association has effected for the in-dustry and the individual services rendered our members, 1 believe that the institutional character of the
Tol)acco Merchants' Association lias been abundantly
and impressively illustrated. In this organization we
have a vast semi-public, semi-industrial utility, the
recognized authority of the trade both internally and
in its multii)lex relations with the Government and
with the public.
The alertness with which this finely-balanced mechanism silently watches after the interests of the tobacco industry and the promptness and directness with
which it acts, are literally cause for those who may
not be intimately acquainted with its work to marvel
The progress of every measure, every influence, the
most insignificant in<iuiry, wdicther from within the
trade or without, is tended most solicitously and with
almost unvaryingly beneficial result for our trade.
When leaf tobacco was inadvertently included in
the presidential import embargo, that very day our
head(iuarters were advised and for hours that afternoon our office was in constant communication with
Washington by long-distance telephone, with the result that before the trade had any knowledge even
of th(| existence of the embargo our special bulletins
were in the hands of the members of this association
affected thereby, advising them of the modification of
the embargo, dispensing with the requirements to obtain ji separate and individual license for each consignnuMit of tobacco.
Similarly, when the sugar embargo was about to
reach out to paralyze the production of smoking or

chewing

Tobacco Merchants* Association was promptly on the job, so to speak, and before
the very tobacco manufacturers themselves knew of

mhf^i

tol)acco, etc., the

was

come, all restrictions as to the
supply of sugar needed for tobacco had been removed.
a})(»ut

to

As

still
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another instance of the immediate response

which any member of this association may anticipate
in the most perplexing problem, let me cite a case
where, precise and authentic scientific knowledge was
put at the command of an inquirer.
A lai;ge cigar manufacturer telegraphed to the Tobacco Merchants' Association to ascertain whether
cigars would be harmed by being stored in a warehouse containing large quantities of salt. As that
inquiry necessarily called for scientific information,
iimnediate communication was established by us with
the Bureau of Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, and the same afternoon
a definite reply was telegraphed to the manufacturer.
Not one tradesman in ten thousand, I will venture to
say, knows what effect sodium chloride will have upon
tobacco, but the Tobacco Merchants Association found
out promptly and completely from unimpeachable authority and so advised its member.
One of the most gratifying illustrations of the
timely service of our association was provided in the
special Treasury Department order, formally issued
February 7, 1918, modifying a former decision to the
effect that three-for-ten-cent cigars must be taxed four
dollars per thousand, by agreeing with the views submitted by the Tobacco Merchants' Association that
such cigars, if done up in packages or bundles, are
taxable at three dollars per thousand as heretofore.
Our representations to that end were made to the Internal Revenue Department last December, and a favorable regulation was granted. On December 24th,
the members of this association were advised of this
new interpretation of the law. It was not, however,
until seven weeks later that the official regulation was
first published.
Within that period approximately
three hundred million cigars of this class were made,
and $300,000 was thus saved through the prompt action
of this association.
In a large number of other instances, through the
alert watchfulness of our organization, we have been
able to anticipate for the trade both legislative action
and administrative decisions affecting its interest.

When A

We

posted our members concerning new Internal Revenue rulings before the department itself
had opportunity (in the great crush of official business with which it has been burdened during the War),
to notify the District Collectors. We have warned the
trade in distant States of legislation then pending in
their General Assemblies, covering tobacco topics, that
the tradesmen themselves in those commonwealths had
not the slightest inkling of.
fully

Membership and Resources

The growth

of our institution

from the point of
numerical and moral support is indeed more than gratifying.
From a membership of three hundred and
twelve at our last convention, with nine affiliated associations, the Tobacco Merchants' Association has grown
up to an organization of five hundred and six members,
with a retailers' counsel of over one thousand members, and with seventeen affiliated associations.
The increase in our income is, however, by no
means as pleasing as the growth of the association in
point of membership.
The Tobacco Merchants' Association from its very
inception has been conducted along democratic lines
(Continued on Page 24)

Contract
By Elton
Copyright

hour some business man
EVERY contract—
sometimes large

is

1917,

upon
iioss.

being induced to

interests depend
definiteit, too— which is wholly void for want of
It is unenforceable because there is no way to

A

Jot of things are promised which are
enforce it.
stated so indefinitely that they simply could not be
carried out. The victim discovers this when it is too

This kind of contract

is

not always written;

it is

vorv often verbal.

J.

A

Not

Contract

Buckley
J.

Buckley

Now

my

opinion this is one of those attractive
contracts whidi, when analyzed, proves to be almost
Mr. Dry would get
if not entirely unenforceable.
nowhere if he tried to enforce it, because there are so
many holes in it so many ways for the Factories Merchandise Company to escape, if it wanted to escape.
For instance the offer is to sell goods to the merchant so 'Hhat the net cost shown in our price-list to
merchants will enable said firm to meet the general
current prices of mail order houses on like merchandise
Hera
with an average profit of from 10 to 35 per cent.
are some of the holes
1. The ** general current prices'' which the merchant is to be enabled to meet would be held to mean
the staple prices, not the special prices on drives, which
are the very prices that competing merchants want to
meet.
2. To meet the general current prices **of mail
order houses." What mail order houses! Not necessarily all, and not necessarily the very ones you want
in

—

'

The matter is brought up by the following
which comes to me from San Francisco, Cal.:
*

letter,

Wheeler, Wash.
Dear Sir: On December 14, 1916, a representative of the Factories Merchandise Co., of Chicago,
called on me and induced me to sign a contract
with them for one year. I paid him $25 and signed
two notes of $37.50 which were to be eliminated
by extra discounts on goods bought. Clause 5 of
this agreement reads: *That the net cost shown in
our price-list to merchants will enable said firm
to meet the general current prices of mail order
houses on like merchandise with an average profit
of from 10 to 35 per cent.'
They sent a catalogue to me and I compared
it to the Sears, Koebuck catalogue and found the
prices laid down in many instances higher than
those of Sears, Roebuck.
Another part of the agreement was that they
send 100 catalogues to me to be distributed to the
trade. These prices they represented to me would
compare with Sears, Roebuck and allow a good
commission to me. After comparing the catalogues I wrote to the Factories Merchandise Co.
asking that they cancel my contract and deduct
from my cash payment of $25 all expense that I
had caused them and return the balance with my
Also I asked them not to send the 100
notes.
catalogues. This they refused to do stated they
were getting out my catalogues and would ship
**

;

them

Is

by Elton

sign a

'

have

13

at. once.

have not received the catalogues, so could
not do business for them if T wanted to.
(Signed) Edgar Dry."
T

T am told that this scheme is not new. Several
concerns are using it purporting to sell retailers
goods on a basis which will enable them to compete
with the ever-present mail order houses. It is a good
enough scheme if it will work, for there is hardly a
line of merchandising today that is not feeling the
influence of the mail order houses.
Let me say in the beginning that this correspondent is probably out the $25 cash he has already spent,
and the value of the two notes, which will almost certainly be endorsed to some third party, who will proceed to collect them without regard to whether the correspondent would have a good defense if the Factories
Merchandise Company had kept the notes and itself
tried to collect them.

—

'

to meet.

**0n like merchandise," opens the door wide to
comparisons and arguments on all sorts of merchandise
which would never get anywhere.
4. "With an average profit of 10 to 35 per cent."
means nothing. **From 10 to 35 per cent." is not an
**average," to begin with, and with the minimum and
the maximum so far apart, and no attention beincr paid
to the cost of doing business in the individual case,
and the Chicago concern being careful not to say **net"
profit, it would be totally impossible for anybody who
signed this contract to pin the Factories Merchandise
Company down to anything specific in a given case. T
never heard of this concern before, and therefore am
unable to express an opinion as to whether it knows
of these holes in its contract. From the buyer's standpoint, however, the whole transaction is so loose that
somebody
it would probably shake apart the minute
3.

began to lean on it.
It is very, very foolish to pay in advance for a
scheme like this.
Courts try hard to enforce contracts which some
trusting individual has depended on, and possibly invested monev in, but very, verv often they are compelled to sav, as one court did the other day, **We
would not know where to begin to enforce this agreement. '
instance, a concern that' made a business of
auditing freight bills and collecting freight overcharges

For

for shippers found in one case what it thought was an
overcharge amounting in three or four years to sevfor
eral thousand dollars. It charged a monthlv fee
auditing work, but when it uncovered this possibility of recovering this large amount one of the firm
went to the shipper and said, **See here. Tf we get
this back, we think you ought to pav an extra fee, say
10 per cent, of all we get." The shipper was pleasant
and reassuring. **You leave that to us," he said.
"We'll take care of you." The auditing concern was
its

{Continued on Page is)
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War

Trade Acceptances In

upon available credit reserves

Financing

conjecture.

Address Before The

New York

nation is mobilizing all its forces to effectively
prosecute the War.
The present is the supreme world-crisis of all time.
invite your close attention to these
Therefore,

TJIJS

I

fundamental facts.
This nation is facing the largest tasks ever assumed by any nation.
Tlie Expansion, co-ordination and centralized control of our econoiyic, industrial and financial resources
l)resent ])robh'ms of ^^ijrantic magnitude.
Tills centralized control

must necessarily be gov-

ernmental.

Under these circumstances, the supreme responsibility of the management of the general banking situation' rests with the Federal Resen^e Board at Washington.
The Federal Reserv^e Banks, operated as a unit,
under the control of the Federal Reserve Board, constitute the Government Bank of the United States.
The banking an<l credit reserves of the nation have
a close relationship to the ])osition and to the operations of the Federal Reserve Banks. Tn former times,
the gold reserves of the nation, which constitute the
liasis of credit operations, were carried by the individ-

;

any other country.
Therefore, our credit base can be made to support
such expansion of credit as may be necessary to the
vital needs of the nation. At the same time, further
expansion of credit at this time must be along lines determined by the policies of management of the Federal

Federal Reserve Banks, and their consolidated statements reflect the credit and currency position of the
country. The reserves of the member banks are represented primarily by credits on the books of the FedTheir secondary reserves coneral Reserve Bank.
sist of paper eligible for rediscount with the Federal

Keserve Bank.

nation

Under the Federal Reserve hanking system, the
})anking power of the nation is being co-ordinated and
unified. The nation's gold reserves are carried by the

It is

which the

amount of credit
banks can extend depends upon the liquidity

evident, therefore, that the

of their assets, the availability of those assets for rediscount, and the policies of management of the Federal

Reserve Board.
The' Federal Resen^e Banks thus form a great centralized resen'oir of available commercial credit, belli nd which are the government and national resources.
This constitutes the greatest reservoir of available
credit existing in the world.

The Federal Reserve banking system has been the

i
1

tically self-supporting

Resen^e Board.
Bearing in mind these basic conditions, our immediate problems are those of qood methods and (jood
manafiemcnt, making it incumbent upon us all to effectively co-operate with the Federal Reserve Board. We
need to bring our credit methods up to the highest efficiency in order to make commercial credit as liquid aa
possible, cut out lost motion, arrange our whole credit
system for effective co-operation with our main credit
reservoir through the Federal Reserve Banks, clearing
credit against credit, in order to accomplish a maximum of husiness on a minimum of credit, to the end that
legitimate commercial credit may not be curtailed, forcing unnecessary contraction and liquidation. We must
bear in mind that through force of circumstances this

ual banks.

I

L«af Tobacco Board of Trade

and inestimably greater than
those of any other country agricultural products of an
estimated value of nearly twenty billions of dollars
annually, an animal income estimated at fifty billions
of dollars and the position on a large scale of a creditor nation. Our Federal Reserve Bank position indicates present reserv^es of approximately $1,750,000,000
gold, or approximately 65 V^ per cent, against circulation and 6211. per cent, against deposits, with a floating
gold supply roundly of more than one billion dollars,
which could be made available as a further basis of
credit. These things combine to make our credit and
economic position incomparably stronger than that of

salvation of this country in this crisis. T may go further and say it is the salvation of the world, for upon
it depeTids the marshalling of our resources, upon the
effective administration of which depend the destinies
of all mankind.
tf our tasks are huge, we may feel reassured by
our basic conditions to meet them.
have about
one-third of the gold money of the world, absolute conIrol of gold exports, an assured heavy balance of trade
in our favor, full employment of labor, inexhaustible
raw materials and natural resourc-es to make us prac-

We

projected largely into the position of the
World's Banker, the World's Work-shop, and a main
reliance for food and raw materials, which, combined,
will require an almost incalculable volume of credit. It
is very apparent that credit must somewhere be curtailed, for the enormous borrowing needs of the Government must first be supplied, taking precedence over
everything else. Next in order come the most essenConsideratial industrial and commercial operations.
tions of broad public policy will govern the Federal
Reserve Board in the administration of banking credit,
curtailing as fully as mav be necessary credit for nonessential operations. Where and how the line will be
drawn is going to depend upon the exigencies of the
tremendously complicated situation ahead.
Tt is ine\ntable, under present circumstances, that
the needs for corporate industrial capital requirements
on a large scale must be supplied through centralized
control, in which this discrimination will be exercised.
If the bill creating the $500,000,000 War Bank beconaes
a law, with a possible credit expansion of four billion
is

supported by the Federal Reserve banking sysmay mean an encroachment of great magnitude

dollars,

tem,

it

It is inevitable also that the

banks will

have to absorb, from now on, government obligations
to an extent which will require the utmost liquidity o^
resources in order to be in position to adequately pru\ ide for legitimate commercial needs.
With this in mind, I ask you, therefore, to concentrate your attention upon these fundamental facts.
1. An unmatured commercial credit in negotiable
form is a valid asset, convertible at once through our
present banking machinery into cash or available

By Beverly D. Harris

An

—how great we can only

CREDIT.

Our

methods should be standardized to
automatically produce a type of credit instrument
2.

.

credit

which will represent distinctly actual sales of merchandise going into consumption and the terms of suck
sales, thus bringing into existence an immense volume
of self -liquidating commercial credit instniments of a
purely commercial type, which show upon their face
exactly what they are, and as such will be the more
readily absorbed by the banks and the open market,
because of a type in a class by itself distinctly selflitiuidating, of short commercial maturity and acceptable above all others to the Federal Reserve Bank,
iither from bankers or in open market transactions.
As an instrument of this kind, fulfilling all these functions, creating an elastic credit currency, expanding,
and contracting automatically, corresponding to the
\olume of legitimate commercial business, the ideal
credit instniment is the commercial ** Trade Acceptance.*'
There is no mystery about them they stand
for what they Are. This, of all forms of credit, is the
one against which there can be the least discrimina-

—

—

tion.

fact firmly in mind that the Trade
Acceptance represents goods that have been actuMly
sold,
plain note may represent borrowing for any
purpose, and does not necessarily represent transactions of a self -liquidating character, and may be borrowed against goods that have not or may not be sold,
or are unsalable, or against book accounts of an unknown character or for speculation, or for diversion
Into outside enterprises, or for capital or plant ace(^unt, or for purposes of an unliquid or of an obscure
character.
Large interests have recently been apprehensive of
finding themselves handicapped for needed commercial
They
credit, owing to their extensive requirements.
were doubtful of the future, and they sought in certain
instances to obtain absolute assurance of round
amounts on bankers acceptances for a period of t^o or
three years ahead, through the medium of syndicate
operations involving a high rate of interest, making
their paper in ninety-day periods under guarantee of
renewal for the time mentioned. To establish a market
for a large volume of such offerings, the underwriters
have found it necessary to sound the attitude of the
Federal Reserve Board as to the eligibility of such
l)aper for rediscount, and have found it unfavorable
for several sound reasons, of which it is only necessary
to mention that it is regarded as really long time borrowing, not essentially self -liquidating, and of an inflexible and unscientific character as to rate, which
would be a demoralizing element in the banking ma-

Bear this large

A

:

If

The

methods indicates a
shortening of intermediate avenues of credit, which
would be available if the paper were eligible for rediscount with the Federal Reserve Bank. Had these borrowers been in a ])osition to negotiate with the same
chinery.

necessity of such

underwriters, on the other hand, to convert into Ciish
the same stated volume of trade acceptances, for the
same period of time, a very broad market could be
developed for the latter, for i-easons which 1 shall later

endeavor

Here

to

make

evident.

me

impress upon you the fact that in our
open-account system, merchants, in borrowing to ciirry
their credit customers, are usu lining the functions ot
bankers and canning an unnecessarily heavy load. Is
there a means at hand to remedy the situation and
transfer the load where it belongs to the bankers and
through them to the Federal Reserve Bank? 1 think
there is the Trade Acceptance.
Let us suppose that, as a war measure made necessary by the present crisis, the various wholesale merchants associations of the country should *'take the bull
by the horns" and for that reason alone, utterly ignoring any discussion of the many other sound and excellent reasons w^hich exist and are capable of demonstration, should join together forthwith and amiounce
let

—

—

firmly that for this supreme reason, hereafter all sales
of goods for the period of the war must be closed on
the basis of cash or trade acceptance. Competent legal
authority has ruled that such concurrent action is not
subject to penalties under the Sherman Law. It can
only be effectively done in that way by combined effort and backbone on the part of the merchants themselves, if you wait for the bankers to do it it will never
be done, for it is altogether a matter of selling terms.
If this could be done, what would be the result!
1. Credits ari^g from the sale of goods would not
be locked up until maturity or indefinitely, but would
take the form of negotiable credit instiiiments of the
most liquid type, commanding the broadest possible
market. Locally, they would be absorbed by banks, the
open market, and the Federal iteserve Bank.
2. The banks, the Federal Reserve Banks and the
open markets of the whole country would furnish a

—

broader market.
constitute an ideal means of settlement between the respective Federal Reserve Banks
under the management of the Federal Reserve Board,
in lieu of settlements through the gold settlement fund
on occasions when the general situation requires lightening the load on one district and distributing it among
the Federal Reserve Banks in the other districts.
4. It would be an ideal type of iusti-umeut for the
investment of the funds of country bankers, particularly where the acceptors are merchants of standing
scattered over the country, whose home banks would
be glad to buy their paper when in available funds, especially so if reinforced by the additional strength of
the selling firm on the paper and the knowledge that
this double-name paper carries with it prima facie evidence that it represents the sale of goods out of whicb
the debt is to be liquidated, and is not borrowing for
operations of an obscure character. The bank holding
a trade acceptance knows that it can be immediately
converted into cash at the Federal Reserve Bank j also,
3.

They would
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permitted, when in surplus
funds, to init'st in trade acceptances toithoiit reference
to its loan limit, whereas it can lend not exceeding its
loan limit to any one borrower. Innumerable small
banks have surplus funds out of all proportion to their
loan limits, it will be seen, therefore, how broad the
market could be made for the absorption of such
the
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purchimny bank

is

credits.

Further, the Federal Reserve Banks are peruiitted to buy trade acceptances but not plain paper in
the open market, and have made a jjreferential rediscount rate on them to member Banks in recognition of
their desirability. By virtue of this function the Federal Reserve Banks can directly relieve a tense local
situation, and more equally distribute the burden of
the country's business through the rediscount, under
the general management of the Federal Reserve Board,
An
of paper of this character between themselves.
arrangement which might prove practical would be to
rediscount with the Federal Reserve Bank of each
District the paper of firms in that District.
In such times as the present, the country as a \yhole
c4innot participate eciually in some of the larger financial operations, the burden of which concentrates at the
principal centers, particularly New York, which is the
country's great security market and the principal center of export and import transiictions, as well as of
governmental financing and domestic credit operations,
intimately concerning the whole country.
There are times and seasons of extreme demands
on these centers, as when we are fuiancing the movement of the country's crops abroad or the importation
of goods for national consumption, or when securities
from other i)arts of the country or from abroad are
sold in our markets and the proceeds drawn against,
creating conditions in which it is desirable that the
Federal Reserve System should operate, as was intended from its inception, as a unit that is to say, as a
5.

;

Jiank, distributing through the medium of
the Federal Reserve Board the burden of the nation's
business, assigning to each Federal Reserve Bank that
portion of the task for which it is best qualified, in
order that no legitimate activities may be curtailed.

Govennnent

6.

In times of stress, the merchant could use the

trade ae<;ej)tance to advantage both in buying and sellIn fact, the war creates a condition where sound
ing.
reasons of public policy may exist for so doing, and if
all merchants alike yive as w^ell as require trade acceptances, the practice would operate to remove apprehension of any impairment of credit on the part of a firm
giving a trade ac^jeptance. The expediency of giving
trade acx;eptances is in all cases a matter of individual
determination, which w^ould be governed by money tension, restriction of credit, relative interest rates, cash
discounts, and similar conditions.
7. Assuming that the selling merchant in a given
city, under such conditions finds it expedient, profitable
or desirable to give an acceptance in a certain transaction in lieu of e4ish, to a merchant in another city, the
merchant to whom the acct^ptance is given would or<linarily discount it with his home l)ank. But if it should
hap])en tliat money is more plentiful or rates lower in
the city of the buying merchant, it might be profitable
for the latter to arrange for the discount of the paper

»«
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at his end and settle in cash with the seller, subject
to such a cash discount as may be reasonable and fair
under the circumstances. As a war measure, the burden of financing large operations under this system may
be distributed over the entire country, relieving the
excessive burdens on main centers and placing the entire financial resources of the country effectively behind baidiing and credit transactions, thus realizing
maximum efficiency and a minimum of tied-up capital
and fully utilizing the functions of the Federal Reserve
Banks, through which such credits would be largely
cleared against each other.
When the trade acceptance is paid, there are a debt
and a deposit cancelled. There is no inllation, because
the acceptances are based on goods going mio consumpimagine ten men sitting arounu a table. Tne
tion,
second says to tne nrst, "iou owe me 5t>iU, pay me.
ine tuira says to
i aymeiiL is made wiin a J^iU bill,
'

^nu me
tne second, " 1 ou owe me $1U, pay me.
same oijeralion is repeated all round tlie table. SJ5iUU
worth oi debts are cancelled with a $1U bill. Tlie same
able-bodied J^iU bill can go on indefinitely cancelling
debts. {Substitute the Federal Reserve credit tor the
$1U bill: the pnnciple is the same. The main thing
is to orgamze your self-iiquidating credits to connect
up with the Federal Reserve Bank.

Why You

J^'ederal

Reserve Bank {System

is

something on

the order of a national clearing house, and the residts
would be similar in some respects to clearing checks
through the clearng houses. Coidd you imagine \he
amount of cash which would be necessary to etfect the
country 's daily settlements without clearing house system I The increased efficiency through this standardization of credit might be compared to standardization
of models and parts in manufacturing. The employment of the trade acceptance is the **jiu jitsu" of com-

mercial finance.
There will be dire forebodings of overtrading, bad
management, too great expansion of liabilities, perhaps
kiting, accommodation paper, and other objections. As
a matter of fact, as in the sale of paper through brokers
in the open market, it will be altogether a matter of
good management, scrutiny and information. Credit
relationships, in the last analysis, are based upon this,
knowing with whom you are doing business and confidence.
Under experienced observation, devious
methods will not go far. Under this, or any system,
the bankers risk is predicated upon the good management, conservatism, financial responsibility and integrity of the borrower. Without these, under any system
disaster will follow. No system affords better basic
conditions of commercial credit or of observation and
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of trade acceptances abroad is as old as
the hills, and has satisfactorily stood the test of time
in banking and open market transactions in the leading European countries where credit standards are on
the highest plane.
To the banker, the trade acceptance has the merit
of keeping in view the character of credit operations
into w^hich his money is going, distribution of the risk,
prima facie evidence of liquidity and immediate availabilitv for rediscount.
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How

to

Meet Them

Up With The Market
By a D. Crain,
Jr.

C<H»jrrighl 1917,

of the most
ONE
chandising situation

features of the war meris that involved in the unsettied market conditions in practically all lines, and for
practically all commodities.
difficult

Prices never remain absolutely unchanged, of
course, but the range within which they fluctuated before the war was relatively narrow. During the course
of a season there was little necessity for repricing
because of marked changes in the market situation.

This meant that a merchant could buy in a leisurely
way, and that his chief risk was in carrying over goods
which might prove later on to be less Valuable because
of changes in design. But as a general proposition,
the market situation was one that offered few difficulties in the buying and pricing of merchandise.
For that reason most merchants put their greatest
emphasis on selling methods. Getting volume was the
big desideratum. The quick turn-over was the goal
sought by every device.
Selling is still important, and always will be, but
just at present buying is much more so, ** Well-bought
is half sold,*' and nowadays good buying is necessary
if the merchant is to remain in the game on the
proper
basis.

Price is the big feature to which most of the study
must be given.

The general tendency

of the market, of course, has
been upward. This has been due not only to increased
prices for material, though that is a basic factor which
could not be disregarded, but also to the uniformly
high cost of labor. There is not an industry in which
higlier labor costs have not played a big part in forcing up the price of the goods to the merchant and to
the consumer.

This has been a favorable condition from one
respect. That is, the merchant who has put. goods into
stock has had fairly good assurance that he had good
property on hand, and that any change in value would
likely be an appreciation. In other words, he has been
buying, as a rule, on a bull market, and the general
tendency lias favored him.
But the merchant buys not to keep, and not for
the purix)8e of taking a speculator's profit. He buys
to sell again, and to make a merchandising profit.
Should he, then, price his goods on the basis of current fluctuations, or should he price them according
to their invoice values, and give the consumer the
benefit of any upward movement which might occur
during the time preceding his next purchase!
This is not such a complicated question as it might
seem. It is complicated only when studied as a matter
of ethics. Considered in the clear light of practical
business necessities, there is only one answer.
The merchant, of necessity, must replace the stocks
he sells with other goods. Furthermore, he does not

by G. D. Crain,

Jr.

buy an entire season's stock at one time, but must
go into the market from time to time as his lines be-

come broken.
obvious that on goods which are bought at a
higher price, this must be the basis of pricing to the
consumer. Yet it is equally evident that all goods of
the same kind must carry a uniform price. The only
conclusion is that as prices advance, goods must be
marked up accordingly, so that the stocks of the merchant at all times may be in line with the market.
That this is the correct policy is suggested, at
least, by the plan of one of the leading department
stores of Chicago, which is known all over the country
for its high-grade methods. Its goods are marked up
at inventory time to the marktet quotations. Since the
war started, one of these ** mark-ups" netted an increase in value of $1,000,000. This, of course, was on
a huge stock, covering every conceivable line of merIt is

chandise. But it shows that adjustment of the prices
to the requirements of the market brings a heavy expansion in values.
.
;

might be contended, from a purely academic
point of view, that this is an ** unearned increment"
to which the merchant is not entitled.
But is this
strictly true f In the event that the market had sagged,
carrying prices downward to the same extent, would
not the dealer have been compelled to make a similar
readjustment, only in the other direction! Competition and other factors would have compelled him to
do so, and the result would have been a loss in values
instead of a gain.
If the merchant must bear the brunt of reduced
market values when the change in prices goes against
him, why should he not be entitled to the gain when
he is favored by the fluctuation?
It

The condition is almost exactly like that of the
stock and bond broker. If a customer comes in and
buys Steel Common at 90, and later on orders additional stock of the same company, he does not object
to paying 92, provided the market has advanced in
the interim. On the other hand, if the current quotation is 87, he would expect that price, just as the consumer who knows that the price of cotton has fallen
expects to see this reflected in the lower prices of
cotton goods.

poor business to wait until new stocks are
purchased before marking up, if price conditions justify
It is

the advance.
It is

only

common

sense and self-protection to
take advantage of a change in the market which creates
a legitimate opportunity for an increased margin.
This is the most important aspect of the price
situation.

A DADDV HE CAN BRAG ABOUT

^m aHyou bops in cJioe drab,

Jn' then

Qme smoke aoood luck pipe with me,

Swells

the

up

littlest

kid ofall

until his buttons tear-^

911 read yourfirtune in tne smoke
^n tellyou all the things see.

"Shucks, they ain't in it with

S see three kiddies^plain as day^^

Nereis luck,

S

'

One sqps'*D\^pa owns

A million

10hy,

everything,

milliori dollars, too.''

^e other saps "S^ty pa's a king,*'
Velvet advertising
year.

is

fellers,

hefought Over There

you bqys in

r

olive drab.

Goodfortune bring you safily out
.Jndgive some littlest kid some d(gf
sA daddy he can brag about.

more important than ever

It is telling

my dadI

for the dealer this

your customers that Nature-Matured

Velvet in the tin is selling at 10 cents^a big thingito consider in these days of increasingly high prices. Full pages
in the great national weekly and monthly magazines are
telling the Velvet story now.
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Jap Monopoly Raises Prices
Tokyo, Japan.
FOli two reasons, it is announced the rise in the
cost of materials and to increase the revenue of the
Trcasur>' the Japanese Government has raised the
of various kinds of tobacco prepared by the
J) rices
Monopoly i^ureau. The new charges began the first
of the month, causing a general increase of about 20
I)er cent, in the cost of cigarettes and other forms of

—

—

tobacco.

The prices of materials used by the Government
factories in preparing tobacco have risen by about 60
per cent., compared with the prices before the outi)reak of the war, says the statement issued by the
Finance Office. In the current year, however, the Government did not suffer greatly from the high prices as
it had purchased a large stock when prices were low.
In its general budget for the next fiscal year, the
Government has many measures to meet the changed
conditions arising from the war, and needs an increase
So it was planned
in the revenue of the Treasury.
to increase the revenue from tobacco as well as some
other sources, says the statement.
In raising the prices of tobacco, however, the authat the inthorities concerned considered two points
crease in prices should not affect the general returns
of the bureau and that it should not cause suffering
The prices of cheap kinds of
to the lower classes.
tobacco, for instance some cut brands, which are most
popular with the lower class people, are left untouched,

—

says the

official

statement.

The statement

finally says that after the raising

of the prices, the sale of tobacco may decrease more
or less, but will soon return to its normal condition,
as was the case at the time of the last advance.

BIG INCREASE IN MANILA CIGAR EXPORTS
Exports of cigars from the Philippine Islands
greatly increased in 1917 as compared with previous
years, according to a statement from the War Del)artment, owing chiefly to the growing American demand. The statistics secured by the Bureau of In-

show that the total exports of the islands,
under war prices and increased production, were
higher than ever before $95,604,307 and exceeded by
$26,000,000 the exports of 1916, the former high year.
The import trade of the islands during 1917
amounted to $65,796,074, the largest value ever recorded, and exceeded by $20,000,000 the import total
of 1916, the former low level. Though import quantites were, in a number of instances, larger than in the
previous year, soaring prices were a conspicuous element in the exceptionally large total.
The diversion of Philippine trade to the United
States was a feature of the year's returns, 57 per cent,
of the value of all imports being of American origin,
while 66 per cent, of all exports were to the United
States, in comparison with 50 per cent, of imports and
sular Affairs

—

—

51 per cent, of exports in the previous year.
C. L.

Trade Acceptances
(Continued from Page 16)

and banker's acceptance are ideal units in both domesThe trade actic and foreign interchanges of credit.
ceptance is the last and final accomplishment to
bringing our credit and financial machinery to full
effectiveness.

It is the

Look!

stop!

The commerce or banking of a nation cannot proceed on better fundamentals. The trade acceptance

Listen

appointed instrument of credit

regeneration, and healthier and more scientific economic and business standards.
Let there be no confusion of thought about this. I
am not advocating the abolition of cash payments. The
buyer should, by all means, be encouraged to finance
himself and pay cash. Our system of cash discounts,
with some modifications and adjustments, is probably
sound in principle and likely to be continued. Singlename paper will not be driven out of existence. It
has its uses. But the great government banks of the
world discriminate against plain paper and invariably
require two names or more. The foundation of their
credit or currency operations is the Commercial Bill of
Exchange bankers acceptances or trade acceptances
representing strictly liquid and clearly-defined conunerThe thing radically requiring a
cial transactions.
change is our open-account credit system expensive,
antiquated, unscientific, cumbersome. The adoption of
the trade acceptance is primarily a matter of trade and
seUinp terms. It wiU never come into universal use
until selJinfi terms are universally changed to require
that an account shall he closed either by cash less cash
discovnt or by trade acceptance.
In times of normal easy money conditions, we are
prone to follow the line of least resistance. Radical
innovations are unsettling and difficult of accomplishment. It is in a great war emergencv like the present,
when excessive burdens must be well distributed over
a broad area, and limitations are placed upon credit,
that we come to a full realization of the true value and
efficicTicv of the trade acceptance, scientifically emploved, as a means of openins: latent avenues of credit
which would otherwise be unavailable, and bringing the
entire bankiner power of the countr\^ to the support of

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

—

—

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
spell
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use

—

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

the general situation.

AVIATORS SMOKE IN THE AIR
of my lady Nicotine will chance
1OVERS
reports, for,
jher sake, according to

much

for

according
to Lieutenant R. A. Hersey, of the British Flying
Corps, who has been making daily exhibition flights
in Washington, the aviator is as fond of his smoke as
his brother on the ground, albeit lighting a cigarette
a thousand feet in the air, with a gasoline tank beneath
one's feet is not the safest stunt that has been devised.
**Up in the air, though, a fellow feels just as
much like smoking cigarettes as a man down on earth,"
declared Lieutenant Hersey. **0f course, it is not so
easy to smoke while running an aeroplane as it is
lounging in a chair, or even while running an automobile, but nevertheless one has the desire, just the
same, and there are many of us who indulge our longall

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

142 Water Street, New York

mg.
Ij.
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TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOaATION
OP UNITED STATES

JESSE

A.

^Tresidcnt
Vice-President
Vice President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

BLOCH. Wheeling, W. V«

5

Beekman

Street

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSC'HHORN, H9 West 40th St.. New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St. Phila.. Pa
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 81st and East End Ave., M'hat'n.
S. K. UCHTENSTEIN. 40 Exchange PL, Manhattan. N. Y

President
Vice-President
N. Y. ..Treasurer
Secretary

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN. Jr.. New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ. Dayton, O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J.

A.

BLOCILWheeling. W. V«

WOOD

P.

RAWLINS

AXTON.
D.

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

LouiSTille. Ky.

BEST. Covington. Ky

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
H. DUBLON
ROBERT E. LANE
IKE RADIN
JOSEPH PREEMAN
LEO RIEDERS, 300 West

JOSEPH

Meeting

1st

President
Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
1st

118th Sl.

New York

City

Thursday of each month at Masonic Temple,
310 Lenox Ave.. New York.

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
GEORGE W. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A. L. ULLNICK

MAX MILLER.

......President

Vice-President
Tr»*stirer

Bro«4way. New York
Meeting 4th Tuesday of eadi aonth

Socrstary

135

at Hotti
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CHARLES T. EISENLOHR. Philadelphia
GEORGE W. HILU New York
(iEURGE II. HUMMEL, New York
JOSEPH P. CULlJjIAN. Jr., New York
ASA LEM LEIN, New York
LEON SCHINAfel. New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND. New York
New York Offices.
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New

Job For Red Gross

CROSS women at the canteens
RED
acting as cicerones
our soldiers

France are
who, through

in

to
their lack of knowledge of the French language, are
finding it hard to buy tobacco and other articles, according to a statement from the American Red Cross.
The American soldier in France is a good fight*

'

ing man,^' declare the officials of the Red Cross. **But
when he faces the French shopkeeper that quicktongued, sharp-eyed little woman who keeps the till as
he is glad
full as she can while her husband fights
enough to have an American woman beside him.
**So the Red Cross women at the line-ofcommunication canteens have a new job. They take
the boys out shopping.
**
There are a string of towns along the railroads

—
—

LUCKY STRIKE

c

a common sight now to see a hundred American soldiers hurrying about the streets, using their
precious hour or so, while they wait for connections,
in laying in a stock of tobacco or food or sweets. And
heading a group of a score here and a dozen there, you
will see an American woman, shepherding the whole
crowd like a new kind of non-com. marching them into
the shops, translating their wants into shopkeeper *s
PVench, counting their change for them, and generally
serving as guide, interpreter and guardian. There is
usually a group of youngsters bringing up the rear,
chattering and giggling and scrambling now and then
for the coppers that the soldiers throw among them.*'

where

It's toasted.

flavor.

Cigarette—a new
Toasting holds the

Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soegy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of .the food which you
STRIKE
place in your mouth,
Cigarettes are subjected to heat.
THEY'RE TOASTED. Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to
the taste.

^-

it is

LUCKY
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Imports of Manufactured Tobacco
imports of manufactures of tobacco continue to
OUR
increase steadily, according to figures secured from

IF
You want

to sell a factoxy

You want

to

You want

a partner

You want

to sell machinery or equipment

You want

to

buy a factory

buy second-hand machinery

Commerce, the total for the year
1917 being $7,339,785, as compared with $5,744,417 in
1916, and $4,447,586 in 1915.
Cigars and cheroots imported from the Philippine Islands continue to increase, a big gain being
registered for 1917. The total imports for last year
were 2,776,352 pounds, valued at $3,275,516, against
1,613,921 pounds, worth $1,933,662, in 1916 and
945,380 pounds, with a value of $1,236,209, in 1915.

Cigarettes imported from the Philippines also
gained considerably, the 1917 total being 21,279
pounds, valued at $14,615 against 14,033 pounds, valued
at $9410, in 1916, and 14,786 pounds, valued at $13,041,

LUCKY STRIKE

in 1915.

or equipment

You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a

classified

the Department of

ad in

The Tobacco World

The Real Burley

Cigars and cheroots imported from other sources
increased slightly. Import figures for 1915 were
511,964 pounds, valued at $3,012,807, which increased
the following year to 579,131 pounds, valued at
$3,620,967. Another increase in 1917 brought the total
up to 594,857 pounds, valued at $3,849,771.
Cigarettes imported fell off about $6000 in 1917,
the weight being greater, however, than for the previous year. Total imports for 1917 were 16,643 pounds,
valued at $39,268, as compared with 12,461 pounds,
valued at $45,080, in 1916, and 76,883 pounds, valued

Cigarette

It's

Toasted
• package

f-

HV

\L<J '^

• .

ji

/'Ji

at $76,824, in 1915.

Imports of all other manufactures of tobacco,
which had increased from $108,705 in 1915, to $135,298
in 1916, made another gain last year, to $160,615.
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HAVANA

TADEMA
Ar^uellefty

CIGAR8

Lopez

and the amount of dues to be paid has been left entirely to the discretion of the individual members.
Unfortunately, however, quite a number of our members, ajiparently appreciating the value of our association, but not realizing the expense of maintaining
such an institution, have fixed their dues at a purely
nominal amount hardly sufficient to cover the postago
on the bulletins, etc., forwarded to them in the course
of a year.
While, perhaps, such a policy might have been
justified during the period of **watchful waiting,'^ this
has long since passed, and we believe that the time has
come when we may justly ask our members to contribute substantially to the support and maintenance

GENERAL OmCE PACTOHY WAREHOUSE
aaa peabl street

NEW

YOU

tamta

iealtad ibs

FLOMDA

HAVANA

Just the ptace for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS
12
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31rfl

STREET,

(4

doors from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

In the heart of the

vania Station: five

The most
private

CITY

Wholesale District, two blocks from PennsyU
minutes from Grand Central Station.

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day
central

without meals.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson, Mgr.

Illustrated booklet
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{Continued from Page 13)
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of our association.

Needless to say, to do the work that we are doing,
and to be in a position to furnish our members with
reliable and up-to-the-minute information in regard to
all matters aflFecting the industry, requires the maintenance of an elaborate and well-equipped office, with
an adequate and proficient staff, and the employment
of various agencies in all parts of the country engaged
in the gathering and furnishing of information, all
of which is indeed costly.

However, step by

our members, who have
originally subscribed for nominal dues, are voluntarily
increasing

step,

their

contributions to more adequate
amounts, and there is reason to hope that, with the
continuation of the splendid services that fhe Tobacco

Merchants' Association
preciation of this

trade in

by

is

In making this report, I terminate two administrations as your president regretfully but unavoidably.
After determining some years ago never to resume my
long-time activity in the tobacco trade, I eventually saw
the merit of this great undertaking in which we all

have been so unselfishly engaged, to give the tobacco
industry a national, living, active organization for all

terms in

was prevailed upon

to

become

make good

office

a large sum, and called on the
his promise.

iniything extra; that

it

should have insisted on a writ-

ten agreement.
salesmen
A wholesale concern called one of theirgiving
him
were thinking of
in one day and said they
amount of goods in the
a bonus if he sold a certain
of goods
roar. The year passed, the certain amount
Vns sold, and the happy salesman went in one day to
'*Why the bonus
collect his bonus. "^^Vhat bonus?"
you said you were going to give me if I sold so much.
did think
*<AVe never offered you any certain bonus we
about it but we changed out minds." The salesman,
consulted
resting under a strong sense of outrage,
nothing
counsel, but was told at once that there was
definite promise,
to sue for. Even if they had made a
enforceable without an amount
it would not have been

Cigar Company,

it is

announced.

"ABOVE ALU'
is

of such high character

and so

conscientiously maintained

they never
satisfy,

fail

please and

to

and never

that

hold

to

fail

the consumer.

;

BOLD
SIX

CENT CIGAR

being stated.

can see how

looks," is a
good rule for these verbal promises. And as for the
see
written ones, before you sign one, study it a bit to
how vou would go to work to enforce it. Unless the
man you are dealing with is binding himself to do a
definite time,
(Infinite thing in a definite way within a

"Put

it

in writing so I

it

Bobrow

Phila.

Bros.

a——

don't sign the contract.

BIG DECREASE IN CIGARS IN
The following comparative data

DECEMBER
of tax-paid prod-

by monthly sales of stamps is obtained
from the Statement of Internal Revenue collections
for the month of December, 1917
ucts indicated

Dec. 1916
Products
Cigars (large), Class A, No.
igars (large). Class B, No.
Cigars (large). Class C, No.
Cigars (large), (lass D, No.
Cigars (lai'ge), Class E, No.
(

691,733,1(^3

Total,

Dec. 1917
106,848,867

352,068,056

590,398,691

Snuff, manufactured

Lbs.

2,653,401

Tobacco, chewing and

Packs

33,082,917

30,327,877

3,819,365

1,693,748

They're quite a

Henry Toplitz, of the Pasbach- Voice Lithograph
Company sales force, has recently announced his engagement to Miss Mildred Hart.
Cigarmakers of New York are again on the warAccording to newspaper reports, 16,000 were
path.
out on strike on the 27th.

for

MEL
The

Lbs.

Demand

Biii

FLOR DE

2,120,694

74,317,876
67,489,200
No.
3,756,53!)
2,853,050
No.
No. 1,969,319,760 2,316,901,570

smoking,
JMaying cards.

There's a

1,471,386

Cigars (small).
Cigarettes (large),
Cigarettes (small),

3,167,769

DEALERS

127,889,688

pleasure to receive.

Distribution of the ** Mozart'* cigar in Indianapolis territory will be handled through the Eisenlohr

the cigar

**We don't feel
*'That was part

we owe you anything," he said.
The auditing concern went
of vour monthly service."
the
indignantly to its law>^er, but was advised that
enforceable contract to pay it
sliil)por htid made no

that

its

have been a source of enduring pride and pleasure; I have come to know all who
were once my competitors as man to man; and so
each of us has known and learned to respect and
admire his fellow members. I resign the presidency
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United
States in full confidence that you cannot do more and
will not do less than accord my successor that full
measure of loyalty and complete confidence it has been

my

^hipi^er to

its

Conclusion

My

-ue<?cssful in collecting

rendering and the due ap-

members, as well as by the
general, adequate financial support will come.

the future, and I
president.

BOLD

About Contracts

T. M. A. President's Report
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bit better

Supreme
All popular shapes.

than others.

Sel5 for 3 for 25c, 10c straight, 2 for 25c,
straight.

Our

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

3 for 50c

and 25c

FLOR DE MELRAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us

L Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

Largast IndcpcBdent Cigar Factory la tha World
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GATO CIGAR COMPANY

E. H.

BENEFITING BY EMPLOYES' BRAINS

New

rJlK

I

WriU for Op«B TaiTftoty
Factory: K«r1We«t. Fla.

N«w York Offico: 203 W. BroMlwar

f

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY, INC

145 Lafayette Street
.
BRANDS tFifty-Six
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writer oiice talked with a big country
store
dealer and during tiie interview suggested
that he
subscribe lor a trade paper. The dealer said that
he
already had more work to do than he cared for
and
that he didn't want to take up the time to read a
trade
paper.

Don't read it/' returned the writer. ''Give it
to your head clerk to read. Why do all the work
in
the store yoursellT'
** lie's right, Bill," said a traveling
man who had
been listening to the conversation. *'You have two
or three good men out there in your grocery department and you might as well make use of them instead
of working yourself to death."
The above is one way of running a business, but
now read the following regarding the Suggestion Sys*'

»

CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

E. 9l8t Street.

New Yorh

tem of the National Cash Register Company
Back in 1894 a man walked through the National Cash Register Foundry.
He noticed a
workman cleaning castings who seemed fitted for
inoro skilled work.
He asked the man why he
didn't think up better ways for doing his work
and suggest them to his foreman, thus winning pro-

motion.
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He

realized that

it

didn't

make

for

business progress to let unprogressive foremen kill
the good suggestions of their helpers. The result
was the establishment of the suggestion system
one of the most valuable contributions the National
Cash .Register Company has made to American
industry.
Back of the suggestion system are two big
ideas

That

employee should have access
for his ideas to higher officials of the company.
2. That a company with 5000 employees is
mighty shortsighted to depend for ideas on twenty
or even one hundred brains, when 5000 are at hand
ready and willing for service.
gestion system to be copied in thousands of facIt is these two truths that have caused the sug1.

west isth street

FUYORS

"It w^ouldn't do any good," said the man, '*tho
Ruggestion wouldn't get beyond the foreman."
The man who walked through the foundry was
John H. Patterson and naturally the incident set

him thinking

m

THE TOBACCO WORLD

everj^

tories,

transportation companies, and stores
throughout the world.
All suggestions, whether they come from Dayton or from the field, are handled through the Suggestion Department, of which R. O. Bloom is the
head. This department receives the suggestions,
coi)ies them, and sends a copy, without signature,
to the head of the department with which the suggestion is concerned. The head of this department
then answers the suggestion, stating whether it is
adopted or rejected and why.
committee passes
upon the relative value of all suggestions received.
Persons making suggestions always receive copies
of the replies to all suggestions they put in.
Now, Mr. Reader, are you capitalizing the ideas
of your employes? Are you showing them that you
expect to improve your business by the use of their
brains? Or are you modestly supplying all the brain
material for your business and complaining of being
overworked as did our country merchant friend?—
Wrsfcrn Tobacconist,

A

T. M. A. President
{Continued from Page 7)

*'To form a national organization of tobacco

men

ADLON
=10c=

country was indeed a most difficult task. Reiii.iiibering as we do the disorganized condition of the
in

this

industry

and the

spirit of bitterness,

antagonism and

CIGAR

and the feeling of fear, suspicion
apprehension that have for many years pervaded
industry from one end of the land to the other,

licrsonal hostility
!)ii(l

\][v

>

realize that to bring about industrial peace in
the tobacco trade and to link together the various factions and different elements of our industry within

A LIPSCHUTZ MASTER-WORK

the common bonds of one organization required the
of a man who enjoyed the confidence and
1( .idorship

Quality pays and

w <

must

conld
hitc'ly

the respect of all, a man who was absoand truly independent, affiliated with no faction

command

connected with no class, who has had no axes to
<,qind and who could keep severely apart from all movements arising out of factional antagonism or inspired
hy selfish motives. It was our good fortune to find
such man at the very birth of the T. M. A. in the person
of Mr. Jacob Wertheim.
"In accepting the stewardship of this organization
niid in steering it through tlie dangerous period that
?dl new organizations must pass from the time they
inorge from their cradles until they grow into maniiood, after he had retired from active business life
to devote his time and his energy to philanthrop'c and
charitable activities, Mr. Wertheim has made a sacrifice and has rendered a public service for which this
association and the entire tobacco industry owo him
a debt of everlasting gratitude.
'*It is only proper, therefore, that we should upon
til is occasion of his retirement show our appreciation
and express our gratefulness for the magnificent servill 1(1

is

the

only thing that does pay.

The high

standard of

quality maintained in the

— makes

Adlon Cigar

it

a

leading 10c Cigar.
MADE BY

(

that Mr. Wertheim has rendered in some suitable
and lasting fashion.
**To perform that function on behalf of the association, I am fortunate enough to have been assigned
the honor of presenting Mr. Wertheim a set of reso-

"44*'

CIGAR

CO., Inc

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ice

lutions unanimously adopted by our board on behalf
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, and I ask you,

Mr. Wertheim, to accept these resolutions as a token
of our high esteem and of our genuine appreciation
of the great services that you have rendered us and
as a manifestation of our sincerest wishes that yon
may continue to enjoy your career of public usefulness
and public benefaction for many years to come."
Mr. Wertheim was agreeably surprised and very
much touched by the presentation and made an eloquent speech thanking the association for the honor,
and appealing to the Tobacco Merchants* Association
and the entire tobacco industry to forego all business
advantages and overlook all selfish interests incompatible with the successful prosecution of the war, and
to make every effort and give' the best that is in them
for the benefit of the country and in behalf of the
great cause of democracy for which the nation's blood
is now being shed.
This speech was received with tremendous applause.

After

had subsided, Mr. 0. J. Gude, of the 0. J.
Gude Company, New York City, made a ringing speech
of the Council of Supply Houses and By-Producis
Auxiliary of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, of
it

b

'^The cigarette
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nearer its goal of perfection, with enlarged faciliincreased membership, and a record of prompt

and

efficient service that

still
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Total exports of leaf during 1917 amounted to
2r)4,L'2r),(;4S pounds, valued at $45,541,112, while in 1916
the total had been 477,407,864 pounds, valued at
$62,628,459, and in 1915, 428,296,878 pounds, valued at

Lewis, L, Cigar Mfg. Co

pounds

in 1917,

Hongkong, which showed a decrease of
$1,000,000; and Norway, Portugal, Sweden and Japan.
Exports to Australia increased $500,000; those to
China nearly $1,000,000; to Canada, $700,000; to
Spain, $2,000,000; to Italy and France about the same;
while other countries showing slighter increases were
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eighty-one years old and had been ailing for
some weeks.
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than thoso of either of the two preceiiing years, according to the reports of the Department
of ( onnnerce, the value being $7,000,000 lower than
the total of 1915, and $17,000,000 lower than that of

Labels and Supplies

Cigar Manufacturera

Cressman's Sons, Allen

$32,740, in 1916.

Mt

would

.$8,000,000;

IMPORT

Rai!

he might lead.
At the conclusion of the luncheon, it was apparent
that the spirit of enthusiasm which the directors liad
brought with tliem from the board meeting had boon
imparted to the guests as well, and that there was a
unanimity of confidence that the end of the current
year would find the Tobacco Merchants* Association

with a monetary
decrease of over $13,000,000. Other countries to which
less loaf was shipped in 1917 were Denmark, which
dro])ped $2,000,000; the Netherlands, which dropped

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml. MS,

":'il'i"titt|!!llil!lii'«i'i''i||||"

Government in the prosecution of the war.
Mr. Gude was followed by Mr. Asa Lemlein, of
the E. 11. Gato Company, who is a life-long friend of
Mr. Wertheim, and who stated that he has always
looked upon Mr. AVertheim as his father, and that lie
for one, was willing to follow Mr. Wertheim wherever

droj)j)ed 109,000,000

of

29

the

EXPOKTS of loaf tobacco during 1917 were lower bv

liAFFENBURGH CB. SONS
QUALITY HAVANA

N«ptvino 6. Havana,

great philanthropic and charitable work that
he is doing and indorsing Mr. Wertheim's appeal to
tlie tobacco industry for more active co-operatioTi with

FA.
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steamers cidled at Puerto Plata, Dominiciiii J^'puhlic, in January and loaded
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of tobaccM), valued at $'104,:J00.
This tobacco, which
was intended for the French Regie, was carried to J^^ort
do France, Martiiii(|ue, wlience it was transshipped to
St. Nazal ic, France.
Some of fliis tobacco had been
stored there for the past year owing to lack of transFrciu-li
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answered the mother. '^Father

NEW YORK

In a few minutes she called once more. '* Mother,
TVe got to see father.*'
"1 can*t disturb your father now. He is very

1

OF

1

I
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Box
Cigar
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CAVA, Mrr.

Go

busy.

to sleep.**
There was silence for nearlv five minutes. Then
these words floated down the stairs: *' Mother, I am
a ver>' sick woman, and I must see
pastor at once."
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happened.
Congress takes itself too seriouslv. And William
Han.lolph ire^irst has been taking William Randolph
Hearst seriously for years. Think of what the world
might have been spared if these people had a sense of
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William S. Watson, Secretary
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Entered as second-class mall matter. December 22, 1909,
at the
Post Office, I'hllndtlphla, Pa., under the Act of March 3. 1879.

best advice we can offer just now is, hold on
to your sense of humor. Lose your head or your heart,

you want to, but you need your sense of humor to
carr>' you through.
Ginger,
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see Father.**

of humor above all things else
these times. If the kaiser had had a sense of humor,
the war would never have been. But he took himself
seriously, and so did the German people, and see what
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His little daughter was feeling a bit under the
weather one evening, and consequently was put to bed
early.
She had not been under the covers more than
live minutes before she called out: ** Mother,
I want to
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champion light-weight boxer of the Army, 'Volling his own- in his comer fust before the cone. Standing
left to r.Vl.f.
Army; Jack C. Felker. champion heavy- weight of the Army; Carl F. Timmer.man. fo'mer
^U^r
the FedSnS
Photographed at New Braunfels, Texas. GrandsUnd of Baseball Park in background. Look for
the famourmuriin .Ick

1918
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Billy
William., champion T'*
bowler of the

U.gue and

the

White Sox.

Champioi

Their Own''

rhere*s no finer body of men in the world than Uncle Sam's
khaki-clad soldier boys— and they smoke the "Makings" to keep
feeling fit and cheerful.
If you don't know why, its high time you
learned.
Listen:

You can make

for yourself, with

your

own

freshness, that flavor, that lasting satisfaction

$^

—

is

Equipped

Bespcciks a

PROGRESSIVE MANUFACTURER

—

to "roll

"UNIVERSAL"
Fadory

hands, the mildest,
most fragrant, most enjoyable cigarette in the world
and the most
economical. Machines can't imitate it. The only way to get that

with

A

5

your own*'

Come

<r^^

into the

camp

by equipping your

oenuine:

of the progressives
factory

with

the

^\^'

Bull Durham

Booking Machine

TOBACCO

Hie Makings
a Nation
*^'

&

Universal Tobacco Stripping
"^tS^^^estion To
,

^\?

/^

Pipe Smokers

v*^J^«in^ a li«le genuine

Due
^"''

Over 3000

and lahor
more and more manufacturers are employing the
Universal to speed up production and cut down

factory with but a single

overhead.

plants in the country with

to the increased cost of materials

Universal

Machines are

in

use

Stripping

— ranging

and

Booking

from the

machme

to

small

the biggest

300 Universal Machines.

Oucircintec-d by

Get an actual demonstration of the Universal in your
own factory, with ^our own tobacco and under y^our
PC

0<»^0I7*T| O

personal supervision.

The Makings of a Nation''

79 Fifth Avenue,
^^^^^^'
^'V''*
slocan.

P^^^^e consider the significance at this time of this

first

I

'*

it

will

do for you.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.

• • • • •
€ €

Find out what

Like Sagarin Your Coffee'' ^^^
(and
'

p^^-^elf mixing "Buir Durham with your favorite pipe
tobacco
see how true is the second slogan.
^^'^

New York

Factory: 98-104 Murray Street, Newark, N. J.
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Established 1869

li is

in ikese

AND

times of douLt and
cKan^e tKat tke mercliant
and the putlic most need
tVie protection of tke long
estabUsked krand^witk

GENUINE
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MANUFACTURED

We

IN

OUR NEWARK,

N.

J.,

also manu(actur<?, at our several iactorie6 located

BURGH,

PA.,

and

a very attractive

2

extensive

line of

— 3c

each and 3 for
Jobber and Retailer an exceptional margin oi profit.

Stogies
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FACTORIES

to

retail

at

for

5c

at
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Cigar?

and

giving

the

lOc.

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

J---

General Offices. Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Ar&lielleft,

GENERAL OinCE FACTOBY WAREHOUSE
LEALTAD »B
TAMPA
2aa PEABL STBEBT

^ew York

Address, 437 Fifth

BAYUK BROS

waa Maie.
r. 1.
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Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS

CELEBRATED
Chewing Plug

BErORCTHE INVENTION
OF Gun PATCNT AIR-PROOF POUCH *
gravely plug toqacco - -^
made strictly for its chewing qualrty
Would not keep fresh in this section.
NOW THE patent POUCH KKCPS IT
-«.

ma

NEW

Avenue

GRAVELY'S

Il'a
firat big Im.
pravaNianl In Pittq alnra
INylaa Gravely mada
fha llraf plug (hat avar

G Bro.

AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA

ITS A CINCH FOR A LIVE. DEALEIR
TO PULL THLBEIST TRADE HIS WAY

To Dealorti*
WrlieuBa»««(a||ara
»«ach •! Real Gravely.

Lopez

MAKERS

___^

^J^^

CIGARS

Havana Cigars

Clear
OFFICE

"F. Lozano''

HAVANA

TADEMA

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

LIMA,

a

^H^N^^irJaiip*^"

LOZANO, SON & CO.
U.

««**;

Good Taste

CIGARS

The Juan F. Portuondo

HABANA
-

.+

San Felice

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
'

—

«

of

CIGARS

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

"

H

For Gentlemen

ClliAfiS

TAMPA

«i^^M

12

-

EAST

31rfl

STREET,

doors from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

CITY

Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylminutes from Grand Central Station.

In the heart of the

FPESHANO CLEAN AND OOOQ
A LITTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY 16 ENOUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHEW
OF ORDINARY PLUG.
'V-

(4

vania Station; five

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meals from $3.50 a day. or from $2 a day

The most

jyj3.9rav9lySbA2cccCaaumuMML "•WHT"

THE PERFECT CIGAR

central

without meals.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. AddrMS John P. Tolson. Mgr.

Illustrated booklet
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

WeOington. yel

even the people of Emperor Maximilian's
time were leeken after cool pipe
comfort.

_„ ...

.^* Wellmgton

.

Pipe

is

or

^

the most popular

dry imoke.
The Wellinglon will not wheeze or bubble
catches the moisture and keeps the
tobacco good and dry.

The "weB"

PUNCH

Cigar With Hardly a Rival

AOWST lOTT IfADER, GnmI

U^nmrnXMit,

PRVCTICALLY every large cigar manufactunng
have in opera.ciic^rn and many of the smaller ones
that have established
tion tcMhiv one or more devices
cigar production.
tlicinselves as economical factors in
equipment may relate
In one factoiT the mechanical
another to
the leaf,
to the handling or sweating of
the cigar itself, in another to
tlio actual production of
another
cuttings, and
\\w utilization of the scraps and
transportation end ot
to the shipping department and
or two exceptions
tho business. But with possibly one
ot
be hard to find more than one or two kinds

m

m

it

235 FIFTI ATE..

NEW TOU

will

thoronnipment in any one factory. On the other hand
the use of such
ouirh investigation might prove that
the dit(Miuipment, if intelligently installed throughout
worth-while
fiMont departments, might indeed effect a
This would apply particularly to large tacsaving.

where volume obtains.
here
Though machinery has been introduced only
expei-imental way
and there and in many cases in an
Even with the
onlv, it is a step in the right direction.
are responfow devices perfected and in use today, they
down manutacsible to no small extent for having kept
A manufacturer stated
tiiring costs to some extent.
advance m cigar
the other day that if there had been no
years, the
manufacturing methods in the past twenty
no less
famous ** nicker' cigar would retail today for
and seventhan ten cents. Instead we have the six-

tories

HAVANA CIGAR
ROMEO Y fUUETA

THE UNIVERSigLPiPE
•

58
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Wellington and other

W. D. C. Pipes will make
for you,

WM. DEMUTH &
NEW YORK

B.

1 IwntMMf.: Wa. T.I«yUf. N Bnd ft. JI.Y.«ly.

Y. Pendas

&

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR
HAVANA

CIGARS

Our Mottos "OUALITY"

CO.

Offtoe Afui SaI««oom,

cont retail prices.

time,
conditions have required, from time to
devices and
manufacturers have investigated different
some only
have installed them. Some in a large way,
But in any case it constitutes
ill an experimental way.
cigar manevidence of an awakening on the part of the
facilitating
ufacturer to the possibilities of mechanical

As

devices.

BSTABLI8HKO 1M7

complete line of

more money

in all the

World's Markets

/or motr

WM. DEMUTH A

Look over your

The Leader

C. IriangU haJf
ittn ifit tign •/

IOI..803

NEW YORK OTY

THIRD AVE.

Foreign $3.50
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Now

Using

More Mechanical Devices

shapes

for all

15,

Progressive Cigar Manufacturers

—

l...,)„rters
'ty

PHILADELPHIA, March

S2.00 a Year

of the Highe.t Qvelity

S.
>^;^

For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tohacco Trade

MARK

are noticeably increasing the de-

good stores

A SEMIMONTHLY

Agent, for Heywood, Stre..er A
Voig Utho Co.
Cigar Box Ubel.. Bend, end
Trimming.

Selling

widely read national magazines,
in

EMablwlM<l
IfWl

ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO.
INCORPORATED
129 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Satur-

Number 6

7

Quality Cigar Labels and Bands

day Evening Post, The Literary
Digest, Collier's Weekly, and other
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When cigarette machinery reached a point where
came out the
the leaf went in one end and the cigarette
to go forward
other, then the cigarette industry began
of prorapidlv. And with the enormous possibdities
to create
duction, big advertising campaigns began
and
consumer demand. The advertising has continued
machinery
the production has multiplied, but without
sales demands
to facilitate production, the enormous
.

j.

could never have been met.
the
As far as mechanical things are concerned,
the necescigar industry is just beginning to creep, but
extent by new and
sities of the hour will be met to some

valuable devices which are about to be nuirketed or
which are still in the experimental stages.
There is no reason to believe that the cigar business is different from any other industry, and if this
be true surelv the cigar industry has a wonderful era
ahead of it. *With tho advances in things mechaniciil
will come greater production and a greater effort to
increase the consumption of this pr(Kluction.
In about ten years ten thousand cigar manufacturers have discontinued business, yet tho cigar production in all that period has varied only slightly. 11
inmiher
is true that the very gre<at proportion of the
who have gone out of business were of the "])iickeye"
or one-num kind. In many sections where tho women
used to work at odd times in their homes making cigars
for one of the big factories a license had to be tjiken
out for a factors'. Tliis i)ractice is dying out rapidly.
And to make up'for this lAss in production the mechansuction table
ical stripper, the bunch machine and the

have arrived to do their i)art.
There are even cigar-making machines, but so tar
yet that
as we know there are none on tlie market as
have proven entirelv satisfactory. Banding machines
have l>een produced* and these <lo their part in saving
labor, time and money.
,
in most Ciises
that
admit
must
manufacturei-^
Cigar
meet, and
they have actuallv succeeded in making ends
indifference.
perhaps some profit, in spite of their own
opporThe development of mechanical devices has, at
.

tune

times,-

,

helped in speeding production and reducing

a parallel
if the cigarette industrv may he taken as
are dazzling.
the possibilities of the cigar industiy
proToday less than 300 cigarette manufacturers are Ihc
annually.
ducing nearlv :]r,,000,000,000 cigarettes
growing
number of cigar manufacturers is constantly
mechanical ai^purteiiances
less, but with the progress of
surely grow
for the industrv' the production vvill
manufacturers
The fact that hundreds of small
factories either
have been compelleil to close up their
no longer profrom lack of labor or because they can
indicates that the lowduce cigars to sell at a profit,
surely i)as... That
priced stnctly handmade cigar must
to (Mintinue is due
arge manufacturers have been able
and fractional savto their enormous production
make here and there
ings that they have been able to
of mechanical
inventors and manufacturers
about to have their
devices for the cigar industry arc

S

^The

innings.
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Trying To Include Tobacco In Soldiers'
Rations

Are Business Men a War-Time Menace?

AsOTHLR
included

attempt

to be made to have tobacco
the rations of soldiers and
sailors, a

,11

is

easme provid.n^ therefor having been

Hit

tlH»

House

ot

Her)ivseiitatives

(iallivan, of Massachusetts.

again that every army in the field
uses tobacco, tint
every nation
the war takes care that the
tobam
supply ,s always plentiful. F.ven the
Germans, sufi^'r
mg as they have been for food, clothing and the
ah'
solute necessities of life, have
continued to funiish
tobacco to the troops, even though
the men at home
smoked the dried leaves of bushes and trees.

by (\3ngre8smau

Through public and private

men who,

(iallivan has declared his intention

at best, enjoy little or

collections for the pur-

pose, our troops have all been
supplied with tobacco
but It has been pointed out that a
veiT poor impres*
IS
81011
made upon the by-stander who sees the
people
supplying the soldiers vnth an item that is
so intimate
a part of their life in the Army. It is
felt that this
IS an article that should be
supplied by the Government, as is practically everything else
used daily by
the men, and Representative Gallivants

of pushing his bills right through,
if possible.
He is
strong for the provision of all the
comforts possible
to the

Address Delivered Before Business Organizations of Cleveland
and Philadelphia By Charles W. Mears, Advertising Manager

m

introdn(;ed

-An effort to have tobacco included
in the rations
was made early in the war, but was
defeated, considerable pressure being brought
to bear by people who
had no intention of going to war
themselves and, therefore, didn't care whether
the men who did fight were
given any comfort at all or not.

Congressman

An

no comfort.

The great part tobacco has played in
the war is
possibly beginning to make an
impressicm upon those

bills

tended to relieve the present cumbersome
and
method of suplying tobacco to the troops.

who, not long ago, believed its use to
be a quick road
to perdition. It has been brought
home time and time

are

in-

difficult

C. L. L.

of the

K American business world speaks very highly

Tl he
1

of

think out and
business problems are great fellows. Boards of

I

^1\

Winton Motor Car Company

e

ability to think.

Men who can

and managers are presumed to think,
and the men and women under them are directly urged
Judged at a distance, the key word of the
lo tiiink.
think.
hiisiiioss world seems to be
And yet I do not know a single business house that
person whose sole duty rt is to think
(111 ploys Ji single

dirt'ctors, officers

'

* *

out business problems.
Usually we find that, although everybody in busiiRss is supposed to think, everybody in business is
always required to do something else besides thinking,

and that something else is invariably so large a part of
do
his job that what thinking a business man is able to
amounts to a mere byproduct, and generally to an inconsiderable byproduct.
f the average business man is able to think sufficient ly to keep him abreast his day-to-day job, he feels
right
tiiat he has done about all that anybody has the
to expect of him.

Market

Vital Problems

of leaf tobacco during the past fortNiight have been greater than in the
corresponding
j>eno(l of any preceding year in
the history of the
county.
Ill one day, more than J);r)0,0(K)
exchanged

hands at Quari-yville, where wagons were lined
up for
two or three miles in every direction. Nearly
all of
the weed has been turned over to
the packers now.
Recent sales of the 1917 crop, which were widely
scattered, were made at from twenty-live
to thirty cents
a pound.

Growers are now starting

to

determine what their

acreage for planting will be in the coming
season, and
are naturally in a quandry bewiuse of the
business

demand for more tobacco and the patriotic
demand
lor more tood.
An increase in plantings for

both
tobacco and food will be the probable
decision.
Suirgestioiis have been made that the
Lancaster Leaf Tohacco Board of Trade and the
Lancaster (Nmntv Tobacco Growers' Association tabulate
the tobaccc.
acreage.

Lowd buyers

declare that the demand and prices
have not receded
this tobacco section, but that
the
freight embargo and speculative
conditions might have
a depressing effect on prices later.
Local growers have
not taken fav^orably to the proposed
establishment of a
public sales floor for tobacco.

m

1?.

Our Machinery
Kcgarding the instlallation of American cigarettemaking machinery in Algeria, Consul Arthur
C. Frost
writes thus from Algiers
**Two American cigarette-making machines
have

recently been placed in operation in
this city
eral others are being installed. American

and sevmachinery

for dr>'ing and cutting has also been
introduced with
success.

**Before the

monopoly

in

Arc Neglected

Naturally then, the biggest and most vital problems

.l^TJTEKlES

war Gennaiiy enjoyed a

providing such equipment.

practicid

In the case

G. R.

in Algeria

of one machijie, the German
product
iion ot the American make.

waa a

close imita-

tobacco industry is one of the most important/.*^H^,
in Algena. In 1915, ;J5,()00,000
packages of cigamanufactured for interior consumption
lf^(^l^''
bb
packages for export, especially to French
Indo-Chma. The production of cigarettes
has increased
from 593 metric tons in 1901 to 1874
in 1916.
The
,.

000^

^d

Algerian market, therefore, offers
a quite extensivs

field

for cigarette machinery.'*

In analyzing **Stop spending money** let me ask
you to consider certain principles which our company
formulated early last summer and published under the
*

title,

'

Who *s Patriotic Now f

*

*

^

I

Lancaster! (Leaf

lieves it to be the one true doctrine. If it is the one
true doctrine, then it follows obviously that the American business man who asks people to spend their money
for his goods IS a menace to the interests, the welfare,
the life of his nation.
Whether he is, in fact, such a menace is not so absolutely certain. Before we condemn him, let us take a
good square look at *'St"op spending money** and see if
Let
it really is the one true doctrine of our salvation.
us see what would happen to the people of the United
States if all of us were to sit on every dollar we now
possess and were to add to our savings every otlier
dollar we could capture.

are neglected, and we little understand the relation of
business to the government, to the welfare of the American people at large, to the banking system, to the
American dollar. Instead we become specialists in narrow grooves ; we have intelligence in our several departments. But we do not have a clear understanding of
our place in the great scheme of things. The extrenaely
wonderful, marvelous business machine has come into

being silently and unsung, and it sustains the world on
its shoulders ; yet it has no sufficient interpreters within
or without.
This observation is offered because it serves to
explain why we hardly know which way to turn or
what to expect in the business world during war time.
And it is especially offered because all that I have to
say is the result of the same sort of byproduct thinking
that I have been talking about. Therefore, it must be
judged accordingly.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, the Congress of the United Staites appropriated and authorized
From that fact
tiie expenditure of $21,390,730,940.46.
alone we begin to realize that war costs a tremendous
lot of money.
And we have been told that, in order that the Gov-

ernment
(•f

may

get all the

money

it

needs,

it is

the duty

every real American to save every dollar possible.
This Started the Trouble

Liberty bond circular insists that: **We must
Not only must we save
nil spend less and save more.
to win the war, but we must save if we are to survive.**

A

This **Stop spending money" propaganda liiakes
itself heard so frequently that somebody evidently be-

Where Will Money Come From?
**
Where will the billions of dollars come from that
the people of the United States have subscribed to pay
for Liberty bonds!

**The easiest answer is: From personal and corporate wealth, from riches that have been earned, inherited, saved. But then, at once, a second question arises
Where do riches that have been earned, inherited,

come from I And when we get the answer to that,
second question, then we begin to know sometliing of
our duty during war time.
saved,

Primarily, to be sure, the source of all wealth is
Nature. Vegetation, minerals, fish, animals are materials provided by Nature that we translate into wealth.
But these materials alone are not wealth, nor money.
You might own all the gold in the world and still bo
**

—

nobody else wanted gold, if nobody else was
willing to pay for gold.
**
Hence, something more than mere products of
Nature is required to create wealth.
'*That something else is Demand,
**But when a burglar enters your house and demands your goods, he does not create wealth. The
chances are tlmt he leaves you poorer than before. Consequently, neither the possession of goods nor mere
demand for goods creates wealth. Something further
part
is required—^the willingness and the ability on the
of others to pay for your goods.

poor

if

Importance of the Market
**In the world today the desire of the holder of
goods to translate them into wealth, and the willingness
and the ability of others to pay for such goods as they
may demand, come together in what we call the Market,
and it is out of the Market that we get all of our money

for every purpose.
**It is

from the Market that every living human

being secures the price of his daily bread.

**From the Market the laborer, the artisan, the
professional man, the artist, receives each his w^pt
salary, compensation.

M

•

:
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''From tho Market

—

dealer, jobber,

manufac-

have ^reat natural resources.
We have a great deman<l for many kinds of
goods, and the willingness and the ability to pay for

corporations? Are we doing our part? Do we even
know what *our part* means!
**War is so new to us that a great many do not
know. As a natural result, a great deal of harmful
talk has been uttered about economy.
Now there are two kinds of economy
** There
is an economy that means prosperity
and
success in war.
"There is another kind of economy that means
poverty and defeat.
*'The only economy we need is of the products
of
Nature, chiefly perishables. When you throw away an
uneaten potato, you are wasting something that Nature
has given you and that cannot be restored. We nmst
not waste food products. But rnoney^s quite a different thing. You may spend your money for whatever
you like, ivhenever you like, as you like, and it lias not
been destroyed. It is undiminished. It has passed
on
to other hands, a^td by those other hands will be
passed
on to still other hands. And it is precisely this process
of passing money from hand to hand that puts lifeblood into business. And business in turn is the thing
—and the only thing—that gives employment to men
and women, and enables them to buy the necessities of

them.

life.

turer receive.s his

#

tlio

inoi'ii.

**Tbe Market sustains schools, churches, colleges,
banks, newspapers, insurance companies, cliarities,
lioincs, indiist lies—in short, fvorythin;;,^ that
requires
nionev.

1%

A

'

Business Man's Best Investment

'

**The

man who

'retired' and living at ease is
upon the Market. For the Market borrows
Jiis lands and ])ays liini interest, and
without this comjMMisatiou the fortunes of retired men would dribble
Is

dep(Mich'iit

away.

Fven the (Jovernment,

''

to

whicb we attribute great

I)owers, lives bewiuse of the Market. The expenses of
the (iovernment are met by taxes, all of which come out
of the Market.
Where there is no Market, there is no

genuine, eonstructive government.

Why
"Today
a])le to

th<'

borrow

cause:
"J.

Government Can Borrow

(iovernment of the United

billions of dollars

from

its

Stiites is

people, be-

We

"!'.

'*ln brief, beeanse

we have

a great Market.
*H'hina could not b(»rrow billions of dollars from
all its 41 ;{,()< ),()()() people— not because China lacks natural resources (for it is one of the world's most productive lands), but because Chiiui has no such Market
as we Jiave. Its jieople have not learned to live as we
live, to demand the goods that wo demand;
and they
could not pay as we pay because they have not had demands, bec^iuso they have had no broad Market.
''We are talking aroun<l a circle. Because the

Market and

its elTects

work

in

a

When

people
dennind many kinds of goods, activity spreads through
many industries, favorably aflfecting workers in all
these industries, and enabling them in turn to demand

and

circle.

many kinds, wbich again, in turn,
enlarges the Hood of prosperity.
**The Ihiited States has gone through this experience. The result is that in this countn- the percentage
of poverty is extremely hiw. And when the Government wants a stupendous sum of monev, at once that
i)ay for gocnls of

amount

subscriluHl, over-subscribe<l.* And all this
is the result of our Market— the result
of the freest
kind of buying and selling.
is

"Our (Jovernment must ask our people for loans
j'lnounting to \ve know not how many billions of dollars.
Where

is tliis

money

tc

come from?*

Banks Would Soon Fail
every savings bank in the country were turned
inwde (uit and its contents poured into the Federal
treasury, the total amount thus gathered would be but
$'),()()(>,()()(),( MM), and savings depositors
would then be
at the end of tln'ir resources.
'VHut no such draining will bo necessary, thank
goodness.
"All the billi(ms the (iovernment borrows will be
turned back into the Market for ships, steel, munitions,
clothing, slioes, food and tho countless supplies that the
^

''If

army

navy need.
';The (lovermnent will, therefore, do its part to
sustain the Market— to keep alive the source of all
an<l tin'

riches.
**Biit

what

alnnit ourselves aa individuals

**For business is the Market.
*' Sit tight on your nickels,
squeeze your pennies,
get the tight-wad habit with money, and you help
tj
deaden the world. You are withholding from someone
a chance to earn a living. When you butcher
a cow,
you stop that cow's milk supply and the milk supplv
ot her possible progeny to the end of the
world. Wlieii
you pinch your dollars and refuse to spends you stop

the power of that money to buy not only
for you, but
tor ever>' other person to whom that money
might pass,
were you to give it a start.

**To

live,

you must

You must do vour

let live.

\ou cannot sit tight and
everything come your way. It will
share.

expect to have
not come. You have
a totally mistaken idea of the nation's need if
in this
hour you interpret its need to mean pinching pennies.
**
Remember that all wealth comes from the Market, and that unless you do your
part by buying—
you are injuring the Market, and just to that extent
you are lessening the nation's ability to finance the
war.
** You
need not conceni yourself that the steel in a
new bed 'might have been used for munitions,' or that
gasoline used in your motor car might have
driven i
war truck.' Let's not be silly.
'*The Government is fully able to control all sunpUes. If it needs steel, it will take steel.
If it needs
gasoline, it will take gasoline,
** And
so long as steel beds and automobile gasoline
are on the Market, you are the best kind of an Ameri
can when you buy them, if you need them, because you
are giving life to the Market, which means prosperity
for the nation and the power to prosecute the war to
still

—

*

victory.

Copyright by Frank Farrington

anything about making money that
us a grouch. Fond as \ve may be of baseball,

TllKHK
•rjx (.s

isn't

we like making money better.
They sav it takes money to make money, and it's
If we don't have any money we have to borrow
true.

pool or auction pinochle,

getting
(Jetting into business witliout capital is like
can't' be done.
into society without clothes. It
it.

Have you ten dollars in the bank or

in the cash

rep st erf

you haven't, go out and borrow it, because I
No,
for.
have something I w^ant you to use that ten
own.
don't send it to me. I've got ten of my
wdl
^'ou can invest ten dollars right now where it
more
bring you ten tens, a hundred tens, perhaps
before the year is over.
ITow manv trade papers are you taking! Are you
Are you paying ten
takiiiir ten dollars' wwth a year?
journals and
dollars a vear in subscriptions to trade
to
business magazines! If you are that's all I have
investment
say to vou, because you have made your
read
and you will get the" returns— unless you <lon't
11'

tliose ap])lieations.

vou are spending any less than ten dollars
saving
vear for trade and business literature you are
T^ut if

a
nimu'v at a great expense.

Ever\^ business man nccfU
He needs the
half a dozen trade publications or more.
out. He puts
ideas thev contain. His own ideas run
doesn t take
a mistaken value on his own ability if he
pains to find out what other people know.
that you
Fiverv dollar invested in trade jounials
you
v\U rcad'\^ a dollar invested where it will bring
goods.
bigirer returns than a hundred invested in
you willingly give ten dollars for an

Wouldn't
your income,
idea that would enable you to increase
net
\\\(^ receipts
of vour business or your salary a
you could
hundred dollars? Well, if you knew where
you
effect, wild horses couldn't hold
spiMid ten to that

hack from
If

making the expenditure.

year
vou have not been spendins: ten dollars a
you
literature it is for the reason that

for business

pay you as T say it will.
do not believe it
number
Perhaps vou argue that you do take a
you anv
of trade papers and that they don't bring
will

or else
Either you do not read those ]>apers
reguvou are mistaken. If you read any trade papers

nionov.

directly
don't care what it is or whether it is
will bring
applicable to your individual business, it
dolvou money, business, succoss— far more than ten
iarly, T

No Buying— No Market
^'Without active buying of the things you normally
buy, there can be no live Market.
'*
Without a live Market we cannot win the war.
**Who, may we ask, should be considered the

ffMier patriot—that 'wicked and
and as

By Frank Farrington

iContinucd on Page 20)

slothful servant'

lars' w^orth.

man who
trade paT>er is not like medicine. The
bottle
reasons that if a dose of medicine is good a whole
The
himself.
full will be better is going to poison

A

man who reasons that

if

one trade i>aper

is

good

more

will be better is goini; to put rul)ber into his
heels, enthusiasm into his Israin ami gimp into his
Iviiekbone.

The trade

paper, the teehnieal publication applied
to your business, will put life into it in spite of you
unless vou throw it in the waste basket without reading it.
And if vou don't want to see vour Inisiness take
a jump, don't let any of the people employed around
your i)lace get at the trade papers. The emjdoyee who
gets the habit of reading such literature is sure to
want to start something. Keep the papers of that
sort away from the boys, or in a short time you will
tind they are learning the business faster than you
are.

The advertisements alone in one good trade paper
are worth a a:ood deal more than ten dollars a year
The trade press of the country has
if you study them.
and in independence!
There are n6 better informed
in the last few years.
men connected with your business than those whose
opinions and experiences and advice you find in the
trade papers connected with it. There are no better
manufacturers or producers of your kind of merchandise than those whose advertising you find in the jour-

developed tremendously

in class

nals of the business.

The man who wants to know what to do to get
more trade, what to do to increase his income, where
and what and when to buy for use or for sale in his
business, must have the trade papers, or else he will
find it utterly impossible to keep up with his competitors.

getting the better of you,
or comparaif your business is fallimr back actually
is making
tively, make up your mind that competition
If

your competition

is

use of the trade journals. Even if you are not spending ten dollars a year for trade literature and using it,
the other fellow is, and le will get your business.
trade
If you spend ten dollars this year for

papers to read— not to fill waste baskets with— and at
unable to get
the end of the year claim you have been
a
anv dividends on the investment, I want to have
T have seen many men try the trade
talk with you.
to
ioumal method of finding out, and I never knew one
If you can read any trade paper honestly
fall down.
dollars to you
for a year and not make it worth ten
somewhere.
there must be a kink in your intellect
spend five, but
If you won't spend ten dollars,
rememwhen vou make that cut in your appropriation
good by spendber you can't get ten dollars' worth of
five will pay you
ing onlv five dollars, and the second
better dividends than the first five.
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Tobacco

WJ

War

Jl

its quick and
economical j)urchnse. The committees are
eliosen by
the meml)ers of tlie imhistry they
represent and are
available at all times to meet the needs
of the Government.
The value of the committees to tlie Oovernment
is
very ^n-eat. ^J'hey can furnish complete
information
as to nil the concerns in any industry,
with facts as
to their lacilities and mana<!:ement;
if the Government
places Its needs bcfoi-e such a conmiittee
in plannini?
a certain i)urchase, the raw material
market can be
j>rotecte<l and inflation prevented; the
committees am
have cost fi^nires i^repared on a commodity
or mer<-handise <lesired, atid jdace before the
Government
cost sheets on the basis of which the
Government may
hx pru-es fair to all; they can nuike
recommendation's
MS to the distribution of orders so as
to ])revent bad
location, railroad conirMstion and
labor disturbancesand they can be utilized to ^rn^nt advanta^^e in
dealing
with the luel, transportation, labor, reconstruction,
forei^rn trade and similar ])roblems
where an industrv
as a wholo should be considered rather
than a part of
it or individuals in it.

''Where orpranized methods for dealing with an*
eiif ire industry are lacking,
the placing of contracts bv
iiubvidual a^^enciea of the Government
depends to a

m
II

m

"

"

«""'»M»Hiniiiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiimmin,„,„i

Service Committee

the completion of its list of war sorvice
comiiiittees, tlic Cljainber of
Cominorce of the United
State's IS now in position to
alTonl the (Jovenimont a
niaxNiMnn ol assistance in any in(]uirv it
niav prosecute
re^ardin^r costs, production or possibilities
in any industry. Anions- the connnittees is one
of tlie tobacco
industry, comprising tlie leadini^: men
in that line.
rin; purposes of the committees
are j)rincipally to
iiirmsh information re^^ardin^r any commodity
recjuired
by the (ioyenmient an<l to assist in
1

"'"""

considerable dej^ree on the initiative of sales
agents
who, becomin^^ familiar with Washin*rton,knowwhereto
secure orders in the separate bureaus,'' it was
declared
at the chamber in announcing: the
personnel of the committees. **]\rany sales are made in this way.
**This system is open to a number of objections,
with the additional disadvantapre that no standard
of
l)rices IS fixed and sellers frequently contract
to deliver

iiitiHiiiimim,,,,,..,.

-^

Working

Many

the same or similar things at different
prices in dif
lerent bureaus. This method is also open
to char-es
of iavoritism to localities as well as to
individual tirnis
and corporatKms, while the Government does not
hnvo
the full benetit of all the facilities available
and prieea
s»»"i;<tfd by different factors in any industry.
*'Firms and conmrations dealing with the
Guy
ernment on this individual basis, gradually
become
tally mtormed as to the tendency of
Governmental
business and in-obable future requirements.
They are
thus able to ])repare for future business
while others
HI the same line remain in ignorance and
can make no
preparations. Plants and capital in certain
directions
are thus unnecessarily increased and later
some will
be employed with their increased facilities
while
mg machinery owned by the uninformed, and notexistnow
engaged even in part on Government work, will
be idle
or partly so.
**Most of the objections to the methods reviewed
above may be overcome through the proper
utilization of the war service committees of the
industries."
The tobacco committee, which represents the entire industry, from grower to retailer,
is composed as
lollows:

Edward

AVise,' president

of

United Cigar
York, chairman; Charles J
iMsenlohr, ])resideiit cd' Otto Kisenlohr & Bros.,
Incorporated, Philadelphia: Alf. S. Rossin, of
S. Rossin &
bons leaf tobacco. New York; Jesse A. Bloch,
vice
presK ent of The Bloch Brothers Tobacco
(%)mpanv,
^^- ^'**' '• ^- <^'»^^»i"m, of the R. J. Revi5**'n''r
nolds
obacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C. Walter
JI. () Brien vice president
of The American Tobacco
New York; George H. Hummel, vice presi( omi>any
dent of P. Lorillard (^ompanv, New York;
A L SylStores Company,

the

New

I

;

vester,

president of the American (%ar Companv,
AVilliam T. Reed, president of Lanis &
brother Conipany, tobacco manufacturers,
Richmond,
^a.: I. (. Rosenthal, of Rosenthal
Brothers, cigar
inanutacturers. New York; Maximilian
Stern, leaf tobacco New York, and Charles
Dushkind, secretary.
New lork.

New Aork;

"^

C. L. L.

Retail Tobacconists

1^
li

1

Sumatra Crop Ample For American Needs
CARLh advices

Bayuk Brothers, are to the effect
an amjile supply of American grades of
Sumatra. 1 he cablegram from Sumatra
to Bavuk
I'rnthers isas follows: ^Estimated
1017 Sumatra crop
wdl produce :^-),000 bales American grades.
This exthat there

to

is

ceeds normal rerpiirements by 8000
bales.''
Samuel l^aynk is at r>r(»sent on the Island of
Su-

matra and

understood that he has made purchases
of leaf but no details regarding
the same have arrived
It

IS

at the firm's offices in this city.

We think the cablegram
juirements

oM^

low figure on the reAmerican market but in any case the
sets a

pplv seems to be sufficient
and there can be no exuse or Sumatra prices
ruling as high this vear as
tlioy did last. The chief
difficulty will be in getting the
cargo space to transport the leaf
to this country.
'^'" probably be a distinct
oh..2T- ""T^ ""fi,^^!]' ""^^
"/^'"^ '"1^^.^' ^^ purchasing Sumatra leaf.
A
number of manufacturers have stated
that at the end
of Jie war they will either
purchase direct in Amsterdam or in Sumatra, according to the arrangements
they
can make This, of course, was
done prior to the war
by a number of large manufacturers
but the indications
are that the number will be
considerably augumented
when the war is over.
s

fn^r

Waking Up To

Better

Business Methods
the entrance of the United States into the
Sl.\(
s\orld war, it has accomplished many things that
declared impossible. Industry Avorking hand
i,;,\ e been
lijind with the Government has also stretched its
ill
On every hantl
alii lilies far beyond ordinary limits.
of
tlnii' has been an awakening and a speeding up

K

all

iM'cessary

work and production.

—

This has been

necessaiy by conditions unusual conditions that
no (»ne could foretell.
The tobacco industry has also jumped into the
The
huacli and is doing its utmost in many ways.
inanutacturers are waking up, and the entire trade
is hi'ing touched with an ambitious thrill to do something. J5ut in doing what we can to further the cause
of tlie war we must also do everything ]>ossible to
The (lovernkcrj) our businesses going at top speed.
niciit needs our tax money and we must successfully
conihict our work if we are to be able to pay these
If we fail in business others arc affected by
taxes.
our losses, and in addition some one else must helj) to
pay the money that the Government counted on reuiadi'

from us.
\\'ith more than two hundred

ceiving

State and sectional tobacco trade organizations each doing their
pa it to spur their members on to greater and more
The retail
efiicient efforts, we are sure to get results.
tol)aceo trade is slowly awakening to the fact that it
must put forth greater efforts to maintain its place in
the mercantile scheme of things.
it is with interest that we note the cleaning \\\) of
show windows here and there; new displays of goods
seemingly arranged with more care and study than
local.

ineviously.

The interiors have been brightened up somewhat.
Tile lighting is better, the cases are cleaner and the
arrangement of goods is more attractive.
Instead of sitting in his chair we find the proprietor standing behind his counter anxious to show and
sell his goods.
Tie seems more anxious to please, and

behind his talk a little of the sales effort that
AVe also notice on his
in the past has been lacking.
ease copies of two or three trade papers, and it looks
as if he had been reading them.
Perhaps this is just an experiment on the part of
some dealers who have just begun to realize that they
must be up and doing or some one else will get their
iMisiness away from them. But we sincerely hope that
this awakening will not prove an experiment only.
there is

1
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you will notice
a heavy increase in advertising to create and stimulate
demand. In any line of industry the more difficult it
In big business

when times are

dull,

goods, the harder we work.
The retail cigar and tobacco trade must take its
lesson from big business. If it is not so easy to make
is

to sell

sales as formerly then work harder. Spend more tim<*
on window display. Take extra effort to arrange thr

show case goods in the show cases and on the counKvery man who comes in your store is a prosters.
Afake sure that he buys. Show hiiu
something more than he asks for. If you have a new
line or new article to sell, bring it out and give it an
introduction. \'ou may not get results at tirst but yon

l>ective buyer.

hard work always wins out. If your
goods are ri.i»ht, and you are earnestly working to sell
them, you will succeed. But you won't succeed by
crying about your troubles to your customers. They
will iind that

tlon't usually

They do

tell

their troubles to the cigar dealer.

sympathy when they go in a cigar
store, they want to buy cigars.
The dealer should
take the attitude that he does not want sympathy, he
wonts to Sill cigars. The more time devoted to creating sales, the more likely business is to increase. The
more groaning that is done about business conditions
\\\o more likely business is to decrease.
Vour. mental attitude toward your work has much
to do with what you really accomplish. If you go at it
half-heartedly you will get the same kind of results.
But if you roll up your sleeves and clean up your
store, and make up your mind that you are going to
bring more ])eople into your store and that you are
going to sell more cigars and tobacco you are very
likely to accomplish your purpose.
We must all do our part to help win this war, and
we render no small service in working to keep our
businesses going suc<?essfully. It is being claimed by
both French and English authorities that the use of
not want

tobacco is helping to keep down food consumption.
And as the governments of these countries are arguing about cutting down the importation of tobacco
experts of the tobacco industry are claiming that it will
require nmch more cargo room to bring over the additional foodstuiTs needed than it will to bring over the
tobacco.

Close observation of the parcels post will show
that hundreds of cartons of cigarettes are going forward each week to cantonments and to the boys abroa<l.
Ketailers can build up a very substantial trade on
featuring the carton idea and offering
some service in the way of preparing the i)arcel for the

cigarettes

1)y

mails.

In this day of keen competition no business is so
secure that the owner can stand still and let the business run itself. In a case of this kind the business
usually runs to some other store eventually.
We must work, work, work. We must think, think,
think. Working intelligently with our hands and brains
will

bring highly satisfactory results

lastingly at

it.'*

if

we

**

stick ever-
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Employees

Business
By Eugene

By Elton

J.

articles will constitute a
regular feature of
TOBACCO WORLD.
Subscribers may address any of their leqal problems to
TOBACCO WORLD, and Mr.

THE

THE

ley uill

endeavor to answer them to the best
of his
This service is extended to the subscribers

ability.

of

Buck-

THE TQUMCO WORLD free

Ml

of charge.

(ihsfivjilioii in tliat more and inoiv
employers,
iiui uiijy maiiulaclurers, but
wholesalers

and

are aUoi>Liiig

luiicis,

re-

plan ol speeding up tlieir eml)lo>es 03' oiierjijg- iiiem a sliare in tlie proms.
1 have
cume imo peisonal coniact with a number ot these
plans and oeiieve they work out very well,
.\iany
employ eis using ihem, However, err in not making
tiie
iia^mems ol uie employe's share ol the prolits dependI'liL on ills remaining in
the emplov up U\ the verv (hiy
iJie

ol distribution.

A Wise

was recently decided

in

Pemisylvania which

cuinpelied a inanuiaciurer to give a share in eleven

^uuis'

a discharged employe. Another
case almost hke it has been decided by the highest
court ol W isconsm. The Pennsylvania ciisc is exceedingly interesting.
A Pennsylvania chocolate iiianulacturer had a iilan of giving certiiin of his
employes
a prolit sharing bonus amounting to twenty per cent.
of their wages. An employe named Snyder
worked a
year and ^^ot his. In the envelope with it came a note
i)rohts

to

reading thus:

M'e hope that the coming year will see each
one of our employes taking a little more active
interest in the welfare of the business in which
thoy share the profits.
\\\ each emph)ve giving
this business tlieir best elTorts and their* work the
closest attention, our mutual interests will be

ma-

J.

Buckley

work for the defendant company, and that in their
continuing in its employ, they might render mure
ehicient service. It will De perceived that the
letter
concedes to the employe that he is a sharer in the

prohts. The position the defendant company takes
IS that this additional compensation was a
mere
gratuity and that no legal obligation can arise
from *'a source so casual and unintended.'' We
may assume that the payment of the additional
wages was dependent upon the success of the business and that there was no absolute promise to pay
a detinite sum contained in the letter above referred to. What amount was to be distributed was
to be determined by the board of directors. It
was certain that the w^orkmen were to have a share
in the profits, if any were made.
The promise
was that at the end of the year there would be
some distribution of profits, if any were made,
and after the company fixed the amount which
was to be distributed, all the laborers employed
by the comi)any who had taken employment under
the promise to share if they continued to work
during the year, were entitled to receive their
(»xtra compensation fixed at twenty per cent, of
their wages during the year. All the elements of
a valid contract were present.
The company in
efTect informed this plaintiff that they would not

promise him definitely how much extra compensation he would get, but that when they fixed the
rate of extra wages, he would get his share. It
is not claimed that the services rendered by the
plaintiff during his employment w^ere not faithful,
nor is any cause alleged why he should not get his
bonus, other than the fact that the company denies the binding force of its promise and alleges
that the fact that he was laid oiT before the end
of the year deprived him of any participation in
the extra

As

terially benefited.

Snyder worked along into the second year, and
had worked eleven months of it when they discharged
him. It does not appear what for. One month later,
the company handed its emjiloyes the usual tw^enty per
cent, bonus, but Snyder was out, and there was no
onyel(»pe for him.

He demanded

but the company
sued, carrying the case clear up to
the Appeal Court. The latter said he was entitled to
his bonus, ])ecause there was no contract or arrangement bet w«mmi him and his former employer limiting
the right to th(» bonus to the employes who remained
in the service up to tlio time of distribution.
T.et me reproduce the following from the AppMl
Court's decision:
refused

it

and

it,

ht?

we examine

the letter (reproduced above)
wWoh necompanied the first year's bonus, we cjin
readily see that the purpose of the offerinir of the
bonus was that the employes might continue to
Tf

Man

Chrittian

Buckley

Copyright 1917 by Elton

Mr. Buckley's legal

U
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wages

paid.

to the latter

phase of the defense, the

learned trial judge ruled that

the plaintiff rendered satisfactory services to the defendant downi
to the time he was discharged, and was ready and
willing to render like services for the remainder
of the year and was prevented from so doing only
by the failure of the defendant to assign him to
duty, then he is entitled to recover his share of the
profits for the entire year.
W^e see no error in
if

this.

Tn the Wisconsin case the employer agreed to pay
his ein])loyes a share in the profits of the business in
case they remained with it for tw^o continuous years.
f)ne emj)loye stayed along until one day before the
two years had expired, when he was discharged. He
demanded his share of the profits, and when he was
refused, wont into court.
The court ruled that **an
employe who has been promised a share of the profits
{Continued on Page 24)

a good business man,
rllK things that go to make upestablishment
of great
in the popular mind, is the
industries and enterprises, coupled with accumulation
oi' money bv the individual.
A careful review^ of the histoiy of business men
who have made a success along these lines shows that
the majority sacrificed their health and their lives to
In the last and final analysis therefore
tlieir business.
tliese

were not good business men.

the one that can bring more
sounds into harmony. The best artist is the one who
nature. Tlie
(",m best harmonize colors and reproduce
host business man likewise is the man who can best
harmonize or balance the affairs under his control.

The best musician

is

The man who from a cheap tin store, founded
**The Fair" in Chicago, and allowed the business to
dethrone his reason and send him to his death before
ho was sixtv could hardly be considered a good busiMeasured on this same scale, Marshnll
ness man.
'

Field \vas not a good business man. President Roberts,
who arose from the ranks of a car wheel moulder, to
died
the prosidencv of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
not a prood business man. TT. A.
•.\f the ago of fiftv was
of the T.ozior
T.ozior, who made millions of dollars out
bicvclo works and who died at middle age while eating

was not a good business man. The ac^
rnnmlation of money and the founding of great indnsthe
trios is one prerequisite only, and by no moans
most important one of the srood business man, for what
put
Tirofiteth a man to make a seven figure fortune—to

his breakfast,

motion a million spindles, to chain continents tooceans
irothor with cables, to flash his silent voic^ over
and continents on currents of common air, to make the
ocean 's billowed bosom a commercial highway, to transform the oxcart into a palace and set it on w^beels and

in

struchitch it to the lightning, to build sk>'-scraping
and
tures of stone and steel, to transfix human figures
methods of
faces on sensitized glass, to direct the
his
burrowing in the earth for coal and gold until
name is known around the world and his fortune is a
power in the land— what boots it, T say, to know all
shnmblos ot
those thimrs and glide blindlv into the

funeral
unrest and disease, or furnish a fashionable
nt fortv-fivo?

m

,
sackTlie religious fanatic who robes himself
who cries
cloth and eschews the razor, the food crank
to grass, the one idea
(Mit, 'Miack to nature" and takes
and the busisocial reformer w^ho preaches on the curb
bis absoness man who allows his business to become
in the same
lute master and governor, are in reality all
business man
olass. The unfortunate thing is that the
himself the mesh ot a
sits him down and weaves about
eveiy month
prison. Fvorv vear puts in a new bar,
and hour a new stroKO that

and every day
until he IooIh
rivets around him what ho calls business,
and reallv thinks ho cannot escape.
direct
A good business man is the man who canbalance
a trial
the wheels of industry, who can draw
can measbetween his income and his expenses and who
n

now

bolt,

ure his own ability on the yard stick of endurance.
He is a good business man who gives as much
study to the laws of his own physical organization as
he does to the organization of his business, and in the
final windup I doubt if he would not consider himself
a better business man, flat broke and in good health at
ninetv, than sojouniing in a sanitarium with a million
at his call, but out of the fight at fifty.
It is ti-ulv unfortunate that the general laws of

health and hvgiene are not more universally taught
and understood. We learn that best with which we are
throwm in most frequent contact.
The business man would absorb enough information on these subjects to extend his period of longevity
and usefulness many years if they were taught i" ^"i*
public schools, or were matters of general knowledge.
The routine life of the average business man is about
as follows
He rises between fi and 7 A. M.; takes no exorcise
or fresh air, but partakes of a breakfast composed
goes at
largely of cereal starch, meat and coffee, then
takes
once to his business, sits at a desk until noon,

moat,
luncheon at a neighboring c.ifo, composed of
hurries back
cereal or potato starch, boor or coffee,
hours longer,
to business, sits at his desk five or six
of more
hurries home, partakes of dhiner composed
exorcise, no
meat, more starch, more tea or coffee— no
authors; no
diversion, no association with the great
music, no poetiy, no change.
visit,
A friend mav come in, or he may go out to which
cigar
then comes the soothing and soporiforous
mav have been his companion since breakfast. Ihe
or losing
market, the business, the chances for making
power
the topic of discussion. Hejs in the
.

dollars is
do him cr)ntinual
of his master ^^business," and must
he lives,
obedience, within the domain of the tyrant
moves, and has his being.
,
v
indigesstomach,
sour
headache,
ill,
an
Tf he has
dizziness, insomnia, nertion a tinge of rheumatism,
vousness, or any one of the thousand .^r^.P^*^"^;, ^J^]
violation of her
warnings that nature gives him for the
trying to ascerlaws, instead of thinking a little and
chesty pndo for his
tain the cause, he sends, with
something in a
phvsician and his physician writes out
dead languago-tho only suitable 1«^,^1^^^-""^J^^
and it is ^waHowod
local dniggist sends over the stuff
bocomos the modwnth that childish confidonco that fitly
man who knows a crroat deal about busi.

em

business
ness. but nothing about himself.

symptoms or sigThe davs and months go on, the
more oxpressiye more
nals become more numerous,
physician '« <;aj -^
rmpre'sivo, more painful, his

^^^^^^^^
paper goes to the <iniggist
often, the dead language
faith ho still -vnVl^^^^^^^^^^
of oner than it used to; with
poisonous drugs, they rol.oyc li„n ^^%^J'*^\^^™^
that arc
paralyzing the little non;e fibres

usuallv bv

of warning.
carrving to the brain the messages
m.d pretesVsician finally acknowledges ^Ij^^^^^t this proIt is either
scribes a trip or a sanitarium.
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endure or the fate that befell Messrs. Huberts,
Lozier,
Vice President llobart, Colonel
Ingersoll and the un^
counted thousands who had no reputation
beyond

domain of their own locality.
Don't allow your business
J^on

The

the

to

discuss business at home, or in social life
rake a cool shower bath and vi<,^orous exercise
beJore an open window the first thin«r
npon arising
Partake of a very li^dit breakfast an hour
after
arising, eliminating tea, coffee,
bread, potatoes

he

your business if possible; breathe dee])lv.
Kiminate woolen undei^'ear; dress as lightlv as

possible.

stores cmr^r

This

fine

and bv

all

And

is

We

thing to knock otT advertising

baccos.

^'''*

te
was

PuorTa
uorta
J

crop
seroon

^^Port products of
The 1916 tohflrv»/>
estimated at 150,0(X) to 175,o5o
seroons
(^
pounds.)
The crop was of high qual itt
1/)

Such smoking tobacco as he

sells

in a

m

regularly buvinsr
.n

The average pipe smoker is a man
whose
a new brand of smoking tobacco
is
not

arouse

if

the clerk

difficult

to

is

have something more than a
superficial knowledge of
smok.ng tobaccos. He has got to
know something about
blends and combinations and
burning qualities of the
to

Association

a member
a Trade
WHY should anbeaggregation
with Boost

Association ?
as its motto
'*lt is only
.•md 'Blow' as its battle cry, and where every fellow
toots his own horn/' There was a time when such conditions prevailed and Trade Associations were devoted
eliieliy in disseminating hot air. But the days of blow
jiiid bellow, the era of boost and boast have gone by.
The level-headed, thinking business man of today deprecates the brass-band methods of the circus parade,
liecause you cannot summon trade with a siren or foster
commerce with a calliope. But the present day, thoroughly modern Trade Association is a community
necessity. It is the hub around which the civic activiSuch a conunercial
ties of the community revolves.
organization is an answer to that often repeated assertion that **Eveiybody'8 business is nobody's busicity without a live, aggressive commercial
ness."
organization is like a ship without a rudder.
The activities of the Trade Associations are very
extensive and benetit both directly and indirectly all
lines of business. It is not right or fair to absorb the
i>enefit therefrom without contributing towards the ex]»ense of its maintenance. The members are all enter]»iising, loyal and patriotic citizens, who are freely
giving their time to the work in hand. Of course there
are always a few critics and fault finders, but please
bear in mind that it is ''the whistle that makes the
noise while it is the engine that pulls the train."
of

I

A

In joining the association you become a factor in
the political and economical life of your community.
Don't think because you are a cigar retailer that you
don't count here, you do, and you can increase your

Member?

own value and power
with
to do

in the community by co-operating
the other cigar retailers, and don't forget the time

right now.
When we run the
it is

man from

paying

government we don't exempt the

taxes because he neglects
his privilege of voting and because he refuses to attend caucuses or to run for ollice. He gets the benefits
of government whether he takes any interest in it or
not. It seems that that is the way a retailers' organization should be nm. Every retailer ought to be taxed a
certain sum to maintain the interests of retailers in
general, no matter whether he takes any further interest or part in the organization or not.
little incident recently happened that strikingly
showed the benefits to be derived from an association.
The police department had issued certain orders that
would entail a serious loss upon the retailer. In order
to have these orders cancelled or at least modified, an
influential member of the association ciilled upon the
head of the police department. He went as an individual, not representing the association, and no attention w^as paid to his protest. Another member then
took the matter up, but he went as a representative of
the association. He was given immediate attention, not
as an individual, but as the representative of an association of men who were working for the benefit of the
trade in general, and the police orders were modified.
After this will anyone say that the association does not
benefit them and is worth the amount they are called
upon periodically to pay for its support! If it were
not for the association those police orders would be in
force in their entirety today and the trade in general
would be the sufferers. Smoke,
his

A

diflferent

brands.
Even if a clerk is not himself
a pipe smoker, he
should be able to intelligently
advise a pipe smoker in
the selerfion of a suitable
pipe, i„ the proper way
to
clean and take care of the
pipe, and in the selection
of
the right knul of smoking
tobacco to suit the" taste of
different iupe smokers.

Co-Operating With The Government
Tobacco
THE
by the Post

requested
Ofl&ce Department to place the follow-

Merchants' Association

is

ing before the trade.

Large Cigars Gain

in

necessity of expediting shipments of war material has resulted in a large reduction in the facilities
This,
available for the transportation of the mails.
in contiection with the abnormal increase in bulk mail-

The

January

has resulted in greatly overburdening the servduring some portions of the day and delay and con-

ings,

(WsTKw-.^
avNo.
sars (large),
A,

Ja"-1917

< ]a.ss

,

-gars
arge), Class
.gars (arge), Class
-gars (large), ( 'lass

Jan.iniS
'iio o<!7 ^ai

B

No.
(
No.
1), No.
(igars^large). Class E, No.

rUHMril

iosS 084

',

W

750
,^1;$;^^

""'

'
n"""'
^K^'^^tl^
1 lata, Dominican
Repub c.

is

interest

himself sufficiently interested in
the smoking tobacco
proposition to mkke the etfort
but the clerk who would
interest a pipe smoker has got

^'"^** '''^'^"

TOBACCO A LEADING EXPORT

^j^^^^ ^^^

he usually
more or less perfunctory manner, seldom tr^'ing to interest the customer in
other brands
or even
larger packages of the brand
which he is

when

business is most needed!
general practice in any given trade* to
withdraw from the field does thnt not furnish
an incontrovertible reason why a wide awake
firm should be
alort? Tt may have been the custom
to pursue such a
policy in other distressed periods,
but did it help matenally— was any finn benefited by reducing the
efTectiveness of Its selling agencies? Tf
that procedure assists
in Rfimulafing or securing
business, then it is its own
.insfification.
Tf, how(ner, it has the opposite
efTectwliich in ninety-nine crises out
of a hundred it has—
retrenchment should begin elsewhere.
Printer's ink
IS more potent than
ever in the commercial world,
therefore c^innot be ignored as
safely
now as it could
^
in previous hard time spells.
*''^

^^.

it is

hands out

the advertiser considers that business
t^mditions do not
warrant the expenditure. This is a mistaken
idea, however for this is the very time when
every effort
shouhl be ],ut forth to try to improve
things.* Advertising IS an important factor of
business-gettin^ maHnnery, and why should a concern neglect
it and allow

V/.?.
T-'
It It IS the

^.^^^^i,

to-

ADVERTISE ALL THE TIME
comnKm

r,

generally true that the clerk who
is not
interested in pipes is not interested
in smoking

the crowning sin of
Uw eivilized table.
usually eat as much as we want,
llien call into Activity another
set of taste buds bv
forcing on fho appetite another kind of food.
Take from fen to fifteen minutes' exercise before
n'finng; sleei» in a cold, thoroughlv ventilatod
room.
Spend as much time as possible in the sunshine
and
open air. Play golf, join a gymnasium, dance,
sing,
kick and pljiy with the boys for it is
infinitely better to
<lig in the diteh for your dinner
and to be able to digest
enjoy
'•'"d
it,
than to lie invalid in your self-made
prison, and perhaps c{\o.~nHsinrs.9
Mail's Mafjazim,

It is a

in the

^j^^ average cigar
store clerk is usually only an indifferent
pipe salesman,
for the simple reason that he is not
particularly interested in pipes, himself, and is
therefore unable to arouse
interest in pipes on the part of
other people.

at least yiart of the way.

infinitely

way

Take the matter of pipes for example. Most
cigar

Take an hour for luncheon, omit tea, coffee, tobacco, beer and sweets.
Koop your o/Tice well ventilated.
Secure competent help and trust them.
Leave your office early enough to walk home, or

nieans-do not overeat.

the surest

world for a clerk behind
a cigar counter to arouse the interest of the
customer
IS to be interested himself.
The clerk cannot be really
interested, unless he knows the goods
thoroughly. The
better he knows the good points of the
goods, the more
interest he can take in them himself,
and the easier
ne will find it to interest others.

to

your food

IS trj'ing to sell.

And

and

I^fasticate

Why Be An

successful salesman is
successful in arousing the
interest of the prospective customer in
the article which

t

Walk

Successful Salesman

has been said that the most
IT
the one who is the most

become your master.

meat.

tf

hnulT, manufactured

Lbs.

.'?,4.')1,056

Tobacco, chewing and
smoking,

"UftT^fJ?
~,*»i,^b7

T.b8.

37,.S27,558

30,093 497
l.'e^.lll

Playing cards,

Paoks

3,977,513

ice

gestion at

some

points.

appears that many business men and firms make
a practice of holding almost all outgoing mail until the
late afternoon or early evening hours, necessitating the
handling of from sixty to eighty per cent, of all outIt

going matter within a period of three or four hours.
Obviously it is of the utmost importance that letters be posted promptly to secure their dispatch on the
first scheduled train, as failure to make a connection
times and
is now much more serious than in nonnal

might result in
or more.
In view of

a delay in delivery of twenty-four

hours

the Post Office Department invited
attention to the advisability of signing and preparing
for dispatch all letters and other mail accumulating
this,

and of mailing them at that time, and further requests that you adopt the practice of depositing
your mail in the post office or street collection boxes

up

to noon,

not only earlier in the day, but as frecpiently as may
be feasible. It would also tend to relieve congestion
and facilitate the handling and dispatch of the mails
practice to
if heavy mailers would make it a regular
have all letter and circular mail as well as catalogues,

pamphlets, etc., bearing uncancelled stamps, pro[)erly
faced for cancellation, with tlie short and long letters
separated.

complying with the above you would render
considerable assistance to the Post Office Department

By

in

meeting the situation.
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The Corncob and Other
I^JI KiiK'S

town ill Missouri that does not need to
f sIk.wii
a town so sinnll tliat for a very long tinu?
at Ins innk'crs i.^noriMl its existence and
its population.
Snu^'^Ki^'d <'l<»s(' to the western hank of the Missouri Kiver, \VHshin<,^ton, snuhhing the overtures
of its
niie

.

hig hrother, St. i.ouis, lias for years past
devoted its
••ner^nes to attaining,- a jdace in the
sun and has
aeiiieved its amhition. Incidentally also it has
attaine<l
a place in the In-arts of many men, for this little

town

has the honor of manufacturing and nnirketing
fully
ninety-seven per cent, of the corncob pipes made
in

the

I'nited States.

The

ohl Southern

mannny,

sitting beside

her

fire-

nursing 'Me mis-ry in de haid'^ as she inhaled the
smoke from her own clumsily contrived cob pipe, probably would not recognize these aristocrats of the
corncob woi Id, indee«l, w(ndd refuse to smoke one,
but corncob pipes tiiey aiv. Despite the fact that they
bear a
nnich liner name now, ^'Missouri meerschaum,''
the
smoke is as sweet tcxhiy as when Daniel Boone painssi(hs

takingly tashi(»ne<l his own i>ipe from a picked-up
cob
and an elderberry stem, after removing the pith, a trick

which he probably learned from the Indians.
Just exactly who started the industry in Washington will probably always remain shrouded in
myster}%
for there are

many

claimants to the distinction, each
with equally good i)roof. No matter who it was,
the
Missouri l)ottom farmer has reason to be grateful, for
he receives an income from his by-product of
cobs as
well as from his corn crop. It is estimated that
one acre
of lan<l will ])roduce 4(X)0 good cobs, which
average
$2.80 a thousand.
Aide<l by the soil

and climate, careful

selection of
seed and special treatment, the Missouri
farmer has
succeeded in developing an ear with an abnormally
large cob, ideally suited for jiipe bowls. The
27,000,00(1
pipes manufactured in Missouri require
18,000,000
cobs, so that for this formerly waste product
the farmers now receive some $50,400 annually.
While machinery plays a great part in the manufacture of the pipes, they are all hand turned,
owing
to the fact that

no two cobs are

factory

may make

designs.

Under

alike,

and that one

as many as seventy-five diflferent
such circumstances automatic ma-

chines are inq)racticable. The stems are
made froni
Arkansas cane, and, before the present war, were im-

ported from Germany.

The meerschaum

is

conceded to be the prince of

pipes, l)oth as to price and beauty.
the fashioning is done by hand, and

Practically all of
some of the bowls

are artistic gems in their carving. In old
days the
substance was popularly believed to be petrified
sea
foam, and it bears the Gennan name for sea
foam.

imimiminiiimiiiiii

iimn

imii

„„.-

,

Even before the war it was difficult to secure a pipe
nuide of a meerschaum block, most of those sold
her,'
being either of artificial meerschaum or a material
composed of meerschaum dust bound with some solution
and moulded into blocks. While meerschaum is found
in South C^aroline, Arizona and several
other States,
has not thus far been mined in marketable quantities,'
and Asia Minor practically supplies all that is used in
it

pipes.

the

war ends

rival enthroned, a

mere

the

meerschaum may

find a

plebeian, the calabash.

Al-

though the calabash pipe has been used in England
for
many years, it is only recently that it has had much
vogue in America, possibly because of its price, ranging from six dollars to twelve dollars, which is
considera})ly more than the average smoker can
afford to pay.
These pipes are made from imported ^outh
African gourds of the squash family. They
are the
lightest pipes

made

for their

graceful in shape,
they color like meerschaum and they are
pleasant
smokers. No two calabash pipes are alike, which
adds
to their distinctive

..........MH...........M..M.
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Educate The Consumer and Convert

Pipes

This belief has l)een exidoded by science, which
coldheartedly designates it as hydrous silicate of
magnesia.
N'ery few meerschaum pipes are made in
this
country, (iermany having a monopoly of the industry.

When
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size,

charm.

The crooked necks from which
differ so that the mouthpieces
and

the pipe is made
linings must be
adapted to each one, which adds considerable
to the
cost ot production, as the work must
all be done by
umd. Although the gourd necks are imported
that
inis no bearmg upon the price of
the finished product,
as wdl be seen from the fact that importers
secure the
necks at from twenty-five cents to two dollars
a dozen.
The briar pipe is probably more commonly

used

because Its wide variation in price puts
it within the
reach of all. It is made from the root
of the white
Heath, a plant mdigenous to the south
of France, the
slopes of the Italian Alps and the
Island of Corsica.
As soon as dug the roots are cleaned, sawed

into rough
blocks and packed in jute sacks, ready
for shipment.
Upon reaching the manufacturer they are thoroughly
dried, a process requiring about five
weeks, and are
then turned over to the selectors for grading.
The pipes
are practically machine made throughout.

Although many efforts have been made to
discover
a substitute m this country for the imported
briar, none
has as yet been found.
Last but not least is the clay pipe, the
children's
friend and joy. This is probably the
cheapest pipe
made, as it is moulded by machinery, and requires
not
more than tw^enty-four hours from the beginning
of
the operation to the completed product.
But who cares

for price or time when great iridescent
bubbles float
through the air to the accompaniment of shrill
cries of
delight I—New York Sun,

MM.

........M.M.H
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THAT

his smokes, because the dealer has
not intelligently explained the situation to him. The

((.iisumer

consumer must be converted he must be educated— he
must be sold and while our advertising will ineaeii
the gospel of quality and price maintenance, we realize
that a world of good can be accomplished by the man on
the firing line telling the story and teaching the lesson.
Well told is half sold.
The consuming public is only partly cognizant and
to a very limited extent recognizes increased costs of
raw material and labor as an uncontrollable circumstance, and being a natural and legitimate inovemeiil

the cigar industry is in a state of revolution
needs no telling at our hands.
That this revolution spells evolution is the conin the mind of every far-sighted man
si nsus of opinion
who has his finger on the pulse of the industry.
the dealer who sells and the
P,ut the average man

—

who buys our product—knows but

little

about

They
that prevail in the cigar business.
of the elements that have made
li.i\ f ])ut a vague idea
lor a change of price.
Only the other day, one of the leading newspapers
criticising
of \\\v country published an article severely
claimed that a
the cigar dealers for raising prices and
wiw tax of a dollar a thousand did not justify the dealer
price of nickel cigars.
in adding an extra penny to the
The public and the trade do not realize that the
for
w.jr tax is only one of the elements that is making

iM.iiilitions

liii^her

an extra penny for

—

wuth the trend of times.
Every commodity has more or less advanced, and
the dealer and the consumer must become reconciled to
these price changes. He has philosophically accepted
these advances in many other fields of commercial endeavor, and any antagonistic feeling that may still exist in his mind regarding the prices of the cigars, must
become more and more minimized by his education
through our advertising and our sales representatives.

prices.

They do not know that conditions that formerly
norcimld be calculated with certainty and accuracy in
mal times, cannot now in these unsettled days be predicated upon any basis of permanency.
They do not know that the formulation of selling
advertising campaigns to govern any
phins and
Kngthy period is shrouded with the uncertainties of

to every representative and every man
on the firing line to batter down the wall of consumer
and dealer resistance.
You can tell these men that labor must be well fed,

So

in the cigar

of
industry are resolving themselves into the adoption
ahuost a day-to-day policy, with its continuity hinging
on the developments of each consecutive twenty-four
hcMirs.

That production increases are absolutely probhues
lematical, and production maintenance on present
cannot be figured with any degree of certainty.
That the ever changing and shifting of the supply
to
of competent labor, whose senices are often open
is
the highest bidder, emphasizes the iact that labor
cognizant that it has come into its own.
They do not know that this condition prevails
throughout the industry and has made it a serious
work
])roblem for us to maintain consistent, efficient
inanship

and a high standard of equality

in

ing.

Will the dealer pay more!
He should by all rights, as

our

the big question

much murmur.
But we even want

mur.nur ol
that our
dissatisfaction and have every smoker realize
policy is right and just to all concerned.
the
Because satisfaction is an inherent demand of
smoker.
of
Because quality merchandise is an insurance

cigars.
is,

not whether King Con-

sumer will pay more, but whether he will pay more and
pay it willingly.
We don't want to see the consumer in that frame
'*
of
of mind where he believes he is being Jipped'' out

and seven-cent

Will Mr. Consumer pay more?
Last year we said **Yes!*'
Today we say *' Yes!''
He's doing it— he is evolving from a nickel smoker
seven without
to a six center and from six cents to

that to solve this problem we have raised the
operating wage scale in our factories to the point that
we have retained the services of our steady hands and
qualhave insured consistently good workmanship and
of the highest
11 y on our product and the maintenance
possible production.
Boxes, labels, freights, handling and other costs
tohave materially advanced, while the price of raw
bacco has soared to heights hitherto undreamed of.
in
All these advances have made for the increases

Now

six-

legitimati/e
cigars spell more profit for his and help
his business.

And

and prices of our

up

We

jjroduct.

the costs

it's

well clothed, well housed and well diverted if we ex])ect
that its working effort should embody and express the
best that there is in it.
You can tell them that it is our sincere purpose to
uphold our product on a standard of quality rather
than let it rest on a basis of price.
But we recognize and you should realize that the
ultimate consumer hiust shoulder his share of tlie burden and that he must be converted to the point that he
will willingly carry his end without complaints.
have cjiosen the
Our case rests right here.
**Quality Way" as the path for successful merchandis-

the future.

They do not know that things that be

—

to still that small

satisfaction to the smoker.

And
.

because every smoker should know that

and quality must command their
time,—Editorial in The Burning Question,
faction

satis-

price every

!

i
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Big Gain in Manila Cigars
Tirr
.1 -h
.1

-11''"'''11

Manila, P. I.
^'""'
/''." "'"'"' ''"P"""'.*'
i-iffiiis iind lent tobacco sent to tie

m'; i'lT^
li]|i|,|,iii(.

I

S,a„.s ..ceonlcl in

l,n,....

,

fT

history of the in.h.st.y.
I li s hut
IS .leiiioiisdate,! ),y the (iKUies
just ^iven out
1;.v tl.e
un.au oi Infrnal JJevenue. showi„« a total of
-I.M,!).v»<>.S ci'cars in JIM/, as coniparoc w
1 U,OU(J,45 fo,. the ...evious year, and 3 •'8.i<i.,7 kilos of leaf to'
'^"''" '" "'''' "' '=""""""''
i';;.T; 77 'V
"l It;''^"'
tl.o

I

t

i

.

""'(;;••:.;'.;.;•«

the H,ato,nent shows that the iucronse 111 ciirar shipments has been a steady one sinee
thr first «|uart(r of IDKi, during which period ]9,98;j,ir)!)
Clears were sent to America, climbing each quarter.
until the rceord figure of (iL>,fn 7,32') cigars was reached
in the t(.urtli quarter of 1917.
This steady growth,
state ofiieials at the Pmreau of Internal Rcyenue, is
most encouraging to the Manila manufacturers, as it
indicates the fact that the joint efforts of the factories
an<l th. government to establish the Philippine product
'ol'

American market arc bearinfi' fm if
f """^""g ^t-tement sliowslhe
sliSts
"'*""^'"^* bv
">

fiin^b' in the
'^'"^

qiiartcr

]')1(i nml IQIT.
lncluding%h: '.4v"Je'coU ct L, in the United
States on cigars shinned without stamns tl.n «nn„:.tax on tobacc^ produUs exported to
tKnildgteo^
States
durine 1917 reachpH a fnfnl nf <kfip;n nnn

(iuriiiir

the vcars

'"""P""'^

^X|55/imo^l9l6Vnt$2ot^^^^^^

.^^

«,

^-'^

g^OaLS'""'^'
'

^5i|^^»

"^ ^^e ciga'rs exported to the United
'''' ""^ *''''^- ''''' "^ ''"'"P''-'^ -"'

'

CiMra
Quarter

1916

First

19,983 159
22 908^857
35 718 553
35
396176
^*^^^'^^^

Second
Third ...
Fourth

1917
4412^fi87
48'448 450
fiO^^QOfi

^7^^^^

6'
^2,617,325

9i r. ^qo o^o
Total
114 006 745
Increase for* 1917-1 01,686,623 cigai^

must continue to advertise during the
the sound advice given to the Sales Manjigers' Association at its regular meeting
this weei<.
J'he tact that these men may have no goods
to sell is not
iiu'iitKnicd in this connection for the good
reason that
it has no bearing on the case.
So far as genuine iirstdass advertising is concerned with moving goods, it is
always looking to the future. Today's goods are sohl
sellers

war was

on

year's advertising. This year's advertising is
lo sell goods a year or ten years from now.
Ther« is no dcmbt of the soundness of this position.
Successful enterprises have recognized and exploited
a<lvertising on this basis.
If they have no goods to
sell at the moment they always have service
to offer and
good will to cultivate. Some of the best-known lines in
America have been at their wits' end to supply demand
ever since 1915, but they are maintaining their adverlast

tising just the same.

Among

men it is no secret that substantud European interests are already arranging advertising campaigns to touch the vital points
in America.
I here is one European association handling
a commodity which has not been sent to this country in anything like normal amounts since the war began,
and
which will not be sent to any extent until the war is
ended. But the war is going to end some time,
and
Uiere will be a market in America when it does
end.
Therefore this association is right now arranging for
a drive in this country, so that no time will be lost when
peace comes.
Advertising is a continuous thing, just as business
is a continuing thing. But the mere
existence of war is
business

no argument for the abandonment of advertising, any
more than it is an argument for abandoning business.—

ADVERTISING

Kobert V. Thomas after consulting
with >Jecretary of Agriculture Houston and Herbert
C.
Hoover, has announced to the peoj)le of his congresKi'jjreseiitative

sional district in Kentucky that the Government
will
not attempt to curtail the tobacco acreage anywhere in
the country this year.
The tobacco farmeVs are at
liberty to plant as many acreas as thev desire to
cultivate.

Hepresentative Thomas is quoted as saying, *'The
GoviMiiment has no power to control the acreage of
.Mr.

Houston nor Mr. Hoover

is

in the slightest degree disposed to try to exercise such

authority."

on the American market. SIX
and NINE cents were popular prices for smokes at the close of the
size for
Civil War, and Manilas sold for exactly the same money

—

cigars then held a firm place

—

the Im(>orted Havanas.

size

^as

High

Tariffs,

made

necessary

by the public debt and the co^

war, excluded Manila cigars from the United States

was again

of

the

Free Trade

until

eftablished with the Philippine Islands in 1910.

grown from 67,261,545
215,693,368 in 1917

Since then that trade has

imported in 1915 to

Public Ledger.

NO CURTAILMENT OF TOBACCO ACREAGE

any crop, and neither

When the BoysCame Home inlS"
Manila

Advertising in Wartimes
TifAl

sV.'^vJS^Ss.

The only way

new

to hold old business is to hustle for
People like to do business with a grow-

business.
ing house. Lack of

growth suggests dry

Manila cigars have come back to stay!

rot, s-tagna-

The only sure way to make things come your
way is to go after them early and often, and to advertion.

tise.

Advertising insures for the salesman a respectful
hearing when he arrives.
Advertising brings orders when the salesman is
not on the ground.
Advertising increases the volume of the order
which the salesman can secure in person.
Advertising makes the merchant respect the firm
and the salesman.—Pro/?^a6Ze Advertising,

BOOST MANILAS
List of importers

THERE

IS

and manufacturers on application

MONEY

IN IT

!

to the

.

Manila

Ad Agency

546 West 124th

Street,

New York

^
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Are Business Men
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Menace?

^Continued from Page 8)

wlio hid his one talent iu the ground, or he that, receiv-

ing

talents,

iiv(?

'went and tradod with them, and

The

gentleriian

made

Only One Opinion

iive other talents'!

*\Mouvy

viadr, (jovcniments are sustained, itar
fs finaund, Jtomcs are fed, clothed and made prosperons, not 1,11 p'nuh-penny lioardinf/, Ijut by tradhuf, by
in

JiKifhifi (uid sctliny.

"Our
oi' <l(»llars

eomaiy
**

if

(lovernnient will need undetermined billions
for war. That monvy will be readihj forthwe keep the Market yoiny full strum ahead.

We cjin

Market going prosperously only
bf living, at the very least, on our normal i)lanes, bV
working faithfully at our business, by eating all that
we re«|uire to keep us in good health* by wearing the
kind of clothing to which we are accustomed, by building and furnishing the homes we need— in short, by
earning and sj)ending.
"Marning and spending depend upon each other.
keej) tiie

peoph" rarn witiiout spending, earnings eventually
st<»p.
If people spend without (^arning, the spending
supply eventually runs out. There is no miracle about
it.
We spend because we have earned, and we are able
to earn bec^iuse we spend.
'^Through this pnuM'ss the I'nited States has become the greatest of nations. Let this process st«»p,
If

and we

shall fall.

Duty

of

American People

**From these facts it is eviilent that the American
people have a great j)atriotic duty to perform from
(lay to day right at home— the diity of working and
living uj) to their accustcnned stamhirds, and of buying
what<'ver goods they may need, in order that factorich
and stores may be kejit busy, and that men, w(mien and
money may be given employment, whereby we shall all
have money to s])eml the only process by which we
^n maintain cmr soldiers ami tmr government, and
make victory ami j)eace .sure.''
A considerable correspondenci» grew out of " Who's

—

I

Now?" One

*at riot ic

business nuin wrote

want to buy a new
should refrain from <loing so,
*'If

I

ciir this fall,

but instead

**Yours

the ^business as usual' program, which
will do more harm here than it did iu England.
The^o
are just two souixjes from which to derive the human
energy required by the war. The first is reserve energy.
We can have better organization and longer hours. But
that source is snmll. The other source is transferred
energy. J^ giving up things w^e can get along without, we can utilize our workmen and our plants
for
the i>roduction of enonnous quantities of war mate'
is

At

this point

something

words

basic,

''Because the nation has taken on a new i)rograni
of tremendous proportions, our United States industrial system is likely to be altered, but that does
not
mean that all other trains must be taken from the rails.
For government is like a raihvay in that, though the
Tw^entieth Century Tiimited (war) gets the right of
way over everything else, yet it is the slower moving

How

"In Who's Patriotic Now?' " we continued, **part
the }>icture was intentionally omitted. That pam
'

(iovernment ])ays for what it gets, but IIOW 'does it
pay? By imposing taxes on the Market. Thus, the
(iovernment arbitrarily takes out of the Market bilU(»ns
and billions of dollars (taxe^s), for which it makes no

To

this straight fonvanl letter

we

replied:

you should buy a new «ir this fall, it is true the
novernnient wouhl be unable to tuke that particular
%:\0m from you, but it could take it from us, or from
tlu)se to whom we pass it along.
Tf the Government
needs money, it will )^v\ money from those who have it
If the (lovernment needs materials or sui)plies of any
kind, it will get them fr(»m tliose who have them. Tlie
(loveniment is fidly able to take wire of itself. BUT,
if we permit industry to lag, we shall be putting on
the shoulders of Government a new burden aside from
war— the burd(m of unemploymont, hunger and finanI

f

cial distress at

home."

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

**

siife,

and then

—

—

of
phlet sai<l: 'The (lOvernment will do its part to sustain the Market.' In fact, this is onlv imaginary. The

the morning appeared at the manufacturer's front door and exchanged that money for
goods. Repeat this process long enough, and eventually the manufacturer w^ould have neither money nor
goods; he w^ould be utterly 'busted.'
Must Trade With Others
'* There is only on preventive.
That manufacturer
(i. e., the whole industrial machine of the country) must
do business with others than the Gorernment, in order
to get actually *paid' for his goods. This volume of
w(>«-war business must be big enough and with profits
great enough to meet all the expenses of business, and,
in addition, to stand the strain of the giant's night
visits.
Ilenc^, unless our non-y^nv business can bo

*'

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use
spell
,

Does Government Pay?

substitution of the maimfactun^ of things required by
the (lovernment for fighting the war."

which

is

look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

freight train (business) that i)roduces the monev to
pay for the glory, the specni and the wear of the limited.
This comi>arison, of course, is faulty, in that, thouHi
the Twentieth Century Limited does partly pay its own
way, war ]>ays absolutely nothing. War consumes not
only proilucts, but also it consumes men who in normal
tiines would be ])roducers. AVar eats both interest and
j)rincipal, and this, of c-ourse, spells destniction.

Considering economics only, it is as if a gian^
came by night and took money from a manufacturer's

$:M)()0

This

:

to buihling automoluh^s. Real patriotism would re(|uire
th(» <liscontinuanc<» of motor car manufacture and tlie

have

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't

seemed desirable to get down to
so we fornudated our answer in these
it

connnercial return, and then redistributes this monev
in ])ayment for goods also taken from the Market.
(And, of course, this is no fault of the Government; it has no choice. It cannot do othei-w^ise.)

shall

Listen!

rials.

the (iov4»rnm«Mit can take away from me and give to
you for building an aeroplane.* The energy that nmst
be devoted to fighting the war cannot also' be devoted

1

Look!

stop!

responded by saying:

Wrappers

in

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

Water

{Continued on Page 2$)
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English Tobacco Stocks Low
TOHACro slocks Kn^rlaiHl are at a dan -or on sly

A

ill

inw

j)o„it aJid sunicient stcjis arc
to ivlu-vc. tli.s con(iiti(»n,
aeconlin-

not

KCKXT

Uills ol tlic Imperial 'rohacco (
speakin,, at 111., annual nieetin^^ of
tl.o eoniilanv in'
lHist<»l, Knolaiid, slated the severe
restrictions placed
nnporls of leaf tohaeeo and ineivased
;•••
consumption
li.id r<'duc<d sti.cks.
Il<. said:

I

can only tell y<Mi that llio prospects
are not
••"coura-niSince an early period in the war,
when
''I

were eniiyin^^ tl„. usual reserves to
leaf, drastic
r.'sl net ions have heen impose«|
upon the import of leaf
)<'»'n<-eo, while ihc rate of
consumption has steadilv
inen-ased. In the result the stcK'ks in
this country have
dwindle<l to a dan^-erously low ])oint.
Whether this
l)osilion could or (ui^dit to have heen
avoided we need
not now discuss; we must examine
the j)osition as it is
tnday, and what do we iind ? Are
sufficient stei)s now
Ave

taken to prevent a shorta,ii:e in the naticms
supplv
tobacco' To that «|Uestion 1 am hcnind to
repiv that
they lire not.

avert a shortage; and
unless these pn.visions are increased
supplies tu the
smoking public will have to be cut down.
''What will ]>e the elFect of a tobacco shortage?

An average smoker, we may

^

IS

rvnW/.oil they will not sulliee In

consumes some two
a week. What will happen
say,

or three ounces <.f t«.bacco
if he goes short.'
In the lirst place, I think
that his
U'\u\u'v an.l his nerves will sulTer.
That is a matter
which we cannot regard lightly in these
days.

.'

I

much

very

dr»ubt

in fact, i

say with some
confidence, that if you lake away some or
all of a man's
weekly ounces of tobaeco you will find that
he will add
at least as many ouiiees to his weekly
consumption of
food; and a i::vi-.a part of a man's f«*)od
it

;

comes

from overseas.
to

say the
(

least,

hiiiesi'

to

him

Th.-refore, the saving of tonnage

is

now coming forward

to the
Inited Stales in considerable quantities,
according to
rejMirts from reliable sources.

lish

and American liberty/*

\
\

u

THEY'RE

thetaslc-.

>•

.

Mn Conway says also that tobacco planted an Engnation m Virginia, that it was the
desire to gain

a monopoly of tobacco that induced
Charles I to recognize the house of burgesses,
that discontent with the
navigation act and its effect upon
the tobacco trade
was the most potent of the causes
of Bacon ^s rebel""" ^^^.t^the eve of
independence, when
'".?;.iel

i>..

ir

he price of tobacco was
the chief bone of conten-

'^i)^
Today, tobacco plays an important
part in the
war Its use by the troops in the
trenches s doing
.mch to make possible their living
among almost nn
""*' '' ''''"^^ ho^me Sorts
'•
Hluch
Ztn,:'!'"'
the man in uniform can
take with him wherever
I'c K"os
(Jernian civilians, it has been
repeatedly deare. have turned to dried
leaves of other plants that
he .soldiers of the nation may
continue to have tobacco,
or tobacco has more than
once been the only thing
(Imt has kept the Germans
at the

V'

i*l

«•

umlerstood that negotiations are under way
f(m- the purchase of
ihe San Telmo ( 'igar ( 'ompany, of
'.'troll, hv
jlaas HnUhers, cigar manufacturers
of

against

I

<'incinnati, Ohio.

A BAD SIGN
PJiysicinn (to Mrs. Colonel Blood of Kentucky)—
>Wd'<i y^niv husband pass the night, Mrs.
Blood?
He seemed quite comfortable, sir, and
^1 rs. i»lood
asked for water several times.

(with a grave look)-IPm-still flighty.

LUCKY STRIKE

front from revolting

The Real Burley

llie

con.litions they are forced
to live in the
work they are foiwd to do, the
unfit food they are
lorced lo oat.

It is

P%weiau

^

,

is,

problematical."

leaf tobacco

Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soggy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
totheflavorand improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food w hich you
place in your mouth.LUCKY STRIKE
Cigarettes are subjected to heat.
TOASTED. Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to

John Fiske, the historian, has said that
tobacco
the most important gift which North
America has

rwigiish

ajuirt

nation

It's toasted.

Cigarette— a new
Toasting holds the

eontrd)uted to the world. In the early
days tobacco
was usc<l as money. Moncure D. Conway
has said
tliat
a true history of tobacco would be
a histoi-y of

i^,ut,

from the elTect on temper and nerves, will
the
ounce or two per week ui' which smokers
will be deprived really represent so nnich saved
tonnage to the

flavor.

m

ol

if

LUCKY STRIKE

great economic and commercial importance,
or that
their use has l)econie world-wide, it is
declared in this
work One has only to point to the use of
tobacco and
chocolate
the trenches in France to realize how
much
the plant life of the Americas has
contributed to modern civilization.

iM'in.i^

.import
they are fully

Work

publications put out by the Government
discussions in Congress regarding uunecdcpartments at a time when there is a shortage of
I^aper, ink and labor, have drawn attention to a
recent
I)amphlet relating to narcotic plants and stimulants
of
American origin which was one of those attacked.
his jinblication contains a description of
some of the
most important c<mtributions of the New World
to
the materia medicii, and those that are
useful in promoting the comfort and well-being of mankind,
chief
among the latter being tobacco.
No one needs to be told that many plants and
plant products used by the aborigines have
become of

beiiiL^

niad<' f(»r

Necessary

23

Rt^ssary

taken
lo GcorKo Alfred
'ompanv. Mr Wills

*MVrtain provisions liave been
diiririLr the eiirrent y.'ar, but even

THE TOBACCO WORLD

C. L. L.

Cigarette
cv

Toasted

It's

/

ADDING INSULT TO INJURY

The driver

of a Ford car rushed headlong
out of
a .•ross-street, striking a trolley
cur s„uarely

amid-

authority the conductor got off
his
and collect evidence for his

''""?t''«;'"ff

™..
iV-^'
ca^o
investigate

f.V'..

oS

y°"'" he demanded.
T'"'
can't run under my car with
your top npV'-llusse!,'s LittU
Traveller
'"''"'"'

"Don'7vn!,\""'
l>on t you know you

GUARANTEED BY

Tkxy JrvosjL^i^^

—

u

:
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Profit-Sharing

Business

of the business in case he rendered two years' continuous service, could not be deprived of his right
thereto by a discharge without cause one day before
the expiration of the required period.*'
There are several other recent decisions in profit
sharing cases, the substance of which is that where an
emploj^r promises an employe a share of the profits
at the end of the year, he cannot get rid of his obligation by discharging the employe, in advance of the
distribution of profits, without came. He can always
discharge liini with cause, however, and if there was
cause, tlie employe's right to the bonus is gone, because ho didn't earn it.
And T venture the opinion that it would also be
crone oven in case of discharge ^v^thout cause, if the
employe liad signed a contract containing the following:
The said bonus is to be given the said employe onlv if said emplove remains in the employ
of the said employer until the end of the current
year. T?omoval from the service, whether with or
without cnnse reflectincr upon the said employe's
services, shall forfeit all right to said bonus.

You want
You want
You want

to sell a factory

to

buy a factory

a partner

nride to
poverty.

to sell

PROMINENT PHILLY CORNER FOR SCHULTE

machinery or equipment

Rchulto CMqrar Store?

You want

buy second-hand machinery

or equipment

You want

secured on a
form :oaso at an approximate agfirregate rental
nf j|;200,000, tlio larffo corner srround floor store and
basement in the newly completed ion-storv Polonial
Tnist Building at the northeast corner of Market and
!.

to

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

Company have

np*

Thirteenth Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Schulte
Oompanv, upon completion of alterations, will open its
Mio liuiidrod an«l sevonteentli branch establishment. R.
.\r.
Livingstone, Esq., represented the Schulte interosts, and the owner of the building was represented by
the Colonial Tnist Company.
•

You want
You want

to

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

superintendents, foremen, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a
classified

August Kuttnauer, United States representative
of the ** Punch '^ factory of Havana, has resigned his
position, effective April 1st.

ad in

GENIUS MISGUIDED

A man

The Tobacco World

of an inventive turn
Designed for women's skirts a lining;
The figure one could not discern.
However bright the sun was shining.
It didn't seem to sell, somehow;
He drew no plum, unlike Jack Horner.
His wife is in the poorhouse now
He's selling pencils on the corner.

Another time and fortune spent
(And oh the weary months of waiting!)
On a contraption to prevent
The female bust from oscillating.
He looked for a tremendous run,
And planned a widespread distribution.
He didn't sell a blooming one,

And

isk^

died in awful destitution.
B. L. T. in Chicago Tribune,

pay for the war, the war

will eat us

down

to

Therefore, the need of wow-war business is
uuperative beyond any question."
This correspondence was much more elaborate than
It ran along from July 13 to August 30,
indicated.
btop
last of
bv which time 1 hoped we hail heard the
the Outsjiending money." But I was mistaken. In
luuk of

September 12 appeared an unsigned

the cigar

"ABOVE ALL"

article,

**was
which stated that the business-as-usual policy
France as ecolong ago abandoned bv Enghind and
'
* * The hoarding of money
nomic suicide. ' Also it said
as an unsocial act, but it is
lias always been condemned
should bury his
better in a time like this that a man
etc." **We
.rold in a cellar than use it selfishly, etc.,
continue business as usual,' " it declared,

is

of such high character

and so

conscientiously maintained that

:

cannot

they never
satisfy »

please and

to

fail

and never

hold

to

fail

*

"without paying for our folly in untold blood and

the consumer.

treasure."

BOLD

Could Not Meet All Demands
in fact, England and France did abandon
business as usual, but in so doing they made a confestheir
sion that the Outlook neglected: they confessed
material and physical weakness, their inability to meet
\LL the demands of war. They could only light (and

Now,

tliey

You want

BOLD

Men

{Continued from Page 20)

(Continued from Page /^)

IF
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did tight and are fighting),

TTiiich

biit

they could not do

SIX

Bobrow

CENT CIGAR
Phila.

Bros.

else

Naturally the Outlook article did not digest well
purlor me. 1 believe in the sincerity and honesty of
pose of the Outlook, and that made tlie Outlook's article
Therefore, 1 wrote to the editor,
all the more painful.
saying
*^The reason the Allies were forced to come to the
United States for financial aid was that their business
was forced partially to suspend, and their people were
warned, as you are warning Americans, to hoard their
money. When American business suspends, in response
bankto your hoarding appeal, this country, too, will be
us
rupt, and since we have no prosperous ally to help
out, our fate will be without remedy.
**The war is an extraordinary expense upon us,
which cannot be met by business as usual, but must be
met by business more than usual. Since thousands of
consumt)ur young men who were both producers and
ers have been taken away to fight for the freedom of
mankind, those who are left behind must be the more
strenuous in promoting business, in order to provide
the sinews of war. Those who remain must not only
work harder, but they must spend proportionately more
than before,
**Our Government does not undertake to promote
business. It has plenty to do to promote war. Business men are morally bound to look out for business
interests, since the Government could in no wise be
more severely handicapped than by the stoppage of
non-interfering business, by throwing out of employment men the Government is not ready to use, by taking out of circulation money that is more readily available for Government support when it is active than
when it is hidden.

Workers Must Be Employed
**
There are many plant's in the country for which
the Government can have no war use. There are many

...
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workmen

whom

in this country for
the Government
can have no war use. These must be kept employed,
else we shall have economic disaster at home as well

as war abroad, thereby adding to the perplexities of
the Government *s problems.
**When you say that business as usual' failed in
England, you point to the weakness in the English situation.
England did not have men and resources
enough both to fight the war and to produce industrially. If we haven't, then we are destined to defeat,
because we are the last hope of the Allies.*'
The editor of the Outlook replied that the article
against which I had protested was but one side of a
debatable question and that the Outlook planned to
present the other side as well. In its issue of November 7 the Outlook shows its fainiess in an article that
business men ought to read.
The Liberty bond circular, already quot^jd, says
we must all spend less and save more. Now it is remarkably easy to say a thing like that; it is always
easier to conunand a miracle than perform one. To
spend less and save more, nationally, would be a
*
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the panic of 1893,
which left its record on the financial pages of 1894. In
1894, New York bank clearings fell $10,190,000,000,
because people were spending less. Commercial failures in 1893 and 1894 were forty per cent, higher in
liabilities than for the preceding two years, because

people were spending

Moatkpiaca. Catk ar Plaia Tip
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Now

look up savings. In 1893, the people of
the United States increased their savings deposits
$73,000,000. But in 1894 people were unable to add
another $73,000,000 to their savings deposits. Instead
of adding another normal $73,000,000 to their savings
deposits, they were forced to withdraw from savings
$38,000,000. So that the panic cost savings depositors
a combined actual and potential loss in savings deposits of $111,000,000. In other words, it cost saving
people $111,000,000 for not spending their money normally.
Everybody remembers the hard times of 1908. In
1908 New York bank clearings fell $21,685,000,000, because people were spending less. Commercial failures
let's

and 1908 were 100 per cent, higher in liabilities
than for the preceding two years, because people were
in 1907

spending

s

less.

Now let's look up

savings again. In 1907 the people
of the United States increased their savings deposits
$208,000,000. But in 1908 people were unable to add
another $208,000,000 to their savings deposits. Instead
of adding another normal $208,000,000 to their savings
deposits, they were forced to withdraw $30,000,000. So
that the hard times of 1908 cost savings depositors a
combined actual and potential loss in savings deposits
of $238,000,000.
In other words, it cost the saving
people $238,000,000 for not spending their money normally.

To

Then in no time so many workers
are out of employment that, if you have a heart in your
bosom, you are impelled to give away in charity more
tlian you have saved by pinching, and your charity
helps to make beggars, of men and women who would
inch prefer to work for an honest living.
yome of their help.

Our people have never been able to save except
when money was being freely spent. Every year when
business is active, savings deposits increase. Active
business alone is the source of increased savings. But
when people begin deliberately to stop spending, woe
begins. Merchants are forced to buy less, and to let
out some of their help. Then manufacturers are forced
to buy less, to manufacture less, and to let out

ADLON

1 1

=10c=

Therefore, the outstanding characteristic of this
"Stop spending money" cry seems to be its Satanic
iniquity.

Now

CIGAR

us get back to the main point.
In asking people to buy and consume your goods
in wartime, in opposing this money-hoarding doctrine,
air you, or are you not, a menctce to your country?
If you are, then it is your duty to shut up shop.
// you are not, then for the love of your nation*
inlfare pay some attention to these **8top spending

A LIPSCHUTZ MASTER-WORK

and shame them into silence.
There is no doubt whatever that, as business men
nnd as individuals, we owe unswerving allegiance to

only thing that does pay.

let

Quality pays and

the

is

htouey'* shouters

The high standard

which, above all other nations, stands for
the freedom of mankind.
We have no right to do anything whatever that embarrasses our Government in the fight for victory.
That then, which is best for the nation, is that
which we as free citizens must do and do gladly.
If any man will not do gladly what he ought to do,
hi' needs to be reminded that the Government has
sovereign power. Which means that what it needs it
can take.
this nation,

Must

Stick to

Adlon Cigar

Nor need we worry about whether our goods

terfere with war, because as surely as there is a sun in
tlio sky, so surely will that matter operate automatically. If, for instance, you make and sell goods
containing copper, and war needs all the copper that
can be produced, you will eventually be unable to buy
copper. No seller will supply you. War comes first
and the Government will get the copper. Then, unless
>'ou can use a substitute for copper, and can get such
a substitute, you will cease to make those particular
goods, and the public will be unable to spend its money
for them. The universal law of supply and demand,
coupled with the sovereignty of government, will decide

whether you stay in business or shut up shop.
Meanwhile, however, you had better keep your
business going energetically, and your salesmen had
better keep on a full head of steam. For above all
otlier facts, there are four or five that are vital to our
freedom and our life. Consider these facts

requires both men to fight and men i)
produce what the fighters need.
2. At the same time, those at home must be fed,

housed and employed.
3. If a nation cannot provide both for its people
at the front and its people at home, tJhat nation will go
down to defeat in a long war, unless some other natior.
comes to its rescue and supplies its necessities.
4. England and France could not both fight an 1
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quality maintained in the

This power is necessary to our national life. We
liave reposed this power in men who, I verily believe,
from President AVilson down, are competent to carry
on the war. When they want our help they will let us
know. Meantime, we must stick earnestly to our several tasks, thereby helping to keep this old world right
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to call

upon us for help

NEW YOKlt

enough to provide for England and France, and for our own soldiers
at the front and in training, and for our own people at
home, what nation, in God*« name, will fly to OUR help
with men and money, and food and guns ?
Oh, you men of the business world, when will you
realize that you and your activities support and keep
alive the home, the church, the school, the state, the
nation and the world f
When will you realize that you and your activities
are the bulwark of life, liberty and happiness?
When will you understand that you dare not stop?
And when will you realize the dignity and urgency
of your calling, and spike the guns of those traducers
whose chief answer to the nation's problems is the idle
and disastrous advice, **Stop spending money*'?
There is work to be done, and you must do it. The
truth of our present economic need must be sprea<l
broadcast. The people must know it, and you must tell
them.
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of kings who hate you, and your democracy, and your
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'They're comin'! They're coniin'!"
"Who's comin'?" shouts Pat.
''The Oermans," i-e})lies Mick.
I Tow
nia n v a re t here f

ifv.

G. O.

Canadian regiment were
the Jii'st time, and their

I

itv.

R. d. Reynolds Tohacco Company has declared the
ri%ndar «|uarterly tlividcnd of three i)er cent, and an
extra divitlemj of two per cent, on the common stock,
payahle April 1 to stock of record March 21.
Dividi'Utls are payahle In notes or scri[) dated
April 1, nHH, and maturing Ajiril 1, 11)20, and will hear
interest at the rate of six per cent, per annum, payahle semi-annually on Octoher 1 and April 1.
The
notes or scrip issued dn payment of these dividends
may he redeemed at maturity in the preferred stock
of the eonipaiiy at par or in cash at the option of the
company. This action, according to the notice from the
ccunpany, was deemed advisable, due to the demands
of th(» ^nnvin^ business having made it inexpedient,
at this time, to pay these dividends in cash.
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captain, promised them li\e shilljno^s each for eveiv
(iciiiian they killed.
'at lay down to n*st, wliih- ]\Iick performed the
duty of watcliinu'. Pat had not lain lon<,^ when he was
awakened l)y Mick shout iiii*':

faniicis met at the ctiuiity scat shnitly
sai<l

and dean.
Guarantted A-1 or
Also Vuelta shorts, of the finest
Streat.
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A GET RICH QUICK SCHEME
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tables,
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any quantity anywhere. Send samples. Yearly contracts made.
FRIEDMAN. 285 289 Metropoluan Avcnu*. Brooklyn. N. Y.
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tlilnirs ojit my way, to h<' suit'.
I'>y the way, Henry,"
1h» €id<l<Ml, •*<M«I that iK'w harn of yours i^^ct liurt any*"
"1
•'I can't say," replied the second rainier.
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money refunded. Fifty cents per pound.
quality.
Edwin Alexander & Co.. 178 Water
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HABANA CIGARS

''The Cigar that holds the confidence

of the smoker pays retailers best"

ROCKY FORD

La Flor de Portuondo

AMD

•^CIGARSC*

HADE

Established 1869

MANUFACTURED

We

ftlto

BURGH.

OUR NEWARK,

Df

N.

J.,

DEuaaos

FUfOi

FACTORIES

manufacture, at our aeveral factoriea located at PITTSvery attractive and estefuive line of Cigan and

PA., a

to retail at 2 for 5c— 3c each and 3 for lOc,
Jobber and Retailer an exceptional margin of profit.

Stogie*

GENUINE

giving

the

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

and

Excellence of Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

In

Charles the Great

The

Cigars
A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
NEW YORK

TAMPA

made

the value of standard

H.

the smoker because

it

merchant because

sells.

it

is

For Gendemen

Cuban Hand-Made

"CHARLES DENBY"

of

of

good

cigars

for

good, and the

over

Good Taste

satisfies

CIGARS

San Felice
CIGARS

FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE. IND.

Makers

HABANA

cigars

67 years

The cJuan F. Portuondo
Cigar Mfg. Co.
PHIIiADEIiPHIA

The Deisel-Weminer

UMA,

r.

Go.,

O.

LOZANO, SON & CO.
U.

S.

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F. Lozano''

MURIEL— and

Brand

the Retailer's Profit

With a quality that pitaatm Ik* eommmtrr, writk a poputnntu that ptrmiu
tum-ovtr and a pnaa lAal prwwtdf ttgttxmatt prn/>t. Murul Ctf/ar
Amt Wias Kktaiuw.
MaiM^mvftmrfactiL

m quisk

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE

Neither Quality nor Advertising can
Retailer's legitimate Profit

AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York

Address, 437 Fifth

Avenue

is

make a

ANXRE TAILEI

*•/

;im;^iu
iimiv

-"Popularity"— "Profit"

the

is

size, eirery

new

Muriel's slogan to the Retailer.

Retailers desiring to make purchase of "The most talked-about cigar in the
U. S. A." will be gladly given name and address of our nearest distributor
upon request.

P.

LORILLARD

119 West 4(Hh Street

A CINCH FOR A LIVE. DEALER
TO PULL THE BE5TTRADE HIS WAY.

il

ignored.

Every step in the wonderful development of Muriel— every new
selling idea— considers first the Retailer's Friendly attitude.
'Quality*

ITS

laattng success of a cigar

& COMPANY.

Inc.

New York
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Chewing Plu^
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BEFORE THE INVENTION
OP Our PATENT AIR-PROOF POUCH ^
gravely plug tobacco -v:=.--j
made strictly for its chewing quaurty
Would not keep fresh in this scction.
now the patent pouch keeps it -^
fresh and clean and oood
a little chew of gravely is enpuoh
and lasts longer than a bio chew
of ordinary plug.
j:'J3.9rsve/vX>AicccCetamiU£lk "*!Mr~^
,..

.

Ta Dealer* !•
Wrileuaa Mafallora
»«urli ol Re«l Gravely.
Il'a the llrat kla Im*

yravamenl In Plug alnro
Peyton Gravely mada
tka llrat plug ibal tv^r

waa aiarte.
r. 1.

aumr TNiees
PANVItU. VA.
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lobacco

and

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

"The man who was

chosen, however, is unquestionably qualified far beyond the requirements.
He
stands not only as a great national figure in the industry, but a popular one as well.
man not only popu
lar in name, but popular because of the wide range
of liis personal friendships and his absolutely demo

Jl Cigar With Hardly a RiVat
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habans, Cuba
A060ST KUTTRAUEI, Gwml lifrawtattTi,
2SS FIPTI AfL. NEW TOU

MANUFACTURERS

A

New York City

-

f ratio

M
B6TABLISHBD

Y. Pendas

Alvarez

12

-

NEW YORK

801-203

The pipe

tflth

a canal thai

i$

STREET,

vania Station: five

(4

doors from Filth Avenue)

CITY

Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylminutes from Grand Central Station.

to coast.

indeed a happy choice for the trade, and
the Tobacco Merchants' Association may be congratulated on the fact that Charles J. Eisenlohr has accepted the office of president. Under his leadership the
Tobacco Merchants' Association will doubtless grow
to greater strength and in national influence."
It is natural that President Eisenlohr 's first letter
to the members of the Tobacco Merchants' Association
should be looked forward to with interest. Mr. Eisenlohr at the time of his election was in the South. lie
may have been thinking in terms of wrappers and binders and fillers, and of all the other minute details inci<h'nt to the conduct of a great business.
When notified
(»f his election as president of the T. M. A., Mr. Eisenlohr 's first thoughts were doubtless of the future of
'*It is

The most
private

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day
central

without meals.

THIRD AVE.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson, Mgr.

Illustrated booklet
if

CITY

PANAMA

31^

In the heart of the

Our Mottos **OIIALITY*'
And SaIcwooov

EAST

NEW YORK

CIGARS
Offioe

This man occupies the position of chief executive
of one of the largest independent cigar manufacturing
concern^ in the world. The foundation of this firm
was laid many years ago on a single brand of cigars.
And in the decades that have followed this brand has
grown to a position of the largest selling single brand
in the world.
*'Cinco'' and Otto Eisenlohr & Bros.,
Incorporated, are synonymous terms kno\vn from coast
'

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

ideals.

'

lfl«7

£l

said in part

mark.

PUNCH

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
Ave.

we

''For a

are exceptionally discriminating.

Write af once for prices

Tobacco World, in disJacob Wertheim as president of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the
L iiited States and the election of Charles J. Eisenlohr

man to succeed Mr. Wertheim there were
many from whom the new president might have beeji
chosen, many whose qualifications measured up to the

by United States Senators. Eminent

men who

the March 1st issue of The
IN
cussing the retirement of

as his successor,

This proves the unusual merit of Neudorf's Bouquet de Patis Ggars.

1809-1811 First

Wl NTH

MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK

123

Ha*vana Qgstr of Exclusive Mildness"

<;j

Loewenthal

S.

BOUQUET DE PARIS

I

PHILADELPHIA,

—
Established 1851

never hlockade/^

TRADE

Made

of

Genuine

French Briar, Solid
Vulcanite Mouthpieces and
Highly Polished Nickel Bands

CPF

KAUFNANN

BROS.

MARK

the organization.

But no one can read this man's first message to the
members of the T. M. A. without being struck with the
fact that over and above all else his heart is singing,
"My Country, 'Tis of Thee."
In the wars of other days the trumpets sounded
the charge and the drums beat. It is different today.
I»ut how like the blast of the trumpet sounding the
charge to battle is the simple, concise message of the

& BONDY

THE OLDEST PIPE HOUSE IN AMERICA

33 E. 17th St., New York, N.Y.
»

April 1, 1918

Foreign $3.50

"The Winning of the War", the Paramount
Says New President of T. M. A.

FACTORY BRANDS:
LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
JUANA DIAZ

"The

S2.00 a Year

Issue

new

president. If you do not feel a thrill there is something the matter with you. Read this opening para-

graph

;

''Having been honored by election to the presidency of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of
the United States, 1 have assumed the duties of
that office not only with a feeling of confidence that
the association will continue to receive tlie wholehearted support of the tobacco industry, but with
an mtense desire to utilize to the fullest extent the
splendid machinery of the T. M. A. organization
in aid of the prosecution of the war."
In the second paragraph he assumes you are with
him to the limit, as we know you are, and as we in our
Immble capacity most truly are. He says
*'I feel that I am expressing the views of the
entire tobacco industry in stating that urgent and
imperative as it may be for our association to deal
with the many trade problems and difficulties that
our industry is replete with, in times like this, all
selfish interests and all business advantages should
be subordinated to the fealty and loyalty that we
owe our country. For, engaged as we are, in this
terrible' world war for liberty and democracy, we,
whose good fortune it is to be thousands of miles
from the firing lines, should exert every effort and
apply all our energy to aid and assist in bringing
closer the day when victory shall be ours.
Then with masterly logic he draws this conclusion
from this certainty of his thought:
*'I, therefore, feel certain that in making the
slogan of this association, in the present crisis of
our country, 'The Winning of the War,' the
entire industry will join with us in bending every
effort to an early, complete and victorious ending
of the war.
"It is for us, the noncombatants, necessary
cogs, as we are, in the machinery of warfare, to do
our bit, so that the brave boys at the front who are
so valiantly giving their all to protect and uphold
the honor and integrity of this country, shall not
find themselves unsupported and unbacked by the
host of non fighters at home.
can indeed serve our country in this crisis
can invest our unemin many different ways.
ployed capital in Liberty Bonds, stimulate the sale
of War Savings Stamps, help the Red Cross and
other movements calculated to make the boys in
the trenches a little happier and more comfortable.
Continued on page iS)
(
'
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Mimm

Just a Letter

From France

Ober dar 'n Germanee
No, Cap 'n Boss, not me.
Uh, uh
So, ah '11 jes' wait 'til Q<abr'l brings
A good ol' par o angel wings
'Nn wen ah pass dem airplanes by,
In pity ah '11 look down 'n sigh
Uh, uh No, Cap 'n Boss, not me.

iiiinmm

no two

!

from an

foUowiiij^' letter

Til 10

now

vision,

officer in the air di-

would indicate that

lighting in France,

the war has become such an ordinary event in his lif3
that he does not even talk about it. This man has a
nmltitude of friends still in the United States of AmerEvidently it has bv3C(mie impossible for him to
ica.
write persoiiaTlelters to each one of them, as this letter
In any cjise we believe
is the product of a multigraph.

our i-eaders

The
.

Well.

Why
how.

.

it

as follows:
IFow. .are. .you!

.

.Frank.

.Tm.

..all.

.

.

.

.right... I am.

.whv douH you ask how / am?
.don't*., .make .. .no .. .difference
.. .it
.

.*.

.you. .are.

.

.s*long's.

.

.l^m

..

all ri'.

—Frank Tinney.

that any one thing stuck out particularly in my impressions of (location deleted by censor),
but among the many, many interesting sights and customs observed, one attribute seemed prominent the
Tt may have something to do
fhiidity of the country.
with the nmd, another national characteristic.
T

don't

know

—

—

—

Oh, for the long drawn roar of a big Baldwin!
I^ocomotive whistles here betoken a shortage in the
peanut-roaster market back home.
Sign in town's largest drugstore window: ** American Soldiers: here is someone speaking English."
Good old Croton water is going to taste good some
of these days. Even if the next seven years are going
to be the hardest of the war, as they say ^we 'have
something to look forward to. Cassis 'n vermouth,
with a dash of siphon, is the strongest allowable— 'n
plain New York water has got that beat, for it tastes
like an extremely attenuated raspberry soda—what
ever that is like.

—

"SEND SOME SMOKES"
captain in the Aviation Service now in France writes us,
"American cigarettes are unknown here; English ones are three
francs (60 cents) and over; no French ones whatever. When last
on the Boulevard I saw a line outside each tobacco shop and a
sergeant inside keeping order. It seems they can only get tobacco
on certain days."
This certainly would indicate that we must keep our tobacco funds going

A

aal^ter Bays,

*'It ain't nothin' to

—

baldheaded row of the Big Show.
There'll be lots o' people— just thousands on 'em—
who won't be doin' no tourin' *'apres la guerre" in
Yurrup. They'll be glad enuf to stay home a while 'n
"«Bee America first.'*
If only Weaver could be

here—Weaver of where
BVD's stack up right
rolumbus meets Broadway!
longsidc*

wal oats.

sH.'

if

we want

Fatemmas, 'n baths, 'n regular coffee, and
The ^^toental idea of underwear is a cross

Now, I ain't say in' dat all won't do
Th' things mah country tel me to;
But thar's jist one thing dat ah foresee
Ain't gwine ter tack itself ter me
No, Cap'n Boss, not me.
Uh, uh
'N dat's dis airplane stuff. No, Boss,
Ah '11 bar sum uther kind o' cross,
Lak driven' a mule or totin' a gun
But ah ain't flirtin' wi* th' sun
No, Cap'n Boss, not me.
Uh, uh
If ah jist got t' loop d' loop,
Let it be 'round sum chicken coop.
'Tain't gwine be up whar dem ol' crows
Kin say I'se trompin' on der toes
Uh, uh No, Cap'n Boss, not me.
It mus' be nice, ah don't deny,
Ter go 'long oozin' tru der sky;
But dat's fer folks wat's in d' mood;
What's giv up gin, 'n luv, 'n food
Uh, uh! No, Cap'n Boss, not me.
Der 's plenty time f 'r dis pore chile
Ter scratch 'roun hyar on earth ahwhile
Dar ain't no wreath gwine lay on me
!

!

!

credit for above to

an

—Anon.
officer or

a certain aero squadron.
Au bon Diable is the sign over a local dry goods
store; slippers 'n shoes 'n sich may be bought at the
signof the** Chat Noir."
'*Poor Butterfly" and ** They '11 Never Believe
Me," with words in French and English, are the latest
songs here.
The man who invented New York apartment houses
w as no inventor a-tall. He merely copied from the Old
Along a wide but shallow stream high cliffs
\\'orld.
Perhaps a window, cheek
1 ise, often perpendicularly.
by jowl with a white-painted door, looks out on the
])]ain Below from the rooms cut from the soft rock.
Many of these cliff-dwellers have pretentious fronts
irlass-encased sun parlors a hundred feet above the road
or a two-and-a-half-story front of white stone
iiolow
may project from the face of the wall, with the mansard
roof running back to a junction with the cliff.
Saturday is the big market day. Big carts and litHorses great and horses small. Perhaps
tle carts.
the most interesting conveyance is the miniature cari
Madame, an old and
with a donkey in the shafts.
wrinkled, wise and wizened woman, makes the trip to
town. She bobbs up and down, her white lace cap executing a staccato movement. The narrow side streets
but all the streets are narrow are filled with empty
carts to the likewise narrow sidewalks. Courtyards are
packed with carts and the animals are quartered in th j
this in the center of town. All over
stables adjacent
a greasy slippery square are baskets of vegetables or,
perhaps, the green goods may lay directly on tlie block
pavement of the central portion which is raised by a
fow inches above the street. The narrow gauge modelsized tramcars, with a great clangor, occasionally pass.
In anotli^r section of the square a tented village has
sprung up for the morning, where are sold all sorts of

man

in

'

'

—

—

from hardware to clothing.
Dogs, hounds and muts! Their name is legion.
Some are pets. Some are tied by a rope to small carts
with a woman in the traces. Downhill the dog pulls

knick-knaicks,

iust the

same, while the peasant pulls in the reverse

direction.

alike,

more

m

numum

ihuhihm

„„,„,

iiiiiiihiiihmhihiiiiiiiii

or even similar; the homeliest ever; and

dirty and filthy.

Letters and packages from Home! A big day on
the calendar. Everyone wants to know the date of the
letter.
To all are mail days bright days. There's no

—

keep the boys supplied with smokes.

write home
about." But it's interesting— the country—just the
same. The nmd is a little stickier than the homely
brand, perhaps a little slippery-er, 'n there ain't no
bactm 'n eggs for breakfast pardon! petit dejeuner,
'N there ain't no good juicy steaks with the gravy
just o-o-oozin' out. But there's apples and nuts, or
nuts and apples for luncheon dessert; 'n stewed apricots, stewed peaches (dried), or stewed figs or sumpin'
For one's pension is
like that for dessert at night.
just one's **boardin' house" back home where they
have bathlubs, 'n steam heat with real steam, 'n cakes
'n sirup, 'n ]»uddin's, 'n ice cream, 'n Childses.
But, at that, it's luxury compared with life in the
Btit,

Someone gives
' *

the chin.

—^^t^t^ti—

to

!

'

;

dirty,

'

'

crow*'? at the knees while John Bunny (Gawd rist
ther sowls) would have to take a reef in the waist lino,
so-called for the waist of the garment aforesaid comes

up under

interesting.

letter, in i)art, is

Hello.

Oh.

will find

between a necklace and a pair of wading boots. The
shirt comes almost down to one's tunmiy, 'n the armholes have to be cut away with a jack-kuife so the upper
extremities can get through; and the drawers would
make a snug fit for Fred Stone was Stone the Scare,

tiiiinntnitiniinMmiiiiii

But they're all— the dogs—of mongrel breed,

rank distinction in mail.
Tout ** suite" is popular with Americans; and usually there is added ''the tooter the sweeter." America
will have a new crop of slang when the khaki army returns to the Avnoo.
" has opened.
Lost up a side street, the **
Just a store with one room about fifteen feet square
and another tiny one between it and the kitchen, small
tables with imitation linen paper cloths, and a big
suspended from the ceiling, from which ornament it
takes its name. But already discovered and filled to
the brim. Porridge is here. Roast pork and apple sass,
regular coffee with cream at any hur during the day,
and ice cream second to none with chocolate sauce all
o'er; chicken with com fritters made the old-fashioned batter way and fried on a griddle where a griddle came from here is non-understandable butter with
bread as a matter of course. The one regular restauWith the others we are already familiar. The
rant
red-haired
proprietoress, we surmise, is American.
Irish girl is first chief assistant and even the French
waitress parleys Anglais. The a la carte meal costs
ten or twelve francs if one doesn't overeat. Almost
like being home in the States.

—

;

!

A

The trees and
Spring seems to have arrived.
bushes are budding, the grass is greener it's been
green all winter Francois is out digging the garden

—

—

and some of the early vegetables are already up. Occasionally we have a warm, hazy day. It's been still cold
on an average, but the penetrating chill of winter hu.H
polar days we harl
when the thermometer really did some work, but most
of the time old Centigrade has just kidded us along,
while the chill went to the marrow—a damp, piercing
cold that just oozed through overcoat, uniform, sweat-

apparently disappeared.

Some

and wool.
It's hard to get used to the female baggage smashers and railroad porters and the female street cleanint<
department in another city, which department made litT think T
tle headway against the snow and slush.
heard tlie female garbageman cuss out her horse when
he didn't move fast enough with his odoriferous load
but she didn't swear in Anglais, so it's all right with
me.
ers

Pipe House Employees Endorse Daylight Saving
Through

their ''House of Representatives," the

employees of William Demuth & Company have placed
tliemselves on record as being in thorough harmony
with the ''daylight-saving plan." They have written
to Senator Calder and Representative Oscar W. Swift
asking them to support the bill.
As has been previously related, the employees of
AVilliam Demuth & Company have a form of self-gov-

and Federal sysBrooklyn Ethic^d
tems. Dr. Newman,
Culture Society, after attending a recent meeting of
the workmen'sorganization, highly commended it as a
model for other business houses to follow.
to State
president of the

ernment which corresponds

Patriotism

is

workmen of
by the great number of thrift

at high tide

this firm, as is indicated

among

the

stamps purchased by the various clubs formed
department.

A keen

in

rivalry for leadershi[) exists.

each
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Some Things Any

Tobacco Acreage Not To Be Increased But Reductions

Be Voluntary On Part of Grower

Will

New
Editor,

York, March 29, 1918.

The Tobacco World,

236 Chestnut Street,
cffoHs <»t' the Woman's Conimitteo of the Council of Xational Defense, (^)nnecticut Division, to
have the hind used in the i)roduction of tohacco in Connecticut taken over for food i)hant growin.ii:, will meet

TIIK

witli little success, ac<iording to

tine i.onergan, of (Connecticut,

Congressman Augus-

who has been

investigat-

ing the matter.
created some little aj)prehension among the growers, for the women wanted
Federal action limiting the area of shade-grown tobacco
acreage for li)18. Mr. Lonergan immediately took the
question up with the authorities, and received a letter
from Secretar>^ Houston, of the Department of Agriculture, who said in part **I know of no plans, througli
legislation or otherwise, to regulate the size of the tobacx'o crop for the present year. I may say, ho^veyer,
that the experts of the department are of the opinion,
considering the tobacco acreage in relation to the nation's food supply, that any increase in the normal acreages of tobacco which would materially interfere with
tobaccotlie production of foods and foodstuffs in the
growing districts would be undesirable.*'
Dr. W. A. Taylor, chief of the Bureau of Plant
Tudustn' of the Department of Agriculture, in a letter
to Mr. Lonergan, furnished the following information:
Connecticut
**Tt is estimated that the tobacco crop of
about
in 1917 consisted of approximately 21,100 acres,
ninety per cent, of which was located in Plartford
Countv. According to census returns, the average size
of thetobacx^o crop in the State is about five acres. The
agirregate value of the tobacco crop of Connecticut for
1917 is placed at $11,343,000, or about $537 per acre.
The average vield of com in Connecticut is reported as
being about fifty bushels. Valuing the com at $2 per
bushel, the gross income from about five acres would
be $500, as against $2685 for five acres of tobac-co. As
against 1916 values the 1917 increase per acre for tobacco w^as about 23 per cent, and for com about 110 peiper
cent. The estimated average yield of fifty bushels
acre of com in Connecticut is about twice that of the
yield for the country as a whole. The soil and climatic
conditions of Connecticut are not adapted to the growing of wheat. The tobacco lands of the Connecticut
vallev, consisting of sands and sandy loams, are nat-

The

proi)osal of the

women

:

urallV <piite infertile and require heavy fertilizing. The
relatively high yields of corn obtained on these soils
arc due largelv to the very intensive system of fertilizing applied to' the tobacco crop. If it were possible to
plant the total tobacco acreage of the United States in
corn or wheat, available data indicate that the crops
o})tained would increase the total output of the country
for these crops bv one or two per cent. Adaptability of
tobacco soils in the different districts to the growing
of com and wheat is quite variable. In some sections
these crops are regularly grown in rotation with tobacco and with fair profit, while in other districts ihi
culture of these crops yields but little, if any, profit."

The New England Tobacco Growers' Association
recently adopted a resolution, sent to members of tlie

Now Kngland

delegation in Congress, as follows: ^'In
view of the fact that the State Council of Defense has
ordered that there shall be no increase in the growing
of sliade and primed TTavana seed tobaccos and only a
nominal increase in the growth of stalk tobacco, and.

whereas,
**The tobacco growers of the State of Connecticut
have shown a desire to comply with this request, it is
hereby resolved that the State Council of Defense anrr
the Connecticut representatives in Congress be petitioned by a committee of this association to ask and to
insist that the other tobacco-growing States of the
Union be requested and ordered to curtail their acreage
in like manner by the Federal Government, and that the
importation of Sumatra, Java and all imported tobaccos be restricted in exactly the same manner as the
State of Connecticut has been restricted."
The committee named bv the association consisted
of F. B. Griffin, O. F. King, A. N. Shepard, G. A. Harmon and H. F. Famham.
Tn explanation of this action. Secretary W. K. Ackley, of the

Now England Tobacco Growers'

Association,

stated that the tobacco industry in Connecticut is a very
important agricultural industry and that the tobaccos
grown in the Connecticut River valley cannot be surpassed anywhere in the world for cigar purposes. The
firrowers annually spend large sums of money to keep
the lands in a high state of fertilization, and if tho
growers are cut out of growing tobacco, as Dr. Anna
Howard Shaw had proposed in her anti-tobacco resolutions, it would **be a clean knock-out blow below the
belt to about 3000 Connecticut tobacco growers, not

considering the Massachusetts growers, who are upwards of at least 1000 strong."
The following information was later transmitted
to Mr. Lonergan by United States Food Administrator
Hoover: **The Food Administration has no authority
to request any limitations or restrictions on the use of
land for any crops, and does not care to interfere in
this matter.
**You can readily understand that to require the
owners of tobacco land to plant their land to other crops
would bo a very serious matter. All crops require special treatment, special types of labor, equipment, etc.,
and to change from one crop to another on short notice
would introduce many difficulties that the casual observer would not appreciate."
Any action that may come, in view of the above information, in the way of changing over these crops,
would be voluntary on the part of the tobacco growers
only.

C. L. L.

Philadelphia, Pa.

My

wish to compliment you for the manner in
which your publication is giving space and attention to the duties of the Tobacco Industry in the
prosecution of the War against Germany.
Events have shown that no industry better
than the tobacco industry has a larger opportunity
I

Government

in times like these

when

necessary to use every possible means to
arouse popular patriotism and awaken public in-

it

is

measures having to do with the winning
of the war. Embracing as the industry does over

terest in

600,000 retail stores, patronized daily by millions
of customers, it has at its command facilities which

have proved of invaluable service, and to the grieat
glory of the industry have been turned over to
Government use with real patriotic spirit.
Through no other channel, it seems to me can so
many people be reached as quickly, directly and
effectively when an important appeal is to be made
or a call to service is imperative.
is

Early in the war the Company over which it
my honor to preside, discerned and made avail-

able its opportunities.

MESSAGE AND NO PRINTED PAGE, BUL
LETIN BOARD OR ELECTRIC SIGN CAN
ATTRACT GREATER ATTENTION.
ITS

This has been demonstrated by the surrender
of large spaces in our windows and inside our

dear Sir:

to serve the

Can Do

Retailer

We

have been proud to
have lent every effort possible to the promotion of
the Grovemment's war programs with results that
have received the approval of the highest officials
in Washin^on. We have been glad to turn over to
Government use the opportunities for display of
posters, the distribution of patriotic literature

the promotion of the various

war

activities,

and
which

stores for the display of posters urging the purchase of Liberty Bonds. In the sale of these Bonds

and of War Savings Stamps and Thrift Stamps the
drawing power of these displays has been established.
No advertising could be more direct or
more impressive. It got quicker attention from
more people than perhaps could be had in any
other way. This was proved during the two drives
already made for the sale of Liberty Bonds and
will be proved again in pushing the third dnve to
a successful finish,

Acknowledgment has come

to us

from Wash-

ington that without our support to the Daylight
Saving Bill its passage by Congress might have
failed or been long delayed. The poster campaign,

showing by illustration the reasons for passing such
a law which was carried on during the summer
of 1917, and again early this year woke up thecountry to the necessity of saving daylight. The
posters woke up the people to the value of the law
by making the country at large familiar with its
purposes.

.Startling pictures in colors did

what

pages of argument and explanation had failed to
do.

Posters displayed on a similar plan, and as
persistently, worked as effectively for the promo-

war measures, including the raising of the several camp activities
funds by the American Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., the
Knights of Columbus and the other organizations
tion of practically all the other

our thousand stores afforded. Without restriction
or limit we have placed our stores at the disposal
of the Government and its representatives. By so
doing we could every day put before the whole
country the appeals which the emergency of war

In these and other cases, and many new ones
to follow the tobacco industry has done and will

required.

loyal men.

Others in the tobacco industry showed as loyal
a spirit. Nevertheless there is still wide opportunity to do more, and simply that the ways at'
hand may be suggested, perhaps an outline of
some of our activities during the war are worthy

very plain to see. The proofs are in the
record of what has already been done.

EVERY CIGAR STORE WINDOW IN
THE COUNTRY CAN BE MADE TO CARRY

of note.

which appealed for

do

are

The

open for useful
do not doubt will be occupied by our

its patriotic

ness and I

aid.

duty.

How

field is

far reaching the opportunities

it is

Very truly yours,

EDWARD

WISE,

President, United Cigar Stores

Company

of America.

:
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License Control

on Our Tobacco Exports
before in the history of our forfi^ni tnide lias there arisen such a contingency as
has been ])rought about l)y the placing iu operation of
llie lieense system governing all exports and ini])orts.
The impression, too, which seems to have gained c«misi(h'i'able headway among our manufacturers, tobac<iu
])r(><lue1s makersamong them, that the purpose— or
rather tlie eiTect— of the new system will be to materially cut down all exi)orts and imports, is bringing
manv [irotests and in(|uiries to the War Trade Board
As a matter of fact, the suggestion
in \Vashington.
has seriously Ikmmi made by several manufacturers in
extensive industries, which have built up large worldbusiness, tliat it might almost be preferred that we
forego our foreign business during the period of the
war rather than have the trade operations so hedged
about by onerous restrictions and rules which call for
an almost endless amount of troublesome detail, w^ith
always tlie risk of transgressing the provisions and
refiuirements of the proposition. Of course, this will
be recognized as an extreme view to take of the matter,
ainl it is not regarded as representative of the feelings
or sentiment of United States manufacturers and exporters as a whole.
rVrtain it is that the methods so far put in force
to carry out the provisions of the President's proclamation, while observing both the letter and the spirit of
the i^lan, have not been either unduly restrictive of
exports and imports, nor have they permitted uncalledfor latitude in the obsen^ance of the new rule by our
manufacturers interested in foreign trade. The impression one receives in talking with officials of the
War Trade Board in Washington is that the chief purpose of the rule governing the issuance of licenses for
all exports and imports is to prevent to the greatest
possible degree our product going to supposedly neutral countries, and finally finding their way to Germanv.
This applies, in a lesser degree, to imports, which, in
the event of their falling into the hands of our enemies,
would be used against our allies and ourselves or give
aid and comfort to Oermany in other directions. Of
course, as President Wilson states, one of the chief
nurposes is to free tonnage for the transportation of
troops and supplies to "Rurope.
Tn the twelve months ended on January .^1, 1008,
the Fnited States exported tobaccx), manufactured and
in the leaf, to the total value of $76,292,507, while the
total for the same period ended January 31, 1017, was
f!yf)0.R71.«r)R, and that for the year ended January 31,
lOlfi. $n.3,71 2,000. This is the magnificent foreign trade
which is to be affected, more or less, by the new nile

requiring licenses for all shipments.
Tn order to secure an authoritative interpretation
of what may be expected by our tobacco exporters in

the application of the new rule affecting foreign trade,
the writer took occasion to interview several officials
of the War Trade Board. While, as a general proposition, there seems to be a hesitancy to pass upon any
specific line of exports as supposedly coming under the
head of manufactures which are, in a greater or less
degree, to be cut down in quantity of exports, I was
told that it was, in a general way, hoped to cut down
the exports of so-called '^luxuries and unneeded merchandise'* as much as fifty per cent, in some cases ; also,
that it was largely the purpose of the new order of
things to keep all war necessities within the oountr\';
but, above all else, the order is intended to free tonnage for the shipment of supplies and other war needs
to

Europe.
**No industry, no matter what

it is,

need

feel that

shut out from foreign business,'* said the secretary
of the War Trade Board. **Each application for an
export license will be considered in its relations to
shipping conditions as they exist at the time the license
is applied for.
Should there be tonnage and transportation spacx? available at the time the license is asked
for, and this space is not needed for other more vitally
necessary^ exports, license permission for shipping
it is

would be

srranted.

At another time such a license

misrht

be refused on account of the lack of such shipping facilities at the moment, or the necessity of using such facilities as mav be available for exports deemed more necessary to the buyers in other countries. Tt is not the
numose to compel anv industry to forego its foreign
trade, for it is recognized bv our government that export trade is the very life-blood of a nation, and more
necessary in time of war than in time of peace but the
nurpose sought to be obtained as President Wilson savs«
is *the transportation of our armies to France and the
maintenance of a continued flow of the supplies and
munitions needed to maintain them in fighting trim.
This demand must be met, and if it becomes necessary
to curtail our exports or imports these are measures
which are forced upon us by the critical tonnage situation and the necessity of availing ourselves of every
possible means of maintaining our armies in France.'
**Tt is the President's expressed purpose to inter
fere as little as posible with our export trade in Latin
America. This he specifically refers to in his proclamation when he says: *The limitation of exports is necessary to conserve the products of this country for the
use of our own people and the peoples of the nations
associated with us in this war; we must dispose of this
surplus in such a way as to aid, as far as possible,
those countries to the south of us which have always
;

depended upon

us.'

that applications for export lias far prior to the date of the proposed

**My suggestion
censes be

made

is

War

The

Trade Board

calls the attention of ex-

porters to the fact that, in the applications for licenses,
is stated that all the questions must be answered;
hut the board recognizes that there will be instances
where it will be diflicult, it* not impossible, for some of
ihu information to be given by the shippers, and in that
eNcnt the application will be considered on such information as lb furnished by the applicant. If the inurination furnished by tfie shipper is not sufficiently
complete to enable the board to act it will be returned
with a request for additional information.
t

By Alfred Thomas Marks
PK()P)AIUiV never

:,hipmeut as possible. This will mean that the mininiiiTTi
ul coufusiou and trouble will result in the event conditiuus are such at the time application is made that it
ij5 advisable to withhold the license.*'

1

The form

of application for license has been designed to meet all requirements, and if the shipper can
lili it out completely he has given all the information
On the other hand, if the applicant cannot
desired.
answer some of the questions he should not withhold
iiling his application for this reason.
It is essential,
says the War Trade Board, to know whether the applicant is acting as principal, agent, broker or factor, and
tills the applicant, of course, always knows.
It is also
essential to give a sufficiently complete description of
the commodity so that the license may be properly
issued and identified by collectors of customs and others
interested. There are instances where it is not known
in advance of shipment how many boxes, cases or packages there w^ll be in a shipment. In such a case it is
probable that a description of the articles and the
weight can be given. Another question which the War
Trade Board desires to have answered is as to how
long the applicant has been doing business with the
consignee or purchaser abroad, and this information
all shippers can give.

Closely akin to the considerations involved in the
license control of our exports and imports is the trade
building for permanency after the war. Looking forward to the days when the war shall have ended, and
the European workers now in trench and camp are
hack at their former trades and occupations, it behooves
our tobacco and tobacco products exporters to make
such plans as will enable them to hold their own in
competition with all other tobacco-exporting nations.
Tlie bare, bald fact is that we must adopt the scheme
which has worked out so successfully for European
countries
must organize to get and keep the business. Our United States manufacturers are not falling
:

We

Campaign

in National

n

over each other in their eagerness to adopt this idea,
preferring, evidently, to continue the commercial freelancing wnich hab (largely under non-competitive conciitions due to the war) brought us the large world-trade
ot the past Ihiee years.
A moment's rellection will
demonstrate that tliis policy, as applied to conditions
such as we will lace in tlie after-the-war light for
foreign trade, is a mistake. Even now other nations
are organizing for the trade battle to come after the
war has ended, and there is no excuse for our not
adopting the same plans, inasmuch as the Webb bill
permitting organization for foreign trade is law.
A timely word comes from the Department of Commerce along this line which should be read and digested
by every United States exporter who is lookhig to the
larger entry of our country into world-commerce
"We must organize for foreign trade, as do other
countries, and as we will be enabled to do now that
the Webb bill has become law. In nearly all other
countries there are many export organizations, the
larger industries each having its own trade body to
cultivate foreign business. Economically speaking, we
can manufacture as cheaply aud as well as can any
other country; but our selling end is not as efficient
as it ought to be, and as it must be w^hen we again come
into direct competition with the world. This is one
of the weak spots in our foreign trade. We must organize to sell the goods.
There seems to be somewhat of a misconception
among our manufacturers and exporters as to how
these organizations for foreign trade can operate in a
non-competitive way where an organization is made
up of and represents but one industry. Strictly speaking, these trade bodies, as operated in other countries,
are not selling organizations at all. Manufacturers in
a line combine for the purpose of securing all possible
information in regard to foreign markets for their
product, and frequently send capable and well-informed
representatives to get first-hand information as to the
prospects, the demand, prevailing prices, present
* ^

sources of 'supply, likes and dislikes of the people,
financial standing and credit terms usual with the importers, et<;. This information, and much beside from
other sources, is carefully classified and placed on file,
and is accessible at all times to the members of the
organization. These organizations have other tradewinning functions, but these are the chief purposes.
And it is along this line that our manufacturers must
go after the trade of the world after the war, and wo
may as well take the preliminary steps NOW.**

Magazines on ^'CINCO'' Brand

RETAIL cigar dealers throughout the United States

isfactorv results have been obtained.

be greatly benefited by an advertising campaign on the **Cinco'* brand, aimed at the consumer,
which will start in about two weeks with full-page ads
in the Literary Digest and the Saturday Evening Post.
Otto Eisenlohr & Bros., Incorporated, have used
newspaper space locally on the ** Henrietta** brand, and
l)articularly on the new ** Admiral** size. Highly sat-

The use
parture from

will

of national magazines

is

a radical de-

methods employed to advertise
**Cinco,** but there can l>e no doubt as to the result.
It is understood that the copy is built about the
quality idea. Brands have come and gone but "Cinco**
has remained unscathed throughout the years, proof of
itself in a maintained standard of quality and value.
the usual
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Win-the-War

Spirit in Business Letters

440

l^K tiial a win-lhe-war sjiirit gets into your busii^iH'ss letters" is the slogan of a movement launched
by tile Department of Conunerce to remind business
men tliat the evervdav business letter is a most elTectivc
instrument for creating coniitlence in the Government's
war j)olieies and for inspiring others with the determination to see the war tlirough at any cost.
'*Tiie idea was lirst brought forward in connection
with American business letters to foreign countries,"
says Secretary Kedlield.
*'The volume of our foreign business mail is very large.
It reaches linns
in all but the enemy countries.
For the most i)art it is
read bv those who are for us, but vou mav be suie
that it reaches manv who doubt our success and manv
who are at heart against us. 1 am sure that every
f<n*eigii business man who o])(»ns an i\merican letter is
<juick to detect even the slightest indiwition of the
writer's feelings on the conduct of the war and its

outcome.
'*lt is

THE TOBAOOO WOBLD

of the utmost importance therefore that the

Can Canteens and

^Tunds'^ Supply the

line.

letter breathe coulidence in every
If the manufacturer or exporter feels that he

has a just grievance against restrictions imposed on his
trade, by all means let him go right to headquarters
and register as emphatic complaint as he feels is justiHut he certainly should not carry the matter into
fied.
it is sure to create an entirely
his business letters,
ciioni'ous iinjiression in some winds.
"Let the American business man make known to
the whole worhl that he is for this war and that he
is going to see it through, regardless of inconvenience,
loss of trade, loss of money, or anything else. Every
manufactuier ought to be fearless in expressing his
sentiments even though he may be writing to a concern
whose sympathies he may suspect are not wholly with
us.
Don't give a foreign concern the idea that you
are apologizing for your Government's restrictions <u'
that you are chafing under them. Spread the impression, the absolutely correct impression, that over here
we are backing this war unqualifiedly.**

Mail Deliveries Slowing

Even with

the use of special delivery stamps,

it

i-^

declared, mail is fre(|uently ver>' late in reaching its
destination, often not i)eing delivered until several
hours after it w^ould have been received on regidar delivery a year ago.
While the local business men are not disposed to
be too hard on the mail service, there is a general feeling that somewliere between here and New York, both
c()mi ug and going, something is slowing up trenuMidously the movement of letters. It is generally believed

Sammees?

American business

necessities of war are great. We must win this
THE
war at any cost. Therefore the public will accept

on March 26th by Acting Chief of Staff
I^lajor General March, forbidding the shipment of
articles to troops in France unless requested by the
soldier himself and approved by his commanding
the order issued

officer.

A

dispatch from our Washington correspondent,
which is printed on another page, states that this order
applies to cigars, cigarettes and tobacco, as well as to
any other articles.
It is set forth that the reason for including tobacco
products in this order is that they can be secured at
the army and Y. M. C. A. canteens in France, and at
a lower price than they can be purchased for here. As
proof of this, canteen brands and prices are given.
We are sincere in our desire to do anything in our
power to win this war, and we are delighted with the
knowledge that our boys **over there'' are not dependent upon their relatives and friends in the U. S.
for their supplies of smokes.

France are as well supplied as
Washington dispatch indicates, then it proves that
Government thoroughly understands the relation
If the canteens in

Washington, D. (\
ALTIlOl'CJH Washington dealers are free to admit
.that the mail service between the capital and New
^'ork is considerably better than it was three mouths
ago, there is yet much complaint of slow deliveries,
and a number of firms have resorted to the use of special delivery stamps to expedite their correspondence.
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the
the
of the use of tobacco to troops in the field.

Up

But the best thing that the Government can do

that the railway mail service is responsible for the

tobacco products in the army rations, as is
done by most of the other nations engaged in the great

mail facilities between the two crties,
especially as the officials at both post offices disclaim all

to include

guilt for the delay.

struggle.

slowing up

in

*'A11 of our important mail is now being sent by
special delivery,'^ said one prominent dealer recently.

''We started the use of the

special delivery stamps 011
our ordinary mail not long ago in order to be sure that
it was delivered in New York on the first delivery. This
is the only way we can be at all sure of such early delivery now, and frequently even that is delayed.*'

Letters mailed in New York after business hours
formerly were delivered in Washington on the first delivery to the business sections of the city the following
morning. Now such letters arc scattered over all the
deliveries of the day.

is

Aside from the soothing effect of tobacco and the
comfort that it affords, the English authorities state
that the consumption of food by nonsmokers is greater
than that consumed by smokers, which is an important
matter to be considered.
With all due respect to the order issued by Major
General March, and his reasons for including tobacco
in the prohibited shipments, our letters from France
indicate no such plentious supply of smokes.
From
.January 1st to February 12th we have received three
letters from an oflScer in France, and in each one he
has reiterated his request for cigarettes and cigars.

A

dated January 10th, and from which a
quotation is printed on page 6, says, ** Write me and
send some smokes.** Another letter, dated February
12th, says, ** Write right away and send some cigars.*'
letter

Of course,

numerous tobacco funds of the country have been doing a wonderful work, a patriotic work,
and something sincerely appreciated by our boys *'over
there. *

the

*

The brief time between the issuance of this order
by Major General March and the i)ublic4ition of the
April 1st number of The Tobacco Would, is not sufficient for the compilation of statistics as regards tobacco products sent to France thus far.
The Tobacco Fund of the New York Sutt is probably the largest newspaper tobacco fund in the country, if not the largest individual fund of any kind. The
cash total thus far received by the Sun exceeds
$200,000. This will buy a lot of cigarettes and tobacco.
Let us analyze a little further. Reports state that
we have about 500,000 troops in France. Let us as-

sume

that about 80 per cent, smoke (this is a low estimate), which is a total of 400,000. If the Sun fund of
$200,000 is invested in cigarettes, say packs of 8 cigarettes for 5 cents, we will have a total of 4,()()(),000
packs of cigarettes. Now, we will allow a pack of cigarettes per day to every smoking soldier.
The total
purchases of the Sun fund, if invested in cigarettes,
would supply a pack of 8 cigarettes a day to 400,000
soldiers for ten days.
It is more probable that a soldier will consume
at least one pack, containing 16 cigarettes, each day
instead of a pack of 8. Then the Sun fund has bought
only enough to supply 400,000 soldiers for five days.
There are many other funds, and the Amcriciin Tobacco Company Smoking Kits are going across in great
numbers, but we very much doubt that there is anywhere near an adequate supply of smoking material in
France for our troops.
Our soldiers and sailors need smokes and, until
the Government is able to supply their needs fully, some
arrangement should be made to allow the individual
gifts of cigarettes and tobacco to go forward.
have had a large body of troops in Franco for
at least six months, if not longer, and we believe that
investigation will show that the supply of tobacco products for them has been, and still is, insufficient.
The Sun fund is much larger than $200,000, but
the added amount is not sufficient to make any great
difference in the conclusion that we have sought to
establish by taking this fund for an example.

We

Must Read Trade Papers
There apiwawd tm

a recent issue of the
which the writer in point-

article in

hicago (111.) Ddilif Netvs in
ing out to young business men the steps that lead to
business success, said:
'*All trulv alert business men read tra<le journals
as a matter of real necessity. They feel that it is impossible for them to continue i)rogressing unless they
keep al)reast of the latest developments in their particular line of business as recorded in the journals they
read. He is, indeed, a wise young m«an who early becomes a subscriber and constant reader of a good journal dealing with his trade or line of business. From it
he will leani how other men in the same trade have
(

W^

success. Almost every week he will glean from it something of direct helpfulness. One week he will be especially enlightened by an editorial article; another he
will profit most of all from a seemingly insignificant

item of perhaps three or four lines, of peculiar interest
to him because it happens to touch upon a problem witli
which he is for the moment much conc-emed, or possibly
tucked away in some letter in the trade joumaPs correspondence column he may come across an idea opening
up to him new vistas of thought perhaps a new avenue
Therefore, read at least one good
of opportunity.
*'
journal speci«ally intended for men in your trade.

—

A

Cigar Line in

Among

the various items of German news which
have filtered through the Hague, is a statement that the
Germans have added a new line to the bread line, the
i'gg line, and all other sorts of food lines, in which
rows upon rows of people, mostly women and children,
stand for hours to await their turn to present their food

but the cigar line is something entirely new
as yet restricted to Germany.

tickets,

and

is

Germany

Tobacco has been getting scarcer in Germany in
the course of the war, and it has come to such a point
that no one is allowed to buy more than five cigars at
a time. The cigar shops are only open for an hour or
two in the morning and an hour or two in the afternoon, so that those who wish to buy have to be in good
time in order to get their turn before the shops close
again. So a cigar line forms along the street for quite
a considerable length.
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Ban On Sending Smokes To France

Here Are Facts For King Consumer
WIIILK

Aincricaii Hinokcrs liavc accoptt'd the
sWi^Ui advance in the cost of their ciKars, ci^^arettos
and tol>a('C(»s, tlierc are still a ^von\ many who <;:ro\vl
and ^n-umhh' ahout it, witliout fully ai»|)reciatin<^ the
necessity for these small increases.

many

ft

Retailers wlio come in contact with the latter s])0cies of humanity niav iioint out to them the condiPerhaps
lions **oy<'r tliere," especially in Enprland.
these dissatisfied consumers will then understan<l that
they are ^^ettin^ a whole lot more than they at first
thou^dit. And the smoker would soon realize what the
American manufacturer is doinp: for him if he liad
some experience with both the cost and the (piality of
the various continental brands.

In the March issue of ** Tobacco," an En^dish tobacco tra<le paf)er published in London, is revealed
one side of the situation which the retailers **over
there" face. AVe quote: "To save supplies of leaf and
for the ^^ood of the whole trade, the Control Board

have orderecl that no manufacturer shall clear more
So no manuh'af from Ixmd than he did in 1916.
facturer can jr<'t ou^ ounce more than he did, yet the
retailer seems to expect three times his 1910 su])plies.
Be satisfied w^ith your 1910 ration if you can
^oi it, only for goodness sake don't be unreasonable
Th<' dealer is powerless, and by worry you only add to
his already heavy burden.*' The term *Mealer" probably corresponds to our jobber, as the advertisement is
addressed to the retail trade.
.

.

On February

20th, the English Under-Secretary

.

A

same
smokers

window

display, enclosed
map^azine, pfives the following: advice to

brilliant red poster for

in the

you can't get what you
Like what you can get."

"If

like,

Speaking of the restriction of the tobacco industry by the Control Board the magazine says:
**That the industry has been restricted and controlled is equivalent to stating that great inconvenience has been caused. But the point to dwell upon is

not the inevitable inconvenience, but rather the chaos
w^hich would have prevailed in the end had there been
no control. Hitching the trade car on to the chariot of
the State has done something more than control the
progress of the trade car. While the latter has had
to follow implicitly the direction mapped out for it, it
has also been api)ropriating some of the motive power
which only the State can give.
**Tf one could imagine such an unholy thing as a
Government of puritanical non-smokers there would
have been not control, but collapse. Fortunately, legislators are almost to a man smokers, and can understand the service of tobacco to the Forces afield and

and to the munition workers at home. Hence
we have the mild tyranny of a Board of Trade who
look upon the tobacco industry as an integral part of
afloat

war

Somewhat different from the time of old Kini;
James, and somewhat different also in the one-tinic
cohmies; for the Emergency Aid Committee in Philadeljihia is sending thousands of dollars worth of tobacco
to the American boys in the trenches.
Pertinent to the change of opinion of the great
mass of the people toward the question of the use of
tobacco, is the story of a serious and prejudiced oM
gentleman who asked a boy who was smoking, what he
thought his mother w^ould do if she saw him using cigarettes.
The boy rapidly replied that she would probably have a fit as they were her cigarettes.
Anent the rationing of the smoker in England is
the following report:
*' Certain members of the trade have lately been
selling black twist only in half ounces. I was in a locid
sho])'the other day when a man entered and asked for
an ounce of twist. The shopkeeper told him politely
that he could have half an ounce, but the would-be
T>urchaser refused to have this quantity. But surely
half a loaf, etc. Some of the tradespeople have also
experienced much difficulty in obtaining supplies of
cigarettes of the more popular kinds."

nized,

and

shrift."

The

facts of the situation are recogtheories which the facts belie get short

activities.

for AVar stated that in 1917 the Government purchased
tobacco, as part of the soldiers' rations, to the extent
of 8,500,000 pounds of smoking and chewing, and 11,000,000 pounds of cigarettes.

This Government can do no greater serv^ice to the
troops abroad than to include tobacco products in the
soldiers' rations.

Also the Germans appear to be having a tough time
of it in getting tobacco supplies, according to the following quotation
**A German tobacconist writes to his trade
paper of date February 10th, wanting to know (1)
Wliere must T apply to get permission to use cherry

and nut-tree leaves as substitutes for tobacco!

What
What is

(2)

(3)
the percentage of substitute fixed at?
the i)rice of cherry leaves! The paper refers him to
the chief Revenue office, to an official order as to the
percentage, and says it does not know the price of the
cherry leaves."
is

Further investigation would doubtless bring to
light many more interesting and instructive details regarding the troubles of tobacco dealers and consumers
in England and Europe.
The smoker in this country will do well to look
cheerful. It is very easy to see that by comparison
the smoker in this country is wonderfully well sen'^ed
by the manufacturer, jobber and dealer. A slight increase in price an absolutely necessary one is the
only thing that stands between the smoker and all the
tobacco he wants to buy, and good tobacco at that. But
abroad the smoker cannot only not get all he wants,
no matter how much he is willing to pay, but in some
countries he must smoke substitutes or nothing.
We may reasonably anticipate having some troubles of our own in the tobacco industry, and all of us
should prepare to meet them cheerfully.

—

—

GREAT

decrease in the shipments of tobacco, ciga.rettes aud cigars to American soldiers in France,
IS expected to result from the order just issued by
.Major General Peyton C. March, acting chief of staff,
lliat in future shipments of any articles to members of
he American Expeditionary Forces abroad will be limit cd to those articles which have been requested by the
iiulividual to whom same are to be shipped, such reijuests having been approved by his regimental or
Jiigher commander. Parcel post shipments will be accepted by the post office authorities, and other shipments by express or freight companies only upon presentation of the approved request in each individual

A
I

This order was issued as a result of complaints
that the parcel post service to France was being
ennvded with articles purchasable there, often at prices
h>wer than the cost here. Among the articles mentioned was tobacco. It was declared that every pound
of i)arcel post matter which could be kept off the ships
meant that much more space for ammunition and other
needed war materials. Also, upon arrival in France,
this matter takes up valuable space in the trains running toward the front, when munitions and food for
tile army should be transported.
The number of soldiers in France, of course, will
he greatly increased as time goes on, and a corresponding increase in the packages sent them, it was feared,
would result in a serious congestion, both at the shipj)ing points here and at the receiving ports in Europe,
possibly resulting in dangerous delay in the shipment
of nmch-needed war supplies.
The War Department has issued the following
statement regarding the situation:
**0n account of the shortage in shipping it is necessary to limit shipments to France to things which are
absolutely essential for the fighting efficiency of our
forces in France. In other words, we must strip for
action. It has been found that the shipments of parcels
to individual officers and soldiers has assumed enormous proportions, now averaging 250 tons a week, and
by reason of their bulkiness displacing a great amount
of important army freight on commercial liners and
transports. Because of this, General Pershing found
it
necessary to earnestly recommend a curtailment in
shipping of parcels to France."
In the text of the order limiting such shipments to
^
nrtfcles which have received the approval of commanding officers, the statement concludes

When

the curtain fell on dancing and singing and
the cabaret in places where liquor is sold here in our
City of Brotherly Love, one of the daily newspapers
oame out with a wail that as a result of this ruling one
hundred and fifty waiters would be thrown out of work.
The writer who advanced that claim made a mistake.
What he should have said was that **one hundred and

waiters will

m

C

case.

tifty

be seen from these instructions that it is
not the desire of the War Department to prohibit shipment by relatives aud friends of necessary articles to
members of our army in France, but only to restrict
such shipments to the needs of the individual as expressed
a request made by him and approved by his
commander. In this maimer the amount of shipment
of such articles will be under control of those in authority ill France, yet will deprive no person of any needful article. This action has been taken to meet a most
urgent war necessity."
As a result of this order, little or no tobacco will
be accepted for shipment, as cigars, cigarettes and tobacco are on sale at the Y. M.
A. canteens and recreation centers located at the various points where our
troops are assembled. These articles are sold to the
men at slightly less than they cost in the tobacco stores
in this country. The Post Office Department has compiled a price list of the various articles shown at the
canteens, which shows the following quotations for
tobacco
Cigarettes: Black Cat, 15 1/5 cents; Camels, OVi
cents; Fatimas, 14V1» cents; Laurens surtine petit, cork
tipped, 23% and 14 V4 cents; Laurens Khedive (15), Vd
cents; Lucky Strike, DVi cents.
Muratti: Marshall, 19 cents; Classic, 7 3/5 cents;
Aristen Gold Tip, 35 cents; Nab-ka, 28 cents; After
Lmich, 91X. cents; Ariston de Luxe, 42.7 cents; Ariston No. 10, 42.7 cents; Pall Mall special, 28i,4 and
14^4 cents; Piedmont, 4% cents; Sweet Caporal, 4%
cents; Three Castle, 17.1 cents; Woodbine, 4% cents;
Xanthia Tennis, 9i/^ cents; Mecca, 4% cents.
Cigarette paper: Kiz-la-Croix, 1.9 cents; Papier
Said, 0.9 cents; Cigarette case, 11 2/5 cents.
Cigars: Londres, 9Vi cents; Keinas, 9V1» cents;
American Eagle, 91/0 cents.
Pipes: Maurice, 42-^4 cents; Bon Marche, 19 cents.
Tobacco: Smoking: Bull Durham, 4% cents; Tuxedo, 1-ounce bags, 4% cents; Tuxedo, 1-ounce tins,
91^ cents.
Pouches: No. 1, 33 Vi cents; No. 2, 19 cents.
Cheiviug: Star, 10 cm. cut, 9Vi» cents; Horse Shoe,
10 cm. cut, 91/0 cents; Battle Ax, 4% cents; Piper Ileid**lt will

now have

to

go

to

work/*

sieck, 281^. cents.

As

soldiers are able to secure all needed supplies
of tobacco at the canteens, it is considered most improbable that any re(|uests for shipments of smoking materials from home will be approved by the officers.
C. L. L.

How many

dealers ever stop to think whether it
is better to give a man a long-shot brand when he asks
for a nickel cigar or to try to sell him a standard brand
at six cents.

Six-cent value

may

your store regularly, but it
that he will never come back
himself without telling him.

is
if

bring the customer to
a hundred-to-one shot
you allow him to sticic
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Be Sure You Understand Partnership Law
Are Going Into A Partnership
By

Elton

J.

IX

Acts which spent
reputation and which even

his fellow-partner couUl do.

firm's

tlie

money, injured

might destroy

its

its

Imsiness.

In partnership no specific authority needs to be
^nven to a i)artner to do the sort of acts T refer to. The
verv fact of partnership creates the authority, for one
of the fundamental principles of partnership is that
every partner is tlie a^^ent of all the others, and being
their agent, can bind them by what he does.
The United States Supreme Court has recently
handed down a decision right on this point which is both
interesting and valua])le enough to discuss briefly. It
shows most clearly how the danger 1 speak of may work

York State, and finally got

This case arose in New
to the Supreme Court of the United States. A and I^
were in business together as partners. A customer of.
the firm, C, owed it a large sum of money, and, not
being able to pay, turned over certain securities to the*
firm in order to protect it until the debt was paid. The
securities, incidentally, were worth six times as nmch
as the debt.

few weeks after this the firm got into a tight
X)lace financially and one i)artner, without the other
knowhMlge, raised some money by selling C's securiThe i)roceeds were of course used for the benefit
ties.

A

th(^

was wholly ignorant of the whole
In a little while A and B went into bank-

firm, but

transaction.

ii

ruptcy and paid a very small dividend. It looked as
if the securities were forever gone.
B, sometime after, being discharged as a bankrupt,
cimie into some money and the owner of the securities
began suit against him to recover his losses. B do-

was not liable l)ecause
he did not know^ the securities had been sold by A and
had no part in their sale; and second, even if he was
hii
originally liable, he was freed from liability by
fended on two grounds

:

First, he

discharge in bankruptcy.
He was overruled at both points. The Court hel I
from
that a discharge in bankruptcy was not a release

and

those arising **for willful
malicious injuries to the person or property of anbecause
other." As for the idea that he was not liable
was ignorant and innocent of the sale of the securiall debts, i)articularly

be

ties,

the Court said this

*'That partners are individually responsible
acting
for torts (wrongful acts) by a firm when
whether
within the general scope of its business,

Jfm\

Buckloj

All cases laying

down

this principle lay

great stress

on the requirement that in order to bind an innocent
and ignorant partner, the act complained of must have
been done by the partnership within the general scope
of the business. For instance, take a partnership in
business to sell hardware. SuppK)se a manufacturer
sends a thousand dollars* worth of goods to the firm
as agent to be sold for the manufacturer's account an
the proceeds remitted. The goods are sold and A, one
of the partners, puts the money in his pocket and
absconds. The other members will have to make uf)
the loss, because their partner's act was done withiii
I

out.

of

WELL,"boxsaid
of

they personally participate therein or not, we re
gard as entirely clear. Castle v. Ballard, 23 How.
172, If) L. ed. 424; re Peck, 206 N. Y. 56, 41 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 1223, 99 N. E. 258 Ann. Cas. 1914 A. 798.
If under the circumstances here presented, the firm
inflicted a willful and malicious injury to property,
of course plaintiff in error (B) incurred a liability
for that character of wrong."

writing' about partnership law, I have emphasized
tlic fact that one ot* partnership's cliief disadvanttxges
was tliat one partner was lia])le for so many thinj^s

which

J.

the scope of the partnership business.

But suppose A had been handling the consignment
business on the side. It was his own enterprise. The
regular business of the firm, let us say, did not include
anything like that. It was a retail business and bought
and resold in the regular retail way. In that case if A

and departed with the money, his partners, even though he had used the firm name in the
transaction, would not be responsible in the least. The
act would then not have been done by the partnershii^
sold the goods

in the general scope of its business.
There are many oases where totally innocent part-

ners have been made to pay back money which a fellowpartner had raised on a note in the firm's name and put
This where he had raised monev
it in his own pocket.
for the firm on the firm's notes before.
I say again what I have said before

that in partvery largely at the
:

nership, the welfare of a partner is
mercy of his fellow-partners. They can do all sorts of
harmful things to him and the business, against which

a large degree helpless.
Naturally, the agency theory which lies at the bottom of partnership does not extend to criminal acts. In
instance,
the Supreme Court case above reported, for

he

is to

the sale of C's securities
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Cigar Clerk

By. Arthur T. Garrett

Buckley

Copjrlgkt 1917 bj Elton
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was a criminal

act,

and the

C
responsible party could have been arrested. Had
could
arrested him instead of bringing a civil action, he
nothing
have arrested only A. B's plea that he know
prosecution.
of it would have saved him from criminal

the Cigar Clerk, as he placed the
open
matches out of reach, I guess them
Germans have got the Ukeraine all right."
**Uh, huh," grunted the Street Car Conductor, as
he picked up the single match lying on the showcase.
'4 heard a fat guy in my car talking about it this
morning. But I can't see any encouragement in that
report for our side. You just gotta hand it to them
(Jermans for bein' on the job when it comes to fightin'
anything like that. <S'pose they have got this here
rkeraine and got it bad. I betcha one o' them Heinie
doctors will dope out a vaccination stunt that will keep
the rest of 'em from gettin' it. I only wish the Kaiser
would ketch it, though. He's a pretty old guy now
and his health ain't what it used to be. I bet if he got
this here Ukeraine it'd take him off just like that. He
ain't takin' any chances, though, you can gamble on

"

and

that,

* *

'*Say, you poor ravin' carp," interrupted the Cigar
Clerk. **Whache talkin' about! What do you think

Ukeraine is anjrwayf"
**Why, it's a disease, ain't it?

this here

smallpox, only more fataler?
or

Is

what!"

it

Sumpin' like the
a breakfast food,

—

a breakfast food, all right for the Germans;
also dinner and supper.
It's a country, you simp, a
country bigger 'n Texas, full o' wheat and dam cowards. Millions of acres of the richest black land in the
world all ready for the Germans to work with their
Belgian and Polish slaves, and if we don't bust that
**It's

Western

Army

mebbe

this year,

good night!

It'll

take ten

do the trick."
**I never was strong on joggerfy," said the
abashed Conductor. **I never could remember whether
Paraguay was the capital of Australia or Iceland.
Mathermatics and grammar was where I shined at
years

to

school..'

*'Yes," said the Cigar Clerk. ** Anyone can see
that you got a half-nelso non this grammar proposition,
and in your business you simply must be up in 'rithmetic
'n geometry 'n everything.
It'd be awfully embarrassin' for you when you turn your dough in at the barn it
the sum described in both your pants pockets don't
square with the sum showed on the open face of the
register."
**Izzat

soT" was the heated retort. **Well, I bet
if it wasn't for the Dayton machine keepin' its eye ou
you you'd a had a whole string o' cigar stores in your
own name by this time. And at that I notice the *No
Sale' key shows evidence o' hard wear."
*' Don't let's get personal, old man; have a cigar
on me.

I didn't

mean

nothin'.

I

was just

try in' to

fin^i

where you keep your goat."
**
What's the matter with itT" asked the Conductor
auspiciously, as he pinched the cigar and smelled it.
''Can't you sell it, or what!"
*'That," said the Cigar Clerk impressively, **i8 a
genuine imported domestic cigar with a Brassica Olaracea wrapper and a filler of the best hand-picked
Chinese alfalfa. You smoke that there cigar and 1
out

guarantee you won't smoke any other aften\'ards. We
had a hard time gettin' this last lot, beciiuse millions
of Siberian nif ticks, attracted by the smell o' chop
suey, swarmed over our Chinese plantations and purty
near ruined the whole crop.
**You don't tell me. 1 hadn't heard nothin' about
it.
But I don't get a chance to read the papers much;
my passengers seem to be ^lostly tight-wads what take
them along. Speakin' about Siberia now, do you s'pose
the alleys will give them Japs the office to horn in there
and make a clean-up! I'm just astin' you will they let
them lemon-colored zinks in there to proteck them
stores at Vladivostock ! I'd as soon let a hungry bulldog protect a sirloin steak."
** You've uttered a heap.
Wilson ain't tipped his
hand any, because he's a guy that can keep quiet in all
the languages, livin' and dead, but I ain't seen any evidence of turnin' the Siberian doonnat so the Japs can
read Welcome.' Japan didn't horn into this scrap
because her pulse beat strong for democracy. She's
'

*

got an autocratic goveniment that was a close coi-poration for royal benefit when the Germans were runnin*
from cave to cave, carry in' knotted clubs, and dressed
in one-piece garments made out o' the upholsterin' ot
a wolf. The Mikado's ancestor was a settin' on the
royal throne two thousand years ago, when Kaisei
Bill's folks was settin' on damp rocks and gnawiii' ra^
Yeh, their government is about as democratic as
fish.
Vermont is in presidential year."
** Mebbe you're right," agreed the Conductor, as
he inhaled the smoke from his ** Imported Domestic."
**I ain't got much use for them heathin myself."
**0h, well, Japs is Japs, which is punishment
enough. accordin' to my way o' thinkin', and for all o'
me they can have Siberia, Korea and the whole workn
west o* California, except what's our'n o' course. A
Jap is born a Jap and he can't help it, so he's a whole
lot better than some of the birds we have right here.
at that bunch o' misguided mutts what have protested against any of the Red Cross funds being used
to buy playin' cards or tobacco. Ain't they tlie fine
patriots, though! They consider a five-handed game
o' penny ante a more horrible outrage than tl^e Germans destroying a Belgian town. They'd rather see
one of our boys full o' shrapnel and the hope of a glorious future than to have him drawin' a flush and a cigarette at the same time. 1 wonder if they think this war
is bein' conducted accordin' to the rules of the Methodist Discipline or the Presbyterian Confession of
Faith. T s'pose they think after a scoutin' party has

Look

returned from No Man's Land, where they've been
busy several hours scatterin' German fra^ents over
the landscape, that it would undermine their morals to
come in contack with a cigarette or a deck o' cards.
They can gamble with their lives in the biggest and
most dangerous game ever played—War—against tho
crookedest gambler hell ever spawned— the Kaiser—
but their immortal souls are lost if they try to forget
the horrors they've been through by chancin' a few
(Continued on Page 24)
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The Cigar Clerk

By Frank^Farrington
(All

TJIKKK

big money nowadays in the selling end of
tlie big businesses and there ought to be good money
in the selling end of any Imsiness. The volume of business and the j)rofits <lepend to a greater extent upon
salesmanship than most retailers and manufacturers
realize.

for the failure of

many a cigar business

the lack of ability to sell goods, either on the part of
the proprietor or his employees.
Whether the business is so small that the manager
does all of his selling, or so large that it is all done by
salesmen, the rule is the same the better the salesman,
the more his sales.
To develop the selling po(\\a»r of the people who
meet the customers is to develop the business itself.
In order to be a success as a salesman, you must
if
first be a success as a man. Begin at the beginning,
it is too late to begin at the beginning, then begin
right where you are. It will never be any earlier.
There are a few so-ciilled ''born salesmen,'' people
to whom the art of persuading others to buy is as natural as it is to eat or to breathe. Such i)ersons are coml>aratively few, but they need less instniction than
others, though the individual who has nothing further
to learn about his work is indeed a wonder.
is

—

A salesman should begin with his personal appearThis does not mean that he should wear his
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes every day. That would
be overdressing for the part and it would be a mistake
in any business. lie should be well dressed, but inconspicuously dressed. He is well dressed whose clothes
ance.

no attention.
Of course, we must

attract

dress for our work, and the
cigar dealer who is obliged to go behind the counter,
perchance, while occupied in uni)acking goods or washing windows or some of the other dirty work of the
shop may necessarily have to do so in overalls, but this
need not prevent him from looking clean. There is i
difference even in overalls. It is not the kind of clothes
that offends the customer. It is their condition.
all

There are a good many customers who do not care
two straws how the salesman is dressed, but even these
people are not unfavorably affected by clean, attractive
and suitable clothes.
No one likes to do business with a salesman who
An
is offensive in any particular, or in any degree.
unpleasant breath, dirty linen, blackened teeth, unkempt hair all these send somebody away or affect
somebody adversely, though not the slightest hint of
it may be given.
Bear in mind that I am not accusing the selling
members of the cigar trade with any greater laxity in
such matters than any other class of business people.
They no doubt possess less. But we are all likely to
become slack in matters of dress or care of the body.
The individual who never does backslide in such directions is not in need of any advice, but there are a good

—

'V.

RifkU ReMrved)

is

The reason

rt

many who need

to be

prodded vigorously and con-

stantly.
l*hysical condition

has more to do with selling

success than

^
i*^

we are apt

To be a good

to think it has.
salesman, to be lit to

compete with

the brightest of competitors, a man needs to be right
on his tiptoes when he is talking with a prospective
l)urchaser. lie must be alert in every sense. His mind
nmst be keen and his wit nimble.
Can any salesman fulfil these conditions after a
night out with the boys, or when his mind is befogged
with alcohol!
There have probably been instances where a salesman has apparently succeeded, though addicted to all
numner of vices. But no matter what the facts of his
success may be, if he has had any it has been in spite of
such handicaps and never on account of them.

'

V

r«*.

M^

There are handicaps and disadvantages enough in
business tvithout a man loading himself up with any
unnecessary ones.
You should not only have no handicap of ill-condition to overcome, but you should, if it is a possible
thing, bo so lit at all times as to possess a handicap
over the other fellow who is less careful.
The big organizations of selling men who are employed by the most successful manufacturing concerns
of the country are nowadays giving the most careful attention to the matter of physical fitness. They know
that no man can do high-class work when in low-class

^

I

TOM ."'"]

physical form.

a customer comes in asking for some brand of
pipe tobacco that you do not carr>% can you induce him
by salesmanship to try one of the brands you do have
if you are suffering from a headache or a toothache, or
even if you merely feel dull and listless!
If

Cigar dealers as a rule have less opportunity to get
outdoors in connection with their work than most other
business people. This is a disadvantage that should be
overcome whenever possible by taking time for outdoor
recreation in both winter and summer.
There is one quality that spoils a man for successIt is a common quality, one that
ful salesmanship.
troubles most of us at times laziness.
It means the absence of energy. Nobody ever heard
of a lazy hustler. Nobody ever heard of a man succeeding if he possessed the habit of letting whole hours

—

slip

away in idleness.
Why, man, there

isn't

time to be lazy

if

you are

going to succeed in your work
This of course has nothing to do with vacations.
Ever>^ man needs rest, but rest is not laziness. It is
simply the necessary relaxing that allows the mind nni

come back.
body
While one is on duty he should cut out mental aud

Ctntbt mi,

'#

M

"HAR *S hardly a man »o amall an mman
*

That youu>on*tfindlumrmai worth whUm

ifyou oMk him a "howdym*'

THERE'S mellowness inVelvet
—a mellowness combined with

now an' thmn

An' amitm him a mhorm 'nnffamUm;
An' pan him yo' Vmlomt nmighbor-lihm^
Why, hU—you, th€ man tdn't bom.
That friendly warmth loon'f miMkm mxpmnd

flavor,

smoothness, coolness and

mildness.

t&m thia hmrm poppin' com,
Hm'UmmUow right out with

Nature puts that mellowness mto Velvet during
tho mmlloummM

two long years

of ageing in

way and

That longymar$* agmin* impart*

the slow

To the Velvet that warms each cochle iherm Ib

of Velvet proves that

In hi» innermoat heart of heart:

and see

So let'a not

let

Uum V M/m Tttmm Ok

wooden hogsheads.

It*t

the expensive way, but one pipeful
it's

right

Tiy Velvet today

(or yourself.

any fellow we hnow

Lhe friendleaa an' lone an* lorn.
When a bit of warmth would bring him

J§j/feitxy4fyg4A3Si(laecoCiK
ot^

JmU tSim thi$ poppin' com.

Vd««l

to

Jgfi^f^

Wt Almwwc

for lbs j^t 1918 m
Tou want
copr writs
4241 FolMa Avenue. St. Louit,

BOW rMoy.
him at
MiMouri.
to

If

ud Im inll OMil

it to

ygiu

b«f«
1 U>.

til

f Um huaudoff*

with

physical laziness absolutely. Tie should be filled
an energy that will keep him looking for something to
do.
{Continued on Page zo)

"Velvet*' advertising is more important than ever for the dealer this yean
pages in the great national weekly and monthly magazines are
telling the Velvet story now."
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The PersonaKty of The Cigar Clerk
(Continued from Page i8)

are fond of calling the commercial successes
of llie day '*Live wires.*' That is what they are every
minute that they are on duty. They may let down and
shut olT the current of energy while they are away from
But did you ever
It is wise that they do.
}>usines8.
see one of these live wires loafing on his job!
You who have already achieved success in your
business, or established a trade that you know will last
you out, may be able to afford the luxury of taking it

easv during working hours though you probably will
notdo it. But you who have not yet reached the height
of vour ambition, and that means about nine hundred
and ninety-nine men in every thousand, you cannot
spare time to loaf. You need to put in all the time
not recjuired for rest and recreation in doing or in
learning how to do.
Now, T know some employees who are going to
read this will say, "That's all right, but you needn't
think T 'm going to work myself to death and lose all the

fun

in life for

what pay

Pm getting."

Every

Little

take,

but he does himself infinitely more.
The employer is entitled to get more work from
his help than he pays for or he will not make a profit
on them. But if he has an employee who does not make
good, he can let him go. You, as a salesman, cannot

do your employer any more injustice than he

when they

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

This

got to begin right away to develop the qualities required for success. Success comes because the man
has developed the qualities that make it. The rule
never works backward. No man ever became a success and then developed the necessary qualities after-

ward.

Helps In The Liberty Loan

die for us on the battlefields of

realize.

One $50 bond will buy trench knives for a rifle
rifle grenades, or
companv, or 23 hand grenades, or
men s
87 cases of surgical instruments for enlisted

U

or 10 cases of surgical instruments for

officers

A $100 bond will clothe

a soldier, or feed a soldier
for eight months, or purchase 5 rifles or 30 rifle grenades, or 43 hand grenades, or 25 pounds of ether, or 145
hot-water bags, or 2000 surgical needles.
A $100 and a $50 bond will clothe and equip an
infantry soldier for service overseas, or feed a soldier

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
spell
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use

for a year.
Two $100 bonds will purchase a horse or mule for
cavalry, artillery or other service.
Three $100 bonds will clothe a soldier and feed him
for one year in France, or buy a motorcycle for a machine-gun company.

—

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

Four $100 bonds will buy an X-ray outfit.
One $500 bond will supply bicycles for the beadquarters company of an infantry regiment.
do
•So start with a $50 bond almost anyone can
more
that. Every contribution you make means a few
trench knives, or hand grenades, for the boys **over
;

there."

belts.

A

Listen

is willing

But you cannot get away from yourself. By shirking you are robbing yourself of the advantages of experience and you are saddling yourself with the qualities of a quitter.
If you expect to be a success some day you have

Europe."
There may be some who will hesitate because they
can make so slight a contribution to the great cause,
but "every little bit helps" more than we at first

belts,

Look!

to permit.

Tn a call upon the American people to support the
Libertv Loan, Secretarv of the Treasury McAdoo said
in part:
should
**It is a sacred duty of every citizen and it
be regarded as a glorious privilege by every patriot to
uphold the Government's credit with the same kind of
sons
self-sacrifice and nobility of soul that their gallant
exhibit

stop!

fellow who takes that attitude makes a mislie probably does his employer some injustice,

The

Wo

Salesman's

story has been going the rounds among newswho
papers and other channels of gossip of a salesnaan
had received a handsome cash bonus from his emduring
ployer because of the big increase in his sales
atthe preceding year, and when asked to what he
tributed his success, he replied
v
a
my
about
question
me
a
ask
**I defy anyone to

A

.

business that 1 cannot answer."
,. j
,
* -i
retail
behind
men
few
a
probably
are
There
satisfaccounters who could answer intelligently and
likely to be
torilv the multitude of questions which are
and
asked him during any business day of the week
instance,
regard to the cigar and tobacco trade. For

m

Gevemess
a cigar ^th
smoker
a dark wrapper is really more wholesome for the
than a cigar with a pale light wrapper! How many
of
could intelligently point out the common mistake
most laymen as to the dark substance which collects in
stems
the ends of cigars and cigarettes as well as in the
of pipes, and which is commonly, although erroneously,
few
designated as nicotine? And yet these are only a
intimately
of a tremendous number of matters which are
connected with cigars and tobacco and concerning
which large numbers of salesmen are not as well posted
as they might and should be.

how many

cigar store clerks could

tell

why

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

142 Water
lOj.

Street,

New York
Ji
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in tKese

It is

and the pviLlic most need
't.y^jc

the protection of tKe long
l",?inh:

*T

*

M

estanlisked l)rand,witli
standards ol
and. a eputation
to maintain.

1

if *^

*

* 1

Hiilif

Tobacco Company Wednesday made
I)u})lic its rei)ort for year ended December 31, 1917,
whicli shows jjrolits for the year of $13,310,685 after
all expenses and charges, including Federal income and
excess prolits taxes. This compares with $12,298,00S
for 191(). After regular preferred dividends, the balance of profits earned on the $40,242,400 common stock
was e(|ual to $25.21 a share, against $22.70 a share
earned the year before.
The income account of the company for year ended
December 31, 1917, compares as follows:

The

times of doubt and
change tnat the nierchant

iiiiiiiillir

Company Shows Gain

A. T.

mmm

Aniericiin

\Utuii

m

Net earnings,
Other income,

1917.
$89,920,249
*9,785,361
3,778,304

Total,

.$13,563,665

Total sales,
>•«"::.

LUCKY STRIKE
flavor.

1916.
$70,009,4:57

8,699,339
3,713,285

and bond premium,

114,566

$13,310,685

$12,298,058

3,161,982
8,048,480

3,161,982
8,048,480

Surplus,

$2,100,223

$1,087,596

and

39,181,756

37,081,533

WfejiS^

Balance,
Preferred dividends,
Common dividends,
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I

jEENSrS
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Profit

loss surplus,

Net earnings after all charges and expenses,
cluding Federal income and excess profits taxes.
*
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It's toasted.

LUCKY

-

252,980

Interest

1

$12,412,62

Cigarette—a new
Toasting holds the

Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw cofiFee.
You prefer toast to soggy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food w hich you
place in your mouth,
STRIKE
Cigarettes are subjected to heat.
THEY'RE TOASTED. Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to

H!
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Street

dealer who cuts prices on cigarettes is a phicontinualanthropist who may or may not know it.
tion of this practice may, unfortunately, make the
dealer the object of the county's or State's philanthropy. There always seems to be some strange rela** something
tion between the county poorhouse and the
for nothing'' exponents.

The

A

i^

'^^
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a retailer is waking up to the fact that it
takes more than a national reputation and national advertising to sell cigars at six and eleven cents. Heretofore the manufacturer has created the sale while the
dealer has taken the profit and delivered the goods.

Many

Now

up

it is

earning the

to the dealer to create the sale, thereby

profit.
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The Cigar Clerk
nickels on coon can,

draw poker or rummy.

And

it'.s

right to send these clean, healthy, brave boys out
where the poison gas bites their eyes and throats, bul
all

wrong when they come in exhausted, woundod^
blinded, and nervous wrecks from shell shock, to give
them a soothing smoke because the rules of our churcli
are against it. I wish we could take every dam one of
these pusillanimous protesters, made and female, an
slap them down in one of them vermin-infested, ratburdened trenches in Flanders, with mud up to their
knees and German shells screamin* over their heads,
it's all

1

IF
You want

to sell a factory

You want

to

and

buy a factory

You want

a partner

You want

to sell machinery or

equipment

see if their i)oor little one-track

minds wouldn't

broaden under the experience.''
**lt does seem a kinda small thing to worry over,
when you stack it \\\) agfiinst what's happenin' over
there," said the Conductor. ^'They ain't a-goin' to do
it, are they!"
** You've said it.
They ain't. The Red Cross told
'em to go set on a tack. Not just in them words o'
course, but words with the same meanin'.
All this
money was given by people who want the boys to get
all the enjoyment they can, and if they demand playin'
cards and tobacco i)layin' cards and tobacco she is."
**If Kooshy hadn't laid down I bet the war would
a been over this year."
**You win, easy; but I bet someone told you. You
Rooshy's
never could a figured that out yourself.
Battalion of Death flivvered, which puts it up to Ame"
ica's Battalion of Debt, and means we've all gotta di,:^
for this Third Liberty Loan and all the other little loans

IMPORTS of leaf tobacco continue steadily to increase
ill volume, according to reports of the Department of
Coninierce, the total for the first seven months of the
liscal year 1918 being approximately $9,000,000 greater
than those of the corresponding period of 1917.

to

buy second-hand machinery

or equipment

You want
You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

to

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

**Yes,

nant, but
to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a
classified ad in

You want

The Tobacco World

it

mebbe Rooshv will come back."
and mebbe the Athaletics will win the pendon't look like it."

"I'm an octopus myself,"

said the Street

Car Con-

look on the bright side of everything.
I think if this here feller Case, I think his name is,
that's runnin' things in Peetrograd— if he gets a fair
show p'raps he'll make them Rooshians buck up. Well,

ductor.

T

*

'

You read

mornin' paper what it
just read the headline,"

in the

said about that man Case. I
and the Street Car Conductor departed.
*'Case, Case, who fell is Case!" said the Cigar
morning
( 1erk, as he reached under the counter for the
paper. **Well, th' poor nut," he exclaimed, as he saw

the big headline,

**

Chaos Reigns

in Petrograd."

**Say," said a customer who had been listening to
one
the conversation; ** gimme a cigar. I guess I'll try
the
o' them classy ones you was toutin' to your friend,
kind with the Brassy somethin' wrapper."
**You mean that *Brassica Qlaracea'!"

That's the kind."
**Look in the dictionary, friend; look in the diction
Them
ary. T was just kiddin' that street car barnacle.
"
words is Latin and means *wild cabbage.'
**

is

a

cigar

peculiar feature of this trade is that while imiiorts from the Netherlands have dropped off greatly,
and have now practically discontinued entirely, receipts
from countries which, before the war, did not furnish
tiumgh of this class of tobacco to entitle them to indirecords, now furnish more even than did the
\ idual
Netherlands.

smoker.

Quality and

care in

manufacturing

combine

to offer

this

desirable.

BOLD

—Ed.)

The following

really

you in
every way a smoke most

(The tobacco trade will readily understand that
Ihe tobacco formerly secured via Holland is now coming
tlirect from the source, viz., Sumatra, classified here as
"other countries." There has also been a rapid growtji
in the importation of Philippine leaf, and also in Chinese leaf.

that

satisfies the critical

A

Six Cent Cigar
table

grade of leaf have

detail how imports of
fluctuated during the seven-

shows in

month period of the past three

fiscal

BOBROW BROS.,

years

Philadelphia

1916.

Pounds.
Netherlands,
(

'anada,

(

'uba.

1,373,138
10,353

42,050
9,574

Other countries,

Value.

»

$1,493,195
8,771
84,931
1,298

1917.

Netherlands,

2,1(>0,040

Canada,
Cuba,
Other countries,

36,468
81,998
59,239

2,723,832
37,922
176,333
23,370

1918.

I alius

gotta drift.

"Above All"

^1,588,195, for 1916.

that will follow."
**Well,

th e cigar

Leaf tobacco suitable for cigar wrappers showed
ail increase of more than $1,500,000, the total for the
llist seven months of the present fiscal year being
;;,727,200 pounds, valued at $4,691,769, as compare(l
with 2,337,745 pounds, valued at $2,961,457, for the
same period of 1917, and 1,435,115 pounds, valued at

—

You want

BOLD

Leaf Imports Increase

(Continued from Page 17)

DEALERS

Netherlands,

573,924
352,343
Canada,
11,426
11,044
( ^uba.
99,463
166,024
Other countries.
3,940,395
3,264,350
Receipts of all other leaf tobacco during the first
seven months of the fiscal year 1918 amounted to 35,.V.>:;,083 pounds, valued at $17,391,088, as compared with
i'2,995,387 pounds, valued at $10,132,471, for the same
ixriod of 1917, and 23,726,156 pounds, valued at $9,166,428, for 1916.
The outstanding features of this trade, as sliown
by the following table, were the great increase in im
ports from Greece, and a resumption of importations
from Mexico. The value of the imports from Greece
jumped $4,000,000 over a period of one year.

Greece,

United Kingdom,.
Mexico,
Cuba,
Other countries.

•

2,314,039
1,336,355
122,823
13,870,601
6,082,338

Value.
$969,955
475,422
14,163
7,042,617
661,272

Demand

for

FLOR DE
The
They're quite a

Citfar

bit better

Sapreme
All popular shapes.

than others.

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c straight, 2 for 25c,
straight.

Our

1916.

Pounds.

There's a Bid

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

3 for 50c

and 26c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

L«rc«st Independent Clear Factory in the World

J.

—

—

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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THE TOBAOCO WORLD

26

1917.

GATO CIGAR COMPANY
Havwa
PQR FORTY YEARS

E. H.

Ogmn Ar«

standard

TIIE

Greece,

By Wkiek Cbar

United Kingdom,
Cuba,
Other countries,

Imdamd

Greece,

Writ* for Op«B T«rritonr
FMtonrt KorlWeat. Fla.

N«w York Offk«t 203 W.

United Kingdom,

Broftdwar

CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette Street

INC.
New York

-

Water Lily

DUNN
MaKers

401-403

<a CO.

of

E. 9l8t Street.

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

Aak and You Will Rocoivo

AVENUE....

....FIFTH
A

Union Mad* Cigarotte

of Qnality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

of 10

Mouthpioco. Cotk or PUia Tip

L

B. Krinsky,

Nfr.

s^kijt rTv.

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Uc.

NEW YORK

WEST 18TH STREET

iait.a82

OUR HIOH-ORADE NON-EVAPORATINO

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco

niello%v

...

and^ •mooth

In charactar

tnd CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavora for Special Brands
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
BRO., 92 Reade Street, New York
FRIES

FOR

A

M

M

M

-r

—

the clerk who deserves the
most encouragement from the employer. Remarkable ability is sure to get its reward. The attention
which an unusually bright clerk attracts assures him
of advantage in promotion as fast as they are deserved,
and sometimes faster than ability can cope with. But
the plain fellow who is just willing to work the day in

^»^^^^M

:

Rail RoadMiUs Snuff,
Ax's Snuff, :
Gail

&

Est.

Est.

lA

1760
1825

Est. 1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — lK,app9es — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeH and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED RY

GEORGE W. lELIIE

CO., Ill Fifth A?e.,

and day out and plod along without much attention,
doincr ever>^thing well, if sometimes slowly, is not only
worthy of encouragment but really needs it, and the
employer needs to give it at the same time.
There are men in business today who never did
anything remarkable as clerks, but simply^ carried
through their appointed tasks to a finish and did everything as it should be done. They say clerk after clerk
pass thom in the push for advantage and better thinsrs,
but thev kept on working. The most of them had an
obiect in view and cared less for immediate results than
for the ultimate they pursued. These men have mado
a success of business. Nothing remarkable appears in
their achievements, and they admit they are simple
business men. But they can look back over past years

If these

New York

men had

received

more encouragement

and attention as clerks in other days, the business
world might have been still more enriched or sooner
have come into possession of their careful and earnest
abilities.
The clerks of today who show nothing remarkable, but who are always at their posts and always
doing the very best they know how, are worth encouraginsr in every possible way and entirely worthy of the
encouragement. The apparent dullard may not be so
dull and unimpressionable if the head of the house will
take the pains to investigate, and attempt to draw out
whatever may be dormant in the fellow's mind and in-

more or

less in

many

cases, but the

old story of the grasshopper and the ant. The grasshopper gets the most of the attention and the ant

fetches the final results.

Smoke.

ADLON
lOc

CIGAR

ior unsorted, frosted, and hail-cut crops. At the close
of the last meeting of the growers, eighty-six members

Has met the American smokers*
demand for delightful quality and
mild character. It has won wide

reported unsold crops of 1917 to the amount of 417
acres, some of which has since been sold, however, at

reputation as a

the

new prices.
The announcement of

the establishment of the

public sales floor states:

Decision has been reached that the opportune
time has come to create a central market where any and
all tobacco growers can hereafter deliver their unsoM
t()}>acco crops as soon as they are ready for market,
and secure the prevailing market prices for their re~
sj)ective grades.
**In the event the prices are not satisfactory, each
grower reserves the right to reject any unsatisfactory
price on any particular grade or lot of tobacco, and
order it packed in the sales floor packing house which
will be conducted for that express purpose.
*'0n all rejections, each grower will receive settlemcTnt in full from the sales floor oflBce on the day of the
Side according to the weights, grades and number indicated on his *lot ticket.* When the cased goods of all
rejected sales are sold in one to three years thereafter,
each grower will receive an additional check for onehalf of the net packing profits.**
E. O. R.
**

A RAMBLER WANTS TO KNOW
Is is the dollar or the

man

that consumes your

product!
Is not the welfare of each customer essential to
your success!
Is there a better way of giving satisfaction than
by considering the interest of each patron as fully as
tiiat

of your
Is there

own!

a surer way of making a permanent customer than by deserving his confidence, or a better way
to get that than to understand what he wants and to

him

just that!
all the gracious men are successful; is it the
same quality?
Wliy the customer is greeted so pleasantly and so
])romptly, now and then, and again with indifference
and neglect! Is sunshine less potent than gloom!
not talk quality rather than price is not the
l)rofit at the better end!
do the business men do the least, and those
doing the most business have plenty of time! Pari fir
sell

Why

Why
Why

clination.
It is nothing

movement.
The growers decided to refuse to sell any more tohaceo below thirty cents for good wrappers, twenty
cents for sized frosted wrappers, twenty cents for sized
and twenty and twenty-two cents through,
iillers,

is

future.

The Standards of AmerlGa
Lorillard's Snuff,

who works

positions that offer nothing great for the present or

SMOKING

---..--..-

clerk

and see numerous companions who were more brilliant
and more encouraged than they, who are now clerks in

and Impart a moat palatable flavor

FLAVORS

ij»

ENCOURAGE THE PLODDER

Bachelor Cigar

Free!

5,759,348
58,399
59,246
7,656,969
3,857,126

Li.

Lancaster, Pa.
no development in the recent historj^ of
the Lancaster County tobacco business will have
Mich far-reaching importance as the establishment of a
puljlic sales market, which will be opened March 27
licre for the disposal of all unsold crops.
Announceimut that the public market would be established was
nuuie after a recent meeting of about thirty of the
i4rowers, and came as a complete surprise.
Previous
meetings failed to create much enthusiasm over the

PROBABLY

976,284

C

TIIE

New

The

City

10 for 15c
20 for 15c

^Cado

J.

237,206
9,894,516
17,881,644

1,668,311
40,168
7,447,708

Other countries,
It will be noted from the above table that during
the past year the receipts from the unspecified counIt will also be seen
tries jumped nearly $3,000,000.
that while the quantity received from Cuba has been
steadily diminishing, the rising markets have kept the
value up and have even resulted in the total value being
slightly higher than for the preceding years.

TURKISH CIGARETTES

T.

4,285,362
85,242
12,042,242
6,582,541
1918.
7,535,958
43,759

Mexico,
Cuba,

t

LANCASTER TOBACCO MARKET

Furniture Trade,

;

LEADING
10c CIGAR
MADE BY
44 CIGAR

CO., Inc.

PHILA.

THB TOBAOOO WORLD

28

LESLIE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

PANTIN

CommiMion Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

&

President Eisenlohr's Message

Cigars

Contulado 142, Hayana, Cuba
F.

BapMlalMad TabMrac FInot 4a Vualta Abajo
Partldo 7 Vualta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL IM

145

HABANA, CUBA

R.oseni?»rald (EL Bro.

Er.

WATUR STREET

NEW YORll

- - -

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

'^

Sl'aVt;-

LEAF TOBACCO

'•

Omtmm aad Warabouaa. 10 Eaat Clark Av«nna.

YOU.

PA.

MANVPACTUBiaS OF CIGAB SCMAF TOBACCO
I.

RAFFENBUKGH

SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA

N«pt\ano 6. Havana,

CD.

Cuba - 68 Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

St..

Boston. Ma«a«

p*^*^*^" '"**

importan

OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
Awit
York

Warabousa. Sala4

K.

OfBce,lSS-lS7

15.

(Continued from Page 5)

We can and should cut out all waste and economize
commodities as may bo essential
to the prosecution of the war. In other words, wo
must all make a supreme effort to serve our coun
try to our utmost ability.

St.

STRAUS & CO.

we

have done and
shall do this, then when the dawning day of peace
arrives and the dark clouds of this world cataclysm
**If

in the tobacco industry

are dispelled, it cannot be said that in this, the
most trying ordeal and dire period in our country's
history, the tobacco industry and its constituents
were found wanting.**

The concluding paragraphs

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

nmst have the co-operation, interest, enthusiasm and assistance of its individual members.
**
Every branch of the tobacco industry is represented in the Tobacco Merchants* Association by
conmiittees that are equipped by experience and
ability to perform their duties, and I earnestly

functions.

LEAF TOBACCO

H.

Wt N. Tkkrd

St..

may

properly come within its
only by so doing that the associa

tion can render effective service to its
Fhiladalpkla

Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

EXPORT

IMPORT

members.

During the period of the war, many difficult
and serious problems may confront our industry,
and it is incumbent upon us as an association, and
as individual members, to consider these subjects
broad-mindedly in the interest of our Government,
and to lend our best efforts in a constructive way.
**

NEUBERGER COMPANY

LEAF

It is

freely to the associa-

TOBACCO

All phases of the tobacco industry are facing
unusual conditions requiring drastic changes and
Satisfactory solution cannot be
readjustments.
worked out overnight, but I am confident that by

CO.

IMrOllTBM OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKUS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

MC Na

THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA

Cigar

Co

Arguelles,

Lopez

&

&

American Lithographic
Etc

on the part of members, conmaittees and executives, our problems can be successfully solved.

**To this end I pledge

my

constant and most

sincert support.

_

Bobrow
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U. S. Playing Card Company

Snuff
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Pipes and Smokers' Articles
Demuth, Wm., & Co

Leaf Tobacco

Straus
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close co-operation

LOEB-NUf^ TOBACCO

American

Bachia

tion

members report

Labels and Supplies

Page

**Our association has an able and representative executive committee, under the guidance and
advice of a board of directors, composed of men
who by their achievements have attained leadership in tho industry; and needless to say their
whole-hearted support will be continued in the
future as it has been ably and unselfishly extended
in the past. But, in addition to this, our organiza-

tion all matters that

Am4 PMlMmaf

Cigar Manufacturers

of his letter are de-

voted to a brief summary of conditions in the tobacco
industry with the assurance, which was scarcely neeUed,
that in the problems to be solved the organization would
have his constant and most sincere support

request that

Ml. Ml, 3«5 and
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in the use of such
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Tobacco Merchants' Association

I

Registration Bureau, LwlorKcIxv
Schedule of Rates for

a

Duplicate Certificate,
A—An allowanc* of $2 will b« made

is

1.00

FOR SALE—Cigar

2.00

factory with retail store in connection. Store alone will clear
Dollars a month above expenses. Store can be bought separate
This proposition is open and above board and will stand rigid
T. Boehler, 219 Kay Street,
For furtner particulars address

One Hundred
from factory.

of th« Tobacco Mer-

V*t0
chants' Ataodation on each regiatration.
.
.v
.1
.« -.«—
Matt B-If a report on a aaarch of a Utla M««*^tatM tha reporting of more
,

C

investigation.
Sacramento, California.

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

Miller,

DuBrul h Pctcra suction

in

tables,

For a quick sal* a very low price will b« accepted.
"The Tobacco World."

condition.
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^00)
S
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of Two Do»»«[»
but leas than thirty-one (31). an additional
Dollar
(11.00) will be
Ona
eharfe.o*
additional
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so
will be made, and
reported.
necessarily
for erery ten (10) additional titles

titlee,
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For

tobacco products.
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VOLADOR:—
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RICHARDSON:—
I'.ros..
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Hoswtll,

Mexico.

SABLE CHIEF

(.Mascot of Newfoundland)
March 5, 1918.
tobaccco.
cigarettes and

York

City.

:—40,543. Por cigars,
Bowring & Co., New

...
tobacco
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products. March
Y.
N.
Brooklyn,
The .Moehle Litho. Co.,
2. 1918.
ERLIK'S BEST (a Quality Cigar) :—40,545. For cigars. March
Nicholas Fhrlich. Brooklyn, N. Y.
5. 1918.
BIT:—40,546. For all tobacco products. March 2, 1918. 1 he
Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
x,
1.
i
miQ
SIX:—40^547. For all tobacco products. March 2, iyi«.
The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
».
u z: ,nio
RUF-ENUF: 40,548. For all tobacco products. March o, 1910.
.American Litho. Co., New York City.
^
^,
u
For all tobacco products. March
40,549.
Friduss Bros.. Chicago, 111.
8. 1918.
/
SOLDIER:—40,550. For cigars, cigarettes and cheIVbruary 26, 1918. Golden State Cigar Box Factory, Los
roots.
Angeles, Cal.
/-. .
u
o/:
40,55L For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. October 26,

GOLDEN F RAN CIES:—40,544.
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SUPER SELECTION :^40,553. For all tobacco products. March
American Litho. Co., New York City.
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TRULY GRAND: —40,554. For all tobacco products. March 13,
American Litho.
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New York

Co.,

,
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CigarRibbons

Largest assortment of T'dln and Fancy
Write for Sdsple C^rd and Price

list (u

Ribbons

Oepjruieoi

V

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

106 E. 19th ST.
M ^^aii—.>,— ,»—.„»A«

^dnufdcturers of Bindings, GiUoons. TiffetAS,

and Gros Grain

Satin

City.

Parmenter Wax-Lined

Coupon Cigar Pockets
AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST
q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

WANTED

City.

American Litho.

n

i ll

II

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Onarantaed A*l or
ihorta, pars and dean.
money refunded. Fiftjr cent* per nound. Alao Voclta skoffta, of the finest
Edwin Aleaunder ft Co.. ITS Water Street. New York.
quality.

10, 1918.

Co., New York
40.541. For all tobacco products. I'cbruary 26, 19l».
Hros., Chicago, 111.
I'crfecto (iarcia
For cigars. January 24, 1918. bwartz
40,542.

Mrfect

AddrcM

FOR SALE— Remedies Havana

REGISTRATIONS

POM-ROY:—40,540.

«

SMITH,

Finest Imported Cigar Bands and

NEW YORK OFFICE

FOR SALE

$6.00

mcmbora

GARRETT H.

»

m

WOODHAVEW AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

2.00
to

minimum

»«— .1

M

'

in advance.

Trade-Mark Services

Effective AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search
Transfer.

column

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

"

CONPAi^IA LITOGRAFICA DE
I

The

—

•^

WANTED— Stripper

Foreman for large Western manufacturer. Must be comPermanent position to right man. Reference required.
petent and reliable.
Address "Western," care of "Tobacco World."

TOBACCO STEMS. CUTXlNGSk 8CKAP8, SOTINGS AND DU8T.
'
anjrquantity anrwkcre. Send aamplco. YooHf Mtraett mr
Motropolitoa Avohm. BrooklFB. N. Y.
J. J. ralEDMAN. aS-a»

It

ia

Racine Paper Goods
Sole

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE. WIS.,

.

.

.

.

U.

S.

A.

REEVES, PARVIN & COMPANY

& Company,

wholesale grocers of this city, who opened a cigar department about a year ago, has secured the agency for the
*'Blackstone*' cigar, made by Waitt & Bond, of Boston,
Mass. This house is also featuring the ** Dubonnet,"
**Rosa Del Rancho," **La Palina,'' **E1 Verso '^ and
of Reeves, Parvin

The house

MANUFACTURER OF

22nd St tnd

**San Felice."
the

Is.

Baum,

brands carried.

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO.

As Reeves, Parvin & Company

HIGHEST QUALITY^

CIGAR BANDS

SHOW CARDS

TRANSFERS

For
RICHARDSON:—40,542 (Tobacco Merchants' .Association).
Roswell,
Bros.,
Swartz
Registered January 24, 1918, by
cigars.
Transferred to Geo. L. Foreman, Rosswell, New
Mexico.
New
Mexico, March 11, 1918.

FOLDING BOXESv

The Tobacco World

AND TRIMMINGS.

kit.,

OHICAOO, 105 fTHBT MONBOK STRKBT,
LOUB O. CATA, M^r.

A

are preparing to
enter the tobacco business with a full line of snioking,
plug tobacco and cigarettes, the concern promises to
become a prominent factor in the eastern markets.

Cigar Box Labels

NEW YORK

the cigar de
force of more than
Delaware
fifty salesmen in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and Maryland assure a multitude of outlets for the

management of
partment has grown rapidly.

Under

Smnd

ALL KINDS OF

ETC.

257-265 WEST

I7"ST.'steimerbuiu)ing

MANUFACTURERS

NEW YORK.

SPECIAL

LITHOGRAPHj^C SPECIALISTS
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

PROCESS

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

Katablished 1881
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According to report, the Sumatra Sales Corporation will shortly offer about 4000 bales of Sumatra
wrappers at an*** inscription.'* It is understood that
consi<leration for the small manufacturers led to this
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Danny Goo<!man. Firit Illinois infantry, champion light-weight boxer of the Army, '^rolling his own" in his comer just before the gong. Standing, left to right:
Billy Williams, champion bowler of the Army; JaclcC. Fellcer. champion heavy-weight of the Army; Carl F. Timmersman, former pitcher of the Federal
League and the While Sox.

Photographed at

New

Braunfels, Texas.

Grandstand of Baseball Park

in

background.

Look for the famous muslin

Uncle Sam's Champion Athletes "Roll Their

sack.

Own"

Conservation
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rhere's no finer body of men in the world than Uncle Sam s
khaki-clad soldier boys and they smoke the "Makings to keep
If you don't know why, its high time you
feeling fit and cheerful.
Listen:
learned.
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Duty

Patriotic

You can make for yourself, with your own hands, the mildest,
and the most
most fragrant, most enjoyable cigarette in the world
economical. Machines can't imitate it. 1 he only way to get that
is to "roll your own
freshness, that flavor, that lasting satisfaction
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slicks to the old style
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the Nation.
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the substitution of machine

method
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hand
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power

for

human power.

The

manufacturer

not only deliberately handicapping himself, but also

the time to install the

UniverssJ Tobacco Stripping

Bull Durham
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3,000 Universal Machine are in use today in hundreds of factories. From the manufacturer running 300 machines to the factory owner operating one machine the verdict for tfie superiority of
the Universal over manual labor is unanimous.

The Makings
a Nation

who

&

Machine
No mechanical equipment

Introduced in recent
years has given such wide spread satisfaction.
Every cigar manufacturer employing over five
cigar makers can use the Universal profitably.

That means

YOU.

demonstration of the Unioersal in your own factory^ with \four own
tobacco and under your own supervision will enable ^ou to msualize

Jl

the advantages

own

and economies

oj the Universal with application to \four

needs.
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Please consider the significance at this time of this
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^^^

mixing "Bull" Durham with your favorite pipe tobacco
^^^ i,^^ ^^^^ -^ ^^^ ^^^^^j gi^gan.
for yourself
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Factory: 98-104 Murray Street, Newark, N. J.
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UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General
Offices. Pittsburgh. Pa.
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For Gentlemen
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A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

The cJuan F. Portuondo
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The Deisel-Wenuner

LIMA, O.

r.

LOZANO, SON & CO.
U.

S.

TADEMA

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

'T. Lozano''

Ar^iiellesp

Brand

New York

a cinch for a live: dealelr.
TO PULL the: BE5T TRADE HIS WAY

,_
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BEFORE THE INVENTION
OF OUR PATENT AIR PROOF POUCH * i^
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO - "
MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHEWING QUALITY
««^ULD NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SECTION.
NOW THE PATENT POUCH KEEPS IT -^
FRESH AND CLEAN ANU GOOD
A LITTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS Cf^^UOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHCW*
OF ORDINARY PLUG.

EAST

.

Ta Dealers f

G Bro.

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN
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Lopez

GENERAL OFTIGE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
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C1GAR8

MAKERS

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE

HAVANA

31

A STREET. (4 doors from
NEW YORK CITY

Filth

Avenue)

In the

heart of the Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylvsnia Station; five minutes from Grand Central Station.

The most
private

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day
central

without meals.
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do

dealer's
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Six Cent

the loaf dealers of the country wish to hasten the
of leaf tobacco i)rices by the Government,
mid to incidentally give an impetus to the control of
the entire tobacco industrv bv the (Jovernnient (as
Himilar conditions have already brouji:ht about in England and European countries) the quickest way to do
this will be to hold a few leaf tobacco *' inscriptions.'*

Aided and abetted by eighteen point boldface
"Trges'' on the front ])age of a paper circulating in

Citjar

if

"a Wellington."

Philadelphia
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ji Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 R«yo St., Habana, Cuba
235 FIFTi AVE.. HEW YOU
AUiiOST WTTHAUER. GMtrtl RepnMBtitlw.

$Ut unJ gtmi*h on youn.

tlylt,
II

WM. DEMUTH A
New York

CO.

J

L

ESTABLISHED

Look over your

A complete

stock.

line

of

Wellington and other

W. D. C. Pipes
more money

will

make

for you.

WM. DEMUTH &
NEW YORK

CO.

Y. Pendas

1H67

Si

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

CIGARS
Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office ifuJ Salciroonv

NEW YORK
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Foreign S3. 50

80l-«)3

CITY

THIRD AVE.

Feed

hands they can hasten the end by continuing these

in-

scriptions.
Is Maiden

Lane or AVater Street necessarv to the
American Cigar Company, the (Jeneral Cigar Company,
J5ros., incorporated, 11. Fendrich or
Otto Eit>onlohr
Deisel-Wemmer, in ordinary times? No! The small
cigar manufacturers credited the leaf <lealers of the
countrv. Thev have become a necessarv ])art of their
scheme of things. They are necessary to do the purchasing, and they are necessary to assist in the financiVc

•

•

•

I

tobacco trade, the Sumatra SaJcfi Cor]Doration is
about to hold another Sumatra inscription, according
ing.
to report.
The object of this philanthrophy is said to
Every concentration of the cigar manufacturing
be the small cigar manufacturers
industry hastens the retirement
who are greatly in need of this
from business of some old and
Eveiy
established loaf dealers.
type of wrapper. (The large manincrease in the cost of tobaccos
ufacturers are supposed to have
hastens the destruction of some
tlieir wants supplied through the
monopoly which fixes
small cigar manufacturing busiSumatra Purchashfi Corporation
ness.
which has, according to report,
the price of a commodity
Most of you have lived to
provided for their needs.)
to a buyer is gentle kindof the
see the concentration
The bigmanuf acturers bought
last year through the Sumatra
smokinsr tobacco and cigarette
ness
to
branches of the trade into a comTohnrco Import Corporation, beparativolv few hands. Oidv the
cause they could not get their ovn\
method by which the price
stocks from Holland. Before the
ciL^ar industry, because of its
vast n ess has been able to fierht off
war they had small need for such
is governed by the necesfho e^radual absorption of their
a corporation individually or colsity of the consumer.
Already
individual businesses.
loctively, and the same condition
two concerns are manufacturiner
will hold after the war.
from twelve to fifteen per cent, of
Not onlv the Sumatra imthe entire cigar production of
porters hut all the leaf dealers of
the countrv; and the increase of
Water Street and Maiden Lane
the bulk of the pHMliietion into a comparatively few
and Front Street and Pearl Street owe their existence
factories is growing each year.
to tbe multitude of small manufacturers wbo cannot
Sanniel Raynk, of Bayuk P»rothers, claims that the
nfTord to buy direct. Ev^erv unnecessarv increase in tin;
supply of 1!M7 Sumatra t<»bacco suitable for the .\nierprice of leaf stocks to these small manufacturers forci's
ican market exceeds the annual consumption by HOiM)
»n?ne of them out of business. It is neither fair, nor
bales.
Then why is an inscription necossar>'? More
jnst, to them to force them into competitive biihling to
tobacco is coming. (iiv(» the small manufacturers a
secure needed goods, when these goods can be <lealt out
by allotment just as was done recently in Canada when
ehance to buy, according to their needs, enough to tide
the demand exceeded the sut)ply.
And according to
them over until the next Sunudra ship arrives.
The arguments as to why an inscription ourfht to
exports familiar with Sumatra marks, and who have
bo hold may bo likened to a condition existing in a
olieoked up the prices, the Canadian manufacturers
A thousociirod their tobacco at very reasonable figures.
Belsrian city of 10,000 starving inhabitants.
sand loaves of broad are brought into the city. There
Tf the Sumatra importers want to see their old
According to the theory
en^omers carried out of their offices with a lilv in their
is more to come the next day.
tlio

BOBROW BROS.,

1918
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of our contcniporary of ^rvid "Urges,'* these thousand
loaves, instoa<l of hciii^ (Mjuitably distrilnited among
the ])opulMtion to ena])le them to sun'ive until more
arrives, would ])e sold at auction, loaf by loaf, and
the poor people who eould not afford to pay fifty cents
for a ten-eent loaf of bread could go eat grass.
TTere aro possibly 14,0()0 cigar manufacturers in
the T^nifed States. "Nfanv of them are badlv in noed
of Sumatra. Four thousand bales have arrived in the
country.
Can these small manufacturers buy this
to])acco according to their needs at reasonable figures,
or must they go into the pit and })id against each
other for their existence, the man with the longest
])ocketbo()k getting the tobacco?
An inscription ri^dit now is not our idea of philanthrophy, or of friendship, toward +he small c^gar manufacturer.
The small mamifacturers who are old customers of the firms composing the Sumatra Sa1r.<i Corporation, or any of its aliases, ought to be allowed to
buy according to their immediate needs.
When the Syndicate put the tobacco up at inscription last year, who ofot it? The old customers,
the small manufacturers?
Xot much! First of all
the big manufacturers, who could not get their holdings across from TTolland, srot theirs and the Syu<licate
got their monev.
T5ut when the war is over every
manufacturer that can afford to go to TTolland or
Sumatra, or wherever the tobacco is sold, will iro there.
And if the Sumatra importers have not refilled by that
time they mav be jrlad to find some of the small manufacturers still in business.
The manufacturers who bid against each other
last vear. even with the camtal thev had at their disTiosal to buy with, paid dearlv for what thev got.
.\nd
here is one contributins: cause to the hieher prices of
The leaf men got their monev, but the manucierars.
facturer, and the iobber. and the dealer, have pretty
nearlv ha<l to sweat blood to <ret it back.
T/ast vear the cicar manufacturers were unanimous
1T1 their condemnation of the inscription method.
Thev
fJid not wri*'^ n sousT about it but when thev discussed
it thev could be heard several city blocks on a quiet
evening.
On pno'o 5 of the Sonf ember 15. 1917. issue of Tftk
ToBArro WoT?T.r) we outlined a plan to bo substituted
There was a lull for several
for the in<!oririfion«5.
months and then the Sumatra Purrhnsivn Oornoratiou popped UP with a constitution and bv-law^s taken
almost entirelv from the editorifil in The Tobacco

Read This

Berlin firm has recx^ntlv advertised a substitute
for tobacx'o wdiich it describes as being made of the
The advertisement
**most noble smokable leaves."
further states that it can be mixed with real tobacco or
smoked alone in a pipe.
Italy has decreed that in order to meet the extraordinary needs of the treasury during the war, and for
six months after the conclusion of peace, the prices of
all varieties of tobaccos, cigars and cigarettes will bj

from twenty-five

to thirty

to the small

percent.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

manufacturer.

Eveiy increase in the cost of leaf must eventually
come from the consumer. TTow easily this increase is
secured from the consumer would be ver^^ apparent to
any member of the Sales Corporation if he would got
b(»hind the counter of some retailer and try to ^^oi
seven cents for a cigar that formerly sold at five, or
he 'mitrht tr>- selling the dealer a brand at $50 that
used to c^st $43, or getting the jobber to pay $38 for
a brand that he has be'en in the habit of paying $^5
for.

We

asked one of the largest cigar manufacturers
in the country the other day if he was gointr to buy
his tobacco throuffh tlie Sumatra Pvrrhnshfo Corporation, and he leplied by saying, ''A member of the Corporation took us across once and that trip will last us
the rest of our natural lives."
As was proven by the inscriptions last vear they
furnished Sumatra that was badlv needed, on the one
hand, and on the other thev stacked a hundred unor^raniyed cicar manufacturers up aorainst each other
and let them bid asrainst each other until when the
"veitement died down unheard-of prices had been paid.
The manufacturer with a short purse had lust about
ns much chance of <retting the tobacco as the Kaiser
has of irettinsr to TTeaven. Every manufacturer who
]>articipated realized this.

Apparentlv there is a plenteous supplv of Sumatra this rear for the American market. Unfortunately
it is not here vet.
Like earlv strawberries, the cijrar
manufacturer must expect to pav a little more to cet
some of the first tobacco, principally because there are
not the stocks on hand and in smaller factories thev are
about used up. But why not let these first four thousand bales be allotted to manufacturers who are in dire
need of it. and let it be sold them in quantities according to their needs!
The monopoly which fixes the price of a commodity
to a buver is gentle kindness compared to the method
by which the price is governed by the necessity of the
consumer.
•

to the Complaining

A

incrcujsed

—

World. We expected no credit and we received just
what we expected.
\V(3 believe that the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation is founded on a just principle and that it will
work out to the best interests of the entire trade, but
we do not consider the proposed inscriptions of the
Sumatra Salrs Corporation either necessary or fair

Consumer

As

the tobacco situation grow%s more serious in
other countries we begin to see how well off we are in
this respect ill the United States.
have plenty to
smoke at prices that are but a slight increase over former ones, and comparing not at all with the very heavy
increases that have been made on tobacco products
abroad, and von^ inferior products at that. In some
cases the tobacco is mixed with other ingredients.
(lermany has officially decreed that <any mixture
may be labeled tobacco provided it contains five per
cent, tobacco.

We

Squeezing The Litde FeUow Out

J

,
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Local Tobacco Trade Liberty Loan

How

M tobacco trade of Philadelphia again has its own
TlLiberty
Loan Committee, headed by Charles J.

that every member of the tobacco trade will tlo
not only his hit, but his best, by subscribing liber

group chairman. The subcommittees for the
\ arious branches include Ben R. Lichty, chairman cigar
manufacturers; Nelson F. Eberlach, chairman cigar
jolibers; Herman G. Vetterlein, chairman leaf tobacco
On the cigar manufacturers' committee aro
dealers.
.Incob Loeb Langsdorf, Harvey L. Hirst, Joseph F. GalInirlier and Joseph R. Vetterlein. Members of the cigar
johlH'rs' committee include Harv^ey D. Narrigan and
(Icorgo Frings. Associated with Mr. Vetterlein on the
Ic.if tobacco dealers' committee is E. A. Calves.
Chairman Eisenlohr has sent the following com
iiinnieation to all the local members of the cigar and

ally.

I

to

Add New
By G. D.

Prospects

Copyright 1918, by G. D. Grain,

WIllIJ']

own books contain names of
and past customers, who are the best pos-

the iiierehant's

])re.sent

sible jirospects tor future sales, tliey are, of course, not
the ojily basis for a list to be used in mail advertising-.

AnOther excellent method of improving the character and increasing the value of such a list is to get
the names of all customers who visit the store.

Many

chance or casual customers are allowed to
depart without revealing their identity, when in most
cases they would not hesitate, if tactfully approached,
to ^ive their

name and

address.

This evidence of interest on the part of the merchant would be taken kindly in the majority of cases,

and those who realized that the store was intereste<l
in their trade would in'obably be all the more inclined
to repeat their experience, and return again.
In a busv store it mav be contended that there is
not the time nor opportunity to get all of these names
and addresses; but it would take but a few seconds
more to have the clerk, as he delivered the i^oods, request the information, explaining at the same time that
the house occiisionally sent out special announcements
to its customers and would like the purchaser to receive them.
The addition of names like these to the mailing list
would mean a big increase in its productiveness, becjiuse it would include a Jot of active buyers who perIt
Jiaps were not being reached in any other way.
would tend to make regular customers out of chance
patrons, and convert an oc-casional purchase into a

buying habit.
Another good source of names for a mailing list is
the record of automobile licenses issued for the community. This need not be regarded as available only
for those who want to sell automobile sui)plies; but
since those who have cars are usually above the average in buying cii[)acity, they are better-than-usual
prospects for other things as well.
Many large concerns are now making lists of automobih* owners the basis of their mail tulvertising, believing that in this way they get the best [)rospects for
Of course, there
their gcHxls to be found anywhere.
are a lot of desirable prospects who do not drive cars,
and the dealer need not miss these, but he can at any
rate add the names of c-ar owners in his connnunity to
his list of those who are to receive his announcements.
Salespeople should be encouraged to turn in the
names of their friends. Many a person would gladly
go out of his way to give his patronage to the store
with which his friend was connected, but he is not often
reminde<l of it, and it does not occur to him to do so.
The names of the force axn be referred to often enough
to make the locjd public accpiainted with their connection with tlu» store, and then by keeping the circle of
friends of each salesman and saleswoman advised regarding its activities, business can be attracted without
a great deal of trouble.

Kiseiilohr,

Grain, Jr.
Jr.

When new

salespeople are added to the staff, they
should be asked to turn in the names of those they regard as their best trade, so that they can be added to
the list regularly used by the store in its mail advertising.

In this connection, it is a good idea to record the
name of the individual who makes each sale, so that
Avhen the books are gone over, and it is noted that a
customer has not bought for some time, the name of
the salesperson can be used in soliciting a renewal of

campaign.
**Verv truly vours,
(Signed) ** Charles J. Eisenlohr.
it
Chairman Group No. 4, Industri/il a)ifl
Commorcial Srction, Third TAl-

**The Liberty Loan campaign which starts on
the 6th of April, will give everyone an opportunitv
to show his true patriotism, and T feel confident

Mr. Jones has not been in the
store for six months, and he gets a personal note from
Jinnny Smith, the salesman who waited on him the last
time, telling him that he, Jinnny, has taken note of
Mr. Jones's absence, and is sorry not to have had tlio
pleasure of waiting upon him, the ex-customer will begin to wonder if he hasn't made a mistake in not patinstance,

take pleasure in advising you that the
various branches of the tobacco trade will be axuvassed by members of my committee, who are not
only subscribing themselves, but also sacrificing
their time and, to some extent, their business, to
make the third Liberty- Loan campaign a glorious
success, and T eaniestly trust you will find it possible to make a generous response to the appeal
of the committee w^ho will call upon you during thi^
**I

tobacco trade:

the connection.

For

Men

erty Loan.**

if

Death

ronizing the store.
Jf the note continues by pointing out some special
sales that are going on, and urging a consideration of
the attractive stock that is now being offered, the excuse for a visit to the house is provided, and the chances
are that Jimmy will soon get another call from Mr.

Calls

Edward R.

SINGLETON,

characterized by those
who knew him as one of the really great cigar salesmen of his generation, is dead, after a long illness, at
his home in San Antonio, Texas.
He is probably best remembered in the local trade
til rough his connection, some eighteen years ago, with
Allen R. Cressman's Sons. To his very effective sales
and promotion work is given the credit of the establishment of the *' Counsellor** brand in several territories.
The results from Mr. Singleton's efforts are said to
have marked the beginning of the rapid sales growth
of the ** Counsellor*' cigar, which today may easily
rank with Philadelphia's leading brands.
Mr. Singleton began his career with Powell Smith,

EI)A\'ARD

R.

'

Jones.

Of course, the salespeople nmst be taken into the
confidence of the merchant who is using this plan, so
that they will understand how their names are being
This wdll usually appeal to them, as every salesman likes to feel that he has a large amount of **caU"
or personal trade, and letters of this kind certainly
do a great deal to build up a following for individual
used.

members of the force.
The spare time of a stenographer can be

filled in

Singleton

of New York, later absorbed by the Trust. His next connection was with Dominguez Brothers, an old Philadelphia firm. From them he went to Allen R. Cressman 's
Sons, and after a period of several years left to join
the selling force of Harburger & Homan, then makers
of the ** George W. Childs" cigar. Later he bec^jme
affiliated with E. A. Kline & Company, and afterwards
he was a salesman for a Porto Rican house. His last
connection was with San Martin & Leon, by whom he
was employed until his illness, which resulted in his
death.
Mr. Singleton's career in the cigar-selling game
covered a period of about thirty-five years. At the
time of his death he was about fiftv-five vears old.

good advantage, as a matter of routine, by
getting out such letters, for which a special form cini
to very

be used, varied, of course, according to the season an<i
the particular things that the store happens to be
pushing at a given time.

Don't regard your mailing list as a completed
thing. Realize that as the worhl empties and fills, your
Strive to cut
list is going to get old and out of <late.
off the dead wood and to add new" material as you go
along.

When

letters sent out according to the

back, because of

When

wrong address, have

the

list,

list

come
cor-

mailed, guarantee return postage, so that all pieces not delivered wnll be
returned to the store, and the list can be properly
corrected.
rected.

By

printed matter

is

of that kind, by looking
out all the time for opportunities to increase the character and quality of the list, it can be made to do much
more than earn its salt, and to help in bringing in the
right kind of trade from the right kind of people.

watching

little details

Briar Pipes
rHERE

To Advance Again

are two main factors in the cost of a pipe,
the raw materials and the labor, and while both of
these have advanced rapidly, the principal manufacturers and dealers have kept prices down as low as an
extremely moderate profit would allow. The time has
arrived, however, when the burden must be divided,
and the best way to do it is to begin at once, if the
trade is to do business on a safe margin. Readjustniont of price is absolutely necessary.
This, at least, is the advice of William Demuth &
f ompany, who suggest that as a protection for mutual
interests that it would be advisable for jobbers and

mark

stocks immediately to conform to replacement values.
All French briar pipes now sold to the consumer
at fifty cents should bring sixty cents, except the sizes
for young men.
large assortment of domestic wood
pipes can still be retailed at twenty-five cents and
thirty-five cents. The advance in pipes made of foreign
woods, however, is already scheduled, and it is not likely
to stop for a very long period where it is ; in fact, the
new price schedule went into effect March 25th. Jobbers and dealers who have not purchased since that
time will do well to reprice their stocks to equal the

dealers to

A

present advance.
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Own^' on the
le

01

J{

Gpvernmeut has found out that there was

just
a victory assured for the

thing needed to make
When they found out what it was, they asked
Allies.
it, and got it.
The precious thing they got was
l(.i
•Hull Durham*' smoking tobacco. And from now on
••tlie makings of a nation" will pour across the ocean
ill a steady stream to give comfort and solace to the
buys at the front.
( onsider what this means when a company turns
the entire output of a great and famous factory over
to the (jovernment, and thereby takes off of the market
a brand which represents millions of dollars in advertising value and brand prestige.
We consumers at
hnnie can no longer get our little sack of **Bull/' but
is consolation in the fact that by making this
t lie re
saeritice the boys in the trenches will be sure to get
theirs, and the jackies in our navy will no longer be
ileprixed of their favorite tobacco.
Yes, old '^Bull Durham'* is going over, dragging
K)0,UOO sacks a month with him, the entire output
ol the factory which produces this brand.
It's a pretty fine bit of generosity to take an old
aiiil established brand, with a sale of more than a milh(Mi sacks a day, and, in the twinkling of an eye, wipe
it olV the
market, sacks, advertising and all, and to
take space in the newspapers and tell the consuming
pul)lic that hereafter until the war shall cease all the
"I^nll Durham" that is made is for the express use of
Olio

:'.(»,(

<»iir

soldiers

and

sailors.

There are not many brands of tobacco or cigars
or anything else that could take the risk that **Bull
Ihnhani" has bravely shouldered. Not many brands
con hi stay off the market for six months or a year, or
maylK' five or six years, with any hope of ever going
on tlie market again without an enormous advertising
campaign.
On the other hand, a million and a half of our
ti^iiting men are going to be in constant touch with the
brand, and when they come back from France, victori(»us, **Bull Durham" will come with them, proud of
the fact that in the great war he did his '*bit."
And
meanwhile the faithful at home whenever they miss
tlieir favorite smoking tobacco will remember that it is
<h»in.ir its part in this great struggle, and that it will
come })ack to civilian smokers greatly glorified.
This is the way Percival S. Hill, president of the
Amejjcan Tobbaco Company, tells the story of what
has liappened to *'Bull Durham":

WILL HELP SOME
"Did your husband
**

leave you

Government has requested that we put at
OUR
the disposal of the War Department our

entire

output of the

About twice a week."
property?"

"makings"— ''Bull" Durham

to-

bacco.

And we

have complied— fully, gladly. For
whatever the Government wants, whatever it
needs, it nmst have from us and from you fully
and with a generous heart.

We

have been sending immense quantities of
**Bull" to our men at the front, and at the same
time trying to supply consumers at home. But
now we are asked to give all our output:—
36,000,000 sacks, 2,000,000

**Bull"

lbs.,

100 carloads of

Durham every month.

This call means more than just huge figures
to me, and I know it will mean more than figures
to the hundreds of thousands of men everywhere
in the country who **roll their own," and who look
upon that little muslin sack of good old ''Bull"
as a personal, everyday necessity.
It

means

that the

Government has

our fighting men need the

**

foun«l that

makings.**

But, if *'Bull" is a necessity to you, here, in
the peaceful pursuit of your daily life, how much
greater its necessity to those splendid Americiins
who have gone to fight for you to ivin this war for
you,

know

that you will think of them as I do
only of them. I know there will not be a single
complaint. I know that you will give up your
share of **Bull," however long you have enjoyed
it, however close it is to you, as you will give up
anything you have if it is made clear to you that
our forces over there need it.
I

That the Government has requested the whole
output of '*Bull," the night and day output of all
of our factories, must make this absolute need clear
to you.

And

know

that you will not forget the little
muslin sack gone for the present on its mission
of hope and inspiration to our boys in the trenches.
I

—

**Bull" will come back, with ribbons of honor.

Have no

fear.

Percival S.

TTill,

Presidrnt.

At a

much!"

**No, no! 1 mean did he leave you any
**N()thing but a pair of suspenders.'*
*'0h, well, they'll help support you."

Boys "Over

recent meeting of the International Planters'
Corporation at 66 Liberty Street, New York City, V,
Thryskens of A twerp, Belgitnn, was elected vice presi*
<lent and Amos J. Mace was elected president.
Mr,
Theyskens was formerly buyer for the largest Dutch
syndicate.
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Be

A

Real Salesman, Not
By Frank
(All

E ^ood salesman is not the result of a day 's study.
TlSalesmanship
is not to be picked up at odd times.
I

ANNOUNCEMENT
OUR GOVERNMENT

has requested that we put at the disposal of the
tobacco.
our entire output of the "makings"— ''BULL"

War

Department

DURHAM

—

complied fully, gladly. For whatever the Government wants, whatever it
needs, it must have from us and from you fully and with a generous heart.
We have been sending immense quantities of "Bull" to our men at the front, and at the
same time tr3ring to supply consumers at home. But now we are asked to give ALL our output
—36,000,000 sacks, 2,000,000 lbs., 100 carloads of "BULL" DURHAM every month.
This call means more than just huge figures to me and I know it will mean more than
figures to the hundreds of thousands of men everywhere in the country who "roll their own"
and who look upon that little muslin sack of good old "Bull" as a personal, everyday necessity.
It means that the Government nas found that OUR FIGHTING MEN NEED THE

And we have

if

"Bull"

a necessity to you, here, in the peaceful pursuit of your daily
necessity to those splendid Americans who have gone to fight for you
is

much greater its
this war for YOU.
only
I know that you will think of them as I do
complaint. I know that you will give up your share

—

it,

however close

it is

to you, as

that our forces over there need

you

will

life,

—

of them.

I

know

^to

how

WIN

there will not be a single

however long you have enjoyed
give up anything you have if it is made clear to you
of "Bull,"

it.

That the Government has requested the whole output of "Bull," the night and day output
of all our factories, must make this absolute need clear to you.
And I know that you will not forget the little muslin sack gone for the present on its mission of hope and inspiration to our boys in the trenches.
"Bull" will come back, with ribbons of honor. Have no fear.

—

counts for almost
more in salesmanship than in any other line of work.
The man who cannot stick cannot sell cigars or anything else. He may be able to hand out a nickel cigar
wlien it is asked for, but his usefulness ends with the
ahsolute demand of the customer.
You must stick in order to learn salesmanship
and you must stick after you have learned it. If you
nro easily discouraged and cannot get over that unfortnnate quality, I would be inclined to advise you to
p out of the business of selling.
Still, w^hen you come to look over the fields of
vocations, you will he quite apt to find that the places
where no sticking quality is needed are all filled by
to the

/^
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
ITEW YORK

TheMakin^s

%.*
-J-

a^Umti

learning.

* *

Sticktoitiveness

'

t

—

failures.

a man who would be a good salesman to
read.
T advise him to read his trade .iournals, and
literature about the goods he sells, and T advise him
further to read some good literature every day to help
develop his vocabulary and his mind.
You probably think that you can't learn much
ahont selling goods out of literature of the real, literary
sort, but let me tell you something.
Every statement
yoii make to a prospective buyer, gains or loses somethincr in the way you make it. in the words vou use
and in the way you arrange those words. This may
sonnd rather technical, but it's true.

The men who have made the good

literature of the
ponntrv, the strong writers, know how to express statements in the wav that gives them their full value with

reader or listener.
By reading just a page or two of that kind of
literature everv day you are certain, insensibly perhaps, fo absorb some good language and learn some
new words that can be made to bring in a money return
when the right time comes.
The talker, the salesman who uses poor grammar,
hihors under a handicap just as surely as he who uses
hoo?;e and tries to mix it with his business.
T believe that any man can be or do almost anv^••inc: he sets out to be or do.
T believe that even for
the average man success is possible beyond anything
that he himself realizes.
The trouble with too many fellows is that they
pot out with the idea that thev ciin accomplish only so
mneh. Thev place a limit on their ability and naturally
^h<'v cannot rise above that limit.
Kvery salesman should assume that he is competent to handle any class of trade.
He should acquire
the

^P

stick

*

T advise

"MAKINGS."
But,

not a smattering of this and that. It is a well(It lined mental quality and it comes only with a course
of training in the school of experience.
is

The man who would be a good salesman must

President.

Order Taker

Farrington

RifhU Ret«rv6d)

Chapter II.

It

An

a self -con fidenc>e that will enable him to hold up his
head in any company, lie should have faith in his
ability to make people think about his goods as he himself thinks.

If

you

limit yourself in

your selling ambitions you
will never be a salesman.
You will stop with being
a clerk, an order taker, a mere puppet.
But if you say to yourself, **Why can't I get that
rich Mr. Hoggenheimer to buy all of his cigars here
instead of dropping in for one only when he runs out
of the kind he buvs downtown?" and if vou set about
accomplishing that very thing, you will one day find
that you have added Mr. H. to your regular list of
customers.

The man who does

not aim high will never shoot
high, and the dealer w^ho shoots at the nickel trade will
get no more than what he shoots at even if he succeeds
in getting that.
Make up your mind to get the best
trade, to hold the business of the highest class occasional customers, and then studv how to do it.

If you

know

of a high-class salesman in any line of
goods and have the opportunity to watch his work,
watch it at every chance. See how he sells goods. Go
and buy from him if necessary to discover how he
works you up from a pretended expectation to make a
**quarter" purchase to the actual buying of a dollar's
worth. Get the high-class bee in your bonnet and keep
it there.
If your first efforts along that line meet
with failure, remember that few things worth doing
are done easily or rightly at the first attempt. Success in doing those things worth while is secured only
by practice. Perfection in any kind of work comes only
with abundant training and experience.

One day T was standing in a cigar store when a
man came in and asked to see some Porto Ric/) cigars.
The clerk behind the counter reached into the show
case and set out three boxes, one marked **8ix for n
quarter," one *'four for a quarter" and one ** three
for a quarter."
Then he leaned back against the shelf behind him
and waited. The customer was evidently none too well
informed about the goods and the mere price marks
of course told him verv little. At last he said, .^^111
take a quarter's worth of these" and he chose the
cheapest goods. Tie was a well dressed man and if I
were to make a bet it would be that he had come in
expecting to pay more money for his smokes. The
clerk (I cannot call him a salesman) made no effort to
sell the better goods though he could doubtless have
done so with a few reasons or explanations as to how
and whv the higher priced goods were worth more than
sale of the better cigars would
have produced a better profit for the store and probably a better satisfied smoker, but the clerk would not

the difference.

The

(Continued on Page 20)
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WiU Americans Have To Smoke
TllK

Anioriciui tobacco consumer seems loathe to
rocoKiiize tlie fact that he has an ''edge'' on the
rest of creation at present but that this is likely to be
greatly reduced at any time. Living in the midst of
the source of his supply the consumer cannot realize to

what

straits European smokers have been reduced.
in the Uocky Mountains the writer once scraped

Up

enough "smalls" (fine particles of tobacco left in the
pouch or bag) out of his sack to make three cigarettes,
and then nobody had a match. Few of us are likely
to get

up against

that proposition very soon, but the
English consumer has a variety of problems to face
as is evidenced by the following editorial in a London
tobacco trade paper:
**A well known tobacco manufacturer drew our
attention the other day to the enormous amount of
waste occurring continually in connection with smalls.
Tie was not referring to shorts, much of which, with

The Legal

Effect of the War Situation on
Contracts for Merchandise

"Smalls'?

our stalks, as we have many times hinted in these colunms, goes to Holland and therefore probably finds
its way into Germany
nearly a million, pounds in
January— but to smalls in the pouch; although, as he
remarked by the way, we ought, in view of the present
shortage of leaf, to make more use of our shorts. With
tobacco lying by the cargo in the United States awaiting an elusive tonnage, or imparting a Nicotian flavor
to fish life, with smoking tobacco handed out 'for
military purposes' to the tune of 8,500,000 pounds in a
year, not to speak of a matter of 11,000,000 pounds of
cigarettes likewise 'issued,' it is wicked to think of
the endless waste of smalls. Every bmoker should use
every scrap of his tobacco 4ip down in the pouch for
a pinch of smalls every time he fills his pipe. lie
would not find it impair his enjoyment one iota, and
he would be helping."

By

Elton J. Buckley
CopTTiffht 1917 hf EkoB J. BttckUy

—

**New York.
Elton J. Buckley, Esq.

My

Dear Sir: I have not seen any authori-

tative statement regarding the legal effect which
the war situation will have on contracts for the

j)urchase

and

sale

of merchandise.

There are

thousands of those contracts, in all lines of trading, in various stages of completion throughout
the country, and business men are in great need
of information regarding their rights.
I have
heard it said that the war set aside all contracts,
but can scarcely believe this statement. Will you
kindly supply some information on the subject!

—

J. O.

Porter & Brothers."

have no doubt that the impression that war nulliTu's all contracts for the sale of merchandise has been
created by the sellers. In an experience of some years,
have never seen a time when so many sellers of merchandise have deliberately laid down on their contracts
;is has been the case in the last year or two.
Without
I

Camouflaged Tobacco for the Hun

I

tobacco providing the proportion of tobacco forms fivt;
per cent, of the total weight is, of course, not cheerful
news for (ierman smokers, some of whom, in their inno
cence, may have supposed that there was less "Ersatz**
in the constituents of their cigarettes, cigars and pipe
tobacco. It is known, however, that for a long time the
scarcity of tobacco has been greatly felt in Germany.
The importation of the leaf, which is controlled by th«^
State, has much diminished.
Native production, although never very important, has decreased, and, in
fact, its increase is forbidden on the ground that it
might hinder the cultivation of edible vegetables. The
tobacco factories have been severely rationed. They
only receive sixty per cent, of the quantities allowed in
1915-16, and as seventy- five per cent, of the production
is reserved for the army and navy, not much remains

for the supply of the civilian population. According
to the Magdehurfi Gazette^ the chief substitutes employed as a blend with tobacco were hops, and to this
were lately added leaves of the beech tree and of
chicory. German smokers have complained that tlu'
mixture when smoked gave them the impression of
being "gassed.*' More than one philosopher has ob
served that a nation which has plenty of good tobacco
to smoke is contented.
Great military commanders,

from Napoleon downwards, have always

insisted upon
It is said in this con-

the value of tobacco for troops.
nection that a well-known English analyst was given w
sample of tobacco found on a German prisoner. TT(»
took it home and subjected it to a searching analysis,
and found that it contained hops, twigs and leaves ni*
fennel, cow's lungwort, mint, vervain, wild oats, brinr
and reeds, pith from the elder tree, scraps of bark,

cheese scrapings and brown paper!

any reason except
lln'ir

liver
liver,

Otir London correspondence includes the interestftlg item that the Tobacco Control Board has appointed
T. S. Catto, of 165 Broadway, New York City, as its
-shipping representative. His duties will be to expedite
the shipment of tobaccos, and to forward those types
most needed in the English market. At present the
preference is being given to burloy types and dark
Virginia tobaccos.

Has Representative
It is

an open secret

in the

English trade that

a

goodly cargo of tobacco was recently lost in passage,
but there is some consolation in the fact that it went
into the sea instead of into German pipes. Sinking a
cargo of tobacco and then going home to smoke weeds

must convince the Hun pirates
Wihat

Sherman claimed for

it.

that

war

is,

after

all,

it

was too expensive

to fulfill

have deliberately refused to demerchandise they had bound themselves to deand it is astonishing how many times they got
contracts, they

away without the

by the buyer.
War has no effect whatever upon a contract for
the sale of merchandise made between two citizens of
the United States, unless that contract contains a provision that in case of war the agreement is off. If that
provision is not in it, the contract is good and can
Ik' enforced, no matter how hard
it is upon the seller
lo do it.
If the seller has not protected himself by a
slightest reprisals

provision in the contract, the war may totally destroy
his source of supply, it may take his labor from him,

may

a dozen ways make it about impossible for
liini to deliver the goods he has contracted
to deliver.
That makes no difference. He is still bound to deliver
<»r pay the buyer his damages.
There is one exception to this— where the war has
forced the Government to step in and take possession
of the seller's plant.
For instance, take a soup factory, or a clothing manufactory, or a machine plant.
The Government needs the plant for war purposes, and
it steps in and seizes it,
either by running it itself or
by compelling the owner to run it, but for the
GovemJHent only.
The owner has made contracts ahead to
it

English Tobacco G>ntrol

that

in

goods. He is now out of business. In this contingency the law will excuse him for not fulfilling his

8^11

agreement.

Some

cases, however, say that the conIS only suspended
until such time as the plant is
turned back to the owner again, while
others

tract

R. J. POBTER,

announcement that the German Government has
THE
decreed that any mixture on sale will be regarded as

MMMMMMWtMtMMMMM

dead.

There

is

no rule as

to

this— it

say it is
depends on the

facts of the particular case.

So where

the

Government seizes a stock of manufactured goods. Say a wholesale
grocer has 20,000
cases of canned tomatoes. Salesmen
have sold against
this stock to the extent of
5000, though no deliveries
have been made and the 5000 cases are
still in the jobber's hands.
The Government is in sore need of
tomatoes for the troops, ajid it commandeers
the entire
20,000. Naturally the general stock of
tomatoes would
be small in such a contingency, and it
may be that the
jobber would not buy tomatoes to fill
the orders for
5000 cases. In that case, although I have not seen
anv
cases on the subject, my judgment is that
the law

woulii
relieve the seller from the immediate
obligation to deliver the tomatoes he had sold,
although he might be
compelled to deliver them later.

The law is equally clear as to the effect of a war
status upon contracts for the sale of
goods between
citizens of this country and alien enemies,
as for instance, Germans in the present case. If any
American
dealer had contracted with a German firm,
resident in
Germany, to deliver goods here, that contract is suspended during hostilities. If the goods have been
received by the buyer, the German seller cannot
sue for
them in our courts, but if the shoe is on the other foot,
and it is he that is to be sued for something, the buyer
can sue him in this country if the seller has any
property here that can be reached.
If the German seller is doing business here
and
stays Here during the war, his contracts for the
purchase or sale of merchandise are good, but he cannot
sue on them here while war lasts. But if himself
sued,
he can defend.

an American seller has sold to an American
buyer goods that were to be brought here from England or Italy, or some other foreign country, and while
en route the boat containing them was sunk by Germany, the seller would not be excused. He would still
have to supply the goods or pay damages for failure to
do so.
If

Of

course, the parties to a contract can agree, if
they like, that it shall at once be abrogated or sus-

pended in the event of war, but to be binding this provision must be a part of the written agreement and
must be absolutely clear.

—
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makes

countless thousands mourn**
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every day.
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ciiizcn— the kind your Uncle Sam
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Buy Liberty Bonds because they mt
dependable investment.
Every (aclnry, every farm, every stale,
every city says to you. "We guarantee
Liberty Bonds at safe as the United Slates."
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even the little neutral nations of Europe.
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to keep the peace.
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Transportation Relief Needed
ii'T^llE winning of the war is the paramount issue,'*
X says President Eisenlohr, of the Tobacco Merchants' Association.
"War first business afterwards," says President Wise, of the United Cigar
Stores Company. Throughout the tobacco trade there
is a steadily increasing effort to aid in evx»ry possible
way the successful prosecution of the war.
Of secondary importance only to the winning of
the war is the absolute necessity for the maintenance

—

of business, the necessity for the buying and selling of
goods and the constant circulation of money.
Jjcaf dealers, in order to pay their taxes, must be
able to deliver their goods and to collect their money.
The cigar manufacturer nmst be able to deliver his
cigars or he will not only be unable to pay his taxes,
but will also be unable to maintain his factory or
factories.

the

The announcement by Percival Hill, president of
American Tobacco Company, that the (iovernment

has taken over the entire output of *'Bull Durham"
smoking tobacco emphasizes the importance of tobacco
to our men in uniform, and qualifies the industry as an
essential one.

The tobacco industry at the present time is suffering from the difficulties of transportation. It is taking months to move raw leaf from one point to another, and a similar delay is to be found in the movement of cigars, etc., to jobbers and dealers.
of vital importance to manufacturers of all
branded goods that a continuous supply be maintained.
If a customer is unable to get the brand he desires,
and he takes a substitute, and several weeks elapse
before his favorite brand is again for sale in his locality, his trade may be lost on that brand.
Multiply
this example by thousands and you will have conditions
as they are in the cigar industry. It is not difficult to
see the enormous loss in brand prestige, and in sales,
to the manufacturer if this condition continues.
II. H. Cochran, representative in this section for
Petre, Schmidt & Bergman, lithographers, has become
so impressed with the seriousness of such conditions
as he has found to exist among his customers that he
has acldressed letters to President Eisenlohr, of the
To})acco Merchants* Association, and to executives
having to do with transportation or those vitally
effected by the tie-up.
The letter to President Eisenlohr says in part
** Because of delays of the railroads in delivfring and shipping lumber, cigars, etc.
I believe our Association should do something
fceroic to relieve matters.
**
What will be the loss in income to
.
.
It is

.

.

.

.

A

serious loss of leaf tobacco stock

was sustained

by the Compania (Jeneral de Tobacos de Filipinas,
known as the Tabacnlera Company, in a fire which destroyed two bodegas containing some 20,000 bales of
tobacco for use in the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes.

The cause of

the fire is unknow^n.

loss is estimated at $200,000.

The

total

Government
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OTHERWISE THE TELEGRAM
WILL IE TRANSMITTED AS A
FAST DAY MESSAGE.

NCWCOMB CARLTON. MMieCNT

ATKINS, rmrr viCIMCSiOtMT

Have you found that the installation of National Cash
Register equipment has assisted you in carrying out the
Government* s reoommendation for the oonservation of
labor, in deliveries, clerk hire» auditing, etc.? Your
experience will he valuable to other merchants* Will
you please wire me fully at my expense regarding this
80 that we may pass it on to them?

TH£ NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.,
John H« Patterson, Pros*

What American

Business Thinks of N.
Service in War Time

As

The

an aid to compliance with the Government's request

the conservation of man.

for

power and motive power,

N. C. R. System has received a
from American business.
the

striking

endorsement

following excerpts from the hundreds of replies to the

IVm recommend National Cath Regiaiert to
any who wish to conserve, **
"Caeh Registers save in auditing and cashier

a

service.

business with present force,

"National Cash Registers and Electric Credit
System cause customers to carry packages instead
of asking for delivery, "

"We

recommend

the cash register system to
every merchant who desires efficiency and economical service in his store,

men

Whatever your

bust'

N, C, R, SyS'
will help to put

C R.

above telegram are from department stores, drug, furniture,
hardware and general stores, grocers, butchers, tobacconists,
creameries, and many more lines of business.

«#i

Vork.
It requires no lengthy article to further emphasize
to the tobacco industry as a whole the seriousness of
present conditions as relate to transportation. Impetus to the movement for relief might be given if manufacturers and others interested would address the Tobacco Merchants* Association, 5 Beekman Street, New
York, and any of the above-mentioned executives.

of military age in the BritishAmerican Tobacco Company's factory in Bristol, England, in August of 1914, 1109 have joined the British
fighting forces, and between seventy and eighty per
cent, of the company 's office staff have similarly rallied
to their countr>'*8 defense. Women and girls, and men
over age or unfitted for military duty, now do the work
of those who have gone into the war.

K.

To Users of Hational Cash
Register Equipment in America

New

the 1125

OCORCC W.

AM

January 4, 1918

.

leave this matter with you for your just
disposition to the best interests of the Government, the industry directly effected and ourselves."
Letters in a similar vein were addressed to Honorable W. G. McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury;
Special Eastbound Lumber Conference CommitteG,
Koom 525, Monroe Building, Norfolk, Va., and A. H.
Smith, Regional Director, Grand Central Terminal,

UNION

SeAd the following trIeKram, subject lo the termt
on back hrreof, which are hereby agreed to
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**...! find cigar and cigar box manufac-

turers facing the question of having to shut down
because they cannot get satisfactory materials in
reasonable time nor, after receiving same, can they
make shipments. In these times we expect some
delay, but should it take three months to get lumber from Alabama or four or more months to get
it from California!
Again, to expedite the getting
lumber on the cars and going to destination, I know
of customers paying cash on receipt of bill of
Itiding that the goods were actually shipped, and
I know of others who have been compelled to pay
ten days after shipment; yet, three, four, or
more, months elapse before the shipment arrives.
As far as leaf tobacco is concerned, unless I am
wrongly advised, it takes one or more months from
Connecticut or Ohio. To hold employees, the manufacturers are accumulating cigars and tieing up
capital. How^ long can they stand that ? As they
do not stamp up the goods until the way is open
to ship, the Government w^on't get its revenue.
Now, that's one loss in one direction, but as far
as the manufacturer goes, he has his capital tied
up, hence how can he make a profit and be in a
fiosition to pay income tax or buy Liberty

M»«W99

viie

War

Bonds?

The Tobacio Woklu

WESTE
TEL

1

LHlw

NigHi

at the end of the year?"
To the Honorable B. Baruch, chairman.
In(lustries Board, Mr. Cochran has written in part as

follows

It in

Industry

industry is crippled t Furthermore, if the industry cannot ship, it cannot get
its money and, if it does not do that, then how^ can
we expect support to the Liberty Bond appeal, or
anything but a reduced amount from income taxes
the

YoH Saw

"The cash

register gives correct records
great labor saver, "

"Without

registers

"Your cash

we could
**

register has been

systematizing our reports

"Your product

is

a great help

it

on a war-time

effi-

Name

ciency basis.
Address.

give

me

full

in

and records,"

essential to the conduct of our

business.

"Cash

registers

speedup service to customers. ft

For further information fill out the coupon and mail it today.
Dept.13101 National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Hease

is

not handle the

ness, the
tern

and

particuUra regarding your up-to-date system for a Cigar

and Tobacco

Store.
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An

Real Salesman, Not

the effort. No doubt he is today wondering why
he doesn't get a raise in, wages when he asks for it.
A slot machine will sell cigars as well as such a
It will sell them better for it will work overclerk.

make

time without complaint and it will never make mistakes or disgust a customer by lack of interest or attention.

p'ew salesmen treat every cust^)mer as an opportunitv. They make it their business to sell the gools
man
tliat are asked for and then they stop there, and no
ever became a hundred ])oint salesman on that basis.
Of course it is not to be expected that every clerk
or dealer or traveling man can or will become a perfect
But its
l^erfection is rare in anything.
sah'sman.
rarety or the difficulty of attaining it need not prevent
any of us from trying to become as nearly perfect as

we

can.

.

perfection, but
are too apt to think that
this or that little thing is not of enough importance
to bother with, when as a matter of fact the great things
are all made up of little ones.
All the qualities that go to make a MAN, help to
make a successful salesman. Honesty, industry, so-

Michael Angelo said
perfection is no trifle.'*

'*

Trifles

make

We

Col. J. J. Rafferty

Heads

Manila, P. I.
J. HAFFKUTV, for lour years director of
the bureau of internal revenue for the Philippine
inlands, has l)een appointed to head the newly created
bureau of connnerce and industry of the Philippine
government at a salary of $5000 a year. Mr. Rafferty's
appoi!itment to the new position was made by (Jovernor
(Jeneral Harrison and received the unanimous approval
of the Philippine senate just before its adjounmient.
The legislature has appropriated $50,000 for the mamtenance of the bureau for the ensuing year.
Mr. l?aff<'rtv will be a valuable man in the new
bureau which will be devoted, as its name implies, to

JAMHS

interthe pnmiotion of the commercial and industrial
the
ests of the islands. During his term of service in
bureau of internal revenue, Mr. "Rafferty paid specml
attention to a campaign in the interest of Philippine
throughout
tobac<«o and Manila cigars and cigarettes
the T 'nited States. Tie made several tours of the TTnited
States presentinir the merits of Manila goods to the

and at the same time studyinsr the trade situation with a view to informing the Philippine manufacturers regarding the demands of the American
As a result of his work, local cicrar factories
trade.
have been induced to take proper precautions in pack-

retailers,

every one of the homely old virtues counts in
salesmanship.
The salesman cannot show qualities that the man
does not possess. The man will show through the front
of the salesman and attract or repel the people to whom
he is trying to make sales. You may think that in so
far as your relations with your customers are concerned it does not make any particular difference what
kind of a man you are undenieath the surface, it is
the man you intend to show. You are all wrong. You
do not give the general public credit for the discern-

ment
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Order Taker

(Continued from Page 13)

briety

It in

GROWERS

WRAPPERS

;

Under Shade

actually possesses.
Do a man's clothes always fool you regarding his
character? Does his manner allay all your suspicions
concerning his true thoughts! No, and no more can
it

you fool your public.
Tf you are not honest at heart, your customer will
find it out and nothing that you can say about your
goods will bear the stamp of sincerity, no matter
what the accent, intonation or language.
Tf vou would be a good salesman, make yourself a
mnn. None of the effort put forth in getting right as
a man will be wasted in the making of yourself into a

CONNECTICUT

top-notch salesman.

FLORIDA
New

Philippine

Bureau

ing their goods for shipment and in avoiding export ot
any inferior product.
Mr. Katterty has also been active in the goveniment campaign among the tobacco growers of northern
Luzon to assist them in establishing scientific metLo<ls
of tobacco culture, and in inducing them to employ
proper curing facilities. lie has been a most earnest
worker in the promotion of the tobacco industry of the
islands, which is fast forging ahead to a place of
prominence among the articles of Philippine commerce

and export.
Wenceslao Trinidad, a

and

Filipino,

GEORGIA

who has been

deputv collector of internal revenue for several years,
succeeds Mr. Rafferty as head of the bureau and is the
posifirst Filipino to occupy this important government
He has been trained in government service and
tion.
fullv acquainted with the details of the collector's
A. B. Powell, who has been chief clerk under
office.
Mr. Rafferty, and has been in close touch wjith the

AMERICAN SUNATRA TOBACCO

is

*^

tobacco

deputv

men

in the islands, succeeds

Mr. Trinidad as

collector.

Tn retiring from the internal revenue bureau, Mr.
Raffertv was presented with a gold watch bv the emhis
ploves of the bureau as a token of appreciation of
hiin.
kindness and consideration toward the men under

142 Water

Street,

New York

City
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Minors in Stores
"To Bring Them Home''
The war must be won
our armies
of every man,

OVER

.

.

.

not alone by
but by the personal sacrifice

woman and

.

.

—President Wilson.

France, where the death
scream,
The boys are fighting, as in a dream
A glorious dream of blood and hell
While 1 stay home and prosper well.

Over

sliells

in

France they are dying now,
Jjike red earth turned by a giant plow;
They are going across, with a smile, for
While 1 stay home in security.

Over

me

-

France the gas clouds roll,
And the shower of steel is taking its toll;
The flag drives on, but the boys lie still
While J live on and I eat my fill.
in

Dear God in heaven, in whom we trust,
Turn the food in my throat to dust
If I miss one chance which may come to me
To bring them home with the victory
Kenneth Groesbeck.

—

1918, Life

Publishing Company.

Reprinted by permission.)

We

have read no verse that so clearly expresses what civilian sentiment ought to be as
regards our sacrifices for the boys at the front,
as the above by Mr. Groesbeck, which appears
in the

April 11th issue of Life.

connected
with the tobacco industry in some measure, as
he is vice-president of the Harry Porter Company, Advertising Counsel for the Tobacco
Products Corporation.
Incidentally

Mr. Groesbeck

is

FAME
Too incumbent

of

an old church

in

Wales asked a

party of Americans to visit his parochial school. After
a recitation he invited them to (luestion the scholars,
and one of the party accepted the invitation.
**

Little

Iftl tell

bov," said he to a rosv-faced lad, "can

me who George Washington was!"

**Iss,

surr," was the smiling reply, ***E was a

'Merican gen *ral.

*

Quite right. And can you tell
Washington was remarkable for!*'

mo what George

'E was remarkable 'cos

Qm\ an* told the trewth.'*

are interested in
(
'ongress by Representative Keating, of Colorado, for
the regulation of the employment of minors in stores
and maimfiicturing esta])lishmeiits in the District of
(

'olumbia.

under fourteen
years of age shall })e employed or pennitted to work in
any occupation whatsoever, and the employment of
minors over fourteen, but under twenty-one, is subject
to prohibition by the authorities, should an investigation disclose that the oc<;upation in which such minors
are employed is dangerous or injurious to their health.
No female under twenty-one shall be allowed to
sell merchan<lise or engage in any other trade or occuj>ation in any ])ublic jdace. It is also provided that no
girl under twenty-one years of age may be employ e<l in
any civpacity where such work compels her to remain
standing constantly, but that seats shall be provided
which are easily accessible and the girls shall be perjjrovides that no child

mitted the use of such seats in so far as the nature of
the work allows. At least one seat shall be provided for
every three girls employed in work which requires
them to stand part of the time.
Boys })etween the ages of fourteen and sixteen may
be emi)ioyed oidy by pennission of the superintendent
of scliools, who shall issue a permit to the employer.
Such permits nuist be kept on file and returned within
two days after the minor so employed is no longer engaged. Duplicate records nmst also be kept, showing
the names and ages of all children under sixteen years
of age employed, one copy to be retained on file and
the other to be conspicuously posted near the principal
entrance of the place in wliich such children are employed.
Before such permits are issued, the following documents must be submitted to the superintendent of
schools for approval
A written statement to be presented by the person
for whom the child expects to work, that he intends
legally to employ such child.
The school record of the applicant, filled out and
signed by the principal of the last school attended, setting forth that the child can read and write and has
completed a course of study equivalent to six yearly
grades.
A certificate, signed by a medical inspector of
schools, stating that the child has reached normal de-

velopment and is physically able to be employed in the
occupation in which he intends to engage.
Documentary^ evidence showing that the child is
fourteen years of age or over.
The permits will contain a description of the child,
showing the color of the hair and eyes, height, weight,

The

rest

was

'e

was

silence.

'Meri-

Penalties ranging from $10 to $200 are provided
for violntion bv emnlovors of the various provisions of
th'« 1 ni. If onncted, it would become effective Septem-

ber

A FIESTA

1,

next.
C. L. L.

1882 the Tobacco
Ciovernor General.

Monopoly in the Philippine Islands was ended by a decree of the
The natives of the towns and villages joyously celebrated the event

by holding

the Northern provinces of

IN

pine tobacco

fiestas in

^]

Luzon where the

greater part of Philip-

grown. This monopoly had continued in operation for a
hundred years
and during that time ''Manila" cigars found
a ready market and won a splendid reputation
when permitted to reach the shelves of cigar and
tobacco dealers in countries where tariff
laws did not prevent their importation.
Manila cigars of standard quality maintained by
the Philippine Government have
repeated their successes in the United States during the
past

two

is

years.

Have Yon Obtained Any of The Benefits of That Trade?

Stock Manila Cigars!

There Is Money In

546 West I24th Street,
m

It!

and importers on application

MANILA AD AOENCY
I

'

THE PHILIPPINES

IN

List of manufacturers

etc.

*

**

**Ia8, surr.

to hire girls

The measure

in

((Copyright

WASHINGTON

.

child of the nation.

Washington, D. C.
tobacconists who have been forced
to take the place of men gone to war
a bill wliich has been introduced into

II

—

11

li

I

New York
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War Taxes On

A

Lancaster Tobacco Market

of considerable interest to the tobacco
one that should be at once taken up and

and
supported by The Tobacco* Merchants' Association and
other organizations of the industr>% is the movement of
the National Credit Men's Association to provide for
the payment of income and excess profits taxes in instalments, and which might be broadened in plan and scope
to include other wartime taxes.
Such a plan would certainly be of great help to the
manufacturer and jobber, and the latter particularly
because of the credit burden that he usually carries for
the retail trade.

Business men of New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Chicago and St. Louis have declared unanimously for
deferred payments. Some of the associations favor
the imposition of an interest charge on the deferred
payments.
When the war revenue bill was before Congress
** provision
the Merchants' Association urged that
should be made for payment of the taxes, after it is
due, in equal monthly instalments with six per cent,
Objection has been made, on the other hand,
interest.
to the interest charge unless there is default when the
payments are due.
Profits are not usually convertible into cash at
once, so that if payment is exacted for the entire tax
at one time, it means some sacrifice on the part of business. And it should be borne in mind that however
patriotic and willing business men may be to meet
every call on their resources, anything that cripples
them hinders the progress of the war.
There are four bills on the subject of income and
excess profits now before Congress, which we have already intimated should be broadened to include other
taxes. It is said that the Secretary of the Treasury is
opposed to them because the actual cash is needed by
the Treasury. On the other hand it may be that the
business man who is overpressed now for money may
have less for the next call. It may be a bromide to suggest the story of the goose that laid the golden egg, but
it obtrudes itself into consideration.
'

'
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QUESTION
trade,

It in

of the strongest arguments adduced by the
business men of New York is the unqualified success of
the method adopted by Comptroller Prendergast, of
half-yearly payment of city taxes, under which more
taxes were collected than ever before, and a large
majority of the taxpayers made half-yearly payments.
It is significant to the whole discussion that members of Congress are considering a proposal that the

RKI*()RTS

in

from scattered sections of the

local belt, indicate that the

tobacco planting area
w ill 1)0 increased more than thirty per cent, for the new
it must be miderstood, however, that this ex(1..)).
jiaiision is not being made at the expense of food
jiardciis, but is the result of ''area conservation." This
.i.Mitional area is expected to drive next season's financial total i)ast the twenty-niillion-dollar mark, a figure
iK'Vci- before attained by growers of this section.
Prices on old tobacco have stiffened slightly lately,
and the outlook is fair for a still further advance, in
that it is a long stretch to the 11)17
\ i('\v of the fact
crop.

Julius Marquesee, who predicted a big increase in
the price of leaf tobacco, made a fortune from the 1916
lackiiigs which he purchased in this country. He
(ally in the buying movement for 1917 packings,
is

rt'iiorted to

was
and

Standard Quality, con-

stantly tested to insure uniformity.

Why you

One

of the record-breaking checks received for
tobacco at a local warehouse was that which M. R. NissIry secured in exchange for six acres.
The check was
-iven by Baker & IMautz, aiul amounted to $4162.58,
an a\-erage of $()9:j.76 an acre. The tobacco was grown
on the John Cassel farm at Lancaster Junction.

should display

the box with the

<E^

c4

Brand

Selling

Nationally

UAAtf
44"

Famous

Oval.

One

of the largest sales recently
by K. M. Granat & Company, of
wliich Mr. Marquesee got a large portion.
There was
(MiMsiderable buying of the few hundretl acres of 1917
1ol»acc() yet in the farmer's hand during the
i)ast fortnight, and top prices were maintained.

Advertised

Cigar Co., Inc.

Philadelphia

_J
-t

J. (larnian

has sold his cigar factory building
private terms to il. II. i\Iayor, a manufacturer of
.C.

at

A

have contracted for upwards of 7,000

cases of that crop.
was of 1,000 cases

K pi

I

rata.

The Globe Cigar

factory, of Ephrata, has been
due to a lack of stock. Benjamin Schwartz, the
manager, will engage in the leaf to})acco business.
K. G. R.

closed,

One

Government may authorize deferred payments
cases where payment in June will cause hardship.

filtering in

For Twenty-five Years

AMERICAN TOBACCO IMPORTANT TO CHINA

DEALERS

Although the United States has begun to im[)ort a
much larger volume of Chinese tobacco from Hongkoni^
lor special mixing purposes, Hongkong's import of
Aiiierlcan tobacco is one of the most important items
in the American export list.
Imports of American leaf
tobacco into
.•ti»out

(lOOO

Hongkong

at the present time

amount

There's a

Biii

Demand

for

FLOR DE

to

and hogsheads animally, valued
}i;l,5(H),()00, and representing an increase oi'
tierces

K'uohly at
ahout ten per cent, over the imports of last year. This
tobacco is imported almost altogether for the use of
ci.yarette factory in Hongkong, although a small portion
of the trade is with Chinese dealers in Hongkong jin
in South China ports for mixing with
the native
product.

•^,

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
DUBLON
JOSEPH
BOBIBT E. LANE
1KB RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN
LEO RIBDBRS. 300 Weat
H.

Meeting

lat

V-Vv:;i*5l!!l32SJ

SSSt
^* v^'SH
^'^'IvIr-tSS;
-ifi

v WVi"
York
New v"

S^SIS
Secretary

il'riiV

118th St.,

City

Thuraday of each month at Maaonic Temple.
310 Lenox Are., New York.

KEEP THE HOME PIPE BURNING
Mrs. Wisen says she keeps her husband hom^>
evenings by occasionally breaking one of his meerschaum pipes so that he gets busy staying at home
nights trying to color a new one.
in
Mrs. Peaknose allowed her husband to smoke

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
GEORGE W. RICT
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A. L. ULLNICK

MAX

vieilSlaldlnt

t2I12S2»
Tr*MW»r

•

MILLER. US Broadway. New York
MeMlag 4th TM«4ay el each month

from ** somewhere."
The moral is, Keep the home pipe burning.
'

•••••;•;;•*;::;

at Hotel

MeA!»l«.

'

They're quite a

1

Sell for 3 for
straight.

Our

bit

%'>c,

Citfar

WAR-TIME ADVICE
Don't be afraid of your competitor. Learn from
him. If he is doing enough business to be dangerous,
he

is

worth studying.

Blood's Booster,

Supreme

better than others.

10c straight,

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

m

times
the kitchen when the maid was out, and other
back
the coal bin. She sees him evenings when he gets

The

'2

All popular shapes.

for 2^k\

you

sell

3 for

r>Oc

and 25c

FLOR DE M F.I, HAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

Sec your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Larg*H lndcp«nd*Bt Cigar FmIoit

Newark, N.
im tk«

World

J.

Say You

2G

It in

Say Ton Sair

The Tobacco World

GSTO CIGAR COMPANY

H.

JS.

Sate

FQg FORTY YEARS

'

Naw York Offtca; 203 W. Broadway

—

i

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette Street

BRANDS

Fifty-Six

iCado

•

Water Lily

T.

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

•

-

-

-

-

•

DUNN

J.

M«Ker«

New

The

401-405

INC.
New York

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

E. 9l8t Street.

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

Ask and You V(lU Racaiva

AVENUE....

....FIFTH
A

Union Mada Cigaratta of Quality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc
.

L

r y!

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips
111.212

of 10

Moutkpiaca, Cotk or Plain Tip

B. Krinsky, Nfra BrUki^^

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and amooth

In character

and Impart a most palatable flavor
and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
aiTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

HAYORS

FRIES

for

Sl

smoking

BRO., 02 Reade

Street.

New York

The Standards of America
E.t. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff ,
RaU Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax's Snuff, : E.t. 1851
Gail

&

AIX OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — H^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

H

•»**»

1

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,
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A. MAKIXSON, United States consular
aj<eut, in a recent report from Amapaia, Honduras,
slates that the Jloiiduran tobacco occupies an eminent
position in the estimation of Central American smokers.
So much so that the native product of neighboring
'* Tobacco
do
republics is often put on the market as
Honduras." The best quality and largest quantity ii
produced in the department of Copan, which borders

GKOKGR

^t

World

CO. ANNUAL ELECTION
At the Tampa-Cuba Cigar Company's annual meet
iiiir at the company's offices in West Tampa reports
submitted from various sections showing a prosw
ions business for the past year, and were encouraging as to the prosjiects for the year to come.
The annual election of officers was held with the

Honduran Leaf Production
Write for Op«n Tarritoir
Factory: Kay Weat. Fla.

Thf: Tobacco

TAMPA-CUBA

By Which CUar Hatmi*
Clean Arc Jadsad

STANDARD

If in

New York

on the Guatemalan and Salvadoran frontiers. It is
also produced in commercial quantities in several other
departments. Paraiso produces 7500 pounds; Santa
Barl)ara, 250,000 pounds; Gracias, 50,000 pounds; Octc
peque, 410,000 pounds, and Copan, 1,000,000 pounds.
This gives a total production of about 1,717,500 pounds.
It costs from eight to twelve cents United States
currency to raise a pound of tobacco in this country,
and the market price ranges from fifteen to twenty-five
cents, depending on the class and quality. It is supposed that most of the tobacco in cultivation in Honduras was originally derived from C'uban seed, and
the more progressive growers still continue to import
Cuban, Jamaican, Porto Kican and American seed.
AN'heii ready for market, Honduran tobacco closely resemljles that grown in North Carolina and Virginia.
It burns well and has a pleasant aroma, and it is hell
that its failure to achieve just recognition of its worth
methods
is due solely to the primitive and unscientific
enq)loyed in its harvesting and curing.
In recent years the National Government has taken
measures to foster the industry, and aside from maintaining several schools where young natives are taught
to scientifically cultivate and cure the crop, steps are
being taken to improve the quality of the plants and
to find new outlets for the constantly increasing production. The Government recently sent several youths
to the tobacco districts of Cuba, where they were able
to observe and study the methods employed there in
the various branches of the industry.
Tobacco is principally used in Central America for
cigars and cigarettes; pipe smoking and chewing have
not been introduced among the natives, although nearly
smoke
all of them, including minors and women,
Among the laboring classes the women of nearly even
household prepare the cigars and cigarettes for the
family needs. During the fiscal year 1914-15, $7480
worth of cigarette paper was imported, the greater
\nivi of this supply coming from Spain and small shipments from the United States and Germany.
A firm (whose name can be obtained from tliJ
P>ureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its disN'».
trict or co-operative offices by referring to file
94,989) recently obtained a concession from the Government for the establishment of a cigarette factory at
Tegucigalpa. This firm has placed orders in the United
States for a considerable amount of modern machinery'
and equipment. Although it is proposed to manufacture cigarettes for the local market, the firm has contracted to export considerable quantities to Panam.'j
and the Canal Zone, where it is expected that it wdl
cigarette
fulfill the present strong demand for a cheap

among

the negro laborers.

j

.

following results: J. T. Treasure, Salt Lake Citv, president; Ira B. Clark, Nashville, Tenn., first vice president; D. G. Wise, Atlanta, second vice president;
liarles II. Huhn, ]\Iinneapolis, chairman of the executive committee; E. Berger, Tam})a, secretary, treasurer
(

manager.
Manager Berger entertained the members
qnot at El Pasaje restaurant.
ireneral

jiikI

at a han-

NEW HIGH RECORD FOR AMERICAN SUMATRA
Shares of the Americ^an Sumatra Tobacco CnmpMiiy established a new high record recently, wlien they
sold as high as 98-*^4, or an advance of about 2 point^.
The closing quotation was 98. Tlie dealings were on an
exeeptionally heavy scale, more than 8000 shares cliang
The directors will meet for divideml actimi
intr Iiands.
next week. The sharp upward movement in the stockwas based on reports that the dividend rate will b«'
inereased to an eight per cent, yearly basis. The prese?d
rate is seven per cent. It is expected that the com])anv
will pay off during the next three months the last of its
jj^l. 200.000 notes.
It has no floating debt and it is felt
that with working c^npital on hand .Tulv ?A next it will
net again be obliged to create any floating debt.

'

He

—

(grimly) The night
She Yes, yes
He ^\\^hen, with the Bochcs only one hundred
yards awav

—
—
She — Go on.

He

— And gas bombs raining

a|nl liquid fire cours-

—
He —When we suddenly discovered
She — Go on.
He —That there wasn't a cigarette

detachment.

in

our whole

London Opinion.

Cigars to the number of ni,909/)85 w^ere exported
fnnn Cuba (through Havana) in 1917, as against 121,^5<i:N::09 during 191f).
Of the total, 44,446,020 cigars
came to the United States and .30,64(),522 went to Eng-

Of unmanufactured

tobacco, 291,f)18 bales wer'3
ported last year, the average price being $65,7.3; and
ov( r 12,000,000 packages of cigarettes were shippe<l
^»t.
The total value of Cuba's manufactured tobacco
t'xi)orts in 1917 was $10,207,015.
t'N

show that Victoria, Austraimported cigars and cigarettes from the United
Statistics for 1915-16

lia,

You want

to

You want

a partner

You want

to sell

You want

to

buy a factory

machinery or equipment

buy second-hand machinery

or equipment

You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

States to the value of $828,073.

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a
classified

upon us
She Yes, yes

Ijnid.

to sell a factory

THE MOST TERRIFYING EXPERIENCE

She-— And what was your most terrifying experience during your two years in the trenches?

ing

You want

ad in
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GERMAN CAPITAL

Gommitsion Merchant

&

Two tobacco

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
OMa: "DONALLBT'

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

B«p«alall4ad Tabsco* FIno* dc ViMlta Abajo

PartMo y VimIu Aniba

SAN MIGUEL

HABANA. CUBA

160

Rosenwald
14^5

(8L Bro.

NEW YOttll

WATER S TREET

linns in

tlie

IN PHILIPPINES
Pliilippines, largely in the

t

control of Gornian cajjital, have been affected by tlie
government's action in taking over concerns of enemy
subjects and placing them under the management of
receivers appointed by the Philippine representative of
super\nsing agent has
the alien propertv custodian.
been appointed for Kl Oriente Cigar factory which litis
secured a temporaiy or revocable license from "Washingtcm, and a supeiVising ajrent has also been naniod
for the firm of Otto & E. A. Weber, leaf tobacco buyers
Luzon.
oneratinir in the Cagayan valley of northern
The Weber brothers are recognized as among the host
experts in iudgimr loaf tobacco in the islands. Thoy
have applied to Washington for a temporary license to

OUR ADVERTISERS

A

continue their business. The supervising agents do uot
for
have the power vested in the receivers appomted
manairoother German firms to take over the complete
meut of the business, but thev are instructed to superconcenis.
vise the business affairs of their respective

M»^M«a

Cigar Manufacturers
American

Cigar

Co.

Arguelles,

Lopez

&

&

Hachia

Labels and Supplies
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A

Co., R.
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THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
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PA.
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ERNEST ELLINGER &

St..

^NS

B...«n.

M..»
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OF HAVANA TOBACCO

SWISS

MAY CEASE TOBACCO CULTURE

Although

it

is re))orte(l tliat

Mobrow

Switzerland prodncos

authorities have raisiMJ
a small quantitv of tobacco, the
at this time
the (luestion of sui)i)ressing its cultivation
for the more necessjiry
oil account of the itreat demand
of Broyo,
THoducts that could be raised. The planters
protested against this
the center of the industry, liave

mdemmty

measure, even if the Government gives them
he
of tobacco.
for the suppression of the planting
grown m
canton of Vaud produces most of the tobacco
canton for a
Switzerland, the average crop in this
sold at an
period of five years being 528,000 pounds,
pound. 1 he
average price of about seven cents per
^ribourg, th^
average crop in the cantons of Berne and
was lO-,nuu
onlv other cantons producing any tobacco,

Deisel-Wemmer Co

adding

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml,

H.

3»l. »•» "»<•

J" N. TWf4

St..

Phlladalphto

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York
IMPORT

EXPORT

LEAF TOBACCO

LOEB-NUflEZ TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA
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General Cigar Co., Inc
Lewis,

anrt

mathematics,
debative evidences of genius, hates
very tiresome perthe mathematical g^^nius usually is a
tobaccx) business withson. But vou can not run the
sympathize with Mr.
out a good' arithmetic, so we may
colored AmerKrastus Washington, a dark, chocolate
in Virginia that
ican patriot, who ownied a little farm
he was oo
would grow a fine quality of tobac^'o; but
Colonel Breckenridiro
lazv to work it so he rented it to
Ochiltree for one-third of the crops.
a
Now Colonel Stonewall Jackson Beauregard was
Virginia, and
benevolent and kindly gentleman of
and meeting Mr.
there is no nobler man in the wprld,
Washington in the country store at Moreby ^ ^^<^^Yot
one-third
be told him that in renting his farm for
liberal.
the crops, he was entirely too
he ^^ns
The next time he met Mr. Washington
about eiirhT
nreeted with a broad grin that showed
said: .,^Kunnei, i
inches of solid ivory, and Erastus
couldn't have ma
done tole Kuniiel Ochiltree dat he
l?«y^^^^
fahm no mob fob no one-third ^^/j^ J^'-^T^s.
vea T done gotta have one foath, «"<1.^f /^"";:„^i ^o
s?^
mighty pleas to sum
seem
he
an
connections
no
make
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Philippine Tobacco Co., Inc.

Everv one, with the possible exception of a fow
an
who have' a brain constructed like a cash register orare
machine, mere mechanical devices which

Awl PMk««.l
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Smith, Garrett
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CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau,

^ewIorku^

The

a

(see

Note B),

Transfer.
Duplicate Certificate,
V«t« A—An allowance of $2 will be made

Tobacco ller-

B—

REGISTRATIONS
cigarettes

cigars,

l"or

and

March 4. 1918.
EVERGREEN HIGHWAY:—
LALLTUNDA:—40,558. I'or cigars. September 29, 1917. 11. K.
Kiver I'alls, .Minn.
(ieseli.
PATERNAL:—40,559. For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. Febi'liiif

25.

The Mutual Cigar Co.. liuflFalo. N. V.
1918.
March
I'or cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
40,560.
Mo.
Louis,
St.
Co..
IJox
Cigar
Louis
iedniann-St.
For cigars. June 16, 1917. 1'. Capo40,561.

GIVITOME: —
15.

bianco. I'hiladelphia.

I'a.

LA FLOR DE MARTORANA-VALENTI &
tobacco products.

March

18.

CO.:-40.562. For
Martorana-Valenti & Co.,

1918.

Tampa. Ma.

RICO-TODO: —40,564. For all tobacco
.\. J. liereera. New York City.
AERIE REX:—40,565. For all tobacco

products.

March

12,

1918.

products.

March

18.

1918.

The .Moehle Litho. Co.. Brooklyn. X. Y.
March 21.
For all tobacco products.
40,568.
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
1918.
I'or cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
40,572.
March 22, 1918. Dearstyne Bros. Tob. Co.. .\lbany.
tobacco.

GALLI-CURCI:—

DEEPER HUDSON:—

FOR SALE—Twenty-four
condition.

Box

151.

Miller.

DuBrul

For a quick sale a very

A Peters sttction tables, in Mrfect
low price will be accepted. Aadrest

'The Tobacco World."

February

or cigarettes.

.New York

WANTED
Must be com
for large Western manufacturer.
Permanent position to right man. Reference required.
petent and reliable.
Address "Western," care of "Tobacco World."

NVANTEI>— .Stripper Foreman

TOBACCO StEllS. CUTTINGS. SCRAPS. SIFTING8 AND DUST,
any quantity anywhere. Send samples. Yaarly eontncu mmda.
AvontM. BrooUra, N. Y.
J. J. PRIEDMAN. aSS-aV Motrepolitan

be«gkt in

CigarRibbons

1

Lar§esi assertment of PMIn and Fancy
Write for Sooiple Card and Price

lisi to

Ribbons

Depjrtnent

to

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

!

106 E. IStliST.

&finuUcturers of Bindings, GdHoons, TjiffeUs,
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FOR SALE— Remedios Havana shorU, port and dean. GaarantMd A-1 or
money refunded. Fifty oenu per pound. Also Vnclta ahorU. of the finest
Edwin Alexander & Co.. 178 Water Street. New York.
quality.

N Y

ROLLS ROYCE:—40,573. I'or cigars. March 21, 1918. American
Fxchange Cigar Co., New York City.
CRIMSON CIRCLE:—40,574. lor all tobacco products. March
(iarcia & Vega. New ^'ork City.
21. 191S.
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Arnold Pollak, San I'rancisco. Cal.
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factory with retail store in connection. Store alone will clear
a month above expenses. Store can be bought separate
from factory. This proposition is open and above lx>ard and will stand rigid
investigation.
For turtner particulars address C. T. Boehler, 219 Kay Stree?,
Sacramento, California.

tobacco.
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Fragrant memories are the most lasting. What "your nose knows
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UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offlcea, Pituburgh, P«,

ELxcellenre of

Workmanship Are Combined

and

Quality

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of
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Charles the Great

The

Cigars
A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

HABANA
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cigars

CHARLES DENBY"
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it
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sells.
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Cuban Hand -Made
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Good Taste

San Felice
CIGARS

The cJuan F. Portuondo
Cigar Mfg. Co.
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CIGARS

good, and the

H. FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE, IND.
Makers of good cigars for over 67 years

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
TAMPA

made

the value of standard
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LOZANO. SON & CO.
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BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS
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Brand

MURIEL— and

Clear Havana Cigars
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New
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OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
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437 Fifth
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Neither Quality nor Advertising can
Retailer's legitimate Profit

is

make a

ttaraiLBM.

tasting success of a cigar

If

the

ignored.

Every step in the wonderful development of Muriel— every new
selling idea— considers first the Retailer's Friendly attitude.

siie,

every

new

'Quality* -"Popularity" -"Profit" is Muriel's slogan to the Retailer.

A CINCH FOR A LIVEl DEALER
TO PULL THE BESTTRADE HIS WAY.
ITS

BAYUK BROS

CTL

GRAVELY®

,00K^
'

T« Dealers !•
Write ue »d«<«l lor
Real Gravely.
Il'a <he llrat big Improvement li^^us alnca
PayloN Gravely wado
fka ilrat plHg thai ever
p«iirli ol

smriiT Toucce
PANVItU.. VA.
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J?M 9rav9lvJefaccoCaaumi£ML "Wir*^

was Made.
P. 1.

berorcthe invention

of our patent air-proof pouch ^
gravely plug tobacco —5^=
made strictly for its chewing quality
Would not keep fresh in this section.
now the patent pouch keeps it
fresh and clean and oooa
A LITTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ChlOUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHCW
OF ORDINARY PLUG.
.

.

CELEBRATED
Chewing Plu^

co.

THE PERFECT CIGAR

Retailers desiring to make purchase of "The most talked -about cigar in the
U. S. A." will be gladly given name and address of our nearest distributor
upon request.
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perfed blend of seleded tobaccos.
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH

Our Motto: "OUALITY"

NEW YORK
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Loewenthal

Imptirtors of

CIGARS
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S

Phila,

1867

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
Office and Salesroom,
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1809-1811 First
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LENDothers
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are exceptionally discriminating.

This proves the unusual merit of Neudorf's Bouquet de

THIRD AVE.

CITY

Jl Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
ADCUST EUTTHAUEt, Gmmti RtprnwUtlTt,

23S FIFTH AfE..

NEW YORE

a phrase that towers above
all
these strenuous days of the closing of
IJio Third Liberty l^an.
Evidence is plentiful on
every side that the tobacco trade has responded to this
Kii Piling appeal and that it is pourhig out its dollars
generously. Buying bonds to help equip and maintain
iiur military forces is backing up W\e men who are in the
trenches prepared to make the greatest sacrifices that
our country may not be a second Belgium or Serbia.
The Sammees are fighting in France in order that
v.wv country may remain a ''government of the people"
and one where industry and counuerce may develop almost unrestricted.
Right now our sailors and soldiers are our partners in this great big business of thrashing the Hun.
ver there our partners are doing the fighting, over
liere^' it is our share to raise the money that they may
have the best of ev^erything to fight with.
If we should lose this war oiir businesses would be
of little value. Therefore, until this war is won, our
businesses must be secondary to the one big thing of
"Helping to Win the War.*' That means to help in
any way that you can. Thrift Stamps, Bonds, Red
Cross, y. M. C. A., or in any home branch of the ser\'ice
vou have a chance to "do vour bit.'*
There is no need for the retailer to kick at the jobber or manufacturer beciiuse of the increased price of
' ( )

pipe with a canal thai

i$

tobacco products.

The man

to kick at is the Kaiser.

the guy that put the price of eveiything

dam

down a

bit if

we

He

from a hun-

We may be

give the Pots-

(jang a good trouncing, and the sooner

we do

it

the better.
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is

*

*

is
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Foreign $3.50

"Lend Him a Hand", He is Fighting Your Batdes
You Lose Ever3rthing If He Loses

combined with the

**The Havana Cigar of Exclusive Mildness"
cigar that

1,

continues to gain in popularity

JUANA DIAZ

The

PHILADELPHIA, May

12.00 a Year

FACTORY BRANDS:

CPF

KAUFNANN

BROS. &

TBE OLDEST PIPE HOUSE IN AMERICA

33E.17thSt.,NewYork,N.Y.

MARK

BONDY

As the Cigar Clerk says, Kaiser Bill is the Royal
Yegg and it is up to us over here to see that we do all
that we can to bring his career to an end.
We are sometimes moved to complain when there
nre delays in mail and express service, but when we see
ho troop trains going through, and the motor truck
trains moving along the roads, and one or two camoullnged transports sliding out of the harl>or, then how
I

do our own troubles become.
(lod forbid that a sack of our mail or an express
package for us should delay for one hour the movement
insignificant

of a gun or a cartridge or a coat or food for some soldier "oyer there." We are here to "Lend Him a
Hand" in any and every possible way. Our soklier
comes first, because he is fighting our battles.

Business must go on. Business will go on. But
still more important is the fact that the war nuist go on
in a victorious way for our Allies. Shipments of raw
materials and finished products for the tobacco tra«le
become insignificiint to the problems of completely supl)lying half a million men under arms on the other si«le
of the ocean.

Embargoes are not made for the fun of the thing.
Your freight and Our freight is not delayed witlnnit
just cause. No jobber who is waiting for a ciirload of
oigars would want to feel that by insisting on his cigars
being delivered by a certain day that a machine gun
crew in France died in'their "nest" for lack of anmmnition; annnunition that might have been there had not
a carload of cigars received precedent over a carload of

ammunition.

When we

study the revelations of what has gone on
in Belgium, Serbia, Poland, Roumania and Turkey, the
sufferings and sacrifices these peoples have made, we
have given nothing and have sacrificed nothing by comparison.

We

are human, and we comi)lain and ci'itieise just
as most of us do when things do not fall out as we expect them to. But we are going to practice "lAMiding

im a Hand," by keeping our troubles to ourselves for
the present; our soldiers and sailors' needs come first.
There is no midille ground. The ('lacker and the
Slacker are Pro-(ierman. Every act that iiiterferes
with the movement of supplies for our troops is aid and
11

comfort to the enemy.

Every sacrifice that the cigar and tobacco industry
nmkes to aid in the prosecution of this war will return
a hundred fold when Victor}' comes to the flags of the
Allies. The Third Liberty Loan has stirred the nation
with the thousands of ai)peals that have been made for
But let us not slide back comfortid)ly into our chairs
it.
the minute the success of the Loan is assured. The war
nnist be won and it will take nmch more than Liberty
P»ond subscriptions to do

it.
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The Cigar Clerk On "Doin Your Bir

NOTES AND COMMENT

By Arthur

DONE my

today all right,'' said the Street
Xt ar Conductor as he settled comfortably into his
"I wasn't in favor of this country gettin' into
chair.
gotta
llu' war, but now we're in it I say the Kaiser's
be licked and licked right, and I'm goin' to do all I
4(;T

It

is

ostimntcd that

in tlio

moro

(Jeneral ('igar ('ompany, through the ^\. A.
branch, San Francisco, (^al., have leased tlio

The

tloiisoly popiilatoil

(Junst

inil-

Flannery Building at the corner of Market and Geary

can to help."
''That's fine," said the Cigar Clerk enthusiasti-

for a ])eri(>d of ten years
streets, *San Francisco,
term. The new
at a total rental of $242,800 for the full
lease covers the entire building.
(^al.,

(.jitcs

billions.
a production of lorty-aight

For

iTtail ci^ar doalcrs in

The American Sumatra Tobacco Company

warm and dry

r

nu.isti'iied

On

1st to stock of record

*'

meeting of the Leaf Tobacco
\t the recent annual
following trustees
IJoanlOf Trade of Xew York, the
\V illiam b Bril
were ek^jted: Frank M. Arguimbau,
Howard Friend,
Jo cph F. Cullman, John H. Duys,

\i.

Schmid, Sig. Schleuechterer,

(

arl

W

at

factories

and were
which were worked by the (Jermans
tobacco ccmi re m
c.onsidered the most important
up by Brazilian capitalists,
J^razil, have been brought
this d.rectio
who are renewing their activities m
rupture of i NaThese factories were closed after the
(Jermany, owing to the boytions between P>razil and
ihe reBrazilian public,
cott of workmen ami the
concerns will perof work of these important
P.ahia,

.

sumi^tion
|)roduction and exi^rtamit a large increase in the
Af/rnria A mcrkana.
li(,i,.

smoking toThree more widelv known brands of
'soldiers of the American army
|,a<.co favored bv the
completely by the Government
Vc^ lH:en taken* over
shortage ot smokes m the
so tliat there will be no
trenches of France.
output of enormous
This means that the entire
as fast as it c^in be
factories is to be shipped abroad
produced.
..„
^
^^ , ^ ,, -Prince
-Velvet,are
over
The brands now taken
-Duke's Mixture," all used for cigarette
.

^

All^rt" and

-Bull Durham" and
,ip; to)>acco.
(Jovernment.
"Tuxedo" were commandeered by the
Kecently

jiikI

must

steel ourselves to

Dutch
reported in the tobacco trade that the
from
Government has forbidden the export of products
leaf tobacco.
Sumatra to the United States, including
of American
This may explain the existing strength
undivided suiSumatra Tobacco common stock. The
to $29 a share
plus on January 31, 1918, was equivalent
The fiscal year of the company
Ihi the comnioi; stock.
tor the last halt
ends July 31st, and the statement
ptj cenl.
year will include the profits on eighty
It is

dent;
Fox, secretary.

tobacco

15th.

VVebb^^

;

the

"1 gotcha. You wanta keep the home

^

elected Joseph
and Jer.)nie Waller. Then the trustees
vice pre^^^^
Mendelsohn, pivsident William S. Brill,
liailes
Charles 1{. (loldsmith, treasurer, and (

The plantations and

We

of the
of the

tor

company's gross business. The profits
on the common, and tlii^
first six months were $11.50
annual gross
was based on only twenty per e^nt. of the
after all charge.,
business. F^niings for the full year,
share.
are estimated between $35 and $40 a
tli(>

manufactured torates of import duties on
in Italy were rebicco for individual consumption
''Commerce tteports
cently increased, as shown in
rates to remain in eftect
for March 15, the increased
sale were maintaiiUMl
so Imig as the prices for retail

The

to-

The Government
at the fixed ratls then in force.
prices ^y/^^,
bacco monoiK)ly changed these
«^^;;;;
28, the impoit
February
of
decree
a
By
10
February
the new rates be.ng
duties have again been increased,
effective

from March

13.

on the tobacco situation
poris'' for

November
1918. The

For complete

in Italy

see

^^^

^"^^/"^f

^^^^^^^^^^^
12f 1916, Marc

1915, June
table of increased prices
2,

is

is to

biirnin'."

—

K. Hoisington,
^harh^s Fox, diaries K. (ioldsmith, F.
Rosenw^^^^^^
Lederer, Joseph Mendelsohn, Beniio

Alfred

August

you can be of any real benefit to his country

join the army or the navy. Which is it goin' to be?|'
Personally I ain't
"]\[e fight? Not on your life.
lost any Germans, and I ain't a goin' to look for any
I say let the fellers go what enof them murderers.
jov a scrap while us jDcaceful guys keep the home fires

endure without grumwar We must
bling the hardships entailed by this
and not indulge
Twssess our souls with infinite patience,
In forming or expressing an
in captious criticism.
affairs ot
opinion relative to the manner in which the
should resolve
the Nation are being conducted, we
and shoulil
every doubt in favor of our Government,
partisan ends.
not be influenced by personal or
Bv Govcruor Gardner of Missouri.

case and
stands at night.

Fred

like

one and
on tlu'
annual dividend of three and one-half per cent,
September
])referred stock was also declai^d, payable

these screens he lays
inside the
blotters and places the screens
he closes his
ov«m- tlu« merchandise when

a„ ordinary desk blotter.

de-

,

of the Oeneral
Thr nnn,nui QucsUoh/' the magazine
wise method ot a dealer
(^i.rar ('ompanv, mentions the
To keep his cigars in proper condii,i Houston, Texas.
the case but he had
tion he not only places them in
the size ot
wire screens constmcted, approximately

t •

"when do you leave!"
''Leave? Whaddaye mean, leave?"
"Why, the only way I can figure how a husky guy

cally,

cent, on the
clared a quarterly dividend of two per
common stock, payable May 1st to stock of recor<
eight per cent,
\pril "^nd. This places the stock on an
having been
aniiuar basis, the last quarterly diyidend
three-quarters per cent. The regular semi-

climates,

bit

on

15 and -^9,
and Domestic (^mimerce.
lit Tn the Bureau of Foreign

burnin'
you settin' in front of the blaze, readin' the evenin'
fires

pajx'r in dressin' gown and slippers. If we
million patriots like you, God help the U. S.
what have you done? spill it."

had a few
A.

Well,

"1 bought two $50 Liberty Bonds."
Wow And you got the nerve to puff yourself up
on that. The company puts up the hundred bucks and
grabs a dollar a week out of your pay. If you flivver
on the fortieth week they hand you back all your
dough. Ain't you the game little patriot though? If
you have the saving instinct of a squirrel puttin' nuts
away for the winter, you 'd slap at least that much each
week in a Savings bank, wouldn't you? And the bank
pays you a little measly three per cent, and makes
enough profits off the deposits of you and the rest to
let the President of the institution buy lilac-lined limousines for the daughter. And if some Peter man gets
to the strong box with a little Du Pont stuff and lugs
away the mazuma, the banker tells you he is awful
*

'

!

seven cents on the dollar is the best he can
do.
Yet you're handin' yourself medals for bein'
patriotic enough to loan money to the government at
four and a quarter per cent. Why, you poor fish, it's
a ])rivilege to have as safe an investment as that.
There ain't but one thing that can possibly affect your
investment and that is Kaiser Bill, the celebrated Royal
i'e.ijfg, slippin' up on McAdoo and beanin' him with a
shot bag full o' Iron Crosses, and gettin' away to Berlin with the U. S. treasury.
Doin' your bit
*'No, Edgar, you're all wrong.
and bein' patriotic means a sacrifice, not a cinch. The
hanks and rich people are a going to take all the Liberty bonds offered because that's their business, puttin' their surplus funds into securities that pay good,
conservative interest with absolute safety.
All this
hullabaloo to get the piker trade like yours ain't done
because the government is up against it to get the coin,
but it's to get every American to be an actual stocksorry, but

We

take a lot more interest in a
bii'^iness if we own a few shares, and sixty or seventy
million government bondholders mean a united counholder in the nation.

T. Garrett

a lot stronger than if a few millionaires and banks
owned 'em all. Your little wad of one hundred bones,
and the other little wads of millions of people like you,
costs the government a hell of a lot of money for bookkeepin', printin', and other overhead expenses that
goes with handlin' millions of small accounts. The
government could sell the entire issue of unlimited
Government Bond campaigns and not monkey with the
small fry like you at all. The bankers that pay you
three per would be glad to take your coin and
turn right 'round and lend it to the government at four
and a quarter. But the Government wants to sell itself to you as an Institution to make you a part of the
try,

THE

biggest business on the earth today,
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, and instead of you puffin'
yourself up over helpin' Uncle Sam out in a pinch, you
ought to be tickled to death that you are privileged to
become a minority stockholder in a goin' concern like
the good old U. S.
**When William the Bad hears that this country
has sold several billions of dollars' worth o' Government bonds to rich families and banks, he don't lose any
sleep over it at all. He knows that this country is the
richest in the world and can meet any obligation.
In fact he has a lot of U. S. securities tucked away at
Potsdam himself, and it ain't any surprise to him that
financial sharps look on them as Class A. But when
he hears that forty or fifty million plain American
citizens have kicked in with their savings for the purpose of providin' him with a home at the north pole,
or some other secluded spot, he knows we are united
and mean business, and that's enough to take the curl
out of his mustache."
**Well," said the Street Car Conductor belligerently, **what are you doin' to help win the war? I
ain't seen you bustin' in the door of the recruitin' office
yet."
**Me? Oh, I'm not doin' much, that's a fact. They
picked my draft number early in the g^me, but the doctors said nix, and I've been in trainin' ever since tryin*
I've bought Liberty Bonds three
to make the grade.
times, but I don't count that as patriotism, just good
judgment, and to line myself up with the guys who
claim to be hundred per cent. Americans. I'mcomin'
across for the Y. M. V. A. and the Red Cross, and every
week I make up a little package of smokes and send it
to one of the camps. But the biggest service I or any
one else of the civilian bunch can do is to keep tab on
every German I know. If every loyal citizen will go
into the Sherlockin' business we can put a crimp in
all
the German spy system that will shoot it to pieces.
got the idea that German spies are people that are way
off in Oklahoma or California, and we leave watchin'
them to the police, but believe me the German butcher
with the heavy thumb and honest eyes who flies a Liberty Loan poster in his window may ask you simple
questions about the munition plant up the street and
report to X15 by wire in Chicago, and some mornin'

We

{Continued on Page 24)
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This Will Be Interesting to Everybody
Merchandise on Credit
By

Elton

J.

who
somotliiiiK interesting to everybody
wholesells goods on credit, whether manufacturer,
saler or retailer
^t
ai

HVAIV:

is

New

lork.
Two months ago a retailer from Scranton,
and said he wished
1^1., called at our store liere
We asked hmi the
to oj.eii an account with us.
him
usual (luestions about his standing, and got

to sign the statement that

we always

use.

ihe

He showed a net
statement was satisfactory.
worth of about $12,000, the greater part of which
was an interest in valuable real estate which he
man.
said he owned in conjunction with another
ot
We gave him a line of $500 without inquiringhim
any of the references which he gave. We sold
(urregular terms, ten days less discount, net thirty,
and the bill has not been paid. We began investihe s
gating about a week or ten days ago and find
It appears that he owes everybody
ill a ])ad wav.
and has very little to pay it with. The valuable

and we
real estate is in the name
understand she bought it with her own money.
Last week the landlord went down on him and
for a
advertised a sale of his stock and fixtures
apparlarge amount of unpaid rent. We were
of his wife,

Our
the onlv creditor that knew about it.
course had
credit man was there at the sale, but of
About half ot
to stand bv and see the stuff sold.
the sale.
the goods which cjime in from us were
wish vour opinion as to what we can do
for some
hero. Have we anv chance except to wait

eiitlv

m

We

of the creditors to put this

and then put

in

man

into

bankruptcy

our claim?
Yours,

J.

Sleeper.
acThis correspondent could have saved half his

on his job.
cotint if his credit man had been
such
vitiates all contracts, and the victim
rescind the contract and seize the goods

Fraud

m

a case
which
can
or
were obtained by the fraud. This correspondent,
Scranton, given
his credit man, could have gone to
constable who was holding
notices to the sheriff or the
particular goods had
sale, that possession of those
the

therebeen obtained bv fraud, and the contract would
That
back.
fore be rescinded and the goods taken
goods
position would have been legally sound, the
would have come back to you and your claim would
have been cut in half.

Wc (^"ft f^ Ml army by drafting men we can raise
moncv by taxing men; but we can make friends only
of
by serving men. The United States Department
;

Labor is the great friend maker of the Government.
wage earner, and
It wants to help every employer,
thousands
It is helping thousands and
consumer.
every week right now. Roger Bahson.

Sells

Cigarette Exports Continue to Gain
Washington, D. C.

Readers hereof might do well to remember this,
for it is a very useful principle of law. If you sell
somebody on credit, under representations as to his
finances which turn out to be false, you can call the
deal off, even after the goods have been shipped to and
received by him, and take them back, always provided
they are still in his possession. If he has sold them
and they are in the possession of an innocent third
party

who has paid value

of $3,000,000 in the exports of cigarettes
first eight months of the present fiscal
vear, as compared with 1917, will be shown when statistics now being compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, are
made public. This increase is due, in great part, to a
suddenly increased appetite for American cigarettes in

increase
AXjhiring
the

Buckley

for them, they cannot be

taken.

But all this will do these correspondents no good.
What are their chances now? For one thing, they can
merchanhave their customer arrested for obtaining
line of cases,
dise under false pretenses. Under a long
one's finances,
the making of false statements about
if sucwith the intent of obtaining credit, constitute,
law all over the
cessful, a criminal offense. This is the
decided
I remember quite a recent case
United States.
by the Appeal Court of Pennsylvania.

It impressed

Two men out in Lawrence County
at the time.
wanted
went to a farmer near New Castle one day and
in the butcher
to buy two cows. They said they were
real estate
business in New Castle and owned certain
Ihey
it from.
there. They even told who they bought
were all right
said thev had plenty of money and
the two
every w'ay. The farmer agreed to sell them
deposit. A
cows for $90, of which they paid $2 as a
get the cows.
few davs later they sent out a man to
signed
For the balance of the account he gave a check crops
with nis
bv both partners. The farmer was busy
days. When
and didn't deposit the check for a few

me

countries which heretofore have taken but an insignificant portion of our exports.
The total for the eight months of this year makes
a now high record, with 5,012,134,000 cigarettes, valued

Exports during the corresponding period

at *!),405,672.
of liilT amounted

to 3,335,436,000, worth $6,169,175 and
for 1916, 1,539,125,000, with a value of $2,484,371.
The Straits Settlements and iSiam, it is feared,
arc reverting to their former state of uncivilization or
else are playing a dirty trick on us by buying their

''smokes'' elsewhere, for those are the only two countries to which our exports are decreasing; aU the other
countries are using more yearly.
The reformation of the Straits Settlements is sudden, for last year they used more American cigarettes
than the year before. In 1916 we sent over 424,326,000,
valued at $607,658, but increased the amount in 1917 to
72:1305,000, valued at $1,052,807, this year sliding back
to 664,774,000,

m

he did deposit

Vesterman &

who

Buckley

Copyright 1917 by Elton
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it,

it

was returned marked not sua-

genInvestigation showed that the two butcher
arrested.
tlemen were frauds, and the farmer had
and sentenced
After a hot fight they were convicted
the higher court,
to iail. They appealed, but lost
that they had
which said there was plenty of evidence
regarding
intentionally made false representations
property on
finances, for the purpose of getting

cient.

thm

m

A like condition

exists in Siam, where the imports
jumped from 107,000,000, valued at $20(5,501, in 1916,
to 152,910,000, valued at $282,327, in 1917. In 1918 the
imports fell back to 125,250,000, with a value of
$203,913.

China, however, continues to increase its substitution of cigarettes for ''hop." Jumt)ing from a mere
801,349,000, worth $1,287,059, in 1916, to 2,193,727,000,
worth $4,279,862, in 1917, she kept up the good work,
the total for the first eight months of this year being
2,899,581,000, with a value of $5,235,620.

becoming civilized, after a
little backsliding last year. While the 1916 total to that
country was 46,919,000, worth $85,423, the 1917 total
was but 40,859,000, with a value of $97,929, the increase

Panama,

making up for the decrease in quantity. This
year, however, both value and quantity have increased,
the former to $148,274, and the latter to 53,421,000.
in price

unspecified countries, however, will receive the
prize for increased imports. Beginning with a mere
159,531,000, valued at $297,730, in 1916, they picked up
a total of 224,635,000, worth $456,250, in 1917, and then
stepped on the accelerator for a total of 1,269,108,000,
with a value of $2,901,563, thus far this year.

The

C. L.

worth $916,302.

Tobacco Growing
United States Consul at Geneva, H. W. Haskill,
in a recent report stated that Switzerland produces a
small quantity of tobacco, but the authorities have
raised the question of suppressing its cultivation at
this time on account of the great demand for the more
necessary products that could be raised.
The planters of Broye, the center of the industry,
have protested against this measure, even if the Government gives them indenmity for the suppression of
the planting of tobacco.

The

little

also, is fast

village

of Montbrellon,

near Broye,

Li.

in Switzerland

raised last year $12,000 worth of tobacco. The price
obtained for this tobacco was from $27 to $30.50 per
]00 pounds, as compared with the former price of $6.50
to $7 per 100 pounds.
The Canton of Vaud produces most of the tobacco
grown in Switzerland, the average crop in this Canton
for a period of five years being 528,000 pounds, sold
at an average price of about 7 cents per pound. The
average crop in the Cantons of Benie and Fribourg,
the only other Cantons producing any tobacco, was
102,000 pounds.

their

credit.

,

*,

,
case are
correspondents
the
and
case
this
Both
the case
reported
typical of manv hundred that are
the remedy
Soks. Thev all sustain the view that
sale and, where possuch case is the rescinding of the
goods; and also the arrest
sible, the retaking of the
representations.
of the author of the false

m

m

Tobacco Licenses for Cuba and West

sold the beef for
to the club. The club killed the steer,
and realized
one dollar a pound to patriotic citizens,
$646.30.

Only

Washington, D. C.
War Trade Board has announced additional import restrictions, and states- that no import
licenses for shipments made after May 13, 1918, will
be granted for articles on the new list, except as specifically provided for in the announcement. These pro-

goods originating in other countries, but coming
through sudi designated countries.
Licenses for tobacco leaf will be granted only tor
All
sliipments coming from Cuba and the West Indies.
outstanding licenses to import tobacco leaf from any
country from which, under the above announcement,

visions authorize the importation of the specified articles only when the goods originate in one of the coun-

to exlicenses for such article will not be granted, are

THE

money
According to ''Tobacco/' in order to raise
a member ot
for smokes for the boys ^*over there,"
donated a steci
the Elks Club of Miles City, Mont.,

Indies

tries designated in the particular provision covering
such article, and 'do not permit the importation of

pire and become void unless ocean shipment

on or before

May

13th.

is

made
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Canadian Imports to be Restricted
TIIP] war has drawn

the

Canadian people and the

Doople of the United States closer together. Before we entered the greiit conflict, thousands of our
men crossed the borders, joined the Canadian volunteers and were killing the rabid Huns long before the
Glory.
first draft called our stalwart sons to defend Old
What has that to do with tobacco? Nothing perhaps, but we just read the news from Ostend and
Zeebrugge, and we are smoking one of those good
Phihidelphia cigars, that beat the world for quality

and reading a favorite exchange "The
Ccuiudian Cigar and Tobacco Journal," of Toronto.
The "Journal" says in part: '* Canada's financiil
position has at last compelled the Dominion Government to take some action to secure a readjustment of
has
the trade balance with the United States, which
been strongly against this country, and it has been
decided that a curtailment of importations of what may
be considered non-essentials must be enforced as a
at the price,

In
luirtial remedy, at least, for present conditions.
addition, the Government will very probably levy an
internal revenue tax on articles produced within the

Dominion.

has become acute of late through
the
the operation of several abnormal factors, such as
disorganization of transportation and the subsequent
check on exports from Canada, the enormous increase
in imports from the United States due to heavy purchases of raw materials and the effects of the credits
which Canada is granting Great Britain to assist in
procuring supplies for the prosecution of the war.
Canada had a favorable trade balance for the year
1917 amounting to over $588,000,000, which, in the
ordinary course of events, should have resulted in a
favorable rate of exchange, but there was an adverse
trade balance of $400,000,000 in her dealings with the
**Tlie situation

.

The condition

the time of writing.

is reflected

New York

are interested in the complaint
the
filed by the Federal Trade Commission against
United States Gold Leaf Manufacturers^ Association
and the firms composing its membership, charging undue enhancement of the price of gold leaf in the United
States and the maintenance of this enhanced price
through agreements, understandings and concerted acThe members of the association produce and
tion.
sell the greater portion of the gold leaf used in stamping manufactured articles, containers, etc., and for
lettering windows, and decorative and other purposes,
and represent a majority of the concerns engaged in

BUSINESS

men

the industry.

charged that the respondents, by agreement,
pool their surplus products and export them, selling
this surplus abroad at a less price than it is sold at
It is

(Author of

funds are quoted

**

Talks by the Old Storekeeper," "Store

Management

in the fact that at

— (complete,'*

etc., etc.)

(All rights reserved.)

at

premium bid, and some remedy must be found.
**The Government is up against a very serious

1 17/32

proposition, as they have lost a very large revenue
through the enactment of prohibitory legislation, au'l
duties, they
if they do not get revenue from customs
difference of
must devise other means of raising it.
opinion exists in the trade as to the probable axjtiou.
It is pointed out that the imports of cigars have fallen
off very materially during the past few years, with \
consequent material reduction of revenue. There is

A

no possibility of any action being taken looking toward
a check on the importation of raw material, and the
volume of imports in the tobacco trade is not really
such as to make a great deal of difference in the
budget.
*'For the fiscal year ending March 31, 1917, the
total imports of tobacco, manufactures of tobae-co,
pipes, etc., were valued at $1,554,100, on which duties

were

amount of $971,573.10.
reports from Ottawa are, however,

collected to the

**The latest

to

the effect that the tobacco trade has not been considered as coming within the scope of the operations with
which the War Trade Board has been entrusted. The
whole scheme has for its object the curtailment of the
consumption of certain commodities which may be regarded as luxuries. Cigars and tobacco have been
classed as necessaries for a very large section of the
population, and it is authoritatively stated that they
will not be included in the list of articles importation
of which may be restricted."

Commission
Washington, D. C.

of Making Sales in a Cigar Store
By Frank FarriDgton

United States, and she is having difficulty in scttlin
this debt on account of the fact that she has given
credit for a large proportion of her sales to Great
Britain.
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How

YOU

mii;lit

iiottiiiK

Get on with Customers
CHAFrER III.
say that there are about as many ways

on with people as there are people to get on

Everv individual does need a little different treatmont and it is an art to know how to handle them all,
lit it is an art that any cigar salesman can acquire to
I.

xnme degree.

ways of getting on with peopl'3
The man who can reis by keeping your mouth shut.
iiiomber to say nothing when he can say nothing that
will

of the simplest

please his hearers is pretty certain to get on

fninously.

in the
to cover losses

made
are made below

cost.

United States, assessments being
on these foreign sales when they

The

effect of this practice is to

curtail the supply for the domestic market and
result
strain the competition which naturally would
ot
within the United States from the competitive sale
the surplus production, it is charged, the effect being
injury and detriment in competition and to the public,
and in aid of the control and enhancement of prices
re-

by the respondents.

tiie
Fifty individuals and firms are included m
complaint, in addition to the United States Gold Lcat
.

Manufacturers' Association, the principal offices ot
ot
which are in Brooklyn, and its officers, consisting
Robert E. Hastings, of Philadelphia, president; F. W.
Rauskolb, of Boston, vice president, and Frank n.
Soardefield, of Brooklyn, secretary.

—

not all there is to it just to get on withuut making enemies. That will not make any sales or
produce any direct business.
What we want to know is how to get on with people
while inducing them to buy goods.

But that

is

The salesman must keep his temper
Anyone who cannot do business without

at all times.
getting?

mad
mad

has no right trying to sell goods. To get
\\{ a customer, no matter how great the provocation, i«
to lose that customer almost certainly.
Tt is aggravating to have to take the accusations,
.'dniost insults, that sometimes come from disgruntled
l»nvers. At times they amount to more than we would
fliink of passing over unnoticed if they came to us out
.ihout it

on the street.
Of course, that sort of thing is more or less humili.ding to a man's pride, but then many things that are
linniiliating to our pride will not do us any real harm,
;ind the man who wants to sell goods will have to pocket
liis pride a good many times.

A man comes
same time

of

with.

One

in to

buy a pipe and

tells

you

that'

by

sending to some mail order house he can get for sixtynine cents just such a pipe as you ask him to pav a
dollar for. You take the description as he gives it to
von of the pipe he is thinking of sending awav for.
Yon compare it with your corresponding pipe and show
You
liim the difference in bowl, stem and mountinjr.
fell him that your pipe is a hisrher grade nine than the
one he has seen advertised. TTr* listens to all that von
liave to sav and when vou are through he savs, *'Well.
T guess Til send awav.
Of course, vour nine is all
lisrht and you claim a p*ood deal for it, but these other
i»oople sav they make their own pines and sruaranteo.
Miem. and of course vou don't make vours and von have
to taVo somebody's word for what is in the stock."
That is the culminatinfir point with a srood many
"talesmen.

With

Ills

They go up

in the air right there.

man

that is where he srets
second wind and begins again. He sees that he
the hundred-point

of all prove the advantage ot* his own responsibility over that of the house at a distance. So instead
of telling the customer to go to the seventeen blue
blazes and buy his pipe, and thereby making him so
mad that he will never come inside of the store again,
he smiles and starts in to lay the foundation that will
serve as a basis for future business even it' it fails tJ

must

to

first

land this

sale.

The man who can keep his temper under all
trying circumstances that come up in the work of

the
the

cigar dealer has something to be proud of. He has
made a large beginning on successful salesmanship.
to the salesman keeping his own tem])er, it is
important that he see that the customer keer)s his.
There are a good many men of the sort that can be sufficiently exasperating themselves to make the angels
weep and yet they never turn a hair. To make a cus-

Next

tomer mad loses him just as surely even though yon
keep your own temper.
Learn to control your temper, even if it makes you
appear like a dummy at times and humiliates you more
than you think you ought to be called upon to endure.
The ability to remember the names of customers is
of inestimable value in making it easier to get on with
them.

You know how you yourself feel if you are called
by name when you -enter a store, particularly if it
is

a place where you are not

in the habit of

trading and

did not realize that they knew you there.
It gives your visit added importance in your eyes
and it makes you wonder why you haven't patronized
that store before.

This trait of humanity is one that salesmen ought
to play upon. You ought to learn the identity of as
many people as possible among those who are possibl'?
customers of the store. You ought to be able to call
by name every regular customer and you ought to do it.
It is just as easy to say **Good morning, Mr.
Brown," as it is to say merely ^'Oood morning," and
it makes a good deal of difference with Mr. Brown's
As I said befor'^,
attitude. This is not imagination.
you know how it is and if you don't, shop around a little
till

you

do.

business men have reduced to a fine thing
the art of getting on with people in the store, although
they could not make a friend when off duty if life depended upon it. Thev think that so long as they ar^
pleasant and agreeable with everybody who comes in
to buy from them, it does not matter how they treat
them at other times.
People are not slow to see through such an attitude and they resent being treated well when thev have
money to spend and otherwise when there is nothing at

Some

{Continued on Page
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Another Letter
S|»inN(i
,.ri.,-,

sccMiis to

buslies
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trees are llow-

have aiTived.
a llowerin^^ nature have

bepu to
the day— is

the miiklU' ot
here it is the middle of March
sol't and bahnv
arc
Odd si^dits continually appear as explorations the
pass through
continued, business streets now
Over a bedroom wmruins of mediaeval cathedrals.
buttress jutjs out
gargoyle.
<|oNV han^^s a i)recarious
concierge's apartment is built into
\uU> the street.
one <d' the great sciuare towers a tin
il,(. h»wer imrt of
io tlie
vomits smoke over a doorway arch,

slioNv ))iossoiiis,

I

lie

air— ill

;

stovepipe
stairway, which
t<m one ascends bv a circular stone
Here one sees
seemingly defies the laws of gravity.
horse, Irom which once
the remains of a great wooden
Jn another tower across the street
hull- the chimes.
a
stuck
and"'urther on, is another little apartment
a tiny store below.
niche of the broken masonry-with
addition lor the
illumined ch)ck in the apex is an

An

which might go
and doesn't run by.
^

America.' She makes all stoi)S
Do not kid
course
Signs will doubtless appear in due
-detense" something iX
the conduct ress-at least
other in the connection.
the peiisimiess,
- Vou will eggs" says ^Vlme.
;,
ccmtined to his room— 11 ear
to a -mahide*' officer—
^ t you
Mndame is studying Knglish. -1 suppose,"
and, it is noticed, the>
will," she has mastered nicely;

most anywhere.
\m(Miwin offices may be found

m

name

-u
old barracks built

Soil not her faith in

Ancient
with
remain. Clea.ned, patched and painted,
stoves in the place of opened windows,

writi^r girls.

walls

still

irr(»cerv store

to catch Sol's

old ]>lace.

rays— you'd never know
,

,

it

was

,

their advantages here.

the

same

•

.1

Ti^
It is al-

Laundries have
you get back the
wavs a good gamble on whether or not
to mention the
same number of pieces as sent-not
skinned. Bet on odds
identical stuff— it's got roulette

from
old part of town the walks vary
frequently ninning into a
c.ighteeii inches to two feet,
stone-paved streets arc
point with the wall. The
pedestrians, trucks, motorutilized bv di.nkey carts,
and other animals. Bicycles, miscellaneous vehicles
,
cVcles'do a great business.
m or«
,,^
morning"
''Good
say:
will
town
Kverv kid in
you-without repi;!| *«
-(looil aftennxm," or both, to
then ask for a ''sour." The little
tlu^ time of dav-and
are rich; and
beggars! Of' course, all Americans
low.
nrices, for some reas(m, arc not
fellows overseas to attempt
It's -i bi"- job for the
Besides there
(exacted promises.
t«r write alllhose
inter(>st to wntc-right here
isn M much, reallv, of vital
be written anyway—
and if tluM-e were, it couldn't
As a matter of fact, if they only
so tl/ero vou are.

'*''ViT''the

-

you by

sin or shame.

sweetheart, w^ite—
return,
Waits betwixt hopes and fears for your
in the strite
llcr kiss, her words, will cheer you
When Death itself confronts you, grim and stern;
But let her image all your reverence claim
Hame.
When base temptations search you with their
Somewhere a woman watches, thrilled with pride.
none.
Shrined in her heart, you share a place with
by side
She toils, she waits, she prays, 'till side
Vou stand together when the fight is done.

Somewhere a

soldiers once
back in the seventeenth century.
with doughboy typeslept are now clattering machines,
gun racks and the hooks in the

Where

.

.

woman—mother,

name—

)h keep, for her dear sake, a stainless
Bring back to her a manhood free from

<

Manv

shame.—^now.

the author of many a
a poet finds his way under the Flag.
who doubtless never saw this bit of

Old **Anon"

is

little verse.

And many

rhymed adFor the war

a man,
vice has

made his resolve, and keeps it.
are marred
changes many a character and reputations

•

knew

a

lot

-back home" wouldn't be putting any

liere in the rear.

the letters to a lot of us
with the situa'Wav ]>ack-and in com].arative luxury
stickin' Bosches;
tionOf the bovs who arc actually

hero

'stuff in

half
""^^T^nchoon at the pension— now a mile and a
comes the
from work—through the open window
church. The reaclangor of bells-bells of this and that
son-the daughter of a grocer is ^<^i^^,P^«F;?5_^^^^j;'
Madame remarks it costs dear to have the t^ells-^probL. is stui
ahlv—a hundred francs, she says. Old H. C.

dinner!
or semi-solid will be the desert for
or both; or
There's a franc on it. Apples or nuts
to one on
other— is the luncheon bet. The odds are ten
as
the apples and nuts which are
^"^fPF^^^^J^."?
twin from the
Siamese
one
as
d'hote
French tables
a long while we get a
other But for dinner, once

^'''''^Solid,

m

—

Sunday. Sunday is a holiday here as well. )n the
narrow gauge trolley which runs to
famed
for its product, nin cars in threes an hour apart. The
Coney rush is here also. On the tops is the overflow
(

,

of Americiin soldiers.
The last c^ir returns at S.40.
The cafes close as does every store at !)..'>() and the
town turns in. Good night!

—

—

take a

She

i

i

when we

has been enlisted in the Great Argument.
For Honour and for Her.
Somewhere a woman, thrusting fear away,
Faces the future bravely for your sake
to day
Toils on from dawn 'till dark, from day
bitter ache;
Fi"lits back her tears, nor heeds the
prayer your
loves you, trusts you, breathes in

:

in

bit humiliating,

A

m

lit

a

(%ickens, of the egg-laying variety, one occash.iia walled garden conallv sees in citv squares and many
Wonder if old Balzac
ceals a hen roost or pigeon cote.
granite feet
doesn't occiisionally find an egg at his
group of— are they gypsies— have camped tor
Sunday's warmth
the winter along a beautiful quai.
wagons and sideoDeiied the canvased and boarded
might
show stands. Fortunes were to be told or candy
color on which you
be won if the wheel stopped on the
tender gave the wheel
laid vour sou as the dark-skinned
Babv rifle ranges and various ignoble copies
a wliirl
monotony for a varied
of C^onev features broke life's
far-off tribe forgotten
lot of customers—for many a

;

in

It's

's sometlung
survey, to think that we aren't where there
but little good;
doin'; but more 'n one 'd be, perhaps,
even, hke enough, "always in the way."
"Goodbye" was the universal salutation ot the
mention before,
kids when we first came— I forgot to
was mapproi)ribut they seem now to have learned it

A

of modern nights
The ladv motorman is a novelty

(

lower case "b."

A

beiielit

change from stewed prunes or stewed apricots or the
spineless
like and have an approach to apple pie or a
tliocolate pudding.
The president of a well-known electrical supply
i.mpany has a good voice and we have a little concert
waiting for the cafe. Ocin Madame 's ''salon" while
iisionally we get an American song.
(

Soldier "Over There"

From Our

The

'

""""""""""""""""

'
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Motor Trucks

to

Help Tobacco Jobbers

WHOLESALERS

and jobbers of tobacco are interested in the work being done by the highways
transport committee of the Council of National Defense to save waste in transportation by providing a
system under which merchants who use motor trucks
transport their products to other cities may secure
This system is already in sucloads coming back.
cessful operation in Connecticut, and is being extended
ihroughout the country.
\'ery considerable quantities of merchandise and
material of all kinds are now being carried by trucks
liperated by private concerns in their own businesses
and by motor express and haulage companies," de"In a majority of cases, howclares the committee.
ever, these tnicks, after delivering a load, return empty,
whereas there are shippers who would be glad to avail
themselves of the opportunity to send a load back on
such a truck to its home town if they knew it was
going back empty. On the other hand, the truck owner
would be equally glad to secure a return load because
the charge made for hauling it would reduce his own
haulage cost.**
To bring shipper and truck owner together is the
aim of the committee, to be accomplished through
chanibers of commerce and similar organizations l)y
the establishment of return-loads bureaus— an information department to act as a clearing house for this
particular purpose.
Shortage of railroad cars and locomotives created a shortage of coal during the winter," it is pointed
''Lack of coal slowed down production of steel,
out.
which in turn delayed ship construction. Insufficient
coal for bunkering ships created a critical congestion
of freight in Atlantic port terminals and in railroad
certain part of
yards hundreds of miles inland.
ibis congestion was due to short-haul shipments of
freight within cities and originating in near-by points,
ten, twenty or fifty miles from the cities. Much of this
short-haul freight can be carried on the highways by
motor trucks. It can be picked up at the door of the
to

•

'

'

'

A

Reports from Cincinnati are to the effect that sixEvidently the mercent cigars are "selling" well.
chants of Cincinnati appreciate the fact that the national advertising which brings the customer in for a
nickel cigar needs a little personal salesmanship to get
him to pay six cents for it.

shipper and delivered at the door of the consignee, en-

two handlings. It Ciin be delivered the
same tlay as shipped, whereas the same shipment by
rail would require several days, if not a week or nn)re.
And the shipment can go forward by motor when a
rail freight and express embargo precludes shipment
by rail at all."
A return-loads bureau can be established by a
chamber of commerce without creating any legal liability to the shipper or assuming any other responsiThe function, pure and simph',
bility, it is asserted.
is to advise the shipper where and when a tinick cii'i
be obtained to haul his goods and to advise the ti-uck
owner where a load can be obtained. It is left en-

tailing only

tirely to the shipper

and the truck operator

to

make

own agreement

as to the rate to be paid for
haulage, liability of the truck owner or driver for
safety of goods in transit, and so forth.
Motor express lines already are operating on daily
their

New York and
Hartford and New York, and

.schedules between

between
Boston and

Philadelj)liia,

between
Hartford, making a chain from Boston to Philadelphia. More or less regular service is being maintained
between the latter city and l>altimore, and trucks can
always be obtained for transportation between Baltimore and Washington.
So successful has this mode of transportation been
found that the Post-Otlice Department is instiiUing a
number of motor routes between the ])rincii>al cities
to handle parcel post matter. Chains of such routes
are to be created to cover every important city east
of the Mississippi. The great increase in the number
of good roads throughout the East, and the succi'ssfid
trips of Army truck trains from Detroit to the coast
in the middle of a severe w^intor, have been great incentives to the use of trucks and a num])er of mamifacturers, unable to secure sufficiently rapid service
from the railroads, have undertaken to get their goods
to the

markets

in this

manner.
C. L. L.

It is not necessary for a cigar dealer to carry a
large stock, but it is necc^ssary that he has a carefully
chosen stock that will cater to \\\o variety of tastes
that the average cigar dealer comes in contact with.

Brands advertised

in

careful consideralsk)!!*

trade jmpers are always worth
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Exporters
Tobacco
Our
Confronting
Problems
Alfred

Thomas Marks

mounting toward tlie
annually— a business
yoars-it won d
np la.-vly within the past live
toie-

a \'nnnp:n Inulo rapidly
0jo|ilv niillioii dollar mark

WITH
l.uilt

seem
sicdit
taT<.'

to

)m.

I'or

l»nt

(uir

the exercise of ordinary business

growers and manutacturers to
steps to insure its permanency and

t.»baec()

the ncecssary

ooutinued growth.
+
the robust
appreciate
better
may
we
that
In order
leat and
proportions attained by our loreign trade
toUowmg
mannlaetnred tobaeeo, a brief glance at the
States Pnireau o
jnst availal)h' at the I'nited
.

i

,

m

fioures,

ashmgtcm,
Foreign'and Domestic ( ommerce, m W
prove illuminating:
Tobac4M>, manufactured (leaf)
Exported in
Kxported in
Feb., li)18.
Feb., VMl.

will

:

$r),ir)l,/b<

$1,872,47!)

8 mos. ended
Feb. 1>8, 11)18.

Hmos. ended
Feb.-J8,ll>17.

$:J5,78r),9i)-J

$4r,,:):]7,88r)

of

over

$rJ,00(),00()

in

bacco.)

Tobacco, manufacturcMl

smoking and
Exported in

roots, pbig,

Feb., 1917.
$1,459,740
8 mos. ended
Feb. 28, 1917.

$14,094,000

all

(cigarettes,

cigars, clio-

other):

Exported

ing clothes again.
The point should be emphasized as of vital imthat we
portance to our tobacco-producing industry
conditioned that wi'
are the onlv nation at this time so
our plans to
can go ahead and make and consummate
But il
keep and push our trade after the war ceases.
this—w^hioh means, if
is a fact that we are not doing
means anything, that we will start in the oonmig
it

with the
race for foreign business neck-and-neok
other tobaccoworld, with no advantage which the
fact,
exporting nations do not possess. As a matter of
tobacco producers will be at
it really means that our
the fact
a decided disadvantage, for do not overlook
oountries
that when this race starts the big European
best of their abilw4ll have prepared themselves to the
plans, where we
ity and will have matured working
post,'* so to
are allowing ourselves to be *Hied to the
and some
speak, by our former free lance methods
will get the
rather fallacious ideas w^e have that "we
'*

exports to
precedFrance and Fngland in the eight months
conditions iujcount
ing Fel)ruarv '2H, liJbS, due to war
exports ot leat tolargely for ihe falling ott in total

(Decreases

must enter when the now-warring European nations
don their worklay aside their urms ami the workers

business anyway.
Why not wake up, and lay our plans for the trade
Why not take advantage of the opporbattle now?
lines, so
tunity which is now^ ours to strengthen our
position not
that *at the crucial moment we will be in
ground we
only to go ^'over the top," but to keep the

win?

we plan our after-the-war campaign for
do
foreign trade! What shall we do? llow shall we
These are the important problems now confrontit I

How

in

Feb., 1918
$4,902,044

shall

ing our tobacco exporters.

8 nms. ended

highly placed official of the United States Dea
pa rtnuM it of < ^ommerce, wdien asked by the writer
few days ago what in his estimation is the most important consideration at present involved in our export trade, and to insure its after-the-war ])ermanency,
doubt,
replied that it was, beyond the shadow of a
that
organization, lie elucidated his views by saying
our exiiorters, no matter in what line of industry they

A

Fe4)., 1918.

$20,!):i9,471

degree the
^Vithmit attempting to minimize in any
our foreign
imi)ortance of the crisis thnmgh which
is passing—
trade as well as that of all other nations,
preand it must be admitted that abnoniial conditions
would seem to be the
vail everywhere— it nevertheless
best tradepart of wisdcmi and in conformity with our
measures
wining traditions to adopt the necessaiy

our

approxnnate
with.mt further loss of time to
period
chances in the cmnpetition which will make the
in
immediately following the war the fiercest cmitested
the history Of world trade.
Taking a careful survey of conditions—not as they
status of world
oxist todav, in the ]n-esent abnonnal
meet in the
trade, but 'such as we will be compelled to
borne in
post-wai" trade reconstruction— tw^o facts are
atupon us which demand the serious and immediate
who are
tention of all United States tobacco producers
wideninterested in foreign trade or who anticipate a
.

These outing of their market in the years to come.
to
standing facts .are (1) that we are in no condition
upon us with
inert sneh comfx^tition as will be forcx-d
any
not,
the close of hostilities, and (2) that we are
ht
appreciable degree, taking the necessaiy steps to
we
ourselves and «mr industrv for the commereial race

m

the
are engaged, will never come into their own in
go
large way to which they are entitled until tliey
and
after the business collectively and with the force
Our successes,
effectiveness of an organized body.
of
said he, have ])een w^on entirely through the efforts
out
individual finns and concerns which have pushed
courageously into other countries and other continents.
He pointed out that our more important industries
should follow^ the plan of organizing for the cultivathe
tion of foreign trade which has won so much for
European countries, each line of trade having its own
organization or association.
The Webb law, which is now on the statute books,
our foreign
is designed to cover exactly this phase of
busitrade and permits organizing to secure foreign
exness. Prior to its passage, as is well known, our
porters hesitated to combine for .this purpose, fearing
that thev woidd thereby violate the Shennan restramt-

HIGH GRADE

STEIN ER BL.PO.
257-265 WEST 17™ ST,

NEW YORK

CITY.

a
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of-trade law,
vis

led.

and be

liable to the

these foreign countries recpiires a lot of cigars or
smoking tobacco, and he gets them in a few hours, or
in a few days at most, of one of these distributing
centers; lie knows wliat he is buying and what he is
paying. If that same order be placed with a United
States manufacturer the merchant must know just
where to locate the particular grade of tobacco
he desires, ascertain the price, whether in stock for
inmiediate shipment, wait two to six weeks for
his order to reach the agent and a like length of
time or longer for the shipnuMit to reach liini, if the
goods are shipped on the thiy the order is received
(which fre(iuently they are not), go through a triuibU'some routine of insurance, customs, and tariff details,
•pay cash, risk loss from ]>ad packing, and take the

heavy penalty pro.•

.

•

Following out the plan in successtul operation in
rope, our tobacco manufacturers who are interested
i:
could form an export organization,
in foreign trade
and make it their
illed by whatever name they choose,
purpose and object to thorouglily investigate the
representatives to the variV ,,rld markets by sending
divers other ways. These asso;is countries and in
lations are not selling organizations in any sense, but
„.rate in a non-competitive way for the purpose of
ilhoring essential foreign trade information.
It has been suggested that the same results could
course—by our naiM' secured— in a limited way, of
lional trade bodies, such as the Tobacco Merchants'
vssociation, creating a division or section for foreign
plan
trade, which would function somewhat after the
and
nl)()ve detailed, concentrating on the cultivation
jmilding up of our business abroad.
It is beyond dispute that the one big essential to
foreign
lut a permanent foundation under our tobacco
But
trade is organization and a pull all together.
There's the matter of delivery, or
liiere are others.
lather transportation. When I mention deliveries I
folliavo in mind the difference between the methods
lowed by several prominent tobacco exporting nations
and those of the United States. For a number of
years prior to the war, and to an extent since the war
started, it has been the custom of the larger exporters
convenient
in tobacco-producing countries to keep at
II

<

,

,

]

joints in

chance of finding, after all this delay and annoyance,
that the goods shipped are not in accordance with
That's a pretty gloomy picture— but freorder.
quently borders closely on the truth.
Of more than ordinary importance, too, in the
clinching of our foreign tobacco trade so that it will
stay clinched is the matter of transportation—
mighty big subject now, and to be a bigger one at the

end of the war.
liver

ness,

and with reasonable promptotherwise why concern ourselves w^ith plans and

them

satisfactorily

account of the war, with the cessation of hostilities we
will have right here in our home harbors, with sU^am
up, ships enough to serve the commerce of the entire
by
w^orld. These are the vessels now being produced
the United States Shipping

keeping the wholesaler supplied.
In some cases which have been brought to the
sole
writer's attention these stock rooms are not
agencies of a single manufacturer, but several manufacturers in non-competing lines of tobacco products
eonduct them jointly, thus dividing the expense of
maintenance. Now, contrast this way of doing busiIt works out
ness with that of the United States.

A

deliver the goods, de-

goods f
The attention of our tobacco manufacturers and
exporters is called to the very important point that
even if our shipping facilities are restricted now, on

in
of tobacco, manufactured and unmanufactured,
warerooms, in charge of a manager with one or two
salesmen. These stocks were added to constantly and
wise
steadily replenished, and the warerooms in no
of
differ in scope and purpose from the stock rooms
produced. They
tlio home factory, where the goods are
do not sell to the retailer, but are for the purpose of

:

For we must

policies to sell the

foreign countries fairly representative stocks

snniething after this fashion

17

wholesaler in one of

Board and Emergency

Fleet Corporation. Worth mentioning, too, is the apparently Utopian, yet practical, idea of one of the
(Comof Foreign and Domestic

Bureau
merce that we must find jobs for the army of

officials'

of the

we are producing, once
war has been accomplished,

planes
the

their part in

air-

winning

lie ventures the sug-

only
gestion that as freight Ciirriers we could find not
the
a highly profitable work for them, but also for
of aviators we are training. The suggestion
tliousaiids

worth C4)nsidering, especially as
apply to our trade in the western hemisphere.
is

at least

it

might

FROM THE TRENCHES

THE CANNY SCOT
Sandy and Alec were on board ship when a terFinally, the crew took to the boats,
rific storm arose.
one, in which
l)ut all of them were swamped except
The storm continued and the
these two were alone.
prayer,
niitlook was dark, so they betook themselves to
ha.d
urn about. At Alec's turn he confessed that he
good-for-notlung
l.een a goml-for-nothing, a drinker, a
get
drinking rascal; but if the Lord would only let him
ashore this time he would never take another
in.
*Alec, mon, be carefu'," Sandy here broke
"Diniia comeet versel' too far, for I do be thinkin
Hoe land."
I

I

the Vancouver
the front:
Dailij Prnviuci\ by a (\anadian soldier at
**
in the dug-(mt,
I lumping it here

The following

skit

was sent

to

Sucking me black dudeeii,
I'd like to say in a general way
There's nothin like nickyteen;
There's nothing like nickyteen, me boys,
P>e it ])ipes or snipes or cigars;
So be suTt' that a bloke

Has

plenty to smoke

Tf von wantJiim to fight your wars."

Say You Saw
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Enemy Leaf
UNDHH

in
to sell at private sak*' several lots of tobacco now
inthe eustodv of the Pnited States. The sales will

the property of Ad. ITagens &
Companv, l^>renien, (Jerinany, taken oft* the German
Stores
i»ark "Meta<h>r" and now stored in the General
of the Treasury Deftt New York, under the control
partment; lM) hogsheads, the i)roperty of \V. F. F.ilSclidhMistein, P»remen; oO h(»gsheads, the property of
ling cV: P.urning, P>remen, and :U) hogshwids, the i)r(»])taken from the
ol* Warncken & Sohn, P>remen, all
10.')

*h()<,^sheads,

crty
**Metador."
p
X u
tobacco,
this
of
sale
the
authorizing
orders
the
In
])roviding ])ritlu' foHowing reasons were given for
vate sales:
**The i)roperty described is not customardy sold
and cannot usually l)e sold to advantage either at ]mbadvertisement, or at the
lic sale after |ji«l*ik ur ather
,

"" ""

""

""'"""

"

»'

"""'

+.—

.

thereof,

is

situated.

**The United States Government having assumed
jurisdiction and control over the docks at which ii
would be necessary to conduct the public sal© of tiic
propertv described, if public sale were required, and
by reason of the congestion of the said docks and the
immediate necessity for space thereon, further detention of the said proi>erty, w^hich would be rendert'd
necessary ])y the delays incident to x)ublic sale theri'ol',
is

impra'ctica])le
*'

may

To The Men

and inadvisable.

Unnecessary expense, delay and inconvenience

l)e

avoided.^'

in one or more lots and
mav be conducted at the place where the property is
situated or elsewhere, and upon such terms and conditions as to the Alien Property Custodian, or his duly
authorized agent, may seem proper.

The

sale niav be

made

**

Kj. Ij. Ij.

TAKE
we

a good look at your

little

white sack of the

The Man with One Pipe
a pipe smoker and who
has onlv one pipe, has a great deal to learn. The
and our
least number jiossible for comfort is three,
One briar jmker pipe
l)resent complement is f(mr.
with a straight stem, one large bowl briar with a deep
stem,
curve, one ohl briar bowl with an apple wood
and one Missouri cob. This would make a fairly com-^
long
plete outfit with a pipe with a red clay bowl and a
red stem, like a church warden.
Never get into the vice of having a favorite pipe;
more things than pipes have been spoiled by too much
pipe until
atTection, so do not continue smoking a hot
Sit down;
the increasing heat chars it, too freely.
bar
stop thinking; thinking, except al>out nothing, is a
to a good smoke.
GovernFill your pipe with any tobacco that the
ment has not commandeertMl, and till it to just below
seriously,
the brim, never above it. Smoke slowly and
aUowing one match to a i>ipe full of tobacco. The man
who allows his i)ipe to go out, will never be more sucallows his
cessful as a smoker than the merchant who
bank account to be overdrawn.
the pipe does go
\\\ througli no fault of your own,
out when

tlie

calls himself

tobacco

is

out,
this out,

half consumed, clean

it

stem and bowl and refill it. Before we found
a
we burned up a Uhristmas gift French briar, with
engraved on it,
g(dd band and (mr initials handsomely
exposed inby drawing an opcui flame against its half

to coloring a meerschaum, every young
smoker has colored one, but only a blinkety blank fool
ever colored a second one. The Goddess Nicotine
planted the briar root and the devil spat out the lava.
As to your tobacco, there is tobacco that bites like

pipe

As

toa serpent and stingeth like an adder, and there is
bacco that is full of pipe dreams that sustain and
soothe. J f you have ambition enough and sense enough,
you will learn in time how to make your own blend.
Take, for instance, the light and fragrant brand, am

and
the close fibre plug cut, a few Turkish cigarettes
one good Havana cigar, blend them, and be happy.
Adapt vour tobacco to your constitution, occupaand digestion. You may get more satisfaction
tion,

from a bag of Havana clippings from Lancaster
a gold
(V)untv, that from the expensive blend with
three essenlabel. That is a digression, but there are
Many a good
tials, the pipe, the tobacco and the match.
smoke has been spoiled by a bad match the man who
get a
has wasted a half dozen foreign matches trying to
smoke.
light is in no mental condition for a good
Perhaps the most important feature^ of pipe smok-

what

the

fight

over

ALL

men

at the

He

DURHAM"

tobacco.

has enlisted.

He

DURHAM"

factories,

For

has gone

sack of him.

our

"BULL

and

cheerfully.

we

have been sending abroad have not been enough.

We

front-36,000,000 sacks-2.000.000 pounds- 100 car loads every

month.
So. with your
best cigarette

you ever

There

is

own

rolled;

hands,

roll

yourself a cigarette of

and while you smoke

only one thought you can

they re 5ure welcome.

it.

think— it

Here's to them and good

luck.

"Bull"—carefully,

thoughtfully, just the

THINK.
is this:

"If the

And may

boys over there need m\f 'makings

every Utde bag carry

its

inspiration of

hope and courage."
sack and hang it up in
you have sentiment, just save the round white tag of your last
he comes back— as he must
memory of good old "Bull". For you will be proud to know him when
come soon covered with medals of honor for service.

And

if

—

'

/^

;

the sake ot
ing is that there is a time to smoke, both for
aside the
the pipe and the sake of the smoker. Putting
excess is
question of excessive smoking, for one man^s
become
another man's famine, the best gifts of nature
experienced man,
evils if too freelv indulged, and the
he is hapthe epicure of tobacco, will often wait until
])ily hungiy for a smoke.

single

lor a time.

for the entire output of

millions of sacks of "Bull"
to our

makings— "BULL

good old "Bull"

there— every

The Government has asked
Govemment asks we all give

The
must give

win the

Who

Own"

Their

Roll

to the front to help

TIIK

"

where such property, or the greater portion

place

are going to ask you to part with

man who

"

n

be Sold at Private Sale

to

Washington, D. C.
KiXoeiitivo Orders issued by the President,
the Alien Property Custodian has been authorized

ehnh'

mimmin

..mm miimm

.....mniminmni

"
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President

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK

TheMakin^s

terior.

consideration.
All advertised brands are worth
Ko manufacturer can afford to s[)eiid money for advertest of the contising if his brand will not stand the
iiimer.

of the
Tf a cigar dealer is sufficiently convinced
to
merit of a brand to put it in his case, then he ought
brand
have enough business acumen to get behind that

and

sell

it.
wmm

J
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The Art

of

Making Sales

in

hm

"

'"

'

'

Thcv

i)r..}M'rly,

feel,

too, that they arc

being

treated well'merelv for what there is 111 it.
people liiul out that all you
It is a mistake to let
it is a mistake
eare about them is for tbeir money, and
can
If that is all the humanity you
to feel that way.
natural, tiei
Hcare up, vou an- to be pitied. If it is not
don't be crabbed
leai-n to like ])eople for themselves and
than ywu
Hud unsociable outside of business any more
will know that
wcnild be inside. If you are, peoi)le
men enjoy
your familv is to be T)itied and mi^-bty few
families.
knowing tllat the w^orld feels soriy for tbeir
worth
Not everv man can be a j?ood mixer, but it is
man makes outside
while trying. The more friends a

a recent (Consular
at YokoWilliam M. Langdon, American (Nnisul
Department of ( ommerce,
haiiia to the United Suites
tor toAmerican manufacturers are turning to Japan
the cheaper
bacco to blend with other leaf in making
Japanese
cigarettes
Lr,a«h's of Turkish and Kgyi)tian
and points ot
tolmcco is milder and lighter in color
Its leaf is very thm,
test than Turkish or Virginian.
Tolmcco
due pi-ol)ablv to the damp climate of Japan.
excepting IT..kcan be raised in all i>arts of Japan,
mainland
kaido and the northeast part of the
Imperial
At the beginning of each fiscal year the

ArCOl^DlNC;

to

estimates the
Japanese Government Monopoly Bureau
meet the
amount of tobac^-o that will be needed to
year,
home and foreign demands during the coming

Bill

of business hours, the more customers he will have"
inside of those hours.
'People like to trade with a man they know. It
worth while for every salesman to try to cultivate
personal acquaintance. I do not believe in a man join
m^ church or lodge or any fraternal organization foithe main object of helping his business, but I do ])e
lieve that it is wise for him to mix up with his fellow
citizens in all sorts of public matters and to show m
friendly spirit and a helping hand whenever chanc'

will

GROWERS

WRAPPERS

,1

offers.

That sort of thing will make it easier for a man
get on with people. It will teach him how to do it.

Under Shade

to

{To Be Continued)

and then, through

its district offices,

apportions to the

and planters the quantities to he
grown bv them. According to the Japanese Department of* Commerce and Agriculture, the follow^iug
acreage was under tobacco cultivation in Japan during

CONNECTICUT

dilferent farmers

76,940 acres, yielding
pounds of tobacco; 1916, 72,170 acres,
1()S,;')i:},:U0
vielding 105,925,150 pounds; and 1917, 66,638 acres
'(estimated), yielding 94,104,050 pounds.
The foregoing decrease is attributed to the nicreasing consumption of imported cigarettes and pipe
the

last

three

years:

1915,

tobacco.

over
It is estimated that there are at present
exS,000,000" pounds of Japanese tobacco available for
port.

FLORIDA
and

GEORGIA

Introduced for Fifteen-Cent Piece

Washington, D. (
be interested in a bill which has
'.

WVi) men

21

a Cigar Store

Climate and Soil of Japan Favors Tobacco Growing
Kcport made by

The Tobacco Wobld
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(Continued from Page 13)

Stake.

It in

T()P>
introduced into (V)ngress by Representative
lu'ei'i
coinO'Shauiiessv, of Rhode Island, providing for the

measure,
a fifteen-cent piece. In presenting this
increased prices
^\y O'Shaunessy declared that the
and the
which now prevail for many small articles
formerly
increasing use of prices between what were
a halt
considered standards— ten cents, a quarter, and
piece
dollar—have made necx^ssary the coinage of some
this situawhich could be used to advantage in meeting
Miro of

tion.

the coinage
In the retail tobacco field, especially,
Prices of many line»
uf such a ])iece will be welcome.
been increased durof tobacco, cigars and pipes have
many other
ing the i>ast year, as well as prices of

A

line «)l
things frequently carried in cigar stores.
umbrellas, for iiistance, formerly carried by a larg"
chain of stores at $1 are now selling for $1.15. Many
package cigars and cigarettes sell for fifteen cents,
many cigars are sold two for fifteen cents, and cus
tomers frequently buy three five-cent cigars at a time.
wel
In all such cases, the fifteen-eent piece will be a

come addition to the list of coins, especially in stores
where business comes in "rush'' periods.
The proposed coin is to be of silver, the size,
di^
weight, composition and design being left to the
the Di
cretion of the Secretan^ of the Treasury and
to th
rector of the Mint. The bill has been referred
House committee on coinage, weights and measure?
C. L. L.

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO
142 Water

Street,

New York

City

Say You Saw
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Philadelphia Leaf Market
few months there has been a
ii()ticeal)lo tendency on the part of prospective purchasers to huy only where they can get time on their
As banks are not anxious to extend credit be])ills.
yond a conserv^ative limit, business is not particularly
brisk, despite tlie fact that there seems to be some
old goods to be had.
The trade here has been set back at least two
months by tlie freight and express embargoes, affecting the manufacturer on his incoming raw materials,
and also on the movement of his stocks for the jobber
and dealer.
The scarcity of binders and wrappers continues,
and prices have stiffened perceptibly during the past
few weeks, rparticularly on wrappers.
To illustrate a case in point, about ten days ago
there was a scramble by both New York and Phila-

DUKlN(i

the past

twelve bales of 1916 Su<lelphia houses for a
matra wrappers, second size, held by a manufacturer.
These bales had gone begging for some time. They
had been withdrawn from bond and on that account
there was some suspicion attached to the tobacco. The
real reason for tho tobacco being taken from bond was
that some months ago, when Uncle Sam contemplated
lot of

raising the duty on Sumatra, the original owners became a little anxious and withdrew the twelve bales
from the bonded warehouse. And doubtless a lot of
other manufacturers did the same thing. The firms
who had a chance to get this Sumatra are now kicking themselves at their slowness, especially the New

Yorkers. Tho goods are said to have been landed by
a Third Street jobber in this city.
The following lots of tobacco were offered here to
jobbers and manufacturers during the past four weeks,
at prices given below:
318 cases 1914 Wisconsin B^s, at 33 cts. M/W.
net cash, f. o. b. cars Wisconsin.
400 cases 1916 Pennsylvania Filler B's, at 34 cts.
A/W. cash less 2%, f. o. b. cars Lancaster, Penna.
26 cases 1914 Connecticut Havana Seed Seconds, at 62 cts. M/W. net cash, f. o. b. cars Phila-

id

^

:

4^'.'

..-

'\:/f'h

RECENTLY

ground devoted to the weed will not be increased in
view of the acute shortage of farm labor, and the shortage and high prices of material for building new curing
far
sheds. In fact, some of the growers have gone so
as to predict a material decrease in the acreage.
In the Landisville section, there is still a large
quantity of tobacco remaining unsold, because of its
being held for twenty-eight and thirty cents. Phares
W. Baker reports that he had an offer to buy one
hundred acres at twenty-five cents for wrappers.
Purchasers of the 1917 crop on the whole are reported to regard their purchases as good investments.
The tobacco has come out free, virtually, from any

'

ir

'-/^

delphia.

444 cases 1916 Lancaster County Pennsylvania
Broadleaf Wrapper B's, at 421/2 cts. A/W. net cash,
f. o. b. cars Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
200 cases 1916 Gebhart Fillers, at 30 cts. A/W.

:<:•

'

y-'-

f o. b. cars Ohio.
.

500 cases

12-,

14-

Havana Seed Tops,

and 16-inch 1917 Connecticut

at 37i/o cts.

M/W.

f.

o.

b. cars

Hartford, Connecticut, forced sweated and guaranteed
sound.
^ 230 bales (Firsts) 1917 St. Clara Havana, at 94
cts. net cash, delivered in New York.
230 bales (Seconds) 1917 St. Clara Havana, at 83
cts. net cash, delivered in New York.
The next three or four months should tell the tale
as to whether any money will be made by leaf men this

'AflVh^

•:

o ^-

'•V'

^ ^
L. Baoo.

y^ar.

Cttritbt 1918, Liggitt

fatty stem trouble, and the only malady is the weak
in
tips, particularly where too much water was used
stripping. No moldy, or black rot tips have been dis-

covered.
Practically all of the seed beds in the county were
sown completely during the past week, and much sterilizing has been reported.
Otto Olsen, representative of the Government, stationed at the Ephrata station, has been elected secretary and treasurer of the Lancaster County Tobacco
Growers' Association to succeed the late George

T^HAR'S hardly a man »o amtdl an

'

mman

That you won 't find him real worth whiim
ifyou tuk him

a **howdye** now an' then
him a shore 'naffemile;

An' smile
An* paaa him yo*

Velvet neighbor-UlM-^

man ain't bom.
That friendly warmth won't make e*p«a»d
Why,

bless you, the

V Mjtn Ttim» Ok

THERE'S mellowness inVelvet
—-a mellowness combined with
flavor, smoothness, coolness and
mildness.
Nature puts that meHowness into Velvet during

Like this here poppin* com.

To the Velvet that uHMrms each cockle thmtrm ll

two long years o{ ageing in wooden hogsheads. It*s
the slow way and the expensive way, but one pipeful
Try Velvet today
of Velvet proves that it*8 right

Samuel Seldomridge, one of the most extensive
dealers in the county, died this week in his home near

in his innermost heart ofheiots.

and see

Farmersville.

Live friendless an' lone an' lorn.

Hibshman.

He*U mellow

right

out with the

meUoumem

That long years* agein* impart*

E. G. R.

So let's not

let

When a bit of warmth woutd bring
Ja»t

like this

a match to light your weed,
Don't buy a box from a Jap or a Swede,
Light a Yankee cigar with a Yankee match,
One that flames with a single scratch.

(or yourself.

any fellow we know
hint

ami

poppin' com*

Vdrd Joe's Almanac

piU^f^
Tho Tobacco Salesmen's Association of America,
held
Incorporated, is making plans for a dance to be
Jazz
on May 12th at the Palm Garden, New York. A
hand will be one of the added attractions.

;-^f7^'-i

;

Ti''

Lancaster Tobacco Market
circulated reports of a largo increase
originated
in the tobacco acreage, presumed to have
from authoritative sources, have been placed under
the
the guillotine by growers in this section during
They declare that the amount of
past fortnight.

••-.

.>,.

(or die year 1918 ta
you want a copy wiita
to him at 4241 FMMm ATcnue. St. Look,
MiMouri. Mid Im will BUkil it to you.

oow

ready.

If

bags
1 lb.

tia»

ffl«M huoudon

When you want

G.

W.

J.

••Velvet" advertising is more important than ever for the dealer this year,
pages in the great national weekly and monthly magazines are
telling the Velvet story now."

Full

H

:
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Lopez

8 Bro.

GENERAL OFUGE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
aaa pearl street

tampa

lealtad 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

Hotel LeMarquiS
EAST

31

A STREET, (4 doors from
NEW YORK CITY

In the heart of the

vania Station; five

Fifth

Avenue)

Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylminutes from Grand Central Station.

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day

The most

"Doin Your

CIGARS

MAKERS
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central

any chances.
*' Another thing to choke off is the whisperer who
tells you he has heard on good authority that the Liberty Motor is a flivver, airplane production is at a
standstill, and that we ain't got enough machine guns
Rumors like that
to capture a children's hospital.
grow with every tellin', and nine times out of ten they
start with a lie. Honest, constructive criticism of tlie
government when it is needed, will do a lot of good and
keep them guys in Washington right on their toes, but
this useless hammering by people who don't know what
they are talking about ought to be stopped, nOt by law,
for you don't know where to draw the line, but by
sensible, level-headed Americans tellin' them to shut
up, and if they don't, why shut 'em up."
^'I wonder if Spain is a goin' to get into the war,"
said the Street

if

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES

J.

<^^
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Car Conductor.
Clerk, '*as a neutral

she's a nuisance, with a regular mail line from Vera
Cruz to Madrid and then a wireless to Berlin. If she
kicks in with the Allies it puts a stop to this line of
communication, and also German U-boats can't run into
Spanish harbors and stay as long as they like, as
they're doin' now against international law. If she
sides with Germany too it wouldn't be bad. It would
only take a few hundred thousand soldiers to put Spain

on the mat, seeing she can be attacked on land from
three sides, Portugal, France and Gibraltar, and with
the fleets shootin' away on the Mediterranean side it
would be Good Night for the fandango boys. Spain is
the land of the Bull, gettin' rich from German gold, but
scared to death of England, France and us, and as long
as she can keep on the fence you can bet she ain't goin'
to fall off on one side or the other. There's 80,000 Germans in Spain, who talk Spanish, dance Spanish, eat
Spanish—and think German. If they wanted Spain
they could flop her in twenty-four hours, but they recognize her value as a neutral."
'*
Well, I don't see how Germany can hold out much
longer."

ought to swat you one in the eye for sayin' that.
Keap your trap closed if you can't find anything more
sensible to say. Germany has five million strong, wellfed fighting nien, and to lick her is going to take all our
resources and a lot of time. You guys that think the
war is going to be over day after tomorrow are the
ones who are responsible for the delays that have hampered us. It's no use fiddling around thinkin' that
England and France and our boys that are over there
now are goin' to do the trick, and that 'it will be all
over in a few weeks, so why worry. We gotta get into
*'I

war upon the certainty that it will last ten years,
and if we go in on that basis we can lick Germany in

this

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
GEORGE w. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A. L. ULLNICK

vi;;p!!!!Ml25
^***"I'!5!J2IS:

vi--vv-v

Broadway, Now York
MeeHttg 4«h Tvasday of sack manth at Hotel McAlpia.

MAX MILLER.
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that

many months."
win any way."
**Sure, but just sayin' so won't do it."
**Well, we're goin* to
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somothin' besides the alarm clock wakes you up. I don't
care how friendly I've been with a German, or how
many games of pinochle we Ve played in the back room,
if he makes a crooked move, not even a good explanation is goin' to save him— I'm a goin' to get him. A lot
of them are loyal I know, but we can't afford to take

*a hope so," said the Cigar

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson. Mgr.

Bit

25
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{Continued from Page 9)

without meals.
Illustrated booklet

Say You Saw

.

Do you wish

to put a tariff on intelligence!

Do you want

to levy a tax on education!

Coiigi-ess

Your Congress.

does.

•k

«•••••••• aaaaatrt,''

:s;ii::::::!::::ia,

What!

Softt

Vou didn't know about it! Reaxl
At the last session Congress passed a law^
which establishes a postal "zone" system for
magazines and periodicals. It passed a law increasing the postage on periodicals to you, the
readers of this publication, from 50 to 900 per
cent. And it did it by re-establishing a postage
"zone" system that was abolished by President

»'

•'
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I'll

r-rt:::

,the;cluautyi
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^-^W^ Fbr Kalf a

Century tke quality
has never cKan^ecL —
except for tke better
Consider the protection
which sucK a stancLarA
means to you. particulary

;;:;::::i;;::

are going to buy your education by the
pound-mile now. It isn't a free-flowing stream

You

in Jays like the present

from which all may drink. It has been dammed
and its flow checked. Congress did it. If it
would bring any increase to the revenues of the
country that would amount to anything, it would
never be opposed. But it won't. It will drive
magazines out of business.
We wouldn't say that the discussion of public questions in the magazines, which sometimes

-r •'• "•*

m

Lincoln in 1863. Instead of a flat rate, made as
cheap as possible in order that there could be a
chance for the intelligent consideration of public
questions to reach the farthest limits of the
country and the most remote habitation on an
ociual basis, the magazines containing all this
discussion and all the best fiction and all the
))est art must hereafter pay an excess rate like
so much fish or canned lobster or fabricated
steel.

,

itickio

-it's

OTTO EISENLOHR

(/

sa&

BROS.

INCORPORATED

tfw^—WH^I^.—

Congress
and public officials, resulted in the enactment of
We would not say that it is a fonn
this law.

calls attention to the delinquencies of

of censorship that is really prohibited in spirit
by the Constitution, although the law has been
so cleverly drawn that it probably cannot be
will not say that
called unc(mstitutional.
simply call
about it, although we could.
your attention to it, because we don't believe

We

We

further than that, we don't
believe you'll sitand for it.
Write to your Congressman about it. And
demand the repeal of this particular passage.

you know

I^rands
iiicrchant

it.

And

DEALERS
There's a

sell

any

for

FLOR DE

})rands may go, but the real
brand of merit, l)e it known or

may come and

can

Demand

Bltf

unknown.

Although the United States has begun to import
a nmch larger volume of Chinese tobacco from Hongkong for sx>ecial mixing purposes, Hongkong's import
of American tobacco is one of the most important items
Imports of American leaf
ill the American export list.
at the present time amount to
tobacco into
.iliout 6000 tierces and hogsheads annually, valued
inughly at $1,500,000, and representing an increase
c>r about 10 per cent, over the imports of last year.
This tobacco is imported almost altogether for the use
ol' a cigarette factory in Hongkong, although a small
lM)rtion of the trade is with Chinese dealers in Hongkong and in South (^hina |K)rts for mixing with the

Hongkong

ii.dive

product.

The
They're quite a

Ci|{ar

bit better

Supreme
All popular shapes.

than others.

Sell for 3 for 200, 10c straight, 2 for 25c,
straight.

Our

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

3 for 50c and 25c

FLOR DE MKLBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

Largest IndependeDt Cif ar Factory in tha World

J.

—
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FOR FORTY YEARS
TIIE STANDARD

Cl*an Ara Jadgad

Know vour

Writ* for Opaa Tarritonr
FaetofT!

Kay .West.

Naw York

Fla.

203

W. Broadway
M

M

k

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette Street
BRANDS

\

Fifty. Six

jCado

Water

T.

•

-

•

•

•

-

-

-

-

-

Lily

-

DUNN

J.

New

401-403

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

H. 9l8t Street.

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

A«k aad You
•••

City

10 for 26c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

-

-

M*K«r«

The

INC.
New York

Free!

Will Racaira

..FIFTH AVENUE....
A

Union Mada Cisaratta

aff

Quality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

of 10

Moatkpiaca. Cork ar Plaia Tip

I.

B. Krinsky, Nira

iat-aS2

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

^
Make tobacco mellow and amooth

and Impart a moat

^
^
in character
palatable flavor

tnd CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Liat of Flavora for Special Branda
BITUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
FRIES Sl BRO.. 02 Reade Street, New York

FUYORS

FOR

SMOKING

The Standards of America
Urillard's Snuff, :
Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax's Snuff, :
Gail

&

Est.
Est.

Est.

1760
1825
1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — K.app€0s — High Toasts
Strong^ Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURID RY

IGE

W. HELNE

CO.,

HI

Fifth Ate.,

all its

"ins and outs":

if

wlio liad attained success in my field. I would learn
things pertaining to the work in which I was engaged,
even if the occasion never arose when it would be necessary for me to use this knowledge.'*
This is sound advice that every man can well follow. Too many failures today are the result of men entering businesses of which they have no knowledge, and
"*^
to see that things run
then "leaving it to George
smoothly. To the man in the tobacco business there is
lots to leani. You'd be sunorised to know what an interesting romance the history of tobacco is. Read up
on the subject; post yourself thoroughly on grades,
methods of manufacture, etc., and you'll find the knowledge will give you greater help and a boost up the ladder of success. Moos Trade Tips.

MORE CO-OPERATION

Broouyn. n!^y.

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Tips

business; learn

you have even a fair amount of energy, you're
bound to make a success of it. A well-known successful
business man recently stated in an interview: ''The
main reason for my success is that 1 know every an^lo
of my business; I keep myself posted on every condition and change, and consequently I'm always ahead of
the game. If 1 were a young man, about to start at the
bottom of a business, 1 would make myself familiar
with everything comiected with that business. I would
learn about the raw material, the methods of manufacture. 1 would go to the public library and take out and
read every book I could get hold of dealing with the
subject of my work. I would seek the advice of nieu
and,

Offiea;

Leaf Imports

MASTER YOUR TRADE

Havana

By Wkick

New

Tue Tobacco Wokld
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A trouble with the cigar business is that

the manu-

facturers, jobbers and retailers do not get together in
meetings to talk matters over. Each factor appears to
be pulling against each, for the reason that they have
not consulted each other upon certain lines of policy.
There is altogether too nmch secrecy in business.
One section is afraid that the other will learn too mucii

of their inside affairs. There is no co-operation for the
general good. Many difficulties aiul seemingly antagonistism could be overcome if the three factors of the
trade would get into conference now and then.
Retailers' associations should invite the manufacturers and jobbers to attend their meetings occasionEspecially should this be done when any special
allv.
question is agitating the trade. At these meetings botli
sides of the argument would be presented, and matters
of disjjute could be amicably settled.
While an individual retailer may meet the manufacturer and jobber and talk things over in a friendly
manner, that is only a one-man proposition of which
others may know nothing about. Whereas, if there had
been a meeting between a number of the three factors,
points that had probably been overlooked by the indi-

vidual would be brought out, and most likely a different
aspect ])ut upon the whole subject. There should hv
greater co-operation between the manufacturer, jobber
and retailer than is now apparent. If there were, many
to
of the disputes and recriminations, that from time
time upset the trade, could be agreeably settled. When
is
a manufacturer or jobber visits a town where there
an association of retailers, he should be invited to meet
them in conference to talk over those things that are
hope to see in the near
uppermost in their minds.

We

future a greater spirit of co-operation between
ties in the tobacco industry.—*SmoA:e.

all par-

Still

Gaining

Washington, D. C.
STAT1ST1(*S now being compiled by the Bureau of
I'ltreign and Domestic Commerce of the Department
of

^Here

is

a mild cigar of quality

backed by a

prestige

who know good

among men

brands.

show that the imports of leaf tobacco
eight months of the present fiscal year end-

irinnierce will

(

dm i'lg

the

with Februar}^ are far greater than those of the
cori'spcmding period of 1917. While nearly one and
tliri'<'-<|uarter million dollars' increase will be shown in
tlic !ni])orts of leaf suitable for cigar wrappers, the
inii":rts of other classes of leaf will show an increase
of over twelve millions.
The imports of leaf tobacco suitable for wrappers
during the first eight months of the present fiscal year
aniMUiited to 8,762,997 pounds, valued at $4,731,793, as
compared with 2,420,499 pounds, worth $3,041,644, in
IJlKi. and 1,479,416 pounds, with a value of $1,638,860,
iim

inl!M6.

More than seventy-five per cent, of the total impoiis of this class of leaf comes from sources which befoit tlie war were considered so unimportant that no
riH'ord was kept of the different nations which furnished
The imports from these unspecified counthis tobacco.
tries so far this year have amounted to 3,265,308
During the correspond])ounds, valued at $3,942,807.
ing period of 1917 the total was but 59,239 pounds and
the value but $23,370, and in 1916 the total was 9574
pounds, valued at $1298.

shipped but little more than half a million dollars'
W(Mth. In 1916 the imports from Holland amounted to
1,41 1,5SS ))ounds, with a value of $1,533,627.
This increased in 1917 to 2,230,842 pounds, valued at $2,782,077; then fell this vear to 352,343 pounds, worth
:i;:)7:i,!)24.

from Canada also show a

falling off this

Totaling 13,130 pounds, valued at $12,293, in
IJMii. that country. last year furnished 38,698 pounds,
worth $40,546, but could not keep the pace up, with the
result that the total for the first eight months of this
yea was but 11,044 pounds, with a value of $11,426.
Wrapper leaf from Cuba has come in ever-increasin;r <|n«intities during the past two vears.
Beginning
with 45,124 pounds, valued at $91,642, in 1916, the receipts from that countrv last vear increased to 91,720
pounds, worth $195,651, and increased again this year
to ir,4,302 pounds, with a value of $203,636.
The total imports of all other leaf during the eight
inonflis ended with last February amounted to 44,750,171) ])ounds, valued at $23,783,071, as compared with
25,100,547 pounds, worth $11,480,114, during the correppoiuling period of 1917, and 26,989,519 pounds, with a
value of $10,678,166, in 1916.
Much of the increased
vahu' of this year is due to the higher prices that prevailed in the tobacco markets, and the entire increase
ill
\alne was divided among all tlie countries furnish'H!^* this class of tobacco, although the United Kingdom
and uha furnished less in quantity.
The major portion of the increase, both in quantity
«ii«l
value, went to Greece.
Furnishing 3,664,857
ponnds, valued at $1,547,056, in 1916, that country last
yoai- shipped to- us 4,338,703 pounds, valued at $1,727,-•)!, and this vear sent over 12,895,408 pounds, with a
year.

I-

(

value of $10,156,725.

the customer back for more,

and

one that pays the dealer who sells them
a reasonable

€€

The Netherlands, on the other hand, from' whence
eanie the bulk of wrapper leaf last year, this year

Receipts

A brand that brings

44'' Gi^ar

orolit.

Company,

Philadelphia

Inc.
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PANTIN

LESLIE

GommiMion Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

&

Cigar*

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
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the United Kingdom
has been steadily decreasing, according to the statist u-s.
The 1916 total was l,8o8,L>89 pounds, valued at $477,n'i!».
This fell off last year to 88,671 ])Ounds, valued at Jt^4J,-

The quantity received from

49(),

and the qujintity again

fell

this

year to

44,(IS2

pounds, although the increased price sent the value up
slightly, to $58,844.

OtMm: *'DONAIXBC"

JOSE ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco
F.

TsbMM Finoa dm Vuclts

Eipaciall^il
Partido

Abajo

7 Vuetta Arrlbm

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

After making no shipments at all during the ei^htmonth period of 1917, Mexico again resumed expoitn,

and the total for the first eight months of the fiscal \ .'ar
1918 was 2:59,011 pounds, valued at $60,076.
The quantity received from Cuba has fallen steadrising mailu't
ily during the past two years, but the
in a sli<i:lit
lias kept the values up and has even resulted
increase. In 1916 shipments to us amounted to 15,713,946 pounds, valued at $7,962,611 in 1917, the quantity
rose to $8,6/4,fell to 1.3,8.32,280 pounds, but the value
11,671,S77
828, and in 1918 the quantity again fell, to
pounds, but the value again rose, to $9,165,210.
As in the case of wrapper l^af, imports of other
;

E..
145

Rosenwald

Bro.

(EL

NEW YORH

WATER STREET

TBE YORK TOBACCO

increase<l

CO.

leaf tobacco

-*ss:!/:'t;'""

leaf from the unspecified countries have
this year
greatly, the total for the first eight months of
being 19,898,901 pounds, valued at $4,342,216, as com$1,035,5.39, in
T)ared with 6,840,943 pounds, valued at
in 1916
1917, and 6,14!),()04 pounds, worth $677,268,
C. L. Tj.

PA.
OMtaa »ai W«r«hooM. I« E«»t Omtk Av«na. TfOWU

MANVPACTUMKS Of CIOAB SCBAP TOBACCO
I

SONS
RAFFENBURGH
QUALITY HAVANA
CD.

N.pt«no

H.v.n.. Cub.

6.

RNEST

-

»» »ro.d

St..

Bo.ton. M..».

ELLINGER & CO.I!^'^^^!^^^^

TOBACCO"~«S»HAVANAN.wYorkO«icIM-"T
OF
||MU«Ww.b<Mu.,Sdud
15.

K.

STRAUS & CO.
la»»tt»n of

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
LEAF TOBACCO
m,

H.

»». »•» »<«

^ N. Third

St.,

PhllMl«lpbta

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

LEAF

aniumnced in the April 15th issue of the Tou.uco
World, Colmiel J. J. Kafferty has been placed at
of C ommercc
the head of the newly created Bureau
and Industry of the Philippine Island.
be plased to
(\)lonel RafFertv writes that he will
et
know just how the bureau can serve those readers
mterested m any
the Tobacco World who may be
])hase of Philippine commerce.
the
The following excerpt from the law creating
powers
Bureau of (Commerce and Industry explains its
and functions:
Pollers and functions in fjeneraL—
vSkc. 3.
haye,
The P>ureau of (^nnmerce and Industry shall
direcunder the immediate executive authority,
Department of < omtion, and supervision of the
powers,
merce and (Communications, the followmg
duties, functions, and aims:
further the
(a) To promote, stimulate, and
and
develoinnent and expansion of the domestic

AS

the inforeign trade of the Philippine Islands,
and inaridustries, mining and fishing, land, river,

industrial

EXPORT

IMPORT

NEW PHILIPPINE BUREAU

TOBACCO

loeb-nuNez tobacco CO.
IMPORTEM or SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OP SEED LEAF TOBACCO

S06 NO. THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHL^

time transportation, and commercial and
systemorganizations; to acquire, collect, oompde,
statist lea
atize, publish, distribute, and furnish
oommercMal
data and information relative to the

and
and industrial situation and movement

tiie

ad-

give
other subject-matters above mentioned; to
industries most
vice concerning the markets and
and mainsuitable for the country; to establish
and extain ccmimercial and industrial museums
iilterest m
positions; to pror)agate and stimulate
and taPhilipT)ine products abroad; to stimulate
and incilitate relations and act as intermediary
nna
formant between foreign capital, commerce,
capital,
industry^ on the one hand, and Philippine
commerce and industry on the other.
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DECREASE IN FEBRUARY CIGAR PRODUCTION
The following comparative data of tax-paid prodobtained
uct's indicated by monthly sales of stamps is
from the Statement of Internal Revenue collections for
the month of February, 1918:
Products.
Cigars (Large),
Class A,
Cii^-ars (Large),
Class B,
Ciu^ars (Large),
Class C,
Cigars (Large),
Class D,
Cigars (Large),
Class E,

Feb., 1917.

Feb., 1918.

No.

109,155,157

No.

351,290,32/

No.

113,864,090

No.

950,698

No.

1,278,405

627,271,503

576,538,677

84,587,600

66,706,271

No.

1,726,725

1,330,197

No.

2,451,402,672

2,716,852,135

Total,

Cigars (Small), No.

You want

to sell a factory

You want

to

You want

a partner

You want

to

sell

You want

to

buy second-hand machinery

Cigarettes,

tLarge),

buy a factory

Cigarettes,

tSmall),
Siiuif,

manufacLbs.

tured,

Tobacco, chewing
and smoking, Lbs.
Playing cards. Packs

2,757,530

2,729,336

35,253,403
2,896,604

35,501,692
1,788,514

figures for February, 1918, in above
statement, are subject to change until published in the

Note.— The

machinery or equipment

or equipment

annual, report of the bureau.
G. J. WHELAN PRESIDENT OF

Whelan, organizer of the United Cigar
Stores, was elected president of the Tobacco Products
Corporation on April 15th. Mr. Whelan retired from
active business three years ago, and now returns as
a matter of war duty to help speed up production of
Oeorge

J.

cigarettes for soldiers.

of
of

You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

T. P. C.

George L. Storm, who retired from the presidency
the company at the previous meeting of the board
directors, did so in order that he might devote his

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen,, try a
classified ad in

time to manufacturing details of the business.

DON'T

WRITE— SEE OFFICIAL BULLETIN

are requested by the Government to announce
that owing to the enonnous increase of Governinent
war work, the governmental departments at Washingt(»ii are being flooded with letters of inquiry on ever>^
conceivable subject concerning the war, and it has been
found a physical impossibility for the clerks, though
they number an army in themselves now, to give many
of these letters proper attention and reply. There is
published daily at Washington, under authority of and
l»v direction of the President, a Government newspaper—"T/ie Official United States Bulletin^ This
ollicial journal is posted daily in every post office in
the United States, more than 56,000 in number, and
may be found on file at all libraries, boards of trade,
ami chambers of commerce, the offices of mayors, governors, and other federal officials. By consulting these
files most questions will be found readily answered.

We
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COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, ^ew to^k cI^

is

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

FOB SALE

1.00

FOR SALK—Twanty-four
Box

Her.
H«t« A-An mllowanca <4 $3 will be made to membera of the Tobacco
Aanta' Aaaodation on each revutration.
«-w«tl«. af man
Hett m-U a report on a eearBh of a title "«f^it**^.,%r!^»^i?«
"qS
«<"»•
charge "L
additional
an
(21),
twenty-one
than
lee*
UUeTlwt
than ten (10)
«>«
the.fPOrtin.
neoeee(tatee
OT!g
SoUar (|lS» will 1^ made. I£ U
*S^ X>oll«n
e( Two
additional charM««S*
S) title* but leM than thirty-one (31). ancharge
will be
Dollar
($1.00)
of On*
id&doiVl

!?S
S mSkTindadditional
erery ten

made

for

title* neceesarily

(10)

ISl.

For all tobacco products. March 16, 1918.
The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
BRIDE:—40,581. For all tobacco products. March 16,
1918. The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
For cigarettes and
CAMERON BONDED MIXTURE:—40,582. Co.,
Richmond, Va.
tobacco. March 29, 1918. Cameron Tobacco
For all tobacco prodGENERAL FERDINAND FOCH:—40,583. New
York City.
April 1, 1918. American Litho. Co.,
ucts.
THE TRILLIONAIRE:—40,584. For all tobacco products. Feb-

monay rafnndad.
Bdwin Alaxaadar

qwality.

ruary

7,

1918.

Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

tobacco products. March 30,
The Moehle Litho. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
1918.
PHILIP MORRIS & CO., LTD., ENGLISH O V ALS :--40,586.
New
For cigarettes. March 30, 1918. Philip Morris & Co., Ltd.,

York

For

all

City.

AM ANTES ROMANOS:—40,587.
March

all

products.

tobacco

Frederick Metzger, New York City.
ACE:—40,588. For all tobacco products. March

28, 1918.

AMERICAN

American Litho.

1918.

For

New York

Co.,

CIGAR D'ELITE:—40,589.

For

all

30,

City.

March

tobacco products.

Oscar Hammerstein, New York City.
FAR-TILFO:—40,590. For all tobacco products.

30,

1918.

& Co., Inc., New
GENERAL PERTAIN:—40,591.
SteflFcns.

F.

.April 8, 1918.

bacco.

York

Jones

For
M. Howell

April

1918.

3,

City.
cigars, cigarettes and
Co., Elmira, N. Y.

March

BOKAY:—

to-

April

12,

Universal

1918.

City.

American Litho. Co.,
DEBIN:—40,597. For cigars.

New

HOYO DEL
1918.

For

Co.,

tobacco products.

all

New York

ARTES: —40,599.

American

Litho. Co.,

NATIONAL CLUB:—40,600.
1918.

American

Litho. Co.,

FORT CRALO:—40.601.

For

For

all

all

all

6,

tobacco products.

ferred to T. Chalkiadi
and re-transferred to
New York City. April

&

April

12,

City.

tobacco products.

Co., Inc.,

Thomas

April

13, 1918.

L.

For cigarettes.

New York

City.

Regis-

Trans-

New York City, May 28. 1913.
Watt & Manuel Lopez, Jr., of

9, 1918.
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Amtricta Leaf Tobacco li
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MOST EFFECTIVE

Advertising

and are the

Medium Known

&

JNEUMAN

E.

Racine Paper Goods Company

CO.

Sole

York.

257 W.

New York

17th Street

City

Owners and Manufacturers
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of
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New England and New York
231,
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GARRETT H. SMITH,
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Finest Imported Cigar Bands and Labels.

I

1

NEW YORK
iii

M
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OFFICE

Also

GUMLESS

(Phona. Stuyvesant 7476)
MM
*• —W
111
II

I

I

106 E. 19th ST.
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Ldr§est assertment of Plain and Fancy

CigarRibbons

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Bands

Write for Sample Card and Pnce Ust

to

H

Ribbons

Departnent

W

**Dear United States Army: My husband ast me
to write a reckomend that he support his famly. He
can not read so dont tell him. Jus take him. He ain 't
no good to me. He aint done nothing but play a fiddle
and drink lemmen essense since I married him, eight
years ago, and I got to feed seven kids of his. Maybe
you can get him to carry a gun. He's good on squirTake him and welcum. I need the
rels and eatin'.
grub and his bed for the kids. Don't tell him this
but take him.''—New York ''Tribune.'*

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
SiitjLnufa.cturers

of Bindings, Galloons, Tuffetas.

Satin

and Gros Grain

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

BUSY DAYS
**

Where's the president of

this railroad!" asked

man who

called at the general offices.
**He's down in Washington, attentin' th* session
o* some kind uv an investigatin' committee," replied

the

office

St and Second

Where

kit.,

NEW YORK

xM^P
^^

^

OHICAOO, 105 MnSST MONROK STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mcr.

boy.

the general nianagerf"
**He's appearin' before th' Interstate

**

22iid

Labels
Box
Cigar
AND TRIMMINGS.

is

Commerce

*'Well, Where's the general superintendent!'*
**He's at th' meet in' of th' legislature, fightin'

some bum new law."

TRANSFERRED

tttltr

New

INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,

letter

April

l''.

Lariest

Alao Voalta
Streat.

or
akorta, of tha finaot

There is a man in Bozeman, Mont., who will propably go through life bewailing the injustice of the
draft board that certified him for service, despite the
fact that he presented a letter written by his wife to
prove that he had a dependent family. Here is the

1918.

City.

tobacco products.

New York

HAIDEE:— 31,265 (Trade-Mark Record).
tered August 4. 1905. by Louis Meyer,

Tke

Watar

LOUIS

Oaarantaed^ A«l

A LOVING WIFE

City.

New York

For

April

Bender, Rensselaer, N. Y.
SI XTUS:—40 602. For all tobacco products. April 18, 1918. American Litho. Co., New York City.
PRINCE SIXTUS:—40,603. For all tobacco products. April 18,
1918. .American Litho. Co.. New York City.
A.

Co., 178

clean.

q

Commission."

PREMILD:—40,598.
9,

tobacco products. April 12,
City, N. Y.
April 11, 1918. D. Rodriguez,

Orleans, La.

American Litho.

*

and

|Mrf«ct

TOBACOO STEMS, CUTTINGS. SGRAPSi SDTUrGl AND DUST.
any quantitT anywbere. Sand aamplas. YaaHy amtimett laa
Matrapoliiaa Avwum. Braoklro. N. Y.
J. J. FRIBOMAN. aS-aV

New York

1918.

EL

all

pm

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Aadr«H

union and non-union cigars who want to sell the best jobbers
State, on commission, should address T. C,
care of "Tobacco World."

Manufacturers

the

BRIGADIER GENERAL SANDEMAN CAREY :—40,594. For
April 12, 1918. American Litho. Co., New
all tobacco products.
For

in

\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

design.

i

Universal

22, 1918.

Leaf Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va.

LIBERTY DAY: —40,596.

tablet,

and

&

ORIENTA:—40,592. For leaf tobacco.
Leaf Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va.
For leaf tobacco.
40,593.

York

PaUra tietion

title

samples and particulars.

WANTED

WAR

SERVICE BOND:—40,585.

*

herta,
Fifty oanta par pound.

Pox

TEAM MATE:—40,580.

Making

DuBral

FOR SALK—Ramadioa Hayaaa

in

raported.

REGISTRATIONS

Florida Cigar

Mill«r.

For a Qvick salt a vary low priea will b« aeeapted.
"Tka Tobacco World.'

coaditipa.

8.00
8.00

Coupon Cigar Pockets

This enables anyone to acquire a Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for

<l»

$6.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

SoO) vSi

y

w

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are closing
out with all rights to the

in advance.

Effective April 1, 1918.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

Parmenter Wax-Lined

We

three cents (3c.) a word, with
The rate for this
a minimum charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

column

CIGAR LABELS

G. O.
I

the head of the legal department?"
**He's in court tryin' a suit."
"Then where is the general passenger agent!"
"He's explainin' th' commercial travelers why we
can't reduce th' fare."
"Where is the general freight agent!"
"He's gone out in th' country t' attend a meetin'
o' th' grange an' tell th' farmers why we ain't got

"Where

HEYffooD.

-

-

CO.
U. S. A.

Yonr Iiqvlry
aaj Prion

for

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Saaplc

Solicitor.

Strasser&Voict Litho.Co

26— STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

no freight oars."
"Who's running the railroad, anyway!"
"The newspapers and th' legislatures. "—Pif ^5hurqh Tress.

TUCK
iu
N CORFOK ATED

LOUISVILLE, KY..

is

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La Salle

All

St.,

Chicago,

322 Chectnut Street

111.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Klili It aiy QuMttty.

Canada

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

'W—1»™

11

New York

City

mm

/
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SIRIKE

It's

flavor.

toasted.

TOBAC C O

Cigarette— a new
Toasting holds the

Burleytlavoraiuladdstoit. Vou don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
W)U prefer toast to sogg\ hread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat hefore you eat it, hecause the lieating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of tl\e food w liich you

;'j

NO. 10

MAY

15,

H

f.

'*

WORLD

1918

STRIKE

pla^e in your mouth, Ll'CKY
Cigarettes are subjected to

v

heat.

HEY' RE JOASIED.

Toasting
hokls the Burley Havor and adds to

^1
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the

J

taste.
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War

Saving Stamps are small-size
U. S. Government securities of the
safest kind, an investment that pays

They cost in May
$4.16 (one cent more each following
month). On January 1, 1923, each
War Savings Stamp pays back to its
owner $5.00 in cash. In case of

good

interest.

necessity these stamps can be cashed

War Savings

without

Stamp

When you buy War Savings Stamps

is?

LUCKY STRIKE

%•

loss,

any post

on ten days' notice at

office.

you are not giving a cent to anyone
you are simply putting your
money into safe keeping at good interest
saving it for yourself. But
in doing this you are taking a hand
in helping to win the worst war in

—

—

The Real Burley

WS.S.

Cigarette

VAR SAVINGS S1AMPS

history.

ISSUED BY THE

V

It's

V

Toasted

UNITED STATES

/

GOVERNMENT

The National

War

BUY A STAMP

r'-

fJL,

TODAY
(aAHANTKKI) HV

4^,

iTyjy yrv^

(MS eW»0«AT«0

Savings Committee

1431

Walnut

Street
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La Flor de Portuondo

i

ROCKY FORD

Established 1869
i

^^OlWAi^Pv^

*

MADE

I

MANUFACTURED
i

We

GENUINE

OUR NEWARK,

N.

J.,

FACTORIES

also rrisnifacture, at our several (actories located

BURGH.
Stogies

IN

PA.,

to

retail

a very attractive
at

2

(or

3c

and

— 3c each

extensive

and 3

jobber and Retailer an exceptional margin o(

line of
(or

FUTOR

at

PllTS-

Cigars

and

giving

the

lOc.,

profit.

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Excellence of

and

Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

For Kalf

Cuban Hand-Made

In

tke quality

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
n
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11

ir

•

"

PHILADELPHIA
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Uke

CIGARS

the present

Cigar Mfg. Co.

HABANA

NEW YQWC

TAMPA

in days

Good Taste

San Felice

which sucK a standard
means to you particular/*

The cJuan F. Portuondo

i

of

except for tke better.
Consider the protection

}ARS
A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

For Gentlemen

has never cKan^ecL—

CIGARS
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BROS.

The Deisel-Weminer

INCORPORATED

iili

(>).,

LIMA.O.
•

«
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LOZANO, SON
U.

&•

CO.

Makers of the Famous

"F. Lozano''

OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York Address,

G Bro.

What Counts
on Your Counter? The

MAKERS

Clear Havana Cigars

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
437 Fifth

aaa pearl street

tampa

lealtad ia9

NEW YORI

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Cigarette that says
again!" to

a cinch for a LIVE. DEALERl
TO PULL THLBEIST TRADE HIS WAY
-.,^^_-

i^rr---

_i

To Dealers H
Write ua a »«a<al for a
pouch ol Real Gravel)'.
Il'a the firat big Improvemeni In Plug ainca
Royton Gravely nado
tka Hrat plug <kat ever

waa Made.
f. I.
ft

BEFORE THE INVENTION

CI.

^^___^_

12

EAST

31^

STREET,

^^
-T.

N. NELACHRINO
1790 BroadwtT

^

& CO

»

(4

doors from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

CITY

^

Fours
Nines
Fives

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day

The most

central

without meals.

'"

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson. Mgr.

iii\

Illustrated booklet
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THE PERFECT CIGAR
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New York

In the heart of the Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylvania Station; five minutes from Grand Central Station.

OF OUR PATENT AIR-PROOF POUCH
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO —:£*=MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHEWING QUALITY
WOULD NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SECTION
NOW THE PATENT POUCH KEEPS IT
FRESH AND CLEAN AND GOOQ
A LITTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENOUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIO CHEW

OF ORDINARY PLUG.

men who know.

Hotel LeMarquiS

GRAVELY'«

CELEBRATED
Chewing Plug

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN

BAYUK BROS

.JQQ.

J?J3. 9rav^S6SaccoCaDM*iu£}/jL

MUVCIT TNICCI
DANVILO:. VA.

*tWT.

Ca

"come
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1
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Brand

'

HAVANA
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BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS
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ever was a time when people need to know about better
goods and newer, quicker ways to do things, that time is W^/if now.
If there

your door, even though the latch
string hangs out, unless you invite them.
flock to

Set your light on the candlestick of Business Paper Advertising
don't hide it under a bushel. Use big space regularly to enlighten
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which to reach these buyers.
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of

Inflexible

is

a mild cigar of quality

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Volume 38

backed by a prestige among men
who know good brands.

Quality Standard in

Number 10

EaUblithed
1881

A SEMI-MONTHLY
For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco Trade

PHILADELPHIA, May

$2.00 a Year

is

reflected in the unvarying increase
in

It's

|

consumer demand.

it

everywhere

/TAX Y cigar brands have succeeded with uatioual
adviirtising and some have succeeded without ii,
but the main factor in the successful merchandising of
any cigar is an established quality standard and one

A brand that brings

one that pays the dealer

Allen R.

Cressman's Sons,
Makers

a reasonable

H

Y. Pendas

profit.

S

LOEWRNTHAI.

S

IGRWFNTHAI

186T

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

Loewenthal

S.
123

CIGARS

&

NEW YORK OTY

I

OFWENTHAL

Sons
I.'-af

lohacco

MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK

WANTED—By largest firm in the trade to repre-

Our Mottos "QUALITY"
80t.803

Inc.

R

Importers of Havana and Packers of

OHIoe and St^lmtoom,

*

'

Philadelphia

"

8l

sells them

"44" Gi^ar Company,

PHILADELPHIA

B8TABLISHBD

who

THIRD AVE.

sent in India a first-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in i/4-lb. vacuum
^vacuum tins, and one or
tins, cigarettes in fifties
two brands in sliding paper packets of 10.

—

D.

maintained. And it may be taken for granted
that the big selling brands of today have some merit
or they would not be on the market. Truly, Consumer
is King,'' and he knows what he likes and what he dislikes, and if he doesn't like your cigar you had better
change your blend or quit.
Now in nine cases out of ten the nationally known
brand in the case of the average cigar dealer is not sold
by him, but merely delivered and collected for by him.
The brand has been sold to the consumer who asks for
it, either by national advertising or by the merit of
the cigar itself. And in this fact lies most of the difliculties that the retail trade has had to deal with reThe chief cause is that the average dealer is
cently.
not a salesman and does not understand merchandising.
The cigar manufacturer has allowed him to become a
delivery clerk. He is used to having a man ask for a
brand and lay down the money. All he has ever had
to do is hand out the cigar and make the change.
The cigar smoker has always been a human being and when he is asked to pay an advanced price
for an article that he has always gotten for less he is
Unless
\(Try apt to raise his voice to high Heaven.
he be an extremely tough and rare species he can be
sold the article at the advanced price, but he must be
tjiat is

the customer back for more, and

MACROPOLO & CO.,

Calcutta, India.
"

—

sold.
"t*

six-cent cigar here in the East the great
trouble has been that as soon as the dealer heard the
customer's voice booming his protest, instead of playing the salesman and sticking by his guns he has scur-

With the

**something" for a nickel.
And then he has blamed the six-cent cigar manufacturer because the customer never came back
And while discussing this phase of the subject it
is not amiss for us to say that we have found scores
of dealers who maintained for sometime after the
Some were ignorant
raise, that it was not necessary!
and some were misinformed, and it was partly the
manufacturer's fault.
How many manufacturers after they saw the handwriting on the wall called their salesmen together and
g:ave them a heart-to-heart talk on the rising costs of
cigar production, and gave them bona fide figures to
ried

The Acknowledged Leader

,

Among Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

around

Foreign $3.50

Than You Put

II

stocking— display^ing— recommending
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Old Saying That You Can't Get More Out
of a Business

Good judgment favors

1

An

15,

in his case for

In

It

back up their statements! How many did this and
told their salesmen to discuss it with the dealer, and
help him to prepare for the advance in priced Most
of them told the dealer about their troubles the day
they raised the price.
Here is an example of how dealers were misinformed and led to wrong conclusions. We were discussing with a retailer the probable increase in the cost
of cigars when a city salesman for a nationally known
house came in and participated in the conversation.

He made the following

statement

:

**1

was just

told

by the sales manager that we have three years supply
He told
cigar.
of tobacco on hand for the X
me that all this tobacco was bought at the old prices,
and that the firm would shortly announce that they
intended to give the consumer and dealer the benefit of
that
I can assure you Mr. Q
their foresight.
brand will not be increased.
the price of the X
We don 't have to do it and we are not going to do it.
I am not saying whether we think the others have to
or not."
Just one week later to the day the retailer received a letter from the very same firm stating that
owing to the increased cost of everything in connection with the production of cigars prices on the brand
would be advanced $6 a thousand.
During the interim between the salesman's visit
and the arrival of the letter the dealer had been busy
brand was not
telling his customers that the X
going to advance and that he didn't believe it was
necessary for any of the others to do it. It took the
dealer about three months to square himself with the
brand, and he lost a lot of
smokers of the
business besides.
If the retail cigar dealers of the country had been
alert and followed the reports in the trade papers they
would have readily seen and understood that there was
no escape for the cigar manufacturer.

X

prices there is slightly more profit
in a cigar than formerly but the dealer does not seem
to understand that he must sell the cigar to-day to
get that profit. Proceeding along the lines of least
resistance and grabbing a box of nickel cigars when
a smoker objects to the six-cent price won't get the

With

the

retail trade

A
tical

new

anywhere.

good standard-size cigar at five cents is a pracimpossibilitv for the cigar manufacturer unless

THE TOBAGOO WORLD
THE TOBACCO WORLD
in splendid condition
get you to come once

the retailer has discovered how to get by on a profit of
six and one-half mills per cigar.
If a dealer is really out to build up his business
a little competition won't hurt him. If there are a
dozen outlets in a single business block the probable
reason is that the whole dozen stands do not sell as
nuich merchandise as two stands ought to if the pro-

way

please

and I am sure that if I can
you will come often. Any-

Clerks Should Treat All Customers Cordially

come and use this order.
Yours very truly,
John Smitu, Tobacconist,
229 N.

X

By Frank Farrington

Street.

you can afford to spend only a dollar or so a
week, send out a few letters each week Try it for a
month. Then check up those who did not come in.
Write them again suggesting that perhaps they have
overlooked your letter and that if they prefer tobacco
or cigarettes you will gladly honor the order for the
same value in auy of these products.
Those who have come in make a dandy mailing
for building
list for special offers, for holiday lists and
up a box trade.
If Mr. Dealer will realize that he can only get out
of his business what he puts into it, he will understand
that sitting in the store grumbling and complaining
will not get him very far. Get busy and build up your
Thousands have done it already, and there is
trade
no reason why you cannot benefit from some of their
If

piiotors understand salesmanship and merchandising.
IJow many dealers ever make a persistent effort
to get the smokers in the neighborhood to come into
Not one in a hundred we venture to
their store?
guess. And yet they can be brought there at least
once by a very simple and oft-tried method. It is the
a
])usiness of the proprietor to maintain the kind of
store and the kind of stock that will bring them in again.

an old saying that to make money you must
When you are getting a profit out of
spend money.
a business it is necessaiy to put some of it back again,
just as the farmer must put fertilizer on his soil once
of the
in so often to make up for what the products
It is

land have taken out.
Can vou afford one dollar a week for advertising
and promotion, can you afford two dollars, can you
afford five dollars ! Well with what ever you can afford try this. Get a list of the business men in your
neighborhood. Some you can copy from windows and

(All Right*

whether vou smoke Clear Havanas, Shadegrown,
Porto Rican or Domestic blends. :My stock is kept

some steps

to protect you.

with the manufacture

issued
interested to know that under an order recently
Administration uo sugar
i)y the United States Food
after May
will be sold to manufacturers, etc., from and
of sugar distribution
J 5th except upon the delivery
Administrators
certificates issued by the Federal Food
requiring
for the respective States wherein the plants
sugar are located.
To secure such certificates the applicant will ne
the
required to file a statement duly verified showing
quantity of sugar on hand, the quantity required, etc.
Blank forms for such statements may be obtained from
the respective State Food Administrators.
Where a company has several manufacturing
necessary
plants located in different States, it will be
Food
for that company to file a statement with the
Administrator of each State in which its plants may
will be
be located, and no general issue of certificates
made from one central point to cover several States.
Each Administrator must take care of the plants
withm or
his own particular State, whether owned
This, however, does not prevent
without the State.
making
the seller of sugar located in one State from

m

certificate.

be issued in the following
denominations Fifty pounds, 100 pounds, 500 Po^nds,
bO,OOn
1000 pounds, 5000 pounds, 10,000 pounds and

Such

certificate's will
:

pounds.

The above plan has been adopted for the purpose
of regulating and curtailing the consumption of sugar.
Thus the Food Administrator has adopted a schedule
limiting the supply of sugar to some of the sugarusing industries to a certain fixed percentage of their
ordinary requirements.
However, tobacco, as expected, has been placed on
the
the list of commodities for which 100 per cent, of
requirement of sugar will be allowed.
for
Suffar distribution certificates will be issued
schedthe period from May 15th to July 1st. A new
after
ule may or may not be put in force from and

Julv
.

1st.

,

XI.

i?

1

Special attention is respectfully called to the tollowing provision of the order issued by the Food Administration:
**This rule shall not apply to shipments or delivmade
eries on bona fide contracts enforceable at law
prior to Mav 15, 1918."
*

some very

come

with the way they are offered for sale. They
kick about the prices charged.
This is where patience comes in. Nothing short of
large supply of patience will enable a man to get
They themselves like to kick.
iilojig with these people.
riiov enjoy a scrap, but they hate to get the worst of it.
Their money is as good as anybody's money and
they have friends whom they can influence, no matter
liow disagreeable they themselves may be. It is poor
|M»licy to send them away disgruntled or dissatisfied,
and vet it is hard work to suit them.
Anyone can please some customers. They are
the kind of people who like everything and are easy to
But these finicky folks Well, it is worth while
suit.
!

to try

them anyway.

a man who is polite and
we all admire politeness or courtesy, but we don *t all
try to acquire it. T remember a salesman whose politeiM'ss so impressed itself upon my mind that T always
after thought of him as the most courteous traveling
man T ever met.
T had had my nose broken in a baseball game by
It resulted in
ail iiishoot right off from my own bat.
two black eyes for a week. This salesman was in the
at
liabit of calling upon me frequently and he called
this time. Even-body else that I knew, as soon as they
saw me, exclaimed and asked who I had been fighting
and otherwise drew upon their various funds of humor.
As for this salesman, he never batted an eyelash.
was a sight and I knew it, but if there was anythin.j<
wrong with my countenance it was as if he could not
see it. Of course, in this case it did not really matter,
l)ut even though I was not sensitive upon the question,
let me tell you that T appreciated that man's courtesy.
I
may have been an extreme example of politeness, but
his attitude made an impression that has always lasted.
Now, something of that sort of courtesy is what we
all need in order to get on successfully with people.
There are many times when, the usual form of expression or the obvious remark does no harm, but it does
not follow at all that the polite and courteous exception would not do some good. It did in my case.
Instead of being just average and avoiding offending, go far enough the other way to make a distinctly
Instead of being merely nega^
l»leasing impression.
lively polite, he positively so.
Politeness easily becomes a habit and even the boy
who is not brought lip to polite manners will soon learn
them if he associates with people who have them. It
cannot be expected that the employee who works for a
man of bad manners will develop for himself better
manners tban those of his employer.

We

I

deliveries in another on receipt of a

l^iRE are

.1

Sugar Supplies for Tobacco Manufacturers
using sugar m connection
TOBACCO manufacturers
of tobacco products will be

II

limit

Get firm grasp on the idea that conditions to-day
make it necessary to sell goods, You have many competitors because people want to buy their goods elsewhere, and vou haven *t made it worth their wlnle
failed
to come to your store. And because you have
to adopt modern methods and means of increasing
your trade the manufacturer and .iobber has found
goods in your
it necessary to get more outlets for his
neighborhood. If your efforts to sell a brand were
worth while the .iobber and manufacturer would take

something as follows:
Dear Sir:
I want to give you your choice of any ten-cent
cigar in my store. Alf you have to do is to present this letter. T am sure we can please you

irritating customers

into
to
I overy cigar store, men whom it seems impossible
They find fault with the goods and they find
suit.

''p

successful methods.

some from the office building registers; some
you can get from your customers. Then write a letter

The employer

Chapter IV.

!

signs,

ReMrv«d)

all

know when we meet

is

the logical example of the em-

and he cannot complain

I)loyee,

if

faults

which he him-

does not tiy to correct continually crop out in his
salesmen.
Even the employee who is so exceptional as to
appreciate that he must allow for his boss's imperfections will unconsciously imitate some of them in time.
We cannot avoid being influenced.
The salesman who would get on with people nunt
refrain from showing an excess of attention to one class
of people and a lack of it to another. It is easy and
probably very natural for a man to meet Mr. Moneybags, who buys easily and liberally, with a glad haiifl
and a cordial manner, and to greet the poor labor in i;
man, who just manages to get a living, with scant at-

self

tention.

Of course, one is more pleased to see the rich cus
tomer come in than the poor one. That is just human
nature, but rich customers are for the most of us few
and far between, while the poor ones come ever\^ dav
day, and the total of their business year in and
year out is much greater than that of the few rich men.
Mighty few towns are big enough so that the cigar
dealer can make money in catering exclusively to th"
moneyed class. All classes are necessary to the con-

and

all

spicuous success.
cordial and polite to the rich customer by all
means. Give him all the attention you can without
overdoing it, but see that the poor man never has
reason to think that he is not getting just as much.
The poorer class, or even the middle class, man i^
all think we are just
very sensitive of his rights.
as good as anybody and we don *t like to trade at a place

Be

We

where our small wants do not seem to be appreciated
and where they are evidently waiting for a big buyer to

come

in.

Treat everybody alike, to the extent of showing no
apparent favoritism*. No other plan will hold the busi
ness of the ** common people,'* and in most places the
** common people" are the people.
Be just as attractive personally as you can and it.
will make a good deal of difference with many customers.

The man who has

a loud or a

X 'J
i
rough or strident

voice will repel some people with that voice. It will
pay him to learn to modify it, to get it down to where
Take lessons in voice
it will sound more agreeable.
culture if necessary. It will pay.
If you are not sure whether your voice is agreeable or' not, and one cannot always tell, ask somebody
harshlv
at home. Find out whether vour voice grates
upon the ear of the hearer. Find out whether it sounds
Cheercheerful to a stranger, or homesick and forlorn.
to
fulness is a big asset with a salesman. No one likes
do business in a store where the at;mosphere is one of
depression, where the salesmen talk in homesick tones.
(Continued on Page 24)
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Subterfuges Sometimes Attempted by Customers

Who

Buy On Cash
By

Elton

J.

ACIJKXT

of iiiiue is in the wholesale business and
usually docs the conventional ciish and credit business.
Occasionally it happens, however, that he gets
something in, which he puts a price on and offers for

Also, there are some customers whom he
always insists on selling for cash because of their weak
financial standing.
Not long ago he offered some special goods to a
retail buyer whom he wished to sell for cash for both
of the above reasons. The goods when offered were
in the warehouse.
The buyer bought a quantity and
gave his check in exchange for a delivery order on
the warehouse. This was on a Saturday. On Monday
•the seller was about to deposit the check when he was
telephoned to by the buyer that he could not make the
check good on that day, but that it would be good on
It was arranged that he
the following Satiirday.
should hold the order, and should not move the goods
until the check had been paid. He violated this agreement, used the order and got the goods. By the time
the seller found this out, the goods were disposed of.
lie then put the check in, but it was returned marked
''not sufficient.** Very shortly after that the retailor
called a meeting of his creditors and announced that
he owed $7500, and had no assets.
The question arose what could the jobber do!
Was he obliged to sit still and tamely submit to such
an imposition! He was advised that the retailer had
committed a criminal act, and that a warrant should
be issued for his arrest. This was done, he was arAt this writing ho
rested, held in bail and indicted.
has not been tried, but will undoubtedly be convicted
if the jury believes the evidence.
It is well settled that where a sale is made for
cash, title to x>ass only when the money passes, a buyer
who obtains possession of the goods by a subterfuge,
without paying for them, is guilty of larceny. One of
the most illuminating cases on this subject I have seen
is that brought in New York City recently against a
firm of butter and a^f^ dealers named Einzig & SchreiThey were indicted for grand larceny because
ber.
when they were offered some butter for cash, and knew
they were being offered it only for cash, they got possession of it by giving a check that came back marked
not sufficient. By the time the seller got notice, the
goods were sold. When arrested and tried, the defendants said they didn't mean to give a bad check; they
thought the check was good, and that the bank would
pay it. This defense was rejected. I reproduce the
following from the decision:

cash only.

—

the purpose of facilitating our commercial transactions, and for the purpose of cnftbling transactions to be had in business life, a
standard has been adopted by the law as to what
is larceny in connection with the use of checks.
The law says that a person who wilfully, with intent to defraud by color or aid of a check, obtains

For

Basis

Buckley

Copyright 1917 by Elton

J.

Need For Rigid Economy
Washington, D. C.
Ki C\)mmercial Economy Board, of the Council of
TlNational
Defense, has been calling to Washington
nit u representing various lines of trade producing a
jnutluct of which tin is an important factor. One of
thr.se groups was composed of tin foil manufacturers.
As is well known, last year the United States used
large part of the world's production of tm; this
I

Buckley

from another any money or property,
steiiling that property,

is

guilty of

when such person knows

that the maker of the check is not entitled to draw
on the bank for the sum specified. In other worils,
if the maker of a check, knowing that in the bank
on the day the check is drawn there are not enoug)i
funds to meet the check, presents that check to another person and on the credit of the check gets
either money or property, he steals what he gets.
It does not matter that he has had a habit of
doing that; it does not matter that he has boon
doing it throughout his business life. Every time
that he puts through a transaction on that basis
he is guilty of an act of theft. If you find, in respect of his check of December 7th, for $102, tluit
the property of the Fox River Company was obtained by the delivery to that company of a chock
by this defendant, and that the defendant knew
that the check was not a good check, then this defendant is guilty, under the law, of larceny, and
you are bound on your oaths to so find him.
You have testimony that on Tuesday, the 8th,
the day after the check was given, the balance of
these defendants in bank was 60 cents. It is of
no consequence that the defendant may have hoped
thereafter to get funds with which to pay tin*
check; it is of no consequence that he may have
hoped to make further collections or borrowings
The law fixes the
sufficient to pay the check.
standard of time to which you are to direct your
attention as the time when the check is delivered.
If at that time the check is not a good check, then
the crime of larceny is committed. If you find
that the defendant knowingly gave a bad chock,
and received on the credit of that check goods bolonging to another, he is guilty of larceny, and you
should so find him. His intention to restore what
ho stole by paying the check or paying for the
goods subsequently is no defense. The fact that

he subsequently paid the money to the complainant is no defense. You can readily perceive why
tho law says that that is no defense; because
otherwise, yon would have an arbitrary standard
which would enable a man who has committed n
crime and who is thereafter, by his own efforts
or through the actions of his friends, enabled to
pay tho complainant— that woidd enable such a
man to buy off justice, leaving a man who by misfortuno was unable to get the money together to
suffer the penalty for the identical act which tho
man with the money was able to escape. So tho
law fixes this rigid standard in order that a man
may not buy off his criminal actions or be given
immunity from crime by paying the money. Ho
may urge that in connection with the punishment
the
to be inflicted, if any, but he cannot urge it on
(Continued on Page 24)

.1

requiring increasing amounts in connection with our supply of food for ourselves, our soldiers
aluoad, and the Allies. There is a great shortage of
til! and there is a need for rigid economy.
Two reasons demand this. First is that above referred to and
then, second, inasmuch as all of our raw product comes
oNcrsoas from the Straits Settlements and the Dutch
Kast Indies, a rigid economy in its use will mean the
release of shipping space on ocean-going ships.
As the manufacturers come here they are informed
tli.it anything along these lines helping to lighten the
t'oantiy is

U

in

Tin Plate

burden on our tonnage will contribute to the work of
our Army in France. They are asked for suggestions
as to how they can aid in this conservation and to make
a report thereon. AVhen the reports are received a
questionnaire will be prepared and sent to the entire
trade in the line involved and thereafter reconmiendations from the Commercial Economy Board will be
made to all engaged therein.
It is desired that the manufacturers of tin foil
and other like commodities introduce into their products as high a percentage of other metals as possible,
or, if possible, eliminate the use of tin entirely, substituting some other metal therefor.
It will probably be some weeks yet before final action is taken.
The field affected is very large, for the Conunercial
Economy Board is going to all users of tin in the raw
state.

C. L. L.

Only Standard Brands For Soldiers
Washington, D. C.
QUITE a number of cigar manufacturers have been
coming to AVashington lately to confer with Preston Herbert relative to the supply of cigars to the army.
The Government is desirous of knowing what the manufacturers can do in this respect. As the cigar men come
hole they advise Mr. Herbert as to what they can supl>ly for the troops and the question is gone into in detail.

being given to the available output of
each factory, the class of *' smokes, ^^ class of tobacco
used, price for each article, etc. Mr. Herbert has stated
that no general conference of manufacturers is contemjjhited at this time.
Each individual manufacturer has
furnished sufficient information for the tobacco section,
subsistence department, Quartermaster Corps, to base
its requirements upon.
Mr. Herbert is at the head of
Attention

is

this section.

Mr. Herbert denied that it was contemplated taking over the entire production of the cigar factories
as iiad been rumored in the cigar and tobacco sections,
following such action with respect to smoking tobacco,

Ed Cohen Off

of which the

the entire production of

Tuxedo, Prince Albert, Bull Durham, Velvet, Duke's
Mixture and other tobaccos of that nature.
It is understood that the Government is not experimenting with the soldiers in the matter of supplying
them with untried goods. All tobacco articles are of
standard brand and make known goods.

—

The

cigars, cigarettes

and tobaccos are

to be sold

through the Quartermaster stores to the sohliers at
cost prices. These articles are considered in the light
of luxuries and so are not issued to the men as a part
of their ration. There is, however, a move on the part
of several members of Congress to get a law passed
whereby the men in the service would be permitted to
draw their requirements in the way of tobacco articles
without charge to them. The main opposition to this
proposal comes from the various anti-tobacco societies,
who would wipe out the use entirely of tobacco, overlooking the

sKicrifices

the

men

are

making

in

the

trenches.
C.

for the

Gonial Ed Cohen, one of the bright and shining
still's in the firmament of the General Cigar Company,
has taken Horace Greeley's advice to **Go West** and
has **gone West** for good. At least that is what ho
SHVs.
Henceforth his virile touch will be missing in
the "Burning Question,** for Cohen is going to be an
"hniiest-to-God** advertising agent out on San Francisco Bay.
One of his first .iccounts will be the retail

Government took

I..

L.

Golden Gate

advertising of M. A. Gunst

Ed Cohen

is

well

& Company.

known on

the coast, where he

has spent much of his time previous to and during his
connection with the General Cigar ('omjjany. We >yill
miss him. Everybody that knew him will miss him.
But we all wish him the best of luck, and we know that
ability such as ho possesses will bring him a full measure of success.
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Utilize

advertising manager of the B. F.
of Akron, who has
( onipany,
. (Joodricli Kubber
as anyone in
studied trade papers as closely, perhaps,

TIBBT^R,

the country, recently said:
con"In these days of war stress, business men,
availing themfronted with unusual conditions, are
.

presented through
selves of the valuable infonnation
as
of their trade and technical journals
"the

medium

never before.''

Tampa Cigarmakers

,

^

.

•

j.

i

an aaMr Tibbitts is interested in this subject aspubhcaHe wants to make use of space in
vertiser.
which are theretore in
tions which are closely read, and
mediums. And
a position to make effective advertising
opportunity ot the
he has noticed particularly the
under the present
trade papers to serve their readers
have ever
exceptional conditions better than they
.

served them before.

TTiui.ii
Undoubtedly

rndoubtedlv this condition exists.
information
the trade papers are giving their readers
It is up to the
of the most vital and helpful character.
will make
reader, however, to decide to what extent he
use of it.
,
i^u
you
You, Mr. Merchant, must determine whether
being made to
will Tirotit from the efforts which are
problenas,
help you in the solution of your war-time
to the
or whether you will devote only casual attention
miss
trade papers you subscribe for, and therefore
much of the help which they are in a position to give.
A good many business men subscribe for trade
papers almost as a matter of course. They resize
sometimes tail
that thev ought to take them, but they
use of them.
to realize that they ought to make
An unopened trade journal is no more useful to the
to the
individual subscriber than a packet of seeds is
before a
gardener. The seeds have got to be planted
harvest can be secured, and the ideas projected through
absorbed by
the medium of the trade journal must be
in the
the reader before they can be put into action
conduct of his store.
The man who subscribes for a trade paper has done
who
something. He is better off than the merchant
from the outside,
tries to get along without any help
and who thinks that he is self-sufficient when it comes
to the conduct of his store.
But the man who subscribes and then reads and
.

.

1

makes use of his trade paper is in the best possible
that it
position, for he is capitalizing the information
and
contains. He is getting retunis on his investment,
the paper earn a
is making the money he spends for
dividend.

Consider for a moment that the cost of your trade
paper, to vou, is but a fraction of the actual expense
the bigof production. The publisher is giving you
anygest money's worth you could possibly purchase
greatest
where. Failure to utilize the paper to the
this
degree is missing an opportunity to cash in on
extra value.
How should the trade paper be used?

Jr.

there are the reading pages,
In the
which contain reports of new goods offered for yuur
This alone is an important feature, for every
store.
merciiant knows that he must keep his stock up-to-date.
The trade paper tells him what is being brought out,
and gives him the basis on which to judge the offeriii-:s
of the houses from which he buys.
first place,

Next, the reader finds information regarding sdl-

Every feature
m^r inetiiods and store management.
management
of^retail sales work is covered, from the
Ideas
of his clerks to the display of the merchandise.
on attracting and holding trade are developed, and
reference to asl)racticid suggestions are given with
certaining the cost of doing business and taking care
the goods
of this factor in fixing the prices at which
.
shall be sold.
nierchant.
the
to
All of this is of real interest
come the advertising pages. Without ques,

Then

just as importtion this section of the trade paper is
liie
ant and just as valuable as the reading pages,
sell and
reason is' that while the latter suggest what to
how to sell it, the advertising pages supply the inlor-

whom

these goods
may be purchased. The advertising matter thus supturplements in a very necessary way the information
nished in the reading pages.
This is true, of course, of no other class ot pubmerely incilication. In most instances advertising is
and has
dental to the reading matter of a publication,
is an
no direct relationship to it. In the trade paper it
which
essential and integral part of the information
trade paper withthe trade paper aims to funiish.
beout an advertising section would be incomplete,
desired
cause the information in the advertisements is
in the
by the reader, and can be made use of by him,
same way as the reading pages.
espeJust at this time the advertising section is

niation regarding

wher6 and from

A

goods
cially useful for the merchant. In the first place,
are scarce in many lines, and it is necessary frequently
to

go on Strike for Heavy

Increase over Present Scale

Grain, Jr.

Copyright 1918, by G. D. Grain,

EC
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Your Trade Papers, Says Mr. Tibbitts
By G. D.
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add new sources of supply.

These can be located

through the advertising pages.
In the next place, the war situation, by reducing
account
the number of buyers of certain products, on
miliof the withdrawal of a large number of men from
merchant
tarv service, has made it desirable for the
of his
to add new lines, and thus increase the appeal
to
store for the customers he has left. The best way
ads in
decide what to add to his stock is to study the
goods »e
his trade paper, as it is desirable that- the
the
not only salable, but have some relationship to
remainder of his stock.
The trade paper brings to the merchant who canwhoio
not leave his store the news and offerings of the
new
market. It goes abroad and finds for him the
them ni
things, and presents information regarding
the
attractive and usable style. Thus it is a tool of
fails to
trade for the live merchant, and the man who
item ol
use this tool is doing without a very necessary
his merchandising equipment.
.

rpAMPA, more

X

than any other cigar manufacturing

from i)eriodic labor difficulties which,
must be disturbing to the manufactur-

center, suffers

say the least,
,.js themselves.
In most cases there has been fair opijortunity for
ru'uinent on both sides. Always there has been reached
point of amicable adjustment, concessions coming
|;,ii»t»ly from the manufacturers.
l^Jvery one of these disturbances interiiipts production, increases production costs and^vitally iiiterIt also places a handicap on the
leies with business.
carmakers themselves, both financially and mentally.
)f late there has crept into the ranks of the cigartii.ikers a disturbing element that differs somewhat
In the past it has been possible to
(Mil the usual run.
adjustment. Of late,
ill hit rate and to reach a point of
however, the demands of the cigarmakers have reached
point where it seems almost impossible to even arbiIn

ii

;i

I'

i

(

1

1

ii

liate.

riding a high horse. It is recognized l)y reasonable men that where a demand is cre.ited for much additional labor to produce work in
(l(Uible-quick time, the quickest way is to offer a higher
wage and get the men from other fields of industry,
raying abnormal wages, speeding the men to their
limit, and working them overtime has created almost

Labor today

is

taladous pay envelopes in some industries. Other in(histries to hold their own labor have been compelled
to increase their scale. All of these increases eventually come from the consumer and now that labor the
eoinitry over is working at an unprecedented wage,
eN-erytiiing that we use or consume has mounted to a
point beyond even the heavy increase in wages.
roll of bills in the pocket makes for confidence
The laboring man has the roll and
;iiid independence.
he lias the independence. It's a new sensation, almost

A

intoxicating in its effects.
The feeling created by wartime conditions has
si)read to the cigar industry, and the cigarmakers seem
to think that they too can demand and get almost any
scale they desire.

Unfortunately the cigar manufacturers are not
working on a cost plus ten basis, as under this arrangement the higher the cost the bigger the ten. And un<|uestionably, in some cases, the fact that the Government paid the costs has made some employers of labor
somewhat careless in the scale of wages they have
set up.

Some day

the cigar manufacturing industry will
wake up and put an end to the periodic agitations and
disturbances. First, they will organize strongly and
nationally. And in the second i)lace, thev will fortify
themselves with facilitating devices for the production
of cigars. This does not mean to say that facilitating
deyices will serve to prevent labor troubles, but they
will

make a very

distinct impression
their operation.

on those who know

nothing about
Cigar manufacturers are at a greater disadvantage
than the cigarmakers in the matter of removing their
businesses from Tampa. Nevertheless there are a number of manufacturers in Tampa who located there just
because of similar conditions elsewhere.
It can be readily established that the Tampa manufacturers cannot pay the scale of prices demanded and
continue to exist. There is a point beyond which the
consumer will not go in paying an increased price for
his cigars. Labor is entitled to its just wage, but without capital labor is worth nothing, and capital must
have its recompense.
This Bolsheviki spirit which is running rampant
in New York cigar factories and which now seems to
have taken a grip on Tampa, while threatening other
cigar manufacturing centers and causing unrest, must
be crushed.

A feature

of the

Tampa

strike is that the Interna-

tional Cigarmakers' Union has not at this writing
sanctioned it. This would make it appear that the justice of the strike is not yet thoroughly established at

the

Union headquarters.
certain that the cigarmakers, in the long run,
more to lose than the cigar manufacturers.

It

is

have
This new

scale which the cigannakers are demanding sets the increases from 50 cents to $f> a thousand.
Herewith is the new swile with the old prices pre-

ceding:

Clear Havana Work.

A—

Maravillas, $151, $151 A. de la Trocha,
Class
$101, $101 P\ancy Tales, $00, $70; Panetelas Salomon,
$61, $70; V. Corina Tumbada, $51, $51 Soberanos, $51,
$55; Soberano chio, $4r>, $50; Coronados, $31, $35.
Delicoso, $25, $28; Panetela 1, $21, $24;
Class
Panetela 2, $24, $20; Panotela 3, $20, $28; Panetela 4,
$26, $30; T.ilvs, $25, $28; Comodoros, $29, $30; Glorias,
$31, $35; Tnvencibles 1, $44, $45; Tnvencibles 2, $43,
$44; Tnvencibles 3, $42, $43; Tnvencibles 4, $36, $37;
Regalia Especial, $29, $32; Perfecto, $34, $36; Perfecto
Grande, $36, $38; Queen 1, $36, $40; Queen 2, $28, $31
Queen 3, $27, $29; Queen 4, $27, $28-, Queen 5, $25, $27.
;

;

It is doubtful if any Tampa manufacturers made
even a fair profit last year, for the cigar industry had
to meet unprecedented costs with small chance of collecting from the jobber and dealer. And this is due to
the fact that the consumer was not educated to the point
of understanding that cigar manufacturing costs have
made higher prices unneccssan% just as in every other
line.

A circular recently distributed
the city w^ith the loss of the

cular claims, are preparing to go to work for *' Uncle
Sam" at higher wages. It is a discredit to the sensible
cigarmakers of Tampa to believe that the statements
therein have their endorsement. The patriotic idea of
going to work for the Uovernment because it needs
men, falls flat when it is seen that it is really a threat
of what they will do if their demands are not met.

in

Tampa

threatens

cigarmakers who, the

cir-

;

H—

;

;

:

;;
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C— Camolias,

Class

$H^ $22; Conchas

chia, $21,

$23; Mccliarios, $19, $23; Bouquet, $26, $27; Conchas,
Favorite
$21, $24; Puritanos, $21, $24; Plaza, $24, $25;
A, $25, $28; Favorito B, $26, $29.
Pina chiawi, $15, $16; Pina grando, $17,
Class
$19; Londres corriente, $18, $20; Loiulres Segundo,
corriente,
$19, $22; Londres grande, $20, $22; Panetela

D—

roots

TXI TOBAOOO WOBLD

—

2,

,

$11; Cheroots

^
^^^ ^^^
Class E-Palnias, $51, $58; Corona 1, $56, $57;
C\)rona 2, $46, $47; (Corona 3, $44, $45; Corona 4, $41,
Media
$42; Corona 5, $35, $36; Potit Corona, $29, $31;
(N)rona, $31, $32; Banquettes, $31, $35; Excepcionales,
$35.
$31, $32; (^orona Lord, $26, $30; Britanicas, $31,
Class F-Panetela 1 $27, $30 Panetela 2, $25, $28
J^metola
$25, $27 Panetela 4, $24, $25 Epicures,
$24;
$24, $25; Dolcioso, $25, $26; Triangulares, $23,
Reina
Rc'iiia Pereja, $24, $25; Concha Pcreja, $21, $23;
^_ ^^^
chica, $21, $23; Conchita S. P., $21, $22.
chica,
$15, $16;
Babies, $8.50, $10; Pina
Class
Pina grande, $17, $20; Londres coriente, $18, $20;
Londres segundo, $19, $21; Pareja chica, $18, $20;
(^ibos, $18, $20; Brevas, $20, $23; Cazadores, $25, $28;
Taflfts, $15, $16; Ainores, $17, $19; Gems, $18, $20;
Panetela corriente, $18, $20; B. Panetela, $18, $21.
Cheroots: Cheroots 1, $10.50, $12; CheC^lass
,

;

;

:'»,

;

G—

H—

of American agricultural experts have been working in Brazil under
the direction of the Brazilian Federal Department of
Agriculture. There are at present nine of these agricultural agents working in this country in the following
ciipacities One is a specialist on hurley tobacco, with
headciuai-ters at Pernambuco; two are engaged in the
study of the cigar tobacco industry, situated at Bahia;
another is investigating the soil for the growing of light
:

doing experimental work on testtobaccos
ing fruits suitable for planting in this climate, having
recently received 1000 fruit trees from California which
;

another

is

.IIIIIIH
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A—

;

;

dores, $19, $22.

Class B— Sargentos Tumbados, $17, $19 Sargentos Cabezones, $17.50, $20; Londres Grande, $18, $20;
Londres Chicos, $16, $18 Londres Segundos, $14, $17
Daisy, $16, $18; Pina Grande, $13.50, $15; Pma Chica,
;

;

$12 $14
Class
'

C— Corona

1

,

$20, $23

;

Corona 2,

$18.50, $21

$17, $19; Panetela 1, $22, $24; Panetela 2,
Pan$1 7, $1 9 Panetela 3, $14, $17 ; Panetela 4, $14, $16 ;
etela 5, $13, $15 ; Alambrado, $13, $15 ; Reinas, $14, $18.
Cadets, $15, $18; Londres 1, $14, $17;
Class
Londres 2, $15, $16; Pina 1, $13, $15; Pina 2, $12, $14;

Corona

3,

;

D—

Meningitis, $7.50, $9.
.
« ^o ..
Cheroots 1, $9.50, $11 Cheroots 2, $8.50,
Class
$10; Cheroots 3, $7.50, $9; Meningitis, $7.50, $9.
Rabo de cochino, $10, $11 ; Rabo de oochClass
ino, $8.50, $9.50 ; Rabo de cochine, $8.50, $9.50.

E—
F—

;

in Brazil

neiro.

what may be accom-

plished by this corps of agricultural investigators, but
there apparently is in Brazil a vast field for this work,
especially in the matter of selecting

is,

name would have

the same odor he had beThis has been so rank that among civilized nafore.
tions he has been designated as *'The Unspeakable
iijiy

other

Turk."
These reflections are caused by an article in The
(ii/ar and Tobacco World, of London, England, in the
current issue of which William E. Vaux agitates the
(jiK'stion of adopting a new and correct designation for
**
Turktiie cigarettes and tobacco hitherto known as
ish," for the reason that these cigarettes are not made
hi Turkey and the tobacco does not and did not come
from Turkey, with the exception of a small proportion,
the Latakia,

grown

in Syria,

and some Samsown and

Mr. Vaux says that the bulk of the
tuljjicco imported from the Levant is Grecian and,
**Li view of the state of war with Tur^1 iicedonian.
kiV, it is as illogical to use the word Turkish as a reconnnendation as it would be to advertise Hun cigars,
because they may have been smoked here before the
war. As even the tobacco grown in Turkey proper
was nearly all grown by Greek farmers and collected
and shipped by Greek merchants, it has been suggested that the class of cigarette and tobacco hitherto
known as Turkish should be renamed Hellenic' As
matters stand at present, the sale of Turkish cigarettes is hampered by the objection of many consumers
to buy what they believe to be an enemy product, and
even sellers of cigarettes have been known to refuse

Smyrna growths.

*

are to be planted in the State of Sao Paulo, where he is
located; another is engaged on deciduous and citrous
fruits, with headquarters in the State of Rio de JaIt is yet too early to predict

**A rose by any other name would
old saying
AX.smell
as sweet." We might add that a Turk by

supply Turkish' cigarettes, just as most traders
would decline to take orders for or advertise German
goods."
to

*

the types of trees and plants now indigenous to this
oountr>% and in discovering and combating the numerous insect and plant pests which are prevalent.

British Dealers Rationing Their

never IoucIkmI anything else are driven to the less satisfying cigarette, with the result that the demand for the
cheaper kinds has risen enormously. Owing to the for-

mation of queues, of working men outside their prem-

Customers

every night, one leading retail firm have issued
ration cards to their regular customers for hard twists
and dark flake. This has done away with the queues

ises

and

will enable the firm to

ensure their rationed cus-

somewhat restricted,
supply of the tobaccos named. The cards are available
will
to the end of August, and what will happen then
depend upon war conditions in the interval. The head

tomers of a regular, although a

they h&d

of the firm in question informed me that if
not done this their stocks would soon have been ex-

hausted."

America has neither the same animosity toward
Turkey that England has, nor the same causes lor it,
as everyone knows who has studied the history and
politics of the Orient, but there will be a general agree-

ment with Mr. Vaux on

the subject.

His suggestion of "Hellenic" as a new name for
the cigarettes would apply to some of them, in another sense, now, and the name would he perhaps a
too classical.

little

Here

is

Why

not "Levant"!

a sentence that has a ring to

it.

Mr. Vaux

says:

"There

no doubt that if the wholesale and retail
trade were to adopt a true description for these goods
of Allied origin, and to make it known in the advertisements and on the packages that the cigarettes are
Hellenic and not Turkish, an increased sale would
result, not only in this country, but throughout the
British Empire and probably in America as well,
where the Turk and his ways with the unfortunate
subject-races in the Ottoman Empire are well known.
It is an open question whether the use of the word
Turkish for cigarettes made in England of Grecian
and other tobacco is not contrary to law, even in time
is

of peace ; but it is certainly a scandal that the practice
should continue in time of war, to the great detriment
of our Grecian Allies. It is important that we shouhl
show by bringing about a change that we appreciate
the fact that the Grecian nation, with its powerful an<l
important ramifications throughout the Near East, is
now heart and soul on our side in the fight against
tyranny, oppression and ignorance."

and improving

Chinese Tobacco in American Cigarettes
of

With the shutting off of the supply of Turkish
and Near Eastern tobacco in the United States, a field
for the South China product has been opened for use

reason to believe the trade will continue after the
war. Normally Chinese tobacco can be had at much
lower rates, comparatively, than the tobaccos from
Turkey and the Near East, which it has been supplantShiping in the American and Egyptian markets.

The variety of South China
tobacco being shipped is mostly that known as ** Namhung. '* Most of the supply comes from the vicinity
of Sha Ping, in the Hok Shan district of Kwangtung

ments of tobacco to the United States through Hongkong last year were valued at $40,910 in the first quarter, $89,471 in the second quarter, $195,180 in the third
(quarter and $135,913 in the fourth quarter, a total of
$4r3l,474, as compared with a total of $110,994 in 191()
and $35,573 in 1915. Before the war shipments were
Confined to tobacco for the use of Chinese resident in
the United States.
The exports promise a value of

markets of Fatshan, Canton, but the export business
seems to be confined largely, if not entirely, to Hong-

is

English tobacco users are under, and in a certain sense what may happen to some degree in this
country
"It is the general opinion that trying times are
ahead for the retail tobacconist. Owing to the shortage
of twist tobaccos, many smokers who in normal times

IHIIim illlllMIIII.

;

;

South China tobacco
to the United States during 1917. has continued into
the present year in even increasing volume, and there

straits

llllllllllllimUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|||||||||Hlnnii|U|

"Turkish" Cigarettes to be Taboo in England

The increased shipment

.The following correspondence from Liverpool to
Tobacco, the London trade journal, shows what

HIIHIIIIHIIIIHIIHIHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Mold Product.

Invencibles 1, $24, $27; Invencibles 2,
Class
Standart, $19, $22;
$20, $24; Invencibles 3, $21, $23;
Panetela 1,$20, $22 Panetela 2,$17,$19 Panetela 3,$1S,
$19; Panetela 4, $13.50, $16; Qu«en 1, $20, $23; Queen
Comodoros, $20, $22 8ena2, $19, $22 Lilys, $19, $21

American Tobacco Experts
For some months past a number

$8.50, $10; Meningitis,

$8.50, $10.

;

$18, $20.

3,

15

quarter of 1918, or subsiuntially three times the shipments for the corresponding period a year ago.
al)out $125,000 for the first

in cigarette mixtures.

Province.

It is generally collected in the large tobacco

kong.

The continuation

of this trade after the

war

is

largely a matter of silver exchange. At present the
high price of silver renders the cost of tnis Chinese
tobacco to American importers well toward twice its

normal price. With the return of silver to its normal
level and the effectual introduction of this tobacco in
American markets and in American cigarette making,
it is

anticipated that the trade will be continued.
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Tobacco Association to Meet
of the
Mr a. E. Wel)b, secretary and treasurerhas
anTobacco Association of the United States,
the Tobacco
iiuunced that tlie Board of Governors of
to hold
Association of the United States has decided
association at Atlantic
the next annual meeting of the
As directed by the comniit,Citv June 28, 21) and 30.
he has arranged with
tee having the matter in hand,
})eautiful St. Charles ll()tel tor
th(» management of the
He says
headquarters during the days of the meeting.
rates have been obtained
in Dart that ''verv reasonable
hotel assure me
and the proprietors of this famous
done for the entertainthat everVthing possible will be
and their
ment of 'the members of the association

""^^fj^iiave recently sent out bills to the
and I
the association for* annual dues,

members

of

would most
would suggest
oarnestlv urge a prompt response and
the small checks. In
that there be no delav in mailing
to all tobacco men
a few davs letters will be sent out

17

at Atlantic City

30in, and
are not yet members, urging them to
the association
there never was a time in the history of
engage*
when it was more important for all those
tobacco trade t(.
either directly or otherwise in the
matters
come into the organization and co-operate
that may affect the great industry.
attention to an
'*In this connection I desire to call

who

I

m

entertain, an-

impression that some members seem to
that if they cannot
that is— a few men seem to think
it is useless fi»r
attend the annual convention meetings,
association.
them to continue as members or to join the
are more than glad
This, of course, is a mistake. We
so attend the meetings,
to have everyone who can do
do so, they should l)y
but if there are those who cannot
association, and with the small anall means join the
possible, co-operate
nual dues, and in any other way
duty in the interest
with those who are all the time on
of the entire trade."

How

You Can Help Win The War
consumpiion of all things needed by ihe nsdion for ihe Winning of
the t^ar—the releasing of labor and materials from the pursuits of peace to ihe businesi
of *war— these fundamental necessities of our <war program must be understood by
'* Economy in ihe

The Rotterdam Tobacco Market
Rotterdam
tobacco shipments reached the
difficumarket during 1917, because of transportation
accumulation ot stocks in
ties This condition caused an
prices were obtained at
the 'Dutch East Indies. <^ood
have large
Rotterdam by those fortunate enough to
year or two expert
stocks on hand. During the last
largely reknowledge of the tobacco trade has been
Java crop, repreplaced by speculation. Of the 1916
senting about 600,000 packs, l^^<^^ ,,'^''l-}t%.t\^
of the Sumabeen received in Holland. About one-half
1916, is expected
tra crop, estimated at 237,000 packs
Imports from all other
to arrive on the Dutch market.
Ihe torstandstill.
sources have practically come to a
European
oi^ trade in tobacco from Holland to other In 191^
the war.
countries is much less than before
in Holland. SweAustria bought only small quantities
of Sumatra. Busidish buvers bought several fine lots

Few

m

all our people if *afe are to put our tvhole strength behind our

Since the
limited.
ness with Switzerland was very
from other
British have been supplying themselves
on the Dutch
sources, only a few buyers appeared
per cent,
market. German buyers bought only about 40
in normal years
of the quantitv that they purchased
thousand
About 20,000 packs of Sumatra and a few
America during
packs of Java tobacco were shipped to
Besides the amount above mentioned, American
1917
crop duniii,'
buvers subscribed to 9000 packs of the old
the year everythe opening months of 1917. During
the Dutx^li
thing reasonably possible was done to supply
Due to the limited supply on hand, rises in
trade.
and the lack
prices were inevitable. The high prices
the local cigarof supplies from other sources caused
place a ten per cent,
ette industry to flourish. A bill to
was favorably
excise tax on the retail tobacco trade

men

in

France."

Secretary of Treasury,

W. MacAdoo.

back up the Government to your very utmost in the Nation's
At the same time you want to conduct your business on a
war program.
Waiting and hoping for the war to stop won't help either the
profitable basis.
Government or yourself. Follow the example of over 750 wide-awake manufac-

You want

turers

and

to

install

the

Universal Tobacco Stripping and
»TIIf iking

Machine

considered.

It substitutes machine work for
^'UniversaP' speeds up production.
hand work. It not only conserves labor but it saves stock as well. It helps turn
out a better product in less time and at a decided money saving.

The

A.

I.

Esberg Heads Tobacco Board

Washington, D. C.
formed a tobacco
fte War Industries Board has
Esberg, ^0™^^^!^ ^^
section and has selected A. I
The
\ ork, to head it. ^J^
(Jeneral Cigar Company, of New
of handling all que
consist
will
section
this
duUes of
tobacco artic es to the
Sons governing the supply of
formulatmg the
lariousTranches of the Government,
-raon^

the orders
trade and the different
the various branches of the
do
all matters having to
factories and, in fact, take up
one
between the Government on the
crop^^^^^
the other.
hand and the tobacx^o interests on

nLdsof the armed

S

ser^^ ice allocating

this

In the absence of Mr. Esberg, who, at the time
charge of the
story was obtained had not taken active
conew office, it is supposed that his section will
offices
ordinate the requirements of the various buying
with respect to
of the Armv, Navy and Marine Corps
supply. Simitobacco products and arrange sources of
to a large numlar action has been taken with respect
as the Goveniber of other products and in so far
competiment offices are concerned, such procedure
impossible and much
tion one with the other is made
dissension

is

eliminated.

Get the proof.

your

own

your a<wn factory %Hh
No obligation.
You supervise ihe demonstration.

Lei us demonstrate ihe Universal

tobacco.

in

Catalogue and Price List on Request.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.
79 Fifth Avenue,
Factory: 98-104

Murray

New York

Street,

Newark, N.

J.

Say You Saw
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Tobacco Administrator Unlikely
Washington, D. C.
Olio considers the replies of Food Administrator
IFHoover
and Secretaiy of Agriculture Houston to
questions on tlie suhject, it is very apparent that there
administrator
is no truth to the rumor that a tobacco
was about to be appointed. For some time past there
has been a ^n^ai deal of discussion of this subject and
the names of many candidates have been mentioned for

appointment. Among these, is the name of Marcus L.
Flovd, of ilartford, Conn.
At the request of constituents, members of Congress have taken the proposition up with officials of
the different departments of the Government most
unilikely to be interested. Their experience has been
vers'allv the same— an inability to trace the foundation

of the story.

The tobacco dealers have been busy sendof protest against any move of this nature,

ing in letters
although advocating, if such a step is necessary, that
Mr. Floyd be appointed administrator.
Florida is linked with Connecticut in the matter.
The nominee was formerly engaged in the tobacco raising business in Florida, moving to New England when
the industry took foothold there. He is admired in
both places, looked upon as an expert, and declared to
be the best man for the job. His qualifications are
being brought very prominently to those Government
men most likely to be interested in the matter, and it
appointment being conis said that in the event of an
sidered, he would have an excellent chance of getting it.

Tobacco Stocks on Hand
Preliminary

statistics

compiled by the United

States Bureau of Census give the amount of leaf tobacco held by maimfacturers and dealers in the United
States on April 1 as 1,465,168,711 pounds, or 59,035^38
jxmnds more than on the same date last year. The
amount held on January 1 of this year was 1,176,234,657

pounds, and on October 1, 1917, 1,154,056,034 pounds.
Leaf tobacco on hand April 1, 1918, mcludes 979,was
842,107 pounds, for which the ** Marked weight'
reported (i. e., weight at time it was packed or baled),
and 485,326,604 pounds, for which the ** Actual weight''
was reported. The corresponding amounts mcluded for
respec1917, were 892,415,653 and 513,717,920 pounds,
»

tivelv; for

January

1,

and

and 396,942,433

1917, 748,405,191,880 pounds, respectively. Allow-

ptvun'ds, respectively;

8(;4,154

1918, 779,292,224

and for October

1,

made for shrinkage on the amounts for
which ** Marked weight" was reported, in order to
ascertain the actual weight. The total for April 1,
1918, includes 1,311,546,640 pounds of unstemmed and
153,622,071 pounds of stemmed leaf tobacco.
The figures relate to leaf tobacco reported as held
by manufacturers who, according to the returns of the

ance should be

Commissioner of Internal Revenue, manufactured during the preceding calendar year more than 50,000
pounds of tobacco, 250,000 cigars, or 1,000,000 cigarettes, and by dealers in or manufacturers of leaf tobacco
who, on an average, had more than 50,000 pounds of
leaf tobacco in stock at the end of the four quarters of
the preceding calendar year; and they also cover all
imported leaf tobacco in United States bonded warehouses ^nd bonded manufacturing warehouses.

Lancaster Leaf Tobacco Market
a large number of growers have considered
packing their crops on the profit-sharing plan,
and the packers for the past few weeks have been offerthe remaining unsold
^g greatlv reduced prices for
have
frops, vet a surprising large number of growers
jold at* their top asking prices. It' is the general concensus of opinion that all unsold crops will now bnng

WIITIiE

lifiajor

prices.

^
Since it is generally admitted that the 1918 acreage
cannot possibly be increased, the big dealers realize
soon as they
lliat thev must buy every crop offered, as
can get time and space to permit additional packing.
A number of the recent sales were made at twentyftight cents and thirty cents for good wrappers.
'

recent conference of growers it was declared
that each individual member must do his share in
creating the proposed annual advertising fund to keep
all growers well informed during the summer and
early fall of market conditions. It was also urged that
each grower respond to the call for an additional large
and pei-manent packing fund, with which to protect all
last sellers, so that they may have an equally fair
chance at the top prices.
Tobias Hershey, of East Petersburg, sold his

At a

twenty-five-acre crop this week to Eegal & Company,
of Reading, for twenty-six cents through. It was the
last crop offered in that neighborhood.
E. G. R.

"DEWEY DID

o

N

of

May

of Dewey's

fleet,

IT!"

MAY

1,

1898

George Dewey with an American
entered Manila Bay and destroyed the Spanish ships of- war before Cavite.
the

The men

morning

1,

1898, Admiral

the American soldiers and civiHans

who

fleet

followed, dis-

covered immediately the admirable qualities of Manila cigars and cigarettes and they
became the most enthusiastic patrons of Manila cigar factories.
Since then the
products of those factories have been improved and every effort has been made to
supply cigars of the finest type for the American market.

In the cigar market today ^'J\Ianila*' means

GOOD SIZES

BEHER
There

is

money

List of manufacturers

MANILA AD A6ENCY

BEST VALUES

PROFITS
in

Manilas.

and importers on application

546 West

1

24th Street,

New York

:

.

3

.
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EXPORTS OF LEAF TOBACCO FALL OFF

LEAF IMPORTS INCREASE

Washington, D. C.

Washington, D. C.
imports of
An increase of nearly $15,000,000 in the

(luarters of the present
toliacc. (lurinK the first three

business as aepicieu

fiscal

preparation by

„f

corresponding period
year, as con.i)arcd with the
figures now being compiled
last vear, is .lisclosed by

tn^ 11^---" ""- -- ~ -Con
officials of the Department ot
the first three quarters ot the hsci \\

During
apply, our exports
vear 1918, to which the figures

merce

Ut

domestic commerce.
bv the bureau of foreign and

m

ol

part is in imports of leat
this increase, the greater
snital)le for

a

which show
other than wrapper purposes,

jiMiip of $1 -',000,000.

The following

show in detail the imports
nine months ended with March,

falling off noted is due to the entire
and Sweden, and the
cessation of exports to Denmark
number of other Euru
greatlv lessened shipments to a
the Netherlands and the UnitcMl

tables

The great

of tobacco during tlie
figures for the correand give, for comparison, the
sponding period of 1917:
for

suitable

lower
Kingdom. Australia also shows a much

^o,uu»7,otL

$4,860,094

789 210

575,289
109,255
225,023
3,950,527
25,810,855

Netherlands

^'..AXo

..........••••

220,633

Other countries

>„ „^^'^or
13,910,78o

All other leaf

1916

1707074
j.,i-»>-«^

(Jreece

Si^. :: ...:.:::..:. iw^^^
l,lt5y,Ot5^

Other countries
Manufactures:
(^ifCars and cheroots:

.

Italv

3,784,077
3,985,621
779,807

277,174
616,508
407,608
347,890

Portugal
Spain

Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

.

.

14,.389,419

M^^^'^^f
135,474

12,960,040

Argentina

145,1.V.^

1J40,008
3,039,li-3

2,350,182

China

6^5,662
407,860

-innri
ll'nlZ

.

7,294
24,787
98,065

o^'qqq
84,,^J^

during the
Exports of manufactures of tobacco
year 1918 reaxjhed a
three quarters of the fiscal

new high mark, according
pared bv the Department

to statistics

now bemg

Commerce, with a

of

pre-

total

$10,650,541 during the
value of $13,877,011, against
course, occupied
same period in 1917. Cigarettes, of
with a total ot
position among the exports,
first

$11,186,695.

.

.,

detail our exports
The following schedule shows in
nine months of both 1917
of these articles for the first
bulk ot
the countries to which the

and 1918, as well as
the cigarettes were consigned

1917
$8,131,763

Cigarettes
to:

Panama
China
Straits Settlements.,
o:o,«
f>l*im

Other countries
Cigars and cheroots ....
Plug

^ ii^'Ann
5,839,009

li'^'-^^'^^^

333,142
Q QQQ
aq
•^'^'q.q

1,11U,»1.>

1,011,867

360,784

Hongkong
Japan

'"^^'5?J

Australia

West Africa

British

French Africa
Other countries

CIGARETTES LEAD TOBACCO EXPORTS

All other

6,'il7,802

Mexico

Philippine Is...
Other sources
Cigarettes:
From Philippine Is.
Other sources
All other manufactures.

Smoking

France

Canada

From

Exported

$^'^1 ^^'^^

Netherlands

10,171,725
58,844
60,884
10,851,974
4,667,428

54,188

United Kingdom

first

Denmark

Norwav

Imported from:

consunii.

as shown by

other hand,
tion of this article. On the
France and
the following table, exports to
increased greatly.

cigar

wrapiMTS
Imported from:

l-uba

pean countries, notably

1918

1917

f

WRAPPERS

GROWERS

1918
$llyl86,695
159,569
6,102,952
967,680
213,858
3,742,636
177,760
1,038,726
1,168,574
305,256
C. L. L.

1,152,011
740,11
4.56,028

832,047

.

Spain have
1918

1917

$1,816,000
5,547,071 $8,874,H(>4
4,256,4S(;
4,296,962
184,739
5,885,624
156,8:27
487,920
761,96(1
232,904
2,410,885
613,615
381,775
585,527
104,065
20,246,746 12,914,701;
2,913,736
2,223,706
205,701;
135,048
324,.3()1
420,926
1,607,403
1,223,495
428,9r)(;
600,767
268,535
405,729
1,135,87(;
3,060,264
1,216,201
1,085,831
339,117
371,636
1,003,256
819,287
'

TONS OF TOBACCO FOR NORWAY
Washington, D. C.
to
The exportation of two thousand tons of tobacco
recently
Norway is called for under an agreement
An
countries.
signed* by representatives of the two
has just
explanation of this commercial agreement
assures to Norbeen made bv the war trade board. It
needs,
wav supplies' sufficient to cover her estimated
without detriment to
in so far as these can be supplied
her associates, and
the war needs of this country and
the quantities of
contains long schedules enumerating
entitled to revarious commodities which Norway is
CGIVG.

part agrees to permit the unhamits associates
pered export to the United States and
for
war of all Norwegian products not needed

Norwav

for

Dnder Shade
CONNECTICUT

FLORIDA
and

GEORGIA

ANERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO

its

in the

particularly of ores and minerals,
timber and wood
chemical and metallurgic^il products,
supply of vaproducts, etc. This covers the regular

home consumption,

European associati^s
rious exports, particularly for the
tho
requirements
of this country in the war, our own
small.
wav of imports from Norway being relatively

m

142 Water

Street,

New York

City

Sai/

You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World
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LUCKY STRIKE

In reference to a statement by an agitator in the
that
dispatch from Paris, dated May 8, stated
against the
h-adiiig French suffragettes are protesting
MOW regulations under which women are excluded trom
by card.
the iirivih'ges of the distribution of tobacco

A

Thev regard the application
ures to

women

of tlie restrictive

exclusively as arbitrary

meas-

and unjust.

Lord Rhonda, of England, having said that Men
would eat more if they could not get tobacco,'' a
stock ot
thrifty American housewife has laid in a
husband,
cigarettes, pipe and chewing tobacco for her
result
and ten sons and started a smokhig room. The
*

is still in

doubt.

A
The Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter says that
whica
cigar has made its appearance on the market in
rolled
the filler is composed of stems which have been

use,
for the purpose of adapting themselves to this
of paper,
the l)inder is of the kind manufactured out
new
colored and flavored, while the wrapper is of the
crop which has not been thoroughly sweated.''

West that tobacco diminishes the efficiency of the
soldiers," it would appear to be certain that the high
military authorities know better what they are doing
than some people know who are talking.
'*

flavor.

Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soggy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food w hich you

The Banco Mercantil Americano del Peru, of
Lima and Arequipa, Peru, desires to receive catato
logues from American manufacturers who want
enter the Peruvian market. The catalogues should
be addressed to the bank at Lima, Peru.
In order to transport fruits of a perishable nature
so that the growers in Porto Rico naay not suffer a
Rico
loss, all steamship lines plying between Porto
and the United States, have agreed not to forward any
tobacco during the month of May. Shipments of tobacco will be resumed June Ist.

LUCKY STRIKE

place in your mouth,
Cigarettes are subjected

THEY'RE TOASTED.

The Canadian budget law introduced in Parhament. May 1, contains some important increases m

cigarettes, the
the rates of customs duty. Cigars and
weight of the cigars to include bands and ribbons and
covering,
the weight of cigarettes to include the paper
toare raised from $3.50 to $4.10 per pound and cut
bacco from 65 cents to 95 cents.

C. J. Lincoln Company, Little Kock, Ark., one
Southwest,
of the largest wholesale dnig houses in the
perhas announced that on May 15th it will establish a
manent cigar department under the supervision ot W.
who has had a long experience in the cigar

The

W

Haynie,
Porto
game. A full line of domestic clear Havana,
Rican and Manila cigars will be carried in stock.

Much money

is

wasted

in catalogues partly

because

and partly
thev are often sent to disinterested parties,
Howthrough i)oor ])rinting and poorer illustrations.
against a recently
ever no such accusati(m can be made
and styles ot
issued wdalogue showing forty shape^
These pipes
pipes made by Kaufmann Bros. & Bondy.
be a valuable
are shown full-size. The catalogue will
progressive
awiuisition to the establishment of every
cigar and tobacco merchant.

to

heat.

Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to

thetafite.
.V

-i.

flat

Consul General Fuller has reported from^ Batathat the Governvia, Java, in a cablegram on May 6,
proment of the Dutch East Indies had on that day
pepper, tea,
hibited the exportation of sugar, tobacco,
hides and
coffee, copra, petroleum, vegetable oils,
skins, except under license.

It's toasted.

Cigarette— a new
Toasting holds the

iS:

New York

closed
ot
on Saturday, May 4, with $10,550,000 to the credit
than
the tobacco trade of the district, or $550,000 more

The Liberty Loan campaign

in

if,f

,

Wise,
the quota fixed by the Government. Mr. Edward
when
president of the United Cigar Stores Company,
addithe result seemed in doubt, obtained $450,000
tional subscriptions in one afternoon.

The

**

Edge worth" brand has now been added

"^^

to

tobaccos
the long and rapidly growing list of smoking
The ^^Edgeworth,"
taken over by the Government.
which has long been one of the favorite pipe tobaccos,

was taken over

this week, together

with

**

Dill's

Cube

(**Union

Cut," **Union Leader Ready Rubbed"
**City
Leader Cut Plug" is not included), **Epicure,»'

Club" and

'*

Peachy Dry."

are feeling the pinch of war,
**The
listen to this wail from Yarmouth, England:
serpent's
pinch of scarcity is becoming as sharp as a
lines,
tooth, and from being confined to a few standard
If

we imagine we

and
has become all but universal. Shag, Woodbines
matches
similar staple lines have been almost a famine,
have become luxuries. Never, surely, were we so economical with matches. There are homes in this town
where one match is used to light the morning fire, and
to
no other match is struck all day, spills being used
One of
start other fires and light up the gas stove.
as
our tobacconists, who does some wholesale as well
with five
retail trade in matches, has been supplied
make
gross on the strict understanding that he must

them

last for six

months I"

&

LUCKY STRIKE
The Real Burley
Cigarette

It's

Toasted

/

...•/•
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GUARANTEED BY

m/u" JhoAjLn^ije^MA^ (yd^
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TOBACCO GROWING IN GREECE

Treatment of Customers
{jCont'xn%ked

from Page 9)

in the cheerWc buy more and we buy better goods
The resone.

ful store

than we do in the cheerless
managers who furnish music know this

taurant
they realize the fact that the
eat and drink, yes,

dmer will buy more ami
and smoke more with good, lively

music going than he will

DEALERS
There's a

Clrfar

lor

You

Sell

''

of satisfied

1.

Lcifris
'

Cigar Mfg. Co.

Newark, N.

-

J.

th« World
Ur>«*t Ind«p.Bd««» Citar Factory \m

F

J

•

as
diity or

iur\'

HOME

Jor which
.»5.

""^j^

letter-carrier deliver

have
I

will

pay on delivery:

STAMPS •^i-^^^^^ixs^'^
at 25c. each.
U. S. THRIFT STAMPS

U.S. WAR-SAVINGS

fail to find guilt

where

guilt

is

its

shown.

by the seller s ac lon^
bu.or
the deceit by which the

weapon-is often

lost

after he has learned of
seller sold g(>od8 tor
got the goods. In one case a
worthless check as m
a
gav^
buyer
The
only.
Sa^h
it <>^t,

^nd entered the

tran^^^^^

credit account with the buyer
anj>rdinaiT sale on cr^
tion up as if it had been
seller had Uk
second check wasn't paid, the

the
buyer arrested, but the court

AddreM
•

W.

niu&
47

ft--^

ScP^

V*'^

^""W.

S. S.

COST DURING

S.

SWORTH%5.00

^'^'^

1918

Tf

Nov.
423
Dec.
^20
JANUARY 1.1923
I

1916,

Prices per 100 pounds
f o. b. Patras.
.

Grades.

Crop of

Febru-

1917.

ary,
1914.

Pounds
800,000

Patofyllo
Tseiiibelia I

.

Tsembelia 11
Tsembelia III
Aromatic I
Aromatic II
Aromatic III
l>asma
.

*

None

l^^\^7'^l
^^owtpd
elected to
that he had
conduct and his books showed
transaction.
treat the matter as a credit
the
indirectly, ^onsmtsfo
or
directly
seller,
the
If
learns ^at he has
he
after
goods
the
buver keeping
gone.
right of cnmmal action is
his
them,
for
paid
not

MARK

TRADE

and 1917:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,200,000
2,300,000
2,400,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

800,000

$24.28
17.44
10.60
40.01
33.18
15.05
48.22

Novem- December,
1916.

$20.50
52.25
38.10
22.90
68.25
53.75
40.90
64.00

ber,
1917.

$28.50

The Importance of Getting
The Full Retail Price

C)
59.25
45.50
123.00
110.00
96.00
123.00

offered.

Tobacco invoiced through this consulate for the
United States during 1917 amounted to 549,038 pounds,
with a declared value of $990,682, as compared with
95,753 pounds for 1916, with a declared value of
**

$42,853.''

MANILA TOBACCO EXPORTS TO

U. S.
The Collector of Internal Revenue of the Philippine Islands has issued the following statement showing by quarters the number of cigars and the quantity
of tobacco leaf and partially manufactured tobacco exported to the United States during the first quarters of
1916, 1917 and 1918
Cigars.
1918.
1917.
Quarter
1916.
58,666,616
First
44,123,687
19,983,159
Leaf Tobacco.
1918.
1917.
Quarter
1916.
Kilos,
Kilos.
Kilos,
First
94,425
231,430
Partially Manufactured Tobacco.
1918.
1917.
Quarter
1916.
Kilos.
Kilos.
Kilos,
First
559,459
402,631
37,394

^e

seller found
the above case. When the
g ne
him, but got him to^«J^^^
the buyer up and upbraided
He jjso op^^^^^^^^
I'm another check due in a week.

When

Name ._

aawMMun

the jury should avoid

ten\^ard made tlic
In some States a buyer who af
would be rele^^^^^^^^
matter good by paying for the goods
be teohnicallv
by the courts. While he would still
looks favorablv
aiiltv of larceny, the law sometimes
and will not
In the man who refunds his stealings,
prosecute him for an offense of which ^^^^.^^^^J"'
j^tat^^^^^'^''/
has purged himself by payment. /^^
fads to pa>,
however? that if he retains the goods and
them.
he will be treated as having stolen
buyer—a very
The right to arrest a dishonest

valuable

Post Office
In-Hand Lctter-Carricr-or Mail to

-Kindly
TO THE LOCAL POSTMASTER:

!»«..»*«—

.

a reason why

]<)14,

,

(Continued from Page 10)

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Tear Oot-FiU

see,

Cash Customers' Subterfuges

p K

DELIVERED TO YOUR

»

i.

i

C'GAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

r

,

go in
limit to the extent a man can
he^may feel cerequipping himself along this, line and
salesman will be in the same
tain that his success as a
development of the
proiwrtion as his attention to the
qualities I have been discussing here.

smokers help

Thousands
you increase your business.
us
See your jobber now, or write

,

hundred ways.
There is no

FLOR DE MELBAS.

FLOR DE MELBA

,

means a. study
people is not a simple matter. It
for commercial
cnaractor*with a view to developing it
surface 111 a
It means going beneath the
pur])oses.

All popular shapes.
others.
They're quite a bit better than
25c
2 for 25c, 3 for 50c and
for 3 for 25c, 10c straight.
sell

«;

dull and

A

Supreme

Our'national advertising helps you

..

is

affect a man s
Unpleasant, nervous, personal habits
hack, a cougli, a sniff, hard to get vu\
salesmanship.
will r^pel a good many
of and apparently insignificant,
all the while tliat
It must be remembered
people.
cigars, are more or less fasploiitv of buvers, even of
by repellant conditions.
tidious and 'easilv disturbed
than in a « m -^
This mav be less true in the cigar store
fo».^aU that
patronized bv ladies, but it is certainly true
"
and it is well worthy of consideration.
perfectly with
fitting one's self to get on

FLOR DE
The

everything

if

stupid.

Demand

Blii

an.

Consul A. B. Cooke, located at Patras, Greece, in
a recent report said: '* Tobacco growing in this considar district has been greatly stimulated during the
past two years by the enhanced prices and by the keen
(h'uiaiid for tobacco of Old Greece upon the closing of
The crop of the
the Cavalla market by hostilities.
r*ioviiice of Aetolia-Acamania, the only one with
which the American' market has thus far concerned
itself, apparently, was approximately 13,500,000 pounds
as compared with 5,000,000 pounds for 1916 and 6,000,The following table shows the
out) pounds for 1915.
distribution of the crop of 1917 as regards local grades,
and also the prevailing prices of the several grades in

SEVENTY-FIVE

Sorry, Brown,'* said the doctor after the examination.
**You're in a very serious condition. I'm
afraid I'll have to operate on you."
**
Operate I" gasped Brown. **Why I haven't any
money for an operation. I'm only a poor working

is

a fair retail price for a
good French Briar pipe. The
retail merchant who asks
less is not just to himself.
Pipe smokers will pay 75 cents or
more. Men who buy pipes know con-

They know that all materials
cost more that labor costs more.
They are earning more and can afford
ditions.

—

pay

to

their share of the

added cost

Every jobber, every jobber's salesman, should advise his retail customers to get full value for the pipes
they

sell.

The

retail

merchant who

sells

the

well-known, well-advertised W. D. C.
pipes will have no trouble getting 75
cents for

HANDLING THE PROSPECT

cents

all

regular pipes formerly

sold at 50 cents,

and increased prices

**

man."
**You're insured, are you not?"
"Yes, but T don't get that until I'm dead."
**0h, that'll be all right," said the doctor, consolingly.
**Drug Topics."

—

on

all

The
and

other briar pipes in proportion.
retailer is

entitled to his full

fair profit.

WM. DEMUTH &
230 Fifth

CO.
Avenue — New York

World't Largest Pipe Manufacturer

—

:

Say You Saw

Say You Saw

iT)

H. G«TO CICaR
E
'^•r^RTY YEARS

"'

Washington, D. C.

Notes and Comment

JwiB«a
^S?J^*r.
!.»«•" <»»• j3.Td

share on the
a reguhir quarterly dividend ot* $1.50 a
to stock ot
eoniiTion stock, payable in scrip on M ay 15^
lo, 1920, and
record May 9. The scrip matures May
per animiu.
bears interest at the rate of seven per cent,
Payment of the dividend in this manner has received
Committee of the
the approval of the Capital Issues
Federal Reserve Board.

New York Office; 203 W. Broedwey

CIGARETTES
TURKISHCOMPANY,
INC.
CADO

145 Lafayette

New York

Street

J.

DUNN
MaKers

New

The

4,01-405 E.

The War

10 (or 26c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

Cado
Water Lily

T.

City

<SL

matter of letting certain Sumatra tobacco
intolhe United States aside from that covered by its
such shiprestricted list which pennits entry only to
ments as have been made by May 13. Details of the
to
matter are not available. No general permission
import Sumatra tobacco is expected.

CO.

English trade journal says: **With regard to
(Brazil) after the
the future of German trade in Bahia
monopoly
war, it is perhaps too early to say that the
undoubtedly received a
is definitely broken, but it has

An

New YorK

of Brazilian firms who were just
bad blow.
have made large
id^le to struggle along before the war
only
fortunes in the last eighteen months, and will not
wholly independent of German money in future, but

A

SAMPLES

Free!

Aak and You Will Receive

AVENUE....
Made
A
lOc FOR PACKAGE oMO

will be

Cigarette of Quality

Union

Mouthpiece, Cork or Plain Tip

207 N. 4th
IMO
B. KnnSky, Plir. Brooklyn,
UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
1

number

be

....FIFTH

I.

understood to be consid-

off

91st Street.

.-.«/••

is

erin"- the

Bachelor Cigar

Free!

Trade Board

Street

N. Y.

quite a possibility that more land will
next season be devoted to tobacco raising, despite all
^sorts of discussions to the effect that present tobacco
lands should be turned into wheat fields. It is understood that Government agents are preparing statistics
on tobacco production, having in view a possible extension in the event that it is shown that this can be done
without encroaching upon farm lands.

There

keen competitors.''

The Philippine National Bank, from its New York
May 3
ao-encv in the Woolworth Building, announced

the Liberty
the receipt of a $50,000 subscription to
is
Loan from the Island of Guam. This subscription
one of the most welcome that has been received,
than a
view of the fact that the island is little more
It is located in the 1 acihc
naval coaling station.

is

Cork Tips

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY.
ru.aS2

NEW YORK

WEST 18TH STREET

The Bureau

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING
^^^^"^
n.eUow ..d .«oo.b .n cb.r.c..,
^M'iiXS?«o

and Impart a most palatable flavor
CHEWING TOBACCO
FLAVORS FOR SMOKING uid

FRIES
^

,

II

II

& BRO
11

..

92 Reade

"

"

Street.

New York

it

|

"

The Standards of America
1760
LoriUardU Snuff
Rail RoadMills Snuff, E.t. 1825
Ax's Snuff, : E.t. 1851
Gail
,

:

E.t.

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — K.app€0S — High

Toasts

MANUFACTURED BY

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

Commerce and Industry has been

was

created,

relationship
factor in establishing still closer trade
between the islands and the United States.

The tobacco crop

in the

Orange Free State, South

estimated on the whole to be twelve per cent,
disadvanbelow normal in growth. Subjected to the
that the
tage of too much rainfall, the report shows
and
Transvaal crop is not in a satisfactory condition,
below
estimates of eleven to twenty-one per cent,
producing
normal are given for several important
is
comparativ/bly small quantity of tobacco
areas.
is
produced in the Orange Free State, but that which
Africa,

is

A

Strong, Salt, S^eet and Plain Scotchs

GEORGE W. HELME

of

purpose
created by the Philippine Legislature for the
of the islands
of promoting the commercial interests
products
and to stimulate interest in Philippine
extended,
abroad. The provisions of the law are very
Rafferty,
and as the bureau is in charge of James J.
which
who is well qualified to carry out the work for
valuable
it must inevitably prove a

"

M

« 1>1

Ocean, hundreds of miles east of Manila.—Tobacco.

Inc.

Hew Ytrk

where

cultivated in the Vredefort district,
average, five per
the crop is estimated to be, on the

grown
cent,

is

below normal.

the cigar

"Above All"

In this connection it is said that the shade-grown
tobacco industry will be extended to take in additional
It is found that tobacco products are to be reland.
quired in larger quantities for the army and navy than
expected, and production, therefore, is due for an in-

still

continues to gain in popularity

owing

daily

crease.

to

workmanship

QUEER WAY OF SMOKING
When you

sit

its

uniformity

of

combined with the

perfed blend of seleded tobaccos.

down comfortably with your

pipe,

tobacco and matches, intent upon a quiet smoke, it
probably doesn't strike you that there are smokers of
other races who go about wooing the goddess Nicotine
The natives of South Africa are
in very odd ways.
inveterate smokers, but some of them indulge in the
The **pipe*' is
habit in a distinctly queer fashion.
made by thrusting two sticks into the ground so as to
meet at an angle; when they are withdrawn two tunhollow reed is stuck in one hole,
nels are left behind.
and the tobacco placed in the other and lighted. Before
beginning operations the native fills his mouth with
water, drawing in the smoke with a gurgling sound
and blowing out the water and smoke through a second
reed.
poor way of smoking to a white man, but the
Kafirs are very fond of it. Wide World Magazine,

BOLD
CENT CIGAR

SIX

A

'BobroW

A

m

Cork Bobbin*
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BOLD

SHADE-GROWN INDUSTRY MAY BE EXTENDED
The Tobacco Products Corporation has declared

Write for Open Territoir
Factory: Key Wett. R*.

The Tobacco World
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TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES

I.

EISENLOHR

President

^^^^^
^P}!^^^.W.
GEORGE
HILL

MOVED TO THE HEAD OF THE ALPHABET
A story is told of an old negro who had accumua bank in one of the Southern
towns, says the Columbus Dispatch. One day the bank

lated his savings in

Vhila.

'Bros.

Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-President

GEORGE H. HUMMEL
JESSE A. BLOCH
Jacob WERTHEIM
Joseph F. CULLMAN.
LEON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND

".Vice-President

Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel

Jr

New York

Offices, 5

Beekman

Street

failed.

Zeno was the name of the old man, and when told
the bank had failed he spent hours around the door,
as if he hoped in that way to get his money.
One day the receiver said to him Don 't you know
that the bank has to be e^^amined before any depositors
can get their money? This is not the first bank that
:

daf

Zeno answered. **Ah's
Shore, Ah knows
heered tell of banks bustin* before dis, but dis heah
am de fust time dat a bank evah busted right squah in
mah face."
At last the examinations were over and the receiver
announced that the depositors would be paid in alphabetical order.
Some mistake had been made in fignrinsr, and when thev got down to Ws the money gave
out

and Zeno

**

for

All right, Zeno,

who

LICHTENSTEIN,

40

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr., New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton. O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MEKDELSOHN. New York

PrMident
Vice-President
Treasurer

SecreUry

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCK. Wheeling W. Va
F. AXTON, Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covington, Ky

J.

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

A.

WOOD

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
JOSEPH H. DUBLON
LOBERT E. LANE
JOSEPH FREEMAN

he didn't lose all his courage. Ho saved for a
few months and had a little to put in another bank.
to the cashier,

K.

AMF.RICA

19

President
Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Ist

IKE RADIN

lost his savings.

"Rut

He went

S.

Ol-

West -lOth St.. New York
President
Market St.. Phila.. Pa
Vice-President
and East End Ave., M'hat'n, N. Y. ..TreMurer
Exchange PI.. Manhattan, N. Y
Secretary
J

* *

has failed."
**

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN.
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR, 934
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 81st

LEO RIEDERS,

118th St., New York City
Thursday of each month at Masonic Temple,
310 Lenox Ave.. New York.

West

300

Meeting

1st

said

we will be

glad to open an account

you."

"Zeno nuthin'," he said. "Mah name
no moh, mah name's Aaron."

ain't

Zeno

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

W

GEORGE
RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A. L, ULLNICK

MAX

IflLLIR,

135

.....Prwjdeat
Vice-Presldeat

Tr^Murer

New York
TMsd«y of eack month

Broadway,

MMtiai

4tk

at Hotel

McAlp4n.

—

:

Say You Saw
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Cigart

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
GaM*: "D<H<ALLBrROCHA
JOSE
Havana Leaf Tobacco

F.

Bcpadalldad Tabaco* FInot d* Vuatta Abaio
PartMo r VimIm Arriba

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IN

E,.
145

Rosenwald

(EL Bro,
NEW YOKH

WATER
THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
STREET

•^*XS
OM««

Washington, D. 0.
A great increase in the imports of cigarette books,
covers and paper will be shown with the publication
of statistics now being compiled by the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce of the Department of
Commerce. During the first three qTiarters of the
present fiscal year, ended with March, imports of this

amounted

article

a«d Waraboaaa. Id Eaat Qark Aif«nva.

Confidently I struck a

N.pmno

MINEST ELLINGER &

St..

YOUU

»oato«.

C0.-?-»?l^?«f5liSP2£!?£?
"

K.

tobacco blended in England,
in a pipe from Italy,

French lieutenant, recently from the front, was
whoTo
in Washington on business for his government,
he was approached by a pretty American girl, who

A

3W and

SOT

N. Third

St..

said
Fhlladalrkia

NEUBERGER COMPANY

**And did you kill a German soldier?"
**Yes," he replied.
**With what hand did you do it?" she inquired.
*
With the right hand, he said.
'

*

Incorporated

And

130 Water Street
New York
rtlPORT

the pipe is the pipe of peace
and the spirit of the red man
presides at the council.
While the Anti-Tobacco Iveague
throws a conniption fit
in the middle distance,
adding to the joy of the occasion

THE REWARD OF VALOR

LEAF TOBACCO

H.

Faded in smoke? The idea!
The spirit of the thing lives;

STRAUS & CO.
Aa4 PMlMna<

3t3.

thereby kindling an entente cordiale!

__=
TOBACCO

EXPORT

LEAF

'

then the pretty American girl seized the right

hand and kissed it. whereupon ^n American officer w;ho
was standing nearby strolled over to the lieutenant with
you tell
this late advice: 'Heavens, man, why didn't
her that you bit him to death?"— ** Burt Box."
*

ACCUSED OF HOARDING

LOEB-NUf)EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

SUMATRA AND HAVANA
FAOKBRS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

IMPORTBIIS OF

IM

NO. THIRD STREET,

Cannot

It in

PHILADELPHU

to
Mrs. Crimsonbeak—*' Thought you were going
give up a lot of things during the war?"
Mr. Crimsonbeak—** That's my idea."
breath?'*
** Don't you suppose I can notice your
''What's the matter with my breath?"
"Matter with it? Smells as if you'd been hoarding cloves!" Yonkers Statesman,

The Tobacco Wokld
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Stipulate Price

manufacturers, wholesalers
THAT
right to stipulate the price

or jobbers have
110
at which their products shall be sold at retail, to refuse to sell to dealers
failing" to adhere to set resale prices, or to discriminate
ill their dealings between such retailers and retailers
wlio do adhere to the resale prices, is the stand taken
bv the Federal Trade Conunission in the cases now
hefore it raising the question of the right of manufacturers and others to maintain resale prices. The first
formal decision to this effect has just been rendered
and is to be followed by a number of others in the immediate future.
After full consideration the commission has decided to issue complaints against all business concerns
who refuse to sell unless the purchaser will agree to
maintain a resale price affixed by the seller. The case
just decided
that of a manufacturer of patent mediis the first formal finding to that effect.
cines
In it,
held
it is
that when once an article has passed from
the maker to a purchaser, he owns it, and the OAvaier
of such article may sell it at any price that he chooses
provided he does not himself sell it at such a price as
to be below cost, and thus thereby enter into unfair
competition with other retailers selling the same ar-

—

—

ticle.

The order

You want

to sell a factory

You want

to

You want

a partner

You want

to sell machinery or equipment

You want

to

buy a factory

upon which succeeding orders
be patterned, forbids the company at fault to do

will

issued,

any of the following things
Indicate to dealers the prices for which its products shall be resold.
Secure agreements from dealers to adhere to such
prices.

Refuse to

sell to

dealers

who

fail to

sell to

dealers

who

fail to

buy second-hand machinery

or equipment

You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

adhere to such

prices.

Refuse to

adhere to such
prices upon the same terms as to dealers who do so
adhere.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml.

safety match''

—From the Chicago News.

Offica,l»»-l»T

15.

**

and the match ignited,
and I lighted with it

PA.

OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
York

Navaaa WarakouM. Salud

compared with

*

CD.

H.vna. Cuba - 66 Broad

6.

as

made in Japan, on an impregnated" box
made by special process in Sweden,

SONS
QUALITY HAVANA Maaa.

nAFFENBURGH

$6,009,525,

INTERNATIONAL

MANVFACTUKBaS OF CIOAB SGBAP TOEACOO
I

to

$2,683,928 during the corresponding period of the fiscal
year 1917, and but $791,982 during the first nine months
of 1916.
The value of pipes and other smokers' articles
imported also reached a high mark with the close of
this quarter, amounting to $420,743, as compared with
$86,990 in 1917, and $94,814 in 1916.

LEAP TOBACCO

"
SliVtl"

Say You Saw

IMPORTS OF CIGARETTE PAPERS INCREASE

Gommitsion Merchant

&

:

The Tobacco World

PANTIN

Leaf Tobacco

!

Furnish any advantage to dealers who adhere to
the resale prices, while refusing similar treatment to
dealers who do not adhere to those prices.
"Some of the most distinguished lawyers in the
United States have appeared before the conunission
to argue this question," it was declared in announcing

"as well as many of the leading business
concerns of the country, some of whom have insisted
that the maintenance of resale prices was proper while
others have contended that it was not. Almost all of
the large department stores of the country have been

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a
classified

ad

in

the decision,

heard in opposition to it.
This decision is going to be open to considerable
controversy in relation to the subject matter thereof,
and the matter will probably have to be settled by an
act of Congress in the manner suggested by Justice
Brandeis in his concurring opinion in the Supreme
Court in the case of the American Graphophone Com[»any.
The Stephens bill, which is now in Congress,
in in relation to that matter, but in the estimation of
niany business men and others it is thought to be
broader than it should be. It may be that resale prices
can be so regulated by placing the power somewhere,
protecting against unfair prices as to make it work
equitably, and to be a fair method of competition in
commerce, but that question will undoubtedly have to
Ix' settled by Congressional action."
'

'

The Tobacco World

.

• ••^^•MM»«t«

Say You Saw

30
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Tobacco Merchants' Association
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^^,,5 Beekman Street
O
Registration bureau, new york city
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MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE
INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,
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Transfer,
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This enables anyone to acquire a Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for

»
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title

Ill M M

!•

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are closing

is

Services
Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark
$5.00

—

We

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

—^ a H

CIGAR LABELS
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Effective April 1. 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search
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City

i
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NO.

TOBAC C O
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States War Board, notwithstanding a strict emharjfo on all lealtohacco exists
to-day, has issiuMl to our company special licenses to import the necessary supply of •>8,<M)0
hales of Sumatra tohacco, and r>,(H)0 hales of Java tohacco. This tohacco will he
importe<l
from the Dutch East lii<lies with the jarreatest possible dispatch. We are confident that about
ri,0<)C) hales of Sumatra will leav<' the last of this month.

The

HOW do you know
-die

Waffle

man V around 9

WORLD

1918

1,

I nitt'd

This license was granted upon our assurances to the <ioverum<'ut authorities that this
tobacco would be fairly distributed ainon^ all ci«:ar manufacturers needing Sumatra tobacco
and furtlH»r that this tobacco would be distributed at a stipulated profit over cost and expenses.

We

forgotten that delicious
yoesn t
fragrance of a crisp, red-hot one with powdered sugar.
tempt you even now? that irresistable fragrance!
it
Fragrant memories are the most lasting. What "your nose knows
you know for keeps. That is why once a smoker of Tuxedo
always a smoker of Tuxedo.

And you were

never a real boy

if

youVe

^

that such manufacturers, both in the United States and Canada,
who have not already subscrilxMl with this company, commuuicat<' with any of the uudersij^iH.,!
firms, in order to make the necessary arrangements for one year's supply of tobacco,
to be
delivered in New York upon arrival of the above (|uantity.

m—m.

—

It's

su«:jfest, tlu^refore,

On account

simply pure fragrance that makes

Sumatra

war

conditions, our expenses were liif^fh, but it is our <>iuleavor to brinic
tobacco within the reach of all cijjar manufacturers anxious to make ffood cijijars.
of

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and C^aretie

Sumatra Purchasing Corporation

tobacco leaf
A pure fragrance that comes from Nature's best Burley
of Old Kentucky

—"Blue Grass" fragrance, put there by the sunshine
where Tuxedo is grown and ripened and blended
your nose always knows.
Try

this

Tuxedo briskly
your hand to bring out

Test:— Rub a
the palm of

little

—

fragrance

1 38

its

New York

lOcnt Tins

HAifMFuu

MUMIUORS

—

''Voiir

Front Street,

in

its
deep
Then smell
fnll aroma.
delicious, pure fragrance will convince
you. Try this test with any other
tobacco and we will let Tuxedo stand
or fall on your judgment
it

—a
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General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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cigars
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For Gentlemen

Cuban Hand -Made

of

CIGARS

satisfies

San Felice

good, and the

CIGARS

H. FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE, IND.
Makers of good cigars (or over 67 years
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Cigar Mfg. Co.
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BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous "F. Lozano'' Brand

DINWOODIE
Handmade

2oo,000,000
Cinco Cigars, a year appreciate the protec?llon of a
Brand manufactured with
68 years experience and

throughout, fineat quality,

specially selected

OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA
York Address,
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block vulcanite mouthpieces
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GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO -^
MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHEWING QOAUITV
WOULD NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SECTIOH
NOW THE PATENT POUCH KEEPS IT -^

and Prices on Request
IS.'!?

Kaufmann

FRESH AND CLEAN AND OOOD
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''And David took a stone, and slang it,
and smote Goliath in his forehead, that
the stone sunk into his forehead; and he
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'T^ HE tobacco belonging to the Sumatra
--

will

offices

of the participants of the

Sumatra Sales Company, at a stipulated

price.

Preference will be given to those manufacturers
who have not sufficient tobacco on hand to see

•

them through until next September, when the tobacco of the new crop will have arrived.
This is an authoritative announcement from
the Sumatra Sales Company.

J

CITY

Sales

Company, consisting of about 1200 bales,
be for sale on June 3rd, and will be distrib-

uted at the

Our Motto: "QUALITY"
«0t^3 THIRD AVE.
ana Salcroonw

NEW YORK

to

The above statements regarding

CIGARS

Write At once for prices And territory

1809-1811 First Ave.

1867

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

Eminent

are exceptionally discriminating.

of Neudorf's

1,

be Sold at Stipulated Prices
Following Tobacco Worid's Suggestion

•

11

Neudorf's

by United

PHILADELPHIA, June

S2.00 a Year
i

MACROPOLO

JUANA DIAZ

PREFERRED

Number 11

Eatablithed
1881

sent in India a first-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in %-lb. vacuum
tins, and one or
tins, cigarettes in fifties—vacuum
10.
two' brands in sliding paper packets of
& CO., Calcutta, India.
D.
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the method of
distributing these 1200 bales of Sumatra are taken
from a signed letter from a member of the Sumatra

Sales Company, and which authorizes the statements
herewith.

Following the statement

in

a tobacco trade pub-

lication of the date of May 25th, that this tobacco
would be sold by a ** limited-inscription" inothod, the
Tobacco World immediately got in touch with a member of the Sumatra Sales Company who said: "This
tobacco will not be sold by sealed bid, regardless of any
statements to the contrary."

Whether there is some dissension among the members of the company as to the method of disposing' of
this tobacco
ments to be

which

may have caused

confusing statemade we are unable to state, but we have
every reason to believe that the method of sale an-

FOLLOWING

MURIEL— and
With a

'^

im on*

«iMi/if» Ihat

of my

the Retailer's Profit

Tff-'» «*• comumer. with a Vl^'"'^}** J/^'^p^^

btat belt.
^

make a lasting success of a cigar
Neither Quality nor Advertising can
Retailer's legitimate Profit

k
\

'm
ANY RETAILEl

•«

if

».

the

ignored.

new

si«e.

wonderful development of Muriel-evcry
Retailer's Friendly attitude.
selling idca-cpnsidcrs first the
Retailer.
-"Popularity"-"Profit" is Muriel's slogan to the

Every step

%

is

editorial criticism in the Tobacco
World of April 15th, of the inscription method which
it was proposed to use again in disposing of some additional bales of 1916 Sumatra tobacco, the Sumatra
Sales Company announces that 1200 bales of the tobacco will be for sale on June 3d and will be distributed
at stipulated prices at the offices of the participants of

in the

every

new

Sumatra Sales Company, H. Duys & Company, 170
Water Street; PI Rosenwald & Brother, 145 Water
Street; Kruse, Quanjer & Company, 152 Water Street;
L. Schmid & Company, 1.38 Water Street; Cullman
tilt"

"Quality*

mviiamv
J

..

»

n gpgTT?'

Retailer, desiring to make purchase of 7»^; -°/,^^^";f,^„f,°^^^^
and address of our nearest aisiriuuiu
U. S. A." will be gladly given name
ipon request,

p lORILLARD

&

COMPANY.

Inc.

119 Weil 40th Street

^
"«* ' •""

I

'^ S
fia

[yMnnxxfy.

censa^rr'^.

c.-.nnii^

.J^

liiothers, 161

I

Water

Street.

Cigar manufacturers who have not enough tobacco
oil hand to see them through until next September will
))('
^nven preference, and such manufacturers will be
allowed to purchase only according to their needs.
This change of attitude on the part of the Sumatra
Sales Company is a great victory for the small cigar
manufacturers, as they will be able to buy not only
according to their needs, but more important still, at
•^tipuJated prices instead of bidding for it. By not holdinu an inscription the Sumatra Sales Company has un(lnn])tedly relinquished a large prospective profit, but
on the other hand this attitude indicates that they feel
tiiat the protection of the trade is the most important
matter before them.
The continued claim that this tobacco is to be sold
hy an inscription method (by sealed bids) is absolutely
denied

by the Sumatra Sales Company.

nounced by the Tobacco World
be employed.

is

the

method that

will

Indications are that ever>' effort will be made to
help out the small manufacturer and to see that he ^ets
enough tobacco to tide him over until the next cro])
arrives. And it is of further importance, when the rising costs of cigar production are taken into consideration, that stipulated prices will ])revail, thus removing
the competitive elements usually resulting in abnor-

mally high prices.
In this connection the Tobacco World desires to
call to the attention of manufacturers who have not
already arranged for their supply of new Sumatra, to
get in touch wnth any members of the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation, consisting of II. Duys & (Company, E. Rosenwald & Brother, Cullman Brothers, and
Kruse, Quanjer & Company, and make such arrangements at once. The small cigar manufacturer can be
assured that in dealing with the Sumatra Purchasing
Corporation, his purchases will be supplied to him on
the same basis of profit as those which will be supplied
to the larger manufacturers.
About 1200 bales of the Sumatra leaf to be dis])osed of by the Sumatra Sales Company will l>e distributed at the various offices of the

company, beginning June 3d and
entire lot

is sold.

members

of the
continuing until the
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Salesmanship

Tobacco Made Part of Army Rations

By Frank

and the inclusion of tobacco in rations is but
expected to be made as
the first of a number of changes

Worth Stuyding
Fanrington

(All Rights Reserved)

officials

Washington, D. C.
part of the reguTOl'.ACCI lias liw'ii made a regular
the front, according to
lar rations of the troops at
Department, in cmnpl.^
an announcement by the War
from Genera Pershing
ance with recommendations
in the American Mpeman
Each
done.
be
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papers.
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smoking tobacco and ten cigarette
where
be substituted for these,

o"lu.r articles

may

a result of his

visit.

CHAPTER

been dependent
to this time, the soldiers have
upon packages
upon the Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A., and
smoking materia s,
from' home for their supi)lies of
cut off a short tune ago by
an.l their home supply was
limiting the articles
orders from the War Department
relatives to such things as
to be sent by friends and
tobacco sold by the
•were absolutely necessarj-. The
agencies was pneed as low as pos-
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sol-
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Department, shipAccord ng to officials of the War
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ought not to be necessary to

IT
salesman why

Department and officers ot the
of tourArmy realize and admit that the allowance
somewhat limited, but point
tenths of an ounce a day is
and that, furthermore,
out that it is better than nothing
time. It is prohH is the best that can be done at this

to the .,«arof distribution will be left
""''The
'a the^
it is reahz,..,,naster forces in France as
delivery. The
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draw
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just issued a
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with which
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of the tobacco industry
ne be
Tothe«e "f course, being the
tie niost important of
Room -,
I. Eslierg, chief,
bacco Section, headed by A.
in the work with
IXphone branch No. 223. Associated
Mr. Ksberg are the following:
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Colonel .1. W. Mcintosh, Army
E. D. Stanley, Navy reprc
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The trouble with counting on learning entirely by
('X]>trience is that we don't get the benefit of any good
iiK thod until we happen to stumble upon it ourselves.
There are lots of things we never stumble upon. The
fellow who learns only
the elementary stages.
cheap guy to the end.

by experience never gets past
lie remains a half-intelligent,

The more you know about salesmanship, the more
goods you will be able to sell, and that means more
The way to a good salary then, is through the
pa>
.

Just because nobodv is following you around
how^
all the time, don't get the idea that nobody knows
vou use your available spare time which might be deVoted to learning more about the How of salesman(h)wii.

is headed by
The War Industries Board itself
the other members
B M. Baruch, the following being
E. ^'e^ce Rea
Palmer
Brig.-Gen.
Brookings,
R. S
Judge Bdw

Division,
Ilirector of the Statistical

l)usiness getting.

study of salesmanship wherever you can find «?omething
alxmt it that is worth learning.
Employers are not blind to the ambitions of their
salesmen. It is their business to know what each salesman is doing and what results he gets, but they make
trying to
it their business also to know whether he is
learn more about his profession, whether he is anxious
to get on up the ladder, or satisfied to drop slowly

unknown

Tobacco Section of

sentative;

to

feed them

is

A

successtul-as it
the experiment proves
be increased.
undoubtedly wiU-the allowance will
and other orga.uAt the same time, the Red Cross
tobacco so that sold ers
7alions will continue to sell
daily allowance %ydl still bo
«.^ o use more than their
of making tobacco
We "o get all they wish. One effect to
secure its delivwill be
a part of the regi^lar ration
where they may
o,rpromptlv to the men, no matter
to secure sufficient supbe It has been found difficult
trenches under the old method
plies for the men in the
the r
will go forward with
in this way the tobacco
obligating itself to g t
food, the War Department
much as it already
smoking materials to the troops as

able that

that there are some men engaged
selling end of the cigar and tobacco business
ill the
who are not spending any time wondering how they
can become better salesmen. They want to sell more
«;()ods; they are even anxious to do so, but it is only
because they want to make more money. They don't
care anything about doing the work better just for the
Hake of being higher class business men.
man who counts on picking up a complete knowliMlge of salesmanship from his experiences must expect to live to be a hundred years old, and acquire
experience beyond that of any man we ever knew. No
one man's experience will cover the whole range of

The frouble

below the home
the prices usually being slightly
was difficult for some of
prices, but, nevertheless, it
home all of their pay
the men, endeavoring to send
supplied.
possible, to keep comfortably
Officials in the

it is

how.

sible,

^^^^

show any clerk or

worth while to study salesmanIt would seem perfectly
sliip as well as to practice it.
natural that a man who wants to be a better salesman
would be looking for places where he could find out

Red Cross and other

^

Every cigar dealer

y.

ship.

the right kind of a boss, he is interested in knowing just what each of his men is accomplishing, and he will be willing and even anxious
kuvi
to help the ambitious ones. If he is not the right
of a boss, my advice to you is to make a change and
got the right kind. It will be better for your eventual
business success, though it may be easier just now to
stay where you get along with the least effort.
If

vour boss

is

The kind of a position a fellow needs is one where
good work is required, but where it is also appreciated,

and where it will be necessar>^ for you to learn somehold
thing about salesmanship every day if you are to
your own with your fellow salesman.

is doing all he can, within his
knowledge, to increase his business. He is advertising
and making displays and buying with care, all with a
view to satisfying his customers and getting more of
them. But, after all, it is the work done by his salesmen that brings the business into closest contact with
the public.
Satisfying customers and creating sales
is right up to you, and you need to know a whole lot
about how to do it. The things the manager does to
make people come to the store are heli)s to you, ])ut if
you are satisfied to be nothing more than a halfanimated slot machine, you will not long earn eiiougli
to pay your salary.
The salesmen in a store have in their hands the
making or breaking of a business. Vou are not a mere
supernumerary. You play a leading part. Can you
expect to succeed if you will not study your lines ?
The good salesman is always increasing the store's
business. The poor salesman exerts an influence just
the other way. Which way does your influence work?

Whether you

any interest

greater efficiency
for your employer's sake, or not, you owe it to yourself to get along as fast as you can.
If you are one
of these chaps who thinks the w^orld owes you a living,
it is bound to pay, you make a mistake.
The worlil
owes you only what you mm collect from it, and the
best way to get what is coming to you is to study to
develop the ability to earn it.
Every day you spend more or less time learning
something. Perhaps you are learning the views of an
acquaintance about political matters of ])ractically no
importance. Perhaps you are learning the latest social
your circle of friends. You may be learning
gossip
all about w^hat is happening in the sporting world. All
this that you are learning may bo absolutely true, but
A
that does not make the knowledge of any value.
vast conglomeration of miscellaneous information
which has no other merit than that it is oom])osed of
facts will not develop you as a salesman. Don't waste
time in learning so much that is not w^orth learning.
Herbert Spencer was a pretty wise old chap, and
he said this about the study and learning of ornamental
knowledge: **As such studios oceu])y the leisure part
of life, they should occupy the leisure ])art of education." If you are going to waste time in ornamenting
your mind,* take for the purpose time that is not available for useful occupation.
The main study of your business day should be
the improvement of vour methods of working. I bewhen
lieve it is desirable that you use much of the time
not on duty in increasing your knowledge of your busiAt least
ness, in fitting yourself to do better w^ork.
that is the way to a conspicuous success.
Of course, one must have recreation and amusefeel

in

m

ment, but those forms of amusement which result
(Continued on Page 22)
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How Much

a Landlord Can Interfere with Tenants

"Results*'

By Elton J Buckley
.

Copyright 1917 by Elton

E

Paris, Ky.

Elton J. Buckley, Esq.
Dear Sir :— 1 have been occupying rooms m tlie
past four
third story of a bank building for the
years, and 1 am in trouble, to wit:
.

On Christmas, 1915, 1 lost a whole lot of busione oi
ness by not having enough space, and I told
compelled
the members of the bank that 1 would be
work room, a
to move out unless they gave me more
that
reception room, etc. They told me to stay and
good
by the fall of 191 () they would have me in
etc.,
shape, in July the stockholders, directors,
out.
decided to remodel the building out and

and the tenant can go.
There are a great many, cases on

1
Again 1 went to the directors and told them that
during
would be compelled to move out, at least
staying tind
the remodeling. They insisted on my
business, that
said they would not interfere with
order and that
the stairway would be in working
commission t^wo
the elevator would only be out of
set in the
or three days. But when the cold wave
workmen harassed me by nailing the doors untill
the first one s
told them that I would blow out

doors again.
l)rains that I ciiught nailing
my best
Again, in the early part of December, at
was out ol
time the elevator was taken down and
in
commission for about six weeks. The difference
my business for six weeks preceding ^^lii-'^^mas tor
about $4.)0 to
191(> as compared to the 1915 was
Now they are remodeling my room and
Jtv500.
the work
have been idle 'for several weeks, and
week. W liat
could have been done in less than a
win I do about it?
xi
.
t
4
the outpending
I am holding $200 back rent
expect
come of this business-but of course they
believe.
me to pay it— this I have every reason to
Yours,
the

1

#

*

•

such a
Undoubtedly a tenant interfered with in
contains,
manner as this has a remedy, unless his lease
type for which leases
as a part of that foot or so of fine
gives the landlord the
are famous, something which
doubt if the lease does
right to do what he has done. I
usually go that
contain such matter; even leases don't
far.
*

Let

me discuss for a minute just how far a landlord
latter

rights before the
can interfere with his tenant's
lease contains no
can do something. Assuming that the
two ways,
warrant to the landlord, he can interfere
both of which are unlawful
for the
First.—He can make it so uncomfortable
throwing up his lease
tenant as to warrant the latter in

m

and leaving. That is

called constructive eviction,

Buckley

All act of the lessor amounting to a mere trespass and
not interfering with the substantial enjoyment of the
premises by the lessee, is not equivalent to an eviction.
In other words, a landlord, in order to evict his
tenant, break the lease and relieve the tenant from the
payment of any more rent, doesnH have to physically
throw him out. If he makes himself so disagreeable
that the tenant's use of the premises is seriously interfered with, the law says it is equivalent to eviction

VKKV one of the readers hereof who rents his store
building will be interested in the following:

#

J.

which

can be defined as follows
comAny unlawful act of the landlord, eitber of insubstantial
mission or omission, which results in a
possession or enterference with the tenant's right of
to an eviction.
joyment, in whole or in part, may amount

^i

.

•

4.

•

.,

this point in the

books.
In one, a landlord agreed to make certain repairs.
The tenant went in on the strength of this promise. The
landlord failed to make the repairs, the building consequently became untenantable, and the tenant considhim.
ered himself evicted and left. The court upheld
In another case the landlord of a store building dug
under it, as a part of certain operations, and the tenthe nuisance
ant's business was so interfered with by
danger of the situation that he threw up the lease

and
and moved.

said he was right.
The landlord in a third case rented the first floor ot
ran a store on
his building to a storekeeper and himself
of salt, tar
the second floor. Drippings from his stock
first
and other things leaked through on the stock of the
and after protesting without result, the first floor

The court

from National Advertising

of the unusual things
SOME
tising were recently

that crop up in adverrelated to the writer by Ed

Cohen, of the General Cigar Company.
If you have noticed some of their colored page advertisements on the ''Kobert Burns" brand, you will
jvniember the picture of a mother putting a box of
cigars into a
)>e(litionary

U

box marked ''John Howard. American ExForces, France, Company K, Ninth Regi-

niciit."

Some time

after this ad first appeared, along came
letter from a soldier in a Southern cantonment, stating that his name was John Howard and that he had
Ix'cii deluged with letters ever since the ad appeared,
lie wanted to know where they ever got his name from
and signed himself, ''Yours in bewilderment."
Mr. Cohen wrote that in choosing a name to put on
llio box they had tried to find one that had a good democratic sound to it, one that was not common, and one
that was not as fancy as Sylvester Montmorency, and
so it happened that "John Howard" was chosen as
completely filling the bill.
Equally unusual was a letter received by the office
of that company following the appearance of an ad
with a soldier and sailor in it smoking "Owl" cigars.
This letter came from a girl in Los Angeles, who
begged to be given the sailor lad's name and address,
as she said that he was not only a handsome chap, typii\

fying a real American sailor, but her ideal in every
way. She promised that if they would furnish the
name and address she would inunediately send him a
box of "good old 'Owl' cigars."
It happened that the advertising man w^as out looking for types to use in this ad and that he came across
them on Broadway. Each was approached and asked
if he would like to have his picture taken, smoking a
cigar, for use in an advertisement, and thereby acquire
some coin of the realm for a few minutes of posing.
Both readily acquiesced. The exposures were made,
and both the soldier and sailor departed much riQlier
for the bargain. And so it happens that the girl in Los
Angeles knows just as much about the identity of the
sailor as the advertising man of the General Cigar

Company.
Another peculiar incident

found in a letter from
out West, who said she wanted to cure her
husband of smoking big black cigars. She said she had
been reading a series of their advertisements on a certain one of their brands, and if she could only get them
all together and get her husband to read them, she felt
sure he would try their brand with results to their
mutual advantage. So the advertising man sent along
a portfolio of the series. But up to this time the results
are in doubt, as nothing further has been heard from
a

is

woman

the parties.

floor

The court decided in his favor also.
is
There are also cases as to what a tenant's remedy
renteil
when his landlord upsets him by rebuilding the
rebuilding is tor
building. It has been held that when
does not intend
the tenant's benefit, and the landlord
building, it does not
to deprive him of the use of the
lyamount to eviction. Nor is it eviction when the
result of it is to
liuilding is long delayed, nor when the
eviction,
make the premises somewhat smaller. It is
neceshowexer, where the repairs are not shown to be
where the result
saiv or desired by the tenant, and
value of the premof them is to materially diminish the

tenant

moved

out.

ises to the tenant.

the tenant
business.

is

And

certainly

actually prevented

it is

eviction where

from carrying on

Ins

...
amounts
interference
landlord's
^

evic-

to
the
recover all the damages
tion, and the tenant goes, he can
if he has lost
he has suffered, including his lost profits,
the lease.
any. And of course hais released from
Second.— landlord may interfere with his tenant
amount to eviction. In
in ways not important enough to
can be recovered
that ^se it is trespass, and damages
reheved from the
for that, too, but the tenant is not
rent or the lease.
,
,
n ^
landlord wa^nnhis
case,
correspondent's
the
In
micli
nuestionablv guilty of one of these offenses,
for a time
was it? I believe it was the first, because b^smess.
almost prevented from conducting his

Where

A

.

he was

ana
he could have considered himself evicted,
it as evicmoved. He did not, however, elect to treat
still treat it as a trespass,
tion, and staved on. He can
from his landhowever, and can collect all the damages
lord that he can show he sustained.

I think

Commercial Bribery
LAW to make commercial bribery a criminal offense

urged by
A
communication

the Federal Trade Commission and a
asking for the enactment of legislation
to that effect has been sent to both branches of Conuis

gress.

The commission has found commercial bribery

to

be general throughout many branches of industry, and
scores of complaints have been issued by it on that account. Fourteen States at present have laws prohibiting such practices, but they fail to reach the root of the
e\ il and eradicate it, it is declared, and, in fact, are
practically dead.
In its letter to Congress the commission declares
that it "has found that commercial bribery of employes is a prevalent and common practice in many industries. These bribes take the form of commissions
for alleged services, of money and gratuities and entertainments of various sorts, and of loans all in1<'nded to influence such employes in the choice of mat(Mials.
It is evident that this inexcusable added cost
is finally passed on to the consumers.
"The practice is one which has been condemned
alike by business men, legislatures and courts, including aniong the business men those who have finally
resorted to it in self-defense in competing with less
Henipulous rivals or in selling to c<mcerns whose em-

—

A

Criminal Offence?

ployes have extorted commissions under threats to destroy, or disapprove goods submitted to them for test.

"How prevalent

the practice is and how great the
need of legislation seems to be, is illustrated by the
statement of one man of prominence in an industry,
who welcomed the proceedings of the commission to
destroy the practice with this statement

" 'From an experience of thirty years

in industry,

I don't believe that there is a single house that has
not had to pay bribes to hold old business or to obtain new. Bribery is inherently dishonest and tends
to dishonesty and is unfair to competitors and customers, and I don't believe it ever will be stopped until
made a crime by the United States Government.'

"The

conamission feels that the stamping out of
commercial bribery is one necessary step to the preservation of free, open and fair competition, and to that
end urges that such legislation should prohibit not only
the giving and offering, but the acceptance and solicitation of any gift or other consideration by an em[)loye
as an inducement or reward for doing any act in relation to his employer's affairs or business or for showing or forbearing to show favor or disfavor to any
person in relation to his principal's or (»mployer's affairs or Imsiness."
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Wage

of labor from non-war to war indusof the War Latries will be tbe result of the creation
Labor, ot which
bor l>olieies P>oard in the Department of
The board will
Felix Frankfurter is to be chairman.
distribution ot
determine all ((uestions involving the
conditions, and its
labor, wages, hours, and working
production dedecisions will be executed by the various

This will be accomm war worK,
plished directly for all industries engaged
in non-war indusbut the decisi(;ns will be given effect
controls
through the War Industries Board, which

Dartments of the (Jovernment.

tries

the

How

of

raw materials for

all industries.

declared Mr.
''Since the outbreak of the war,^'
Government has come
Frankfurter, "the T^nited States
of labor in the counto be the greatest single employer
north and west and soutli
Its plants are scattered
trv
ultimately inami east and the number of workers
onlers runs into the
volved in the fulfillment of its
policy with regard
millions; but it has ha<l no operating
to the plants as a whole.
as a
"Each plant has been o])erated individually
the others and
se])arate enterprise, quite apart from
concerned, in actual
so far as the labor supply has been
working on an
competition with the others. A plant
for instance,
imiK.rtant order for the War Department,
working force has
has suddenlv discovered that half its
neighborhood endisappeared because a plant in the
orders for another department has offered
ga^'-ed

upon

a Idgher rate of

pav for

this or that class of labor.

The

motion and of production,
labo'i- turnover, the loss of
notoriously
Vcause of this condition of alTairs, has been
wasteful.''

In the matter of wages the board will not attempt
trade in the counto set a flat rate for any one craft or
standards to be detertr\^ as a whole, but it will fix
mined for all industries in a given section of the counconditions of lite,
try after investigations disclosing the
rendered.
including the cost of living and the service
must husband our labor supply so as to satthe fullest possible
isfy the war needs of the country to
Frankfurter. "It is
practiced extent," asserted Mr.
supply be
necessarv, therefore, that the sources of
respect to this
wisely directed and employed. With
function
phase of the industrial problem it will be the
the supply acof the War Policies Board to allocate
country. Under
cording to the productive needs of the
be impossible
decision of the board on this score it will
from another
for one industrv to draw the labor supply
that the first
unless it has been regularly determined
on the
industrv has a higher claim upon the supply

"We

than the

need
basis of a more pressing (Jovernment
workers.
industry from which it would draw the
"In addition to controlling the labor supply the
various
board will also regulate hours of labor in the
of industry with
industries and determine the needs
facilities, etc.
regard to housing and transportation
"The need of the hour is production, the fullest
equipment and feeding of the forces at
munitionarv

Labor, industrial managers and Governabout this
ment officials are all heartily united to bring
ot
There will be the utmost pooling, not only
end
of good will
industrial resources, but of the resources
*

the front.

and in this spirit the work
done, but
ceed efficiently. There is much to be
be done because it must be done.*'

and

iiiiimii
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will pro-

intelligence

it will

CRITICISM may

be either destructive or construcThe Tobacco World has endeavored not to
tive.
c(>ndenm a thing unless it can offer some fairer plan
that would be acceptable to a majority.
Obviously,
nothing is gained by attempting to destroy the business
w iiich disposes of an essential article unless an acceptable substitute can be offered. A poor method which
renders a certain service is better than no method.
Last September the Tobacco World criticised the
inscription method of selling tobacco as employed by
The Sumatra Tobacco Import Corporation. It suggestetl that future inscriptions could be avoided by the
iormation of a syndicate to purchase Sumatra tobacco
for all the cigar manufacturers in this country on a
As a result of this suggestion
fijccd basis of profit.
the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation was formed and
many of the cigar manufacturers of the country accepted their offer to purchase for them on a fixed basis
of profit.

This corporation may be considered, in a sense,
a monopoly, and if this is time we would call it a good
monopoly. But on the other hand there was nothing
to prevent any manufacturer who wanted to go to the
ex[)ense, to go to Sumatra and try to i)urchase his tobacco.

W^e considered, and still consider, that as far as
Sumatra leaf is concerned, the Sumatra Purchasing
Corporation is composed of men who would be acceptable to any manufacturer as competent judges of SuPlacing orders
matra leaf qualities and values.
through one firm under present conditions is more economical to the trade as a whole than buying through
a number of firms and much more desirable than buy;

ing at auction.

We note in a paper circu biting in

the tobacco trade
an attack on this syndicate headed, "Buy or go without Sumatra leaf." This editorial is entirely destructive, harmful to trade interests and harmful to the leaf
industry. Perhaps the syndicate does control all the

Tobacco Regulations in the Philippines
A new

set

has
of regulations for the to])acco trade

Philippine Isbeen issued bv the Government of the
No.^:^.), superlands, known as Administrative Order
and max
seding Administrative Orders Nos. 1 and 1/,
Inspection Kegulabe referred to as the "Tobacco
*^"

briefly
part is devoted to leaf tobacco and,
drying ami ferabstracted, it provides for the curing,
or curing
menting of leaf tobacx^o only in a budding
specihcations
8hed constructed in accordance with the
Under no circumstances
of the Bureau of Agriculture.
(piarters be usee tor
shall anv dwelling house or living
made to i)revent unthe purpose. Regulations are also
the tobacco by persanitarv acts or the handling of
disease.
sons suffering fnmi anv communicable
nained accordThe tobacco is to be classified and
ls'^»>^*l«;
origin, such as
incr to the province of its
"on! the province of Isabek or ''<;«^-^^V J"U^i
''
hue
as
classifie.l
further
province of Ogayan, and
The latter
-medium fine," "coarse" «ml -mferior.'
the I nited States.
is not to be exported to
must be manube classed as standard, cigars

The

first

'

;

To

good, clean,
factured under sanitary conditions from
seasoned, ot a
selected tobacco, property cured and
months, excrop which has been harvested at least six
Cagayan, Isaclusively the product of the provinces of
be well made,
bela, or N'euva Vizcaya. The cigars must
tiller troin
with suitable spiral wrapper and with long
scraps,
which must have been removed all stems, dust,
be not less
or burnt tobacco; net weight of cigars to
be properiN
than live kilograms per thousand, cigars to
clean rece])assorted and neatly and firmly packed in
from native timtacles of wood not before used, made
cedar wood,
ber known as calantas or from imported
emergencies
or tin, unless permission is secured in
otlier
from the (\)llector of Internal Revenue, to use
classes of wood.
«**,.«
j
^
,
cigarette s
standard
for
regulations
There are also
whole matter
and smoking tobaccos, but the gist of the
efficient government mspecv
is that under a strict and
tlic
greater confidence
tion the consumer will have
under gm standardization
the
and
product,
Philippine
increased
rrnment regulation should result in a largely
,

•

m

use of the same.
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Sumatra available to American manufacturers, but
we have not noticed any one else rising up to enter into
competition with them. As far as the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation
luiying through

them

is

concerned the manufacturers

will

know

exactly what the to-

bacco cost, and they will pay an agreed and speoifietl
As ooncenis the sale of the
profit above that cost.
Sumatra tobacco of the 191() crop by the Sumatra Sales
Ccmipany at stipulated prices, this editorial raises a
In this
<luestion as to the fairness of these prices.
connection it may be pointed out that two members of
the Sumatra Sales Corporation w^nt to Canada in January and graded and priced some five hundred bales
of Sumatra for Canadian manufacturers. It w^as the
concensus of opinion by men familiar with the marks
tliat the prices established were quite reasonable.
have not seen any mad nish to take the job of

We

hands of the
syndicate. We note that cx>ncerns able to buy and sell
tbe syndicate have been quite willing to do business
with them. Why would they do this if they could get

buying and importing Sumatra

off the

Sumatra more expeditiously or more cheaply if
they went after it themselves I We surmise an answer
their

that could be made to this (piestion, but the fact remains that the most convincing argument in favor of
the syndicate is that they can get Sumatra leaf if any
one can, and they know qualities and values.

The Tobacco World goes

defending the
syndicate because the idea of a single purchasing corporation was set forth exclusively by the ToBAa'o
World. Under present conditionswe do not believe
this far in

that this arrangement ciin be improved u])on.
Our
chief objection to the syndiwite was the method of disposing of the leaf they had awpiired, that is, by inscriptions.

Following an announcement

April that an inwe again attacked the
in

scription would be held in May
inscription method and pointed out what we considered a more equitable method of distributing the tobacco so badly needed by our manufacturers. Again
the syndicate took cognizance of the justice of our
claims and have, according to their own statement,
adopted our suggestion to sell at a stipulated price according to the needs of the manufacturers participating.

We

do not see how they ciin do much uiore than
they have done. They admit the fact that the protection of the industry is paraiiKmnt to the hirger profit
to be gained from an inscription; they are willing to

take

c^ire

of needy cigar manufacturers as long as the

leaf holds out.

however, worth ])ointing out to tlu^ cigar
manufacturing industry that the Tobacco Wohld is tlie
(mly trade paper in the field to constructively criticise
the inscription method, a method admitted by tiie syndiciite as productive of unreasonably high ]>rices.
The value of the Tobacco World's suggestions is
proven by the fact that the only two that it made, were
It is,

adopted.

Those trade papers whose support comes largely
from cigar manufacturers never once raised their
voices in protest against the inscri])ti<ms but dcftuded
them and the high prices which they compelled the
manufacturers to ])ay. Now, since the amiouncement
that the Sumatra Sales Corporation will not conduct
an inscription, the great benefit that is to acxjrue to the
cigar manufacturing industry strikes on these tradrpapers like a bolt of lightning.

Our New York

contemi)oraries

who have argued

on the other side of the question should take great
pride in the victory they have won for their subscribers
and advertisers, the cigar manufacfurers.

TO A FRIEND
manager of *'Tobacx?o," New York, and widely known in
the cigar and tobacco industry, join with the Tobacco
World in an expression of syiufjathy to Mr. Tanner

The many friends

and

his family

of K. T. Tanner, business

on the recent loss of his

daughter, aged three and a half years.

yo^jgig^lrt
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Fla.,

May

28.

(Special to the Tobacco World.)
its task ot
TAiMI*A'S cigar industry will return tonext
five or
"sniokiiig-up" the workl during the
accepted at
six days, tlie cigar manufacturers having
which the
a meeting last night the compromise offer

This comstrikers accepted by an overwhelming vote.
ot
promise grants the men an increase of 75 per cent,
them all i-ules
the first demands in wages and concedes
there
and regulations including rule seven, over which
much contention, and which provides that any

has been

will be
substitute size desired by the manufacturers
priced size
paid for at the same rate as the next higher
in the same class.
The new scale of prices means close to a lU l>er
loc^l factories, the
cent, increase in the payroll of the
claim, or approximately an additional

manufacturers

half million dollars per year.
.
^
, ,
, ^,
ot
efforts
the
defeat
to
desired
**We have never
member of the
the workmen to increase their wages,'' a
ormanufacturers' coimnittee stated on behalf of that
December we
ganization last night. ^*As early as last
workmen
recognized the fact that the wages of the
the
must be raised and the first step toward granting
bureau s action
increase that has been granted by the
cigarmakers
tonight was made by us when we asked the
in granting a gento name a committee to act with us
But what we have
eral increase all along the scale.
have
opposed are the regulations which the strikers
the best
imposed upon us. These we feel are not for
.

interests of the industry.''
^
, ,
,
.„ ,
able to
be
will
factories
cigar
the
of
But a few
must work
open this week, as the leveling committee
shapes not proover a new scale of prices for sizes and
provides tor
vided for in the cai-tabon accepted, which
factories inclucle
onlv about eightv shapes. The local
shapes in their
not less than 200 individual sizes and
2000 names whidi
output, the sizes having more than
their product.
different factories use to distinguish
trom a
To re-classifv and equalize the prices on thesetask and
considerable
scale of eighty shapes will be a
will not open until
the maiority of the larger factories
factory
Mondav, bv which time it is hoped that every
the 10,000 workmen who
in the city MHll be opened and
been idle four weeks back at work.
^

m iMU
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.

have

\Vednesday,
Most of the smaller shops will open
morning, acting
while several who signed up yesterday

Go Back To Work
independent of the bureau, will open this mormiig.
These latter include the San Luis Cigar Company, the
Marcellino Perez C^ompany, the llava-Tampa Company,
and Moises Bustillo & Company. These factories work
between 100 and 150 men each, except the Perez plant
which moved here from New York just prior to the
strike and had not opened when the strike began, it
had its strippers at work yesterday but union officials
could not sav how many men will be employed and
efforts to locate Mr. Perez were to no avail. The concern has secured the old Gonzalez-Fisher buil(Jmg.
The big Corral-Wodiska factory opened yesterday
morning, more than 300 cigarmakers being at their
benches. It was the only factory that opened yesterday, except those that signed up during the early part
for ten days
of the strike period. It has been inimored
from
or more that the Corral factory would break away
persistently rethe bureau, but Manager Phillips has
fused to discuss the matter.
The strike was officially brought to an end by last
it was
night's meeting of the manufacturers, though
afternoon when the manuy)i acticallv ended yesterday
Sparkmaii
facturers' committee voted to accept the
committee compromise as voted favorably upon by the
cigarmakers Saturday night, as it was a certainty that
action.
the bureau would ratify the committee's
The strikers' committee called on Mayor McKay
made
about noon and asked if the manufacturers had
that none had
their decision and the mayor announced
mayor
been reported to him. The strikers advised the
six o'clock, at
that a mass-meeting had been called for
ni
which the matter would be taken up again ^nlf ^
Shortly
acted.
the meantime the manufacturers had
committoc,
after four o'clock, the manufacturers'
advised the
which had been in session several hours,
commayor that the committee had voted to accept the
declaiHM
promise which the strikers had accepted, but
for the entire
that it could not take the responsibility
action to tlie
bodv of manufacturers and must refer its
advise tiic
burbau for ratification before he could
I

strikers of the official acceptance.
Mavor McKav advised the strikers' committee
manufacturers' committee's action and notified

(>

il

the
officially Tuesday
that he would be able to announce
The mass-mee the result of the manufacturers ])oll.
situation ^^^^y'*'ing last night was apprised of the
^- *
.iourned without taking any action.
•

ticiillv

iiibber

the onlv

which

is

used

in

making pipe

bits

and other

a
The importation ot amber is at
will be possihi
standstill and no one can say when it
manufacturers now haxi.
to get anv other than what
used m p huM
Bakelitc and Redmanol that are being
in cost as amnei,
of amber, are practically the same
is getting greaior
but the demand for these commodities
.— Maiico Record.
available supply

rubber

articles.

than the

^
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The Future

Pipe Repairers Short of Material
pipe rc].airing
In Massachusetts two firms doing
beciiuse ot inawere compelled to close their business
IHiring the past year
bility to get necessary materials.
increased over 100 per cent.
the repairing of pipes has
of materials Practhat is one reason for the shoriage
crude
thing that is available today is the
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Cigar Makers
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of the Tobacco Industry Assured

of the trade,
SOME
cloudy days only,

such as scan the heavens on
predicted a catastrophe for the

industry \vhen the Government began to induct
Some anticipated that it would
ijic'ii into the service.
be taxed out of existence, others believed that the antitobacco fanatics would take advantage of conditions
.111(1 succeed in curtailing its use.
In fact every unli.ipjjy event which a pessimistic mind could conceive
w as predicted for the cigar and tobacco trade.
If this terrible war has proved anything, it has
t'>l)acco

(stablished beyond the shadow of a doubt the magnitude of the influence of tobacco in peace and war. It
is true that tobacco for use by the
troops has been
opposed, it is true that tobacco has been taxed, but the
tobacco industry today faces the greatest demand for
its i)roducts that the world has ever known.
it is decidedly up to the pessimist to be about his
business if he is going to remain in the tobacco trade.
A business slacker is of no more use to his trade than
any other kind of a slacker. Look about at the various
industries that have been vitally affected by this war.
Ate these men sitting idly by and moaning about the
fortunes of war! No, they are doing their very best
to serve in any possible way and at the same time making every effort to keep their industries alive.
Prior to the placing of an embargo on sending of
tobaccos to the troops in France, an enormous amount
of cigarettes and tobacco was being sent *'over there*'
each week by friends and relatives, private contribu-.

There are still going forward to the boys in the
cantonments vast quantities of tobacco products of all
kinds. For the most part these goods are being purchased in retail establishments, and the dealer who
claims that he is getting none of this business will find
that the chief and only reason is because he has never
gone after it. And all this is aside from the quantities of cigars and cigarettes that are being sent to every
tlons.

canteen in every camp in the country.
Again, the men who are left at home or who, because of their employment in some war industry, will
not go across, are smoking not only more but better
grades than ever before. The reason is that they have
never had so much money to jingle in their pockets at
<»ne time.
This, despite the enormous increase in living costs.
superficial investigation shows that the
demand for cigars retailing for ten cents and up far
exceeds the ability of the factories to supply them.
There is some talk of actually increasing tobacco
acreage of certain types in order to meet the rapidly
increasing demand for tobacco products by our troops.
Why this is true is evidenced by the taking over of
ceitain brands of cigars and smoking tobaccos by the
Ciovernraent. And more brands are being added constantly.
And also the world shortage of tobacco leaf
is certain to affect the tobacco industry in this country more and more as the war goes on.
Owing to the character of their work, cigarettes
ajid tobacco are more popular with the soldier than
eii-ars.
The **short smoke'* is the smoke in the
iienches.
In the rest camps and cantonments the cigar enjoys a greater popularity because of the greater
"pportunity to enjoy it. Then, again, a cigar in the

A

iiiii;i;;;n;i;;;;7mitinmiii

pocket of a soldier in the trenches seldom survives
to
be smoked. A packet of cigarettes or a bag of smoking
tobacco is more pliable and lends itself more
readilv
to trench life.
The war has so ra])idly increased the demand for
tobacco in every form that the facilities of the industry are not fully equipped to care for it,
and with
the ditticulty
securing labor and equipment there
IS not much chance of an improvement
in conditions

m

at present.

A few reasons

for the increase in the demand for
tobacco products may be briefly cited. First, the excitement and nerve strain of the war affects every one
and in such times history proves that men smoke more
second, there is more money to buy smokes with;
tliird^
the opportunities for smoking are greatly increased iii
army life; fourth, the abolishment of beer, wines and
spiritous liquors has increased the desire to smoke
among those used to drinking; fifth, the demand for
tobacco products by friends and relatives to be
sent to soldiers in the cantonments; sixth, the fact
that the Government has not only taken over the production of certain cigar and tobacco brands in whole
or in part, but that it has added plug and smoking tobacco and cigarettes to the rations of the American
Expeditionary Forces.
There is every indication that many comparatively unknown and some new brands of cfgars, cigarettes and smoking tobaccos will begin to appear on
the market to take the place of those commandeered.
This means that the retail trade will have to use some
merchandising effort to place these goods, for no
amount of consumer advertising is going to immediately replace the old established brands in the minds
of the public.
We ar.e entering an era of unprecedented demand
for all tobacco products. The man who understands
how to sell goods will find a great opportunity before
him. The price of goods at present enables' him to
make a fair profit if he holds to the standard prices
dictated by good business sense.
The rationing of consumers may not be far off,
even in the United States. But when that time comes
we will be prepared to make the best of it.
But whether the war lasts one year or ten years,
unless some unforeseen event changes the tide of liuman desires, tobacco is going to enjoy an enormous
demand. The troops returning from the war will demand cigars, cigarettes and tobaccos as never before.
And this will be the situation in every warring nation.
We, thus far living in a nation free from invasion, will be called upon to export raw materials in
whatever quantities we can, and probably without regard to price. And the chances are that a very enormous export business may result in manufactured products as well. Our brands will become familiar to many
of the foreign troops and there will doubtless be a de
niand for them long after the war is over.
^rhe tobacco industry of the United States irM
only faces a great prosperity at home, but may look
with reasonable hope for a share of the worhPs trade
Vvith its manufactured products.
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Philadelphia Leaf Market

of a startling nature has dovelopod in

trade here this month. (Ugar manufacturers
are iinding it very difficult to reckon a profit as the
])rices of the diiterent grades of leaf are steadily
mounting. We thoroughly agree with those who presixdict that it is only a (piestion of time before the
cent cigar is eliminated l)y the tliree-for-a-(iuarter.
They say that necessity knows no law and it looks as
industry.
y: this will be i)roven again in the cigar
The cigar manufacturers who have made it a pracbindtice to ciirry two or three years' supply of fillers,
they
ers and wrapi)ers are very fortunate indeed, as
0ertainlv stand them in good stead at i)resent. Those
not so far-sighted are having a rough time of it, acllu'

cording to re})ort.
^
p
The manufacturer who recently secured a lot ot
got one
sixty cases of HMO Pennsylvania IVs surely
,

fine'bargain, ])t)tli as to price and (juality. And, more
to the
to the point, he cheerfully acknowledged the fact
seller.

Jobbers in general are having a dull time. The
of the
scarcitv of ])inders has caused (luite a few cases
new Pennsylvania tops to change hands in this market
])urchase such
In the past ten davs. Manufacturers who
goods at this time trv to work it u]) at once, as most
of August
of it shows a bit of damage. The latter ])art

holders ot
or the beginning of September, when most
Pennsvlvania tops w^ill sample and clean their goods,
wait
buyers will feel safer. The packer also ])refers to
price in accorduntil then before selling, and makes his
ance with his loss in shrinkage, damage, etc.
There appears to be an abundance of filler tobacco.

know

National
War Savings Day

many
tion continue to give the cigar manufacturers
gray hairs.
.,
^
this market
Among the lots of tobac-co olTered
following:
in the past four weeks were the

m

.

.

,

230 bales (Firsts) 1917 St. Clara Havana, at 1)4
York.
cts. net cash, delivered in New^
Seconds, at
57 cases 1917 (Connecticut Havana Seed
inches
GO cts. M/W. 13% shrinkage, sizes from 18

June

*"^^

3?8 cases 1914 Wisconsin B's, at .33 cts. M/W. net
ciish, f. o. b. cars Wisconsin.
,
t>,
. .o
ii s, at 4.)
Pennsylvania
quality
fine
191f)
cases
20
l^ancaster, Pa. Sizes
cts. A/W. net cash, f. o. b. cars
running from 18 inches up to 24 inches.
About 75 ciises of 1917 (Connecticut Havana Seed
running in sizes from 18 to 28 inches, at 50 cts.
•

Darks,

M/W.

13 7« shrinkage.
running
150 cases of 1917 Pennsylvania Filler B's,
cts. A/W. f. o. b.
in sizes from 14 to 24 inches, at 28
cars Pennsylvania.
o
i u
Hrokes
40 cases of 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed
shrinkage, f. o. b.
(nice sizes), at 35 cts. ]\1/W. 14%
of storage and insurcjirs Connecticut, net C4ish, free
ance for four months.
at .»4
400 cases of 19ir) Pennsylvania Filler B's,
Pa.
A/W'. e^ish less 2%, f. o. b. cars Lancaster,
tits
crop, at
26 bales of Second Caps. Kemedios, 191/
.

i

That's the day we tell Uncle Sam just how hard we want to win this
war. That's the day our government has officially set for us to purchase
War Savings Stamps.

On June

28th every man, woman and child in the United States will be called
upon to pledge his or her full quota of War Savings Stamp purchases for 1918.

.

88

cts. f.

o.b. cars Philadelphia.

You
more

—

be expected to pledge the full
but by the same token, no less.
will

vear have made extraordinary
plants,
efforts to^raise healthy; strong and w^ll-rooted
of tresh
and hav<' made unusually heavy applications
corn fields
stable manure. Many had used lime on the
A
the weed
the year before to sweeten the land for
the land belarge number have spread the manure on
has been
fore plowing, and plowing in most instiinces
with the
exceptionally early and deep. By following
harrow two or three times, almost all grow-

and
ers will have
roller

tor
their tobacco soil in ideal condition
plants.
the immediate hasty growth of the

Consul General Thackara announced on May 18,
on
from Paris, that a French ministerial decree, issued

etc.,
i)rohibits the exportation, transhipment,
of all grades
wntiiout special authorization, of tobacx^o
countries, H<'l5»""J»
to the United Kingdom and British

Mav

It),

Japan, Bussia, and countries of North
America.

and

South

amount

that you can afford

— no

L. P»aco.
In every slate, countv, citv.

Lancaster Leaf Market

this

26

th

That's the day we sign up.

town and

were
of late deliveries of the 1917 crop
their
made last week by those who could not complete
.
stripping earlier.
it
While it is rather early yet to make predictions,
for men from this
is believed here that the heavy call
cause an
count V in the recent draft movements will
crop
acutcshortage of farm labor, and that the tobacco
However, planting is being
will suffer accordinglv.
they
done on the normal scale, and growers declare
will let the future solve its own riddles.
County Tobacco Growers' Associa-

A number

.

villain.'

prci)arin<^ lor
Unless
28th.

of June
you have already bought War Savings Stanfips
to the $1,000 limit, gel' busy with paper and
pencil and figure out the utmost you can do.
this big patriotic rally

The growers

17

of

me War Savinf>[s Cominittccs are

)\VFKS in all sections of the country report their
convoiing ])lants developing nicely, and if weather
G|{(
started
ditiims continue favorable, transplanting will be
on a number of farms next week.

The Tobacco World
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a lot of very fine TVs recently thrown on
to gain a supthis market by a manufacturer in order
ply of binders, which together with the wrapper ques-

We

It in

Remember this. You
you go the

limit

when
on War Savings Stamps. They
take no chances

are the best and safest investment in the world.
They pay you 4% interest compounded quar-

National

War

They

can't go belmv par.
back every dollar you put into
terly.

You can get

War

Savings
Stamps any time you need it. You can turn
them iii at the Post Onice any time for their full
value plus intere.st.

Uncle
of
is

men

Sam

is

asking hundreds of thousands

to give their lives to their country.

He

asking you only to lend your money.

What are you lending?

Savings Committee^ Washington.

The Lancaster

meeting appropriated a large sum to
soldiers m torinirchase various forms of smokes for

tion at

its

last

eign service.

^^ ^^ ^^

®WS.Si.

CfXitlUltJ

ih'UHgtt Olttistult uf /Uuftttliug

Iffitfil iltltt r.0i/t

floviBKMiirr

Tobacco'' item from Southampbeen conton says: '*The tobacco shortage has
munition girl
siderably intensified by the fact that the
largely
workers, land girls, and W. A. A. C.'s have
ot cigaradopted men's habits respecting the smoking

Another London

ettes, and, in

notice

— even

**

some wises which have come under my

pipes.

illl

iillillilH^

Illllililliii

Comm. ^n

Public lmfo'i»»tiim
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Prices

on Tobacco

General Kobert P. Skinner, London, May 2.]
on sale
ASCllKDl LFi of nmximuni prices of tobacco
by manufacturers, wholesale dealers, and importers
in the I'nited Kingdom is now being put into effect.
The maxinmm price at which a manufacturer or
[(\>iisul

the tobaccos, cigarettes, and cigars
schedof the (lualities and descriptions set forth in the
discounts
ule shall now be at a price which, with all
deducted, is less than that at which tobaccos, cigarettes,
and cigars may be retailed to the public under the proat
visions of any order in force for the time being by
least the amount shown in the schedule.
Cigarettes manufactured in the United Kingdom
to
imt up in package, box, or other container, sold up
per cent,
the rate of 8 cents for ten, to show at least 21
of 8
on the manufacturers' price; at over the rate
per cent.;
cents but not exceeding 11 cents for ten, 25
14 cents
at over the rate of 11 cents but not exceeding
the rate
for ten, 27yo per cent.; cigarettes sold at over
cents for ten, 30 per cent.
of
The maximum price at which a manufacturer may
the United Kingdom
sell cigarettes manufactured in
difference
and sold by weight shall be such that the
selling
between the manufacturers' price and the retail
than the difference which
I)rice shall be 5 per cent, less
proobtained lx4ween such prices on Aprd 20, 1918,

importer

mav

sell

U

any ciuse be less
viih'd that the difference shall not in
date.
in i)ence per i)oiind than it was on that
The gross difference between the importers sellcigarettes (with all discounts dein**- pric<e (»f imported
ot
duced ) and the price authorized by the schedule
on the net cost
prices shall not be less than 25 per cent,
to the retailer.
»
i.
a
manufactureis
the
between
The gross difference
fifty (with all disselling price of cigars per box of
by the schedcounts deducted) and the price authorized
.,

be less than SO per
ule of prices referred to shall not
cent, on the net cost price.
i¥«
i

imported manufactured tobaccos and snutts,
importers or dealers
the irross difference between the
and the price authorized by
in bond or dutv paid price
shall not bear a less
the scluMlule of prices referred to
th^wholesa er and retailer
profit in pence per ])ound to
1918.
combiiuMl than they did on April 20
and snutts,
As to British manufactured tobaccos
by the »i^^^^{^_^f;J^^^^^^^
the maximum price to be charged
on April
;\^
of to]>accos and snuffs retailed
retailed at lb
be ^\^?l^^
and 13 cents T)er ounce, and now to
price
per ounce, respectively, shall be a

As

to

7 cents
wholeto the retailer an<l to the
l?at will allow a profit
of not less than r> cents pc^r

a

sKr

dV^
the schedule of
pound more than was allowed under
1917.
wholesale prices dated August 13,
the manufaeThe maximum price to be charged by
retailed on April 20, 1918,
tttrers of tobaccos and snuffs
a

As previouslv announced,

.

the next annual meeting

oUhe United State^^^^^^^^^
of the Ti'mcco Association
29 and 30. The In ad
iH^d at Atlantic City, June 28,
Hotel.
quarters will be at the St. Charles

"'"iiiiiir.

in

now to be reat 14 cents per ounce and upward and
tailed at 18 cents per ounce and upward shall be a
or the
price which will allow a profit to the retailer
wholesaler and retailer together of not less in pence
per pound than was allowed under the schedule of
wholesale prices dated August 13, 1917.
The gross price, duty paid, charged by any importer shall not be more on imported cigars up to $21.89
per 100 than $1.46 per 100, and on cigars over $21.89
per 100 than $2.43 per 100 over the. price charged by
quantities on
that importer for the same brands and
April 20, 1918.
^
^
^
,^
The above margins of profit, where goods are sold
retailer, include
to a wholesale dealer and by him to a
that
both the wholesale dealers' and retailers' profit—
percentages of profit stated
is, the retailer obtains the
less the wholesaler's profit.
,
,
,
The maximum price at which a wholesale dealer
at which he bought
sells to a retailer shall be the price
more
from the manufacturer with the addition of not
for the
than the same proportion of the profit provided
and retailer together which it was cus-

*Rjegarding~

ThePerfeci Tobacco for Pipe mid G^aretie

OUR GOVERNMENT'S request
TUXEDO,

-,

wholesale dealer
tomary for him to retain April 20, 1918.
Where a manufacturer sells to a purchaser a quanconditions existing on
tity of tobacco which under the
the purchaser
April 20, 1918, would not have entitled
by the manufacturer,
to the maximum discount allowed
retain a prosuch manufacturer shall be entitled to
exceeding that
portion of the maximum discount not
1918.
which it was customary to retain on April 20,
wholeThe net price at which a manufacturer or
shall not exceed the price
sale dealer sells anv tobacco
or similar qualiruling on April 20,*1918, for the same
under similar conditions of sale by

bv him
entitled to
more than the amount by which a retailer is
sold ^X
J*"^^^^^"
increase the pnce of the same goods
^f
Trade
of
Board
any schedule or prices issued by the
behalf in force
or the Tobacco Control Board on their
ties sold

for the time being.
be
No tobacco, cigarettes, cigars or snuff may now
the price at which
sold bv retail at a price exceeding
establishment undei
such goods were sold, at the same
by ^^^^ /han the
similfr conditions on April 20, 1918,
of that date.
amount shown in the following schedule
April
Where tobacco, snuffs, or cigarettes were on
of varying quantities, the in20, 1918, sold in packets
packets shall be at a
crease in the price of the larger
per number, not greatei
rate whether per ounce or
For instance where
[ban iTiat of the smallest packet.
at 9 cents per ten, 1
the same cigarettes were sold
fifty,
cents for twenty, 44 cents for
^/^^^^
will be 11 cents
price^"1,f'^^^f
maximum
new
the
hundred,
one
cents for fifty, and $1.1)^5
for ten, 21 cents for twenty, 53
for one hundred.

that
The **San Francisco Grocer" says
remove the
dealer and repairer was ordered to
'
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Great Britain

ing ''(Jerman Silver'
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from sixty dozen pipes.

a pipe
letter-

output of

Knows",

for the entire

''Your Nose

the tobacco

men in the Army
make it impossible

for the use of our fighting

and Navy

will, for

the present,

for us to supj. ly the trade with this brand of tobacco.

TUXEDO

another of the American Tobacco
Company's products which the Government has
is

been forced to stamp as a war necessity and which,
in consequence of that necessity, we give wholly

and gladly.

THE TRADE
the return of

will be

TUXEDO,

general market.

notified

immediately on

or any part of

In the meantime,

it,

to the

we ask your

continued consideration.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK

;
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National Cigar Leaf Association Convention

twentieth annual convention of the National
Tobacco Association was held in the

Cigar J.eaf
and
Woolwortii I^>uilding, New York (Hty, on May 20
More than seventy delegates attended the conven21
F. Cullman Jr.,
tion, over which President Joseph
There were representatives present troni
presitk'd.
Dayton,
Boston, llartrord, Philadelphia, Lancaster
Hamilton,
Cincinnati, C^iicago, Albany, Baltimore,
represented in parOhio, and New York City. They
production ot
ticular the cigar and cigar leaf tobacco
and
Knghind, New York and Ohio, Pennsylvania

New

Wisconsin.

upon the
The president's address naturally dwelt
trade, regulations ot
effect of the war on the tobacco
follows:
import and export, and was, in part, as
that after
*Mt has been amplv demonstrated of late
most important
food and war material, tobacco is the
and morale of our
factor in maintaining the efficiency
abroad The Goveinsoldiers both in this countiy and
fact and can be relied
nient is fullv cognizant of this
of this essential
upon to see* that an adeciuate supi>ly
of trade conditions It behooves
s provided regardless
considered a war essenus therefore, since tobacco is
business that no drastic governtia'l to so regulate our
any time to secure
mental action mav be necessary at
commandeering or otherwise.
this sui)plv eithei- by
and service, as well
*M^otli in a spirit of patriotism
enlightened self-interest we
as fnmi a standpoint of
no charge of profit
must so regulate our business that
To do this, we shou d
eer ng can be laid at our doors.
in which we are of
imit our l>rofits to transactions
applied our ciipital
iXal service and in which we have
AVe should d.striblabor t<?tlie farmer's product.
manufacturers or to manu„te our tobacco direct to
jobbers, regulating our
facturing channels through
rather than the speculative resales bv the legitimate
of contracts in the
imirements of our trade. Purchase
buyers, actuated only by specut^ehl from irresponsible
idea of service
lative zeal and with no
^^;^.
of this association. Let oui

aS

countenanced by members

"_^^f

customers be
conscience and our responsibility to our
profits.
the guide as to the measure of our
**With these fundamentals our members can renresting on the
der not only a patriotic service but one
possibdities ot
soundest economic basis and obviate all
Government control. I earnestly hope that a resolution
convenembodying these ideas may be adopted by this
the Administration at
tion, thus demonstrating to
Washington that this industry is seeking no financial
soldiers over
advantages at the expense of our brave
there

"

'

that there
the second day's session it was stated
of making
was serious thought by the Administration
on all raw matea ten per cent, ad valorem increase
By resolution the meetmg exrial, including tobacco.
protestmg against
T)ressed the feeling that while not
that particular
higher taxation, it was opposed to
.
.,
„^
methood of higher taxation.
the
profiteering
against
said
word was

At

WRAPPERS

Under Shade

m
.

'

,

Another

resolution was unanimously adopted
association to so direct
calling upon all members of the
minecessary for the Cjovtheir business as to make it
tobacco induseinment to take anv steps to regulate the
should be Prevented
trv to the end that profiteering
'
that the
President Cullman said that he was glad

tobacco trade.

GROWERS

A

convention had put

itself

on record to this

CONNECTICUT

effect.

the patriotic sentiment of the conunanimously adopted
vention another resolution was
organization, with
declaring that the members of the
their niight, and with their
all their power and all
firmly behmd the Adlives, if necessary, would stand
ministration in this war."
, x.
^i
for the ensuing
elected
were
officers
following
The
J. Lukapresident;
vear: Josei)h P. (Tillman, Jr.,
Berger, treasurerwitz, vic.w>r^^si<lent; (ieorge M.
1916-l.nH.
Joseph Mendelssohn, secretary. Directors,

To emphasize

FLORIDA
and

W

Ferdinand Cvmxz, New York; J. H. '^^^1^^}.^^'''^^^^^^
F. W. Miller, ConPa.; B. L. Haas, Hartford, Conn.;
necticut; B. Rosenwald, New York.
end ot
The convention adjourned to meet at the

Mav

GEORGIA

next vear in Lancaster, Pa.

Canadian Tobacco Crop
Dopiutinent of the CaiiiiThi' Public liifoinialion
supplied the follownig sunidian Nortl.orn Railway has
crop of 1»1'.
narv coucerniuK the Canadian tobacco
Don.inion Census and Stabased on data issued by the
tistic^ Office:

1, t
jg^7 ^
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
previous year. As regards the
ter th n that of the
the color was much
ve low tobacco, Hue-eured,
I •„
year^
the two
hetler than that obtainc.l during
tobacco in Ontario in iJu
vellow
of
nroduction
The
lbs Vnf^^<^^^-^\^^^^-^
2^;o, ntod to about H0..,()00
uic
I
,. MYH\ nni-PM
The areas devoted m (hitaiio lo
^
.1.
of v;:":..i... olh.; tin...
w"i»'''^f They i';«,
are
increased.
yellow tobaccos have considerably

^^^^

pr^s

S

-'

about 44o,000
estimated at 400 acres, with a product of
greatest proportion is o
U.S. of tobacco, of which the
a
In Quebec province, although
the Seedlcaf type.
from excessive
large number of plantations suffered
south of Montreal,
moisture, especiallv in the district
especially in quantity.
the croi. was better than in 1916,
and yiel.l
The following is an estimate of the acreage
lbs.
li)ir,,
h! Quebec a,rd Ontario: Quebec,
Ontario 191o,
lbs.; 1917, 5,000,000 lbs.

WOOO

1916, 3,000,000

lbs.

1916, 2,943,000 lbs. •.1917,^495,000
5,943,000 lbs ; 1917,
Totals -191 5, 9,000,000 lbs.; 1916,
(^gar and Tobacco
8,495,0(K) Ibs.-Froni the "Canadian

4,09.5,000

lbs.-,

Journal."

AMERICAN SUNATRA TOBACCO CO
142 Water

Street,

New York

City
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Worth Studying

{Continued from Page 9)

lowering vitality and reducing strength, which consist
partly in stuffing one 's body or mind with useless food
or infoimation, ought to give place to the study of the
profession of selling.
You should study your goods to know what to say
al)out til em. Leani all you can about the way they are
made and marketed, so you can discuss them intelligently and interestingly with customers. And study
the principles of the English language, so you can say
what you liave to say in the most effective way.
We all want to be high-class workmen. There is
in each of us a tendency toward the top of the profession. This is ambition, and some have more of it than
othei-s, but it is very rare to find a man without any
of it. But of what use is ambition unless we yield to
If we pay no attention to the prickings of our
it!
ambition, it will cease to urge ns.
When we can see that it is going to pay us to do
a coi-tain thing, we go ahead and do it without hesitation, while we might not stir toward it merely as a
matter of a higher duty. So the study of salesmanship will appeal to us most because it leads to a profit,
but there are salesmen who acknowledge a higher
reason for making good. There are more cigar store
salesmen than you think who appreciate the fact that
there is more to life than the mere dollars and cents
involved, who find a satisfaction in doing their work
well for its own sake, because they like to do their
best.

Fortunately for those men, it is almost always
•true that the man who does the thing well for its own
sake, finds himself in the end the man getting the
best pay. In other words, it pays to do conscientious
work.
The man who decides to be a high-class salesman
because it will pay him, if he succeeds, will remain
in the high class because it will suit him, he will like
into the timeit, and he will never willingly drop back
serving class, the watch-the-clock class.
For a man to take a position as a salesman and
then to refuse to study salesmanship is just about
to
as sensible as it would be for a medical student
refuse to study medicine or for a machine shop apprentice to refuse to study machinery.
and
If you decline to study the theory of sellmg,
expect to learn all you need to know by experience, you
pettiwill be to the high-class salesman just what the
fogger is to the real lawyer.
easy
A good many fellows try to get along theappear
way because they are young and they think, or
to think they are going to be young forever.

It may answer to slip along without much effort
now to improve. Your boss may be willing to take a*

chance on you because you are young and he hopes
that one of these days you will strike your gait. But
unless you strike your gait, and a pretty good gait at
that, you w^ill find yourself without a job, and when a
man has reiiched no more than early middle age without showing ability, he will find that employers are
no longer anxious to put him on the pay roll. Everybody knows that the man who is going to make good,
who has it in him, will show what he can do before
any gray hairs appear.
If you do slipshod work while you are a youiii?
man, you will do slipshod work when you get older,
because you will not know how to do anything else.
Of course, the fellow who does not try, will be the low
man on the list, and you know at which end of the pay
roll they begin when it becomes necessary to drop off
a few names.
A man who is just about making his wages can
be spared at any time without reducing the earnings
of the store. A man who always sells enough goods
to make a good net profit on his salary can never be
spared.

We

It is not enough to consider only the present.
must look into the future, and it does not require a
prophet or the son of a prophet to tell that the successful men of the future will be those who are the
boys today. The man who stands near the

studious
top ten or fifteen years from now will not be he who
has waited to learn it all by experience.
Take a look ahead. You can never become a successful boss unless you are a success as an employee.
You expect some day to have a business of your own.
bo
If you do not learn salesmanship, how will you
if
able to maintain a selling force of your own! Or
you cannot sell successfully as an employee, how will

you be any better salesman when you become employer!

There is nothing in this world any easier or
it.
cheaper to get than knowledge. There is plenty of
You will never be troubled by a scarcity of available

is
information. You find it everyw^here, and the price
ot
merely the inclination to get it. Study every source
sources
information that comes before you, and if the
up.
do not appear as rapidly as you wish, hunt them
throw
Don't sit and wait for knowledge to oome and
wish it on you.
itself in your face or for someone to
Go after "it. Knowledge of your goods and pf saleslife.
manship are the foundations of your success

m

A DADDV HE CAN BRAG ABOUT
V^, allyou

bops in olive drak
Come smoke aoood luck pipe with me,
311 read yourJortune in the smoke
Jin tellyou all the things see.

S

'

3 see three kiddiesTplain as dqy^^
One

sqps**D\{p

A million
police court
In the celebrated Bow Street (London)
was fined $50
recentlv, Louis Carrano, of Long Acre,
of the maximum
for selling matches at a price in excess
Board
permitted bv the Tobacco and Matches Control
schedule of authorized
also $50 for failing to exhibit the
prices in his shop.

A

Shanghai, China, states
Liberty Loan in bhaiig-

consular telegram from
that subscriptions to the Third
American Lmhai amounted to over $600,000, and the
in
bassv in Mexico Citv states that the subscriptions
than double
that'citv are more than $384,000, more
there.
the (luota set for the Americans living

^le

pa owns

too,""

a

king.

^

Swells

Shucks,

the

up

"

littlest

kid ofall

tear—
with my dadI

until his buttons

th^

ain't in it

10hy fellers, hefought Over There
Nereis luck,

everything.

million dollars,
other says "SAip pa's

Jn' then

you boys

r

in olive drab.

Goodfortune bring you safily out
Jnd give some littlest kid some day
daddy he can brag about.

J

"Velvet" advertising is more important than ever for tlie dealer this year,
pages in the great national weekly and monthly magazines are
telling the Velvet story now."

Full
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indicated by monthly sales of stamps, is ol)tained from the statement of Internal Revenue collections for the month of March, li)18:
March, 1917. March, 11)1 H.
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Oijrars sniall.

r^arettes
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A STREET. (4 doors from
NEW YORK CITY

Filth

American pUn hotel in the city. Room,
$3.50 a day. or from $2 a day
private bath and meal, from
without meaU.
of New York ^nt on reque.t
lllutrated booklet and guide map
Mgr.
Tobacco World. Addre.. John P. ToUon.
if you mention
vnth

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

PUNCH
Hardly

ADfiOST

a Rival
^^-^^ ,^t^ H.ba« Cut«
HEW TOtt

238 FirTB Af E..

WTTIUOEl. te«l teym-Utlt..

3,253,858,300

Lbs.

3,099,768

3,517,.)12

"^'

Lbs.

IN

CANARY ISLANDS

from $13.65 per hundredweight to bethe United
tween $18.20 and $19.50. Shipments from
direct. PreviStates began in 1915 to be made largely
of the Amerious to that vear more than three-fourths
factories hcie
can tobaccJ actually consumed in the
middlemeii
came through Liverpool and Hamburg
scrap
tor
There is a heavv demand at this time
from it are oxtobacco, and the cigarettes produced
while recentl>
ported to French Morocco and Algeria
use by the allied troops
sales have even been made for
tobacco buyers, who are now
in France, (^anarv Island
\^known to be in the market for American ^^^^V. ouiHenderson, Lane & (
clude Hamilton & Company,
Duque, t redenck
panv, Francisco C^ambreleng, Pedro
ette tobacco

1

2S

2,583;403;95->

- scrap '» vanScarcitv of tobacco, mostly of the
down of about a foiuth
ety, has caused the shutting
Islands. The
of the cigarette factories in the Canary
this class of cigarscarcity has increased the price of

central

jl Cigar With
MANUEL LOPEZ. Propritor.

85,453,394
1,800,J71

No.
No.
No.

TOBACCO SCARCITY

two block, from Pcnn«ylIn the heart of the Wholewile
Grand Central Station.
vania Station; five minute, from

A

1,419,233
032,593,878

709,959,103
89,706,960
1,805,500

Avenue)

DUtrict,

The mot

12

PlaS

Hotel LeMarquiS
EAST

3^

37,177,502
37,887,388
2,175270
3,444,339
Paclcs
IVds,
Note— The figures for March, 1918, do not include
change until
Philippine products and are subject to
published in the annual report of the bureau.

Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN
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llaworth, and Caulfield

&
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INCREASED COST OF CIGAR MANUFACTURING
manu-

SAVINGS STAMPS
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME

WAR

Tear Out—Fill In-Hand

Mail to Post Office

Letter-Carrier-or

Kindly Uve
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delivery:
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Canadian
Prices for raw material used by
are 100 per cent
facturers in the making of cigars
An idea of the
higher than those that existed in 1914.
the new 1 st o
from
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be
can
costs
increased
The cost of binder tob^^J^^^'-^^^^^^F";;;
prices.
The price of wrap
States has increased 100 per cent.
higher. The cosx
«pr»' from Sumatra is 200 per cent,
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not
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sand
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DISCRIMINATOR

the pivot upon which smoking tobacco
.turns; a cigar, a cigarette or a filled pipe without
a match, is a dismal failure. General Crooks, the great
Indian fighter, once related a curious incident concerning a match, at a dinner in Denver. He and three of
his staff were riding along a very dry trail in Arizona
when a member of the staff confessed to having some
cigars. After the distribution was made, not a match
could be found in the whole party. *'And then,'* said
(Jeneral Crooks, ''1 looked down and V\l be blessed if
a perfectly good match was not lying there on the trail,
iihnost under the foot of my horse.'*

A

is

NEW
Has proven
points

supply

is

now

and

by the

where placed,
it

h

strong repeat in

now beyond

is

satisfies

—and

the

with our

guarantee for quality and workmanship behind
Discriminator,

you

repeating cigar.

make

will find a profitable

Don't believe what

we

and

fast

say, but

us convince you.

DISCRIMINATOR
NEW

matches in 1917
amounted to 28,805,000 gross. There was a greatly increased importation in 1917 from Sweden and Japan,
but the import of matches from Japan was restricted
by the War Trade Board in April, 1918. Laber in the
industry is cheaper in foreign countries, but the American! machinery is generally superior. In Japan women
constituted 70 per cent, of the employes and in America 30 per cent.
In the United States the women em])loyes are limited to the occupations of packer, wrapj)er

quality

—

sufficient.

The domestic production

iti

CIGAR

7c

experimental ^age

That does not explain what a match is, but the
United States Tariff Conmaission, in a recent investitration, found out a lot about it.
Muriate of potash is an essential ingredient. Before the war it came from Germany, but the domestic
of

7c

CIGAR

BORROW BROS
Ma'Kers of th9 Bold Cigar

PHILADELPHIA

slider.

In Japan most of the work in the production of
matches is done in the homes of the workers, the children and both parents contributing to the output.

Recent tests made by the Bureau of Standards and
the National Board of Fire Underwriters resulted in
the finding that the Japanese match is inferior in quality to either the Scandinavian or American match, and
that in respect to fire hazard the Japanese product is
the

more dangerous.

Since July 1, 1913, no white phosphorus or poisonous matches have been made in the United States.
Of the various substitutes for white phosphorus,
used in late years in *' strike-any where matches the
best is sesquisulphide of phosphorus. It is non-poisonous, yields no injurious vapors in the factory is reason-
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* *
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WHAT IS A MATCH?

of tobacco icv-

eiiues,

MAKERS
GENERAL OmCE

MARCH
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The following comparative data

CIGAR8

Lopez

Say You Saw

LARGE CIGARS DECREASE

HAVANA

TADEMA
Ar^iielleSf
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The mails from home had been received by a
tain regiment.
One Tommy received a large bo

cer-

ad-

dressed to himself, and with a triumphant yell he
lushed off to his company's lines and gathered them
around him to share the contents of the box.
** Smokes, lads," he cried, as he unfastened the

*'From the old man, I know it."
He opened the box, gave one look and collapsed in
groaned the wara heap.
It 's from old Aunt Mary,
'intment, an' embrocation, an'
rior.
*' Bandages an'
splinits, an' a book on 'ow to be your own surgin."—

The
They're quite a

* *

Chicago Herald.

bit better

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c
straight.

Our

wrapping.

Cltfer

Supreme

than others.

All popular shapes.

straight, 2 for 25c,

3 for 50c

and 25c

FLOR DE MELBAS.
FLOR DE MELBA smokers help

national advertising helps you sell

Thousands of satisfied
you increase your business.

'

'

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

LutatH liid«pMid«at QfMT FMlory

Newark, N.
ia tfM

World

J.

Say You Saw

Say You Saw
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CIGaR COMPANY
GaXO
FOR FORTY YEARS

E. H.

Write for Opan Tarritory
Factory: Kajr.Wett. Fla.

New York Office: 20S W. Broadway

TURKISH CIGARETTES
INC.
CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette Street
iFifiv-Six
^"
BRANDS ]Cado
v.*"/
Water

New York

-

Lily

*'Our friends are still asking what to use to destroy
aphides or phmt lice,'' writes Editor W. F. Massey in
The Pro(/r(\s-sivr Faimci', who goes on to say: ''Theio
are numerous species of these, and 1 have probably said
fifty times that tobacco or some product of tobacco is
llie great specific for plant lice, wdiether on cabbago,
Spraying with a
ai)pie trees, cotton roots, or roses.
strong decoction of tobacco stems made with boiliiii,^
water and used when cold will destroy tliem."

City

English matches are now

10 for 25c
10 for ISc
20 for 15c

•

-

-

selling, it is stated, in
C'alcutta at the rate of six for a penny— six indivithial

matches, not boxes!

,Iai)anese

matches are being

ini-

bv the million, but they are of the ultra-safety
kind— most of them refuse to strike either on the box
or anywhere else. Ciyar and Tobacco World (Lon-

I

l)orte(l

T.

J.

DUNN
MaKera

New

The

401-403

Er.

CO.

<Sl

don).

of

Bachelor Cigar
9l8t Street,

New YorK

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

Ask and You WUi Raceiva

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

lOc

Union Made

Cicarette of Quality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Montkpiace. Cork or Plain Tip

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

Tn consequence of the requests of several proniindit importers of Manila cigars a ruling was issued
by the Internal Revenue Department to correct errors
of classification of cigars brought from the Philippine
Islands.* In each ciise a si)ecial assessment will be made
covering the difference between the revenue paid at
the factorv and the amount charged under the classiticnThis, of coursi',
tion into\vhich thev are changed.
means the pavment of $1.00 per 1000 for changing fron»
Class A to Class P>, $2.00 per 1000 for changing from
Class B to Chiss C, and so forth.

Ty.

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips
ia-aS2

Brlokiy*

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

A

he

WEST I8TH STREET

"EW YORK

be held on June

gett & Myers Tobacco Company, w^ill
of $21,49(),41M)
18, for the ])urpose of voting on the issue
Class B, (^ommon Stock. Approval of the new issue
will

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COFIPANY,

special meeting of the stockholders of the Lig-

double

the

authorized

common

capitalization.

Since Januarv 1, 1^12, the company has paid out a))
proximately JK) per cent, in dividends on the common
The need for larger resources is due to war
stock.
conditions.

ai^^Ma^—••—>••

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATINO

CIGAR FJ^AVORS^ ^^^^^^ _^^ ^^^^^^

,^

ch.,.ct«

and impart a moat palatable flavor
rUVORS FOR SMOKING and CHEWING TOBACCO
iv.i«* ffn>> Lint of Flavors for Special Brands

FRIES

8k

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

NewI York '
11

The »tandard» of AmerlGa
1760
RaU RoadMiUs Snuff, E.t. 1825
Ax*s Snuff, : Est. 1851
Gail

Lorillard's Snuff,

:

E.t.

&

total yearlv

the
dustry.

FOR THE PROGRESSIVE MANUFACTURER
ALEAF counter has been added to the facilitating

Maccohops — K.appees — High

Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED lY

W. HELME

CO., Ill Fifth A?e.,

Hew Ytrk

ders have already been booked.

'-pilE enormous expansion of the tobacco industry at
1 this t^me, together with the growing labor shortage,
indicates that the time is not far off when the entire
trade will begin to take a real interest in the use of
facilitating devices for producing the various tobacco

27

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR

products.

The

for the development of tobacco machinery
is luilimited, but there are at present a great
number
of successful labor-saving devices on the market. The
thorough and complete investigation of such equipment will prove of advantage to every manufacturer
who desires to keep his production as near normal as
possible in these strenuous times.
Every manufacturer whose growing stream of orders exceeds his
ability to fill them will want to make use of every i)osHi])le method of meeting the demand.
The manufacInrer who keeps his brand before the trade through
Judicious advertising, and before the public through
the meeting of the demand for his goods, will be in a
position to reap a great business harvest at the close of
field

The achievement

of the

Lipschutz Standard in

cigars represents twenty-five years of close
cooperation with the trade and the consumer; it is the
result of an ideal that cannot be satisfied
with

anything short of perfection, and the result
nation-wide prestige.

is

a

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard is increasing every
year.

the war.

The "44"

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a

AVhile there are difficulties to be exjierienced in
securing neede<l eciuiimient for factory production,
nevertheless it is not too soon to begin to investigate
and place orders for such devices as meet the re(iuire-

responsibility for quality.

inents.

The United States

eventually astonish the
world with its quantity production, made possible, entirely, through the use of machinery.
The tobacco industry, which has been tardy in advancement along
nK'chanical lines, will be compelled to adopt new meth<'m1s of production in order to meet the demand.
These
new methods will consist largely in the use of facilitat-

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

will

ing devices.

Two

of the largest cigar concerns in this country
are already using practically all of the successful types
of machinery that have been introduced for the pro<hu'tion of cigars. The sale of their products is steadily moving forward which disproves the argument that
cigars, made with facilitating devices, will not hold up
in the market.
Further, these devices are being used
in the pro<luction of high-grade cigars, the sales of
which are steadily growing.
Ev^erything that is happening in the ITnited States
today tends to prove that we are totally unprepared
for the enormous expansion of our industries which
is taking place.
cannot believe that this expansion
is temporary.
Certainly, it is not true of the cigar and
tobacco industry, which faces a demand for its prodnets unequalled in its entire history.

We

not too much to say that the manufacturei' of
machinery for the cigar and tobacco trade will find a
leady sale for his products today among the progressive manufacturers of tobacco products.
Mechanical
<h'vices is the surest find quickest answer to the c-all
'or increased production.
It is

<le-

the market. This bit of equipment
"umber
counts onlv the stripped leaves and in any
attached
(from 20 to 80) to the pad. This device is
prove a popto stripping machines, and will doubtless
used in the toular addition to labor-saving devices
reach of all.
bacco industry. Its price is within the
ol orThe manufacturers state that a large number

Avices now on

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

ffiORGE

production of the Brazilian match
gross
factories is fnmi :?S0,(K)0 to 420,000 tins of 8 l-iJ
sixty
(1200) boxes, each box containing from fifty to
matches. Two types of matches are manufactured—
wooden safetv matches, modeled after the Scandinavian
protype, and wax safety matches. The comparative
exduction of these two kinds can not be ascertained
above total ol
actlv, brt it is estimated that of the
tins,
about 400,000 tins, only between 30,000 and 40,000
Pracor about ten per cent., are of the wax variety.
abroad owing to
ticallv no matches are im])orted from
domestic inliigh customs duties protecting the

The
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Machinery Will Help Industry

Notes and Comment

By Which CUar Havana
Clean Ar« Jadaad
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Matches have been included in the list of restricted
inifmrts, and no applications for licenses on importation of safety matches have been granted on shipments
from abroad later than April 15. As one Americ^in
match is worth three Swedish ones, the net loss to the
consumer will not be very large. The imported safety
matches have been steadily growing worse.
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PANTIN

LESLIE

&

Cigar*

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco
F.

TakaaM Flaoa *• Vaalla Akajo
PwtMo 7 VuaHa Arriba

ipnliiHfc-*

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IW

Bro.
E. Rosenwald
NEW TOBR
145 WATEK STREET
THE YORK TOBACCO CO
(EL

= tJlTT- -

LEAF TOBA KMS

OMaa a-a Warahoaaa. M Baal «aA AirM«a.
MANVFACTURmS OF CIOA« SCBAF TO»ACCe

Y«l«. FA.

I

tVAFFENBURGH CD. SONS
StUALITY HAVANA M.aa.

Nepmno 6. H.^.n.. C»b. - &» Bra.d St..

»».«««.

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
STRAUS & CO.

H.

anil J«T

N.

TfcW

St..

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

IMPORT

LEAF

LOEB-NU5JEZ

EXPORT

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

C

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO.

same

no fewer than a dozen cases were reIn one instance a brick was thrown through

localitv,

AS IT WILL BE IN 1925
Drink to me only with thine eyes,
And I will toast with mine
all

kiss intoxicates.

Inebriation is a crime
In these United States.

FWIa4alM««

130 Water Street
New York

Road,

A

LEAF TOBACCO
3M

present scarcity.
that the trade is responsible for the
smashed
Messrs. Badman Brothers had a large window
W. E. Stone, ot
at their Snow Hill premises, and Mr.
In Ashtoii
(Vmstitution Hill, was another sufferer.
the
Lichfield Road, and other thoroughfares in

the land is dry as dust,
And we can't ask for wine.
Don't leave a kiss within the cup—

Aa4r«AM>a<

Jtl.

That a scarcity of tobacco makes men savage is
indicated by the correspondence from Birmingham,
England, to **The Cigar and Tobacco World,'' of Loudamage has
don. The writer states that ** considerable
been done during the las-t week or two to plate-glass
windows belonging to tobacconists, and as the object
those
does not appear to be theft it is surmised that
impression
responsible for the mischief are under the

For

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml.

LACK OF TOBACCO

ported.
the window."

IRNIST ELLINGER & CO. J'"""""^'''^'^

K.

response to inquiries as to whether it is permissible to use for the second time, cigar cans, from which
removed, M. F.
all labels and revenue stamps have been
West, acting deputy commissioner, has advised the
counsel of the Independent Retail Tobacconists' Ansociation, that the cans cannot be so used under existing statutes. The department has been very considerate on the question and concedes the advantages of permitting can redemptions, but at the time Congress was
considering the War Revenue Act, which was approved
October 3, 1917, recommendations were made by the
department in regard to the re-use of packages for
packing tobacco, snuff, cigars and cigarettes, but Congress did not see fit to adopt the recommendation.
111

ConsuUdo 142, Havana, Cuba

JOSE

Say You Saw

CIGAR CONTAINERS CANNOT BE RE-USED

Commission Merchmnt

Leaf Tobacco

:

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHU

Drink to me only with thine eyes,
And don't use THEM too much.
Or you would make me drunk with bliss,
And I would know the clutch
(Jf legal hands upon my sleeve
And languish in a cell.
Because I drank your loving glance,

Not wisely but too

well.

It in

l\\ spirit rise at all,
think
For those who make the laws might
.

That

spirit Alcohol!

—Bbkton Braley.

(Reprinted from April 4, 1918, issue
righted Life Publishing Company.)

of Life. Copy-

29

Prisoners' Communications
REGULATIONS surrounding communication by reland friends with American soldiers who are
jjrisoners of war, have been provided by the War Department. Prisoners of war are entitled to receive and
send letters, money orders and valuables, as well as
j)arcels by post, when intended for international mail,
tree from all postal duties.
The articles which may be sent to such prisoners
are limited, but include cigars, cigarettes, smoking and
chewing tobacco and pipes.
atives

All mail should be plainly addressed to the prisoner of war, giving his rank, full name, and the name
of the prison camp where held, if known, followed bv
of War Mail, via New York."
** Prisoner
Mail intended for prisoners of war of enemy countries interned in the United States, should he addressed to
them by name, followed by the designation of the war
jjrison barracks where interned.

prisoner of war mail should bear
the name and address of the sender written in the up]>er left-hand corner, and in the case of parcel post
packages the relationship of the sender to the prisoner
of war should be clearly stated, immediately following
the sender's name. Parcel post packages for prisoners in enemy countries may not be sent by organizations or societies, and only one such package per month
may be sent to any one prisoner of war, the limit of
weight for each package being eleven pounds.
If more than one package is received the one ap])arently from the prisoner's next of kin will be forwarded and the others held in New York pending communication with the sender, with whose consent the
excess packages may be forwarded to some other prisoner of war who, in that particular month, has received
no package from any source. If such consent is not
given, the packages will be returned to the sender.
These regulations will be of interest to every retail dealer, as undoubtedly, as the war progresses,
inore and more requests for information will come to
iiiin by customers anxious to send something to relatives or friends captured by the enemy.
As many of
the tobacco stores carry other lines, also, the following
list of what may be included in such packages will be
of value
In addition,

all

IF
You want

You

to sell a factory

*vant to

buy a factory

You want

a partner

You want

to sell machinery or equipment

You want

to

buy second-hand machinery

or equipment

You want

to sell scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to

You want

superintendents, foremen, etc.

buy

scraps, cuttings, etc.

You want

to reach manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, clerks and salesmen, try a
classified ad in

Belts, other than leather;

brushes, hair, hand,
shaving and shoe; buttons, hard candy, combs,
crackers or biscuits, gloves, other than leather; handkerchiefs, pocket knives, needles and thread, pencils,
pens, penholders, pins, safety razors and blades, shaving soap, powder or cream, toilet soap, socks, sweaters, tooth powder, paste or liquid towels, undenvear,
l>ersonal photographs and periodicals published prior
to the beginning of the war.
tooth,

;

Drink to me only with thine eyes,
And do that on the sly,
note
Lest those who guard our morals
You have a liquid eye.
Let not your smile be one to make

The Tobacco World

will

Letters and parcels received for prisoners of war
be subjected to a rigid censorship. No communi-

cation will be permitted to contain

any statement,

allu-

sion or suggestion of

a nature to be of assistance to
an enemv or an allv of an enemv, nor mav anv statement contained therein relate to anv commercial transactions. Mailed articles for prisoners of war may not
ho registered.

C

li.

li.
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Lw yqrk

Registration Bureau,

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED
The

ciit

a

minimum

column

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are closing

in advance.

Effective AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

1.00

FOR SALE— SHORT FILLER SCRAP, made

from all Ohio toDutch tops for sale.

2.00

2.00

Tobacco Merallowanc. of $2 will be made to memben of the
chaota' Aaaociation on eack refiatration.
of more
„.^...j*-t-. ina
th« reeortinc
reporiiu» "*,
Mmtm
*7v»l
If a rcDort on a March of a title neceaaitataa

A-An

Sdo

neceaaarily raported.
for erery tan (10) additional title,

May

cheroots and tobacco.

1,

New

&

For cigars. May 3. 1918. Portsmouth
ligar Co.. Portsmouth, N. H.
w c ioi«
AERO ACE:—40,630. For cigars, tobacco and stogies. May D, ivio.

BIBLE LAND :-40.629.

•

has. X.

Krohn &

Co., Cincinnati, O.
For all tobacco products.
40,631.
Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, X. \.
1 or cigars and cigarettes.
40,634.

,

'^

lleywood, Strasser &
and snioking toCHEST :-40,644. For cigars, cigarettesPhiladelphia,
i a.
May 13, 1918. Hilbronner & Jacobs, products. May l3,
Irifco
tobacco
SERVICE CROSS:—40,645. For allork
City.
New
\
Co.,
American Litho.
1918
products. May lo,
tobacco
all
For
SERVICE MEDAL:—40,646.
13

1918

WAR

American Litho. Co., Xew York
SKID:—40,647. For cigars. May

1918.

NON

LORd"bERGFIeS:D:-40,648.

May

15, 1918.

Max

For

K. Starlight,

City.
3, 1918.

Clegg Cigar

cigars, cigarettes
York City.

K.O.,

CORNUCOPIA:—309

.

„
J
Registered

1Q81
14, l»»i,
July 1^
T

.

(The Association).

City, April 18, 1918.

LACLEDE B0UQUET:-18,384

^^

1

^byAmfrTcIn
Park

St.
St.

tor

cigars.

Louis. Mo.
Louis, Mo.,

1917.

1,

g
Registered March 21 19 1»,
Exchange Cigar Co., Xew York Uty. Transferred

ROLLS ROYCE:—40,573.
to

,.

.

(U. S. Patent Office),

Dauscha.
Regiltered December 26, 1914, by F. J.
Co..
Tr^isferred to Geo. Fehl Blue Ribbon Cigar

August

&

Tilford.

For

New York

MANUFACTURER.

to the right
"Western." care of "Tobacco

any

cigars.

City.

man. Reference required.
World."

quantity

FRIEDMAN,

Address

_»—«»

anywhere.

«

.

,

x-

xf

For cigars.
(Trade-Mark Record).
Dayton, O.
Bucher,
Bucher
&
by
Registered January 5. 1897,
and reC^ty,
York
New
Co..
Transferred to American Litho.
Co.,

New York

City,

May

May
May

1917, by
15. 1918.

2.

all

American Litho.

tobacco products.

Co..

New York

May

13, 1918.

:-.16,676 (U. S. Tobacco JourLA FLOR DE GENERAL GRANTtobacco.
Registere^d Xovember
A J>
For ciears cigarettes and
.'\W"y'l!:;?sch^Hros. & ^-h-"J. N/\?'"'nS9^k ^"""
1918.
May

City.

City.

13.

TERDI:—4428
York

Production
and re-transferred to the Havana

City.

May

1.

1918.

Urfest Udepeideit
if
Dealtr tid ExpoKer
AmtrictB Leaf Tobacco in

Ike

tiie

Uiited SUtes.

«

Fineaf ImpM-ted Cig.r Band* and

j^

H.

mt*\

-«

«i

I

.

u,

s.

carefully, said: "Boss,
dat t'ing in mah mous."
it

Ah

don't believe

Co.,

Wk
Aew

I

afeeU.

Also

GUMLESS Band*

>

106 E. 19th ST.

j

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVEP^lSl^C

CigarRibbons

f\m

Liffcit iSMPlMflt If

WriH

f«r

S»pte %ui

iH

rrtM

and Fincy

List to

RiH«n

teNrtnent

V

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

r-

F

- <

.-•.

^iznufjicturers of Bindings, Gall^mru, Tuffetais,
Satin And Gfs Gr^Lin

KINDS Of

ALL

Ah

___^^_-^

NEW Y^RK

kin git

cmiCAoo, i«c wnsT MoifsaB sti&bbt.
LOVES O. CAVA, Mcr.

of us are looking with envy at the men In
famous
uniforms, the nattv naval lieutenants, the
the
United States Marines, the red-corded artillery,
We
blue-corded infantrv, the yellow-corded cavalry.
suit is
are too voung or too old or rejected; but every
card
a service suit that has the right button on it, or a
of W. S. 8. in the pocket.

Heywood Strasser &VOIGT LithoCo
26- SiPEET & 9-

York
Advices were received on May 6 by the New
oolagencv of the Philippine National Bank in the W

'VjCNUE.

NEW YORK

^^^rth

-

-

VJ.

CiCARBox Labels
Bands and Trimmings

$3,0 00,000.— ro&acco.

TUCK 6l CO.
G. O. INCOKFORATIID
LOUISVILLE. nY..

22Bd St and Soiond A?e.,

Cigar Box Labels
D TRIMMINGS

Many

was

S.

A.

Your Iiqniry

A.

.+

LA HABANA

(Phon*. Stuyvesant 7476)

Texas a colored niau came into a drug store
and insisted that someone should talk for him. Upon
he
being told that he would have to do his own talking
approached the telephone, took down the receiver, and
examining
after turning it over two or three times and

pines' quota

New York

-

111

NEW WAY

Citv

E. Starlight,

I

HANUrACTUPEP OF

(Trade-Mark Record). For cigars. Registered
York ^.»ty-. ^y varisfpten^^r 17, 1887, by Geo. Schlegel, New Litho (^o X^ew
ous transfers Was acquired by the American

Max

.

Registered
Cancelled

Building, to the effect that the Philippmc
Loan.
Islands had subscribed $4,625,000 to the Liberty
wliicn
This includes the bank's share in the loan,
the
amounted to $500,000, and is 50 per cent, over
Philipquota which was allotted to the islands. The

fcrred to

.

.

WOOPHAVEW AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

CANCELLED
For

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS,,

n—»««-

Mn

COMPAifIA LITOCRAFICA DE
j

1,

1918.

LORD READING:—40,627.

M-

Sole

City

Send

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue. Brooklyn, X. Y.

Havana Production

H

NEW YORK OFHCE

MASTRO VERDI:— 17,340
transferred to

»

Racine Paper Goods Company

GARRETT H. SMITH, |^.^,-"l^r,'':;"

j

j

Yearly contracts made.
J. J.

—I

.^ .

AND
TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGSsamples.
in

"

,

,

WANTED
DUST, bought

-

*t't

New York

17th Street

for

Sample

and Prices Solicited.

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

All

Salle St., Chica«o,

PHILADCXPHIA OFFICE
322 CkMtHut Street

111.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. C«., Mantreal,

Kinds In any Qnantity.

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU A
129 Fifth Avenue,

H

H

M

M

il

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are tke
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Kn»wn

Co., 178

Must be competent

manent position

257 W.

M

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

WEUMAN & CO.

E.

n

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

111

by the General
hv Kerbs &Soiess New York City. Transferred
Havana Production Co.. Inc..
Cig^r (^o.. the^successors. to the

Xew York

&

WESTERN
W\XTED— STRIPPER FOREMAN FOR LARGE
and reliable. Per-

A

(Tobacco Leaf). For cigars. RegisMonroe Mich Tran.tered October 8. 1891, by Cusino .B^os.
of Estate of Marvm
krred by Joseph E. Cluskey. Admmistrator
Toledo, C. April 18 1918.
Cusino. deceased, to A. X. Mantecon,
:— 31,599 (Tobacco Leaf).
PETER NAVARRE (THE SCOUT)
"^
stogies and tobacco. Registered
fL dgars cigarettes, cheroots,
O. Transterred Dy
Mav 2 1906, by Globe Cigar Co.. Toledo.
Estate of Marvin Cusino.
Joseph F Cluskey. Administrator of
Mantecon. Toledo. O..
I'roprietor of Globe Cigar Co., to A. N.
.

Edwin Alexander

Also

HELP WANTED

New

GENERAL CUSTER:—6014

18, 1918.

Fifty cents per pound.

refunded.

design.

and tobacco.

TRANSFERS

April

money

,,

Aiay
TRADE ACCEPTANCE;—
The
3, 1918.
-May
EKATERINIE:—
SANTA
.„.
Peter Kancs, Atlanta, Ga.
1, 1918.
April -3, ivio.
only.
cigars
lor
40,635.
ORIGINAL BLOOM:—
,,
L. Bloom, Inc., Xew York City.
ii.
LEOPARD:—40,638. For cigars only. February 25, 191».
Dcrksen & Sons Co., Ashkosh, Wis.
For all tobacco P^o^^^^^^v
CLAUDE DEBUSSY :-40,639. Voigt
f
Litho. Co., X^ew \ ork City.

LOUIS

.

Vuclta shorts, of the finest quality.
\Vater Street. Xew York City.

I'pr cigars, cigarettes^
Co.,
Sam'l 1. Davis

1918.

9.

teed A-1 or

REGISTRATIONS
THE HARVESTER LIBERTOS:—40,628.

C

Tenth District.
FOR SALE—Twenty-four Miller, DuBrul & Peters suction tables,
For a quick sale a very low price will be
in perfect condition.
"The Tobacco World."
151.
Box
Address
accepted.
FOR SALE—Remedios Havana shorts, pure and clean. GuaranFactory No.

and

title

samples and particulars.

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

«

Coupon Cigar Pockets

This enables anyone to acquire a Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for

FOR SALE

$5.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

H*te

out with all rights to the

— —!

.'^•——K—-,,^,,.

"•

Parmenter Wax-Lined

We

is

Trade-Mark Services

Schedule of Rates for

ji

CIGAR LABELS

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

"

M. -••^— ••— •.^M^— ••—^M.

11

i

Tobacco Merchants' Association

-••—

II

CO..

New Yerk

City

VOLUME 38
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LUC KY STRIKE

Cigarette— a new
flavor. It's toasted. Toasting holds the
Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soggy hread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat be-

JUNE

fore you eat it, because the heating adds
to tlie flavor and iv proves the taste. Like
the irreater part of the food w hich you

rj

i

15,

1918

LUCKY STRIKE

place in your mouth,
Cigarettes are subjected

heat.

to

THEY'RE TOASTED.

Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to

4

tlietafite.

-

M

U^fCK

N>
a^

7

Do you
know
what

a

LUCKY

,

is?

m

M.

-

m

n

n

War

Saving Stamps are small-size
U. S. Government securities of the
safest kind, an investment that pays
good interest. They cost in May
$4.16 (one cent more each following
month)
On January 1, 1923, each
War Savings Stamp pays back to its
owner $5.00 in cash. In case of
necessity these stamps can be cashed
without loss, on ten days' notice at
any post office.

When you buy War Savings Stamps

—

money

into safe keeping at

good interest saving it for yourself. But
in doing this you are taking a hand
in helping to win the worst war in

—

WS.S.

Cigarette

TRdt SAVINGS S13UMPS
ISSUED BY THE

VNITED STATES

Toasted

history.

GOVERNMENT

The

t'...

BUY A STAMP

i's..

TODAY

'<ir

(ilAH vNTKEl) BY

'lAJb'y^tCcl/tA^
l»«COI»«»Oi»*T«0

.

you are not giving a cent to anyone
you are simply putting your

STRIKE

The Real Burley

It's

-

.

War Savings
Stamp

—

War

National

Savings Committee

-—

i|iii

MAD£

FINE

IN

—I

"1

BOND

II

11

H

11

"

Ill

—

11

II

W

W

"
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"
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i

La Flor de Portuondo

HABANA CIGARS

•i
I

Established 1869

HAVANA

TADEMA

CIGARS

Ar^liellesp Lopez

G Bro.

MAKERS

GENUINE

NEW

YOU

^

tampa

lealtad ibo

riOMDA

HAVANA

IN

OUR NEWARK,

N.

?*""*"***'*• '^ °"' •***~' fsclorie.
nii^u*°D
BUKUH, PA., a very attractive and estcntive
*j D***?! * ^ ^°' 5'-^' *•«='» •«* 5

r^
Jobt>er

DEUCIMS

•^CIGARSe*

MAKUFACTUEEO

OBNESALOmCE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
aaa peakl steebt

ROCKY FORD
J.,

FACTORIES

located

at

PHTS-

line of

Cigarf

and

"Oc.,

giving

the

<<>'

aad Ketailer an exceptional nwrgio

FUf«R

of profit.

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

^#

General Offices, PitUburgh, Pa.

BAYUK BROS
and

Excellence of Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

For Gentlemen
of

CIGARS

Chmles the Grmt

San Felice

CiGMS
A VALUABLE

TO

BUSINESS ASSET

Cigar Mfg. Co.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
11

IT

-

—
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"There went out a sower; and, as he sowed, some fell among thorns, an<f
the thorns grew up and choked it, and it yielded no fruit.
And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and
increased; and brought forth, some thirty, and some sixty and some an
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mind

tobacco products in every country in the world where
a State monopoly does not exist.

A man
turer in

counts as

need not necessarily be a large manufaconler to undertake this stei). The ])roducl

much

as the ])roduction. Ami anv invest i.uator will find on examination scores of small iirms
in this country that have lived for years on an export
business and whose products iire prmjtically unknowri

home.
It has been said that our mamifactured tobacco is
Tiot fitted as a |)roduct to enter this w<»i-ld commerce.
It may ])ay to see whether this statement is true, lM>arMt

tiy

801^3 THIRD AVE.

in

Embargoes at present interfere with the extensive
buildin.u: up of a foreign trade in these lines, but there
is nothing to prevent a start beinu: made to place
cmr

mind

l.ook at

"OUALITy

should be borne

It

complish he

CIGARS

if it

that there is i\
world scarcity of mamifactured tobacco ])roducts, as
well as unmanufactui-ed leaf. Comparativelv speakin*^,
iii.iifher prices are comnnnnled for manufactured
|)n)dncts in every part of the world than in the United
States, at the present time.

iuir in

CLEAR

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Is

exists at that time.
At present the tobacco industry, in some branches,
working to cai)acity, in other l)ranches there is less

activity.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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for the shortage in labor,

Have This Book.

As

il

districts.

current edition

<luring the

tion of

Makers

H. S.

of the

war period.' The reorganizaEurope will take scmie time, and for that peri«Ml
will depend on the United States, more or
less.
Doubtless inniii.nration will be somewhat restricted but
mechanical labor-saving devices will more than care
lets ac<iuired

manufacturers are

Every Business House
in the Industry Should
The balance

everywhere

Cressman's Sons,

Allen R.

and
and

and tobacco brokers,
company stores throughout the United
States.

PHILADELPHIA, June

country are being or^•anize(l
a ciuantity production that wdl
astonish the worhl.
When our tremendous inchistrial
forces reach the peak oi" their achievement tliere
will
he no question of our ability to maintain our
Allies
throughout the war period.
AVe should look forward, however, to the disposition of this great output after the war is over.
The
logical solution will be in maintaining our export
out-

stocking— displacing— recommending

cigar and cigar box manufacturers,

jobbers, cigar

|

Good judgment favors

is

tobacco manufacturers, wholesalers

and Wholrsalo Cigar and Tohacco Trade
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THE
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thai almost anvthint»* a
can do if he sticks at it

what has happened

when men

man
lon,<4-

sets out to acenou.Lch.

in tlie cig-aretle

indus-

of brains get together and determine to

do something.
Here's one

more cigarettes

tliiuii:

that

in 1917 that

hap])ened.

We

The

in

1!H)I>.

number exported was

7,l»;];},b2{i,(H)().

The

to-

liumber of cigarettes, both large
and small, produced
\\m) was G,8:](),(ir)2,43l\
In HUT we exported to Thina, ahme,
4,!)4IM;!7 0(M)
cigarettes. In the year \m\ the entire
output of
tal

m

hi'rge

!i'ni'Ilnn
ooJP'''^^""
4,ol
J, 000,000.

"'

^^''^

^'^'''^ ^^''^''^ t^»talled mi!v

Other countries which are steadilv growing
customers ot I'nited States cigarettes are'
Panama, Siam
and the Straits Settlements. The exports
to the war
zone are comparatively small.

The

cigarette industry

sending more of its products abroad today than it produced nine
years ago.
:\lachinery has no doubt playe<l an
important i>art in
the development of (luantity production
is

to

growing demand.
\n

11)10

meet

this

N'ictoria,

Australia, imported nearly a
million dollars' worth of cigars and cigarettes
fronrthe
U. S. A.
British East Indies, China, Australasia and other
countries Ccxclusive of the United States), used nearly
.s:5,()()0,000 cigars made in
Manila in 1!M7.

Cuba

sent to the i)orts of the world nearlv 70,000,000 cigars in l!n7, and this exclusive of 44,000,000 and
more sent to the United States.

Here are

represented two distinctiv different
classes of cigars.
Manila's s:;,000,000 cigars were
valued at about ^<K;0,000 while the 70,(MM),000 sent out
by ( uba were valued at nearly j|;;;,{K)0,000.
There are at least two concerns in tlu» l^nited
States that manufacture in th<> course of a year as
many cigars as Cuba and Manila combined.
If tlie nations of the world will use nearly 150,000,000 cigars fjom Cuba and Manila, just because they
hai)])en to know and like these pnxlucts, how manv
hundred millions would they consume if tlie great advertising i)oweis of the United States were called into
action to exploit the eigars nnnh' in the United States
The growth of the United States cigarette in
Cliina is an examjile of what advertising can ac<M)mplish.
And this has been done in the face of the com
petition of one of the largest tobacco concerns in the
world.

exporte*!

we manufactured

total

tobacco trade has becMi asleep.
has ])een self-satislied. It has worried along with
I'he truth

It

Is

that

tlie
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the entire world
attention to any is that with the progress of the war
States as its most
is beginning to look to tlie United
other source for an outlet.
certain source of supply. Most of this is coming toThere is one pertinent fact to be borne in mmd.
day without solicitation but after the war it will bu
J^>usiness conditions after this war will be entirely difanother story. Then we will have to meet the compeferent from what they are today, or have been. The
the preparatition of other nations in proportion to
laggard will be left far behind. The manufacturer
tions they have made during the war to regain their
who has allowed his brand to be forgotten by the trade
commercial prestige.
and the consumer will have to exhaust every resource
leaf growers are going to come into competiOur
succeed
not
may
he
and
position,
old
his
to secure
whose leaf
tion with new sources of supply. Countries
then.
amounted to little consequence formerly, are now
The men who tackle the business problems ot tnis
the most approved methods of leaf tobacco
studying
disciplined
and
trained
be
will
war
the
country after
They are hiring our own experts when the
culture.
No opportunity to advance their emto the minute.
its

home problems without tunung

ployers' interest will be neglected. Competition will
1)0 keener than it ever has been before.
In peace the slogan has been ** Prepare for War,
and in war the slogan of the wise business man is,
"Prepare for Peace,'' meaning that you should sei
your house in order for the commercial developments
that are bound to follow.
The tobacco trade needs vision,

needs to look
ahead. What men dreamed five years ago are realities
today. What men are dreaming about world trade today will be realities tomorrow. The tobacco industry
for
of the United States can have its share if it works
But mere wanting will not get it. Hard work is
it.
goal.
tlie only sure way to accomplish the
The trade paper that cries to the manufacturer today to advertise his product to the trade, is not enindustry must
tirely selfish in its motive. The tobacco
advance if the tobacco trade paper is to remain an inThe trade paper must devote some intellistitution.
to regent effort to assist in this progress if there is
main an industry to support it.
,
Every trade paper of consequence is, today, reparts of
ceiving requests for sample copies from all
The reathe world, as well as from its own country.
up to
son is that progressive merchants are waking
must keep up
the fact that to remain in business they
industry.
with news and information concerning the
Why are great commercial bodies in foreign counCommerce, writing to
tries like our own Chambers of
sending in subscripthe trade papers for sample copies,
er
The simple answei
tions, asking for information, etc.?
it

.

.

chance

offers.

-,

,

^

-.

i

The Cuban cigar manufacturers and leat dealers
in their
are doing less advertising today than ever
and
recent history. This is partly due to conditions
This
partly due to an easily discouraged temperament.
should make their bid to
is the very time when they
sell
hold their prestige. Even if they have nothing to
when
sell
todav, there will be a market for them to
But will they
they* do have the products to deliver.
ever be able to regain their old markets!
The fact that Germany cannot advertise her marcommerce than
kets is a greater blow to her foreign
goods.
the fact that she cannot deliver the
With most firms the trade paper appropriation is
various exbut a <lrop in the bucket compared to the
At the
penses charged to advertising and publicity.
publicity
same time it is one of the most vital forms of

m

and should be maintained at

all costs.

or
results of constantly advertising a brand,
discussion.
trade-mark, are too well-known to need

The

a

Thousands of firms are spending more on advertising

that they will
todav than ever before, despite the fact
until after the
not be able to deliver another article

^^^

of itThe tobacco industry should take firm hold
that lie before it.
self and awaken to the possibilities
hp:What we have literally forced on us today we will

to fight for after
urativelv (only, let us hope), have
within our grasp to
the wan The world markets are
if we start riglil
educate and they will be ours to sell

and now.

Imported Labor for Tobacco Growers
Washington, D. C.
of Porto Rican laborers to be iniTTTE ff^forbatch
the
farm, railroa<l and similar work
norted
weeks, accordrnited States will arrive within a few
of Labor, and will
ing to officials of the Department
the sections which
iiimiediately be apportioned among
have applied for them.
World,
As reported some time ago in The Tobacco
been makmg plans tor
the Department of Labor has
hundred thousand natives
the importation of over one
ands tor use as
from Porto Rico and the Virgin Is
for the arm>
common labor here, replacing men taken
As Porto Rico is a great
or ransferred to war work.
applications for workmen have

m

tobacco country,

many

who have
been received from growers in the South,
the continmMl
faced a serious labor problem through
country.
migration of negroes to other sections of the
work
Most of the first lots imported will be set to
and ted !>>
on Government construction, being housed
This will relievo
the Government at a minimum cost.
and, as furtho.
the common labor market considerably
farms and railbatches arrive, they will be put on the
roads as needed.

n

What

.

i,
toi
up fnr
held „..
been
has
labor
this
of
transfer
The
accommodations
some months tlirough lack of shipping
agreed to bring ti o
has
however,
Department,
War
The
of transports carrvislanders over on the home trips
base at San Juan.
ing supplies to the mobilization

A

Salesman Ought To

Know

By Frank Farrington
(All Rights Reserved)

CHAPTER

IT
u

is

not what a

man

VI

says or does that makes him

goods hi the cigar store; it is
wliat he knows. There is no end to the knowledge you
can accumulate to your advantage. Many a little item
(»r information about tobaccos will loom big in the
customer's mind when the right time comes to make use
of

J5UCC0SS at selling

it.

A man

begins selling as a green hand. Nobody
I'vcr possessed a ready-made inherited knowledge of
sjilcsmansliip. At the outset your attitude toward your

work

going to influence your sucxioss. You may start
at once to learn the rudimentary principles, the sound
sense of salesmanship, or you niay try to slip along by
slick, tricky, questionable methods.
A good merchant has no use for the salesman who
regards salesmanship as merely any method that will
work off the goods and he has no use for the man who
has the marks of failure on him.
The man with a
cigar
store,
ffood
or the manager of a chain of stores
is looking for the kind of fellows who start into selling with a determination to find out all about it and to
make use of the knowledge.
One of the first things the salesman needs to know
is that it is an absolute necessity that the boss nJakes
money on his work. There has to be more than enough
profit on the sales to pay his salary. So the salesman
is

needs to give his attentiion to small things, to small
sales as well as to large ones, to small economies as
well as to large savings. The salesman must know how
to help make the business profitable, how to make his
services profitable.
The clerks in a cigar store can help to reduce ex-

penses and eliminate waste and they should have a
realization df the fact that a dollar is a dollar wherever
it appears in the figures of a business, and that it is
never to be regarded as **only a dollar.*'
Unless you pay attention to such things while you
are a salesman, you will never be in line for a position
as manager and you certainly would never make good
with a business of your own.
Your employer's business is your own business.
You are working for yourself when you are hustling
for the store that employs you and if you do not get
this into your head, you will never succeed.

Every salesman should know what lines ought to
l)e pushed harder, what goods are hanging fire or what
goods there is too much stock. When the boss passes
out information along these lines, the salesman ought
to give heed to it, not merely let it go in one ear and
out the other.
many salesmen do you know who
take an interest in the condition of stock and make it
tlieir business to try hard every day to carry out the
wislies of the boss about pushing certain lines?
You
may be sure that the fellows who take that position
^n-e fellows scheduled to go higher early.
Tt is much easier to hand out what customers ask

How

foi-

and

let it

go at

that.

Selling anything

more than

the customer comes to buy

is salesmanship and salesmanship IS work. Simply complying with
a request
o hand out '^\ package of those,"
or -Half a dozen of
those perlectos," is not salesmanship
and it is not en-

titled to

salesmanship salary.

Salesmanship, intelligently practiced, increases the profits of
the store and
makes higher salaries possible. The store, without
real
salesmen, is a store of low wages and it has
to bo so.
A salesman is engaged to work not merelv for his
wages, but for the ])romotion and development
of the
business. This means that he must be
intereste<l in
making sales, but it means, too, that he must know wlial
the

manager wants

sold.

lie

must work

to sell the

goods that need to be sold rather than just those
that
sell

easiest.

Of course

successful selling must take
into consideration the interests of the
customer, but i<
IS often the case that the best
interests of the customer

are advanced by selling him something more than
iust
what he came to buy.

When

a young salesman finds that he is often compelled to reply, ^*I donM; know'' to a customer's question, he may make up his mind he is not making
good.
You cannot expect to give satisfaction to customers
while unable to answer their questions.
No matter how complicated the stock vou handle, the customer expects you to know all about
it.
TTo
figures that the profit he ])ays the store is
paid for
knowledge put at his service. The only wav to give the
impression that you know is to hww. The man who
bluffs and does not really know is going to bo found out,
and that means a loss of the trade of tlie customers
he has bluffed: Of course you cannot know everything,
but study and learn all you can. Learn as much as
possible and then never say ''T don't know." Tf von
really do not know and ciinnot satisfactorilv evade a
direct reply, instead of saving **T don't
''I'll find

know," sav

out."

The two

replies niav admit the same state of ignorance, but the mere difference in the words makes a
difference in the suggestion conveyed to the hearer's

mind. When there are two ways of putting a statement, always put it in the way that gets the most credit
for the store. This may be a little thing, but salesman-

made up of little things.
You ought to know how to say what you want to
say in the way that will produce the best effect. Salesmanship is creating in a man a desire to own certain
ship

is

goods and a determination to buv them. Did you ever
consider whether the kind of talk you use with a customer is such as will make him want to buy. (io over
in your mind the things you said to your last customer.
Consider your questions and his and your replies. T?egard the transaction in cold blood from an outsider's
])oint of view and see how it impresses you.
You will
proba])ly find, in watching your various sales, that you
(Continued on Page 22^
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Making Use of Manufacturers' Co-operation
By G.

D. Grain, Jr.

Copyright 1918, by G. D. Crain,

MANUFACTUKKRS know that their success lies iu
doing business with successful merchants. It is inipossiible lor a manufacturer to make money unless the
retailers with whom he is dealing are likewise making

money

....

*

That is why everybody in the organization ot a
manufacturing concern, from the president on down,
and with special emphasis on the travelhig inen, is

anxious to give every possible assistance to those who
are distributing their goods.
Manv merchants make use of co-operation, whicJi
emanates from the manufacturers, appreciating it at
have someits full value, and realizing that while they
thing to gain, the dealers themselves will i)rofit most.
Others think that because the suggestions come
from the manufacturer, the latter has ''an ax to
grind,'' and that they can best sen^e their own interests
by disregarding these offers of friendly assistance.
I know a merchant w^lio owes his i)resent strong
position to the aid that has been given him by traveling men. lie said not long ago that on one occasion a
tip f nmi a salesman, regarding a sharp rise in the i)rice
of goods, enabled him to save many hundreds of dollars
on a single purchase.
This merchant gives the glad hand to every traveling man who comes into his store, because he appreciates the fact that each of these visitors can, if he desires to do so, be of very definite assistance to him.
He doesn't buy of every salesman, of course; but
he makes each caller feel that he got all the consideration that he was entitled to, and each salesman becomes
a booster for that merchant and that store. Isn't it
worth while to have a bunch of friends like that?
Traveling salesmen keep their eyes open, as a rule,
and see the good and bad points of the stores that they
The merchant who shows that he wants to get
visit.
ideas regarding the management of his business, including the display of the merchandise, the training of
salesmen, etc., will get all sorts of suggestions from the
of direct application to his

travelers, many of them
business. These suggestions are worth money.
As indicated, the traveling man knows the niarkets
In his own particular line, and is often in a position to
give the buyer for the retail store some particularly

this subject. The merchant who voluntarily closes his ears to information of this character
is making it just a little
is overlooking a big bet.
harder than necessary for him to buy right, and buying

good advice on

He

right

is

just about half the battle in the successful con-

duct of a retail establishment.
There arc other forms of co-operation extended by
the manufacturer. Most of them have what 4ire known

among advertising men as *' dealer helps." These conand other
sist of window display material, store cards
advertising matter, the use Qf which helps to create a
demand in the store for the products of the manufacturer.

Jr.

^<^T0
AlB
R
CIGARETTES

The dealer can

logically argue that the use of this
material benefits the manufacturer, because the brand
of his product is shown on the cards, etc. But after tho
meicliant has put the goods into stock they are iiis
j;o()ds,

and he

is

more concerned than anybody

else,

even the manufacturer, in disposing of them.
The interest of the producer is in getting the merchandise out of the store, so as to make way for additional goods. To that extent the interests of the merchant
and the manufacturer are identical. That is why the
retailer is justified in using every bit of advertising
matter that comes to him, providing it is calculated to
increase the interest of his customers in those particu-

^^ISE men who

Cigarettes vote Schinasi Bros.
Naturals, the coolest

lar goods.

Another angle on this proposition is that many of
the articles carried by the dealer are likely to be advertised by the manufacturer. The latter is proba])ly
spending money to acquaint the public with the meritb
of his product.* The customer who has seen the manufacturer's advertising, and then sees the announcements in the store window or inside the store, connects
the two, and whatever intiuence the manufacturer's advertising may have had thus reacts to the benefit of tlio
dealer.
1^'ulhermore, most stores are short-handed at
j)resent. The sale that is made with the least effort is
the profitable, worth-while sale. The use of disi)lay
matter helps to force a decision by the customer, so
that instead of asking to be shown an assortment of
goods a particular item is called for. To that extent

the utilization of the manufacturer's advertising heli)s
time
is a benefit in bringing about sales in a shorter

and with

less effort.

of the manufacturers have dealers' ser\ice
that
bureaus, which take up specifically the inquiries
retail
their distributors send to them with reference to
merchandising (luestions. Often these bureaus can oiitbetline methods of handling the goods that will bring
The
ter results than have been experienced heretofore.
of any
is, therefore, justified in making use

Some

merchant

co-operation of this character.
The writer knows of one house that sends out

prefer Turkish

a

of
monthly bulletin to its dealers, showing methods
promoting its goods during the current month. Apcx^urse
parentlv this is an entirely selfish move, and of
goods.
use of the methods will increase sales of these
Yet the dealers frequently make use of the selling

profitable
plans contained in the bulletins, because it is
for them to do so.
The merchant, in these times of war stress, can
an adafford to use every available help. It will be
house,
vantage to him to use the salesman and use the
maand to avail himself of the advertising and display
He can be
terial which the manufacturers offer.
store ana
owni judge of what is best suited for use in his
to pass lud^in his communitv, but he ought at least
houses
ment on the sales promotion matter that the
supplying his merchandise can furnish.

m

freshing

It's

and most

re-

smoke on the market.

a matter of selecting and blend-

ing the genuine Turkish leaf only.

It's

a great Cigarette with a great

sale!

SCHINASI BROS.
1790 Broadway
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More Taxes For Tobacco
'^T^lIK discussion of a now war revenue bill naturally
inill I crests the tobacco industry, and the tobacco
uustry as a source of revenue seems to be unanimously
tected if we are to judge from the tone of editorial

A

vmnieiit concerning tlie new measure.
We are assured that this new bill will be a "wise,
!^st and righteous revenue measure," according lu
•Uliaiiinan Kitchin. If the original law is to be taken
as an exami)ie of IVlr. ivitclun s laea ot equitable measures we are certainly entiiled lo lioiu some uouuis as
ine
to the meritorious qualities of llie proposed uiii.
unusual ability to uo things well, as aemonstratea by
some branches of the present Administration, does not,
unhappily, seem to have been inherited by the chairman of liie House Ways and .Means L ommittee. Shice
eiiNironment and association inaeiibiy inarK our acto
tne nope tnai since tne
ana thoughts we may indulge
original re\ eiiue bill was written Mv. Aitcmn lias vastly
beiieiiteU by ins eiivironmeni ana associations.
As regards the tobacco maustiy tliere is no comii Has aiways stooa more man its lair snare
I)laini.
ana will always leiia every etiort to contribute to tlie
aaiional weilare with the expectation that it will be
dealt with fairly.
There is some cause for alarm, however, in the
continual suggestions by newspaper and magagine
writers that tobacco should be heavily taxed, buch
propaganda is bound, sooner or later, to create a prejudice in the minds of our national legislators to the detriment of a vast industry.
Aside from the creation of a tobacco section of
the War Industries Board, and noting the fact that tobacco has been at last added to army rations, we learn
with considerable interest that tobacco has been classed
as a necessity and that its producers will be given
preferential fuel supplies. This, according to a communication to Senator Swanson, of Virginia, from the
War Industries Board.
A writer in the '* Journal of Commerce," after
talking with Senator Simmons, of the Senate Finance
('ommittee, intimates that the small portion of the new
revenue not taken from incomes and profits would be
l)ased on increased taxation of liquor and tobacco and
other luxuries.
As far as liquor is concerned an additional tax
can make little difference. Since distilled liquors are
no longer produced, the price has jumped enormously
and for the man who wants it additional taxes will not
matter. The beer that is being made today is dis•

m

tinguishable

The Universal

Industry

from cold tea only because

Tobacco Leaf

of the label,

ine price, per case, is higher than ordinary liquor
per quart. Taxes on beer will create little opposition.
But tobacco is in an entirely dilferent class. We

have heard of no cases on record where a man has
beaten liis wile or broke up the dining-room furniture
because he had been smoking. On the other hand there
IS a mass oi evidence perlaimng to the tranquiiiziiig
eliect of tobacco under every condition.
Jr'robabiy twenty-hve per cent, of the population
uses tobacco in some form. There are nearly six hundred thousand places in which it is sold.
Tobacco was paying more than $100,000,000 annually toward the support of the Government when
many industries, to be counted actually as luxuries,
were paying nothing and piling up vast fortunes.
The war revenue bill last year practically doubled
the tobacco tax, and still allowed many products that
should have been taxed to go untouched. The distribution ought to be more general in its character.

Counter
Multiplies the

The Universal
Stripping
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Universal Tobacco Leaf Counter.
counts only the Stripped Leaves

and any number— from

2t to

Booking Nachine

M
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THE
the

The tobacco industry well knows that it will be hicluded in all war revenue bills, but it certainly is entitled to consideration as regards the amount of the

Universal Tobacco Leaf

volume this year.
..
-r.
, o.^
^
xi
u
States through
United
the
to
tobacco
Shipments of
comITong-kong last year were valued at $461,474, as
m
pared with a total of $110,994 in 1916 and $35 573
Before the war shipments were confined to to11)15.
bacco for the use of Chinese residents

m

the

Umted

Counter

is

to

manufacturer who operates the
"Model M" Universal Tobacco Stripping and
Booking Machine, what the speedometer is to the

giiiiiUiyiiyiHiMiniiiflyiiiiiiM

V^

cigar

motorist.

additional tax.
the solace of the rich and poor alike,
but the great gains in production have been made hi
smoking tobacco and cigarettes, forms used by those
Cheaper grades of domestic
in small circumstances.
cigars are also to be included. Any tax that would ereThe
ate a prohibitive retail price should be avoided.
trade has not yet recovered from the readjustments
made in prices last fall, and further heavy taxes would

Tobacco

counts automatically the stripped leaves and any
number from 20 to 80 as they are fed into the
It

is

"Model

No

to the tobacco intax a definite state-

m

Universal Machine.

operator sets the Leaf G)unter for the number
of leaves required.
Then it counts automatically.

have a demoralizing effect.
It would be a great advantage

dustry if in establishing the new
ment could be made as to what period this tax would
the
The trade could then go along secure
cover.
for
knowledge that no readjustment would be necessary
a specified time.
Manufacturers of tobacco products have not acdurquired any of the wealth that they may now have
C^onditions for some time
ing the past five years.
Further,
have been against more than a living profit.
imnuMliany accumulation of large profits is now met
ately by the excess profits and income tax.
disBoth sources, however^ will be very definitely
that wiii
turbed if the industry is subjected to a tax
interfere with its production and sale.

M"

The

further attention

The

Universal Tobacco Leaf Counter
•ttachea to a Model "M" Universal
Tobacco Stripping and Booking Machine.
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ff

M"

into

Tobacco Leaf Counter rings a bell, flashes a signal
flag and automatically sets itself back to zero, ready
to start the count

easily attached to the

''Model

M"

Tobacco Machine without the help

No

Universal

of a mechanic.

holes to be drilled or trouble involved.

itself

in

the time and

labor

it

saves.

tne

silver exchange. At present
Chinese tobacco
high price of silver renders the cost of

to American importers about

on the next book.

Universal Leaf Counter can be quickly and

Price

The exports promise a value

be largolv affected by

required.

the allotted number of leaves have been fed
the "Model
Machine the Universal

The

of about $l-o,times
000 for the first quarter of 1918, or about three
year ago.
the shipments for the corresponding period a
will
The continuation of this trade after the war
States.

is

When

Imports of Chinese Leaf Increasing
in

and

The

Quickly pays for

Imports of leaf tobacco from South China, which
increase
increased largely in 1917, are continuing to

Value of

twice its norpial price.

For
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The noiseless-Model "M"Latest type of Universal Tobacco
Stripping and Booking Machine.

$25.00 F. O. B. our Factory.

further information write

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.
79 FIFTH

AVENUE

:

:

NEW YORK.

Factory, 98-104 Murray 5treet, Newark, N. J.
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(Written for the Tobacco World.)
8ay, Air. Chaplain, 1 wish you would pray
That the hearts of the people far away
A\'oukl pity our plight, as we march and light,
On four little cigarettes a day.

THE
rying on, through

an extra one
Everj^ time that we get a Hun.
When we get in this scrap right, you bet.
We would never want for a cigarette.

ment

Today I punctured six husky Huns,
But my cigarettes w^ere skinny ones.

of the gratitude we
at our usual tasks,
of our families, to
neighbors, to enjoy
the pleasures and

As

the last of the lot
on a hospital cot.

over his torn up face.
he said, ^'Say, pard, you're sure an ace."
all

So Mr. Chaplain, get busy and pray,
That the hearts of our people, so far away.
May pity our plight, as we march and fight,

And

raise the ante to six a day.

—G. W.

J.

MORE TOBACCO PRODUCTS WANTED

,

Washington, D. C.

,

Despite the fact that the Government has but recently taken over the entire output of two tobacco
factories for the soldiers,

it

is still

in the

market for

considerable quantities of tobacco and cigars and, under the supervision of Lieutenant Lilly, is soon to buy
the following items

Smoking tobacco

12,000 packages
9,940 bags
6,000 packages
ii
502,000
1,720 pounds
4,800
11
1,500

m

•

]

]

Che win g tobacco

©igars

:

i

500 boxes

1/10

n

tt

1,000

Londres,

1/20
(t

««
.

i(
(<

Perfectos,
Presidio,
Perfectos,

1/40
-7:i

n
u
il

a
it

"*-

it

Excellentes,
Perfectos,
Exc/cllentcs

Londres

iiiiiiiii

iiiiihiiiiiiuh

is car-

its

:

Those of us who remain at home while others do
the fighting have an ever-increasing number of opportunities to do definite and highly important work for
our country. We wish to do this work as an expression

you what, it was well worth while.
read in a book of a heavenly smile.

was spread

i

* *

tell

T
It

iiiiiiii

State and local conunittees, a
nation-wide campaign to get all the people on or before June 28th to pledge themselves to save to the utmost of their ability and to buy War Savings Stami)s
with their savings has given out the following state-

If they'd only give us

T

i

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS DAY
National War Savings Committee, which

A REQUEST FOR PRAYER

And I gave aw^ay
To a boy that lay

iiiiii

t

230
700
720
350
100
325
100
250
800
600
800
600

i€

V

being privileged to continue
to enjoy the loving companionship
meet freely with our friends and

feel in

V
I

the security of life and most of
the economic privileges of peace
times while other men, who have had to put aside all
these things, are fighting our battles for us on the
sacred soil of France and on the high seas.
**Our new opportunity to serve comes as a result
of designating June 28th as National War Savings Day,
a day on which all men and women and all children of
sufficient years to appreciate the day's significance are
called upon to pledge themselves to save to the utmost
of their ability and to conserve all possible labor and
materials for the Government, and to buy War Savings Stamps with their savings. Our part is to do
everything possible to make this day stand out among
the great days of this period of the war.
all

WHITE

OWL

L

Shape

Could any one of us be asked to do less than this?
Could any one of us refuse to do so little a thing to
win a war for the world's freedom? Could any one of
us put aside this plea for saving while all Europe is
crving out in its agony to be released from the clutches
of the monster that is befouling all it touches? Could
we refuse so simple a thing and at the same time ask
other men to give their lives that our own precious lives
be spared and our firesides be kept safe from the ter**

rors of the

Square-

end

smoke dependable
WHETHER you march away with them
or are one of the "dependables"

L. L.

example.
And, by the way, if you do go with them
you will probably find owl and WHITE OWL
at your destination.
For the boys in khaki
at camps all over the country are showing
their

marked friendship for these ^f^eii</a^/e cigars.
So whether you go or stay, light up an
OWL or WHFTE OWL cigar. Settle back for
a good half hour of d )wnright pleasure.

Since the inauguration in Venezuela of direct governmental administration of the stamp, cigarette and
liquor taxes and the salt monopoly, revenue from these
sources has greatly increased.

to think of the matter,

it

i

really a small thing to raise $2,000,000,000 in a country
<lo
of more than 100,000,000 people. Tf everyone would
subhis share, it would be necessary for each person to

scribe to only $20

worth of stamps.

cigars

WHITE

OWL

We make OWLS and WHITE OWLS only from
which has cured to the very "peakpoint" of mellow fragrance. To so cure leaf
requires, on the average, about 18 months.
leaf

And

this policy

demands

a leaf reserve

so great as to insure always a sufficient
stock of "ready" leaf for OWL and WHITE

OWL. Such a reserve is never worth less
than $1,000,000. At some seasons its value
is almost $2,000,000.
And by these means
will OWL and WHITE OWL dependability be
insured

—always.

DEALERS:
n< your distrihutor
s«ll

these

''"« c'gars,

''When one stops

who

cheer them on their way, you can profit by

"J

.

6c

Tkese two dependables

*'Our duty is clear, our privilege is great, our sacrifice is litle, our work is important.
''National War Savings Day is to be the great rallying day on which everyone in our country is expected
to pledge himself or herself to save and economize. This
saving and economizing will first of all leave in the
markets a greater supply of labor and materials for
the use of the Government with which to fight the war.
and then the money savings of the individuals are to be
invested in War Savings Stamps.
*'What the Government asks us to do is to pledge
ourselves to buy at definite periods with our savings a
The thing
specific amount of War Savings Stamps.
to be accomplished is to get subscriptions which will
take care during the balance of the present year of

ing 1918.

7c

OWL

Hunt

the unsold portion of the $2,000,000,000 of War Savings Stamps authorized by the Congress to be sold dur-

1,200

Invincible

does
depend-

write

us.

OWL 7

^"flALC.CARCo.,lNC.

»9W.
^'«w

40,1.

Street

York City

TWO

Branded
Banded
for your protection

DEPENDABLE
This

is

one of a series of full-page advertisinf appearing

in

CIGARS

Saturday Evening Post.
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GOVERNMENT UKcJcONSERVATION OF

ATTENTIl PATRIOTS
eal

Is a parchment-

top and bott(
ity of an all-tin can, and in adi
absorb and retain the aroma ai
tin

TIN

containers

keep

it

Dont

confuse this with the ordinary

fresh.

cans have an impenetrable
through, hence the reason

aroma and

wall

for

which
cigar and

qualities

the

of

DAMPTITE
tl

ci|

only|

[e

does not pass

Ig

their original

economy

in

them

lor

carriers

for

convii

cans serve the Nation's
by delivering cigars to the consumer in
real

the

lis.

DAMPTITE
is

can with a tin rim,
strength and durabil-

cigar

fragrance.

DAMPTITE cans are the
A trial order will
cigars.
There

Tin Ci^ar

Substitulr

for

the

^^ng tin

|good as

plate,

a

and

humidor.

turer.

Return mail Will bring you
ft

^xii
Samples and

WIEDMANN-ST.
1117-23
GARRETT

NORTH BROADWAY
H. SMITH.

Sol* AflMt for th« StetM ©f

York,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.
CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
N«w

Jaraajr.

PsaMylTsnia. Dslawar*. Maryland and Florida

^-aii

• *

BOX CO.
383 Monroe Streot

CITY

N«w

LOUl

Ite

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY

Inc.

106 E. Itth Str««t

NEW YORK
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Indiana and Ohio
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do atler July 1st, when all iiieii
"useful''
ol' diatt age must either engage in some
occupation or enter ilie army, is at present the chief
troulJle of the tobacco industry. The thought that they
can leplace men iluis taken away by gins or by men
above dratt age is, at best, but small consolation, lor
liresent labor conditions make any sort of heip, regardless ot age or sex, \ery dilhcult to i)rocure.
Under the regulations promulgated by the Provost
Marshal Geiieral, retail and wholesale dealers and manuiacturers stand to lose all the men they have wno
are ot dialt age, for the term "clerk,'' as used tnereiu,
lias been dehned to mean a person without tecnnicai
tiainmg, to secure which a special course ol stuciy was
necessary, whose work can be done by a man abo\e
it is asserted tiiere is no worK
lirait age or a woman,
in the tobacco industry that comes within that deniution and that the only way in which men may be leit
in that occupation is by tiie construction placed upon
their work by the local board in each individual case-—
ii
the local board deems cigar making to be a useful
occui)ation essential or at least helpful in winning the
war the men may remain; otherwise, they are sure to
bo taken away.
iVianv tobacco men are not waiting for July 1st
to show them how they stand, but, instead, are already
training girls in the work formerly done by men. The
United Uigar Stores Company, for instance, in its
tiicy will

Washington branches, at least, is for training girls to
work at the soda fountains, as nearly evei*y man so engaged at present will be taken next month. Other stores
are training girls in the selling of tobacco and cigars,
making ready for the change which they know is inevitable.

one fraught
The question of future operation
with serious possibilities. While the local draft board
may deem employment in a factory whose product is
taken entirely by the Government for the troops abroad
sufficiently important to be called a useful occupation,
for the trade will
it is feared that factories working
time
lose all their men of draft age. At the present
with the available
it is possible to operate, probably,
men over the draft limit, but the future looms big with
hints of an increase in the draiPt age, for industrial
))urposes, at least, which will take these men also.
Thus far, no complaint has been heard from tosuffibacco dealers. It is to win the war— and that is
Speculation as to what the final result will be
cient.
is

this
for dealers whose forces are greatly depleted by
come
regulation and the regulations which will surely
inlhe near future must not be confused with complaint.
what
There is no complaint, hut the natural fear that
about to be wiped out.
is often a lifetime of work is
The trade is right behind the Provost Marshal
men should
(Itneral. It is hut right that the available
are essendevote their energies to occupations which
conflict, and while the retial for the winning of the
to the alcently-issued regulations will be a bad blow
no ''kick,'*
ready serious labor problem, there will be
in a quickor vicbut merely the hope that it will result
torv.
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Comment

Notes and

Girls for Clerks
Wasliiiigton,

Saif

it

may

be considered, an

in-

vestment by an American citizen in Li))erty Bonds or
War Savings Stamps is the best investment in the
world.

A

consular report from Paraguay states that the
tobacco harvest will be at least 20 per cent, better than
The averIt has been for the last two or three years.
age value of the tobacco exported from Paraguay during the past three years was about $oOO,000 gold.

The "Edison Monthly" says, that wiiile machine
work is not considered by any means the eipial of hand
woriv on large cigars, it excels in the manulacture of
the "little cigars," which amounted to a billion last
Electric machines can turn out 1-00 of these
year.
little smokes in one hour.

that the captain of an American comI>any at the front, from Harvard, said to his men:
•*^ow, fellows, we must treat these (Jermans with ex-

The report

treme severity," is not true. What he did say was:
">iow, boys, let's get at these xqz pgd ?* liuns, and
give them *fx**."
!

one can send tobacco, cigarettes or anything
else to a soldier **over there" without showing, at the
post office here, a certificate of request by the soldier,
countersigned by his regimental conmiander. Goods
may still be shipped through the Emergency Aid, \.
M. C. A. and Red Cross organizations.

No

very interesting decision was handed down on
June 3rd, by the United States Supreme Court, holding
that the Federal Child Labor Law, which prohibited
the employment of children under the age of fourteen
or
years in the manufacture of goods to be shipped
transported in interstate commerce, etc., is unconstitu-

A

The even

lines of olive drab figures, the bright,
Caces, the quivering flags came out
more rugged and businesslike in the storm than they would have
in the sunshine. The weather chipped in to show everybody that
this was an army trained for a big and serious job.

fresh

young

wondered how many more would have to go. We may have
young men and then call for the older men, just as
France has done, and just as we did during the Civil Wa' None
of us want that to happen.
I

to send all the

tional.

The

only way to stop the outflow of soldiers is to beat the Kaiser
his horde of Huns. The only way to do that is to give our
boys in the trenches so much of the munitions of war of such
excellent quality that they will be as superior to the enemy as a
workman with a turret lathe is to a workman with an old hand lathe.

and

Trade of the United States with Cuba

in 1917

was

—

—

against $11)8,000,000 in 1913, the year precompilation by the National City
ceding the war.
now
P>ank of New York shows that the United States is
supplying 7(3 per cent, of the imports of Cuba, against
and taking 75 per cent, of its ex5:^ per cent, in 1913
bnports, against 8 per cent, iii 1913. Sugar, tobacco,
oxnanas, cocoa, tropical fruits, iron ore, manganese
imported
ide and cattle hides are the principal articles
exports to
into the United States from Cuba, while our
cheese,
the Island include meats, lard, flour, corn, eggs,
all
condensed milk, temperate zone fruits, coal an<l
classes of manufactures.— ** Business Digest."

$44r),0lH),000

A

must make more tnpt.

So

let

us think quickly of better ways to do our work. Scarcity of
made the American people a nation of inventors. For war

labor has

alone we invented the torpedo, the wireless torpedo, the submarine,
the ironclad, the repeating rifle, the machine gun, the revolver, the
magazine pistol, the aeroplane, and the high-power cannon.

;

The war today demands

that we do more than we ever have
before.
Let us all speed up, with the thought that we, too,
are flghting the enemy, even if we can't see him. Let us hurry our
work at our desks and benches, and thus keep millions of men out

done

of the trenches.
(Sifacd)

tKe Btt5mesi.MgLit
tst

help ihe oitiers.

rlTMicKM

7%e National Ca»h RtgitUr Company,

NOTHING DOING!
quaint little mountain village of yours,
oxygen here."
waiter. I suppose I can get plenty of
"Baltimore
''No, sir; we've got local option."—
^*T like this

American.'*

;

If

one xlovwr clownAll aat* delayed.
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District Conditions

Ninth
(^ONTKAKV

to expectations the output of cigars in

Revenue District during
of over two
tlie niontli of May "showed a decrease
It had been foremillions over tiie jirevious month.
casted that the month wouhl at least have held its own
of Govin vohime k)^ business; the receipt of a number
ernment orders in the district and the report irom
several factories tliat they would be able to use more
cigars if they couhl make them was taken as an indica^the Ninth

I

Vniisylvanin

tion that business continued brisk.
Tlie gieatest reduction in production was in Class
A cigars, composed of those selling at four cents and
The figures for the month show an output ot
h'ss.
with
H,7!>H,17() of this class of cigars, as compared
The April figures
11,;>,(;s,()6() in the month of April.
were on about an average with those for the last six

Closer analysis of the figures for the two
montlis brings out the significant fact that it was only
was any
in the cheapest grade of cigars that there
decrease of anv consequence, Class B cigars, composed
of those selling at from four to seven cents, remaining
producat approximatelv the same figures as regards
and
tion, while (nass C^ cigars, selling at seven cents
above, showed a marked increase. In total production
Mav fell below April to the extent of 2,292,970, but the

months.

decline in (lass A cigars reached 2,569,890, a figure
gr<'ater than the entire decrease of the month, showing
Uiat chiss to be responsible for the decrease.
Even greater prosperity is indicated in the way
Jvt
of ])roduction on the increase of cigars made to sell
seven cents and above. May's figures for (lass C

any
cigars have not been exceeded in this district by
month since last October, when the total production of
May's outall classes reached the high-water mark.
per cent,
])ut was .3,297,300, an increase of almost fifty
over the preceding month.
Agents of cigar dealers still continue to come here
looking for cigars to buy at from $13 to $16 per thousand, onlv to be informed that there are none to be had
The market is entirely bare of such
at that figure.
goods, the advance in the cost of tobacco and increased
wages paid cigarmakers having operated to eliminate
The two-for-five cigar is about
tlieni from the market.
six,
at an end and there is rapidly developing a three,
seven, ten and twelve cent market.
One of the largest transactions in 1917 tobacco
that have taken place for months was consummated
largest
last week. Julius Marqusee, of New York, the
independent dealer, disposed of 1700 cases to Sutter
price
lirothers, of New York. It is rumored that the
the neighborhood of forty-five cents.
(Quietness prevails in local tobacco circles. Packers are continuing the inspection of their packings.
Some black rot is being found. While some packers
are finding quite a ccmsiderable amount, others are

was

in

finding v(»ry

little,

and on the whole

it is

probable that

the peic(>ntage will not be larger than usual.
new crop.
(i rowers continue busy planting the
Probably half th(» crop has already been planted. It is
making good growth, the weather being favorable.
"Lancaster Examiner.**

.

\
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Red Sea Country Tobacco
K. Southard, located at Aden, the
[iiincipal port of the Red Sea country, says, in a
recent report, that throughout the Red Sea district the
only manufacturing industries of importance are the
prculuction of salt by evaporating sea water and the
making of cigarettes on a comparatively small scale.
From 1914 to 1917, there was a large increase in
the imports of unmanufactured tobacco, much of which
was for use in the local cigarette industry. Supi)lies of
Turkish and Greek tobacco, which are used for making
cigarettes, could not be obtained and as a consequence
(
Conthe imports of Indian tobacco largely increased.
siderable tobacco is produced in the part of Arabia to

CONSUL Addisou

the east of Aden, and it is exported to Aden through
Makallah and other Arabian Gulf ports. A large share
of the Indian tobacco was re-exported to Jibuti, Massaua, and Eg>Tt, as those places, as well as Aden, were
unable to secure the normal supplies of Turkish and
Greek tobacco for their cigarette industries. Total imports of unmanufactured tobacco in 1916-17 amounted
in value to $749,339, as compared with $699,859 in
1915-16.
A remarkable feature of the cigarette trade w^as
the importation during 1916-17 of 262,309 pounds of
cigarettes, valued at $134,690, which came mostly from
England. During the preceding year the imports of
cigarettes w^ere 67,451 pounds, valued at $29,150, but
previous to that the imports of cigarettes were comparatively unimportant. This remarkable increase in
imports of foreign-made cigarettes is accounted for by
the needs of the troops stationed at Aden.
In 1916-17 Aden exported cigarettes to the value
of $140,614, principally to India. It is not possible to

GROWERS

WRAPPERS

Under Shade
CONNECTICUT

FLORIDA

what part of the exports was transshipment cargo
and what part was produced locallv, but it is believed
that possiblv one-third of the total exports was of lo-

state

and

cal production. Aden has a number of small cigarette
factories, mainly operated by Greeks and Arabian

Jews.
Total imports of cigars decreased, hut imports of
Philinpine cigars amounted to $1424 in value, as compared with a value of $666 during the precedinir year.

Imnorts of Philippine cierars are steadily increasingand are taking the place of the Indian cheroots, which
until recent years were the principal cigars sold in
Aden.
Since the war conditions of shippinsr have been
distinctly unfavorable for American trade with the
Aden-Red Sea district, and the establishinsr of a direct
Rer\n*ce bv Americ>an ships would be an improvement
even over the conditions that prevailed in normal times,
Aden imnorters and exporters would be erlad to organize their business so as to give a definite monthlv
There is always a lot of freight movinsr becargo.
tween Indian and American ports, to which could be
added the considerable Aden-Red Sea business.
**T>o

T bore you?'* asked the mosnuito. politely, as

half-inch shaft into the man's lear.
**Not at all," replied the man, squashing
"TTow do I strike vou!"
a book.

ho

sinil' a

him w^th

—Exch.

GEORGIA

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO
142 Water

Street,

New York

City
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What

A

Salesman Ought To

Know

(Continued from Page p)

of the same phrases and
siaiements. See that yuu put these forth in tlie strongI'se the hinguage best adapted to getting
est form.
your message across. Just the matter of how you say
\i inliuences the effect of what you say.

make use again and again

you make mistakes in handling a customer, how
are you going to avoid the same mistakes next tiniiunless by criticising in your own mind the previous eiJf

rorsf

Of course no two customers arc alike and each re<iuires different treatment from the rest, but there are
certain rules that lit them ail and you ought to know
what all men need as well as what individuals ikh n.
try to drive their customers.
bui
stages resent being driven

Some salesmen
of all ages and

any man can be

—

Men

led.

be able to lead a man you ought to know something about character and characteristics. JA'arn to
know something about a man })y the way he acts when
he comes into the store, by his language, by 4iis carriage, his dress, his face, his manner. Some men can
be led without effort, but there are others who are suspicious of all efforts to sell them anything outside of
the article they asked for. Then, there are customers
who know more about salesmanship than you do and
they mav be critical and require the most careful treatment without a chance for them to see the salesmanship wheels working in your head.
It ought not to be difficult to become acquainted
with the peculiarities of a great many of the men who
Rather than de|>end on remembering
visit the store.
each one's characteristics you ought to keep an indexed
memorandum book in your vest pocket and in this
a page may be given to each man and notes made that
will help in handling him successfully. You can thus
with each man the
fit yourself to take up incidentally
subiect of greatest interest to him.
Tn many men\s minda there is a department of
caution that' is over-developed. They are afraid to })uy
anvthing different. Their minds are grooved. When
he
a different proposition is put up to such a man,
though
refers it to this caution department and even
propohis ordinarv ,iudgment may tell him that your
may insition is sound, tKis abnormal bump of caution
It
spire him with doubt and keep him from buying.
to get a decision and
is vour business as a salesman
make the sale before the suggestion gets referred to
this caution department.
Keep the favorable side of your proposition upso
permost and keep the man considering it actively

To

there will be no chance for him to thhik it over with
a view to finding the Haws in it. It is your business
as a salesman to present your proposition to a man in
such concrete form, so obviously plain that he can
grasp its advantages understandingly without feeling
that he needs to take time to go over it. There are
plenty of men, you know, who will regard any exceptional proposition even if it involves no more than a
nickel investment.
An active mind in the salesman can get a customer
writer
to decide even against his better judgment.
on salesmanship relates the following: "I saw two

A

ItaTian boys selling pineapples on a Chicago
street at seven cents each, three for twenty-five cents.
They were making sale after sale at the latter rate to
men whose intelligence was, of course, enough to comlittle

but who bought before
'^
they exercised their reasoning power.
Of course this w\as a trick, and trickiness has no
I)lace in salesmanship, even though by means of it you
make sales tliat w^ould otherwise be missed, but the illustration shows w^hat quick wit will do.
One of the most important things for a salesman
to know^ is how^ to treat the customer who does not buy.
We have all had experience with salesmen who made
themselves disagreeable when we refused to buy. No
high-class salesman acts that w^ay, but even without being reallv rude, a salesman may allow himself the privilege of a superior air or a way of saying **Good day*'
or even ** Thank you" that will intimate ignorance on
the buyer's part and leave an unpleasant impression.
To leave an unpleasant impression, though only a
slight one, is to handicap the store and make it unsuccesslikely the customer will come back soon.
his
ful salesman may find one of the chief reasons for
success in the fact that he is able to act just as pleasantly with the customer who refuses to buy as with the
generous purchaser.
The poorest and most ambitionless salesman, the
man who does not seem to care a continental whether
of
the customer buys or not, is sure to develop plenty
A salesinterest in the customer's refusal to buy.
man who will n^t make an effort to be pleasant and
ettort to
to make a good sale, will make an obvious
be disagreeable when he does not make the sale.
Every cigar store salesman should know that his

prehend the kink in the

offer,

A

his
success and his salarv depend upon his increasing
knowledge of the cigar selling business, and upon his
his w^rk.
putting his knowledge to use every day

m

Manila Makes

Them

Right

and

They Make Money For You
Every box of Manila cigars is given a careful inspection to insure
its
arrival in the United States in good condition.
A manufacturer is required to
subniit a sworn declaration before the government officials make
their inspection
and it the cigars do not come up to the standard the manufacturer is penalized.
.

,

.

The

leading cigar dealers of America have long since discovered advantages in handling Manilas.
Their quality and character are maintained. They
otter the smoker splendid values and the dealer a fair profit.
On the points of
workmanship, mildness, burn and price, Manila cigars are unrivaled in the
United States. And the fine sizes of Manilas show the same value, quality
and
profit to the trade as the cheaper grades when compared with
domestic goods
ot the same class.

There

is

Money For You

in

Manila Cigars of EVery Shape and Size

LUt of manufacturers and importers on application
.of
previouslv announced, the annual meeting
States will be
the Tobacco Association of the United
City, N. J.,
held at the St. Charles' Hotel, Atlantic
paid
June 27, 28 and 29. Any one w-ho may not have
once to the sectheir annual dues should send them at
retary-treasurer, G. E. Webb, W^nston-Salem, N. C.

As

A good smoke is the open sesame to friendly comlike
forts and friendly thoughts, and good tobacco is
aud
a wise watchdog— it admits friendly thoughts

keeps from the portals of one's mind the unfriendly
York
or unworthy ones.—Richard A. Foley in **New

American."

MANILA AD AGENCY, 546 West 124th
H

Street,

New York
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LEAF EXPORTS FALLING
Washington, D. C.

A

PALLING

off of

more than $7,000,000 in the value
unmanufactured tobacco is shown

of our exports of
by Department of Commerce statistics for the ten
months ended with April, as compared with the corresponding period of 1917. The figures show great
changes in our markets for this commodity Denmark
and Sweden have been entirely eliminated, the Nether-

—

lands and Norway very nearly so, while but few countries are importing greater quantities than last year,
the notable exceptions being France, Spain, Canada

DEALERS
Demand

There's a Bid

for

and Hongkong.

FLOR DE

table shows in detail the exports to
the various countries during the ten-month periods of
the last two fiscal years

The following

Pounds.

1917.
$1,823,673
15,403,035
6,059,872
58,339,114
4,695,015
41472,607
5,885,624
54,407,776
523,147
3,667487
232,904
1,841,882
617,331
7.379,407
381,775
3,862,790
122,543
1,019,919
Ii5.6c6,299
21,219,429
2,565,714
11,484,292
160,641
1,381,792

Denmark,
France,
Italy,

The
They're

(juite

Netherlands,

Supreme

.straight, 2 for 25c,

national advertising helps you

sell

Norway,

All popular shapes.

a bit better than others.

Sell for 3 for 2')C, 10c
straight.

Our

Cl|{ar

3 for 50c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

MELBA

Thousands o' satisfi^-d FLOR DE
you increase your business.
See your jobber now, or write us

and 25c

smokers help

Portugal,
Spain,

Sweden.
Switzerland,

United Kingdom,
Canada,
Mexico,
Argentina,

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

J.

Largsat Independent Cigar Factory in the World

583,249

3,602,368
7,696,055
2,926,628
2,608,771
15,447,727
9,455,921
3.502,396
6,110,645

China,

Hongkong,
I.

Value.

Japan.
Australia.
British West Africa,
I'Vench Africa,
Other countries,

Total.

Stems and trimmings,
Cigars and cheroots.

1,287,638

600,767
495,742
3,073,022
1,314,075
445,197

894,423
$52,981,781
164.369
38.684
1,242,074
1,079,59^

367,216,911
5,140,610

Plug.

4490,669

Smoking.

2,071,597

1918.

$9,198,200
4,354,056
184,739
156,827
779,284
2,412,077

62,332,986
33,914,687
1,434,890

881,436
4,078,482
17,536,122
3,484,999
45,940,933
11,086,243
1,750,869
2,080,742
5,934,169
3,328,700
1,736,206
3,855,198
7,071,599
2,032,366
4,878.833

585,527
16,279,780
3.763,409
242,681
324,361
1,796,273
1,159,069
585,090
1,147,320
1,216,201
343,883

213,359,460
371,612

$45,620,206

1,091429

20,521
367.761
T.I 33,995
1,279,315

4,209,201
2,747,180

383,134

Washington, D. C.

of the Lipschutz Standard in
cigars represents twenty-five years of close coop^eration with the trade and the consumer; it is the

The achievement

resuh of an ideal that cannot be satisfied with
anything short of perfection, and the result is a
nation-wide prestige.
of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard is increasing every

Through the growth

increase of $5,000,000 in the exports of cigarettes during the fiscal year 1018, as compared with
1917, is estimated from the figures that have been compiled by the Department of Commerce for the first ten
months. These statistics show that during that period
7,313,740,000 cigarettes, valued at $13,943,491, were
shipped from this countrv, compared with 4,912,330,months
000, valued at $9,275,618, during the first ten

An

of the fiscal year 1917.
By far the greatest part of this increase is going
took
to the unspecified countries which before the war
less than a quarter million dollars' worth a year. As
shown by the following detailed table, the Straits Settlements and Siam show a slight falling off, while

China exhibits a big gain

year.

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a

Xhe "44"

responsibility for quality.

Thousands.
51,882

Panama,

3.397458

China.
Straits Settlements,

Siam.

Other countries,

The

War

985,205
195,360

282425

That's the day we tell Uncle Sam just how hard we want to win this
war.
That's the day our government has officially set for us to purchase
War Savings Stamps.

On June

28th every man, woman and child in the United States will be called
upon to pledge his or her full quota of War Savings Stamp purchases for 1918.

You
more

—

Value.
$124,555

Thousands.

6,768,291
1,439,959

4,209,201

363,507
579,306

66,127

749,149
132,000
2,157,263

Trade Board has issued a new

be expected to pledge the full
but by the same token, no less.
will

In ever\' slate, county, city,

town and

vina«^e

me War Savings Committees are prepiiring for
of .kine 28th. Unless
you have already bought War Savings Stamps
to the $1,000 limit, get' busy with paper and
pencil and figure out the utmost you can do.

Remember this. You
you go the

Value.
$184,958
7424,100
1.027,219

213,858
5,093,356

edition

of the ''Manual for Shippers,'' containing rules
regulations for conducting a foreign business.

and

limit

take no chances

when
on War Savings Stamps. They

are the best and safest investment in the worhl.
They pay you 4% interest compounded quar-

National

9WS.S.

1918

1917

l&'^

That's the day we sign up.

this big patriotic rally

CIGARETTE EXPORTS STILL GAINING

IIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR

June

Value.

Pounds.

372,684

All others,

National
War Savings Day

IINI'I'U>

STATU

OOVIWmiMT

War

amount

that you can afford— no

They

can't go below par.
back every dolhir you put into
terly.

You can

get

War

Savings
Stanips any time you need it. You can turn
them in at the Post bfTice any time for their full
value plus interest.

Uncle

Sam

What

are you lending?

asking hundreds of thousands
of men to give their lives to their country. He
is asking you only to lend your money.
is

Savings Committee, Washington.

C-'iiiiliHit^ Ikufiigh Oirntlun vl

AJuefttUuf

lUitt.t 'italti C,t\/t.

Comm. on

This space contributed for the WinHing; of the IVar by
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Notes and Comments
The

who

Cinco Cigars a year

injuries (hd not involve the eyesight, arms or
For this ehiss of men the tra(h^ unions m>glu
lin«A'eis.
h<' in<hiee<l to aHow ehisses to l)e formed in factories.

ap--

predate the protection of a

brand manufactured with
68 years experience and
with the most painstaking
consideration for
quality- and
^k

A dispatch from

.^>i^!*Rf^'

'^^^^

quality

alone

'^f^S"''

IJureau of imports, Washington, I). ('., dated .May 17, to Mi*. Charles Dushkind, of
the Tnhaeeo Mereliants' Association, stated that the
War Traih' IJoard had instructed tlie lUirean of Im])orts to issue liceiLses for thi' importation of (Jrecian
tolwieco, when eoming as a return cargo from convenient IOuro])ean ports, when the loading can be done
without dehiv and the origin of the tobacco is certified
l)v tiie United States Consul.
tiie

The question
land was agitated

of selling Turkish cigarettes in Fhigin the House of Commons, by a memin reply the president of the Board of
lier in April,
Tiade said "There is a small and rapidly diminishing
ouaiiiity of pure Turkish and Kgyptian cigarettes being manuractured in this ctmntry from stocks imported
pritr to the outbreak of war. The majority of so-called
Till kish and Figyjitian cigarettes are made largely from
;t
similar tyi>e of tobac'co grown in (Jreece, (\vprus,

ji'.i^^^^'

'•

\i(H\

tlieir

200,000,000

sell

:

;''.•,;

^^;^'

Xvassaland, China and Jai)an."
»

Scarcitv of tobacco, mostlv of the "scrap' van
etv, has caused the shutting (Mwn of about a fourth
of the cigarette factories in th<^ Canary Ishuuls. 'ilie
scareity has increased tin' |)rice of this class of cigarette tobflcco from Jj^l.'J.dr) per hundi'edweiirht to bi
Shipments from the Cnited
tvicii ;^1S.?() and ij^in.rjO.
States began in 1915 to be made largely direct, l^rev'
ous t<i that year more than three-f<mrths o'* the Amt''"
lean t<»bacc(t actually consumed in the fac1or-.es Here
came through T/iverpool and Hamburg middlem'Mi.
(
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IKE RADIN
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at Hot*l McAlpin.

^m

Tr^.^r^!
%^^^rl
a«»»tary

of tobacco an
World'' says: "With the

<^>f tilt'

making

•'

I'ound

it

necessary to upset the

(Mitii-e

war

])ro-

irrnnune on tliis accinmt. i)erha])s the hardly less abstemious anti-tobacco ]>ropagan<la will wink at the
solace which Piglitimi- men mav be able to derive da'lv
from twodirths of an ounce of plug-cut or four soul-

destroying cigarettes.'*

TIIF May

Wo HLI)

27

number of

Toljaccn, one of the m<»st influential trade journals in Great
Jh-itain, contains an
editorial on -Frequent Tax Alterations,"

which should
nderest both t^he trades ami the various
governments
o other countries,
it says: -There is scm.e
vague
n ea that the tobacco trade
objects to increases of taxation. ]\othmg could be farther
from the mark
\s'a
general truth the trade does not object
to taxaVion.
\\hat It does object to is tmiuent
atfnafiun of taxes.
Ihe Imncelor ot the Kxche<,uer, on the
occasion of
he V.)h budget, did a wise thing
politicallv i^erhaps—
hough we do not quite believe it-in
truckling down
to the spoded children of the
comnmiutv. A iiau-htv
and unreasona])le child can be corrected
or
He chose the latter method. Hurricanes of hummvd
feeling are
undesirable and at the time when he
did it we back
.Mr. Bonar Law's i)olitical
wisdom against our own
or any emanating from traders
as to the exijcdiencv of
dr()ppi,j.g lid. of the previous
increase. From a trade
point of vle^y, however,

The

tiling.

)est

we all knew it was the wrong
course— from the purelv trade view-

^'-'"'''^

.^^''^^'

''^^''''^

increase
ot Is io5"l'^
lOd. to remain.
However, that is historv now,
and the present rise from 6s. M. to 8s.
2d., or' an increase of Is. 9d., is curiously about
^''

^'i''i

^^^^'

MARK

The Importance of Getting
The Full Retail Price

^^''^»^>1^'

double the lid
abandoned last year. We hope that the tax
has now
Dcen put at a high enough level to
c^arrv us over the
war and through the perio<l of recmistruction
wIiTcn
will follow
For, as we have said, it is alteration
that
causes such inconvenience in the industrv
and dissatis-

between the public and tlie trade.''
The principle is one of wide ai^i.licafion
and is
not more important to the tobacco
industiv than to
;»th(;r industries; that a tax
having be..!, inqmsed and
Misiness conditions having been adjusted
thereto alterations are injurious, even where
as in the exan'ipl(>

SEVENTY-FIVE

cents

a fair retail price for a
good French Briar pipe. The

merchant who asks

retail

•l'i<)ted,

the tax

The

is

decreased.

publication,

was understood, or better still ]»rovi<led, when
n uew tax is imposed,
whether it is in the nature of
an increase or decrease, that no alteration
would b(>
made for a definite period, this evil would be remedied,
is

a

meet taxation.
Tt is w^ell to go back to childhood and old
stories
with a moral, such for instance as, "The Goose
That
Uud the Golden Egg," translated into every language,
its

Pipe smokers will pay 75 cents or
more. Men who buy pipes know con-

They know that all materials
cost more
that labor costs more.
They are earning more and can afford

—

pay

to

their share of the

it

further consideration of no light importance
that the prosperity of business is the
measure of

IMk]

not just to himself.

ditions.

from s<nirces su])pose<l to be more
or less officially informed, that a
new tax is likelv to
he imimsed, has a tendency to hinder
the pro"-res's of
business, which is always disturbed by
uncertainty.
If

less is

added cost

Every jobber, every jobber's salesman, should advise his retail customers to get
they

full

value for the pipes

sell.

ability to

contains the

it

saying
'MTiJ:

wisdom

of the ages.

There

is

a

Pennsylvania back counties, ''wait for the
until the hen gets off the nest."
The moral of
in

latter is not to disturb the
lias a chance to produce.
file

**

Mamma, what

oi^^r

business until

it

does

it

mean when

j^flff*re

wined

''That's an obsolete term, Harold.

N'ow you
grapejuiced and cornbreaded. "—/>?>.

nri-

retail

merchant who

sells

the

well-known, well-advertised W. D. C.
pipes will have no trouble getting 75
cents for

regular pipes formerly

all

sold at 50 cents,

on

all

The

and dined?"

Wlv

The

and

and increased prices

other briar pipes in proportion.
retailer is

entitled to his full

fair profit.

WM. DeMUTH &
230 Fifth

CO,
Avenue — New York

World's Largest Pipe Manufacturmr

JS^.

is

lactioii

for

army vMnv

first arrival
"New York
of .\meriean troo])S in France, General I^ershing authorized the use V)y them of light wines, as is the eir
If our severe f*rohiV)itionists ha\
torn of the ccmntry.

jiot

NEW VatK CTGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

s(mie interesting
one from P>arrow-in-

the May notice's is
Furness, as follows: "Twist and Bogey have been
esp(cially scarce, and in order to stop the continual
procession seeking to i)urchase, shopkeep(»rs were
ol,lii'.((l to stick u]) notices at the doorway or in the
win(h)ws." There is no doubt that "Twist and P,ogey"
are popular, and we know "twist," but what is 'M)ogcy"/ Nearly all the tol)acco stores at Kotherham luul
Rigns displayed: " Nothing but cigarettes for sale. No
items.

Thk Tomacco

FREQUENT TAX ALTERATIONS

Cross Institute for ('ripi)k'd and Disabloil Men, .\\\ J^'ouilh Avenue, New York City, has selecleti ci,iiar nianuraeturini^ as one of the industries for
which erij)i)h*(l soldiers mi^iit he trained, provided

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

It in

Say You Saw
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LESLIE

It in

PANTIN

ITALIANS NEED CIGARETTES

Commission Merchant

&

Leaf Tobacco

Washington, D.

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

GaUa: "DONAIX.BS"

F,

ntpt^Mt^A

TabMM Flam i» Vualta

Say You Saw

Tue Tobacco World

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS ABROAD
ARhX'ENT issue of Commerce Reports,'' the official

('.

.publication of the Government, said that the
apparent increase in the number of unauthorized applications for the registration of American
trade-marks
abroad calls for an emphatic reminder of the necessitv
of early registration of valuable trade-marks,
especially in those foreign countries where the
owiiership
of marks is based upon registration.
The countries
of Latin America have furnished a particularly
profitable field for the registration of trade-marks for specu-

rettes over for distribution among the front-line soldiers, it has been announced.

The cablegram from the commission in Italy stated
tliat tobacco is becoming increasingly difficult to ob-

the soldiers appreciated more.

purposes as most of those countries grant the
exclusive right to use a mark to the first applicant
without regard to its prior use bv another. Nearlv
every issue of the official bulletins of some Latin- Amerlative

rwetUo T ViMtta Afrib*

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

£. Rosenwald
14-5

CSL

Bro.

NEW YOBK

WATER STREET

THE YORK TORACCO CO.

lEAP TOBACCO

••^S S;/:'^'' "
Ollla* aBd Warahonaa.

Itt

Baal Gtarfc Avaaaa.

YOU.

PA.

MANDPACTURBRS OF CIOAK SCBAF TOBACXW
I.

SONS
QUALITY HAVANA
Mass.

nAFFENBURGH

Nvptuno

6.

H.vana, Cuba

- 8ft

Broad

CSX.

St.,

Boaton.

SCHULTE GETS ANOTHER WASHINGTON STORE

C

Washington, D.
The Schulte Cigar Company, which less than a
month asro opened a store here, will soon open another
only half a block from the first establishment, at the
southeast corner of Fifteenth Street and New York
Avenue.
Washington is declared today to be one of the best
cigar cities in the country by C. C. Nichols, Jr., who
handles all real estate transactions for the cigar company, and there is a higher class of merchandise beins: sold here than in any of the larger metropolitan
cities.

already commenced upon the necessary
alterations for the new store, which will be opened
as soon as showcases and other fixtures have been in-

Work has

stalled.

LICENSE FOR THE IMPORTATION OF LEAF
have been some doubt as to whether
or not the order of the War Trade Board of April 20th

There scorns

RNEST

ELLINGER & CO.

^*»^'^^" '"*' import«r«

OF HAVANANawTOBACCO
York

NavaM Warakousa. Salod

K.

Offiea,lS3-l»7 P^aat St.

1 5.

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aad PMlMraaf

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml. Mt.

H.

m «id

^W N. TMrd

St..

Phlladalpbla

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

__.
TOBACCO

may

movemont

be stated, however, that with the rapid

may

EXPORT

LEAF

L0EB-NU5IEZ TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHU

of course,
happen next or when it

of events in Washinerton,

impossible to foretell what

130 Water Street
New York

IMPORT

to

revokina: all licenses for various commodities, includintr leaf tobacco, as of May 13th, operated as a revocation of the sreneral license issued some time ago for
the importation of tobacco from Cuba and the West
Indies.
To clear up anv doubt or misunderstanding on
that point, the question w^as taken up by the T. M. A.
with the Bureau of Imports, and the association is now
able to state that it is in receipt of an official communication from the Director of the Bureau of Imports to
the effect that the Genoral TAcevsr for fhr immrtntion
of fohacco from- Cuba and the West Indies is still in
force.
It

may

it

is.

happen.

Simple Simon met a Fly-Man
Ooinjr '*Over There."
Sa?d Simple Simon to the Fly-Man,
'* Can't I do mv share!"
S«id the Fly-Man to Simple Simon.
**Thon save up everv^ penny, and while I
Saving Stamps a-many."

flv.

vou

sto

buy

—*'Tobacco.*»
,.

DickAccordin*r fo n report from Consul TTornce .1.
fo +1>inson. lornted at Batnvia tho ovnorts of fobncco
Fniforl Sfnfes frorii fho Dnfch Fiast Indies amonntoH
in 1017. fo 11.658.154

pounds.

The Tobacco World
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CIGAR COMPANY
^Su5l?J^
FOR FORTY YEARS
WUch CUm HavM*
THE STANDARD
By

Clamn Arm JodsMi

^*

Kosj)()n<ling to a cable from the American Red
Cross ( 'ommission in Italy, the headquarters of the organization here will immediately ship a million ciga-

tain, not only in Italy, but in all of the allied countries, whik» at the same time there was nothing that

Abaio

It in

Writ* for Opaa Tarritoir
Factory: l^«y Weal. Fla.

Now York Offico: 203 W. Broadway
•1'

TURKISH CIGARETTES
COMPANY,

.^^^^
...
145 Lafayette Street
BRANDS i!;*'*y-^«
Water

To

Jo

Lily

most

have been experienced are examined
regularly in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic C^ominerce in order, so far as possible, to discover unauthorized attempts to appropriate American trade-marks,
and the interested persons are notified. Several hundred of such notices have been sent out in recent
months, and in some cases the rightful owners have
been enabled to prevent the loss of their marks. It is
impossible, however, to identify many of the marks
examined, and frequently the o\viier of the mark can
difficulties

USAGE TAX ON MOTOR DELIVERY VEHICLES
^lerchants using automobiles and motorcycles tor
delivery or personal service will be called upon to pav
a usage tax on such machines, under the terms of a
bill which has been introduced into Congress bv
Representative Cox, of Indiana.
The bill provides that on the day the act takes
effect, and thereafter on July 1st of each year, and also
at the time of the original purchase of a new automobile or motorcycle by a user, if on any date other than
July 1st, a tax is to be collected, amounting to five
dollars for a motorcycle, and from ten dollars up, according to purchase price, for an automobile.
It is provided, however, that the tax payable shall
be reduced by ten per cent, of the basic amount for
each twelve months elapsed since the original sale of
the machine by the manufacturer or importer, but in
no case is the tax to be reduced by more than fiftv
[Jcr cent.

Failure or attempts to evade payment of the tax
to be punishable by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, imprisonment for not more than one year,
or both, and in addition the amount of the tax due shall
be doubled and collected.
is

•

MaK«r«

New

The

401-405

-

City

10 for 25c

-

10 for 15c
20 for 15c

-

<a COo

of

Bachelor Cigar

E.

9Ut

Street.

New Yorh

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

Aah omI You Will Roooivo

...FIFTH AVENUE....
A Uaion Mado
Qoality
lOc FOR PACKAGE of 10
Ci«arotto of

Movlkpioco. Cotk or Plaia Tip

not be located. The time that necessarilv elapses
before the publications are received froiii the more
remote countries like Argentina is often sufficient for
the local applicant to complete registration before anv

opposition can be brought.
The only safe course to follow is to register trademarks promptly in the name of the manufacturer in
countries where any considerable business is carried
on or anticipated.

-

DUNN

The applications for trade-mark
lished in the official

INC.
New York

...

'^~**

ican countries contain applications for trade-mark
registration that are evidently fraudulent or at least
unauthorized.

registration pubgazettes of the countries where the

m.

"

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

^rc Ty.

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World
OUR HIOH-OKADE NON-EVAPOKATINO

T CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and smooth In character
and Impart a most palatable flavor

FUTORS

FOR

SMOKING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

A

BRO., 02 Reade

Street,

New York

The 8tandard8 of America
Lorillard's Snuffy
:
Est. 1760
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff. : Est. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops ~ K.appe0s — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeH and Vtain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Flftk Ave., lltw

Y«rk

Say You Saw

.30

It in

The Tobacco World

—

H

n

M

H.

"»

"
.

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau^ new yq^

COLUMN

The

citt

minimum

is

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective
Registration (see
(s««
Search

AprU

8.00

H.U A-An allowanc
•kaota' Aaaociation on each refUtration.
at* B-If a. report oa a •••^ •£ •

iS£ frrUiJy^(io)

ol th« Tobacco Mor-

mombof.

«^.--;»-i-« tha raportins of more

"S^^^JmS^TSm*

»*S«

Ona

of

additional titlea oeceaaarilf reported.
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and tobacco.
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For
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May
New

air" POST
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products.
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16. 1918.
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products.
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products.

y.

1^;»-

1/'
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tobacco products.
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U
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products.
factory,
Cigar
Southern
Ik^uy Kstcs, proprietor.

HI YALLA:-40.650.

1918

9.
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1918.

16,

J.
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Yearly contracts made.
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^

\Uv

F-riedberg Bros..

li;i8

MAckEAN SNUFF.

cigarettes and

.For cigars

A.I.G :-40

ord.
(ircenberg Cigar Co., Bradf

t;oV all tobacco
N ork C.ty^
I'or

676.
1

a

snutT.

May

B/^ANA

New York
ionviUe.

The

City.

Fla..

Lariest

Detltr

aRd

May

Amtrictn Letf Tobicco
the Uiited SUtes.

(Tobacco
Registered June

World).

WORLD:-22,505

City.

16.

1911.

\

of
in

June

1,

**

(Phone, Stuyvcaant 7476

"

.

Bands

106 E. 19th ST.

>

--M.

Racine Paper Goods
Sole

!»

«

m^

tl

....

RACINK. Wrs..

TW^

Transferred to Andrew

22nd St and Second Ave,

II.

name

of

Neumann &

J. Levi, vice president;

257-265 WEST

HIGHEST QUALITY

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.

"

ETC.

^

f

T «

I

KINDS OF

ALL

r^^^^^^^T"

CIGAR Box Labels
^^^j^t AND TRIMMINGS.
^'^IM

.iiiiiiiiji-

17"* ST.

steiner building

MANUFACTURERS

NEW YORK.

SPECIAL

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

.

PROCESS

have on hand quite a number of very
closing
attractive Stock Labels, which we are

We

and design.

products.

Private
This enables anyone to acquire a
for
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write

title

HeYWOOD. 5TRASSER&.V0IGT LiTHO.CO
26- STRELET

samples and particulars.

LOUIS
237 W.

E.

NEUMAN

Sa

CO.

New York

17th Street

TUCK &
G. O. INCORPOKATED
-

-

CO.
U.

S.

A.

Yonr Inquiry

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Simple

I

ui

Prices

9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF

City

for

6e

Solicited.

All

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Kinds in any Quantity.

Salle St., Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
111.

322 ChMtnut Street

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montraal,

4

ii

—

I.O.

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANK AU
129 Fifth Avanue,

i

i

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

CIGAR LABELS

28.82

A.

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO

Ben-

-l*

1918.

s.

CHICAGO, 105 WK8T MONROR STRKiCT,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mffr.

jamin F. Loeb, secretary and treasurer.
are
The change in name and an increase in capital
made, and the same
the only changes which will be
policies will continue as heretofore.

»—

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

MANUFACTURER OF

NEW YORK

1918, the

mann, president; Morris

,,„.(»

LOUISVILLE. nV.,

V

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

For
by L.

out with all rights to the

Tobacco Journal), and

DeDartneot

^Muf&cturers of Bindings, Galloons, TafftUs,
SaUh and Gros Grain

For cigars, cigarettes
by \, Benitez. \\cst

cheroots.

2/,

v
Y.

1918.

Udependeit
Exporter

vt

i

list to

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

NeuMaver Company will be changed to Morris 1).
mann & Company. The officers will be Morris D. Neu-

cigars, cigarettes
1904. respectively,

31.

i

Write for Sanpie Card and Price

OLD FIRM CHANGES NAME

and tobacco. Registered
by At.er.can l.tho. Co
Co., Jack
Transferred to Gonzalez & Sanchez

rrotacco Leaf). For
'^^:^r 14. and 13.

t»

(Tobacco Leaf).

ciears cigarettes and cheroots.
York
C. Wkgier & Co.. New
Y.
N.
Petrakis, Seneca Falls,

.

S.

OFFICE

%t

CUMLESS

Al.o

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Ribbons

ClJBA^-29,405 (U. S. T. J-)- For cigars. RegisEttlniger, New ^ ork
tered September 30, 1898, by Schumacher &
acquired by S. H. ^'"'^gatch y
City, and by various transfers was
to Charles B. Perkins
Ca.f New York City, and re-transferred

TRANSFERS
GRANDE:-29,661 (C

^

Larfesi assortment of Plain and Fancy

FAVORITA^DE

^Si:^"":a^'S^e^i^tors^
A^L'lED FOURS:-4p.673

n

aiieU.

Registered July 27, 1901,
Transferred to Florida Cigar Making Co.. Jackson-

Effective

cf^A^.

,.

SOL DE TAMPA:—21,593

April

tobacco,

CigarRibbons

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N.

FRIEDMAN,

J. J.

^'ay 2X 191S.
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The Perfect Tobacco far Pipe and Cigarette

OUR GOVERNMENT'S
TUXEDO,

request for the entire

"Your Nose
Knows", for the use of our fighting men in the Army
and Navy will, for the present, make it impossible

output of

the tobacco

for us to sup^ ly the trade with this

TUXEDO

reliable substitute
tin

can?

»>VRCHMENT

for the all-

Don't be caught

napping.
to the
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Satisfy yourself as

humidor

OUNd

PARC HMENT

LINED

qualities of

t
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is

consequence of that necessity, we give wholly

LINED

E

brand of tobacco.

another of the American Tobacco
Company's products which the Government has
been forced to stamp as a war necessity and which,
in

Are you prepared with

,^'TH THE

This parchment-lined fibre
cigar can with tin rim, tin
top and

bottom has

tin

all

the

^AMPTiTf

ly

AND

EQUIPPED TO MAKE
FOLLOWING sizes:
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^SQUARE CONTAINERS,3 INCHES SQUARE
3/4 INCHES SQUARE

^OP AND

Bottom
'IN—

and gladly.

humidor

THE TRADE

will be notified immediately on
the return of TUXEDO, or any part of it, to the
In the meantime, we ask your
general market.

ROUND CONTAINERS,
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with the strength and durability,

qualities,

Ng

of the all-tin can.
SAMPLES

There
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an appreciable sav-

ing in weight that will appeal
to the
pays the

continued consideration.

man who

freight,

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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'

HABANA CIGARS
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''The Cigar that holds the confidence

of the smoker pays retailers best''
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UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ElxceMencc of Quality

and

Workmanship Are Combined

In

ChMLES the GRE4T

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

The
A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
HABANA
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made

the value of standard
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it
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Makers of good cigars for over 67 years
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sent in India a first-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in ^-Ib. vacuum
tins, cigarettes in fifties
^vacuum tins, and one or
two brands in sliding paper packets of 10.

—

D.

MACROPOLO & CO.,

Calcutta, India.

National Favorites:

WAITT
&BOND
Long Havana

Wrapper

Selected

smoke when

Filler

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

demand a

7c

BOBROW

CIGAR

These

cigars are

made in the world's

as they exist in the tobacco trade today duphcate to some extent, but not so severely,
similar situations that have arisen in England. One of
their chief difficulties has been the necessity for constant rearrangement of their prices due to new taxes
imposed on the industry.
The tobacco trade papers have on a number of
occasions urged the dealers to increase the price of
their standard brands to six cents straight, knowing
that to sell them for less meant starvation profits, to sav
nothing of the effect of the lower price on the mind of
the consumer.
But the majority of cigar manufacturers will certainly admit that there is still considerable confusion
in the trade as regards prices. It is one thing to
say
that your cigars are selling in the same quantities at
six cents each as they did at five cents, and it is another thing to prove it. The chief difficulty has been
the failure of the trade to go before the smoker and
tell him the facts.
If it takes national consumer advertising to move
the cigars on a dealer's counter (because the dealer
lacks the salesmanship to sell them himself) it is certainly imperative that the manufacturer take his case
of increased cigar prices before the consumer
the
same way. The question of increased price is a bigger
problem for the dealer than the matter of making a

m

TOTEM

"S^^^l

sure
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In Establishing Prices For Tobacco Products

Tobacco

cigar and

workmanship,

of a satisfying

they

of L»'af

WANTED—By largest firm in the trade to repre-

with Bobrow Bros.* guarantee
etc.,

Sons
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Particular smokers are learning
of this

Stronger Trade Paper Advertising Copy a Factor

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

123

Imported Sumatra
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Loewenthal

S.

Two

for
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NEW
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CITY

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
priTate bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day

if

I

doors from Fifth Avenue)

(4

NEW YORK

In the heart of the

"v

finest cigar

factory under the eyes of visitors.

sale.

Makers of "BOLD'' CIGARS

WAITT & BOND,
BOSTON

Inc.

tion these figures.
Have the cigar manufacturers stopped to think
that they aroused a very great suspicion in the mind
of the consumer that they were afraid to have their
costs questioned?
.

One prominent cigar manufacturer said to us

If the manufacturers

had done this, and had gone
faito the trade papers and told the dealers what they
were doing, the movement would have received a
greater impetus and certainly a more united support
from the entire retail trade.
It is no reflection on two of our New York contemporaries who published most strenuous editorials last
Fall on the subject of the six-cent cigar to say that from
an advertising standpoint the campaign was a failure.
And, on the other hand, these publishers were entitled
to advertising

support of a persistent kind, not only
because of their effort, but to give backbone to the

What would have

been the effect on the mind of
toe jobber and dealer to have found all of the trade
papers on a certain date filled with advertising announcing that this brand and that brand would in the
future have to retail for six cents and giving the rea-

: * *

The

about the six-cent cigar, the better for the
mdustry. That is the way I feel about it."
Is it any wonder that the dealer has been up in
arms over the price question? There has been considerable national advertising on cigar brands in which
the price has been featured. After the announcement
of the changes in price this advertising for the most
part made no reference to the retail price of the goods
at all. This was a big help to the dealer not.
The last increase in cigar prices came at a time
when the whole country was in the throes of price
adjustments in every line of industry. It was a good
time for the cigar manufacturers to make use of the
trade papers and their national advertising to lay their
case before the consumer.
It is all right for the paper manufacturers to send
us nice letters about why the price of our paper is now
advanced fifty per cent., but we want the paper manufacturers to tell our subscribers why they will have to
less said

movement.

BROS., Phila.

sons? If they had done this, and had kept this
up for
three or four months, the result would have
been a far
happier one.
Jwo or three manufacturers did, once or twice, publish full-page ads on the six-cent cigar,
and then, after
some little time, they began to put at the bottom of
their ads something about the cigar now
sellmg for
SIX cents. And there are a whole lot of
manufacturers
who dropped the price mark entirely on their brands.
What has been the result of this? Were the arguments for *' laying low'' substantial ones, and sufficiently strong to offset the reasons for putting
on a
bold front and laying down the new price mark
in
frank terms?
Here were the only arguments we heard against
it.
''It would look like collusion," said one
manufacturer. Well, if it did have that appearance, how
about
the collar makers, the soap makers, the chocolate-bar
makers and a thousand other manufacturers of products? .The latter raised their prices based on their
costs, and no one has stepped out in front yet to ques-

'

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THI TOBACCO WORLD
pay

Tor their

sul)scrii)ti()iis.
TIio same applies
to the cigar iiiaiiuracturer, lor the iiilorinatiou coming

iiion*

from theni has just about ten times as nmch weight as
the same information from the dealer. When the cigar
nianufacturer tells it, the smoker knows it is iirst-hanJ
information, but when the dealer tells it the consumer
looks ui)on him with a suspicious eye.
papers are expected to pull the chestimts out of the fire for the cigar manufacturers, it is
up to the cigar maimfacturers to back up the publishers with pertinent advertising on the subject.
The publishers of trade papers cannot establish
the case for the cigar manufacturers unless the cigar
manufacturers are going to submit the evidence and
that evidence means timely copy and larger advertisIf the trade

—

ing space in the trade papers.
to national advertising.

And

"Cinco" national advertising

the

same applies

doing a big thing
for every manufacturer who formerly sold cigars to
retail at five cents.
"C'inco*' is doing today what it
should have done months ago. And what 'Xlnco" is
doing should have been done in the name of the Tobacco Merchants' Association and paid for by a subscription fund of the cigar maimfacturing members.
The argument that such advertising would look
like collusi(m holds the same amount of water that a
is

sieve does. Since tobacco for the different classes of
cigars comes from about the same sections there is not
muoJi chance for one cigar manufacturer to get much
of an advantage over another.
haven't heard of
la])or being so much cheaper for one manufacturer
than another, and most certainly the other supplies
have advanced about the same to all.

We

Why

be afraid to lay your case before the consumer and before the trade?

The

probabilities are that the new tobacco tax will
at least double that provided for in the original measure. If the manufacturers are going to absorb it what
is the conclusion to be arrived at as regards the prices
established last fall!
If the manufacturers do not
absorb it, is the retailer going to be able to buy low
enough to still sell the six-cent cigar at six cents?

There comes to our mind three manufacturers who
have taken a ])old step and thus far come out on top.
These manufacturers have put a cigar on the market
at seven cents under a new brand name. These firms
are Bobrow Brothers, who are marketing ** Discriminator" at seven cents; E. Popper & Company; who are
meeting with success on '*' Popper's Seven-Center,**
and the American Cigar Company, which is putting
the ** Gladstone" brand on the market at seven cents.

Every one

of these iirms will tell the inquirer that the
demand for these brands at these prices has exceeded
their fondest expectations.
Any heavy increase in tobacco taxes is going to
place the old nickel cigar in the scrap heap. Seven
cents and three for a quarter will be the cheap cigars
of the future. The cigars selling two for fifteen cents
have already made encouraging progress, and there
are more of them coming on the market.
The idea that a new brand at seven cents will sell
better than the old nickel brand at six or seven cents
has been ridiculed many times, but there is ample
proof that there is a good punch left in the argument
yet.

Just as soon as the new tax bill takes definite form
as regards the probable tobacco taxes, the manufacturers should immediately start to lay their case before
the trade and the consumer.
Except for additional revenue taxes, the trade for
the most part fears no great change in prices for a
year, and it would be greatly to the advantage of the
trade to urge the Government to place the tobacco
taxes for a definite period. If this was done the manufacturer could go to work knowing that his prices were
secure for that specified period. And this knowledge
would make the jobber and dealer feel a whole lot better, too.

Frequent tax alterations mean frequent price
changes, and frequent price changes mean nmch confusion in the trade.

In any case the cigar manufacturers and cigarette
manufacturers and other tobacco manufacturers will
find that it will pay best in the long run if they use
trade paper space to lay their cases before the trade.
It does not look good to the trade for the trade
paper publishers to be pounding the drums and beating
the cymbals for higher prices while the manufacturers,
in w^hose behalf the efforts are made, sit tight in the
front seats to see whether or not there is going to be

a barrage of aged hen fruit set up.
If the costs warrant an increase there

no reason
for not laying the case before the trade and the consumer. If the advertising columns blazon forth the
fact the editorial club carries a mighty punch. If, on
the other hand, the editorials are not properly backed
up with timely advertising copy a very unhealthy mental condition is

is

created in the trade, as well as with

the consumer.

As we have

said before, if it takes advertising to
put a brand across the dealer's counter, it takes still
more of it to put across a price increase.

Taking the Bull by the Horns
A

big tobacco concern across the water prefers to
take th(» bull bv the horns. As a matter of fact, thev
take their brand, "Durham Bull," and ship all the

when they come back. What they smoke will be the
smoke. The restriction of ''Durham BulP' to active

makings of it to the American army. A page advertisement in the U. S. A. trade press informs the homestaying smokers of the brand that it will come back
with the boys after the war. A drastic move, but not
without its meaning. The best men in the whole world

service only may be the best advertisement it ever received. By the w^ay, it is done up in useful little linen
bags. The present writer has found it a nice sweet
smoke, though its chaff -like broken-up form makes this
tobacco seem strange to British smokers. Still, it is
sound, good tobacco. The linen bags should be handy

today are those who are fighting against the enemies

in

of

human

liberty.

They

will set all sorts of fashions

campaigning.

bacco.
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Firm Foundation For Our $85,000,000

Foreign
Alfred Thomas Marks
United States, in the year which ended on
THE
March
1918, exported to
countries manufac31,

all

tured and leaf tobacco of an aggregate value of $85,000,000, an increase over the twelve months ended
March 31, 1917, of over $5,000,000.
In view of these figures, constituting one of the
greatest items in our export trade, it will be the part
of wisdom and good business for our tobacco manufacturers to adopt the necessary measures to put as
substantial a foundation under it as may be possible.
AVhile to a great extent this magnificent foreign business must be considered '*war trade," it nevertheless
opens the way for the establishment of a permanent
:)ver-seas commerce in these lines such as no other
exporting nation may ever hope to possess. But if we
postpone getting a lasting grip on the trade until the
war is over, and the European nations are back in
their working clothes again, our splendid start in the
race given us by the **open door" attitude of the imI)orting countries will avail us little, and we will have
no advantage not possessed by all other tobaccoexporting countries.
One point of significant importance to our tobacco
exporters is the fact that our present extensive foreign
trade has been won in great part during the past five
years that it is really in its infancy. In the calendar
year 1918 our total exports of tobacco, manufactured
and unmanufactured, were but little over $53,000,000.
One of the recent and most noteworthy features of
our foreign trade in tobacco and like products is a pronounced tendency of over-seas buyers to become converted to a liking for our products. This means much
more to our tobacco manufacturers than appears in
the mere statement of the fact, for it is a condition
which almost entirely reverses the advice given our
exporters for years past by those who claimed to know
that in order to win foreign trade we must give the
foreign buyers what they have been accustomed to and
not what we think they ought to have. Here is evidence that the foreigner will take our viewpoint and
like what we produce if we give him a good opportunity
to know our goods for what they are.
As is well known to every experienced exporter
and to all who have come into close contact with our
foreign business, the chief diflRculty with which our
lobacco manufacturers have had to deal in creating
the foreign market is twofold first, we have had the
rather tedious job of making the foreign buyer let go
of his liking for the products of an erstwhile competitor who had beaten us to the market and had assiduously cultivated it, and, second, we have had to create
a liking and a demand for our goods.
In no country
in which we have succeeded in building up a business
have we found a virgin trade awaiting our coming.
T?nllior have we enconntored rival nations strongly entrenched, their goods introduced and more or less
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favorably known, and the l)uyers cultivated by every
wile and stratogem so well known to and practiced by
keen and accomplished business diplomats who covered the ground prior to our coming. So that we have
had the man-size job of inducing the trade to break
off former foreign business connections to a considerable extent, largely discontinue carrying the lines
and to take up our products in their stead.
The writer recalls an incident which occurred while
he was in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, a short while ago,
and which bears out this statement. While conversing
with the proprietor of a cigar and tobacco shop connected with the hotel an American drummer, representing a Richmond concern, came in with his samples. The shopkeeper was not favorably disposed and
said he carried a satisfactory line, that his trade was
not asking for United States tobaccos, etc. Being i
man of persistence a salesman and not a peddler he
finally succeeded in getting the unwilling consent of
the proprietor to send a lot of United States cigars,
cigarettes and tobaccos on consignment as a means of
introducing the goods. But this was only after a hard
argument. Since returning to the United States the
writer met the traveling man in Washington, and, remembering the incident, asked what the outcome had
been. **With one exception," answered the salesman,
*Hhat man is handling more United States cigars and
tobaccos today than any other concern in Brazil, and
his sales are constantly increasing. Not only that, but
he sells-more of our tobacco products than he does of
all other nations and the domestic output combined."
Of course, the coming of the war has been a potent
influence working for our benefit in foreign trade in
that it gave us practically unobstructed access to many
countries and made it possible for us to simply step
into "ready-made" markets in most cases markets
which had to buy our tobacco or go unsupplied.
The very logical result of this **open door'* feature of over-seas trade is that in the several vears we
have been the supply source for these countries practically all the tobacco-importing countries of the world
^we have so thoroughly displaced the competing products of other tobacco-exporting nations that even were
the war to end tomorrow there is a strong probability
that our tobacco products would hold their own, due to
the popular favor they^ have w^on, against those of any
and all other exporting countries.
This emphasizes the status of our foreign trade
as it will doubtless be following the war makes it
clearly evident that the trade battle we must fight then
against the nations which will be back in their working
clothes again will be an offensive one, and not at all
defensive. This much and more we have won by capturing the popular favor of foreign buyers while the
way was clear, and in meeting the demands in such a
large and comprehensive way that any other nation
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which attempts to oust us from these markets will at
least know that they have had a fight on their hands.
Until within the past six years American tobacco
manufacturers, with several prominent exceptions
particularly the smaller manufacturers as a whole
took little interest in foreign trade. They believed
that any systematic attempt to enter the export field
would cost more than they could afford. In short, they
felt that the cost was certain and the returns doubtful.
It might, they thought, be all right for big manufacturers, who could stand a loss, but not for small men,
who would better keep out.
This idea of the real conditions was an error, and
a serious and expensive one. Looking back for a halfdozen years, many firms which saw **hard going" in
the lean times which invariably recur from time to
time would have made out better if, in the good years,
they had invested some of their profits in developing
an export end to their businesses merely as a matter
of insurance. All too often those who have been **too
busy'* to think about foreign trade when domestic
trade was good and had turned to it only when the
home market tended to ** slump,*' found themselves in
the position of a man who had waited until his house
was afire before applying for insurance.
That an established foreign end is an exceedingly
valuable form of **hard times insurance*' has been
abundantly demonstrated, not only in the tobacco industry, but in many others as well. Moreover, considered merely as such, it would be cheap, and if persisted
in it will usually turn out to be profitable
an asset
and not a liability. Very seldom indeed does calamity
overtake business in all quarters of the world at the
same time. When business is bad at home it is very
likely to be prosperous abroad and vice versa. Manufacturers who have an established foreign trade have
frequently found it of tremendous aid in tiding over
domestic crises. At such times a very small foreign
end, if firmly founded, cnn be expanded with marvel-
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ous rapidity if necessity compels. But, generally, it
must be well established beforehand. The initial cost
of starting a business abroad in a hurry is sure to be
great and likely to be unsatisfactory, and a period of
stress at home is no time to embark on it.
Since the war began ideas have been changing
growing larger with our enlarging markets and the
belief that the *4ittle fellow** cannot afford to embark
on foreign trade has been vanishing. Wq are demonstrating that conclusively in every line of trade. Today a very large proportion of American manufacturers are earnestly seeking to find a way to the piecounter. Their earnestness manifests itself in large
and enthusiastic conventions for the interchange of
ideas and information. The Foreign Trade Council
which held its fourth annual convention in Cincinnati
in April is a case in point. In three years its membership has grown from 192 to nearly 1200, comprising
the leading business men and manufacturers of the

recent advices from Lancaster C^ounty

it

ap-

pears that the inspection of the tobacco packed in
191 7 show^s a greater proportion of black rot than ordinarily. This has caused many of the packers to examBlame for the
ine their tobacco earlier than usual.
condition is placed on the grower, who, in hurrying the
tobacco to the warehouse, used too much water in stripping. Shrinkage of new tobacco is more than was expected, but

it

has sweated well and

is

the better for the

shrinkage.

Favorable weather has enabled the growers in
most sections of the county to get their tobacco plants
into the fields about two weeks ahead of last year and
The general opinion
the plants have a good start.
among the farmers is that the acreage will be about
the same as last year's, but the problem of getting the
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number of American tobacco manufacturers
who had an export end to their businesses when the
war liegan had it ** wished on them.** Some foreigner,
somewhere, had somehow become interested in, or came
in contact with, their goods and had sent them an order
from which their trade had grown almost without an
Following the outbreak of the
war this, of course, developed into **war business.**
Hundreds of American manufacturers, however, had
failed to take advantage of such an opening.
Some
had even failed or refused to fill orders coming in this
way, either because they knew nothing of the business
standing of the orderer or because they were unwilling
to take the trouble to ascertain the shipping and tariff
rules of his country or because the domestic market
happened at that moment to be good and their shops
busy. As a matter of fact, there are many tobacco
manufacturers today who are giving a wide berth to
effort

on their part.

foreign orders for the same reason.

necessary help to take care of their crops

them much anxiety.
There is much complaint among
dullness in business, which

is

is

causing

leaf dealers of

ascribed by some of them

packers with old tobacco can get almost any price they

a little stock of 1917 tobacco here and
there held for a raise in prices, which is selling at just
about what it would have brought in the active buying
is

season.

Buyers of medium-priced cigars are taking
they can

find,

as the stock

$25 to $35 grades.

is limited,

Wrappers and

By Bruce

all

especially of the

fillers

are in good

supply and demand, but binders are scarce.
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may seem rather precipitate
IT
when the war is over,

to begin to talk about
for even should hostilities be

ended at an early date, it would still be a considerable
time before troops would be entirely withdrawn from
different points, transportation normal once more, production have readjusted itself, and business meshed
its gears for a brisk spin on the fairly level
stretch of
the peace highway.
It is none too soon, however, to consider just what
that reconstruction period, which will inevitably follow the close of the war, is bound to mean to your business and mine. Any of us who think that no changes
will occur and that old-time conditions will be resumed
are bound to have a painful awakening.
Already
changes are occurring, but they are so gradual as to
be almost imperceptible, yet as we look back over a
span of several months or a year, we will see that we
have traveled a good ways after all. The man who
has the foresight to look ahead and to discover and
determine the nature of the conditions which he will
be up against is the one whom we can reasonably expect will be able to avoid bad places in the road, trou})lesome rocky detours and steep hills.
In this period after the war there is bound to be
a (jcneral weeding out of the inefficient, the shortsirfhted and the timid. It will be not only a survival of
the fittest, but of the fightest as well. In other words,
those who have vision and who set their lips together
in firm determination to go **over the top'* and to
** carry on'* toward bigger business will win out.
The
rest will go bobbing along for a time and then one
by one they will disappear through the holes in the
bridge like the unfortunate travelers in Addison's
vision of Mirza (The Spectator).
The down-andouters will always look bitterly back at what they will
honestly believe to have been the governing forces of

circumstances over which they had no control, when
as a matter of fact they fell through the holes in the
bridge because of their clumsy, hobbling gait and imperfect vision.

to the high prices of old goods, while others say that

demand.
There
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Let us throw aside all generalities and come right
down to brass tacks. How are conditions after the
war going to be different than they are nowt How
must you and I manage our affairs so as to take advantage of the favoring tides of commercial and industrial
life as they will surge about us at that time ?
If I am a sufficiently true prophet to forecast those
conditions and circumstances, or even if I only set
your mind working so that you forecast them more
accurately for yourself then the reading of this article will be forth a lot of money, not to mention the
happiness that goes with increased prosperity and the
frowth of verile confidence which comes to the suc»
cessful. All these are worth while because they mark
the difference between those who go through the holes
Jn the bridge and those who travel on, splendidly conscious of being one of the conquering chiefs.
,

I
i

To begin with, a vast army of the flower of the
young manhood of the country will return to us with a
totally different outlook

than they ever had before.
Fellows who had been accustomed to living easily and
enjoying themselves as a matter of course will have
come face to face with the sternest kind of stern reality. They will be vastly more serious-minded and more
keenly analytical of causes and effects than if they had
never gone to war; they will, of course, have been subjected to the finest type of discipline and traming;
they will have developed as a matter of course the
ability to overcome obstacles.
Opposition will be to
them nothing more than a forward urge, whereas
without this training it would have served as utter
discouragement to many.
These men will come back with new standards of
life and the things worth while.
Physical disability
will no longer b(» looked upon as an insurmountable
handicap.
Why, think of it! Men who have been
wounded almost to the point of death have learned that
surgical skill can restore them marvelously; faces
smashed in hopelessly (apparently) are rebuilt by
means of flaps of flesh cut from the shoulder, noses
formed from the knuckles of fingers offered for the
sacrifice with nostrils carved therein; chins built up
from shin bones, and even skeleton steel covered with
flesh and blood.
Men have learned that not only can
the new face be remodeled to bo almost a counterpart
of the one destroyed, but made over to be different
or more synnnetrical than ever before.
Do you suppose that such men as this will be any
mean soi-t of competition in business life! Do you suppose that ordinary conditions will present difliculties
which will seem more than child's playT Ah, don't
think that these things have no bearing upon your business and mine, for they have.
Men who have earned large salaries previous to
the war and have given them up for either the small
pay of the army or navy or even for the ** dollar a
year" positions in Government service have all learned
the value of the pennies in the aggregate; they have
learned to conserve, and they have learned to spend.
Hundreds of thousands of soldiers are coming back
with money saved up; they are coming back ready to
put into force and practice many of the things they
have learned in the older and more experienced European countries quite rightly they are going to be given
ample opportunity to make a living for themselves
along the lines for which they are best fitted. The
;

Government will see to that.
Our owTi productions in all lines will have to be
speeded up to meet the calls for construction materials

We

to rebuild devastated Europe.
will no longer turn
out such immense quantities of war supplies, but un<loubtedly a good many will continue to he made, for it
is not to be expected that world disarmament will come
immediately that peace is declared. So our own Indus-

,
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tries will l)ooiii along every line, for not only will many
ol' the war-time activities be continued, but the old ones
will be resumed on a larger scale than ever before.
Nor is this all. The Government is going to exert

a distinct effort to make the United States independent
])y i)romoting the growth and manufacture of everything we need as far as possible within our borders.
This tvill cause our natural national resources to be
opened up, increasing our wealth and giving employment to large numbers of our keenest trained men. In
fact, we will tend steadily toward intensive specializa-

The man-of -all-work and

iiou.

the jack-of -all-trades

will be relegated to the minor makeshift jobs. The tide
of immigration toward our shores will set in again,

but under more restricted conditions.
Workers who have received large prices for their
labor during the war will not be satisfied to go back
to a lowered schedule, and our national life will reflect
that attitude of mind. Inevitably there will be a dropping off of war-time prices, and the cost of living will
not maintain its present high level, but the drop will
be very gradual, and it will never go back, at least not
Now just
in our time, to the before-the-war level.
what does this mean to you and me! There is no use
shutting our eyes to the significance of it, for this is
suicidal.

Conclusions might be elaborated endlessly, but I
will only offer a few of the most outstanding ones.
Competition will be keener than ever before. The
majority of people fail, not because of the lack of ability, but because of the lack of stick-to-it-iveness and
grit. The men who come liome will have both of these,
and if we are to hold our own, we must be peers of
theirs in point of determination, courage and vision;
we must know the value of money and supplies as they
know it; we must appreciate the need of the development of our own resources and defenses as they do;
we must be specialists in our individual lines, knowing
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the contributing circumstances which are making
for present and future conditions.
Nor is this all, for we may not sit like cats at the
mouths of rat holes watching for stray opportunities
must rise up and go after opporto wander out.
tunities, either by under-the-sea, on-the-ground or inthe-air tactics, always playing the game fair and
square, but nevertheless using every means within our
power to determine just how our business prestige, its
steady growth and its development, may be achieved.
It will no longer be a case of drifting; we must steer,
and it will no longer be possible to steer safely if we
do not look more than a hundred feet ahead of the
must have an intimate knowlbusiness machine.
edge of not only national, but world conditions, for
this, and this alone, will fit us to take our places in the
business race, and victory, you know, is to the swift

The Cigar Clerk on

all

By Arthur
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Work
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and strong.
Those who think
then determine what

to wait until the war is over and
to do and how to do it will find
themselves in the position of the man who said he
wouldn't jump into the bandwagon until he found
whether or not the musicians proved to be popular.
When he decided that he would sit right up beside the
bandmaster and enjoy the whole show, there was no
room, for the bandwagon w^as crowded, and at last
when he thought he would have to ^wallow his dignity
and take his seat on the tail-end step, the bandwagon
had gone out of sight altogether.

Your business and mine can be splendidly prosperous after the war, or they can pine away to mere
shadows. It is '* up to*' us to take our choice. We get
what we pay for, and the price is alertness and energy.
Our trade press, our annual conventions, our local
associations,

thought will
start

now

broad reading, observation and
put us in a position to win. Let us

and
all

I

of Emergency Aid Tobacco Committee

Tobacco Committee of the American Overseas
THE
June
Committee of the Emergency Aid, in

Kaiser Bill, to be delivered in Berlin by the American army.

port, gives a very bright and encouraging account of
the delivery of tobacco, cigarettes, chocolates and jam
to our boys at the front. Dean Beckman wrote that
he had succeeded in getting a good supply of tobacco
through to the front trenches, and subscribers to the
tobacco fund are every day receiving the return post-

June 15 was $72,104.13 not much while we are thinking and giving in
millions and investing in billions; but seventy-two
thousand dollars' worth of tobacco, added to the goodwill and heart message that goes with each kit, is
worth a lot more. Headquarters in Philadelphia are
1338 Walnut Street. Open all summer. Saves you
the trouble of looking it up, to send them a contribu-

its

re-

cards i)acked in each kit.
An item of considerable interest is that the Philadelphia Turngemoinde has made its third contribution.
are going to send a marked copy, with this item in,

%e

;4

protested the street car
HEV,"
picked up the fragments of

conductor as he
a quarter which he

had tendered in payment for a package of his favorite
rumination material, whaddayamean by short-changing met Think I wouldn't notice it!"
**I gotta swell chance of short-changin' a guy that
can palm a nickel without droppin' it while his car's
doin' sumpin' less than a mile a minute around a sharp
curve. Be thankful you ain't in France, where some
o' the boys paid five bucks for a sack o' Bull before
*

'

Sam

Uncle

included

in the ration.

With bacon

at
fifty cents a throw and near-flour sellin' at two dollars
a sack, do you s'pose there's a special dispensation of
Providence that's goin' to allow you long-distance
army and naval strategists to get tobacco at the same
old price? Why, you're lucky to get it at all.
it

**One prize nut is even now writin' to the newsl)apers urgin' our well-known Congress to pass a law
forbidding the planting of tobacco, with the argument
that the land and labor is needed to raise food. It's
wonderful the way some people is willin' to sacrifice
other people's enjoyments for the sake of winnin' the
war. I bet if this boob happened to be particularly
fond of cucumbers and someone was to petition Congress not to allow any more cucumbers to be planted
because cucumbers ain't a nourishin' food, being mostly
colic, he^d yip like a trapped wolf over the outrage and
hang crepe on Hoover's picture."
**Well, anyway, I'd like to know what a poor man
I'm gettin'
is goin' to do if prices keep shootin' up.
"
purty tired o'
**Lay off o' that sob stuff. We need just one more
law in this country and that's one makin' it a jail job
for anybody that bellyaches. Do you know that the
w^ord bellyache^ is now in the dictionary and we sure
did need an authoritative name for the blobs that are
forever harkin' back to the good old days when you
could give a dinner party at the expense of a ten-cent
soup bone and have enough meat left over for hash the
next morning; when the butcher would point to the
platter of calves liver and tell you to help yourself.
Instead of roaring about how much everything cost a
we oughta be glad that we're big enough and rich
enough to put two million soldiers in France without
anybody missin' a meal. Don't talk to me about them
good old days. Why, I was passin' your house the
other night and I noticed your oldest girl sparring for
l)oint8 with a piano, with a grafonola in the comer to
ease her when her fingers got tired. You gotta bathroom with a white tub, electric lights, a gas range,
telephone, a mornin' and evenin' paper and three or

to

The

—

total of contributions to

tion.

four gold watches.

and swat the Kaiser'' is a slogan
adopted by the people of Tarboro as a means of conservation. It is said that what a rat destroys about
These Tarthe average farmhouse will feed a pig.
boronians are offering a prize for rat tails, but smce it
the damage,
is the other end of the rodent that does
we would suggest that thev reverse the order of things
mid count heads— '*Fuquay (N. C), Gold Leaf."
**Kill the rats

T. Garrett

We

*

G

^^Bellyachers"

The ''Southern Tobacco Jounial" announces that
Mr. Kan Chu Nam, president of the Nanyang Brothers
Tobacco Company, is crossing to America to look over
the tobacco situation,

lie is

accompanied by his son,

American schools before returning
to Hongkong, and also by Mr. E. H. Constantine, secretary of the Nanyang Brothers Tobacco Company.

who

will attend the

.

had so much

in

your

Why, you poor worm, you never
life,

did you!"

**0h, T ain't say in' we ain't better off in lots o'
ways, but just the same tlie workin' man alius gets the
worst of it. The boys are talkin' now of goin' out on
n strike if the company don't come across with more
l>ay."

"Sure, get yours, and to

hell with the rest of the
country. Hold up war work l)y tyin' up the street car
service at a time when the Government is nickin' all
corporations extra heavy on their profits, and steel,
copper and brass has gone up three or four hundreil
per cent. You wanta win the war, but you don't want
to help pay the cost either in money or service. It* you
guys go out at this time I hope Uncle Sam '11 take every
dam one of you regardless of age or family and put
you in the trenches, or on war work, and give you
only thirty a month. It makes fine readin' in Berlin
when any of the important industries in this country
is tied up by a strike, and you bet they get full details,
with a little added to make it sound better from their
point of view, and if that ain 't giving aid and encouragement to the enemy, I don't know what is. You slip
the newB to your fellow-doughheads that Uncle Sam
has alius been a very patient party, but he ain't takin'
any long chances these days, and all traitors look alike
to him, and hint that any guy who is strong enough to
ring up a fare can soon be taught to pull a rifle trig-

ger."

**Whaddaye think about them U-boats sinking
them vessels over on this side?" asked the street car
conductor, anxious to change the subject.
**Well, if the War Department nin't any more surprised than I was, then you can ])et they've got j)lans
and specifications for spreadin' oil on the troubled
waters by makin' the U-boats furnish the oil. Germany made a bum play by sendin' the *Deutschland'
over here for a cargo of nickel and rubber to feed starving German babies. They showed it was possible to
make a submarine big enough to cruise three thousand
miles from home, and that they were doin it. Our Mr.
Daniels has come in for considerable yapping from the
dry-land yaps, but to date he ain 't overlooked any bets,
and if I had any friends in Germany, which I ain't, who
are considerin' a little piratical cruise in waters on
this side, T would advise 'em to lay in a supply of lifepreservers guaranteed to float, because they'll need
'

'em.

been mighty poor pickin' lately for the
U-boats on the other side, so we can expect them to
slip up on a few" fishing vessels and unarmed traders
along our coast. Of course, it's a terrible hardship to
have Broadway's lights darkened for fear of an air
raid, but think of the terrible fix New York would be
in if Germany should capture the city and order a lot
of them lounge -lizards shot at sunrise just as they
were thinkin' about goin' to bed."
'*What was in the paper this mornin'! Anything
more about Hindenburg bein' dead!"
That w^as just another synthetic German
**No.
die for American consumption. It was German propaganda put out with the idea that we consider this here
TTindenburg party as the brains and backbone of Germany, and if we flionglit he wns dead, we would be so
tickled we would 1<'ll the soldiers that the war was nil
**It's

—

{Continued on Page 24)
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Avoid False Statements to Your Creditors
By

Elton J. Buckley

Copyright 1917 bj Elton

IMiihulclpliia, as these words are being
IXthere
is a business man waiting to be arrested,

written,
lie

has just come through a h)t of trou])le. Four montlis
ago he failed and liis creditors put him in the bankuptcy court. At first he thought he could settle with
his creditors on about a thirty per cent, basis, but this
His
fell through, and he had to turn everything over.
assets were considerable and represented the accumu1

of several years.
One would think that was
trouble enough, but now he is awaiting what will doubtarrest on the charge
less be the worst trouble of all
of having given to his creditors, last January, a false
statement of assets and liabilities, on the strength of
which he obtained new credit, and also an extension of
time to pay debts already incurred.
If he is convicted on this charge he will go to

laticui

—

prison for a long term.
The plight of this man, who I believe intended no
fraud, though it looks as if he did without doubt falsify
his statement, has impressed me so that I am going to
sound a note of warning here against the slightest
exaggeration in statements of financial condition intended either for mercantile agencies or for creditors,
as a means of obtaining credit. I asked a man the
other day, **Why did you give a statement as false as
this? You might have known that if anybody started
to open it up they would find its falsity right away."
Tie said, **At that time it didn't seem possible that I
could fail. I expected to pay everything, so that nol)ody would have occasion to open it up.'*
That man has since been sentenced to three years'
imprisonment for obtaining credit on a false financial
statement.
Only last week the financial statement given by
another man, also in bankruptcy, came before me and I
found that the bankrupt, in order to swell his assets,
had induced his father to deed a certain piece of real
estate to him. The property was still to be the father's,
who was to continue to collect the rents, but on record
it was the son's, because it was in his name.
The court
TIei-e the fraud had a different result.
held that the })ankrupt had not committed any fraud,
because the real estate was actually his. His father
had unwittingly put himself in a position where he
could not claim it as against his son's creditors. He
had allow^ed his son to use it to get credit with, and he
could therefore not take it back now, after the credit
had been granted on the strength of it. So the father
Hard luck, you may say, but relost the property.
member that he was party to the fraud which his son
had planned, and which would have been consummated
had he been allowed to take the property back.
T have repeatedly seen business men come to grief
by giving out the same statement that they prepared

W German
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Using Other Men's Brains

Buckley

—

—

By Frank Farrington

months sometimes years before; a statement which
was perfectly accurate when first made up. They do
first, because they are apt to say
this for two reasons

—

(All Rights Re««rved)

carelessly, '*0h, that's near enough; there hasn't been
much change," where the fact often is that there has

TilK

business manager of the Weavertown Electric
Lighting Company sat in his office trying to reason
out why it was that he could get only about half the

been a very decided change for the worse. The second
reason is that the man whose statement it is, though
he knows that his present statement would be worse
than his last, is afraid to place that fact clearly before
And he always hopes that he will be
his creditors.

Imsmess

town that the lighting company
neighboring town of half the size was carrying.

;

the offense is complete.

Opinion ought to be excluded as far as possible
from a financial statement. A retail merchant was
sent to jail a few weeks ago because he included a piece
of real estate in his assets at twice its highest value.
He defended on the ground that it was his opinion that
the property was worth that; or would be after this
thing was done by the city, and that thing and the
other thing extensive improvements far in the future

—

which possibly might never come at all. The jury held
that he was hiding fraud behind opinion.
^'Opinion" about the value of book accounts, or
stock or fixtures, or this or the other item of assets,
ought to be kept rigidly down. Nothing but the coldest, most conservative fact ought to go in, for if the
least exaggeration is present it may rise to plague you

And if it does not bring
at unexpected moments.
criminal prosecution, it wnll arouse suspicion which
may close the door to very necessary credit.
Tt is a good plan, after you have made up a finan
cial statement, to go to work and audit it just as if it
wasn't yours at all, but a stranger's. Get at it with a
microscope and true it up with rigid and mathematical
accuracy.

A

Government used beech leaves in its
tobacco substitute and they had a harmful effect on the
liealth of tlie troo]>s. ITnf()rtunntely, the fact was soon

Government food investigator has discovered
that '* gravy goes well with potatoes." "We discovered
that when we were less than five years ohl, and also

discovered.

that molasses goes well with broad.

his

in a

As he turned

the matter over in his mind the door
opened and Hub Gordon, a locid coal dealer an<l a personal friend, stuck in his head.
''Going to the Prosperity League meeting!*' he
asked.

able to pay his debts and that there will therefore be
no occasion to open the statement up. Nine-tenths of
the men who give padded and exaggerated financial
statements do so in absolute confidence that everything will be all right and that nobody will have to
investigate the statement because everybody will be
paid.
It is false pretense everywhere, under the common
law% to give one's creditors or mercantile agencies a
statement about one's assets and liabilities which is
untrue even in part, if the untruth is favorable to him
whose statement it is, and influences somebody to give
credit to the latter 's loss. And not only is this false
pretense under the common law, but the States one

by one are passing laws explicitly making it a misdemeanor, punishable by fine or imprisonment, to make
any false statement in writing for the purpose of inducing credit. Under some of the statutes the credit
doesn 't have to be given if the false statement is made,

m

Charley Browne, the electrician, shook his head.
"What would I go there fori '» he inquired. "I'm not
a merchant.
'

''Neither

am

I,

when

comes

to

that," said
Gordon. "But I saw a notice in the paper that th-j
:Merohants' Prosperity League invites all the local business men to come to the next meeting and join, so 1
thought I'd drop in and see what they're doing."
"Well, run along, and if you find any signs of prosperity there let me know. Prosperity in this town is
represented by the letter 'x.' "

Gordon did go

it

and he found thai
while the merchants of Weavertown had succeeded in
getting together an organization quite representative
in numbers, it did not seem to know what to do. The
meeting was an appeal for ideas.

The president

to the meeting,

stated the object of the league, the

l)romotion of prosperity in Weavertown, and then he
asked for suggestions as to how prosperity might b.'
developed. There was no Niagara of ideas as a result.
Jn fact, only two men had the courage to say anything,
and they merely said that they thought 'somethingought to be done, because the towns around were all
getting after their business, and Weavertown was be-

ginning to feel

it.

The meeting broke up without
any Moses, and Gordon came back
and sat down without a w^ord.

V

/

the appearance of
to Browne's office

was nothing done at that meeting has impressed me more than it would have if the occasion had
been a great success. Here we are, a full-grown city
with reasonable opportunities, and we have no big
no big manufacturing businesses, no big
workshops, no big coal dealers, no big producers of
retail stores,

not a sign of a big anything. Why is it
Haven't the people of Weavertown as much brains as
the people in other towns? Why can't we grow? If
we can't grow as a city, why can't some of us grow as
individuals?"
electricity,

"Search me," responded Browne.
can't grow.

**T

know whv

I can't sell juice enough, but 1 don't
can't, or why Joe Dippel can't, or why

know why you
Tim Tripp or any one

of a hundred

more can't."

sat in thought a

said:

few minutes and then

know I'm not a

big dealer, but
1 11
if i think mucli of being classed along
with Joe Dippel and his one-horse eating house,
or Tim
Iripp and his little cigar store."
"Well, you don't grow; thev don't grow,
it'.^
merely a dilTerence in relative size.
When a man
reaches a point where business shows that he ciin't
niake it grow into a big one there isn't much difference
in my mind between him and the other fellow
who
stopped a little farther down the ladder. A difference
of a round or two when none of you are in sight of the
top isn't very material."
Gordon lit a cigar and thought some mora while
Browne put his books into the safe. Ua wasted no
time accusing the electric light man of not growing
because he was too much interested in the situation to
be considering repartee. At last he spoke, as if thinking aloud
"Well, I don't know as I'm to blame for what 1
don't know, but other men keep their business growing,
and if they do, why can't If"
"You can't because you haven't those other fellows ' brains, " said Browne, with a laugh. '' (live it up,
Hub, and let's go over to the club and have a game of
ini

^^^*^^^'H%
i^^V'
be darned

1

pool."

They went and they played the game
Gordon's mind kept reverting to that last

of pool, but
taunt, '* You

haven't those ofher fellows' brains." Ho went homo
with this miming in his mind, and he woke up the next
morning to ask himself at once, "Why can't 1 get thoso
other fellows' brains? Why can't 1 buy their ideas?
There must be some w^ay of getting other men's i(k?as
to work for me.
Gordon's mind worked slowly, but it worked logically, and once started it usually worked on a i)rol)leni
until it solved it.
"I can't hire other and more sucxjessful coal dealers to work for me any more than any of our other business men can step right out and hire more succx^ssful
'

men

7

that there

1

Gordon

in their line to

Anyway,
ideas.

I

come and show them how

don't need the men.

All

I

it is

need

is

done.
their

'

That morning a jirosperous farmer drove up and
loaded on a couple of tons of chestnut coal, and as he
was paying for it (lordon noticed a large bumlle of
papers on the wagon seat. "You get a lot of mail,''
said he, bv wav of conversation.
"That's how 1 got my start," said the fanner.
"Say, Gordon," he said, "you rememl)er when 1 never
bought more than a barrel of coal at a time, and had
hard work to pay for that? Now I've got a furnac"
and T keep warm and use all the coal I want to, and
have the money to pay for it, and that bundle of mail
might explain the reason if you look into it. The reason
is farm papers. I used to read nothing but the country
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was an almanac farmer.
Now J read the I'arm papers. I'll bet 1 don't pay a
cent less than ten dolhirs a year lor them, and if 1 knew
another good one right now I'd add it to the list. That^s
where 1 got hold of the ideas of the fellows who knew
Jiow to farm it right, and now 1 calculate 1 farm it about
])a])or.s

and the ahiianacs, and

right myself.

it-ap

!

1

'

his ears. As he went into the
''Jlello!" he said in reply.
ollice the teleplione rang.
Well, send
Is tliis (Jordon's coal yard?
"Hello
mo six tons of stove coal to 447 ^lain. This is Tim

Gordon pricked up
I

Tripp.'*

•'Haven't vou
num])er was 427."

moved?" asked Gordon.

**Your

'*Yes, I'm moving into that new store in the Prudential Building. I've got my business growing so fast
1 just took a tumble
1 can't handle it in the old joint.
to the fact that I've been asleep all these years. I've
come to life now all right."
"Give me the secret," said Gordon.
"No secret about it," said Tripp. "I just found
men's
I didn't know it all, and so I've got to using other
brains. It costs me m(;b])y ten dollars a year to get 'em.

me

ten hundred last year I
As long as I can get plenty of good tobacco trade papers and other business magazines I ain't afraid I can't
but, l)y George, they

brought

'

Good-bye
"Ten dollars' worth of other men's brains!"
thought Gordon. "Two of them have tried that investment and made good. Humph! Here I've been kicking every year over x)aying for that one little coal trade
paper that I get and never look at it either. Well, F
needn't complain at being classed with Tim Tripp if he
!

get ahead now.

—

doesn't kick."
"I wish I'd known about this ten dollars a year
when 1 went to that Prosperity TiOague mc^eting, and I

would have

told

them

all

how

to start

something and

because one thing I do know
and that is that if we cim get the business men of this
town under way as individuals, the town itself will be
sure to move.
By the time the Prosperity League met again Gordon had received the first issues of trade and business
journals, the subscription prices of which figured up to
some ten dollars. And when he walked into the meeting and joined the league, and Charley Browne with
him, it was with an eye that bespoke the man sure of his

how

to start the town, too,

'

position.

"Gentlemen," he said, when he had a chance to
get the floor, "I want to say that I have found the way
to boom Weavertown. We have all been trying to lift
ourselves by our boot-straps, trying to improve our
businesses with the same old ideas our grandfathers
handed down to us. Outside in the big business world
there are new ideas, boodles and slathers of theip. I
have spent ten dollars this month getting a few of them
and I already see where my ten is coming back to me
and five hundred tens with it this year. Ten dollars a
year for trade papers spent by every man in this room
printer, carpenter, blacksmith, contractor and all
kinds of business men and -workmen, as well as you

—

merchants, will in

five

years make Weavertown the

greatest little city of its size this side of the Mississippi.
Ten dollars looks big to some of you. It looked big to
me, but when I found what it would do for me, found
out in the verv first issues of the journals I got, I
wished I had spent that ten twenty years age. How
many of you will put ten into the same kind of an in-

vestment this week?"
Scarce a man failed to raise his hand, and today
is the best lightif ycu will ask Charley Browne where
ing business he knows, he will tell you Weavertown
witliout stopping to think an instant.

The Cigar Clerk on

"Bellyachers"

aoBTBinois
hanndUt X}^
C&uift

(Contmued from Page

13)
'*

over now and we could let up on the hard fighting, and
then Hindy would appear and scare us to death thinkin'
to
tlie Lord iiad sent his ghost back to lead Germany
victory. The only safe play is to copper every rumor
that comes from (Germany. I read the papers, but I
ion't get gooseflesh one edition and happified two
hours later when I see that twelve Americans drove

Germans and captured eleven galsauer kraut and nine pounds of wieners. On

]>ack eight hundred

lons of

two years there ain't no sense
a
in crawlin' out of bed every time you hear a newsboy
yell 'Extry, all 'bout th' biggie woogle urgle gurgle
Just have faith in Pershing and Sims and the
diggle.
bully bunch they have with them. I see by the papers
that the Indians are giving a darned good account of
jol)

that's going to last

'

themselves these days."
"They ain't got a chance," said the street car

**Why, them there Boston Red Sox will
eop sure this year, and Cleveland will be lucky to finish

conductor.

They're goin' good now, but you wait
"Say, you zig," interrupted the cigar clerk, "do
you suppose I'm worryin' any about ball teams this
year. I mean Indians, real Indians, the kind we used
to wanta go out and kill. They're fightin' in France

third.

they wanta take a few scalps I don't believe their
officers will stop 'em in this war. Mebbe it's a mistake
sendin' 'em over there. We got a lot of pretty nice
peaceable Indians now, and Bender and Myers are
bigger 'n Sitting Bull was in his best days. I'm afraid
though if they get familiar with German warfare,

and

if

where babies are bayoneted, soldiers crucified and
women treated in a way that would make a Fiji cannibal sick at the stomach, they

may

revert to the level

Germans and go on the warpath for
they get back home. We've been mighty
of the

scalps

when

careful cod-

our Indians for several years, and now all the
good work may be undone by lettin' 'em see the modem
civilized warfare of William the Skunk."

dlin'

who smoke "too much!

qfvfien

smoke too much," my

My tactful Robert Burns treats

better- half protested. But
wife o* mine spoke just too late,
for I had made a change the

nerves with due respect. He's
wondrous mild
yet with a
vigorous kind of mildness, too,
which says, as plainly as tobacco

"V^^^
*

week

before.

"The
I

made

trouble

reply.

have been

my

dear,

was

— not

"True,

too strong.

is,"

—

can,

*rm Cuban

born.*

•

•

my cigars
But now,

IVe turned my back

on smoking of that kind and
taken up mild Robert Burns
instead.

curing gives that

cial

mildness.

and nerves and breed

in short, is

%ave you

ThU M oa«

The

10^ and 2 /or 2 5^

A mild cigar for modern men,

tried
CO.,

Burns

Havana

neutral
Sumatra wrapper helps that
rare

mildness.

regret.

•

Rob*

"

Yes, Robert Burns* Havana
filler gives him fine flavor. Spe-

"No more for me, those harsh
cigars that storm my thoughts

GENERAL CIGAR

'W^

81m)

your distributor docf
not carry Robert Burns, write us.
If

one lately ?

INC. 119
of

DEALERS:

Robert Burns

a miim of

WEST

40^^"

STREET,

full-paf• MlTartUiaf appoariBf ia Soturdajr EToniag Pott*

NEW YORK
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Prosperity in Philippines
recent statement of the Governor General of
THK Philippines
his message at the opening of the
in

tlie

were enjoying a period of
unparalleled prosperity is fully sustained by Philipj)ine foreign trade returns for the calendar year 1917,
received and compiled by the Bureau of Insular Affairs
of the War Department and now made available.
A general measure of the commercial activity i)revailing is shown in the phenomenal increase of forty
l)er cent, in the aggregate value of imports and exports
over that of the previous year. Imports amomited to
$()r),7{)7,0:U and were more than $20,000,000 above the
nmch rechiced tot^d of 191f). While advancing prices
were an important factor in this record import value,
there were also substantially larger quantities re])orted in a wide range of articles.
The rapidly growing American demand was the
legishiture that the islands

conspicuous feature in tlie cigar trade. The quantity
shij)ped to the United States increased from 111,000,000
in IDK) to 202,000,000.
Shipments to other countries
were of minor importance in the 285,000,000 total and
as a whole continued at the low level of the war period,
while prices generally advanced in consonance with
advancing prices of raw materials. The enormous exports of leaf tobacco in 1916, amounting to nearly
40,000,000 pounds, gave place to reaction in 1917, with
exports the smallest during American occupation.
There was compensation, however, in an average export price that almost doubled, while the year witSpain, heretofore
nessed radical market changes.
]>rominently leading in the trade, dropped to third
place France took the lead in quantity, and the United
States ranked second with a relatively high-priced
;

trade.

1917.

1916.

Articles and Count rirs.
Cigars (thousands),
United States,
Australasia,
British East Indies,

China,
All other countries,
Leaf tobacco (pounds).

United States,
France,
Spain,
All other countries,

Quantity.
193,026
111,478
4,320
30,390
16,339
50,499
39,168,094
,028,267
6,462,684
22,412,627
9,264,516
1

Quantity.
284,525
202,199
5,518
9,688
24,673
42,447
11,335,476
2,999,469
3,913,590
2,750,653
1,671,764

USE SHEEP DIP FOR TOBACCO WORMS
An experiment being successfully tried by tobacco
•growers to prevent the ravages of cut worms in recently planted tobacco fields is the use of prepared
sheep dip containing a percentage of creosote. A small
cup of the dip stirred into each barrel of water used
in machine transplanting gives an odor to the water
and possibly a poisoning that prevents the worms from
attacking the plants. The dip mixes well with the
water, so the remedy can easily be applied; neither is
the expense so great as to stand in the

general use of this ]ireventative.

Reporter.

*
'

way

of a

more

—"Wisconsin Tobacco
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Comment

When you buy War

Savings Stamps you do not
give your money; you loan it at four per cent, compounded quarterly. You help your Government, but
you help yourself even more.

The New England Tobacco Company,

WRAPPERS

capital

The

$30,000, has been organized in Lancaster, Pa.

GROWERS

in-

corporators are Robert M. Granat, Lancaster Michael
W\ Bayle, Hatfield, Mass. Rosalie H. Granat, Lancaster, and Anna Boyle, Hatfield, Mass.
;

;

According to consular reports, the cultivation of
tobacco has great possibilities in the northern provinces of Argentina.
There are some seven hundred
factories, which get a part of their material from Brazil, and Paraguay.

Under Shade

The report

of the State Commissioner of Agriculture of Kentucky on the tobacco crop gives the acreage
for the coming year of hurley tobacco at 112 per cent.;
condition of the plants, 95 per cent. Acreage of dark
tobacco is placed at 92 per cent.; condition of plants,

83

i^er cent.

A

CONNECTICUT

a big elementary school had given a
lesson in an infants* class on the Ten Commandments.
teacher

in

In order to test their memories she asked, **Can any
little

child give

words

A

me

a commandment with only four

in itf*

FLORIDA

hand was raised immediately.

*'Welir' said the teacher.
**Keep off the grass," was the reply.
July quarterly dividends have been declared by
the following companies: British American Tobacco
Company, 6 per cent, on common; American Cigar
Company, lVi» per cent, on preferred; American Tobacco Company, li/i» per cent, on preferred; Tobacco
Products Company, 1% per cent, on preferred; P. Lorillard Company, 3 per cent, on common and 1% per
cent, on preferred W^eyman-Bruton Company, 1% per
cent, on preferred; R. J. Reynolds Company, 1% per
cent, on preferred and 3 per cent, on common.

and

GEORGIA

;

Imports of tobacco from the United States into
Hongkong, China, during the past year were about
$1,500,000 in value, and they have gone almost entirely
to a cigarette factory (that of the Canton Nanyang
Brothers Tobacco Company, Limited). This factory
is now consuming about 500 tierces and hogsheads of
American tobacco monthly, besides about 1 1,000 pounds
of Chinese tobacco per month, and is producing over
5,000,000 cigarettes a day. It is enlarging its plant,
making its own cigarette tins, and is otherwise giving
every evidence of prosperity. A cigar factory of considerable importance, formerly controlled by German
interests, has continued operations on a satisfactory
basis.

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO CO
142 Water

Street,

New York

City

;

:
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You Saw

8at^

Many
THE

controversy.

Most of the persons who oppose tobacco on the
ground that young soldiers who have never heretofore
used it should not indulge appear to have lost sight of
included in his rations does
not make it necessary for the soldier to use it. If
he doesn't want to smoke or chew, a soldier can either
give his tobacco ration away, decline to accept it when
ana
it comes around, or throw it away for that matter
nobody will feel offended.
*'From the appeals that are being made for soldier tobacco funds,'' declared a recent visitor to Washington who has no connection with the army and doesn't
smoke himself, **one is likely to get the idea that no
man can fight until he has had his tobacco ration. It
should be emphasized that tobacco is for the soldier
who has acquired the habit before going over, and Gentoeral Pershing has recognized this fact and ordered
bacco rations."
Thus far the speaker is perfectly right, but he gets
off the track when he speaks as follows
**
There are young recruits who never touched toin
bacco in their lives, have no craving for it and,
habit. Now,
fact, would find difficulty in forming the
teaching of the tobacco habit is no part of the military
curriculum, but if the use of tobacco grows no boy
the fact that because

it is

SHIPMENTS OF PRINTED MATTER BY MAIL
The War Trade Board announce that, until further
required
notice, individual export licenses will not be
to send newspapers,

magazines and other periodically

issued printed matter, including advertising circulars
the
also books and other printed matter intended for
personal use of the consignee, by mail to foreign counspecial export license, R. A. C. 53, ' covering
tries.
through the post
all such exportations, has been issued
parcels containoffice department, and persons mailing
not aping the printed matter as named above, need
shipment
ply for an individual export license. If the
laws and regulations
is in conformity with the postal
and the package bears on the wrapper, plainly marked,
names and
the license number, *^R. A. C. 53," and the
package
addresses of the consignor and consignee, the
office.
will be accepted for mailing by the post

A

The Tobacco World

Objectors for Tobacco Ration Announcement

Washington, D. C.
announcement that tobacco would be made a
part of the regular rations of United States troops
in the field, as was expected, brought forth a storm of
protest, mostly from persons who expect and hope
never to have to go into the army, which immediately
resulted in others taking up arms for the men, with
the result that there is now in progress a very healthy
little

It in

'

* *

Poilu had taught Sammy a few simple French
reciprocate by
tences. *'Now," said Sammy, **I will
sentences.
teaching Poilu a few simple United States
niv
So he gave Poilu this one to ponder: **Blackie
a raw, halfside kick is white clear through, but he's
baked piece of cheese."—'* The Argonaut."
sen-

of draft age will think he can be a good soldier until
he gets a cigarette in his mouth. Smoking is not a
necessity to all men."
But, on the other hand:
*' These so-called experts and investigators who
periodically warn the race that it will be exterminated
if the people do not reform their habits and abandon
certain alleged vices will continue as long as the world
lasts, I presume, to have a number of followers," de'
are
' They
clared Dr. A. J. Heyl, a retired officer.
busy just now waging a campaign against the use of
cigarettes by the soldiers. It is true that our boys
are smoking more than they ever did. There are not
very many men in the armies of the United States,
England, France, Italy and the other countries who
do not smoke. They have got to do something, and
smoking, in my opinion, injures them less than any
other *vice' they could acquire.
**I have been smoking cigarettes ever since I was
a boy. Perhaps I have tobacco arteries and a tobacco
heart, but it doesn't worry me, and I have felt no ill

E

1*

I noticed a short time ago an article by an
eminent physician in which he named several promi-

effects.

men who, he

nent

said,

Among
Chauncey M. Depew, of New

never had smoked.

them was former Senator
York. It was said that the famous octogenarian had
never smoked. Mr. Depew, who celebrated his eighty-

fourth birthday anniversary in April, told me only a
of
short time ago that he had been a confirmed user
tobacco until a few years ago. He did not quit because
years
of aiiy injury to his health, he said, and if fifty
conuse of tobacco leaves a man in as splendid physical
helps
dition as Mr. Depew enjoys, I think tobacco
rather than injures."
r, t t
U. J J. 'I J.

TIT FOR TAT

A man left his umbrella in the stand in a hotel with
it:

a card bearing the following inscription attached to
blow
**This umbrella belongs to a man who can deal a
in ten
of two hundred and fifty pounds. Will return
TTimutes

returning for his property he found in its place
man
a card inscribed: *'This card was left here by a
who can run one mile in four minutes. I shall not be

A DADDV HE CAN BRAG ABOUT

On

back.

—Exchange.

TOO CLOSE FOR FRIENDSHIP
Mistress—When I engaged you, Mary, you said
you had no male friends. Now, almost every time I
come into the kitchen I find a man there.
Mary—Lor' sakes, he ain't no friend of mine.
Mistress

Mary

—Then who

—My husband.

is

he!

you are inclined to be pious and not swear, you
time
should compromise by buying a war stamp every
after
vou curse the Kaiser. If you need help, come in
Every printing office has some graduoffice hours.
If

ates in "cussin'."

36a^, affyau bops in olive

Jn' then

drak

Come smoke aoood luck pipe with me,
911 read yourjortune in the smoke

^n

'

tell

you

all the things

3 see ttiree kiddies?plain
One

saps^'^Mp pa

A million
^e

owns

S see.

as day

—

too?

a

king,

littlest

kid (fall

up

—

until his buttons tear
^'Shucks, th^ ain't in it with my dadI

10hy fellers, hefought Over There
Vferels luck,

everything,

milliort dollars,
other says "5/J^ pa's

Swells

the

"

you bqys

r

in olive drab.

Goodfortune bring you safely out
And give some littlest kid some dcxy
daddy he can brag about.

A

"Velvet" advertisinglis more important than ever for the dealer this year,
pages in the great national weekly and monthly magazines are
telling the Velvet story

now."

Full

I
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AMERICAN TOBACCO INDUSTRY
DIEECTOE SAM L. KOGEES, of the Bureau of

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
Tlie achievement of the Lipschutz Standard in
cigars represents twenty-five years of

close co-

operation with the trait and the consumer;
result

of an

it

is

the

be satisfied with
and the result is a

ideal that cannot

anything short of perfection,
nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard

is

increasing every

year.

The "44"

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries vdth it a

the
Census, Department of Commerce, will soon issue
bulletin 136 on the American tobacco industry, compiled under the direction of William L. Austin, chief
The bulletin contains data
statistician for tobacco.
regarding the production, consumption and stocks of
tobacco in the United States, the prices obtained for
the staple by the growers, the quantities of the several
products manufactured therefrom, the revenue on tobacco collected by the Government, and the imports
and exports of manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco. The purpose of the report has been to assemble
in one publication the statistics for the various phases
of the industry and to present them in convenient form
for ready reference. The statistics of stocks were collected by the Bureau of the Census; those of acreage
and production by the Bureau of Crop Estimates of
the Department of Agriculture, except for decennial
census years those of consumption, of products manufactured and of revenue collected by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department, and
those of imports and exports by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Com;

merce.
in the

hands of

of leaf tobacco

was

1,176,234,657 pounds, as against 1,044,885,108 pounds held on January 1, 1917, the increase being
equal to 12.6 per cent. Of the total for 1918, chewing,
smoking, snuff and export types formed 76 per cent.;
cigar types, 19 per cent., and imported types, 5 per
The leading individual type was that produced
cent.
'*
bright yellow district of Virginia, North Caroin the
lina and South Carolina," of which there was reported
428,913,604 pounds, or 36.5 per cent, of the total. Burley tobacco contributed 177,206,800 pounds, or 15.1 per
cent., and the tobacco classed as **dark fired as grown
in Clarksville, Hopkinsville and Paducah districts'*
amounted to 117,118,386 pounds, or 10 per cent.
According to estimates made by the Department
of Agriculture, the total tobacco crop of the United
1,

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

shown by the report as
manufacturers and dealers on January

The amount

responsibility for quality.

1918,

States in 1917 was 1,196,451,000 pounds. The leading
tobacco States and the estimated amounts grown by
them are as follows: Kentucky, 426,600,000 pounds;

North Carolina, 204,750,000 pounds Virginia, 129,500,000 pounds; Ohio, 99,072,000 pounds; Tennessee,
81,810,000 pounds; Pennsylvania, 58,100,000 pounds;
South Carolina, 51,120,000 pounds; Wisconsin, 45,885,000 pounds; Connecticut, 29,540,000 pounds, and Mary;

*Rjegarding

fliiocedo
^^^^ ThePerfect Tobacco fir Pipe and G^nrette

OUR GOVERNMENT'S request
output of

"Your Nose
Knows", for the use of our fighting men in the Army
and Navy will, for the present, make it impossible

TUXEDO

another of the American Tobacco
Company's products which the Government has
been forced to stamp as a war necessity and which,

in

Buiineii EsUblithed

We

1760— IS8

years tgo.

furnished tobacco for the soldiers of thi

War

War

(1775—1783)
of 1812 (1812-1815)

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
Civil War (1861-1865)
Spanish War (1898)

Mexican

and are now furnishing
Climax Plue "The Grand Old Chew"
to the soldiers fighting for the

Liberty of the World.

are obtained, as a rule, in the localities producing the
liigh-priced types used in the manufacture of cigars.
During the past three-quarters of a century the
growth in tobacco production in the United States
has not quite kept pace with that in population, the
estimated tobacco crop of 1917 being about five and a)
half times as great as the crop of 1839, as ascertained
at the census of 1840, the earliest at which statistics of
tobacco production were obtained, whereas the estimated population of the country for 1917 was slightly
(Continued on Page 24)

_i

t'

'*'

is

consequence of that necessity, we give wholly

and

gladly.

THE TRADE
the return of

will be

TUXEDO,

general market.

notified

immediately on

or any part of

In the meantime,

it,

to the

we ask your

continued consideration.

The acreage estimated for
these States ranged from 474,000 for Kentucky to
21,000 for Connecticut, and the production per acre
from 1400 pounds for Connecticut and Pennsylvania
to 630 pounds for North Carolina. The higher yields

Co.

the tobacco

for us to supply the trade with this brand of tobacco.

land, 22,594,000 pounds.

P. Lorillard

TUXEDO,

for the entire

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK
•e

our

u
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Tobacco Industry
(Continued from Page 22)

six times as great as the population
the census of 1840.

more than
by

DEALERS
There's a

Bi|{

Demand

for

FLQR D£

shown

Virginia was the greatest tobacco-growing State
prior to the Civil War, but since that period Kentucky has led in this respect. Although at the last
census the production of tobacco was reported for
15()8 counties in 45 States, nearly one-fourth of the
croj) (23.5 per cent.) was grown in the following 14
counties, each of which reported more than 10,000,000
l)ounds: Lancaster, Pa.; Hartford, Conn.; Pittsylvania, Va.; Dane, Wis., Halifax, Va.; Darke, Ohio;
Daviess, Ky. Montgomery, Ohio; Robertson, Tenn.;
Christian, Ky.; Graves, Ky. Montgomery, Tenn.; Pitt,
N. C., and Henderson, Ky.
The total world's average production of tobacco
during the period immediately preceding the war is
estimated at 4,197,000,000 pounds annually. Of this,
continental United States produced approximately
;

;

The
They're quite a

Cl|{ar

bit better

Sei: for 3 for 25c, 10c
straight.

Supreme
All popular shapes.

than others.

3 for 50c

straight, 2 for 25c,

and 25c

;

;

Our national advertising helps you sell FLOR DE MELBAS.
Thousands of satisfied FLOR DE MELBA smokers help
you increase your business.
See your jobber now, or write us
I.

1,000,000,000 pounds; British India, 1,000,000,000
])ounds China, 500,000,000 pounds European Russia,
230,000,000 pounds; Dutch East Indies, 200,000,000
pounds; Austria-Hungarv, 170,000,000 pounds; Japan,
120,000,000 pounds; Philippines, 100,000,000 pounds,
and Brazil, 100,000,000 pounds. The total for these
pounds, or 81 per
countries amounts to 3,420,000,000
*
cent, of the total for the w^orld.
According to data compiled by the Bureau of Crop
Estimates of the Department of Agriculture, the average farm price of tobacco throughout the United States
on December 1, 1917, was 24.9 cents a pound, or more
than twice the corresponding average for the ten years
1908 to 1917, inclusive, which w^as 12.1 cents. During
the period in question the lowest figure was that for
December 1, 1915, 9.1 cents, but by December 1 of the
following year the average price had increased to 14.7
cents, and twelve months later it had leaped to 24.9

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

J.

LUCKY STRIKE
flavor.

It's toasted.

Cigarette-a new
Toasting holds the

Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat. You don't drink raw coffee.
You prefer toast to soggy bread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat before you eat it, because the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food which you

LUCKY STRIKE

place in your mouth,
Cigarettes are subjected

THEY'RE TOASTED.

to

heat.

Toasting
holds the Burley flavor and adds to
the taste.

•

Lart«st ladapcndeat Citar Factory la tha World

a-..

'^^

cents.

According to the latest annual report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, there were manufactured during the vear 1916 in factories under the jurisFACTORY BRANDS:

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA
JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf^s

The dgu

thai

it

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other profesaonal

This proves the unusual merit

of Exclusive Mildness"
by United

Stalet Senators.

Eminent

m«i who
of NeudwTs Bouquet de Puris 0%%x%.
are exceptionally discriminating.

Write Mt once for prices Mftd territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First Ave.

-

cigars and 4,594,662,940 cigarettes were made in bonded
manufacturing warehouses, operated under the juris-

LUCKY STRIKE
The Real Burley

diction of the customs service.

BOUQUET DE PARIS
"The HjtviM Qg^r

diction of that official 7,932,fil0,191 cigars, 25,312,486,611 cigarettes and 466,165,728 pounds of chewing and
smoking tobacco and snuff. In addition, 87,654,149

New York City

On

the basis of revenue-stamp sales, the

number

and cigarettes manufactured during 1917 in
registered factories under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is estimated at 9,050,960,224 and 34,832,385,676, respectively. The increase

Qgarette

of cigars

production of cigarettes in registered factories
during recent years is a striking one, amounting to no
less than 250 per cent, for the six-year period 1911-17,
and when the production in bonded manufacturing
warehouses in 1917, for which no data are yet available, is taken into account, it is probable that the total

•*:;

It's

Toasted

y

in the

approximate 40,000,000,000. The
exports of cigarettes during 1917 totaled 7,023,626,000.

I2.*!.«.

GUARANTEED BY

will reach or closely

fnJU JnoAjLn^t^^
•

•••••••Avaa
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REPORTS

Washington, D. C.
that Japan was about to secure a monop-

oply of the tobacco trade in China, recently circulated, are causing considerable disquiet among manufacturers, who have found in that country a fertile
number of protests have
field for their products.
been lodged with the State Department, although officials declare that, thus far, they have no formal knowledge of the matter and are powerless to take any

A

action.

THE PERFECT CIGAR
a cinch for a live, dealer
to pull the besttrade his way

*it's

CELEBRATED
Chewing Plu&*
'BEFORE THE INVENTION

POUCH
OP OUP
QRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO -^
MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHEWING QUAUTV
\ltoULO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTKHi
NOW THE RMTENT POUCH KEEPS IT.
FRESH ANp Ci^AN AND OOOQ
A LITTUE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENDUOH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A BIG CHKW_
OF ORDINARY PLUG.
mCTENT AIR-PROOF

•

yra

v

eal la Mac alaca

Psytea Gravely aia4a
Ika Hra« »lat Ikat avar

was BM^a.
MMAmTTIIuetCI.
OAMVIUC

^J3. 9rstf9fy^^aceaCa/h0mi€lk

TW

VA.

»f rr. A
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TOBACCO MERCHANTS* ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES J. EISENLOHR
EDWARD WISE
GEORGE W. HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
lESSE A. BLOCK
JACOB WERTHEIM
JOSEPH F. CULLMAN, Jr
LEON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND

<^^
President

Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-President
Vice President
Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel

Naw York

OfEcas. S

Baekman

Strcat

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 119 West 40th St., New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St. Phila., Pa
IOSEPH B. WERTHEIM, 81st and East End Atc.. M'hat'n.
K. UCHTENSTEIN. 40 Exchanc* PL. Manhattan. N. Y

SMratary

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr., NaW York
W. J. LUKAWITZ. Dayton. O
GECfRGE BERGERl Cincinnati, O.
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

Pratldcal
Vlce-Pra«ident
Trcasvrtr
Sceratary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J,

A.

Prasjdent
VIea-PresidaiM
SaereUry-Traaaurat

BLOCK. Whaalinf, W. Va.
F. AXTON. Loaisvilla. Ky.

WOOD

RAWLINS

D.

BEST, Covinfton, TCy

JOSEPH H. DUBLON
lOBERT E. LANE
1KB RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN

LEO RIEDKRS,

300

Meeting

V ••V»f-S!?*l1"!
Xj«**£^ 2*"*
2«* Vica-Presldent
:i"i

.•;;.•

Weat
1ft

310

NEW YORK

City,.

—

IT!?!?^
S«cf«torf

LcnoK Ave.. Naw York.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

GBORGK W. RIOT
SIDNEY GOU>BBR0
A. L. ULLNICK

MAX

Naw York

••;
;•Thursday of each month at Masonic Tampla,

118th St.,

w^'lt^ltSt
Yiaa-JPraaidant
Ti^aawar

^y—^^rv

MILLER. IJS Broadway. Naw YoA
Masllst 4ik l^aslay af aaak

mmik

at Batal MaAlpls.

Stand

editor of a New York newspaper called up the
I)resident of the United Cigar Stores Company the
other day, to inform him that General Crowder, provost marshal and director of the draft, had decided to
exclude from exemption service a long list of men who
heretofore were classed as being in useful occupations.
The editor asked how the new ruling would affect the

The

United Cigar Stores Company.
*'Not at all," was President Wise's laconic reply.
*' Don't your salesmen occupy useful positions?"

was asked.

Dealers

Jobbers
Manufacturers
THREE DOLLARS

tobacco for that, period totaling 5,934,169 pounds,
valued at $1,796,273, and cigarettes amounting to

*'Can you run your business if the draft takes all
of your men, or a large part of them?" the editor

valued at $7,424,100.
C^ina leads in the consumption of American cigarettes by several million dollars' worth over any other
country, and stood sixth in the list of importers of unniaimfacturod American tobacco.
On the other hand, our imports of Chinese leaf arc
During the calendar year 1917
increasing steadily.
they amounted to $461,474, against $110,994 in 1916,
and, although figures for this year are not yet coml)iled, preliminary statistics point to imports of more
than $500,000. These imports, probably, would not }ye
greatly affected by any monopoly, as Japan would undoubtedly be more interested in selling tobacco to the
Chinese than in buying it from them.
ITnder the monopoly, which is greatly desired by
Japan, American exporters would stand to lose business amounting to approximately $10,000,000 a year
and would be forced out of one of the most promising
markets of the world. As soon as knowledge of the
l)roposed monopoly reaches the State Department
through regular channels, it is declared, the matter will
be taken up for the purpose of protecting American

asked.

This Directory

**We're not thinking of business," was Mr. Wise's
answer. *'We're thinking of winning the war— nothing else, absolutely nothing else."
And that little talk over the wire between a New
York editor and our company's president tells just
where the United stands and has stood and will stand
till kingdom comes.— From "The United Shield."

cation of

interests.

C. L. L.

TOBACCO IMPORTED BY NEW ZEALAND
(^ommerce reports show that about three million
pounds of manufactured tobacco were imported by
New Zealand in 1916 and about two million pounds in
1917, while the value of the 1917 import was nearly as
large as that of 1916. After the war, when we will
have a great merchant marine, this trade may be
worthy of attention by American producers.

Every cigar you smoke

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

27

*'Yes," said Mr. Wise, *'very useful to the puhiic,
]»ut when the country wants them, it can have them, so
far as we are concerned. We have no option, of course,
but if we had an option, we'd waive it and waive it
gladly."

President
Vice-Pr«sldeal
N. Y. ..Trcaaurar

L

The Tobacco Would

The statistics of the Department of Commerce
show that China is absorbing a great quantity of American tobacco and tobacco products, and that our exports to that country are increasing steadily. The last
report of the department, covering the ten months
ended with April, show exports of unmanufactured

4,L>()9,'J01,000,

T«D««l«rs»>
Write
• pMlal for a
pMMb •! B««l Oravaly.
»•• fb« Ural klff IBH

The Only

Japanese Tobacco Monopoly?

It in

**over there.*'

Smoke

is

taxed to feed the boys

up.

Divide your tobacco ration with the boys in the
trenches, through the Emergency Aid.
ment gets the revenue tax.

The Govern-

have to pay

Beginning June 25 Manila cigars will
the overland domestic rate for first class of $3.70 besides the new increase of 25 per cent., or $4.62V2 per
100 pounds. An increase of about $1 per thousand.

of

A NICOTINE DISCOVERY
London "Tobacco"

in its current issue has the

fot
lowing interesting item
"The journal of the Horticultural Society for September, 1917, contains interesting facts about the production of nicotine, which, were it not for its expense,
would, says the journal, be an almost ideal insecticide.
Lieutenant G. Parry-Davis, of Borneo, gives an account of a method he has of curing tobacco by which
he gets a higher percentage of nicotine. His method is
to burst or rupture the cells in the leaves, instead of
allowing them to collapse as in the ordinary method.
The tobacco turned out he found to be far stronger in
nicotine than the ordinary. Here, surely, is the method
by which home-grown tobacco could be specially treated
so as to produce material 'more quickly, more cheaply
and with a higher nicotine percentage. This could be
used for horticultural purposes and leave what was
usable of tobacco factory offal to go into the smoker's
pipe. Give to the horticulturist what he ought to use
and to the manufacturer of smokes what he ought to
'

use.

>>

ENEMY TOBACCO SOLD

will bring

the National

Manufacturers.

tegular

price

SAVE Two

350
cigar
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you a copy
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by N.

Cigar
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W. Mead. The
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Dollars by acting quickly.
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the most recent publi-

is

kind and
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in

more than

pages the names and addresses of

and

cigar

box manufacturers,

tobacco manufacturers, wholesalers and
jobbers, cigar and tobacco brokers, and

company
States.

stores throughout the

The

cigar
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United

manufacturers are

by

cities

and

also

districts.

Every Business House
in the Industry Should
Have This Book.
The balance

current edition of
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this
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NATIONAL PRINTING COMPANY, and
will be sold through THE TOBACCO WORLD.
As
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these directories will
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Order

or

payable to

receipt of

Money

THREE Dollars made
THE TOBACCO WORLD.

Check

for

Get Your Copy Today

An

auction sale of tobacco, under the "tradingwith-the-enemy" act, was held in Baltimore, June 24,
by the alien property custodian. The sale disposed of
1917 hogsheads of Ohio leaf, 8 hogsheads of bright
Ohio leaf, 130 hogsheads of Maryland leaf, 20 hogsheads of black fat Virginia lugs, 10 half -hogsheads of
Kentucky long-leaf hurley, 794 hogsheads of Virginia
I5t(»ms, sweetened; 1671 hogsheads of Virginia stems.
Uncased, and 294 hogsheads of bright Carolina stems,
uncased.

Bfr

Addressing

THE TOBACCO WORLD
236 CHESTNUT

ST.

PHILADELPHIA
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PANTIN

&

Cigi

WE

cannot help wondering whether some of the
people who are writing such stirring appeals to
*'the people'' to save and conserve and do without are
following their own advice. Not that it matters much
if the advice is good, but it would seem that **the people" should have a right to choose what they will do

CoDMilAdo 142, Hayana, Cut

JOSE F. ROGHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

without.

Pw«M* r Vaaha Anita

HABANA, CUBA

MOUBL IN

E. Rosenwald
145

CEL

Dro.

NEW YOBK

WATER STREET

THE YORK TOAACCO CO.
^

LEAF TOBACCO

• mmA W«v«h«M«. !•

I^t OUrk

kyrmmmm.

YOUU

PA.

MANVrAGTVaiM OF GIOAI SCRAP TOBAGOO
I.

nAFFENDURGH
S^UALITY

N«ptxina 6. Havana,

RNIST
,

Cuba

-

ONS

OL S

HAVANA

SS »raad

ELLINGER &

St.,

Bostaa. Masa.

CO. ^^^"^

^

imp^rtaia

OF HAVANANawTOBACCO
York

WarakoMa, Salad

K.

Olfka,I«t-l»T

11.

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aa4rMk«»af

ltl« ait.

H.

LBAF TOBACCO
Ml Md 3t7 N. TkM St., PhllatfalMHa

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
Now York

IMPORT
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TOBACCO

the story, but she was always an inventor she always
hated tobacco, and when Mr. Nagger obtained a happy
release by the pneumonia route, from smoking his pipe
in the woodshed, she said, *'Now he can smoke all he
wants to."
She never knew the Presbyterian minister who
had a great reputation for saintliness and writing
soothing and comforting sermons instead of the orthodox Presbyterian ones, the creed of which is
;

**You will if you will and you won't if you won't;
You'll be damned if you do, you'll be damned if you
don't."
He always smoked a pipe while he wrote. His son
was a physician of some celebrity who bought his
cigars, made to order, in thousand lots. His grandson
He
is hale and hearty at sixty-three years of age.
began to smoke cigars at twelve years of age. He is
unpopular only with old women and that is because he
denounces tea as a poison.
Y'^ou can laugh at the idea if you like, but we believe that the time is coming when the children will
give mother a new pipe for Christmas, and it will be
a pipe of peace. We believe it, because on a recent
week-end visit, Mrs. Gentle, opening a box of cigarettes after a search, said to her little daughter, ''You
tell your brother Percv if he doesn't let my cigarettes
alone I will tell his father. You know, Mr. Writer, I
just could not endure the servants and other household worries without an occasional smoke."
It is not alone in the trenches that the battle of life
It is fought in the office, in the factory, in
is fought.
the kitchen especially, and the racked nerves cry for

an anodyne.

EXPORT

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPOIITIM OP SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKIM OP SIED LBAP TOBACCO

NO. THIRD STREET,

,

,

The Government is getting a large revenue from
the tobacco trade. Be patriotic and smoke all you can.
The Entertainment Committee of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade distributed $1500 to the Red
Cross and other societies from the proceeds of the recent entertainment.

PHILADELPHU

he will know better.

LEAF IMPORTS INCREASING

Pounds.

'

'

4"

i'"l^a.

Other countries,

^'«"a(la,

^'u^a,

Other countries,

^'anada,
<^'uba,

Other

countrt«Sl,

$2,011,830

1,647,829
19,234
57,735
12,929

1,871,791
18,677
119,728
1,634

2,516,473

Water Lily

T.

J.

^fexico,
<*wba,

Other countries,
Total,

United Kingdom,
^rexico,
<^uba,

Other countries,
Total,

Greece,

United Kingdom,
^lexico,

^uba,
Other countries,
•

-

-

.

.

-

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

(a CO.

401-405

Bachelor Cigar

E. 91«t Street.

2,230,957
53,563
113,641
118,212

A.k

A

2,782,210
60,877

New Yorh

SAMPLES

3,142,208
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ud Ym

Free!
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AVENUE....

Uaion Made Cisarette ef Qwality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10
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59,891

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr. IT^;;
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3,864,508

4,921,109

353,172
62,414
172,486
3,276,436

575,289
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3,955,081

Jr;!

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World

Value,

OUB HIOH-OKADE NON-EVAPORATINO
34,640,336

14,197,697

6,282,227
1,339,545
146,387
20,216,137
6,656,040

2,806,434
478,422
16,761
10,179,351
76,769
1917.
34,662,515
16,799,567

Imported from
^»reece,

•

DUNN

New

The

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and amooth la character
and Impart a moat palatable flavor

Imported from
United Kingdom,

•

....FIFTH

Pounds.

^^Ji-eece,

-

•

Free!

1916.

All other leaf:
Total,

iij

MaiK«r« of
1,737,727

Imported from
Netherlands,

Street

INC.
New York

'C***®

1918.

Total imports,

11

COMPANY,

145 Lafayette
BRANDS i^*''^"^"

Imported from
Netherlands,

"T

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO

1917,

Total imports,

New York Offleei 203 W. Broadway
'

Value,

Imported from
C'anada,

Clean Ar« J«4a«d

Write for Opes Territovy
FMtorr: Kej.Wert. Re.

Leaf suitable for cigar wrap-

Netherlands,

Br Wkiek CU«r

?»S?JKSa\S^"*

Washington, D. C.
STATISTICS now being compiled by the Department of Commerce show that our imports of leaf
tobacco are increasmg steadily, despite conditions of
war, the total imports for the first ten months of the
current fiscal year being valued at $36,432,435, as compared with $19,941,775 during the corresponding
period of 1917, and $16,209,527 in 1916.
As shown by the following tables, the "unspecl
fiod" countries, which formerly furnished so little
tobacco as to make it futile to keep an individual recoid, now furnish nearly fifty per cent, of the total,
whde countries that were formerly the leaders now
furnish but very little.

pers,

29

^H. paXO CIGAR COMPANY
H«v«^

6,689,403
104,415
1,729,666
19,262,959
6,876,072

3,053,973
63,381
189,689
12,346,118
1,146,406
1918.
55,696,054
31,511,326

FLAVORS

FOR

SMOKING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavora for Special Branda
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWBETENERS
FRIES Bk BRO.. 02 Reade Street.
York

New

|

The fttandardft of America
Lorillard's Snuff,

1760
Rail Road Milk Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851
:

E«t.

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Imported from

The New York ''Journal of Commerce" says that
If the man that wrote that
dressed fowls are quiet.
porch hens,
will go to Atlantic City and listen to "the
' '

SM

.

Anti-tobacconists with a lot of other antis belong
to the class of those
'*Who compound for sins to which they're most mclined
By damning those for which they have no mmd.
'

LEAF

LOEB-NUflnEZ

old Mrs. Nagger, under the name of Doctor
Polyphemus Nutt, publishes a tirade against tobacco
and*^ says that General Knockemoff considers smoking
a detriment to soldiers, she knows that she invented

When

TakMM FlMM 4n VmIm AM*
ftAN

The Tobacco World

Concerning Reformers

GommiMion Mwchant

Leaf Tobacco

It in

15,956,098
44,982
286,169
15,108,989
24,299,816

13,860,025
58,844
78,289
12,163,246
5,350,922
C. L. L.

Haceobops — H.mpp«0s — High Toasts
Strong. Salt, Sttsst and Vtain Scotehs
MANUFACnnWD BY

OEORGE W. lELNE

CO., Ill Ftftk Avt.,

Rnv Tsrk

Say You Sa/w

30

It in

l

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, LwI^^k

CLASSIFIED
The

city

rate for this

a

minimum

column

Duplicate Certificate,

FOR SALE— SHORT FILLER SCRAP,

than ten (10) titles, but less than twenty -one (21). an additional charge
Dollar ($1.00) will be made. If it necessitates the reportins of more than
(30) titles, but less than thirty-one (31). an additional charce of Two
($2.00) will be made, and so an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
Bade for every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

of

Mer-

Factory No.

more

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

One

twentjr
Dplltfs
will be

For cigars. May 15, 1918. Mazer Cigar
Mfg. «^o., Detroit, Mich. Trade-mark claimed to have been iu
actual use for a number of years when it was first adopted by the
City of Strait.s Cigar Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., from whom title
was derived by the registrant,
PETER WHITE:—40,679. For cigars. May 16, 1918. Mazer Cigar
Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich. Trade-mark claimed to have been in
actual use for a number of years when it was first adopted by the
City of Straits Cigar Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., from whom title
was derived by the registrant.
STRAITS :—40,680. For cigars. -May 16, 1918.
OF
Mazer Cijj^ar Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich. Trade-mark claimed to
have been in actual use for a number of years when it was first
adopted by the City of Straits Cigar Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,
from whom title was derived by the registrant.

For

cigars.

May

16,

1918.

Trade-mark claimed to
.Mazer Ci^ar Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
of
years when it was first
number
have been in actual use for a
-Mfg.
Co., Detroit, Mich.,
adopted by the City of Straits Cigar
from who title was derived by the registrant.
For cigars. May 16, 1918. .Mazer Cigar Mfg.
40,682.
Trade-mark claimed to have been in actual
Co., Detroit, Mich.
use for a number of years w-hen it was first adopted by the City

SAVANA:—

of Straits Cigar Mfg. Co., Detroit, .Mich., from whom title was
derived by the registrant.
G (in Diamond): 40,683. For pipes and smokers'

—

Samuel Gordon, New York City.
UNCLE SAM'S CANNONS:—40,684. For cigars, cigarettes, tobacco and little cigars. May 28, 1918. Tampa-Cuba Cigar Co.,
Tampa, F'la.
articles.

June

4,

1918.

BREVETS:—40,685.
Hond.

Inc.,

May

F'or cigars.

1918.

For

.Ameriqan Litho. Co.,

MONTELAISE: —40,688.
bacco.

1918.

Messrs. Waitt

&

Hoston, Mass.

BOULEVARD LINK:—40,686.
10,

1,

June

5,

1918.

all

tobacco products.

New York

June

City.

F'or cigars, cigarettes,

cheroots and to-

VVadsworth Campbell Box

Detroit,

Co.,

Mich.

KILTIE MIXTURE:—40,689.
1918.

Cameron Tobacco

Co.,

For smoking tobacco.
Richmond, Va.

June U,

TRANSFERS

LORD VENTOR:—33,116

(U. S.

Tobacco Journal).

For

cigars,

and tobacco.

Registered June 26, 1907, by
Wm. .Steiner Sons & Co., New York City. Transferred to Samuel
Watts, Terre Hill, Pa., and re-transferred to the Imperial Cigar
Co., Lancaster, Pa., March 30, 1918.

cigarettes, cheroots

A

of baseball knowledge
was not as large as she believed sat watching a game
that was proving very disastrous to the home team.
Along about the eighth inning of the farce she turned
to her escort and exclaimed
**Isn*t our pitcher grand? He hits their bats no

Tke

Largest

Dealtr

aid

ladependeat
Exporter

Affltrican Leaf Tobacco

tke Uiited SUtes.

of
in

Ohio

to-

LOUIS

Miller,

DuBrul

&

Peters suction tables,
will be

257 W.

For a quick sale a very low price
Address Box 151. "The Tobacco World."

accepted.

FOR SALE— Remedies

•4ti^^.««^.i^^ii

J. J.

FRIEDMAN,

— Exchange.

G. O.

Send

"

»

- m

New
""^'~—

„.

.».^_M

GARRETT H.

m

DEMAND

lines pasted

-

CO.

and Prices

for

„

J

,,

^^^

^^^

Also

Parmenter Wax-Lined

Coupon Cigar Pockets
AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE
q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods Company
Sole

Yorii City

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WrS.,

..

.,

„

n

.J.

GUMLESS

-

.

.

.

U.

s.

A.

iT

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Bands

106 E. 19th ST.
11

H

asMrtinent %\ Plain

gg

M

,g

I

,a—^m«

Fancy

Ribbons

Sflople Card and Price Lut to Departmoot

D

NF

rc

-V

RK

T^ffetats,

WOODHAVEIM AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURER OF

ALL

KINDS OF

tTifiMl

22nd

St.

and Seetnd Aye.,

NEW YIRI

Cigar Box Labels
X^^^
A- ID TRIMMINGS.
^^1

(^ICAOe, 105 WHST
LOeiB

.

MONaOB

O. r.A

»-t

*,,a>t,^,^«.

,,.,...

8TRBKT.

V A. M«r.

HEYffOOD. STRASsIr&VoICT LIIHO.Co
26- STREET & 9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS OF

up

.

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimming
WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La Salle

St.,

Chicago,

<H-

-

Mv

322 ChMtnut Street

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU &
129

Kinds in any Quantity.

:

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

All

^^

>

«—»..—..—..—Mi,

B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

U. S. A.

.1—.-^—.

i.l.'^^::i^

^Mufachtrers of Bindings, Gullo^ns,
SAtin and Gr»s Grjiin

Sanple

Solicited.

...

I

II.

n

on his case that are very suggestive
n When a man has spent his last red cent,
The world looks blue, you bet
But give him a dollar and youUl hear him holler
There's fun in the old thing yet."
Your liquiry

II

,

M-

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

m

few

——

TV

design.

(Phone, Stuyvesant 7476)

QgarRibbons

THE

-

""

SMITH,

Finest Imported Cisar Band* and LaJbeU.

samples.

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

of our compositors has a

-
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CONPANIA LITOGRAFICA DE LA HABANA

Wasliington, D. C.
many British soldiers and officers who are
this city as members of the various allied activities
in this country have created a demand for British
**fags," and a number of dealers are beginning to
carry a few of the best-known lines.
The average British soldier on duty in Washington has taken readily to the domestic cigarettes, many
of which, of course, are as well known to them as any
of British make, but dealers who have stocked one or
two kinds of English cigarettes as an experiment find
a sudden big demand for them.
These dealers also report that their sales of such
British cigarettes as have always been sold here have
increased greatly within the last year, due to the influx
of English officers and soldiers.
There are many British soldiers stationed here,
both as members of the various military and buying
missions of their country and as instructors in grenade
throwing, bayonet work and similar activities in which
they have had several years' experience. All the men
stationed here have seen actual fighting at the front
and bring with them the likes and dislikes fostered
during four years of warfare. Among the former is
the desire for the cigarettes to which they have been
used in the trenches, and this need is to be met now
bv a number of American dealers.

One

—

"

NEUMAN & CO.

E.

17tli Street

NEW YORK OFHCE

BRITISH CIGARETTES IN

TUCK
&
INCORPORATED

LOUISVILLE. HY..

any quantity anywhere.

"

and

„

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND
DUST, bought in
Yearly contracts made.

title

Havana

WANTED

young lady whose stock

matter where thoy hold them!''

all

District.

in perfect condition.

THE

DIAMOND

Tenth

i. -

&

JOHN HULL:—40,678.

CAPT. JOE NICHOLSON :--40,681.

made from

shorts, pure and clean.
Guaranteed A-1 or money refunded.
Fifty cents per pound.
Also
Vuclta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander
Co., 178
Water Street, New York City.

REGISTRATIONS

QUEEN

9,

-

.1

samples and particulars.

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot Dutch tops for sale.
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

2.00

'

M.

This enables anyone to acquire a Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for

FOR SALE

A—An allowance o/ %i will be made to members of the Tobacco
chants' Association on each registration.
ITot* B— If a report on a search of a title necessiUtM the reporting of

"

I

out with all rights to the

$5.00

Iftte

H

"»— M

II.

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are closing

-« •

2.00

"

M-

n

We

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly
is

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

1.00

|»l

n

CIGAR LABELS

COLUMN

in advance.

Effective AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
Search
(see Note B),
Transfer,

n

n
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Fifth

Avenue,

CO..

New York

City
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TOBAC C Q
JULY

To TKe Men
" Roll
TAKE
we

a good look at your

little

win the

what the

fight

over there

The Government has asked
Government asks we all give
The

ALL

must give

our

men

at the

"BULL DURHAM" tobacco.
He has enlisted. He has
time.

'Bull" for a

For
gone

^every single sack of him.

tin

can?

DURHAM"

factories,

for the all-

Don't be

napping.

caught

Satisfy yourself as

humidor

to the

"BULL

output of our

prepared with a

reliable substitute

—

for the entire

iMENT

UN ED

qualities of

and

cheerfully.

millions of sacks of "Bull"
to

Are you

white sack of the makings-

are going to ask you to part with good old

to the front to help

WKo

Own"

Their

WORLD

1918

15,

we have been

front- -3 6,000,000

sending abroad have

not

sacks— 2,000,000 pounds

been enough.

100 car loads every

month.

own

hands,

roll

best cigarette you ever rolled; and while you

There

is

smoke

only one thought you can think

heyVe sure welcome.

"Buir*— carefully,

yourself a cigarette of
it,

—

Here's to them and good luck.

thoughtfully, just the

THINK.

it is

And may

boys over there need rm; 'makings*

every

little

bag carry

its

inspiration

of

hope and courage."
sack and hang

you have sentiment, just save the round white tag of your last
memory of good old "Bull". For you will be proud to know him when he comes back
come soon covered with medals of honor for service.

And

This parchment-lined
cigar can

"If the

this:

if

—

it

as he

oot>Y

up

in

must

humidor

NEW YORK

^^

bility,

SQUARE CONTAINERS,INCHES SQUARE

And

^

the

^^0^4

INCHES

qualities,

Kite-

OR

of the all-tin can.

AN,5

5%e

INCHES iH DIAMETER

4 y*

INCHES

Samples
is

ANY CIGAR

an appreciable sav-

man who pays

freight,

now

IN

DIAMETER

LENGTH REQUIRED

FURNISHED IN PLAIN,

As

ing in weight that will appeal

to the

SQUARE

ROUND CONTAINERS,.

together
with the strength and duraThere

President.

all

And

fibre

with tin rim, tin

top and tin bottom has

—

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

THE
E^UIPPEI> TO MAKE
FOLLOWING sizes:

We
THE

So, with your

Y

GOLD LACQUERED OR

the

ANY

that freight rates

COLOR^.

are going to increase.

Get your samples and

prices

today.

The'MakJngs

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.
1117-23
NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT

H. SMITH, Inc.

106 E. 19th Street

NEW YORK
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AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.
383 Monroe Street
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MADE, IN BOND

FINE

HABANA

La Flor de Portuondo

CIGARS

HAVANA

TADEMA

li

Established 1869

CIGAR8

Lopez

Argiieiiesp

G Bro.

MAKERS

GENUINE

tahpa

NEW YOBK

AHD

*^GIGAR^

MADE

MANUFAaURED

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WARBBOUSB
aaa peabl street

ROCKY FORD

lealtad ib9

nORIDA

i^u

Di
BURGH.

IN

OUR NEWARK,

"»">"*•*=''"«. •*

PA., a

N.

J.,

and

extcnaive

at

line of

*j D*'*-! '* ^ ^°^ 5c— 3c each and 3 for
1 ?f
Jobber and Retailer an exceptional mai^n of profit
**

HAVANA

FUYOt

FACTORIES

o"' *even\ factoriM located

very attractive

DEUCItDS

lOc..

PHTS-

Cigarf

and

giving

the

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Excellence of Quality

and Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

of

ClGAHS

The cJuan F. Portuondo

EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

PHILADELPHIA

HABANA
jii

r.

CIGARS

Cigar Mfg. Co.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
NEW YORK

Good Taste

San Felice

^

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO

H

For Gentlemen

CIGARS

Chmles the Great

TAMPA

BAYUK BROS

.
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..

.

-

—

—
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-
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m
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THE PERFECT CIGAR

The Deisel-Wemmer

M

Co.,

LIMA.O.

LOZANO, SON &
U.

S.

The Demand

CO.

DISCRININATOR

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F.

Lozano" Brand

NEW

Clear Havana Cigars

DEALERS

OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA

New York

Address, 437 Fifth

for

There's a
Avenue

Bt|{

is

Demand

for

taking the output.

the value of this

The Cl^ar Supreme
Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c
straight.

Our

All popular shapes.

than others.

straight, 2 for 25c,

3 for 50c and 26c

FLOR DE MELBAS.
FLOR DE MELBA smokers help

national advertising helps

you

new

cigar

and

with Bobrow Bros.' guarantee
as to quality, workmanship,

behind

it

they are sure

of a satisfying

smoke when

etc.,

bit better

CIGAR

Particular smokers are learning

FLOR DE
They're quite a

7c

they

demand a

"DISCRIMINATOR''

sell

Thousands of satisfied
you increase your business.

7c

CIGAR

See your jobber now, or write us

The Acknowledged Leader
Amon^ Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

LarcMt Indapaadaal Ciiar Factory

Newark, N.
io tha

World

J.

BOBROW

BROS., Phila.

Makers of *'BOLD" CIGARS

Say You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World

Say You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World
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There went out a sower; and, aA he sowed, some fell among thorns, an*f
the thorns grew up and choked it, and it yielded no fruit.
And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and

increased;

and brought

forth,

some

thirty,

and some sixty and some an
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Cigar Manufacturers

American Cigar Co
Arguelles, Lopez & Bro
Bayuk Brothers

.

Fiobrow Brothers
Cressman's Sons, Allen
Deisel- Wemmer

Dunn &

some manufacturers do not use sufficient foresight
to determine where their advertising seeds are sown,
or where they fall.

&

—

—

—

When
want

selecting the business fields which you
to sow and cultivate, don't scatter your seed

conserve

where

it

—

and plant where

do most good;
will flourish, thrive and bear forth fruit in
it

the form

it

will

of increased business
Plant your advertising seed in

an

hundredfold.
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Gato Cigar
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Sword Seems to Produce
Some Tobacco Trade Papers

THAT he never drew attention to an abuse with-

slocking— displacing— recommending

To

out suggesting a remedy, and he placed the emphasis on the correction rather than the abuse

everywhere

was one
of

Allen R.

the latest and most up-to-date
directory pubhshed, and was ^compiled in

;

of the fine tributes paid to the political

this
life

Major John Purroy Mitchel.

Cressman's Sons,

EVERY time

PHILADELPHIA

the Kaiser fails to attain his object he
** rattles the sword*' and threatens terrible vengeance on his opponents. But long ago the Allies ceased
to tremble when he promised to visit the wrath of
Me
and Gott" upon them. The work of winding up the
affairs of Prussian militarism is proceeding steadily
'

'
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complete directory, such as this,
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before another is printed.
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best interests of the trade!
Sooner or later, if the tobacco industry is going to
stand for these methods, they will find the trade papers,
this line in

order to secure

advertising.

Makers

1917.

Don't delay in sending your THREE
DOLLARS for your copy. Make checks
or money orders payable to THE TO-

up the cudgel "for the great good of
the trade" and then forget the good of the trade when
the firm attacked comes across with advertising. Are
such publications to be depended upon to defend the

more and more, pursuing

or Check.

is

brokers.

Foreign $3.50

editorially take

Good judgment favors

York.
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Advertising for

consumer demand.

in

ception of the Twenty-eighth District of

Money Order
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Rattling the Editorial

reflected in the unvarying increase

the National Directory of Cigar Manufacturers makes this book a complete
record of the cigar and tobacco manufacturers of the United States, with the ex-

New
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book
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we cannot

help but observe
the editorial utterances of certain tobacco

trade papers reflect this same spirit. The failure to
get advertising is usually followed by loud rattlings of
the editorial swords. This would amount to very little
were it not that in this particular branch of *' sword
rattling'* results are obtained.
We direct the attention of both advertisers and
prospective advertisers to the growth of this method
of obtaining advertising.
Advertisers who succumb to these methods leave
one of two impressions in the minds of those who have
followed the trend of events. P]ither there was some
truth back of the attack, or it was desirable to make an
advertising appropriation simply to end the '*ragghig.''
Now if such editorial attacks are based on fact
and on the best interests of the trade, an advertising
appropriation should have no influence whatever on
editorial policy until the evil complained of is corrected.
If the appropriation is made to end the continual *' ragging, "and not because there is any real basis for
complaint, then the advertiser is establishing a precedent that will lead him into deep water.
There is a ver>^ fishlike smell to any editorial that
follows on the heels of a disappointing visit of an
advertising solicitor. But still worse is the continuance of editorial attacks with intermittent visits of
the advertising solicitor. When the advertising is secured, the attacks cease.
It is a fair question to ask any branch of the industry' how they can continue to endorse publications
that

We

bring this to the attention of the trade because the practice is growing. It is not contined to one
tobacco trade paper.
It is just as important that a trade paper be supported because it is decent, honest and reliable, and
to keep it so, as it is to encourage sword rattling by

succumbing to it.
Sooner or later the trade will have to make its
choice. If support is to be secured only by pr>ung into
the private as well as the business life of advertisers
and non-advertisers in order to obtain advertising contracts, the surest wiiy to increase the number of trade
papers using these methods is to continue to give out
these contracts when the wrath of the disappointed
solicitor is given full vent in editorial utterances.
The Tobacco World had just occasion to criticise
one concern for the *'good of the industry." It maintained its arguments until those concenied adjusted
their methods of doing business. It was more than six
.

months

in

working out

to a succc^ssful conclusion but
at no time during the criticism was the concern solicited
for advertising, nor was the criticism directed at the

concern for that purpose.
The trade publiwition that offers criticism based on
fact and that attacks a concern because of its methods,
cannot expect to have either the confidence or respect
of the industry if it ceases its criticisms l)eeause of an
advertising contract, and before the methods complained of have been adjusted.
The courts have on immerous occasions thrown
cases out because the plaintiffs have not entered the
suit wnth '* clean hands."

The owners

of

Thk Tobacco World have made

every effort to maintain a clean and honest publication
and to secure its advertising strictly on the merits of
the publication. But it is discourajcing, not only to ourselves but to other publications actuated by the same
honest motives, to note the sucx^ess of the' method of
clanking the sabre.
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working.
association's brief sets forth that, not only
would the Government secure a greater revenue from
a specific tax than from an ad valorem one, but that
invoicing
it would protect importers from fraudulent
and would be far more equitable.
*'We are aware that in the framing of a war revenue act of October 3, 1917, a flat increase in duties
of ten per cent, ad valorem was recommended by the
Ways and Means Committee, and our attention has
recently been drawn to publi(ftitions in the daily press
to the effect that modifications of the existing tariff
will be urged by certain members of the committee,"
said the association in its brief.
''It is not our purpose to discuss in this connection the advisability of increasing the duties on leaf
We regard it as of the utmost importance,
tobacco.
however, that the conmiittee should be advised of the
disastrous effects that will follow, both to the Government and to honest importers, should an increase be
made in the form of an ad valorem surtax, as was
proposed with reference to the war revenue act. There
are controlling reasons why all duties assessed upon

The

ad valorem,
and we would earnestly urge the committee to investigate this matter with great care and thoroughness,
and to take counsel with the customs officials of the
Treasury Department before adopting ad valorem

leaf tobacco should be specific rather than

We

are confident that
as applied to tobacco.
if the connnittee will consider this proposition with
due care it will unhesitatingly reject any proposition
looking to the imposition of ad valorem rates on this
important conmiodity.
**
Whatever may be said respecting the relative
merits of specific and ad valorem duties from a theoretical standpoint it will certainly not be necessary to
argue that the practicability of ad valorem rates de-

and customs officials to detennine the foreign market value of the
merchandise in usual wholesale quantities on the date
I)ends

upon the

.»..»>.'

.....HIHH

«''

T. A. Urges Specific Leaf Import

Washington, D. C.
that, if an import duty of ten per cent, is
to be added to the present duties on tobacco, in the
new revenue bill, it be specific rather than ad valorem,
as has been provided for, the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association, through W. L. Crounse, its Washington representative, has laid a brief before the
House Ways and Means Committee, for consideration
in framing the new bill on which the committee is now

iluties
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ability of importers

of purchase. If it is impossible or difficult to ascertain such foreign market value it will be correspondingly impossible or difficult to administer the law, and
the opportunities for fraud upon the revenue will be
80 numerous as to put a heavy premium on dishonesty
and to give the unscrupulous importer an advantage
over his conscientious competitor that will speedily
drive the honest merchant out of business and leave
the industry in the hands of those who are willing to
live by frauds perpetrated upon their rivals and upon
the Government.
**It is a practical impossibility to determine the
foreign market value of any of the principal types of

Tax

tobacco which are imported into the United States.
Havana tobacco is purchased by American buyers
largely in 'vegas' or lots at a round price for the
vega and is afterwards subdivided and a part sold in
Havana, while the remainder is brought to the United
vega will include numerous grades, and it
States.
and
is therefore absolutely impossible to set a hard
fast foreign market price on the portion shipped to
this country, as such price must necessarily be arbitrarily fixed by the American buyer, who will have
nothing to guide him but the average cost of the tobacco and the price which he believes he will be able
to secure for it when resold in the United States, which
price, of course, will depend upon many trade factors,
including the special suitability of the tobacco for the
particular factory for which it is finally purchased.
It must be remembered that the individual requirements of the cigar manufacturer have much to do with
the price of leaf tobacco, that which is greatly desired
by one factory being almost valueless to another.
**The situation with respect to Sumatra wrapper
tobacco is similar and still further emphasizes the
danger to the revenue and to the legitimate operations
of the tobacco trade of an ad valorem duty. In normal
times Sumatra tobacco is purchased almost exclusively

A

American
at the auction sales held in Amsterdam.
buyers are able to sell in this country only certain
grades of this leaf, but in order to obtain what they
require it is frequently advantageous for them to purchase lots all of which are not available for use in the
manufacture of cigars in the United States and a part
of which are resold to other buyers and are finally
consumed in the manufacture of cigars in other counThe buyer of Sumatra tobacco, therefore, is
tries.
frequently in the same position as the purchaser of
Havana vegas in that he has no guide, except his own
.judgment as to the value of the tobacco, and no
record of price except the average paid for the entire
lot he has bought, which usually would be below the
price he would pay if he had purchased only those
grades suitable for consumption in the United States.
**
Under these conditions, which are typical of the
great bulk of leaf tobacco importations, it will readily
be seen that it is absolutely impossible to enforce the
collection of an ad valorem duty on leaf tobacco. There
is no class of merchandise imported into this country

concerning the value of which there is at all times a
The extraordmary
greater diversity of opinion.
spread* between the rate of duty on filler tobacco,
which is thirty-five cents, and that on wrapper, which
by
is one dollar and eighty-five cents, is emphasized
the fact that in some kinds of leaf tobacco, notably
Havana, wrappers and fillers are mixed in the same
bales, and when filler tobacco is mixed with more than
fifteen per cent, of wrapper tobacco the entire bale
becomes subject to the wrapper duty. In this connection it is a matter of record in the Customs Division
of the Treasury Department that importations of tobacco appraised by six or eight different experts in
the employ of the Government have been variously
*

returned as containing

all

the

way from ten

iConiinued on Page

^)

to seventy-

Cigar Store Salesmanship
By Frank Farrington
(All Rights Reserved)

CHAPTER

VII
How Your Reading Counts
salesman who does not want to make his reading count to his advantage will find more reasons for
giving no thought to the subject than 1 could offer in
its favor. We are always able to bolster up our inclinations with excuses, even if they are poor ones.
You can learn a lot about cigars and tobacco and
about salesmanship without reading a line, but in spite
of that fact, the fellow who never reads anything
about his work, never becomes very proficient. You
can't be a real success in any kind of occupation without studying it.
If you won't read, I cannot make you read. The
boss cannot make you read. You will have to go your
own way, but if you try to learn all you are to know
about the business by picking it up as you go along,
you will end by not picking up very much or getting
very far along.

THE

The man who studies into what other people have
found out and written about his work will have the
world at his feet. You can get to the top if you make
ladder out of your reading.
Of course, I know your time is already filled, with
either work or pleasure. You cannot add half an hour
of reading every day without taking half an hour out
of something else. Well, you can do no better than to
take half an hour of your day and spending that half
hour reading about your kind of work or your kind of
goods.
Your reading will not count to your advantage if
it consists of trash.
Reading that is to be helpful must
inspire you with ambition and develop the qualities that
|L

lead

upward instead

of

downward.

Just because your opportunity to read may be going down to work in the morning or while you are at
lunch, don't think it isn't worth while to read something that will count. The fifteen minutes you spend in
going through the trash in an afternoon paper, or
that is spent in reading the details of some sensational
news event of no lasting importance, are minutes
Avasted. You might have something to show for that
time if it w^ere spent in reading a few pages about the
growth and cultivation of tobacco, or about merchandisinfir methods or about salesmanship.
Too much time is wasted every day in reading the
evening papers and the latest number of ''Sloppy Stories." Such reading contains nothing of any help to
you in your work and it does not even develop your
mind or make you bigger or broader in any way.
Just because you are a cigar store salesman don't
get the idea that literature is of no interest to you.
Good reading improves any man for his work because
it gives him a bettor balanced mental equipment. Good
roadine: is the best brain food. Tt helps you to thiiik
eorreotly and clearly and so makes it easier for you
to solve the problems you meet, and it helps you to

talk

more

intelligently

and agreeably and

it

gets

you

out of the rut.

You

marked successes in all kinds
of work are men who have realized the value of reading
and have read the best they could get. When you read
trash you develop no common interest with other readers, because readers of trash never get together
and
talk about what they have read. It does not make
any
lasting impression worth telling about. When you read
a good, standard book, novel or othei^wise, you get a
common ground for conversation with anv other person who has read the same book. If you find yourself
and any chance acquaintance are both readers of the
same high class magazine, like the ''Atlantic Monthly,"
for example, you have a common interest there. But
will you be interested in discussing with anyone the
latest number of "Mushy Fiction"!
There are two kinds of reading matter that are
profitable for the man in the cigar store. One kind is
literature that is standard because of its actual literary
merit—and that does not mean that it is uninteresting.
The other kind is reading matter that has to do with
will find that the

your business.

You can

learn about human nature in any good
literature, and the salesman's most important study
should be human nature. There is more human nature
and more help to the imagination in a few verses by
James Whitcomb Riley than 'in a week's editions of
so-called evening papers. I will personally guarantee
any man to become more successful behind the cigar
counter every month if he will read Riley's poems for
ten minutes a day. Also I will guarantee that the man
who reads them that much will find the reading gives
him more pleasure than he ever got out of the sensational newspaper.

read about the war and I believe
it is every man 's duty to be well informed on that
most
important of all subjects, but it does not' take a great
deal of time each day to keep that read up, as far as
the really important facts are concerned.
As to reading matter with a direct application to
your work, books on salesmanship are numerous and
they are full of good ideas about what makes a good
salesman and how one may sell more goods and earn
more money. Such books will give you the principles
of salesmanship and the knowledge' of how to apply
those principles. You can learn from such books how
to sell more cigars and how to fit yourself to be something more than a clerk.
You ought to have a book or something on salesmanship within reach at all times so that whenever
there is a chance to read a little, you need not waste
the opportunity. WHien you road a little at a time, you
have a chanco to digest what \o\\ road. TTndigosted
mental food will no more give you greater ability than
undigested pliysicfd food will give you strength*.
It's all right to

f

;
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you make a literary sewer of your brain, you
will grow mentally inert and inefficient and you will
land in a heap at the loot of the ladder. You can't
If

climb on food that

is

without value— mentally or physi-

cally.

Some salesmanship literature is highly scientific.
Jf it seems too much so, it is because you haven't yet
reached the i)oint where you understand it. You are
the infant class in selling, perhaps, and the
methods of the more experienced salesmen seem needHut if you take the position that
lessly complicated.
there is nothing scientific about salesmanship, you practically admit that you are engaged in an occupation
which does not call for a very high degree of intelliin

still

gence.
There
])on't do your occupation that injustice.
is a scientific side to salesmanship just as there is to
farming or to pharmacy or to banking. It is easy
enough to sell a "ciuarter's" worth of cigars and to
be perfectly polite and exact about it, but that is not
salesmanship any more than changing a 'five" is banking, or drawing a glass of soda water is pharmacy.
Scientific salesmanship means getting at the reasons for things customers do and say in the course of
*

tlieir

buying, and

it is

to offset objections,

and
meet opposing arguments

learning

how

to

how

to counteract

and how to reduce everything to reasons for buying.
Scientific salesmanship is not something that is
over your head. It is something that belongs in your
rogidiir day's work. Science is a matter of i-ules and
their application.
this is

The best way

by reading everything you

to find out all about
can find that relates

The most important thing for you

to read, I think,

the trade paper or business journal about your kind
of work. I wish it were compulsory for every cipar
store salesman to read the tobacco trade papers. If it
were, it would improve each man fifty per cent, unless
he were already a hundred-point salesman. The journals dealing with the tobacco trade are filled with just
the kind of information you need.
The tobacco trade paper ought to be the daily
mental food of the man who sells such goods, whether
he sells them in the store or on the road.
If you want to be a top notch man in your field, you
must read the trade papers. You need to know all
about the goods you are selling and about the kinds
competitors are selling. You need to know where and
when and how the goods are produced and manufactured. Your customers are always asking you quesis

A
WK

not keep up to date in your field unless you are a trade
paper reader. The information you get in that way
is information you would not be likely otherwise to

have at

even a beginning in salesmanship simply
to know the kinds of goods you have to sell, and their
j)rices.
A slot machine knows that much. Successful
salesmanship must include the development of satisfied
customers.
It is not feasible for every cigar store man to have
factory experience in order to learn all about the making of cigars. Not every salesman can go into the
tobacco fields and see how the plant is cultivated. But
every man connected with the business can read a
trade paper that will give him regularly just the information he needs in order to be intelligent about his
goods.
If the l>oss does not get the tobacco trade papers,
he is not much of a man to work for. At all events,
don't be without just because nobody offers you the
copies free. Subscribe on your own account.
If you don't gain in knowledge and in selling abilIt is the man who stuity, you will not gain in salary.
dies his job who keeps improving in his work and it is
the salesman who digs into the theory of selling as he
finds it in books and papers, who becomes expert.

"Porto Rican''

We

best jobs are held by men who are expert.
admire the expert salesman or workman and wish
can be if we will make the
might be as efficient.

The

all

we

We

studying up our work every

moment we can

spare for reading.
To let the opportunities of each day go by with the
thought that it is too much trouble to try, or with the
idea that it takes more time and work than we want to
put into it, is to admit that we do not care enough about
succeeding to try hard. If we do not try, we cannot
expect to get much sympathy when we fail. Our friends
will let us go with a mere, **Well, he was a darned
good fellow all right, but he hadn't enough backbone
to get him anywhere."
If you want a ** darned good fellow" epitaph on
your tombstone, you can get it by taking things easy
and letting others walk past and over you. But if there
is anything to you, you won't let the other fellows
walk over you until you are ** under six feet," and then
you won't want to do it. If you will read about your
business and your work, you can keep ahead and on top.

Number

extend congratulations to ** Tobacco" of New
York, a magazine always welcome for its carefully edited news and reading matter, on the current
issue, which is a "Porto Rican Number," and devoted,
as the name implies, to a review of that important
branch of the tobacco industry.
The issue includes seventy-four pages or about
twice the usual number. The first thing that strikes the
reader is the extraordinarv excellence of the illustraSteep hilltions, including the typographical work.
sides [ind mountain streams; the rich port of San Juan;
tile military drill of Porto Kicans; some beautiful pic-

Tobacco as a Preserver of Health

all.

It is not

effort,

to selling.
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tions you could answer with greater intelligence and
interest if you were a trade paper student. You can-

followmg facts and observations are not made
THE
either to oppose or convert
anti-tobacconists.

Fanatics live and thrive on opposition and
while you may
convert them from one fact to another, it is
not worth

the trouble.
The subject is suggested by a report in the Indian
Crazette,
concerning the checking of an epidemic
^ri^ish Lancers at Golconda, a report
of
^?-^u^iwhich has been published at Hyderabad, India
The
epid^ic of disease was carried and extended by fleas.
The flea, a famiUar companion of dogs, cats, rats,
and other warm-blooded, furry animals, is also
fond
ot human blood and it was always considered
a pest
but it was not until the establishment of the
germ
theory and the transmission of many germ
diseases by
fleas, certain mosquitos and flies,
and the familiar
devil
of
the
boarding house that has been
'^''^^^P'^IS
called
the pestilence that walketh in darkness,"
that
the flea was found to be one of the most
pernicious of
poisoners in hot countries.
At Golconda, fifty-two houses were **tobaccoed"
by stitching the leaves into a piece of matting,
which
was laid on the floor. The same number of houses,
of
the same type, and in close proximity to
the others
were not so guarded. In the ^'tobaccoed" houses
the
disease was either prevented altogether or
was infrequent and of a mild type. Only one was infected,
while
seven houses were infected among the
unprotected,
showing a scientific deduction of about eightv-five
per
cent, of protection.
investigators expressed the conviction that if
n^^
the Government spent on tobacco a fraction
of the
money appropriated for other disinfectants, it would
I'save the misery and devastation of thousands of
houses, caused by the appalling death rate from
epideinics." Their investigations further showed
that the
tobacco destroyed other carriers of germs.
The suggestion is obvious that some similar plan
might kill the ^'cooties" that infest the trenches at the
' '

^

front, if

At

m

a prominent medical journal, one
engaged in investigating the plague
bravely took into his mouth a number
of live and active
cholera germs lit and smoked a cigar,
ejected the saUva
on a glass slide and the cholera
germs were dead.
ot the scientists

iJisintectants

may

destroy germs without destroy""^^'^^^^ ^^^^y tliem, on
which subject
}}\^ v*"™"'
If^
the "Indian
Gazette" says:
';it is a great mistake to attempt
the suppression
of epidemic according to a general
scheme. Every disease has to be handled according to
its own special individuality, and the measures to be
taken against it must
be accui-ately adapted to its special
mode of transmission.
In combatting disease we must
strike at the
root ot the evil, and not waste energyand money on
subsidiary and ineffective measures."
It has been claimed that tobacconists
generally escape in epidemics, and we doubt if an
epidemic among
the workers in cigar factories was
ever heard of
The subject is a very timely one, as the festive
flea usually invades houses in
midsummer and the use
ot tobacco-dust on rugs and carpets
is almost as effective against it as the method used
by a man in West
Philadelphia, some years ago. Someone
told him to

close the

windows

and spray the rugs with gasoand he did. Then he stepped on a match.
Perhaps another incident connected with the
same
subject and which happened to a personal
friend of
the writer may be of interest. To
clear a room from
fleas, a sulphur candle was placed
in a pan and set on
a rug, which resulted in a hole being
burned in the
rug; and a small rug was purchased and
placed
the hole
A few days afterward a friend called, over
and
being informed of the incident, said,
''What do you
suppose I insured your household goods
against fire
tor? Make out your claim for a new rug."
line

tight

;

As we

said before, these suggestions are not
intended to oppose or convert fanatics, but
thev mav
reassure some poor doubter, who has been
affected bv
their preachments, cause him to continue

smoking and

preserve his life to a comfortable, happv and
contented
old age, insuring it not only against
epidemics but
against the worst ailment of declining vears,
the con^
tinual grouch.
G
J

W

of "Tobacco"

grown tobacco.
Of course there are a few pretty Porto Rican girls
and there might be more, and views of historic forts
and modern buildings. There is a historical sketch of
the country from prehistoric times to the present, with
especial reference to the progress and prosperity of
the island since it came under the protecting wing of
the American Eagle.
The publishers have every reason to be proud of
the work of their staff, including the advertising sections.

tobacco dust.

any rate it would conserve the lives of many soldiers
to give them plenty of smoking tobacco
and cigarettes,
as IS proved by the following incident.
In the cholera epidemic at Hamburg, some years

tures of growing tobacco leaf; great areas of shade-

tion, in

we would save food and send

ago as reported

which art enters no less than in the

illustra-

Annual Convention of the Tobacco Association
of the United States
The annual convention of the Tobacco Association
United States was held at the St. Charles Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J., June 27, 28 and 29, and attracted
about one hundred and fifty delegates from all parts of
of the

the country.

There were strong delegations of promimembers from Virginia, which gave fifteen, and
I rom North
Carolina, with seven, and from New York
and the West. Many interesting reports and addresses
nent

were made, of too extensive a sort to admit of review,
but which will appear in the annual report in due
time!

The

who were re-elected by acclamation,
are: president, W. T. Carrington; first vice-president,
H. E. Spellman; second vice-president, W. T. Clark;
third vice-president, W. T. Reedi secretary-treasurer*
officers,

G. E. Webb.

:
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Tin Cigar Cans

Regarding Options on Merchandise
By

Elton

J.

Buckley

Copyright 1917 by Elton

business people don't seem to clearly understand what their rights are under an option to buy
something, and the loss through not knowing is so consi(U*rable, that it nmy lielp some if 1 devote a little
time to clearing up the matter.
Some options to buy goods are legal, binding, enforceable contracts, while others aren't worth the breath
that it takes to utter them, or the paper they are
written on.
1 heard a nuin give another one an option the other
day which was as worthless as anything could be.
Since both were practical strangers to me, i of course
had no cidl to intrude myself into the matter. Still, 1

SO

iiiaiiy

would have liked to.
It seems to me that the two men had been dickering over some merchandise worth about a thousand
Finally, the seller said to the buyer: ''I'll
name you a price of $1.65 and give you an option on
the lot until next Monday morning at ten o'clock. If
J haven't heard from you in the meantime, the deal's
dollars.

ofF.''

Doubtless the prospective buyer thought he had
something, but lie had nothing. That option w^as not
in the least binding and the seller could sell the whole
lot five minutes after that conversation with perfect
Jt was not binding beciiuse it is as firmly
imi)unity.
fixed as the rock of Gibraltar that an option, to be
binding, must either be in writing and under seal, or
nmst have consideration. "Under seal" means simply
having a symbol after the name which is intended to
stand for Ji seal. Any symbol which is intended for a
seal will do, and if there is a seal there doesn't need to
"Consideration" means that some])e consideration.
thing nmst be paid for it.
If an option has consideration it can be verbal or
written, and there is then no need of a seal. It would
have consideration if the buyer in the above case had
said, "I'll give you a dollar for an option on those
goods until ten o'clock next Monday morning." The
dollar would be sufficient consideration. As a matter
of fact, almost anything with a value is sufficient consi<leration.

If there is a seal, or consideration, the option is a
valid, enforceable contract, and if the seller parts with
the goods in violation of it he is responsible to the

damages.
I have met quite a number of cases where somebody would get an option on certain goods for a certain
time, and then go out and see if he could sell them at a
seller in

idea was, if he could resell them, to exercise his option, but if he could not resell them, to let
the option sli]). If the option in such a case has not
been obtained in a way to make it binding, the buyer
may find himself a heavy loser, not only as to the profits
he w(mld have made had his resale gone through, but
also by having a number of violated resale contracts
on his hands, on which, if he does not deliver the goods
profit.

II is

he has sold, he

is

liable in

damages.

J.

THROUGH

Buckley

here the form of an option which nobody can break unless he wishes to make himself liable
I will give

in

damages
Date
In consideration of the sum of one dollar,
the receipt of which is acknowledged, 1 hereby
an option
sell to
to purchase the following merchandise until
at a price of
(description of merchandise).
,

Signed,
[seal.]
the dollar if the seal is
^

no need to pay
present I merely included it as a matter of form. An
option taken in this form cannot be revoked by the
seller before its time, or it cannot be violated without

There

is

;

giving cause for action.
One rule about options which is also firmly fixed
is that they cannot be taken advantage of one minute
after the time has expired. If an option to buy expires at ten o'clock on a certain morning, five minutes
after ten is too late. Under the rule in many cases,
there is no way of escaping this. I remember one recent case that was fought hard through several courts,
but was finally lost by the holder of an option. In that
case a manufacturer of fertilizer gave a buyer an option
on "700 to 1000 tons of acid phosphate at buyer's opThis
tion, quantity to be declared August 15, 1915."
meant a flat contract for 700 tons, with the right in
the buyer to get 250 tons more if he said so not later
than August 15tli.
The buyer in this case didn't say so until August
1 8th.
August 15th fell on Sunday, which extended the
time until August 16th. Instead of taking advantage of
it on that day, the buyer let it go for two days and then
said he wanted the 250 tons. But meanwhile the market had advanced and the seller said no. The buyer
thought all he needed to do was to exercise his option
within a reasonable time, and two days, he contended,
constituted a reasonable time. The court said it was
not a question of reasonable time when an option said
it expired at a certain time, it must positively, be exercised within that time. Read this from the decision:
There was a sale of 700 tons, with an option
permitting plaintiff to demand delivery of an additional 250 tons or any part thereof. It was to be
acted upon August 15th, or as that day fell upon a
Sunday, the 16th at the outside. It was not exercised on either date, and the right end^d.
The letter written by the buyer dated August
16th. it is averred in the affidavit of defense, was
not deposited in the mail until Aug^ist 18th. The
oi)tion having expired, this letter was in the nature
of a new order. It was not accepted by the sellers
and their silence did not make a new contract or
prevent the expiration of the option.
The sum lost by this buyer because he did not
speak Monday instead of Wednesday was $1575.
;
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Washington, D. C.
the co-operation of tobacco and other

dealers, the War Industries Board is effecting large
savings in the use of tin without the necessity of placing formal restrictions upon the material.
The to-

bacco manufacturers, it is announced by the board,
have just reached an agreement by which black plate
will be substituted for tin plate in most tobacco cans,
effecting a saving of probably 750,000 base boxes of

per annum.
The board is doing

tin plate

work

by enlisting
the co-operation of the men in the affected industries,
instead of placing radical and possibly unwise restrictions on the use of tin.
Meetings are called by the
board at which representatives of each important trade
using tin are told of the necessity for economy and
asked for advice as to how to get the results desired.
Kach industry is asked to 'organize, to consider the
its

effectively

problem and submit specific recommendations. These
recommendations are digested and sent to everyone in
each trade concerned. Conferences are held with those
who may not agree with the recommendations so as
to get as complete unanimity as possible.
A set of
recommendations or regulations is then drawn up for
each industry and these are enforced by the authority
of the War Industries Board.
The various uses of tin by different trades are
classified in an ascending scale of importance: First,

iiiiii iiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiin
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May Have To Go
wasteful uses due to carelessness, ignorance or hidifference, due to faulty practice which might
be cut off
not only without injury to anybody, but rather
to the
definite pecuniary advantage of manufacturers;
second, uses nonessential in character, such as the coating
of articles with tin for ornamental purposes solely,
which could be cut off without injury to any individual
or firm, provided all acted alike third, the employment
of tin for purposes which in themselves are useful and
desirable, so that their elimination would involve a
certain amount of sacrifice on the part of manufacturers or consumers, but which are in no wav connected
with the vital needs of the country in relation to the
war; and, fourth, uses directly for war purposes.
The first and second uses can and are to bo cut
off at once. The third use could be curtailed, but that
is not desirable, since it would result in
a certain disorganization of industry and reduction in economic
efficiency and ought to be avoided, if possible.
But the
sacrifice will probably have to he made.
Manufacturers of tin foil and tubes have effected
large savings by reducing the tin content and by substitution of other materials for containers, declare officials of the board. A plan has been suggested
and is
now being perfected for the recovery of a large part
of the tin employed in such uses. In addition, large
savings are being effected in tin plate, through the dis;

Read Trade

Journals

By H. Addington Bruce
Reprinted by courtesy of The Associated Newspapers

are anxious
get on
your chosen
YOU
You long for promotion. Perhaps,
to

in

calling.

having lagged

some time, you are beginning to feel discouraged.
But are you doing all you can to deserve success ? Are
you, for one thing, making it a point to read and study
some authoritative journal of the profession, business,
or trade in which you are working?
for

All truly alert business men read trade journals
as a matter of real necessity. They feel it impossible
to continue progressing unless they keep abreast of the
latest developments in their particular business as recorded in the journals they read.
You, let us suppose, are an electrician— a young,
ambitious electrician. Well, there are trade journals
especially addressed to you.
They are published in
your interest, published for the express purpose of
helping you to become skillful at your trade.
Do you read any of these journals? Do you even
know^ their names? If you are a plumber, there are
other journals of particular value to you as a plumber.
Likewise, if you are a hotel clerk, a bank clerk, a salesTnan, a hardware merchant, a dealer in china, a cigar-

maker, or whatever else you may be.
For every vocation there are trade journals— some

of them, of course,

much

better than others. And he
is indeed a wise young man who early becomes a subscriber and constant reader of a good journal dealing
with his trade.
He will learn from it how other men have won
success. Almost every week he will glean something
of direct helpfulness in winning success himself. One
week he will be specially enlightened by a leading editorial. Another he will profit most of all from a seemingly insignificant item of three or four lines, of peculiar interest to him because it chances to touch a
problem with which he is for the moment much concerned.

Or, tucked

away

in

some

letter in the trade jour-

nal's correspondence columns, he may come across an
idea opening new vistas of thought, perhaps a now
avenue of opportunity.
Knowing these facts, I would say to any young
man Read the newspapers. Read general magazines.
Read good books. All are broadening and strengthening to the mind. But in addition, read at least one
good journal especially intended for men in your trade.
If leaders in the business w^orld feel they cannot afford
to miss trade journals, can you afford it?
:

%
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WAR CONCENTRATING ADVERTISING
VALUES

Take

and furiously today.
We are crowding ten years' worth of living into one.
Things are being turned upside down overnight.

The world

is

moving

fast

short normally. With the
rapid disappearing of old lines and the advent of
new, it is relatively much shorter. The public is resigned to changes, and is less than ever inclined to
mourn the disappearance of a familiar product or to
waste time searching through the retail trade for a
favorite brand. More than ever before it behooves

The

public's

memory

is

the manufacturer to keep his product prominently
before the public, lest it be assumed that this article,
too, has given up the ghost.

Note the maintenance of Victor Talking Machine advertising in the face of inability to supply
demand. Note the heavy resumption of advertising
by the makers of Borden's condensed milk. The
New Jersey Zinc Company is spending good money
just to tell the public that its product is used in protecting telephone wires. Bauer & Black, manufacturers of surgical dressings, are telling the public
that adhesive plaster tape may be used to mend tears
in clothing by attaching it to the under side, to
mend breaks in rubber, to insulate wire, to mend
toys, to provide grips for tennis racquets and golf
clubs, to seal fruit jars, to form binders for loose

sheets of paper, to stop leaks in metal pipes, etc.
the firms which advertise during the war
which are going to get the big jump on their competitors when the pistol cracks in that big race for

THIS!

Government

is

going to raise

Freight rates have advanced twenty-five per
cent., making cigars cost us just that much more
freight.

The cigarmakers' strike has been settled in New
York and Tampa, where they were given an increase
of seventy-five per cent, of what they asked for.

Please bear in mind the Government tax, increased labor and freight increase, may raise cigar
prices from three to ten dollars per thousand.
The dealer who loads up on cigars at present
prices will

We

make money by doing

so.

look for the six-cent cigar to be seven cents

in the near future.

We would not be surprised to see fifty cents per
pound tax on tobacco, and five dollars per thousand
on cigarettes in addition to the present tax.
We are buying all the cigars, cigarettes and tobacco

we can

get.

prices

on pipes are away imder

today's cost to us.

Advise your friends to buy cigars at present
prices.

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER,
June

ten cigarettes, will soon be shipi)ed to Italy for distribution among the front-line soldiers, in answ^er to
an urgent cable received at national headquarters from
Colonel Perkins, head of the American Red Cross ComColonel Perkins stated that tobacco
niis>sion to Italy.
was becoming increasingly difficult to obtain, not only
in Italy, but in all of the allied countries, while at the
same time there was nothing that the soldiers appreci-

ated more.

CONFLICTING TESTIMONY
The nim maid was

inclined to be a trifle frivolous

and take liberties with her mistress' property. The
latter was determined to ni]> the matter in the bud.
"Bridget," she remarked, a trifle severely one evening, 'M understand that yon had company this afternoon. AVho was it!"
*'Why," replied P>ridget, *' 'hvas my Aunt Hannah, nnim!"
With mild acerbity the mistress remarked:
''Well, Bridget, when next you see her you might
mention that she left her i)ipe and tobacco pouch on
the piano in the drawing room!'' Plxchange.

—

"DON DIGO" AND NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

were advised of an advance on one of our
brands, and immediately wired an order for half a
million at former price and just received answer by
wire "Impossible to accept your order for half million at former price." We wir^d to ship at present
price and will have to advance our prices.

INC.

1918.

The Uvd Cross authorizes the following:
One liundred thousand packages, each containing

••

We

1,

RED CROSS TO SEND CIGARETTES TO ITALY

TRADE NOTES AND NOTICES

eight thousand million dollars in tax increase.

Your present

It's

business which follows.— "Public Ledger," July

notice, the

1.1

13, 1918.

We

we can add nothing

to the
above, which we have taken from a recent issue
of the '* Tobacco Leaf." The author is J. W.
Dunnet, manager of the cigar department of
feel that

Noyes Brothers & Cutler, St. Paul, Minn. Mr.
Dunnet issued this letter to his salesmen.

This page

is

devoted to the mterests of the trade

in general, especially those of

our

own

advertisers.—

Editor.

'

lows

A
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NEW SUBSTITUTE PACKAGE

The Hey wood, Strasser & Voigt Lithographing
ompany announce to the cigar manufacturing trade

that they have secured the manufacturingrights of the Stern Container.

This article

and

selling

designed to meet statutory revenue
requirements, and will be used as a substitute for expensive paper and tin-foil packages. It will save both
packing and package expense for the cigar manufacturers, and is made to contain five cigars of
any size
from the five-for-fifteen-cent type up.
It will also help to introduce the newly
priced sixand seven-cent brands.
The container may be lithographed in any number
ot colors, hke cigar labels.
Further information will be cheerfully furnished
upon request by the representatives of this conceni.
is

Bayuk Brothers announce

that Sumatra sufficient
tor a year's supply has recently arrived
at a Pacific
port. This tobacco was purchased by
Samuel

Bayuk,

who made

a trip to Sumatra last fall especially to
insure a sufficient supply of Sumatra for
the factories
operated by them for the 1918-1919 period. It
is understood that this tobacco, which is used for wrappers,
IS of the same excellent quality
and standard as that

SOUTH AFRICA INCREASES TOBACCO
4,000,000 pounds; Piet Retief, 1,000,000 pounds; Stockenstroom, 200,000 pounds; Rhodesia, 1,000,000 pounds;
pounds; Swaziland, 100,000
A^edefort,
1,000,000
I)onnds; Nvasaland and outside, probably 1,000,000
pounds; total, 8,300,000 pounds. Of this total 5,000,000
pounds are from the Transvaal. The figures represent
an increase in production, but are not a record. The
Rustenburg figures are below the normal. These totals
were supplied by a conference of tobacco growers recently held in Cape Town.

Cigars are sensitive to odors and will absorb them
A friend put
just as butter does in a refrigerator.
some Havana cigars in a wardrobe and his wife put
The trouble in the family was
in some mothballs.
healed over in the course of time, when she bought
him a beautiful lacquered humidor and had it charged
to his account.

'^ietail Public J.edger'^ for July tells
a very
good story illustrative of the value of newsi)aper
advertising. It necessarily follows that
to obtain lasting
results the product must live up to the
advertising.
The story as told by the Public J.edger " is
as fol'

used in former years.

The estimated production of tobacco in South
Africa for 1918 is as follows: Rustenburg district,

The

Garrett H. Smith, United States representative of
the Compania Litografica de la Habana,
left New York
recently for a visit to the home office in Havana,
Cuba.

More than

6,000,000 ''Blackstone'^ cigars, products of the Waitt & Bond, Incorporated,
factories are
already in the hands of the Government.
This is only
one of many brands that the Government
is buying,
liut these items emphasize to the
dealer the necessity
ot making a second and
third choice when ordering
brands from a jobber. The cigar scarcitv is becoming
more and more acute with jobbers.

The Arthur Weil Company,

Six months ago the II. F. Pent Brothers
(V)mpanv,
ot Souderton, Pa., cigar manufacturers,
decided that
on account of conditions in their trade it
would be advisable for them to feature the ten-cent
size of their
'Don Digo" cigar in Philadelphia and endeavor
to
popularize this product.
Accordingly, they mapped out a plan which called
tor advertising
four morning and two evening newspapers
Philadelphia, and presented it to the
J B.
Haines Advertising Company, in the Bailey Building,
tor consideration and approval. After
investigation,
i\lr. Haines reconnnended
that the entire appropriation, instead of being split among six
i)apers, and thus
allowing of the use of only conqjarativelv small
si)ace
each, be lumped in one medium— the
"Public
Ledger,'' morning and evening.
''But that," objected Mr. Pent, ''would be putting
all our eggs in one basket.''

m

m

m

"Woukhi't that be better," replied Mr. Haines,
*'than to distribute your eggs so widely that
you would
never know that you had any eggs at allf
After a considerable anlount of discussion
it was
agreed to "try out" the "Public Ledger" in order
to

see

how

campaign pulled.
"On June 1,"* stated Mr. Haines, "Mr. Pent informed me that he had to stop making everv brand
of
cigar except the 'Don I)igo'— that he has
added more
the

than 500 new accounts since opening the
"Ledger"
campaign—that he is sold up to the limit of his capacity
and that his men do not, literally, have time to hox
tlie 'Don Digos,' but have to send
them out in bundles."
Tlie Schulte

Cigar Store Company has captured
another prominent location in Philadelphia. This time
it is in the corner of the Colonnade
Hotel at the southwest comer of Fifteenth and Chestnut streets. A longterm lease has been secured together with the exclusive
eigar privileges of the hotel.

At

in

Richmond,

is

going

out of business owing, it is said,
to the impossibilitv
of securing a sufficient
quantity of the brands they have
heen handling to warrant a continuance
of their concern.

:

the annual dot!¥ention of the Tobacco Association of the United States, at Atlantic City,
the statement was made that tlie Y. M. C. A. recently ])laced
an

order with the Durham factories for eighty million
cigarettes. Some of the old cranks can now
make eighty
million objections.
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which Congress is now shaping up will further
increase the difficulties confronting all cigar lirms, and
jjractically force them to again raise the price of their
The Jogicid conclusion to be derived is that
l>rands.
the consumer will smoke less. There will be less cigars
manufactured, and all holders of leaf (even though they
j)aid a high price for their tobacco) will be compelled
This
to dispose of their goods for nmch less money.
will particularly hit the man or men who have been
speculating once too often. The saying that whatever
goes up, is bound-to come down, will again prove true.
There appears to be a plentiful supply still to be
had of tiller tobacco. This is particularly true of 1916
The writer knows of
J*ennsylvania Broadleaf B's.
1917
(piite a quantitj' in and around this market.
Pennsylvania, both JVs and Tops are changing hands.
One can even obtain guarantees as to soundness two
and three months from now. All of which proves the
I)resent dullness of the market. These conditions may
last for several months to come. While the loaf business as a rule slackens off during the summer months,
it has slowed up much earlier this year, owing to absoeime

bill

lutely uncontrollable factors.

The one grade which
this or

anv other market

be sold at any time in
Binders, no matter what

ciin
is
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Philadelphia Leaf

the last four weeks has been
Everybody is waiting to see
(luiet and unsettled.
just liow the cat will jump. Jobbers are in the mood
where they don't care either to buy or sell, which condition certainly is not iinancially good for any one,
especially as all grades of tobacco are too high for
the manufacturer to make any money. The new rev-

BL'SINIOSS

The
the vintage, size or quality may happen to be.
cry for Hinders can be hoard from coast to coast, and
from the present outlook said cry will continue for
some seasons to come. Such a scarcity of Binders has
never boon known in the tobacco industry.
Of goods offered in this market during the past
thirty days, the following is a fair resume:
Some ()0 o<ld cases of 1917 Connecticut Havana
Seed Seconds, at 65 cts. M/W. 14% shrinkage, sizes
nmning from 18 inches up.
65,000 pounds of Manila Scrap. The owners considered their holdings scarce and therefore set the price
at .'J8 cts.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Market

Intelligent

369 cases Gebhart B's, at 38
graded from 16 to 28 inches, f. o.

cts.

b.

packed weights,

Zinuner Spanish Wrapper

25 cases 1916 very
grades, 12 to 20 inches, at 42

cts.

M/W.

500 cases 1916 bulk-sweated Pennsylvania Broadleaf B's, at 43 cts. A/W. net cash, f. o. b. cars Philadelphia, in grading from 18 to 30 inches.
300 cases 1917 Gebhart B's, at 35 cts. M/W. f. o. b.
cars Ohio, grading from 16 to 26 inches.
160 cases of Connecticut

Havana Seed Brokes

(loose) laid straight in the case, at 25 cts.

A/W.

f. o. b.

cars Pennsylvania, net.

150 cases 1917 Connecticut Broadleaf (hail cut)
two sizes, at 32 cts. M/W. 13% shrinkage for the lot,
or 40 cts. M/VV\ for the long grades, f. o. b. cars Suffield, Connecticut.
60 cases 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed, frosted
tobacco, at 22 cts. A/W. f. o. b. cars Suffield, Connecticut.

325 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Broadleaf B's, at 36V2
cts.

A/W.

20 cases of fine quality Pennsylvania Broadleaf
B's, at 43 cts. A/W. net cash, f. o. b. cars Lancaster,
Pa. Sizes running from 18 to 24 inches, inclusive.
19 cases 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed Brokes, at
31 cts. M/W. 14% shrinkage, f. o. b. cars Connecticut,
net cash.

262 cases 1916 Pennsylvania Broadleaf B's, at 43
cents. A/W. cash less 2% or 4 months, f. 0. b. Ohio,
(irading from 14 to 30 inches.
63 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Fillers, at 32 cts. A/W.
This lot was in the force sweat and had a shrinkage
of

15%.

40 cases 1917 bulk-sweated Pennsylvania Tops, at
50 cts. A /W. net cash, f o. b. Penna. goods guaranteed absolutely sound, graded from 24 to 30 inches.
L. Baco.
.

;

mmmmgati.

A. T.

Company Acquitted

AAVASrriNOTOX,

D. C, dispatch on July 3, announced that the Federal Trade Conunission dismissed its complaint against the American Tobacco
Comiiany, in which it had charged unfair methods of
competition in the maintenance of resale prices. There
was no evidence to support the complaint.
The comj)laint, issued April 15, alleged that the
company's methods had the effect of eliminating competition in prices among jobbers and wholesalers and
that the comj)any had refused to sell to one finn which

of Charge of Unfairness
refused to agree to maintain prices.
Percival S. Hill, president of the company, made
affidavit as to his firm's custom in acquiring new customers and dropping old ones. The commission's investigation sustained the defendant's denial of the allegations contained in the complaint, inasmuch as it was
shown that the refusal to sell the concern in question
was due to this concern's well-known reputation as a
l^rice-cutter.

""""

and Reasonable

*^

has always re-

of those who are interested in his selling the things that they make.
It has seemed to them an unfair practice
for tlie
dealer to sell the consumer something other
than that
originally called for.
Of course, no one disputes that it is actual disiionesty to give a customer one thing in
the guise of
another, or to pretend to supply one thing and
actually deliver another.
But the merchant who substitutes in that way is the rare exception.
In most cases substitution occurs when the patron
inquires about a product which the merchant
does not
carry in stock, but the equal of which he believes he
has under another name. In that case he simply calls
the attention of the customer to the product which he
does carry, explains its qualities and merits, comparing them, if necessary, to those of the article asked
for,
and in nineteen cases out of twenty he sells the goods
that he has.
That is substitution, but it is intelligent, reasonable substitution, and the only thing for the merchant
with common sense to do. It would be folly for him
to say to an inquirer, **No, we haven't
the item you
asked for; I suggest that you go two blocks north, to
the store of my competitor, and try there:
I think

they have it."
The war has emphasized one thing especially, and
that IS the absolute necessity of studying substitutes
and of stocking with them, and of putting them across
the counter in such a way that they will be acceptable
to the consumer. That is where the intelligence
of their
handling comes in.
There are a great many articles formerly widely
distributed that are no longer available at any price.
War demand has taken them out of the market. The
public must still be supplied, and the only way to do
it is by means of substitutes, properly
selected by the
merchant, and properly exploited by him in his dealings with his own trade.
Because of the necessity for widespread substitution, it is important that each store explain the situation to its salespeople and to the public, so that it
will be understood that the absence of the
old familiar
brands, or the use of new materials in the old products,
will not be misunderstood.
Of course, the public knows in a general way that
many materials are scarce and hard to get. It knows,
for instance, that the requirements of shoes for soldiers
and sailors has tightened up the leather market and
tended to encourage the use of satisfactory substitutes in the manufacture of shoes. It understands that
linen and, in fact, all textile goods are short, and that
materials are being used for certain purposes that
would not have been applied in thai way before the
war. Hence il; is only a short step to show a particular
customer why the merchant has had to provide one
item for another which is no longer available, or which
IS in scanty supply.

Hill
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Substitution

Grain, Jr.

Copyright 1918, by G. D. Grain,

merchant who
substitutes''
THE
ceived the condemnation
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By G. D.

cars Ohio.

89 cases fancy quality Gebhart Fillers, at 251/2
cts. A/AV. net cash, f. o. b. cars Ohio, mostly long sizes,
(^uite a few of these cases could be used for B *s.
50 cases of old Connecticut Broadleaf Darks, running grades, at 62 cts. M/W. 22% shrinkage.
fine
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The proper explanation of the product involves
more than the stereotyped answer, '^t's on
account of
the war." That is true, so far as
it goes, but it is no

longer a satisfactory explanation to the
customer.
The dealer who instnicts his salespeople with
reterence to the changes in stock that
he has been compelled to make insures having the
situation presented
correctly to his trade.
reasonable explanation of
the conditions likewise makes a good
impression on the
customer, and makes him feel that he is dealing
with a
store which really understands the
situation and is
doing everything that it can to protect the
interests
ot its patrons.

A

Furthermore, there has been an undercurrent of
leelmg among a not inconsiderable portion of
the public, which has been inclined
to believe that certain
merchants were endeavoring to make use of the war
as an excuse for selling substandard goods,
and to take
a long profit on inferior merchandise. This has made
it necessary that every substitution
of one product for
another, or one grade for another, be accompanied
by
an explanation that covers the situation, and provides
a reason rather than an excuse for the change.

Every

knows that it
sales cost, good

retailer

is

far better, from

the standpoint of
will and other factors of this kind, to continue to sell
the old, reliable
brands, with which his customers are familiar and
which they accept without question, because they have
been in use for years and have given satisfaction. The

moment he

brings something else in in their place, he
raises a question in the mind of the customer.
Whyf
That **why" must be .answered to the satisfaction of
the purchaser, instead of merely evaded by the threadbare excuse that war conditions have made it necessary.

As

indicated above, substitution of the right kind
IS often the best possible merchandising.
At present
it represents service to the public,
since it means taking
advantage of market possibilities to the utmost, and
giving customers next to the best, if the best is no
longer to be had. It means scanning the available 'supplies, and selecting for stock a great many items
which
in other days might have been undesirable,
but which
at this time represent the best that can be offered to
the trade.

Present-day substitutes, which are filling places
formerly occupied by other merchandise, are likely to
assume permanent positions, if they make good in
service. The merchant therefore has a responsibility
in the selection and in the study of the satisfaction
that he renders.
He should continue to study the
field and investigate available goods, so that
he can
substitute with real intelligence, feeling that he is giving his customers the best that can be had under the
conditions.

Handled in that way, substitution is a science
which demands and employs the best possible knowledge of merchandise and merchandising.

;

:

:

:

;
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Re General Crowder's "Work or

In

Fight" Order

The Importance

Tobacco Merchants' Association Bulletin
the iiKiuirios that we are constantly
receiving in regard to the "Work or Fight'' order
recently issued ])y General Crowder, there seems to
be considerahk' uneasiness in the tobacco trade as to
the prohaljle effect of the order upon the tobacco industry, and hence it is deemed advisable to issue the

JUIKjING from

following statement.

may

be said that there seems to
be a general impression that the "Work or Fight"
order ap|)lies only to Non-Essential Industries. This
impression is clearly erroneous.
The (ieneral has made no reference in the order
or regulations to N on-Essential Industries. The order
applies e(iually as well to Essential as it does to NonEssential Industries. It covers only N on-Productive
Occupations or Employment, whether in Essential or

At

the outset,

N on-Essential

it

such extension by Regulation, no occupation or employment not included in the list or
description of occupations and employments in the
may he held by any Local
foregoing Section 121
or District Board to be a non-productive occupation or employment unless a ruling as to whether
or not a doubtful occupation or employment is to
be considered as non-productive is first obtained
from the Provost Marshal General in the mauner

and

until

K

by General
In subsequent
('rowder a few days ago, the General makes the folinstructions

Thus, Section 121 B of the regulations recently issued bv (ieneral ( rowder reads that
"Whenever, after July 1, 1918, any registrant
may be
in Class J, 11, 111, or IV,
to be an idler, or to be engaged in
found,
any occupation or employment defined and described in these Regulations or any amendments
thereof as a non-productive occupation or employment, such Local Board shall, by notice as hereinafter prescribed, notify him, etc., etc."
and in Section 121 K, the tenn ''non-productive occupation or employment'* is defined as follows:

issued

lowing statements. (We are quoting only such parts
as may be especially applicable to the tobacco and
allied industries)

that sales clerks and
other clerks employed in stores and other mercan*

The regulations provide

registrants engaged as follows are to be considered by Jjocal and District
Boards as engaged in non-productive occupations

establishments are engaged in non-productive
employments, but this does not include store executives, managers, superintendents, nor the heads
of such departments as accounting, financial, advertising, credit, purchasing, delivery, receiving,
shipping and other departments; nor does it include traveling salesmen, buyers, delivery drivers,
electricians, engineers, nor any employees doing
heavy work outside the usual duties of clerks.
sales clerks and other clerks* in** However,
clude the clerical force in the office and in all departments of stores and mercantile establishments.
The words stores and other mercantile establishments' include both wholesale and retail stores,
and mercantile establishments engaged in selling

or employments

goods and wares.'*

.

.

.

.

...

'^

.

.

and

all

(a) l\»rsons engaged in the serving of food
and drink, or either, in public places, including hotels and social clubs;
(b) Passenger-elevator operators and attendants; and door men, footmen, carriage
openers, and other attendants in clubs,
hotels,

stores,

apartment houses,

office

buildings and bathhouses;
(c) Persons, including ushers and other attendants, engaged and occupied in and in
connection with games, sports and amusements, excepting actual performers in
legitimate concerts, operas or theatrical
'

performances
(d) Persons employed in domestic service;
(e) Sales clerks and other clerks employed in
stores and other mercantile establishments.'*

L

the regulations further provide:
**
The designation and definition of
non-productive occupations and employments conmay be extained in the foregoing Section 121
tended by K<»gulation from time to time as neces-

In Section 121

...

K

sity may require so as to include persons in other
occupations or om[)loyment; hnt for the present

tile

*

*

Attention is also called to the following regulations for the guidance of the Local Board
**The following grounds shall be accepted by
l^ocal and District Boards as reasonable excuse
for temporary idleness or for being engaged in a
non-pro<luctive occujjation or employment:
(e) Where there are compelling domestic
circumstances that would not permit

change of employment by the registrant
without dispropoHionate hardship to his
dependents; or, where a change from a
non-productive to a productive employment or occupation would necessitate the
removal of the registrant from his place
of residence, and such removal would, in
the judgment of the board, cause unusual
hardship to the registrant or his family
or, when such change of employment
would necessitate the night employment
of women under circumstances deemed by
the Boards unsuitable for such employment of women, boards are authorized to
consider any or all of such circumstances
as reasonable excuse for non-productive

employment.

*
'

in ^'Printers' Ink,"
April 25th.)

UCH

of the litigation that arises
incident to the
.mtringement of trade-marks could be avoided if
proper publicity were given to marks
at the time of
their registration.
When a clash of trademark interests occurs. It causes much trouble
and often engenders bad feeling among competitors
who had been
riendly rivals. If there is anything that
can be done

prevent this antagonism, it is worth undertaking.
?"^^ ^^ remembered that it is only occasionn
.
ally that trade-marks are infringed
deliberately. Frequently the infringement is no more than
an honest
ditterence of opinion as to who has prior
rights. More
otten it IS due to the infringer not knowing
that any
one else has been using the mark. He is
quite ignorant
ot the tact that he is encroaching
on another's property.
The chances are that if the one who was trespassed had taken pains to advertise the ownership
of
the mark, his property would not have
been transto

1

Ijrescribed in Section 25.^*

'

Industries.

(An Editorial

of Registering Trade

gressed.

In probably the majority of pases where
the trademark examiner finds it necessary to declare an ''interference," the party making the application
to have the
mark registered did not know that a same or similar
mark had already been appropriated. An interesting
and instructive example of this kind happened recently.

Schwarzenbach, Huber & Company, of New
iork, in lately seeking a registration for
the word
Society 'as a brand for silk piece goods,
found that
the Rice Stix Dry Goods Company, of St.
Louis, had

registered this name in 1915. It seems, however,
that
the New York firm has been using the
name on silk
ever since 1912. It is true that the concern
used it
in only a crude way, merely marking
the name on the
wrapper with a pencil instead of printing it on the
label.
The Court of Appeals held that this was immaterial. The name had been used sufficiently

to establish Schwarzenbach, Huber & Company's
common
law right to it and to make it a valid trade-mark.
One other complication arose in this case. The

Kice Stix people thought that they acquired
the mark
from one Duncan, when he assigned to them in 1914.
It appears that Duncan & Stenz
used the ''Society"
brand in 1904 and 1905, but shortly afterwards dissolved partnership. The business was abandoned
and

with

it

from the

issue of

tins brand.

June, 1916.
^. The greatest reduction was in goods which sell
below four cents, showing the increasing difficulty
of
continuing the manufacture of cheap cigars, on account
ot the high wages paid to cigarmakers
and the ad-

Of course a trade-mark cannot be

carried, conveyed or assigned as a separate
piece of
property, independent of the product or
the business
to which it belongs. So also does the
property right
in a mark cease when it is not in
continuous use.
The court affirmed the decision of the Commissioner of Patents allowing the New York
company to
register the name.
This is a typical illustration of

How a hrm can

innocently and needlessly drift into a
lot of trade-mark trouble and expense.
The incident is
a striking example of why a name should
be advertised
when It IS registered. When a mark appears to be
entitled to registration, the Patent Office
publishes it
in the Official Gazette at least once
and not later than
thirty days before the date of registration.
This is
supposed to give anyone thinking he has a right to the
mark a chance to file a notice of opposition.
As a matter of fact, the Gazette does not always
reach those who may be interested. Opposition
may
develop long afterwards, as the Rice Stix (^ompanv
has
discovered. If this St. Louis drv- goods house hail
advertised widely to the trade in 1915 that it had
registered "Society" as a trade-mark for silk, other claimants to the name, if there w^ere any, would be
likely
to have come forward at once. If the court
then recognized the prior rights of one of these claimants.
Rice
Stix would have been saved the expense and
the embarrassment of promoting a brand for two or three
years and then being obliged to abandon it.
few
hundred dollars put into this kind of advertising would
have turned out to be a very profitable investment.
If the advertising developed no claimants, it would
solidly establish the fact in the trade that "Society"
was the property of Rice Stix. This would not only
win good will for the new brand, but it would let the
whole industry know that the name had been appropriated and that others might as well keep their hands

A

off.

If the registration of trade-marks was advertised
in this manner it would also tend to prevent their
deliberate piracy in case some one w^as disposed to do

The more generally the identity and the ownership of a mark is known, the harder it is to pirate.

that.

Revenue Report of the Ninth
The report for the month of June in the Ninth
Pennsylvania Revenue District, of the output of cigars,
shows a loss of about a million compared with
the output in May, more than five millions compared
with
June, 1917, but three millions more than the
output of

Mark

District

vancing cost of tobacco. Cigars selling from four to
seven cents are about holding their own in output,
with almost uniform figures for the past four months,*
and June, showing a big decline in total production]
shows a large increase in these grades over October
or 52,287,000 against 47,471,780.

The output

of cigars selling at or above seven
cents shows about the same figures in May and June,

with a general rising tendency since October.

I
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Washington, D. C.
that will hit the tobacco industry hard are
provided in a bill which has been introduced into
the House of Representatives by Congressman Parker,
of New Jersey. Under the terms of this bill, manufacturers of tobacco, containers, etc., would be called
upon to pay a new tax, the bill proposing that ** there
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid upon all
manufactures sold by the manufacturer or producer
a tax equivalent to three per centum of the price for
which so sold.*'
The business would be further taxed, perhaps to
ail extent heavier than any other industry, by section
'2
of this bill, for Mr. Parker thinks that advertising
should be made to produce revenue for the Government. In this section he would have 'levied, assessed,
coUected, and paid, a tax equivalent to three per centum
of the amount paid by any person, corporation, partnership, or association to any other person, corpora-

It in

MARK

SEVENTY-FIVE

cents

is

a fair retail price for a
good French Briar pipe. The
retail merchant who asks

not just to himself.

less is

I%>e smokers

will

pay 75 cents or

Men who buy pipes know con-

more.

They know that all materials
that labor costs more.
cost more
They are earning more and can afford

ditions.

—

pay

to

their share of the

added cost

partnership, or association for advertising or advertising space.'*
tion,

If

Tutuila, and where merchandise is admitted free of duty the assessment would be
ten per cent, ad valorem.
The bill has been referred to the House Conmiittee
on Ways and Means, which has just completed hearings in advance of the preparation of a new revenue
law. It is not contemplated yet to place a tax on necesI

Every jobber, every jobber's salesman, should advise his retail customers to get
they

full

value for the pipes

sell.

The

fetail

merchant who

sells

the

well-known, well-advertised W. D. C.
pipes will have no trouble getting 75
cents for

all

The
and

and increased

prices

other briar pipes in proportion.

all

retailer is

entitled to his full

fair profit.

WM. DEMUTH &
230 Fifth

Guam and

and the enactment of the Parker bill would mean
the placing of a three per cent, tax on bread and other
foo<lstuffs, clothing and other necessities, as well as on

sities,

luxuries.

C. L.

THE

1

The

CO.
Avenue — New York

tobacco from the United
States, Dutch Indies, Italy, British India and Brazil.
Xo mention is made in consular reports of Cuba.
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The Universal Tobacco
It

Leaf Counter.
counts only the Stripped Leaves

and any nvmker— from

29 to

M.

1
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becomes available.

field for

thorough and complete investigation of such equipment
will prove of advantage to every manufacturer who desires
to keep his production as near normal as possible in these
strenuous times.
Every manufacturer whose growing
stream of orders exceeds his ability to fill them will want
to make use of every possible method of meeting the
demand. The manufacturer who keeps his brand before
the trade through judicious advertising, and before the
public through the meeting of the demand for his goods,
will be in a position to reap a great business harvest at the
close of the war.

While there are difficulties to be experienced in securing needed equipment for factory production, nevertheless it is not too soon to begin to investigate and place
orders for such devices as meet the requirements.

The

United States

world

Two
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The

Universal Tobacco
:co Leaf Counter
•ttacheo to a Model "M" Universal
Tobacco Stripping and Booking Machine.
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Over 750 Progressive Cigar

of the largest cigar concerns in this country are
already using practically all of tHe successful types of
machinery that have been introduced for the production
of cigars. The sale of their products is steadily moving
forward which disproves the argument that cigars, made
with facilitating devices, will not hold up in the market.
Further, these devices are being used in the production of
high-grade cigars, the sales of which arc steadily growing.

Everything that is happening in the United States
today tends to prove that we are totally unprepared for
the enormous expansion of our industries which is taking
place.
cannot believe that this expansion is temporary.
Certainly, it is not true of the cigar and tobacco
industry, which faces a demand for its production une-

We

Nanvftctureri are convinced that the

qualled in

Universal Tobacco

DOES HELP INDUSTRY
Universal Tobacco Machine Co.
79 Fifth Ave.
•
.
N. Y.
Factory: 98.104

Murray

Nawark, N.

J.

is

For the Progressive Manufacturer
LEAF counter has been added to the facilitating

A

now on

the market. This bit of equipment
counts only the stripped leaves and in any number
(from 20 to 80) to the pad. This device is attached to
stripping machines, and will doubtless prove a popular
addition to labor-saving devices used in the tobacco in-

devices

within the reach of all. The manufacturers state that a large number of orders have already

dustry.
Straat,

entire history.

not too much to say that the manufacturer of
machinery for the cigar and tobacco trade will find a ready
sale for his products today among the progressive manufacturers of tobacco products. Mechanical devices is the
surest and quickest answer to the call for increased
production.
It

Machine

its

Its price

been booked.

World's Largest Pipe Manufacturer

will eventually astonish the

with its quantity production, made possible, entirely,
through the use of machinery. The tobacco industry,
which has been tardy in advancement along mechanicsd
lines, will be compelled to adopt new methods of production in order to meet the demand. These new methods will consist largely in the use of facilitating devices.

imports

A London correspondent of the Associated Press
writes that on account of the scarcity of matches, even
the fashionable clubs are using oil lamps with wooden
ci^^ar lighters in a glass of sand, or paper spills. Relief
from tlie United States is looked for when cargo space

of the tobacco

the development of tobacco machinery
is unlimited, but there are at present a great number
of
successful labor-saving devices on the market.
The

Stripping and Booking
Switzerland

enormous expansion

industry at this time, together with the
growing labor shortage, indicates that
the time is not far off when the entire trade
will begin to take a real interest in the use of
facilitating devices for producing the various
tobacco products.

jj.

regular pipes formerly

sold at 50 cents,

on

Philippines,

Wo RLii

Industry

Congressman Parker's recommendations were

permitted to prevail, the tobacco dealers of the country, already overburdened with taxes. Federal, State
aiid local, would be compelled to pay annually large
sums of money on the newspaper space they occupy
with their advertisements, on the posters they use on
billboards and for distribution purposes, and further,
they would have to absorb the advertising tax paid by
the manufacturers in announcing in the trade press,
through circular matter, in the newspapers and popuSuch tax would very
lar magazines, their products.
naturally be assessed against the retailers of the advertised products, for the tax would becofne part of
the overhead expense of the manufacturers.
The third section of the bill provides for the assessment of duty in the amount of ten per cent, ad
valorem, additional to all duties now provided by law,
on all tobacco imports from foreign countries into the
United States or any of our possessions, except the

Tobacco

Machinery Will Help

*

The Importance of Getting
The Full Retail Price

1st, 191 S,
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
'T be a pessimist.
DON
a day^s pleasure,

it is

But when you
safe to

start out for

make an allowance

and disappointment.
A young blood went into a cafe in Eldorado the
other day, Roll a Clymer reports, and, pointing to the
iirst item on the menu, asked the waiter to bring him
some of that. ** Sorry," said the waiter, *'but the orchestra is playing thaf ** Kansas City Star."
for discomfort

The question whether

twenty-five years of close cooperation with the trade and the consumer; it is the
cigars represents

result

of

an ideal

that

cannot be

satisfied

with

anything short of perfection, and the result
nation-wide prestige.

is

a

is

The j„,lgrment tliat conies only from many
years of
making-backed by the large rcsonrocs which are Niio<ossfnl .j.-ar
iiee.led Hese .H s
to keep up the quality month
in and month out.

girl clerks in cigar stores

a success is not a subject for snap judgment.
The right ones will be successes and the wrong ones
will be failures, and the same has always been true of
male clerks.

Advertised with

That Southern labor is taking advantage of circumstances, is indicated by reports from the tobacco

Good Judgment

that it is rendering the smallest service possible
for the 100 to 300 per cent, increase in wages, and
takes a holiday of a day or two each week for rest
and recreation. The Southern laborer has never been
accused either of overwork or hoarding.
fields,

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard

Good Judgment

will be

Lipschutz Standard in

of the

with

—

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

Made

increasing every

,TvT
over.

"'«"*" "I'Pcar
til
This **^«'"*'f
advertising: Is

continuous.

It

1" hadiiiK newspapers the country
put into eoinmandlnB space. It Is
appeals to the Good .liulsmeiit of those who see
It.

year.

The

''44" oval products are

under a name that carries

marketed
with it a

Tobacco reports to be issued during 1918-19, by
the Bureau of the Census of the United States Department of Commerce will be made of leaf tobacco held,
as follows: July 1, about July 29; October 1, about
October 29; Januarv 1, 1919, about January 29; April
1, 1919, about Aprir29.

responsibility for quality.

If a man contradicts you, pity his ignorance and
keep quiet. lie has the last word, but you have shut
Same thing with
off his hot-air tank, and he suffers.

A

Paris dispatch dated July 1, stated that the
French Under Secretary of State for the Finance Department has classed seven-cent cigars as luxuries and
six-cent cigars as necessaries, in suggesting methods
of introducing a tobacco ration, and that the ration
scheme shoukl apply only to the sale of the cheaper
grades of tobacco, cigarettes and cigars. The French
Cabinet has approved the principle of rationing to-

of the smoker pays retailers best"

bacco.

The French Government has renewed

the embargo
of May 14, on the exportation of tobacco of all kinds,
to the United Kingdom, the United States and other
allied countries, but applications may be made by
French exporters for individual permits to make shipments.

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

The

made

the smoker because

merchant because

it

is

Moisture warm and trickly,
That runnest down mv brow
hives,
heat that's prickly
mercury!
wow!
atmosphere that's sickly!

satisfies

good, and the

it sells.

FENDRICH. EVANSVILLE. IND.

Makers

of

good

cigars

for

over

Bought with

Good Judgment
TOM KEENB

Jl?v2r"J,'!i"''"""y

*"""•' "' «""'l<er» wlio have found out that
that he claims to be.

'"•'*'*'

Is all

One box that Good Judges always place
on top of the counter contains

week.)

O
H.

Sold by dealers from coast to cast whose
own Good .TudRinent
tells them that stable business can only
be built on staple nierchaiidlse.

(Being lines written on the hottest day of the

cigars

"CHARLES DENBY"

Good Judgment

a woman.

''The Cigar that holds the confidence

the value of standard

Retailed with

fierceness of the

waiter, bring

A

67 yean
J

Now!

quickly

—ah —Here

glass of

—From

me

1

!

the Cleveland

's
**

how
Plain Dealer.'*

The Cigar made with good Judgment
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Notes and Comments
The United States consul at Bahia, Brazil, estimates the tobacco crop of Bahia at a half million bales
quality.
of about 165 pounds each, of excellent

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

who

200,000,000
Cigars a year apthe protection of a

An

sell

Citico
preciate

?f>.

.<;'»^v

>^^^:-

ing a whole lot for a

little

At a recent meeting

\:^i
vtv.-

alone

Washington University, of white students who
have never used tobacco or liquor, whose parents never
engaged in the vending of either, and the students must
wantsign a total abstinence pledge. That seems like
(leorge

JSV

qvialit)r

in Chicago left $21,000, to
in defraying the expenses at

maid who died

provide a fund to be used

brand manufactured with
68 years experience and
with the most painstaking
consideration for
quality— and

old

m^

money.
of the Executive

Committee

United
of tlio (^igar Manufacturers' Association of the
packages
States, it was decided to use black metal for
on re(iuest of the War Industries Board, for the conservation of tin. The parchment-lined fiber cigar can
would seem to meet the question. All tin foil should
be saved and sent to the nearest Red Cross Station.

:*y:-t

Eif

CIGARS
6 cents- to ^w*

June of the Danville
Tobacco Association an exhaustive review was given of
Carolinas.
the tobacco conditions in Virginia and the
The average for 1917 showed an increase of more than
over 1916, and
five and three-quarter million pounds
than
the average price was $13.47 per hundred more

At the annual meeting

ISENLOHR'S

tAt

in

dollars
1916, giving the farmers about six million
more. The crop was one of the best raised in many
in

THE RESERVES

vears.

that in
view of the prices already offered for the 1918 crop, the

The "Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter'' says

THE

farmers, in some localities, have commenced to plow up
and
their hav fields, where the crop has been gathered,
plant the ground yet to tobacco. It has been many
vears since transplanting from the beds to the fields
has been completed in June. An increase of at least
twenty per cent, in acreage over recent years, is estimated.

The United States Post

Office

Department

Mr.

BIG DRIVE

HIGH PRICES coming! Are you prepared
CIGAR DEALER, to meet it? Have you strengthened YOUR

LINES,
guard

Do

an-

organized your

YOUR

you

of

is

RESERVES,

fully realize that

MANILA CIGARS

PRICES?

QUALITY MANILAS

:

seven, eight, ten, twelve

Baaineti Eiublithed 1760—158 years ato.

We

furnished tobacco for the soldiers of the

War

War

(1775—1783)
(1812-1815;
of 1813

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
Civil War (1861-1865)
Spanish War (1898)

Mexican

(

i;,nax
ti>

and are now furnishing
Plug "The Grand Old Chew"
the Mtldiers fighting for the

Liberty of the World.

now coming

and

in millions to

INVASION OF HIGH

offer excellent values to

smokers at

five, six,

fifteen cents, or at four-for-a-quarter, two-for-

fifteen cents, or three-for-twenty cents.

The

odd-cent cigar, the five- and
the ten-cent cigar, or the popular combinations, may be easily picked from
the wide range of shapes and sizes imported from Manila.

(between 6.6 and 11.2 pounds), 3.50 francs.

Co.

forces to safe-

BUSINESS?

the market are particularly adapted to meet the

nounces the conclusion of a parcel-post convention with
June
the Societv Islands. The new service was started
limitations on size and
1, with the usual Postal Union
weight of parcels accepted for transmission. Postage
must be fully prepaid at the following rates In the
United States, 12 cents a pound or fraction thereof;
fraiics
in the Society Islands and their dependencies, 2
for everv parcel not exceeding 3 kilos (6.6 pounds),
and for Werv parcel weighing between 3 and 5 kilos

P. Lorillard

and placed your

THE PIPE OF PEACE
What

is

the magic

Bhere

of a corncob pipe!
No matter how peevish or

husband may
when he is smoking his

irritable
bo,

is

Vrofit in Monila Cigars

my

list of

Missouri meerschaum he will do
anything I ask. Couldn't something
about conicob pipes be put in the

marriage ceremony!
—Ann Dante ("Evening Public Ledger'*).

manufacturers and dittributort on application

NANIU AD AGENCY
1-

'*

W.

»——^—»^——^—»

546 West 124th
n

m

Street, N. Y.
tmmmmm
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Lancaster County Notes

Hotel LeMarquiS

weather has been very favorable to tobacco
THE
growing in Lancaster County, and the growth of the

EAST

31rft

STREET,

(4

doors from Fifth Avenue)

NEW YORK

In the heart of the

vania Station; five

CITY

Wholesale District, two blocks from Pennsylminutes from Grand Central Station.

American plan hotel in the city. Rooms with
private bath and meals from $3.50 a day, or from $2 a day

The most

central

without meals.

and guide map of New York sent on request
you mention Tobacco World. Address John P. Tolson, Mgr.

Illustrated booklet
if

A CINCH FOR A LIVE. DEALER
TO PULL THE BESTTRADE HIS WAY3
IT'S

GRAYELY'S
'BKFORETHE INVENTION
~^X
or OUR PMO-ENT AIR-PROOF POUCH
ORAVCLY PLUG TOBACCO .'^
MADE STRICTLY FOR rr« CHEWINO QUALITY
VfOULO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTIOM
NOW THE mCTENT POUCH KEEPS IT.
FRESH ANP CLEAN AMD OOOQ
A LITTLE CHEW OF ORAVELY IS ErtfKJOH .,
AND LASTS LONOER THATH A BIO CHSW

T« DMl«rs»>
Write as psslsl tor a
VMieb •! U—t Orav«ly*
lt*a Ik* first kl« IM-

pcwvMBMitla Maa alaca
p»r«— Cravaiy
MM Ural »!• Iksl svsr

<•

OF ORDINARY PLUO.

f: .

Stop!

planting, done in the latter part of May, gives
promise of a record yield. Nothing has happened to
liindor the growth of the growing plants, and the fine
weather has enabled the farmers to keep up with their
work, notwithstanding the general shortage of labor.
Tobacco growers, in view of the high prices obtained for the 1917 crop, have planted all, and perhaps
more than they will be able to handle successfully, but
they are making a strong effort for a large increase,
and also to give unusual care to the cultivation to inlirst

This

The large cigar factories have plenty of orders and

I

tobacco to supply them, but find great difficulty in securing cigarmakers and labor and tobacco both being
high, buyers are rather shy of paying the increased
prices that the manufacturers must necessarily obtain.
At that, there have been an unusual number of new
factories authorized in the Ninth Pennsylvania Rev;

N«w York

<^^
President

Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel
Offices, S

Bcekman

Street

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 119 West 40th St., New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 9M Market St.. Phils.. Pa
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. list and East End Are., M'hat'n.
K. UCHTENSTEIN. 40 Exchange PL. Manhsttsii. N. Y.

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN. Jr.. New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ. Dayton. O
GEORGE BERGER, Cincinnati. O.
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
President
J. A BLOCK. Wheeling. W. Va
V5c«.Pr..J^.nt
WOOD

F.

liAWLINS

AXTON.
D.

Louisville. Ky.

BEST. CoTington.

Ky

.

Secretary •Treasurer

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
JOSEPH H. DUBLON
lOBERT E. LANE
IKE RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN

i^O

Vn»\^^tL%
Vice-Pres dent
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
1st

West 118th St., New York City
Meeting 1st Thursday of each month at Masonic Temple,
no Lenos Atc.. New York.

RIEDERS.

200

GEORGE W. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
M. L. ULLNICK
vv •v;-v
llAX MILLER. 135 Broadway. New York
Meeting

4tli

TModay

o« eaek

'S'^*^"*
VleePreeident
iii*

.Treasurer

MMith

at

Hotel McAlvla.

—

help in the fields is promised by the recent
action of the Lancaster Chamber of Commerce, when
a plan was devised whereby the merchants will aid
the farmers in putting away their crops, by giving
store clerks vacations with pay, to aid in the harvests.

Drawback has been allowed by

—

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

DRAWBACKS ALLOWED
the Treasury De-

partment on ** Pals'* brand cigarettes, manufactured
by Frishmuth Brothers & Company, Incorporated,
Philadelphia, with the use of imported cigarette paper,
and on cigarettes manufactured by Schinasi Brothers,
New York City, wholly or in part with the use of imported tobacco.

drawback against
cigars manufactured by H. Anton Bock & Company,
New York City, in part with the use of imported tobacco, and on cigars manufactured by G. W. VanSlyke

The department has

also issued

Tlorton, Albany, N. Y., in part with the use of imported Sumatra wrapper and Havana filler tobacco.
C. L. L*

&

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

142 Water Street, New York

Western Tobaco Journal" states that a new
tobacco factor>^ will shortly be opened in Louisville,
Ky., financed by Eastern capital, the stock being placed
at $200,000. Details will be announced as soon as the
location is made.

The

iJEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
spell
NO PROFIT FOR YOU unless you use

Some

Secrvury

i.

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and

enue District.

President
Vice-President
N. Y. ..Treasurer

Look!

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

able.

nAMVILUE. VA.

•trr, *

CHARLES J. EISENLOHR
EDVVAKU WISE
GEORGE W. HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
A. BLOCK
JESSE
ACOB WERTHEIM
OSEPH F. CULLMAN, Jr
.EON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND
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Listen!

sure high quality.
As the dealers have proceeded with examination
of the 1917 crop, they have found less black rot than
was anticipated from the earlier inspection.
While the losses from severe hail storms were
severe last year to the growing tobacco, some of the
prominent insurance companies are actively seeking
business through advertising and by agents. This is
highly gratifying to the growers, in view of the high
No doubt the insurance companies
l)rices prevailing.
are after a dividend on this prosperity as well as to
recoup their losses, but that point may be settled between the insurers and the insured. Considering the
large risk, the rates asked are said to be very reason-

r.i.MmirnueetM.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

The Tobacco World
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Just the place for
TOBACCO MEN
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PANTIN

LESLIE

4»'

Leaf Tobacco

&

Specific Leaf

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
"DONALLBS'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco
a«bto:

ptrtalHiil TaWcM FInoa da Vualta

Abajo

PartMo 7 Yuaha Arriba

HABANA, CUBA

IAN MIGUEL IM

Rosenwald

Era
145

WATER

(EL Bro.
NEW YORH

STREET

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

'^ tJ^^ LEAF TOBACCO
•

•< WarabovM. M Ba«t Oarii ktmmmm, Y9U.
ANUrACTUKBM OF CIOAK SOUP TOBAOOO

OMta*

I.

SONS
StUALITY HAVANA
Maaa.
Broad

RAFFENBURGH

Nept^no

PA.

6. H.-r.n..

Cub* -

St..

ftft

BRN£ST ELLINGER &

(D.

OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
York

HsvaM WarakouM, Salui

K.

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aa4 FMlMMOf

LEAF TOBACCO

cent, of

wrappers.

H.

Mi

«d

397

N.

TMfd

St.,

Philadalphia

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

EXPORT

IMPORT

LEAF

This fact

is cited

merely

TOBACCO

We

would produce considerably more revenue than an
equivalent of ad valorem increase.
"We yield to no trade in patriotism or public
spirit, and we beg to assure you that these representations are made, not for the purpose of avoiding the
imposition of a burden, but rather in the interest of

We

are absolutely sincere in the statement which we here solemnly make that any iad valorem
increase in the customs duties on tobacco at this time
will be fraught with the gravest consequences to our
industry and to the revenue derived by the Government
therefrom.'*
C. L. L.
the revenue.

A HUN MIXTURE
"Printer's Tnk" says that an "Indignant Reader''
wrote to the editor of the "Westfalische Zeitung" not
long ago as follows:
The other day I ventured to make an analysis of
three species of tobacco which had cost me from twenty
I found
to twenty-five marks ($4 to $5) per pound.
them to consist of cabbage leaves and stalks, eggshells,
straw, scraps of India rubber, plaster of paris, horsehair, string, goose pluckings, felt and other indefinable
substances. Of actual tobacco the mixture contained
And German authorities are
less than one per cent.
]iormitting this strange concoction to be advertised as
"
fragrant war smoking-mixture.
'

There

is

CIGARS AS PREMIUMS
hardly anything a man appreciates more

—

as a premium than a good cigar as a furnishing goods
dealer has successfully demonstrated.
He had "smoke cards" printed, around the margin
of which were fifty stars. Every purchase totaling $1
entitled the ticket-holder to one star on the card and
one of the stars was punched. Every star so punched
represented the amount of five cents in tobacco, cigars

An arrangement was made with a nearby
whereby these tickets could be redeemed

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OP SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

SM

NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

m

some of the difficulties that would be enany attempt to fix the actual value of a
bale of tobacco by so-called expert examination.
*'If, in the wisdom of your committee, it is absolutely essential that an import duty shall be levied
ui)on leaf tobacco, which it is not our purpose to discuss at this time, we earnestly urge you to make the
rate specific in order that honest importers and manufacturers may be guarded against the results of fraudwould further draw attention to
ulent invoicing.
the fact that under normal conditions an increase in
the specific duty amounting to any given percentage

or cigarettes.
tobacco store
for goods in trade. On all purchases of less than $1
the purchaser was given a small red ticket for each
twenty-five-cent amount four of these tickets being
later redeemable for a star on the smoke card.
The plan worked to great advantage for this dealer
and was an excellent means of drawing new trade and
holding old customers.— " Moos Trade Tips."

—

rate for this

a
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CLASSIFIED

to illustrate
countered in

'

Ml, Mt.

I

The

* *

Offie..lSS.lS7 Rront St.

IS.

per

Boston.

cO.-???*^'^?-55dlB>^?!£!H?

Tax Urged

{Continued from Page 8)
five

F.

»

You Saw
H

Gommistion Merchant

JOSE

Sat/

column

minimum charge
advance.

II

II.

I

CIGMR COMPANY
^^irvHSI^
PQR FORTY YEARS
By Which CUar H.tm*
THE STANDARD

COLUMN

Clean Ar« Jud««d

three cents (3c.) a word
with
of fifty cents (50c.) payable
strictly
is

Write for Open Tarritoir
[Factonr; KeriWest. FI«.
!«

FOR SALE

^i^mm^^^s:^
FOR SALE—Twenty-four
FOR SALE—Remedies

Miller,

Havana

DuBrul

&

shorts, pure

«

I

TURKISH CIGARETTES
COMPANY, INC.
^AK,^^^^
145 Lafayette Street
.

New York

BRANDS i™y-^«
/Cado

Peters snrf.nn foKi«o

and clean

N.w York OfHco: 203 W. Broad war

W«»«,
f «
Water Lily

Guaran-

T.

....
M«K«r«

WANTED
with manufacturer to
to locate a cigar factory in
a town where

^'R:^li''^,^'^irlP

^^-"^

New

The

WOULD LIKE TO CORRESPOND
arrangements

-^ cigarmalce^^

make

herl
^^:-

401-403

mfsT^ r^^.^'-^^'^'^^^'^S- SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND
^"^"^'^^ ^"^-^-^^end Lm1,^e?
VearVy'^c^o^ntra'cTst^ady: ^"^
J. J.

FRIEDMAN,

(a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

E. 91.t Street.

New Yorh

SAMPLES

Free!

"^^

10 for 26c
10 for 15c
jq for 15c

'

DUNN

J.

City

Free!

A.k aad You WUI Roooivo

....FIFTH

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue. Brooklyn,
N. Y.

A

lOc

AVENUE....

Union Mado CicaroHo of Qnality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

MoaUipioco. Cock or PUia Tip

Address Letters Correctly

I.

r^^C ?r;:

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Washington, D. C.

ITUbusiness men are
ULAL
Ir.n
complaining that the
•

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

failure
jot out-ot-town correspondents to
place their street
address upon letters is causing a great
deal of incon^•elllence and delay and, especially
in the case of important matters, is resulting in
considerable trouble,
bince the beginning of the war the
population of
the city has been greatly increased,
thousands of persons now living here whose names
are not in the citv
directory. In addition, the local
post office has lost a
arge number of its experienced
employees and has
heen torced to take on, in all
capacities, not onlv men
nntainiliar with the routine, but
men from outside
owns who are not familiar with the citv
and its best-

Known names.

There are now between thirty and fortv men
in the
local postoffice who do nothing
but look up addresses
tor letters on which the
street address does not appear.
The searching section of the office is literally
swamped with such matter and delavs naturallv
follow
l^ven in the case of the most widelv'
known firms in the
city, letters not showing
the street address are sent to

tins section.

The

situation that prevails here exists, to
a lesser
extent, in every large city in the
couiitv. There is but
one way to avoid the delay and
inconvenience incident
to having the searchers
handle letters, and that is to
]>ut the^ entire street
address on envelopes— the full
amine of tlie person to whom addressed,
the street and
iimnher of his location, and the citv and
State

should be
plnced on every envelope, even
though addressed to
a (lestination within the
citv of mailing.

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World
OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATINO

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco ni«l!ow and cmoofh in
and impart a most palatable flavor character

FUVORS

FOR

SMOKING

and

CHEWING

TOBACCO

Write for List of Flavors for Soeclai
EETUN. AROMATIZER. BOX rLAVGRS. f ISIe Brando
awSiSwEtS

FRIES

A BRO

.,

92 Reade

Street.

New York
..

-

The Standards of America
Lorillard's Snuff,
:
E.t. 1760
Rail Road Mills Snuff, E,t. 1825

Gail

& Ax's Snuff,

:

Est. 1851

AIX OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — Kappees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, Street and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New Yerk
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ma^—u-

July

tobacco products.
FAIR-WAY:—40,716.
O.
Cincinnati,
Progress Cigar Co.,

For

CAMP LEWIS :-40,7 17.

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau^ new yq^

citt

m«mb«ri

to

1918.

of th« Tobacco Mer-

M.

17,

For

A.).

1-

M

y
Wayne Cigar
troit, Mich.

cigars.

a

1918.

6,

De-

Co.,

For all tobacco products. June
FLOR DE ANDERSEN:—40,690.New
York City.
American 1-itho. Co..
12. 1918.
smokcigars, cigarettes cheroots
JOHN T. REES:-40,691. For
and snuff. June 13. 1918. El-Rees-bo
For cigarettes.

Gl6rIa''de'^GUEDALIA:-40.693.
June 18 1918 C.nedalia & Co.. New

BRO.

April

For

^

uuino,
t. 1. Gnino

12, 1918.
all

tobacco products.

N ork City.
For all tobacco products.
40,694.
York City.
Co., Inc..
1Q18 Steffens Jones
El Draco Cigar
1918.
17,
BERTRAND::-40,695. June

For

all

June

New

tobacco products.

June

22. 1918.

American Litho.

Co..

cigarettes, cheroots and
PIGLY-WIGLEY:—40,698. For cigars,
Voigt Litho. Co.,
tobacco^ June 24. 19i8. Hey wood. Strasser &

For pipes and smokers'
GORDON \lN ^DIAMOND) :-40.699.
York City_
June 25, 1918. Samuel Gordon, New
articles.
June 20. 1918.
products.
GRANDOVER:—40,700. For all tobacco
City.

American Litho.

Co.,

New York

^

.

i

„-

Galba Cifarrito Co.,

LargMt Udepeideit
tf
Dealtr tid Expoi<er
Amcricti Leaf Tobacco in
the Uiiitd SUtea.

^

Vrlto f»r Saipie Carl and Price

Departmeit

W

m

-ii

n

m

.i

"

- *'

mm

Tt

n

11

-11

^

k'

-a

17,

(Trade-Mark Record).
1891, by George Schlegel,

Cancelled June

OFFICE
—»

11

Sole

SmMh *nd Gros Grain

RACINE,

WOODHAVEN AVENUE. GLENDALE, NEW YORK

c.n.di.»

ii^^i. »M

»

H

11

+
I
t

106 E. 19th ST.
1.

For

cigars.

New York

22iid St. and Second Ave.,

NEW YORK

.

Owners and Manufacturers

WIS.,

-

-

ALL

-

U. S. A.

-

KINDS OF

Cigar Box Labels
X^(^
AND TRIMMINGS
^^1

'

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO
257-265 WEST

HIGHEST QUALITY^

CIGAR BANDS
ETC.

MANUFACTURERS
OF

NEW YORK.

SPECIAL

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

SHOW CARDS

m

17^ ST. •sterner bimwing

PROCESS

SKETCHES FURNISHE D UPON REQUEST

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are closing

We

out with

all rights to the title

and

design.

Heywood. Strasser&Voict LithoCo

This enables anyone to acquire a Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for
samples and particulars.

LOUIS

E.

NEUMAN &

297 W.

17th Street

26^ STREET

BandsandTrimmings

_^_^

TUCK & CO.
G. O. INCORFOKATED
U. S. A.

aid Pricea

for

Saaple

Solicited.

9^ AVENUE. NEW YORK

Cigar Box Labels

City

S.

Your Uq«liT

8c

MANUFACTURERS OF

CO.

New York

'^

IOAO«, 105 WBST M ONBOK STfUBm,
LOMB •. «ATA« M^r.

I ity.

25, 1918.

m

Company

<7^

Transre-transferred to Havana Pro-

m

m<

-

'

I

CIGAR LABELS

-

...

AUo GUMLESS Ba«d.

abeU.

I

(Phon.. Stuyvc.ant 7476>

MANUFACTURER OF

FOLDING BOXES^

.

II

Kepre»e€>tatiTe for

Racine Paper Goods

SdMufacturers of Bindings, Galloons, TjiffeUs.

„
Registered
.

'jn

LOUISVILLE, nr..

list to

(Tob. Leaf).

1

.

I.- -

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Ribbons

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

CANCELLATION
Regisall tobacco products.
HAVANA WAFERS:—40,671. ForAnnis
City.
York
New
Co.,
&
tered May 27. 1918. bv Gradiaz.

Co., Cleveland. O.
M 1918. The Shields-Wertheim
June 8, ivi».
products.
tobacco
SKYLAND-—40,711. For all
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
For a tobacco products. May 17.
QUEEN NITOCRIS:-40,713.
\ndrcw Petrakis. Seneca Falls. N. Y.
1918
toand .«
T A TRFNCHA40 715. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
M. Jackson-Jacobs,

Thi

CigarRibbons
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ferred to Corral, Wodiska y Ca.,
George Schlegel,
duction Co., New York City, re-transferred to
by George
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and
1918.
New York City, June 12.
III..
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1, 1918.
Chicago,
Co.,
Schlegel to Ryan & Raphael Cigar

.

.

City.
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City.
ork
\

27, 1918.
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^
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J.).
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t

!miel8:T918

T.

S.
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m

»

NEW YORK

1918.
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York City.
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1918.
June -U.
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For
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1918
«
9n
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1918. American Litho. Co., New
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.
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^^
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1918
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a*
May
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taJco

(U.

^
^
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New \ ork
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8,

ing and chewing tobacco
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Registered February 1. 1888. by Schwarz Bros.. New
re-transTransferred to Cohn & Xestler. New York City and
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Schwarz
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York

M
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^
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o r
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"
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I
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Fine.t

by The Licking Valley Co Covington Ky.
1918.
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LORD LOFTON:—40,483 (T. M. A.).Valley
Co Covington Ky.
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O.,
Transferred to El Torrego Co., Cincinnati,
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Ky.
Covington
Co.
Valley
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1918.
March
31,
C,
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Chicago lU. Transtered December 4, 1893, by Chapin &
York City, xMay
New
ferred to the Havana Production Co., Inc.,

December
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&
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"

GARRETT H. SMITH
**

31, 1918.

TRIANON:—40,692.

.^i—mt

(Tob. Leaf). For cigars, cheroots,
Registered July 14, 1904, by Walter S.
cigarettes and tobacco.
Ind., June
Bare, Lititz, Pa. Transferred to Victor Levor, Attica,

CRANDON CLUB:—40,482

2-00

V«t6 A-An^l<nra.e« o< $3 will be m*de
•h«nu' AMOciatioa on each rcfUtration.

cigars, cheroots, stogies, cigarettes
F. M. Howell & Co., Elmira, N. Y.
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20, 1918.
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Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

1,
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Importations Direct From Manila

Up The Uniform

TSAAC REGENSBURG, who

year devoted conIsiderable effort to secure a uniform flat tax on cigars
in the revenue bill under consideration at that time,
IS again at work to secure a uniform flat tax
on cigars
ill the new revenue bill.
We present Mr. Regensburg's letter, which was
last

members

of the Ways and Means Committee,
because it indicates a peculiar type of mind, a type
of mind that reduces national needs and conditions to
terms of individual application.

sent to

SCRAPS

A Cigar Manufacturer Again

understood that Mr. Regensburg received a
written invitation to attend the meeting of cigar
manufacturers, held
New York on Tuesday, the 23rd,
but that he failed to appear. This may be due to the
extended vacation for which he claimed to be preparing on the 18th and 19th.
This letter of Mr. Regensburg »s dated in New York
on July 29th, cannot pass unanswered, but we present
his letter before commenting on it
New York, July 29, 1918.
It is

m

DISCRIMINATOR

dbBOND

an up-to-date smoke
Its

Imported Sumatra Wrapper

Long Havana

satis-

fying qualities produce

Selected

These

BROS.

MftKers of tht Void Cigar

PHILADELPHIA

Filler

TOTEM

^B*iS£

repeat sales.

BODROW

Dear Sir:

BLACKSTONE

aroma and

character.

National Favorites:

WAITT

7c CIGAR

of fine

Two

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

cigars are

made in

the world's finest cigar

factory under the eyes of visitors.

WAITT & BOND,
BOSTON

Inc

Reference is again made to the proposed
change in rate for the collection of Internal Revenue Tax on Cigars.
^In this connection permit me to state that in
1917, request was made for your earnest support
of my plea and recommendation for a uniform flat
rate tax per thousand cigars, with a further recommendation that "classification'' should be entirely
eliminated, as it was manifestly unfair to the manufacturer of high-grade cigars.
Before the present tax became law, all kinds
of cigars weighing more than three pounds per
thousand were taxed on the basis of $3 per thousand, the Government collecting on the output of
each million cigars $3000. Since October, 1917,
when the present law became operative, statistics
will show (if the figures are obtained from the
Revenue Department) that on each million cigars
sold, the Government collected approximately
$3750— an increase of $750 over the old rate—
whereas under a flat rate tax of $5 per thousand,
the Government would have collected on each million cigars sold $5000, or an increase of $2000.
Take for example the total output in 1917,
which, from figures compiled, shows that in round

Flat

Tax

Idea

figures eight billion cigars wore sold and tax paid
at the rate of $3 per thousand. Of each million
cigars sold, it is safe to assume tliat ten per cent,
(not more, but rather less), would be tax paid

under the present Class ''C" rate of $G per thousand, making the total tax collected on each one
hundred thousand cigars of this class $(i00 therefore, nine hundred thousand of every million cigars
sold were tax paid at a lower rate, consequentlv
the Government did not collect as much revenue
tax on the cigars as they would have collected had
they adopted my suggestion for a uniform flat tax
on each million cigars sold. Statistics will sliow
that the quantity of cigars produced in both
Classes "D" and *'E'' comprise considerably less
;

than one-half of one per cent, of the entire production of cigars, which is entirely too small to
justify the existence of these two classes

and "E").

In line with

(''!)'*

manifestly unclassification on cigars whatsoa case the Goveniment unconthe product of the cheaper grade
of higher grade products (tax
this, it is

fair to have any
ever, as in such
sciously endorses
to the detriment
paid in the same class).

At a recent meeting of

the Tobacco Merchants'
Association, I understand that it was Anally decided to submit and advocate to your committee to
raise the tax on Class **A'' cigars, $1 per thousand; on Class ''B" cigars, $2 per thousand; and
on Class *'C'' cigars, |3 i)er thousand. 1 now
want to point out to you that in 1917, manufacturers of cigars (which would now be considered
as in Classes ''A'' and 'MV'), succeeded in impressing your committee that their class of cigar
could not stand a higher rate of increased tax than
$1 per thousand. Their recommendation was perhaps made in good faith, but I pointed out to your
committee and many of these manufacturers that
with the increasing cost of raw material and labor,
they could not maintain their cigars in the 5-cent
class and would be obliged to sell tlieir product at
a higher price. An investigation by your committee will disclose the fact that with the advent
of the new tax rate in 1917, these manufacturers
sold their product to be retailed at 6 cents and 7
cents.
These same manufacturers now
to recommend that Class **B'' cigars be

propose
changed

—

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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which 1 made to you in
weighing over four pounds
per thousand should be tax payable at the rate of
$5 per thousand, hence it is evident that these manufacturers could just as well have paid this same
rate in 1917 as they are now advocating should
be put into effect.
In justice to ourselves and for the benefit of
the trade in general, I again earnestly ask you
gentlemen to consider a recommendation for a
uniform Hat rate tax on all cigars weighing four
pounds or more to the thousand. No change should
be made on the present rate of tax collected on
cigars w^eighing from three to four pounds per
thousand, but a uniform tax i)er thousand on all
kinds of cigars weighing more than four pounds
per thousand at $5 per thousand would net the
government more income than they have had heretofore. Jf the revenue derived at this rate should
not be sufficient, then $6 per thousand on all cigars
weighing over four pounds per thousand could be
assessecl, thus giving the Government an income
on each million cigars manufactured weighing over
four pounds per thousand, $6000, whereas under
the old rate when cigars were tax paid at the rate
oi'.^'A per thousand, the Government's income was
$3000 on each million cigars.
Recommending the above for favorable consideration by your committee, I beg to remain,
iginal recommendation
1917, viz., that all cigars

four cents or

less,

cigars, selling at retail for

should remain unchanged.
Mr. Regensburg's arguments must be considered
from his own standpoint as a manufacturer of little
cigars and Class *'C" cigars. The fact that the Government needs money and that the Ways and Means
C^onmiittee (as it has been aptly put) can see only
"double'* at this time, apparently means nothing to

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII

Ml

and John W. Merriam, of John W. Merriam & Company, would hardly let the Class **B" manufacturers
put something over on them.

As a matter

of fact, the cigar manufacturers who
aided in shaping the tax suggestions submitted to the
Ways and Means Conmiittee consisted largely of Class
**C" producers.
The matter of a flat tax for war revenue is unfair
and it is believed that official Washington views it in
this light. Today the great social unrest in the world
is drawing the close attention of the students of economics to the laboring classes. These men smoke Class
**A" and Class **B" goods, and it is certainly evident
that it is unjust that the smoker of a five- or six-cent
cigar should have to bear the same tax burden as the
smoker of the two-for-a-(iuarter- or the twenty-fivecent cigar.

Mr. Regensburg has juggled his statistics or he
has not calculated correctly. Class **B" goods since
January 1st have made no astounding gains proportionately, while Class *'C" goods gained 10,000,000 in
Pebruai-y over January, March showed a gain of
25,000,000 over January; April showed a gain of
:55,(K)0,000 over January-, and May showed a gain of
nearly 35,000,000 over January.
From the above, taken from Government statistics,
we cannot determine that Class **C" goods have suffered so tremendously, or that they will suffer. It is
certainly to the detriment of ( 'lass B " manufacturers
to ask for an additional $2 a thousand tax on this class
of goods, for it means an increase in retail price, and
that will inevitably force more smokers to the Class
*'C" goods.
Mr. Regensburg says that of each million cigars
sold it is **safe to assume that ten per cent, (not more,
but rather less) would be paid under the present Class
." Available figures
'(''rate of $6 per thousand,
indicate that practically twenty per cent, of the cigars
sold in this country are Class **C" and up.
It is also intended to show that the flat tax of $5
a thousand would increase the revenue. On last year's
* *

Very truly yours,

little

Illllllllll

Cigar Manufacturers Offer

Tax

Suggestions

To

Ways and Means Committee
SUGGESTED CIGAR TAX

'

.

.

(Continued on Page 28)

Total.

Class A raised $1.00,
"
Class B
2.00,
"
Class C
3.00,
Classes D and E eliminated.

;

—

and
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him. lie also intimates that the Class *'B" maimfacturers have drawn their suggestions for their own
businesses, and deft the other classes to look out for
themselves.
It is worth while calling attention to some of those
who attended the Tobacco Merchants Association Conference at which the suggestions were drafted. A. L.
Sylvester, of the American Cigar Company, certainly
represents Class *'C" manufacturers as well as Class
*'B"; Asa Lemlein, of E. H. Gato, will hardly be able
to derive a compliment for the insinuation as regards
Class " B " manufacturers Messrs. Esberg and Bondy,
of the General Cigar Company, we venture to suggest,
have considerable at stake in the Class '*C" tield;
George H. Hummel, of P. Lorillard, should worry as
nmch as Mr. Regensburg about the tax on Class **A"
and Class *'C" cigars; \. Pendas and Marcelino Perez
are Class *'C," *'D" and *'E" manufacturers who
would not permit an injustice to be done to their
products if they knew it; J. L. Krauss, representing
Antonio Roig & Jjangsdorf, manufacturers of the most
widely advertised ten-cent cigar in the country, would
not acquiesce in^a i^roject to victimize Class **C" manufacturers; D. Emil Klein, of E. M. Schwarz & Company; Benito Rovira, of Benito Rovira & Company,

SO as to include cigars selling at 8 cents, so that
Class "J:J" will consist of cigars selling from -t
cents to 8 cents (both inclusive), instead of from
4 cents to 7 cents, as is now specified. If your
conuiiittee should accejit tliis recommendation, the
position of these maimfacturers would be even
more favorable, as their product would be sold at
the rate of 3 for 24 cents, thus placing them underneath Class "C" as fixed by law today. On
the other hand, these same manufacturers propose
that a further tax of $3 per thousand be added to
cigars of Class "C,*' but these manufacturers make
very few of this grade of cigars, hence their recommendation to put the burden of tax on the higher
grade cigars and very little increase on the kind
or grade of cigars that they manufacture. They,
however, are willing to offer a proposal for an increased tax of $1 per thousand on Class
cigars and a $2 per thousand increased tax on all
cigars of Class "B. "
If their recommendation
was adopted. Class **A" cigars would be tax payable at $4 and C'lass *'B'' cigars at the $() rate
an average of $5 per thousand which brings the
tax, as they now propose, right back to the or-

Isaac Regensburo.
P. S.
Tn writiTig flie above, I had in mind
cigars retailing at five cents each and upward.
Reconnnendation is made that the rate on che-

; ;
.

:

$4.00
6.00
9.00

one per cent, of the entire production of cigars,
which IS entirely too small to justify the carrying
of two separate classes.
President Charles J. Eisenlohr, accompanied bv
B. R. Lichty, of Otto Eisenlohr & Bros., Incorporated; William J. Wemmer, of the Deisel-Wemmer
Company 1. C. Rosenthal, of Rosenthal Brothers, Incorporated, and Charles Dushkind, secretary and counsel of .the Tobacco Merchants' Association, acting
as a
committee, appointed at the cigar manufacturers' conference held at the office of the Tobacco Manufacturers'
Association last week, have had quite a lengthy conference with Congressman Claude Kitchin, chairman of
the committee on ways and means, last Friday in re;

Class

B

to cover cigars retailing at four to eight
cents, both inclusive.

the Treasury Department has suggested that
WHILE
the

present taxes on tobacco products be doubled
in the new revenue bill now being drafted, it is believed
that this subject will be approached with great caution,
as a heavy tax would force the retail price to a point
where consumption would be greatly affected and the
purpose of the tax be defeated.
The cigar manufacturing members of the Tobacco
Merchants' Association met on Tuesday, the 23d, in
New York, and discussed the matter at some length.
A committee, consisting of William J. Wemmer, of
Deisel-Wemmer Company; Y. Pendas, of Y. Pendas &
Alvarez; Charles J. Eisenlohr, of Otto Eisenlohr &
Bros., Incorporated; I. C. Rosenthal, of Rosenthal
Brothers, Incorporated L. Haas, of Haas Brothers,
was appointed to take such action as might seem proper
in order to secure an adoption of the recommendations
decided at the conference.
The meeting was presided over by Charles ,1.
Eisenlohr, and was attended bv A. L. Svlvester, American Cigar Company Harvey Hirst, of Bavuk Brothers
Theo. Werner, of T. J. Dunn & CompanV George l\f
Lex, of **44" Cigar Company; Asa Lemlein, E. H. Gato
(TMgar Company; Henry Esberg and R. C. Bondv, of
the General Cigar Company; L. Haas, of Haas Brothers; A. I. Lewis, of I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing
;

;

;

Company; George H. Hummel,

of P. Lorillard; Y.

Pendas, of Y. Pendag & Alvarez Marcelino Perez, of
Marcelino Perez & Company; Louis Toro. of Porto
Rican- American Tobacco Companv; J. L. Krauss, of
Antonio Roig & Langsdorf T. C. Rosenthal, of Rosenthal Brothers, Incorporated Benito Rovira, of Bonito
Rovira Company; D. Emil Klein, of E. M. Schwarz &
Company; Edward Wise, of the United Cigar Stores
Company: G. W. Vnn Slvke, of G. W. Van Slvke &
Horton; William J. Wemmer, of Deisel-Wemmer Companv, and John W. Merriam, of J. W. Merriam & Company.
;

:

:

With

practical unanimity it was finally decided to
submit and advocate the following schedule' of tax rates
lieu of the proposed doubling of the taxes
Class
to be raised $1 class B to be raised
$2 ; class C to be raised
It was also decided to recommend that class B
cigars be changed so as to include cigars retailing
at from four to eight cents, both inclusive, instead
of from four to seven cents, as now specified, and
also that classes
and
be entirelv eliminated
that is, that they be included with class C. it appearing that the quantity of cigars produced under
both
and
classes being less than one-half of

m

A

^

D

D

E

E

;

gard to the cigar tax situation.
Mr. Kitchin received the committee most cordiallv
and remained in conference with it for over an hour,
during the course of which every phase of the cigar industry was fully discussed.
According to the committee. Chairman Kitchin has
displayed a remarkable familiarity with the cigar situation and has shown a great deal of interest in what
the committee had to say in regard to the cigar industry and the proposed schedule. While the House leader
has assured the committee that its proposed schedule
will receive due consideration, he would not commit
himself either one way or the other.
At the conclusion of the conference, the cigar committee handed up a formal memorial, of which the following is a copy
Memorial of Cigar Manufacturers to the Honorable the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.

Sirs

The undersigned committee appointed

at

a confer-

ence of leading cigar manufacturers called bv the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States, respectfully submit this memorial, placing before vour
honorable committee a Schedule of Increased Tax Rates
on cigars worked out, at the conference referred to,
solely with a view of providing a maximum amount of
revenue, divided and apportioned among the various
types or classes of cigars upon a fair and equitable
basis.

What the Proposed Schedule WUl Yield.
The proposed schedule, if adopted, will yield about
$4J),500,000 of revenue

on cigars weighing over three
pounds per thousand, which amounts to an increase of
about $15,500,000, or forty-seven per cent, over the
present war tax rates, or^lbout $25,500,000; that is,
over a hundred per cent, increase of the prew^ar tax
rates (exclusive of customs duties paid on imported
cigars and on the leaf tobacco used in domestic cigars).
The above figures ara based upon a normal consumption of about 8,000,000,000 cigars. The official
figures of the Internal Revenue Department for the last
eight months show, however, a steady and growing
decline in the cigar Imsiness, particularly since, due to
the increased cost of labor an<l the a<lvanced pric(»s of
every ingredient that goes into the cigar besides l^ie
added war taxes, the trade was forced to advance the

:
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nickel cigars to six cents
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and the other types of cigars

accordingly.

month of May the decline has reached
At that rate there would be a
150,000,000 cigars.
decrease of ],15(),00(),00() per annum, or about nineteen
Thus

in

the

l)er cent.

We

are referring to these figures for the purpose
of demonstrating the injury that such slight increase
(»f one cent on a cigar has (h)ne to the industry and this
in spite of the fact that the cigar trade had held out
against tremendous odds for over three years, selling
its products at i)rewar prices in spite of the continuously growing cost of production, and while every other
connnodity was going u}) higher from day to day.
With this situation before us, it is clearly apparent
that considerably more revenue can be obtained by
fixing moderate rates such as will not too seriously
lessen consumption than by highering the taxes to a
rate where the Inisiness will necessarily be forced down
to a point that the revenue yielded may be even less
than under the prewar tax rates.
Proposed Schedule.
Cigars are now divided into five classes, to wit
Class A.
Cigars retailing at less than four cents, present tax
rate, $^? per thousand prewar tax rate, same our prol)osed tax rate is $4 per thousand.
;

;

Class B.

Cigars retailing at four cents to and including
seven cents, prewar tax rate, $.'5 per thousand present
tax rate, $4 per thousand our proposed tax rates to be
$6 per thiuisand, or double the prewar tax rates.
Tn view of the high tax rate proposed on the following class of cigars, to wit, class C, we respectfully
submit that cigars retailing at eight cents be eliminated
from class C and included in class B, so that class B
will embrace all cigars retailing from four to eight
;

;

cents inclusive.
Class C.

As

now^ constituted, takes in all cigars retailing at
above seven cents to and including fifteen cents, the
l)rewar tax rate on which was $3 per thousand, the
pt*esent tax rate being $6 per thousand, our proposed
tax rate is $9 per thousand, or three times the amount
of the prewar tax rates.
This class of cigars to include all cigars retailing
above eight cents, thus eliminating classes D and E.
Our reconmiendation to eliminate the latter tw^o classes
is based upon the fact that according to official figures
the aggregate consumption of both classes amounts to
less than one-half of one per cent, of the cigar business
and as each class requires ten denominations of stamps
and considerable printing and accounting it would be
profitable economy to eliminate both classes. Tn this
recommendation we sincerely trust that the Internal
Bevenuc Bureau wnll join us.
Comparative Schedule of Revenue Under the Prewar, the
Present and the Proposed Tax Rates.
lOOO's.

Urder Pre-W«r
Tax Rates.

U"der Present
Tax Rates.

Under Proposed
Tax Rates.

1,500,000
6,000,000
1 ,500,000

$4,500,000
1 5,000,000
4,500,000

Jl;4,500,000

$6,000,000
30,000,000

Production

Claisei.

A

B
C

Totals,
"Thi!<
in

is

Class C.

20,000,000
9,000,000
•500,000

K^VoOOflOO
o rnn
(\f\n

\

$24,000,000 $.14,000,000 $49,500,00(1

the additional revenue on classes

I)

and E proposed

to lie

included
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In conclusion we beg to assure your honorable
committee that the cigar men of this country, in common wdth all other loyal Americans, stand ready to
make every sacrifice and to cheerfully and proudly submit to every hardship that the exigencies of the war
may call for. But since the measure now before you
purely a revenue-raising proposition we beg to submit that our proposed schedule will yield the maximum
amount of revenue that the cigar industry can stand
without curtailing consumption to an extent that it
may seriously cripple the industry and reduce the Govis

ernment's receipts instead of yielding the desired additional revenue. All of which is respectfully submitted.
be taken for granted that any tax that may
be placed on the cigar industry will not be less than the
ones proposed, and of course it may be more. There is
no reason in the world to believe that the Ways and
Means Committee will give serious consideration to the
suggestions of the cigar manufacturers.
The Ways and Means Committee should, however,
bear in mind that the returns from taxes now placed
on the tobacco industry specifically, without considering the income and other taxes that the manufacturers,
jobbers and dealers now pay, is approaching $200,000,000 a vear.
Taxes that will compel a heavy advance in the
retail price of goods will do no more than maintain the
old average of returns and perhaps decrease it, instead
of increasing the revenue.
And it must be borne in mind that the retailer with
curtailed sales will have to get a larger profit in order
to stay in business, for everyone knows that he has
never made more than a living.
Let us remember that there are about 500,000
retail outlets for cigars. The majority of them, who,
by the way, are seldom subscribers to trade papers,
have an average rating of
($500 or less). Many of
them live by paying for goods only when they need
more of that brand. The majority of such accounts
are carried by jobbers, and cigar and tobacco jobbers
cannot carry the burdens of all their customers on their
backs for an indefinite period.
It

11
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The Tobacco Trade Across
trade across the sea
THE oftobacco
interest and the editorial

always a matpages of the Eng.
lish trade journals are of especial interest just now.
Britain is feeling the pinch more and more in tobacco,
while we, in comparison, are rich and extravagant.
It still looks to a man up a tree, like a long war,
and we are not drifting but proceeding toward similar
conditions to those that obtain in England, but we
are going to treat the world to a smoke as long as we
have "the makings." Also, a soldier that has smoked
good old *'Buir' can honi a Hun that has been smoking beech and cherry leaves.
is

ter

Nevertheless, it is not the highest patriotism to
accept everything without a protest. Some of our restaurants have a sign like this: **Our customers are all
patriotic Americans, and we hope that they will not
complain of the restrictions imposed on us by the Government Then they give you half as much and
charge you twice as much, in the name of patriotism.
The editor of London ''Tobacco" says in his July
issue: ''It has been said that it is an Englishman's
privilege to grumble, but in war time grumbles are
ungracious and there has been precious little of it.
Men give their lives freely, and 'the people at home
sink their differences, which are petty and trifling.
Still there are matters which require remedy.
The
problems of war are half of them civil problems. And
one of the pressing civil problems, the solution of which
satisfactorily has distinct war value, is that of tobacco
supplies.'*

He

proceeds to state that an instruction has been
sent to tribunals to consider those engaged in tobacco
manufacture as on important work. That while tobacco manufacture has not been put on the list of essential trades, it "has been given another lease of ex-

the Sea

istence, because its life
of a nation at war."

is

found to be part and parcel

Restriction orders, and rationing of raw materials
to the factories has caused dissatisfaction, because
as
might be expected, some claim that thev are getting
less than they are entitled to, and the retailers make
the same claim. But the whole trade is looking with
longing hope for the new ships that are being built
as if by magic on our American rivers, to bring new
supplies that we are anxious to send them, even with
the absolute certainty of increased discomfort to ourselves.

From

all

parts of the United

Kingdom comes

the
'Twist,'
no 'Bogey Roll,' no '(Johl Flake,' and no matches." In
Birmingham "Towards the end of the month, the
shelves in some of the shops were as bare as Old
Mother Hubbard's cupboard." In Bristol the Red
Cross Society supplies the men in military hospitals,
and the prisoners of war. In Cardiff there is no Sunday
trading in tobacco. In Cheltenham, a dealer was fined
ten shillings for dividing nine-i)ennv boxes of nnitches
into penny boxes. In Coventry " 'Twist' is as precious
as gold" and "Matches are scarcer than diamomls."
In Nottingham many shopkeepers are absolutely
compelled to refuse casual trade, reserving their stocks
for their regular customers. But why continue the recital, except to impress the American dealer and customer with the conviction that they are nmch better off
every way than their European lieighbors f
At the same time we may place a slight emphasis
on the editor's expression that "Men give their lives
freely and the people at home sink their diftVrencs,
which are petty and trifling. Still there are matters
which require remedy."

cry of want.

From Barrow-in-Furness "No

M

The cigar and tobacco industry could better carry
a tax such as it does at present, and maintain it for a
long period after the war, better than it am assume an
abnormally high tax now that will hit every branch of
the industry, even though its application is considered
for the duration of the w^ar onlv.

Every Night Lightless?
Washington, D. C.

Although the United States Fuel Administration
has designated only the first four days of the week as
"lightless" under its new regulations, a plan is on
foot to have the merchants of Washington go still
further and have every night "lightless night," in so
far as the illumination of their show windows is concerned.

Washington Advertising Club has adopted a
resolution calling upon the business men of the city
to cut off all lights in their show windows every night
in the week, and a number of the more prominent merTihjB

R. J.

REYNOLDS

Winston Salem, N. C, July 29th.
R. J. Reynolds, head of one of the largest
tobacco manufacturing concerns in the country,
died here today. Mr. Reynolds, who was sixtyeight years ohl, had been ill a year. TTis estate
is estimated at more than $10,000,000.

chants are declared to be in favor of the project.
It is felt that, inasmuch as four nights a week
are already lightless, the darkening of the windows

on the remaining two nights would be no additional
burden upon the merchants, while it would, naturally.

result in a not inconsiderable saving of fuel. As the
fuel condition in this section of the country is very
serious, it is felt that every bit that can be conservetl
will be that

much more

to devote to other

and more

necessary uses.
An opinion prevails that, if merchants along the
north Atlantic seaboard, where four lightless nights
a week have been ordered, do not take some such action of their own volition, tiie Fuel Administration uuxy
be forced to order the ])ennanent darkening of windows should conditions next fall or winti»r make additional regulations necessary. By taking this step voluntarily, the Washington merchants \v\\\ not only be
showing their patriotism and assisting the administration in its work of conservjition, but mav render it
unnecessary for Dr. Oartiehl to prescribe additional
economies for this citv.

•
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Failures of Retail
By

a

The Lancaster Soldiers and Sailors' Tobacco
Fund Committee, composed of some thirty prominent
business and professional men', have issued an appeal
for more funds. C-ontrihutions from tobacco growers
have been very numerous and liberal, and frequently
with letters expressing pleasure in making the donation.

The French Journal

announces an increase
of fifty ])(»r cent, in duties on tobacco imported into
< 'orsica.
By this decree leaf, stems and tobacco waste
]>ay ^)'M) francs per KK) kilos ($46.50 per 100 pounds),
while cigars and cigarettes pay 900 francs per 100 kilos
($78.J)() i)er 100 pounds), and other manufactured tobacco pays 720 francs per 100 kilos ($(>.'}. 17 per 100
pounds).
Officiel

The July Grand Jury of Philadelphia, after its
inspection of the prisons and other institutions of the
city, recommended that the defendants in the county
prison be allowed tobacco at stated intervals.

London "Tobacco" makes an interesting suggestion, which is that in war conditions tobacconists sell
out rapidly and it occasionally happens that they have
a supply of some brands not asked for in their district.
An advertiser in that journal was able to exchange
some of his stock of whicli he had a surplus for some
of which he was short. This method has been in use
in the patent medicine trade in America for many
years and might be worthy of an extension in the tobacco trade

if it

The New York "Times'* says

that "a very prominent physician of New York City who had been an
inveterate smoker has discovered or at least he has
the evidence of his senses, which inclines him to the
l)elief that he has discovered
that tobacco is tasteless
and scentless, and that the pleasure of smoking is both
an optical and a physical illusion.'' How about the
taste of castor oil and the sting of a mustard plaster?
if he can take a chew of navy plug without tasting
anything he had better consult another doctor.

—

—

"Americiin Industries" after an extended inquiry
by a committee into the use of the union label in the
cigar-making industry, states that its use is decreasing; that as an aid to unionism it is a decided failure,
and where it was once looked for and expected by
customers, there seems to be no present call for it on
the part of the buying public.

The Bureau of Crop Estimates of the United States
Department of Agriculture, in its July report, gives
the following data concerning the acreage condition
and i)roduction of tobacco Pennsvlvania, 1918 acreage,
Condition: 1918, 98;
45.6; 1917, 41.5; average 36.7.
United States, acreage, 1918,
1917, 93; average, 89.
U53; 1917, 1447; average, 1290. Production: Pennsvlvania, 1918, 68,820; 1917, 58,100; average, 50,050.
itnited States, 1,187,000; 1,196,451 1,033,357.
:

;

Th* ^lue

of cigarettes to the English soldier is
indicated by the manufacture in Birmingham of bulletproof steel, nickel-plated cigarette cases.

iifil^Ai

ol retail

—

down and

business goes
but losses.

community

out, leaving

suffers

behind

it

a

loss to the

is in-

manufacturers and whole-

the merchant served as a unit in the
machinery of distribution.

toilet specialties.

And, finally, there is a loss of service
munity in which the store was located.

The "San Francisco Grocer" makes a suggestion
that seems timely when it says: "Much trouble is resulting for both retailers and jobbers over the shortage on tobaccos. The trade might as well make up its
mind to do without the big sellers, because when an
occasional allotment is made to jobbers it is almost
impossible for them to spread it over their territory,
for the reason that it could not be spread thin enough.
It is a good suggestion that dealers in placing orders
either give the jobbers the names of substitutes or authorize him to fill the order with suitable substitutes."

of

The firm that
the war is likely

quits advertising for the duration
to quit business before it is over.

It is well not to forget that the success of a business depends not only on the profits, but the sales.

A

hundred cigars sold at a small

double the profit, if
in the same proportion.

fifty sold at

tomers

is

pay better than
the number of cus-

profit

chasers in bartering for the tobacco take every chance
of crop failure with the exception of damage done by
hail.

In Pitt County, North Carolina, many tobacco
growers have dedicated an acre or more to the Government. Large signs read, "Help win the war. Every
dollar this acre of tobacco brings will be donated to
the Red Cross and invested in War Savings Stamps."
At the top of each sign floats a large United States
flag.

to the

com-

If fewer merchants failed, the heavy
burden of
credit losses that is carried by business as
a whole

but a great variety.

made manifest in
much organization

the
for

In that case it is
either a question of increasing the
business or cutting
off some of the expenses.

remarkable how much money can be saved if
the merchant simply takes the pruning
knife and goes
around determined to lop off every nonproductive
item
on his expense list.
If he says to every factor of overhead,
"AVork or
It is

fight!*'

and scrutinizes

of his expenses with reference to the effect on the business of eliminating
each
item, he will soon see his way clear to
a reorganization
that will accomplish just as much in the
way of results,
but with a big decrease in running expenses.
all

would be reduced. Better prices could be quoted and
goods might be sold to the consumer for less, because
of this reduced factor in overhead expense.

In that case no additional capital will be
needed,
but the business will be changed from a losing
enterprise to a profit-maker.

Better service would be afforded the maker and
the user of goods alike, since ability to
continue in
business would be an evidence of efficiency in management. The merchant would necessarily be a
bettor
merchant in order to hold on.
Consequently, the study of ways and means to prevent failures and make successes out of
retailers who
might otherwise slip into the commercial discard
is
well worth while from every standpoint.

rather stiiking exami)le of organization
that
was top-heavy was furnished not long ago by a dealer
in automobiles, whose business was
investigated with
the object of trying to put it on
a

Insufficient capital

and poor collections have been
regarded as the prime reasons for failure. But
thev
do not explain—they are symptoms rather
than the
disease. The man who fails is sure he would
have succeeded had just a little more money been available—
and it IS only human nature to blame somebodv
else

I or

The "Lancaster Examiner" says that tobacco
growers in the vicinity of Washingtonboro have, with
but two exceptions, sold their crops in the field for from
forty to forty-five cents a pound through. The pur-

whom

lots,

case of the store which has too
the volume of J)usiness it is doing.

tobacconists are adding side lines
foreign to the business, such as fancy soaps and other

salers for

Hence the merchflnt who has a good stock of a
few numbers, and who says that he is
prevented by
insufficient capital from having more,
simplv needs to
plan his buying more carefully, and to
purchase smaller
price.

nothing

There is in addition the loss of value in merchandise through depreciation, damage in stock, etc.
There is the loss in the form of human effort expended by the dealer and the members of his organizais

Jr.

Insufficient capital is also

tion.

many

Merchant 8

when a

In the first place, there is the waste which
volved in the loss of capital of the dealer.

There
In Ireland

According to the Frankfort "Gazette'' the supply
of cigar-making tobacco in Germany -will be exhausted
by November, and Holland, on account of the heavy
shrinkage of imports from the Dutch colonies, will have
few cigars to export. Holland has been the main source
from which Germany has been getting cigars.

exists here.

giving more attention to the failures
merchants than ever before.
The reason is not only the selfish interest which
manufacturers and wholesalers have in the reduction
of the credit hazard which on the basis of
presentday retailers* mortality is enormous—but the growing
is

realization that the whole
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D. Grain, Jr.

Copjricht 1918, by G. D. Grain,
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the failure.

But when

realized that some of the greatest
commercial successes have been won bv those who bo'^**^^ capital and manipulated it so shrewdlv
fif'l^u*^
that they soon commanded enough money
to take care
of their businesses, and when it is
realized also that
every merchant doing business on a credit
basis must
expect to carry a considerable amount of
accounts on
his books, it is seen that the two
reasons usuallv assigned do not begin to cover the ground.
it is

Insufficient capital

might make itself evident in
one case m the form of an incomplete
assortment of
goods. The average buyer likes to
see not onlv good
values, but a full assortment
to choose from. A good
selection is just as necessarv
as stvle, quality and

A

money-making

in-

stead of a money-losing basis.

was found that the motor truck department,
%yhich had been organized with the idea
of handling a
line of trucks made by a new ccmipany,
had never done
It

a cent's worth of business, because of inabilitv
of tlie
manufacturer to deliver the trucks. However,*
a $5000
sales manager was in charge, and other
expenses incidental to his work were being absorbed.
This is an
exceptional case, but it certainly shows how
easy it is
to add expenses that are not absolutely
necessary.

The

trouble with most merchants who fail is
that
they have been too optimistic.
This sounds like an

anomaly, but it is not. The chap who feels that
success
just
18
around the corner, and who persuades his creditors to continue to ship

him goods after his available
capital is exhausted, is a confirmed
optimist— but if he
has nothing else to back him up with, he is
prettv sure
to be on the outside looking in before
he gets througl^

The pessimist who works hard enough can
come his pessimism by solid and substantial

over-

success.

Don't be pessimistic for the sake of pessimism,
but be
just pessimistic enough to be able to see
the faults in
your business organization and to overcome
them.
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When Your

Clerk Misrepresents Your Goods
By Elton
Copyright

HOW
other

shall

an employer with

aj^ents,

1917,

salesmen and

representatives, protect himself from trouble
occurring through inadvertent, ill-advised, improper,
untrue and even fraudulent representations and statements made by employees, say al)out the employer's
^^oods? 'Jliese statements ^o wrong and the customers
of course always blame the employer for having such
salesmen. Anil sometimes the customer begins suit,
again always against the employer.

These questions are brought up by the following
letter:

Trenton, N. J.

have had in our employ a salesnmn named
His services proved unsatisfactory
through his drinking, and last August we gave him
He was very resentful and as
a month's notice.
we found afterward, did several si)iteful tricks
against us during tlie last month in our employ.
One of these was to guarantee a lot of seconds
tires which he was instructed to sell without a
guarantee. We have not yet heard how many of
these he sold with the guarantee of ooOO miles, but
alreadv thirteen customers have come back for adjustments, claiming a guarantee from this salesman. At first we thought it bogus, but several of
these buyers had witnesses to their guarantees, so
we now believe that he guaranteed the tires in order to revenge himself on us. The tire was a cheap
first which was sold for a low i)rice and probably
most of them will not run il^OO miles. We have
held up the adjustments until we could see where
we were at. Are we liable on the fraudulent act
of this salesnuin ? Naturally we wish to keep faith

We

.

with the public, but in a case like this we may be
swam[)ed with adjustments which will cause us a

heavy

loss.

E. N. (\
a splendidly typical illustration of what a
dishonest or malicious, or careless or ignorant salesman can do to his emi)loyer, for this correspondent is
bound by his salcsnuui's act without a doubt. A principal is responsible for the acts (this includes representations) of his agent, so long as the agent acts
within the scope of his employment. "Scope of emj)loyment" means this: Jones is a salesman in a retail
Su])pose
All he is there for is to sell goods.
store.
some day in a financial transaction which is none of
his business, he calls somebody up and tells him ihixi
his employer will guarantee somebody's account. The
emf)loyer would not be liable, because the clerk acted
outside the scope of his employment, which was merely
to sell goods.

This

is

But in the case submitted, and in almost every case
where an employee makes untrue representations about
merchandise, the employer is bound because the clerk
QT salesman

is

15

acting wnthin the scope of his employ-

J.

Buckley

by Elton

J.

Buckley

ment, which

is

to sell goods,

and of course to make

rei)resentations about them.

his

That nuikes an employer almost at the mercy of
salesmen and clerks. Few employers, 1 think, fully

realize that.

A

dry goods store mistakenly or carelessly guaranteed to several customers a large quantil>'
of delicately dyed fabric; the guarantee was that the
color would not change or run. The fact was that this
was American dyed stufT, and the clerk had expressly
been told not to guarantee it. It was held here that
the store was bound by the guarantee.
clerk in a

A

wholesale jeweler sold a quantity of plated
gold rings through a salesman who through a misunderstanding guaranteed them to be solid gold. A retailer who bought some of them, under the impression
they were low karat gold, sold them as solid goods and
got into a fierce newspaper sciindal and all sorts of
Jle sued the wholesaler, who tried to get
trouble.
out of it on the ground that the salesman had no authority to guarantee the rings to be solid. The court
held this to be no defense; the salesman had acted
within the scope of his em[)loyment and the employer
was bound.

There are a great many cases along the same line.
An automobile salesman guaranteed that a certain car
would give twenty-two miles to the gallon of gasoline.
If this sale had -been made under the usual iron-clad
printed form used by most manufacturers, there might
not have been much to the claim, but as the parties
were close friends it slipped through without. It was
practically a verbal sale. The customer rejected the
car on the ground that at best it would not give more
than fourteen miles. The employer of the salesman
took the posftion that the guarantee was void because
the salesman had no authority to make it, but the court
held it was within the scope of an automobile salesman's employment to state to a prospective customer
how much mileage it would give to the gallon of fuel,
and the employer was therefore bound.
In most of these cases the employer had not been
He had either not instructed the salesman
careless.
to do what he had done, or had explicitly instructed
him to do something else. The salesman did what he
did without the slightest express authority, but the
courts have always held that even the clearest instructions by employer to employee make no difference, if
the employee, in violating them, acted within the scope
of his employment.

The only protection which the employer has
against this sort of thing is to get the right kind of
salesmen and give them the clearest possible instrucMany
tions what to say about the goods they sell.
employers attach tags or labels to goods containing as
nnich of a description as they can, so as to leave as
little as possible for the salesman to say.

Investigate Before, not After!

DONT

go slip-shod into the matter of advertising,
spend the appropriation, find that the plan didn't
work, and then hold a long-winded conference to
find out why it failed. It is better business to
hold the

conference, and do the investigating and analytical work
nrst, rather than after the expenditures have been
made.

Many a company

has, without making an analysis of
conditions, decided to use other media for their publicity
when they should have used good business papers. Business Papers have increased so much in interest and
value during recent years that the progressive merchant
can t afford not to read them.
Business Paper Advertising is not the only good advertising, but on most propositions business papers should
be
used regardless of the additional kinds of publicity employed.
Apply the same good judgment to your advertising
department that you do to the other departments of your
business. Advertising is of equal and often more importance.

As Davy Crockett
ahead/

said, ''Be sure

you are

right,

The Tobacco World
236 Chestnut

Street

Philadelphia

Copyright, 1918,

then go
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
By Frank

Farrington

(All Right* Reserved)

CHAPTER

VIII
The Salesman and His Boss

TlII^] success of a cigar store demands that the employer and his employee shall pull together and in
the same direction.
Vou have seen a badly nuitched
team seesaw on the whiffletrees in a vain effort to pull
the wagon out of the mud. Each horse pulled his best

when he

pulled, but they did not pull together, so they

did not get anywhere. You have to have team work
in the store just as you do in the harness if the results
are going to be satisfactory to anybody, either the clerk
or the boss.

When

and the proprietor or manager do
not get along together there are two possible reasons
for the difficulty. The clerk is one of the reasons and
the proprietor is the other. Sometimes one ift wrong
and sometimes the other, and sometimes both.
In any event, when the trouble is there, there
ouglit to be a i)rompt effort to remedy it by bringing
it up right away for a frank discussion.
Any man,
employer or employed, who lets ill feeling rankle in
his mind without going at once to headquarters with
tlie

clerk

his complaint, will iind himself developing a grouch
against the other fellow and a grouch will always put

the kibosh on enthusiasm and usually crowds everything else out of the mind.
No proprietor with a
gr )uch can keep his salespeople doing their share of
luisiness.

No salesman

with a grouch can

sell

goods

develop pleased patrons.
The fact that one man is the boss does not relieve
that man from the necessity of giving the salesman
fair treatment any more than if the reverse were the
case.
The proprietor who does not acknowledge to
himself that he owes the man under him something
more than the contents of the pay envelope falls a good
deal short of realizing his duties as a man and an
employer.
Perfect honesty and justice form the basis for the
oidy kind of relation between employer and employee
that can last and prove satisfactory. But in order to
promote harmony, each side should always be ready
to meet the other a little more than half way.
It' is a mistake for a clerk to think that all he
owes his employer is his time and a reasonable willingness to do in a mechanical wav the work he is asked
to do. The man who thinks he can let it go at that is
working for the clock and not for the business. He
will sell some goods, of course, but only what people
come in and ask for. The number of new customers
and the number of extra sales he adds to the list will
be represented by what the baseball writers call
Jiiid

"goose eggs.*'

On

the other hand, when a clerk takes an interest
in the business and tries to be something more than a
mere time-server, the manager should feel and show a
Unexpressed apf) roper appreciation of the effort.
preciation is likely to be regarded as a lack of appreciation.

Appreciation needs to be expressed in substantial
ways, too. When a man is earning more money than
he is getting, and when the business can afford to pay
him more, the advance in salary ought not to be held
uj) until it has to be demanded with a threat of leaving.
A voluntary advance of salary does more to make timt

man

toward the management of the business
than a larger advance secured by demand.
feel right

The proprietor ought,

as far as possible, to recognize the individuality of his various clerks, rather than
consider them all as mere cogs in the wheel. Every
clerk has his own personality, and often that personality is the source of much of his value in getting added
business. For the manager to ignore that personality
and to assume that all clerks are alike is a mistake.
The individual should be recognized and his peculiar
abilities and weaknesses considered.
It is a mistake for a salesman to submerge his
individuality and become merely a peg in the board.
In an army the best results may be obtained by eliminating the individual to produce the perfect rtiachine.
In the business of selling it is different. Results are
gained by individuality.
The attitude of the manager toward the ambition
of the clerk has a great deal to do with their possible
success. Some managers are always encouraging their
force to do better, to try to fit themselves for higher
positions. Others seem to be afraid that if they help
a clerk to develop any great amount of ability, he will
be taking their places and crowding them into the
background. The more a clerk develops, the better
salesman he becomes, the more he will be worth to the
business, and the question of his some day becoming
a competitor to the manager is a question that would
be harbored only in a small mind.
When a young man starts to work in a cigar store,
he has ambition. He has plans for the future and he
expects to grow to them. If he drops his ambitions
and becomes a mere drudge, it is very likely that the
man for whom he is working is in a large degree responsible.
young man does not give up his ambitions without reason. If he lets them go, it is very likely because
of discouragements and failures that make him feel
that after all he is not fitted for the work, and that it
is not worth while for him to try to amount to anything. If he has the right kind of an employer, he will
not get into any such mental attitude. He will be encouraged by appreciation of the work he does well and,

for clear-headed

A

when he

fails,

he will be shown

how

to

win out next time

under similar conditions.
When a cigar store proprietor finds that he has
a clerk who is not the kind of worker he needs, instead of condemning him off-hand for his faults and
mistakes, it will be wise for him to see what he can
do to make him over, to train him into the kind of help
he needs. Of course, some would-be clerks or salesmen are utterly hopeless and cannot be made into suc(Continued on Page 24)
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Philadelphia Leaf Market

leaf ninrkct locally eoiitiiiiu's (luiet.

Manufac-

arc coni'rontod with increasing labor difficulties caused by hands refusing to work certain types
of tol)acco which they claim are inferior in (luality and
cannot he handled properly. The workmen also claim
that they should have more money, and that if they
(To not get it they will go to work in w^ar plants where
it can easily be obtained.
The manufacturers are being driven to every device for the procuring of labor, and tliere is said to l)e
a growth in the old practice of luring hands from other
tuivi's

factories.

There is a story in the trade to the effect that one
local manufacturer caught the agent of a competitor
at work among his men, endeavoring to get them to
The manufacturer, whose men
change employers.
were being approached, inunediately interviewed the
com[)etitor and asked him if he knew the uiiderhanded
methods his agent was employing to get help. 'Jlie
competitor politely advised the iiKpiirer that he was
fully aware of the maimer" in which new employees
were being secured, and that as a matter of fact he
had instructed the agent to get more hands and that
he need not be at all particular how he got them.
Following Jire some of the h)ts of to])acco that have
been offennl in the local market during the past tiiirty

(

50 cases of 1917 Little Dutch Wrapper B's, at ^58
cts. packed weights.
1 bales of 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed Primed,
at 71) cts. A/W. cash less 2%.
25 barrels imported Santa Clara Havana Shorts,
at 40 cts. less '!'/< 1. B.
About 70 cases of 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed
Seconds, in sizes from 18 inches to 26 inches, at 60
cts. M/W. shrinkage guaranteed not to exceed U^o,
f. o. b. Connecticut, regular terms.
50 cases 1915 Zinmier Wrapper B*s, hand sizes
and resweated, at 34 cts. M/W. 20% shrinkage, cash
1

,

less

Evtry

2%.

50 ciises 1916 hand sized, resweated Zimmer Wrapper B's, at 35 cts. M/W. 20yr shrinkage, cash less 2%.
25 cases 1916 Dutch Wrapper B's, at 41 cts. A/W.
cash less 2%.
28 bales fancy 1916 Florida Wrappers, 14-inch to
19-inch, at $3.75, *f. o. b. cars Philadelphia.
100 cases 1916 Connecticut Havana Seed Seconds,
from 18 inches and up, at 72 cts. M/W. about 18%
shrinkage.
19 cases 1917 Connecticut Havana Seek Brokes,
at .'»2 cts. M/W. 15% shrinkage, f. o. b. cars Connecticut, net cash.
f.

o.

20 bales 1917, 1st Caps. St. Clara, at $1.00
b. Philadelphia.
L.

(hivs:

I.

B.,

BAC?0.

into

Lancaster County Tobacco
of

damage

(irouglit,

to

but rains which visited different sections of

the count V relieved that con<lition, and warmer weather
succeeding, caused a rapid growth of the plants, so
that as it ap|)ears now, tbe cro]) will (k'velop into one
(»f the best and earliest that has ever been grown in
L^Oiciister County.

rowers are already topping the most advanced
jdants and most of the tobacco is so far advanced that
there appears to be a safe margin before the time
when there will be any danger of frost. There has
been little damage from cutworms.
The "Lancaster Examiner '* on July 24th said
that Havana tobacco, which is grown in a narrow belt
along the Suscpiehanna Hiver in the vicinity of Washingtonboro, is always the first to be harvested and almost invariably the first to be soUl. The buying of
this tobacco is now in ])rogress, the growers selling
their cr(»ps in the field. Ilowever, it will soon be ready
The number of growers of Havana
for harvesting.
( I

A

man in Lancaster County received
man in Brazil for fifteen varieties of

tobnceo

an

News

your

a reason
Melachn'nn

store is

for selling

NINES, FIVES,

FOURS-PLAIN
and

api)rehension early in July
THERE was considerable
the tobacco crop on account of

man who comes

CORK

TIP

''The Cigarette

limited, but witli only a few^ exceptions all have sold.
The proportion of growers of Havana is so small as to
have but little, if any, effect on the many growers of

is

l*ennsylvania seed leaf. The prices paid range from
fortv to fortv-five cents, the buver taking everv chance
of crop failure, which is now slight, as the harvest is
about to l)e made, unless tiiere should be a hail storm
In this case
visit that section and damage the plants.
the buyer does not assume the responsibility for the

elect of all

y\^

nations''

<^
^^

damage.
Just as the buying of the Havana crop in the field
is no guide for the growlers of seed leaf, so also are
Sales of Havana as a
the prices paid no criterion.
inle always have been made at prices in excess of
those paid for the seed leaf. So far no buying of broad
Both growers and packleaf crops has been reported.
ers are speculating on what will be paid and in a quiet
way are sounding out each other. It is quite evident
that the grower expects to receive as much if not consic k'rablv more than he received for his tobacco last
season.

**

Commerce Reports'* estimates

the tobacco crop

toorder frcmi a
bacco seed, of whicii he was able to furnish twxdve. The
other three asked for w<'re Turkish, (Jrecian and Mace-

of the Transvaal, South Africa, at about eleven per
cent, below normal. This district produces the bulk of

(h)nian seed.

Free State the crop

the crop of the South African Union.
is

about normal.

In the Orange

V
N. Nelachrino

&

Co.

1790 Broadway
New York
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The Tobacco Rations
COMI'AHISOXS

Washington, D. C.
have hcen made by the tobacco sec-

Industries Board of the tobacco
and
ratioiiK issued ])y Great Britain, France, Italy
the United States
B<'1k*'1">i ^vith the proposed ration for
forces, to iind how much tobacco must be conserved in
this country to supply the needs of our allies.
The British War Mission furnished the figures for
the United Kingdom, and reported that the manufjictured output of to])acco products last year was 177,and
0(K),0()() i)ounds, 29 per cent, of which was tobacco
70 per cent, cigarettes. The military forces consumed
40 per cent, of the total output. It is essential that
shipments from tlie United States keep pace with the
Taxes on tobacco in
])resent estimate consumption.
Great Britain have been materially increased.
The French Minister of Finance has estimated
that this vear the manufactured output of tobacco in
France \vould be approximately 135,000,000 pounds,
providing shipments of raw materials go forwardfrom
output,
this country in sufficient quantity. Of the total
approximately 40 per cent, is allocated to the military
tion of the

War

forces.

Say You Saw

Our

It in

The Tobacco World
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Allies

There have been large mcreases

in the price

of tobacco in France.
^v
^u
the
that
reports
Italy
for
Finance
of
Minister
The
wdl be
total consumption this year in that country
Ot this
about 75,000,000 pounds of leaf tobacco.
.

-^m^-^'

quantitv about 75 per cent, is American grown. Consumption by the army and navy is about 45 per cent,
free
of the total, probably one-third of which is issued
cigarettes or
to the men either in the form of tobacco,
or under
cigars, but only those actually at the front
Soldiers and
fire are allowed free rations of tobacco.
the
sailors in the zone of operation, but not actually at
front, or those on leave, pay for their tobacco.
The Belgian Commission for the Purchase of War
Supplies is buying tobacco, cigarettes and cigars
from manufacturers in this country for shipment to

/^v-),

l\^

t^elgian troops.

The per capita consumption
country is
Britain, 4 pounds;
l> pounds.
in this

of tobacco products

pounds per annum; in Great
France, 3*/^ pounds, and in Italy,

IV-j

in

\j, Ju. Jj.

The Amsterdam Tobacco Market
with

a:\ISTFH1)AM is recognized as the world's principal
/\tobacco market, and the amounts annually realized
from the leading grades of tobacco have been as high
as $50,000,000.

According to

official statistics

the 1917 imports of

the various kinds of leaf tobacco into Holland amounted
tobacco
to 30,256,955 kilos, or 66,565,301 pounds. The
disposed of at the Amsterdam market comes largely
from the Dutch Fast Indies, principally from Sumatra
and Java; minor quantities are imported from North,

South and Central America.
i"
Tlie 1916 Sumatra crop, placed on the market
1917, was of exceptionally good quality. Climatic con-

so
ditions were most favorable tliroughout the season,
that the tobacco was fully ripe and the leaves were
rather large, although the colors were not altogether
Experts are of the opinion that tobacco not
clear.
The .lava
(»ntirelv ripe is ordinarily of clearer color.
crop w'as about the same as that of the previous year,

which Avas considered of fair quality.
Practicallv since the outbreak of the war local
firms importiiiir from the Dutch East Indies enjoved
the i)rivilegc of regularly obtaining tobacco and selling
or exporting it, w^ithout any restrictions. But during
the latter part of 1916 and the first half of 1!)17 the
Netherlands steamship companies were obliged to carr\^
in
first of all food products, which were badly needed
Holland, and therefore but limited space was available
The last shipment from the
for carrving tobacco.
Dutch East Indies direct to Amsterdam arrived in
.June, 1917, and after that time there was practically
no shipr)ing at all, owing to the lack of bunker coal.
Foreign ships were, of course, not available. The total
arrivals from the Dutch East Indies and British Borneo during 1917 are estimated by leading brokers at

761,163 bales in 1916
178,849 bales as compared
(the bale averaging about 171 pounds). To these must
be added 52,630 bales, the stock on hand December 31,
1916.
Tobacco is dis.posed of in Amsterdam at public
year.
sale, of which there are usually 10 or 12 each
During 1917, however, only three sales were held, at
which 87,356 bales of Java, 62,102 bales of Sumatra,

'^^
>

and 797 bales of Borneo tobacco were sold. Aside from
few
this, small quantities of Brazil, Domingo, and a
other brands were offered, for which it was possible
The
to obtain shipping space by special arrangement.
87,356 bales of Java w^ere divided into 50,030 bales free
tobacco (tobacco allowed to be exported), which realized $0.45 per half kilo (1.1 pounds), and 37,326 bales
of N. O. T. tobacco (tobacco consigned to the Netherlands Oversea Trust and intended for home consumption onlv), realizing $0.28 per half kilo. Of the 62,102
bales of Sumatra, 59,708 bales were free tobacco, selling at $1.05 per half kilo, and 2394 bales were N. O. T.
tobacco, selling at $0.40. The 797 bales of Bonieo tobacco (N. O. T.) realized $1.29 per half kilo. All these
prices were the highest on record, and were due to
the limited quantities received and to the exceptionally
good (luality of the tobacco.
Tobacco exports from the Amsterdam consular
district to the United States declined greatly in 1917.
Onlv 1,439,261 pounds, valued at $1,968,358, were
shipijed, against 5,772,763 pounds, valued at $8,634,974,

A large part of the tobacco purchased by
in 1916.
Americans was loaded on the Dutch steamers Maasdyk
and Poeldyk, but these steamers, ready for sailing for
many months, w^ere detained by the Dutch Government,
and,* according to reports, the American buyers preff^rred to unload and dispose of their tobacco on the
local market, making good profits.
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A DADDV HE CAN BRAG ABOUT
^^. a//you 6qj^ in olive dmb.
M'
then the
kid ofall
Come
littlest

smoke agood luck pipe with me,
911 read yourfirtune in the smoke

Jn' tellyou

all the things

3 see.

3 see three kiddies,'plain as dap
One soffs'Sifypa owns

J million
Ihe

^^ells up

until his buttons

Shucks, they ain't in

Why, fellers,

—

Mere}! luck,

everything,

million dollars, too."
other says"V^ pa's a king,"

tear—

with rnp dadl
hejought Over There l"

you bqys

it

in olive drab.

Goodfortune bring you safily out
sJndgive some littlest kid some deep
<A dkxddy he can brag about.

"Velvet" advertising is more important than
ever for the dealer this year,
pages in the great national weekly and monthly
magazines are
telling the Velvet story now."
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MANUFACTURED TOBACCO IMPORTS INCREASE
Washington, D. C.
FIGURES now being compiled by the Department
of Commerce will show an increase of a million
dollars in our imports of cigars, cheroots and cigarettes during the eleven months ended with May, 1918,
as compared with the corresponding period of 1917,
while the total is two and one-half millions greater than

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

cigars represents twenty-five years of

it

is

the

be satisfied with
anything short of perfection, and the result is a
result

of an

ideal that cannot

nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigarf made by the
Lipschutz Standard

is

eleven months of the fiscal year
1918, our imports of cigars, cheroots and cigarettesi
totaled 4,126,748 pounds, valued at $6,904,981, while
during the corresponding period of the preceding year
they totaled but 2,517,702 pounds, worth $5,975,830, and
in 1916, 1,521,179 pounds, with a value of $4,310,895.
Imports of all other manufactures of tobacco during the same period totaled $125,205, against $106,005
in 1917 and $122,711 in 1916, making the total imports
of all manufactures $7,030,186, against $6,081,835 in
1917 and $4,433,606 in 1916.
The following table shows in detail the imports of
cigars, cheroots and cigarettes for the eleven-month
j)eriods of the last three years:

During the

close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;

increasing every

year.

The "44"

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a

From

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

1916,
1917,
1918,

Pounds,

Value

961,80f)
3,(]54,725

$1,210,492
2,269,518
4,064,276

509,773
576,590
453,193

3,034,148
3,653,700
2,805,429

1,904,606

All other sources:
1916,
1917,
1918,

Cigarettes.
P^rom Philippine Islands:
14,006
1916,
19,932
1917,
11,506.
1918,
All other sources:
35,591
1916,
16,574
1917,
7,324
1918,

P. Lorillard

Co.

We

furnished tobacco for the soldiers of the

War

War

(1775—1783)
(1812-1815;
of 1812

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
(1861-1865)
War
Civil
Spanish War (1898)

Mexican

and are now furnishing
riimax Plug "The Grand Old Chew"
to the soldiers fighting for the

Liberty of

tlie

World.

This

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapperis

market

Cigars and Cheroots.
Philippine Islands:

BIG

Listen

first

responsibility for quality.

Business Bsublisbed 1760—158 years ago.

Look!

for 1916.

Lipschutz Standard in

of the

Stop!

12,365
12,631
9,167
53,890
39,981
26,109

C

Ij. Tj.

DEMAND FOR INSURANCE IN SOUTH

Insurance companies throughout the South are reporting record-breaking demands for coverage on big
tobacco lines in various sections. Requests for insurance are being received from sections where tobacco
had not previously been grown, showing that the industry is becoming permanently established in sections
heretofore devoted to the raising of cotton. This, it is
declared, is particularly true in southern and southwestern Georgia, where the ravages of the boll weevil
have marked the exodus of the cotton industry.
In the neighborhood of Fitzgerald and Nicbols,
Ga., a number of tobacco warehouses are being erected,
and at the former place a large warehouse of brick
construction and composition roofing is being built,
backed by Kentucky capitalists.
The crop in South Carolina is reported to be the
largest in history, and there is a big demand for insurance in that section. The same situation prevails in
North Carolina as well.

C L.

li.

is

dangerous.

If

you don't

look out you Will work another
year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.
$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher
than
ever; fillers and binders higher
than ever; and
imported wrappers dangerously high; these
facts
spell—NO PROFIT FOR YOU —unless you
use

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

Wrappers
American Sumatra Tobacco Company

Wate

—

:
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
{Continued from Page 16)

Roll
cesses, but there are less of them than some employers

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

who

seem to imagine.
The proprietor

200,000,000
Cinco Cigars a year apsell

preciate the protec?lion of

a

brand manufactured with
68 years experience and
with the most painstaking
consideration for
quality— and

:i:\'^><^ii,

f-'r

i

j

of a store ought to understand
that the best class of prospective salesmen looking
for positions, are just as anxious to get the right sort
of employers as those employers are to get the right
sort of help.
The employee has the same right to be discriminating that the employer has, and he is exercising that
right with a good deal more intelligence than ever before,

lie

knows what cigar

managers are making
make good, and that is

it*.:

knoKii* >*<((•

store

good and helping their men to
the kind of a boss he is looking for.
The clerk and the proprietor must be co-operating

quality

alone

j

Your

Own-

Tobacco added to the "Ratio

Neither can liope to succeed in spite of the
forces.
other, but either may expect success with the help of
the other.

?Mliif^ Fisenlohk:s

of Fighting
'OU have

RAW TOBACCO EXPORTS INCREASE
Washington, D. C.
increase of a million dollars, despite the elimination of two countries as markets for the American
product, is shown in the exports of unmanufactured tobacco during the eleven months ended with May, 1918,
as compared with the corresponding period of 1917, in
of
statistics now being gathered by the Departnrient
Commerce. This increase, however, is due entirely to

heard that Smoking tobacco has been added

to the regular

Army

rations.

AN

the rising market for tobacco, as the quantity shipped
fell off 133,000,000 pounds.
During the period in question exports of unmanufactured tobaxjco totaled 252,678,952 pounds, valued at
$57,647,206, against 385,370,550 pounds, worth $56,265,value ot
123, in 1917, and 374,089,311 pounds, with a
dis$44,295,464, in 1916. How these quantities were
tributed among the various countries is shown by the

*To each

1917

FACTORY BRANDS:

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

FAVORITA ESPANOLA

THe cigM

that

France,

6,915,990
4,133,176
4,591,700

Italy,

Netherlands,

Neudorf's

Portugal,
Spain,

HronnsL QgsLr of Exclusive Mildness''
u

$559,241

Norway,

BOUQUET DE PARIS
"The

Denmark,

JUANA DIAZ

PREFERRED

Banker*, and other profetiional

Thtt proves the unusual

mml

by United

men who
of

Slates

Senators,

Neudorfs Bouquet de

Write at once for prices

And

PaHs

Cigart.

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First

Ave.

-

1,079,472
385,127

616,547
436,105
351,030
15,543,561
3,016,154
200,843
213,078
1,034,210

Sweden,
Switzerland,

United Kingdom,
Canada,

Eminent

are exceptionally diKriminating.

New York City

Mexico,
Argentina,
China,

1,002,011
180,529

Hongkong,
Japan,
Australia,
British West Africa
French Africa,
Other countries,

is

the order:

American Expeditionary Forces, daily, four-tenths of an ounce of
Smoking Tobacco and ten cUarette papers. »»

What
own"

a testimonial for the
especially

and

for

"Makings,"

for "rolling

"BULL" DURHAM

in

your

those three

words
"Itn cigarette papers.

1918
$6,500

Belgium,

ttOUQUET DE PARIS

Here

soldier of the

following table

1916

Men

,

1,541,870
883,174
485,209

1,126,437

$1,823,673
6,943,225
4,734,720
5,892,821
585,326
283,380
620,553
396,420
131,390
22,515,727
3,012,897
191,170
612,033
1,386,146
662,260
509,971
3,073,448
1,378,367
481,282
1,030,314

Is there

10,134,136
4,970,056
178,239
156,827
780,091

a single American anywhere, who ever rolled his
own, who can read that order and not say:

"Good

2,412,077

belong

old 'Bull,' you are where you

—

in the rations of fighting

men.

585,527
23,056,958
5,353,554
260,290
324,361
2,156,679
1,957,776
830,247
1,615,847
1,299,639
372,243
1,196,159

C. L. L.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK

The'Makin^s

of a Nation
..^^•'•^'
li

<i^

«
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ROGER

THE PERFECT CIGAR
a cinck for a live, dealer
to PULL THE BESTTRADE HIS WAY^

"it's

GRAYELYVS
CELEBRATED

Chewing

Plu&:

"BerORCTHE INVENTION

T« OMl«rs»>
• ptAml tor •
pMicb •! Raal Orav«ly.
It's Ik* llrat kia !•
VMVciMat la Plat alaca
Paylaa Cravaly aiatfa
Mm Ural »iat tkat myif
Wrlla

A LITTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENOUGH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A BIO CHEW
OF ORDINARY PLUG. ..^.^^^

waaaia4«.
r.i.M«mTTiuee«co.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES J. EISENLOHR
EDWARD WISE
GEORGE W. HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
JESSE A. BLOCH
JACOB WERTHEIM
JOSEPH F. CULLMAN, Jr
LEON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND

^^##fiW^

<PMffl>
President

Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel

New York

Offices, S

Baeknun

Street

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, 119 West 40th St., New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St.. Phil*., Pa
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 8Ut and East End Are., M'hat'n,
K. LICHTENSTEIN. 40 Exchante PL, Manhattan, N. Y

President
Vice-PreeideiH
N. Y. ..Treasurer
Secratarr

L

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
Preeldent

JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr.. New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton. O
GEORGE BERGER, Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

Vlce-Presidem
Treastirer

•

Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCK. Wheellnf. W. V*
WOOD F. AXTON, LouisTille. Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covincton. Ky
A.

\i-'l'*l^i*^l
•^••••y»c«|»«"<l«»«
Secretary-Tresauret

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
DUBLOIf

tOSEPH
tOBKRT E. LAMU
1KB RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN
H.

;> ••••*"te!ii2«5
W^B.acnt

*-• ''"^'Jrlimil-i
cI!!!?JS
SecreUff
JJtO RIKDERS. aOO West llSth St.. New York City
...f......
Temple,
Masonic
month
at
Meetinc let Thursday of each
310

MEW YORK
MILLBR,

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
ISS

trade, due to his high reputation for honor and integrity in their closest relations to business, as well
as to his engaging personality.
To all who knew him his death is a personal loss,
and at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States
held on the twenty-third day of July, 1918, the following preamble and resolutions were unanimously

viMlpSldllt
tI!I125».
Tri*s«r«

New York
Broadway, •^"••\r"C
•f
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Washington, D. C.

.

that the tobacco tax is very
diffi'^''"*'^*' ^' ^T^^^^^^S* chairman of the
TT
f^iV"
United
States Tariff Commission'
recently appeared
before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House
of Representatives, to submit
a number of recommendations for its consideration
in the drafting of
^
the new revenue bill.

"The tobacco
upon the retailers,

'i:'":'::"::::

MeAlfls.

Business House
In the Tobacco Industry

tax."
is

said he. "especially that
difficult to collect.
It is pos-

sible to get effective statements

from the large deal-

United Cigar Stores, or any chain
of stores, because
they have to make a statement,
and the tax is easily
collected from them.
When it comes to the hundreds of thousands of small tobacco
dealers. I should
doubt very much whether there
was a successful

New

Whereas we have learned with profound regret
of the death of our associate and friend
Roger G. Sullivan
one of the founders and a director of this association,

of the legislation suggcstcd is something like this: That
when a bill providing for increased customs
duties or high internal
revenue taxes is introduced and
reported to the

To

his rugged integrity, broad vision, splendid
ability and manly disposition has been a commanding
presence in the tobacco industry, and

gency seems to require it, put into it
a clause stating
that there is a public emergency
for the immediate
collection of these revenues,
and that all persons
importing the commodities upon
which the duties
are levied, or bringing into
consumption such a commodity as tobacco, shall be required
to give bond for

who by

the Tobacco Merchants' Association
senses keenly the loss of one wlio unselfishly and resolutely served the association from its inception, and
in whom the entire trade recognized a most able and
most lovable man;

Now

Be

Resolved:
That the Tobacco Merchants Association by these
presents expresses its most sincere regret, acknowledges its great loss, and on behalf of the tobacco industry of the coimtry offers deep condolences to the
members of his family and to his business associates
and be it further
full
Resolved that these resolutions be spread
upon the minutes of the association and a copy thereof
presented to the bereaved family as an evidence of the
high regard in which he was held by all of us.
Therefore,

It

m

MR.

BONAR LAW'S FAVOURITE PIPE

This pipe, a silver-mounted army briar in a kidney
on
case, was sold by auction at the Coal Exchange
June 24th, in aid of the Blinded Soldier's Children
Fund (the object being that each child should receive
£55
5s. per week up to the age of sixteen), and fetched
(about $275), the buyer being Messrs. Bewlay & Company, Limited, of 49, Strand, who are offering same
again, the proceeds to go to this most deserving and
worthy cause. A reserve price has been put on the
pipe by Messrs. Bewlay, but all offers will be considered by them.—From London '* Tobacco.'*
are placing gas jets in public
places for the benefit of smokers without a match.

Some English towns

Manv American smokers never seem

to

have any

tea.

"The general character

House by your committee you

shall, if the

matches.

this

book

newly compiled addenda sold with

the National Directory of Cigar
Manufacturers makes this book a
complete
record of the cigar and tobacco
manufacturers of the United States, with
the exception of the Twenty-eighth
District

collection of the floor tax. I
refer to them because
they affect what might be the
expectation in case of

an increased customs duty put
upon coffee or
conceivably, upon sugar.

Should have
A

of

York.

dispose of the balance of this edi.
tion it will be mailed with the
addenda
on receipt of THREE DOLLARS,
Cash,

Money Order

emer-

This

or Check.

the latest and most up-to-date
directory published, and was compiled
in
is

1917.

In addition to the list of cigar and
tobacco manufacturers, there is also an extensive list of cigar box manufacturers,

the eventual payment for the
period intervening between the report of the bill and its final
enactment of
the duties finally enacted."

wholesalers and jobbers of cigars and
tobacco products, .company stores and
brokers. Nearly four hundred

pages in

all.

NO MOONLIGHT EXCURSION FOR HIM

The

'*

Congressional Record"

anything but light
sometimes relaxes a little. Here for
instance, is a story told by Mr.
Stevenson,
man from South Carolina," when he wa^ -the gentlespeaking hi

readmg, yet

is

it

?/.^^«^^a?iVg the salary of mail carriers, who
It impossible to meet
the high cost of living on
the basis of present compensation,
:^/^^''? 7^^ standing an examination for the posif Inr,
ry carrier. Among other ques^/^\^^l^f
on.
Irfn
tions written for him to answer
was this poser
^^"^ distance between the earth
and the
n.n..?^ u-'^
H'^P''^"'P^ ^"* indignant reply was: -See
neah! T^
If you's a-going to put me on
dat route I quit

\ZZ
ound

Don't delay in sending your THREE
DOLLARS for your copy. Make checks
or money orders payable to THE
TO-

BACCO WORLD.
No

complete directory, such as this,
has been issued in the tobacco trade for
at least ten years. It may be ten
years
before another is printed.

GET YOURS WHILE THE EDITION
LASTS

ZIZ
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WANTED-By largest firm in the trade to

represent in India a first-class
American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed
in i^-lb. vacuum
tins, cigarettes in fifties-vacuum
tiiJs*, and one or
two brands
sliding paper packets of 10.

236
1

m

D.

MACROPOLO & CO.,

Calcutta, India.
'

at Motel

Every

or

Lenox Art., New York.

GBORGI W. RICH
SIDNIY GOLDBERG
JL L. ULLNICK

MAX

SULLIVAN,

of Manchester, N. H., died
on July 13tli. Mr. Sullivan was the owner of the
*' 7-20-4'' cigar factory.
He was sixty years old.
Mr. Sullivan was one of the most widely known
manufacturers of cigars in the United States, and the
annual production of " 7-20-4 's" was thought to be
greater than that of any other ten-cent cigar in this
country. Mr. SulUvan started in the business about
forty years ago, in Manchester at No. 724 of a certain
street and took the number as the name of his principal brand. In the course of his long business career,
Mr. Sullivan made many close friends in the tobacco

G.

Whereasy

OAMVILLK. VA.

J,

Say You Saw

adopted

OF OUR PMTCNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
.-.—
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO .—
MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHEWINO QUAUTY
V^OULO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIG GCCTIOK
NOW THE PATENT POUCH KEEPS ITFPESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOQ

\^

:

Death of Roger G. Sullivan

BAYUK BROS

•£^^^

;

^

Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

———
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PANTIN

The

Commission Merchant

&

Leaf Tobacco

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
GabU: "DONAIXBrROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

B«pMHall*id

TabacM FI0CM d* Voalla Abajo

Partldo

HABANA. CUBA

Rosenwald

E-.
14-5

Bro.
NEW YORIl

(El

WATER STREET

THE YORK TOBACCO
A.

S^L!:^

OMio« ana Warehoaaa,

Ifl

Eaat Clark Air«aaa.

YOU.

FA.

MANUFACTUIBRS OF CIOAB JlClAF TOBACCSO
I.

N«ptuno

6,

Havana. Cxiba - 66 Broad

St..

Boston. Maaa.

would mean about $40,000,000, whereas the
Tobacco Merchants' Association suggestions with a
graduated tax will total $49,000,000.
The letter says, ''In justice to ourselves and for
statistics it

cO.I*^^^^L^^^^^^^^

OF HAVANANawTOBACCORwat

Navaaa WarakottM. Salad

K.

York Offica.lSS-137

15.

St.

the benefit of the trade in general, '* consideration is
sought for the flat tax. This really means for the benefit of E. Regensburg & Sons, for the other cigar manufacturers who can see beyond their noses know full
well that not only does the Government of this United
States need the money, but that it intends to get it.
government conducted by able men does not intend that the man who can afford a "flivver'' shall pay
exactly the same war tax on it as a man who owns a
Fierce-Sparrow; nor does the trade in general want
stogies and Class "B" cigars to carry the same idengoods.
tical war tax as Class "C," ^D" and
It is the retailer and consumer who will decide the
equality of the tax arrangement on cigars, and cer-

STRAUS & CO.
Aa4 PMkM*

of

LEAF TOBACCO
HU

H.

Ml.

3M «id

307

N.

TMrd

St..

Phlladalpkia

NEUBERGER COMPANY

Wrapper Leaf.
Netherlands,
(

'

130 Water Street
New York

EXPORT

PORT

LEAF

TOBACCO

LOEB-NUfJEZ TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTBIIS OP SUMATItA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

SM

NO. THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHU

The Class **B'' manufacturer has lived by volume
alone, and once this volume is seriously cut. Class **B''
cigars will go out of existence, and with it a $3 a thousand Internal Revenue Tax.
There are 179 cigar and tobacco establishments in
Buonos Aires, Argentina, with an invested capital of
,579.330, a total production of $2,416,961, consumption of raw material valued at $1,126,378 and the number of persons employed about 3000.
Jt;1

Value.

2,881,326
20,808

$3,926,900
19,996
125,983
1,634

INC.
New York

.

Water Lily

T.

J.

DUNN
M«K«ra

New

East

'anada,

me

<^'uba,

in,

Other countries,

12,929

Greece,

United Kingdom,
Mexico,
Cuba,
Other countries,

(Q.

CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

End Avenue and

New York

81tl Street,

SAMPLES

Free!

....FIFTH
A

7,148,579
1,346,295
521,673
21,754,054
6,855,649

3,236,671

I.

495,675
36,858
11,010,607
736,773

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

2,230,957
66,528
130,004
118,212

Advertise Your Brands

The Tobacco World

2,782,210
76,762
274,475
59,891

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco meKow and amooth In charactar
and impart a most palatable flavor

Other countries,

FUYORS

6,690,030
125,212
1,729,666
21,305,305
8,305,873

irc r;!

in

Imported from

^'uba,

of 10

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Other Leaf.
United Kingdom,
Mexico,

•••

Monthpiaca. Cork or Plain Tip

Imported from

^reece,

AVENUE.

Union Mada Ci«ar*Ua of Qaality

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

Wrapper Leaf.
Canada,
^uba,
Other countries,

Free!

Aak and You Will Rocoiva

1917.

Netherlands,

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

Cado

Other Leaf.

to the retail price of the goods.
believe that the cigar manufacturers who have
made their suggestions to the Government have looked
at the problem in a broad-minded light; they have
offered all that they think the industry can stand, and

profit.

I

Imported from

some proportion

And it is a mighty poor time to start a quarrel
over tax suggestions; the Government will take all
that it thinks it can reasonably get, but it will naturallv expect to get the most from the cigar carrying
the higher price and the accordingly higher rate of

COMPANY,

Imported from

first

this.

Pounds.

Naw York Offlcat 203 W. Broadwar

,.c
145 Lafayette Street
BRANDS ''''"'•**

The

1916.*

duty is to our Government, our only aim
being to prevent the industry being taxed out of exWe know that we must stand a higher tax,
istence.
and by all the laws of mankind that tax should be in

about

Incorporated

CUar

Clean Ar« Ja4««d

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO

'

them want a flat tax.
Mr. Regensburg would hardly feel that he has been
treated fairly if he was asked to pay the same rate on
his income as is demanded from a Rockefeller or a
Morgan, yet he wants the smoker of the cheap cigar
to carry the same burden as the man who smokes a

We

COMPSNY
Wbkk
Haw.

By

Writ* for Op«0 Taiiltoi f
Factory: Kay.Wcat. Fla.

the total imports, those of leaf not suitable
for
w^rappers forms the greater part, the total being 6-> 136,337 pounds, valued at $34,479,803, this vear, against
38,156,086 pounds, worth $18,437,345, in 1917, and 37 626,250 pounds, with a value of $15,516,584, in 1916.
Imports of leaf suitable for wrappers amounted to
4,240,311 pounds, with a value of $5,252,224, as coml)ared with 2,545,701 pounds, valued at
$3,193,338, in
1917, and 2,976,459 pounds, worth $4,074,513, in 1916.
The following table shows in detail the imports of botli
varieties of leaf for the three years in question

A

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

CIOaR
^^•»T?vSI°
?aE5?PTYYEAM
PANDARO

Of

"E"

certainly the Government will not take less.
The postscript to the above letter emphasizes the
entirely individual attitude of the writer of it, without a
serious consideration, first, of the needs of the nation,
and second, of the rights of the consumer.
flat tax on cigars would be an enormous misAnd it certainly would not drive Class *'B"
take.
smokers to Class ''A''*^good8, if the past nine months'
record is to be taken as an indicator.
It is true that eight-cent cigars can honestly be
sold at three for twenty-four cents, and seven-cent
cigars can, by the same calculation, be sold at three
fail to see any camouflage
for twenty-one cents.

29
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We

MINEST ELLINGER &

The Tobacco Wobld

MFURTS

twenty-five-cent or fifty-cent product.

BLAFrENBURGH (KL SONS
QUALITY HAVANA

It in

Washington, D. C.
of leaf tobacco are increasing steadilv,
according to statistics now being compiled by
the
Department of Commerce, which show that, during the
eleven months ended with May, they totaled over
$39,000,000, as compared with approximately $21,000 000
for the corresponding period of 1917 anil
$19,00o!o00
111 1916.

(Continued from Page 8)
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Saif

Flat
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:

3,054,341
84,659
189,689
13,794,844
1,313,812

FOR

SMOKING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Writa for Llat of Flavors for Special Brands
IaiTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
FRIES €l bro., 92 Reade Street.
York
"

11

I

New

-

The Standards of America

1918.

Wrapper Leaf.
Imported from
Netherlands,

Canada,
<'uha,

Other countries,

353,172
86)113
176,303
3,624,723

575,289
182,916
266,563
4,227,456

Other Leaf.
Imported from
^'Yeece,
1

nited

Kingdom,

^f^xico,
^"uha,

Other countries,

16,592,566
44,982
483,679
18,710,581
26,304,529

Lorillard's Snuff,

:

Est.

1760
1825

Rail Road MiUs Snuff, Est.
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
14,365,528
58,844
132,136
14,226,361
5,696,934
O. L. L.

Maccobops — H.oppe«s — High Toasts
Strong, Salt. Stteet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTUMD BY

GEORGE W. lELNE

CO.. Ill Ftftk At*.,

New Ywk

H
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Registration Bureau,

The

rate for this coltunn

a

minimum

FOB SALE
FOR SALE — Contents

2.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,
A—An allowance of |2 will be made

office building.
rent. All at cost.

8.00
oi the Tobacco Mer-

members

Owner

Factory No.

reported.
for ercry ten (10) additional titles necessarily

and
CAMP DIX:—40,720. l-or cigars, cheroots, stogies, cigarettes
tobacco. July 1. 1918. F. M. Howell & Co., Elmira, N. Y.
For cigars, cheroots, stogies,
40,721.
CAMP
cigarettes and tobacco. July 1, 1918. F. M. Howell & Co., Elmira,

WADSWORTH:—

CAMP FORT

BENJ.

stogies, cigarettes
Co.. Elmira, N. Y.

HARRISON:—40,722.

and tobacco.

July

CAMP SMOKERS:—40,723.

For

and tobacco.

1918.

ettes

July

1,

For

1918.

1,

cigars, cheroots,
F. M. Howell 6i

American Litho.

UNDERWRITER:—
1918.

For

tobacco products.
O.
Cincinnati,
The Progress Cigar Co.,
all

For cigars. June 8, 1918. L. P. Kimmig, Jr.,
trade-mark is claimed to have been in
This
Fa.
(Juakertown,
about 1908, when it was adopted by
since
use
actual, continuous
had acquired it from M. Jacobs
who
Henrv Schaffer. Phila., Pa.,
& Co., the original owner thereof, and frorn whom by various
transfers title thereto was derived by the registrant.

SPEAKWELL:—40,727.

July 10, 1918.
F^or all tobacco products.
York
City.
New
Litho.
Co.,
The American
For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. July
40,728.
F. M. Howell & Co., Elmira, X. Y.
10. 1918.
KRAFT: 40,729. For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
July 10. 1918. F. M. Howell & Co., Elmira, N. Y.
BIRD: 40,730. For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. July

—
Elmira, X. Y.
&
cigarettes and tobacco. July
For
EAGLE LAND:—
Elmira, X. Y.
M. Howell &
Abraham
products. July
For
tobacco
4-U-2:—
York.
Jagodnik & Son, Hronx, Xew..
cut tobacco. July
cigarettes and
1918: —
For
Levon Berberian, Providence, R.
cut tobacco. July
cigarettes and
1920: —
For
Providence,
F.

10, 1918.

F.

M. Howell

40,731.

40,732.

Co.,
cigars,
Co.,

all

6,

fine

cigars,

40,733.

1918,

fine

cigars,

Levon Berberian,

R.

SEAL OF LEXINGTON:—40,735.
John

9.

I.

40,734.

1918.

1918.

C.

Guy Company,

inc.,

For

9,

I.

cigars.

July

12, 1918.

The

Lexington, Ky.

WATCH

Liiteit

Independeit

aid Exporter of
ABtriciB Leaf Tobacco in
Dttltr

^0

Uiited Statei

.

4,

Parmenter Wax-Lined
\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

n INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

257 W.

&

INEUMAN

E.

17th Street

DuBrul

Miller,

&

Peters suction tables,
will be

For a quick sale a very low price
Address Box 151. "The Tobacco World."

Havana

shorts, pure and clean.
Guaranteed A-1 or money refunded.
Fifty cents per pound.
Also
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander
Co., 178
Water Street, New York City.

&

WANTEO

CO.

New York

Racine Paper Goods Company
S<iie

City

I

4.. -»

H

— — " -—«.^—«

n

U

—

rn

.f

"

.—*W

»

H

M

KACINF, Wrs.,

!«—~»»^—

l.

.4.

GARRETT H. SMITH,
**»
compaM litografica de
Fwe.t Imported Cigar Band, and

NEW YORK

^

"d

Send

samples.

Yearly contracts made.
J. J.

FRIEDMAN,

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HELP WANTED
CIGAR FOREMAN — Wanted

Philadelphia factory on suction

in

work. Good opportunity for competent man.
care of "Tobacco World."

Address Box

234,

la habana
11]

.

CigarRibbons

Largest assortment of Plain and Fancy
Write for Sample Card and Price

list to

....

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Rjbbom

DcDarUncot

»

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
S^MuUcturers of Bindings, Galloons,
Sidin and Gros Grain

TaiffetaLS.

WOODHAVBN AVENUE, CLENDALE. NEW YORK

tlANUFACruPEP OF ALL KINDS Of
"» yg-T-gr^r

The following comparative data

of tax-paid tobacco products, indicated by monthly sales of stamps,
are obtained from the statement of internal revenue
collections for the month of May, 1918:
Products.
May, 1917. May, 1918,
Cigars, large, Class A, No.
106,168,430
Cigars, large, Class B, No.
364,172,393
Cigars, large, Class C, No.
137,815,349
Cigars, large. Class D, No.
1,065,921
Cigars, large. Class E, No.
1,576,119

G. O.

22iid St. and Second Ave.,

NEW YORK

CIGAR Box Labels
AND TRIMMINGS.
xM^^I

OUICAUO. 105 WKST MOIfBOB STRKKI,

LUVn

O. CIAVA, Mkt.

610,798,212
83,494,279
2,128,473
3,361,426,426
3,397,610

HEYffOOD. 5TRASSER&V0ICT LlTHOCa
26^ STREET & 9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK

Tobacco, chewing and smok42,122,930

ing, lbs.

MANUFACtURERS OF

31,729,197

j

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings r^%*

Express companies have stopped their men from
carrying trunks upstairs. If they stopped them from
throwing them downstairs, the men would probably
strike.

TUCK
&
incorfokatud

LOUISVILLE. RY..

764,557,420
93,377,800
2,976,200
3,069,537,736
3,469,590

-

-

CO.

Your Iiqiiry for Saaplc
and Priccf

U. S. A.

Kiidf

!

Solicited.

aay QuititT.

All

A.

abel*.

INTERNAL REVENUE REPORT ON CIGARS,
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO

Total,
Cigars, small, No.
Cigarettes, large. No.
Cigarettes, small. No.
Snuff, manufactured, lbs.

S.

c.„.di.»

AI.o GUMLESS Band.
(Phone. Stuyve«ant 7476^
106 E. 19th ST.
'
-»
H
.
I,

OFFICE

I

I

any quantity anywhere.

CI.

i"
Kepreseatative
for

or

in

....

'»-^.M_. .|,

WAXTED— Control

DUST, bought

Owners and Manufacturers

THIS

Washington, D. C.
A considerable number of firms doing an export
business seem to have failed to remove from their mailing lists names that have been placed on the enemytrading list, according to a statement of the censorship
board of the Postoffice Department. The request is
made that such firms as have neglected to make these
eliminations promptly proceed to do so.
firms desiring copies of the enemy-trading list
may obtain them by applying to the Division of Information, War Trade Board, Twentieth and C Streets,
Korthwest, Washington, D. C.
Tke

,

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

District.

FOR SALE— Remedios

—

ARMY

10. 1918.

i

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND

7,

THE WAG:—40,726.

SAM KRAFT:—
SAMMIE

Tenth

in perfect condition.

accepted.

.1,

This enables anyone to acquire a
Private
Label at a very insignificant cost. Write for

LOUIS

to-

June U,

tobacco products. June

City.

For

Ohio

1918.

&

all

Xew York

Co.,
40,725.

all

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
Lancaster Counties; factory making between 25,000 and
100.000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to run factory on so much
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

cigars, cheroots, stogies, cigarCo., Elmira,
i\ M. Howell

X. Y.

LINCOLN HALL:—40,724.

made from

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot Dutch tops for sale.
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

REGISTRATIONS

X. Y.

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP,
9,

m

Coupon Cigar Pockets

Registered brands and imported
Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

retires.

lude

.

«

-«

samples and particulars.

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Electric light, steam heat; cheap

bands attest. Established 40 years.
Avenue, New York City.

^^ -m

1.

Fine location.

V«to
dunta' Aaaociation on each regittration.
ITete B-If a report en a search of a title necetaiutee the "»«*«»« 'i^?!?
Ikan ten (10) UUea, but leea than twenty-one f21), an addittonal dUMC '»'^
Dollar (11.00) will be made. .If it necejefutea ^..'f^^^'i^'^^
S!aiSL
OD) titles, but less than thirty-ow (31). sn sdditional «»nff.,'*'/ai Srt will h!
be
Dollar
(11.00)
One
of
toflO) will be made, and so an additional charfe

to

11

have on hand quite a number of very
attractive Stock Labels, which we are
closing
out with a a rights to the title and design.

is

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

1.00

»

M- '"~— «

1

We

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

$6.00

"

CIGAR LABELS

in advance.

Effective April 1. 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

"

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association

m

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Salle

St.,

Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
III.

322 Che«tnut Street

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANK AU A CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

t.

n
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RIKE

Cigarette a new
fiiuor. It's toastecL Toasting holds the
Burley flavor and adds to it. You don't eat
raw meat, ^'oll don't drink raw coffee.
\'()U prefer toast to sog^y hread. 95 per
cent of your food is subjected to heat hefore you eat it, hecause the heating adds
to the flavor and improves the taste. Like
the greater part of the food w hich you

M4

wSl

AUGUST

15,

F^/^irc

%

»B#SIVS»

woRnr

1918
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your mouth, LI CKY Sl'RIKE
Cigarettes are subjected to heat.

pla<:e in

IHEYMIE rOASLED.

hokls the Burley flavor and
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adds to

tlie taste.
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View

of the Impending Increase
in Taxation,

Manila lobacco
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The utmost
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LUCKY STRIKE
The Rea Burley
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Cigarette

X

It's

Toasted

for
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cr ARAN TEED BY

Stripped and 'Boo'Ked Filler Tobacco

are happy that our supply of old
tobacco

2:;2tTerfotTttt^^^^^^^^

perfect in every respect

.s sufficient
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"

some time

to

come,

- ^ d^-ed

\'\-t -^

•»
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^"^'^men. and

ate pleased to send samples
upon request.

Philippine Leaf Tobacco Co.
123 Maiden Lane
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to last for
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Headquarters for Manila Tobacco
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BOND

HABANA CIGARS

La Flor de Portuondo

HAVANA
TADEMA CIGAR8
Ar^uelle»p Lopez G Bro.

Established 1869

MAKERS

DEUaMf
rufti

MANUFACTURED

GENERAL OmCE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
aaa peakl street
tahpa
ixaltad ia9
NEW YOBK
nOMDA
HAVANA

GENUINE

ROCKY FORD
III

OUR NEWARK,

N.

J.,

FACTORIES

•***"* facloriat loaned at PITTSand oKlMuive line of Ggan and
2 for 5c— 3c each and 3 for lOc, givins tho
•* **"'

Di iSJ^i^^T"*^*"*"**
bUKUH.
PA., a very attractive

Stonet to retail at
Jobber and RetMler an cscaptional

bmu^

of profit

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Excellence of Quality

and Workmanship Are Combined

Chmles the

In

BAYUK BROS

Cuban Hand-Made

For Gentlemen

CIGARS

Gumt

of

Good Taste

San Felice
A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

The cJuan F. Portuondo
Cigar Mfg. Co.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
TAMPA

PHILADELPHIA

HABANA

NEW YORK

II
_

„

M

<"

t-

THE PERFECT CIGAR

The Deisel-Weniiner

UMA,0.

r.

A CINCK FOR A LIVE OEALEIR.
PULL
TO
THE. BESTTRADE HIS WAy!"

LOZANO. SON & CO.
U.

S.

ITS

GRAVELY*S

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F. Lozano''

Brand

Ll^t

Clear Havana Cigars
WMI*

New York

Address, 437 Fifth

'ME^ORKTHK INVBNTIOH

or OUR MrtNTAm-PROOr POUCH
ORAVKLY PLUG TOBACCO "^
MADE rmiCTLV TOR ITS CHCWMO QUAUTV
VtoUUO NOT HWMP mtSH MTHtt •BCTION.
NOW TNC MTKNT POUCH KCBPS IT.
rRIMM ANp CLCAN AND OOOa
A UTTLC CHCW OF OAAVKLV W KNOUOH
AND LASTS UONOBR THAN A SIS CMKW'
OP ORDINARY PUOO.

M • pMial far •

fSMk t» SmI Oravaly.
arm th» ti rt kit l»

OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA

ChfWinfe Piu^

VVW9flM9flMi PHi0MBO9

Avenue

DISCRIMINATOR
7c CIGAR
an up-to-date smoke
of fine

r.mumnaMnei.
AAMVIUJL VA.

aroma and

character.

Its

satis-

fying qualities produce
niTABLIlHBD IMT

Y. Pendas

6l

Alvarez

repeat sales.

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
The Acknowledged Leader
Among Mild

CIGARS
Gar Mottoi "QUALITY**
^

Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

OHioe ani SaUMoom,

101-403

NEW YORK OTY

THIRD AVE*

BODROW

BROS.

MttKers of tht Bold Cigar

PHILADELPHIA
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Inflexible

Quality Standard in
Ettabliahed
1881

UNIVERSAL
In

IN

A SEMI-MONTHLY
For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco
Trade

Tampa

$2.00 a Year

order to further improve our

service to Cigar

reflected in the unvarying increase

is

Manufacturers

in

Key West^ Jacksonville and other Florida cities, we
have opened an office in Rooms
21 and 22

|

consumer demand.

First

Good judgment javors

//

|

everywhere

Tampa,

The most astonishing statement that we have
heard in some time was made the other day by a manufacturer of clear Havana cigars and who employs
strictly hand-made methods.
He said, ''To make money in the cigar manufacturing game today requires a certain volume. That

PHILADELPHIA

Florida

Phone: Tampa

EL TROVADOR

^^^

2275

CIGAR

MADE

In Charge of Mr.

I.

^i!^

H. Strauss

A

93

SIDNEY

office

J.

FREEMAN & SONS
NEW YORK

for

MANILA BINDER, FILLER

and

SCRAPS
M

•

WANTED—By largest firm in the trade to repre-

he

sent in India a first-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in i4-lb. vacuum
^vacuum tins, and one or
tins, cigarettes in fifties
two brands in sliding paper packets of 10.

rovolutionize the cigar industry.'*

—

D.

MAOROPOLO & CO.,

Calcutta, India.

Machine Company
II

79 Fifth Ave,

>

I.OFWFNTHM

New York

Factory 98-104 Murray St, Newark, N.

J.

hand-made cigar and he does not know the
difference between the various methods of producing
cigars— and he does not care. If the cigar pleases him,
preciate the

Importations Direct From Manila
n

volume can be obtained by getting out a good cigar to
sell around ten cents.
1 cannot do this because my
labor and overhead costs too much. If I had my time
to go over again I would investigate every possible
device that would save time, labor or money, and I
would use all the good machinery that 1 could. 1 will
not change now, but mark my word, it is only a question of time, and it will be hastened by this war, when
most of the cigars with any sale at all will be produced
largely by facilitating devices.
''The handwriting is on the wall, but I am an old
dog that can't be taught new tricks. I will eventually
go out of business. The average smoker does not ap-

"S. O. S."
4«—
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home to tobacco and cigar manufacturers, it is surely
arousing the curiosity of those not already informed as
to the service that can be rendered by facilitating de-
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Foreign $3.50

Machinery Will Help Solve Some of the Problems
Connected With Rising Manufacturing Costs

in Tampa,

The

Number 16

is

sold on

it.

The brand

Mechanical devices will eventually

now would seem to be
as good as lost. After the war a new type of business
man will appear and the manufacturer who has not
that succumbs

prepared to put his fences up while he
time will be left behind in the race.

still

has the

The average dealer does not know how a cigar is
made. The fact that it sells is all he wants to know.
you went into a cigar dealer's store and pointed out
the brands produced by facilitating devices he would
probably call you a liar. And what difference does it
niake. The cigar sells. He should worry
The smoker
If

I

should worry!

But the manufacturer who sees

his

sales falling does worry.

A manufacturer was sitting in the office of a West-

em

jobber one day when the jobber said, "You know,
a smart young cigar salesman offered to bet me $1000
that your cigar that I am selling is not wrapped with

an imported wrapper." The manufacturer said nothing. "Shall I take the bet?" inquired the jobber. "I
would not take it," said the manut'ticturer. "What!"
exclaimed the jobber, "do you mean to tell me that this
cigar is not wrapped with an imported wrapper!"
Yes, said the manufacturer, " I do. You never asked
me, and 1 did not volunteer the information." "Well,
'

'

'

'

of all the rotten tricks," said the jobber.

"I am

" "Just aminuto," interrupted the manufacturer, "go to your books and see how this cigar
has
sold since you put it in a year ago." He got up
and
looked. Presently he came back. "Your orders
to us
are double this month what they were a year ago," said
the manufacturer. "Am I right?" "Yes," said the
jobber. "Then," said the manufacturer, "if your business has doubled and your customers are satisfied,
what does it matter!" "You are right," said the jobthrough

ber, "it does not matter.
if

the cigar

I

don't care

if

you use scrap

sells.

Who

cares whether a cigar is hand-made or machine-made so long as it sells and pleases the consumer ?

The fundamental idea of business, so far as we are
able to learn, is to make money out of it. To make a
cigar at a profit is the first business of the cigar manufacturer.

We

are eating

all

kinds of food substitutes these
it half the time.
The average

days and don't know
cigar smoker does not know whether the tobacco was
stripped by hand or machine or whether the cigar was
hand-made or produced by facilitating devices. And
the happy fact is that the average smoker does not
care.

Prejudices in business are stumbling blocks and
not stepping stones.
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Philippine Tobacco Exports Breaks All Records
Manila, P. I.
PTIILTPPTNE tobacco products exported in 1917
broke all previous records both as to quantity and
value, according to the annual report of the collector
of customs. Of the total export of 284,ol>5,00U cigars,
valued at $4,794,000, 202,199,000, worth approximately
United
Ji;3,:i62,980, were shipped to the markets of the
States. In 191() there were but 111,478,000 Philippine
cigars marketed in the United States, with a value of
$2,033,141. The comparison with the year 1915 shows
a still more pronounced increase. In that year a total
of ()1, 170,000 Philippine cigars were shipped to the
United States, and their value was only $1,151,222.

compared with $5,82G,174
1915. The greatest gain is

in 1916 and $.3,704,934 in
in cigars, being the highest

recorded, although cigarettes likewise established a
new record.

The report contains the following table, showing
the total number and values of cigars exported from
the islands to all countries and to the United States
during the years 1899 to 1917:

Com) trips.

Year.

Thomatids.

United States.
Thousands.

1899,

19G,090

708

1900,

172,659

1,376

All

Buyers who are now in the field buying the new
l*hilippine crop report that it is what is known as a
*\iuality" crop, being heavy in oil. As a result it will
manul)e two years before the leaf will be in shape for
facture, which will mean a heavy drjiin on the stocks of

1901,

238,475

1902,

117,852

72
698

1903,

118,947

107

19g4,

104,753

'57

view

1905,

95,739

728

of the heavy demand for Philippine cigars in the American market during the past year. The larger factories
have fortified themselves with a large surplus supply
of the crops of former years and expect to be able to
meet the demands of their trade.

1906,

108,635

1,690

114,665

1,526

1908,

115,881

1,182

1909,

151,457

37,076

1910,

184,407

61,526

1911,

134,830

38,112

1912,

190,842

90,000

1913,

191,762

71,513

1914,

154,753

56,205

1915,

134,648

61,170

1916,

193,026

111,478

1917,

284,525

202,199

some

factories,

which are already running low

in

1907,

The Philippine manufacturers and exporters are
concerned over the increase in freight charges, which
may make it impossible to retail the popular brands
of Manila smokes in the United States at five c^nts.
Full details on the new freight charges are still awaited
and nothing definite can be announced as to the effect
on the trade until the schedules are at hand.
According to the collector's statement, the total
value of all tobacco exports, including cigars, cigarettes
and leaf, reached the sum of $7,150,540 for the year, as

'

The War Saving Stamp Campaign Needs A Greater
Impetus in The Tobacco Industry
REPORTS indicate that the

industry.

Far East, according to reports secured
by the Department of C'ommerce, which show that during the first eleven months of the fiscid year 1918 our
exports of that commodity totaled 8,577,143,000, with
a value of $1(),1 76,059, as compared with 5,f)00,605,0()0,
.larity in the

worth $10,521,945,

in

1917,

and 2,291,941,000, with a

value of $322,782, in 1916.

amount, by far the largest part goes
to China, where during the eleven months ended with
last May, our yellow brothers smoked 5,193,131,000
cigarettes, worth $9,011,781, two billion IxHter than his
record of 3,909,982,000 in 1917, worth $7,736,864, and

Of

this great

far ahead of his capacity in 1916, when he was just
learning to smoke, and used but 1,278,568,000, valued
at $2,147,926.

Peace.

Take a moment and reflect over the casualty list
today.
Can you hesitate to invest in War Savings
Stamps when you read the list of '* Killed in Action"!
War Savings Stamps are an effectual means of stopping the publications of such

for all time.
If life itself is not too dear, too precious, to sacrifice in this great cause, is any sacrifice too great to
demand of those of us who are at

Last February, Harry A. Earnshaw wrote a splendid article entitled, '*The Capital of the United States
is Missouri.'^
It was read and
Bommented on from Coast to
Coast, and reprinted by organizations and
Government Department Bulletins.
LESS?
The message of this article
February 21, 1918.
was that the tobacco trade must
contribute in every possible way
Editor, Tobacco World,
to the winning of the war, and
Philadelphia, Pa.
that meant the buying of War
Dear Sir:
Savings Stamps and Liberty
I
have read carefully, "The
Bonds, and contributions in one
Capital of the United States is Misway or another to the organizasouri."
It is a wonderful article,
tions approved by the Governand not only I read it but I made
ment.
every Director of the United Cigar
Mr. Earnshaw said that the
Stores Company read it, and the retobacco trade must justify its exsult has been that from now on the
istence, and that it could best do
United Cigar Stores Company's
it by putting the ** Winning of
motto will be "War First and Busithe War" ahead of everything
L'lse.

It

G. L. M.

ought not to be considered

any great sacrifice to buy War
Savings Stamps.
They represent an investment paying compound interest. They can be redeemed for the amount paid, plus

ness Afterwards."
I am glad to say that we have
been able to do a great many things
for the Government during the
War, but I know that we can do
more, and we are going to do it.
With kindest regards.

neighbors in the Straits Settlements and Siam,
liowever, are cutting out the *'fags,*' for the first
named consumed this year onlv 773,024,000, with a
value of $1,056,503, against 1,123,205,000, worth $1,631,765, in 1917, and 594,140,000, valued at $832,342; while
Siam, who used 128,000,000 cigarettes in 1916, valued
at $246,032, and jumped her consumption up to 214,000,000, valued at $402,171, this year absorbed but
138,500,000, with a value of $222,048.
slight increase is registered for

Panama,

the figures being 56,505,000, worth $106,840, in 1916;
56,776,000, valued at $127,529, in 1917, and 66,127,000,
with a value of $184,958, in 1918.

The

unspecified countries, for which no individual
records are kept, however, are coming right along,
having jumped from 234,728,000, worth $436,759, in
1916, to 296,632,000, valued at $613,616, in 1917, and
2,406,361,000, with a value of $3,700,769, in 1918.
C. L. L.

lists

home with our

and

a land
untouched by the flame of War.'
Do you not suppose that the
Government keeps a watchful eye
on the contributions of the different industries, and knows with
fair accuracy just how much real
effort is being made to bring
Victon^ to the flags of the Allied
Hosts? If we honestly know that
we are not doing our share we
need not be surprised that the
Government shows but slight consideration in arranging the taxakin,

in

tion for this industry.
On page 13 is a message to
the tobacco trade. It savs, **Buv
and Sell War Savings Stamps.*'
It is a call to every manufacturer,
to every jobber, to every dealer
and every salesman to do his

—

utmost not tomorrow, but NOW.
Let -the tobacco industry be
able to say that it did more than
its share in loaning money to the
Government in this time of dire
need.
Let it be said that w^e
loaned it not because we were
richer or that we had it, but because we sacrificed in order to

time.
The
Very truly yours,
money contributed to the War in
WISE,
this way is in no sense a gift but
President.
rather, evidence of thrift.
It may pinch a little to inloan it.
vest money just at this time. But
After all it is
that
we must remember that this
will win the war. It takes Money
money is absolutely essential to the ** Winning of the
to supply and train soldiers, to build aeroplanes, guns
War." The longer the Kaiser and the Prize Quince
and ships. It takes Money for nurses, for hospitals,
are allowed to ravage Europe the longer we will have
for ammunition and for everything large and small
to bear the financial and industrial burdens of the war,
that is needed.
Start today to Buy and Sell War Savings Stamps.
and the longer the war lasts the greater will these
These are securities that pay compound interest in
burdens become.

at

any

EDWARD

IT is

Only a

ment of all, for those of us who live will draw the interest by spending the rest of our days in a world of

CAN WE DO

American Cigarettes Popular
AMERICAN

not
Sav-

is

making the showing that it should in the War
ings Stamp Campaign.
The calls made upon the tobacco industry to in^'est in Government securities and to contribute to
organizations, aside from the various forms of taxation, is no greater than that made upon every other

interest,

Washington, D. C.
cigarettes continue to increase in popu-

Tobacco Industry

MONEY

War

Savings Stamps represent one method of
putting the **Yeggman of Berlin" where he belongs
without giving him time to get an asbestos lining for
his apartment or to equip it with a refrigeration
plant.

The Government asked us to buy Liberty Bonds
until it hurt, but we must do everything that will help
win this war until it hurts. What if it does hurt?

How

about the fathers, sons and brothers that are
contributing their lives? This is the greatest invest-

more than a money way.

W^e want to see this war
ended, but it never will be until every member of the
tobacco trade has made up his mind to put that one
thing uppermost.
And that means, among other
things, buying W^ar Savings Stamps with the definite
purpose of bringing the Beast of Berlin into the World

Court of Justice.

Every

retail cigar dealers'

and jobbers' organiza-

tion in the country should get behind this movement
without delay and make it the first subject of discussion at every meeting.
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Cigar Store Salesmanship

makes

you
i ou must be dressed and there is
a happy medium between overdressing and undressing.

The Salesman and His Pay

own mind, and

mind

of his
is a constant connecting of the man
with his salary. It seems to be natural to think first
of what lie is inx'id rather than of what he can do.
the salesman
IN
employer, there

's

in the

wrong. The cigar-store manager who is hiring salesmen ouglit to give primary
consideration to w4iat a salesman can do rather than
to what he is to be paid. And the salesman himself
ought to think first of what he can do to make himself worth more to his employer, rather than of the

Of course,

and the energy to go ahead
and do something more than just what is demanded of
them. They know that success is in being something
more than mediocre. They know that they must continue to grow, and they are willing to take chances
now and then in order to do something that will prove
to be more than ordinarily worth while.
The salesman is himself responsible for the
amount of his salary. It is not the employer who fixes
the salary and keeps it there. On the other hand, the

who have

this is

amount of salary lie is getting.
The amount of a man's salary

is

not nearly as

important as the way it is earned. The amount of
The way it
the salary has to do with today only.
is earned has to do with tomorrow and all the future.
The salary a salesman or clerk receives when he
iirst starts in on his work may perhaps be earned
easily enough by doing merely what he is told to do
After a little experiin the way he is told to do it.
ence he may succeed in selling enough goods to pay
his salary, doing that much without any great effort.
Hut the man who is satisfied to earn only what he is
The
])aid, will never get very far into big business.
chap who wants to get along up the ladder will have
to be looking for opportunities to do more than he
is paid to do, to sell more than just enough goods to
keep his job.
The greatest difficulty confronting many cigar
dealers today is that of how to get the right kind of
There is no trouble in getclerks and managers.
ting men who are honest, who will work a given number of hours per day and keep sober. Men who will
obey orders are not very hard to find. The woods are
full of men who do just well enough, but no business
ever grew to a real success on the basis of **well
enougli" work.
In business it is a good deal as it used to be in

the initiative

man who is constantly questioning how he can get
the boss to give him a raise, regardless of whether he
is entitled to it or not, is usually the last man on
the payroll whose wages go up. lie is lucky if they
do not go down and out.

When

a man is all the time earning more than
he is paid, he is sure to be paid more. If the present
employer does not increase his salary, some other employer will see what he is doing and make him an
offer.
You cannot hide high-class salesmanship from
your own or from other employers. It is bound to

show itself. If nobody else gives away the fact that
you are a good cigar salesman, your customers will
do it. Nobody appreciates the good salesman any
better than the man who buys from him.
We all want to buy our smoking material from a
man who knows more about the goods than we do,
who can tell us anything we want to know. When an
inferior clerk comes to wait on us, we make an insignificant purchase and get away as soon as we can.
We want to be served by the best clerks in the store.
The best is none too good for us.
The other day a man applied to a cigar-store
manager for a position behind his counter. He was
asked what knowledge and experience he had had that
would fit him for the job. He replied that for a good
many years he had been buying cigars and that he
knew so well the faults of the men from whom he had
bought them, that he was sure he could eliminate those
faults and make a real success of the work. He was

remember plenty of scholars who were
always on time, who always put up a pretty fair recitation and never made the teacher any trouble, but
these were not the students who usually received the
They did not graduate at the head
highest marks.
of the class. At the head we w^ere likely to find some
fellow who ]>layed hard, who sometimes seemed to
be full of the very devil, but who worked his head
off when he did work, and who was always looking
for wmys to learn a little more. He was the chap who
made the most mistakes perhaps, but when examination time came around, he was right there with the

engaged for a trial and he almost inunediately became
He knew the
the most popular clerk in the store.
faults of cigar store selling and he oould see the
That
situation from the customer's point of view.
latter qualification is pretty important, and not every
salesman tries to acquire it.
It is not enough, though, merely to know the
faults of salesmanship. If you were to learn all the
faults of cigar-store salesmen and then avoid all of
them, you still might be a failure. You must acquire
positive advantages. You must not only suppress undesirable habits you must supplant them with virtues

goods.

without going to the other extreme.
You might be able to cure yourself of the habit
of ** knocking" competitors and competing brands by
never saying anything at all. William of Orange mav
have made good as a warrior under the nickname of
the Silent,*' but silence in salesmanship
** William,

school.

We

all

men who

get and keep the best positions in
the cigar stores are not the ones who never make any
They are not those who are fairly sucmistakes.
cessful; not those who are average fellows with no
particularly conspicuous qualities. They are the men
Tlio

you wanted

to cure yourself of overdressing,
wouldn't revert to the style of the Garden of Eden,

(All RifliU Reserved)

IX

dummy

salesmen. In salesmanship, as Perlmutter would say, "Silence is nix.'*
If

By Frank Farrington

CHAPTER
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To

try to get rid of one fault by going to the
opposite extreme is merely to replace one fault with
another which may be anything but an improvement.

Nothing about your

efforts to get rid of a fault
IS ot more importance, or of greater
value, than the
fact that you show that you want to be rid of it.
it
IS a good deal that you realize the
fault and care
enough to try to shake it off. If you try you will be
benefited by the effort, even though you do not wholly

succeed.

But, getting back to the salesman and his pay
when we find a man who thinks about his pay too constantly, we find one who thinks it is too small.
When
we find a man who is all the while complaining that
his salary is too small, we are pretty likely to
have
found a man who is not living within his income. It
is the man who is not living on his salary
who worries

most about its size.
The salesman whose salary pays his living expenses and a little more, even though those expenses
are not as great as those of the man who spends more
than he earns, is not going to waste much time worrying about the size of his salary. If he thinks
it is
too small, he will get busy and earn more,
and then
it will be paid to him.
It is not the

amomit

of salary a

man

gets that

makes him a good salesman. What makes a man successful is what is in the man rather than what is in
his pay envelope.
If you are not giving your best
efforts to your employer at your present salary, neither
would you give them at a salary fifty per cent, higher,
in any event, it is necessary for you to show yourself
worth more money before you get it rather than afterward. The advance you want will not come until
after you have earned it.
A temporary whirlwind effort might speed up
>^ur sales for a short time, and while making such an
effort you might wonder why you didn't
receive an
immediate raise. Bear in mind that a man is judged
by his year's work, by his sales week in and
week out—
not by what he can do under the stimulus of a temporary exertion.
The man who, by a great burst of
speed for fifty yards tries to convey the impression
that he can run a mile in record time, will not fool
anybody, least of all the time keeper.
It is the salesman who keeps doing a little better
and a little better all the time— getting a few steps
nearer the top every month—who will get attention
and a reward for his high average. The fellow with
the short spurt will also be judged by his
average.
Probably you are technically correct when you
say it is nobody's business how you spend
the money
you earn. I have no right to institute an investigation of the matter, and neither has
your boss as long
as you are apparently honest in
handling the money
belonging to the house. But the way you spend
your
salary is going to have a good deal to
do with your
eventual success.

You have

spend a certain amount on your running expenses. This is a practically fixed sum. The
important thing is what you do with the balance, for
there must be a balance if you are a good business
man. Some of this must be saved eacn year. Life
to

insurance, of course, conies first as a means of saving,
and protection when there are others dependent upon
you. After this, the purchase of Liberty Bonds and
War Savings Stamps is the obvious thing.
Don't neglect to include among your regular expenses for each year something for increased knowledge. Buy some business literature every year— and
read it carefully, to get your money's worth out of it.
It is the money spent for amusements, for booze,
for trashy shows, for worthless literature, that is
wasted, i'ou need to spend something on recreation,
particularly of the outdoor sort, but this is not wasted.
Avoid luxuries until you get to where your financial
future is assured. Of course, you probably will not
heed this suggestion, but you will doubtless live to
wish you had.
If you are the kind of man to take a job as a
sort of filler, because you do not know just what you
want to do, just what you are worth, you will not
find any position very satisfying financially. The position you take as a tiller you will find not very filling:

Be a

success at what you are doing, even though you
are hoping and planning for something different later.
If you are not getting a salary you believe is up
to what you deserve, appoint yourself an investigating
committee to consider the situation carefully. Investigate yourself. Find out first whether you are worth
more than you are getting— whether }'our actual sales
entitle you to a larger share of the jnofits of the business. If you can satisfy yourself that you ought to
have more pay, then set about getting it. if you find
you are not yet entitled to more, then begin further
back.

To

get more when you are satisfied you deserve
it, find out whether the boss agrees with you
about it
or not. Find out whether he also thinks you deserve
it.
If he does, he will give it to you if he can afford
to do so, and if he cannot atford it, he will agree that
you ought to be looking for a position with better
opportunities.
If

you

find that the boss will not admit that you
are entitled to a larger salaiy while you are sure
you are, discuss the matter in a friendly way from

every point of view.
and why.
If

Find out how far you are apart

you are working for a man who believes

in

squeezing his salesmen dry for the lowest possible
wage, leave him at the first good chance. An honest
and a fair-minded manager will always talk over the
salary matter without bias or quibbling, and there is
no reason why the matter of salary should not be as
freely and as frankly discussed as the matter of price
is between you and your customers.
Don't be always
asking for more money, but when you do take the
matter up, do it thoroughly and agreeably. You have
something to sell in parting with your services just as
you have in standing behind the counter and handing
out cigars.
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for business failures is found in the
.attitude of merchants themselves.
The old-fashioned country store is always pictured
as a place where the storekeeper sits around and talks
politics and whittles with the loafers of the neighbor-

Bid reason

hood.
isn't

a typical picture— and never was typi-

cal of stores that succeed.

suggests that too often the merchant adopts
a waiting attitude, in eifect saying to the public, **Here
1 am; here are my goods; come in and buy.*'
If the
In some cases such an attitude serves.
dealer handles only staples, the actual necessities of
life, and is without vigorous competition, his local
public must come to him to buy.
But if he handles other things— goods which are
useful and desirable, but not absolutely necessary
an
4»i)()ds which are not bought, but are usually sold
entirely different attitude is needed.
manufacturer of cream separators told not long
ago about a dealer who wanted to return one separator
that he had bought as a sample and had not been able
The manufacturer investigated the market,
to sell.
helped the dealer plan a campaign and before the
season was over the merchant had sold not one but
forty separators!
And this story might be repeated in terms of
many other lines of businesses; the principle is the
same— the necessity the same for studying the possible market and then developing it in a logical and intensive way, rather than expecting the demand to make
itself known without any help on the part of the mer-

But

it

—

A

—

chant.
of the greatest necessities of modern life, and
one of the greatest institutions ever devised, is life
insurance. Yet how much business would be done if
the comi)anies were satisfied to wait for applicants to
present themselves for examination! Life insurance
must be sold and the watchful, waiting policy is out

—

of the question.

many

items in the stock of every retailer
are of the class that needs support in the way of posigreat

tive selling stimulation.

they remain in stock, slowing up turnover, taking shelf -room that other goods might occupy,
and burying capital that should be more usefully employed.
This is not the fault of the goods ^but of the merchant who fails to see the necessity of getting behind
them and pushing.
He is trying to fight a defensive battle, when the
conditions call for an offensive. He cannot dig himself in with a stock of this kind, but must plan a drive
that will carry him into the enemy's territory.
Sales promotion for the dealer may consist of any
one of a number of methods.

Without

it

—

••.•.••••.•••••..•••.•MMiMiHHiM...mM

Jr.

a high-priced specialty, it may be
that salesmen on the outside will be needed to sell it.
That is true of such goods as cream separators, referred to above. Other mechanical devices often need
to be demonstrated and explained and their value
proven before they can be sold.
Merchants who use cash registers and adding machines know that it took demonstration to sell them.
They must use the same methods on goods of corresponding character.
If the sales price is not great enough to warrant
personal solicitation, demonstration by means of the
windows is an effective method of speeding up and
If the article is

stimulating sales.
Then, again, newspaper and direct mail advertising will furnish suggestions to customers, and will
lead to requests for information, which can be followed
up and converted into orders.
Inside the store the sales force can be trained to
suggest to customers the advantages of certain merchandise which is desirable but not desired; which, in
short, has good qualities that are not appreciated.
If all of these methods are taken advantage of, and
if the promotional support is furnished, there will be
comparatively few items which need to be regarded as

Sell

War Savings
Stamps

One

hundred and fifty-seven trades are represented
under the banner of the War Savings
Stamps Committee
with headquarters at 51 Chambers St.,

New

York City.

Every industry is represented in the work
and they
are all making good showings.
the tobacco trade intends to hold its
position in a
patriotic mariner it must get busy at
once on the
If

sale

of

War

Savings Stamps.

unprofitable.

In planning a drive for business and deciding on
the goods which are to be pushed at a given time, a
great many factors need to be taken into account.
Seasonableness, amount of stock on hand, prices, etc.,
must all be given consideration. But, as suggested
above, the character of the goods themselves, and the
amount of support that they need in the way of creative advertising and sales promotion, must also be
considered.

As one manufacturer who has been endeavoring

One

A

'
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Grain, Jr.

Copyright 1918, by G. D. Crain,

That

»
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Drive For More Business
By G. D.

A

THE TOBACCO WORLD

to

help his retail distributors has put it, the dealer must
distinguish between **Call and buy'* goods and **Go
get iV* goods.
He must know whether he can expect over-thecounter sales to develop in logical order or whether
he must himself create the demand and force the consumer to place the business.
Each merchant should have a mental if not a written catalogue of the goods that he carries, and should
keep the two classifications well in mind. If he does
this he will be able to plan his selling effort effectively,
and to give support to those items that need it. His
drive for business will be effective because it will be
put back of those goods which require assistance of
this character.
It goes without saying, too, that the margin of
profit on specialties handled by the dealer must be
greater than on staples, for the very reason indicated.
More effort is required to sell them, and therefore a
greater margin is required if this effort is to be justi-

—

fied.

Get behind your specialties
sell

themselves.

—don't expect them

to

Every manufacturer and every jobber should see
that
not only his employees buy stamps continuously
but that
their salesmen approach every one
of their customers
regularly for the purpose of

selling

stamps and every

must not only buy stamps for himself, but
he
must try to sell stamps to every customer.
retailer

It

will

be a

lasting disgrace to the trade

we

fall

behind our quota with the balance of the
other

in-

if

dustries in the country.

Get busy and
War

get busy quickly.

Savings Stamps Committee, Tobacco Division,
EDWARD WISE, Chairman.
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Just a Letter

THE TOBACCO WORLD

From France
—in French and in English.

a gradual movement toward the center and eventually we get where
we can both see and hear. British and American Generals, a Chaplain Captain, the French General commanding this region, the Prefet, M. le Maire— and two

of weeks mail from France
has been noiiceahle by its absence. At last the
mail man stops to (five us a little bundle of
letters marked A. E. F.
And now ire have several interesting letIn this one our dear
ters for our readers.
friend "over there" tells how he spent Mem-

For a number

orial

MEMORIAL DAY

in

France!

bolls in the cathedral

The

tolling of the

and the churches betokens

The tears
mnw. There is a sudden intense longing for honie—
as we i)rei)are to pay our respects to the American
war dead.
'*A half day at the office, where *such work as
necessary' has been attended to, luncheon and we shine
up for the ceremonies.
"A military band in the distance starts one humits

solenniity.

The heart beats

faster.

ming, the tramj) of dusty feet sounds on the nearby
This entire little worhl has turned out for it
(\nai.
The route changes
is also the day of the Fete-Dieu.
into narrow, dusty, winding roads to a country cemeCars are parked in the peasants* fields and a
tery.
hushed, expectant, sweating multitude crowds the highwalled entrance.
It is almost impossible to enter.
Barely can the troops get in.
**
Perched in a tree and on high walls venturesome
American soldiers on liberty gain vantage posts and
we wonder at what will be their manoeuvre for
French, British, American officers and
Colors.*
soldiers, maids and maidens, old women and men, children, nurses, Y. M. Workers a grand potpourri
nothing more like than the similar scene in a thousand
graveyards of our loved United States.
"Occasionally one catches a w^ord of the discourse

—

*

—

—

SCHEDULE

on

TOBACCO PRODUCTS

reconsidered
as follows:

'Ui

—

\
•

irv

Class
*•

••

"
••

per

A

—

A

shower of blossoms blows to bits in the
tractor wash and gently falls upon the graves and
those who stand in honor. Three volleys, Taps. We
stand at 'attention* and salute to the strains of the
side.

Marseillaise.

**And then the glorious anthem of America, the
greatest of them all. Those on the walls climb preThe sun is setting.
cariously to the position erect.
The day is done. Lively music drives away our melancholy and our thoughts that we
'Alike await the inevitable hour;
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.'
**We resume the routine of life.
**Just a sad but still refreshing bit of America
for the moment translated to France. Yes, 'sunny*
now but oh what dark and dismal days that we

Speed

—

—

D
E.....
3 lbs. per

than 2c. each
RetaUing at 2c. or over
Weighing more than 3 lbs. per
less

M

M. and

Production!

THE

m

.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO
STRIPPING AND BOOKING MACHINE
Because one Universal does the work of from
two to three hand

means a saving

That

strippers.

in labor.

will ne*er forget!

be together homCy when another
rolls around.**

"May we
orial

Day

Mem-

its

Because
day.

increases the production of every cigar
1 hat means increased production.
it

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"

Originally
Increased to
$2.00 per M.
"
6.00 "
"
10.00 "
"
15.00 "
"
20.00 "
30.00

its

TAX

"

"

Revised
Rate.
$2.00 per
5.00
8.00
12.00
18.00
20.00

((

«
«
«
«(

retailing at

$2.05 per
2.05 "
4.80 "

M.
"
"

M.
«
<f

lb.

decrease

Every cigar manufacturer employing over five
cigar makers can use the Universal
profitably.

$5.00 per M.
"
8.00 "
'*
10.00 "

$4.10 per
ii
5.10
«
9.80

$ .30 per

$ .28 per

lb.

If you're in this class, get a demonstration
of the Universal in your factory with jw.;tobacco
Over 7SO manufacturers have been converted to the value
of the Universal this way.

are

now using

3CX5

Some

machines.

«
f<

Catalogue and price

«

M

list

on request.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.

«i

(I

TOBACCO AND SNUFF
$ .13 per

work"-a marked

cigars a

stock.

action of last Friday and has revised

M.

maker from 35 to 50

Because it puts tobacco in the best possible
shape "to
ot the waste of handwork.
That means a saving in

CIGARETTES
Weighing not more than

Up

high and rising cost of material-the scarcity
of labor-the industrial
conditions of the nation-these are every
cigar manufacturer's problems
today.
They are YOURS. The most efficiently conducted and
prosperous
factories
the country have adopted the

**

3.00
4.00
8.00
8.00
10.00

B
C

\^

"Three airplanes abreast in the distance. They
so close
circle and swoop and file roaring overhead
we involuntarily stoop. The observer leans over the

Rate.
$1.00 per

M

M

America.

Present
lbs.

INV

I

\

CIGARS
Weighing not more than 3

J

r.

*

THE LATEST TOBACCO TAX PROPOSALS
The Ways and Means Committee has

.-^

is

American Women.
*' Again glistened a tear as one grey-garbed woman
with mark you a service stripe on her arm, sings a
cherished song: 'These Are They* from GauPs
*Holy City.* The softened brass keeps the accompaniment and I follow note by note each familiar word.
**As a grey-haired officer of unknown rank places
the floral gifts from the French upon the graves a great
low-throated horn blows the Berceuse* from *JoceAgain and again my thoughts are with you in
lyn.*

—

Dai/. — Fd.

There

lb.

79 Fifth Ave.,
Factorr, 98-104

New York

Murray St, Newark, N.

J.
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TRADE NOTES AND NOTICES
M
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M

M
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UNIVERSAL BRANCH OFFICE IN TAMPA
This page

is

Cigar manufacturers in Florida who are learning
devices
the necessity for the adoption of mechanical

devoted to the interests of the trade

in general, especially those of our

own

anin their cigar factories will be interested in the
nouncement that the Universal Tobacco Machine ComMapany, manufacturers of the Universal Stripping
Nachine, have opened a branch office in the First
tional Bank Building, Tampa, Fla.

advertisers.—

Editor.

More than seven hundred and

MANILA LEAF IMPORTER
country

nouncement of Sidney

J.

manufacturers

have already adopted this Universal product.

growth of the Manila leaf business in this
the anis emphasized on another page by

The

fifty

Freeman & Sons, 123 Liberty

The Union American Cigar Company has declared

m

a position to
Street, New York, that they are now
and scrap.
accept orders for Manila binders, fillers
The expansion of the Manila leaf trade in this country

payable
a dividend of one per cent, on preferred stock,
August 15, 1918, to stockholders of record July 31,

The

is

The Tobacco Products Corporation has

At
American Sumatra
idend of two and one-half per

elected

M. Collier as a director, caused by the resignation
the founders
of Leon Schinasi. Mr. Collier was one of
acquired by
of the Falk Tobacco Company, recently
the Tobacco Products Corporation.

F

of the
the mid- July meeting of the directors
Tobacco Company, a quarterly div-

was declared on

of one-halt ot
the common stock. This is an increase
which was
one per cent, over the previous distribution,
hold1 last, and is payable August 1st to

made on May

The John Bollman Company branch of Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company "lias commenced construction
on an addition to its factory at San Francisco. The
addition will consist of five stories and will cost

ers of record July 22d.

$100,000.

cent,

William Demuth & Company have greatly exteiided
their former headtheir onice space toward the rear of
provide prinuarters and divided the suites so as to
chief accountvate offices for the general manager, the
ant and the credit man.

a
The United Cigar Stores Company has declared
cent, on
quarterly dividend of two and one-quarter per
15th to stock ot
the common stock, payable August
an annual
record August 2d. This puts the stock on
been paid at the
nine per cent, basis. Dividends have
rate of eight per cent, since

May

15, 1917.

gentative of the company.

latest addition to the tobacco trade

maga-

*'The Pipe Organ, »' the house organ of William
a
Demuth & Company, of New York. The organist is
tunes
master of that sort of music, and it plays original

zines

is

of merit that are well worth listening
beautifully printed.

to.

Benito Rovira, founder of the
company, is president Joel B. Rovira, vice president
II. A. Rovira, secretary and treasurer.
talization of $450,000.

;

machine
A merchant,

worth
nati customs warehouse as duty on $1,000,000
transferring
of Sumatra tobacco which the company is
from the New York Customs House to Cincinnati to
supply the Lima main factory and branch houses.

with

all

better

and

The score

is

The American Cigar Company has rented its facto
tory at 1951-53 West Twelfth Street, Chicago, 111.,
Ederheimer, Stein & Company for a term rental ot
Pr ef erencia cigars were formerly made at
$200,000.
'

'

'

his troubles, should

m

the register, even a

new

needs to control his business. It does
fifteen necessary things in three
seconds.
register

a

man

cannot do

these things in half an hour.

13102,

Nam«»
Business.

Address—

can

do them just by pressing the keys.

machines are as much
better than old machines as an up-to-date
harvester is ahead of a sickle for cutting
electric

grain.

The
is

It

model National Cash Register
a great help to merchants and clerks
latest

pays

for itself

out of what

it

Merchants

I>ept.

clerk

quicker.

Our newest model National Cash Register
makes the records which a merchant

this plant.

Aprd will
declared at a meeting of the directors
amount to about $63,000. There are about 40,000 stockmore
holders in the company, which is capitalized at
than a million dollars.

With

Our new

'

The Burley Tobacco Company, of Louisville, Ky.,
its
has begun to pay the first dividend declared since
formation, ten years ago. The six per cent dividend

do for him

will

never do the work that a machine does

Without the
The Deisel-Wemmer Cigar Manufacturing Company, of Lima, Ohio, will pay $350,000 to the Cincin-

The new way

FILL

The Universal Tobacco Machine Company of New
Bank
York has opened a branch in the First National
resident repreBuilding, Tampa, Fla., in charge of a

The

The Benito Rovira Company has incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York with a capi-

way

A man should not do the work a

1918.

busiindicative of something more than a temporary
greater demand
ness After the war raw leaf will be in
assured ot a
than it is today, and Manila leaf seems
l)ermanent demand in this country.

old

OUT THE COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

„

„

The

National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.
Please give me full particulars about the
up-to-date N. C. R. System for

my kind of business.

saves.
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Lancaster Tobacco Notes
PLENTIFUL

Every
Business House
In the Tobacco Industry

Should have
A

this

book

newly compiled addenda sold with

the National Directory of Cigar Manufacturers makes this book a complete

record of the cigar and tobacco manufacturers of the United States, with the exception of the Twenty-eighth District of
New York.

To

dispose of the balance of this edi^
tion it will be mailed with the addenda
on receipt of THREE DOLLARS, Cash,

Money Order

or Check.

the latest and most up-to-date
directory published, and was compiled in

This

is

proved very
large yield seems assured.
in the Susquehanna River district are so pleased with
the quick growth of the crop and the high prices received that they are going to try for a second crop.
The *' Lancaster Examiner" states that the first crop
has been harvested and sold, the buying having started
at thirty-five cents, from which figure it advanced to
forty-two cents where furtlier competition raised it to
forty-five cents. Havana is raised in the Susquehanna
River district. The ground on which the first crop
has been raised is now being prepared for the second.
Plants are available and it is hoped to mature another
crop before the arrival of frost. It takes sixty days
to grow a crop, and having August and September be-

In addition to the list of cigar and tobacco manufacturers, there is also an extensive list of cigar box manufacturers,
wholesalers and jobbers of cigars and tobacco products, company stores and
brokers. Nearly four hundred pages in
all.

Don't delay in sending your THREE
DOLLARS for your copy. Make checks
or money orders payable to THE TO-

BACCO WORLD.

T**^l^^ *^® ^^y ***® Washington Correspondent of
the TOBACCO
expressed himself as regards the probability of the curtailment of the
use of
tm for purposes in no way connected with the vital
needs of the country

WORLD

the latter part of September or early October, the growers are hopeful of
raising another crop of forty-five cent tobacco this
This would be the first time it has ever been
year.
done, although in some few years there are records of
second crops gathered from the roots of the old plants
By that plan when the shoots sprung
after harvest.
from the roots one was retained to form the new plant.
Some good tobacco was obtained in that way. But
under the plan now being wroked out, it is expected
to grow an entirely new crop from the second transfore

them with the

first frost

99

^ximhtite
Cans

generally at
that of recent years at this
been little replanting it will
The absence of insect
worms, is attributed to the
is

two weeks ahead of
period, and as there has
run very regular.

least

make
in

parchment

container

this

way

every

and

tin

lining,

bottom

the

equal

of the all-tin can.

cut-

On

we

request

you

refer
latest report of the

The

rim, tin top

tin

enemies, especially
weather. The big green
worm, one of the most dreaded pests, is yet to come.

The

solve your substitution pro-

blem.

planting.

The crop

1917.

"But the sacrifice will probably
have to be made"

have
and a
The growers of Havana,

Lancaster County
in
beneficial to the tobacco crop,
rains

will

be glad

to

who

to manufacturers

have thoroughly tested Damptite

Commissioner of Agricul-

ture states that the early setting of tobacco suffered
from drought and will not make a full crop. The recent rains have brought the later crop well up to normal. The condition on August 1 was ninety per cent.,
indicating a production of 65,664,000 pounds, as compared with 58,100,000 pounds in 1917, and 50,050,000
pounds, the average production for the past five years.

cans

Line up

No

complete directory, such as this,
has been issued in the tobacco trade for
at least ten years. It may be ten years
before another is printed.

GET YOURS WHILE THE EDITION
LASTS

The Tobacco World
236

Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

The

Italian

Government

is

with

encouraging the plantThe area planted aver-

ing of tobacco in that country.
ages about 18,000 acres per year. Most of the plants
are of the Kentucky hurley variety, although in Southern Italy seed from the Balkans is used. The sale of
tobacco in Italy is a Government monopoly, and Italian
tobacco growers have always suffered from the rigid
regulations which governed its cultivation. By a recent decree the Government has adopted a more liberal
policy. Premiums to growers are provided until 1926,
a certain subsidy per acre is to be given for additional
acreage, and paVt of the cost of new buildings to cure
and house the crop is to be guaranteed. The soil of
Italy is well adapted to tobacco cultivation, and this
change in Government policy should have a favorable
result, from the Italian point of view, in decreasing
imports of tobacco in leaf form from foreign countries.
The United States for many years has furnished large
quantities of cheap leaf to Italy.

and

this

economic

patriotic proposition

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.
1117-23

NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT

• •

• •

H. SMITH, lac

A*«nl

for th«

StatM of

N«w

York.

MO.

383 Monro* Strool

CITY

DETROrr, MICH.
New

Joraoy.

Aconto for tko Slatoa of Mickitan.
Indiana and Ohio

PoansHTUiia, Dolawaro, Maryland and Florida
m»m

ST. LOUIS,

•

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.

106 E. l»th Str««t

NEW YORK

•
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Goods That Produce Income
and tobacco business, the goods that go of themselves are the moneymakers and income-producers.
Quality counts, but quality plus push is what has
made millionaires. Quality without push often results

ESPECIALLY

in the retail cigar

in failure.

As everyone knows, Philadelphia has been

leading nickel (now six cents and probably seven or
eight) cigar town of the country, and its products have
a national reputation.. New York and some other cities
had ten-cent cigars as the standard. An old-established firm in Philadelphia, that had been in business
for half a century, took in a new partner, and he determined to make the best five-cent cigar on the market.

MARK

TRADE

The Importance of Getting
The Full Retail Price

SEVENTY-FIVE

cents

is

a fair retail price for a
good French Briar pipe. The

merchant who asks

retail

Pipe smokers will pay 75 cents or
more. Men who buy pipes know con-

They know that
that labor costs more.
cost more
They are earning more and can afford
all

ditions.

materials

—

pay

to

their share of the

added cost

Every jobber, every jobber's salesman, should advise his retail customers to get
they

full

value for the pipes

sell.

The

retail

merchant who

sells

the

well-known, well-advertised W. D. C.
pipes will have no trouble getting 75
cents for

all

regular pipes formerly

sold at 50 cents,

on

prices

other briar pipes in proportion.

all

The
and

and increased

retailer is

entitled to his full

fair profit.

He

and introduce the cigar to his customers, and some of
them did, but they soon got tired of it, and a strictly
local trade resulted. The experiment was a costly one
and the old-established firm was liquidated.

230 Fifth

CO.
Avenue — New York

World'a Largest Pipe Manufacturer

may

be better than the
one that is advertised, but in the very nature of things
As the sale increases the opporit is not likely to be.
tunity to acquire large and select supplies of raw
material is also enlarged. But trouble is ahead of the

The unadvertised

man who

cigar

thinks that his brand
at

is established.

it is

THE RESERVES

the only road to con-

tinued success. Old-timers can remember one brand
after another and one house after another that went
down the long, long trail because the house thought
that its product was firmly fixed in the regard of the
trade and the people and never advertised.
Take the case of a certain cigarette that was a
great seller, as times were then, many years ago, that
recently blossomed out on every fence, sent out a droved
of salesmen and solicitors and began a new drive in

I

it?

Have you

strengthened

YOUR

forces to safe-

you fully realize that MANILA CIGARS now coming in millions
to
the market are particularly adapted to meet the INVASION
OF HIGH

PRICES?

QUALITY MANILAS
seven, eight, ten, twelve

Another point worthy of consideration by the retailer is the quality of cigars banked on the counter.
They should always be unusually good, which is exThey are someactly what they are frequently not.
times a lure to the transient customer, and the seller
forgets that it is from his transient trade that his
custom trade must be recruited and built up.
Along this line is the question to every storekeeper
of what cigars go rapidly and what linger. Old stock
deteriorates and the temptation to shove it along, to

and

offer excellent values

to

smokers at

five,

six,

fifteen cents, or at four-for-a-quarter, two-for-

fifteen cents, or ihree-for-twentv cents.

The

odd-cent cigar, the five- and
the ten-cent cigar, or the popular combinations, may be easily picked
from
the wide range of shapes and sizes imported from Manila.

Shere

is

Profit in

LUt of manufacturers and

display it, even to recommend it, is often irresistible,
but it is bad business. Sometimes it would pay better
it

meet

Do

if

throw

to

BUSINESS?

he recommends it without being asked about
The customer thinks there may be a little larger
it.
profit in it. Human nature is very suspicions.

keeper

iKi^i

DEALER,

*"^ P'^^«^ y^"'
r5?^/?o"m'^Tc^K*i'r^li^^^^^'
guard YOUR

the trade magazines and newspapers. Undoubtedly,
the dry bones were shaken up, for the campaign has
been a big 'success.
The unknown cigar, like the stranger in a country
town, is always under suspicion, and so is the store-

to

WM. DEMUTH &

he came very near to it.
thought that the retailer would be his agent

If he did not succeed,

Keeping everlastingly

not just to himself.

less is

the

MANILA AD AGENCY

away.

It is the quick turn-over of stock in any business
that makes the difference between failure and success.

—

i

::

Manila Cigars

dittributort

on application

546 West 124th

Street,.N. Y.

:
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THE DEATH OF

R.

J.

REYNOLDS

Kichard J. Reynolds, founder and president of
the K. J Keynolds Tobacco Company, died at WinstonSalem, N. C, on July 29.
Mr. Keynolds was born July 28, 1850, on the tobacco plantation of his father, H. W. Reynolds, at
Kock Springs, Va. He v>7orked on the plantation and
in the factory until he was promoted to the position of
superintendent and then was made a salesman, so that
his knowledge and experience would qualify him for
.

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

the future position reserved for him.
After a course at Emory and Henry College, in
Washington County, Va., and a business course at
Bryant and Stratton College, Baltimore, he was admitted
In 1875 he sold his
to partnership with his father.
mterest in the business and started manufacturing tobacco at Winston-Salem, N. C,
His thorough training in the business, added to
his remarkable industry and close attention to details
and his ability in selecting and promoting those who
helped to make the business prosper, were dominant
factofrs in its wonderful success.

Lipschutz Standard in

of the

cigars represents twenty-five years

of

close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;

it

is

the

resuh of an ideal that cannot be satisfied with
anything short of perfection, and the result is a
nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the

The "44"

Mr. Reynolds was a very wealthy man and was
interested in several companies besides the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Two brothers were actively
associated with him in the company, W. N. Reynolds,

responsibility for quality.

vdce president, and W. R. Reynolds, general
of the manufacturing department.

Lipschutz Standard

increasing every

it

year.

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia
as

J

of Winston-Salem, N. C, having been unanimously
Walter R. Reynolds was
elected to that position.
elected vice president, and T. H. Kirk, who has been
with the company for the past seven years, in charge
of the leaf department in Kentucky, with headquarters
at Louisville, was elected a director. Eugene Hester,
formerly w^ith the American Cigar Company, of late
years engaged in private business, has accepted the
position of manager of the stemming and redrying
plant at Danville.

There's a

Biif

Demand

ALL

Dr. Axel Standrod, the food expert of Boise, was
discussing rationing.
**We all
** Rationing will do us good,'' he said.
eat too much, and we know it, but if we haven't the
pluck to restrict ourselves, ration us, and it will be a
jolly good thing all around.
**Por we're all more or less like the millionaire
who said on the roof garden after the show

DEALERS
for

FLOR DE

would eat anything and
could afford nothing. Now I can afford anything and
Bring me a broiled lobster,
can eat nothing. Heigho
waiter, with a tankard of stout, a Welsh rabbit and a
plate of peach ice cream.* "
**

'When

I

was young

I

!

The
They're quite a

bit better

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c
straight.

Our

Cltfar

Supreme

than others.

All popular shapes.'

straight, 2 for 25c,

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

3 for 50c and 25c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

-

Newark, N.

LMTgasI lBd«p«B(l«Bt Cifl«r Facterjr in Ik*

WmU

J.

Connecticut, Florida
and

Georgia Wrappers

manager

W. N. REYNOLDS, NEW PRESIDENT
W. N. Reynolds succeeds the late R. J. Reynolds
president of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

WE

SHADEGROWN

AFTER THE EMPTIES
**Any rags? Any old iron?" chanted the dealer,
as he knocked at the suburban villa. The man of the
house himself opened the door.
**No, go away," he snapped, irritably. *' There's
nothing for you. My wife is away."
The itinerant merchant hesitated a moment and
then inquired: ''Any old bottles?"— *'S. & B. Informer."

are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

at

the history of
enterprising

manufacturers find in these wrappers
the secret of their success.

Are

YOU one of them?

American Sumatra Tobacco Co

Say You Saw
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Economize on Wrapping Paper

m<§x^'m ^SPkir^giaps

ECONOMIZE ON WRAPPING PAPEK

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

who

200,000,000
Cinco Cigars a year apsell

a
brand manufactured with
68 years experience and
preciate the protedllon of

with the most painstaking
consideration for
qualify— and

i^
:',.i->>ti;;;

.c"-r;

quality

alone
-^^
;^-v<ifi

PM

•9^yi

ISENLOHR'S

Eif

:v^-

CIGARS

^m*

Scent8-topr0seryc

die tftiati^

The Tobacco World

Washington, D. C.
Economies in the use of wrapping paper by tobacco and other stores are being sought by the pulp
and paper section of the War Industries Board, which
more inis planning an educational campaign for the
telligent and economical use of paper.
The paper section will seek to show consumers
how they can help win the war by using, wherever posheavier
sible, lighter weight paper instead of the
grades, and plain and less expensive papers instead of
the fancy and more costly kinds. The fine papers represent the expenditure of more labor and fuel than the
cheaper grades and they also contain, as a rule, more
of the valuable chemicals, such as sulphur and chlorine,
which are urgently needed by the Government in making ammunition and poisonous gases. All of the finer
grades of paper also contain rags, which are scarce
and needed for war purposes.
could
It is declared that the savings which stores
make in their paper bills by eliminating all wasteful
and uneconomical uses, and substituting less expensive
for heavier and more costly grades would amount m
the aggregate to an enormous sum.
The board has issued a number of rulings governing the manufacture of wrapping and other papers,
based upon the recommendations of the war committees of the various branches of the paper industry.
These rulings fix the maximum weights that can be
made hereafter, eliminating the heavier weights previously made, and standardizing the sizes, weights an<i
colors so that the mills can obtain a larger production
with the same amount of labor and fuel.

e

smaslitem

HARD''
WHITE

OWL

Invincible

C. L. L.

Shape

OWL

SEVENTEEN GOOD WAR SUBSTITUTES
Economy

w
Square*

— for Waste.

7c

Md

C'o-operation— for Criticism.
Knowledge of Prices—for Gossip about Prices.

Commeal and Oatmeal— for Wheat

6g

Flour.

Fish for Beef and Bacon.
Vegetable Oils— for Animal Fats.

The Garden Hoe—for the Golf
Performance— for Argument.

Stick.

—

Service for Sneers.
Patriotic Push— for Peevish Puerilities.
Perishable for Preservable Foods.
Greater Production— for a German Peace.
The Beef You Do Not Eat— for the Rifle You Cannot Carry.
Conservation— for Conversation.
Common Sense—for Common Gossip.
Marketing— for Telephoning.
Production—for Pessimism.
—** Canadian Food Bulletin."

—

P. Lorillard

Co.

Boiinesi Eiublithcd 1760—158 yetrs teo.

We

furnished tobacco for the soldiers of the

War

War

(1775—1783)
of 1812 (1812-1815)

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
Civil War (1861-1865)
Spanish War (1898)

Mexican

and are now furnishing
(Umax Plue *'The Grand Old Chew"
tu tTesoldiers fighting for the

Liberty of the World.

The advertisement of the General Cigar
Company on the opposite page will appear in
Eventhe August 31st issue of '*The Saturday
m
ing Post." It is one of a series appearing
national magazines.
Wise dealers can profit from the trade
created bv this campaign, by stocking the rff'pevdahle'^'OwT.'' and **White Owl" cigars.

"Did
Sure
feel

are.
I

!

I

I

bayonet

How did

it

my first hun?
feel? It doesn't

There he is. There you
One of you has got to go.

preferred to stay.

"So when sergeant says,
'Smash

And we

'em,

that a

boys'

go them

— we

do.
one better

good old Yankee doodle
Yanks. For bullets and bayonets are the only kind of lingo
like

hun can understand^
*

The

«

*

WHITE

OWL

•

Yank, whose photograph
appears above, first met the dependable Owl
Cigar while boosting that dependable investment—the Liberty Loan.
dependable

We

didn't tejl
stock of leaf that

him about the

$2,000,000
is always aging for Owl
and White Owl. Nor the over 100,000,000
Owls and White Owls sold last year.
just swapped him a White Owl for a smile.
And it doesn't look like the smile came
hard, does it?

We

Why don't you, too,
Owl— toda:;f

try an

Owl

or White

DEALERS:
your distributor does not sell these depeiulable cigars, write
us
General Cigar Co., Inc., 119 West 40th Street, New York City
If

TWO DEPENDABLE CIGARS

OWL 6?

white

OWL 7?

Branded
for

Banded

your protection

Say You Saw
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THIRTY-SIX REASONS
1.

2

6.

Clerks not trained.

7.

Self -consciousness.

8.

Open cash drawer.

9.

No

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA

JUANA DIAZ

16.

Not enough

17.

Creeds, not deeds.

Right

Men

18.

Dimly lighted

when

this

12.
13.
14.

Neudorf's

BOUQUET DE PARIS
'*The Ha^oaniL Cigar of Exclusive Mildness
The

cigar that

it

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other profeuional

by United

men who

St»le«

Sehatort.

19.

ff

20.
Eminent

21.
•)0

are exceptionally discriminating.

This proves the unusual merit of NeudoiCs Bouquet de Pdris Cgu*.

23.

and

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS

27.

MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First

Ave.

-

New York City

J.

^.^^fiW^

EISENLOHR

OSEPH F. CULLMAN. Jr
.EON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND
New York

Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-Preiident
Vice-President
Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel
Offices, 5

Btekman

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
President
Vice-President
N. Y. ..TreasurOT

SccrtUiy

<,

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr., New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton. O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati, O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

Pre«ident
Vice-President

store.

can

to ivork

It has over 500
branches throujrh*
out the nation, and 20.000
U. S. Public
Service Reserve enrollment
agents. Ask
the local post office or newspaper
for

the

war.
needs the
.in the Right Jobs.
Only

comes about

maximum

name and

address of the
nearest representative; or
write to the
S. Em-

produc-

tion be obtained to support our armies at the
front

U

PRESIDENrS

STATEMENT
UUar,

The needs
industries

Too much

of

can be

pated and

all

war

antici*

met by

the

Government
ers

if employand laborers will avail

themselves solely of the

Not acquainted with customers.

nation-wide machinery
which is at hand. The
length of the
pends directly

Antiquated system unfit for increased busi-

The

Leave

de-

on our

well

'.''

rfv .11
tn

m4

VPtoti
•

•

_

„

miiiMCT

W»

Those employers in
war work who seek to get

r»-

labor through their own
or private recruiting
agencies are interfering
with the Governmertt's

^
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.
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..uniial iiMla.irr.
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no lacrikcr ••II ka>r Wen in
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WOOOKOW

WILSON.

machinery and

prefer-

ring their interests to
those of the nation. Only

through strict compliance
with the Government's
promm can the contunt, mt-

leu shmine ol labor from one
war job to another, with the

moment they

coiueouent dimiautioo io proJ _•
J #,.
duction «nd efficiency, be prevented.

^^*

U. S.

the official

ness.
**

War

Country's ability to supply all War Industry
*vith the best workers the
country can produce the
arc needed.

by their own experience.
carry what their customers want.

wom-out-proverb,
enough alone.*'— '* National Drug Clerk."

American wants

Government

Employment Service is
bureau of the Federal

m

charge of the distribution of labor.
The President has
declared that it is the official
agency
for recruiting and
distributingunskilled
^abor for war work.

WAR TRADE BOARD ANNOUNCEMENT

*"• *^* Government urns etwy man
-»
engaeed lo war woric to stick to ha job
until the
Oovernment recommendi that he chaAee.
Anr
msui no« eneaeed in war work
should put him•elt at the dupoaal of the
nation by ivnater*
ingwith the Public Service Reserve.
Thia
IS » tremendously impofunt
duty I Tiie war
^?^^V„ ?".« '*'«•> the fighter in the treocW
««»«"«^

He

44-

will help beat die iiuii.

^Sffs^m

V«i*?d»)State»

Washington, D. C.
The War Trade Board has announced that the
revocation of general licenses covering imports of commodities from Canada and Newfoundland as to shi])ment of articles on the list of restricted imports, which
was to have become effective from July 20th, has been
postponed until August 15th.

SOUTH CAROLINA CROP BRINGS HIGH PRICES

BLOCK, Wheeling, W. Va
F. AXTON. Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covington. Kr
A.

i;;"*S^**!^"*
Secretary-Trtawsrw

WOOD

......Vice-President

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
OSEPH H. DUlM>lf
S'**!^"!
1tOBERT E. LAMtf
;"* ^***- ^^«?»!
•—

•--'•r;:;"*^
JOSEPH FREEMAN
^v
"V/
"W-.:
11!!!^.^
S*cr»t»nr
;•-••••••
LEO RIEDERS. 300 West 118th St., New York City
Tamplt,
Masonic
month
at
esch
of
Thursday
let
Meeting
310 Lenox Ave., New York.

v

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
GEORGE w. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A. L. ULLNICK

v;--,yv
MAX MILLBE. IJ5 Broadway. New York
IfMtlns 41k TmtUf el —tk mmm^

help.

36. Believe in the

Right Jobs

TrcMurcr
SecretMf

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

IKE RADiN

35.

true

* where he will help win
He wants to fit in. America

Purchase too heavy.
Windows not washed.
Dishonesty of employees.
Unsystematic deliveries.
Will consider nobody *s advice.

34. Fail to

Street

FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 119 West 40th St.. New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St.. Phila., Pa
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 81st and East End Ave.. M'hat'n.
K. LICHTENSTEIN, 40 Exchange PL. Manhattan, N. Y

J.

npHE

33. Fail to profit

^42MO>

in the

WiU Win The War

Unsalable stock on back shelves.
29. Try to follow everybody's advice.
30. Forget to charge goods sold on credit.
31. Show window not used to advantage.
32. Customer's interest not borne in mind.

Fresident

EUWARU WISE
GEOK(;E W. HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
A. BLOCH
iESSE
ACOB WERTHEIM

The Right Men

28.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES

t-t

attention to details.
25. Stock not moved often enough.
26. Too much credit on the books.

24.
Write at once for prices

fl-I

15.

11.

FACTORY BRANDS:

FAIL

plans for future.
Too many mistakes.
Advertise in no way.
Wasteful with goods.
Carelessness of clerks.
Clerks run the business.
Slow service to customers.

10.

27
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5.

4.

The Tobacco World

Indecision.
No records.

Poor location.
Poor equipment.
Too conservative.

3.

WHY DEALERS

It in

vi:;?^!!!^^?
^***

flfltl!!!
Tr*M«r«

Prices of tobacco at the opening of the market i'l
South Carolina during the second week of July averaged a third higher than during the same period last
year, with an upward tendency.
Tobacco that sold at the opening in July, 1917, for
seventeen cents, brought a fraction over twenty-seven
cents on the first day. The quality of the crop is far
above the average, and the yield is believed to be the
largest in the history of the district.
Tobacco in the North-South Carolina belt is bringing over $10 per 100 pounds more than last year.

a safe bet that
taught to say Marne.
.

It is

* *

at
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German parrots are not

being
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Contributed
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Pfviffon of Advertising

United 8ftM Gov't Comni. on Public
Information

Jhis space contributed for the Winning
of the

War
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THE TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION
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PANTIN

Notes and

Commission Merchant

&

Leaf Tobacco

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
°*" "°°^*'^^^'

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

BtpacialMad Tabaco* Flao* 4» Vaalta Abaio
PartMo 7 ViMlla Arriba

E. Rosenwald
145

WATER

(Q. Bro,

NEW YORll

STREET

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

'SU^ LEAP TOBACCO
•"

^-^Zi

(Mllea aaa

M Baat Caaifc Avaan. YOUU Tk,

Warahoua.

MANurACTUiims or cioai sckap tobacco
I.

SONS
nAFFENBURGH
StUALITY HA VA NA
CO.

Neptuno

6,

H«v«n«, Cub«

-

86 Bread

BRNEST ELLINGER &
Mavaaa

CO.

St.,

Boaton. Maaa.

^•^^^^ *°^ importa«

OF HAVANANawTOBACCO
WarahouM,

York Offiea,13».ia7 ftaat Si.

Salodl 18.

K.

STRAUS & CO.

H.

3«T

N.

Tkkd

St.,

Philadalpbia

the trade paper sell your goods is a first
step toward eflficiency. That the advertisement is a

Making

small one is no drawback. The records show many
large sales directly due to the persistent running of a

A

clear and clever get-up in the
small advertisement.
advertisement, a persistent hammering at the public
that needs the goods will bring sales.— George Wilfred

Wright.

sands of nonsmokers must have registered, presumably
for the benefit of their friends, so that the whole scheme
was dropped.

of the Associated
Press states that in the commercial sections of German
newspapers, under the standing caption **The Tobacco
Market," are such announcements as ** Cherry leaves

The Amsterdam correspondent

demand market firm. '' '' Well matured hop.s,
**
50 to 60 marks per cwt.,'* and Beech leaves irregular,
large supplies offered from the Hartz Mountains."

EXPORT

;

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

L

NO. THIRD STREET,

'

pounds.

^???
A^oI'yU!'
a'^%''''
450,476 pounds,
for which

^""^y

the

1'
*'

war conservation of tin, England
has very generally come to adopt cardboard containers,

CO.

PHILADELPHU

WHU for Op«a T*RitoffT
Naw York OffiMi 20S W. BroMlwar

4-

TURKISH CIGARETTES
COMPANY,

1918, includes 912,-

market weight" wa^

at thne it was packldtbaleT)
and 473,598,892 pounds, for which
rd'4m&l92r^^'
the '^ actual weight"
was reported. The corresponding
amounts
for 1917 were 794,178,732
and 4727600,171

1AK

Tounr

spectively ; for April

1,

r^^^

-

wlil^Lu,
'

1918, 979,842,107

and 485 326 for January ffelS,

respectively. Alfor shrink^e oS the
weight" was reported, in order to

T.

ints

Xh'Wt'r"'^?
marked

^'"^

BRANDS ]?;ffS«

77t2ir^otjr^^^^^^^
//»,^y_,z_4 and d96,942,433 pounds,
tor
ter wliich

iS^^°

F^'^t^

Sded

P*">?'^8 of unstemmed and 149,1
90^
„r^^'®*f'^F
99Q pounds
203,229
of stenuned leaf tobacco
Ihese statistics represent the
quantity of leaf in
bacco reported as held by
who, a<S.rd:
mg to the returns of themanufacturers
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, manufactured during the
preceding cSendar

"-

INC.
New York Gty

•
-

-

.

:

:
-

-

DUNN

J.

10f«2Bc

'»M?«

20 for 15c

<a CO.

MaiK«r« of

of

and one leading British manufacturer is authority foi
the assertion that more than 5,000,000 cardboard containers are being manufactured, mostly in the twopound size, every week in that country. This change
has been in progress just about a year, and very generally follows American practice with American ma-

chinery.

The
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New

Bachelor Cigar

End Avnue and 81 «t
Free!
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The curbstone

of his pocket

war.""!?
had

S K?5~''''

in the overalls with the
dinner pail who
stopped to wait for a car, butted
into
Where did you get that hunch, friendtheClk
t
boss
'"°'- .^"^^ "^.*''^'" ^'•^ «t tlie front.

Cork Tips
«6

Neither
Jonw7
could
have got exemption if he had tried,
and to give
them their due, they didn't try.
Now, take me
ve
got three |rrown sons. One
has a wife and

f

two kids.
^ne works in a

*"**

t^PP""^ *!'"'"•
shinvard^ H.
*^'« <^'i°t'-y- The third drives
a tZif w^n," ^^7
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*^°
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r
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it's a rich man's war "

S
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CIGAR FLAVORS
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ud CHEWIHC TOBACCO

Writa for Liat of Flavora for Soacial n....jMTUN. A.oiiAmB«, BOX
H. A-Slsf
mISbtSne,,

raiiSS

&

ES«

BRO.. 98 Bea de

Street.

New York

it,
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Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK
WEST ISTH STREET

My

paj mg tor

B. Krinsky, Mfr. "'u^:-^:^

critic fished

a five-cent cigar out
and aired his views
^"""- "'^ ' "•'^ '^^'^

'H

of lO

Cmk mr PUia Tip

UVE DISTRUUTORS WANTKO

THE POOR MAN'S WAR

.

QMUty

FOR PACKAGE

yeTr

Free!

AVENUE....

••<l« Ci«ar«tt« of

if oatbpiac*.

I.

New York

•»* Yo« WUI lt«MlT«

....FIFTH

^^

^"'^'«" ^» o'- manufacr"""' who, ^y
turers ot leaf tobacco
on an average hnH m^ra
than 50^000 pounds of leaf tobacco
stofk atthe end
of the four quarters of the
preceding calendar

.

Street,

SAMPLES
^•fc

A

in great

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

MS

pounds on July 1, 1918, or 119,270 465
pounds more than on the same
date kst year
The
amount held on April 1, 1918, was
l,465,168,7lTpounds
^
and on January 1, 1918,
1,176,234,657

dispatch fr(mi Amsterdam states thai tobacco
rationing in Austria has come to a sudden and somewhat amusing end. In Vienna alone scores of thou-

As a measure

LOEB-NUf^EZ

1,^86,049,368

roTreUm

L

household matches.

130 Water Street
New York

__^=

was

COMPaNY
H«w.

By Whkh Ommt

baccos.

naw

Incorporated

LEAF

to-

* *

NEUBERGER COMPANY

IMPORT

The tobacco crop in the C'onnecticut valley is two
weeks ahead of former years and is looking well. The
crop is free from damage from the green worm and
has not been injured by leaf-eating insects. The agricultural survey shows an increase of about 4000 acres

strike-on-the-box
W^hile there is a shortage in
matches, owing to decreased shipments from Swedish
and other foreign manufacturers, and the virtual commandeeruig of the American product for the army and
bv the United States Government, there is no
prospect of a shortage of the well-known brands of

LEAF TOBACCO
M» and

The San Francisco trade is reported to be replacing their drafted employees with girls and men over
The way some of the old fellows
fifty years of age.
are spruced up shows the result of pleasant associa-

and

of leaf tobacco held by
manufacturers
dealers in the United States,
according

m

*=^'0««
Mlkrv^vSJ^
?»S?JSK^«

The amount

The man

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, Ml.

tobacconist in Bristol, England, has opened a
his shop and em** toilet saloon" in connection with
American tobacconists will
ployed a lady barber.
please copy.

A

divided between the shade-grown and sun-grown

The Tobacco Wobld

LEAF TOBACCO ON HAND JULY 1ST

tions.

HABANA, CUBA

SAN NOGUEL IM

Comment

It in

The income tax and the supertax and the
^^.^'^ It'« the first wAr I evS
iZTT^i^ ^"^"^capitalist
pays his proportion. Of
cotri fi,"^^^" /^^
t""- I pay on tobacco,
and ?ho ^l-'^'""^?^'' P^y."'
share.

St 's%^.' ?i '^ter.7^-

The Standards of Amfcrln^
Snuff, : Est. 1760
Rail RoadMills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax'ft Snuff • Pa* iQci
JjOnlJfi'd'«

&

they SO to the movies:

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

C_. „j,. i,„^ 3„ ijj„ J.JJ5JJ jjj^j
on this war. It 's my war,
too. '
.

'•Moos Tri^e^Tip'sT

*"

""""

'" "'^

"" '^'^'—

Maceobops - Kappees - High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SW€€t and Vlain
Scotchs
MANUPACTURID BY

GE W. lELNE

CO.. Ill Ftftk

A,,

n^

"

»

tjn

Say You Saw

so

It in

•**"" "

"—

.

W

>
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The Tobacco World

a

minimum

i
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CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

is

A-An

FOB SALE

$5.00

Note A),
Note B),

1.00

Fine.t Imported Cigar Band. a4>d

NEW YORK

OFFICE

m

of tke Tobaeoo Mer-

office building.
rent. All at cost. Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
bands at cost. Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

New York

Also have

bacco, price 30 cents.

Will buy low grades of all kinds.
Factory No. 9. Tenth District.
.

^
July
(U. S. M.):—40,739. For all tobacco products.
DEVIL
La.
Orleans.
,
Reguera & Berengher, New
^^
18. 1918.
/-,
July
products.
tobacco
all
For
40,740.
JOE G. GREENE:—
1918.
Joe G. Greene y Ca., Greenwood, S. C.
oa
t
products. July ^4.
BENITO GARCIA:—40,74L For all tobacco
The Moehle Litho. Co.. Brooklyn, N. \.
1918.
June lo,
products.
SAFETY ZONE:—40,742. For all tobacco
Y.
1918. The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N.
products.
tobacco „,«j„^t<:
all
CITY SPECIAL:—40,743. lor
Y.
N.
Tune 15 1918. The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn,
,

DOG

,

x

MOTOR

stogies and little cigars.
SECOND DRAFT:—40,744. For cigars,
Pa.
Tulv 17 1918. The Gildisch Co., Pittsburgh,
tobacco products.
all
For
GENERAL OMAR BUNDY:-40,745.
New York City.
July 25, 1918. American Litho. Co.,
LA QUEZAL:—40,746. For cigars. July 24, 1918. The K-G Ciga.
City.

in perfect condition.

TRANSFERS

^

^

^

Registered February
POGOSA:—20.599 (Tob. Leaf).
Col. Transferred to
28 1901 by The Cuban Cigar Co., Denver
Cigar Co., DenMorns
Bros., proprietors of The Mt.
cigars.

Keichman

(Tobacco Leaf). For cigars. RegisCigar Co Denver Cc^l^
tered February 28. 1901. by The Cuban
The Mt. Morris
Transferred to Reichman Bros., proprietors of

POGOSA SPRmGsf-20,600

more. Md.

10,

(Tobacco

SUNNY BILL:—28,725
Registered

July

1918

Co

Pub.

Leaf

)

^
For

.

cigars.

1904 by Maryland Ljtho. ^o
/f^Vj
III,
July
Transferred to the Cole Litho. Co., Chicago,

November

25,

For cigars cigar1909, by The Moehle
ettes and tobacco. Registered November 17,
Wadsworth,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Transferred to T. A.

JUAN DE PADILLA:-19,058
Titho

Co

,.

RE-PUBLICATION
For cigars and
by K-G Cigar

LA QUEZAL :-40,746.
Registered

all

July 24. 1918.

other tobacco products

Co.,

New York

.

Regis-

tobacco.
I.

Can-

cigarettes and fine cut tobacco. RegisLevon Berberian, Providence. R. I. Can-

192SMlJ.^\irdgars.

^

**

little

&

**

woman.

ticket.
»E's been an' swallowed our sugar

—11.x-

change.

The

Liiteft

Udepeideit
Expoiter

til
Amtricii Letf Tobacco

Dtiltr

Hit DBitdl SUtM.

of
in

Peters suction tables,
very low price will be

CigarRibbons

151,

GuaranAlso
pound.
per
cents
Fifty
refunded.
teed A-1 or money
178
Co.,
Alexander
&
Edwin
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality.

Water

Street,

New York

City.

WANTED

^_^^^^_^«_^^^—
m

Largest assortment of Plain and Fancy
Write for Sanpie Card and Price

list to

Departnnt

W

Racine Paper Goods Company

9tMufAciurtrs of Bindings, Galloons, Taffttsa,
Satin

and Gros

Sole

Grain

RACINE. WIS.,

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

York
of a factory in Pennsylvania, either
and
between
25,000
making
or Lancaster Counties; factory
much
so
on
^factory
run
100,000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to
World.
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco

WANTED— Control

MANUFACTUPCP OF

WANTED—Will

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
year.
factory able to make from ten to twenty million cigars a
Tobacco
Address, with full particulars to Box 236, care of The

CIGAR FACTORY

»
.

.

22iid St. and Second Ave.,

in any quantity
made.
contracts
Yearly
«
xt v
N. Y.
285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn,
"
J. J. FRIEDM AN.
i

NEW YORK

i

HELP WANTED

CIGAR FOREMAN— Wanted
work.

Good opportunity

for

care of "Tobacco World."

,,„„„

on suction
Address Box 234,

MANUEL RODRIGUEZ DEAD

years,

After having been in ill health for several
died
Manuel Rodriguez, son of Salvador Rodriguez,
Mr Rodriguez
at White Plains, N. Y., on August 2nd.
was
was at one time active in the tobacco trade and
well known.

ALL

-

-

-

U. S. A.

HINDS OF

Cigar Box Labels
X^^
AND TRIMMINGS.
^^J

CHICAOU, lOS WBST MONROK STRXBT,;:
LOVI8 O. CAVA, M|tr.

in Philadelphia factory

competent man.

-

(fjX^gs

SIFTINGS AND
TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS. SCRAPS,
anywhere. Send samples.
DUST, bought

Owners and Manufacturers

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO.
257-265 WEST

HIGHEST OWAIITY^

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS

NEW YORK.

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

17™ SIVeiner building

MAN UFACTURERS
OF

SPECIAL
.

PROCESS

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

of
the age of eighty-two, Justin Seubert, one
country, died
the oldest cigar manufacturers in the
beuAugust 4th at his home in Montclair, N. J. Mr.
New York.
bert operated factories at Syracuse and
learn
His many friends in the trade will regret to

At

Heytood. Strasser&Voict LithoCo
2Q- STREET

9^ AVENUE. NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS
credenInternal revenue deputies now carry card
demand. The badges
tials which must be shown on
unauthorized
formerly issued were sometimes used by
persons for improper purposes.

TUCK & CO.
G. O. INCORFORATUD
LOUISVILLE. nY-.

8c

-

-

U.[S.

A.

Your Uqvlry
and Prices
Kindt

for

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Suiple

Solicited.

! tiy QiuititT.

All

OF

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

322 Chevtnut Street

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANK AU & CO..
New York City

129 Fifth Avenue,
p«»i^M.«>aw.

Ji:

106 E. 19th ST.
-«
»

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Ribbons

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

fellow,

strated a passerby.
bad, a sweet child like that."
Sweet child is right, ' said the wrathful
' *

Band.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

of his death.

ENGLAND

madam," remon*^
Surely he has done nothmg very

Don't cuff the

GUMLESS

(Phone. Stuyve.ant 7476)

JUSTIN SEUBERT DEAD

cigars, cigarettes and fine cut
1918:-40,733.
Berberian. Providence, R.
tered July 9, 1918, by Levon

For

IN

LA HABANA

City.

CANCELLATIONS

tered July 9 19lgrby
celled July 30. 1918.

AI.o

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

"The Tobacco World."
accepted.
FOR SALE—Remedios Havana shorts, pure and clean.
Address Box

(Tobacco World)

Box Co Detroit.
Ind re-transfe?red by Vadsworth-Campbell
Cole Litho. Co.,
the
to
Mich successor to T. A. Wadsworth,
Chicago, 111., July 24, 1918.

from all Ohio toDutch tops for sale.

C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles. Ohio.

Miller. DuBrul
For a quick sale a

World."

Col..

fine lot

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

REGISTRATIONS

Cigar Co., Denver,

abel..

Coupon Cigar Pockets

City.

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP, made

For

^ .„d c-„.di.o
i'
Keprecentative
for

Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW YORK

of a small, neat factory, mostly new,
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

800

allow.nc. of $2 will be made to member,

New York

I

M.

m€/'//^i

FOR SALE— Contents

*-00

Avenue,

Co.,

>

I

1916.

1,

Transfer.
Duplicate Certificate,
H«t«

SMITH,
**

COMPAi^IA LITOGRAFICA DE

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Service!

AprU

|« .

**"

GARRETT H.

in advance.

Effective
Registration (sec
(see
Search

M

I

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

M

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED
The

— »

'
Mi

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bure au^ Lv yomc cnr

M

i

\

VOLUME

38
NO. 17

10^ is tKe price
tKe larj^e package o£ 15

TOBACCO

^B^^W^

'^i^^nmmm^i

SWEET CAPORAL

SEPTEMBER

1,

AV^r\P? T Ti

1918

OUR FIRST ALLOTMENT OF
12,000 Bales

of

SUMATRA TobacCO

Will be Distributed about

September 12 th

Save the tin foil from
your Sweet Caporals and
give

it

to the

Red Cross,

Such Manufacturers as have no contracts are
advised
communicate with any of the following firms

Sumatra Purchasing Corporation

%

138--Front Street,

Like Mother's

H.

on no matter what the

price.

1

BUYS &

ObkDad,

helcnmii^

E.

•>•

c

o

••

o • • '««

^^

CULLMAN BROTHERS,
161 Front Street,

York.

145 Water

^^.^

Strec^t,

ROSENWALD &
New

Guaranteed by

CO., IiM„

70 Water

New

I

New York

"Sweet

pie,

Caps" simply can't be improved

/J

to

New
BRO.,

KRl

HE,

Street,
1

York.

Tyi

V^ork.

QUANJER &
Water

New

Street^

York.

CO.,

Say You Saw

made: in bond

FINE

HABANA CIGARS

''The Cigar that holds the confidence

It in

The Tobacco World

of the smoker pays retailers best''

La Flor de Portuondo

ROCKY FORD
-^GIGAR^

lARD
MADE

Established 1869

MANUFACTURED
Qi
iS^i^D
bUKUH.

?*""****"*•

PA.,

GENUINE

T*?f**

^A

IN

n*^!

OUR NEWARK,

*

**"'

N.

J.,

BELKItOS

FUTOR

FACTORIES

•«**™' ^•clorio. loaned at PITTSaod cxtMuive lioe of Cisarr and

a very attractive
'*

Jobber and Retailer

^

an

**»'

^*^^*=

*•<=*»

•»<*

^ ^^

'Oc.,

giving

the

exceptional matgin of profit

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, PitUburgh, Pa.

Excellence of Quality

and

Ch^kles

Workmanship Are Combined

In

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

fm Grmt

the value of standard

The "

CiGMS

smoker because
merchant because it

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
NEW YORK

TAMPA

HABANA

H.

cigars

CHARLES DENBY "

the

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

made

it

is

Cuban Hand-Made

satisfies

of

good

cigars

of

CIGARS

good, and the

for

over

Good Tute

San Felice

sells.

FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE. IND.

Makers

For Gentlemen

The cTuan F. Portuondo

67 years

Cigar Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Tbe DeiseMemmer Go,

LIMA,0.

r.

LOZANO. SON
U.

S.

&•

CO.
Establithed 1851

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F. Lozano''

Brand

TRADE

MARK

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE AND FACTORY: TAMPA, FLORIDA

New York

Address, 437 Fifth

Avenue

ITALIA

DEALERS
There's a

Blii

Demand

for

FLOR DE

?r:

n

Real

Italian Briar Root, Solid

Vulcanite Mouthpieces and
'^' **^.

Sterling Silver

^M^
^^?'

The Cl^ar Supreme
They're quite a

bit better

AH

than others.

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c straight, 2 for 25c,
straight.

Our

\

The Acknowledged Leader
^

Bands

national advertising helps

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

you

sell

popular shapes.

3 for 60c

and 25c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.

KAUFNANN

BROS. &

BONDY

smokers help

THE OLDEST PIPE HOUSE

See your jobber now, or write us

Among Ni Id Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

IN

AMERICA

33E.17thSt.,NewYork,N.Y.
•

Newark, N.

Larg«al ladapendaat Cis«r Factory ia

tlla

World

J.

Say You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World

Say You Saw

OUR ADVERTISERS

U. S.
n

Page
Cover

Arguelles l.opez & Bro
Hayuk Brothers
Bobrow Brothers
Cressman's Sons, Allen R

II

6
26
6

—

•

Deisel-Wemmer Co

Dunn &

&

Gato Cigar

—

Inc

Cigar Mfg. Co

I.,

Cover

Ernest
Son, Sidney
Kaffenburgh & Sons, 1

Cover

Straus

&

J

—

28
28
28
28
28

F

Co.,

E

K

Sumatra Purchasing Corporation

30
28

Cover

H

Cover

Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover

George

Wm
Wm

Sons & Co.,
Universal Tobacco Machine Co
Wicke Ribbon Co.,
Cover
Wiedmann-St. Louis Cigar Box Co
Cigarette and Tobacco Manufacturers
American Tobacco Co
Cover
Cado Co., Inc
Steiner,

Krinsky, I. B
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
Lorillard

&

Co.,

P

Associations of the Cigar and Tobacco Industry

Department

Registrations

By Frank

X

11

Lancaster County Tobacco Notes
T.

^^

for default

Farrington.

The Government,

12

M. A. Conservation Committee Recommendations..

Imported Leaf Values Show Big Increase

14

Cigar Dealers Must Get Full Retail Price

15

Tobacco Industry Not

16

therefore, appeals to

you as an employer and leader in your
Community to do your utmost to inspire
every man of 1 8 to 45 in your employ to

13

Classified as Non-Essential

Leaf Tobacco Exports Reach

The

New High Mark

present himself at his local board

for

Philadelphia Leaf Market

20

The Greek Tobacco Crop

22

Nearly Ten Billion Cigarettes Exported

III

—
—

The Tobacco Trade

of

Norway

in

England

24
26

windows.

27

Print it on slips for the pay envelopes of
every employee, male and female. Enclose
slips in every letter and invoice you send

upon your church, club and lodge.
Exercise your resources of ingenuity and
originality
in
proclaiming this message

28

out.

29

III
III
III
III

—

III

19

The Tobacco World
Established 1881

IV
29
29

Volume

88

^1

it

1918

No.

17

I

in Bulletin

form

in

your store and

broadcast.

_
it

Call

Not every man

in every package.

will be called to military
only those who are properly assigned to Class I will be selected. But every
male of the specified ages must register.
For the cause of Liberty, Democracy and

service,

Post this message on the side of your delivery wagons.
Call patriotic meetings of your employes
and impress on them the vital importance
of complying with the law, and others with
their duty of seeing that the law is complied
with. Appoint a committee to see that it is
done. Arrange for definite hours when the
men in the different departments of your

Humanity your Government

Hobart Bishop Han kins, President
H. H. Pakradooni, Treasurer
William S. Watson, Beoretary

Not an hour

is

to be lost.

signsd: E.

business shall go and register.

H.

on you

Start at once.

CROWDER,
ProTMt ManJial G«a«ral

Call a meeting of other merchants in your
locality and devise ways and means of con-

^pproM:

NEWTON

D.

Contribvtad thronch DlvUien
of AdT«rti«ins

BAKER,
S«cr«t«nr of

Entered as Becond-class mall matter, December 22, 1909. at the
Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act of March 3. 1879.

PRICE:
year.

United States, Cuba and Philippine Islands. |2.00 a

Canadian and foreign,

|3.60.

War

Unitod SUtoa Gor'l

on Public

War

Comi

lafoffvolioa

Published on the 1st and 15th of each month at 286 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TAts Space contributed for the Winning of the
29
26
26
30
30

calls

to immediately devote every possible effort
and energy to this most vital work, that
we may quickly win the war.

Publisheia

6

3

i,

TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION

—
—

September

newspapers.
There are many ways you can help in
this essential work before the day of registration by the proclamation of this fact

veying the all-important message to every
man you can reach.
Appeal to your local newspapers to give
it editorial emphasis in every issue.

Wrap
Revenue Confusion

in the

Insert a square like this in your newspaper advertising.

Post

Notes and Comment

on the day to be announced

between 18 and 45 (both inclusive), unless previously registered, must register to win the war.
WATCH NEWSPAPERS FOR REGISTRATION DATE

18

Trade Notes and Comment

registration

Every Man

16

Snuff

Helme Co., Geo.
Weyman-Bruton Co
Classified

T. Marks.

Cigar Store Salesmanship, Chapter

22

Tobacco Products Corporation
Havana Representatives
Landau & Co., Charles
Pipes and Smokers* Articles
Demuth, Wm.. & Co
KauflFmann Bros. & Bondy

W

9

III

29
29

.,

Neuman & Co., Louis
Racine Paper Goods Co
Smith, Garrett

American Tobaccos for Europe

By Alfred

early in September, under the new
call for the registration of every male in
the United States between the ages of 18 and 45 (both
inclusive),
unless previously registered, on a date to be announced
by Presidential Proclamation and in the public prints.
TAere will be no
valid excuse for failure lo register.
Imprisonment is the only denalty
^
will,

Buckley.

England's Tobacco Supply

Labels and Supplies
American Lithographic Co

Boucher Cork and Machine Co
Fries & Bro
Hey wood, Strasser & Voight Litho. Co
National Cash Register Co

J.

9^v^i*^"^en^,
X?F
belective Service law,

8

Front Cover

Tuck & Co., G.
York Tobacco Co

Schlegel,

II

23
28
6
28
28

Pantin, Leslie
Bro.,

—

6

Neuberger, Heinrich

&

By Elton

GOVERNMENT

3

Loeb-Nunez Tobacco Co
Loewenthal & Sons, S

Rosenwald

Quote Goods by Mail

3

Co.,

Rocha, Jose

Who

F. Richards.

II

24
6

American Sumatra Tobacco Co

&
Freeman &

People

3

Lozano, F., Son & Co
Manila Advertising Agency
Minden & Davis
Pendaz & Alvarez
Portuondo, Juan F., Cigar Mfg. Co
Rodriguez, Salvador
Union- American Cigar Co
Wai tt & Bond, Inc
Leaf Tobacco
Ellinger

By Bruce

II

22
29

H

(ieneral Cigar Co.,

Lewis,

29
24

Bros., Incorporated

Cover

Co., E.

7

3

Co., T. J

Eisenlohr, Otto,
Fendrich, H
"44" Cigar Co

Pa ere

Paying the Price

The Tobacco World

PROCLAMATION
TO MERCHANTS

!

Cigar Manufacturers

American Cigar Co

It in

by

THE TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION

:

!

Say You Saw

It in

E8TABLISHBD IMT

Y. Pendas

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

CIGARS
Saleiroocn,

801-^3

•

NEW YORK

For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco
Trade

NEW

IN

HAVANA

Gn4e InMrted CUir nu4c

of tke flMtt

VwlU Ab)M

• the IilaM4 tf CaWi
LANDAU & CO.

S

I

OtWFNlHM

SAN RAFAEL STREET
HAVANA. CUBA
«

1

$2.00 a Year

PHILADELPHIA, September

;f

WFNTH A«

Imiiorters of

H

&

Havana and Packers

!

»

F

sent in India a fbrst-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in ^^-l^- vacuum
^vacuum tins, and one or
tins, cigarettes in fifties
two brands in sliding paper packets of 10.

Sons

of

I

By Bruce

^af 1 ohacco

r\F

MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK

Let

SIDNEY

MACROPOLO & CO.,

Calcutta, India.

J.

course

we

feel the increased cost of living ex-

vypenses, cash demands for stock we buy, and the
war taxes we pay either directly or indirectly,

St.,

NEW YORK

answer yoar

ii

BUT WHAT OF

FREEMAN & SONS

123 Uberty

—

8. O. 8.

99

for

MANILA BINDER, FILLER

and

SCRAPS

Importations Diroct From Manila

IT!

Don't you suppose that the boys who are bidding
good-bye to those whom they hold most dear on earth
feel itf Don't you suppose the fellows who go down
in the cold blue waters on bombed ships feel itf And
say, what about those who stand up and face machine
guns, and poison gas, and curtains of fire? The young
men, the flower of the manhood of our country! Oh,
the pity of it that it had to be
The boys with flesh
so lately warm and sweet and tender with childhood's
softness. Don't you suppose they feel itf
!

DISCRININATOR

BLACKSTONE
Imported Sumatra Wrapper

aroma and

character.

Its

National Favorites:

&BOND

an up-to-date smoke
fine

Two
WAI

7c CIGAR

of

Long Havana

Filler

satis-

fying qualities produce

TOTEM

"SSlVo

repeat sales.

Selected

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

There are slackers who would be astonished if
they saw themselves in a magic mirror so branded.
Those who are actually grumbling because they have
less white bread and are limited in sugar, and must
needs be inconvenienced by shortage of labor, and in

These

BROS.

Maiiers of th* Void Cigar

PHILADELPHIA

Oh, I think we should all be proud and happy
that we can do our little '*bit" of sharing the suffering, and such a little **bit" it is!

This

no time to sit down and wring our hands
and remark '*Woe is me, woe is me," for that will help
neither us nor them.
This

cigars are

made in the world's

is

the time

when every good man must come

to the aid of his country.

here are some of the ways he can do

First.

finest cigar

factory under the eyes of visitors.

is

it.

in his organization

and home physically

fit.

Yes,

it

a patriotic obligation that we keep well, that we act,
not as stones in front of the wheel of production, nor
command the time of nurses and doctors to take care
of us when they are needed **Over There."
is

WAITT&BONDJnc
BOSTON

F. Richards

CLOUDOFGLOOM. Oh,yes,it'saluxury sometimcs

how much we

are suffering, but

to think

away with

it.
Let us
hold our heads up and say proudly with
that great
leader who was able to face sorrow with the
words
*'I am glad he had the chance to serve
his country."

Yes,

a

man

army

we must be

loses

are

hope he

made up

and hopeful, for when
beaten. And a nation and an

cheerful,
is

of individuals

Third.— Then business has an obligation to keep
itself at flood tide in order to hold up the
hands of the
Government with money and increased production.

And we

cannot keep our businesses at flood tide in
these ddys of changing conditions, unless we keep our
ears to the ground and know just when to expect the
ebb and flow of the tide. We must keep an eye on the

world markets, on world conditions, and world

crises.

Efficiency, thoroughness, the ability to anticipate,

the

power

to

adapt ourselves

to

and

changing circum'

stances must be constantly ours.

Second.

—That we

and optimistic,
be wrapped about by a

shall be cheerful

Fourth.— Then

would emphasize the importance,
yea the absolute need of developing leaders for our
business, from among those who remain at home.
Leaders, yes, for who knows when we may be called
away, and we must run no chance of there being no
I

one to take our places.
All this takes initiative, constant attention to business, and willingness to serve country, and the giving
of first place in our lives to high ideals. Let us put
things first; let us be willing to pay the price, for
only then will the vision of real glory of life be
granted, and comfort and peace, and joy fill our souls.
first

—To keep well and to keep every individual

not permitting ourselves to

j«!-a^-

Foreign $3.50

disturbed business conditions.

And

BOBROW

1918
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Pay

the price, no

matter what it costs, and, then,
whether your heroism is being recognized or not, you
are a success.
Yes,

many a hero

will

wear

civilians ' clothes,

and

while wearing them, prove a true patriot, because he
does his best I

:
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People

Who

Elton

Copyright
is

1917,

^'Sprmgfield, 111.
"Please tell me whether there is a real sale
1 have dealings with a manin the I'ollowhig case
ufacturer in the city of Chicago, and a great deal
Whenever he has
of our dealings are by mail.
goods that he thinks 1 can use, he writes me, and
sometimes wires, though usually he writes. In
the letter he quotes me a price, and I immediately
answer, buying the goods or not, according to
whether I am interested. I have been dealing with
this man for several months in this way, and
never had any trouble until last month, when he
wrote me as usual, quoting me a price of $4.50 a
dozen. I needed the goods, and I at once wrote
back placing an order for fifty dozen. His letter
reached me the day after it was mailed and he
acknow^ledges that my reply reached him the day
after 1 mailed it, so there was no delay, the whole
transaction being done inside of three or four
days. As soon as he received my order, he sat
down and wrote me a letter, saying he could not
accept it, as the market had gone up, and the quoHe said he
tation had been a mistake anyway.
liad meant to quote $5.25 a dozen. He now refuses
to fill the order and claims that he has a right to
refuse the order any time before the goods are
shipped. I have to have the goods, and I find today that the best I can do is $5.35 a dozen. Do
you think I have any ground for damages against
him? As I look at it, we made a contract, and he
:

it.
**

Yours,

"A. B. & Bro.

S.— I

forgot to say that all his letters
offering quotations say subject to being unsold.'
In this case the goods were not sold, as he has
offered them to me since.''
'*P.

J.

*

Under the settled law% this Chicago seller hasn't a
leg to stand on. The law will not allow him to play
Recognizing that in all
fast and loose in this way.
lines there is a great deal of trading by mail, and that
the integrity of these transactions must be safeguarded, the law will compel a man who quotes goods
by mail on certain terms to stand by the offer until the
other party has had a chance to act on it.

The buyer, however, must

act within a reasonable
time. If he does not, the offer automatically lapses,
and the seller can no longer be held. In the case submitted, the buyer unquestionably acted within a reasonable time. In fact, he acted as quickly as he could,

unless he wired, which the law would not compel him
to do in answer to a letter. If the seller had wired his
offer, the buyer, in order to be safe, would have had
to wire his answer.

American Tobaccos For Europe —Are
IS none too early for
IT
producers to lay their

Buckley

My

opinion is that the minute the buyer deposited
his acceptance in the mail there was a contract which
the seller can be compelled to fulfill. I say the contract
was complete when the acceptance was deposited in
the mail, rather than when the seller received it. This
is so because the law regards the mail as the seller's
messenger the messenger he chose for the occasion
and when the answer was delivered to the messenger
it was therefore delivered to the seller.

—

A great many manufacturers and jobbers print

on

their letter-heads some wording like this :
All quotations subject to change without notice."
The law
doesn't pay much attention to these stereotyped
phrases, and if the offer in the letter was definite and
complete, the above wording will not be allowed to detract from it. Of course, a man who is quoting a price
* *

on merchandise by mail can always make such quotations subject to market changes if he wishes to, but the
chance is he will get few people to deal with him on
such an indefinite basis. All he would need to do is to
add a last paragraph to the letter itself, as follows
* *

Ready

for

By Alfred Thomas Marks

Buckley
J.

We

The After-the-War Competition?

Figures

by Elton

a question which will interest everybody:

ought to live up to
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Quote Goods By Mail Must Stand
By

EKK
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This quotation

is

conditional

upon the goods not

being sold or the price having advanced prior to tho
receipt of your acceptance."
If the Chicago manufacturer in the cited case had
correspondent would have no
put this in his letter,
case, because he would have had notice that as to this
particular offer there were two chances that his ac-

my

—

ceptance might not get through ^the first that the
goods might be sold and the second that the price miight
have advanced, either or both before the acceptance
was received. In the above case he only had notice of
one contingency, and that not having occurred, I believe the seller is bound.

need hardly add that the seller 's plea that
quotation was a mistake will not help him any.
I

* *

the

'

'

be a common thing for a seller who
put in his letter, ** subject to confirmation." This is often used so as to afford another
Of
loophole in case the seller wishes to lie down.
course, in very many cases it is used for perfectly legitimate reasons. In one case submitted to me recently,
two parties had made a contract for futures which
contained the words ** subject to confirmation." The
order was sent on to the seller, who admitted receiving
it, but it was never formally confirmed, and when the
market later advanced, the seller tried to back out, on
the ground that the order was not in force because it
had never been confirmed. The buyer proved, however, that the same seller had accepted several orders
from him, all containing ** subject to confirmation,*'
without ever actually confirming the order after receiving it, so the court held that by his course of dealing, the seller had waived his requirement.

It is getting to
quotes by mail, to

our United States tobacco

plans for action in the af ter-thewar days. Assuming that we have a good and lasting
grip on the tobacco foreign trade of Latin
America—
which seems to be amply borne out by the present
popularity of our leaf and manufactured tobaccos
in South
and Central American countries— we will be following
the dictates of good business policy to turn our
attention to the possibilities in the various
countries of
Europe, for
that part of the world is to come our
hardest fight in the coming scramble for trade.
True it is that several of the European countries
\^'hlch had been exporting tobacco, leaf and
manufactured, just prior to and immediately following the
outbreak of the war had succeeded in building up a considerable volume of trade, and we have no reason
to
believe that this competition will remain paralyzed for
any considerable length of time following the coming
of peace. So that our plans now should be made with
the purpose steadily in view of having to meet the
conipetition, not only of all of Europe, but of all other
nations able to produce a surplus of tobacco over and
above their own domestic requirements.
It is well for us that our tobacco products are,
even thus early, no strangers in most of the European
countries, and that we will be knocking at few doors
where we are unknown. Furthermore, our tobaccos
have won a high place in the estimation of the European buyers and easily hold their own with the like
products of any other country.
Statistics just available at the United States Department of Commerce, in Washington, tell the remarkable story of our increase in tobacco exports in
the year ended May 31, 1918, aggregating more than
SIX millions of dollars over the amount for the year
ended May 31, 1917—the total for the former twelvemonth being $87,700,000, while in the latter year we
exported tobaccos in all forms worth $81,500,000. And
this increase in a year in which the country has been
at war, and with practically all industries organized
on a war basis
What will be the factors in the winning of the
after-the-war European markets by which is meant
a goodly share of their foreign trade, for we cannot
hope to completely ''bag" the entire tobacco foreign
business of any country, even though we have a good
chance to dominate it.
Going back a few years, and taking conditions as
we find them in the year following the outbreak of the
war, we see that the chief difficulty confronting us then
—as it will confront us again later on is the matter
of delivery, or rather, transportation. As a matter of
fact, our overseas trade has reached a status and has
increased to such an extent that once we are able to
sot the goods down in a fairly satisfactory manner
in
the European countries the other difficulties attending
the proposition will practically take care of themselves.
But we are not able to do so to any considerable
extent under the shipping and tonnage conditions ob-

m

—

—

taining at this time.

In many cases— perhaps in a
majority of instances—our tobacco exports have
to be
transshipped, thus adding to the cost of delivery
and
necessitating the placing of a higher retail
price on the
goods at destination.
This, of course, has a vital
bearing on competitive conditions and affects
the vol-

ume

of sales materially.

This being true— and every experienced tobacco
exporter knows exactly how the proposition shapes
itselt as regards deliveries in most
of the European
countries—we should seriously address ourselves to
the solving of the delivery problem. And here
is where
we find that, at the close of the war, we will be far better prepared to take care of our foreign trade
than will
be any other nation on earth.
The attention of our tobacco manufacturers and
exporters is directed to the very important point that
even if our shipping facilities are necessarily restricted
now, on account of war conditions, with the cessation
of hostilities we will have right here in our home
ports,
with steam up, ships enough to serve the commerce of
the entire world. These are the vessels now rapidly
being produced by our Shipping Board and Emergency
Fleet Corporation. Plans have already been worked
out, in all detail, by which these vessels may,
at the
close of the war, be chartered to commercial organizations and individual shipping concerns, thus avoiding
the necessity of Government operation and control.
In view of the fact that, in large measure, the commercial navies of competing countries must needs bo
rebuilt from the water up, the tremendous importance
of the advantage we will thus have becomes apparent.
Worth mentioning, too, is the apparently Utopian, yet
practical, idea of one of the officials of the Department
of Commerce that we must find jobs for the army of
airplanes we are producing, once their part in winning the war has been accomplished. He ventures the
suggestion that as freight carriers we could find not
only a highly profitable work for them, but also for the
thousands of aviators we are training. As each plane
carries a load of from 1500 to 2500 pounds, the suggestion is at least worth considering, especially as it
might be made to apply to our rapidly growing trade
on the western hemisphere.

Next

in

importance

— although not nearly as essen-

as the ability to deliver the goods— is the matter of
covering the European territory by salesmen who are
grades and grades above the level of the ordinary
peddler.
tial

Some American
bacco manufacturers

cigar, cigarette and smoking toare said to have given up all idea

of cultivating foreign trade for the reason that they
have been unable to secure the stamp of men necessary
to win success in this work. It should be remembered
that a man who is thoroughly at home and a businessgetter traveling a domestic territory will frequently
"fall down" lamentably in attempting to sell abroad.
The two propositions differ at every point.

—

.

;
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who sells our tobacco products in foreign
countries must know the market know what he is "up
a^^ainst" in the way of competition— how his lines com-

In the post-war days we will doubtless have to
and it
fight those who have a penchant for faking
will not be the first time that the inferior output of a

countries he is competing with
and in what respects they are superior. It shouUl
never be forgotten, in dealing with the European export problem, that we must to a great extent uproot
old-established trade sources in those countries before
we have laid a permanent foundation for our goods.
are going into no virgin territory, as was the

European cigar and cigarette producers has been palmed off on the credulous and un-

The

l)are

iiian

—

with those of

tlie

We

case in

some of the countries

of Latin America.

Above

the salesman traveling Europe must be able to
make himself understood, either by speaking the language himself, which is preferable, or by using an inall else

Big successes have been won by United
States salesmen under both of these conditions, an
instance having been related to the writer where an
American salesman covering China with a line of our
cigarettes— China, by the way, bought over $10,000,000
was
worth of United States cigarettes last year
helped materially in making sales by the use of a na-

terpreter.

—

who was
nnd wholesalers, and who

tive interpreter

well known to the dealers
''stood for'' the quality ^f
•

the goods.

s

1

*;^

Personality, force and adaptability count for much
in the foreign salesman; a good ''mixer,*' who knows
the people he is attempting to cultivate in a business
way a really "big'' man who has the genuine salesmanship idea ^will succeed in nearly every instance,

—

—

worth

'
he costs.
Can we compete with the European tobacco producer in the matter of price? Are we and will we be
economically so situated that our cigar, cigarette and
smoking tobacco factories can sell at a price, delivery
included, which will enable us to have a "look-in" in
the markets of the interior European countries? This
is really the acid test of the whole European export
problem as it affects us. And the question is ready at
hand.
European tobacco products factories, large and
small, almost without exception, are at this time converted into munitions and war work plants of one kind
or another; leaf tobacco stocks in most of the countries
are at the lowest possible ebb and in many cases do

and

is

all

not exist. The inevitable result of these conditions is
that, once the war is over, a greater or less period of
time will be required to put the tobacco producing industry in shape to operate even to supply the domestic
requirements, and to create a surplus of tobacco, leaf
or manufactured, for foreign markets will be a still
more remote proposition. That's Europe.
In America, should we be able to continue operations as at present, and the economic conditions remain
as they are or even if we are able to keep our mechanical facilities intact pending the coming of peace
we will be in position to jump into world-trade at the
drop of the hat, while our competitors are engaged in
tiie uphill job of "coming back" and doing their utmost
to get on a normal producing level again which will
be no insignificant proposition in itself.
A consideration having no little bearing on our
tobacco foreign trade is the advisabilitv of our manufacturers adopting the "Made in IT. S. A." mark or

—

—

label.

—

Cigar Store Salesmanship

certain class of

suspecting buyer as having been made in the United
But granting that a certain quantity of the
States.
inferior tobacco goods is disguised and distributed
under the "Made in U. S. A." name, every indication
is that it would soon fall of its own worthlessness.
It is far from likely that the American tobacco
products exporters will fail to adopt the idea and use
The disastrous effects of competition
it after the war.
with our dependable tobacco goods should certainly
spell a quick end for the fakers and substituters. The
good cigars and cigarettes will carry their own distinguishing name and the bad will have to compete
with them, and will stand or fall by the test.

The methods that Germany used

in

South Ameri-

can countries to injure our tobacco trade there furnish
one strong argument for the use of the trade mark. It
is definitely established that her agents flooded the
markets there with vilely inferior cigars, cigarettes
and smoking tobacco's which were purported to have
been made in this country. The stuff naturally gave
satisfaction, and the result was a temporary setback to our exporting interests in Latin America.
were becoming too strong there to suit our Teutonic

no

We

enemies, and. they saw the market which they had
almost controlled for many years slipping away, so
this easy means of creating distrust for our tobacco
products was adopted.
There is no reason why it cannot be attempted
again, not only in South America, but in European
countries as well, unless we take the proper steps to
dignify our products with a distinctive mark of their
own and see to it that it is not imitated or falsified.
After the war, the use of a "Made in Germany" label
for a very long time will be a splendid way to spoil the
sale of the merchandise which bears it, whether it be
cigars and cigarettes or other lines. Most of the world
will be so thoroughly impressed with the recollection
of her unspeakable crimes that it will not be at all disposed to buy her goods when others as satisfactory can
be had.
On the other hand, "Made in U. S. A." on a cigar
band or stamped on the box will be an excellent argument for its dependability, and there will be no prejudice to overcome. Our goods can best compete with
the nameless tobacco products of other nations if they
bear our name as a guarantee of their worth.

With a splendid prospect of being able toi surmount the delivery and transportation difficulties which
have in the past held down our European tobacco trade
to a fraction of what it would otherwise have reached
with the selection of real salesmen who will size up to
the requirements of the European export field with the
;

producing price kept at the lowest possible level with
the adoption of the trade mark which will say to all the
world, "Under this sign we conquer" in short, with
the application of American commercial common sense
to the problem we need have no fears for our afterthe-war trade in the European countries, for it cannot
be headed off and cannot be made to take second place
for any other nation on earth.
;

—

—
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By Frank Farrington
(All Rights Reserved)

CHAPTER X
Your Frame

of

Mind

your work
DOES
stop to think

'

look good to you? Did you ever
about what your opinion of your work
is and how that opinion aects your success ?
Some men seem to dislike particularly to investigate what is in their own minds. They seem to be
afraid of what they may find there. If this should be
your case, it might serve as an explanation of your
failure to advance faster.
This being afraid to look yourself mentally in the
face is the same thing as being afraid to have a
physical examination lest you should find yourself
possessed of some dreaded disease.
What would you think of a man who never had the
engine of his automobile examined for fear there

would be something found wrong with it!
You would class such a man as worse than foolish.
In the same class you would admit belongs the man
who would not have himself examined for defects. In
what way is the man different who will not dig down
into his own mind! And how does it change the answer any if you are that man 1

The man who takes no mental inventories cannot
know whether he is increasing his store of mental
knowledge or

whether he is developing in
efficiency.
He has no way of knowing whether he is
really a better man this year than he was last year.
His sales record may show whether he has sold more
goods or less, and in a way that may indicate growth
or lack of it, but to know one^s self, to know whether
there has been a real inside development, requires
self -investigation of an intimate sort.
And so we come back to one of the questions a man
may well ask himself, and that is whether his work attracts him or repels him. When a man's work looks
interesting, when it beckons him on the greater effort,
then he develops greater enthusiasm and a more lastnot,

or

ing energy.

The man who never

thinks about his work will
never care enough about it to consider what his mental
attitude toward it may be. He may sell a lot of goods
just because he has the right kind of goods to sell and
the backing of a live management, or he may even have
a pleasing personality that makes him something of a
success in spite of his carelessness, but unless he gets
a deeper mental hold on his work, he will not make
good in the face of hot competition.

The man who never gives

work any thought at
all might well be replaced with a machine, for a machine can do better than a man almost any kind of
work that is done without thought.
Think about your work, your job, and take notice
of how much you think about it, and consider whether
that is enough thought to give it.
In thinking about your work, direct your thoughts
in some useful channel. There is nothing to be gained
in thinking of your work if your thought is concerned
with how much longer you will have to work today,
with how you can get out of some job laid out for tomorrow. Don't think '*How little can 1 do and get
along f" Think, "How can 1 do more to help I"
his

Everything else being equal, the salesman who
works most rapidly would of course be the most valuable, but everything else is not equal. You cannot wait
on customers faster than anybody else, and do it better too. It is difficult to hurry salesmanship without
hurrying customers. Hurried customers are not satisfactory buyers or satisfied buyers.
The salesman who hurries customers in order to
get through with them gets through with them too
soon. He never makes any extra sales.
This is a day of what they call ''snappy work."
We make a fetich of speed, and in going so far we
sometimes forget that a ball player who has nothing
but snap to recommend him, lacks everything except
a fundamental attribute, which may be turned to advantage if he learns to be accurate as well as fast.
Speed is of high value, but right methods, right mental
attitude, accuracy, efficiency should be developed first,
and then the work increased in speed by degrees.
As you look over your list of business acquaintances
you will find that the men who have succeeded best
have been the fellows who did their work the best they
could instead of the fastest they could.
Not the least important part of the influence of
mental attitude is the way we impress others regard*
ing our work. We may slouch through the day's work
and at night, if we have put up a good front, we may
think that our customers haven't noticed that we
didn't care a continental about the business.
We fool ourselves and only ourselves. Our customers, if they are men whose opinions we value, know
it well enough when we do not feel an interest in what
we are doing, and the customer's opinion of our methods is important, even if he does not pay us our wages
direct.

There are many men who do not want to be left by
themselves long enough to be compelled to do any
thinking. They do not like their own society. They
may even have that on their minds which they are
afraid to face, or they may have nothing at all in their
minds. If you have something on your mind that
troubles you when you have to face it, you can do no
better than to replace it with thoughts of your work.
Tf you have nothing at all in your mind, the more
shame to you! Get some thoughts about your work

Would you rather have your house painted By a
man whose sole idea was to cover as much surface as

planted there.

possible in a

we are not sincere in our enthusiasm about our
line, we cannot convey the impression of enthusiasm,
If we are trying to fool ourat least not for long.
selves and those customers whose opinions we value,
we might be benefited by hearing their opinions of us,
If

though

it

would not cause us

to chuckle

with satisfac-

tion while listening to them.

day without regard

to

whether

it

was

:

:

'
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I)roperly covered or not, or by a painter who took a
pride in his ability to put a good, even coat over the
whole job'/ Who wouldn't prefer the work of a man
taking pride in the way he does it to that of the man
whose sole boast is that he gets through in record time f
If we regard retail cigar store salesmanship as

from other occupations and think it is excusrush its work instead of giving it the time

(lifTerent

able to

necessary to get the best results, we make a mistake.
Salesmanship requires as painstaking effort as the
j)ainting of miniatures. Detail is the very life and success of it, and detail and rush are two things just
about as compatible as gasoline and live coals.
If you don't seem able to discover just what your
mental attitude is, if you don't know just how to go
about investigating it, I would suggest the most rudimentary method. Take the medicine every hour or
half hour. Make it a rule for a week to open a notebook every hour and set down the thought found upat that time. At the end of the
week there will be an interesting study of mental attitudes which may open your eyes to your tendencies
of thought.
You may discover what others have
known all along about the trend of your mind.

permost

in the

mind

**As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he." It
does not say, **As a man thinks, he thinks." It is the
set of real, bottom thoughts that govern a man's menThe surface thoughts are the effect of
tal attitude.
the state of the mind underneath.
listened to a customer talk for five or
ten minutes, knowing all the while that you were not
getting a thing he was really thinking? And haven't
you yourself talked in that same way to people, carrying on a conversation that did not have anything to
do with what was in your mind! Certainly, and isn't

sometimes you have deceived yourself
into thinking that the things you talked about were
the things you thought about?
likely that

Just because you put in so many hours a day talking about cigars and tobacco, does it prove that your
mind is on those goods or on selling them? Don't deceive yourself by thinking that the words of your
mouth are the thoughts of your mind when they are
not. Get your actual Ihoughts where they belong on
your work and on your goods. Nothing less than that
kind of attention will enable you to develop into the
kind of salesman you want to become.

—

conservation
THE
chants Association offers

of the Tobacco Merto the cigar manufacturing trade recommendations that in the main must be
conceded as being entirely practicable. It is not supposed that any group of men can formulate suggestions
Jhat will naeet with the entire approval of the trade,
l3ut it is believed that in the main the recommendations
set forth in following paragraphs will meet with only
minor objections.

As regards

the conservation of wooden boxes it
does not look as if the cigar box manufacturers had
been consulted in the matter. It is pointed out that
manufacturing only one-tenth packings will very materially cut down production, and that just now it
is impossible to get enough cigar boxes to supply the- trade.
It IS stated further that one-tenth packings will
produce a high percentage of wastage which otherwise
would be absorbed in one-fortieth and one-twentieth
boxes.

This latter objection will' probably be met by the
Government through authorization to manufacture onefortieth and one-twentieth packings to the extent of
using up the wastage from one-tenth boxes.

There could doubtless be still further reductions in
the matter of paper, and the use of lithographed cedar
paper to cover substitute cedar boxes will hardly be

Lancaster County Notes
ADVICES from Lancaster County up to the last week
August indicated a remarkable growth of tobacco during the month, due to hot weather and frequent showers. Not only so, but the crop is pronounced both by growers and packers as of unusually
Three-fourths of the crop had been
line quality.
topped, and some small lots harvested.
The growers and buyers are both holding back.
The growers for stripping time, when they will know
what they have to offer, and the packers, because they
expect, or hope for, a break in prices, on account of the
large increase in the number of pounds on hand.
Government figures back up this idea. July 1,
1917, there were 87,922,326 pounds of cigar leaf grown
in Pennsylvania, on hand, and on July 1, 1918, 96,753,147 pounds. Crop prospects, if realized, will largely
increase the average. However, buyers and sellers
can draw their own conclusions, as the question of demand governs the price, as well as the amount of the
^in

*

supply.

There have been rumors of a ** gentlemen 's agreement" not to buy any of the crop at over twenty cents,
but these rumors float around every year, and receive
When it comes to buying, it is a queslittle attention.
tion of how much the "gentlemen" want and how much
they want it and also what they can get it for. For
instance, at a recent meeting of farmers at East Petersburg, a price of fortyrtwo cents a pound was set for
wrappers.

On

subject
cently said that:
this

"The Lancaster Examiner"

re-

"Among

the growers the belief

considered necessary.

expressed that
it is the big cigar concerns of the country who will say
what price is to be paid this year, that if they want to
add to their holdings they will be willing to pay the
price, as they have done in other years, and will buy
up the bulk of the crop. If they stay out of the market, however, the buying of the crop will devolve on
the local packers, who will purchase at whatever
prices they can get it.
is

The proposed new tax on tobacco is causing cigar
manufacturers some perturbation. Uncertainty, which
prevails at a time when changes are in prospect, is
operating to keep down business. Not knowing exactly
how they stand the manufacturers are at a loss to
know how to govern their business, which they are
* *

allowing to drag along until the revenue bill has been
passed. None can see any other remedy except that
the prices of cigars be increased. With higher taxes,
higher priced labor and higher cost of materials there
will be no option except to sell their product at a
higher price."

been the custom of the Lancaster Soldiers
Tobacco Fund Conunittee to provide every drafted
man who leaves the city for the camps with a generous
supply of "smokes" and "makins," or plug, if he preThe number of recruits in the county has been
fers.
so large that the big fund provided by the first call is
about used up, and another drive is in progress, that
is meeting with a hearty response.
It has

.,„.„..

„... „.„„

M. A. Conservation Committee Reports
bifiletin

Haven 't you

it

T.

..„..„„„

Manufacturers who have objections to offer will
receive full consideration if they will file any protests
or suggestions with Charles Dushkind, secretary of the
Tobacco Merchants Association, or Henry Esberg, of
the General Cigar Company, chairman of the com-

The conference referred to resulted in the appohitment of the conservation committee heroinbelow named
to investigate the matter and to work out a detailed
conservation plan for submission to the trade for approval, and if so approved, to be presented to the War
Industries Board for such action as it may deem proper
in the premises.

Recommendations of Committee*

The conservation committee now submits the
lowing recommendations
Wood Boxes:
1. That no cigars of the Class

George H. Hummel, D. Emil Klein, A. I. Lewis, J. W.
Merriam and I. C. Rosenthal, will precipitate discussion and suggestions much more promptly than a questionnaire.

All cigar manufacturers are urged to read the sug;
gestions carefully and to promptly send approval or
criticism to the committee.

A

type as defined by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations
shall be packed in wooden boxes of less than 50
each, except such as may be needed to fill ordinary
requirements for samples.
2. That no cigars of the Class B type as defined by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations
shall be packed in wooden boxes of less than 100
each, except such as may be needed to fill ordinary
requirements for samples.
3. That no cigars of the Class C type as defined by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations
shall be packed in wooden boxes of less than 100
each, except such as may be needed to fill ordinary
requirements for samples.
4. That the thickness of all boite nature boxes
shall be reduced as far as practicable.

Labels, Etc.
1.

The following are

to be eliminated

and

dis-

pensed with altogether:
Nail tags,
Distributors tags.

mittee.
It has been suggested that the issuance of this
bulletin by the committee, consisting of Henry Esberg,

fol-

*

Paper color
Oil or

tags.

wax paper

for the outside covering
(wrapping) of packages.
Special front paper mark.
2. No coated paper to be used for flaps, extension or back strips. Super, offset or folio paper
to be used instead.
3. Outside labels to be used only on one end of
the box the size of such label to be limited to the
size of the box-end and not to extend over to cover
any part of the top or bottom of the box.
4. The use of lithographed cedar paper for
the tops of boxes to cover the unsightly appearance of non-cedar wood may be continued.
;

The bulletin follows
To THE Cigar Industry
The cigar industry,
:

in

common with

other industries in the country, has been called upon by the
Government to eliminate the use of non-essential and
unnecessary material, to curtail as far as practicable
the use of such material as cannot be altogether dispensed with, and to adopt such measures and practices
as may bring about conservation, economy and labor
all

saving.

In furtherance of the wishes of the Government,
and with a view to submitting to the Government a voluntary proposition of conservation on behalf of the
cigar industry, a conference of leading cigar manufacturers, called by this association, was held on July 23d
last, for the purpose of considering and determiining
upon such conservation and economy measures as may
be practicable in the manufacture of cigars.

Tin Containers:
Tin containers are to be eliminated, using in
lieu thereof such substitutes as may be found
available; or such other containers or boxes as
may be found practicable, but which shall not be
in conflict with the foregoing recommendations.
Tin Foil:
The use of tin foil as top sheets, layers, box
linings and flaps is to be discontinued.
SAVINfJS.
It is conservatively figured that

by the adoption

of the foregoing recommendations, the following savings will be effected

i

—
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'oated

Paper

Curtailment in the use of 25 's
646 tons
and 50 's,
Elimination of coated flaps and
412 **
extension or back strips,
Elimination
of
unnecessary
labels,
7 "
Total,

1065

''

290

''

uncoated paper required to
replace coated paper for
flaps, etc.,

775 tons
214 ''
''
97
102 ''
37 "
121 **
3000 ''

Edgings,
Box Linings,
Nails,

Ifinge Glue,
Label Glue,
Tin,

Tin

Foil,

Paste,

19

**

670

''

29,736,596 ft.
161,663 sq. yds.
Muslin,
From the above savings there should, of course, be
deducted the necessary material that may be used to
replace approximatelv 7,500,000 tin containers (50 *s)
and 7,500,000 tin containers (25'8).
1

„,„

,„„„„„.„

,
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MANILA CIGARS GOING BIG

J*cil)er:

Ix'ss

,„„

Washington, D. C.
PRELIMINARY figures have just been received by
the Bureau of Insular Affairs of the War Department, showing the leading features of the foreign trade
of the Philippine Islands during the fiscal year ended
June 30.
The growing American demand for the Philippine
cigar was the leading factor in an increase of a hundred million in the quantity exported, which reached a
total of 318,563,909, of which 224,174,251 were shipped
to the United States.
The cabled report gives the total imports for the
year as $83,763,290, and the exports as $116,614,611.
Of the imports, about 60 per cent, were from the
United States, while nearly 70 per cent, of the exported
commodities found their way to American markets.
There was a large increase in the trade totals over
those of the previous year, a 61 per cent, increase being recorded in imports, and 63 per cent, in exports.
0. L. L.

iUniber,

Conclusion.
The committee respectfully submits the foregoing
recommendations to the cigar industry and urgently
invites a free expression of the views of those who are
interested therein.
Needless to say it is of vital importance that we
receive your criticism, endorsement or approval of this
plan without delay, and hence an immediate reply is
earnestly asked for.

Respectfully submitted,

Charles Dushkind,
.

Secretary,

A

Connecticut local paper says that truck loads
of children over fourteen years of age pass through
the town going to the tobacco fields, to help harvest
the crops, and return in the afternoon singing. We
bet they are singing "Over There*' and **Keep the
Home Fires Burning.*' There is a lot of patriotism
of a high type up there in Yankee land.

An

exchange says that Lancaster County growers are asking and getting fifty cents a pound for their
filler product, and Ohio farmers are asking thirty-five
cents for their tobacco, now in the fields. It would be
more accurate to say that both the Lancaster County
and Ohio growers are getting various prices for their
product, as they always did, but present prices will
be away above the average of recent years.

Cigar Dealers Must Get Full Retail Price
ABOUT two weeks ago the manufacturers of **Phila-

Washington, D. C.

added

It is not the

of $10,000,000 in the value ofunmanuleaf, tobacco imported during the fiscal
year 1918, as compared with the year 1914, seems to be
the only eiTect the war has had upon the import business in the tobacco industiy, according to statistics secured from the Department of Commerce. This increase, however, is entirely in leaf not suitable for
wrappers, the imports of wrapper leaf having decreased approximately $2,000,000.
Imports of leaf not suitable for wrappers during
the fiscal year 1914 amounted to 54,014,725 pounds,
with a value of $27,243,668. The following year, the
first of the war, had a serious effect upon importations,
the totid being but 38,523,550 pounds, and the value
$17,889,621. In 1916, the quantity imported increased,
but the price was lower and the value registered a loss,
the totals being 42,943,027 pounds, and $17,372,126.
increase
AN.factured

purpose of this

Philadelphia Handmade *» cigars, but rather to use
as an illustration.

$5,444,673.

C. L. L.

gun

to feel the effects of the war as the European countries have. And if the conflict continues another

year

the cigar and tobacco trade is going to have to do some
real work to get goods. The present scale of
prices

is

would appear that the six-cent cigar has pretty
nearly proven that it is easier to get a stipulated price
for a new brand than it is to get a penny more for an
old one. Now it takes some courage to be among the
It

the field to further increase the retail price.
The result of this move can be studied locally, because the cigar unquestionably is one of the biggest
first in

Our observation

is

else

do

that the dealer is

it.'*

After two weeks we have seen less than a dozen
window placards in the business section announciug the
increase to seven cents. The drug stores and a few of
the better class retail stores have advanced the price,

but the very dealers
the

brand at

who need

it

most are

still

no indicator of the future market.

The

fact,

they will have to advance. But here is a manufacturer
who increases the cost of his goods on a basis of the
increased costs of raw materials and production to
him, and he further announces that this increase does
not anticipate the war tax.

selling

retail dealer takes, too often, the apologetic

attitude to the complaining customer. Why not educate the customer to feel that you, Mr. Dealer, are doing
him a favor in having the brands that he wants. The
price is secondary.
The manufacturer must have

a

profit if he is to

make

the goods, and the dealer must
have his reward for standing up to the counter and
passing out the goods and ringing the cash register
bell.

The poor
than

devils in

Germany have been

per cent, tobacco in all goods so labeled, and
have been openly advertising and selling substi-

tutes.

The

the effect

announcement from (Jermany is to
that after January 1, 1919, all cigar and tolatest

bacco factories will close down because there

men want

to

smoke they

no more

The more we see of some retailers the greater is
our sympathy for everybody else in the world. A man
who won't take a profit when it is handed to him on a
platter probably won't be able to make a profit when
he needs

it

most.

The

three-for-a-quarter cigar is in the offing. The
stogie is on the five-cent counter. Six- and seven-cent
cigars are by no means permanent institutions.
his increased prices, don't hesitate to

price accordingly.

The

notifies

you of

^x your

retail

retail cigar dealer is quite un-

hung for profiteering, but he is likelv to
fall into the hands of the sheriff between now
and
Christmas if he does not show some business sense.
Every time a retail dealer complains to us about
not being able to make any money and we see the sixcent sign on his '* Philadelphia HandmadQs," we utter
likely to be

a
If

is

tobacco.

Mr. Dealer, when the manufacturer

Most dealers are anticipating the coming increase
in price and have stocked up as mucji as possible. Their
bills are coming due and they are pinched for money.
Yet they are passing up a profit of $10 a thousand because they are afraid. Afraid of what? Afraid to do
business at a fair profit? Afraid to ask the consumer
to pay one penny more for his cigar in order to give

getting less

five

many

six cents.

you a living profit?
These are wartimes.

a shortage of labor to harvest tobacco, a

not by way of a joke that wo say to the cigar
dealer, *VThe worst is yet to come.'' We have not be-

cigar to a point where its retail price would have to be
increased. No doubt as soon as the war tax is settled

advance—in

is

It is

it

In the first place nothing but business necessity
would induce the manufacturers of a big selling cigar,
formerly in the nickel family, to raise the price of that

the price of all six-cent cigars will

loss.

But why recite this old tale. Everybody in any
business knows that costs have mounted and are
mounting steadily. If the consumer wants a thing he
will
have to pay it.

article to advertise

*'

The manufacturer cannot
Liberty Loans if he is doing business at no
price.

shortage of labor to strip it, transportation is mighty
expensive. Labor demands its reward for continueil
service. Boxes, labels and everything in any
way connected with cigar manufacturing is higher.

to the present price.

scarcely entitled to any sympathy. The lessons of the
first increase will have to-be learned all over again.
It's the same old cry, **I won't raise yet; let somebody

In 1917 the quantity fell to $42,194,411 pounds, but a
rising market brought the value up to $20,182,984.
During the fiscal year 1918, ending with June 30, there
was a most remarkable acceleration of imports, and
the total reached a new high mark of 74,852,219
pounds, valued at $39,875,851.
Imports of wrapper leaf, on the other hand, have
fluctuated greatly and for 1918 show a loss as compared with 1914. During the year before the war we
imported 6,082,787 pounds of this leaf, valued at
$7,241,178. In 1915 the total rose to 7,241,178 pounds,
worth $9,267,044, but the following year fell to 5,070,308 pounds, valued at $7,246,942. A further decrease
was recorded in 1917, when the total was but 3,941,936
pounds, valued at $5,298,995, but there was a slight
recovery in 1918, to 4,5l5,.344 pounds, with a value of

•

is,

will be

a
There

profit or

that this increase was not
to be considered as anticipating the new war tax,
which
means that whatever the new tax on Class B cigars

sellers in the city.

Imported Leaf Values Increase

subscribe to

The trade was advised

it

have to pay the

will

udelphia Handmade^' cigars notified the trade that
thereafter the price of these goods would be
$49 per
thousand mstead of $43. The new price was effective
immediately and the attention of the dealer was called
to the fact that to market this cigar at a profit
it would
have to retail at seven cents. To assist the dealer window banners were enclosed announcing the cigar at the
price of seven cents.

silent

his face

prayer for a
in.

nice, big, soft custard pie to

push

t

:

:
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Tobacco Industry As Non-Essential
Not Sanctioned By Government

Classification of

«

following statement has been issued by Charles
THE
Dushkind, secretary and counsel of the Tobacco

Merchants Association in regard to the statements
that have recently appeared in the daily papers to the
by
C'llFcct that the tobacco industry has been classified
the Government as a non-essential industry
The statements recently published in some of
the daily papers in the form of dispatches from
Washington that the tobacco industry has been
classified by the Government as a non-essential industry are decidedly erroneous.
In the first place, the classification referred to
was made by the local board of the District of Columbia and applies only to the labor situation
the District of Columbia, and the classification in
question has not been authorized or sanctioned by
the Government agencies charged with determining questions of this character or with classifying

m

industries into essential or non-essential.
In the second place, the District of Columbia
labor board did not classify the tobacco industry

as a non-essential, but it simply declared as "nonessential or non-war work*' the unskilled labor em-

ployed in the industries mentioned.
Moreover, the misinterpretation that appears
to have been placed upon the declaration of the
District of Columbia labor board has caused such
uneasiness in the various industries named by the

board that Nathan A. Smyth, assistant director
general of the United States employment service,
has seen fit to issue the following statement
"The United States Employment Service is
not purposing to use any form of compulsion in
such recruiting, other than an appeal to the patriotism of the worker and the employer.
"The power to determine priority among in-

merce, more than $15,000,000 higher than that for
1914, the last pre-war year.
In 1914, which closed a month before the outbreak
of the war, we exported 446,944,435 pounds of manufactured leaf tobacco, valued at $53,903,336. The fol-

lowing year, 1915, considerable depression manifested
347,itself because of the war, and exports fell off to
997,270 pounds, worth $44,479,890.
In 1916 the market began to rise, and exports increased to 436,466,512 pounds, nearly as much in 1914,
while the increased prices partly made up the difference, the total being $53,014,852. From then on, the
quantity exported decreased rapidly and steadily, but
the advancing market more than offset the smaller
phipments. In 1917 we shipped but 406,431,021
pounds, but they were worth $59,788,154. During the
fiscal year 1918, our exports fell to 288,781,511 pounds,
hut the value had risen to $69,674,731.

Set

and to close up non-essential industries
by shutting off supplies, rests with the War Indus-

dustries,

Board.
"The United States Employment Service will
follow the priorities determined by the Priorities
Board of the War Industries Board. The Employment Service, through all its agencies will
keep the systematic and constant co-operation
with the man power and material program of the

Govenunent.
within the province of each Commimity
Labor Board to list those non-war industries in its
community which will first be called upon to contribute men to war work.
"This does not mean that such industries will
be compelled to close up or to discharge their male
employes at once, but that with as much fairness
as possible, and with as much speed as may be
necessary to meet the national emergency, they
will release male workers."
"It

is

New

it

on a

Candlestick

tries

Leaf Tobacco Exports Reach
Washington, D. C.
exports of unmanuDESPITE war conditions, ourfiscal
year 1918, ended
factured tobacco during the
June 30, reached a new high mark, according to statisComtics now being compiled by the Department of

DcnA hide your lii^
under a Imsbel!
•piONT

handicap the natural growth which the merits
of your
-Ly product would make certain, just because you are prejudiced;
and think the buyers will come to you.

Your
Product

They won't!
your product has exceptional merit, enlighten
the buying
pubhc through the modern business force of
publicity.
If

If there ever

was a time when people need

to know about better
goods and newer, quicker ways to do things,
that time is r/^/i^/ioTv.
The buyers won't flock to your door, even though
the latch
stnng hangs out, unless you invite them.
Set your Hght on the candlestick of Business
Paper Advertising—
don't hide it under a bushel. Use big space
regularly to enlighten
the buyers in your field. Ours is one of the best
mediums through
which to reach these buyers.

a candle brought to be
put under a bushel, or

''Is

High Mark

under a bed? and not to
be set on a candlestick?"
—St. Mark: 4; 21.

This year, for the first time since 1915, unmanufactured leaf was exported to Bel^um, a total of 75,523 pounds, valued at $6500, being shipped. This
country, before the war, was a big user of our leaf,
the total for 1914 being 11,677,604 pounds, valued at
$1,420,956.

The

show the elimination of three
Denmark, Sweden and Germany, from our

statistics also

countries,

In 1916, Denmark absorbed 6,342,276
markets.
pounds, valued at $691,263, and in 1917, 15,403,035
pounds, worth $1,823,673. In 1918, not a pound was
shipped to that country. Sweden in 1916, used 4,178..160 pounds, valued at $436,254, and in 1917, 3,979,950
pounds, worth $396,420; this country, also was eliminated this year.
Germany dropped out of the running as quickly as
Whereas, in 1914, we shipped to
its victim, Belgium.
the Teutonic Empire 32,057,051 pounds, valued at
This dropped in 1915 to 10,018,503
$4,014,379.
pounds, worth $1,434,945. Since then no tobacco has
been shipped to Germany and, unlike Belgium, none
will be shipped there for some time to come, except
that which will be consigned to the American Expeditionary Forces, **en route to Berlrn."
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IABOR

cash, goods guaranteed sound,

A

A

article.

From what

the writer has learned, one of the
largest manufacturers in Philadelphia has eight of
these machines in operation at the present time and
orders on file for eight more. These machines certainly
should help solve the labor question. The only drawback at present is the inability to fill the demand for

55 cases 1917 Gebhart
slight fat stem)

on reliable authority that these
machines save for the manufacturer at least forty to
fifty per cent, in material, and that each one can easily
be handled by three unskilled hands, and turn out four
times the number of cigars than in the ordinary way.
Necessity has again proved the mother of invention.
Cigar leaf continues high in price, although more
has been thrown on the market lately than people
thought existed. As time passes, and the increased tax
bill comes closer to enactment, with prospects of a decrease in consumption of cigars, more and more toit

bacco will be offered for sale. Of course, should the
war come to a sudden end (which hardly appears likely
from present reports), goods in both raw and manufactured form will again advance in price, as most of
Europe has been unable to obtain any tobacco, in quantity, during the past four years, and all American stocks
will be greatly depleted by the demand which will arise.
In the meantime holders and buyers of leaf tobacco
must meet conditions as they develop.
The following lots of tobacco were recently offered
ift

this

market

19 cases 1917 Connecticut Primed (for binder purpose) at 32 cents A/W. f. o. b. Pennsylvania.
82 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Fillers (running in
grades from 14 to 26 inches) at 261/0 cents A/W. net

b.

cars Lancaster.

Wrapper B^s (showing

sized, fine packed, re sweated

The

(otherwise guaranteed sound), 32 cents A/W. out of
sweat about September 20th, f o. b. cars Lancaster.
70 cases hand sized 1916 Zimmer Wrapper B*s
(slightly fros.ted), in sizes running from 10 to 22 inches,
at 27 Vi cents A/W. f. o. b. cars Pennsylvania, regular
terms.
100 cases 1916 Pennsylvania B *s, at 34 cents M/W.
100 cases 1916 Connecticut Havana Seed Seconds,
sizes from 18 to 26 inches, at 62 1/^ cents M/W. f. o. b.
Pennsylvania.
360 cases Pennsylvania (strip outs) at 40 cents
A/W. f. o. b. cars Lancaster.
90 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Fillers at 30 cents
A/W. f. o. b. cars Lancaster. Is the binder end of the

Conservation Committee of the Tobacco
Merchants Association

.

RECOMMENDS:
"Tin

containers are to be eliminated, using in
lieu thereof such substitutes as
may be found available, or such other containers or boxes
as may be found
practicabie.but which shall not be in
conflict with the foregoing recommendations.

The Answer

crop.

them.

The writer has

hand

f. o.
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^ PROBLEM

Philadelphia Leaf Market

trouble continues to be the bane of the manujracturer.
member of one such concern recently
remarked that unless conditions improved, he intended
to shut down his plant entirely.
new machine, the initial cost of which is about
i);4()00 and which has been on the market for some
months, has demonstrated the ability to turn out a per1 ect made cigar in every respect.
On being advised by
a friend to try and obtain a few of these machines, the
manufacturer, being entirely too conservative for his
own good, replied he could not see the outlay of so

nmch money on a new
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About 500 cases Connecticut Havana Seed Brokes
34 cents M/W. shrinkage 16%.

200 cases Connecticut Havana Seed No. 2 Seconds
at 40 cents M/W. 15% shrinkage.
200 cases 1916 Pennsylvania Fillers, in sizes from
16 inches and up, at 28 cents A/W. f. o. b. cars Lancaster.

100 cases 1917 bulk sweated Dutch Tops (nice
sizes) at 30 cents M/W. 17% shrinkage, f. o. b. cars
Ohio.
100 cases Cuttings at 35 cents A/W. f. o. b. cars
Lancaster.
18 cases 1917 Gebhart Fillers at 28 cents A/W. lesa
2%, f. o. b. cars Pennsylvania.
70 cases 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed Seconds,
sizes from 18 to 26 inches, at 60 cents M/W.
shrinkage, f. o. b. Connecticut.
369 cases Gebhart Wrapper B's at 38 cents M/W.
f. o. b. cars Ohio.
89 cases fancy Gebhart Fillers at 25V2 cents A/W.
net cash, f. o. b. cars Ohio.
100 cases 1917 Zinmier Fillers at 25 cents A/W.
net cash.
19 cases 1917 Connecticut Havana Seed Brokes at
32 cents M/W. 15% shrinkage, f. o. b. cars Connecticut,
net cash.
L. Baco.

the substitute parchment-lined fibre container already
in service and giving satisfaction.
will be pleased to refer prospective users to
cigar manufacturers

We

who

this container in

U%

a most thorough manner.

fl Since the Conservation

packed
will

in

wooden boxes

Committee has

also

recommended

that Class

of not less than 100, a package such as the

be the only kind of a packing

containers of

have tested

25 cigars-a package

that will be able

to

**

B

Cigars be

DAMPTITE"

meet consumer demand

for

that has already built trade in every section
of the

country.
fl These are war-times

"DAMPTITE"

and

containers

it is

is

a case of

"first

come

first

served."

The demand

for

already approaching the factory capacity.

GET SAMPLES AND PRICES TO-DAY
The newly organized Franco-American Cigarette
and Tobacco Company, with headquarters in Louisfor doing an
ville, Ky., is making arrangements
The company has bought real
extensive business.
estate at Preston and St. Catharine Streets, to be used
manufacture of cigarettes, especially for exportation to France. The property bought consists of
two plots, one 60 by 170 and the other 25 by 100 feet.
in the

A

dispatch from Frankfort, Ky., states that in
consequence of war conditions, hail insurance on tobacco has been increased 100 per cent., and a horizontal
increase of 10 per cent, has been applied to all five
Tobacco
risks in the State, except from property.
seems to be a favorite victim of those who want to
make a raise. We can only hope there will be no
hail in

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO,
1117-23

NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT
KM
At«nt

for th« States of

wish you would not give
me such short weight for my money. **
Grocer **I wish you would not give me such a
long wait for mine.'*

—

**I

**Now, Rastus,** said the captain, *'don*t you want
to make your will before you go over!*^
De only will I*se worryin'
**Will nuthin*, sah!
about is will I come baxjk.*'

a

Now

Now

DoUwaro, Moryload and

MO.
CO.

3S3 Monroe Street

CITY
York,

ST. LOUIS,
AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY

Inc.

E. 19th Street

NEW YORK

Kentucky.

PoDBa)rlv*al««

Customer to grocer

H. SMITH,

o

DETROIT, MICH.
Jorsoy,
Florida

AgoiMe for the Statoe of MicUvaa,
ladlaaa and Ohio

!
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The Duys Canadian Tobacco Company has been
organized in Quebec, Canada, with John H. Duys as
president, with a capital stock of $200,000. The company will specialize on fillers, and will have a large
warehouse at St. Jacques, Quebec. The firm of H.
Duys & Company has also entered the Florida shadegrown tobacco field, with D. A. shaw, a prominent
factor in the Florida trade.

Edward Wise, chairman
Stamps Committee

of the
Tobacco Division,

War

Savings

and president
of the United Cigar Stores Company, made a great
record on the last drive, and now urges the trade to
renew its efforts for the present War Savings Stamps
campaign. The tobacco industry has always been a
leader among the one hundred and fifty-seven trades
listed under the flag of the committee.

Bayuk Brothers Company, of Philadelphia, have
received authority from the Secretary of State to do
business in New York. F. Brown, 12 West Nineteenth
Street, is the New York City representative.

A

large concern has been formed in Copenhagen
under the name of Aktieselaskabet Tandstikkompagniet, with the object of carrying on the manufacture
of matches and an import and export business. The
capital stock will ultimately be 10,500,000 crowns, and
the start is made with a capital stock of 1,500,000
crowns. The increase to 10,500,000 crowns is, however, guaranteed. If the matches will not strike, you
can say the name of the company.

Say You Saw

It in
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foreign companies and their Chinese and Japanese
competitors.

Schulte Cigar Stores Company have taken on a
long-term lease the ground floor store in the Mechanics* Bank Building, at the corner of Fulton and Court
Streets, New York City, and after extensive alterations
will open another branch of the Schulte establishment.

The Havana Production Company, has announced
that it will shortly open a branch factory in Tampa,
Fla., in order to take care of the increased demand for
its products.
The site that it will occupy is the same
as that where the Salvador Sanchez y Ca was quartered.

Advices from New Orleans Indicate a small crop
of perique tobacco.

Denver

retailers have an ingrowing
cause the summer tourists are not buying

grouch be-

any cigars.
The reason is that about three-fourths of them are
women and the other fourth old men and children.
The smokers are tied down to business or **over there**
smoking the Huns out of France.

One

most interesting articles in this issue
will be found on page 27. It is the advertisement of
the Committee on Public Information, with its motto,
*'The Right Men in the Right Jobs Will Win the
of the

War.'V
The

The provision of the law in Chicago, which provided that cigarettes could not be sold within six hundred feet of a school, has been rescinded by the City
(^ouncils.

somebody wants me to come down-.'* Old
Maids and Widows^ Bungalow wanted me to come
**

down with a donation

of a dollar.

Hpxs

Commerce Reports,

states
The Annual Series of
that in China, in 1917, imports of cigarettes, principally
from Great Britain and America, improved in value
by $10,354,078. Tobacco imports advanced by $1,006,904. One company has been successful in the planting

Wu

and another
company is making an attempt to compete on the same
lines.
Several Chinese tobacco factories have sprung
up during the last two years, and competition will be
more acute as years go on, particularly between the
of tobacco in the

*

#

year, showing a gain of 754,387

pounds for

last month.

This quantity represents tobacco sold for growers,
dealers, and as resales.

Friday, August 23, 9 A. M. Found a note from
Atlantic City on my desk, pigeon's egg blue envelope,
addressed in a delicate feminine hand. **Aha!*' I
said,

total quantity of tobacco sold on North Carolina markets in July, 1918, was 4,697,855 pounds,
against 3,843,468 pounds in the same month of last

Wei Hsien

district,

CAN
^^. offyou bops in

Sir James MacKenzie, of London, England, the
eminent surgeon and heart specialist, is quoted as
saying that when symptoms of what is called ** tobacco
heart** occur in a man who smokes, the trouble is attributed to smoking; but the same conditions occur in
women who do not use tobacco. At the same time, in
cases of excessive smoking the trouble may be rightly
blamed on smoking as the cause.

Exports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana
from May 12 to June 17, 1918, totaled 25,873 bales,
which were distributed among the following countries:
To all ports of the United States, 24,581; to Canadp,
455 to Cadiz, Spain, 44 to the Canary Islands, 80 to
Argentina, 308; to Uruguay, 5; to Paraguay, 6; to
Chile, 300, and to Australia, 94 bales.
;

;

;

okue drak

Jn' then

Come smoke agood luck pipe with me,
911 read yourJortune in the smoke

Jn' tellyou

all the things

S see.

S see three kiddiesZplain as dap
One saps^'^Mppa owns

J million
^e

Velvet

—

everything,

million dollars, too.""
other says "V^ pa's a king.**

Swells

the

littlest

kid (fall

up

until his buttons tear-^
Shucks, they ain't in it with my dadI
TlDhy fellers, hefought OverThere

r

Nereis luck,

you bqps

in olive drab.

Goodfortune bring you safely out
.And give some littlest kid some dap
sA daddy he can brag about.

advertising islmore important than ever for
the dealer this year,
pages in the great national weekly and monthly
magazines are
telling the Velvet story now."

JL

Full
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THIS YEARS GREEK TOBACCO CROP
ADVICES from Athens in ** Commerce Reports »»
state that the domestic consumption of Greek tobacco is greater this year tliaii in 1917.
There still remains unsold in the hands of speculators and planters about 12,000,000 okes, or 33,858,000
pounds, of the old stock, which has been withheld from
the market on account of export duties, want of transportation facilities, high freight and insurance rates,
u

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

of the Lipschutz Standard

cigars represents twenty-five years of

presented by the United States import reguJapan,
lations, and the fact that competing countries
China and East India by reason of a comparative
freedom from war risks, are enabled to supply Pacific
difficulties

it

is

in

the

be satisfied with
and the result is a

of an ideal that cannot

result

ansrthing short of

perfection,

nation-wide prestige.

,

Through the growlh of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard

is

increasing every

year.

)

—

—

close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;

Stop!

The "44" oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a
responsibility for quality.

mid Egyptian ports.
Italy has purchased about 1,000,000 okes, or

2,821,-

This

the psychological moment for
you to begin to use domestic wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper
market is dangerous. If you don't
look out you will work another year
for nothing, or perhaps at a loss.

unexpected weather change
Pounds.

Islands of

New Greece:

Samos,

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

Listen!

500 pounds, of this year's tobacco, but further purchases have been discouraged or checked by the high
prices asked and the depreciation of the Italian lire.
The present demand is negligible and without immediate prospects of being strengthened. Egyptian
markets are stocked for at least six months to come.
According to reliable sources of information the
following should be a reasonable advance estimate of
the 1918 Greek tobacco crop, except in the event of an
Districts.

4,232,250
3,385,800
1,975,050
564,300

Mitylene,
Chios,

Lemnos,
Islands of Old Greece
Amorgos,

Myconus,
Tinos,
Nios,

is

$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than
ever; fillers and binders higher than ever; and

282,150
423,225
141,075
56,430
141,075
56,430

Paros,
Naxos,

Look!

imported wrappers dangerously high; these facts
spell

Districts:

— NO PROFIT FOR YOU —

unless you use

11,286,000
2,257,200

Argolis,

Other Peloponnesus,
^tolo-Acarnania
For local consumption,
Fort export,
.Attica-Bceotia,

Thessaly-Pthiotis,

Epirus-Jaunina and Preveza,
Saloniki and Cater in i.

Connecticut Shade Grown or
Georgia and Florida

4,232,250
14,107,500
564,300
42,322,500
2,257,200
11,286,000

Wrappers

99,570,735

Total,

Judging from the present absence of disease among
the plants, the crop of 1918 should be of excellent
.quality.

prices of this year's tobacco will approximate
those of the 1916 crop, and will be about fifty per cent,
lower than those of 1917. The prices per pound to the
planters for 1917 were: Pthiotis, $0.8208 to $1,026;
Islands, $1,094 to $1,162; Aetolia and Acarnania,
$1,094; Argolis and Corinth, $0,478; Thessaly, $0.6840

The

P. Lorillard Co.

We

Baiineu Eitablithed 1760— 158 years ugo.
furnished tobacco for the soldiers of the

War

War

(1775—1783)
of 1813 (1812-1815;

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
Civil War (1861-1865)
Spanish War (1898)

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

Water

to $1,026.

Mexican

and are now furnishing
C:iimax Plug "The Grand Old Chew"
to the soldiers fighting for the

Liberty of the World.

The United Cigar Stores Company has declared
the quarterly dividend of

1%

per cent, on the pre-

ferred stock, payable September 16.

m

m

—
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NEARLY TEN BILLION CIGARETTES EXPORTED
Washington, D. C.

A

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

who

drop

in the exports of cigarettes inunediately following the outbreak of hostilities in 1914,

200,000,000
Cinco Cigars a year appreciate ^the protection of a
brand manufactured with
68 years experience and

itwftJbMtco

.^m^y^^^/^

quality

alone

ISENLOHR^S

Exports of cigarettes during the fiscal year 1914,
which came to a close less than a month before the
outbreak of the war, amounted to 2,546,330,000, with
a value of $4,775,038. The war at first had a slightly
depressing effect, our 1915 shipments totaling but
2,130,212,000, valued at $3,459,700, but 1916 saw this
lost ground regained by shipments aggregating 2,612,The following two years
477,000, worth $4,325,579.
saw tremendous gains in this business, the total for
1917 being being 6,452,543,000, valued at $12,178,433,
while during the fiscal year 1918, which ended June 30,
last, we exported 9,128,875,000, with a value of $17,585,432.

Elf

While other industries are shown

CIGARS
tie

Your

Own-

years.

with the most painstaking
^t
consideration for
..^a^feii^

OOentS'to/v^nrtv

Roll

followed by a recovery, the impetus of which carried
exports to a record never before reached, is shown in
statistics now being compiled by the Department of
Commerce, covering our foreign trade for the last five

sell

quaUfy- and

SLIGHT

^u^p^

to

Tobacco added to the "Rations"
of Fighting
OU

have suffered

severely in their foreign trade since the beginning of
the war, the tobacco business seems only to have benCigars, for instance, of which, in 1914, we exefited.
ported only 1,723,000 with a value of $34,099, have,
with the exception of 1916, increased steadily. Exports for 1915 amounted to 1,943,000, with a value of
$32,651. This fell off the following year to 1,394,000,
worth $24,439, but increased, in 1917, to 2,389,000, with
a value of $52,536, and again. In 1918, to 15,144,000,
with a value of $543,215.

Plug exports are one of the few articles in the tobacco industry which show a falling off. While exports during 1914 amounted to 6,202,996 pounds, with
a value of $1,706,732, this fell, in 1915, to 5,768,433
pounds, worth $1,667,539, and again, in 1916, to 4,486,-

have heard that Smoking tobacco has been added

to the regular

Army

*To each

BOUQUET DE

FACTORY BRANDS:
LONDON JOCKEY CLUB

PARIS

EL MARVELO

FAVORITA ESPANOLA

JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf^s

BOUQUET DE PARIS
4*

The HMV^rui QgMr of Exclusive Mtidness"

The dgu

that

u

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other pro(es«onal

Tlus proTes the unusual merit

WHie At once

by Unkad

men who

States Senators.

for prices

Bouquet de PaHs

And

Cigars.

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First

Ave.

-

worth $785,627, which increased the following year to
1,977,716 pounds, with a value of $1,035,989. This
dropped in 1916 to 1,636,341 pounds, with a value of
$839,568, but thereafter steadily increased, the 1917
total being 2,449,993 pounds, worth $1,299,092, while
that for 1918 was 3,317,058 pounds, with a value of

^

New York City

Here

is

the order:

American Expeditionary Forcest daily, four-tenths of an ounce of
Smoking Tobacco and ten cigarette papers/'

What

a testimonial for the '^Makings," for 'tolling your

own ''

especially

and

for

"BULL'' DURHAM

in those three

words
'7en cigarette papers.

American anywhere, who ever
own, who can read that order and not say:
Is there a single

€(

"Good

rolled his

old 'Bull/ you are where you

belong—

9f

in the rations of fighting

men.

$1,627,040.

C. L. L.

Eminent

are exceptionally discriminating.

of Neudorf's

Smoking tobacco shipments fell off in 1916, but
have since recovered, and in 1918 were greater than
ever. The 1914 exports amounted to 1,425,530 pounds,

rations.

soldier of the

016 pounds, valued at $1,200,588. In 1917, a slight
recovery was shown, to 5,513,491 pounds, with a value
of $1,538,337, but this fell, in 1918, to 4,697,340 pounds,

worth $1,523,008.

Men

of the Wisconsin Field Agent
states the tobacco acreage at 53,100 acres, compared
with 48,300 acres last year, an increase of ten per cent.
The condition of the crop is ninety-nine per cent, or
normal, against eighty-five per cent, a year ago and a
ten-year average on July 1 of ninety-one per cent. The
production is estimated at 66,900,000 pounds, compared to a final production last year of 45,885,000

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK

The July report

pounds.

'

Av

TheMakings

\

A

ofa Nation
vV?

-

:
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England's Tobacco Supply

BAYUK BROS

THE PERFECT CIGAR
a cinch for a live: dealer,
to pull the. best trade his way*
it's

Z^& CR^n^ELYVS
Chewing Plu^-^

|>
--

1

—

-BEFORETHE INVENTION

or OUR PMTSNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
QRAVELV PLUG TOBACCO
MADE STRICTLY FOR ITS CHBWINO QUAUTV
WkHILO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTIOK
NOW THE n«rENT POUCH KEEPS IT.
FRESH ANP CLEAN ANOOOOQ
A LITTLE CHEW OF ORAVELV IS ENDUOH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A BIO CHKW
OF ORDINARY PLUO.

WrltoM*M«<altora
VMcli •! RmI Orav«lr.
Il*» «k« llrsi bla IM.
pr»VMBMrt la nut •!€•
P*y«Mi Oravaly aiatfa
fka tlrat alaa tkat avar

P.I.M«fHTTIUeeiCI.
PiAMVtLLC VA.

atrr, a

While the constant complaints of scarcity of tobacco in Great Britain, come from all parts of the
kingdom, the current number of London "Tobacco/^
presents a more cheerful view, and says that Great
Britain is distinctly better off in the matter of tobacco
supplies than the other Allies, America excepted.
For this the tobacco manufacturers are alone reTheir foresight has allowed the tobaccosponsible.
nists to exist, and it is by their prudence that smokers
have been able to smoke lavishly, for so long.
Most of the complaint is regarding the cheap
grades such as ** Twist, ^' upon which the manufacturer's profit and the tobacconist's profit are low, and
the editor of ** Tobacco," refers to the complaints as
coining largely from *'the downtrodden, helpless and
indigent wage earners, some of whom are making
twenty pounds a week,'' or one hundred dollars in
American money.
The doctrine of *'put yourself in his place" might
well be suggested to some of the control boards and
advisory committees in this country. The editor says
**If a member of the control board, or of the advisory committee for that matter, would kindly consent to imagine himself a tobacconist, who, in his shop,
is asked for twist, and other things, such as cigarettes,
and even cigars, he might view things differently. Let
him imagine he has £10 worth of goods to come from a
wholesaler, and the wholesaler, who happens to have
a fair supply of twist, presses the twist upon him in
greater amount than he is prepared to buy. *Why
Well, if
not take more twist f asks the wholesaler.
I did,' says the tobacconist, 'you would not increase
my ration, would you?' 'Oh, no. I could not do
*Then I must not have the twist, because I
that.'
want the cigarettes, and cannot keep shop on twist
alone. How should I pay my rates, let alone my rent
and living expenses?' "
While we are not subject yet to rationing, or that
sort of control, it has been talked about, and the experience of Great Britain leads to thQ conclusion that
such matters might well be left to the manufacturers
and dealers themselves.
It is painfully evident, from what congressional
committees are telling the President and incidentally
the people, that price fixing and rationing ha.ve given
an excuse to some dealers for large profiteering.
*

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES J. EISENLOHR
^
5PJ^^^^„r
GEORGE W. l^?,
HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
JESSE A- BLOCK
JACOB WERTHEIM
JOSEPH R CULLMAN. Jr
LEON SailNASI
ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND

^gft|^

^UM^^

.Se»ident
Chairman Executive Committee
Vice-Preaident
Vice-Pre.ident
Vice-Preiident
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-Preaident
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel

Kaw York OficM,

9

Backmaa

Straat

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 119 West 40th St.. New York
IqOARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St. Pkila.. Pa.
OSEPH B. WERTHEIM. Slat and Eaat End Ave.. M'hat'n.
L K. UCHTBNSTBIN. 40 Esehanga PL. Mankattan. N. Y

President

Vlea-PrMidaal
N. Y. ..Tnaavrw
Sacratarf

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN. Jr.. Naw York
W. J. LUKAWITZ. Dayton. O
GEORGE BERGERl Cincinnati, O.
JOSEPH MEKDELSOHN. Naw York

Pvaaldaat
Vleo-Praaidaat

4NDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1, A.

BLOCILWkotHnr. W. Vo.
F. AXTON. LouiaTiUo. Ky.

WOOD

KAWLINS

D. BEST, CoTintten.

Prooidaat
Vieo-Praaidaat
SceraUry-Traamwoff

Ky

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
EOBERT B. LAMB ...;
IKE BADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN

JJLO BIEDERS.

JOO

Maatinc

lat

vuwPrasilMit

y>9

k«. 7.«9'inoMOTat

Naw York City
Thursday of aach month at Maaoaie
110 Lanos Ato.. Naw York.

Wcat

Traaavrar
Sacrataty

llltk St..

Tonplo,

4raW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

W

Fi«aI4ast
RICH
iDNE Y GOLDBERG ,...,....•.•....•.•......•«•••..»...•.•.••.•••• 't^'jpo^'SOMt
ULLN ICK •••....•.........•..•I... .....••<•*••••••.•....... ..•*••••.••
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•••••.•••.1
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MILLER, ISS Broadway. Naw York

BOIGB

.

of oaak

^i«U

I'm tired!"
You're
*' There you go!

Trcaaviw
SacroUry

aaalk

at Botrf

MaAifte.

**I gorry,

tired!

over a hot stove all day, an' you
cool sewer!" ''The Masses."
in*

—

Here

I be a-standwurkin' in a nice

Every man, woman and child in America can help
win the war. Every man, woman and child who buys
a Liberty Bond or a War Savings Stamp does something toward winning the war, enlists in one division
of national service, supporting the Government, and
backing up our fighting men in France and on the seas.

*'The giraffe can't make me believe that he can
'*I
see over a blade of grass," remarked^ the snail.
tried it and failed; therefore, my opinion is fortified
by infallible proof ."—*' The National Drug aerk."
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Comment

The American Tobacco Company has
opened

the
inarket again to all jobbers in the
"Metropolitan Dis-

^^^* *^^ "^otor car will displace
u'-^'^o^??!,*^'''^
the horse?'
the young woman asked the new
chauffeur.
answered
the
nervous
young man, " if it
'
.1

T.
hits

1,

^

•

.

him."— "London Answers."
.

Every
Business House

•'&>''

Government reports state that a comparison
for
the five-year period shows that food
was 63 per cent
higher
May, 1918, than in the same month of 1913

In the Tobacco Industry

Should have

this

book

m

Lvery

article increased 38

per cent, or over.

The

increase, of 38 per cent., was shown in
potatoes. Three
articles show an increase of 100 per
cent, or more
C ompared with the increases,
the advance in the prices
ot standard cigars and tobacco is
remarkably slight.

"All they had in the way of food were a few
biscuits and some water.
As the ship was settling the
captam ran into his room and picked up his pipe and
tobacco. These were a God-send to the survivors,
who
having no other, gladly shared the luxury by
passing the pipe around. "—From the report of
the sinking
of the
Llandovery Castle. '
'

'

A

"queue"
used to wear on

is

a pig

also the tail a Chinaman
his head, and it is also a file or string
tail,

of people. There are queues at the English
tobacco
shops, and an exchange says that many of the
shopkeepers are having to refuse lady customers, who ask
for certain brands of tobacco and cigarettes as
proxies
for their husbands, sweethearts or brothers.

A

correspondent from Kensington, England, said
tliat American soldiers have visited the
Eoyal borough in large numbers, and the mayor has been entertaining five hundred of them at a feast and concert.
This has helped the tobacco trade, "for the Yanks are
big smokers, and very choice in the brand they select."

There

A

least

a movement in New York to close cigar
stores at one o'clock on Sundays. The idea is a good
one, but as the trade would merely drift to the next
pop shop or drug store, self-preservation enters into
the question in many cases.
is

A

writer in "Business Digest" says: "If I sold
cigars I would have an occasional one-cent sale (two
for the price of one plus one cent)—with the condition
that the second be put in a box to be sent to the soldiers." Under present retail cigar selling conditions
his creditors would soon be smoking him out.

The General Cigar Company reported a gross income of $3,045,081 in the first half of the year 1918,
an increase of $804,997. The total income from all
sources was $1,483,776, after meeting operating expenses, then the balance, after interest was deducted
was $1,265,957, an increase of $611,692 over the result
in the initial half of 1917, and equal to slightly
more
than $6 per share of common stock after meeting the
preferred stock dividend.

newly compiled addenda sold with

the National Directory of Cigar Manufacturers makes this book a complete
record of the cigar and tobacco manufacturers of the United States, with the exception of the Twenty-eighth District of
New York.

To

dispose of the balance of this edition it will be mailed with the addenda
on receipt of THREE DOLLARS, Cash,

Money Order
This

or Check.

the latest and most up-to-date
directory published, and was compiled in
is

1917.

In addition to the list of cigar and tobacco manufacturers, there is also an extensive list of cigar box manufacturers,
wholesalers and jobbers of dgars and tobacco products, company stores and
brokers. Nearly four hundred pages in
all.
*

•

Don't delay in sending your THREE
DOLLARS for your copy. Make checks
or money orders payable to THE TO-

BACCO WORLD.
No

complete directory, such as this,
has been issued in the tobacco trade for
at least ten years. It may be ten yean
before another is printed.

GET YOURS WHILE THE EDITION
LASTS

The Tobacco World
236

Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Say You Saw
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LESLIE

It in

PANTIN

ConuniMion Mwchant

Leaf Tobacco

&

Cigars

ContuUdo 142, Havana, Cuba
°*^'
ROGHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

r.

fiiyHiJ TatMM FIbo* 4* ViMlta AMo
PwtMo r Vnahm Arrik*

HABANA. CUBA

tAN MIGUEL IM

Rosenwald

Bro.
NEW YORll
143 WATER STREET
THE YORK TORAGCO CO.
« Sli^tr " IE AF TOBAOGO
£..

CSL

M Bm< <Ba«k Avaam. YMMk rA.

aa4 Warakeu*.

ANvrAcruKMU or cioak sciAr TOkAcav
I.

SONS
5t7^L/Ty HAVANA
Maaa.

HAFFENBURGH

N«ptuno

6.

Havana. Cuba

-

88 Broad

UNBST ELLINGER &

(S.

St.,

Boston.

CO. ^•^^^

*°^ Importan

OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
York

WardiouM. Salad

K.

OHica^lSS-lST

IS.

STRAUS & CO.

H.

N.

TMrd

St..

Phiiadalpbia

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
Htm Ymlc

LEAF
LOEB-NUfJIEZ

district is the largest importer and manufacturer
of tobacco in Norway. It has as its field the territory

from Arendal, around the coast to Bergen, on the
north.
The manufactured products are almost entirely smoking and chewing tobacco, made principally
from Virginia leaf, with a very small proportion coming from Holland.
For the last few months there has been practically
no tobacco on the market, on account of restriction of
imports, and on May 10, 1918, notice was received from
Holland that no more would be shipped from there.
A year's supply was ordered from America in the
spring of 1917, to be delivered in four shipments. The
first came in June, and no more has been received since,
although the second shipment was ready in August.
The amounts on hand at that time, together with the
small shipments received from Holland, have had to
The consesuffice for all needs up to the present.
that tobacco has risen tremendously in price
and is practically unobtainable. In the latter part of
November, 1917, the manufacturers began to ration
chewing tobacco, and the last was sent out in January, 1918.
The following figures for imports into this district
total of
were obtained direct from the importers
448,185 pounds of tobacco were imported in 1916, consisting of 468,564 pounds from the United States and
19,621 pounds from Holland; in 1917 the imports decreased to a total of 269,812 pounds, of which 260,663
pounds were supplied by the United States and 9149
pounds by Holland. Imports of tobacco into all Norway reached 4,915,424 pounds in 1917, contrasted with
5,171,008 pounds the previous year.
Sales of tobacco in the Christiansand district totaled 468,509 pounds in 1916 and 417,910 pounds in

quence

is

:

A

for a whole year.
The internal revenue on tobacco (including
factured forms) in Norway from July 1, 1916, to
.30, 1917, was $745,121, and from July 1, 1917, to

manuMarch
March

30, 1918, $1,274,158.

in revenue in 1918 over the
previous year, although the sales were much less, is
due to the Norwegian system of levying the tax. It is
figured on a sliding scale, and as the dealer increases
the price, the tax to the Government increases. It is
in the neighborhood of ten per cent., although varying
according to the size of the package.
The Norwegian duty on leaf tobacco is 2.25 crowns

The large increase

EXPORT

IMPORT

sand

these figures it can be seen that, although
the imports for 1917 were approximately only sixty
per cent, of those for 1916, the sales for 1917 were
almost as great as the year previous, thus using up
the entire reserve of tobacco on hand. The local manufacturers state that if the tobacco already ordered
could be delivered there would be enough to tide over

LBAF TOBACCO
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Tobacco Trade of Norway
American Vice Consul at Christiansand, NorTHE
way, reports that after Ohristiania, the Christian-

From

Aa4 rMkanal
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Say You Saw
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HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, »t,
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flower bed in front of a Wisconsin hotel is devoted to twenty-one tobacco plants, and each plant is
expected to yield one dollar for the Bed Cross.
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THE WOODEN INDIAN
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Perhaps the most

The Tobacco World

effective figure in keeoms
un
the mental association
of the red man and the
sfoth^
ing weed tobacco, is the
familiar figure of a biZ"
Indian that has adorned the
exteriofof nearly
retail cigar store
throughout the land. Where or

S

e^^

tirht"

St^ "^"^T
«

•*^?

OUR BIOH.OKADE NON-EVAPOEATINO

GIOAR FLAVORS

^y-^^olotZ7oh^

definitely determined. But
*
the
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aeath
of Pierre
G. Gaspari, of Baltimore
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disclosed the fact that he
was the man 'who
thb
mmtry at least, practically created the
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and
Impart a moat palatable flavor ch.r.cUr
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FOR
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CBEWIIfC

TOBACCO

Writ* for Llat of Flavora for SiMf i«i R...J.

L raiES & BRO.. 98 Reade Street. Ne^ York
The Standards of Amftrlft«i
'

Gaspari, who was a Frenchman,
arrived in Baiti
more at an early age. A few
years later found hfm as
^^' fi^«t establishme^
•;
of thf ^h"'''"?^""ityh« ^«8 the pioneer tobacco
dealer ^'ft''\}^^
of Baltimore. Doubtless he,
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Botanist-- This,

Miss

Little,

is

the

Maccobops - KappMs - High Toasts
Strong, Salt. SVMt and Plain
Scotcha

tobacco

interesting! And when does
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^'PAnranr^^a
Pearson 's. ^
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minimum

column

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

is

advance.

AprU

Note A),
Note B),

«

FOR SALE— Contents

1.00

2.00
2.00

—

office building.
Registered brands and imported
retires.
rent. All at cost.
bands at cost. Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

Owner

Avenue.'

New York

NEW YORK

REGISTRATIONS

TAVERN MIXTURE:—40,748. For tobacco only. July
Canuron Tobacco Co.. Richmond, Va.
EGYPTIAN DREAM:—40,749. For cigarettes and all
2.

tobacco

1918.

GARCIA Y GARCIA:—40,751.
July 31, 1918.

MARSHALL FOCH:—40,753.
10, 1918.

The American

—

1918.

6,

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
Perfecto Garcia & Bros., Chicago,
For

all

Litho. Co.,

August

tobacco products.

New York

City
July 3U,

IVl^

tobacco products.
40,754.
C. C. TAFT:
Iowa.
Willis A. Graves, Ottumwa.

For

all

LITTLE MACOMB:—40,755.
tobacco.

August

2,

1918.

For

cigars, cheroots, cigarettes

The Wadsworth-Campbell Box

Detroit. Mich.

CINCERO:—40,760.
(^hicago,

For cigars.

.August

15,

1918.

and
Co.,

Kros.,
Butler ,,
,

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP, made

from all Ohio toDutch tops for sale.

TRANSFERS

accepted.

Address Box

FOR SALE— Remedios

Ci^arRihhnnc
VA^Ut A\1MUUI10

"The Tobacco World."

151,

Havana

(Tobacco Leaf Pub. Co.). For cigars. RegisDenver Colo.
tered May 2, 1901, by The Cuban Cigar Co.
Colo.,
July 30, 1918.
Transferred to Joseph Orocchi. Denver,
cigarettes and toVAN DAM:—26,329 (Tob. Leaf). For cigars,
Registered October 21, 1903, by The American Litho.
bacco.
By several transactions was acquired by
Co.. New York City.
them to
Steele-VVedeles Co., Chicago. 111., and re-transferred by
Peter Dornbos, Grand Rapids. Mich., June 1. 1918.
Registered UeSINCERO:—970 (The Association). For cigars.
York City.
Co.,
cember 28, 1882. by Lichtenstein Bros. &
Co.. Inc..
Cigar
Transferred to George Schlegel, by the General
and resuccessor to Lichtenstein Bros. & Co., July 25, 1918.
Chicago, lU.
transferred by George Schlegel to Butler Bros.,

NW

For cigars. RegisSINraORIN A:— 12,781 (Trade-Mark Record). Schiffer,
New York
tered May 26. 1893. by Kerbs, Wertheim &
Cigar Co.,
General
the
by
City. Transferred to George Schlegel,
Schiffer, July 25. 1918.
Inc successor to Kerbs. Wertheim &

For cigars, cigar1893 by Kerbs, Wertettes and tobacco.' Registered May 26.
George Schleheim & Schiffer, New York City. Transferred to Kerbs. Wertto
successor
gel by the General Cigar Co.. Inc.,
heim & Schiffer, July 25, 1918.

(Trade-Mark Record^

1918.

tered June 7.
celled August

5,

tobacco products

all

by American Litho.

Co.,

New York

Regis-

City.

Can-

1918.

The Fourth Liberty Loan campaign

will begin

No
Saturday, September 28, and close October 19.
American doubts its success; no good American will
blood of our men
fail to contribute to its success. The
must be and
fallen in Europe calls to us; our answer
will bo worthy of them and our country.
.

Hi

Urfest Independeit
of
Deiltr aad ExpoKer
Amtricaii Leaf Tobacco
tlio

Uiited SUtes.

in

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
or Lancaster Counties; factory making between 25,000 and
100,000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to run factory on so much
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

LOUISVILLE,

Writ* for Sanple Card and fnce LUi

to

DopiitMil

-

Al.o
(Phone. Stuyve.ant 7476

H

M-

-

»

GUMLESS

I

B.«d.

106 E. 19th ST.
„_
m

!-

t«.^— «.

AND
TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGSsamples.
in

any quantity anywhere.

Send

22jid

«
, ,
xt v
285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CIGAR FOREMAN— Wanted
Good opportunity

for

in

SL and Second Ave.

NEW YORK

HELP WANTED

work.

V

Address Box

Racine Paper Goods Company
Sole

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS

u.

S.

A.

ALL KINDS OF

Cigar Box Labels
X^^
AND TRIMMINGS.
„

JS

UUICAOO, 105 WKST MONaOB STIUCI9T,S
LOVn a. CATA, Nffv.

Philadelphia factory on suction

competent man.

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

MANUTACTURER OF

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
factory able to make from ten to twenty million cigars a year.
Address, with full particulars to Box 236, care of "The Tobacco
World."

FRIEDMAN,

Rftbon

WANTED— Will

234,

care of "Tobacco World."

SITUATION WANTED
man
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN—A young
in a cigar

.

••Tobacco World."

.

Irishwoman who tried to
wean her Scotch husband from the public house by
employing her brother to act the part of a ghost and
frighten John on his way home.
**Wha are you?'' said the guidman, as the apparition arose before him from behind a bush.
was the reply.
I am Aul Nick,
**Come awa', man,*' said John, nothing daunted,
I am married tae a sister
*'gie'8 a shake o* your hand
o yours. '— Canadian Magazine.
storv

is

HIGHEST QUALITY^

257-265 WEST

CIGAR BANDS

SHOW CARDS

WELCOMED
A

W!*!STEINER.SONS&CO

wants a

factory.
position as general manager or foreman
Prefers
of
Jactory.
Has had seven years' experience in all parts
ot
care
the West; now employed in the East. Address Box 238,

told of an

ETC.

'

—

7/

MANUFACTURERS

,

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

*

Heywood, Strasser&Voict LithoCo
26^ STREET

*

'

'

*

The United States Government has placed a restricted embargo on Japanese matches, and no JapanNone
ese matches have been imported since April 15.

matches is comparable to the American
product and thev are never cheaper to the consumer,
may
so that the nonimportation of foreign matches
not be an unmixed evil.

-

U. S. A.

Yonr Inquiry
and Prices

for

8e

9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Tri m n i ngs

of the'foreijni

-

NEW YORK.

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
_.

FOLDING BOXES.

irST.*STEiNER building

*

*

TUCK & CO.
G. O. INCORPORATED
I\Y..

and Fancy

WOODHAVBN AVENUE. GLENDALE, NEW YORK

WANTED— Control

'

CANCELLATIONS

nam

^dftufacfurers of Bindings, Galloons,
Taffetas,
Satin And Gros Grain

WANTED

CIGAR FACTORY

^''S^^ ^(^rtm^nt or

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Guaranshorts, pure and clean.
Also
pound.
per
cents
Fifty
teed A-1 or money refunded.
178
Co.,
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander
Water Street, New York City.

J. J.

EMENO:—21,086

For

-

abeU.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Yearly contracts made.

LINCOLN HALL:—40.724.

OFFICE

.

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.
Factory No. 9, Tenth District.
_____^
tables,
suction
Peters
DuBrul
&
Miller,
Twenty-four
FOR
will
be
price
low
very
sale
a
quick
For
a
in perfect condition.

DUST, bought

ill.

CINCHORINA:— 12,780

I

I

Coupon Cigar Pockets

&

City.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES :-^40,750.
and tobacco.

1918.

27,

Theodore Papas. New York
August
For cigars.
City.
York
New
Co.,
American Exchange Cigar
July

^ ••«' c.„ladiao
^ ipresentalive
Kepresentalive
for

Parmenter Wax-Lined

City.

SALE—

products.

+

SMITH,
**»

Cigar Band. a«d

NEW YORK

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Electric light, steam heat; cheap

Fine location.

additional titles neceasarily raportad.

(10)

,1., ,

FOB SALE

to marabara of thm Tobacco MerM*t«
« _..«.
abanu' AMociation on each registration.
_.•
Fata B— If a report on a aaarch of a title necaaaiutaa the reporting «w^"«««
of On«
tkaa tan (10) tiUet, but leas than twentv-one (21), an additional charge tw*utj
mora than
Dollar (ll.oq) will ba made. If U neceasiUUs the reportinf of
DoUar*
lea* than thirtyone (31), an additional charae of Two
S) titlea, but made,
be
will
Dollar
($1.00)
One
of
charge
additional
an
and so
lfi.00) will ba

erery tan

11

I

Hi

$5.00

Dupli
_
_^licate Certificate,
An allowance of |2 will oe made

for

''

1916.

1,

Transfer,

ada

>—^n»^

compaRia litocrafica de la habana
Fme.t Imported

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective
Registration (see
(see
Search

"

GARRETT H.

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

11

"t

"

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, ^ew^'^rkcity

«—

Sample

Solicited.

WESTERN OFFICE
AH

30 N. La

Salle St, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
Kinds In any Quantity.

B. B. B.

Co^ Montreal, Canada

322 Chestnut Street

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANK AU « CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

'

10^ is the price of
tke lar({e packai^e of 15

VOLUME

n

38

NO. 18

e
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CICARETTES

"PHIL-TO-CO" Information
To meet

this

demand we inaugurated our StrioDed Tobarrn

n*.nat-*«,-«..

'
Manila and stripping tobacco therl and shipping
"""' ' "'"''°"'''
Tacrosst bale^
This Sufficed for a while, and our Stripped
and Booked Manila tobacco has won manv
friends
or us an>ong the American cigar manufacturers
who are using it. However, we ha"e reTent^y
s,ab
'"' RE-PACKING department, which puts the tobacco
'
"
.no much
/
HV
k'^"''™?
better condition
for the
manufacturer than the old system did.
Under our new plan, the tobacco, stripped and booked
before it leaves Manila, is taken from the
bales when it arrives here, is put into a sweat
room and re-sweated and cured by our special
prTcess
in

'

"

^rr bTtTe'L^Xtrri*

'^

'

^"-

'''''

-"'' '°'-- ^"--'^

'"

P-- "-'on an^d3;

then re-packed by Spanish packers, into barrels
weighing about 170 pounds each Owine
to the re-sweat, the tobacco is rich, mild and
mellow, the equal-if not the superior_of
any toba co
used by cigar manufacturers in this country, with ti^
possible exception of imported Havana
It is

If
It

*^'°"^*' '^' above-described process

it IS
i,
It

Pmi TnroTtobacco,
r"'
FHILTOCO
We

Like Mother's

will send

it is

samples of

is
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MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

WANTED—By largest firm in the trade to represent in India a first-class American Tobacco
Factory. Tobaccos to be packed in ^-Ib. vacuum
tins, cigarettes in fifties
^vacuum tins, and one or
two brands in sliding paper packets of 10.

D.

Importations Direct From Manila

MACROPOLO & CO.,

n

THE

Calcutta, India.

of

an

Inflexible

Quality Standard in

the most popular 7c
cigar on the market.
There is a reason it

—

in every detail as
near perfection as
human skill will

is

reflected in the unvarying increase

BROS., Phila.

Makers of "BOLD" CIGARS

tunity for every reader to assist in making the trade
paper more efficient than it has ever been. Criticisms
and suggestions at this time will do much to help the
trade papers render the best possible service. Every
editor is glad to get a new perspective on any
question or problem. Perhaps you are the reader who can
give him this. If so, when you have a suggestion
or
criticism send it along to your favorite trade paper.

another vital and important service
that the reader today can render to the trade paper
and to those advertisers, who for long years, thirty,
forty— yes, fifty— of them, have advertised in these
papers and enabled them to maintain their high standard of service as well as securing some definite results
to recompense them for the expenditure.
is

NAME OF THE TRADE PAPER

which you saw
We don't care what paper it was.
It may have been *' Tobacco'' or ** Tobacco Leaf," or
our own publication. But remember that every trade
paper advertisement represents an outlay of money.
The advertiser is entitled to know if any results are
due directly to the trade paper advertising, and just
in

the advertisement.

in

consumer demand.

Coo J judgment favors

it

BOBROW

know what is going on.
The trade papers have been rendering this same
service for years— it is the trade that is just waking
up. And now with the awakening there is an
oppor-

Second, when you write an advertiser, mention the

stocking— displacing— recommending

allow.

tobacco trade papers are rendering a lot of
service to the trade and to the Government. Never
before have tobacco trade papers been read with the
same interest, the same eagerness, the same desire to

First of all, we urge that trade-paper readers give
in so far as possible first consideration in every line
to the firms in the field that ADVERTISE in the trade
papers. The fact that they advertise is evidence that
their products are worthy of consideration, and that
they are not afraid to have them compared with other
similar products.

is

is

Who

TllK

But there

The Maintenance
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THE PERFECT CIGAR

EaUbliihcd
1881

'BCFORBTHB INVENTION

or OUR fUCTBNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
•GRAVEiy PLUG TOBACCO
MAOK STRICTLY TOR ITS CHCWINO QUAUTY
«k>ULO NOT KKCP FRESH IN THIS SECTION.
NOW THE RMVNT POUCH KEEPS IT
FRESH ANp CLEAN AND OOOQ
A LITTLE CHEW OF ORAVELY IS ENOUOH
AND LASTS UONOER THAN A SIS CHEW
OF ORDINARY PLOO.
'^t

T« Dealer* i>
WrMe
9Mi»l for a

Number 18

Allen R.

everywhere

Cressman's Sons,
Makers

PHILADELPHIA

as important, the advertiser is entitled to
trade paper brought the result.

know what

observe that no deferred classification
is being given to cigar salesmen.
Many of the cigar
factories are sold to their capacity and orders flow
along without solicitation. But when the salesmen cannot get around to make the regular visits, and there
are no cigars to sell anyway, the trade paper advertisement going to the cigar jobbers and dealers with
every issue does the very work necessary. It keeps
It is well to

Help Trade Papers
the brand

name before

the customer or prospect, and
that you expect to be able to deliver or
sell him goods in the future.
Above all else there is
a good will and prestige in established brands
that
amounts to more than the other assets of the manufacturer.
The small trade paper appropriation
IS notifacation

very tmy

is

premmm

a

to pay for this business insurance.
the larger the firm, the greater should be
its advertising to earn and maintain good will.

And

The tobacco trade papers today are

able to ren-

der the service to the readers that thev do
because
of the advertising support. When the reader
glances
through the editorial pages of a trade paper he should
also carefully inspect the advertising columns
and re-

member

that the tobacco trade paper
because of these advertisers.

is

onlv possible

Therefore, trade paper subscribers should keep in
mind the fact that the firms who advertise and thus
support the tobacco trade papers are the ones first entitled to consideration in the purchasing of
anv ))roducts.

Let the trade paper reader remember when the
salesman of a brand that is not advertised in trade
papers calls upon him, that the manufacturer of that
brand says that he does not need trade paper assistance to market his goods.
Conditions due to the war have created markets
for many brands that never had an api)reciable distribution before, and that have never been advertised
in any trade paper.
Even if you cannot get the advertised goods today, don't forget the manufacturer. He has been willing to invest in advertising to maintain your good will.
Give him a run for his money.
Don't let a nonadvertised product cut him out.

The advertiser makes

possible your trade paper.
your needs show your apprecia-

If his product will fit
tion by ordering your goods

from him.
Buy when possible from the firms that advertise

in trade papers.

If there is any product that you need for your
store or factory, look througli the^ trade papers* and

get your list to write to from them first. If you win 'I
get what you want, then try the outside market.

PATRONIZE THE FIRMS THAT ADVERTISF5
IN

TRADE PAPERS.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Another Letter From France
Dear

"On

duty

the night. Officers at the post take
turns at telephone duty, staying from retreat to reveille
charor until the first-comer arrives at the office.
woman in the hall sings the Berceuse' from *Jocelyn*
while sweeping and dusting and emptying the wastebaskets. The orderly is chuckling over the funny sections of the New York papers, the canteen has just been
filled and the long trick is begun.
I'or

A

*

••••••

•

Yessirree.
'N 'Collier's' and
the SSatevepost' and a lot of English illustrated papers
on sale dans la gare. These remind us that we are not
out of touch, after all; that it is here very much like
home, save for the loved ones, and make us blush to
read our letters which suggest privation.
**Life in France!

"And
ically

then there

is

*La Vie Parisenne/ that

satir-

On

mon-

naughty European

'Life.'

the cover

sieur is scraping acquaintance with mam'selle through
her chow, whose leash is interestingly entwined about
her artistically correct nether extremities the girl's,
not the chow's. Le Chien de Liaison is the appropriate title.
Can this be a pun? One well knows the
liaison officer as the hard-working individual who hooks
up the work of the various branches and keeps things
running smooth, but the liaison dog is something new
again.

—

•

••••••

**Any evening

in fine

weather in the Place du

Palais de Justice. The before-dinner aperitif i3 being
taken by several hundred civilians of all grades, whole
families, officers and soldiers of many nationalities,
alone and with their sweethearts and wives. The cafes
which cluster on two eorners where the wide elmends in the little park and founshaded Avenue G
tain, are filled to the brim.. They overflow onto the
sidewalk under long awnings, across the narrow road
and fill the wide sandy promenades which border the
avenue itself. The golden sun shines through the varicolored bottles and carafes to iridescent rainbows on
the painted iron tables. An old boy with side whiskers
sells the Paris 'Midi/ an ancient dame grabs her overgrown tummy, her daughter, her net bag bulging with
miscellaneous parcels and waddles for the almost som-

nolent trolley which will eventually take her to her
home, perhaps hewn from the soft rock cliffs which
Parisienne, doubtless or two of
border the river.
bit too much
them stalk by on their high heels.
powder for the time of day and dressed within an inch
couple drives along in an
of their collective lives.
open-faced voiture. Another dilapidated paper seller
the local evening journal
illegally cries his wares
finally
which is curiously dated the day following.
discover the elusive vacant table and after an unconscionably long time, to a dusty throat, manage to get a
vermouth-cassis, with a bit of ice quite a luxury, to be
sure. It won 't be always that we can sit in the shade
of the mammoth bust of Balzac and watch this part of
the world go by, and we observe while observation is
good.

A

—

—

A

A

—

We

—

•

•

.

•

•

(

•

*'A new version of the popular song:
'
'

We

were bombed

last night,

Bombed the night before
Gonna be bombed tonight
As we were never bombed before.
When we 're bombed we 're scared as we can be
You can bomb the whole damned army if you
bomb me.

don't

''They're over us, they're over us,
One tiny cave for the four of us.
Praise he to God there are no more of us.
For this is the only cave in town.

" 'The Sweetest Story Ever Told' greets a somewhat surprised ear as its owner enters a Y. M. C. A.

—

hut for his after-lunch seegar always a gamble. 'Little Bobbies,' Pent etre, or an exq^uisite 'Henri Clay';
one day 'Sweets,' another the prized 'Fatimas.' We
watch a bit of ball practice on* the big parade ground
and again take up the grind.
the song of the phonograph lingers in the
brain and calls for that letter which should have been
written long ago.

"But

—

—

seven o'clock and we
last our car arrives
journey to our dinner up the river. By eight we are
eating in the open air at our new hotel commuters in

"At

—

France."

Loss of Weight in Curing Leaf
much more weight when
than when the leaves are picked in

That leaf tobdeco

loses

cured on the stalk
the field and cured separately has been demonstrated
by an investigation of the United States Department
of Agriculture. The experiments were carried on for
a period of four years at a Connecticut tobacco farm.
They showed that for leaves of the cigar wrapper type
the average loss in dry weight in curing picked leaves
was from 12 to 15 per cent., while leaves cured on the
stalk lost approximately twice as much. If the stalk
is split in

419^

harvesting, a

common

practice

in certain

sooner than if simply severed near
the base, and in consequence there is not so much loss to
the leaf. Even under these conditions, however, the
loss in the leaf's weight is greater than in curing
picked leaves. Tobacco intended for export, manufacturing and cigar fillers is usually gathered in a riper
condition than that for wrappers, and in consequence
Even with picked leaves
it loses still more weight.
this loss frequently amounts to from 35 to 40 per cent.
From the "Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter."
districts, it dries

—

Tobacco Dealers Cannot Afford To Cut Prices
When New Revenue Bill Is Signed
Washington, D. C.

TOBACCO

dealers will be seriously affected by the
taxes provided for in the new revenue bill
which
has just been introduced into Congress.
number of
now taxes are provided, and existing levies increased
to such an extent that the burden next
year is expected
to be about three times as great as that
under which
the trade is now handicapped.

A

Big dealers and small, manufacturers and retailers, all are considered in the bill.
There is, for instance, a tax on business, under which the proprietor
of any business, the gross receipts of which
for the
preceding year ending June 30 exceed $2000, must pay
$10. Manufacturers whose gross receipts from sources
other than^sales directly to the consumer exceed $100,000, will, under this section, be taxed $15 additional.
This section also provides that every domestic corporation shall pay annually a special tax equivalent to
$1 for each $1000 of so much of the fair average value
of its capital stock for the preceding year ending June
30 as is in excess of $5000. Foreign corporations will
be taxed on the average amount of capital actually invested in the transaction of business in the United

that can safely be levied in the United States at this
time
the hiterest of a conthiuous flow of revenue into
the Treasury and without greatly reduced consumption

m

ot tobacco and
hi the report.

manufactures thereof," it was declared
"Under the Hevenue Act of 11)16 retail
dealers were allowed to hold not to exceed 100 pounds
of manufactured tobacco and snuff and not to exceed
1000 cigars or cigarettes free from the floor taxes levied
under that act. It has been the purpose in framing this
bill to eliminate all exemptions as far as possible
and
in this particular case no similar exemption is iirovided
^
in this bill.

'»

The Revenue Act

of 1917 only levied one-half of
the additional tax imposed by that act upon cigars,
cigarettes and manufactured tobacco and snuff held bv
retail dealers upon the passage of the act.
The new
bill provides that the entire additional taxes imposed
be levied upon all stocks held and intended for sale bv
any person upon the passage of the act.
The following table shows the present tax rates
and those included in the new bill:

Present Proposed
Tax.
Tax.

States.

Cigars, weighing not

Broker? will be required to pay a flat tax of $100,
and, if a member of any exchange, will also be taxed
upon the value of his seat or membership therein. Custom house brokers are to be taxed $50.

per 1000,
Cigars, weighing more than 3

The

upon manufacturers of tobacco
have been doubled. Those whose annual sales do not
exceed 50,000 pounds will be taxed $6 if sales do not
exceed 100,000 pounds, $12; not more than 200,000
])ounds, $24, and if more than 200,000 pounds, 10 cents
per thousand pounds or fraction thereof.
special taxes

;

Manufacturers of cigars selling not more than
50,000 annually will be taxed $4; not exceeding 100,000,
$(); not more than 200,000, $12; not exceeding 400,000,
$24, and manufacturers whose sales exceed 400,000
cigars shall pay at the rate of 10 cents per thousand
cigars or fraction thereof.

Manufacturers of cigarettes, including small cigars
weighing not more than three pounds per thousand,
will be required to pay at the rate of 6 cents for every

more than

.3

lbs.

$i.()o

$2.00

3.00

5.00

Scents,
4.00
More than 5, but not more than 7

5.00

1000,

if

retailed

lbs.

per

at—

Less than 4 cents each (tax per
1000),
4 cents or more, but not

more than
•

cents,

More than

8,

15,

8.00

6.00

12.00

8.00

IH.OO

10.00

2().()()

2.05
2.05

4.10
6.10

but not more than 20

cents,

More than 20 cents each,
Cigarettes, not more than 3
1000, to sell

n.OO

but not more than 15

cents,

More than

S.OO

but not more than S

7,

cents,

More than

4.00

lbs.

per

at—

Less than 2 cents each (per 1000),

10,000 cigarettes or fraction thereof.

2 cents or more each,
Cigarettes, weighing more than

In arriving at the amount of special tax to be paid
niider this section, each person engaged in the manui'acture of more than one of the classes of articles specified is to be considered a manufacturer of each class

per 1000,
4.80
Tobacco, per pound,
.13
Snuff, per pound,
.13
Cigarette papers, per package, book or

.separately.

set

Special attention was paid to the taxes on tobacco
in framing the bill.
"Your committee, after making a
careful study of the tobacco taxes in England and the
monopoly receipts from tobacco and kindred products
of France and Italy, and the revenues raised therefrom
in proportion to population as compared with the
I'nited States, has concluded that the proposed taxes
are approximately the highest revenue-producing rates

More than

'.]

lbs.

but not more than
50 papers to book,
More than 50, but not more than

.2()

.2(1

25,

100,
Over 100, for each 100 or fraction
thereof,
Cigarette tubes, per 100 or fraction

thereof,

9.()0

.OO^/.

.01

.01

.02

.0

.02

.02

.04
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Beginning January 1 next, manufacturers of automatic cigar vending machines who operate such machines will be required to pay a special annual excise
tax of five per cent, of the gross amount received from
their operation. In addition, there will be a tax of ten
I)er cent, upon the sales of such machines.
The taxes upon railroad tickets, freight and express shipments remain unchanged. The tax on seats,
berths and staterooms is to be reduced from ten to
eight per cent., to correspond to transportation tickets.
A new tax is to be levied upon parcel-post shipments
requiring more than twenty-five cents postage, to be
one cent for each twenty-five cents or fraction thereof

tax of ten per cent, of the selling price is imposed upon cigar and cigarette holders and pipes composed wholly or in part of meerschaum or amber, humidors and smoking stands.
Maimfacturers and jobbers who use motorcycles
niid automobiles for delivery purposes or for the use
of their salesmen will not only be taxed five per cent,
upon trucks and ten per cent, upon other automobiles
and motorcycles purchased, but will have to pay also
a usage tax amounting to $5 for motorcycles and ranging from $10 for Fords upwards for automobiles.
There will also be a tax of two cents a gallon on gasoline and of ten per cent, on tires, inner tubes, parts and

of the excess.

accessories.

0.

Li,

L,

To assume an

obligation and then not to make
definite arrangements of some kind for taking care of
it is an infallible sign of a mighty poor business man
and one who can never hope for even indifferent suc1.

cess.

Many buying propositions

2.

Some

will be good,

will

be put up to you.

some bad and others

just middling.
The trouble with many business men is that they can't
tell which is which and so they get fooled.
It is a
l)retty good rule to leave the bad and middling ones
alone, but to harness on to the good ones and push them
to a money-making climax.
Just how to tell which are the good ones is a question.
If it*s a stock or corporation proposition, put it
up to your banker and perhaps your lawyer. Their
advice may save you a lot of money. If it's a selling
I)roposition, ask yourself whether it duplicates some
(>ther line you carry. If so, you will be in competition
with yourself. Discover whether the article is sufficiently well known that you will not have to create a
demand for it at your own expense. And examine critically the margin of projit left after the cost of doing
business has been added to the original cost of the goods

themselves.

To carry a small balance

at the bank or to be
virtually always **on the edge^' is to be placed on what
is known as the ** black list'* by some institutions. This
(loesn 't make for strong credit. Better borrow money
at a reasonable rate per cent, per annum and have a
fair-sized ** going '* account with which to swing current
3.

bills.

Discounts taken advantage of regularly make a
tidy saving every month. It is better business to borrow money and do business on a discount basis, paying
a yearly rate per cent., than to lose time discounts.
From fifteen to twenty per cent, can be made on the
money so borrowed.
5. To worry endlessly over petty details is to leave
no nervous energy or business alertness on tap for
4.

larger matters. Put the responsibility for petty details
on the shoulders of employees and hold them up to the
mark of seeing that such matters are properly taken
care of and reports to that effect made to you. No man
of large affairs can afford to spend his time doing the
work of a cheap clerk.

F.

Richards
Relatives who are associated with one in the
same business are not always the cause of unalloyed
bliss. There are usually faults on both sides. The relationship part of it should be lost sight of as much as
possible and each one be ready to give the other a thoroughly square deal if the business connection is to continue. An employee who has a mortgage on his job
because he's a relative seldom renders satisfactory
service.
He has small incentive to progress and to
assume larger responsibilities, and all too often he
causes dissatisfaction on the part of other employees,
who are hard working and who feel they are entitled to
due recognition and promotion therefor. If you hire a
relative, make plain to him that you expect him to make
good or make way for someone else if you are associated with a relative as a business principal, expect to
do your part as to both labor and responsibility.
6.

;

7.

iiiiiiiiHUiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiMimnmniiiiiniiummm,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

To argue with a customer

is

a mistake. It preju-

dices him and never convinces. It is better to listen
respectfully and then to say, **My own experience has
been thus and so." Say it quietly and then drop the
matter there. Usually you will find the customer comes
right around to your viewpoint when handled that way.
8. If your employees respect your business methods and you, and have reason to believe in the goods
you sell and feel that they are fairly well treated, they
will be the best business boosters you can possibly

have.

Don't complain about unjust business restrictions unless you are an active working member of your
own trade organization. Such organizations have for
their first purpose the reasonable protection of business interests in their own line. If you are a slacker,
ready to profit by what the rest do, but not willing to
do your own part, you have no occasion to grumble.
10. Do you appreciate the fact that the large number of men which the Government must have in order
to properly thrash the enemy will inevitably reduce the
man-power of the country much more in the months to
come than it has in those which are past? What plans
are you making to keep your business organization
properly supplied with needed workers? There's a
way out there always is, but sometimes you've got to
hunt to find it.
9.

—

(Continued on Page is)
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
By Frank Farrington
(All

CHAPTER

RighU Reterved)

XI

Understanding the Customer
salesman who is to be successful needs to under,
stand the man for whom he works, the policy of
tl c
store, and the goods he sells. But that
is not all
he
needs to understand the people to whom he is goiiii*

T^E

;

to

make sales.
The buyers

of

any

class of goods have their j)ccuharities as a class in addition to their individual
peculiarities.
They require study from their own point

of view as users as well as from the salesman's point
of view, as purchasers. This is true of smokers
in a
larger way probably than of almost any other class of
trade.
One can scarcely know too much about the idiosyncrasies of the men with whom he is to do business.

Counter-irritants
By Bruce

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimii

AVe have

experienced the difficulties that come with
failure to understand an acquaintance who is rough
and
gruff by nature but who means nothing by his abiniptness, who is kindly underneath it all and thinks no harm
in speaking out sharply and plainly.
There are, of course, customers like that, men who
seem to take a delight in verbally snapping off the
heads of clerks they ask to serve them. You naturally
learn to know which of your customers are that kind
and when you know them better, they generally soften
somewhat, but it is a part of salesmanship to recognize
the crusty buyer at sight and, instead of being cowed
by his bluster, to take it for what it is worth, letting
it pass without comment.
Once in a while such a man needs to be talked to
in his own style in order to acquire his respect, but
that is rarely the case. Snapping back at the man who
acts ill-natured will generally end the chances of developing a friendly business relationship with him.
Of course, it is not easy to understand a customer's pecuHarities at sight. Quite the reverse. This
understanding the customer is the most difficult part
of the headwork of salesmanship. But like many difficult things it is the more worth the while.
To judge an entire stranger by his appearance
when he walks up to the opposite side of the counter
from you, to recognize his type and to see behind what
he says, requires an expert in psychology, physiogomy
and a lot of other sciences, and one does not become
an expert in anything at a moment's notice. Some men
pick up these technical phases of selling faster than
others, but after all, a good deal depends upon how
hard we try to learn and how much time and energj'^
we devote to study.
There are books on psychology in its relation to
selling goods, and books on character study.
Most
salesmen regard such books as over their heads, as too
theoretical.
These books are not highbrow, and any
way there is nothing more practical than a sound
theory. If you learn the theory of understanding the
customer, you will find it a simple matter to apply it.
The salesman who understands his customer will
not rub him the wrong way. He will defer to his opinions, even though standing by his own in the main. He
will avoid expressing offending opinions, and he will
all

steer clear of dangerous topics.

Ill

The men who come into your store are
and intormed upon many of the current

interested
affairs of

the day, and they often have strong feelings
upon public questions.
To drift into conversation with such
men and to take a pronounced stand on subjects in
which the question of wrong or right, or patriotism
or loyalty do not enter, running the risk
of antagoniz-

ing them, IS not the
back again.

way

to

make them want

to

come

The argument must be kept out

of conversation
with a customer, because it ciin only result in a lessening of respect and of friendship. The salesman
is the
one to keep the conversation away from argumentative
dangers, because he is the party who has something
at stake. The customer does not care. lie may
even
be anxious to get into an argument. There are
plenty
of men who are always looking for a scrap.

The

ability to best

your man

no part of successful salesmanship.

an argument is
The man you seek

in

to convince? against his will, will not be convinced

merely by being out-argued.
When you have a customer who seems to want to
bring up certain favorite subjects for discussion, let
him bring them up. It is the part of tact to get into
a man's good graces by talking about the things he
wants to discuss. You need not agree with him always.
You are not obliged to agree to principles in which you
do not believe, but you can keep your mouth shut some
of the time and let many statements pass that are not
entirely to your liking. Don 't arbitrarily take the other
side if you can avoid it.

A

part of understanding customers is understanding why they do not buy in accordance with your suggestions. Asking a customer why he doesn't buy what
you try to sell him is too crude a method of getting at
the facts.
tactful discussion is more likely to bring
out the facts.

A

If you are going to get very far with a man's objections to buying, you need to know his real reasons
for refusing. To understand underlying reasons, you
need to be a good judge of character, and you need to
bring to bear all the knowledge you already possess

of the man's business and habits. If a man is obviously or if you know him to be a professional man and
objects to heavy cigars, you easily get a line on the
kind of smokes he will favor. You read in his dress,
his appearance, his language, the reasons for his objection to certain cigars you suggest.
You come to
an understanding of what type of man he is, and thus
you get a line on what to try to sell him, without having to ask him directly why he doesn't want the cigar

you

offer.

Some men seem

to prefer buying from a comiiarative stranger.
They will choose every time the clerk
they do not know. They don't care to develop any

friendly relations with the man behind the counter.
Other men always turn to the clerk they know. Their
buying becomes a personal matter, and they like to
develop a friendly feeling on the part of the salesman,
and even to stop and visit with him a few minutes
whenever he is not too busy. It becomes a part of
{Continued on Page 20)
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See That Goods Received Are Those Ordered
By Elton
Copyright

Albany, N.

On August

1917,

i'.

me

that

16tli last 1

it

was good, partly because

of

some jjeculiarities of manufacture. I ordered a
few dozen for fall trade. The goods came in and
not being needed right away, were put on an
upper floor. I did not have occasion to look at
them until late in September, when I found that
Ihev were not at all what I ordered. The make is
different, and some of the sizes are different. In
fact, the goods are not desirable and I do not wish
Meanwhile, however, we paid the
I took the matter up with
bill when it came due.
the New York house, but they say the goods were
in fulfillment of the order and refuse to do anyto

handle them.

thing about it. I have heard since that they are
What I would like to know
full of those tricks.
I feel that our cause is
is have we any recourse!
just and am willing to go to any length to resent

what

I

consider a trick.

A. M. N.

&

Bro.

am

very much afraid that the money this correspondent would spend in trj^ing to get his money
back would be lost. It seems like a hardship to make
Jiim pay for goods he didn't order and doesn't want,
nevertheless he must remember that he brought the
hardship on himself by his own careless failure to look
new goods, too when they arrived, or
at the goods
within a reasonable time thereafter.
I

—

Buckley

by Elton

J.

By Arthur

Buckley

under the circumstances of the case." The buyer
could not be expected to inspect the goods on the station platform, and inasmuch as he inspected within a
day or two after they reached his store, that was suffi**

gave a salesman for a
Xew York house an order for a line of men's underwear of a particular style and make. I had
not handled the line before, but the salesman convinced

J.

—

The law makes the duty of a buyer in such a case
very clear. Where goods are bought on regular terms,
the buyer is always supposed to have some time to inspect them after they arrive. That is his right and
except by his own act,
it cannot be taken from him

—

as in this correspondent's case.

But under innumerable cases his right to inspect
This phrase, **a
is limited to '*a reasonable time.''
reasonable time," occurs very frequently in legal matters, and it is always given the same application
reasonable time under the circumstances of the case.
Naturallv there can't be anv inflexible rule as to what
a reasonable time is. For instance, in one case some
goods a man bought were delivered by mistake at a
station rather distant from his store and about three
weeks elapsed before they reached the store. He examined them within a dav or two after, and found them
not in accordance with the order. He accordingly rejected them, but tlie seller refused to accept the rejection, claiming that he had not examined them within
a reasonable time, and it was now too late. It went to
court, and the court said it was a reasonable time

—

The Cigar Clerk on The New Draft

cient.

had gone straight to the man's store
the reasonable time would have been much shorter.
Now, take the case submitted to me. I have no
reason to believe that this correspondent needed more
than one week to look at these goods after they reached
his store. It is possible that the court might not give
him even that much, and it is remotely possible that
he might be allowed a little more if he showed some
If the goods

special reason for it. It is not debatable that the four
or five or six weeks which he took, however, went far
beyond a reasonable time. He even paid the bill without inspection, and it seems clear that his right of inspection and rejection is gone. If his right is gone,
it follows that he cannot recover his money.

—

—

What

should have been this buyer's course in the
transaction which he sets forth? In the first place, as
I have already intimated, he should have gotten at the
goods within a few days, and made sure that they were
what he ordered. I have already explained why that
was necessary. I ran across a man the other day who
had been in business for twenty-seven years, and who
had never heard of the rule that the right of a buyer
of goods to examine them when they came in is limited
to a reasonable time. He thought he could look at them
six months after and if he found they were not what
was ordered, send them back and get his money.

But

to return to the case.

If this buyer on inspec-

found they were not what were ordered, he would have had two courses open. I take the
following, which explains what those two courses are,
verbatim from a leading case on the subject:
iion of the goods

He may,

he so desires, rescind the contract, in which case he must return the property
received by him or offer to return it, or prove that
it is worthless and therefore that it is unnecessary
to return it; (2) He may stand by his contract and
keep what he received and in an action for damages recover the damages resulting from the
fraud, which, ordinarily, will be the difference between the actual value of the property as it was
when received by the purchaser and what its value
would have been if it had been as represented. He
may apply remedy No. 2 in two ways. If he has
not paid for the goods he can wait till he is sued
and then prove that the goods delivered are not
worth as much as those ordered, offering to pay
the value of the goods delivered. Or if he has paid
for the goods he can sue the seller for the difference between the full contract price, which he paid,
and the actual value of the goods delivered.
(1)

if

newborn
THE
mortal blow

American dye industry has got a
just as it was beginnin' to get

^^^y ?^^^ *^^ ^'^^"^ ^'lerk as his friend,
^u
"""".'^X
the btreet
Oar Conductor, entered the store to obtain
his daily package of scrap.

Z

''How's that!" asked the Conductor, wadding
a
generous supply into his mouth, "I ain't
heard anything about It. I thought we had the business
cinched
since (jermany is out of the game and
our chemists
have discovered all the trade secrets.
'

*^^'* because the chemists flivvered,
not
at all. Why, when it comes to dyeing for
our country
American chemists have the Kaiser's bunch down and
out.
Naturally you ain't heard nothin' about it, because it ain't happened yet, and I'm just dopin'
it out
^

iV^ii'n!*

myself as a natural consequence of this here 18
to 45
draft law."
**Well, fer the love o'— say, what's the draft
law
got to do with dyes!"
*'0h, I knowed I'd have to explain it to vou.
You're grabbm' nickels with one hand and ringin'
'em up, occasionally, with the other lunch hook, because

you've got no imagination, you can't deduce at all.
Your mental trolley works only on a straight line and
when it hits a curve of independent thought—good
night, the lights go out."
**Izzat so! Wilson is sure overlookin' a bet by
not recalling Pershing and puttin' you in his place.
There wouldn't be any German army after that—
they'd laugh themselves to death. Go on, you wise bird,
tell us all about it and mebbe you can head off
the
disaster. With your nut you oughta be one o' them
dollar a year men in Washington. You're worth itjust about."
**
Peace, Edgar, Kamerad, I surrender, 'n everything--have a cigar. Now I'll put you next to the
calamity that threatens one of our new and prosperous institutions. They make a lot o' fun of the women
who never have a birthday after No. 25, but believe
me, they're not half as funny as these guys who begin
to camouflage when the frost is on the punkin. The
geezers whose shiny domes make a fox trot look like a
scalp dance have a good alibi. They tell you it's deep
thinkin' that has robbed them of their roof moss, but
when Father Time begins to play Silver Threads
Among the Gold,' they gotta own up, or dye.
**
Before Congress pulled this forty-five joke you
could walk along a crowded street for miles and not
see any middle-aged men, say from forty-five to sixty.
There wasn't any such animal. Plenty of real oldtimers, with Santa Claus fronts; and a lot o' sprightly
young blades, rangin' from just above thirty-one, toe
danger mark at that time, up to forty-five, the last
lap of youthdom, but from that limit up to five times
twelve a one-armed man could have counted them on
his fingers. It seemed like there was no male children
born in the United States from the Battle o' Bull Run
*

Crime o* 'Seventy- three.
**Them was the happy days for the guys with the
strong, virile faces and the raven locks, who pined
because Baker said they couldn't go to France, seein'
to the

'

t

T. Garrett
they were more than thirty-one
rears old— 'Oh, ves
iiiaeed, 1 know 1 don't look it,
but I'm really getting
along you know, thirty-seven last
birthday.'

U'ith

a
miUion young men gone or goin' to
France and an
equal number o' young ladies cut off from
companion-

and tree ice cream, these heroes whom ciool
fate
debarred Irom fighting the horrid llun, did
their bit
by consolin' the fair damsels, takin' them
to theaters
and dances. For years they'd had a hard time
keepin'
up with the football brigade and the ukelele
lizards,
but now the held was free. Little did
the fluffy-haired
damsel imagine that her youthful appearing
dance
partner, who didn't look a day over thirty-tive,
had
ship

been a delegate to the convention that
nominated
iiryan in 1896, and who is afraid every
minute that
his daughter's youngest will spill the
beans hv yellin'
"
'
'Oh, grandpa,' at him.
''Then Baker looks over those present in the army
and decides we need a few more dozen to complete the

—

—

aii I wo wffKs, I understand, the sale of black hair dye fell off 95 per
cent.
Heads turned gray in a single night, and
eleven thousand theater engagements were suddenly
canceled, because the young ladies wouldn't stand for
escorts iii the Badger State. Torn betwixt love and
duty they dumped the hair dye and told how they suffered from fright durin' the Chicago fire, which happened forty-seven years ago.
**Y'ou may thhik it's tough on the parties born
between 1873 and 1887, because they gotta register and
mebbe go to Frances but their hardships ain't
nothin' to the sufferin' endured by the nature fakers
whose age has been a dark secret. Now thev gotta
come through and tell When it Happened or be pinched
regularly by the police on the suspicion of beiii' a
slacker.
Many a more or less happy wife, who is
hopin' mebbe that friend husband will'be yanked into
the draft and sent to France to die an honorable death,
leavin' a handsome widow with a fat pension, will
wake up some mornin' and scream for the police to
-

.,v«,vw« .,v.initv/io.

come and remove a grayheaded

villain,

who must have

sneaked in durin' the night, only to discover later that
it is indeed hubby, but how changed

"Them

fifty-year birds

who used

to

haunt the

cabarets disguised as sophomores will have to cut out
the wild life, because tlie world excuses hilarity in
youth, while it condemns gray heads that go on a bat.
It's the home fireside and the slippers for them this
winter, and on Sundays instead o' roadhouse gayety,
they can go to church and join the congregation in
singin' 'I'm Going Home to Dye No More.'

"You

now, them Amerie^m chemists that
horned into the (jerman secrets regardin' the niakin'
of hair dye are facin' a dyin' market. The real old
guys are proud of their white hair, and the younger
<set ain't got any yet.
The bulk of the trade comes
see,

ijContinued on

Paye

ij)
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^

;

He's liappy

^^« ^^^^^ ^« kid themJdv^.
^r^'^
selves ?h«n^^^''^?'^
that a man is only
as old as h^ looks, so they
frame a joke on the Bible statistics.
Now, if hey look
ten yfars younger they gotta
do a lot of explaining
Mebbe the mdustry will come back,
and in the
mean ime the manufacturers might
brekk even by
^y^-^lasses and canes as a side line.''
cc aT
Ah you're crazy," said the Street Car
Conductor.
I guess every able-bodied
American citizen
will be proud to do his share
o' the fightin', and there
ain't any of them going to lie
about their age."
^?^ ^^^'* ^^^ t^e point. They're
gom .to ?^n^^.?P'*!'
ten the truth when the truth hurts.
These
guys I'm talkm' about ain't claimin' to
be over fortyfive— they're od^mt^^iw^ it, which is a
whole lot
ent.
Now these birds that are really eligibledifferand
want to take on a few years suddenly, they're
the gun'^^
*^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ y^^^ was vou bom in?"
u^^'
Who me! Why, lessee, I'm over age you know.
It was
"
the year ah um
**Lemme help you out. You ain't quick at figgers 1873 is the safety first line. Now
you may lie
•

y

^

— —

m

;

when ready."
"Whaddayemean,
can prbve

"^

lie?

I

was bom

in 1872, an' I

it.

iVGood boy, you belong all right all right. Sure
you was bom in dear old '72, when Grant started
his
second terra. It's a wonder they didn't name
you
Grant' instead o' Samuel C. But they was Democrats,
so they didn't name you at all till Tilden mn
for President, and then they tagged you Samuel
m honor of the presidential candidate andCentennial'
the cele*

brated exposition held in 1876, at least that's the

way

your wife explains your peculiar middle
name."
lou re a liar. I was named after my uncle and
my middle name is Cliarles. "
*

'

^Needn't yell at me. I ain't the draft board.
You
can be born in 1849, for all I care.
Let's talk about
the war for a change. If we get
to quarrelin' I'm
liable to forget you're an old man,
and 1 might bean
you one for luck. What do you think of Foasli's
strategy
straighteiiin' out the Rhymes-Soassons
salient?"
*

m

^u

**Them French names gimme a headache,"

said

the t^treet (^ar Conductor suddenly. Have
they captured that place called Cammyfiadge vet?"
**No " said the Cigar Clerk solemnly, 'Mt's too
well hidden."
'*I was readin' yesterday in the paper
that Foash
has now got the initiative firmly in his grasp, and
1
spent two hours lookin' over the map trvin' to
locate
it.

What

is it

anyway?

river f"

Is

it

a railroad, a town or a

**Sam, you mean well, but to understand this
war stuff, you absolutely have got to know French.
There's lots of French words that are absolutely
untranslatable, and it ain't no use to tn^ to tell y'ou
in
P^nglish what they mean. For instance, when 'l say
*C'est la guerre pomme de terres comme il fait bon jour
mooseer,' you have no idea what I mean, and I couldn't
tell you in English.
But initiative is easy, you oughta
got that by readin about the prisoners and guns captured. Initiative is French for 'Goat.'
See? When
Foash took the initiative it means he got their goat."
**Gee, I wish I had your education," said tho
Street Car Conductor admiringly.
'

Buying and Selling In Wisconsin
Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter" says that some
THE
time ago a number of farmers
**

signed an agreement

Schinasi Btos
1790 Biroadway

la

1

'XSSbr.

not to sell their tobacco under fifty cents a pound until
a certain date. Then they met and declined to stand
by the agreement, and ballots were passed upon which
each grower wrote what he considered a fair price, or
perhaps what he would like to have, and the average
was forty-two cents. As tobacco buying did not start
at the scheduled time as the buyers thought, their ideas
and those of the sellers were rather far apart, the situation was somewhat mixed.
Sometimes the law of supply and demand can be
set aside by combination, but it generally takes a very
large and very wealthy monopoly to accomplish it,
and the Wisconsin sellers and buyers do not figure up
to this standard.
However, a few of the larger buyers have secured
in the aggregate, several thousand acres of
the new
crop.
few sample sales were at 37 cents, 37i/i cents,
'^W2 cents, 38 cents, 36I/2 cents, 36 cents, 33 cents and
30 cents. **The Reporter '' said on September 6th
**The harvest has been delayed by cold, cloudy,
drizzling rains the past few days, and the fear of low
temperatures near the frost line is causing much un-

A

easiness as not half the crop is yet secure. The growers have produced too valuable a crop to permit of any
loss of working time or cost of extra labor to interfere
with its early housing. From this time on there will
be busy times throughout the tobacco growing sections.
•*Tlie tobacco growers very generally insist that
they be permitted to strip the fillers in with the grades
ill
the contracts thus far being signed this season.
Even when the filler grade is bought at a separate price
the percentage to be paid for as fillers is agreed upon,
but the tobacco is to be stripped all together. Growers were never so insistent on this point as now, because they well understand that the scarcity of help
at stripping time and the extra labor of separating the
grades must be avoided as much as possible. The
work of taking out the filler grades will therefore fall
upon the packers the coming season in the warehouse
handling of the crop, which is an additional matter
of expense to be taken account of by them. The usual
average percentage of fillers rangcs*^from ten to fifteen
per cent., depending upon the soundness of the croj),
and if they are to be separated in the warehouse sorting, an additional cost of at least two cents a pound
nuist be placed upon the filler grades."
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What you

NOW to help the

caAo

not essential that such meetings be
called Liberty Loan meetings—they would better be
announced as
"Win-the-War" meetings, and above aU it should
be
made clear that no attempt will be made at these
It is

next Liberty Loan
Read this carefully — then ACT
T

meetings

Bonds or money
any purpose whatever—but in all the speaking
and
discussion attention should be largely
devoted to the
forthcoming Loan.
for

three Liberty

of the

Loan

issues already successfully

by the win-the-war

spirit

American people.

ally to each individual the important serious personal

lation

which he or she should have

successful financing of

In connection with the great work of awakening and
quickening to action the spirit of war sacrifice which has
been the greatest factor in the success of Liberty Loans
it would be impossible to put too high a valuation on the
splendid voluntary work of American business men,
bankers, labor leaders, and moulders of thought in all

to the

war and

re-

to the

it.

To

the accomplishment of that great end it is now
proposed that the leaders of thought and action in Amer-

and especially the employers of labor, great and small,
whether in store or factory, whether engaged in producica

tion or distribution,

professions and occupations.

The very

success of this volunteer leadership in creating enthusiasm has shown the desirability of organized
for increasing its usefulness.

to suggest to those leaders

action

is

will begin

Such meetings organized

the "Win-the-War"
not only help tremendously to insure 100 per
cent, subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty Loan among

on

employes of industrial and commercial concerns, they
will do more than almost any other one thing could to de-

who

And

particularly

feel that their circle of

enormous amount of good
each, no matter how small or

relatively small the

they can do as a whole if
great (relatively) his sphere may be, will act with enthusiasm and system. The great factory or store, society or club, church, or other organization with, say 5000
employes, members, or audience, does a great work in
"selling" the Liberty Loan idea to such an aggregation.
But that work is fully matched in aggregate importance
by a hundred such institutions whose average payroll,
membership, or audience, comprises only fifty persons
each.

The nation has much other work to do. The Liberty
Loan drives are necessarily carried through largely by
volunteer work. In consequence they must be limited to
specific brief periods for the actual subscription to the

bonds.

hold a meeting of your employees shortly previous to
the Fourth Liberty Loan
campaign, not to take bond
subscriptions but to arouse
serious entheusiasm for the

THESE

campaigns have the advantage
of building up white-hot waves of enthusiasm, but it
is extremely difficult in such periods to secure close
contact with all the wage-earning and money-making
units of the public and especially to bring home person-

meetings should be held not
earlier than September 10th and not
later than September 25th, unless there are special
circumstances which
would make an earlier or later meeting
expedient.

THE
booklet

setting

by

all

Whether
should be made to "stage"
make them interesting and

the audience be great or small, every
the meetings
instructive

effectively,

and above

all to

give employes themselves an opportunity to speak,
discuss, to suggest, to enthuse their fellow employes.

They can be
"Win-the-War" Meetings need not be limited to gatherings of employees.
effective if organized as "town meetings" — or by clubs, societies, churches, lodges or
Leadership, organization, and a definite program will work wonders.
institutions.

to

to

way

and make clear to all the
which work and sacrifice here

in

our midst help and sustains the work of our fighting
men "over there."

This is an opportunity for every American business
man to do a great and helpful work for the Fourth Liberty Loan and one which will help win the war.

any capac-

There

plenty of time for efficient action.
no time to lose in preparing for that action.

who can

is

There

is

THE TOBACCO WORLD.

the coupon

Coupon

r
pledge myself to organize and hold a
"Win-the-War" meeting
previous to the opening of the Fourth Liberty
Loan Campaign in
order to help float the Loan.
I

The Tobacco World
230 Chestnut Street

^^^ ^^

copy of Liberty Loan Committee Booklet giving
suggestions for Programs for such meetings.
t

Philadelphia
State

Get the

Book

your meeting
and
make

_

City
Street

No

*Firm

a
''hummer"

Position or Title.

it

equally
similar

in

will serve to educate

in

have been furnished with copies of the
booklet
giving "Programs for
'Win-the-War' Meetings"—and
will send a copy promptly
to anyone signing the coupon
below and maUing it to us.
The signing of

Hold
effort

employers of labor

all

vitally important

We

WHERE

pate in one meeting. As for example, all the grocers in
a small city, or all those in a given section in a large city,
might get together in one meeting. But it would be a
grocers' meeting. In such cases it would usually be wise

has prepared a

societies,

Mail to

small stores, similar organizations in the same n
related lines of business can be invited to partici-

They

clubs or organizations of any kind
arrange such meetings.
ity,

among

ranks of the public the stern spirit ot
sacrifice, and the necessity for loyal, constant, steady
service of each and every one in the great national work
of victory for the cause of Liberty and Democracy.

forth

stores, factories,

Sign the

organizations are small, as for example

velop

"Suggested Programs for
Meetings to Prepare for the Fourth Liberty
Loan."
They have asked us as publishers of a business
paper
to bring this suggestion for
patriotic service to the attention of our readers and to urge
its hearty adoption

forthcoming Campaign.

to keep related trades together.
brief sharp

All of the preliminary

LIBERTY LOAN BUREAU

in

spirit will

September 28th.

floated have been put over

methods

your pledge to hold such a meeting either of your employes or of some similar group which you can bring together previous to the Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign
and your pledge when received will be turned over to the
Liberty Loan Bureau and officially acknowledged.
is

secure or accept subscriptions for

to

The Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign

HE

15

Signature
Date.

This space
contributed to the

war by The Tobacco

winning of the

World Corporation

*If a Society, Club or similar organization,
give
tif moro than one copy is desired, state

name

number.

here,
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Facts Not Given In H. Neuberger Case
AMITCIIFJ.L PALMER,

the alien property custodian, has announced that immediate steps will
he taken to liquidate the German-controlled tobacco
jobl)ing lirm of il. Neuberger & Company, Incorporated, which has offices at 130 Water Street, New York.
This concern, which has been taken over by the alien
property custodian, did a large speculative business in
leaf tobacco. It has $300,000 worth of leaf tobacco in
storage, which will be sold shortly.
Neuberger & Company owns fifty per cent, of the
stock of the Connecticut Tobacco Company, of Hartford, Conn. thirty-seven per cent, of the stock of the
(iriffiii Tobacco ( ompany, of Connecticut, and twentyfive per cent, of the stock of the Arthur Corey Tobacco
Company, of Jacksonville, Fla.
.

;

Neuberger & Company was organized about fifteen
years ago by Frederick Lederer, who was sent to this
country by Ileinrich Neuberger to establish a branch
of Neuberger & Company, large tobacco dealers of
Bremen, Germany. On the death of Ileinrich Neuberger, the majority interest in the company came into
the possession of Captain Moritz Neuberger, of the
(ierman army. Lederer continued to be the active man
in the American company. Captain Neuberger visiting
this country about once a year.
The firm has a capitalization of $710,000, of which
$654,700 of stock was issued and is outstanding. Captain Neuberger held sixty-five per cent, of the stock.

More Than Pleased'imhTlie
UmvepsallobaccoLeafCouiiiep

Mr. Palmer has appointed the following directors
for the company: Chellis A. Austin, 115 Broadway,
New York, vice president and chairman of the board
of directors William M. Cruickshank, secretary N. J.
Verdery, secretary of the New York Stock Exchange,
treasurer C. J. Edw^ards and William Redmond Cross.
Mr. Lederer will continue to act as president of the

U^
75

;

;

.TB'^S-gs
v^?

;

V^

concern.

According to newspaper reports, A. Mitchell Palmer would take over the business of H. Neuberger &
Company, Incorporated, of New^ York and Hartford.
An authorized statement by a representative of the
company is that sixty-five per cent, of the stock of the
company was owned by Captain Moritz Neuberger, of
the German army, and the balance by Frederick
Lederer, a patriotic American, w^hose loyalty is unquestionable. On the entry of the United States into
the war, Mr. Lederer placed the alien-owned stock in
the hands of Mr. Palmer. As the alien ownership of
stock was a handicap, liquidation was started several
months ago with Mr. Lederer 's approval and cooperation. Mr. Lederer continues as president under

(Z)

It

—

Counts only the Stripped Leaves and any number
{from 20 to SO) to the pad.

Gentlemen:

Referring to the recently purchased counting ch-inces,
beg to advise that
/ am more than pleased zvith same, ami am comnnced tliat
without the counting demce the stripping nmchine would not
be complete.

the custodian's reorganization.
It would seem that in cases of this sort it would
be better to first ascertain the facts, so that they might
be fairly and correctly given publicity.

to

Regarding the residts
watch the operators as

therefore

know

hotv

many

I
I
I

am

getting

from same, would add I do not have
know how long it requires to make a pad and
should have

Yours

at the

end of the day.

7'ery truly,

(Name on Request)

as well as
IARGE
Tobacco

I

The

Rising Tobacco Prices

of advice in regard to rising
prices; it is so easy to give and so cheap, and genBut it is a fact that to
erally so little appreciated.
keep talking about troubles is the way to make them
grow and it appears to us that there is too much talk
about the increase of the prices of cigars and to-

JUST

a

little

word

baccos.

,

.

.

his ow^i satisfaction and not for journalistic
enterprise, the writer talked the matter over casually
with two retail dealers, yesterday, Mr. Rialto, of whom
he buys his cigars on pay day, and Mr. Blanksky, of
whom' he buys his cigars in the middle of the week.
The unanimous opinion of the trade at the top

For

and bottom, the high-tone and low-tone merchants, was
that the only kicks came from customers who always
had been kickers, but that the general line of regular
cu^stomers as well as transients had accepted every advance with good humored resignation or most often as
a matter of coutse.

We

believe it would be best for manufacturers and
jobbers to take the same position, and we believe that
they do for the most part.
With the Emergency Aid sending thousands of
dollars worth of tobacco to the trenches with the Government commandeering all or most all of popular and
favorite brands, the American public expects the prices
of cigars to advance. Is it to be supposed that to;

bacco is going to sit pat while all other commodities
are climbing like the devil, and some of them taking
to airplanes?
Just a word more. The smoker who pays an extra
cent or two for his favorite brand is glad to find that
the quality is still there. So far it certainly is.
There are two wrong positions assumed by jobber
or retailer. One is an aggressive attitude and the other
The true one is the smiling one,
is an apologetic one.
the contented one, the one that says to the public, **lt
is the War.'*

II

An

exchange says, **Don't permit a dissatisfied
customer to leave your store.** Has the writer of that
advice got murder

in his

heart!

Journal of Commerce'* says, ** All new buildings to be curtailed.** The man that wrote that heading must have been a sort of a wag.

The

**

small cigar manufacturers are employing the Universal
Leaf Counter with marked satisfaction.
It counts only the
-J Stripped Leaves and any number (from 20 to 80) to the
pad.
Some of the
largest users of the Universal Tobacco Machine, after
trying out the "Leaf
Counter'* under the most exacting conditions of actual
service are equipping all
their **Model M" Universals with the new Leaf Counting
device.

Don*t waste time deploring the scarcity of labor. Let us prove
to you that the
Universal Stripping and Booking Machine and Universal Leaf
Counter will save

you labor and money.

A

demonstration in your own factory with your own tobacco
involves no obligation
Write now.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE
79 Fifth Ave.,
Factorjr,

New York

98-104 Murray St, Newark, N.

J.

CO,

'
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Ji
The
Fiaiico-Aiuerican Cigarette Company has
'J'lio
bought a number of buildings in Louisville, Ky., to be
useil in the manufacture ot cigarettes for the export
trade to France and other countries.

outing of the employees of the
Pasbach-N'oice J^ithographing C ompany, of New York,
was held on August L'4th, about 200 being present.
baseball game between the engravers and artists, and

The annual

A

the pressmen and feeders, was won by the latter team
by the score of i) to (J. Mr. Voice played on the losing
Various tournaments were held, and the day
team.
closed with a dinner, at which the employees were congratulated by Messrs. Pasbach and Voice on their part
in the rapid growth of the firm.
C. Mayer & Company, Incorporated, 316
Cherry Street, i^hiladelphia, has decided to open another factory. It will be No. 6 in the series of Mayer
factories, and will be located near York, Pa.
Sig.

The Deisel-Wemmer Cigar Manufacturing •Companv, of Lima, Ohio, will pay $350,000 to the Cincinnati' Customs J louse as a duty on $1,000,000 worth of
JSumatra tobacco which the company is transferring
from the New York Customs House to C'incinnati to
supply tlie Lima main factory and branch houses.

An

dispatch from Switzerland says it is
antiounced from Berlin that all of the cigar factories
in Germany will be closed at the end of the year beThis
cause stocks of leaf tobacco are exhausted.
measure will affect 6,000 factories which are still employing 80,000 to 90,000 and which employed 220,000
official

The Tropical Tobacco Company, of New l^ork, has
increased its capital from $100,000 to $1,000,000.

The R.

are 68,139 shares of Common stock outstanding; 10,221
shares will be required for the dividend and there will
then ])e 78,360 shares outstanding.

tmade others

idle.

It is probable that the

**

others''

be heard from, as their going out WQuld
probably have the same effect on the ones who have
It looks as though the American Tobacco
already]
Company are not the only ones making a *' Lucky

will

now soon

Strike.''*

"Tin

ington, D. C.

T

^ K
^T'f''':
°u
pract.cabe.but
which shall

'"'''

°"'^' ^°"'*""« °^

^^^'

not be in conflict with the

as

may

f oregoing

be found

recommen

The Answer

BB

A

:

containers are to be eliminated, using
in lieu thereof such substitutes
as

M. L. Floyd, of Hartford, Conn., former manager
of the Floydville plantations and later vice president
and a director of the American Sumatra Tobacco Company, has entered the service of the Government aa
Industrial Co-ordinator, with headquarters at Wash-

very admirable market report has recently been
sent out by the R. M. Barker Tobacco Company, of
(

arrollton,

Ky.

The

total resales in the State of

f

Ken-

tucky for the crop of 1918 were 14,608,972 pounds. The
Barker Tobacco Company have doubled their steam
drying capacity, and have built a storage warehouse
of 5000 hogsheads capacity.

The Fernandez- Abraham Company,

of Milwaukee,
Wis., have sold their business to Celestino Fernandez

The new concern has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $10,000.
The business will be conducted at the old quarters at 376 East Water Street,
Milwaukee. Y. Alonso will supervise the factory. The
other officers of the company are I. Fernandez, vicepresident and treasurer; George Koeberlein, of La
Prenda Cigar C^ompany, secretary.
y Ca.

:

the substitute parchment-lined fibre container
already in service and giving satisfaction.
will be pleased to refer prospective users
to cigar manufacturers who have
tested
this container in a most thorough manner.

We

f[ Since the Conservation

packed
will

September

cent.,

payable

15.

The Weyman-Bruton Company has declared
twenty per
tober

cent,

in

wooden boxes

Committee has

of not less than

be the only kind of a packing

contamers of

25 cigars-a package

1

also

recommended

that Class

00, a package such as the "

that will be able

to

B

Cigars be

DAMPTITE"

meet consumer demand

for

that has already built trade in eveiy section
of the

country.

common

a
stock dividend, payable Oc-

1.

That the restaurants

mining

in

f These are war-times and
"DAMPTITE" containers

districts are aidis illustrated by

ing the sugar-conservation program
a sign which appears in a restaurant near Tonopah,
Nev. This sign reads: **Use only one level teaspoonful in your coffee. Don 't be a U-boat— so stir like hell,
for we don 't mind the noise.
'

The Tampa cigar manufacturers have averted a
strike ])y granting an increase of from fifteen to thirtytwo per cent, to men who were already getting from
$40 to $50 a week, and whose going out would have

RECOMMENDS

Reynolds Tobacco Company has purchased the Plaza Hotel at Winston-Salem, N. C, containing, sixty rooms for a home for the girl employees
of the company.

declared the scrip dividend of three per

At a meeting held on August 29th, the stockholders
of the American Sumatra Tobacco Company authorized an increase of the common stock from seven to
The purpose of the infifteen millions of dollars.
crease is to permit the payment of a fifteen per cent,
stock dividend and also the issue of new common stock
to the extent of twenty-five per cent, of the amount
outstanding after the payment of the dividend. There

Conservation Committee of the Tobacco
Merchants Association

J.

The Porto Rican-American Tobacco Company has

in 1916.

PROBLEM

In Philadelphia local tobacco trade Henry G. Cutler operating the cigar stores at 102 and 208 Arch
Street, has recently disposed of both these businesses
and will retire owing to ill health. He has been in the
cigar businss for more than eighteen years. George
Lessler, who was in the cigar business in Baltimore
some years ago, has purchased the store at 102 Arch
Street. H. Johnson, who is a newcomer to the cigar
game, has bought the store at 208 Arch Street.

it is

is

a case of

"first

come

first

served."

The demand

for

already approaching the factory capacity.

GET SAMPLES AND PRICES TO-DAY

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.
1117-23 NORTH
BROADWAY

GARRETT

H.

SMITH,

Inc.

106 E. 19th Straet

NEW YORK
Atsnt

for th« States of

Now

CITY
York,

Now

Joraoy,
PoaDsjrlTonU. Dolowaro, Moryluid and Florida

.'.

.-.

.-.

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.
383 Monro* Str«et

DETROIT, MICH.
Atonta for tho Stataa of Michican.
ladiana and Ohio

n
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
(Continued from Page 20)

the cigar salosman's business to get to understand
these types of customers in order that he may treat
each class as it wishes. It is good salesmanship to
learn to recognize as many types of customers as possible at sight.
To put too much effort into becoming personally
intimate with the man who likes to make his buying an
impersonal matter may prove to be a fatal error. To
make selling a strictly business proposition with the
cordial, friendly, sociable chap, may also be a mistake,

and cause him

p. Lorillard

Co.

furnished tobacco for the soldiers of the

War

War

(1775—1783)
of 1812 (1812-1815)

Revolutionary

War (1846-1848)
Civil War (1861-1865)
Spanish War (1898)

Mexican

and are now furnishing
riimax Plug *'The Grand Old Chew"
to the soldiers fighting for the

Liberty of the World.
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WOOD

Don't take too seriously the attitude of your customer toward you. The success of your relations depends more on your attitude toward him. And don't
judge a customer too severely by his first appearance.
Every customer has times when he feels different. He
may be off his feed; he may have quarreled with his
wife before he came down town; he may be worried
by his business. Many things may put a man into
such humor that he feels like taking it out on the cigar
store salesman or someone else he happens to meet.
Pass over a good deal from a customer before showthe customer is peevish, then it is time for
to be tactful and careful, trying harder than usual

When

vou

Please a man when he is cross, and
to please him.
he will come back when he is good natured.

Study your customers and study men wherever
you meet them in order to learn the better how to understand them in their various moods. No fact discovered about human nature will be wasted in the pracThe better your understandmg
tice of salesmanship.
of human nature, the better will be your understanding of your customers.
paper said that a stenographer at Hog
Island received a ** cargo" of cob pipes from New Engthat
land and distributed them among the boys, and
97
cob pipes have become the rage on the Island. As
per cent, of the corn cob pipes are made at Washmg-

A
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JIO LcBOK Atc.. Naw York.
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of oaeh

and

Georgia Wrappers
are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

at

the history of
enterprising

manufacturers find

in

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

Are

YOU one of them?

local

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

I 41k

Connecticut, Florida

ing yourself disgruntled.

pipe dream.
ton. Mo., the item is probably a reporter's

TOSEPH H. DUBUnt
kOBERT E. LAftT
IKE RADIN
JOSEPH FREEMAN
LEO RIEDERS. 200 West

SHADEGROWN

\>J:i'Sr!!!fc5

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J,

drop

he meets with a more human reception.
Some customers feel themselves above the cigar
store salesmen. They think they belong on a higher
plane and that they are condescending when they enter
into conversation with the man behind the counter.
Of course, such a man is insufferable, and he makes
the salesman pretty sore, but it is all in the day's work,
and a good sale is a good sale, whether to one kind
of man or another, and if the customer feels above you,
and shows it, there is nothing to prevent you from feeling above him and keeping it to yourself.

Buiinesf EsUblUhed 1760—158 years ago.

We

to

aoath

at Hatal

MaAlpis.

is
San Francisco item states that a firm there
on acnot going to put up any *' Christmas cigars"

A

others will
count of the uncertainty of taxation. If all
bast
follow suit there will be joy in many households,
and saia
Christmas the writer received a box of cigars
it was
bad words. You can imagine his delight when
excellent
unwrapped and revealed a well-known and
Streets.
brand, sold near Broad and Chestnut

American Sumatra Tobacco Co
142 Water

St.,

New York

City
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Counter-irritants
(Continued from Page 8)

breaking in green help. To
pile on so much the first few days that the newcomer is
utterly discouraged is a mistake. Overloading a colt
has made many a balky horse. To give them too little
to do and not to require that done well is to give a
wrong idea of what you expect. There is a happy medium which makes for contentment, the joy of the job,
and fires ambition. Few men in business get very far
without the right kind of assistance.
12. Honesty and square dealing are the foundations of successful business, but a building wliich never
gets further than its foundation will not afford much
protection or comfort. Good judgment, properly di11.

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

of the Lipschutz Standard in

cigars represents

twenty-five years of close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;
result

of

an ideal

that

cannot be

it

is

the

with

satisfied

anything short of perfection, and the result
nation-wide prestige.

is

a

is

year.

The "44" oval products are marketed
it

an art

in

A WAR BABY
The

a

responsibility for quality.

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

No

one can expect to succeed who

The

Spanish

killed the business in the

War

United

States.

and the acquisition of the Philippine

Islands served to re-introduce

Manila cigars

to

American

smokers.

And now

World War with

this

of smokes of

of justifiable criticism or the remarks of dissatisfied customers will tear down as fast or faster than
well-directed effort can build up. Destruction is always
more rapid in its nature than construction.

all

kinds,

the greatly increased cost

and the enterprise of the Manila

manufacturers in supplying a cigar of rare smoking quality

and at a comparatively low price has given the Manila

The business man who always asks, What am
/ going to get out of thisf when communitj^ welfare is
at stake, is usually the kind who does not get much of
*

'

anything.

War

is

way

15.

high import tax imposed on Manila cigars at the time

of the Civil

not willing
to pay the price. Paying the price of business success
means eliminating all weakening habits, sound financial management, correct business methods and sticking everlastingly to the job. Few businesses react well
to absent treatment.
14. Publicity, like fire, may be a friend or a foe.
Properly directed, it increases business by enlarging
one's field of opportunity. Undesirable publicity in the
13.

increasing every

under a name that carries with

is

rected activity, sound business methods and the ability
to serve pleasingly must be coupled with honesty and
square dealing if success is to be attained.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard

There

prestige

it

cigar

never before could win.

Life's harvest is according to our sowing.

THE WISCONSIN TOBACCO CROP

Every Cigar Dealer Can

Now

Get Dividends from a Real

Jeremiahs who were predicting disaster
THE
month to the tobacco crop on account of the drouth

WAR BABY

last

DEALERS
There's a

Blii

Demand

for

FLOR DE
The
They're quite a

bit better

Sell for 3 for 25c, 10c
straight.

Our

Cl|{ar

Supreme

than others.

straight, 2 for 26c,

All popular shapes.
3 for 60c

and 25c

FLOR DE MELBAS.
FLOR DE MELBA smokers help

national advertising helps

you

sell

Thousands of satisfied
you increase your business.

See your jobber now, or write us
I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co. - Newark, N.
LwcMt Ia«l«p«nd«Bt Qw* Factmr ! tb« WorM

J.

^

are singing a new tune, as plenty of rain came and
there was a wonderful recovery and a big binder crop
Less hail and fewer grasshoppers
is now promised.
tlum usual, and even some of the farmers are beginning to smile, which they seldom do until they get their
money, and then they do it at home, after their wives
get asleep.
The ** Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter'* says: **lf it
proves that the price of the 1918 crop is already established and the estimated yield predicted August 1st by
the Department of Agriculture of 70,000,000 pounds in
the State is realized, someone must dig up close to
$20,000,000 to move the present crop in Wisconsin.
This is nearly double the cost of any previous crop
prown in the State. Divide this sum among about
10,(X)0 estimated tobacco growers in the State and it
makes an average return of $2000 to each farmer producing tobacco. The wrter went on record months ago
with the prediction that 1918 was the banner year for
tobacco growing and it has come true."
So far as buving agreements are concerned, the lid
appears to be off. It gets off nearly every year, anyhow, as if *'The best laid schemes o' mice and men aft
gang agley." The best laid schemes of tobacco men go
the same gait.

StocK Mani

Manila Cigars at

There's

mmt^^mi^mmmi

Your Stock

manufacturers and importers on application

MANILA AD AGENCY
H»—~Wa~lM»i

It!

Odd Gent Prices and at Regular

Prices Will Balance

List of

Money in

546 West 124th

::

«m

I

M

Street, N. Y.
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PANTIN

Gommusion Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

&

Cigars

GiM«: "DONAlXBr*
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

F.

EapMialMad TabMrot Flaot 4a Vualta Abajo
Parti^o 7 Viialta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

Rosenwald

YL.
145

HABANA, CUBA

161

Bro.

(EL

WATER STREET

NEW YORIl

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

leaf tobacco

'^:; tJ:.T "

OHle* and Warahoas*. IS Baa< Clark Avaaaa.

YOU.

SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA
Maaa.

KAFFENBURGH

Neptuno

6, H.-ran.,

Cuba - 66 Broad

(O.

St.,

Boston,

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World
K.

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml. 3M,

H.

LEAF TOBACCO
3«f Md 3«7 N. TkM St., Philadalphia

Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

=_=^=
LEAF

LOEB-NUf)EZ

EXPORT

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

THE

THE WAR.
As we make our rounds in various cities and sections we notice that hardly anyone ever stops to ask
us if we have any troubles. They do not seem to see
that we are just swelling up all over waiting for a
chance to modestly explain that we have been receiving instructions in what our patriotic duty consists of,
and that we are trying to do it.
The troubles of printers and publishers are just
beginning. The Burleson-Kitchin postal zone law is
as a breeze before a tornado.
Without burdening our readers, there are just two
things of immediate importance that we desire to bring
to their attention.
is

doubtless but the prelude to a regulation) that:
No subscriptions be continued after date of expiration unless renewed and paid for.
That no free copies be given to advertisers, except
one for checking purposes.
There are a lot of other regulations and suggestions of no inmiediate interest to the reader, perhaps,
but which will be necessary for the publisher to conform to by October 1st.
For instance the matter of paying for exchanges
seenls very foolish as far as trade papers are concerned, for it simijly means an exchange of checks. As
far as the tobacco trade papers are concenied, it is
probable that the exchanges are very small. But if it
glad
is our patriotic duty to exchange checks we will be

do

CO.

AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

IMPOItTERS OF SUMATItA

S06 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

definite idea of contributing something that is essenwar.
tial to the swift and successful conclusion of the
If regulations and restrictions hurt, let us rememwo
ber that the sooner we comply with them the more
and tlie
will be able to do to hasten the end of the war

beginning of a new era.
The Potsdam Gajig is responsible for all our
to
It was not satisfied with the ambition
troubles.
believe
clean up Europe, but has been blind enough to
been
that it can lick the whole world. America has
marking time until recently. We are now preparing
overto demonstrate what happens to those who
estimate their capacity.
And here at home we must throw every energy
Our sacrifices
into the balance and s\ving the tide.
of the
thus far have been small compared to those
Trained
nations that have stood between us and the
Barbarians of Prussia.

Lets get heartily, loyally, enthusiastically and
ciently into the

WINNING OF THE

On your mark. Get ready

!

WAR

Get set

I

spirit.

GO

I

25

^^kTvHSI° C'CaR COMPANY

NON-ESSENTIAL

i

^

.1

.

^^.t*f .-4^P,^^t"i^"t «t' I^abor that unskilled labor in
.1
the District of Columbia should be
taken out of nonessential enterprises and placed
at war work, haa
caused a big flurry among the local merchants,
who see
in this the taking away of the
last of their unskilled
labor, janitors and porters.
As a result of the decision, the question was raised
as to the authority under which the
labor

Writ* for Op«a Tarritofy
Kay Weal. Fla.

Factory:

board was

effi-

Naw York Offlca:

Street

BRANDS i^^'V'"^"
w***
Water

"

i;.
Lily

T.

J.

the labor board is confining itself to following out the
regulations of the
war industries board. In view of the uncertainty as
to its jurisdiction, the board has issued
a statement
declaring that it, as well as the labor boards
in other
cities, is charged with the responsibility
of determining
the methods which shall govern the United
States
employment service, in attempting to recruit for war
work men from industries which are not directly
connected with the prosecution of the war.

])riority

asserted.

New

The
East

industries

by shutting

up

non-essential

off supplies, rests

with the war

to close

determined by
tries board.

It is within the

province of each comthose non-war industries in

munity labor board to list
its community which will first be
tribute

men

called

upon

to

meet the national emergency, they

will release

male

workers.

"Much work

essential to our war program is being
seriously retarded by lack of unskilled
labor. In this
situation it IS obviously wrong to have
able-bodied men
continuing to sell candy, cigars and like articles,
to be
<iomg work
shops and stores which might, with reasonable effort on the part of the employers,
be entrusted to women, and to be attendants
in clubs, barber
«'iops, soft-drink establishments,
bowling allevs, danc"ig academies and elsewhere.

m

(a CO.

Slst Street,

New York
Free!

A»k and You Will Racaiva

AVENUE.

....FIFTH
A

lOc

•••

Union Mada Cicaratta of Quality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Monthpiaca. Cotk or Plain Tip

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr. '"N^;"?„r"
UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

out HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPOKATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Mak« tobacco ihaHow and smooth In character
and Impart a moat palatable flavor

FUYORS

FOR

SMOKING

FRIES
"

TOBACCO

Flavor* for Special Brands
AROMATIZE!. BOX FLAVORS. PASTB SWEETENERS

™..yj^''"* '®' ''**

IBITUN.

ud CHEWING

A

*>'

BRO., 92 Reade

Street.
.

,

New York

,

to con-

war work.
"This does not mean that such industries will be
compelled to close up or to discharge their male
employees at once, but that with as much fairness
as is
])ossible, and with as much speed as
may be necessary
to

-

SAMPLES

Freel

"The employment

service will follow the priorities
the priorities board of the war indus-

10 '«• 26c
10 for 15c
20 for I5c

•

Bachelor Cigar

End Avenue and

''The power to determine

among industries, and

•

City

MftK«r« of

''The emplo\Tnent service is not purposing to use
Miiy form of compulsion in such
recruiting, other than
an appeal to the patriotism of the worker and
the em-

was

...

•

DUNN

As a matter

difficulty, since

-

•iiaa^^M

dismissed.**

uncomfortable

New York

-

•

cumstance was most unfortunate and should be a
warning to all concerned to wait until thev
know thev are
right before they go ahetid. Washington
business inU;rests have nothing to fear and the matter
should be

of fact, however, the merchant who
''dismisses*' the matter is liable to get himself
into an

203 W. Broadwar

COMPANY, INC.
....^^^^
145 Lafayette

**the cir-

it

Jttdccd

TURKISH CIGARETTES

operating, it being held by the merchants
that it had
no right to issue any rule defining *'
non-essential"
occupations, and the secretary of the local
retailers'
association even went so far as to sav
that

ployer,**

Kf

.

industries board.

so.

Whatever our troubles are or may be, we believe
that every restriction and request is made with the

NEUBERGER COMPANY

IMPORT-

IN

to

The Tobacco World

Clean

the tobacco industry every man has his own
troubles of one kind or another, and quite naturallyThe editor of a
these are uppermost in his mind.
trade paper listens to them every day, and sympaYet back of all the rulings and requests that
thizes.
make an involved transaction of ordinary business,
WINNING OF
lies that great big vital thought—

The War Industries Board suggests (which

IS

It in

Washington, D. C.
1
decisions of^ ,,
the community labor board

RFPTrvrn

PA.

MANUPACTURBMS OP CIGAB SCKAP TOBACCO
I.

WHAT LABOR

Tobacco Trade Troubles

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

JOSE

Say You Saw

The Standards of America
Lorillard's Snuff, : E»t. 1760
Rail Road Mills Snuff, E»t. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : Ett. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIUNAL
Maceobops — K.app**s — High Toasts
Strong. Salt. SWett and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. lELHE

CO.. Ill FUth Ave.,

New Ytrk

Say You Saw

26
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n
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COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, ^ew^Srk?!^

The

a

column

is

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

2.00
2.00

cost.

Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

New York

American Litho.

1918.

New York

Co.,

August

tobacco products.
City.

,.

14,

mio

WARSAVER:—-40,762. For all tobacco products. August 14, lyio.
American Litho. Co., New York City.
toTOBACCO FLAKES :—40,763. For smoking tobacco, chewingOor,

August

bacco, cigarettes and leaf tobacco.

P.

17, 1918.

Xew York City.
TILCREST: 40,764. For all tobacco products. August
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
man

Co..

—

HONOR BOUND:—40,765.
August

19.

1918.

BEECH-NUT SNUFF:—40,766.
&

Scharlin

Son,

1918.

American

RINTINTIN: —40,770.
American Litho.

snuflf.

August

17,

Xew York

TREAT EM ROUGH
22.

For

.

•

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP,

15,

iyi».

1918.

S.

City.
:—40,768. For all tobacco products.
Tobacco Co., i\ew York City.

August

August

23, 1915.

For

all

tobacco products.

New York

Co.,

City.

August

1918.

H.

tobacco products.
N.
Amboy,
j.
Perth
Rippen,
inio
^ oi
tobacco products. August 21, 1918.
all
For
KOBOLD:—40,772.
H. Rippen. Perth Amboy, N. J.
j
.
a
* o^
August
22,
products.
LA LAITIERE: 40,773. For all tobacco
City.
York
New
Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co.,
1918.
products. August -io,
LADY LISTER: 40,774. For all tobacco
Lord Lister Cigar Co., Chicago, 111.
1918.

FRIAR:—40,771.

For

all

19,

—
—

TRANSFERS
(Trade-Mark Record). For cigars.
1894. by L. C Wagner & Co.. New York
H. H. Sheip Mfg. Co., and from the latter

LA RECOMENDA:— 13,637
Registered August 1,
City. Transferred to

to Fluttger Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
x
tFor
36,998 (United Registration Bureau).
JOSE
20.
October
Registered
cigars cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
to
Transferred
City.
1911. by American Litho. Co., New York
_

GRANDE:—

Kohlbcrg

&

Co., Inc..

ZALORA:—28,666

New York

(Tobacco

City.

Leaf).

Registered November

For

15, 19()4,

,,

cigars,

cigarettes

by the Lagora-Fee

Factory No.

accepted.

all

Ohio

9,

Tenth

District.

Address Box

DuBrul

151,

Water

Street,

New York

^

City.

WANTED
WANTED— Control

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
or Lancaster Counties; factory making between 25,000 and
100,000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to run factory on so much
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

CIGAR FACTORY

CigarRibbons

Largest assortment of Plain and Fancy
Write for Sanpie Card and Price

Deiler

and

ikmcricin Leaf Tobacco
the United SUtes.

in

.

m

W

^MufActurers of Bindings, GnUoons, Tjtffet^,
SAtin and Gros Grain

tr

iiii

INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,

MOST EFFECTIVE

106
M

I

.,

B««d.

E. 19th

ST.

,,.

Advertising

and are the

Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods Company
Sole

WOODHAVEN AVENUE. CLENDALE. NEW YORK

Owners and Manufacturers

....

RACINE. WIS.,

[J.

s.

A.

WANTED—Will

MANUFACTURER OF

DUST, bought

in

any quantity anywhere.

Yearly contracts made.

"

J. J.

FRI EDMAN.

«
1 1
xt v
285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HELP WANTED

CIGAR FOREMAN— Wanted

22nd St and Second A?e.,

KINDS OF

ALL

work Good opportunity for competent man.
care of "Tobacco World."

SITUATION WANTED
man
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN—A young
foreman in a cigar

OHICAOO, 105 WB9T IHOI^TROR STRKfOT.e
LOt7IB G. CAVA. Mft*.
.

wants

a
factory.

position as general manager or
Prefers
Has had seven years' experience in all parts of factory. care
ot
Box 238,
the West; now employed in the East. Address

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO

"Tobacco World."

257-265 WEST

HIGHEST QUALITY^

CIGAR BANDS

The Tobacco World

Co.,

1

i5t

No.

»9»8

SHOW CARDS

II

FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

Established 1881

September

Cigar Box Labels
X^/^
AND TRIMI^INGS.
^^r^

NEW YORK

on suction
Address Box 234,

in Philadelphia factory

17™ ST.Veiner building

MANUFACTURERS
OF

NEW YORK.

SPECIAL

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALlStS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

,

PROCESS

SKETCHES FURNISHED>;UPON REQUEST

i^

TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION
Puhliahcn
Hankins, Preaident
Bishop
Hobart
Treasurer
PakradoonI,
H. H.
Secretary
Watson,
William S.

HEYffooD.

Chestnut
Published on the 1st and 15th of each month at 236
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

26^ STREET & 9^ AVENUE. NEW YORK

Entered as second-class mall matter, December 22. 1909-/^ \^«
Act of March 3. 1873.
Post Office, Philadelphia. Pa., under the

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRICE: United
Canadian

year.

States. Cuba and
and foreign, $3.50.

TUCK & CO.
G. O. INCORPORATED
-

Strasser&Voigt LithoCo

Philippine Islands.

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

$2.00 a

-

U. S. A.

Yonr Iiqiiry tor Sample
and Prices

Solicited.

Kinds ki any Qnutity.

kW

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
111.

322 Che«tnut Street

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU &
129 Fifth Avenue,

%jQir*

m

GUMLESS

AND
TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS
Send samples.

a
and

LOUISVILLE. KY..

Departneot

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

tobacco goods."

of

n

Al.o

(Piione. Stuyvesant 7476)
-»«

;

for
the nature of the standardization of packings

Exporter

list to

Ribbons

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
factory able to make from ten to twenty million cigars a year.
Address, with full particulars to Box 236, care of "The Tobacco
World."

^

Independent

il

ai.eU.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

"The Tobacco World."

—

That the war-package question in England is a
**
very live one is indicated by an item in the Cigar and
Tobacco World/' which says:
^*We understand that as the result of impending
for
action bv the Paper Controller, padded boxes
tobacco
cigarettes will be done away with, tinfoil for
costly
abolished, and much simpler, thinner, and less
packing become compulsory for all kinds of tobacco
and cigarettes. This, of course, is due to the. shortage
cardboard,
of tonnage for paper-making materials,
result in something
etc., an<l it is expected that it will

Ltrcest

.

I

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

&

Peters suction tables,
low price will be
very
a
For a quick sale
Miller,

clean.

Voltune 88

The

OFFICE

Coupon Cigar Pockets

to-

GuaranFOR SALE Remedios Havana shorts, pure and
Also
Fifty cents per pound.
teed A-1 or money refunded.
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander & Co., 178

cheroots.
Box Co., and
Detroit Mich. Transferred to the Cadillac Cigar
Cincinnati,
O.
Co.,
re-transferred by the latter to Rohde &

in

made from

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot Dutch tops for sale.
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

H.

and tobacco.

cheroots
Cole Litho. Co., Chicago, 111.
cigars,

l''or

i

'

Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW VORK

City.

in perfect condition.

REGISTRATIONS
all

Cigar Band. a«d

NEW YORK
*

All at cost.

bands at
Avenue.

FOR SALE—Twenty-four
For

^ « -«* ca„.di.„
Keprcaentative for

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

office building.

rent.

to mcmben of the Tobacco MerH*t«
registration.
on
each
AMOciation
chants'
«* „„^
_»•
Note B— If a reiwrt on a search of a title necessiUtea the reportinf otmof
of Uno
charge
additional
than ten (10) titles, but less than twenty-one (21), an
twenty
than
more
of
reportinf
the
necessitates
If
it
made.
will
be
Dollar ($1.00)
Oo\\tn
Two
of
char«
additional
an
(JO) titles, but less than thirty-one (31).
Dollar ($1.00) will bo
(1200) will be made, and so an additional charge of One
reported.
necessarily
titles
additional
•lade for erery ten (10)

WARWINNER:—40,761.

SMITH,
*'

„.

III

FOR SALE— Contents

1.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,
A—An mliowance of $2 will be made

H

-»»"

compaSia litografica de la habana
Fme.t Imported

FOB SALE

$5.00

—

GARRETT H.

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge oi fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

minimum

*§•'

I..-,.

CO..

New York

City

,
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Enormous

Steadily

Increase in

Catching

Manufacturing

War

with

Facilities

Civilian

Bull" Durham Tobacco is steadily catching up with
enormous military demands of our fighting forces.
Greatly increased manufacturing
to

do

facilities arc

Up
and

TOBACCO
WORLD

OCTOBER

the

enabling us

The Second and Final Allotment of
12,000 Bales of

the pockets of
—With the
muslin sack of ''Bull"
every one of our fighting men, on land and sea
— With good old ''Bull" the regular army "rations"
—And with the future demands of the War Department
in

SUMATRA TOBACCO

in

Will take place in

abundantly cared for

We

hope shortly

to be able to take care of at least the

insistent part of the

home

civilian call for

1918

Demand

this.
little

1,

most

NEW YORK

OCTOBER

"Bull" Durham

about

15 th

Tobacco.

—and every man who

have his
"makings" of "Bull," as well as the hundreds of thousands
of new consumers who are sure to follow the exami,le of our

Be patient

fighting

'V0//5 his ou;n'' will

Sumatra Purchasing Corporation

men.

1
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Stiei't,
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Xeu York.

HKO.,

145 Water Street,

I

New York

York.
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New
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made: in bond

FINE

HABANA CIGARS

u

La Flor de Portuondo

The Cigar

that holds the confidence

ROCKY FORD

of the smoker pays retailers best*'

Established 1869

lARO
HADE

^GIGARSC-

MANUFACTURED

GENUINE

PA.,

T*?f^
Jobber and

N.

J.,

FUTIt

FAat)RffiS

*

PUTS-

<*"f •*''«"' f •Clone, located at
a very attractive and esteiuive line of Cgarf

iSJ^iiH*?"'"****"'*'
Di
bUKUH.
'j

OUR NEWARK,

IK

DEUaMS

«**?!

'*

Retailer
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2

an

^^^*= ^"^

exoaptiooal

and 3

nmi^ of

for

lOc.

and

giviac
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profit

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Officet. Pittsburgh, Pa.

and

Excellence of Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

CIGARS

GnVAT

Ch-ahles the

the value of standard

CiGMS
A VALUABLE

The

BUSINESS ASSET

TO

NEW YORK
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San Felice

satisfies

good, and the

is

CIGARS

it sells.

H. FENDRICH, EVANSVILLE. IND.
Makers

of

good

cigars

for

over

67

years

The Ddsei-f eiDiner

Co.,

.

UMA.a

Alvarez

TADEMA

iPSIS'O®

CIGARS

G Bro.

who

200,000,000
Cinco Cigars a year ap-

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

THIRD AVE.

aza PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD IZO

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

'Otr^s^i^

The smokers who
buy and the dealers

MAKERS

Our Motto: ••QUALU Y"
80J-^03

HAVANA

Ar^liellesp Lopez

CIGARS
-

cigars

<t

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
Ofticc and Salesroom,

Good Taste

UJ67

&

Y. Pendas

PHILADELPHIA

HABANA
m

n

merchant because

it

of

Cigar Mfg. Co.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
TAMPA

made

"CHARLES DENBY"

the smoker because

The cJuan F. Portuondo

EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

For Gentlemen

This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

DEALERS

NEW YORK QTY

There's a

Bli(

sell

a
brand manufactured with
68 years experience and
with the most painstaking
preciate the protedlion of

Demand

for

FLOR DE

consideration for

qualify-

.4/>^'Wi

and
«...

•

.V'-*

quality*

alone

Tlitt

Gltfar

Sapreme
All popular shapes.

7*hey're quite a bit better than others.
Sell for 3 for 26c, 10c
straight.

Our

straight, 2 for 26c,

ISENLOHR'S

national advertising helps you

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

3 for 60c and 26c

sell

Eif

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

See your jobber now, or write us

The Acknowledged Leader
Among Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

I.

Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.
LwBMt

-

liid«p«aa«at Ci*M> Factorr

Newark, N.
!

tb«

World

)

J.

CfOARS
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the quaf/ty
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LANDAU & CO.
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CHARLES
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LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The

achievennent of the Lipschutz Standard in
cigars represents twenty-five years of close cooperation with the trade and the consumer; it is the

an ideal

cannot be

with
anything short of perfection, and the result is a
nation-wide prestige.
result

of

that

Through the growth

satisfied

of public approval

the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard is increasing every

The "44" oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a

SAN RAFAEL STREET
HAVANA. CUBA

48

WALL STREET
NEW YORK
Established
1881

WANTED—By

A

large manufacturing concern:
factory making from 25 M. cigars up, weekly, in the
Ninth District of Pennsylvania, who will manufacture
cigars for us on a so much per M. basis; all tobaccos
and wages to be supplied and superintendence of same
simply required. Proposition will prove a very interesting one to the right party. Address Box 240, "To-

bacco World."
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Tobacco

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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responsibility for quality.

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

Let

SIDNEY

J.

FREEMAN & SONS

123 Liberty Sl.

NEW YORK

anaWtrpour

^^S. O. S.''

MANILA BINDER, fTlLER

and

SCRAPS

Importations Direct From Manila

Two

National Favorites:

WAI
&,BOND

BLACKSTONE
Imported Sumatra Wrapper

Long Havana

&BOND
Selected

These

Filler

TOTEM

WAI
I

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

cigars are

made in the world's

finest cigar

factory under the eyes of visitors.

A SEMIMONTHLY
For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco
Trade
$2.00 a Year

PHILADELPHIA,

BOSTON

1,

1918

Foreign $3.50

Conservation Measures For Tobacco Industry Indicate
Radical Changes And Strict Economies
considering conservation measures cigar mauufacIN
turers are advised
to bear in

mind the

fact that the

cigar industry has not been listed by the Government
as an essential one. This fact was brought home to y
meeting of cigar manufacturers held under the auspices
of the Tobacco Merchants* Association at the Hotel
McAlpin on the 20th.
The meeting was held for the purpose of discussing economies suggested by the conservation committee of the Tobacco Merchants' Association.
A. I.
Esberg, of the tobacco branch of the war industries
board, came from Washington to give what aid ho
could in discussing the problems.
New conservation measures were presented for
discussion and it is believed that in substance they will
be generally accepted. Briefly the latest developments
are:
C'lass
cigars to be packed not less than 200
in a box.
Class B cigars to be packed not less than 100
in a box.
Class C cigars to be packed not less than fifty
in a box.
Tin containers to be eliminated. No substitutes to be used except in the same size packings
as allowed boxes.
Tinfoil to be eliminated. No imitation paper
substitute to be used.
All color tags, front mark tags, nail tags, distributor's tags, class tags, outside labels, back
strips, extension strips, outside wrappings and
inside lining to be eliminated.
No coated or lithographed flaps or bands to
be used.
No silk ribbons to be used. Cotton ribbon may

A

be substituted.
Cigar bands to be not more than one-half inch
wide and to be printed in only one color.
Cigar bands or tissue wrapping may be used,
but both cannot lie used.
Tf these suggestions are made operative, it is believed that more than 1000 tons of coated paper will be
be borne in mind that these are only suggestions, but it was pointed out that the cigar industry
is expected not to conserve just a little bit or fifty per
oent. of what it can do without severe injury to the business, but that it must go one hundred per cent, of the
Tt is to

WAITT&BOND, Inc

October

I

saved.

^•ay possible.

C<r..

Number 19

After the open-hearted discussion at the McAlpin
it seems hardly worth while to
comment. There was a
disposition in some quarters, as observed from the arguments, to look cross-eyed at the schedule.
There were a number of patriotic manufacturers
who did not hesitate to get up and say that while such
radical changes as suggested would hurt them— injure
them severely the winning of the war was uppermost
in their thought and that no sacrifice would be considered too great. To mention names would be to make

—

others conspicuous.

But the

practically unanimous votes that were
given in favor of the various suggested changes emphasized the spirit of the meeting.
One thing that was brought out, and it cannot be
emphasized too strongly, is that the cigar industry has
not been recognized as essential. The Government can
find many uses for the help employed and for the coal
burned, and the transportation facilities used.
The extent to which the cigar industry makes sacrifices for the winning of the war will probably influence very largely the conservations which the Government will actually require from it. Tt is much better
to go the whole way and do a thing in a willing spirit
than to be compelled to go further and do more.
One of the hardest hit branches of the industrv i^
the lithographic trade, but there was no great complaint on their part.

Let us g^i behind the idea that everything that we
can do to win the war now is helping to shorten it.
Certainly we all look forward to a victorious conclusion,
but dilatory tactics will contribute to delav the victory.

PASTE THAT IN YOUR HAT.
Not how
sacrifice,

for

but

can we do, not how little can we
qroat an offering can we contribute*

little

how

VICTORY.
As matters now stand

proposed that the measures planned shall become effective, if accepted by the
war industries board, within a specified period probably sixty days. After that time manufacturers will be
permitted to* use up stocks on hand. When the old
stocks are gone all new orders are to be placed in conformity with the accepted regulations.
Tt might be well to extend the period before the
ruling becomes effective, say to January 1, 1919, and
that after that time all manufacturers be compelled to
conform strictly to the regulations, thus putting the
entire cigar manufacturing industry on an equal basis.
it is

—
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Some manufacturers claim

to

have certain goods

on hand or ordered in sufficient quantities to carry
them for a year or more, while others will have to place
orders in the next month or two and immediately conform with the new regulations. And there is nothing
to prevent orders being placed between now and the
time the war industries board rulings are made effective to carry manufacturers through for a very consid-

The continuation

of handsomely lithographed packages by manufacturers who have the capital to carry stock for a year or more would be greatly
to the detriment of the smaller manufacturer, who is
limited to a much smaller supply.

erable period.

iiimiinmHmniiinm...i.........m......m.....u

...n........

The conservation measure

calls for sacrifice,

in the strict spirit of the thing, the

should be

made by

Among

all at

same

the

same

and

time.

Philadelphia manufacturers- represented at the meeting were Otto Eisenlohr & Brothers,
Incorporated, by Charles J. Eisenlohr and Ben R.
Lichty; Antonio Roig & Langsdorf, by J. L. Krauss;
Bobrow Brothers, by Charles Bobrow; *'44'* Cigar
Company, by George Lex Morris D. Neumann & Company, by M. J. Levy and B. F. Loeb; Sig C. Mayer &
Company, by Sig C. Mayer Bayuk Brothers, by Sam

Manila, P. I.
OBACCO experts, who have returned from Cagavalley and the tobacco-growing regions
of
XT ^?^^
^ortheiTi Luzon, declare that the tobacco
crop this
year will yield the growers in excess of
20,000,000
pesos ($10,000,000). This will find a ready
market
the United States, partly as stripped
leaf and
partly in cigars.

Bayuk and Harvey

^JJ^^^^s reports for the twelve months ending
oO, show that cigar exports were
worth 11500000 pesos ($5,750,000), and leaf tobacco exports k little less than 10,000,000 pesos
($5,000,000). For the
hrst SIX months of this year cigar exports were
valued
at 5,615,000 pesos ($2,802,500), constituting
a gain for
the corresponding period over last year of
^00 000
There was a marked gain in the value of leaf tobacco
exports for the first half of 1918, the amount bein^
/, 554,000 pesos ($3,777,000), as compared
with 2,178 000 pesos ($1,089,000) for the same months of 1917 '

the

;

;

L. Hirst.

C

ALTHOUGH

percentage of the total production of the country, according to officials of the department. This, of course,
does not include the tobacco furnished by the various
organizations, such as the Red Cross and the Young
Men^s Christian Association, or by the various funds
raised by the newspapers and others for the purpose.
The matter of supplying our soldiers with rations
was recently taken up by the Washington office of The
Tobacco World with Preston Herbert, in charge of
purchases of tobacco products for the Army. Mr.
Herbert declared that so far this year the department
has taken about three and one-half per cent, of the
total production of cigars and twelve per cent, of the
total production of tobacco. The figures for cigarettes,
he said, are not now available, but would probably be

much higher.
The question

of taking over factories was brought
up, as a result of rumors which have reached Washington that the War Department was about to commandeer the entire output of a number of plants. Mr.
Herbert asserted that there was no basis for these
rumors pointing out that the amount of tobacco taken
by the department was such a small percentage of the
total output of the country as to make such action unnecessary.

T
m

T
June

Government Getting About 15% of Cigarette Output
Washington, D.
tremendous amounts of tobacco are
^,l)oiiig furnished our soldiers by the War Department, the amount taken for this purpose is but a small

Leaf Market News

sacrifices

**We have not taken any

over,*^ he said, **nor do
we expect to take any. It is not necessary to take over
any plants for that small part of the total amount
to be manufactured.
It would be senseless to take
over any factories under those circumstances, when
we are getting such good results under the present

The Navy and Marine Corps, it appears, are taking but a small amount of cigars, although the actual
percentages used for the
not be learned.

men

in those services could

C, L. L.

ADVICES

from Lancaster County

state that the en-

crop has practically been shedded, the exceptions being some crops which have
been allowed to
stand until the last moment to get the
advantage of
the fine growing weather. This calculation
may be deteated by frosts, but as the fields left uncut are
backward the growers are willing to take their chances.
At a recent meeting of the Lancaster County Tobacco Growers' Association, one of the members based
his conclusions on the following propositions
If the
present general business conditions prevail at selling
time, and if the state of demand for leaf tobacco in
all
other active markets, where the prices for the 1918 leaf
have opened up at from ^ve to ten cents higher than
1917 crop prices opened up is to determine the prices
for the 1918 crop, and then gave his conclusions, which
were that the Lancaster County tobacco growers are
not far wrong when they almost universally declare
they will not sell their 1918 crops below thirty-five or
forty cents a pound for wrappers, and that no 1918
crop should be sold below the following prices Scrap,
not below ten cents or more fillers, not below eighteen
cents or more; wrappers, not below thirty cents or
more.
.tire

:

:

The consensus

Final

Sumatra Allotment

In September, the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation distributed a 12,000 bale importation of 1917 Sumatra tobacco, allocating the shipment by pro rata allotment, to manufacturers, according to their immediate
needs, and 3000 bales were assigned to the smaller
factories of the United States and Canada, care being
taken that they should receive the same grade and
quality as the larger purchasers, and at a price that
made the entire trade pleased and contented.

The next distribution will take place on October
Be15, and will consist of 12,000 bales of Sumatra.
ginning October 25, 5000 bales of Java will be dis

What

not distributed in the United
States and Canada will be disposed of for export.
The firms composing the Sumatra Purchasing
Corporation are: H. Duys & Company, Incorporated;
E. Rosenwald & Brother; Cullman Brothers, and
Kruse, Quanjer & Company,
tributed.

is

the capital needed for lifting the crop if desired,
but
that they have not bought a single acre of it is
taken to
mean by local packers that they have enough old leaf
in reserve, or else that the prices asked for
the new

crop are more than they will pay.

*

*

we were boys we used
WHEN
m New Jersey, squeeze

to catch a

him a

bit

grasshopper
and say, "Spit

tobacco and I'll let you go." He didn't spit tobacco
in that State, but he could in Wisconsin. According
to
the ** Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter," "The pesky grass-

to the present tobacco
crop than all the hail storms so far this season and

;

The

unsold and the market quiet, the banks are shy of
making further loans on tobacco. The big cigar manufacturing firms of the country could, of course, secure
still

hopper has done more damage

method of handling

the matter."
Mr. Herbert spoke very highly of the co-operation
which he has received from the tobacco industry. The
tobacco men, from grower to retailer, have at all times
shown themselves willing and anxious to help the Government and, in view of the very unusual circumstances
which have existed in the trade, this spirit of help has
been highly appreciated.
While Mr. Herbert at the time of the interview
was unable to give the percentage of cigarettes used
for the Army, it was afterward learned that the War
Department is now taking about fifteen per cent, of
the output.
The percentages for cigars, cigarettes and tobacco
will, of course, increase steadily from now on, as the
size of the Army is increased, and it is expected that
the figures within the next year will be more than
doubled.

The packers advance some very good reasons for
their position.
One is that with last year's packing

of opinion was that the 1918 crop
of tobacco will be one of the best ever raised in Lancaster County, and that the growers will not consider
selling until stripping and delivery time.
That the
growers will be cheerfully allowed to maintain this
position is amply indicated by the wide difference in
the prices the growers are asking and what the packers
say will be their figures.

they are even more numerous and ravenous as the harvest is nearing a close. Something like $14,000 has
been paid Wisconsin growers this year for hail losses,
but this is only a small fraction of the injury done the
crop by the hoppers. Many fields have been so badly
eaten as to preclude its usefulness for binders and
only as stemming tobacco. A warm August
hatched out a countless brood of hoppers that swarmed
over the fields that were bordered by grain or grass,
and the longer the tobacco remained unharvested the
greater the damage done tlie crop, until it can safely
be said that no season in late years has this pest been
classing

it

more troublesome. While
demnity from hail, there

the grower can obtain in-

nothing to protect him
against the ravenousness of the grasshoppers. About
the best thing he can do is to arrange to have his tobacco fields as far away from hay or grain as possible,
or surround the tobacco bv a few rows of corn, as manv
growers have learned to do."
The Wisconsin crop has been safely housed and if
frost should come it would only affect less than ten
per cent, of the total. Buying has slumped, the large
operators having withdrawn their men from the field,
and only scattering transactions are visible.
is

A

correspondent of the '^Glasgow Herald" says
that in 1917 the United States raised nearly one billion

packers say twenty cents is their limit. It looks as
though both parties have a long way to go to get to-

two hundred millions of pounds of tobacco, of which
about four hundred millions went to the Allies. He
adds that the Americans smoke nearly twice as much
tobacco per capita as the British or the French, and

gether.

twice as

Growers talk thirty, thirty-five and forty cents a
pound and some as high as forty-five cents, while the

much

as the Italians.
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Philadelphia Leaf Market
500 cases 1917 Spanish, hand sized, natural sweat,
in grades from 14 to 24 inches, at 42 cts. A/W. regular

base their predictions for lower priced leaf
upon the fact that cuttings are today being offered at
thirty cents per pound, when only recently they were
bringing thirty -five cents and higher.

terms,

ticular,

There

a question in the writer's mind but
that tiller tobacco is and has been coming down in
price, and will continue to fall as time passes.
The
large quantities of old goods on hand and appearing
for sale, together with the increased acreage in 1918,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Ohio and Connecticut, more
than bears out this fact.
These conditions, and the lack of buyers for the
new crops, has growers very nmch up in the air. Of
binders there continues to be a shortage, and will continue so for at least another season. The wrapper end
of it has about been taken care of, and the situation
on same will improve right along, owing to the influx
of Sumatra and Java tobacco; the quantities of old
Florida wrappers on hand, and the crop of new goods
isn't

w^hich will be offered for sale inside of the next sixty

days.

li

Labor conditions continue to give manufacturers
sleepless nights. Most of them are working with about
one-third the necessary hands, and quite a few are trying to get in touch with a factory here and there who
have the hands, but who are without the necessary stock
which they have been unable to purchase in quantity
owing to the high prices prevailing. Of orders everyone has enough, but the combination of labor and required tobacco is lacking, in most cases. From present
indications if looks as though this state of affairs will
continue until the end of the war.
A general idea as to prices can be obtained from
the following lots of tobacco lately offered in this mar-

cars Ohio.
60 cases 1917 Connecticut Fillers, loose in the
cases, at 25 cts. A/W. f. o. b. cars Pennsylvania.
115 bales Primed Connecticut tobacco, medium and
medium to dark, in grades from 18 to 26 inches, at 75
cts. net cash, f o. b. cars Conn.
120 bales Porto Rico Scrap, at 30 cts. A/W. net
cash, f. o. b. cars New York.
107 cases 1916 Gebhart Wrapper B's, in grades
from 16 to 24 inches, at 41 cts. A/W. regular terms.
100 cases 1916 Little Dutch Wrapper B 's, in grades
from 16 to 28 inches, at 43 cts. A/W. regular terms.
About 30 Bbls. imported St. Clara shorts, at 40
cts. less 2% in bond.
About 30 bales Connecticut Medium Primes, in
grades from 18 to 26 inches, at 80 cts. cash less 2%,
70 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Fillers, at 27 cts. A/W.
f. 0. b. Ohio.
30 cases 1917 Penn. H/S. 16 inches and up, at 42
cts.

A/W.

pers, at $3.40 and $3.60 per pound.
35 cases 1916 Conn. H/S. Fillers, at 27 cts. M/W.
Several lots of 1917 Conn. H/S. Brokes (about
200 cases all told) running in prices from 32 cts. to
37 cts. M/W.
16 cases, all 16 inch grades. Conn. H/S. 1917
Darks at 40 cts. M/W.
57 cases 1917 Conn. H/S Tops, at 40 cts. M/W.
71 cases 1917 Conn. H/S. Fillers, at 32 cts. M/W.
35 cases 1916 #2.Zinmier Spanish Fillers, at 32

M/W.
40 cases Little Dutch Fillers, at 42 cts. A/W.
60 cases 1916 Lancaster County Filler B's, at 34

cts.

(All Rights

What Your Customers Want
customers usually know what they want,
and
they ought to get it. The smoker who
knows what

YOUR

sort of a smoke he

is looking for, is not going
to be
completely satisfied with anything less.
When the
salesman thmks he knows more about what
the customer wants than the customer knows, the
probabilities are that it is not the customer
who is mistaken
Haven't you gone into a store where you
were
waited on by a clerk who thought he knew
more about
What you wanted and ought to have than
knew?
How did It make you feelf And if he wasyou
really insistent about it and tried to sell you
something you
didn t want
the place of what you did want, didn't
you go away with a feeling that vou would try
another
place next time— even if you did buy what
he wanted
you to buy before you went?

m

more that way with smokes than with almost
anything else. No class of buyers are anv more
fussv
about their purchases than smokers. They want
what
they want, and they resent anv effort to change
their

A/W.

purchase.

Of course you cannot sell a man what he wants
until you find out what it is, and before
you can sell a
man what he wants you must know your goods and
knows what you have. The inexperienced clerk, who
does not know the stock, will not be able to
get the
buyer what he wants when the latter tells him.
The customer wants the smoke that will satisfv
him and usually he is familiar with a brand that will
do that, so he wants to buy that brand. Desire to
buy cheaply is always present, but it is secondarv to
the desire to get the riffht kind. When a man
is verv
fond of a certain smoke, he will make considerable
Kacnfice to get that kind. He will smoke less perhans

order to smoke what he likes. He will walk blocks
to get the satisfying brand, and when
he does take
something in its place, he soon lavs that aside to get
in

110 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Filler B*s, at 35

cts.

A/W.
L. Baco.

the right thing.

Most

Increasing Trade In Japanese Tobacco
A

^

recent issue of the ''Japan Advertiser,'* says
that the tobacco trade of Japan in China and some
other Asiatic countries is believed to have a fair prospect in spite of a formidable competition. The rate of
increase since the war began is apparently a support
of this belief.
The export of Japanese tobacco is principally
made through a company organized for that purpose,
and the principal market is in China and the South
Pacific. Leaf tobacco has been so far favored by foreign buyers, but the shipment of cigarettes is increasing rapidly, and sometimes Chosen has to be drawn

""""""
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on to make good the shortage in domestic goods.
As to the prospect it is said by a tobacco man that
in China the British- American Tobacco Company holds
a controlling position with its offer of better tobacco,
and Japan seems to have no chance to iniprove its position, but the prolongation of the war is seen to be
in favor of Japan. With the further reduction in space
for tobacco, foreign goods will come on the market
less actively and Japanese goods may wedge in. Japanese hope that in a year or two Japanese tobacco will
hold China's market equally with foreign goods; that
it may even outrival foreign goods.

ReMrvad)

CHAPTER X

It is

198 cases 1917 Penjlsylvania Tops, in grades from
20 to 28 inches, at 45 cts. A/W. for the lot, or 50
cts. A/W. for the picks.
Several hundred bales of old Florida light Wrap-

cts.
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By Frank Farrington

b.

.

ket:

51 cases 1917 Gebhart Tops, in grades from 14 to
24 inches, at 38 cts. A/W. f. o. b. cars Ohio.
92 cases 1917 Pennsylvania Tops, in grades from
22 to 30 inches, at 50 cts. A/W. net cash, f. o. b. cars
Ohio.

f. o.
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Cigar Store Salesmanship

have some basis for judging conditions.
WhlNowadays
tobacco people, manufacturers in parall

9

iiiimii

of us smokers can be urged into buving a
new brand or a different brand against our better
.ludgroent if the salesman is sufficientlv urgent and
tactful, but we object to beinc: bullyragged into
purchasinsr what our judgment tells us cannot be any more
satisfactory than what we came to buy. As long as
we are perfectly satisfied, we prefer to be allowed to
follow our own tastes.
want to be allowed to use

We

our own judgrment, and we
that judgment.

like to

But there are other things
than the actual tobacco he pavs
of the

more abstract

have respect shown
the customer wants

for.

He wants some

go with your salesmanshiD. He wants courteous and respectful treatment. We like polite salesmen almost as much as we
like good goods, and many a ciffar store has failed just
because behind the best possible goods there was the
worst possible salesmanship— an unsuccessful covernisr of imitation courtesy over solid, crude selling
selfishness.

thinsrs that

7
the

and thoughtfuliicss
is an impoHant part
ot what is comprehended
nowadays under the nam^ of
service. People who buy from
you, whether thev huv
merely a box of matches or a box
of vour best inl^
ported panetelas, want service.

fh.fJl.
V
we reahze
tliat

f^^^P^>l't^'»»^'««

trade wants,

The stores that are getting the business
awav
trom their competitors are getting it more

because of
their service than because of their
goods. Good sei^vice may make
some degree for poor goods, but poor
service will not hold trade just
because it is accom-

m

panied by good goods.

Pew men

will

patronize a store that sells cigars thev
sells them in a way they do
not hke.

continue to
like, but that

Don't hesitate to tell customers about the
services
your store renders. When you leave it to
them to
find out, a good many of them don't
find out, and that
means that some of your patrons are going
to be
treated better than others. You cannot
afford to discriminate between customers even in a slight
degree
because it proves fatal when you are found out
bv the
man who got the small end of the service deal.
A store with a policy of giving little services onlv
when asked or insisted upon, does not treat everv customer alike. If it is only the matter of handing'out
a
box ot matches and one is handed to one
customer,
while the next man has to ask for them, an
ill-feeling
is created.
I have seen a cigar business increased
materially just by that little match courtesy,
in competition with the store that sells matches through
a slot
machine, or gives them away only on demand.
The customer wants to feel confidence in the salesman. He wants to feel that he is doing business with
a man he can trust not to take advantage of him. This
nieans something more in the way of faith than a mere
l)elief that the salesman will not short-change
his customer, or substitute cheaper cigars when not watched.
It means that there must be an honesty that
will go out
of its way to be honest. Vou cannot blame the
customer for looking out for his interests and looking
out sharply for them, especially if vou are a stranger
*

to him.

One

of the most important things the customer
wants IS a reputation behind the goods he buys. You
perhaps do not produce the reputation the goods have.
They come into your hands with their reputation Already made by advertising or familiarity in use, but
you can spread the reputation and see that it loses
nothing through your handling.
You can see that
every cent's worth of the reputation becomes known
to each customer.

Whatever we buy

in

in its reputation, if it is

a store,

known

to

we

some pride
be of good qualitv
feel

or made by a widely known and reliable house. We like
to tell people that a cigar, for instance, is a "Cinco,"
the kind you see advertised every^where as the best
quality cigar made. When a customer does not know
the reputation of the "Oinco," it is up to the salesman
to see that in buying that cigar he learns what he is
getting, so he will go out and boast that he smokes
*'Cincos.''
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Manila News and Comment
Manila, P. I.
tobacco trade of the United States will doubtless be interested in the announcement that Colonel
J. J. Rafferty, former head of the Internal Revenue
Bureau of the Philippines and now chief of the Bureau
of Commerce and industry of the Philippine Islands,
will soon arrive in the United States.
Colonel Rafferty, more than any other one man,
brought about the standardization of cigars and tobacco for export, which has resulted in a higher quality standard.
Colonel Rafferty 's present position
gives him an opportunity to accomplish for the different products of the Islands what he has already
done for the tobacco trade.
The present trip of Colonel Rafferty is concerned
with establishing in New York a commercial agency
for Philippine products. It is expected that Colonel
Rafferty will remain in New York for several months
and take charge of the bureau after its organization.
The purposes of the bureau will be to furnish advice as regards business conditions in the Philippines,
encourage the investment of American capital and cultivate a better understanding among American business men regarding the conmierce of the Islands.
It is probable that a commercial exhibit of the
Philippine products, raw materials and manufactured
goods, as well as full data with regards to resources
and present developments, will be established in connection with the bureau.
The location of the bureau is planned for the same
building as now houses the Philippine National Bank.
Later it is proposed to establish a similar agency in
San Francisco.

TIIK

The

Isabela Strike

An

interesting settlement by arbitration has just
been made of certain differences between 1400 workers employed by the Flor de Isabela Company, and
the management of the factory. These differences

brought about a strike a month ago which was temporarily called off when it was agreed to submit the
questions involved to Manuel L. Quezon, president of
the Philippine Senate, as arbiter. It is believed that
the workers will accept Mr. Quezon's decision, as the
company has done so already.
Among other things he held that only such complaints against the company's management as were
involved in wage scales, hours of labor and factory
conditions, should be submitted to an arbitration

He

also ruled that the workers were in no way
justified in striking because of dissatisfaction with
their bosses, although he suggested that the offending
employee in this case might well be transferred to
some other plant of the company.
third point of interest which is a blow to labor
unionism, is Mr. Quezon's decision that it was impossible for the management of a cigar factory to recognize any authority outside of the manager of the
cigar factory, which amounts to denying, recognition
of union delegates. He made the concession, however,
to the workers that they should be allowed to collect
union fees and distribute literature within the factory.

board.

A

Sale of the "Helios" Factory

The question

of the ownership of the *' Helios"
cigar factory, one of the German concerns which was
seized by the Philippine representative of the alien
property custodian, remains in doubt, following an order recently received by Governor Harrison from
Washington, ordering the cancellation of the sale,
made by auction several months ago, in which Walter
E. Olson, a prominent local retailer and exporter, was
declared to be the successful bidder.
Local officials are still in doubt as to the reason
for cancelling the sale, as it does not come within the
scope of the order cancelling those sales in which the
former receivers named to liquidate the affairs of the
companies were the successful bidders. There were
three sales of this character, which the authorities at
Washington refused to recognize. Mr. Olson, however was not a receiver. At the time of the sale he
protested against the only other rival bidder, a syndicate of Filipino capitalists, claiming that certain
members of the syndicate were Chinese, who, as well
as other aliens, were debarred from bidding under the
It is posrulings of the alien property custodian.
sible that the sale was ordered cancelled for this reason and to allow a readjustment of the purchase price,
said to have been raised to a high figure as a result of
the competitive bidding.
Mr. Olson had already gone ahead with his plans
for enlarging the output of the factory and had lately
been negotiating with the representative of a New
York firm, which planned to act as his distributing
agent. No definite decision can be reached until the
final decision of the alien property custodian as to the
matter of ownership is reached.

G.L. M.

Jhe Boys telling
\felvet

The extent of the use of tobacco among the men
of the American Expeditionary Force in France is
shown in an article in **The Stars and Stripes," the
The article deofficial organ of the army in France.
but five per cent, of the men are
smokers, which statement is made on the authority of
the Quartermaster. The tobacco will bo issued, it is
announced, in 10-day lots, four-tenths of an ounce a
dav. The 10-dav issue is, therefore, a four-ounce
package. This is quite a lot, the paper remarks,
** especially if you have been out of it for a while,"

clares

that

all

Various sections of the country report a larger
share of female labor in the harvest of the present tobacco crop than ever before. In the West and Middle
West, among the immigrants especially, women have
been no novelty in the fields for years. As the families prospered they generally retired from the field
to the parlor in late years to the automobile. Loyalty
and big wages have attracted considerable numbers,
and in gathering a crop like tobacco they are generally

very

efficient.

how much

Joe

they like
his tobacco
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Say You Saw

Tercentenary of Sir Walter Raleigh's Death
marks the three hundredth anniversary of the death of Sir Walter Ealeigh, the
man who popularized smoking in England. Pipe
smokers should, on that day, load up with a bowltul
of their best and smoke a silent pipe to his memory,
for through the pipe the pleasures of tobacco were
tirst

29tli of (Jctober

introduced.

While in prison, 1603-1616, he wrote his ** History
of the World." The preface to this is regarded as a
fine example of Elizabethan prose.

afterward, tobacco was recommended for its medicinal
properties, and its first uses were for this pui-pose.
Continental Europe knew of tobacco long before
Kaleigh, for it was taken to Spain as early as 1560 by
a physician, who brought it from Mexico. Tobacco
was being cultivated in England by 1570, but in all
cases it was used for its medicinal properties, and had
not yet caught the public as a product for daily consumption.
Doubtless it was Thomas Hanriot, who first put
Kaleigh in the way of smoking. Hanriot returned
from Virginia in 1586, where he had been sent by
Raleigh to report on the natural wealth of the country
and its native products. In 1588 the report was published and emphasis was laid on the tobacco plant, but
from a medicinal viewpoint only. In the report he
tells how the Indians sucked a pipe, and it is highly
probable that Hanriot took the time to show his employer, Raleigh, just how the Indians did it.
In any event Raleigh was the man who brought
smoking into notice and tobacco into conmion use.
Let a woman of social standing appear in public
in winter in a skirt to her knees and a low-neoked waist,
with no coat, and shortly afterwards the thoroughfares of our large cities will present such a sight as
would bring business to a standstill. It is the great
human desire to emulate a person of fashion. And so
society creates a vast public following in everything
that it does, except perhaps its virtues, and for the
reason that these are usually more modestly concealed.
Sir Walter Raleigh was a typical figure of the
Elizabethan period. In every line of activity of his
day he was found engaged. Not only does he rank
as a great soldier and sailor, but as a man of letters
and as a courtier and a statesman. He was well born
and with distinguished connections. Educated at Oxford, he had the fundamentals of a scholar. By the
time he was thirty he had attracted the favor of the
Queen and rose to the position of her favorite.
It is, therefore, not surprising that he should
have been followed by the general public in most of
the things that he did, and when he smoked, so did

Queen Elizabeth had had him thrown into prison,
but he was ultimately released. When James I came
to the throne he was again incarcerated on the charge
of treason. During his twelve years in prison he
wrote his ** History of the World," which if reprinted
today would equal in size about thirty-five volumes of

Ralph Waldo Emerson calls him a man **of great
figure and few deeds,'* but we are inclined to think that
Emerson weighed him in a most delicate scale and
sought too much from a man of such great versatility.
Surely all pipe smokers, and all other smokers, will
not agree with Emerson's unfavorable conclusion.
Samuel Johnson says that Raleigh's phrases of
policy, war and navigation leave little to be desired
for want of English words to express them.
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CANS THAT HOLD 25 CIGARS
ARE DEMANDED BY YOUR TRADE

Raleigh wrote considerable poetry, and one
poem, **The Ocean's Love to Cynthia," goes along
for 10,000 lines. No doubt his pipe helped him out
a lot. All his writings in both poetry and prose show
him to be a man of thought and imagination, and his
deeds speak for him as a man of action.

Tobacco was doubtless known in England at least
a score of years before Kaleigh smoked his first pipe,
nn this point most authorities agree. But is was
Kaleigh who popularized it. Previously, and even

England.
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Raleigh was released in 1616 to lead a goldhunting expedition to South America. On his return,
in 161«, he was again imprisoned, and King James 1
finally decreed that he should go to the block, which
history states that he did calmly, after smoking a pipe
of tobacco. The pipe which he smoked is said to have
been presented to him by Bishop Andrewes, and is described as being made of wood, rudely carved with
dogs' heads and faces of Indians.

make

DAMPTITE
strong as the
can.

The

all-tin

parchment

lining assures all the

humidor

qualities.

No

doubt Raleigh's pipe smoking led to King
James' fiery Counterblastes to Tobacco," for by 1630
tobacco smoking was not only fashionable in England,
but universal.
* *

Tests

DAMPTITE

The date

of Raleigh's birth is not known, but it is
generally accepted that he was born in 1552.
This
being the case, we have only the exact date of his death
to fall back upon, and it is hardly to be expected that
his followers will want to celebrate the day his head
was cut off.

containers to

be

satisfactory in every

way.

Raleigh, the capital of North Carolina, was named
in his honor, and incidentally it has always been a tobacco market of considerable importance.

Our Agents

will

show samples and

Today the

cigarette flourishes high in popularity,
but the pipe still has its devotees, and in North and

prices promptly

on

South Carolina today pipe tobacco is being produced
that is smoked in practically every part of the world.
Excepting food, few things have been adopted by
mankind that gives so great a measure of pleasure as
smoking. AH this we owe to Sir Walter Raleigh.

request.

GET YOUR SAMPLES AND PRICES TODAY TO INSURE YOUR TRADE
A STEADY SUPPLY OF /40th PACKINGS
J

The pipe that Raleigh lighted could not be put
out even by King James I, with all his power, and

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.

reformers may still issue their **Counterblastes, " it is doubtful that after having consumed tobacco for three hundred years, the world will willingly
cease smoking.
while

1117-23

NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT

The discontinuance of pipe smoking would be an
awful blow to the match industry, but in this connection the matches imported from Japan and Sweden
could be curtailed about ninety per cent, if the manufacturers would put about five good matches in a box
instead of fifty poor ones. Raleigh was at least spared
having to use such matches.
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advertising campai^i for Bicycle
('on,ii:ross playing cards has just been announced by the U. S. Playing Card Company, of Norwood, Ohio. Besides manufacturing the best and most
complete line of playing cards obtainable, this coml)any is offering to dealers and jobbers the added advantage of what promises to be the most effective advertising campaign ever launched for a commodity of
1!)18-1919

this kind.

i

The campaign

'*Red

will

Digest,*'

Book,"

'*

'^Hearst's,"

American,"

and

***
*^

Everybody 's,

Cosmopolitan."

They are read by nearly

thirty million people, or almost one-third the population of the United States,
and practically all of their readers play cards.

Attractive, forceful illustrations, and catchy, compelling headlines are guaranteed to attract the attention of practically every reader. The copy, while so
written as to push Bicycle and Congress brands, and
the Official Book of Eules, is also intended to increase
the number of card players.
The advertisements
prove conclusively the unusual amount of recreation
which can be had from a pack of cards, and it is certain that they will influence many people to play cards
who have never played before.

By

using the window display material furnished
free by the manufacturers, by displaying the cards in
a prominent place in the stores, and by mentioning
the cards in iheir regular advertisements, dealers can
let the people of their territory know they are handling
Bicycle and Congress playing cards. They can tie up
their stores with this national advertising. They can
make this campaign advertise them.

Adoption of the vocational training system for
returned disabled Canadian soldiers by the cigar industry is a scheme which is being fostered by some of
the leading manufacturers. These manufacturers believe that a technical school for training cigarmakers
could easily be established in some central part of the
Dominion. The maintenance of the school would, they
say, be of comparatively little cost, and a pro ratio
or pro business assessment on all Canadian cigar
factories w^ould provide the necessary funds for the
teachers' salaries and other expenses." "Canadian
Cigar and Tobacco Journal."
**

—

11

M

The Deisel-Wemmer Company announces
retad price of ^'San Felice" cigars should
seven cents.

that the

now

be

M. R. Hoffman, located at Marietta, Pa., will incorporate as the Hoffman Leaf Tobacco Company, with
a capital of $1,000,000.

;

be opened by the first of a
series of six dealer advertisements, intended to convince retailers that they should handle playing cards,
and especially that they should handle Bicycle and
(^ongress playing cards. The advertisements are
scheduled to appear every month, starting with the
October and concluding with the March issues.
The consumer advertising will begin about the
middle of October and will continue until the middle of
March. The list of magazines to be used includes such
national publications as the **Saturdav Evening Post,*'
'^Literary

m

l

Thompson Brothers Cigar C^ompany,

of Little
its capital stock from $50,000
to $250,000.
The company does a large business in
Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklalioma, and has recently
opened a branch house in Memphis. The business has
grown from $150,000 in 1914, to over a million dollars
a year.

Rock, Ark., has increased

The new president of the G^riffin Tobaccco Company IS Marcus L. Floyd, recently elected to head this
pioneer concern of the shade-grown industry. Headquarters of the company for New England are located
at 81 Commerce Street, Hartford, Conn.
The New
York offices are at 130 Water Street. Mr. Floyd has

JecN/5 evei-y
kalMc and bis "war

Drtw Caissons When Horses
There ore rouny

company composed

of Armenians has made a
successful experiment in the raising of tobacco from
Turkish seed at Maysville, about thirty miles from San
Francisco. The second crop is now being dried. D. H.
Arakelian, the head of the company that is trying out
this industry, said they had tried raising the tobacco
in Fresno County and found the extreme heat came on
too early; that it did nof^allow the tobacco crop to mature properly, but they have found the climate in Santa
Claja County ideal for this tobacco.

Gaston, Williams

& Wigmore,

Incorporated, of
New York City, international exporters, importers and
shippers, reach high-water mark in the September
number of their house organ, the **G. W. W. Bulletin,"
which, however, is always artistic in illustration and
interesting and valuable in reading matter. J. S.
Oliver, who for many years was connected with the R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, of Winston-Salem,
N. C, and editor of the house organ, **The Open
Door,'^ is now editor of the *' Bulletin."
Mr. Oliver's journalistic work is informative and
constructive and serious, and circles the globe. The
activities of the firm necessitating offices in London,
Paris, Petrograd, Rome, Moscow, Madrid, Lisbon,
Cape Town, Vladivostock, China, Japan, Chile, Archangel and Milan.
With such connections the firm has its hand always on the pulse of the tobacco trade of the world
and the magazine will duly inform its readers upon
conditions of general interest to that trade.

Died.

tules of heroism In

the fighting in France.
One coD''
cerns n number of boys, belonging to
•n artillery group, which as a result
of constant Are found Itself short of
ammunition.
The lads had volun*
teered to make a three-mile trip down
the rood, every Inch of which was
shell -swept, in order to bring back a
fre«h supply.
Before the return was completed the
horses attached to their caisson wagon
were all killed. That circumstance,
however, failed to deter the Americans
from laboriously dragging the wugoo

been identified with the development of shade-grown
tobacco since the beginning of the industry.

A

criticUia
lords."

They Got There In Time
They are

m

the fi^ht with every muscle,
every faculty of their mmds. every

drop of their American blood

tliemselves.

Ai>ie^j?nk,^mxen^ In this community

You have

We

Must
Lend the
Way They
Fight—
We Must
'Buy

honds

road in the daily news the story of what ouv (Mnch^
ment of American artillerymen did on the Marne when their

ammunition was running low.

Every shell in that caisson meant a speedier
—all the horses were kiWed— but the shells

mme. And

(jot

there

jiisf

war
the

thet/ rjot there in time.

Where shall we draw the limit
when we read what they are doing over there ?

iVo?(; is

to hasten

the

rietortf—to sore

the lives of our sous.

the time

to put our fidl strength into

Our

wiiniini; of the

ITow can any one of us, haek
hereat home, set a//// limit to the

it.

strength, coupled with the

to

power of our

Our Very

Let us not delay even a few
months. Let us get there u< ^i /He

—

we ought to give for vietori/? And we nuist get it th#:

Allies, will win.

help

in

time!

Utmost!
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Garrett I. Salth, U. S.
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Notes and Comment
The

latest thing in cigars in

Holland

is

said to be

IS

A PLAYING CARD YEAR

a cigar to sell for five Dutch cents; made of Java tobacco and provided with a wooden mouthpiece so that
it may be smoked to the bitter end.

Last year the three billion revenue bill was not approved by the President until twenty weeks after it
was introduced into the House. It was held up fifteen
weeks in the Senate. If the present revenue bill goes
through a similar process it will probably be still under
consideration at the short session of Congress in Docember.
In '*The Burning Question," the house organ of
the General Cigar Company, the editor says: *'The
present shortage of goods is a temporary matter. The
present ease of making sales is a temporary matter.
But our advertising policy is based on permanent factors. Temporary factors will not tempt us to alter it.**
Every tobacco man should read the whole editorial. It
is what the Indians call ''good medicine."

"I'd like to

be

there!"
said it—as you have looked at
some vivid picture or read some stirring account of our boys fighting with American
courage and self-sacrifice. If you cannot
go out to them, you can fight for them, over
Smash open the way for them with
here.
howitzers and big guns. Send them ammunition, tanks, airplanes, rifles, clothing,
food. Help to keep them victorious.

You have

You can

17
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lend as fearlessly, as unself-

as they fight.
job as a part of our

That h your

ishly,

war machine.

OF COURSE you would *'like to be there."
be
They don't need you yet or you
there. But they need guns and shells, every
hour they remain on the road to Berlin.

WOULD

Al)solutely the next best thing to going over
is to

BUY LIBERTY BONDS-

BUY TO YOUR UMIT
Thi* Space Contributed

KAUFMANN

to

Winning ihe

BROS.

War

& BONDY.

by

Holland has been the main source from which Germany has been getting cigars, but the "Frankfort
Gazette'* says that the supply of cigar-making tobacco
in Germany will be exhausted by November, and the
heavy shrinkage of imports from the Dutch colonies,
partly due to the sinking of neutral vessels by Germany, will leave Holland with few cigars to export.

The total stock of leaf tobacco for cigar wrappers
and fillers held in stock in the bonded warehouses of the
United States at the close of June, 1918, was 66,938,052 pounds, and an increase compared to records of one
vear previous. The 66,938,052 pounds of leaf tobacco
in stock is 8,239,458, increase of stock reported one

month previous.

Are you stocked to supply the
fall demand for new packs
of

BICYCLE •'MiKl?
CARDS
AND

CONGRESS
The

increased cost of

livingf

'^'^Y'N^

CARDS

and the increased price of

admission to the "movies" and the theater will
make card
playing more popular this fall and winter than
ever before.

The

prestige of Bicycle and Congress cards and
the attractive advertising campaign now starting
in the national

magazines shown to the

left

means

that the natural

for playing cards will center ui)on these

Most

of

your customers

will accept

If

will insist

two brands.

upon these brands. All

them without question.

you handle playing

cards, look over

your jobber know what you need

let

demand

your stock now and
in

Ilicyde and Con-

Be sure to order the new War Backs. They will be
immensely popular. And also carry a few copies of the new
gress.

sales of tobacco in Kentucky during August, 1918, was 355,619,104 pounds, which includes sales of new 1917 crop, compared with the total
quantity of tobacco disposed of in the State in the corresponding month of last year, the volume of business
transacted in August, 1918, was greater by 1,418,915

The

total

edition of
If

"The

Rules of Card Games."

you arc not handling playing cards

to find out

how much

this is a

good time

trade you can attract to your store

by stocking and displaying our nationally known brands.
Have your jobber send you a minimum stock of the best

pounds.

correspondent says that some of the
on
finer grades of Havana cigars are now being placed
band
the market without the band and others have the
near the lower end of the cigar. The latter custom
the
seems worthy of general adoption. The object of
band, of course, is to identify the cigar, but unfortunately it does not always do it.

A Havana

i|,

selling backs
will

and Tobacco Journal,** in
article on the adding ot

the September issue, has an

tno
profitable side lines in retail tobacco stores. With
profitdrug and candv and stationery stores making a
not only
able side line of tobacco, such a movement is
Some ot
logical, but is being adopted in many cases.
adding box chocolates of hign

the tobacconists are
perfumery.
grade, plaving cards and even soaps and

and you

move. You

"The

will be surprised

will also

have

calls for

how quickly they
the new edition of

Rules of Card Games." Your jobber can sup-

Official

ply you.

Write today for
play material

''The Canadian Cigar

Official

THE
Department

price-list

free.

U.
6,

S.

Ask

and sample backs.

for

Window

dis-

it.

PLAYING CARD COMPANY,

Cincinnati, U. S. A., or Windsor, Canada.

Advertising of Bicycle Playing Cards and Congress IMaying Cards will appear in these National Magazines throughout the fall, winter and spring. They reach almost six million of the best families in the country, or thirty million

readers,

and practically

all

of

them play

cards.
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Your Business

Insure

George Allen
GEOKGE ALLEN

Against Prussian Piracy

Buy

a "Liberty" Policy

the

*'

McGIFFIN, former

editor of

Canadian Cigar and Tobacco Journal/' has

been reported killed in action in France.
At the outbreak of hostilities, he entered an
officers' training school at Ottawa, was speedily qualified for a commission and went overseas early in 1916,
with the 37th Canadian Battalion, as a second lieutenant.

Yi)U have fire insurance

insurance

—indomnitv

—

life

and accident

insurance

—to

safe-

^nard your business.

But there are other

own

for your

policies

protection

you must have

—policies of insur-

ance against the Kaiser, whose power
greatest peril

is

the

and the greatest force of de-

struction in the world todav.

At the battle of Courcelette he received a
wound in his chest, and after a protracted stay
English hospital, returned to Canada on
months' leave.

Every Liberty Bond you buy

a policy of

is

insurance against the destruction of your

freedom, your happiness, your home, and

your livelihood.

You cannot have

much

France and Bel-

of that kind of insurance.

giimi

too

and Serbia and Poland show what

three

He

returned to England early in 1918,
and was assigned to the headquarters staff, but by
persistent application obtained an appointment to return to France.
In the recent offensive he led his men *'over the

one of his friends. In this he spoke of the hardships
which had contributed to sending him back to the hospital, and added that he sometimes thought how foolish he had been to sacrifice his staff job and get back
But, he added, when I see the magnifito the front.
cent spirit of the men, how they carry on without complaint in the face of hardships unrelieved by any of the
compensations which sometimes fall to the lot of an
officer, I almost feel ashamed, and am more than ever
determined to carry on until the end.
**
Allan McGiffin, as a newspaper man was probably more generally esteemed than any of his confreres. The year prior to the war he was honored by
being chosen president of the Toronto Press Club, and
in his death he has brought to his profession the greatest possible honor that any member could confer on
'

we should

Money

is

it.

the vital factor in the winning of

You must

this war.

The fourth Loan
each of us

Lend

crush

fail to

is

to

is

lend more than before.

larger the obligation on
;

greater.

Yonr Utmost!

Bny Liberty Bonds!

NATIVES OF INDIA USE TOBACCO

In India the natives either use tobacco in the crude
form, or it is worked into a paste with several ingredients, and in that form smoked, especially in water
pipes or ** hookahs." Smoking is very general; men,
women, and even children use tobacco. The more
elaborate curing of higher grade leaf is performed in
a limited area and to meet the demands of the
European rather than the native population. Bengal,
the chief producing province, takes practically no
share in the higher grade manufacture. The crudely
manufactured leaf (in trade referred to as ** unmanufactured tobacco") is exported to Burma or to foreign
countries and there is worked up into special grades
of smoking tobacco, cigars, etc, Indian imports of tobacco exceed the exports, owing mainly to heavy purchases of cigarettes from the United Kingdom.

England is only manufacturing about six matches
a day for each man, woman and child. The question
This Space Contributed to Winning the

War by

THE WIEDMANN- ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX
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whether the
most matches!
is

CO.

man

and

Georgia Wrappers
are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

manufacturers find

in

the

at

history of

enterprising

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

any institution."

HOW
states if

Connecticut, Florida

*

Prussian militarism would do to the United

Lend to Yonr Utmost for Victory

SHADEGROWN

top" for the last time.
The ** Canadian Cigar and Tobacco Journal," in
the September issue, says:
** Nothing
could give a clearer view of the character of the young hero than a quotation from a letter to

*

Liberty Bonds are the Best Policy

bullet
in an

with the largest family gets the

Are

YOU one of them?

American Sumatra Tobacco
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New York

City

Co.
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
{Continued from Page 9)

'

A

customer wants to think well of what he buys.
He wants to be assured by the salesman that all ho
himself believes about those smokes is true, that they
are as remarkable as he thinks they are. We like to
have our faith in our judgment confirmed. A lukewarm clerk behind a cracking good line of cigars will
let customers buy them without being inspired with
any enthusiasm for them, for the quality of the leaf or
the workmanship. If a buyer is handed out fine cigars
without any sign of interest or enthusiasm for them
on the part of the salesman, they will not carry any
other merit than that of their flavor that is sure.
The things the buyer wants may really be a good
many, but they can be reduced to a few general terms.
He wants good smokes. He wants good service. He
wants to be sure he will get what he wants.
You know enough about your goods to supply
him with the good smokes. You know enough about
service to be able to treat him the way he wants to be
treated. You can make him sure of getting what he
wants, by your own manner, your method of presenting your goods, your conversation.
If you impress the customer as being a man he can
depend upon, you will impress him as being a
man with whom he will want to do business. If you
are honest with your trade, you will please them. If
you cannot give a man what he wants, say so and let
him go away without spending his money, but also
without taking something that will not suit him. Try
to make a sale, but don»t try to make it by crowding a
man into buying something against his better judgment. When you sell him something he distinctly
and decidedly does not want, you make it hard to get
him back again. When you are polite in your explanasomethmg
tions, courteous in your offer to show him
remembers
else, but not tiresomely persistent, then he
you with pleasure.

Km
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Kill his
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saving money
Your sacrifice
weapons into their hands.

—

puts the fighting

The Boche fears a bond as he does
for deep down in his heart he knows

a bayonet,
the

money

He knows that these
means material of war.
guns and shells and bayonets in the hands of
American

soldiers

mean the

Boys Are
as

self

attack

as readily.

on the offensive.
Save with your whole

The man who wins

Fighting!

they do,
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THE MAN WHO WINS

Our

and

spring
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being

Get on a war
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is
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War

by

one

to kill his

hope of victory is as es-

now as to kill his fighting hordes.

For while hope

lasts,

the

Wolf of Prussia will

force his subject soldiers to the fighting line.

We have floated

other loans, built a great

fine

He

kill!

beginning to understand America
Aroused— to dread the weight of our arms
is

and energy.
This

is

a crucial

smother the

Hun

moment. Nothing can

so

morale, so blast his hopes,

as a further

fleet

of ships,8unk pirate submarines,sentour

men

message from a hundred million
Freemen, a message that says in tones that

across

and shown the Kaiser's generals
what American dash and grit and initiative

cannot be misunderstood, "Our lives, our
dollars, our ALL. These are in the fight for

can do.

The Hun

bullets

and the thrust of our bayonets.

has felt the sting of our

that Liberty which was
sacrifices

made

sacred by the

of our forefathers."

Buy U. S. Government Bonds Fourth Liberty Loan

uses his hand, his head, his eyes,

The man who wins
ThU Space

when others

till

And

kills his

tell.

day
There's a better job with better pay;
And the men who shirked whene'er they could
Are bossed by the man whose work made good
For the man who wins is the man who works,
Who neither labor nor trouble shirks.

So he works and waits

Attack the Hun!

One kills the Hun, the other
sential right

Not built on any particular plan,
Not blest with any particular luck—
Just steady and earnest and full of pluck.
When asked a question, he does not guess,
He knows and answers *'No'' or **Yes'';
When set a task the rest can't do,
He buckles down till he puts it through.
tries
Three things ho's learned; that the man who
Finds favor in his employer's eyes;
pays to know more than one thmg well

And

strength.

both
hope.

End I

Way

Lend the

Bavonet and

is

the

man who

tries.

—**Door-Ways."
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extreme popularity of the

BOLD
has

made

universally the cigar

it

"Above
Our

All"

untiring effort to maintain both

quality
to the

and workmanship, has given
Bold

cigar world

cigar the position in the
justly deserves.

it

BOBROW
MaXers of the

BROS.

'Bold

Cigar
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In Re-Cigar

Box Conservation

from the H. H. Sheip Manufacturing
Company, who rank among the largest cigar box manufacturers in the country.
Henry L. Sheip, vice-president, has addressed a
letter to the Tobacco Merchants' Association, in which
he sets forth his views as a cigar box manufacturer.
His statements are entitled to serious consideration.
Attention is called to the fact that the difficulty in
procuring lumber has induced cigar box manufacturers to stock up heavily. Apparently this lumber is
cut to sizes for l/40ths, l/20ths and 1/lOths, witli
l/20ths predominating.
Mr. Sheip thinks that there is no saving of labor,
to speak of, in concentrating on 1/lOth packages, and
that on the other hand there will be a considerable
waste of lumber.
Suggestions are made regarding labels which may
be considered drastic. For instance, the elimination
of the inside label would work great injury to many
fine brands, because the label above all else is the identifying mark, performs a certain amount of advertising and is part of the prestige and good will of a brand.
To simply stamp the brand on the wood in place of
the inside label would open the doors for all kinds of
substitution, to say nothing of a very great loss to the
manufacturer through the elimination of the label itLithographers, and manufacturers as well, can
self.

much on

this subject.

Sept.

14,

1918.

The

^^
Quality Standard in

is

reflected in the unvarying increase
in

consumer demand.

Good judgment favors
I

stocking— displacing— Ttcommending
it

everywhere

Secretary,

No.
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Tobacco

Beekman

New
Dear

Merchants' •Association,

Allen R.

Cressman's Sons,

Sir:

Tobacco
In recent issues of "The Tobacco Leaf" and "The
Conservathe
of
report
W^ord," I have read with great interest the
tion Committee of your association.
criticisms of this report.
I note that you invite suggestions and
a matter ot
Personally I do not feel that criticisms are proper
this committee
this sort as no doubt the gentlemen comprising
however,
have considered this subject very carefully. I do feel,
ottered, a\»^asi,
that there are certain suggestions which might be
You will of course understand that
for further consideration.
Manuapproach this subject from the standpoint of the Cigar Bo^
at all
not
and
facturer and the producer of Cigar Box Lumber,
standwhich
from the standpoint of a cigar manufacturer, from
point I of course would not be qualified to speak.
^^jt*-.
Committee
In the copy of the bulletin of the Conservation
under
which I have before me, I note that the subject is divided
Labels, etc., and Im
three general headings, viz.: V^ood Boxes,
^^st headingContainers. In my suggestions I shall ignore the
question but
no
is
At first hand it may be stated that there
theoretically be saved by
that considerable quantity of lun^ber can
boxes but from a
the substitution of 1/10 boxes for 1/20 and 1/40
saving will be as great
practical standpoint, it is questionable if this
because the percenUge
as would appear on the face of this matter,
used will be considerably
of waste per thousand feet of lumber
the case of the smaller
,n
h ghLr in the case of 1/10 boxes than
rather close touch with
packages. Furthermore, the signer being in
throughout the country, finds
fhe larger Cigar Box Manufacturers
box lumber on hand at
hat as'^Igen^eral rule the stocks of cigar
than they have been for a
the box factories are greater today
"manufacturers have
number of months, inasmuch as. most box
higher prices, and a con
bouffht rather heavily in anticipation of
conditions and
curuilment'^of production due to labor
of the d sas
with the idea of avoiding a repetition

_

m

i

Makers

PHILADELPHIA

^58^:-

(Contitmei o» Pag* '4)

Catching Up
with War and

Manufacturing
Facilities

Civilian

Demand

44

Bull" Durham Tobacco is steadily catching up with
enormous military demands of our fighting forces.
Greatly increased manufacturing
to

do

this.

facilities are

the

enabling
^ us

—With

the little muslin sack of "Bull" in the pockets of
every one of our fighting men, on land and
sea—

We

York. N. Y.

furthermore

Increase in

good old "Bull" in the regular army "rations"—
with the future demands of the War Department

abundantly cared for

Street,

Sble

Steadily

—And

Mr. Charles Dushkind,

Inflexible

Enormous

—With

letter follows:
Philadelphia,

an

23

suggestions

Mr. Sheip 's

of

The Tobacco World

Conservation Bulletin of the Tobacco MerTHE
chants' Association has brought forth additional

doubtless say

Maintenance

It in

hope shortly

to be able to take care of at least the most
insistent part of the home civilian call for "Bull" Durham

Tobacco.

Be patient—and every man who ''rolls his own" will have his
makings" of "Bull," as well as the hundreds of thousands
of new consumers who are sure to follow the example of our
fighting men.i

The^'Makin^s
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Kelly's Bouquet
Key West

Cigars
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ManufaclureJ
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b\)

(

just

89

Havana

miles

Filler

the

Island

from Havana)

with Genuine

Shadegrown Wrappers
combine to make a cigar
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EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER

AND MILDNESS
Attractive Line of Shapes at
10c— 2 for 25c-l5c and 20c

HAVANA-AMERICAN

CO.

(Branch American Cigar Co.)

I
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FACTORY BRANDS:

BOUQUET

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

FAVORITA ESPANOLA

(Continued from Page 22)
heretofore the 1/20 box has of course been produced in very much
larger volume than the 1/40, or the 1/10 box. It is of course true
that stock intended for tops and bottoms is used practically in the
same widths, irrespective of whether the boxes are 1/10-1/20 or
1/40, but this is not true of the stock for use as fronts and backs,
and for the small ends.
Therefore it would appear to the signer that some provisions
should be made to permit the utilization as quickly as possible and
with as little loss of such cigar box lumber, as may not be suitable
for 1/10 boxes, and I respectfully submit that this is probably a
larger problem than would appear at first glance.
From the
standpoint of labor, it is questionable if very much saving can be
made by substituting the 1/10 box for the smaller boxes. Our
experience has been that it takes a considerable greater length of
time to produce the 1/10 box than 1/20 or 1/40 box. It is undoubtedly true that it does not require double the amount of labor, but
on the other hand, the extra amount of labor involved is very considerable, particularly in regard to pasting.
In regard to the various paper or decorations used for cigar
boxes, it would appear to the signer that your committee has not
gone far enough. We suggest eliminating all flaps, all outside
In
labels, and all covering of the outside of the lids and frames.
our own factory, we find one of the hardest problems today is this
matter of covering the outside of the lids and frames. Our experience has shown that it takes from 25 per cent, to 33i per cent,
longer to paste a box on which the outside of the lid and frame is
covered with cedar paper (or any kind of paper) than is the case
with the ordinary box. Personally the signer feels that carried
to the proper conclusion the papering of boxes should be eliminated, except possibly the edging (which helps to strengthen the
box) and the lining, and I am not at all certain but that the lining
could also be eliminated, although I realize that this phase is open
to discussion. By reducing the papering to the minimum, you will
be conserving not only the material used, that is paper and paste,
but will be saving a very considerable amount of labor, and we find
that female labor for pasting cigar boxes is one of our jjreatest
problems, owing to comparatively small supply of such labor, even
under normal conditions.
In regard to eliminating the inside label, we feel that this
could be accomplished and that the place of the inside label could
be taken by a reasonable amount of printing on the bare wood on
the inside (and the outside, if necessary, as at present) of the lid.
As we have indicated before, we have found that covering the outside of the lid and the frame of certain boxes, curtails our output
probably one-third, and it is the signer's personal opinion, that at
the present time, the average box manufacturer finds it impossible
to keep pace with the demand for boxes, and in fact we understand that many cigar manufacturers arc having difficulty in obtaining enough boxes for their requirements.
In conclusion permit me to state, that I do not feel that this
subject has been exhausted by any means, but that I have merely
outlined certain suggestions, which I hope may prove of some
slight value or assistance in carrying out your committee's recommendations to a logical conclusion, but it appears to me that in .^
matter of this sort, none of us should be satisfied with half-way
measures, but at least during the present conditions this matter
of conservation should be carried to the limit in order that maxiresults may be obtained.
without
I feel quite certain that the cigar box manufacturers,
of
scheme
reasonable
in
any
help
to
willing
exception, are quite
full
to
entitled
is
matter
this
that
feel
conservation, but I also
consideration from the standpoint of the box manufacturers.
Respectfully yours,
.

Henry

L. Sheip.

JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf's

BOUQUET DE PARIS
''The Havina Cigar of Exclusive Mildness''
The ctgu

that

is

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other professional

This proTes the unusual merit

Write At once for prices Jtnd territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS
18#-1811 First Ave.

Onondaga County, N.

-

New York City
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of soil which yields a good crop of tobacco, but no
where else in Onondaga County is tobacco grown. Formerly fifteen cents was a big price, but it has sold m
the field this year for thirty cents.

While the Bureau of the Census estimates

thirty-

for
three billions of cigarettes, as the available supply
mto
the American smoker last year, it does not take
account the cigarettes rolled from 'Hhe makins*,'
which would certainly add a few billions more. There
the antiis some apprehension expressed that in time
that
cranks will start in force against tobacco. About
people
time they will realize that they are not the only

that can start something.

Dollars that Fight
By

SENATOR HENRY CABOT LODGE

The war will be won by men
and ships, bv
guns and airplanes. To raise
annies and
supply them, to build the navy
and support
it, and to furnish
ships and transpoii, we
must have money in large
amounts. The
expenditures of the Government
for the en^
suing year are estimated at

$24,000,000,000,

a

sum which

ceive.

baffles the

imagination to con-

That vast amount must come
one-

third from taxes and two-thirds
from loans.
The success of the Fourth Loan, like those
that preceded it is, therefore,
absolutely
necessary.
must work with the highest
speed, as if the war was to end in
six

We

months.

We

tion, as if it

must prepare in every direcwas to last for years. Speed

and preparation are both expensive.

Without the Loans we cannot have either
We

are fighting to secure a just,
righteous
and lasting peace. For a complete
peace we
must have a complete victory. It must not be
a peace of bargain or negotiation. No peace

which

Poland must be free. Slav republics must be established to bar the
wav
ml

»)etween

Germany and

the East.

Serbia

and Roiunania must be redeemed. All th('S(»
things are essential. Nothuuj will bvimj
them hut complete victory and a peace die-

Germany can evef satisfy us.
No peace that leaves Germany in a position to
renew the war against us will be worth having.

other war.

satisfies

It will be far

from sufficient to gain all
our objects on the Western front, Belgium,
Alsace - Lorraine, Italia Irredenta. The
President with wisdom and foresight and

tated by us and our
ideas.

A Hies.

It is a conflict of

It is the principle of evil arraved

great force expressed his determination to
redeem Russia. Russia must not be left in

against the principle of good. It is the battle of freedom and civilization
against barbarism and tyranny. We must win and wc

Germany's hands.

shall win.

That would mean an-

Y., contains about 900 acres

by United States Senators. Eminent

men who are exo^tionally discriminating.
of Neudorf's Bouquet de PaHs Ggara.

The Tobacco World

Box Conservation

mum

DE PARIS

It in

We

cannot win without money, and, there-

fore, these

Loans are

and the country
should rally in all its strength and subscribe^
and oversubscribe the Fourth Liberty Loan.

Buy Bonds

to

Thii Space Contributed to Winning the

vital,

Your Utmost!
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Friend of
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BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
NEW YORK
WEST 18TH STREET

OUR HIOH-ORADE NON-EVAPORATINO

CHOAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and amooth in charactar
and Impart a ^oat palatable flavor

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavors for Special Branda
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FOR

FLATORS

FRIES
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SMOKING
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The 8tandard» of America
Lorillard's Snuff, : Est. 1760
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851
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&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — 1^opp*»s — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWett and Vlain Scotchs
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ikants' Association on each refistiation.
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OD) titles, but lees than thirtj-one (31). an additional cnarge of Two Dollan
CI2.00) will be made, and so an additional diarge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be
for every ten (10) additional titles ncoeesarily reported.
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GOING OVER:—40,780. For all tobacco products. September
Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co., New York City.
6, 1918.
CUBAN EXTRA:—40,781. For cigars. April 16, 1918. S. Loewenthal & Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to have
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in actual continuous use for a number of years by the
R. Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by

been

LORD PROTECTOR:—40,782.

For cigars. April 16, 1918. S.
Loewenthal & Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to
have been in actual continuous use for a number of years by the
R. (Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by
registrant

to have been in actual continuous use for a number of years by
the R. Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by registrant.
For cigars. April 16, 1918. S.
40,784.
Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to
Loewenthal
have been in actual continuous use for a number of years by
the R. Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by registrant.
40,785. For cigars. April 16, 1918. S. Loewenthal & Sons. New York City. Trade-mark claimed to have been
in actual continuous use for a number of years by the R. Crystal
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Co., New York City, from
For cigars. April 16, 1918. S. Loewen40,786.
Trade-mark claimed to have
York
City.
New
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thal &
for
a number of years by the R.
been in actual continuous use
Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by
registrant.
For cigars. April 16, 1918. S. Loe40,787.
wenthal & Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to "have
been in actual continuous use for a number of years by the R.
Crystal Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by
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Loewenthal & Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to
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Si relet

Co..
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of years by the R. Crystal
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April 16, 1918. S. Loewenthal

from whom
For cigars.
EL PADRE:—
Trade-mark claimed to have been in
City.
York
New
& Sons,
number of years by the R. Crystal
for
a
actual continuous use
Co., New York City, from whom title was derived by registrant.
FIRST ROMAN:—40,792. For cigars. April 16, 1918. S. Loewenthal & Sons, New York City. Trade-mark claimed to have

New York
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40,791.

Co.,
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For all tobacco products.
E. Kahn, Union Hill. N. J.
(Continued on Page 30)
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I
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Co., Montreal, Canada.
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Co., Reading, Pa.

actual continuous use for a

a

1.00

registrant.

MANUPACTUMD BY
CO.,

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

1916.

Duplicate Certificate,
A—An allowance of 92 will be made

INVADER:—40,788.
& Sons, New York

GEOtGE W. lELNE

1,

GARRETT H.

registrant.

AVENUE....

FOR PACKAGE

AprU

«>^-*

CITY

REGISTRATIONS
JOHN MICHAELS OF MONTREAL, CAN ADA :--40,776.

Bachelor Cigar

End Av«nue and

27

Street

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

203 W. BroMiwar

»

The Tobacco World

Tobacco Merchants' Association

Clean Ar« Jada«d

Writ* for Op«B Tsiritory
Faeftonr: KarlWeat. Fla.

It in

•

Say You Saw

28

It in

The Tobacco Wobld

INTERNAL REVENUE REPORT FOR JULY

/A
It

The following comparative data of tax-paid tobacco products indicated by monthly sales of stamps
are obtained from the statement of internal revenue
collections for the month of July, 1918:

Sure Fire Hit!
pay you to push

will

Tobacco Products,

this superfine,

Cigars,
Cigars,
Cigars,
Cigars,
Cigars,

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!
Manufactured by
BAYUK BROS. CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ah4t^

^I^

*'

a cinch for a live dealer
to pullthlbesttrade his way

'it's

~
T« D««l*Mi>

•

Writo
Mtfal l*r •
pMieh •! RmI Oravaly.
It's Ik* llrst ftlfl IBH
pravcflMatla nut stac*

PmyHm Gravely aiada

;

Ika Hraf plai that avar

waa mm4m,

1

.

All
at $3 per

.

.

.

thousand

the Wj^ package of 15

1,257,176
1,472,319

Total
No. 647,665,473
645,518,163
Cigars, small
No.
88,684,653
80,037,849
Cigarettes, large
No.
1,842,844
2,454,860
Cigarettes, small
No. 3,447,429,408 3,796,878,822
Snuff manufactured ..Lbs.
2,717,188
2,971,122
Tobacco, chewing and
smoking
Lbs.
36,164,477
36,607,578
Note. The figures for July, 1918, in above statement, are subject to change until published in the annual report of the bureau.

CIBAR£TT£S

,

'BCFORBTHE INVENTION

or OUR PMTCNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO
MADE STRICTLY FOR fTS CHEWMO QUAUTY
WOULD NOT KEEP FRESH IH THIS •KCTIOM.
NOW THE AKTENT POUCH KEEPS Vt.
FRESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOO
A UTTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS ENOUOH
AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIG CHKW 2
OF ORDINARY PLUG.

^

J?J3.9ra»9l^SbiaeeoCktki0muML

'

r.i.«umyTiueeici.

fUMVUXC

Class A. .No.
Cla;ss B
No.
Class C No.
Class D. .No.
Class E. .No.

July, 1918.
96,119,237
386,270,569
160,398,862

—

ORPVELYVS

MR

large.
large,
large,
large,
large.

July, 1917,

10^ is tKe price

VA.

•err. A

Lao-Tse, the great Chinese philosopher and
prophet, who lived in the sixth century B. C, said that
the man who returns an evil deed with a good one, has
reached the summit of virtue and the favor of the gods.
Tobacco trade magazine publishers are smiling as they
are smitten, and increasing their free advertising of
Government propaganda to boost the new Liberty
Bonds and other things.
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TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

EDWARD JtilJSENLOHR
rvc\^rv^\v ^jti

^^#fi|^

^^QNl^^

.iTj^eaident
Chairman Executive Committee

rpXoPip «• SitYk^t.';
Tffccp AA
iiir^tP'^^^
JESSE
BLOCH

Jacob wertheim
lF?SfVmffik{*^^'
LJEON SCHINASI

.Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice.Pr«aid«nt

S-pJJIdJS
^'

...vS-PrlJideS!
Vice-President

ASA LEMLEIN
CHARLES DUSHKIND

TrSsurSi

SecreV^'ind

K«w York

Ofieae. S

Beekman

c"Sd

Straat

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, ETC., OF "THE
TOBACCO WORLD," PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY
AT PHILADELPHIA.
Name

By the Act of August 24, 1912.
of Editor—Hobart B. Hankins, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

raEDERICK HIRSCHHORN.

119

West *Hh

St.,

St. Phii;.. pa.
SvAS»tf?.^Jil56y?5^'.?"
^vH^
JOMPHB.WERraEIM. 81st and
East End Ave.. If'hafn.
B.

K.

UCHTENSTEIN.

40

Exchange

PI.,

President

viii-pSiSy
N. Y. ,.Tf«aaur«r

Manhattan, N. Y.

Secretary

•.

'T.

'*

\\

Save the tin foil from
your Sweet Caporals and

Phila., Pa.

Known

New York

iX''/}-,''

Managing Editor— None.
Business Manager—Hobart B. Hankins, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Publishei>-Tobacco World Corporation, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Owners—Hobart B. Hankins and H. H. Pakradooni, 236 Chestnut St,
bondholders,

one per cent, or more of
ties: None.

QGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
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Required by the Postal Laws and Regulations.

mortgagees and other security holders, holding
total amont of bonds, mortgages, or other securi(Signed)

Sworn
this

and subscribed before me
26th day of September, 1918.

(Seal)

My

HOBART

B.

give

HANKINS.

::X'.rfV

to

RITHERFORP

S.

to the

it

„

<^
1

i

BATES.

Notary Public.
commission expires January

I)'

21.

I

•

f
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IHE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION

JOSEPH CULLMAN,

Jr.,

New York

President
Vlce-Preaident
Treasurer
Secretary

mS^Ss' S^'V*"' 9' A*
irTSv^tT MENDELSOHN,
m7»5SSrt.^l?f*"il*"» .9'
JOSEPH
New York
/MrrTnr'il'

The Tobacco World
Established 1881

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
ll//^»?f^^i^.^K^5*'i°*» ^'

^*

Preeldent
VIee- President

•
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RAWLINS D. BEST. Covincton. Ky
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RIKDIRS. aOO West 118th St.. New York City
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310 Lenox Aye., New York.
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No.

PubHshcrt
Hobart Bishop Hankins, Pregident
H. H. Pakradooni, Treasurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

on no matter what the

year.

Canadian

Philippine Islands. $2.00 a

nt,-^

M^l

price.

Gbk Dad, he Icnoun

Entered as second-class mall matter, December 22, 1909. at the
Post Oflflce, Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act of March 3. 1879.
States, Cuba and
and foreign, $3.60.

"Sweet

Caps" simply can't be improved

Published on the 1st and 15th of each month at 236 Chestnut
Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICE: United
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FOR SALE— Contents

ROCHA
Havana Leal Tobacco

JOSE

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

office building.

Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

All at cost.
cost.

New York

Tabac— Flaos 4m Vvalta Abai«
PartMo J yvaha Arriba

_

made from

Ohio

all

to-

Also have fine lot Dutch tops for sale.
kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

bacco, price 30 cents.
Will buy low grades of all
Factory No. 9, Tenth District.

FOR SALE—

&

Address Box

FOR SALE— Remedios

151,

Er.

"The Tobacco World."

shorts, pure and clean. GuaranAlso
Fifty cents per pound.
teed A-1 or money refunded.
178
Co.,
Alexander
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin
Wate r Street, New York City.

Havana

145

&

WANTED— Control

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
factory making between 25,000 and
Counties;
or Lancaster
100.000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to run factory on so much
per th ousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

WANTED—Will

CIGAR FACTORY
factory able to
full

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
make from ten to twenty million cigars a year.
particulars to Box 236, care of "The Tobacco

W^orld."
,

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND
DUST, bought

in

any quantity anywhere.

Yearly contracts made.
J. J.

FRIEDMAN,

«

,

*t

,

^r

NEW YOttll

WATER STREET

(MMm aaA Wanhau*. IS Baal «Uik Anaaa, YMUU
MANHrACTUBHU OF CIOAK SCBAP TOBACOO

tA,

liAFFENBURGH (O. SONS
QUALITY HAVANA

I.

Send samples.

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IVosemw-ald (EL Broa
THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
,^« - LEAF TOBACCO

______^

WANTED

HABANA, €:UBA

SAN MIGUEL IW

____^
Peters suction tables,
Twenty-four Miller, DuBrul
For a quick sale a very low price will be
in perfect condition.

Address, with

F.

City.

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP,

accepted.

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
FOB SALE

bands at
Avenue.

&

Leaf Tobacco

is

in advance.

rent.

PANTIN

Commission Merchant

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

a

column

m The Tobacco World

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED
The

It

N«pmn« 6, HavaBa, Cuba - SS Br^ad St..

Boataa. Maaa.

HELP WANTED

CIGAR

FOREMAN— Wanted
Good

work

in Philadelphia factory on suction
opportunity for competent man. Address Box 234,

K.

STRAUS & GO«

care of "Tobacco World."

SITUATION WANTED
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN—A young man
cigar

factory.
position as general manager or foreman in a
Prefers
factory.
of
parts
all
in
experience
years'
Has had seven
of
care
Box
Address
238,
East.
in
the
the West; now employed

LEAF TOBACCO

"Tobacco World."

Ml« SM.

SMOKE WELL:—40,796.

September

F'or smoking pipes.
Manhattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
NAPOLI: 40,797. For smoking pipes. September
Manhattan Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
LIVORNO:—40,798. For smoking pipes. September
Manhattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

11, 1918

H.

11,
11,

1918.

1918.

Registered June 13,
cigars.
Transferred to
Pa.
Harrisburg,
1899. by Geo. M. Holtzman,
September
3, 1918.
Smith-Reimer Corp., Davenport. Iowa,
M. & O.:— 11,905 (Tob. Leaf). Registered April 29, 1896, by MarTransferred to the Cuban Cigar
tin & Orocchi, Denver, Colo.
Lo., Denver, Colo., in 1899, and re-transferred to Joseph Orocchi, Denver, Colo., July 30, 1918.

Registered August

by H. Rippen, Perth Amboy, N. J.
KOBOLD: 40,772. For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
tered August 21, 1918, by H. Rippen, Perth Amboy, N.

Tlie

—

Lait^t

lidepeident

aid Experter of
Americtn Leaf Tobacco in

Dealer

the United SUtes.

PblbiMpbIa

you an
WHEN
throujrh
gh these

I

into this thing.

Notice that he
never asks if we buy Liberty
Bonds. He kncnvs it without
asking. When the biar guns roll
up to the front, and the ammunition wagons, and the soup

thought that a hoy of ours
^voiild go hack there some
clay

EXPORT

to ti;4lit

for Liberty.

" l^ut he*s gone,

TOBACCO

niik

ii

and with

eagerness as you

antl

as

kitchens,

I

France twenty years

lances,

TOBACCO

CO.
tt>

IMPORTBRS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKBIIS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

MiNa

^'

Think

.*!-nd

how weS^e planned

him

there

some day

to

jnak

himself a scholar, and now
he% q;(,ae there to make
him-

m

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHU

Regis-

G. O. TUCK & CO.
INCOKPORATEID
-

-

U. S. A-

Your

Iiquiry

for

Sanplc

and Prices Solicited.

dear,

our

PoHt

ian\

That's what
told her, John,
and all she said was:
1

^ear,

J.

and— and— the ambu-

boy knows
that our money helps make
liis job
possible and beflmble
and that well back liim up
vvitli every cent we've got,
if

ago

LOEB-NUf)EZ

uy Bonds

what money we've got

will put

littk

^venr to

19,

LOUISVILLE. KY.,

went
thes
French
on our honeymoon, we
id

towns

__

LEAF

CORRECTIONS
1918,

St..

130 Water Street
New York

For

For smoking tobacco.

Tbiri

Incorporated

TRANSFERS

FRIAR:—40,771.

Mf Md Mf N.

NEUBERGER COMPANY

I54PORT
LITTLE GEORGE:— 12,568.

^naf this
is what I told his
Mother^

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

wants a

there's nothing voii
and I won't do for
him and" he
Kn<> %^ i^
knows that we

' *

Why, oi ornne' ^G^ hl^

He

hcrf

4th

LIBERTY LOAN

kW

Kinds In any Qnantity.

^Afi obligation, yes^ hut

.££j:

ERAL CIGAR

A MILD

aOAR

a wonderful hriviIc^re.

CO..

INC. 119

WEST

40^" STREET.

NEW YORK

CITY

VOLUME 38
NO. 20

TA e

TOBAC C O

myffs

OCTOBER

15,

WORLD

1918
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This Trade-Mark

is

Our Many

Your Guarantee of

Cu-slonicrs arc

Advised to

QUALITY

Demand

PHIL-TO-CO Brand

die

as a

Protection of Mutual Jnleresis

Him

"See
Look

at

Smiling"

him

him I
Our man— and a man he is
With his ready grin and his twinkh'ng eyes— irrepressible—joyous— songhpped and dauntless— incarnate spirit
look at

->

of America!

And

they lovingly

call

him **Yank."

Ah! men and women,
beat him?

can anything

^^.

Yes! you can, by failing to back him up.
But you won't.

—

4th

PHILIPPINE LEAF
123 Maiden Lane

LIBERTY LOAN

Your tribute to

this gallant

gentleman.

©WIL
white

OWL

TWO
Genf.rai, ("|(;\r
]\')

('<..,

Inc

Wf.t 4(>tli Street
Nt'w Yurk City

rittidUkta

'

TOBACCO

CO.

New York

City

Headquarters for Manila Tobacco

in the

United States

CM"
WE
Bond
*j'^UTMO$T

WILL BE PLEASED TO SEND SAMPLES UPON REQUEST
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Our Many Cuslonicrs
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QUALITY

to

Demand

PHIL-TO-CO Brand

are
(he

as a

Protection of Mutual Interests

T

Him

"See
Look

at

Smiling"

him

him /
Our man and a man he is!
With his ready grin and his twinlook at

—

:>•

eyes— irrepressible —joyous — songlipped and dauntless — incarnate spirit
of America!
And they h)vingly call him ''"^ank."
.Vh! men and women, can anything
kling

beat

him?

Yes! you can, by failing to back him up.
— But you won't.

4th

LIBERTY LOAN

Your tribute to

15*

PHILIPPINE LEAF
123 Maiden Lane

this gallant

OWL

white
TWO
(uMHAi
1

1

9

gentleman.

I

i«;ar

Co., Inc.

Wf^t 40th

Stri-ct

TOBACCO

CO.

New York

City

Headquarters for Manila Tobacco

WE

in the

United States

WILL BE PLEASED TO SEND SAMPLES UPON REQUEST
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MADE, IN BOND

FINE

HABANA CIGARS

11

Mil

M

M

«
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8a^ You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World

La Flor de Portuondo

ROCKY FORD

Established 1869

KLKIMS
rUTtM
MAIfUFACTURED IN OUR

GENUINE

NEWAM,

H.

J.,

FACTORIES

mmr^oT^*^'^
BUKUH.
VAi., a very attractive
** **"'

StoM.

to

retai

at

Jobber and Retailer

2

an

for

•*"^* factorie. loctod .t PITTS.
and CKl«Mive lae of Goan and

5e- 3c

each and 3

for

lOc.

dvint

the

eKoaptioQnl B»i«in of profit

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittsburgh, P«.

Elxcellence of

Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

and

Cuban Hand-Made

In

CIGARS

Charles the Great

For Gentlemen
of

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

The Juan F. Portuondo

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

Cigar Mfg. Co.

TAMPA

NEW YORK

Good Taste

San Felice
CIGARS

PHILADELPHIA

HABANA
j

—

M

|«»

—

m

»

M

M

.A

Tbe DelseMeminer

Co.,

LMA,a
ESTABLISHED

Pendas

Y.

1M67

Alvarez

£i

TADEMA

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

Argilellesp

CIGARS
801-803

-

"

"
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'

'

**

—

"

--

"

—

n

n

more today

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

THIRD AVE.

NEW YORK OTY
"

Pipes are worth

MAKERS

Our Motto: ••QUALITY"
Otticc arid Salesroom,

"^cIgars
Lopez G Bro.

222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

before.
M

11

n

m

more to make a good pipe today than ever
Labor has gone up. Materials have gone up.

costs

It

We have to ask the jobber a

higher price.

has to ask the retailer a higher price.
Pipes are worth it.

Be

your customers

WDC

who buy and the dealers
who sell 2oo,ooQOOO Cinco Cigars
a year apinreciate the protedtion of
a brand manufadhired with 68
years experience and witii
the most painstaking
smokers

consideration fbt
quality -

and qnalityr

—

but be fair to yourself

A pipe that was worth 50 cents a few months

too.

ago

fair to

But

He

The

is

worth

f»^.

75

cents

now, and the value of other

i'*

^Ok
->U

briars

has gone up accordingly.

Price

X

You

are

WD

Amon^Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

Pipes at what they are worth.

fully entitled

your regular

The Acknowledged Leader

C

to

fair profit.
OTTO eiSENLOHA G- BKOS., INCORPORATED
PHILADELPHIA

WM. DEMUTH A CO.
230

Fifth Ave.,

ItTASLISHeO

CO preserve
the quality

IISO

New York

WorU*9 Largmat Pipm Mmufacturmr

jijad E

wn^^ "m (^^-(iir§

i^^pg

Say You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World
a cinch for a live de\ler
to pullthlbesttrade his way

•it's

Volume 38

ORiWELY*<S
It

will

pay you

to

push

Lli^t

this superfine,

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!

WrM.

BMMk ••

MSial tor

R**! Oravcly.
If's Ik* llrst klf IMpravMBMri la Mas slac*
laa Gr«v«lir aatf*
liM Hrat plat Ikat avar

Philadelphia. Pa.

ChfiSdn^ Plu^

Eaubliihed

-BKPORCTHC INVENTION

1881

or OUR MfCNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
ORAVBLV PLUG TOBACCO -^
MADE STRICTLY rOR rrS CHKWMQ QUAUTV
WOUUO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTIOK
NOW THE MTKNT POUCH KBBPS rr.
FRESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOO
A UTTLC CHEW OF ORAVELV IS CNOUOH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A BIO CHKW'^
OF ORDINARY PLUO.
^J9. 9rav^MaeeoCti IhmuK^

T«DMtors»>

Manufactured by
BAYl K BROS. CO.,

^y

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Number 20

A SEMI-MONTHLY
For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco Trade
$2.00 a Year

PHILADELPHIA, October

15,

1918

Foreign $3.50

r.i.«ttmrTMiecfei.

MPT. A

BAMVIUJ;. VA.
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1

FIGHT!

H

Buy Bonds

S.

S.
123

CHARLES LANDAU & CO.
SIDNEY

J.

FREEMAN & SONS

123 Uberty

St.,

NEW YORK

onsW*r pour

"S. O.

S.''

MANILA BINDER, fVlLER

and

SCRAPS

Importations Direct From Maniia

S

LOEWFNTHAl

Loewenthal
Havana and

Importers of

This space contributed by

Let

LOEWF.NTHM.

B

&

LOFWENTHAL

Sons

Packers of Leaf

Tobacco

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

WANTED—By

A

faclarge manufacturing concern:
tory making from 25 M. cigars up, weekly, in the

Ninth District of Peimsylvania, who will manufacture
cigars for us on a so much per M. basis; all tobaccos
and wages to be supplied and superintendence of same
simply required. Proposition will prove a very interesting one to the right party. Address Box 240, ''To*'
bacco World.
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national smoke.
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EUROPEAN

countries are not waiting until after
the war is over to begin to unravel the problems
mat will then present themselves in lines of industry
and commerce. The United States is awakening to
the need for study of the problems that will then arise,
and it may well do so.
Does the cigar and tobacco industry look beyond
today when orders exceed 'ability to produce! Are
the cigar manufacturers of the country working along
merely to keep their product on the market, and consoling themselves with the idea that after the war
conditions will automatically adjust themselves ? Are
the manufacturers, who are withdrawing their advertising for the balance of the war, deluding themselves with the dream of an unprecedented demand for
their particular product just as soon as the conflict
ceases f What will really be the condition of the cigar
and tobacco industry after the war!
Many considerations, and that ambiguous term,
** conditions,** enter into any sane forecast.
The cigar
manufacturer today is doing business on a strictly
business basis, which is more than can be said for him
in the past. In the past six weeks several brands have
advanced twice, without anticipation of the new war
tax. Labor and increased costs are said to be responsible.
But there is an indication that filler tobacco is
coming down in price. Sumatra has come down appreciably, and to some extent Sumatra prices are indicators for the entire wrapper market.
note that many small cigar manufacturers are
either combining, selling out or ** retiring. *' This necessarily puts a greater burden on the production of the remaining manufacturers, and with a steadily decreasing
supply of labor a real and serious shortage of cigars
is not improbable.
Such a condition as this may lead
the manufacturer to believe that after the war he will
be able to sell all the cigars he can produce.
But it is well to consider the possibilities as regards the leaf market. If leaf continues to come down,
the manufacturers who are supplied with material for
one or two years will be unable to reduce their prices.
Tf, at the close of the war, leaf is near its normal price,
it will be a great temptation for manufacturers who
have ** retired** to come into the game again and produce the popular cigar at $35 or $37.50 per thousand.
If they can produce goods at even $43, they will have
a big field and a great opportunity, for the cigar manufacturers whose products are at the $50 mark or above
will be quite unable to immediately meet such a figure.
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have roughly estimated that thirty cigar manufacturmg organizations are producing 3,000,000,000
cigars annually or more than thirty-four per cent, of
the total production of the country. One-fifth of one
per cent, of the cigar manufacturers in the country are
producing about thirty-four per cent, of all the cigars
made in the country. This means that ninetv-nine and
four-fifths per cent, of the cigar manufacturers are
able to produce but sixty-six per cent, of the cigars
made in the United States.
The cigar manufacturers represented by the onefifth of one per cent, comprise organizations
amply
financed and competent to procure all the tobacco that

they may need for a year or more, and it is to be concluded that they have done so. The ninety-nine and
four-fifths per cent, is made up, with some exceptions,
of manufacturers whose supplies run from one month
to six

months at the

outside. With a falling leaf market they will be in a beautiful position at tlija close of
the war.

But on the other hand there is a great likelihood
of Europe rushing to this countrv for all the leaf tobacco

can get with price no object. If this happens,
leaf stocks will boom, and then it will not be such
a
it

beautiful outlook for the ninety-nine and four-fiftiis
per cent., or anyone who anticipates joining their
ranks.

In any case it will pay the cigar manufacturer to
look ahead. When the boys come home and the workers are released from purely war industries, what percentage can the cigar manufacturers absorb? What
are the probabilities of the prices for labor with the
looseninjg of millions of male and female help from
munition plants?
Conditions will not automatically adjust themselves. The cigar manufacturers must prepare for the
crisis that is sure to come.
All this touches but briefly a subject with tremendous possibilities. It does not take in the great
opportunity for export trade on manufactured cigars
produced in this country.

The Tobacco Merchants'

Association can well afford to
immediately appoint a committee to consider after-the-war
conditions and ways and means to meet them. The future
of the cigar industry lies in co-operative study and planning along general lines rather than in individual efforts to
obtain a brief advantage over one or more competitors.
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The Dealer Has Lost Another Chsoice
DEALERS

who

failed to take the advice of their
trade papers, and of their jobbers as well, and who
did not get a stock of cigars on hand several weeks
ago, will lind no incentive to stock up now. New prices
are becoming effective at once to which will be added
the new war tax, and as it is planned that the tax on
goods on the floor of the jobber and dealer shall pay the
full tax, the cost to the dealer will be the same now no
matter when he buys. If an opportunity has been
lost by many dealers fhey have no one to thank but

Trade papers, jobbers and manufacturers
warned the retail trade of the danger of delay.

themselves.

have

all

When
floor tax

the first

war tax was made

effective, the

amounted

to only one-half the regular tax,
so that goods on the floor when the tax became effective were subject to only one-half the tax, and in addition escaped entirely the increased manufacturing

costs which
law.

were added after the war tax became a

In the present case, however, most manufacturers
have already raised their prices, and to these will be

added the war tax when
six-cent cigars are
the tax is added.

it

is

finally settled.

Most

now

in the seven-cent class before
The full tax will have to be paid
on all goods on hand, according to the present wording
of the bill. Seven cents from now on will be the price
of our old friend, the one-time nickel cigar.

In this connection

interesting to note that
certain stogie lines have advanced to thirty-five dollars
per thousand, and that the stogie now retails for a
nickel.
It is only one more step when the old nickel
cigar enters the three-for-a-quarter class.
it

is

It is unfortunate that the retailer is largely to
blame for his curtailed profits. This is due in most
cases to the fact that the small dealer, the retailer
who has needed a larger profit and needed it desperately, has been the last to make a higher price effective
on his lines of goods. Fear of his competitor has

made him a coward, and robbed him

of even an honest

percentage of profit on his investment.
On the other hand, observe the prices of cigars
in cafe stands, restaurants, hotels and dining cars.

When

certain sizes that sold for ten cents straight
moved into the two-for-a-quarter class, these places
asked and received fifteen cents straight, while small
dealers actually continued to sell these cigars for ten
cents straight. Mosf of them at last have been forced
to raise to two for a quarter. But restaurants, cafes
and hotels ask fifteen cents straight, and they get the
price and business holds up with them. Cigars with
these places are an accommodation to some extent, but

hoe, my axe, my
freezer, and a lot
of other things about the premises," said Mr. Glipping, **but I'll give you a fair warning, Gadspur."
**Why, what's the trouble?"
*
If you ever come over here and try to borrow my
pipe, I'm going to say no."

"I don't mind lending you my
lawn mower, the madam's ice cream

*

in almost every case this acconlinodation has been
built up to a very profitable business. The same may
be said of most drug store stands. Their prices are

prices that jjay a profit, and a good profit.
have seen displayed in a number of New York
cafes a certain brand of cigars, widely advertised to
The
retail at six cents, marked ten cents straight
goods are prominently displayed on top of the counter,
and we have seen a good many smokers walk up and
It seems to
I)ay their dime for one of these cigars.
us that in these cases the line of fair profits has been
crossed, and that such stands are well into profiteering

We

\

territory.
On the other hand, we can find plenty of stores
selling forty-five dollar cigars at five-f or-a-quarter and
Here is the
forty-nine dollar cigars at six cents.
other extreme. It is really no affair of the smoker's
if the dealer does not charge a fair price, but it is an
affair of the jobber's and the manufacturer's if this
same dealer cannot pay his bills promptly. It is the
affair of the trade paper's if the dealer who operates
his business in this manner is continually complaining
of lack of capital and shrinking profits. Prices that
are too low create in the mind of the smoker the idea
that the man who asks a fair price for the same goods
That pari of the trade which is trying to
is a robber.
earn a living profit is discredited because some spmeless dealers would rather be sold out by the sheriff
than tell a customer that they must have a living profit
for the service they render.
Present conditions are going to prove a blessing
in disguise to the jobber and manufacturer, because
they are weeding out the weak and incapable. It may
be ventured that after the war is over the retail cigar
trade will be represented by a stronger dealer class
than at any time in the history of the industry.
There is no reason for the dealer to wonder why
the jobber and manufacturer caters to the hotel, cafe,
restaurant and drug stand business. In these places at
least the fair price is cKarged, more cigars are sold
by them, and they either take their cash discount or

The cigar dealer who does the same
can always command the same consideration, but the
ones who do not do these things will find that they,
pay promptly.

themselves, are the sole cause of all the apparent injustices that they suffer.
The limit of a dealer's credit is established not
only by the kind of a store he keeps, biit also by the
kind of prices he gets for his goods. In this day of
high-living costs no dealer can keep up with the procession who tries to get by on a gross profit of fifteen
per cent, or even twenty per cent.

Cigar stores and stands in Pittsburgh, Allegheny
County, Westmoreland, Fayette, Beaver, Green and
Washington counties have been closed from 7.30 to 10
A. M. to conserve electric current for the use of munition workers. Other stores having cigar counters are
not allowed to sell tobacco while the cigar stores are
closed.

Indictment of Sumatra Importing Group
Suprise To Cigar Industry
CHARGED
Law and

with violatmg the Sherman Anti-Trust

the Wilson Tariff Act in combining in restramt of foreign and domestic trade in Sumatra
leaf
tobacco, the Sumatra Tobacco Import
Corporation, the

Sumatra Purchasing Corporation; H. Duys & Com-

pany, Incorporated the General Cigar
Company Incorporated; the American Cigar Company
and fourteen individuals were recently indicted
by the Federal
;

grand jury.
The individuals against whom indictments have
been found are: Abraham Bijur, Nathan Bijur,
Samuel H. Bijur, Joseph F. Cullman, Sr.,
Joseph F. Cullman, Jr., Henry M. Duys, John H. Duys, Frederick
Hirschhorn, J. H. Kruse, Hugo Muller, Jan H. Neinliuys, Wilham Quanjer, Benno
Rosenwald and A. L

Sylvester.

The above are charged with having engaged m a
conspiracy to restrain rivals in foreign and
domestic
trade m Sumatra leaf, and that they have aimed
to
eliminate competition in the purchase of Sumatra
leaf
and in its importation into this country.
A great many cigar manufacturers who use Sumatra leaf have expressed surprise and regret that

such action should have been brought, particularly
as
the trade seems to have been satisfied with the
arrangements for the allotment of the 1917 crop. The domestic inscriptions last year at which the 1916 crop
was sold were partly the fault of the manufacturers
themselves, as they lost their heads and bid extremely
high prices, but if they had stayed away from the
inscriptions altogether, the inscriptions could not have
been held. In this connection, it is to be pointed out
that the Sumatra Tobacco Import Corporation previous to the inscriptions offered the 1916 tobacco in lots
of 500 bales to a number of prominent manufacturers
at a stated profit of $50 a bale. In every
case this
offer was declined, with the result that practically every
firm which declined the tobacco at a profit of
$50 to
the importers, attended the inscriptions and bid prices
that paid a profit of more than $100 a bale.
Mr. John H. Duys, in a statement to a representative of

The Tobacco World,

said

**A8 Sumatra tobacco has been sold at inscription
(auction) in Holland for many years, we believed that
this would be the fairest method of disposing
of it.
When we found that this method was not entirely satisfactory, the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation
was
formed, and every cigar manufacturer was given an
opportunity to participate with a stated profit per bale
for us. This year no cigar manufacturer who has come
to us for Sumatra has failed to get it if he wanted
it."
The indictment of the Sumatra group at this time
will do the trade no good. If the indictments
were to
be found, they should have been brought at the
close
of the inscriptions last year.
The Tobacco World
opposed the inscriptions then, and still opposes them,
but it fails to see where any good will accrue to the
trade by having published throughout the land in the
daily newspapers the fact that the heads of our two
largest cigar manufacturing institutions and numer-

Comes As

ous men prominent in the leaf tobacco
market have
been indicted for conspiracy and violation
of the laws.
It IS hardly believed that any
cigar manufacturer
IS responsible lor the, charges
being brought, and the
only other reason to be ascribed is one of
revenge. And
It may be that the source
of the entire trouble will be
tound where the American Cigar Company
and the
ixeneral Cigar Conapany have been
investing some of
their advertising appropriations.
It is a fact that millions of dollars
worth of goodwill and prestige was dependent
upon the cigar manu,

factui-ers getting

Sumatra

leaf last year.

Without the

^^umatra Tobacco Import Corporation, it is
difficult to
see where the tobacco would have been
procured.
When the cigar manufacturers showed their unwillingness to assume any part of the risk
taken by
the importers who bought the leaf without
even seeing samples, the inscription method
of sale

was

evolved. The Sumatra importers were organized
while
the cigar manufacturers were not then
nor are they

now. Trade competition and jealousy prompted
most
manufacturers to jump in and get what he could

any

at

and the result was that the scale of profit
exceeded the dreams of the most optimistic.
The Sumatra Purchasing Corporation in buying
for practically the entire trade, aimed to
eliminate
competition in Holland and Sumatra for the
purpose
of enabling them to get the choice of the
tobacco at
low prices. Obviously, if the cigar manufacturers
with
representatives in Holland were to order their buyers
to buy what they could on the Island of
Sumatra of
the 1917 crop, there would have been half a
dozen or
more bidders. The result would have been, practically, an inscription in Holland, instead
of here with
price,

resulting high prices. By securing the co-operation
of
the foreign representatives of American firms,
the
choicest of the tobacco was secured, and the results
were pooled. Instead of two or three firms getting
the finest marks, the tobacco was evenlv divided
into
lots with some of the best marks in each lot.
In this

way every lot was about even in its percentage of good
and medium marks.
As Bayuk Brothers, Wertheimer Brothers and Julius

Marqusee all secured some leaf from Sumatra, there
is no proof that a monopoly existed.
It is probably
true that these buyers did not get first choice, but
this
may have been due to their failure to make arrange-

ments

Holland before going to Sumatra. The fact
that a corporation arranges to get first choice certainly
does not indicate a monopoly.
The Sumatra Purchasing Corporation seemed to
have a very fair arrangement for supplving the cigar
manufacturers this year, and the fact that the War
Board of Trade granted licenses permitting the tobacco
to be brought in would indicate that they saw no evidence of conspiracy in such an arrangement.
The following statement was authorized by John
H. Duys:
**The indictment by the Federal grand jury came
as a great surprise to us. Of course, it must be underin
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stood that only one side of the question has been heard,
and our story is still to be told.
"In my opinion, the Sumatra Purchasing Corporation's plan of buying Sumatra tobacco was the
only feasible one under war conditions, and I believe
that all of our subscribers, who comprise every leading
Sumatra consuming cigar factory in the United States
and ( 'anada, agree with us. It is charged that we coerced and intimidated our customers to sign our contracts; that quite the opposite was the case is trade
histor>' and can be easily proven.
"We feel very secure of our position, especially
so, as judging from reports received, practically the
If we have broken
entire cigar trade is behind us.
any laws, we have done so unintentionally, and with
the interest of the industry at heart, and know that
our customers are fulb' satisfied that we did the best

we could under difficult and unprecedented circumThe United States Government and Allied
stances.
Governments have aided our enterprise in every way,
and have set the example that co-operative buying during war times is the only feasible plan, and I know
that the Dutch tobacco growing monopolies will be delighted to have ten or twenty individual buyers go to
the Island of Sumatra next year from the United
States, and then they will undoubtedly hold an inscription on the island, which will mean terrific prices.
"When the manufacturers gather in New York
City for the next allotment, on October 21 st next, my
co-directors and myself will be pleased to call a joint
meeting to discuss plans for next year's operations,
because even if peace should come within the next few
months, it is very doubtful that the 1918 crop can be
shipped from the Dutch East Indies to Holland/'

Washington, D. C.
of changes have been made in the revenue
AN UMBER
by the Senate Finance Committee. In considLbill

ering the tobacco rates,

it

was decided

to

change some

them in order to facilitate the figuring of the tax
when it was collected.
The rates on cigarettes, which, in the bill as passed
by the House, were $4.10 per thousand if manufactured
or imported to retail at not more than two cents each,
and at $5.10 per thousand if retailing at two cents each
or more, have been fixed by the committee at $4.10 per
thousand for all cigarettes weighing not more than
three pounds per thousand.
A change has also been made in the method of figuring the tax which, as passed by the House, was to
apply to the price of cigarettes when sold in packages
As amended by the committee,
of less than forty.
of

Travelling Salesmen

whenever reference is made to cigarettes manufactured
or imported to retail at not over a certain price each,
in determining the tax to be paid, regard shall be had
to the ordinary retail price of a single cigar. With the
placing of a flat tax on cigarettes, however, regardless
of the retail price, this section will be unnecessary and
the reference to cigarettes will probably be stricken
out.

amended the tax on imported
or manufactured tobacco and snuff removed for consumption or sale, lowering it from twenty-six to twenty-

The committee

also

four cents per pound, for ease in figuring.
Not all the taxes have yet been taken up; some
have been passed over, to be returned to later, but it
is believed that the committee will have concluded its
work on the bill by the last of the month.
C. L. L.

May Have To "Work

Washington, D. C.
TRAVELING SALESMEN may soon be determined
as engaged in non-essential work and ordered to report to shipyards and nmnitions plants, according to
statements of B. M. Baruch, who has just announced
that the War Industries Board is about to take up with
the United States Employment Service the question of
securing the 800,000 men now badly needed in those
industries.

Several draft boards, it is declared, have already
decided that traveling salesmen are engaged in nonShould the Employment Service
essential business.
approve of the plan, all traveling men, hotel waiters
and private chauffeurs will be ordered to report for
war work.

or Fight

^^

restrictions that now surround the
production of practically every necessary commodity
that the puzzle is not how the manufacturer shall place

So great are the

the goods on the market, but
secure sufficient stock.

how

the merchant shall

not only would the elimination of traveling salesmen interfere in no way with the
sale of goods, but it would result in a saving to manufacturers of the expense now incurred by them in maintaining a force of men on the road, would greatly
lighten traific on the railroads, and would help to solve
the problem of securing the men so badly needed for
war work.
Officials believe that

C. L. L.
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
By Frank Farrington
(All

RighU R«sm^«d)

CHAPTER XI
Interesting

New

Customers

SUCCESSFUL

salesmanship in the cigar store does
not by any means begin and end with selling cigars
to the men who come regularly to the store.
It must
concern itself with the development of interest in men
who are only occasional visitors or who are regular
patrons of some other store and come into your store
only in an emergency or in company with someone
else.
If you develop no new customers, the business
IS not going to grow.
It will shrink because out of
your list of regular patrons you are going to lose moi-e
or less men every year through many causes.

Your personal

Senate Makes Changes In Tobacco Section
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qualities are going to be important

in the matter of developing a larger customer list.
Some salesmen behave with newcomers in such a way
that they never want to come back to the store again.
The first time a man comes into the store he feels a
stranger, and he is not in a receptive mood for the
advances of salesmanship. You need to handle him
carefully and become friendly before you become too
officious.

have met cigar clerks who wanted to induce me
to buy something more, and who became disagreeable
because I showed no interest or disposition to listen
to them. Hasn't the customer a right to resent being
urged if he so wishes! As a matter of fact, it is up
to the salesman to take whatever position the customer
chooses as the latter 's perfect right, and be agreeable
about it.
One of the first rules in the salesman's book ought
to be ** Never get disgruntled." When a salesman has
learned to keep agreeable in spite of any treatment he
receives, he has taken a considerable step toward successful selling. He has made it possible to meet disagreeable customers with a smile when they come
agam.
I have no idea of upholding the customer who is
rude to clerks. Rudeness has no more excuse in the
buyer than in the seller. But rude customers do exist, and if they are to be made friends of your store,
they must be handled in such a way that they will cease
to be rude, because they will like you and the store.
When you have a customer who is curt and
brusque, give Him the more attention with a view to
1

pleasing him.
Please him regardless of time y^nd
temper. Don't try to interest him in anything outside
of his wants until you have made a pleased customer
out of him. Such a man dropping in once and being
taken with your ways, will drop in again. If you take
enough pains with him, you will develop him into a
regular patron of the store, and then you will find him
less inclined to be short and hasty.
It is getting acquainted with the new customers
and helping them to a better acquaintance with your
•tore that tends to make them regular patrons.
You will find it will please your patrons to show
Jhem that you regard their visits as important. Then
you express a manifest welcome and appreciation of
a man's coming, you make him feel that he is really of

consequence to you as a customer. And when
a man
brings a Iriend in with him, you please
him, particularly it you show that you regard him
as an important
cusiomer. By taking pains with him, you
interest the
Iriend, and there is a chance of your
getting the friend
to conae back again.
That is one of the avenues
through which the salesman may interest
new customers—influencing them when they come in first with

someone

else.

*o ^ive this chance visitor a smoke
suit him. Take pains to find out what
he likes
give it to him. If you please him, he will
be apt

,^?J^^y}^^^^
that will
*u

and
to come back for more.

Even

if

you do not give him

just the cigar that suits, he will remember
the store
as one where the salesman takes great pains
with customers and he will try you again.

You never know when you may

find a prospective
steady patron in the casual caller.' It may be a
workiiigman in overalls or it may be a man with
a traveling
bag, apparently a transient.
The workingman may
be a great smoker and a buyer of good cigars
for
Sunday. The workingman may not be a workingman
at all in the common acceptance of the term.
He may
be a well-to-do and prosperous citizen in working
clothes. You see them that way nowadays.
The transient may be one of your competitor's local customers
on his way to a train, or he may be a weekly visitor
to your town who would buy all his cigars
at your
store, and buy them by the box, if you could
please
him. Y^ou never know what stranger may be a possible regular patron.
One of the ways in which you may be able to interest new customers is by talking to the regular
customers you know best and asking them about such
acquaintances as buy their cigars elsewhere, thus getting the names of men whose trade is worth going
after. Sometimes the customer will allow you to
use
his name in quoting him as recommending to the friend
the purchase of some certain cigar.
A list of men gained in this way, with the names
of the customers who referred you to them will be
a
helpful mailing list. Wlien you succeed through letters
or otherwise in getting these other men to come in,
you will have, in the mutual acquaintance, a starting
point for an acquaintance of your own.
You might carry a memorandum book in your
pocket for use in setting down many names and addresses of prospective customers. Information of any
sort that may be valuable in securing new trade should
not be left to memory and the chance of its getting
away unused.
The local newspaper will give you the names of
newcomers in town, men takintr local positions, families
moving in. These names afford an opportunity for
advertising to get the first chance at such trade. This
IS not strictly speaking the work of the salesman,
but
he should keep hia eyes open all the while for new
names of possible smokers. Tie should do this because,
if for no other reason, it is to his own advantage
to
help keep the store prosperous in order that his job

may

last

and pay him

better.

:

:

'
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of London,
states that in-

in tile

we are glad to say, refused to give further
]>ublicity to this compound on realizing how absolutely
worthless it was for the purpose for which it was inreferred

to,

tended.
We have a sample of this production before
us now, and a more loallisome affair it would be difficult to conceive.
Apparently consisting of hay and
straw, held together by the admixture of tar of whicli
it smells most powerfully
it might be possible as a
roofing felt, but the mere contemplation of it as a
smoking mixture makes one shudder.
This recalls a plug, formerly and perhaps still on
the American market, which was advertised to be a
substitute for chewing tobacco and a cure for the habit.
One chew of it made the man shudder, and he rushed
for a plug of real tobacco to take the taste out of his
mouth. We have always suspected that the plug manufacturers placed it on the market with that intention.
If they did, it was a complete success.
On the question of rationing, the editor says
further
*' Questioned
as to the prospects of a tobacco
rationing scheme being brought into being, it was stated
that 'if the Government ever did decide upon this, they
would not seek materially to reduce the individuars
allowance. They would let him have all he wanted,
but he might have to register with a certain retailer,
whose requirements could thus be more accurately
gauged and satisfied accordingly. But we still need
j)roof that the empty pipe is a reality.
Complaints
there may be that people can't buy tobacco, but few
of them have to lament that they have not had a smoke
at all, and for the sufficient reason that they have put
by their reserves in a cupboard at home.*

—

—

'

Cigarettes
officials of

long experience daily find new

which the national army differs from the regular army of pre-war days. How great this difference
is, they declare, is shown by the liking of our presentday soldiers for cigarettes.
"Perhaps nothing illustrates the difference between the old regular army and the new fighting forces
of the United States more graphically than the tobacco
habits of each/' noted the War Department in a recent
announcement. "Formerly chewing tobacco was in
strongest demand; today the demand is much greater

ways

in

certain If we are short, it is but a
relative shortness, after all. Everyone smokes. England would be heaven to the smoking German (this description of the Teuton is not intended to be anticipatory). According to the 'Berliner Tageblatt,' Germany will entirely have exhausted her actual and possible supplies of cigars by the end of this year.
What
this means mayl)e judged by the figures. Before the
war the Germans consumed about 8,000,000,000 cigars
a year. After the outbreak of war consumption actually increased, and is said to have amounted to
For a time there was a veto
12,000,000,000 in 1916.
upon importation of tobacco in the interests of German
exchange, and when the veto was removed imports became practically unobtainable, chiefly because ut the
scarcity in Holland.
During 1917 manufacture was
gradually reduced, and as at the same time the Army
took most of the supplies, the supply available for the
•civil population has gradually conie down to less than
Meanwhile, the proportion of German150,000,000.
grown tobacco in cigars has increased until they are
' *

One thing

is

;

hardly fit to smoke.
**The 'Tageblatt* is now informed that the whole
stock of imported tobacco has Tbeen manufactured, and
that the German crop of 1917 will have been used up
by the end of this year. There is, therefore, nothing
to hope for but the German crop of 1918 whatever
that may be worth. Moreover, it is recognized that
Germany will not be able to import much foreign tobacco for a long time after the conclusion of peace, even
if she is admitted to the foreign markets.
** Evidently the 'Tageblatt' was a little too candid
about the tobacoc shortage in Germany, for we find
that, in order to mitigate the impression caused by the
announcement that Germany by the end of this year
will have entirely exhausted her actual and possible
soipplies of cigars, it is now being stated that Berlin
finns have 'bought' a nominal $8,750,000 worth of
cigarette tobacco in the Balkans, for delivery within
the next six months. Other large contracts are being
negotiated by Bremen, Hamburg and Dresden manufacturers.
These supplies, it is explained, however,
will only become available for the population at large
if the military do not lay their heavy hand upon them."

—

for cigarettes. This is ascribed to the average age of
the present soldier being considerably below that of the
old army. Young men prefer cigarettes to any other
form of tobacco. The subsistence division of the Quartermaster Corps is shipping to the overseas forces from
five to six hundred million cigarettes each month.'*
It is believed that the
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Conservation Suggestions For Cigar Trade

Demanded By New Army

Washington, D. C.

Army

»""

London Tobacco Journal

September number
creased imports have made rations unnecessary, and
then pays its respects to a proposed tobacco substitute
in the lollowing manner:
"Irecisely how narrow has been his escape, he
will ijrobably never know, but we who uo can truly
»ymi)athise with him, and the more by reason of our
knowledge of an effort which was being made through
the leading organ of the pharmaceutical chemists to
place a tobacco substitute on the market. The journal
I'jiiglaiid,

*"

11

smoking habit of the present

soldiers will result after the war in the gradual elimination of chewing tobacco as an important factor in
the trade.
C. L. L«

HEREWITH

presented the report of the cigar
manufacturers conservation committee, as submitted to the War Industries Board on October 7th. It
has been stated that it is the intention of the committee to call upon the entire trade to conform to
such
regulations as may be adopted, on a specified date. All
manufacturers are to be put on the same basis on a
certain date regardless of whether they have stocks
on hand or not. The suggestions herewith do not make
this clear, but we have been given to understand
that
after a certain date all cigars are to be packed according to the following regulations, if the regulations are
adopted

To

is

the Honorable, the

War

Industries Board,

Washington, D, C,

country, the great majority of which contain unqualified approvals and endorsements of the Committee's
recommendations as set forth in the Bulletin referred
to, while the others, although generally approving
the
action of the Committee, contain various suggestions
for amendments, and modifications of the Conmiittee's
Conservation Plan.

With

the views of the trade, as expressed in the
communications referred to before it, the Committee
has worked out a modified and revised Conservation
Program, which was thereafter submitted at a meeting
of representative Cigar Manufacturers, Lithographers and Box-Makers, held on August 20th, at the McAlpin Hotel, which meeting was addressed by Alfred
I. Esberg, Esq., Chief of the Tobacco Section of your

Honorable Board.

Sirs:

The Cigar Industry, recognizing the supreme importance of Conservation as a necessary element in
the prosecution of the War, has agreed, with practical
unanimity, upon a Plan of Conservation intended to
eliminate the use of non-essential and unnecessary material; to curtail to a minimum the use of such material as cannot be altogether dispensed with; and to
bring about such general economy and saving of labor
and material as may be practicable which is respectfully submitted herewith for your consideration.
In submitting this plan, permit us to state that
at a Conference of a number of the leading Cigar Manufacturers of the United States called by this Association, and held on July 23rd last, for the purpose of
considering the Conservation Problem, the Conservation Committee hereinbelow named was appointed to
work out a detailed Conservation Program to be submitted to the Honorable, the War Industries Board, for
such action as it may deem proper in the premises.
The Conservation Committee has accordingly
worked out a Conservation Program, which, having
been printed in the form of a Conservation Program
by the Tobacco Merchants* Association of the United
States, has been circularized among and mailed to approximately 1800 Cigar Manufacturers throughout
the United States, embracing all manufacturers whose
reputed output exceeds One Million Cigars per annum,
and including also the United States representatives
of the leading Porto Rico and Manila Cigar Manufacturers.

The entire Conservation Problem having been
fully and thoroughly discussed at said meeting, this
Committee, being guided by the consensus of opinion
expressed thereat, has finally prepared the following
Conservation Schedule which is respectfully submitted
for your consideration.

Proposed Conservation Schedule.

Boxes:

;

A

copy of said Bulletin

is

herewith submitted as

part hereof, with special reference to the two concluding paragraphs reading as follows
**The Committee respectfully submits the
foregoing recommendations to the Cigar Industry
and urgently invites a free expression of the views
of those who are interested therein.
** Needless
to say it is of vital importance that
we receive your criticism, endorsement or approval
of this plan without delay, and hence an inmtiediate
reply is earnestly asked for.**
In response to said Bulletin and the urgent request of the Association for the criticism, endorsement,
or expression of the views of the trade, the Association has received communications from all parts of the

That no cigars of the Class A type as defined
by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations shall be
packed in wooden boxes of less than 100 each: provided, however, that a reasonable number of boxes containing 25 cigars each or less may be used to meet
1.

ordinary requirements for samples.
2. That no cigars of the Class B type as defined
by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations shall be
packed in wooden boxed of less than 100 each: provided, however, that a reasonable number of boxes
containing 25 cigars each or less may be used to meet
ordinary requirements for samples.
3. That no cigars of the Class C type as defined
by the Internal Revenue Laws or Regulations shall be
packed in wooden boxes of less than 50 each: provided, however, that a reasonable number of boxes
containing 25 cigars each or less may be used to meet
ordinary requirements for samples.
4. The use of package units smaller than those
hereinabove specified of material other than wood, tin,
or foil may be continued, subject to the regulations
of the Fibre Board and Container Section of the War
Industries Board provided, however, that no labels or
separate wrappers covering such packages or any parts
thereof shall be used in connection therewith, and that
all printing on such packages shall be done directly
upon the package, shell, box or container, and shall not
be of more than 4 colors.
5. The use of Boite Nature Boxes is deemed to be
an economy, provided that the wood used for such boxes
shall be reduced approximately to the thickness of the
regular cigar boxes, and that such boxes have flat tops.
As thus specified, the use of Boite Nature Boxes may
be continued.
:

6.

The use

discontinued.

of varnish for any cigar boxes is to be

:
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H^^'printed or lithographed flaps, extension tags.
or back strips are to be discontinued. Detached top
sheets of uncoated paper, unprinted, may be used in
single imprint on the rear side of
lieu of flaps.
the box lijiing is permissible.

A

;

m

Ti%i

Fail
run,
14. The use of
•

in connection

with

^

tin foil in any manner whatsoever
cigars shall be discontinued.

of pure silk ribbons

is to

be discon-

tinued.

General Provisions.
A. It is, of course, understood that the foregoing
provisions apply only to cigars weighing over three
pounds per thousand and that, except as hereinabove
specifically provided for, no changes are required either
i A packing, labelling or manufacturing of cigars.
B. Stock on hand or in process at the time of the
adoption of this Conservation Schedule affected by the
provisions contained in Paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 10 and 11,
may be utilized, but no new orders for such material
shall be placed or accepted after the Conservation
Schedule has been adopted.
C. The provisions contained in Paragraphs 7, 8,
0, 12, 14 and 15, are to take effect immediately upon
the adoption of this Conservation Schedule, provided,
however, that (a) box-end labels, and (b) cedar or colored paper box tops only, on hand or in process of
manufacture, may be utilized, but no further orders
shall be placed or received for same, except as herein
specified.

D. The provisions contained in Paragraphs 1, 2,
3 and 13 of the foregoing schedule are to take effect
31, 1919.

It in
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The use of colored or cedar paper for the pur-

pose of covering the outside of boxes other than the
tops is to be discontinued. The tops may be covered
with such paper, but uncoated and unvarnished, and
such paper tops may have but one imprint thereon.
10. Edgings being necessary to strengthen the
box, the use of same must therefore necessarily be
continued, but such edgings shall be of uncoated stock
and the printing or lithographing thereon shall not
exceed four (4) colors, nor shall it contain bronze,
gold or metal leaf.
11. The wrapping of individual cigars in paper
may be continued, and such paper wrappers may have
one imprint thereon, but cigars so wrapped in paper
shall not have any bands thereon.
12. The use of oil or wax paper for the outside
covering (wrapping) of packages is to be discontinued.
Tin Containers:
13. Tin containers are to be eliminated, using in
lieu thereof such substitutes as may be found available or such other containers or boxes as may be
found practicable, but which shall not be in conflict
with the foregoing recommendations, and shall comply
with the regulations of the Fibre Broad and Container
Section of the War Industries Board.

Say You Saw

Savings.

"

'"^
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nmn
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Labels, etc:
7. All tags, pasters, front marks, color marks,
distributor's tags, and all outside labels, with the exct'ption of box-end labels, are to be discontinued. Such
box-end labels may be used on one end of the box
only provided, however, that the size of such label
be limited to the size of the box-end, so as not to ex'''''" ''
'"' "' ''" '"^
'"

J.

!

.

11,284

**
^^

both
One kills the Hun, the other
hope.

-

From

the above there should, of course, be deducted the necessary material that may be used to replace approximately 15,000,000 tin containers.

p
t/ONCLUsioN.

t
xconnection with our recommendations it is
^",
^
^''^'^'} herewith a report of the
^.^"^^^ ^r^^^^ *^«*
\l
lithographers committee, and also several communications from the box-makmg trade^

And

to kill his

is

hk

as es-

He

beginning to understand America
Aroused to dread the weight of our arms
is

—

aowas to kill his fighting hordes.
For while hope lasts, the Wolf of Prussia will

and energy.

force his subject soldiers to the fighting line.

smother the

sential right

We have floated

other loans, built a great

This

is

a crucial

moment. Nothing can

Hun morale, so

so

blast his hopes,

as a further

fleet

of ships,8unk pirate submarines,sentour

message from a hundred million
Freemen, a message that says in tones that

men

across

and shown the Kaiser's generals
what American dash and grit and initiative

cannot be misunderstood, "Our lives, our
dollars, our ALL. These are in the fight for

^^ submittmg the above Conservation Plan, we
^^^sire to assure your Honorable Board that it is our
genuine belief that the savings provided for in the

can do.

The Hun

foregomg schedule are the maximum of saving that the

bullets

and the

Cigar Industry can stand without suffering irreparable

hope of victory

kills

kill

has felt the sting of our

thrust

of our bayonets.

that Liberty which was
sacrifices

of our

made

sacred by the

forefathers.**

injury.

must be remembered that the Cigar Business
is a business of brands or trade-marks, and that the
only means of identifying any particular cigar is the
band around it, the label on the box, or the general
make-up or appearance of the package. These identifying marks, needless to say, are immensely valuable
to the owners of the respective brands, for without
them the cigars would not only lose their identity,
which would mean the loss of most valuable tradeIt

(Continued on Page 14)

Buy U. S. Government Bonds Fourth Liberty Loan
Contributed through Diviaion of Advertising

United States Govt. CommiMJon on Public Information
This

•!>•€• contfibat«d for th« Winniiiff of th«

War
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(Continued from Page 12)

with the result that the Government would lose milmarks, but the consuming public would be placed at
the mercy of unscnipulous dealers who would probably grasp the opportunity of palming off inferior
guods in place of the brands called for.
Moreover, the Internal Revenue Taxes on cigars
are quite high, and under the Revenue Bill now pendin fact, doubled. By the reing, are to be still higher
moval or elimination of the identifying labels, bands,
or other wrapping material, the refilling of stamped
boxes by unscrupulous people would become an inviting feature and perhaps a matter of general practice,
lions of dollars in revenue.
Thus, with an intense desire to curtail or eliminate
everything that could possibly be reduced or dispensed
with, we have retained only such labels, bands or identifying marks as are absolutely essential and indispensable to preserve the identity of the brands or
trade-marks.
Special mention may be made in regard to the
banding of cigars. This question has indeed received
most careful consideration, and the great consensus
of opinion of the trade seems to be that the band cannot be eliminated, particularly in view of the elimination of many of the important identifying marks or
labels, the use of which is to be discontinued under
the foregoing provisions.
We have thus denuded the boxes practically of
every outside label, with the exception of one label at
the box end. We have also eliminated the customary
printed or lithographed flap and back strip, and we
have provided for the changing of the edgings from

—

Say You Saw

coated to uncoated paper, and restricted the number
of colors thereon. This schedule also precludes manufacturers from covering the outside of the boxes with
cedar or colored paper, so that it is absolutely essential that we retain at least the band on the cigar in its
present form as an identifying mark of the individual
cigar not only for the protection of the owner of the
brand, but more so for the protection of the consuming
public from being handed substitute cigars instead of

conservation program for the cigar industry
THE
has not yet been completed, considerable data therefor being forthcoming from the industry itself. The
session of cigar manufacturers with A. I. Esberg, chief
of the tobacco section of the War Industries Board,
starting at ten o'clock in the morning of October 7 and
concluding after three o'clock, developed many savings
that can be made.
The conservation program provides for the elimination of a large number of sizes in packages. It was
and class B cigars be packed in
suggested that class
wooden containers in numbers of not less than one hundred each. Class C cigars are also to be packed fifty
or one hundred each in wooden containers. A provision was also made for the continuance of the use of
the boite nature style box, but the maximum weight and

A

Every time you throw away a

bit of tin foil in

which tobacco or other merchandise has been wrapped,
you are unconsciously helping the Ilun. Save your tin
foil and turn it over to your Red Cross chapter. It's
worth money, and being patriotic means being thoughtful about little savings as well as big ones.

-^
ff

respectfully ask, therefore, that the foregoing

Conservation Schedule be approved and adopted by
your Honorable Board, and that it be put in force
not only in the United States, but in Porto Rico and
the Philippine Islands as well.

All of which

Charles

J.

is

respectfully submitted.

Eisenlohb,

President,

Henry

Esbero,

Chairman of

Attest:

Charles Dushkind,

UNlViHh

the Conservor

siovicc

tion Committee.

Secretary.

Committee.
A. I. Lewis,
Geo. H. Hummel,
of the P. Lorillard Co.
of I. Lewis Cigar Mfg.
Co.
D. Emil Klein,
of E. M. Schwarz & J. W. Merriam,
of

Co.
I.

C. Rosenthal,
of Rosenthal
Inc.

John W. Merriam

&Co.
Bros.,

of

American

ever there was a time for intensive manufacturing
it
factory to present-day conditions.
Abolish the old,

IF

method
gressive,

R. M. C. Glenn,

hand

stripping.

Take a

prosperous manufacturers and

leaf

install

now.

Adapt your

wasteful, uncertain

from the book of over 750 prothe

Universal Tobacco Stripping and
»TIIf »king

Ratification

maximum

thickness thiereof is to be arrived at later.
The use of this style will be confined to certain grades.
The use of tin containers and of tin foil is to be
discontinued throughout the industry.
conference
will later be held with the paper and pulp section of
the War Industries Board on matters pertaining to the
use of pasteboard substitutes for the tin containers for
package goods. The advice of this section is also to
be taken up on other matters pertaining to the use of
paper goods. Provision is being made for a very substantial reduction in the use of lithographs and printed
paper for purely decorative purposes.
When in proper form it is understood that the recommendations will be tabulated and sent out broadcast
through the trade for ratification before being adopted

A

as

of

is

Cigar

Co.

Conservation Program Will Be Returned For
Washington, D. C.

m The Tobacco Wobld

Pui Your Factory
OnAModernBasis

the cigars called for.

We

It

official.

Machine

For the big manufacturer owning and operating over 250 machines right
down to the many small factories using only one machine, the ''Universal" is
a proven-out labor and stock saver and money-maker.
reduces costs, increases production, guarantees a better product, lessens
number of employees, saves factory space, insures satisfaction and contentment
among Stnpping Department employees.
It

You need

the Universal and you need

it

right away.

Get a demonstration in your factory under your own
supervision and with your own tobacco. Learn why the
Universal is standard equipment in progressive factories
everywhere. It will pay you to do so.
Catalogue and prices on request.

C. L. L.

There has been such close competition between the
sugar planters and tobacco planters and the sugar factories and cigar factories for labor in Cuba that the
increased labor cost of cigars amounts to about $10 a
thousand.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.
79 Fifth Ave.,
Factory, 98-104

New York

Murray St, Newark, N.

J.

"
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Lancaster County Grower's Getting Restless
of them are making
offers of their cased goods to the manufacturers and
other larger packers. Conditions have made a great

go in search of

J^ancaster County show that buying
.is practically at a standstill, and that some of the
growers are getting uneasy because the packers are
making no attempt to buy. The logical conclusion
therefore, is that there is going to be a drop in the
growers' demands, as the packers seem well able and
willing to hold out.
Growers who had not finished harvesting got a
great hustle on about the first of the month in fear of
frost, and enlisted every sort of labor, including large
numbers of women and children in the work, with general success. There have been no hailstorms, so that
there will be no hail-cut or frosted tobacco of any consequence for the packers to deal in.
The "Lancaster Examiner, '' in a recent article,
said:
The same uneasiness which possesses the growers
is beginning to be apparent in some circles among the
packers, and it is not as the growers suspect that they
are anxious to buy tobacco, but rather that they wish
to sell what they have on hand. Last year the packer
could wait for business to come to him. He did not

AUV'ICKS

Iroiii

caught this

making the

effort to sell his
the inquirer is told that busi-

is

dead before.
**When the reason

saw

it

so

asked the answer promptly
is given that the labor is not here to make cigars,
and manufacturers will not buy more tobacco in fear
that with their diminishing forces th6y will be unable
is

into cigars. All of the manufacturers are ready to say that there are plenty of
orders for cigars but no cigarmakers.
to

work up the tobacco

To Conserve Papers

Washington, D. C.
Orders for the conservation of paper which affect
every merchant in the United States have just been
issued by Bernard M. Baruch, chairman of the War
Industries Board. These orders will be followed by
other regulations in the near future, until the business
enterprises of the country are operating upon a mini-

boxed

all

unnecessary wrapping of merchandise, and to reduce
their consumption of wrapping paper, bags, paper
boxes, office stationery and other supplies to a minimum. Where merchandise comes from the manufacturer or wholesaler already packed in boxes or wrapped
in paper, it is the suggestion of the board that no additional wrappings be used, and where merchandise sold

"And you gave me change

questions to determine

Common

tomers—and

loss

of money.

Disputes like

this

A National Gtsh Register

The

is

a good cash system.

customer

occur in cigar stores every day.
probably right. But who is going

to decide?

Mistakes and

Your

And

tected—and

carelessness

is

almost always the result of a

poor cash system.
Gurelessness causes

A
loss

of temper, loss of cus-

loss of

It

It

is

bad

business.

provides the store with

makes

clerks careful.

customers are stopped.

Dis-

putes are easily adjusted.

making change— like most of the everyday mistakes in a store— are due to carelessness.
Errors in

customers, your clerb and yourself are pro-

National

satisfied.

Gish Register

economy and complete

gives quick

service,

control of your business.

National Cash Register stops guesswork and

Sidelights

been abandoned.

Under

for a one.**

C. L. L.

There are fifty-seven varieties of certain famous
pickles and the same nimiber of definitions of psychology. The professors of psychology claim to be able
A writer in the
to determine the efficiency of men.
** Philadelphia
Record Sunday Magazine*' says in
'*Camp Sidelights** says the rookies call them **nut
They put the men through tests to prove
pickers;**
their mental fitness and it is reported that one major
who has won high honors in France, was adjudged
forty-six per cent, deficient. Many of the tests have
**

bill'*

it

A

Camp

gave you a two dollar

"I

should be tied with string, or otherwise secured against the loss of contents, without wrapping
the box in paper.
While economy in the use of paper in stores has
been the subject of consideration with the board for
some time, it has been necessary to hasten the work
somewhat because of the realization that the Government will soon be obliged to divert to munitions manufacturers a large quantity of chemical pulp formerly
used in making wrapping, tissue, book and other strong
papers. The increasing production of munitions and
the short cotton crop have made this action necessary,
and economy in the use of paper will release chemicals,
fuel, cars and men for war purposes.

is

of paper.

Retail stores have been directed to discontinue

way and

packing. Everywhere
ness is at a standstill and that no one ever

'

mum

Today some

change.
*'Last year there was great competition among
the packers to obtain the new tobacco and prices kept
ascending. This year no one is buying. Consequently
the packer who has tobacco wants to get rid of it, fearing that when the new tobacco is bought it will be at
prices that will permi! of it being resold at less than
the 1917 goods on his hands. He does not want to be

*

Dealers Asked

it.

Sense,"

For

further information

fill

out this coupon and mail

it

losses.

today.

was

the following:
If you found a drunken man on the street and he
struck you, what would you do! (Cross out the solution not applicable)
1
Take him home.
2 Knock him down.
3 Reason with him.
4 Turn him over to the police.
5 Leave him.
One ** rookie** disdained all the solutions and wrote
on his paper these thirsty words, **I*d ask him where

—
—
—
—
—

he got

it.**

Department No. 13103

me

The National Cash Register Company

Please give

Dayton, Ohio.

N. C. R. System for cigar stores.

Name.
•••••••.••I

Address.

•****•••*••«

•«•«>•.•••.•.••.»

full particulars

about the

Say You Saw

It in
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CANS THAT HOID 23 CIGARS

=n

ARE DEMANDED BY YOUR TRADE

curtailment in the amount of paper used by
Tss HE
cigar and tobacco industry means a great red
tion in the

amount

of business done by lithographic

houses.

The changes' Tn labels, efc, will, however, make
some additional work for them to do, and in this connection we suggest to those manufacturers who are
subscribers to trade papers, and to The Tobacco
they give first consideration
to those lithographic houses which are continuous supporters of trade papers.
The following lithographers have been consistent
users of The Tobacco World, and we recommend their
work to the careful consideration of all manufacturers.
Their addresses will be found on page 27:

World

in particular, that

American Lithograph Company.
Compania Litografica de la Habana (Garrett H.

Clarksville, Tenn., the top price of the season
at a recent sale of old crop was $26 per hundred for
1460 pounds, the highest price for dark tobacco since
Lugs sold from $13 to $15.50, and leaf from
1866.

At

$17 to $26.

Farmers are expecting or perhaps hoping

to receive $25 for this year's crop.

The

logical substitute that saves the

money and

is

^ximhtite'

Round
or

Square

ported.
capital of
$100,000, has been incorporated at Terre Haute, Ind.
L. O. Hamilton, E. W. Harris and D. W. Eggleston are
the directors of the new company.

the jobber freight charges,

SEE 'EM!

In Connecticut the tobacco crop shows indications
of a larger percentage of wrappers than in former
years, the crop is unusually sound, with the lighter
colors predominating. Very few sales have been re-

The Vigo Tobacco Company, with a

manufacturer^^

Tin

rim, tin bottom,

make

tin top,

DAMPTITE

Smith, United States Representative).

Heywood,

Strasser
George Schlegel.

&

William Steiner, Sons

Voight Litho. Company.

& Company.

It is not necessary to point out that the ability
of trade papers to maintain their high editorial stanaards is in proportion to their advertising. At a time

such as the present, recognition of their advertisers by
subscribers will be particularly gratifying. The abovenamed lithographers have, and are, investing in trade
papers to maintain their good will and prestige. By
so doing, they have helped to maintain the only trade
mediums which reach all branches of the industry.
They have shown that they are not afraid to put their
products in competition in the eyes of fhe industry.
Above all others they are entitled to first consideration by all trade-paper subscribers.

of the Standard Commeris chairman of the Greek Di-

Ery Kehaya, president

Tobacco Company,
vision of the Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign, and W.
A. Whitaker, treasurer of the company, is an active
member of the Tobacco Trade Conmaittee for the loan.
cial

&

Block, leaf tobacco, have bought the
building at 193 Front Street, New York, which they
have occupied for the past five years under lease.

Goldsmith

Duys & Company, of New York,
had a one hundred per cent. Liberty Loan Flag floatThe firm

of H.

ing in front of its oflSces, within three days of the
start of the fourth loan.

Missouri cob pipe manufacturers are very busy
people.
The Government has ordered a million and
a half of pipes, and the Knights of Columbus 250,000.
The factories have a present capacity of forty thousand
a day.

the October meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade, in New York,
F. R. Hoisington, of the Cayey Caguas Tobacco Company, resigned as a board member and trustee, and
G. W. Spitzner was elected a trustee to fill the vacancy.

At

strong as the
can.

The parchment

lining assures all the

humidor

A

new

**Bull

Durham*' window poster of the

American Tobacco Company announces that there is
now enough **Bull Durham** on hand to supply both
the army and a portion of the demands of civilians.

Tests

qualities.

Have Proven

DAMPTITE
containers to

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company, the oldest
jewelry store in Philadelphia, has on display at the
Chestnut Street store an elaborate and beautiful assortment of pipes for Christmas presents. Some of
them have narrow enamel service bands for the boys
over there.

all-tin

be

The

In the case of the Danville, Va., local commissioner of revenue against the American Tobacco Company, he having assessed its local purchases as tangible
personal property, the Virginia Court of Appeals decided against the commissioner, and the Virginia Supreme Court has affirmed the decision. The company
listed its Virginia purchases as capital, at Richmond,
Va., and claimed that the revenue should be paid into
the

Richmond

treasury.

tobacco statistics issued by the French tobacco administration show that in 1917 there were
32,363 tobacco planters in France cultivating 10,002
hectares (one hectare equals about 2i/^ acres), from
which the Tobacco Regie took delivery of 14,214,000
kilogrammes of tobacco leaf. The total consumption
of tobacco in France in 1916 the last year for which
statistics of consumption are available
amounted to
58,787,000 kilogrammes, so that less than one-fourth of
the tobacco consumed is produced in France.
The
French Tobacco Regie produces to the Treasury about
£10,000,000 per annum.
Official

—
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satisfactory in

every

way.

Our Agents will
show samples and
prices promptly
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GET YOUR SAMPLES AND PRICES TODAY TO INSURE YOUR TRADE
A STEADY SUPPLY OF J/40th PACKINGS
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Please them as well as you may, some
asters, etc.
will surely be lost and their places must be taken with
others just to hold the trade at its original point. You

on the Island

must keep adding new customers, and that means that
you ought to keep adding names of possible customers
from whom to recruit. The securing of a new prospective customer is really more important than making a good sale.
Learn to make friends outside of the store with
as many new men as you can. Don*t be a clam. Strike
up acquaintances and learn to make yourself agreeable to people wherever you meet them. Instead of
following the beaten track day after day, change your
route. Change your actual trip from the store to your
home and back. Change the place where you buy your
lunch or the store where you make other purchases.
Make acquaintances with all the enthusiasm of a politician running for office.
When you have a chance to place any man under
slight obligation to you, do it. It will help bring you
his business. Even if he does not smoke, do it just
the same. He has Jriends who smoke, and sometimes
he buys smokes to give to somebody else.
Don*t be afraid to set up the cigars occasionally
at your own expense. See that the cigars you have
with you and give away are such that you can get
them identified at once as one of the well-known brands
of your store. You never know when you may thus
supply an acquaintance with a cigar that will just fit

Havana Filler with Genuine
Shadegrown Wrappers
combine to make a cigar of

Selected
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OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES J. EISENLOHR
EDWARD WISE
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S

Treawrer
Secretary and Counsel
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The salesman only boosts his own success when
he seeks to make his personal methods more acceptable, and we develop new trade or hold old trade according as our individual actions are attractive, and
according to the amount of effort we put behind the
work.
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will decrease in number
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We wish to extend a word of congratulation to the
editorial and business departments of *' Tobacco,** an
esteemed contemporary, regarding their special Connecticut number, published September 26th.
Editj^rially, it is instructive

SHADEGROWN
Connecticut, Florida
and

Georgia Wrappers
are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

manufacturers find

in

the history of
enterprising

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

Are

at

.

YOU one of them?

and entertaining, and

to be regretted that but few members of the trade
will realize tfie vast amount of editorial effort that
the reading pages of this issue represent. All of the
editorial matter is the result of either personal study
it is

of conditions on the grounds, interviews with prominent growers and packers, or careful research among
old records. It represents real hard work night and
day for a period of weeks. The reader, who is inclined
to look over the pictures and advertisements and put
the paper in the file, has lost an opportunity to gain
much valuable information.
The advertising pages reflect no less the great
amount of work necessary to produce such an attractive and valuable number.
again congratulate the entire staff of ** Tobacco** on their splendid contribution to tobacco trade
paperdom and to the tobacco industry as a whole.

We

American Sumatra Tobacco Co
142 Water

St.,

New York

City
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Help For The Retailer

M

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement
cigars represents

of the Lipschutz Standard

twenty-five years of

in

close co-

operation with the irade and the consumer;

it

is

the

result of an ideal that cannot be satisfied with
anything short of perfection, and the result is a

nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
increasing every

is

The

high import tax imposed on Manila cigars at the
time
of the Civil War killed the business in the United
States.

The

They are

the very things that the English
and Canadian Governments asked the merchants of
their countries to stop four years ago.
Merchandise, overhead, and operating expenses
have gone up and will increase still further. In order
to maintain normal profits, it is necessary to cut down
expenses as far ^s possible, stop losses, avoid lost
motion, eleminate waste, and work faster. No store
can hold on to the old, womout methods and operate
at the speed that is required by the present day con-

methods.

Lipschutz Standard

A WAR BABY!

HANTS

Kill
today are facing business conditions
that are without precedent, as a result of the war.
No business can be successfully carried on along the
old lines. It must be adjusted to meet existing conditions.
The merchants of the United States have for the
last few months been facing the same conditions ana
struggling to solve the same vital problems that have
been met and overcome by the merchants of Canada
and England in the last four years.
The Commercial Economy Board asks the stores
of this country to conserve man power, materials and
money, and to stop waste wherever it may be found.
The things the Government asks the stores to save
and stop are the products of old, slow, wasteful

year.

The "44" oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a
responsibility for quality.

War

Spanish

and the acquisition of the Philippine

Islands served to re-introduce

Manila cigars

to

American

smokers.

And now

of smokes of

ditions.

World War with

this

all

kinds,

and the

the greatly increased cost

Manila

enterprise of the

The war has

called thousands of trained help out
of the stores the new help is untrained. At the very
time that the Government is spending billions of dollars and everybody has work and money, so that busi-

—

Demand

Bl|{

and at a comparatively low price has given the Manila cigar

ness is unusually good, merchants have not enough
trained help to handle their trade.
That is the present problem of the merchant. How
can he carry on business more efficiently than ever before, meet bigger business with less help, and avoid
all waste? On the way he solves this problem depends
not only the extent to which he will benefit by the coming time of general prosperity, but whether or not
he can with justice feel that he is doing all in his
power to help win the war.
Thj^s matter is of vital importance to the merchant.
Tie owes it to himself as well as to his country to make
certain that neither his time, goods, nor money are
wasted. If he is to actively co-operate with our Government in this crisis and at the same time benefit himself, he must conserve labor, eliminate waste, and speed
up his business. He can only achieve these results by
having a more efficient system than he has heretofore

DEALERS
There's a

manufacturers in supplying a cigar of rare smoking quality

for

FLOR DE

prestige

They're quite a

bit better

Sell for 3 for 26c, 10c
straight.

Our

Citfar

than others.

All popular shapes.

straight, 2 for 25c,

national advertising helps

you

Thousands of satisfied FLOR
you increase your business.

sell

3 for 50c

and 26c

FLOR DE MELBAS.

DE MELBA

smokers help

Lw«tt

Iiid«p«BdMit

Co.

a«M-

Get Dividends from a Real

Manila Cigars

at

Money

WAR BABY

in

It!

Odd Cent Prices and at Regular

Prices Will Balance Your Stock

that ovon an inexperienced clerk can make correct records by simply pressing the keys. The registers show
how much business the clerks do. how many people
thoy serve, and how big their sales are. They not
only make clerks quicV^ careful, and reliable, but they
are themselves mechanical clerks. They enable stores
to operate with less help, handle a greater rush of
business and yet gives good quick service.
The clerks have fewer steps to take they do not
have so much writing to do thev can make two sales
where before they made one. These are some of the

Li»t of

mMiufacturers and importer* on application

;

See your jobber now, or write us

L Lewis Cigar Mfg.

Now

StocK Manilas— There's

used.

Supreme

never before could win.

Every Cigar Dealer Can

Cash Registers do almost everything in their particular line, except talk. They help to make first-class
clerks out of poor ones. Thev are so simple to operate

Th«

it

MANILA AD AGENCY

;

-

Newark, N.

Factory In

tlia

World

J.

reasons 3j;hy merchants who are anxious to comply
with the Government's request to conserve man power,
materials, and money and to stop waste, have found
their greatest assistance in cash re^sters.

4^

S46 West 124th

Street, N. Y.
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Havana Leaf Tobacco
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6.

Havana, Cuba

-

58 Broad

CD.

St.,

Boaton,

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World

In many businesses taxes will be one of the largest
It is of the utmost importance,
items of expense.
therefore, that every concern in business, large or
small, whether corporation, partnership or individual,
shall maintain an exact record of its receipts and expenses in other words, keep accurate accounts. Taxes
should be considered as an expense of the year for
which they are assessed rather than for the year in
which they are actually paid, and the necessary reserves should be provided for at once.
Because of the large amounts to be collected, th^
Bureau of Internal Revenue will be compelled to check
the income tax returns filed by taxpayers more closely
than heretofore. The retail merchant who is able to
place before the Internal Revenue Inspector book records showing exactly how he arrived at his statement
of net income will greatly facilitate the Government's
task of collecting the war revenues and save himself
annoyance and expense.
No special system of accounts is prescribed by the
Internal Revenue Bureau, but the books should show
in detail inventories, purchases, sales, capital investments, depreciation, and similar items required in making up the income tax return. P]very merchant should
study the income tax law and regulations, and see to
it that his accounts are kept in a manner that will enable him to determine his net income for taxation pur;

poses.

the compass of a business. Without it the direction in which the business
is heading either for success or failure cannot be de-

Aad PMkan

af

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml and M7 N.

Thbr4

St.,

PhilatfalpUa

NEUBERGER COMPANY

IMPORT

Congress is expected to produce $8,000,000,000. This means a tax
on the average of more than $76 for every man, woman
and child in America. The average per family is nearly
in

130 Water Street
New York

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

H.

THE

Revenue Act now pending

Incorporated

STRAUS & CO.

LEAF

LOEB-NUf^EZ

out some form of accounts,

EXPORT

_^==.
TOBACCO

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OP SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKIRS OP SEED LEAF TOBACCO

MCNO. THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHU

loss of the Nation, which runs into
large hgures annually, is due in large
measure to inexperience and inability. If merchants
would keep
even the simplest books of account, the bad
debt waste-

Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

age would be reduced materially, for inability
and inexperience are usually marked by the absence
of an
accounting system.
Owing to the withdrawal of man power from industry, It IS essential that every business
man be more
Irugal and exert himself more effectively
to conduct
his business efficiently. Extra effort
put forth in carrying on the business so as to increase volume
at less
expense, will decrease the chance of failure,
increase
the earnings of the merchant as a reward
for his effort, and enable him to share more
liberally in the
governmental financial program made necessary for
the successful prosecution of the war.

FfiJ

which to base his operations.

duty of every
war times, to keep in such
close touch with his business through record
keeping
and otherwise as to maintain the greatest efficiency
and render to his Government every cent due in taxes.

THE

•

PIPES TO THE FRONT
As far as we can see there will be no special war
taxes on pipes.
With cigars and cigarettes to be

—

soaked** to the tune. of double possibly triple
taxes, it appears that the nation will contain more pipe
smokers in the near future than ever before. Even
with pipes and smoking tobacco *'up,** it is only a
trifle, after all, and in the long run won't worry one
smoker out of fifty. Therefore, bring pipes and tobacco to the front also cases for pipes, jars for tobacco, pipe cleaners, and anything else you may have
for the *' piper.** Don't ** lay off** a man because he
has a pipe sell him one or two more. Many confirmed pipe smokers have a collection five to fifteen
strong (the latter word being used without any attempt
at humor).— From **Moo8 Trade Tips.**
**

—

—

a

-^

By Wlikk Cbar H«vi_
Ci«u« A»« J«d>«d

Now York Offlc*; 303 W. BrMdwar

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO
COMPANY,

145 Lafayette
BRANDS ^'^''''^^"

Street

INC.
New York

-

"

"

-

-

Water Lily

-

.

.

.

T.

J.

DUNN
M»K«r»

The

New

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

'^•do

citizen, especially in these

recent advances in the price of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco are the result of present conditions. The probability is that there will be a further
advance in retail prices when the new war schedule
goes into effect.
Under the provisions of the bill, cigars that retailed from four to seven cents will be taxed eight
dollars a thousand, instead of four dollars.
On the
higher grades of cigars, that sell for twenty cents
or more, the tax will be raised from eight dollars to
sixteen dollars a thousand.
It should be observed that the schedule may be
amended, but there is small probability that any change
will be to a lower rate.
Smoking and chewing tobacco and snuff will be
raised from thirteen cents a pound to twenty-six cents,
but the large manufacturers generally will make no
changes in price until the schedule is definitely established, and then to avoid confusion they may reduce the
size of the packages to correspond with the tax charges.
In smoking and plug tobaccos this reduction would be
moderate, and probably more satisfactory to the retail buyer than an increase in the price.

»
COMPANY
x* 4^

G3CTO CIGAR

Writ* for Opes Toirltonr
Factory! KoylWest. Fl«.

It is the

RETAIL TOBACCO PRICES WILL GO HIGHER

25

FORTY YEARS
STANDARD

The man who knows the exact condition of his
business from day to day has an immeasurable
advantage over the individual who has no records upon

is

termined.
In the complexities of modem business, costs must
be calculated with certainty in order to determine what
the selling price of an article should be in order to
yield a reasonable profit. This is impossible without
books of account.
The profits of a business or the losses of a business cannot be determined without book records; and
now that the Nation requires every citizen to contribute
to the war budget within his means and income, the
returns required by the Government under the revenue
laws cannot be made with any degree of accuracy without books of account and annual inventories.

The Tobacco World

K. H.

The bad debt

Daniel C. Roper,

Aside from the necessity of keeping systematic
accounts in order to comply with the Goveniment's requirements, every progressive merchant should adopt
an approved accounting system for the good of his
own business. In no other way can he further his
financial interests more effectively. It has been proven
time and time again that accurate accounts are absolutely essential to success in business. The merchant
who has a good accounting system is able to eliminate
waste and unnecessary expense and can so control his
purchases and his credits as to greatly lessen the chance
of failure. The inventory, which cannot be taken with-

K.

Ml. Ml,

By

$340.

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM
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Bachelor Cigar

East End Avenue and Slst Street,

New York

SAMPLES

Free!
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UoioB Modo Cicarotto of Qvolity

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Mo«tlipioco. Cotk or Ploia Tip

1.

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

"',^:sr

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco in«Kow and amooth in charactar
and Impart a moat palatabla flavor

FUYORS

FOR

SMOKING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
FRIES 8l bro.. 92 Reade Street, Ne^ York

The 8tandard» of America
Lorillard's Snuff,

Est.

:

RaU RoadMills Snuff, Est.
Gail

& Ax's Snuff.

:

Est.

1760
1825
1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — K.appe€s — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEOKGE W. lELNE

CO., Ill Ftftk Ave.,

New Ytrk

.
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GARRETT H. SMITH

Registration Bureau,

U^'g^

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Merchants' Association

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

The

minimum

H

11

^- ^ -'' ca„.di
for

NEW YORK

Band. «„d

OFFICE

.be!..

I

AUo GUMLESS B.„d.

(Pho„.. S.uyvc.an, 7476

106 E. 19tiiST.

•

three cents (3c.) s word, with
charge of fifty cents (SOc.) payable strictly

rate for this

a

column

..

COMPANIA LITOGRAFICA DE LA HABANA
Fme.t Imported Ci^T
*

cI^y

'

is

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade- Mark Services
EffecUve AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
$5.00
1.00
Search
(see Note B),
Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,
A— An allowance of $2 will be made

ll«t«

FOR SALE
of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

Mer*

of the Tobacco

ikantt' AMOciatioo on each registration.
Koto
If a report on a aearcb of a title necetaiutos the reportinf of mprt
tkwi ton (10) titles, but less than twenty -one (21), an additional charge of On*
Dollar ($1.00) will be made. If it necessualcs the reporting of more than twcntir
(S) titles, but less than thirty-one (31). an additional charge of Two Dollars
^.OO) will b« made, and so an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) wtU b«
for orery ton (10) additional titles necessarily reported.
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For

all

American Litho.

Co.,
40.800.

1918.

LIBERTY GUARD: —
September

1918.

9,

tobacco products.

New York

September

13,

City,

For smoking and chewing tobacco.
Fluhrer Tobacco and Snuff Co., lioonville,

NOD-A-WAY: —40,801.
9,

For smoking and chewing tobacco. SepFluhrer Tobacco and Snuff Co., Hoonvillcj Ind.

1918.

THE CENTRAL'S OWN:—40,802.
Central Cigar Mfg. Co.,

1918.

JEAN CLUB:—40,803.

For

all

For

New York

cigars.
City.

tobacco products.

September

13,

September

13,

American Litho. Co., New York City.
VAN CLUB: 40,804. For all tobacco products. September 13,
1918.
.Xnurican Litho. Co., New York City.
JEAN WORTH:—40,805. For all tobacco products. September
1918.
American Litho. Co., New York City.
JEAN DAM: 40,806. For all tobacco products. September 13,
American Litho. Co., New York City.
13, 1918.
JEAN DE ORO: 40,807. For all tobacco products, beptemocr
.American Litho. Co., New York City.
13, 1918.
SUPER SEVEN: 40,803. For all tobacco products. Septemocr
American Litho. Co., .\ew York City.
10, 1918.
TALTOS: 40,809. For all tobacco products. September 18, 1918.
1918.

—

—

—
—

—
H. Rippen,
LOVAG:—

Perth Amboy, N. j.
lor all tobacco products.
40,810.
H. Rippen, Perth Amboy, N. J.

HEXAGON:—40,811. For cigars.
Cigar Co., i'inghamton, N. Y.
HEPTAGON:—40,812. For cigars.

September

September

September

20,
20,

18,

HUBERMAN'S

from all Ohio toDutch toi)s for sale.

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.
Factory No. 9, Tenth District.

1918.
1918.

I.

I.

Miller, DuBrul & Peters suction tables,
For a quick sale a very low price will be
Address Box 151, "The Tobacco World."

FOR SALE— Remedios

Havana

Water

Street,

New York

WANTED— Control

Guaran-

CIGAR FACTORY

DUST, bought

in

any quantity anywhere.

J. J.

FRIEDMAN.

Good opportunity

for

on suction
Address Box 234,

in Philadelphia factory

competent man.

"Tobacco World."

SITUATION WANTED
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN—A young

man wants a
position as general manager or foreman in a cigar factory.
Has had seven years' experience in all parts of factory. Prefers
the West; now employed in the East. Address Box 238, care of
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26^ STREET & 9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK

H. H. Pakradoonl. Trecuurer
William S. Watson. Becretary

MANUFACTURERS OF

Published on the 1st and 16th of each month at 236 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Cigar Box Labels

Entered as Becond>class mall matter, December 22. 1909. at the
Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa., under tha Act of March 8. 1879.

PRICE: United
Canadian

year.

TUCK
&.
INCORPORATED

LOUISVILLE, HY.,

October

-

-

States. Cuba and
and foreign, |3.B0.

Philippine Islands, |2.00 a

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

111.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

CO.
U. S. A.

Yow Ii^ry

for

Saaple

B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

914 Drexel Building

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

aid Prices Solicited.
Kiidf

! uy Quitltf

All

New York

City

,.

,

Hobart Bishop Hankins. PreHdent

gifts aggre-

A.

s.

OHICAOO, 105 WKST MOMKOB STKKRT.
LOUIS O. CAVA, M|p».

Publiaherg

San Francisco has some very interesting: visitors
(luring these war days. A short time ago Kan Chin
Nam, of Hongkong, who is known as the Cigarette King
of (^hina, was a visitor there and showed his interest
in the cause of the Allies by making two gifts of cigarettes to the American troops with the consent of the

of

22nd St and Second Ave.

TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION

11. 1918.

Exporter

....[].

»

1918.

aid

M

WM. STEINER SONS &

M. A.). For smoking pipes. Registered
by Manhattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Transferred to David P. Ehrlich Co., Boston, Mass., October

DeiUr

WIS..

"Tobacco World."

TRANSFERS

lodepeideit

RACINK.

•

EsUbliahed 1881

Liiteit

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

HANUTACTURER OF

HELP WANTED

Man-

Tke

Sole

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.

4, 1918.

These two

Racine Paper Goods

WOOIXHAVBN AVENUE. GLENDALE. NEW YORK

Yearly contracts made.

MOHAWK:—

United States Government.
gated 5,000,000 cigarettes.

i

And Gros Grain

Send samples.

The Tobacco World

3.

Satin

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND

Man-

September

Departmeni

^*nufacturers of Bindings, Galloons.
TAffeUs.

World."

1918.

LIVORNO:^40,798

lisi to

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
million cigars a year.
twenty
ten
to
factory able to make from
Address, with full particulars to Box 236, care of "The Tobacco

Citv.

For smoking pipes. October
hattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
For smoking pipes. October
40,817.
hattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

vriie for Sample Card and Price

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Ribbons

WANTED—Will

3,

New York

of Plain and Fancy

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
Lancaster Counties; factory making between 25,000 and
Will want owner to run factory on so much
lOO.CKX) cigars weekly.
per tho usand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

POMPEII:—40,816.

oppo.

^^^^^ assomnem

or

Kail

For cigars. September 13, 1918. Charles
Huberman, Boston. Mass.
LA IMPERIA:—40,814. For cigars. July 2, 1918. Lubetsky Bros.
This trade-mark is claimed to
Ac Kleiner, (jrand Rapids, Mich.
nave been in actual use since it was adopted by The Lagora ree
Co., from whom by various transfers the title thereto was
acquired by the registrant.
PI AVE.-—40,815. For cigars. September 26, 1918. Albert Caci-

and clean.

Ci^arRihhnnQ
A5«m MXM,^tM\9M\^

WANTBP

woric.
care of

2-40-9.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

City.

CIGAR FOREMAN —Wanted

Kail

shorts, pure

Also
Fifty cents per pound.
teed A-1 or money refunded.
178
Alexander
Co.,
Edwin
&
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality.

1918.

Cigar Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
C.

FOR SALE>-SHORT FILLER SCRAP, made

accepted.

\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

City.

in perfect condition.

Ind.

tember

New York

Avenue.

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

REGISTRATIONS

JEAN FAIR: —40,799.

office building.
All at cost. Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
bands at cost. Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

rent.

2.00

mcmbcn

Coupon Cigar Pockets

FOR SALE— Contents

2.00
to

Parmenter Wax-Lined
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Sumatra and Java
Tobacco

ROI-TAN goes "over the

top" of
the case faster than any other brand.

Year

after

year ROI-TAN holds the

H.

DUYS

world s championship for quality and
1

popularity.

Live

dealers

because

it

spells

ROI-TAN
volume and

feature
big

quick turnover. From the standpoint
of both dealer and smoker ROI-TAN

''THE PERFECT CIGAR''
best bet

is

the one

— now, tomorrow, always.

Ca.
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70 Water
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NEW YORK
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BOND

HABANA CIGARS

La Flor de Portuondo

ROCKY FORD

!

Established 1869

AND

HABE

•^CIGAR^

MANUFACTURED

IN

OUR NEWARK,

N. J,

For Gentlemen
of

Good Taste

DEuanu

rUTM

San Felice

FACTORIES

^^r^r>-v^»«

GENUINE

•* **".' •*"'**^
Rl iSf^i^D
A*""^'**"**
bUKtjH.
PA..
• vory •ttr.ctive and

f«cloo« located
cKtaodve

line oi

Jobber and Retailer an exoeptiooai nmrgin of profit

at

7c

PITTS-

Ggan and
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Cigars

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices, Pittaburgh. Pa.

^Xapfj^i09^

Tbe Deisel-Wemmer

J^^j^-V^j

Excellence of

and

Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

CIGARS

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

Two

National Favorites:

BOLD

&BOND

BLACKSTONE

Cigar Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HABANA

Long Havana

Y.

Alvarez

TADEMA

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
-

801-503

CIGARS

Selected

G Bro.
These

GENERAL OFnCE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

THIRD AVE.

aaS PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 120

NEW YORE

FLORIDA

HAVANA

hold their reputation and deNationally known and smoked by

mand.

Filler

all

particular smokers.

Topic
The new

ten-cent cigar

demand.

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

pleases.

It

cigars are

made in the world's

The popular package
finest cigar

factory under the eyes of visitors.

NEW YORK QTY

WAITT& BOND,
BOSTON

is

daily increasing in

Try

it

and

let

us

convince you.

Bees

Little

MAKERS

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Ollice and Salesroom,

&BOND

HAVANA

Arguellesy Lopez

CIGARS

continue to

TOTEM

WAI

1M7

&

Pendas

Cigars

Imported Sumatra Wrapper

4.

ESTABLISHED

"Above AU"

WAI

The cJuan F. Portuondo

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
NEW YORK

1JMA,0.

Cuban Hand-Made

In

Chahles Tim Great

TAMPA

Co.,

of ten

little

cigars.

The

national smoke.

BOBROW BROTHERS

Inc.

Manufacturers

Philadelphia, Penna.

It,
Hi
-

PANAMA
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Established 1851

Aluminum Inbore
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Seasoned

The Acknowledged Leader

MARK

ITALIAN

Briar,

Solid

Vulcanite Mouthpieces and Highly
Polished Nickel Bands

Among Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

KAUFMANN BROS. & BONDY,
•

vHaBi«H^Mia

33

E. 17tli St..

New

York, N. Y.

THE OUIEST PIPE HOUSE IN AMERICA
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Loewenthal
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CO.

SAN RAFAEL STREET
HAVANA. CUBA

S

Havana and Packers

of
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1881

A SEMI-MONTHLY
For the Retail and Wholesale Cigar and Tobacco Trade

HiFWENTHAI

Sons

the value of standard

made

$2.00 a Year

Binder— Filler— Scraps
IMPORTED DIRECT FROM MANILA
BY

FREEMAN &

S. J.

"CHARLES DENBY"

The

the smoker because

merchant because

it

is

SONS, 123 Liberty

NEW YORK

satisfies

St.,

West 14th St Warehouse

Co., Inc.

222-228 West 14th Street

NEW YORK cmr

H. FENDRICH. EVANSVILLE. IND.
Makers of good cigars for over 67 years

SpeciaUy equipped for the rapid handling of Tobacco

FREE AND BONDED SPACE
Low

Inquirie* Solicited

Insurance

PHILADELPHIA

Sale of Java and
Sximatra Tobaccos
Sealed bids will be received by the undersigned up to noon, Wednesday, November 6th,
the purchase from the United States Shipping Board of about 13,720 bales of East India

Tobacco

of

TKL OK
A WA
I

I

which some 520 are Sumatra marked S I S Deli 1-3; 293 are Sumatras marked
Sumatra 1; 2 1 36 are Voorstenlanden marked respectively NGOEPIT I | A;

V

I

I

SAMBER;

V; BAN ARAN V; TOMY; SELOKATON
698 are Besoekis marked PH E; PAJOR
I

I

I

HK

GG; BOELOES

I

I

A;

DR

I

were fewer cigar stores there would be better stores,

Eleven thousand outlets does not mean 11,000 cigar
stores. As a matter of fact less than 2500 can be classed
as cigar stores, and even these are not strictly dealers
111 cigars and cigarettes.
There are 8500 outlets where
cigars are but a minor part of the general busmess
conducted.

The great trouble with
that he spends too

LG

i

V;
1916;

much per pound IN

Voorstenlanden, Besoeki and Scrubs, and the right

For further information apply to

HENRY

is

BOND for the various parcels.

reserved to reject

any

Sumatra,

or all such bids.

H. LITTLE, 426 Custom House,

New York.

UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD
DAVEY
GERARD C. HENDERSON
HENRY H. LITTLE. Committee

W.

N.

the average cigar dealer

much time

is

complaining and not
devising ways and means to build up his
business and improve it. And the fact that the dealer
does not take enough interest in making progress is
evident in the fact that he has 8500 competitors outside
of the retail stands classed as cigar stores.
Many retail outlets have begun merely as conveniences for the smoking public. The fact that they have
grown is due partly to the fact that they are convenient,
and also to the fact that they are better operated stands
than are the cigar stores.
For a number of years there has been one continual
wail against the *' United" stores. We have no axe to
grind for the ** United,'* but we are led to believe that
any chain of stores that can in a few years reach a point
where, with 1200 outlets, they sell about five per cent,
of all the cigars, cigarettes and tobacco sold in the
country have some stores and some system for operating them.

I

and the remainder are Scrubs.
Bids should be tendered at so

has approximately 11,000 retail

outlets tor cigars aud tobacco. Home liighly respected retailers of cigars have observed that if there

enough

for

1,

1918

Foreign $3.50

Big Competition For Cigar Stores Has Developed
From Cigar Businesses Operated As Side Lines

and as great, if not greater distribution, and that the
retail trade would be much better off in many ways.

CITY

good, and the

it sells.

PHILADELPHIA, November

robarc(

'-af

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

cigars

Number 21

Caublished

WALL STREET
NEW YORK

USE PHILIPPINE TOBACCO
This is the brand that is leading the trade
everywhere to a full appreciation of

THE TOBACCO WORLD

HAVANA

IN

^/^CHARLES LANDAU &

'The Cigar that holds the confidence

Volume 38

to

in

in

The thing for the independent retailers to do is
get up and fight. Go after business in a business

way.

Crying about ''unfair competition*' won't even
get them sympathy.
Just think of 1200 stands handling about five per
cent, of the business of the cigar, cigarette and tobacco
trade with 600,000 outlets to compete against them.
These 1200 stands are not getting by simply on the
strength of the coupons or their lower prices. These
may have been inducements that originally brought the
transient into the store, but the service the store renders and the kind and condition of its stock is what
has made that transient a permanent customer.
We have pointed out in these columns before that
the first thing for a retailer to do is to clean up his

store and to endeavor, as far as possible, to render
the
same service as does his chain store competitor. The
man in the residential section of a town does not buy
his cigars by the box at the chain store down town
be-

cause he likes to carry them home. He buys them
because the chain store has sold him with its service
and on its goods. If he will patronize the chain store
they will stock a brand if they do not carry it. Naturally they will sell him their own brands if possible,
but
if not, they want to get his business by
accommodating
him anyway. But the average dealer meets a request
for a brand that he does not carry with absolute antagonism. Instead of making a friend he starts out by
making an enemy.
It is true today that many brands, unsalable in
good cigar stores ordinarily, ciin be marketed. But the
first thing for every live dealer to do is to get
rid of

"dead"

stock.

capital out of

Sell

it

at cost if necessary, but ^^et

and invest

your

something that* will
Every small retail store has from $20 to $100
worth of "dead" merchandise on its shelves which the
dealer has not enough interest in to trv and get his
investment back.
No dealer ought to stock a new brand todav unless
he knows that the cigar is good and that it can* be sohl
on his stand. Locality determines the character of
goods to be stocked. No dealer ought to stock a new
brand unless he further expects to stand back of it and
try to sell it. If your trade still demands some five-cent
goods, by all means get them, but don't try to sell such
goods in competition with cigars that today command
seven or eight cents.
it

it

in

sell.

The dealer

too often takes himself as the court of
last resort in deciding on the question of cigars to be
handled. The court of last resort is the consumfr, and
he can make or break every retail dealer in the country.
Mr. Consumer has made the "United" chain, he is helping to make the Schulte chain, and many other smaller
chains. He is doing this of his ovn\ volition. The small
dealer lets the consumer get away from him by liis
own indifference and netrligence.
Of the 600,000 retail cigar outlets in the country it
would probably be stretching the facts to say that
120,000 of them can be classed as cigar stores. Sixty
thousand of these are drug stores, and it has been stated
by an authority that the drug store stands handle annually twenty per cent, of the cigars sold in the country.
And so, by elimination we could get down to figures

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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would show that the retail cigar stores, classed as
such, do not sell even fifty per cent, of the entire annual
tliat

output.
It is

up

to the cigar dealer to increase this percent-

age.
Hetter stores, better service, better conditioned
stock, will all help to get the consumer into the store.

the crimes connnitted against the tobacco
industry, the show windows of the smaller stores are
the greatest.
The salesman with a dirty face would
make a f)()or impression on the dealer, but the storeys
face (the show window) many times drives the consumer into the barber shop or saloon to buy his cigar.
(Jf all

Jf a competitor opens up in the same block it is
natural that he will have a good trade for a week or

but if it continues for a month or more, you can
be sure he has something that you have not. It probably is a better looking store, the goods are kept better,
an(l the appearance and attitude of the clerk or proprietor is more appealing. And if you find such to be
the case, get busy and try to meet that competition.
Outside of first-class stands in large cities the average cigar store gets no more consideration than the
drug store stand, or the restaurant stand or the news
stand or the saloon or cafe. In all of these places
cigars and tobacco are side lines.
Now, Mr. Dealer, you can carry side lines without
injuring your cigar business. If a restaurant or drug
store can build up a cigar business without harming
its leading line of merchandise, then the wide-awake
dealer can carry side lines without injuring his cigar
trade, and thereby get a little more profit and at the
same time reduce his overhead on cigars and tobaccos.
so,

Floor

Tax Will

dealer in tobacco, big and little, should be
getting ready to adjust his prices to meet the re(luirements of the new United States Revenue Bill. EsI)ecially those dealers whose business is not so systemized and managed that they can at any time tell what
stock they have on hand and what they paid for it
should not delay looking into the provisions of the new
law, soon to be passed by Congress.
Unless dealers make themselves familiar with the
new requirements the passage of the bill will find them
unprepared to comply with it and cause them trouble
with the Government and loss resulting from sales not

covered by new taxes.
The new law will go into immediate effect, so that
every piece of merchandise in stock will carry a new
What are called floor taxes cover this. These
tax.
floor taxes add to the cost of everything on hand, and
to prevent loss of profits, new prices will have to be
made to take care of them. Dealers who neglect to
advance prices as provided by floor taxes will lose
money on every item in stock when the new bill passes
Congress and is signed by the President.
stores,

and others

like

iiHiiimiimmnummimiim,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

line in the recent issue of the

*
'

Shield" tells a story all its own. This line states that
the United Cigar Stores this year are showing an increase of thirty i^er cent, over tlie playing card business
of last year. And we venture to say that a few window
displays and inside counter displays did. the trick.
But the average dealer, if he carries playing cards, has

them hid away as if
that he had them for

in fear

someone would fuid out

sale.

playing cards are being advertised to
the consumer in the national magazines this year as
never before. Does this mean anything to you as a
Air. Dealer,

does, get busy.
Candy is another logical side line, but the dealer
must understand that it takes some effort to get sales
started on these goods. All lines are not nationally
known or advertised as are cigars. Jf all products
would sell themselves, as most cigars do, it w^ould not
be necessary to have a clerk behind the counter. Real
effort is the secret of many a great success, and lack
of it the cause of many failures.
The side lines a dealer can carry depend partly
on his location, and he should look about and see what
lines he can carry and find a market for.
Start in a
small way, but get behind whatever you start.
determination to increase your business will go
a long way toward actually doing it. Put your heart
and soul into the game and fight for what is in it, but
do it on the level and above board. Don't cut prices
because your competitor does. Hold to prices that will
side line ?

If

them who have

their business properly regulated, are doubtless ready
now^ to adjust prices according to the new law. Their

iiiiiiiiiHiiiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiii

United

it

A

pay you a profit and you will have enough money to
buy some of your competitor's stock at a real bargain
when the sheriff posts his sign on his door.

Necessitate Price Adjustment

EVERY

The chain

One pregnant
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THE

feelings of a great majority of the trade
are
reflected
the splendid tribute paid to the members of certain Sumatra importing firms in
the resoluhons recently adopted by the Leaf Tobacco Board
of
Trade of New York City, regarding the indictment
of
the Sumatra group.

m

Men who have

enjoyed the confidence and good
years

will of the cigar trade for twenty-five
or fifty
are, indeed, entitled to such a token of faith

and esteem.
We trust that the readers of The Tobacco World
will peruse the appended resolutions
carefully, and
that they will, as requested, suspend judgment
until
there has been a fair hearing:
*' Resolution
unanimously adopted by the
Trustees of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade of
the city of

October

New York

at a meeting held Tuesdav,

22, 1918.

;

New York

desires to record its firm faith in the
high sense of honor and the integrity of these
gentlemen who are, it feels, entitled to every commendation for the broad, liberal and fair spirit in
which they worked and acted for the welfare and
future of the trade at large and be it further
Resolved, That in the estimation of the members of this Board of Trustees the plan of acquisition and method of distribution of so much
of the
1916 and 1917 crops of Sumatra tobacco as was acquired by these gentlemen, was fairlv and honestly
devised for the good of the trade and that the initiative and business ability of these
gentlemen
opened up a new course of trade for the lasting
benefit of the cigar manufacturers of this
countrv
;

* *

'

Whereas The Board of Trustees of the Leaf
Tobacco Board of Trade of the city of New York
'

Board, were these gentlemen finally enabled to import this tobacco; and
'* Whereas,
We believe that only through the
courage and initiative of these gentlemen were the
cigar manufacturers enabled to secure a
proper
supply of wrapper tobacco, thereby assuring our
Government of its cigar requirements for our
Army and Navy now therefore be it
** Resolved,
That the Board of Trustees of
the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade of the city
of

:

has learned with grave concern of the indictment
of the partners of four prominent Leaf Tobacco
firms and the presidents of two large cigar manufacturing corporations because of their purchase,
importation and distribution of part of the 1916
and 1917 crops of Sumatra Tobacco and
;

Whereas, Charges are made in this indictment impugning the good faith of these gentlemen,
thereby in our opinion casting a shadow upon the
integrity and fair dealing of the entire trade and
every member thereof; and
**
Whereas, Only through and by the aid and
assistance of the United States Department of
State and its foreign representatives, the War
Trade Board, and the United States Shipping
**

and be

further
** Resolved,
That we ask the trade and the
general public to suspend judgment until after
these gentlemen have had a hearing in court;
and
be it further
**Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the Trade Journals and to each of the
gentlemen suffering under this indictment and
that the secretary cause these resolutions to
be
spread at length upon the minutes.**
it

smaller competitors should be as wide awake to their
own situation. Otherwise they will wake up to find
themselves selling at a loss of profits.

The Revenue

now about to be passed, provides
of new taxes on stock on hand (floor
of the full amount of the new taxes.

Bill,

for the collection
stock it is called)
The previous law, increasing taxes, collected only half
taxes on floor stock. On this account it is more important than ever to be ready to readjust prices when
the law is in effect.

As

practically certain no changes will be made
in the Revenue Bill as it stands, every dealer in the
it IS

United States should know how it affects him and how
to cover the advances it requires him to make on stock
on hand (floor stock). These floor taxes, it should be
noted, make goods on hand cost the dealer just the
amount of the taxes more than he paid for them. If,
after the bill becomes a law, he sells at his old prices
he loses the amount of the taxes of each piece of
merchandise.

No

who knows how

to run his business will
take this loss. There is no reason why he should. The
Government does not expect him to, nor would his customers. The thing is to be ready when the time comes.

dealer

ACC^ORDING

**

Berliner Tageblatt,'' the pres,ent stocks of cigars in Germany will not last beyond
the end of the present year. There has been a considerable increase in prices and the quality has deteriorated. The principal dependence of Germany for raw
material was on America and Holland.
Owing to
scarcity of tonnage, Holland itself is in need of tobacco,
80 that the Huns will be almost smokeless for a long
while, even if the war should end next year.
The production of domestic tobacco has increased,
but the country needs 100,000 tons a year over the
home crops. In 1916, when production was greatest,
1,000,000,000 cigars were made each month. Production has now decreased to 350,000,000 a month. The
War Administration takes more than 200,000,000, so
that less than 150,000,000 cigars a month are left for
the civilian population.
to the

In peace times, domestic German tobacco was employed chiefly as smoking tobacco for the pipe. The
cigar manufacturers used four-fifths of imported and
but one-fifth of German tobacco. During the war the
proportion of domestic tobacco was gradually increased, until now the cigars contain at least fiftV per
cent, of German tobacco. The tobacco plant is a subtropical plant which cannot prosper in northern regions so well as in Cuba or Sumatra. Experts say that
German tobacco '* smells earthy,*' and this earthy smell
has made some people suspect that leaves of other
plants are being mixed with cigar tobacco.
The **Tageblatt*' says that previous to the first
tobacco tax in 1880, a good cigar of imported tobacco
could be bought for ten pfennigs (2.38 cents), while at
present a '^domestic'* cigar costs eightv pfennigs
(nineteen cents).
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Against Big Cigiirette

OMi'LAlNTS apinst

a number of tobacco conlu'iiis havi^ been issued by tlie Federal Trade Commission, charging them with practicing unfair methods
The Tobacco Products (Corporation,
of competition.
Sciiinasi J'>rothers, Incorporated, Prudential Tobacco
Company, incorporated, Falk Tobacco Company, the
JMehichiino ToIkicco Trading

Company and George

L.

Storm, l^'u])en M. Ellis, Albert Falk, Jacob L. Hoffman, James M. Dixon, Gray Miller, L. B. McKitterick
and Leon Schinasi are the concerns and parties named
in the complaints.

The

capital, surplus

and undivided

profits of the

To])acco l^roducts Corporation, Schinasi Brothers and
the Falk Tobacco Company, it is asserted by the commission, aggregate more than $1,000,000 each.

charged that the Tobacco Products Corjioration during 1916, 1017 and 1918, in violation of the
Clayton Act, acquired the whole of the stock and share
capital of the other four concerns, thereby substantially lessening competition and tending to create a
monopoly.
The commission's complaint alleges the employIt

is

ment of price discrimination in the sale of cigarettes
and other tobacco y)roducts throughout the United
States, tending to create a monopoly in the tobacco industry, and charges maintenance of interlocking directorates and illegal concentration of control of the group
under the Tobacco Products Corporation. It is alleged
that Reuben M. Ellis and Gray Miller are each directors in all five companies; that George L. Storm, L. B.
McKitterick and James M. Dixon are each directors in
four of the five, and that Albert Falk, Jacob Hoffman
and Leon Schinasi are each directors in two. Under
the Clayton Act, it is declared, they are ineligible to
serve on more than one of these directorates each.
It is asserted also that the Tobacco Products Corporation, Ix'sides the companies named above, o\\tis
and controls the Khedivial Company, of New York;
the Standard Tobacco Company, Incorporated, and
Stephano Brothers, Incorporated, of Virginia; the
Nestor Gianadis Company, of Maine, and the Surbrug
Company, of New Jersey. The corporation, the com]»laint sets forth, 'Svith the intent, purpose and effect
of stifling and suppressing competition in the manufacture and sale of tobacco products in interstate commerce, has concealed its ownership and control of these
corporations, and has permitted them to be held out
and advertised as wholly independent and w^ithout connection with the Tobacco Products Corporation.'*
Further charges in the complaints cover the payment of commissions and rebates to dealers who advertise products of these corporations and to those who
agree not to advertise the products of competitive compani(^s.

Under

this plan,

it is
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alleged, the corporation

for the last six months has paid the Louis J. Liggett
Company, owner of some 700 retail chain stores
throughout the country, monthly commissions equaling
five per cent, of the products purchased by it, and has
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Company

contracted to pay the company ten per cent, of the
increase in the amount of total purchases for the entire year 1918 over those of 1917 up to an increase of
fifty per cent.
The corporations and men named are cited to appear before the commission in Washington, December
7, to show cause why an order should not be issued
against them requiring the Tobacco Products Corporation to divest itself of the stock alleged to be unlawfully held in the other companies and requiring the
five concerns to rid themselves of the directors unlawfully chosen and to cease and desist from other violations of the Clayton Act and from unfair trade practices as set forth in the complaint.
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New York.
George

Whelen, president of Tobacco Products
Corporation, when questioned regarding the formal
complaint which the newspapers stated had been filed
by the Federal Trade Commission against Tobacco
Products Corporation, charging it with price discrimination in the sale of cigarettes and other tobacco prodducts tending to create a monopoly and with unfair
methods of competition, said
*'I am really not in a position to make a statement
in this connection, as I have no further information regarding the complaint other than that which appears
in the newspapers.
**The various officials mentioned in the newspaper
reports have, at all times, intended to comply and believe they have complied with the provisions of the
Clayton Law and all other Federal statutes governing
the conduct of corporations, and they have also always
been willing to open and have opened their books freely
to the Federal officials and have concealed nothing
from them.
((

J.

This corporation, in

y.

and

may

exist

<iAmerica

.^

A LREADY, through the smoke of the great conflict, there may be
/% seen indications of what IS to be
of the vastly more imposing
/^% commercial imiverse that will make "American-manufactured"
^ "^ a phrase to conjure magic dreams.
.

.

.

War has changed us ... we are far less selfish ... far more prone
to buckle down and do some of the big things that others have been doing
FOR us.
have complacently agreed to see innvmierable lines manufactured elsewhere . . . dyes for example.
bother with them? And
so there came about that hellish slogan of the trade propagandist . . .
"Made in Germany." It was beginning to eat pretty deep when the First
Hundred Thousand across seas, bearing a certain flag with certain stars and
stripes, gave Hun slogans the start on a complete eclipse.
For

We

Why

When the boys come back

.
. . and as George Cohan says . . . THEY
back . . . manufactiuing is destined to become America's
great indoor and outdoor sport. We intend to prove to all comers that we
are a great deal more than a play-nation. We ILXVE THE GOODS and
we're going to deliver them. The man who FIGHTS well, generally works
well, once he catches the fever.
Perhaps the most encouraging sign against a bloody horizon is the attitude of the American Advertiser . . . large and small, he is sticking to his
machine gun, with generous appropriations despite the fact that there can't
be business QUITE as usual.

WILL come

dealings with jobbers
and retailers in the trade, has aimed at all times to
deal fairly and without the slightest discrimination,
and, instead of attempting to stifle competition, it has
always welcomed it, believing that fair competition is
the life of trade.

misapprehensions which
be cleared up.

^J^^w

^'

all its

'*The ownership of the various companies mentioned in the newspapers by the Tobacco Products Corporation has been at all times well known to the tobacco trade and the general public, and this information has been available to all readers of the leading
manuals of industrial corporations.
**The officers of the corporation, I am sure, will
gladly appear before the Federal Trade Commission
on December 7th and confer with the members of the
commission in order that any misunderstandings or

the

He continues to advertise because he knows that prestige and trade marks
and business foundations must not crumble d\mng this temporary unpleasantness. He is advertising in new fields and fair. One Boston combine
has taken imposing space in all South American papers. We are even saucily
introducing our fabrics to China and Japan. The snug httle ambitious
little, altogether competent little American tractor is nosing its gasoline
way through the furrows of all hemispheres.
And so it goes ... the building of the After-War fame and name

\

that,

although perhaps not stamped and branded and ticketted "Made-InAmerica", will, nevertheless become distinctively ours due to merit . . . to
something that is forged into it and breathed into it by a very wonderful
people, bending to a greater task than they have ever known.

We can almost see a sort of glorified Capitol, with plumes of factory smoke
rising

l.'^o

above and around

it,

and the claog

of

many

anvils beating out stars

of trade freedom.

(''C'(iit<Vrj,
'

lisej??! e? "^^i^n^
««««»««
• t ••
^

between them may

that the sole aim of the Federal
Trade Commission is to aid corporate business in building up the world trade of the United States and at
the same time to aid them in complying with all Federal statutes as interpreted in the light of modem business conditions."

III

**I feel certain

Kfnm

lintttn,

Williamt tf

li 'ifmttt Bulirtit.

mi,
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To Loan

Local Tobacco Trade's Response
TliK

hpleiidid luauiier in

which the tobacco industry

CO opejULing with tlie Guvcrnnicnt is sliowu by
the Liberty Loan subscriptions.
Philadelphia, like
must other cities, responded by oversubscribing its
Tile tobacco division of this city also over«luota.
subscribed its allotment. We are glad to print in this
issue a list oi* the subscriptions of more than $1000.
i(ja r

Mayer

Co.,

&

•

*

Emp.,

6,450
25,000
10,000
25,000
10,000
5,000
5,000
6,700
92,000
8,950
100,000
12,000
10,000
4,650
25,000
3,400
12,500

John N. Kolb,
N'etterlein Bros., Inc.,

&

>

l^angsdorj

>

Emp.,

do.
Frank Blatt,

Neumann & Mayer

Co.,

Emp.,

do.

Bayuk Bros.

Co.,

Emp.,

do.

Allen R. Cressman*s Sons,

Emp.,

do.

Jos. F. Gallagher,

Seidenberg

&

Co.,

Bobrow

Bros.,
do.
ililbrenner & Jacobs,
Utto Eisenlohr & Bros.,

Emp.,

Emp.,

do.

Charles J. Eisenlohr,
Jjouis 11. Eisenlohr,

Marie Eisenlohr,
C. H. Eimcrbrink,
K. G. Cunningham,

•

Ben R. Lichty,
Harry Dietsch,

& Blumenthal,

Ltd.,

Emp.,

do.
**44'»

Cigar Co.,

Emp.,

do.

American Cigar

Co.,

Emp.,

do.

El Draco Cigar Mfg. Co.,
Halpern & Walter,
B. & A. Cigar Factory,

Emze Cigar

Co.,

A. S. Valentine

&

C. Taltovull,

P. C. Fulweiler
Inc.,

&

200,000
5,450
100,000
100,000
100,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
44,600
2,500
41,950
10,600
3,000
5,900
1,150
3,000

Kuhn &

Bro.,

L.

Nax,

Emacker & Boghein,
.

Chas. A. Krull,
Shipton & Payne Co.,
Peter F. Murphy & Co.,
M. Blmnenthal,
Dusel-Goodloe & Co., Inc.,
S. T.

Banhen &

Bro.,

Franklin Tobacco Co.,
Jos. Pizzini,

Bennett MoUard,
John Middleton,
Cigarettes:
Philadelphia Cigar & Tob. Mer. Ass'n,
Stephano Bros., Inc.,

& Co.,
E. A. Calves & Co.,
Hippie Bros. & Co.,
K. Strause & Co.,

Loeb-Nunez Tobacco Co.,
Hei-man G. Vetterlein,
do.

Office,

F. Eckerson & Co.,
L. P. Kimmig & Co.,
Valenchik Bros.,

Samuel Weinberg,
M. Goldberg,
Harry Hirschberg,

28,000
5,200
12,000
25,000
6,000
20,000
9,350
2,500
2,450
2,000
3,000
1,000
1,000

SUMMABY
Group No. 4 (Cigars, Tobacco,
Div. **A»'— Leaf Tobacco,
**B»'— Cigar Jobbers,

**C'»— Cigar Manufac-

2,500
1,000

Philadelphia
Cigar. & Tob.
Merch. Ass'n,

Bros.,

5,150
51,100

Leaf Tobacco:

1,450
1,100

Sons,

Inc.,

Frank

Emp.,

J. Vetterlein

Incorporated,

Jeitles

Co.,

Stuart Moorhead,
Frings Bros. Co.,
S. Shepherd & Son,

.

Ji ranch).

Antonio Koig

& Myers

Harvey 1). Harrigan & Co.,
Frismuth Bros. & Co., Inc.,
Duncan & Moorhead,

$20,000
5,200
1,000
7,050

Emp.,

General Cigar Co. (T.

turers
'a)''— Cigarettes, and

Velvet Joe to the Shipbuilder
*

Don't think yoVe
here

a fighter for workin'

less

my son—

Yo' make the ships
help to

that

lick the

make

the trips that

Hun

YoVe
etc.)

Subscriptions Allotment
$116,800
$80,000
227,200
200,000
1,069,300

870,000

69,800

50,000

$1,483,100

$1,200,000

guns are rapid-firers an' the rivets
that they drive

Are poundin home

the lesson that beastli-

ness can't thrive.

So fire away

!

"He made

the ships that

That
we have won:

history

that helped to lick

may

say

made the
the Hun."

when
tripa

1,000

The **bum** used to hunt cigar stumps after the
opera was over, now he is working for a dollar an hour
and buying twelve-cent cigars, and the stumps, smoked
to the bitter end, are only visible in strong sunshine.

..

Liggett

23,000
4,450
75,000
3,300
7,000
6,200
25,000
5,000
3,000
21,600
8,000
10,000
3,400
3,000
3,000
3,000
1,100
2,900
1,100
1,000
1,000
1,500
2,000

Emp.,

do.

F.

Benjamin Grabosky,
Sig. C.

1,800
2,500

Herbert D. Shivers, Inc.,
Cigar Jobbers:
A. B. Cunningham & Co.,

do.

do.

11

Call

Co.,

M a n ufact ure rs

G. iL P. Cigar Co.,

The Tobacco World

Juan F. Portuondo Mfg.

is
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The tobacco beetle is reported to be doing considerable damage to cigarettes in Minneapolis, from which
we deduce that the tobacco beetle is not a patriotic
American and should be crushed out.

1S0}^

Say You Saw

It in
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Making Cigar Sales

Card Playing

By Frank Farrington

INCREASES

(All Rights Reserved)

salesmoii find it difficult to get any kind of a
scllinK talk started with a slow or reluctant buyer,
il is not easy to get an entering wedge started with a
iiian who resents it.
If you are going to sell a man who objects to buying, it is important that you get his point of view in
ike first place. You need to find out why he does not
want to buy. Oftentimes he will not himself give you
lie may offer you somethe real clue to the reason,
thing he expects will pass as the reason, but it may bear
little relation to the facts.
You have to leani to look beneath the surface in
order to know where to start an opening wedge. When
a man objects to buying a certain cigar by the box any
longer, after habitually buying in that way, giving as
his reason that he has a supply ahead, he may be telling
the truth, or he may be letting you down easy.
The salesman ought not to need to be let down
easily. He ought to be able to stand a sudden jar once
If you
in a while and he needs to know the facts.
are going to sell that customer, you need to know just

SOMFi

what his real reason is for not buying.
Here is a man who has been a by-the-box customer
for a long time and all of a sudden he begins to tell
you regularly that he supplied ahead. You make up
your mind iii a little while that it was not your store
that stocked him up and you w^ant to find out. A few
tactful questions may get the information or they may
not. Ingenuity may sen-e to discover where he is buying by the box. Then you w^ant to know whether he

has changed because of price or some other inducement.
Perhaps he is getting the same cigar for a few
c^nts a box less. In that case there may be nothing you
can do. You may not care to meet a cut rate, though
It may
it is usually not good business to be undersold.
be that he has found that the cigars he buys elsewhere
are in better condition when he gets them. They may
not be as drv as vours or as damp or as something else.
He mav hesitate to be frank about this for fear vou
will claim there is nothing to it and try to crowd him
into buving from you when your cigars do not prove
quite as satisfactor^^ If such is the reason, you cer-

and remedy it. Whatever his
reason is for bnvine: elsewhere, vou need to know that
real reason, because you cannot get anywhere when

tainly

13

want

to

know

it

confronted with false reasons.
Tn vour cijrars are not right, you can arrange to
have thorn risrht. If he irets a shade of wrapper that
fruits him better than what you offer, vou can remedv
that. There has been a good deal said about the dark
wrappers not indicatiner a strone^er cigar, and true as
that is, its truth is of little avail if customers do not
believe it. You cannot exactlv satisfv a man with a
dark or a light wrapper on his cicrar when he has alwavs
believed the reverse was the better. He wants what he
wants and because you nuote scientific facts to him.
his oninion is not chansred, not at first nnvwav. So, if
you have been crowd'nn' a man into buvinp' dark wrappers when he w^anted liirht, let him have his own way
about it. Give him what he wants without wasting too
much time trying to convert him all at once.

When you

hard to get a start selling a man
cigars because of the attachment he feels for some certain brand, try for the chance to get your own lines
given a chance. You have some brand that will no
doubt please that man better than what he is smoking,
l:ut the trouble is to get a chance to prove it.
Of course
it is a mistake to set out to show that there is anything
wrong with the brand he likes. You are not going to
get a wedge started by condemning the other fellow's
goods. Your business is to boost your own, not to
knock somebody else's.
find

it

With Each
Tax on Amusements
and Necessities
Thousands of

will

families

spend

home this winter,
playing cards and saving money.
their

nights

at

PEOPLE

And

don't stake your success on one brand. If
you pick out one brand and undertake to guarantee the
customer will like it better than what he is using, there
is a good chance of your being mistaken, and then you
are going to have hard work getting him to try something else. If you say that you have several brands
you think he will like and you are sure that among
them will be one that will please him better and save
him a little money too, then you have a chance to get
several trials. Every smoker, no matter how closely
attached he may be to one brand, is always dreaming of
discovering some new or different brand that will prove
a real find. That is your opportunity.

stay at

home when

they cannot afford outside
amusement. Taxes and the increased
cost of everything will
The iWve

admUMMat b mc

thtt

Mfc Mrchuti

TIm pMfk whs tra4c with yM tr
wlthUiTMrtn4tn41«wlIlMit. ItistwkiMlutt
•1 ihtwi hot ni will ippcu* ! a laifi MwmUt tf uttoaal afaitiw.

dl fl^tH cuh.

keep thou-

home this winter. There
was so good a time to push

sands at
never

BICYCLE^.Jg'
AND

Sometimes a customer may yield to the persuasion
of a friend in another store and buy there for sheer
friendship's sake. Well, that is only a case where someone else has done successfully wdiat you are trying to
do all the time. To get that business back, you need
to interest your man is smokes so much better than his

PL0dN6
CARDS

friend 's that he will not be able to resist the temptation.
He will drift over to your brand.

There is a class of customers who have bought
smoking timber from the same store for so many years
that they cannot bring themselves to consider any other
store really worth notice in that line. They are satisfied
to let well enough alone. It is hard to break through
the smoking habits of a man's lifetime, but it can be
done. Persistent dropping of water will wear a hole
in a stone after a while and even a light tapping kept

up

will drive

home

a big nail in time.

Of course it looks much simpler
with a hammer, but that smashes the

people turn naturally to cards.
are an interesting form of recreation.
Put
Playing Cards in your windows and on

They
U.

S.

your

counters and in your advertising run this sugges-

"Play Cards this Winter and Save Money."
In this way you will convert people to card playing who hadn't thought of it as a way to amuse
themselves inexpensively. Also feature the Official
Rules of Card Games.
tion:

Dealers

who

haven't stocked Bicycle and Con-

gress playing cards should

do so

They

at once.

are the easiest cards in the world to

sell

because

everybody knows them by name and reputation.
The investment is small and the tumover quick.
This year it will be quicker than ever. Take advantage of our national advertising which is increasing card playing and the sale of cards.
will help you build a big playing card business.

We

to hit the stone
stone. You can

perhaps break through a smoker's defense with one
savagre blow, hut to what end if it ends your relations
with the smoker and keeps vou from ever getting another chance at his business?
going after the business of new
customers is to 'koop trving. ''Keeping everlastingly
at it brings success," N. W. Ayer & Son, advertising
agents, say, and that is as true of developing a cigar
business as it can be of advertising or anything else.

The big thing

At home,

Send in pour order noW for Window and store

The U.

S.

display material.

Playing Card

It is free.

Company

in

Tt requires real effort to sell to a man who is not
prepared to buy. You cannot accomplish it merely by

being pleasant and agreeable and bidding a man a
cordial **good morning" when he comes in. If you
want to interest a man in something more than he
came to purchase, see that you have something concrete
(Continued on Page i6)

CINCINNATI, U.

S.

A.

Dept. 6

WINDSOR. CANADA
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TRADE NOTES AND NOTICES

HDl'VS & COMPANY,

ioroniost Sumatra house in
• the couiitrv, advisi* that they have ac(iuirecl some
lots ol' Sumatra and Java tobacco at the recent aliotmeiits for tlie needs of tlieir customers.
In view of the present condition regarding- the
future importations of leaf from Sumatra and Java,
nianufacturei's who are not supplied with these types
may tind it well worth while to inspect the olferingb
of II. Duys (fc (Company.
Duiiig the strenuous times of the past year II.
uvs cV: ( ompanv are able to sav that no custtmier of
theirs who has ever needed Sumatra tobacco, and who
iuis come to them for it, has ever gone away without
it.
This proof of service rendered is one of many
reasons why 170 Water Street, Xew^ York, is known as
head<iuarters for Sumatra and Java tobacco.
1

The scarcity of storage space for tobacco in New
^'ork makes particularly interesting the announcement of the op.ening of the free and bonded warehouse
at I'L'L^-L'L'S West h\)urteenth Street, by the West J^'our
teenth Street Warehouse Company, Incorporated. An
approved spriid<ler system permits low insurance on
goods in storage. The handling of the tobacco is facilitated bv a convevor svstem and manv labor-saving
wiuipments and devices. The property lias six floors
and basement, with an area of 10,000 scpiare feet on
each floor. The warehouse is especially adapted for

of the trade who are having difficulty in
securing cigar boxes w^ill be interested to learn that
George L. Mesker & Company, of Evansville, Ind., are
about to open a cigar box factory with a capacity of
from 40,000 to 50,000 boxes per week.

The second week

The

collapse of [Bulgaria as a fighting factor in the
war and the consequent unrest in the Ottoman Empire
are events that are being watched by the cigarette manufacturers of this country.
Now that Bulgaria has
bec(nne a neutral country, the port of Cavalla, long
important as a Turkish tobacco shipping point, is made
accessible to the outside world. The possibility of an
early i)eace with Turkey has considerable trade iml>ortance also, as that event would mean a step towar
the restoration of normal conditions in the Turkish
I

tobacco market.

Sealed bids will be received until noon on Novem})er (> })y Henry H. Little, attorney for the United
States Shipping Board, for the purchase of about

Java and Sumatra tobacco, now owned
by the United States, which was taken from the Dutch
steamers that were requisitioned last March by the
American Government. There are 813 bales of Sumatra and the remainder is Java. On all of this tobales of

bacco, in addition to the price that is paid for the tobacco, a duty of thirty-five cents per pound must ho
tiaid upon the filler portion, and $1.85 per pound upon
the wrapper portion. Ten thousand bales, out of the
total of 1.S,720, are Java **scnib** filler, and not suitable for use in this country. This portion and, it is
said, a large proportion of the remainder, are suitable
only for export.

in

(

was the best so far
market, sales amounting

)ctober

in

The dealer who

the Winston-Salem, N. C.,
to
2,083,975 pounds, for $691,490, an average of $33.18
per hundred. Some piles sold from fifty to sixty cents
a pound. Since August 26 the market has sold 10,158,883 pounds. Beginning October 14, most of the tobacco
markets were closed for ten days on account of influenza.

carries

Cigarettes carries

of highest

Melach rmo

a quarter century
reputation

In the motion division of the Superior Court at
Atlanta, Ga., Judge George L. Bell on October 10 authorized an increase of capitalization by the American

Sumatra Tobacco Company from $7,000,000
000,000, signing an amendment to the original

to $15,charter.

Horace R. Kelly & Company have had restored to
them the agency and exclusive control in the United
States of all brands of the Ifelios cigar factory at Manila, P. I.

The

decision followed a long legal contest.

The Mazer Cigar Manufacturing Company,
troit, Mich.,

of De-

at Barnesville, Ohio.

United Cigar Stores Company has declared a quarterly dividend on common stock of 2^4 per cent., payable

NINES, FIVES,

FOURS-Plain
and Cork Tip

has purchased the factor\^ of the Kildow-

Lynn Company,

tobacco storage.

l.*^,720

Members

November

15th.

"The

Cigarette

^

Elect of

Allied Nations"

^mi

The Tobacco Products Company has declared a
scrip dividend on
vember 15th.

common

stock of $1.50, payable No-

>«>>:

Bernard Lichten stein, a

leaf tobacco importer, has
purchased tw^o four-story buildings, at 7 and 9 Burling
Slip, New York. The property, which has been in th«

possession of the selling interests for alwut a hundr'^d
xears, was sold as a result of the death of the ownor.

The

loose leaf tobacco market at Lexincton, Kv..
will open on December 3.
It is estimated that more
than 50,000,000 pounds of bur^ev will be soVl over the
breaks at Lexington during the coming season.

'*For the four Liberty Loans, the business papers
have carried approximately 15,000 pages of space.
Many special plans were originated and carried out.
Prior to the opening of the Fourth Loan campaign, the
Associated Business Papers prepared a plan for the
holding of 'Win-the-War Meetings' by large employers, which was advertised in a double piipre spread. The
results have not been fully tabulated, but indications
are that over one thousand such meetings were inspired by this advertising.*'— From ** Class.*'

N. Nelachrino

& Co.,

Inc.

1790 Broadway

New York
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Cigar Store Salesmanship
the way of suggestion and at the same time
get him into close contact with the goods. It is always
easier to create a dehiiite tliought if one's words are
accompanied by the showing of some object, some part
of the stock, it does not accomplish the same thing to
talk to a man about a tobacco while pointing to a tin
of it on the shelf than it does to open a package and
show liiin just what sort of a mixture it is. While a
man goes right out and forgets your casual remark to
the effect that "Old Toby Tobacco'' is the best thmg
you have, if you set a can of *'01d Toby" on the showcase and open it and call attention to the cut and class
of it, when the customer goes out he either takes a tin
of Old Toby with him or he takes a full recollection
of what it is like, and it sticks in his mind for a while
just as the odor stays in his nostrils.
When you try to sell only by word of mouth,
without anything to show, you appeal to the customer

Horde MELBA
Is IT TooOO Big?
The G^ar Supreme

JohnRuskin
Mr. Dealer

DE MELBA

:— A box

— the

of

JOHN RUSKIN and FLOR

Cigar Supreme, on your show
case will increase your business. We recommend
that you carry a supply of them.

THE BEST AT THEIR PRICE
See Your .Tobber Now, or Write Us

I.

LEWIS CIGAR NFG. CO., Newark, N.

J.

Largest Independent Cigar Factory in the World

The

smokers

who buy and the dealers

who sell 200,000,000 Cirtco Cigars
a year appreciate the protedHon of

a brand manufadhired with 68
years e3cperience and with
the most painstaking
consideration for
quality -

and quality' alone.

Orro EISENLOHR &> BROS.,INCORPORATeO
PHILADELPHIA
CSTABLISHCO

CO preserve
the quality

l8S0

mm 1® ^^f^'W^

itftpg

'

ARE DEMANDED BY YOUR TRADE

ill

The

logical substitute that saves the

money and the jobber

freight charges,

is

^xunbtlte"

Round
or

Square
Tin

only through his ear. If you show him goods and he
sees and feels them, you reach his mind through two
other senses, touch and sight.
You ought to try always to have something of
interest to say about any brand you want tried, to
any new customer you seek to interest. If you have
studied up the brand you have learned just what grades
of tobacco it contains, just how the tobacco is grown,
just what class of smokers prefer it. When you have
facts along these lines to shoot at the prospective purchaser, you have something to say to interest him.
You get his attention easily, and when you have interested a man, you have brought him to where there
is a chance to sell him.
In planning what to say to interest a man, don 't
depend upon the moment when you see him bringing
an inspiration to your mind. Don't even be satisfied with haphazard or extemporaneous construction
of sentences. Know what you are going to say, and
know how you are going to say it. Put the idea into
the fewest words that will convey it intelligently. What
you have to say will get over much better if planned
Have some of these carefully prepared
in advance.
statements of interest ready to use on opportunity.
Reduce your statement to its fewest essential words
so you can turn it out without having to hold a man's
attention while he gets it. Practice saying what you
want to say until you can say it well, with an appropriate gesture perhaps. The ability to fling something
pat and pointed into a prospective customer's mind
without delay may win you a chance to get his. trade
unexpectedly.
When the prospective purchaser is difficult to
reach in person, when he does not come into the store
often enough to give you a real chance, try writing

rim, tin bottom,

make

tin top,

DAMPTITE
strong as the
can.

all-tin

The parchment

lining assures all the

humidor
Tests

qualities.

Have Proven

DAMPTITE
containers to

be

satisfactory in

every

way.

Our Agents will
show samples and
prices promptly

on

reouest.

GET YOUR SAMPLES AND PRICES TODAY TO INSURE YOUR TRADE
A STEADY SUPPLY OF /40th PACKINGS
I

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.

him letters, calling his attention briefly to what you
want to mention. Such letters from the cigar merchant should be brief and pointed, and they should
have some message to convey worth attention.
Every letter should have a point, and that point

(Continued on Page 22)

manufacturer^^

SEE 'EM!

'

should not be kept concealed to spring in the last
sentence as a surprise. Writing surprise letters may
be all well enough between friends, but it has no placf^
But write no letters unless you
in getting business.
have something to say. Have a message you think
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NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT

H. SMITH,

Inc.

• •

o o

•

ST. LOUIS,

o

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.

106 E. 19th Str««t

NEW YORK

a

for th« States of

3S3 Monroo Stroot

CITY

Now York. Now JorMF.
Poaa«ylvMd«, DoUworo, Monrlond ond nerida
Av«nt

MO.

DETROIT, MICH.
AtMla

for tko Stotos of Mickicaa.

Indiana and Okio
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Notes and
Tobacco
the pipe fires

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

of the

result

of

an ideal

that

cannot be

it

is

satisfied

a germicide and disinfectant.
burning and fumigate the house.

is

Ke

t',

of the soldier boys writing from the front says
that putting on your gas mask in a hurry, just after
taking a big chew of plug, is well, not altogether satisfactory.

—

the

with

anything short of perfection, and the result
nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth

Comment

close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;

19

One

Lipschutz Standard in

cigars represents twenty-five years of

The Tobacco World

It in

is

a

of public approval

the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard is increasing every

always good business to put the cheapest
goods in the window, unless you are after the cheaj)
trade. Make the best goods prominent w^th the cheaper
ones in sight, (^igars that have been ''marked down"
are under suspicion with many smokers.
It is not

of a standard brand at a cut-rate store and thev were

The "44"

"no good."

responsibility for qualitj-.

"44" Cigar Co., Philadelphia

Connecticut) Florida
and

A correspondent writes that he bought some cigars

year.

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries vdth it a

SHADEGROWN

Served him right. Whether they were
counterfeits we do not know, but safety lies with the
dealer whose prices are right.

In view of

manv

letters received

from the bovs

Georgia Wrappers

in

the trenches, it is a safe bet that anv one who savs that
the Y. M. C. A. is profiteering on cigarettes and tobacco
is a pro-German liar.

An exchange

suggests cutting sugar out of coffee
altogether and estimates a saving of a million pounds
a dav. Whv not cut the cream out and save it for butter and then abolish the coffee! Economv is wealth.

The Filipinos greeted the opening of the fourth
Liberty Loan at Manila with subscriptions amounting
This should be a good send-olT
for increased consumption of Manila cigars.
to nearly $4,000,000.

are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

manufacturers find

in

at

the history of
enterprising

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

Are

YOU one of them}

Texas robbed the cars of
150 cases of cigarettes and hid them in an old church.
The United States Commissioner at El Paso herded
them up and railroaded them to an old jail. If thev
get any cigarettes for a long while, they will have to
'*roll their own."
Railroad employees

in

American Sumatra Tobacco
The

**

Arbeiter Zeitung" of Vienna states that tho

now made

their appearance in
the secret selling and buying in Austria, says the Zurich
correspondent of the Central News. The interned British soldiers are said to be responsible for this, beinor

English cigarettes have

accused of selling the tobacco thev get from the Red
<'ross to private speculators. But the British prisoners have denied this, declaring that they often do not
even receive their tobacco. Packets are sent to them,
presumablv filled with boxes of tobacco, but when thev
are opened manv of the boxes are found to contain
stones instead of tobacco.

^ICL*

142 Water

St.,

New York

City

Co.
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Kelly's Bouquet
Key West
DISTINCTIVE
Manufactured bs Cuban
of Key West {just

89

Cigars

AND MILD
on the

experts
miles

Island

from Havana)
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Lancaster County Notes
That Lancaster County lias one ot the best crops
ol* tobatxjo ever proaucea is lurtner proved by its showing in tne cunng process, ana it is meeting all ot tne
lavoraDle preaictions oi lue earner season. Marketing
iias not progressed any luriner ana the growers are
very inucn imerestea in getting a line on inarKet conaitions.

the growers are predicting a higner price
than was obtainea tor tne i^JH crop, and tne packers
say that the bulk ot the present crop will be bought

AS usual,

Havana Filler with Genuine
Shadegrown Wrappers
combine to make a cigar ot

Selected

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER

AND MILDNESS
Attractive Line of Shapes at

10c -2

for

25c -15c and 20c

HAVANA-AMERICAN

CO.

(Branch American Cigar G).)

1 1

1

Fifth

Avenue

-

New

-

York City

unaer twenty cents.
tSome growers have approached the packers and
asked lor an otter, but in most cases it resulted in no
quotations, as the packers appear to have too much
tobacco on hand, wnich is movmg slowly, if at all. A
certain cigar company is reported to be about to put
15,000 oases ol li>17 tobacco on the market having a
surplus. This would naturally produce a slump and
then buying would be likely to start with a rush for
a while. Both sides are playing the game.
Last year, by this time, the greater portion of
the crop had already been purchased and as none has
been bought this year it looks as though the packers
did not need it, or were very conlident of getting it at
much lower prices than it is held at by the growers.
The ''Lancaster Examiner*' says: **The crop
raised this year is 5,000,000 pounds in excess of last
;

year's crop in Pennsylvania. It averages in the State
about 1372 pounds to the acre, for a total of 56,444,000
pounds. Last year it amoiuited to 51,051,000 pounds.
Lancaster County furnishes eighty per cent, of the
tobacco raised in Pennsylvania, and VTork County, on
the opposite side of the Susquehanna River, ranks second in production.
The order closing all establishments had its effect
on the cigar factories, and for two days not a cigar was
rolled in Lancaster. The order issued by the Lancaster
Board of Health was only applicable to the cigar factories located in the city, and. those in the county continued in operation, but with reduced forces, owing to
the large percentage of workers ill. This condition obtains in the city, where large numbers of employees
are missing at their benches in the factories. It will
have a serious effect on the output of the factories for
Seemingly there is no end of trouble for
this month.
the cigar manufacturer. First, he is confronted with
the proposition of obtaining tobacco at almost prohibitive prices; second, his working force is drawn away
by the attractive wages paid in the munition plants, so
*

'

FACTORY BRANDS:

LONDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA
JUANA DIAZ

Neudorf's

BOUQUET DE PARIS
''The HrosinsL Qg^r of Exclusive Mildness''
The dgu

that

is

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other professional

by United

men who

States

Senators.

Eminent

are exceptionally discriminating.

This proves the unusual merit of Neudorfs Bouquet de Paris Cigars.

Write At once for prices

and

territory

MINDEN & DAVIS

keep what hands

that he is compelled to raise wages to
he is able to hold, and, lastly, this reduced force is crippled by illness, w^hich lessens the number of hands at
work and impairs the efficiency of those who do appear
for work.*'
So it seems that Lancaster County, rich as it is,
and growing richer, is having its own troubles. When
the business is settled up, the 1918 crop will probably
put a few nickels in bank for everyone concerned.

MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First

Ave.

-

New York City

announced that the American Red Cross will
give each American prisoner of war in Germany and
Austria a box of cigars for Christmas.
It is

€€

ROLL YOUR OWN''

A Command

and a Privilege.
There is every good reason
in the world why smokers should roll their own cigarettes.
Reason, common sense, personal satisfaction, all suggest it.
But^'Roll Your Own" is a command these days as well as a
priyilege.
Economy demands it; not alone in the personal

—

saving, but in the saving of labor the time of other people.
The appeal of the economy of '^rolling your own" is
insistent

and compelling.

—

Back of the economy of it and making that saving natural
and easy lies the indisputable fact that the cigarette you
roll for yourself, with your own hands, is the most compelling,
the most individual of all smokes.
The machine-made cigarette
can never approach it.

—

For mildness, for fragrance, and for Economy, the real
American must roll his own of Genuine ''Bull" Durham
Tobacco.

/hju yfinAJUn^^^

The ''Makm^s^\

21
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A
It

pay you to push

^^^
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{Continued from Page i6)

the recipient will read with some interest, and get that
message across in the fewest possible words, and then
stop writing. Plenty of business-getting letters have
been spoiled simply by the writer going on for half a
page or a page after he ought to have written, Yours

this superfine,

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!

*

'

Manufactured by
BAYIK BROS. CO.,
Philadelphia. Pa.

The Tobacco World

Cigar Store Salesmanship

Sure Fire Hitl^

will

It in

1
....

truly.''

The entering wedge intended

an interest
started with the prospective patron may have a very
thin edge, but no matter how sharp it may be or how

•I'/^lfS'^^

persistently hammered it
In other words, the
will never produce any opening.
edge of the wedge is just the beginning of getting to
the sale. Don't stop with a mere beginning.

easily started, unless

a cinck for a live: dealelr,
to pull the. besttrade his way

to get

it

is

it's

WISCONSIN MARKET AT A STANDSTILL
**The Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter" of October 25,
said; **We are closing the fourth week in October in
one of the longest spells of mild weather especially
suitable to the perfect curing of the tobacco crop. If
anything could be desired to put the finishing touches
upon the crop it is foggy, damp casing weather that
would permit a closer examination into the merits of

OR/IYELY'-S
Chewing Plu^
IBCPORCTHE INVENTION

OP OUR PMTKNT AIR-PROOF POUCH
ORAVELVPCUG TOBACCO .-«
MADE STRICTLY TOR ITS CHEWMO QUAUTV
W^OULO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTtOK
NOW THE RMTENT POUCH KEEPS rr.
FRESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOa
A LfTTLE CHEW OF ORAVELY IS ChUHiOH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A BIO CHCW

T* Dealers H
WrMe
M«<al ler •

M

pMiek el Real Oravely.
It*a Ike II rat kl« la^
prevaaMal la Mac alaea
Pmyivm Craveiy aiada

'%

OF ORDINARY PLUO.

Ike Nral alafl tkat aver

waaaMde.
#.i.MimTTiuenei.
DAMVILUE. VA.

otrr. a

the leaf. When this comes it is quite likely some portion of the crop will be removed for stripping, as a few
packers are anxious to put sample lots through the
forced sweating process.

**The buying movement has not yet been resumed

any extent and in this respect Wisconsin conditions
do not vary from other cigar leaf States. Everywhere
buyers seem to be holding off waiting results and no one

to

tobacco MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

CHARLES

J.

^^rf)W^

^^IMB^

EISENLOHR

President

EDWARD WISE
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CHARLES DUSHKIND

ICaw York OiBoaa, S Backman Strsat

ventures the prediction

when

the

movement

will

undertaken again.
The market for old leaf is reported extremely dull
at the Eastern centers of trade and manufacturers also
willing to wait further developments.
**The shipments out of storage are only nominal
for the week."
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N. Y. ..Traasurar
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this

man

~ BUT —

here

We need him

"over there"

You Can Help Us Get Him
You might think

somethlngf of a aacrifice to deliberately talk with one of your beat
truck
drivera and tactfully urge him to go to France to drive for
the Y.M.C.A.—and it would be a
aacriHce. But it wouldn't be much compared to that of the
army boya who have to depend
on Y.M.C.A. truck drivera for what Uttle they can get of home
comforta—

be

it

wpuld

it?

* *

QGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 119 West 40th St., New York
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St.. Philk.. Pa.
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. Slat and Eaat End Atc, M'hat'n.
. K. UCHTENSTBIN. 40 Exchanga PI.. Manhattan. N. Y

You may want

HONOR ROLL OF THE

A. T.

every month.

A

than that, for it has 932 stars on its Service Flag.
regiment as it used to be. There are wonderfully interesting letters from its boys at the front and they
are all ** doing their bit." The loss to the company by
giving such men to the service of the country, a loss
cheerfully and loyally borne, can never be estimated.
President Hill says to them: **T want to reach across
the water and greet you, each and every one, to tell you
how proud we are of the work you are doing; to tell you
that we want you back when your duty has been performed to let you know that on your return your places
are open and you will be welcome."
;

We can
Class

((

recentlv reported **a
quiet day on the crown prince's front," but that was
the day that the crown prince's behind was fairly
smoking. ^Mesaba **Ore."

1

VWIl

whom

take only
of the draft.

And you can help us

men who are over 37 years old and arc not in
The men we want are hard to get at directly.

—
—
service—the great and honorable service

you call the drivers and mechanics in your employ or
you know— into a meeting explain the situation to them

the great need for their
they can render and then put us in touch with the
may be willing to undertake this great service?

—

The Y. M.

C. A.

men who

doing a great big work in France— it
to keep in fighting trim.

is

men

ing our fighting

is

transportation work.

We have

to

move our goods and keep them moving— from

have the goods and the trucks.
those trucks and keep them going.
business

men

—the

need the men to

man

—employers—executives of industrial works

can do more than any one
Will

you do it?

We

else to get those

men fm us.

the

Get

Coupon

full

data

And

then use your powerful influence to help us get these men.
Next to going yourself its one of the finest and most helpful
pieces of war service you can render.

Ed M. Willis,
Y. M. C. A.,
It

fighting lines.

We

Fill in

may

ships

€md on

to warehouses, to canteens, and to points behind

get them.

help-

One of ite greatest needs is adequate transport facilities.
Y. M. C. A. service for nearly two million men requires a iot of

You

A QUIET DAY

—

Y. M. C. A. in France Needs
75 Truck Drivers and 25 Automobile Mechanics

COMPANY

The October number of **Our Honor Roll," published by the American Tobacco Company, is a beautiful specimen of the printer's trade, and it is far more

German war headquarters

The

347 Madison Ave.,

be possible for

service in France.

that service.
Signature
Street

and No...

Town and

State

me

New

York.

to get recruits for Y.M.C.A. truck
Please send me full information regarding

Say You Saw
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Tobacco Industry Rating

GommiMion Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

&

Washington, D. C.

Cigars

all

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

BMMlalM^ TakwHM Plaoi da VualM

AMo

PvtMo J VMHa Arriba

HABANA. CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

E.
145

Rosenwald O. Dro.

WATER STREET - - - NEW YOBlt
THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

•^

Ttll^T "

LEAF TOBACCO

<Mk«« aad Warahooaa. IS Baat CUrk Avaaaa,

YMUU

FA.

MANIIFACTUIERS OF CIOAB SCSAP TOBACCO
I.

nAFFENBURGH

(D.

SONS

HA VANA Maaa.
a UALITY
Boston,
Cuba 56 »r«ad

Nepmno 6.

St.,

-

Ha-vana,

Advertise Your Brands

The Tobacco World
K. STRAUS & CO.
HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aa4 PMkMsal

LBAF TOBACCO
Ml.

H.

M, Mi

St.,

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

dustries.

**The priorities board has, in issuing Preference
List No. 2, recognized that the tobacco industry is entitled to preferential treatment to the extent of 'preservto
ing, drying, curing, packing and storage same,' and
this extent it is given a Class IV rating,'* continues

While the priorities board recogntzes
that to the extent tobacco is required by the armies and
natives of the United States and its Allies, and by the
**

Mr. Parker.

nevertheless has decided that the industry as a whole does not require the
artificial stimulus of priority, save as hereinafter protoils, it is essential, it

vided.
**In view of the essential nature of the industry,
as heretofore indicated, the tobacco manufacturers and
the producers of tobacco-manufacturing machinery and
supplies are hereby given an automatic Class B-6 rating for such materials, equipment and supplies as may
be necessary to keep their existing plants in operation
during the war, without expanding them or creating

conditioned, however, upon they strictly
complying with the provisions following:
**1. Each manufacturer shall execute and file with
this division its pledge in writing as follows
facilities

;

*.The undersigned hereby pledges itself that (1)
during the period of the war it will not expand its existing manufacturing facilities or create new facilities
without first obtaining the approval in writing of the
priorities division of the War Industries Board; (2) it
will use its utmost endeavors to keep its existing facilinew
ties and equipment in repair rather than install
equipment; (3) it will comply with all the regulations
of the priorities division and the conservation division
*'

EXPORT

LOEB-NUf)EZ

will be

.

130 Water Street
New York

LEAF

and regulations under

accorded a Class IV rating under
Preference List No. 2, recently issued.
This preference list furnishes a guide to '*all governmental agencies and all others interested in the production and supply of fuel and electric energy, the
supply of labor and the supply of transportation servaa
ice by rail, water, pipe lines or otherwise, in so far
such service contributes to production of finished products/* Priorities in the supply and distribution of
raw materials, semi-finished products and finished
products are not goveraed by the list, but by priority
certificates and automatic ratings.
No attempt has been made to embrace within the
preference list all essential industries, points out Edwin B. Parker, priorities commissioner, in the instruction, but only such as, taking into account the urgency
of the demand and the relation of the supply thereto,
in the public interest, as a war measure, require the
artificial stimulus of priority over other essential in-

which they

new

Phlladal^bla

mi*ORT

tions relative to the conditions

man who

in

M<1 3«7 N. Tldf4

priorities division of the War Industries Board
THE
tobacco manufacturers formal instruchas sent to

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

CO.

MrOKTBM OF SUMATKA AND HAVANA
PACKUS OF lUO LEAF TOBACCO

BMNO. THIW) STREET, PHlLADELfHU

of the War Industries Board as to economies in and
substitutions for materials, particularly those regulaof
tions to be hereafter promulgated for the purpose
eliminating the use of iron, steel and tin in packmg
and marketing tobacco.*
**2. Steel is now the world's most precious metal,
and every pound of it consumed where some other sub-

It in

The Tobacco World

GATO CIGAR COMPANY
WUek
Hbtmm

B. H.
stance can be substituted is a criminal waste of material urgently needed for the war.
The tobacco industry in 1917 used metal containers for their products in
the manufacture of which four per cent, of the tin plate
production of the United States was consumed, being
,481,187 base boxes, containing 74,059 tons of steel
and 1333 tons of pig tin. Tinfoil contains an excess of
four per cent, of pig tin, which must be imported from
the Far p]ast, the shipping space for which is extremely limited. Regulations will hereafter be promulgated, fixing a day beyond which the manufacturer of
tobacco should not use these metals for packing and
marketing his product. The demand for box board
and paper cartons and other containers for packing
and transportation purposes is so abnormally heavy
that the strictest economy in their use is imperative."
C. L. L.
:i
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FOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

By

Write far Opaa Tarritary
Kar West, Fla.

Faakocyt

Naw York Offka; 203 W. Broadwar

»

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO COMPANY,

145 Lafayette
BRANDS i""^^'^"
JCado

Water

*

T.

Lily

bacco show increases over last year.
The following table shows the figures in detail.
The figures for August, 1918, however, do not contain
the imports of tobacco products from the Philippine
Islands
Aug., 1917.
Aug., 1918.
Cigars, large, Class A. .No.
81,129,173
Cigars, large. Class B No.
All at
388,632,593
Cigars, large, Class C. .No.
$3 per
172,021,888
Cigars, large, Class D. .No.
thousand
1,193,350
Cigars, large, Class E. .No.
1,628,015
.

Tobacco,

chewing
smoking

No.
No.
No.
.

.

Lbs.

689,928,277
644,605,019
66,974,706
61,830,910
2,066,275
2,340,110
3,269,452,936 3,444,446,234
2,702,416
3,479,128

and
Lbs.

39,396,324

40,764,853

CONFUSION OF THOUGHT
The future

historian of the war will, no doubt,
rightly find in the heavy increase of tobacco imports
at a crucial time in the war an admission by the authorities of its essentiality as a munition and as a taxable
article.
If he looked for the reason why its full importance to a nation at war was not recognized long
before the fourth year of hostilities he will find it in
the confusion of thought which classed tobacco as a
luxury, pure and simple. Such a conclusion left out
of account the fact that the soldier's only luxury
tobacco— has medicinal qualities of unsuspected value,
acting not only as a partial anaesthetic to a wounded
man, but as a soother of nerves tried by shocks such
as the human nervous organization has never before
been called upon to sustain. From London ** To-

—

bacco."

-

-

DUNN

J.

Ea«t

New

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

-

.

City

(a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

End Av«nue and

Slst Street,

New York

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

A«k ami Yau Will Racaira

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

lOc

Uaian Mada CicaraM* of Quality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Maathpiaca. Caik ar Plaia Tip

I.

B. Krinsky, Nfr.

138 Grand Street

New York
UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

G>rk Tips

Cork Bobbins

.

Total
Cigars, small
Cigarettes, large
Cigarettes, small
Snuff, manufactured

-

M«K«r«

The

INC.
New York

....

Street

Cigars Decrease In August
Washington, D. C.
The Treasury Department has just made public
comparative figures of tax-paid tobacco products as
indicated by monthly sales of stamps for August, 1918.
The quantity of cigars tax-paid during the month appears to have fallen off, as compared with August,
1917, although the figures for cigarettes, snuff and to-

Claw

Clean Arc Jadsod

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,
116

WEST 18TH STREET

Inc.

NEW YORK

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco melCow ami. amooth In charactar
and Impart a most palatabla flavor

rUYORS

FOR

SMOKING

tsd CHEWING TOBACCO
Writa for Llat of Flavora for Special Branda
BITUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
FRIES £l BRO., 92 Reade Street. New York

The 8tandard» oT Americ a
Lorillard's Snuffy

:

Rail RoadMUls Snuff,
Gail
Ax's Snuff, :

&

Est.

Est.

Est.

1760
1825
1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccoboys — H^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, Skfeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

CEOtGE W. lELNE

CO.. Ill Flftk

An.. H«w Ytrk

Say You Saw
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Tobacco Merchants' Association
5 Beekman

Registration Bureau, NEW YORK

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

Street

The

CITY

column

a

minimum

n

11

SMITH,

„

-«

H

II

H

i

-d

ca„.di«
^
!/
Kepre»e«tative
for

COMPANIA LITOCRAFICA DE LA HABANA
Finest Imported Cig.r Band* and
I

NEW YORK

OFFICE

I

ai>eU.

GUMLESS

Alio

(Phone. StuyvoMont 7476

<ft

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

n

*

GARRETT H.

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

M

HI

..

is

„

...

Band*

106 E. 19th ST.

—„__„

-

in advance.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective
Registration (see
Search
(see
Transfer,

AprU

FOR SALE

$5.00
1.00

to

m«mb«ra

of the

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

Tobacco Mcr-

chants' Aaaociation on each registration.
Mott
If a report on a aaarch of a title necesaiUtM th« reporting of men
than ten (10) titlet. but leaa than twentj-one (21), an additional charge of On*
Dollar ($1.00) will be made. If it necessitates tne reportina of more than twenty
(30) titles, but leas than thirty-one (31), an additional cAarce of Two Dollars
(12.00) will be made, and so an additional charge of On* Dollar ($1.00) wtll b*
for •T*r7 ton (10) additional titlea necessarily reported.

B—

ad*

office building.
rent. All at cost. Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
bands at cost. Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam

Avenue.

New York

FOR SALE—SHORT FILLER SCRAP, made

from all Ohio toDutch tops for sale.

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot
Will buy low grades of all kinds. C. C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.

Factory No.

9,

REGISTRATIONS

Tenth

District.

l-'or

Turco American Tobacco Co., 220 VV. Nineteenth Street, New
York City.
HUSKIES: 40,824. For cigars, cigarettes, tobacco, cheroots and

—

.August

T. G.

1918.

9,

Lasteco Cigar Co.. Quincy. Fla.

MASARYK, PRESIDENT:—40,825.

and tobacco.

October

15.

For

cigars, cigarettes

Thos. Vavra. Chicago. 111.
tobacco products. October

1918.

QUISTCONCK:—40,826. For all
Frank F. Weller. Philadelphia,
1918.
E. A. KLINE'S MEDALIST:—40,827.

15,

Pa.

For

all

tobacco products.

New York City.
For all tobacco prodDIAZ:—
40,828.
ARMANDO
GENERAL
Co.. New York City.
American
Litho.
1918.
Febniarv 19,
ucts.
October

1918.

19.

F. A. Kline,

UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER:—40,829.
ettes

and tobacco.

October

1918.

17,

F.

For cigars, cigarM. Howell & Co., El-

mira, N. Y.

FRANCO AMERICAN TOBACCO CO:—40,830.
products.
N. Y.

October

15.

1918.

For all tobacco
Andrew Petrakis, Seneca Falls.

Address Box

accepted.

FOR SALE— Remedios

1918.

Cole Litho. Co., Chicago,

111.

&

151,

Havana

M.

& O.:— 11,905

For cigars. Registered
By various trans29. 1896. by Martin & Orocchi, Denver. Col.
fers was acquired by Joseph Orocchi. Denver, Col.. July 30. 1918.
Re-transferred to I-ouis Levinson & S. D. Friedland, Denver,
Col.. October 5. 1918.
DARK HORSE:—674 (U. S. Tobacco Journal). For cigars.
Registered .September 4. 1883. by Winhold & Mc/\uley. Albany.
N. Y. By various transfers was acquired by Martin Sebast. AlRe-transferred to Dearstync Bros. Tobacco Co..
bany. N. Y.
Albany. N. Y.. October 5. 1918.
NEMO:—«60 (U. S. Tobacco Journal). For cigars. Registered
September 4. 1883. by Winhold & McAuley. Albany. N. Y. By
various transfers was acquired by Martin Sebast. Albany, N. Y.
Re-transferred to Dcarstyne Bros. Tobacco Co., Albany, N. Y.,
October 5, 1918.

(Tobacco Leaf).

.\pril

CigarRibbons

Largest assortment of Plain and Fancy
Write for Sample Cord and Price

list \o

DeDartnen^

WANTED

Hie

Liitett

!>ealcr

aid!

lidepeideit
Expoiter

AmtricM Leaf Tobacce
tiM Uiited SUtei.

tf
in

G. O.

Sole

MANUFACTUPER OF

22nd St and Second

Company

.

.

.

.

IJ,

s.

A.

any quantity anywhere.

Send

AlL

KINDS OF

Ave.,

Cigar
Box
Labels
X^(a|l
AND
TRIMMINGS.

/

^^tl

NEW YORK

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND

CmiCAOO, 105 ^TKST MOKTaOB STKKKT,
LOI7I8 O. CAVA, Sl«r.

samples.

Yearly contracts made.

FRIEDMAN.

Medium Known

sfn^^^

WANTED— Will

in

and are the

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WFS.,

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, CLENDALE. NEW YORK

pay "spot cash" for a cigar
factory able to make from ten to twenty million cigars a year.
Address, with full particulars to Box 236, care of "The Tobacco
World."

DUST, bought

Advertising

Racine Paper Goods

^Jinuficturers of Bindings, Galloons, TAffeUs.
Satin and Gros Grain

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
factory making between 25,000 and
Counties;
or Lancaster
owner to run factory on so much
Will
want
100.000 cigars weekly.
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HELP WANTED
CIGAR

FOREMAN— Wanted

work.

Good opportunity

for

in

A BARGAIN

Philadelphia factory on suction

Address Box

competent man.

care of "Tobacco World."

234.

«__^.

SITUATION WANTED
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN—A young

man wants a
factory.
cigar
a
position as general manager or foreman
Prefers
factory.
Has had seven years* experience in all parts of
the West; now employed in the East. Address Box 238, care of
"Tobacco World."

CIGAR LABELS AND BANDS.

IN

On acfounluf

the prevaiUnfj; lii^Hi cosi a.ul M-aroity of material, lalx.r, etc.. nvc have decide.! fo el..se
uui and .lis.-uiitimu. :, |.,rue
nuinher of attra<*tive st«K'k labels with title and .lesijiu rif^lits.
We are also elosin^' out at exceptionally l«»w prices the entire line of sKh'U labels fornierlv made by Krueger .S; liraim, uf xs hielt
Hritt
we are the su<*cessors.

We

have a quantity of attractive stock cigar bands, which we
du<*ing such Ijands. Write for samples and prices.
still

WM. STEINER SONS &

CO.,

will also close out at prices far bcl«nv the present i<.st
of nro.

257 W. 17th

Street,

New York

City.

The Tobacco World
Established 1881

Volnme

November

18

i,

No.

1918

Heywood, Strasser&Voict LithoCo

St

26- STREET

TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION
Hobart Bishop Hanklns, Preaident
H. H. Pakradoonl, Treasurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

States.

Cuba and Philippine

Canadian and forei^,

year.

Islands.

|2.00

a

WESTERN OFFICE

|3.60.

30 N. La

L

Salle St., Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
914 Drexel Building

III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

-

-

CO.
U. S. A.

Yov

Uqvlry

9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Entered as second-class mall matter, December 22, 1908, at the
Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act of March 8. 1878.

PRICE: United

fie

MANUFACTURERS OF

Published on the 1st and 15th of each month at 236 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TUCK
&
INCORFORATED

LOUISVILLE, KY..

%

WANTED— Control
CIGAR FACTORY

BY ALL SMOKERS,

MOST EFFECTIVE

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Publiahera

An exchanp:o says that in a letter written by Benjamin Franklin to General Gates on Au^st 28, 1776,
the information was conveyed that Conj^ress had decided to nndermine the loyaltv of the Hessian mercenaThis it proposed to do by
ries in the British army.
printing offers of land to all those who would change
their allegiance. Printing the temptation in the German language the authorities used the sheets as tobacco wrappers and caused the material to be captured
bv the Hessian soldiers.

q INDORSED

Ribboni

__«^__^^^

in

TRANSFERS

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

"The Tobacco World."

&

KRAGS:—40,831.

—

Miller,

Guaranshorts, pure and clean.
Also
pound.
per
cents
Fifty
teed A-1 or money refunded.
178
Co.,
Alexander
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin
Water Street, New York City.

J. J.

For cigarettes. October 19, 1918. B. Payn's
Sons Tobacco Co.. Albany. N. Y.
C RAGS >—40,832. For cigarettes. October 19. 1918. R. Payn's
Sons Tobacco Co.. Albany. N. Y.
SONNY BILL: 40,833. For all tobacco products. October 23,

___^
DuBrul

Peters suction tables,
For a quick sale a very low price will be

in perfect condition.

January 19,
NO PROTEST:—40,819.
all tobacco products.
1918.
Victor Levor, .Xttica, Ind.
NUBAR:—40,820. For cigarettes and tobacco. October 11, 1918.

\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

City.

FOR SALE—Twenty-four

little cigars.

Coupon Cigar Pockets

FOR SALE— Contents

2.00
2.00
made

Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW VORK

•I

Note A),
Note B),

DupHcate Certificate,
A—An allowtnct of $2 will be

V»t«

1916.

1,

for

Saaple

and Pricei Solicited.

KIndf kL aiy OuBtltT.

All

B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU &
129 Fifth Avenue.

CO..

New York

City

VOLUME

38
NO. 22

10^ is ike price
the larj^e package of 19

SWEET

TOBAeeo
WORLD
NOVEMBER

CIGARETTES

15,

1918

TOBACCO STRIPPERS ARE SCARCE
WAGES ARE HIGH
There
There

is

always waste

in stripping filler— such as scrap

and shrinkage.
is always the inconvenience of casing
and drying your filler.
Why not use a filler which is already stripped, resweated and prepared,
and because of its reputation can be depended upon for

Quality

Bum

Aroma

Save the tin foil from
your Sweet Caporals and
give

it

to the

Red Cross.

y^

W^
like Mother's

Caps"

pie,

simply can't be

"Sweet

improved

on no matter what the

Headquarters for Manila Tobacco

United States

Samples sent upon request

price.

ObkDad. he

knoiii^

PHIUPPINE LEAF TOBACCO CO.
123 Maiden Lane
.
.
New York
Canada Office: 17 Dundee

by
vy
f% Guaranteed

in the

St.,

London, Ontario, Canada

City

i

|

ii
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u

u
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Mi\D£ IN BOND

FJNE

HABANA CIGARS

La Flor de Portuondo
Established 1869

C

ROCKY FORD

"Above All"

BOLD

a^Xg^

AHD

HADE

MANUFACTURED

Cigars

GENUINE

.

at

niand.

line of

hold their reputation and deNationally known and smoked by

Quality

and

Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

It

pleases.

ClG^HS

is

Try

and

it

let

us

Bees

popular package of ten

little

of
cigars.

The

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia, Penna.

»

The Deisel-Weininer

LIMA,0.

»a,

ESTABLISHED 1M7

Y.

&

Pendas

«.

Al varez

TADEMA

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
801-^3

-

NEW YORK

CIGARS

Pipes are worth

6 Bro.

more today

MAKERS

Our Motto: "QUALITY"
and Salaroom,

HAVANA

Arguellesy Lopez

CIGARS

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

THIRD AVE.

Cigars

Manufacturers

HABANA

1

7c

BOBROW BROTHERS

Cigar Mfg. Co.

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

Good Taste

San Felice

The Juan F. Portuondo

EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

** ^^^ »^^*"^ factories located
a very attractive and extensive

daily increasing in

national smoke.

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO

FACTORIES

For Gentlemen

Little
The

J.,

General Offices, Pittaburgh, Pa.

convince you.

CIGARS

Chmles the Grmt

TAMPA

ten-cent cigar

demand.

N.

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

Topic
Ejicellence of

OUR NEWARK,

FUTtR

Cigars and Stogies, giving the Jobber and
RetaUer
an exceptional margin of profit."

particular smokers.

The new

IN

oS^Jm To^"." ^^'JVa*
PITTSBURGH.
PA.,

continue to
all

•^CIGAR^

BELKIOOS

aaa pearl street

tahpa

lealtad 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

more to make a good pipe today than ever
Labor bas gone up. Materials have gone up.

costs

It

before.

We have to ask the jobber a

CITY

higher price.

has to ask the retailer a higher price.
Pipes are worth it.

Be
is

briars

You

are

WD

C

^but

be

fair to yourself

Pipes atjwhat th ey are worth.

fully entitled

your regular

Among Nild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

—

worth 75 cents now, and the value of other
has gone up accordingly.

Price

The Acknowledged Leader

your customers

WDC

A pipe that was worth 50 cents a few months

too.

ago

fair to

But

He

to

fair profit.

WM. DEMUTH & CO.
230

Fifth Ave.,

New York

WotU'b Largmtt Pipm Manufaeturww

Co.,

Say You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World

EL TROVADOR
CIGAR

The Maintenance

of

an

MADE

Inflexible
A

Hifh

Gn4e Inp«td

na4e

ToWcM frawi m

Quality Standard in

tke

of tke

1

Huft Tadta AbjM

I

OEWF.NTHAL

S.

LOtWENTHAl.

1881

WALL STREET
NEW YORK

B.

&

Loewenthal

S.

EMablMhed

4S

SAN RAFAEL STREET
HAVANA. CUBA

5.

Number 22

blaad af Cikt

CHARLES LANDAU & CO.
93

THE TOBACCO WORLD

HAVANA

IN

Ciftr

Volume 38

A SEMI-MONTHLY
For the

LOEWENTHAl
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Conservation program of the cigar manufacTHE
turers, as accepted ana ratilied by the War indus-

-

New

come a lasting peace.
Our Washmgton correspondent in commenting on
the program ventures the opinion that if the program
does become operative, it will not be for v«ry long, as
the cessation of hostilities will remove many of the
causes for the operation of a conservation program.
AS the cigar industry has not yet been disturbed
by these changes, it seems as if it would be to no advantage to apply the ratrded regulations for the period
of a few months. The result would be detrimental to
the trade in many ways, for no changes, great or small,
can be accomplished without loss of time and money.
The most drastic of the regulations are not effective
until January 31, 1919, and from present indications
peace will be signed by the middle of March.
With the cancellation of war work, labor condiThis should mean an increased
tions will ease up.
output of coal, a return to the cigar bench of men and
women in munition plants, an easing up of transportation difficulties on land and sea, and a gradual strengthening of executive and selling branches of all businesses which have been weakened steadily by the drain
of the selective service law.
The lithographers and boxmakers suffer the most
from the conservations. Some of the economies meet
with the full approval of the lithographers, and the
boxmakers as permanent measures. Others work a
hardship, but all are ready to make the sacrifices, if
the needs of the nation demand them.
Most certainly out of the mass of recommendations from which the program was formed there are
many economies that could be profitably practiced as
permanent standards.
The matter of reducing sizes and shapes is one
that ought to meet with the approval of most manufurther step for the benefit of the entire
facturers.
industry would be the standardization of the popular
sizes and shapes retained.
The prices of cigar boxes have mounted considerably since 1914, but it is contended that at no time
has the price of the one-tenth box been a profitable
one for the boxmaker. The boxmakers have just begun to discover this, just as some cigar manufacturers
went along for nearly a year before they discovered
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In Sight, Cigar Industry

that at the quoted prices on certain sizes the factory
had been losing money.
With cheaper cigars it is hard to believe that as
far as the size variation goes there is a real argument
for it.
variation of one-sixteenth inch in the length
of a londres or perfecto means a waste of five per
cent, in a car of lumber.
The boxmaker charges this
up, of course, but is not five per cent, worth the consideration of the cigar manufacturer ?

A

This extravagance or waste would mean a big saving to cigar manufacturers, and if it could be passed
on to the dealer it would certainly brighten his prospects. Does the consumer of the cheaper cigars smoke
individuality in size and shape variations or does he
smoke the individuality of the blend of tobaccos t As
most cigars are now banded, the fear of box stuffing
on account of a standard size is practically eliminated.
Many of the extravagances of the cigar manufacturing industry are due to the very human desire to
outdo the other fellow, but there must be a limit.
The cigar manufacturing industry will progress
fastest by all working together for the general good
of the trade. It is to be pointed out that the Tobacco
Merchants' Association has made some progress in
bringing the manufacturers together in a national organization. That could be very much streiigtliened by
'the formation of local organizations that would meet
frequently and discuss the general problems of the industry with the idea of securing a satisfactory solu-

and of creating a ver>'-much-tobe-desired atmosphere of harmony.
This war has developed a good fellowship among
nations that is destined, in time, to become world wide.
There is no reason why in the cigar manufacturing industry this spirit cannot be fathered and developed to
its fullest extent. The only reason why it has not come
tion for all concerned,

to pass is because too

many

finns nurse the illusion
that one head is better than two.
It is 'to be doubted if there is an organization of
any trade or industry where in open discussion every

member who has attended meetings has not come away
with some good tips that could be profitably applie.1

own

business.
Suspicions of a competitor are many times merely
the creatures of a jealous mind, and without a real
basis for existence. It is time to bury the hatchet and
learn how to shake hands, and to be willing to put youf
feet under the table with the ** other fellow."
to his

'
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Value of Our Leaf Exports Tripled
WlTJl

exi)orts of nearly everything not a war munilion tailing- oil' steadily, tlie report that shipments
of unmanufactured leaf were greater in value during
the lirst eight months of 1918 than during any previ-

France,
Italy,

Netherlands,

Norway,

ous corresponding period is very cheerful news. According to statistics now being compiled by the bureau
of foreign and domestic conmierce of the Department
of Connnerce, our exports of unmanufactured leaf during the eight months ended with last August totaled
l^c),418,G58 pounds, valued at $74,463,857, as compared
with 148,719,224 pounds, worth $26,161,905, during the
corresponding period of 1917. The shipments during
J 916 were greater in quantity, amounting to 333,553,832
pounds, but were of lower value $42,711,103.
The following table shows in detail the exports to
the various countries:
1916
Pounds
Value
Belgium,

Portugal,
Spain,

Sweden,
Switzerland,

United Kingdom,
Canada,
Mexico,
Argentina,
China,

—

Denmark,

15,340,847
43,408,185
20,772,171
66,553,040
5,806,931
4,157,372
7,472,034
1,604,988

France,
Italy,

Netherlands,

Xorway,
Portugal,
Spain,

Sweden,
Switzerland,
United Kingdom,

Canada,
Mexico,
Argentina,
China,

Hongkong,
Japan,
Australia,
British West Africa,
French Africa,
Other countries,

396,634
111,842,413
14,445,248
937,375
2,016,755
8,710,220
6,294,339
2,068,683
7,253,496
5,930,671
2,430,146
6,112,284

Pounds

1917
Belgium,

75,523
266,949

Denmark,

Hongkong,
Japan,
Australia,
British West Africa,
French Africa,
Other countries.

$1,713,984
3,597,679
2,311,046
6,433,842
640,374
606,557
536,026
188,694
36,446
17,811,598
2,460,334
104,835
339,278
1,125,322
1,259,296
340,025
1,351,245
781,738
294,575
778,209

1918
Belgium,

Italy,

30,004,458
29,174,168
1,395,352
2,601,225
1,444,058
9,918,944
652,289
686,400
26,262,270
12,007,513
1,150,419
4,651,998
6,325,802
993,527
1,784,203
7,954,723
4,652,212
1,799,741
4,917,450

4,323,220
3,564,165
185,436

Pounds

Value

41,416,318
24,059,075

6,987,814
3,508,758

As

2,974,364
Portugal,
908,815
Spain,
1,175,944
670,283
Sweden,
Switzerland,
331,605
115,897,158
Ignited Kingdom,
Canada,
16,595,131
Mexico,
1,103,546
Argentina,
2,645,976
9,711,174
China,
Hongkong,
4,446,986
3,432,966
Japan,
7,005,079
Australia,
5,838,724
British West Africa,
1,887,929
French Africa,
3,317,585
Other countries,

Value
$6,500
33,416

420,914
311,261
1,525,312
87,643
128,554
6,502,359
2,787,760
168,058
700,672
1,331,535
258,442
392,086
1,577,540
• 727,299
276,424
853,309

672,353
233,227
147,080
133,549
80,385
43,325,291
6,291,898
155,718
471,811
3,870,652
1,729,123
1,270,796
2,907,132
1,312,816
462,214
903,240

Sumatra Importers Gain Legal Point
the trade to learn that in New York
last week Judge Mayer, of the Federal District
Court, granted the application of the Sumatra importers who were recently indicted, and ruled that
the prosecution should funiish a bill of particulars
setting forth in detail the specific acts on which the
barges that brought about the indictment were based.
Judge Mayer held that it was reasonable that the
indicted importers should have a very definite statement of the alleged unlawful acts with which they are

charged.

While some of the motions of the attorneys were
denied, the outcome of the application has placed the

Sumatra men
will

now

in

a more favorable position, as they

learn exactly what the charges that resulted

in the indictment are.

TBe Sumatra importers, through John H. Duys,
have, so to speak, **laid their cards on the table.** The
various operations with which they have been concerned have been given to the public without any attempt at concealment of any fact. They have received
a vote of confidence from their fellow members in the
And until the case is fairly tried and a detrade.
cision rendered, the industry is fair enough not to pass

judgment.

„„„„

Soldier's

^^^^^^^^

^

^

Receive

if it

dfSr'^r

The Salvation Army ships monthly to
Franco fifteen tons ot tobacco and cigarettes.
Aside from these shipments which are
exchisive

ot the quantities of similar
supplies sent overseas bv
the other four organizations,
and which mount into
the hundreds of milUons of
pounds, there still remain
with the various tobacco manufacturers

unfilled orders
tor more than a billion cigarettes,
and several hundred
million pounds of tobacco.
The brands included in these great cigarette
purchases are: -Egyptian Straights,-Luckv Strike,*'
Mecca," -Lord Salisbury," -Hassan,"'
-Omar "

On

land and in the air these faithful
and fearless
workers kept pace with the American
fighters, moving
forward with them in the first offensive
exclusively
^
executed by our valiant soldiers.
And these are but two of the seven war service
agencies, recognized by the Government,
whose representatives carry the touch, the spirit,
the feeling of
love from the home direct to the
boy and man in the
nring Ime.

The leaders of these seven organizations
are exerting themselves to the utmost to
add to the comfort
contentment and efficiency of those fighters
who arJ

struggling for the salvation of the world
and the freedom of mankind.
It

was perhaps a

realization of the fact that no
interruption should be permitted to disturb
the highlv
important services rendered by these seven
accredited
welfare agencies that prompted President
Wilson to
request that they affiliate and conduct
their
,

War Work Campaign, scheduled for the week United
of November 11 to 18, as one all-embracing organization,
instead of prosecuting seven separate and
distinct cam-

paigns.

The response to the President's request was
immediate and gratifying, and within twenty-four
hours
after its receipt there had been formed
a National
i ommittee of thirty-five
men and women, consisting
of five representatives from each of the
seven organiza,

r^it gratifying to

inHMMH.. ............................

were intended as a tribute to the
valor to
and
"l^^"t^'y"?^^^.
artillerymen
a shower of
'^0 hm\
^0,000
packages of cigarettes fell from
American air
Planes into their hands while they were
Hun out of the St. Mihiel salient^ shortdrivkg the
trme^ago
where he had remained for four
years in brutal and
nexorable tyranny. On each package
was
-Comphments of the Knights of Columbus.- stamped
^
^^^"^ merged into the hisf
n^ V;f
^^J"^ Z^^
tory
of ;u
the most
terrific struggle the world
has ever
T/^^^fr^«^ the Y. M. C. A. were

Netherlands,

Norway,

IIHIIilllliHIIIIIII||IH|Hnmnn„,

The Smokes Our

Denmark,
France,

.Tirnrrrrr

I

The purpose of the United

War Work Campaign

to raise a fund of $170,500,000 bv
voluntary contributions. When this sum is raised, it will
be divided on
a pre-arranged basis among these seven
war service
agencies, and will be used by them for the
benefit and
welfare of our fighting men in camp, on
the battleneld and on the seas.
18

The seven organizations embraced in the President's request are the Young Men's Christian
Asso-

the Young Women's Christian Association,
the National Catholic War Council and
Knights of
Columb^, the War Camp Communitv Service, the
Jewish Welfare Board, the American Library
Association and the Salvation Army.
Duriner the period' between Julv 1. 1917. and
Sentember 1, 1918, the Y. M. C. A. and the K. of C. shipped
to France for free distribution among
our fightinff
ciation,

1,811,293,770 cigarettes, 42,065,159 citrars,
1,^17^21.163 pounds of smoking tobacco. 1,816,129,163
pounds of chewing tobacco, and nearly 10,000,000
corncob pipes.
^o^^^JI?^''^"

terfield" -Broadleaf,"

-Home Run,"

-Perfection,"

Sweet Caporal," -Obak," -Virginia
Bright "
Egyptian Deities," -Adsyn," -Camel,"
-Natural!"
Melachrmo" and -Army and Naw Specials."
Of the smoking tobacco the brands were:
-Bull
Durham," -Tuxedo,'' -Lucky Strike,'' -Mail
Pouch,"
Duke's Mixture," -Velvet," -Stag,"
-Prince Albert" and -Union Leader."
J^^.^-b^'a^f^s of chewing tobacco comprised - Piper
TT
Heidseick,''
-American Navy," -Battle Axe,"
Star" -Horseshoe," -Climax" and -Brown's
Mule."
There were forty-four brands of cigars, among
which were: ^Dubonnet," -Rev West,"
-Little
Bobby," -Robert Bums," -White Owl,"
-Owl "
"^^^***^^ Tom," -La Azora,"
-Porr.^^M ?f^^"^'"
"^^ ^r^^^*" "^^^ Matina," -VioiT'„ 5JT?C
^''' T«"'" ^'Charter," -Robin Hood" and
fiM.
**Mardi Gras."
Among those from whom these supplies were purchased are: P. Lorillard & Companv, American
Tobacco Company, United Cigar Stores, Federal
Cigarette and Tobacco Company, Liggett
& Mvers Tol)acco
Company, Frishmuth Brother & Companv, National
Tobacco Products Company, R. J. Revnol'ds Tobacco
Company, Tobacco Products Corporation, American
Cigar Company, American Exchange Cigar Company,
A. H. Hillman Company, Otto Eisenlohr
& Bros., Inc
T. Fendnch, Garcia & Vega, E. H. Gato, General
Cigar
Company, E. Kleiner & Company, Jose Lovera Company, Havana American Companv, Lilies Cigar Company, Pendas & Alvarez, Porto Ric^n-Americiin
Tobacco Company, Rosenthal 'Brothers, El Sidelo Cigar
Company, Seeman Brothers, E. M. Schwarz Companv
and Waitt & Bond.
These seven war sennce agencies have a com.

P

bined fleet of 1000 automobiles, which are constantly
radiating between the seaboard and the battlefield.
Two hundred of these cars are large trucks, and
are used for the purpose of transporting the supplies
from the coast to the huge depots, where they are
sorted and arranged for immediate delivers^ to
the
cars that operate between the depots and
the battle
sectors.

For

the purpose of conveying these supplies as
quickly as possible to the men in the firing lines, 500
cars, or lorries, are in constant use, and under
the direction of a secretary or representative
of some
^"^«JJfr

one of these accredited war service agencies.
K

Continued on Page /o)
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Getting

On With Your

Be High For Some Time

Cigar Prices Will

By Frank Farrington
(All Rights

hope to the consumer that cigars will be any cheaper for some
where the
In fact it is pointed out that in Imes
time

Tl

1

war holds out

cikI of the

1<:

little

of the price
prices are controlled at present, a lifting
than we have
restrictions may mean higher prices
condition exIt is to be hoped that if this

seen yet.

ists the control will be maintained.
ot war indusIt is estimated that the cessation
workers for other
tries will turn loose some 20,000,000
to be some tear ot
lines of production. There seems
worth considera very cheap labor condition. But it is
(and they will
ing that while food prices remain high
European nations),
as long as we have to victual the
^

demand its
Tobacco men are

labor will

.

fair recompense.
will
all of the opinion that leat

comes from
remain fairlv high, and if a heavy demand
may come
abroad higher prices than we have yet seen
will be a
Tt seems quite likely that there
to pass.
markets,
great demand for our leaf in the European
go the limit to
and if European buyers are willing to

get tobacco there

is

The cigar manufacturers have, untd recently, been
incontinually behind the procession with their price
make a
creases, and some of them will be unable to
be
concession in price for a long time. It seems to
opinion that prices will never return to their
a general
'former level.

might say that there are about as many way^
YOL
Oi ge Cling on with customers as there are customers
to get on with. Every individual does require a little
aitierent treatment, and it is an art to know how to
handle them all, but it is an art that can be mastered

Dy every salesman.

Some

The tendency of the industry seems to be toward
inhigher priced goods, and that would indicate an
selling
creasing demand among consumers for goods
and up.

j j
The retail dealers have received a much needed
and
education from war-time conditions. The sixty
the
ninety-day proprietors are about eliminated, and
discount-takers are in a majority. Dealers willing to
manudiscount their bills have become plentiful, and
that no
facturers have catered to them. Let us hope
,

i.

fall
condition will aris6 that will allow the dealer to
back into the old rut.

find the simplest

way

of getting on with cus-

by saying nothing. The man who can remember to say nothing when he has nothing to say will
certainly make no enemies and he will get on with folks
tomers

is

famously, but unfortunately that is not ail there is to
it
just to get along with folks peaceably. That will
not make any sales. What we want to know is how to
get on with folks while selling them goods.
In the first place, the salesman must keep his temper. Any one who cannot do business without getting
angry about it has no right to be behind the counter
in a cigar store. To get angry at a customer, no matter how great the provocation, is to lose that customer
certainly and probably permanently.
It may be aggravating at times to have to put up
with the accusations that come from disgruntled buySometimes they amount almost to insults, and
ers.
we have to endure what we would resent promptly on

—

the street.

Of course

C

War

THE
figures

Washington, D.
Department has just made public complete

Philippine
of the export business of the
June 30 lasl ExIslands during the fiscal year ^^ded
318,o64,000, tne
ports of cigars during the year totaled
per cent over 1917
striking increase of nearly fifty
the continuadoubtless due in large measure to

being

the Phihppme Governtion of well-directed efforts of
Phi ippme cigar
ment to improve the standard of the
market. American
and popularize it in the American
entire busitotaled seventy per cent, of the

purchases

also estabExports of unmanufactured tobacco

Twelve Months Ending June
Exports

..

'^'Siit;d*stat;s' ::::::;:::
Australasia
British East India

China
Other countries
Unmanufactured tobacco
United States
France
Spain
Other countries

new high

the export
Tlie following table shows in detail
tobacco business of the islands

-1918-

--1917-

'

,^'

record, both in quantity and price.
With exports exceeding 40,000,000 pounds and averthe
aging over ten cents a pound, or two cents above
highly
high figures realized in 1917, the year proved
prosperous for the industry. In addition to the ordiof some impornar>^ leaf trade, a stripped leaf trade
United States,
tance has recently grown up with the
increased
and is a prominent feature of the much
per
American purchases, which amounted to eighteen
tobacco excent, of the quantity of unmanufactured

lished a

Lbs.
''

"
''

'*

Quantity

Value

Qucmtity

Value

219,039,000

$3,459,824

318,564,000

$5,708,719

2,714,006

224,174,000

4,653,111

^^^^^s
^,082,000

68,254

6,168,000

107,631

76,065

10,414,000

106,156

8,624,000

19,08W

235,428

29,527,000

366,620

366,071

48,281,000

475,200

39,135,000

2,630,480

41,269,433

4,954,298

30,634,13^
3,614,16G

537,151

7,466,544

1,740,159

550,753

7,406,927

774,547

1^W88

904,773

24,986,619

2,219,335

7,192,276

637,803

1,409,343

220,257

bfilf^fif

Reserved)

no predicting where the leaf prices

will stop.

at ten cents

Customers

C. L. L.

this is

more or

less humiliating to one*s
things that are humiliating lu

pride, but then many
one 's pride will not do us any real harm, and the man
who wants to sell more cigars will have to pocket his
pride a good many times.
cranky customer is discussing a brand of cigars
and he tells you he can buy the same cigar under an-

A

other

name from a competitor much

You
You know it

cheaper.

well what that other cigar is.
is not as good as yours, besides being a trifle smaller
in size and packed more cheaply. You explain all this
and compare the cigar with yours point for point. You
show him wherein your brand is a better value. He
listens to it all and then says, **0h, of course you've
got to prove your cigar is best, but I've smoked the
others and I know what I'm talking about," and he
starts to go. That is the culminating point' with some
salesmen. The balloon ascension takes place right then
and there. But with the successful salesman, that i&
where he gets his second wind and begins again, instead of telling the man where he can go to buy his
cigars and thereby making that smoker so angry that
no amount of advertising would ever get him back into
the store again, he smiles and starts in to lay the foundation that will serve as a basis for getting some future
business even if it fails to land the present order.
The man who can keep his temper under all the
trying circumstances that come up in the work of cigar
store salesmanship has something of which to be proud.
He has made a good beginning on successful salesman-

know very

ship.

You need
though

it

to learn to control

your temper even

does make you appear like a

dummy

at times

and humiliates you more than you think you ouglit to
be called upon to endure.
The ability to remember the names of men is of
inestimable value in making it easy to get on with
them.
You know how vou feel yourself when your
name is used in addressing you when you go into a
store. It gives your visit an adik'd importance in your
eyes.
It makes you feel comfortable and more like
patronizing that store. This is a trait that salesmen
ought to take into consideration. You ought to remember the names of just as many men as you can and you

ought to remember to call them by name when you see
them. Just remembering the names is not going to
help unless you use the names. All of your regular
customers ought to be named every time they come in,
and the new clerk ought to be i)rompted by the older
men who know.
It is just as easy to say, **Good morning, Mr.
Brown," as it is to say merely, **Good morning," and
it makes quite an appreciable difference with tlie attitude of Mr. Brown. This is not imagination. You

know how it is yourself.
Some salesmen know

about how to get on with
people in the store and take great pains with them
there, only to forget all about it when they get outside.
Men like that make some friends in business, but they
make none outside. It is a mistake to allow yourself
to feel no interest in people outside of the interest in
what business you can do with them. Not every man
can be a good mixer, but it is worth trying. The more
all

friends a man makes outside of business hours, the
more of a business following he will have.
Most men like to buy from a man they know. Tt
is worth while for every cigar store salesman to cultivate a wide personal acquaintance. T don't believe in
a man joining fraternal organizations for the main
object of helping his business, but 1 do Ix'lieve it is wise
for him to mix up with his fellow-citizens in all kinds
of public matters and to sho\y a friendly spirit and a

helping hand whenever chance offers.
Any salesman can please some customers without
half trying. There are smokers who are ready to take
what you hand out and sav nothing. There aren't many
Smokers as a class are more
of that kind, though.
fussy about their cigar store purchases than the average run of trade in other stores. Tt is worth while to
try to please the finicky men, because their trade -s
valuable when you once get it established.
By being courteous we will improve our position
with every one. We all like to liny from courteous
salesmen and we know it when we meet such. T remember a salesman \yhose politeness so impressed
itself upon mv mind that T always after thought of
him as the most courteous salesman I ever knew. T
had my nose broken in a baseball game by an inshoot
right off mv own bat. Tt gave me two wonderful black
eyes. About this time everybody T met asked me where
T had been fighting and tried to be humorous at my
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walked into a cigar store on our corner
wJiere there was a salesman 1 knew, but had never noticed particularly. Jle came to serve me and gave me
his usual i)olite greeting, calling me by name and he
waited on nie and never even gave my face a second
glance, lie made no remark, asked no question. He
t'xijoiise.

1

acted as if 1 looked the same as usual.
Of course in this instance it did not matter much
l)ecause I was not sensitive about my looks, buj the
salesman did not know that and 1 suppose he did not
know but 1 had been in a fight. Anyway 1 appreciated
liis courtesy.
His attitude made an impression that
has lasted ever since.

There are many times when the obvious expression
would do no harm, but it does not at all follow that the
polite and courteous exception would not do some
good. It did in the above instance.
Instead of being just average and avoiding offending people, it pays to go far enough to make a distinctly pleasing impression.

'

Instead of being only

negatively polite, be positively so.
Politeness easily becomes a habit and even a boy
not l)rought up to polite manners will soon pick up
some if he associates with people who have them. It
cannot be expected, however, that a salesman who
works for a man of bad manners will himself develop
better manners than those of his boss.

The employer is the logical example for the employee, and the former cannot complain if faults which
does not try to correct in himself persist in cropping out in the salesman.
Even the employe who is so exceptional as to realize that he must allow for his employer's imperfections
lie

will unconsciously imitate

some

iiimiiimini

of
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them
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We

cannot avoid being influenced.
The salesman who would get on wdth people must
refrain from showing an excess of attention to one
class and a lack of it to another. It is necessary that
you be just as agreeable with the unimportant customer
as with the biggest buyer who comes in. A reputation
for favoritism and for seeing only the men with the
most money will soon spread.
Another thing that helps in getting on with people
is to make yourself personally just as attractive as you
can.
The salesman with a loud, strident voice will
repel some men with that voice. It should be tamed
down so it will be agreeable. Some successful salesmen with harsh voices have even taken vocal lessons
profitably, although they did not expect to learn to

About Business After the War
Lord Northcliffe

sing.
If

you do not know whether your voice is pleasant,
and one cannot always tell, ask some one who will give
you a candid opinion. Find out whether your voice
sounds harshly on the ear. Find out whether it has a
cheerful ring or a sort of homesick, woe-begone note.
Cheerfulness is a big asset in a salesman and you never
meet a cheerful salesman with a dying-calf voice.
So, you see, fitting yourself to get on with people
is not the simplest matter in the world.
It means the
study of customers' character with a view to developing
it for commercial purposes.
It means going beneath
the surface in a hundred ways.
There is no limit to the extent to which a man may
go in equipping himself along this line, and he may feel
certain that his success as a salesman will be in the
same proportion as his attention to the development
of the qualities T have just mentioned in this chapter.

^'Some British
themselves

manufacturers

in

regard to

Said:

are protecting

the after -the -war

market by continuous advertising, eJ>en though

have no goods to seli
a sound business policy/'
they

This

is

certainly

—Cleveland News, Dec.

TF

CONTINUOUS

--land, surely

advertising

is

28, 1917

a sound business policy in Eng-

even better here at home, where intensive
advertising methods have come nearer to perfection than in any
it

is

other country.

This

not a time to curtail or discontinue advertising, but
rather a time to give more real intensive thought to both the mesis

sage and the messenger; to make

it

most

resultful in building

good-will and bigger profits.

Your plant

is

probably geared up to a standard of 24 hours

per day operation instead of 8 or 10 as formerly.

A

NUMBER

of interesting features are contained in
statistics which are now being compiled by the
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce of the Department of Commerce regarding our export business
in cigarettes.

The report covers the first eight months of 1918,
as compared with the corresponding periods of 1916
and 1917. The figures show that our exports during
the 1917 period were more than double those of 1916,
and that shipments during the first eight months of this
year were double those of 1917. They also show that
two new markets have been developed this year, France
and the United Kingdom, which, the latter especially,
give every indications of becoming a very prominent
part of our export trade.
Shipments of American cigarettes during the first
eight months of this vear reached the amazing figure
of 8,332,447,000, with' a value of $16,242,185. During
the corresponding period of 1917, they were 4,182,374,000, valued at $8,046,261, and, in 1916, 2,250,868,000,
worth $3,855^51. In the following table the shipments
during the three periods to the various nations with
which wo do business are shown in detail:

1916
France,
United Kingdom,

Quantity

Panama,

35,291
1,264,338
569,766
94,660
286,813

2,341,311
759,640
190,943

Quantity

Value

China,
Straits Settlements,

Siam,
Other countries,
1917
France,
United Kingdom,

Panama,
China,
Straits Settlements,

Siam,
Other countries,
1918
France,
United Kingdom,

Panama,
China,
Straits Settlements,

Siam,
Other countries.

By

investing

wisely in Business Paper Advertising now, while your business

Value

is

exceptionally good, you will be able to maintain this 24-hour-per-

day speed after the present abnormal conditions are over, therebv

$79,283

eliminating the necessity for **junking''fM;o-e;iire;5 of your equip-

ment and greatly increasing your overhead
It

484,774

pays

to get set,

aim and

fire

42-centimeter kind, to the buyers
proposition

—the

cost.

your advertising shots, of the

who are

vitally interested in

your

readers of

*

42,i49
3,098,103
719,108
101,660
221,354

$99,6i9
6,170,695
1,076,760
208,665
490,522

Quantity

Value

788,913
1,264,587
37,226
4,534,333
728,383
153,000
826,005

$2,527,522
3,335,969
110,595
7,562,652
923,832
222,483
1,559,1.32

Choose
to

Use

The Tobacco World
236 Chestnut

Street

Philadelphia
Copyriffht 1918
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You Cant Afford io

Cigar Trade Conservation Program Ratified
Washington, D. C.
APKO(jJ^\Mi\IK for economy in the manufacture of
IJLfi^ars hjis been arranged by the War Industries
Hoard and is being sent to all manufacturers, distributors and retailers by A. I. Esberg, chief of the tobacco
section, with a request for co-operation. No curtailment in the quantity of tobacco to be used for the manufacture of cigars is to be ordered.

The programme calls for a reduction where possi])le in the number of brands, sizes and shapes of cigars
made by each manufacturer. It is also provided that,
beginning January 31 next, the use of tin foil to wrap
cigars and of tin boxes and containers for packing is
to bo discontinued.
The object of the programme is to husband to the
utmost all labor, material, capital and equipment. This
ran bo accomplished, it is declared, by the industry cooperating in the elimination of needless packing and
handling and unnecessary use of material.
Effective November 18, no new brands are fo be
put out except on written approval from the War Industries Board. Cigar boxes are no longer to be varnished, and, to conserve the paper supply, restrictions
are placed on the use of tags, pasters, paper frontmarks or color marks.
The remainder of the programme becomes effective January 31 next, and regulates packing in wooden
boxes and requires the discontinuance of the use of
tin foil, tin boxes and tin containers. Boxes and labels,

Sides Lines For
we

side lines for the cigar store,
that this is primarily a man's

the selection of
IN
nuist lK»ar in mind

The side lines must therefore be such as
store.
will buy.

men

Already we find candy an established line. In
other stores, and especially in the South, the soda fountain is a part of the standard equipment, and the innovation is spreading to the rest of the country.
In Washington, D. C, one of the large retail cigar
stores on Pennsylvania Avenue has not only put in
the soda fountain, but has opened up a lunch counter,
occupying with the soda fountain one entire side of
the store. Here tea, coffee and milk are to be had.

Senator Knute Nelson, of Minnesota, is quoted as
saying recently in Washington: **I would especially
protect the poor man's tobacco. I have no objection
to placing a good tax on cigars and cigarettes, but I do
not like to see taxes placed upon the poor mail's chewing tobacco and smoking tobacco for his pipe. For
thousands of men this kind of tobacco is as much food
as bread and meat."

SdckloHand-Sirippbti^

cedar or colored paper, exterior box covering and
edges and other materials on hand, which are not to be
used under these restrictions, may be utilized, but no
further contracts or orders for such goods should be
placed.

The board asks

cigar manufacturers to pledge
themselves to install no new equipment, not to expand
their manufacturing facilities or create new ones and
to comply with the conservation programme. It is believed that this programme, which was to be effective
** during the war,*' will be revoked within a short time.
The signing of the armistice has made possible
the relaxation of many of the restrictions which were
placed about industry during the war, and the various
Government departments are now making plans to let
down the bars and return industry to normal channels.
No time is to be lost in setting the industry of the
country on its feet. There will be no further talk of
nonessential industries ; all are now essential, for in a
very short time the markets of the world will again be
open and American commerce will begin to increase.
While, for some time, it will be necessary to keep
some restrictions on exports and imports, in order that
sufficient tonnage may be had to transport men, food
and other necessities to and from the stricken warcenter of Europe, the various boards having our industry under their control have announced that the
restrictions will be removed as rapidly as practicable.
C. L. L.

The Cigar

ThellniversalPays Dividends
In Increased Production
and unpatriotic to employ men or women to do the work that
will do better and more economically.
Your biggest problem today is the scarcity of labor. Why not save yourself the worry and expense of depending on the human element to do
your stripping by installing the
wasteful

IT'S
a machine

Universal Tobacco Stripping and

Store

»T«II >king
and sandwiches, uncooked cereals with milk or cream,
and guess where the
pies, etc., provide a light lunch
cigars, cigarettes and tobacco are bought.
If we were conducting a cigar store, we would
carry a line of magazines and papers. We could have
safety razors, stroppers, brushes, shaving soaps and
creams, pocket cutlery, a line of showy and dependable scarf pins, cuff buttons and studs.
Chess, checkers, playing cards and dominoes for
certain localities should appeal to many in search for
pastimes. The scope for expansion by the cigar store
is broad enough to engage a real man's entire thought
and action. From **The Novelty News.''

—

—

The State Department

of Agriculture of

North

Carolina reports 80,103,710 pounds for sales of tobacco leaf in September, 1918, against 84,804,700 for
September, 1917, a difference of about 4,800,000. South
Carolina's August sales showed an increase of 3,000,000 pounds over August, 1917, with an average price
of $33.86.

The average

price in 1917

was

$21.65.

One

Universal will do as

much work

Machine
as 2 to 3 hand-strippers

— and

it

requires

only one girl to run it.
By following our method of instruction you can develop a hand-stripper or
an inexperienced employee into an efficient Universal operator in 2 or 3 days.
If you employ five and over, cigar-makers, you need the Universal.
It will
save you money from the day you install it.
Arrange now for a demonstration in your
own factory with your own tobacco.
You be the judge.
Put

it

to a test

I

Catalogue and Price List on request.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.
79 Fifth Ave.,
Factory, 98-104 Murray

New York
St.,

Newark, N.

J.
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One

recompense

of us are getting

Up

to

of the

on making

war
real

is

now, many of us have supposed

sisted of passing

on one's old clothes

Army

or

then

many
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Mahe

to

But the war

is

here

— and

has taught us a great deal.

It!
It

teaching us for one thing, the true joy of giving.

Now

that Charity con-

the Heathen Hottentot.

Now and

me
is

to the Salvation

The Tobacco Woeld

EST GIFT

the pleasant surprise some

gifts.

It in

comes the United

week beginning November
the welfare of

Seven

of us used to feel an urge to give real

all

1

War Work
1

th.

America's sons

You

Campaign during the
are asked to give for

in service,

$1 70,500,000!

great organizations, ministering to Protestant, Catho-

sums of money to someone or to some worthy charity but com-

lic,

Jew, and doubter, are

promised with our inclination.

ful

work.

calling

on you

to back their

wonder-

Answer! Answer with all the money you
can spare! Money has never been needed

GENERAL CIGAR CO., Inc.

so greatly or for a worthier purpose.

No. 119 West Fortieth Street

NOW

GIVE!

NEW YORIi CITY
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CANS THAT HOLD 25 CIGARS
ARE DEMANDED BY YOUR TRADE

The
Leaf Tobacco Company calls the
X attention ol cigar mauufacturers to the economies
to be lound in the use of stripped and booked l^hilip-

'^pilK

I'liilippine

pme

tobacco. The successful use of Philippine tobacco
Dy cigar manufacturers in this country is attested to
by the enormous increases in the importation of Philippine leaf into this country in the past two years. The
hrm will gladly send samples on request. Canadian
manufacturers may secure samples and information at

77 Dundee JStreet, London, Unt., Canada.

Jobbers who pay the freight and who purchase
cigars packed in cans will be interested in the Dampfigured that the difference in
weight over the tin can would mean a freight charge
saving of between $30UO and $4000 a year. Cigar manufacturers who would like to help their jobbers increase their profits should apply for full information

tite can.

One jobber

regarding this package, which is bound to prove a
boon to the trade in these times of high prices.
the recent sale of tobacco held by the United
States Shipping Board, H. Duys & Company, Incorporated, acquired about 13,000 bales of Sumatra and
Java. The tobacco will be exported.

At

It is reported that the

Strand Cigarette Company,

New

York, has leased quarters at the southeast corner of Seventh and Market Streets and will move its

of

factory to Philadelphia.

The employees of the Tobacco Products Corporation and its subsidiary corporations in New York City
will hold an entertainment and ball at Palm Garden
on Thanksgiving Eve, Wednesday, November 27, 1918.
Stockholders of the Weyman-Bruton Company
will be asked on December 4 to increase the common
share authorized capital from $6,000,000 to $9,000,000,
and the preferred, also, from $6,000,000 to $9,000,000.

M. Rosenstein will be in charge of an oflSce at 306
Race Street, Philadelphia, representing L. Wetstone,
who has plantations in Vernon and Wellington, Conn.,
and who packs the Wetstone wrapposhade tobacco at
his warehouse, 226 State Street, Hartford, Conn.

of Ephrata, Pa., has worked at
the bench for sixty-four years, and is said to be the
oldest cigarmaker in continuous service in the United
States. He began making cigars when he was thirteen
years of age. He owns his own leaf tobacco business,
but makes some cifears every day just by force of habit

James H. Spear,

and

choice.

The Union American Cigar Company has declared
a dividend of one per cent. (1%) on preferred stock,
pavable November 15, 1918, to stockholders of record
October 31, 1918.

The United States Civil Service Commission at
Washington has announced an open competitive examination for an assistant in tobacco warehouse investigations, the examination to be held on December
4.
Further information may be obtained by address-

logical substitute that saves the

money and

manufacturer^^

the jobber freight charges,

^ximbtite"

is

SEE TM!

ing the secretary of the commission.

Round

Tobacco sales at Danville, Va., for the month of
October ware 3,943,874 pounds, at an average of $34.43,
amounting to $1,357,882.70. For the corresponding
month of 1917, sales were about 9,000,000 pounds, the
cause being the closing of the warehouses by the State
and county boards of health.

or

Square
Tin

The "Wall Street Journal' announced on October
31 that the $25,000,000, seven serial notes of the American Tobacco Company, were oversubscribed from

tin top,

'

,

make

DAMPTITE

seven to eight times.

strong as the

Sales of leaf tobacco during the two weeks of October that the market was open at South Bistiro, Va.,
averaged $33.80 per hundred. At Winston-Salem, N.
C., in October, four million pounds were sold in two
weeks at an average price of $31.46 per hundred.

can.

all-tin

The parchment

lining assures all the

humidor

The

Tobacco Section, Subsistence Division,
Quartermaster's Corps, War Department, has purchased three billion cigarettes for army supply during
the remainder of the calendar year for the A. E. F.
alone. They were not purchased to celebrate the victor}^ with, but they will do very well for that purpose.

Tests

qualities.

Have Proven

DAMPTITE
containers to

be

satisfactory in every

The Best & Russell Branch, of Chicago, has leased

way.

Adams

Building,
Wabash Avenue and Congress Street, including basement, ground floor and second floor. It will occupy the
new quarters about February 1, 1919.
for ten years, a large space in the

rim, tin bottom,

Our Agents will
show samples and

price of pipe tobacco in Edinburgh,
Scotland, is an equivalent in American money of
twenty-seven cents per ounce and upward. Storekeepers have quit putting empty boxes in the window for
display, because people think there is something in

The present

prices promptly

on

reouest.

GET YOUR SAMPLES AND PRICES TODAY TO INSURE YOUR TRADE
A STEADY SUPPLY OF l/40th PACKINGS

them.
**Hussey's Little Traveler*' advises cigar manufacturers to economize in working up their leaf.
Europe is wofully short on cigar leaf. Every leaf of
tobacco should be saved. Binders should be saved out
Wrappers
of fillers and wrappers out of binders.
should be cut closer, and every little bit of scraps and
cuttings should be saved.

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO.
1117-23

NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT
IM

Retail cigar dealers on the Pacific Coast have been
very accommodating in the matter of cashing checks,
both for regular and transient customers, but recent
and in some cases considerable losses have caused
Tacoma cigar dealers to draw the line against pay
checks and adopt a conservative attitude toward checks
in general.

H. SMITH,

E. 19th Slr««t

NEW YORK
At*at for tiM
PoanajrlToaia,

b

Inc.

CITY

StalM of N«w York. Now Joraoy.
DoUworo. MorrlMid oadi Florida

• •

o
• o

•

o

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.
383 Monroo Stroot

DETROIT, MICH.
Atoato for tho States of Michicoa,
iadiaaa aod Ohio
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Cigar Exports Increase
Washington, D. C.
Department of Conunerce has just made pubLc

THE
the following
LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
The achievement

of the

Lipschutz Standard in

cigars represents twenty-five years of

close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;
of an

result

ideal that

cannot be

it

is

the

with

satisfied

anything short of perfection, and the result
nation-wide prestige.

is

a

of public approTal
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard is increasing every

Through the growth

year.

The "44"

oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a
responsibility for quality.

regarding exports of manufactures of tobacco during the eight-month period
ended with last August, as compared with the corresponding periods of the two preceding years:
Only 23,070 pounds of stems and trimmings,
valued at $5769, were exported, as compared with
216,580 pounds, worth $13,054, in 1917, and 3,748,287
pounds, with a value of $128,629, in 1916.
Exports of cigars and cheroots increased a thousand per cent, over 1917, amounting to 16,767,000,
valued at $680,312, as compared with 1,585,000, worth
Shipments in 1916 amounted to 1,053,000,
$36,877.
valued at $19,832.
Shipments of plug tobacco increased slightly more
than half a million pounds, but the value increased
The figures for 1918 were
$475,000 over 1917.
3,787,540 pounds, valued at $1,377,066, as compared
with 3,197,273 pounds, with a value of $902,864. In
1916, we exported 3,394,909 pounds, worth $949,729.
The quantity of smoking tobacco increased nearly
two million pounds, while the value increased more
than a million dollars. During the first eight months
of this year we exported 3,005,144 pounds, valued at
$1,779,358, against 1,298,123 pounds, worth $720,104,
in 1917, and 1,381,293 pounds, with a value of $712,528,
statistics

in 1916.

other manufactures of tobacco,
with the exception of cigarettes, exported this year
was $330,832, as compared with $300,146 in 1917, and
$341,020 in 1916. The value of all manufactures exported, including cigarettes, was $20,409,753, against

The value of

Two

National Favorites:

WAI

$10,006,252 last year, and $5,879,060 in 1916.
C.

Xi.

L.

Connecticut, Florida

Georgia Wrappers
are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

the

at

history of

enterprising

manufacturers find in these wrappers
the secret of their success.

COMMERCIAL TERMS

&BOND

BLACKSTONE
Imported Sumatra

Long Havana

Wrapper
Filler

TOTEM

WAITT
dbBOND
Selected

These

all

SHADEGROWN

Havana Seed Wrapper
Long Filler

cigars are

made in the world's

*'Send on evening train twenty-two unabridged
dictionaries, nineteen small dictionaries and seventeen
small hair mattresses.*'
The new clerk in a Chattanooga wholesale liquor
house gasped when he read the order and decided the
sender was insane. The old clerk put up twenty-two
full quarts of whiskey, nineteen pints of whiskey, and
seventeen quart bottles of wine packed in straw. Then
he consigned the shipment to Atlanta.

GOVERNMENT TOBACCO CROP ESTIMATES
The Bureau of Crop Estimates of the United
States Department of Agriculture, in its report of
November 9, gives the yield per acre of tobacco in
Pennsylvania in 1917 as 1400 pounds, and in 1918 as
1420 pounds. For the entire United States, 827.1 in
1917, and 871.8 in 1918.

finest cigar

NOTES AND COMMENT

factory under the eyes of visitors.

A

WAITT & BOND,
BOSTON

Inc.

United States Consul in British East Africa
states that the native is becoming more accustomed to
smoking cigarettes. The cigarettes are put up in packages of ten and retail for three cents. He remarks
that **the quality is of a very low grade."

Are

YOU one of them?

American Sumatra Tobacco Co
142 Water St,

New York

City

Say You
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Smokes

(Continued from Page 7)

danger, all thought of self, these fearless
loaded
and faithful welfare workers drive their cars,
tobacco, and
with great quantities of cigarettes and
trenches,
other supplies, straight up to the front-line
and distribute these goods among our troops.
constant
These seven organizations also have
operation 300 automobile camp kitchens.
With that same degree of fearlessness, and show-

garding

all

m

VALUE!

a desire to
ing that same spirit of fealty and loyalty,
cheer,
do all in their power to add to the comfort, the
welfare workers
the welfare of our lighting men, these
from theni
drive their cars into the battle sectors, and
cocoa and
serve the soldiers hot coffee, tea, chocolate,

JohnRuskin FiordeMELRA
is IT

TooOO Big?

The Ci^ar Supreme

Mr Dealer :-A box of JOHN RUSKIN and FLOR

your show
DE MELBA —the Cigar Supreme, on recommend
case will increase your business. We
that you carry a supply of them.

THE BEST AT THEIR PRICE

LEWIS CIGAR MFG.

CO.,

Newark, N.

benefit

and welfare of
almost immeas-

our boy by the seven organizations is
representatives, the
urable. It is only through their
are able to
secretaries of these organizations, that we
communicate direct with the boy or man from our
by
home; to make him feel, to cause him to realize,
tokens ot
constant reminders, by messages of love and
always,
adoration, that he is in our minds constantly,
our
and that his deeds of valor and chivalry thrdl
love and a
souls and fill our hearts with a greater
him the world
greater pride, because we believe that
has seen its greatest warrior.

m

See Your Jobber Now. or Write U«

1.

The work planned for the

J.

World
Largest Independent Cigar Factory in the

LUXURY AND SCARCITY
scarcity are twin brothers. They both
mean high values, for people will pay for articles de
these are
luxe and they will pay more readily when
shall enjoy
scarce so that they and not the other fellow
The more commodities deserve the war-test
them
the
word ** essential,'* the less is scarcity advisable in
luxuries
public interest. Food and tobacco include both
be
and necessities. The aim of the legislature should
price as possible
to put them on the market at as low a
their war work.
in sufficient plenty for them to do

Luxury and

The

smokers

who buy and the dealers

2oo,ooOiOOO Cirtco Cigars
a year appreciate the protedlion of
a brand manufadhtred. with 68
years experience and M^th^
the most painstaking ^-.^^

who

sell

consideration for

^^^''^^

qualityj^^M^
'^'^^
aloii|j^^^^^^^
quali^
and

and

identical—
that they can give
viz keeping the human units fit so
other State
output of fighting capacity, munitions or
service.— From ''Tobacco,'' London, England.

The war work done by food and tobacco

is

THE LESSON LEARNED
Chicago man was walking through a foreign
smile, he
quarter of his city when, with an amused
the winstopped in front of a small eating-place,, on
dow of which was painted in white, ''Lam Stew.
Now, the proprietor happened to be standing
smile of the gentlethe doorway, and when he saw the
man who had stopped in front of his place he asked
of the joke.
to be favored with an explanation

A

MANILA CIGARS
gives the American

selling at retail

Smoker the

from

five to fifteen cents

best Values he can possibly

obtain at the present time.

THE

PHILIPPINE

GOVERNMENT

fully

guarantees that

Manila cigars are hand-made, long filler, and that the tobacco
they contain is free-burning, sweet and prime from the famous

Cagayan Valley, Luzon.

MANILA CIGARS are a QUALITY proposition that no jobber
or dealer can afford to overlook.

The Smoker Gets More For His
Money and You Can Get More
For Yours By Handling Manilas

m

^

OTTO EISENLOHR &- BROS., INCORPORATED
PMIUAOELPMIA
•TABUSHCD leso

CO preserve
the quality

mm m ^S^-air^ ^^^

in
in

Whereupon, the other explained the nussmg b
"lamb," and the proprietor accepted the correction
good part, at the same time expressing his thanks.

next the Chicago man passed that restauchanged, but
rant he found that the menu had been
not been forgotten.
that the lesson in orthography had
Chowder.
The proprietor was now offering "Clamb

For list of Manila manufacturers
and American Importers Write to

When

—"Harper's Magazine."

NANILA AD AGENCY

546 west 124th

street,

New York

oo
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Autumn Leaves

A

will

It

By Bruce F. Richards
The business man who allows a bad

Sure Fire Hit'.
pay you to push

this superfine,

kind to fasten

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!

enemy

Manufactured by
CO.,

its

clutches

upon

just that much.

The

BAYIK BROS.

Philadelphia. Pa.

does

habit of any
him, is helping his

it

successful business is one that serves well
at a reasonable profit.

You can

size a man up by learning the kind of
No difficulty then in determining whether

he chooses.
he is ambitious and progressive or an individual without ideals or ideas!

a cinck for a live, dealer^
to pull the besttrade his way

"it's

No matter how

wise you may be, every man you
meet knows more about something than you do. The
point to find out is whether his special knowledge is
worth getting or is best avoided.

GRAYELYVS
i^ Chewing Plug;
^~ i

To knock

one's competitor with the idea of building one's self up, is about as result-producing as to
throw gasoline on the flames.

'BCFORBTHe INVCffTlON

or OUR IVCrCNTAIft-PROOr POUCH
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO
MAOC STRICTLY TOR ITS CHKWMO QUAUTY
WtoULO NOT KKBP FRESH IN THIS SECTION.
NOW THE MCTENT POUCH KEEPS tf.
rPESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOQ
A LrfTLE CHEW OF GRAVELY IS EftfHiOH
t>.

T«DMl*r«»>
WrHaasapMlaltora
»««ck •! Real Oravaly.
It*a tka Ural kl* Ian
yravaaMat la Ma« alaca
Mylaa Oravaly aiatfa

AM

Hral »lafl Oiat

'What's the use," **Good enough," and **I reckon
I'm doing about as well as I can," never get a man
anywhere. On the other hand, **I will win," **I will
do my best," **I will beat my own record" kind of
spirit, is what puts a man all to the good.

.

vat

•PJ3.9raPtfyJMaecaC» Amudk

p.i.iMmTTii«eetct.

lUMVUUC

ii

AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIG CHEW
'^
OF ORDINARY PULIG.

VA.

A man may be honest, kindly,
TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES
GEoiiGE

GEORGE

w
H.

cha.r«.n £«««!.>«

HiLL-:::::::::::::::::^

HUMMEL

<^^

.::::::;::

JESSE A. BLOCH

JACOB WERTHEIM
JOSEPH F. CULLMAN.
LEON SCHINASI
ASA LEMLEIN

v^'p«!S^J

vS
S pS!
K! d!n!
S!«!

.

.

vSIpHJ H^^J
V mRm H^nJ
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CHARLES DUSHKIND

:.....;;.•. sicWt^;;-

OAeM.

ir«w Yerli

S

c^miuee

T^!L™
cSSS

'^Ad

Backmaa StrMt

aCAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
New York
SaSlmS*^ ffS^f^lpR^'i^'ii ^*!^1P*''»^x^^
St.. Pliil... Pa.
mAwH^wiflxffiSS^.?^
"'y^if*
JOMPHB^ WERTHEIM flat and East End A^., IHiatn.
I.

K.

UCHTKNSTIIN.

40

Bschanga

PI.,

ManhatUn, N.

Y

Pr*..dent

ViccPrMideal
N. Y. ..Treaaww
Sccratarv

THE NATIONAL CTGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Daytoa, O
GEORGE BERGER. cindnnati.
JOSEPH MlKDBLk>HN, N«w

Vl^Praai^fit
o.
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To

overlook small savings is deliberately to decrease one's profits that much, but in watching small
issues, large and important ones should not be lost sight
of the big things first and details next. To neglect
either one is unfortunate.

M* mmfk

ftt

A

prosperous appearance, both of individuals and
the business itself, are the best sort of an advertisement, for ** Nothing succeeds like success."

M. C. A.

National Catholic

Y.

War

W.

C.

• Jewish Welfare Board ^

War Camp Community

Service

American Library Association
• • Salvation Army • •

United War Work Campaign
November

11-18, 1918

$1 70,500,000
For the Boys Here and Over There

individual who is always telling what a mean
old place his home town or city is to live in, is usually
the last one to give or to do freely to make it better.
to indulge in undig-

cantankerous, or quarrelsome language, has lowered himself just that much, for they never advance
one's cause, no matter how righteous iit may be.

Sotil McAlsto.

To

expect to succeed today along old-time lines
and bv the use of old-time methods, is to court disaster
and disappointment.

A

Council-K. of C.

nified,

Pi«ddosi
VIoo-PrwIdant

P^i^^X-PSf^'^O
L ULtJflCK

Sax

The man who makes a condition for the special
benefit of the other fellow, must not complain when
circumstances are unexpectedly reversed and he has
to abide by the terms of his own making.

The man who permits himself

N«« Ywk.

NEW YORK aCAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

|L

an individual thinks he cannot afford special
equipment which he is conscious of needing, and yet
overlooks the important fact that he is paying the price
of such an investment over and over in lost custom.

Y.

.Tfvararar

Tli«nd«y of aaeh month at MMonIc Tampla,

no Lmms

Many

WE

The

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
ISSPH PRBKMAlf

and well posted, and
for lack of plain every-day get-up and hustle.

......................'.sSSSSJ

CNDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
L

yet fail

TED
SERVE

and

This spsce contributed by

Ths Americsn Tobscco Company
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LESLIE

PANTIN

&

(Special to Tobacco World.)

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
OiM«: "DONALLBT*
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

Talmco* FInot 4« ViMlta
Partldo 7 Vucha Anibfli

E«p«cliaidiid

Jl.

AWjo

HABANA, CUBA

SAN NflGUEL IM

Rosenwald OL Dro.

NEW YORll
WATER STREET
THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
'-^ ^:^' LEAF TOBACCO

145

••

OMe«

and Warehoosc, 19 Eaat Qark Aif«BV«,

YOUU

PA.

MANUPACTURERS OP CIGAR SCRAP TOBACCO
I.

nAFFENBURGH

Neptuno

(B.

SONS

QUALITY HAVANA
Broad

6.

Havana. Cuba

-

S6

St..

Boston. Maaa.

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World
K.

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aa4 PMlMnaf

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml,

H.

Hh W»

"><«

^^ N. TWrd

St..

Phlladalpbia

NEUBERGER COMPANY
Incorporated

130 Water Street
New York

EXPORT

IMPORT

LEAF

LOEB-NUflEZ

TOBACCO

TOBACCO

The Tobacco World

Tobacco Industry Rating

Commission Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

It in

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATIIA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

S06NO. THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA

Washington, D. C.
Senate finance committee has adopted an addition to the revenue law to amend section 3360 of
the Revised Statutes, covering tlie accounting for tobacco by dealers. The new legislation, if adopted, is
to take effect January 1.
Following is the text of the new section
**Sec. 704. That section 35 of the Act of August
5, 1909, be, and is hereby, repealed, to take effect January 1, 1919.
''That section 3360 of the Revised Statutes be, and
is hereby, amended to read as follows:

THE

(a) Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall
**Sec. 3360.
file with the collector of the district in which his business is carried on, a statement in duplicate, subscribed
under oath, setting forth the place, and if in a city,
the street and number of the street, where his business
is to be carried on, and the exact location of each place
where leaf tobacco is held by him on storage, and,
whenever he add to or discontinues any of his leaf tobacco storage places, he shall give immediate notice
to the collector of the district in which he is registered.
**
Every such dealer shall give a bond with surety,
satisfactory to, and to be approved by, the collector of
the district, in such penal sum as the collector may
require, not less than $500 and a new bond may be
required in the discretion of the collector or under instructions of the Commissioner.
Every such dealer shall be assigned a number by
the collector of the district, which number shall appear
in every inventory, invoice and report rendered by the
dealer, who shall also obtain certificates from the collector of the district, setting forth the place where his
business is carried on and the places designated by
the dealer as the places of storage of his tobacco, which
certificates shall be posted conspicuously within the
dealer's registered place of business, and within each
designated place of storage.
**
(b) Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall make and
deliver to the collector of the district a true inventory
of the quantity of the different kinds of tobacco held
or owned, and where stored by him, on the first day of
January of each year, or at the time of commencing
and at the time of concluding business, if before or
after the first day of January, such inventory to be
made under oath and rendered in such form as may
be prescribed by the Commissioner.
**
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall render such
invoices and keep such records as shall be prescribed
by the Commissioner, and shall enter therein, day by
day, and upon the same day on which the circumstance,
thing or act to be recorded is done or occurs, an accurate account of the number of hogsheads, tierces,
cases and bales, and quantity of leaf tobacco contained
therein, purchased or received by him, on assignment,
consignment, for storage, by transfer or otherwise, and
of whom purchased or received, and the number of
hogsheads, tierces, cases and bales, and the quantity of
leaf tobacco contained therein, sold by him, with the
name and residence in each instance of the person to
whom sold, and if shipped, to whom shipped, and to
what district; such records shall be kept at his place
of business at all times and preserved for a period of
;

* *

Every dealer in leaf tobacco on or before the
tenth day of each month, shall furnish
to the collector
ot the district a true and complete
report of all purchases receipts, sales and shipments of k^af
tobacco
made by him during the month next preceding, which
report shall be verified and rendered in such
form as

GSTO CIGSR COMPANY

E. H.

two years, and the same shall be open at aU hours
for
the mspection of any internal revenue
officer or agent.

25

TOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

Bf Which Ckar Hav.
Clean Ar* Jiada«4

^*

Writs for Op«B Tairltorr
Kay Weal. Fla.

Factory:

the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Socretarv,
shall prescribe.

Naw York Offica: 203 W. Broad

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO

"^

COMPANY,

Sales or shipments of leaf tobacco by a
dealer in leaf tobacco shall be in quantities of
not less
than a hogshead, tierce, case or bale, except
loose leaf
tobacco comprising the breaks on warehouse
floors,
and except to a duly registered manufacturer of cigars
for use
his own manufactory, exclusively.
*'(c)

145 Lafayette
Fifty .Six
brands]

Street

INC.
New York

.

-

.

.

.

-

.

-

-

C~*»

Water

Lily

m

Dealers in leaf tobacco shall make shipments of
leaf tobacco only to other dealers in leaf
tobacco, to
registered manufacturers of tobacco, snuff, cigars
or
cigarettes, or for export.
**

**(d)

Upon

all leaf tobacco sold, removed or
shipped by any dealer in leaf tobacco in violation
of
the provision of subdivision (c), or in respect to
which
no report has been made by such dealer in accordance
with the provisions of subdivision (b), there shall
be
levied, assessed, collected and paid a tax equal
to the
tax then in force upon manufactured tobacco, such
tax
to be assessed and collected in the same manner
as the
tax on manufactured tobacco.
*'

(e)

Every dealer

;

M«K«r«

who fraudulently omits

to account for to-

East

him."

C. L.

A POOR BUSINESS POLICY
poor business policy to advise your customer
to load up. In the first place, a man often becomes
tired of his best-liked brand when he sees box after box
stacked up in his home or office. Secondly, you are
cheating yourself out of extra profits when you urge
a man to stock up heavily. With all forms of tobacco
constantly advancing in prices, the cigar which costs,
say, $47.50 today, may be higher next week, or next
month. Then why should you forego the extra profit
which you might make due to your oversupplyf
Most men have no way of caring properly for their

of

Slit Street,

New York

SAMPLES

Freel

Freel

Aak and You Will Racolra

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

lOc

UaioB Mada Citoralta of Qaality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Moatkpiaca. Cork or Plaia Tip

nd Straat

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

I.

"n^;- York

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

G>rk Tips
H6

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-CVAPORATINO

t

CIGAR FLAVORS
Make tobacco ni«l!ow and amooth In charactar
and impart a moat palatable flavor

FUTORS

FOR

SMOKING

tnd CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavors for
Brand*
1BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS.Special
PASTE SWEETENERS

*"*

FRIES
li.

(a CO.

Bachelor Cigar

End Avenue and

For

the purposes of this section a farmer or
grower of tobacco shall not be regarded as a dealer in
leaf tobacco in respect to the leaf tobacco produced by
(f )

New

The

bacco purchased, received, sold or shipped,
shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars or more
than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than
<^ne year, or both.
**

DUNN

J.

in leaf

tobacco
"(1) who neglects or refuses to furnish the statement, to give bond, to keep books, to file inventory or
to render the invoices, returns or reports required by
the Commissioner, or to notify the collector of the district of additions to his places of storage or,
]* (2) who ships or delivers leaf tobacco, except
as
herein provided; or,
**(3)

T.

City

10 for 2Bc
10 for ISc
20 for 15c

"

A

BRO., 92 Reade

Street.

New York

"

II

II

-

The Standards of America

It is

smokes. The cigars or cigarettes are sure to deteriorate after a certain time, and instead of blaming himself, the man is bound to lav the fault at your door.—'
*'Moos Trade Tips."

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maceobo»s—H.appe»s — Higf> Toasts
Strong, Salt, Sttett and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURID %Y

GEORGE W. lELNE

CO., Ill

FUtk Ave., Ifew Ysrk
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Tobacco Merchants' Association
Registration Bureau, LSf^j^rKa^

The

minimum

is

SMITH,

« .„d

^

c„.di„

R«prcae«)t«liT« for

'

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

three cents (3c.) a word, with
charge of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

rate for this

a

column

GARRETT H.

COLUMN

CLASSIFIED

«

COMPANIA LITOCRAFICA DE LA HABANA
FH...t Imported Ci«.r
NEW YORK
T*

in advance.

"

*

B.nd. «.d

OFFICE

m

~i

Al.o GUMLESS B.„d.
(Pho„.. Stuyve..„t 7476^
106 E. 19th
"»
«
««
m M
II
M
l.i..|..

m

ST

-4

,

Schedule of Rates for Trade>Mark Services
Effective AprU 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
Search
(see Note B),
Transfer,

Duplicate Certificate,

$5.00

REGISTERED LABELS

2.00

mllowanc« of $2 will be made to mombort of th« Tobacco Mcr^•nti' Association on each registration.
Not* B— If a report on a search of a title necesaiutoa th« reporting of mpTt
than ten (10) titles, but less than twentr-one (21), an additional charge of On*
Dollar ($1.00) will b« made. If it necessitataa the reporting of mor* Uian twenty
(JO) titles, but leoB than thirty-one (31), an additional charfe w Two DoUan
<|2.00) will be made, and so an additional charg* of On* Dollar ($1.00) will b«
•ad* for OTery t*n (10) additional titles ncceaaarily roportod.

1

American Havana Tobacco Co., Lakeland. Fla.
SELECTAS: 40,837. For cigars and cigarettes.
M. L. Sanchez & Co., Tampa, Fla.
1918.

1918.

GLORIAS
March

11.

at

Coupon Cigar Pockets

FOR SALE— Contents

of a small, neat factory, mostly new, in
Fine location. Electric light, steam heat; cheap

office building.
rent. All at cost. Owner retires. Registered brands and imported
bands at cost. Established 40 years. Robert Link, 2050 Amsterdam
York City.
Avenue.

\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

New

FOR SALE— SHORT FILLER SCRAP,

made from

all

Ohio

to-

Ci^arRihhnnc
VA^UA A\A VUUItd

C

REGISTRATIONS

3\.

low prices;

bacco, price 30 cents. Also have fine lot Dutch tops for sale.
C. Ehrhart, Versailles, Ohio.
Will buy low grades of all kinds.

MARSHAL OF FRANCE:—40,834. For all tobacco products.
October 26. 1918. The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
THEY SAVE THE DAY:—40,835. or all tobacco products. October 31, 1918. Wm. Steiner Sons & Co., New York City.
ALLIED IN HONOR:—40,836. F"or all tobacco products. October

at

240 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

2.00

A—An

ir*te

and bands, also molds

Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW VORK

FOR SALE

1.00

Factory No.

9,

Tenth

Guaranshorts, pure and clean.
Also
pound.
per
cents
Fifty
refunded.
teed A-1 or money
178
Co.,
Alexander
Edwin
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality.
Water Street, New York City.

Havana

WANTED

—

MOLDS WANTED— Londres

Address

shape.

Monday &

S.

for

Sm^k

Card and Price

list to

Fawy

«r

Ribbons

DoDarlnut

INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,

MOST EFFECTIVE

V

Advertising

Sole

WOODHAVEiM AVENUE. GLENDALE. NEW YORK

and are the

Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods

SiiMufActurers of Bindings, Galloons,
T^ffetus,
S^tin And Gros Gra.in

&

^__^_^^^^«.^_

WrtU

Plam and

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

District.

FOR SALE—Remedios

^-^^S^^t assortment or

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE. WIS..

-

-

.

U. S. A.

-

Sons,

34 South First Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED— Control

Leaf Imports Increase
Washington, D. C.
IMPOKTS of leaf tobacco suitable for wrappers during the first eight months of this year show a decided increase over those of the corresponding period
of 11)17, according to figures just secured from the
Department of Conmierce, while those of other leaf
are more than double, despite the fact that the shipping question, during most of the year, has been very
serious.
Imports of leaf suitable for use as wrappers during the eight months ended with August, 1918,
amounted to 5,572,556 pounds, valued at $8,255,820,
compared with 4,174,236 pounds, worth $5,331,941, durig 1917, and 5,123,111 pounds, with a value of
Other leaf imported aggregated
$7,689,079, in 1916.
55,009,120 pounds, with a value of $29,814,832, against
27,171,973 pounds, worth $14,491,668, in 1917, and
30,161,711 pounds, valued at $12,456,792, in 1916.
The following table shows in detail the imports of

of a factory in Pennsylvania, either in York
or Lancaster Counties; factory making between 25,000 and
100,000 cigars weekly. Will want owner to run factory on so much
per thousand basis. Address Box 235, care of "Tobacco World."

MANUFACTURER OF

AND
TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGSsamples.
DUST, bought

any quantity anywhere.

in

Yearly contracts made.
J. J.

FRIEDMAN,

,,

285-289 Metropolitan

Send

22nd St and Second

«..»..
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
*y

^

FOREMAN— Wanted

work.

Good opportunity

for

in

^^I^M^SS

^^^

WEW YORK

HELP WANTED
CIGAR

Ave.,

Cigar Box Labels
AND TRIMMINGS.

OHICAOO, 105 WBST MOIOMB STRBST,
LOVK O. CATA, ll«r.

Philadelphia factory on suction

competent man.

Address Box

234,

care of "Tobacco World."

SITUATION WANTED
man
FACTORY MANAGER OR FOREMAN— A young cigar

A BARGAIN
wants a

factory.
position as general manager or foreman in a
Prefers
factory.
of
parts
all
in
experience
Has had seven years'
of
care
Box
238,
Address
East.
the West; now employed in the

"Tobacco World."

On

aecount of the prevailing hi^H, 00.SI and
number of attractive 8t<K.k laLels with litle and .iesign

We are alno cl<,.sing

we

<u,t

are the .successors.

We

CIGAR LABELS AND BANDS.

IN

sc-arcitv of material,
»•'.«.»
lalx.r
x r, tu..
etc xxe
wo Ipivo
h.ue .I.M-i.h.i
.Itv.ded

t.
t.»

,
close
out
i

.

rights.

and discontinue a large
,

at exceptionally low prices the entire line
of .stcK-k labels formerly
i«'iiiicri> made
o> Krucircr
niaut by
ixrucgcrcv
V

have a quantity of attractive stcwk cigar
ducing such bands. Write for .s;imples and prices.
still

WM. STEINER SONS &

ban.ls,

which we

CO., 257

W.

will also close out at oH....«
'

17th Street,

The Tobacco World

both varieties:

ALL KINDS OF

New York

f..r

'"

»

1

"''"'''

.

rami, off

fr......
l.

.1

*'"' i''^'"*^'"'

City.

Established 1881

Pounds

Wrapper Leaf
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Binder— Filler— Scraps

THERE are

few men not familiar with the classical
story of the lady dog who ran away from a small
country town and went to Chicago. After an absence
of several weeks she was again observed slinking about
her accustomed haunts. She had a badly chewed ear
and her one-time sleek and graceful body bore the
marks of having gone through a severe barrage fire.
She seemed unusually timid and nervous and at the
slightest sound jumped and started down the street
like lightning.
For several days her friends tried to
obtain conversation with her. At last they met her.
**Well, what did you think of Chicago T' they
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she would not answer, but only hung her
head. Being pressed, however, she groaned, and then
said, **0h, Chicago is a terrible place!'*
Inquiry being relentlessly urged further, she made
this explanation:
**In Chicago, if you stand still they simply raise
h
with you, and if you run, they bite you
During the past year or more the jobber has been
going through just about this sort of experience. He
has been so busy taking punishment or trying to dodge
it that the period has been one long nightmare without
a harness. In the jobber's bright lexicon of Truth
there is now no such word as "outlook.'' His slogan
has become **look out!" In these days there are in
existence or being organized innumerable committees
and commissions for relief. Why not organize a body
to investigate and relieve the condition of the jobber!
They made no mistake when they named us ** jobbers." Job is the patientest man in the Bible.
Without fear of contradiction I make the statement that since about September or October, 1917,
when price advances first began to rear their heads
amongst us, the jobbing trade as a whole has suffered
a loss on every advance. This has been due to practical
conditions of operations in the trade. In theory, the
jobber ought to have been able to respond instantly to
every advance, and bill out his goods as the manufacturers have done, according to ** prices ruling at date
of shipment." But the jobber who succeeded in doing
this is entitled to the D. S. medal and the Riz la Croix.
In the first place, the manufacturers have taken
mighty good care that the jobbers didn't have any
stock on hand on which to make a profit by the advances in price. If the jobber did perchance have any
first

—

*

I '

^1

goods to speak

of, his

salesmen and customers man-

aged to pry loose the bulk of thorn at the old prices.
The jobber who resisted the combined efforts of tlie
two factors was indeed a Spartan. Tiiere wore alwavs
retailers' orders hanging fire with the joblu'r which ho
had been unable to fill because of hick' of goods. Tho
salesman was always absent when his advice of an
advance came in. The United States mails invaria])ly
became astonishingly slow following a notice of advance in price. Almost any jobber can show you orders
which, according to the date tho salesman daimod to
have taken them, required two or tliroo wooks to travel
by mail a distance of from 100 to ;J00 milos! And of
course all such orders were taken at "the old price."
It is intended merely as the expression of my personal opinion, but I do not hesitate to say tluit tho
manufacturers have not particularly distinguished
themselves for good judgment and far-sighto(hiess in
the year just closed. It is conceded they wore sailing
an uncharted sea, but some of their errors of navigation, I believe, could have been avoided if they had
allowed the jobber and the retailor to come up on the
bridge with them. In plain English, 1 think tho cigar,'
tobacco and cigarette manufacturers as a class have
shown a lack of candor during tho past twelve months.
They have displayed indecision.
Thoy have boon
**easy marks" on occasions when thov should have
been firm, and thev have ])oon arbitrarv on other occasions when they should have boon opon-mindod an«l
lenient. They have in many respects shown apparent
ignorance of human nature and business psychology.
Certainly their tendency has been to underrate the intelligence of jobbers, retailers and consumers.
Some cigar factories cut down shipments to practically nothing for thirty or sixty days prior to one
recent large advance in price. The trade was told that
it was impossible to fill orders because of scarcity of
labor and material, but principally on ac<'ount of the
influenza epidemic. There must have been, however,
some magic virtue in the air during the night of October 14 which effected influenza cures by the thousand,
because the railroads probably never hauled so many
cigars as they did for the two or three weeks com-

mencing Octoix^r

15,

when

the advanced prices bociime

effective.

Of course, there are usually two sides, and in any
event we are only interested in what has happened in
so far as it mav throw a little light on what we can
expect during 1919.

It

seems to be the opinion of

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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at tliis writing that business conditions

are going to depend a good deal upon how wisely and
sanely we meet the problems of the reconstruction

An

untimely and ill-considered move by any
business institution at this time is a source of danger
to the whole connnercial body.
We are come into a
j)eriod of great problems, i)roblems fully as difficult, if
not more difficult, than those which were brought on
when the war began. The probabilities are that we
period.

shall

come out unharmed, but there are also

ties of disaster in the

possibili-

present business situation.

Few

people get hurt when prices are rising in
obedience to the law of supply and demand. It is when
])rices begin to fall that there is danger of business
misfortune and depression.

Whether the cigar and tobacco trade during the

On

morning of November 12 a man walked into
a large clothing store and looked at a suit of clothes,
lie ^sked the price. It was $35.
the

"You're crazy!** he told the clerk. "Don't you
know the war's over now! I'll give you $25."

The

instead of fried.

must come.

But

if

they come too

quickly they will hurt instead of help. Labor is certain
to have to accept a readjustment, because capital
by
which I don't mean ciipitalists, but the impersonal
money itself ca])ital must seek now the channels of
Capital must have a job or die, just the same
l)eace.
as men must have jobs or die. Capital can't get a job
in the industries of peace, with the cost of labor as high
as it is. But the adjustment must be gradual. Let us

—

—

hope

it

will be.

Unfortunately, however, there have already been
several disturbing symptoms. A cigarette manufacturer reduced prices on the morning of November 12,
the day after the signing of the armistice. His intention undoubtedly was worthy, but the results up to this
writing have not been pleasant. Many dealers absolutely stopped buying, not only cigarettes, but everything.

*'Wait till next'week,** they say, ''and everything
will come down.*'

A

story is being told of a big rug manufacturer
who made delivery since the armistice of a big lot of
rugs contracted for on the basis of $18.50. He reduced
the price to the basis of $12.50. Probably he thought
he was doing a good act. Instead, he forced every
manufacturer, jobber and retailer in that section in
the country to take a loss of $6 on the same character
of merchandise to the extent of what goods happened
to be on hand.

The new^spapers have already told the country
about the shutting dow^n of a Government war plant in
the East the day after the armistice. The item said
that something like 12,000 hands, men and women,
earning from $30 to $80 a week, would be thrown out
of jobs and be ol)liged to seek former employments at

from $15

to $18

a week.

which

is

a true one,

mind that already

There

illustrates the con-

exists on the part of the

a natural instinct to wait for lower
prices.
Much depends upon the attitude of the Government in this situation. Indeed, a campaign of publicity by the Government would be a very good thing at
this time, and the treatment by the Government of
those companies and firms which have set aside their
own businesses in order to care for war needs should
be liberal, indeed, if serious embarrassment is to be
public.

avoided.

prices

story,

dition of

next year will enjoy prosperity or suffer adversity will
depend entirely upon what happens to business in general. What happens to business in general will depend
ui)on a great many different things, but perhaps princil)ally upon business itself, and the skill or the lack of
skill displayed by the Government in dealing with the
situation. AVe\'e been cooking our meal for over four
years. Now the job is to get it out of the pan. If we
do it too hastily we^re apt to have scrambled eggs

Lower

"""m..»..um„„„„„„„.==jSgj=

is

There is certainly a gloomy side to the prospect,
and it is unwise to ignore it. In the cigar and tobacco
trade the manufacturers had better go slow. The jol)ber would prefer to see present prices maintained until
he has had the chance to liquidate his stock to a reasonable extent. The retail dealer should be given the same

A

Letter

Back Home From "Over There"

•;•.•;'''
""^^^^ ^^ translated.
Strung
T^P
along*Vr
the highway bordering the
the
^*

is

little

village which, since the war, boasts
not even a shoemaker. From the road the houses thickly
dot the
steep and terraced slope to the foot of
the chalky cliffs.
Cut in the face of the rock are scores of cave
homes,

reached by winding or switchback rock
and cement
stairwavs. P]xtendinir for a kilometer or
two, they run

from plain

to plus-pretentious

faced with cut stone

A

bit of ledge

:

flush with the rock or
electric lights and telephones.

provides a

;

little

jardin.

gate bears the cast inscription Les Noisettes.
could not learn. But the dictionary says it's

Another's labeled in French,

**It satisfies

An

iron

Why,

I

**nuts."

me."

Under

the ruined tower and a bit of wall— all that
remains of a sixteenth century castle— perched
precariously on the very edge of the vertical rock,

An enormous

range, a big clu.ppini,- block, a tireplace large enough for any army cot,
tlic expected stone
floor, the shining copper
pots and pans carefuUv

wrapped

in

newspapers hung on

walls, a Ion- bare

tiie

scrubbed half in two. The dogs a<lopt
tlie fireplace for their home, rudely roused
for the broiling- of
some mutton clio[)s over a fire of grapevine
twi-s. Two
table,

handsome Angora

cats walk across the cln»pi)ini,^ bh>clv
reconnoiter the table and over on the back of
the range

till

''mama" shoes them away.

Again, a tuni to the left/ Hidden in tlie
sluubberv
IS a coop, peacefully shared by
rabbits, i)ig(u»ns anil
a few chickens, which enjoy a fattening
hfe prior
to appearing eventually on some
general's plate
—for the fame of the place has (juietly gone abroad
and it's a seldom day when a red-starred
car fails

my

to arrive in the early evening for
a bite of food and
a sip of nectar. The rahinrts are not too far
away,

The dealers as a whole are carrying big stocks at
Buying in ajiticipation of adthe present writing.
vances and the war tax has been quite general and

At the immediate right, on entering the big gate,
is the stone stable.
Here a neat little pony has three
stalls in which to wander deep in straw, no
halter to

likewise shielded by tlie leaves. The rest of
this third'
side of the yard is taken up with a
maze o\' slirub-

heavy. This condition would seem to promise poor
business for the maimfacturer and jobber during the
next few months.

chafe or rope to bind— equine luxury. A pretty cart
is in a comer.
A twist of the button gives '^Pouple"
her reading light— for here are ancient things and

opportunity.

It is only fair.

On

the other hand, peace brings great possibilities.
Our army will be brought home at the rate of 300,000
men a month. Bank clearings at least in the West
and Northwest are at the highest point in history.
The people have money. Everybody has a valiseful of
Liberty Bonds and War Stamps. The influenza has
reached its climax and apparently is subsiding. People
are a little dazed by the joy of knowing the war to be
over, but they are gradually waking up and feeling
quite happy. Probably Christmas business will be exceptionally good. Many people will remember their
soldier boys with gifts from the tobacconist's shop.

—

—

Those communities whose prosperity is based on
agriculture are pretty certain to have good business
not only next year, but for several years to come. Shipbuilding is to go on at least for several years. The
automobile business would seem to be in for a long
period of unexampled activity.
All of the industries connected with steel are sure
Government control of
to have plenty of business.
railroads will continue for nearly two years. The expenditures that are needed for repairs, improvements
and extensions run probably into the billions. There
is work enough needed in the way of road-building in
America to keep an army of several million men busy
for ten years.
there will probably be as much tobacco
used next year as ever before, and probably more. But
we've got to keep level heads, play fair with each other
and play the game intelligently and cautiously or we
may pull down the house over our heads.
All in

all,

is

roadside hotel.

modern ways strangely intermingled.
Adjoining

a long rose-and-latticed single-story
stone building. Two great chambers make up this—
built for mademoiselle, the proprietor's daughter, and
is

her fiance, now a prisoner in Allemagne. An enormous
bed of walnut, with a great canopy, occupies the center
of one room, temporarily rented to an old French lady
and her companion of approximate antiquity.

A

row of stunted

trees,

broken by a leafy arch,

extends across the yard. To the right of this interior
section is another little building. The bare floor of an
anteroom is scrubbed w^hite. A bouquet of pinks and
roses is freshened every day. One room to the right,
and one to the left. Floors of square stone blocks,
scrupulously clean. A rug of matting. A voluptuous

bed invites occupancy canopy protects from imagined
draughts; a closet, a chiffonier, and the inevitable
washstand.
;

A turn to

the left and a two-story -and-garret stone
structure traverses the entire rear of the property.

Chambers on the second floor; dining-rooms, cafe and
billiard room, and the cuisine on the lower. From the
garret one can step into the roadway at the back.

From

the cuisine a cave bores back into the rock.
turn of a button uncovers a little bottled army.

The
Each dusky

and
country, one

soldier's doubtless filled with delicious

necessarily ancient beverages of the local

of the nationally famed wine sections.

bery camouflaging the tiny tables where dusty
wayfarers and Sunday excursionists eat a weekly
feast
At more iron tables in the open yard Ainerican
and French officers chat for an hour before the last
car leaves for town— at the early hour of nine,
new
time.

The car has gone.

Under

the free skies, trancpiil
in the gloaming, alone with the family and
the perma-

nent guests, we finish our belated meal.
An aperitif with monsieur. A wonderful potagc.
Hot war bread. Delicious real steak tonight- the second we have had in France— after three meatless days
(horsemeat days, one might also add, for fiht rhcv^
is not considered meat).
Next, roast veal iHstles
under a big mound of fresh country peas. Fragrant
cafe filtre, a Henry Clay cigar importcMl from Anu-rica

through the commissary. It is needh'ss to mention the
bit of wine
wine that would l)ring a champagne price
in the neighborhood of Times S(|unre— wine that^s

—

nectar, sons hcufUtche, saus intoxication, sans exp(»nse,
for are we not members of the family f What's a bottle

more or

that

less out of a couple of

"papa"

handles

in

monsieur, aside from his
the product of the gra[)e.

What more

hundred thousand

the course of a year;
hotel,

little

could one ask

.'

Save

is

for

a jobber in

to be

somewhen*

where there was something really (ht'uui, something exciting, something to write home about—next to actually
being home

witli

our loved ones.

By ten o'clock we
—
ber "The air a solemn

and delicious slumholds"; the world is

})art for ImmI

left

stillness

"to darkness and to me."

Bon

nuiti
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When You CanH Use Your Own Name
By Elton
Copyright

1917,

is

Mersey City, N. J.
1 hope you will pardon me for trespassing
ujmn your time, but the question is so pressing and
*

have your

imi)ortant that 1 feel 1 should
Aly grandfather made a medicinal prepviews.
aration he was a doctor and druggist which
came to have quite a demand, and which came to
be called 'Foster's Powders.' He left the business to my father, who continued to selljhe preparation under the same name, 'Foster's Powders.'
It is an old-fashioned formula, which has never
been improved or changed in any way, and which
contains, in the light of modern science, several
unnecessary ingredients. There is also one inlike to

—

—

gum,

is

a very

court's action

in

will establish a

the motive, and the courts

is

down

the

appears.

the same,

is

perfectly honest, but the

if

the result would be to

man some

I

is

"The

legal principles which are controlling
here are simply the principles of old-fashioned

honesty.

One man may not reap where another

has sown, nor gather where another has strewn.
A man may manufacture and sell unpatented articles, and use his owm name in doing so, but if
another has previously and rightfully made that
name valuable as a trade-mark descriptive of the
same kind of goods, he has created a property
right therein which may not be appropriated by a
subsequent manufacturer, even though he bears
the same name, and if necessary to present that
result, conditions and limitations upon the use of
the name will be enforced by the courts, which will
preserv^e the fruits to the first manufacturer the
fruits of his industry and prevent the public from
being misled.
-

be found many cases, which, say
in substance, that a man cannot be deprived of
the right to use his name in lawful business by
reason of the fact that the same name has become
a trade name used by another, and this is undoubtedly true, but it does not mean that it may
be used at all times or on all surfaces or in all
possible ways; in a word, it does not mean that
the use may not be subjected to such conditions as
are adequate to protect the public against deception and business competitors against unfair com^

'

and

A man

chewing gum, let us say.
U© advertises it and exploits it, and Blank's chewing
gum becomes well known all over the United States.
Another man named Blank, who may or may not be
in the chewijig gum business, says to himself, "Here,
might just as well get some of this good thing that
I
I will pack chewing
is coming to the name of Plank.

named Blank

it

Nine

an extract from a very recent case in
which the (luarrel was between two men named Case,
both of whom wished to make plows, and call them
Case plow^s. One man had been making Case plows
for years before the other decided he would do it:

Here

the courts have uniformly refused to let a man use
his own mime in business. In many cases the thing is

gather a part of somelxxly else's harvest.

is

gum."

refer to cases which refuse a man the
right to use his own name in business, I ought to say
that the refusal is to allowing him to use his own
name in such a way that the public may confuse it with
a similar name ivhich came into the market first. Of
course, he can use it unrestrictedly in other w^ays.

When

which

<lone deliberately, in order to butt into a success

as Blank's chewing

confuse the public and send to the second
trade worked up by the first man.

truly,

good type of the cases

sell it

Sometimes the motive

R. K. Foster."

This

and

too,

scheme as soon as

stake.

Yours

(All

Buckley

recognizing that, have no scruple in striking

1

There

may

petition."**

In the plow case the court protected the first maker
of Case plows by enjoining the second from making
"Case" plows, though of course the second man's
right to make plows under some other name was not
attacked at all. Thus would the court act in every
such case, including, T am clear, the case submitted
to

me

t

llllllllllll.llll....l.ll.lll...lllil.lll|l.||.|.iM

By Frank Farrington

times out of ten that

claim is harmful.
My own name is Foster, of course, and I have
taken a course in chemistry and also in pharmacy.
I believe I can improve the formula very decidedly,
and [)roposed to my father that 1 do so, but he
refuses, and I decided to put a powder of my own
on the market calle<l the 'Improved Foster Powders.* I had my prei)arations nearly made when
I was served with notice by a lawyer that suit
would be started against me if 1 went ahead.
There is no doubt that my powder would be better
than the old one, and as my name is Foster, what
Please
right has anyone to interfere with me!
tnve me vour advice, as mv future business is at

gredient which

J.

""

Leading Your Customers Minds

in Business

Buckley

by Elton

a ])opular idea that every man has a
I'uiKhiiueiital ri^ht to use his own name in his business, an<l that nothing will be aUowed to interfere
with that. 'I'liis is a mistake. Time and time a^^ain
tlie courts have peremptorily stojiped a man from
nsin^ his own name in connection with his own business, the reason for such action always being that to
let him use his name as he proposed to do, would work
an injustice to somel)ody else. The following letter
brings all this up and will enable me to explain it.
The su}).ject is of importance to everybody in business,
whether maimfacturer, wholesaler or retailer:

TIIKKK

J.

'

above.

RighU Reserved)

LEADING your customers' minds through the medium

A

sale is a mental transaction, not an oral or a
financial one. Talk is necessary to eft'ect the sale, and
money is necessary to complete it, but the talk, after

J jf suggestion and indirect expression of ideas is
not difficult if you study into the matter a little. Some

salesmen find

very easy to suggest in an etiective
way the ideas they want customers to adopt. The
buyer quite naturally absorbs opinions from the expressions and manners of the salesmen as well as directly from the actual language.
If you expect to develop suggestive salesmanship
so it shall act through the indirect form of expression
as well as through the direct, you should studv well
the peculiarities of your customers. You cannot lead
the mental processes of a customer unless you have
some idea of what kind of mental action is natural with
him.
it

Study human nature in your customers in order
that you may understand them better than thev understand you. If your customer knows your mind better
than you know his, if he is reading your thoughts
faster than you read his, then he will get the advantage of you. He will be ahead of you all the while,
and he will be too much for you to handle successfully.
If you are going to do the leading, you need to
keep the upper hand with the customer. Not that you
are going to misuse any power you may possess, but
by understanding the customer better than he understands you, you will be able to influence his thought.
Develop your self-confidence to this end, but don't
allow self-confidence to become over-confidence.
If you hope to have your eftorts to lead the customer carry any weight, they must be backed by enthusiasm. The buyer feels in an instant any lack of
faith in the goods on the part of the seller. You cannot successfully sham a belief in the line you are trying to sell. Both enthusiasm and apathy are qualities
that are seldom successfully imitated.

With

the competition that exists in the cigar
selling field, success is not to be attained by any imitation effort. The man behind the counter must show
obviously that he has all the faith in them that he
claims to have. People do not buy heavily of a line
until they become enthusiastic over it themselves.
smoker does not begin to buy a brand of cigars by the
box before he knows that he is really sure of their
quality. And when did the customer ever become enthusiastic before the salesman did!
all

A

An

unenthusiastic salesman not only will fail to
create enthusiasm on the part of his prospect, but he
will quench any enthusiasm that may have si)routed
up of itself. His apathy will lead the customer into
apathy.
No matter how many superlatives you use in describing the quality of a cigar, and no matter if the
cigar is all you claim for it, if you have no enthusiasm
in your manner, along with the talk will go a subconscious suggestion that all is not as you claim. Your
customer will get the suggestion whether he gets your
actual statements or not, and the sale will fall down.

merely a means of exchanging idoas, and the
delivery of the goods and the pavment of the monev
are merely the results of the mental transaction. The
ideas themselves exist only in the minds of the buver
and seller. Your mental attitude and the mental attitude of the customer are the two things ehielly to be
all,

is

The transaction

considered.

is

controlled bv 'mental

attitudes.

For years we have heard more or

l(»ss

about the

psychology of salesmanship. It sonnds very seientilic,
perhaps even complicated. As a matter of fact, however, the i)sycliology of salesmanship is nothing but
the mental si«le of the matter, and that is the im])ortant side.

When

it

comes

customer through

to suggesting definite ideas to a
indirect means, the most favorable

conditions are desirable.
Adverse influence may go
a long way toward offsetting our eiTorts. In making
a clear and accurate record on a j)honograph cylinder,
it is necessary to eliminate unnecessary
sounds and to
concentrate the necessary sounds in the receiver. If,
then, you are going to get an indirectly exi)ressed idea
registered in a customer's mind, you must trv to exclude unrelated and distracting influences. You should
have the customer's full attention, so that his mind
will receive what you offer.
The better vou can hold
the customer's attention while talking with him, the
better the results. This means that you need to concentrate your energy and your faculty and, as far as
possible, withdraw from outside sounds. There should
be on the part of ever\' clerk in the store a thoughtfulness of the importance of not allowing his conversation with his customer to interfere with another's cm\versation with another customer.
Too much detail in the form of statement to the
customer confuses him. Too many items about the
goo<l8, even though all may he facts, will fail to leave
a concrete impression.
Choose the facts of greatest
importance. Get them impressed upon the buyer's
mind and leave some of the relatively unimportant
matters in the background. A confusion of ideas in
your own mind will suggest and di^velop confusion on
the customer's part.
It is important that you l(»arn to see
sition from the customer's point of view,

put yourself
he considers

in his [)laee

your propoif you can
and consider the purchase as

you should know fjretty well how to
get liim into a favorable mental attitude.
In order
to lead a man, you must know wlu:re your starting
point is in order to know what to do.
It is rarely difficult to <liscover whether a buyer
it,

considering chiefly the expense, the cost of the cigais,
or the quality. It is not a good plan to concede to
cost the most important place, even if the buyer places
it first.
Interject into the consideration as many favoris
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as can bo used, and when price is placoci
jiaraiiioiint ))y the ])uyer, you will be able to crowd it
at least jiart way into the background in his mind.
'J'he valuable idea you get into the customer's mind
])y iiidircet means will have a higher value, and will
(h) jiiorc in leading that customer than half a dozen
ideas oUVri'd oponly.
The indirectly suggested idea
becomes one that the customer thinks he has himself
able

olciiu'iits

evolved, and he will value

it

accordingly.

Mechanical Equipment Necessary To Industry

The use

method of leading the
customer will be successful, if you know how to handle
it, when the rope and halter method will not work at
all, and could only result in an illustration of the old
proverb to the effect that you can lead a horse to water
but you can't make him drink.
of the indirect or suggestive

CnMAIKXTlX(}

editorially upon the change of
Ijcacetime factories to wartime industries,
the New

"Tribune" pointed out recently that in the case
ot the Government waste and expense
could be af'tordcMl, because the object was
production, but that in
the change back to peacetime industries
the work is
done more slowly and more carefully because
the ob^ oi-k

now

ject

is profit.

Cigar manufacturers

Exports Prove Popularity of American Cigarette

have doubtless sacrificed
many of their accounts in order to meet the demands
of the Government, but so far as is known
no cigar
brand has been entirely eliminated beciiuse of Govern-

ment needs.
Washington, D. C.
safe to say the end of the war thids no industry
IT isbetter
[losition, as regards its foreign trade, than
iiu* Cigarette industry.
Since 11)04-, two new markets,
France and the United Kingdom, have been developed
into big consumers of American cigarettes (this being
done, indeed, within the past year), while two other
new markets, Straits Settlements and Siam, have
achieved a j)romiiient place in our export calendar. In
fact, our exports of cigarettes this year are running
over 100 per cent, greater than those of 1917 and 400
11

per cent, more than those of 191().
Statistics covering the export of cigarettes during
the first nine months of each of the years 191(), 1917 and
191S, have been secured by the Washington Bureau of
Tin: Tobacco World from the Department of Commerce. Thev show this year's shipments to have aggregated 9,751,122,000, valued at $18,920,592, as compared
with 4,()8 1,0 11,000 worth $9,0.31 ,0()5, last year, and
2;,r)9 1,879,000 with a value of $4,59(),7()6, in 19i6.
The new markets of the United Kingdom and
France stand, respectively, second and third in the
quantity of cigarettes consumed, being exceeded only
by China, which now imports about twelve cigarettes a
vcar for each of its five hundred million inhabitants,
and is increasing its consumption at the rate of something in the neighborhood of two and one-half billion
cigarettes a year.
The only country to show a decreased consumption
of American cigarettes is I'anama, whose imports appear to be falling steadily. Prior to 1916, this market

was a very good

one, its imports for that year running
in the neighborhood of 50,000,000.
The following table shows in detail the exports of
cigarettes to the different countries for the nine-month
periods of 1916, 1917 and 1918:
1916.

Quantity.

Value.

France,
United Kingdom,

Panama,

42,216,000
China,
1,360,338,000
Straits Settlements, 799,766,000
192,410,000
Siam,
Other Countries,
297,149,000

France,
United Kingdom,

Panama,

52,375,000
3,493,831,000
China,
Straits Settlements, 775,958,000
Siam,
113,110,000
245,737,000
Other Countries,

121,928
6,964,304
1,155,493
229,528
559,812

1,015,201,000
1,295,594,000
39,452,000
Panama,
5,257,603,000
China,
Straits Settlements, 973,258,000
179,450,000
Siam,
990,564,000
Other Countries,

AVith the shortage of labor the cigar industry rapidlv turned to facilitating devices for the production
of their cigars.
Stripping machines, suction tables,

bunch tables, banding machines and, in fact, any kind
of mechanical equipment that saved labor or aided
production has been in demand. ]\facliines are now in
operation that produce a complete cigar from the bunch
to the finished product.

But with

3,165,736
3,434,323
118,135
8,796,33)
1,233,421
260,768
1,911,878
C. L. L.

this

demand

for machinery there imdifficulty of getting it. Cigar man-

mediately arose tlie
ufacturing was not held to be absolutely essential, and

and steel, and the skilled workmen so essential
to produce and assemble machinery were much more
necessary in some work contributing directly to the
winning of the war.

The shortage of labor compelled manufacturers to
turn to mechanical means of making up for the loss
in

human

labor.

We

believe that

entirely

Washington, D. C.
Tfi^ TOrector General of Railroads, in conjunction with the War Industries Board, is working out
a plan for the adoy^tion of a standard hogshead which
will permit the full utilization of equipment in the
fhi]>ment of tobacco by allowing double tiering in
freight cars used for this purpose.
At the present time, hogsheads of three sizes are
used for the movement of tobacco, 48 by 52, 48 by 56,

inches. This, it is pointed out, does not
permit of the full utilization of equipment, and it is
desired to have a hogshead 46 by 48 inches adopted,

and 48 by 60

and made standard.

Under

this arrangement, instead of requiring
50,000 cars to move 1,000,000 pounds of tobacco, the
same amount could probably be transported in 3*2,000

cars using the standard containers.

C

Li. Li.

skeptics have

by hand.

We are entering a new era.

Standard Hogsheads For Tobacco Shipments

many

been convinced that after all the cigars productnl with
the aid of machinery, smoke and sell as well as those

made

For more than

year Thk Tohacvo Woia.i) lias
argued for the use of m.rlianieal devices to
save exIKMise and labor.
\\V ]K>lieve that with the cheaper
cigar manufacturers they cannot stand
anv further increases in the retail price of their goods.*
Those who
have not seriously considered the use ol*
maehinery
a

should take steps at once to investigate
cost of this

war

is

its

economies.

yet to be paid.

Keceiit

figiires indicate that in

order to ])ay tlu' 'mtmst on
their debts, the nations involved in the
war will be
compelled to tax their peoples twice to three times
as
much as ever before. Sensible economy is therefore

a desirable practice for the present.

While the

failures in the cigar manufacturing industry during the past five years have been few,
in

almost every case where a failure did ocx-ur the executives have been blamed for continuing old
fashioned

methods of selling and production to meet nnxlern conditions. There is a lot of young blood in the
cigar industry today, and those who have made good have accomplished this end by the employment of the most
modern methods, from the handling of the raw material to the selling of the finished product.

the iron

1918.

France,
United Kingdom,

while the drafts, shipbuilding and munition factories
made heavy inroads on the executive, selling and manufacturing end of the cigar business where male help
•

1917.

operation it is no source of danger to
the pavioll.
Mechanical equipment is an in\(>stment.
It saves labor
and material, is not subjeet to the
-jlu" and is not
liable to strike for higher wages.

The

Production has always been essential with large
manufacturers, but higher wages and patriotic impulses took many female workers from cigar factories,

was used.
96,219
2,542,414
1,085,300
362,422
510,411

m

There

And the cigar manufacturer, while looking to the
future, may dwell for a long time on the possibilities
as regards labor.

It is

fairly certain that

labor

is

going to stay high for some time.' In fact, Mr. (Jompers has said that labor will not countenance any radical changes, including the eight-hour day.

In the
the

work

turers

of a stripping machine, which does
of two or three hand-strippers, the manufacCiise

who have need

for six or eight

more hand-

strippers will certainly instal two machines, which will
represent an investment, rather than a<l<l six or eight

more names

to the payroll.

One more

every reason
to believe that with conditions finally adjusted the
cigar industry will attain a production far exceeding
any figures heretofore reached. But we do not believe
that any manufacturer who has used mechanical devices will turn back to old methods. We feel sure that
he will increase his machinery equipment, and keep
on along the new lines of greater production with lower
expenses.
is

Cigarmakers who have needed and received higher
wages from time to time will have observed that it
has been absolutely necessary for the cigar manufacturer to pass this increase along with the cost of his
cigars.
While all mechanical equipment is doubtless
much higher than ever before, at the same time once

point that should have the smOns attention of the cigar manufacturer is the continual
waste of time and material due to the impi»rfections
of human beings. This waste is a<lmittedly unavoidable. It should, of course, be reduced to a niinimum,
but there will always remain that minimum to be
charged against overln^ad or pro<luction.

Mechanical operations are always less wasteful.
And when we observe that this war has been won only
by the methods of mechanical production in every line
of necessary work, from textiles to munitions* and
shoes to guns, we may well wonder how much longer
cigar manufacturers will
continue
to
advertise
** strictly handmade,*' a notification to the public
that
the most expensive and wasteful methods of production are still being used.

\\
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Downward

Revision of Cigar and Tobacco Taxes

Washington, D. C.
TIIK new faxes on tol)acco will ho hy no niuaiis as
scvcic as oxpccii'd and as est mated hy the hill recently passed hy the House of liei)resentatives. The
end of the war, with a consecjuent h)wering of expenditures hy the (iovernnient, has made it necessary to
laise only six hiUion dollars hy taxation, instead of
eight billions, as first deci(h'd up(m and, in compliance

Tobacco and Snuff
Per lb.
Per
13c.

i

with the recent suggestion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Senate Finance C-onnnittee is now en-

reframing the measure so as

gaged

in
billions.

to cut off

two

As

a result of actitni recently taken on the tobacco
section, the measure to he submitted to the Senate by
the connnittee will provide taxes only about forty ])er
cent, greater than those now in force, instead of from
fifty to seventy-five per cent., as provided by the
House bill. This will reduce bv several million dollars
the revenue which will be derived from the tobacco industrv.
•

The new

rates on cigarettes will be forty per cent,
over those prevailing at present, the figure having
been fixed at $1.!M) per thousan<l on cigarettes weighOn cigarettes weighing
ing less than three pounds.
more than three ])ounds per thousand, the rate was
made J)^7.-0. This is a fifty per cent, increase over
the present rate but, at the same time, is a cut of fifty
Taxes
I)er cent, in the figure provided by the House.
on tobacco and snufT range from thirteen to eighteen
cents, instead of twenty-six cents, as provided in the

House bill.
The cigar

rates adopted by the committee are as
follows: weighing less than three pcninds per thousand, $1.50; retailing for five cents, $4 ])er thousand;
from five to eight cents, $5.40 ])er thousand; eight to
fifteen cents, $}> ])er thousand; fifteen to twenty cents,
$12 ])er tlnmsand, and on cigars selling for more than

twenty cents, $15 per thousand.
In the downward revision of the Revenue Hill, the
Senate Committee on Finance has cut down the proposed Tax Rates on Tobacco Products as indicated
in the following schedule:

ClfiARS

Hevlscd
Prvsput

(1)

A,

(2)

B,'

D,
E,

of Senate

PerM.

PerM.

:{.00

$ 5.00

$ 4.00

4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

8.00
12.00
16.00
20.00

5.40
9.00
12.00
15.00

$

C,

JUit(\s

Committee
Per AL

Nate

Class

Rate
Fixed in

House

Hill

26c.

CkJAHETTE

Per

lb.

18c.

About

]*AI'ER

Packages, books, or sets containing more than 25 papers, but
not more than 50 papers,
Packages, books, or sets containing more than 50 pai)ers, but
not more than 100,
Packages, books, or sets containing more than 100 i)apers, for
each 50 or fractional part

Ic.

l/2c.

2c.

Ic.

''Some

thereof,

Ic.

For each 50 tubes or
part thereof,
Note 1. Class

lbs.

per M., $1.00
Cigarettes

What

does A. D. stand for," inquired the teacher.
The small bov pondered. **I don't exactly know,"•
'— New York Times.
he said. Maybe it 's after dark.
'

$2.00

per M., $2.05
Weighing more than
4.80
3 lbs. per M.,
lbs.

is

*$4.10

$2.90

9.60

7.20

—Exchange.

This

is

though

certainly

a sound business policy in Eng-

it

is

other country.

This

is

^

not a time to curtail or discontinue advertising, but

rather a time to give more real intensive thought to both the message and the messenger;- to make it most rcsultful in building
good-will and bigger profits.
is

probably geared up to a standard of

per day operation instead of 8 or 10 as formerly.

By

L>i

hours

investing

wisely in Business Paper Advertising now, while your business

is

exceptionally good, you will be able to maintain this 24-hour-per-

day speed after the present abnormal conditions are over, therebv
eliminating the necessity for **junking"^«;o-^;tir<]?5of your equip

ment and greatly increasing your overhead
It

pays

to get set,

aim and

fire

42-centimeter kind, to the buyers
proposition

Choose
to

Use

—the

cost.

your advertising

who

shots, of the

are vitally interested

in y<)ur

readers of

The Tobacco World
236 Chestnut

$1.50

At the close of a stirring sermon the Evangelist
said: **My boys, in Hell there are nothing but chorus
girls and whiskey," and a voice from the rear was
heard to murmur: *'0h, death, where is thy sting I"

el>en

even better here at home, where intensive
advertising methods have come nearer to perfection than in any

BAD GUESS
"William the Conqueror,'* read the small boy
from his history, ** landed in England in 10fi6 A. D."

advertising

Street

Philadelphia

Weighing not more
than 3

-•land, surely

of the officers on the United States steamer
*'Leviathair' had a ])et cat. Recently it selected one of
the "thousand-dollar" staterooms to give birtji to kitThis stateroom had been reserved for an army
tens.
colonel, but he cheerfully gave it up when he learned
the circumstances, everybody regarding the incident as
a favorable omen.
Later a sailor was heard talking to the mother.
**
Ycm're a fine kitty, ain't youf he said reproach*^YouM ought to be ashamed of yourself—we
fully.
give you shore leave and look what happens!'' Saturday Evening Post.

'

CONTINUOUS

Your plant

Weighing not more
than 3

TF

One

'

the after- the -^ar

regard to

—Cleveland News, Dec. 28, 1917

KITTY!

'

are protecting

a sound business policy/'

cigars retailing at not over four cents each. Under
the new law. Class A will include cigars retailing at
not over five cents each.
N(»TE 2.
Class B under existing law embraces
cigars retailing at over four cents and not over seven
cents.
Under the proposed law Class B will include
all cigars retailing at over five cents and not over eight
cents each.
*$4.10 per thousand for cigarettes retailing at less
than two cents each.
*$5.10 per thousand for cigarettes retailing at two
cents or over.
This differential, as you will note, has been eliminated.

*'

in

they have no goods to selL

Ic.

under the existing law includes

OH YOU

manufacturers

market by continuous advertising,

fractional
2c.

A

British

themselves

l/2c.

Cigarette Tubes

'

Little Cigars

lb.

Copyright

I91t
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TRADE NOTES AND NOTICES

How
be interested in an announcement by haer J>r().s., nianuracturers ot* bronze products
and inks, 4.*)H W est Thirty-seventh Street, New York
( ity,
that due to their new process of manufacture,
they are turning out Gold Bronze, which will have a
covering capacity of approximately one-third more than
most otiier bronzes manufactured.
pound of their
bronze tills their pound can to the ])rim, while other
bronzfs Jill it only two-thirds. Ijithographers and users
of bronze who ilesire to test these statements will be
furnished with a pound can gratis by the manufacJ.ilJiugiai>hcr.s will

A

Thomas

J.

Maloney, president of P. Lorillard

«ic

Take

Company, says that the company

will be delighted to
give bacK positions to ail of its employees w^io entered
tne service. There were about bOO of them, and the

company wants them back as soon

It

Are Your Card Sales Going?

a look at your stock and

fered in New York was more than live times oversubscribed w^ithin a half hour after the books were

opened on November

moving
them to.

18.

The Federal Bureau of Crop Kstimates, in its report to November 1, estimated the Virginia tobacco
770 pounds per acre, 70 pounds in excess of
last year and .'iS above tlie average. The crop amounts
to 150 million pounds against 12J) million in 1917.
croj) at

The ''Boston Traveler** says

that a plan for a

stock dividend on United Cigar Stores has been under
Important interests
consideration for some time.
within the company have been in favor of a capitalization eciual to the comjiany^s gross business. The oom])anv's sales are now running at the rate of nearly
$f;o,boO,000 a year, compared WMth $48,000,000 in 1917.
The outstanding common share capital is $27,162,000
and the preferred $4,527,000.

It

is

the policy of William

Demuth & Company,

230 Fifth Avenue, New York, to replace without question or explanation, any pi])e that may crack or burn
through. The following letter shows a high appreciation of the fact:

*M40 Elm

Street, Oberlin, 0.

November

8,

1918.

Wm. Demuth & Company.
Dear

Sirs:

acknowledging the receipt, yesterday, of the restored (or, rather, the seemingly entirely new) ])ipe which replaces my former cracked
one, in accordance with your guarantee.
It is in (»very respect satisfactory, and I wish to
express my obligation to you for your courtesy, and
for the manner in which the work has been done. I
shall not fail to ])reach (as T have done for a good
many years) tlie merits of the "Wellington Pipe'*
particularlv after this experience of your business
methods. I have had in my time many pipes of many
makes, but T am free to say that for a dry, cool smoke,
combined with the quality of always being in order and
requirins: the smallest amount of attention for keeping
in condition, the ''Wellington Pipe'' has no superior,
and few, if any, equals.

Tobacco Products Corporation declared a ten per cent, stock dividend, payable
in common shares of the company January 15, to stock
of record January 2. A special meeting of stockholders
will be held on December 10, to authorize an increase
in the common stock, from $16,000,000 to $20,000,000.
21, the

It is reported that American tobacco interests are
preparing to establish large plants in England for
manufacturing cigarettes. Americtm standard brands
have made a hit in England and on the Continent.

complete.

BICYCLE KBg'

turers.

On November

it is

depleted during the last few days, for
cards
faster this winter than we have
ever known

are

issue of $20,000,000 three-year, six per cent,
gold notes of Liggett & Alyers Tobacco Company of-

sure that

may have been

as possible.

The

make

AND

PL«riNG
are

selling

exceptionally

out-of-the-ordinary
to the dealer
energetically.

Since 1914, the match industry in Japan h:iG shown
largely increased activity. The yearly average output
of matches during the six years 1907 to 1912 amounted
to 48,872,000 gross; in 1916 the figure increased to
50,612,996 gross. Exact figures for 1917 are not available, but it is believed the output was about 5.'5,0(X),000
gross, or an increase of 4,000,000 or 5,0(M),000 gross
over the prewar output

well.

They

merchandising

who

offer

an

opportunity

wishes to drive his business

With

living

costs

so

high,

and

so

many

d e

m a nd s

being

made

CARDS
pocketbook— inexpensive
everywhere.

Advertise

amusement

cards, but as a fascinating^
ferent

games for

— not

cards

amusement. 300

a.>

dif-

the price of a sin<,de deck.

pays especially to devote your windows,
counters and newspapcT space to Bicycle
and

Congress

playing

prestige.

They already

cartls.

Most players ask
accept

them.

have

for them.

All

When you

call

attention to the

miniature cigar every three seconds is the capacity of a machine that makes them in a New York plant.

merely

It

wide

A

wanted

is

fact,

that

you

handle them, you direct iinniediately to

scarcitv of tobacco in Germanv has affected
the vineyards, as there is no more nicotine extract with
which to spray the vines to kill vermin, and a substitute has not yet made its appearance.

The

your store evervouv'

who

has U^en interested bv a

very

e.xtens'vi- atlvt rtisinn

paign

the

in

iialiMnal

cam-

maga-

zines.

I take ]>leasure in

Verv

truly vours,

(Signed)

SmNEY Dickinson."

Pjactically no tobacco was planted this year in
Texas for commercial purposes, largely on account of
the drouth. Some.])lantings were made for home use
and experimental purposes, but yield and quality were
both low.

Send pour order
nob) for Window and
counter
Here are two advertisements

displays.

They're free.

very

Advices from Davton, Ohio, state that from a
series of plant-breeding tests wnth tobacco varieties
started by the Ohio Experiment Stat'on in 1903, a hybrid knowm as Montgomery Seedleaf has proven to be
superior to common strains. The intercross has been
developed so as to increase the size and number of
leaves without bringing in serious drawbacks such as
weakness of stalk and susceptibilitv to drouth. The
yields of the new hybrid are superior to the common
strains of tobacco, one instance being recorded of more
than 2000 pounds to the acre.

much reduced from the
original size which are appearing in the greatest of the national magazines.
They will
reach

30,OCO.OOO

least one-third

of your

town

people.

The

(J.

F.

Playing lard Co.

At

the population

Department 6

will see them.
CinGtnnatl. U. S. A.

Windsor, Canada
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P
Floor

Tax Means To

IXl^UlRV among a large number of retail dealers in
New York shows that there is widespread ignorance
of the re(iuirements of the new revenue bill shortly to
he ])ass(*d by Congress, especially in regard to what
the hiw will recjuire them to do, so that in paying the
increased taxes they will protect themselves from loss
of profits.
Great numbers of these dealers have taken no
pains to learn what the new taxes will be, or how they
will affect their business. The full tax to be levied on
all stock on hand when the law goes into effect is called
a "floor tax," but this does not seem to be understood.
1'hat every dc^aler in the United States will have to inventory his stock on hand the day after the bill passes
Congress, and will have to account for every dollar's
worth of it to the (iovernment, and pay taxes for it,
is
an important matter regarding which there is
strangely enough general ignorance.
These dealers do not know that after paying this
*' floor tax" all stock on hand will have cost them so

much more, and

that

Retailers
it

must be sold

at higher prices

be preserved.
Even so simple a matter as that each ten-cent
package of cigarettes will be taxed about two cents
(two dollars and five cents per thousand) is escaping
the attention of such dealers. The new tax of twentyfour cents a pound on tobacco, and how it relates to
the price of small packages of tobacco, is being over-

Start Savinn Freight Today

if profits will

who pay

Jobbers
manufacturers

package.

It

who pack

weighs at

the freight should ask

in ;4oths to test the

least

35?^

less

to cigars,

now

classified according to selling
that basis, there is even greater

prices and taxes on
unfamiliarity with the new tax scheduled. Yet payment of these taxes will make cigars cost the dealer
a good deal more from the day the bill becomes a law.
It is really very surprising that so many dealers
are not informing themselves as to the law, so that
their profits will not be lessened. The dealer w4io fails
to do so will find himself selling his goods at a loss
unless he is ready to advance prices when the new tax
comes along.

their

DAMPTITE

than the

all

tin

looked.

As

]

can.

In the course of a year, car-load shippers will save enough

on

freight alone

good delivery

on

DAMPTITE

Packages

to purchase a

truck.

CONSTRUCTION

fiber

a

DAMPTITE Containers are built of four layers of
with DAMPTITE Composition fused between layers,

top and bottom and tin rim about the top to reinforce
this composition.
The interior is lined with a feature moist-

Two

Decisions Against Cut-Prices

tin

ure-proof parchment
gives

recent judicial decisions will go far toward the
settlement of the long vexed and vexatious questions,
T\\'(
as to whether a manufacturer has the right to refuse to
sell his goods to a cut-rater and also whether a cutrater may sell an article, the price of which has been
standardized by the maker, below the regular price.
One decision w^as made by Judge Waddell, of the
Ijiitcd States District Court for the Eastern District
of X'irginia, quashing the indictment in the suit of the
Government against Colgate & Company, and upholding their right of refusal to sell. In part Judge Waddell declared that "It cannot be said that the defendant has no interest in the prices at which its goods shall
be sold. On the contrary it had a vital interest, in so
far as cutting the same would tend to demoralize the
trade, and might have been more injuriously affected
by the result of this disorganization, than the public
Would b(» b(»nefited by a temporary reduction in the
prices of its products.*'
)

The other

<lecision

was bv Vice Chancellor Lane,

the New Jersev Court of Chancery, enjoining a
N<'w;irk department store from using IngersoU tradein

marked watches

holding that
such practices are a fraud upon the public by creating
a false impression of the value of other merchandise.
In his opinion Chancellor Lane said
* *

It

by no means follows

that, in the end, the public

benefited, as the price-cutter could easily raise
prices after the demoralization caused by his conduct
had been brought about, and profit individually by
so doing. What the public is interested in is that only
reasonable and fair prices shall be charged for what it
*

it

in cut-price advertising,

would be

buys.

which together with the construction
Humidor Qualities that do not exist in tin cans.

QUALITIES
DAMPTITE
Natural

Aroma

Containers preserve the Freshness and

of cigars as they leave the

We are equipped

It

The economic value

of the standardization of identified merchandise, is a subject of discussion, but there
peema small doubt that further legislation will define
the limitations of price-fixing and price-cutting, in the
interest of fairness to the trade and the public.

until

they

reach the consumer.

*

seems to the editorial reviewer that these decisions are eminently just; resting as they do on the
broad ground, that actions which in general are not
subject to the interference of the law, become so when
they inflict injury on others.

bench

DAMPTITE
DAMPTITE

SIZES
to

make immediate delivery

Containers

in

3"

and

Containers 3",e" and

3i"

4' J.

of

sizes;

Square

Round

Same can be

furnished for any cigar lengths required.
Send 08 a sample order

at

once and be convinced of the superior merits of this package

WIEDMANN-ST. LOUIS CIGAR BOX CO1117-23
Commerce says

that Holland
is apparently approaching the end of her era of comThe principal
mercial prosperity, due to the war.
causes have been lack of shipping and export prohibiTobacco has entirely disappeared from this
tion.
The figures for the previous three
year's exports.
vears were: 1915, $3,446,636; 1916, $6,991,627; 1917,
$334,438.

The Department

of

Mr. George E. Wilkes, department manager of the
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, died in Dallas,
Texas, on November 20. Mr. Wilkes had long been
identified with the tobacco business, was formerly connected with Paterson's in Richmond. In recent years
his home and business headquarters were in Washington, D. C. He was highly esteemed by a large circle
of friends and associates.

NORTH BROADWAY

GARRETT
IM

H. SMITH, Inc.

E. l»tb

StTMl

NEW YORK

CITY

Affaat for th« Stat«« af N«w York, N«w Jarasjr,
P«BB«ylTanla, Dalawar*. Maryland and Florida

• •

•

a

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

AMERICAN BOX SUPPLY CO.
3S3 Mearoa Straat

DETROIT, MICH.
Acafita for iha Slatas of Michigan,

kMliana and Ohio

d

;
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Comment

The ^'Journal
shows

of C\ is right. At our boarding house
climbs on the table.

LIPSCHUTZ'S 44 CIGAR
ADLON 10c CIGAR
of the Lipschutz Standard

of an

in

twenty-five years of close co-

operation with the trade and the consumer;
result

While various restrictions
fied in the innnediate future,

The achievement
cigars represents

of Coniinorco" says that "Oleo*'
no signs of weakness in I'onnsylvania. The J.

it

is

the

be satisfied with
and the result is a

it

walks in and

be modiinteresting to note

will prol)ably

it

is

that a tobacco rationing card system was instituted
in Sweden on the 1st of October, allowing each smoker
two cigars, or from three to five cigarettes a day.

ideal that cannot

anything short of perfection,
nation-wide prestige.

Through the growth of public approval
the consumption of cigars made by the
Lipschutz Standard

is

SHADEGROWN

A

dispatch from Rocky Mount, N. C, dated November 16, recorded a sale of 68,000 pounds of tobacco
at an average of $49.06 per hundred pounds. This is
regarded as a record high price average for one day's

Connecticut^ Florida

sales.

increasing every

year.

The "44" oval products are marketed
under a name that carries with it a
responsibility for qualit}'.

American cigarettes and smoking tobacco have received an incalculable amount of advertising in Europe
by the sharing of their rations and purchases with their
allied comrades.
The American goods are far and

away

At Winston-Salem, N. (\, during the week of November 11-16, 3,501,502 pounds of tobacco were sold at
an average price per hundred pounds, of $,S3.15. So
far sixteen million f)ounds have been sold, estimated
at about one-half of the crop of the section.

Kelly^s

Bouquet

Key West
DISTINCTIVE

Manufactured ip Cuban experts on
of Ke^ Weil

(

just

89

During the

year June, 1917 to 1918, thirtyseven billion cigarettes were made in the United States,
an increase of six billion over the preceding year. The
estimate for the present year is fifty billions.

miles

ihe

Mid-November Richmond,

and wet

Havana Filler with Genuine
Shadegrown Wrappers
combine to make a cigar of

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER

AND MILDNESS

DON T FAIL
By Dorothy Gamber,

But

in

HAVANA-AMERICAN

CO.

hadn't

in

town.

much

ran them everv dav.

Now Number One

and Numlwr Two,
Big businesses had they
But while the latter flourished well.
The former ceased to pay.

(Branch American Cigar Co.)
1

1

1

Fifth

Avenue

-

-

New

York City

the Cigar Industry.

Many

the

at

history of

manufacturers find

in

enterprising

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

YOU one of them?

**

to say,
'stead of cutting out his ads.

He

25c -15c and 20c

demand today than

Advertising and Selling.'
There was a man in our town,
Who thought that he was wise,
And just as soon as war broke out,
He ceased to advertise.

Who
for

greater

in

Are

There was another man

Attractive Line of Shapes at

in

any previous time

leaf.

from HaOana)

Selected

10c -2

Va., markets recorded

as high as $40 to $42.50 per hundred. The general
average w^as about $23 a hundred, including primings
Island

are

fiscal

Cigars

AND MILD

Georgia Wrappers

superior.

The moral you can plainly see.
You know what we advise.
If you would prosper day to day,
Don't fail to advertise.

American Sumatra Tobacco
142 Water St,

New York

City

Co.
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Tobacco Revenue Increases
increase of $53,611,661.76 in taxes collected on
AN.tobacco
and
products as a result of the war rev-

CIGAR

lOc

It in

enue law,

is

shown by the Commissioner of Internal
his report for the fiscal year ended June

Revenue in
The total taxes collected on tobacco during the
30.
year amounted to $156,188,659.90, against $102,576,998.14 for the preceding fiscal year.
With the exception of incomes and excess profits
and spirits, no other source provides as much revenue
for the Government as tobacco, which during the
month of June, alone, paid in $14,335,446.76, an increase of $4,855,753,75 over the $9,479,693.01 reported
as collected in June, 1917.
•

While

cigar

class

has

only

on the market a short time the

been

demand
put

high

this

is

forth

trade.

among

It

all

every

to

effort

the

is

manufacturers

the

forcing

topic

of

supply

the

to

the

day

high class smokers.

Bobrow Brothers

The largest tax collected during the year was
from small cigarettes, which paid $66,370,961.45, as
compared with $38,127,168.93 last year, an increase of
$28,243,792.52.
The next largest collection was from
chewing and smoking tobacco, which paid $47,485,437.44, an increase of $11,824,380.95 over the amount
paid during the fiscal year 1917, which was $35,661,05().49.
Ijarge cigars came third, with tax collections
of $;^0,034,476.95, against $24,800,311.78 in 1917, an increase of $5,234,165.17.

Manufacturers

Small cigars paid $875,727.20, against $712,597.89
in 1917, an increase of $163,129.31. Collections from

Philadelphia, Penna.

large cigarettes increased $22,455.90, from $98,850.22
in 1917 to $121,306.12 last vear.
Snuff paid $4,049,402.14, an increase of $1,219,182.09 over the 1917 total
of $2,830,220.05. The special manufacturers* taxes
brought in $538,486.76, an increase of $191,693.98
over the $346,792.78 collected in 1917.
The tax on cigarette papers and tubes, new with
the revenue law, brought in a total of $431,382.24 during that period of the year in which it was operative,
while the floor taxes, also new, brought in $6,281,479.60.

The

1

collections during the year from all
sources amounted to $3,694,703,334.05, very close to
total

the $4,000,000,000 estimated by the Treasury Depart-

ment.

Velvet Joe to the Shipbuilder
Don't think yoVe
here

Will you kindly place this cigar in my mouth and
light it for me?**
Good heavens, man Are you too lazy to lift your
arm!'*
**No. ^ I promised my wife I wouldn't put another
cigar in mv mouth for six months.*^ ** Birmingham
Age-Herald.**
**

FACTORY BRANDS:

BOUQUET DE PARIS
FAVORITA ESPANOLA

LX>NDON JOCKEY CLUB
EL MARVELO

jUANA DIAZ

BOUQUET DE PARIS
"The
The

cigar that

HsmsLtia Cig^r of Exclusive
is

PREFERRED

Bankers, and other professional

by United

men who

States

Mildness"
Stenatora,

Eminent

are exceptionally discriminating.

This proves the unusual merit of Neudorf's

Bouquet de

Pjtris Ggars.

Yo* make

a fighter for workin*

less

my son—
the ships that

help to lick the

make

the trips that

Hun;

* *

!

—

Neudorf^s

U

YoVe

guns are rapid-firers an' the rivets
that they drive

Are poundin home

the lesson that beastli-

ness can't thrive.

**You never give me any little presents now, as
you used to before we were married,** she remarked
plaintively.
**No,**

answered the brute, **but did you ever hear
of an angler giving bait to a fish he had caught!*'

So fire away!

That history may say when
we have won:
"He made the ships that made the trips
that helped to lick the Hun."

Write At once for prices Mfid territory

MINDEN & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS
1809-1811 First

•

•

Ave.

-

New York City

W^hy some stores are so very attractive and others
decidedly the reverse: the

new and

and

window displays

in

one being

another, lack of attention the
only noticeable feature? If it pays one, why not the
other?
effective,

in

ti^k

\

.
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CIGARS '^^"^^-^

A

Sure Fire Hit
pay you to push

will

It

CLASSIFIED
The

this superfine,

rate for this

a

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!

COLUMN

column

minimum charge

is three cents (3c.) a word, with
of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

in advance.

Manufactured by

BAYUK

BROS.

CO

FOR SALE

Philadelphia. Pa.

REGISTERED LABELS

and bands, also molds at low prices; at
240 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

»EVERY-D^:l

FOR SALE— Remedios

Havana

shorts, pure and clean.
GuaranFifty cents per pound.
Also
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander
Co., 178
Water Street, New York City.

teed A-1 or

money

refunded.

&

t's

a cinch for a live dealer.
pull the.besttrade his way

WANTED
MOLDS WANTED— Londres

shape. Address
34 South First Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

GRAVELY'<S

S.

Monday &

Sons,

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND
DUST, bought

in

any quantity anywhere.

Send

samples.

Yearly contracts made.
~

'BCPORBTHE INVENTION
OP OUR PMrCNT Ain-PROOr POUCH
GRAVELY PLUG TOBACCO
MADE 6TRICTLV fOU ffS CHEWING QUAUTV
VkXiLO NOT KEEP FRESH IN THIS SCCTION.
NOW THE MCTENT POUCH KEEPS rr.
rRESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOQ
A LriTLE CHEW OF ORAVELV IS ENOUOH

T* DmIm«»>
WrltoM«pMtelfora
P*«ch •• m—% Or*v«ly.
Ik* first kit la.

v—

It**

pw

t la Pla« slac*
INytaa Gravely aiatfa
Iha Hrat plat tkat avar

I

AND LASTS LONGER THAN A BIG CHKW
OF ORDINARY PULIG.

waaaatfa.
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MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATIOX OF AMERICA
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New York

President
.St.. Phi a..
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Vice-President
J(J.SEPn B. WERTIIEIM. 8ist and East End Ave. M'hafn. N. Y
Treasurer
.S.
K. LiniTEN.STEIN. 40 Exchange Place. Manhattan, N. Y
Secretary
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THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
lOSEPH CILLMAN, Jr.. New York
W J. Ll'KAWITZ. Dayton.
()
€iE0Rc;K HERCER. Cincinnati, ()
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
.'./.'.'..
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
MLOCK. Wheeling. W. Va
V. AXTON. l^uisville. Ky
RAWLINS D. REST, Covington, Ky
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President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
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Vice-President
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HKAD SALESMAN WANTED
TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED— A

well-known Briar Pipe
Manufacturer requires the services of an experienced Traveling
Salesman. Only men of the highest type will be considered. Remuneration suflficient to interest a big man.
In your reply state age, experience, territory covered, and any other details that will aid us in favorW\ communications treated in
aj)ly considering your application.
Address your reply to Manufacturer, Box 240, "Tostrict confidence.
bacco World," Philadelphia.

TOBACCO MANUFACTURING

IN

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE

CJEORGE W. RICH
SI
A.

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

DNEY GOLDBERG
L. ULNICK

MAX MILLER.

135 Broadway, New York
Meeting 4th Tuesday of eaph month

at

Hotel McAlpin

The Tobacco Control Board

also maintains supervision over the match-manufacturing industry, with a
view to controlling and securing economy in the distribution and consumption of this article.

Strikes.

You

get the real Burley
cigarette for the lowest pos-

Consular reports from Belfast, Ireland, state that
during 1917 the tobacco manufacturing industry was
carried on under difficult conditions, among which may
be mentioned two advances in duty in two months.
With a view perhaps to reducing the consumption of
tobacco, and at the same time keeping up, if not increasing, the revenue from it, the duty was advanced
in May to the unprecedented figure of $1.78 per pound.
This necessarily resulted in proportionately higher
prices for all sorts of manufactured tobacco and cigarettes.
The Government restriction of the import of
raw leaf to about one-third of a normal year's supply
during 1916 led to further anxiety regarding stock.
In May, in order to control the stocks of raw leaf
tobacco, as well as the retail prices, the tobacco-manufacturing industry was placed under a board of control, assisted by an advisory committee composed of
representatives of the manufacturers and wholesale
and retail branches of the industry. About the middle
of June the Board of Trade informed the manufacturers that from July 1 they would be permitted to
clear from bond each month only one-twelfth of the
amount of raw leaf on which they had paid duty during the year 1916. Despite the restriction on sales,
stocks of raw leaf in this country have been seriously

fifteen cents for

^ twenty Lucky

IRELAND

depleted.

NEW TO^K

you pay
sible price,

because of the

enormous business done in

Lucky

Strike Cigarettes.

The growth

in

demand

for

Lucky

Strike Cigarettes has never been

equalled by any other brand in the
history of cigarette making.
25,000,000 a day

and growing!

20
1

5c

€>
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Tobacco Values Increase

&

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
""^^ -donaixet'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco
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Vuttlta Arribtt
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CSX Bro.
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KAFFENBURGH

I.

CD.

SONS

QUALITY HAVANA

Neptuno

WHILE

the end of the war finds most industries in
a serious situation as regards their foreign trade,
tobacco exporters are in an exceptionally favorable
position, since shipments of tobacco have increased
steadily in value, despite the many handicaps which
have surrounded export trade in general.

F.

6.

Havana, Cuba

-

65 Broad

St..

Boston. Maaa.

Advertise Your Brands
in

Statistics

now being compiled by

Bureau of
the Department of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, of
Commerce, regarding our foreign trade during the nine
months ended with last September as compared with
the first three quarters of each of the two preceding
years, form an excellent basis for consideration of the
after-war trade. These statistics show that the value
of exported leaf has increased nearly 100 per cent, in
the last two years, although the quantity has dropped
approximately one-third.
This, however, is no cause for great concern, since
the decreased consumption is practically confined to
belligerent nations and countries whose neutrality has
been doubtful, our shipments to other markets showing
very satisfactory increases.
Tobacco leaf exported during the first nine months
of 1918 amounted to 294,548,549 pounds, valued at
$91,978,632. During the corresponding period of 1917,
shipments totaled 170,508,327 pounds, valued at $29,849,264, and, in 1916, to 382,968,728 pounds, valued at
$49,312,654. The increase in quantity over last year

a fair' indication that it will not be long until the
volume of our exports of this commodity is equal to,
if not greater than, shipments of 1916 and prior years.
The following table, showing the exports to the
is

various countries during the nine-month period of each
of the last three years, is especially interesting at this
time, offering, as it does, an opportunity to see at a
glance the tremendous changes which have been wrought
in foreign trade by the war:

The Tobacco World

1916.

Belgium,

K.

.

16,115,407
France,
56,689,901
Italy,
22,523,387
Netherlands,
72,380,341
Norway,
6,513,061
Portugal,
4,240,942
Spain,
9,157,058
2,098,079
Sweden,
419,224
Switzerland,
129,917,357
United Kingdom,
15,330,200
Canada,
Mexico,
1 ,273,921
2,068,896
Argentina,
9,448,755
China,
7,222,153
Hongkong,
2,201,750
Japan,
8,377,532
Australia,
7,226,432
British West Africa,

STRAUS & CO.
Am4 PailMnaf

LEAF TOBACCO
MS Mid %n N. ThM St., PhlUdalpkte

loeb-nuNez tobacco CO.
IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OP SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306NO. THIRD STREET,

The

Largest

Isdepeideit

and Exporter of
American Leaf Tobacco in

Detlcr

the United SUtei.

PHILADELPHU

G. O.

TUCK
&
INCOKFORATED

LOUISVILLE. KY..

-

-

CO.
U. S. A.

Value

for

and Prices Solicited.
In

Belgium,

Denmark,
^^rance,
^taly,

Netherlands,

Norway,
Portugal,

^Pam,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
United Kingdom,

Canada,
Mexico,
Argentina,

Chma,
Hongkong,
'^apan,

Australia,
British West Africa,
French Africa,
Other Countries,

any Quantity.

328,023
875,147

75^523
266,949
39,186,090
30,280,354
1,395,352
2,636,130
1,557,558
12,441,268
652,289
1,325,811
28,759,462
12,586,755
1,160,795
4,760,283
7,086,444
1,303,861
1,876,589
8,504,923
6,905,951
2,258,919
5,487,021

6,500
33,416
5,543,361
3,702,758
185,436
427,138
330,472
1,899,783
87,643
221,072
7,142,764
2,942,640
171,799
715,197
1,495,311
355,742
421,407
1,734,740
1,100,474
357,902
973,709

CUar

Cicwra Ar« Jml««<i

Writ* far Op«B Tciritavy
K«y Waat. FU.

Factoryt

Naw York Offlca: 203 W. Broadway
»

TURKISH CIGARETTES
CADO
COMPANY,

145 Lafayette
BRANDS (Fift7-6ix

Street

INC.
New York

-

.

^

.

.

.

Water Lily

T.

J.

DUNN
M«K«r«

New

The
East

(a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

End Avenue and

81tt Street,

France,
Ttaly,

Netherlands,

Norway,
Portugal,
Spain,

Sweden,
Switzerland,

United Kingdom,
<^anada,
^foxico,

Other Countries,

Free!

Aak awl You WUI Raealva

45,733,516
26,904,927
.

.

7,600,189
3,884,350

....FIFTH AVENUE....
A

.-

3,921,848
908,815
5,911,069
670,283
331,605
146,500,987
19,958,249
1,249,019
2,987,224
10,642,160
4,446,986
3,592,266
9.277,328
5,838,724
1,887,929
3,785,614

lOc

'857,212
233,227
864,464
133,549
80,385
55,749,630
7,733,732
178,655
534,272
4,243,209
1,720,123
1,335,262
3,984,440
1,312,816
462,214
1,061,903

TURKISH TOBACCO THRIVES IN CALIFORNIA
The

New York

SAMPLES

Free!

Denmark,

City

10 for 25c
10 for 15c
20 for 15c

Cado
}^^^o

Belgium,

•Tapan,
Australia,
British West Africa,
French Africa,

All

By

?ffiS?JSKiJ^'«

1918.

Hongkong,

Sample

GSTO CIGAR COMPANY
WU«k
H.vm.

K. H.
2,873,022
6,891,310

25

1917.

<^hina,

•••••••
1,816,023
4,933,792
2,508,786
7,069,273
724,878
616,245
701,325
236,299
40,148
20,806,483
2,642,173
136,851
346,284
1,207,179
1,441,841
366,464
1,562,863
952,577

Yonr Inquiry

Unds

French Africa,
Other Countries,

Argentina,
•

Denmark,

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, Ml.

the

Quantity
(Pounds)
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Commission Merchant

Leaf Tobacco

It in

Fresno Republican*' in a recent issue said
that Turkey's blockade has been Fresno County's opportunity in tobacco growing, according to Nick Tahanas, who has grown a fine crop of Turkish leaf on his
ranch about three miles north of Fresno on Blockstone
Avenue. It has been known for some years that a good
grade of Turkish tobacco can be grown in the San
Joaquin valley. Several growers have tried it on a
large scale. A few have made money and a few more
have lost, largely owing to the whims of the buyers.
The Fresno leaf is now commanding $1.00 or more
a pound.
Tahanas used to grow tobacco near the
ancient temple of Ephesus and the art has been brought
down by his family from the day of Sir Walter Raleigh.
Only last year he arrived in Fresno. His first crop
grew to maturity. He found that it had the flavor and

Uaian Mada Cicaratia of Qaality

FOR PACKAGE

of 10

Mo«dipiaca. Cotk or Plaia Tip

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr.

"Nrvor'

UVE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Cork Tips

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK
116

MACHINE COMPANY,

ft

WEST 18TH STREET

Inc.

NEW YORK

OUR HIOB-ORADE NON-EVAFOIATINO

CIGAR FLAVORS

.

Mall* tobacco ni«l!ow and amooth In charactar
and impart a moat palatable flavor

FUYORS

FOR

SMOKING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavora for Special Brands
BBTUN. ABOMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. TASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

&

BRO., 02 Reade

Street,

New York

**

the color of the genuine Turkish.

The 8tandard» oT America
Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 17^0
:
RaU Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851

&

AU. OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — K.app€9S — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWe^t and Plain Scotchs
MANUPACTURB) BY

GEORGE W. BELNE

CO., Ill FUtk

Arc, Rew Ytrk
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Tobacco Merchants' Association
5 Beekman

Registration Bureau, NEW YORK

Street

CITY

BAER BROTHERS
GOLD BRONZES AND GOLD INKS

LANCASTER COUNTY NOTES
situation
Lancaster County may be
THE
ered either an armistice or a state of war,
in

in usi.

BAER

Effective AprU 1. 1916.
Registration (see Note A).
Search
(see Note B),
Transfer,
H»te
,-

Duplicate Certificate,
A—
— An
-.— allowance
— T-. of
$2 -/Jn be made

$5.00
1.00

8.00
8.00

to

mcmbors

th« Tobacco Mor.

eaanti AiBociation on each registration.
Koto B— if a report on a saarch of a title neccsaiutoo tho roportiag of
^t je" th*n twenty-one (21), an additional ckarge o« On*,
ivfi?
**/i/^?
*'n'l'
Dollar (11.00) will bt made. If it necetsitatca the reporting of mora than twoaty
J£LV^'**.'. t"* ^*V *^*^ thirty-one (31), an additional charfc of Two Dollan
(12.00) will be made, and so an additional charge of Ono Dollar ($1.00) will bo
made for every ten (10) additional titles necessarily roported.

REGISTRATIONS

WETSTONE WRAPPOSHADE:—40,839. lor tobacco. November
1918.
L. VVetstone, Hartford, Conn.
CHATEAU THIERRY :—40,840. For all tobacco products. No7.

The

A. H. Hillman Co.. Xew York City.
For all tobacco products. November 4, 1918.
'.alley liros.. Inc.. Winston-Salem, X. C.
NOVEMBER ELEVEN 1918:—40.843. For all tobacco products.
.November 13, 1918. Petre, Schmidt & Bergmann, Philadelphia,
veinl)er

7,

1918.

TIN HAT:—40,841.
I

Pa.

LIBERTY PEN:—40,844.
November

For cigars, cigarettes and cheroots.
(.alvert Litho. Co., Detroit, Mich.
40,845. For all tobacco
November 15, 1918. Pasbach- Voice Litho. Co.,

9.

1918.

GEORGES BENJAMIN CLEMENCEAU:—
products.
^'ork City.

New

STENAY:—40,846.
Petre.

Schmidt

I'or all tobacco products.
November
licrgmann. Philadelphia, Pa.

&

14,

1918.

WRAPPOSHADE:— 40,847. For tobacco. November 15, 1918. L.
Wetstone. Hartford, Conn.
VICTORY ARCH:—40,848. For all tobacco products. November 16, 1918. .American Litho. Co.. New York City.
FREEDOM ARCH :—40,849. For all tobacco products. November. 16. 1918.
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
ARCH OF FREEDOM:—40,850. For all tobacco products. November 16. 1918. .American Litho, Co.. Xew York City.
ARCH OF VICTORY:—40,851. For all tobacco products. November 16. 1918. American Litho. Co.. New York City.
GREEN DOT:—40,852. For all tobacco products. November 7.
1918.

&

Diaz

lose

Co..

SEVENSENSES:—40.853.

Tampa.

Fla.

tobacco products. November
The .Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.
16. 1918.
OCTAGON:—40,854. For cigars. September 25, 1918. I. Kail
Cigar Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

For

all

TRANSFERS

LIBERTY BELL:— 15,457

(Tobacco World).
For cigarettes.
Registered November 11. 1907. by Geo. F. Loundy & Co., Philadelphia. Pa. Transferred to Wolf Chernovsky, Philadelphia, Pa

,

Xovember

2.

1918.

THEY SAVE THE DAY:—40,835

M. A.). For all tobacco
products. Registered October 31, 1918, by W'm, Steiner Sons &
Co.. New York Citv.
Transferred to Joseph Knecht, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Xovember

7.

THE WISE:— 13,787

(T.

gests the following prices for the 1918 crop
Good cased tobacco: Tops, 45 to 60 cents; Penn
B's, 35 to 42 cents; fillers, 24 to 30 cents; scrap, 12 to
16 cents; 1918 wrappers, top crops, 35 to 45 cents;
Penn B, 30 cents; fillers, 18 cents; scrap, 10 cents and
up.

BROS., 438-448 W. 37th

St.,

New York

on the

I

CUMI FSS
GUMLESS

City

106 E. I9lh ST.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Racine Paper Goods Company

NEW YORK

Sfile

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINK. WIS.,

MANUFACTURER OF

22iid St. and Second Ave.,

NEW YORK

.

.
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.

.
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Cigar
Box
Labels
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CIGAR LABELS AND BANDS.

IN
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elc. «c have decided 1„

cl,.,c „..i

u,.!

,li

riRhls.

>•"'"'
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have a tjuantity of attracti\e stcK-k eigar bands, wliirh we
such baiuls. Write for .samples and prices.
still

WM. STEINER SONS &

CO.,

^'"-'<

'"'"Ix '""..orly

will also

257 W. 17th

Cl^

Street.

dc

l.y

New York

City.

<U^

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Publiahei-9

Hobart Bishop Hankins, President
H. H. Pakradooni, Trecuurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La Salle

3.

1879.

St.,

Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
IlL

914 Drexel Building

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

Canada

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU A CO..
129 Fifth Avenue,

PRICE:
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United States, Cuba
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M

AFFORD PERFECT PROTEC HON AGAINST

CANCELLED REGISTRATION
MARSHAL OF FRANCE:—40,834. For all tobacco

1918

I..

Coupon Cigar Pockets

any considerable improvement.

i,

»

ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

situation, said in part:

December

..

^ INDORSED BY

Lancaster Examiner," in a recent editorial

VoiniBcM

R.-.4B.nd*

«

(Tobacco World). For cigars. Registered
September 6. 1902. by H. S. Xciskey, Lititz, Pa. Transferred to
H. Raymond Xeiskev, Lititz. Pa.. Xovember S. 1918.

Consular reports from the Puerta Plata district
of the Doniiiiicaii Kepublic state that there is but one
tobacco crop in this island, which is usually gathered
Owing to the high prices obin A])rll, Mav and June.
tained for tlie 1917 crop, a greatly increased acreage
was planted in tobacco, and as a result it was confi<lontly oxpocted that this year's yield would be in the
neighborhood of 500,000 seroons of 115 pounds each net
(57,500,000 pounds), or double the average. In view of
the droutrht, however, it is doubtful if the yield will
exceed 200.000 seroons (23,000,000 pounds), the greater
])art of whicli will be exported to France, Spain, Algiers
and TTolland. There are still remaining in storage on
the island about 108.000 seroons (12,420,000 pounds)
from the 1917 harvest.

'h

LA HABANA

1918.

products.
Registered October 26, 1918, by The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn,
N.Y. Cancelled November 19. 1918.

'

SMITH, »--.---

»l,el..
Al.o
Alto
(Phon«. Sluyve.ant 7476

NEW YORK OFnCE

many

**Just at the present moment manufacturers are
extremely well supplied with tobacco, but if the labor
sftuation improves and allows them to seriously tackle
the problem of supplying all the goods they are called
upon for, they will eat into the stock on hand and come
upon the market for more tobacco. Two or three
buyers on the market at the same time can cause a
lot of stimulation in the demand for tobacco. So, with
an improved outlook in the domestic situation, with
the probability of additional stimulation from the possibility of export business, the leaf merchants are looking most hopefully into the future. At any rate, every
man who has a large stock of tobacco feels that he
has good property on his hands, even though some time
must elapse before the demand is expected to show

H.

•

*'

of the growers have moderated their demands and would be satisfied with last
year's prices of 25 to 30 cents. It is also predicted
that the price will break to 20 cents or below.
At the November meeting of the Lancaster County
Tobacco Growers' Association, there were no reports
of sales.
**

,,M,

Fme.t Imported Cigar Band. .„d

,

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

should, however, be plain to everyone that the buyers
are not likely to pay high prices on account of the
growers' predictions.

The

>,,

Parmenter Wax-Lined

Those interested in maintaining high prices use
the argument that the close of the war means an immediate and heavy export trade in old tobacco, followed by an increased demand for new tobacco. It

It is stated that

»>iii

COMPAJ?IA LITOGRAFICA DE

and rmist durable n^i^lles.
Koononii.al
Modtrrale in price. Samples on re(|iiesl

I

a break-up at almost any time.
A broker has an advertisement in the local papers,
headed ** Stick Together, Tobacco Growers," and sug-

—>-

GARRETT

I'rodiice riiliesl

considwith an-

ticipations of

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

4

New York

City

which
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"ROLL YOUR

OWN

group of words, few or many, have so insistent, so
patriotic, so natural an appeal to smokers these days as
of snap

''Rolling

your own''

American's personal
It

means

— saves

ability to

labor.

do things

— cut out the machine and

roll

WORLD

1918

TOBACCO STRIPPERS ARE SCARCE
WAGES ARE HIGH

Your Own."

and capable independence, these three words
voice America's ultimatum to cigarette smokers everywhere.
They are an economic command.
F'ull

15,

iOMrOHMt

99

No

''Roll

It

suggests

the

for himself.

your own

-ff

There

is

always waste

in stripping

filler-such as scrap and shrinkase
Ihere is always the inconvenience of
casing and drying your filler.
PVhy not use a filler which is already stripped,
resweated arxd prepared
^ ^
and because of its reputation can be depended
'
upon jor

Quality-

Burn

Arom;

cigarette

your own hands; because such cigarettes,
made of "Bull" Durham Tobacco, are the mildest, the
most fragrant, and the most econom/ca/ cigarettes in the world.
for yourself, with

-^

r^
Headquarters for Manila Tobacco in the United
States
Samples sent upon request

PHIUPPINE LEAF TOBACCO CO.
123^Maiden Lane
.
.
New York
Canada Office

:

1

7 Dundee

St.,

London, Ontario, Canada

i

City

Saif

You Saw

It in

The Tobacco World
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HABANA CIGARS

FINE

La Flor de Portuondo
'<

The smokers who buy and the dealers
who sell 2oo,ooQooo Cincx) Cigars

a year

Established 2869

ROCKY FORD
"

appreciate the protedion of

•^ClGARK.::r

a brand manufactured with 68
years experience and with

MAIIUFACTURO

the most painstaking

GENUINE

at

IH

OUR NEWARK,

If. J..

FACTOMES

PITTSBURGH.

PA., a very attractive and extewive
Unc ol Cigar* and Stogies, giving the
Jobber and Retailer
an excepbonai margin of profit"

<x>nsideration for

quality -

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

and qualit>r alon&

Generml Offices, Pittsburgh, Pa.

and

Excellence of Quality

Workmanship Are Combined

Cuban Hand-Made

In

of

CIGARS

Chmles the Gumt
CiGMS

7f

A VALUABLE BUSINESS ASSET TO
EVERY UP-TO-DATE CIGAR DEALER

The Juan F. Portuondo

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

Cigar Mfg. Co.

Orro CISCNLOHH 6'BROS.,INCX)RPORATeO
PHILADELPHIA
CSTABUSHEO
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PHILADELPHIA

HABANA

NEW YORK

TAMPA
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San Felice
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the quality
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Good Taste
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Neither Quality nor Advertising can
Retailer's legitimate Profit

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

NEW YORK OTY
"

G

MAKERS

Our Motto: "QIJALITYSalemom,

CIGARS

Arguellesp Lopez

CIGARS
Office and

HAVANA

aaS PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORR

FLORIDA

HAVANA

—

.—»~^

is

if

the

'Quality' -"Popularity" -"Profit" is Muriel's slogan to the Reuiler.

Retailers desiring to make purchase of "The nnost talked -at>out cigar in the
U. S. A." will be gladly given name and address of our nearest distributor
upon request.

1 19

Among Mild Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

lasting success of a cigar

Every step in the wonderful development of Muriel— every new uia, every new
selling idea— considers first the Retailer's Friendly attitude.

P.

The Acknowledged Leader

make a

ignored.

LORILLARD & COMPANY.

West 40th

Street

Inc.

New York

'

,

Say You Saw

The Maintenance

It in

The Tobacco World
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CHARLES LANDAU & CO.
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SAN RAFAEL STREET
HAVANA. CUBA

S.
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Importers of

reflected in the unvarying increase

LOLWENlHAL

B.

&

Havana and Packers

WALL STREET

NEW YORK

LOEWENTHAI

Sons

stocking— displacing— recommending

S. J.

FREEMAN &

Cressman's Sons,

SONS, 123 Liberty

NTHE
ATURAL BLOOM

a cinck for a live dealer
to pull the besttrade his way.

A

*'*

New York

lt2 Second Avenue

City

"

Chewing

Pair of Winners

Plu^^

or OUR PMTCNTAIR^PROOr POUCN
QRAVCLV PLUG 10BACCO
MAOC CTRICTLVRXI ITS CHKWINO QUAUTV
WkXILO NOT KKBP rRESH IN THIS SCCTION.
NOW THE PMTSNT POUCH KEEPS IT,
rPESH ANP CLEAN AND OOOD
A LITTLE CHEW OF ORAVELV IS Er^UOH
AND LASTS LONOER THAN A SIO CHKW
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tor •
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OF ORDINARY

PULIO.
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United

brought to mind by overhearing
a

*^\Pr-babilly ot GermLy
market with cigar bands and

attempting to flood this
labels.
It was suggested by one
that if they cou d
not be put across with
^Germany- marked on the
tab they might be camouflaged
in some way so that
the unsuspectmg manufacturer
might fall for them
Doubtless the biggest bait will
be the matter of
price but we heard one
patriotic manufLtoer say
that If he were offered gold
bronze bands at five cents
*^* ^" ^^r ^^^^ ^^^^ aermaChe would
fh^T^^^'
the
salesman through a window,
Jrow
without cere

While there cannot be national
boycotts against
Germany, because of the fact that she
must pay her
just debts with revenue from her
industries and com-

merce, nevertheless there will be
established millions
of mdividual boycotts that no nation
or set of nat o is
can destroy.
The memories of Germany^s proven
crimes will not be forgotten for
generations by the
sufferers, nor will our own
people soon forget the
brothers, sons and fathers that
have bled and died

-BCFORBTHK INVENTION

)L

^^^"

.

CRAYELY*<S
&'

is

XZtSL'LXnTr^

^^

HAVANA CIGARS

"it's

States -

St.,

'^

irom German

M-MAmrnueeoco.

bullets.

OAMVIIXr VA.

Dirr. A

Gafla Sumatra Company

JohnRuskin nordeMELBA

QUINCY,

Is IT

.

.

.

FLORIDA

sell

Wrappers,
slat

the

—

THE BEST AT TH EIR PRICE

new ''Combination*'

grown under a combination

and cheese-cloth shade, with

The G^ar Supreme

Mr. Dealer :— A box of JOHN RUSKIN and FLOR
DE MELBA the Cigar Supreme, on your show
case will increase your business. We recommend
that you carry a supply of them.

Florida and Georgia
Shade CroWn Wrappers

We also

TooOO Big?

irrigation.

I.

LEWIS CIGAR NFG.

CO.,

Newark, N.

Largest Independent Cigar FactOTy in the World

We

wish

go on record further, and in this connection the Tobacco Merchants' Association
should
promptly put itself on record as favoring the
to

support

of the lithographic industry that has
needs.

The great national

See Your Jobber Now, or Write Ui

of

Nevertheless, the Almighty Dollar is
a great
pleader and there may be some who
are willing to
forgive and forget at once. We
sincerelv hope not,
for our duty to the lithographic industry
of the United
States and Allied countries at this time
would compel
us to take cognizance of this— well, let
us say breach
of business ethics.

J.

met the wartime

institution of the cigar

and

to-

bacco industry should not lose time in suggesting to tli3
entire trade that it support in the future,
as during
the war, the business houses of the United
States

and

its Allies.

15. 191ft

Excuses are

couX?

with^S

werTl3?;/r'^
^
^^''' T^
^""^

Tobacco Trade

Foreign S3.50

Cigar Bands and Ubels?

definitely established that
in order to iniure

This fact

THE NEW

PHILADELPHIA

IS

tobacco trade with South
uermany at one time flooded that AniericTn
market

CITY

MaanfactMrar af

Makers

TT

1 our

HARRY BLUM

I

PHILADELPHIA, December

^^^^"^^ ^^^-^««« which

NEW YORK
Allen R.

A SEMI-MONTHLY
and Who lesale Cigar and

Who Wanb German

BY

everywhere

it

Retail

of Leaf Tobacco

Binder— Filler— Scraps
IMPORTED DIRECT FROM MANILA

Good judgment Javors

•RmIMtlaf

For the
$2.00 a Yeai-

USE PHILIPPINE TOBACCO

WrN*

1881

consumer demand.

in

PMcb

EsUblUhed

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

123

|

S.

Loewenthal

S.
is

45

in order,

however, for those manu

unable to get their lithographic
supplies a id who
order to luentify their goods,

have Veeii

SSt^^le war"

'-''' ''"^'^ "^

-

wt

i

tu^^^^

eneiii;lj;^.;^-

It is only fair to the
lithographers that tho -,
tention of the trade be
directed to lliein
atey arJ i

nios

important part of the tobacco
trade

KuliWs

lore It did other branches.
They have done iioblv
in trying o supj)ly every
manufacturer l^"pite the
great shortage ol raw materials
and of labor
iiave made every effort to
give the nianufactm^r whl
importeu from Germany before
the war as liirn
grade label and band as possible.
It hTno an
to
point out that Cuba has introduced
into l^untiv
some splendid examples of the
lithognipher\s art
id
'
there is surely room for all our
friends.
The lithographic industry, although
not civen
much publicity in the trade papers, did
nobl> with
e
Liberty Loan subscriptions, and in
the hist two
^v o uru
drives
cs
went over the top in great shape.
If such a thing as duty is to
be recognized in the
readjustment that is now taking place,
and is to follow
at greater length, then it is to
our own people
To
those who have stood by their
country and by 'their
fellow men should go the business
reward to which
they are entitled. And that reward
is all of the business that their branch of industrv can
giv<»

Tlv

^

^

'

* *

'

We

them

call attention to the litiloi^naphic
industry' at

this time, because

we have heard from a number of
sources vague whisperings about (iernuin
la))els and
bands appearing in this country shortlv
We cm
hardly believe that any member of the tobacco
inchistVv
who has suffered in every way as a result of the
grea't
conflict can so far forget his own
|>eoph> or the hind
in which he has prosr)ered, as to
give business to a
uerman lithographic importer.
At the beginning of the war we were (luoted
in an
article
-Printer's Ink- as saying that G<.rn.nnv
had lost her hold on (Tie lithographic industry
of tliis
country, because the American and Cuban
lithographers
had been able to produce work almost, if not quite
the
equal of the imported goods.
We want to help make this come true, and we
know that every member of the industrv who believes
in the righteousness of the cause of
the Allies will do
his utmost.

m

'
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..^^^siderable activity in the import trade of the
united btates in leaf tobacco and its
manufactured
products from Porto Rico is indicated by
the official
statistics for the month of July,
1918, increased shipments of both unmanufactured leaf and cigars
and
cheroots being recorded for the month and
the seven
months* period of the calendar year. Cigarettes
alone
sustained a decrease.
In comparison with the corresponding month
last
year, the July figures representing shipments
to the
United States show an increase of 345,949 pounds,
or
76 per cent., in leaf tobacco stems and trimmings' increased 331,349 pounds, or 330 per cent.; total
leaf
increased 677,298 pounds, or 121 per cent.
cigarettes
decreased 593,000; cigars and cheroots increased
6,264,000, or 49 per cent.
TT

Owing

now on

to the fact that 1000 bales of

Sumatra are

way from an

Atlantic port for an Ohio cigar
linn, and because of the tremendous quantity of IS'imatra tobacco being cleared through the Cincinnati
Custom House, arrangements have been made by Chief
Deputy Collector C. W. Pollock for additional warehouse space at the Baltimore & Ohio bonded warehouse
Practically all this
for the storage of this tobaco.
tobacco is owned by an Ohio cigar manufacturing concern, which last week withdrew from bond tobacco upon
which was paid more than $60,000 in duties.
the

Acker Merrall & Condit have taken over the three
retail cigar stands in the Waldorf-Astoria,

New

York.

The United Cigar Stores Company has taken over
the lease of the building at the northeast corner of Fifteenth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, occupied by

Yahn & McDonnell. The Yahn & McDonnell Company
lease expires in June.

H. Duys & Company, 170 Water Street, New York,
have purchased the building now occupied by the
American Sumatra Tobacco Company, at 142 Water

**He who would judiciously advertise so as most
thoroughly to cover a given field and realize a maximum return for a minimum of legitimate outlay, should
confer with those that are in that business and who

lease of the American Sumatra Company
expires in February, 1920, after which H. Duys & Company will remodel the building before occupying it.

their special study; utilize their services in
applying his ink with an artist's brush and hand and
From '* Advertising and Selling.'*
skill.**

Albert Worch, of Detroit, Mich., has purchased the
Kuhles & Stock Company, of St. Paul, Minn. The title
of the firm will now be Kuhles & Stock Company, Incorporated, with Mr. Worch as president. The Kuhles &
Stock Company has been one of the best-known cigar
factories west of Chicago.

make

it

—

Where, as

in Arizona,

a council of defense orders

a retailer to mark the cost price and selling price of
his merchandise, including in the *'cost** price only
the invoice price and shipping charges, an injustice is
done.

A

fair addition to the cost price should be al-

lowed for overhead charges.
consumption part of the output of 36,000,000 sacks of
**Bull Durham** a month, which since April has been
going overseas to the boys on the battlefront.

The Government has released for

civilian

Employees of the Tobacco Products Corporation
held a ball at the Palm Garden, in New York, on
Thanksgiving Eve, November 28. About 2500 were
present and enthusiastically celebrated the Allied vicThe proceeds, which were estimated at $1200,
tory.
will be donated to the United War Work Fund.
total production of all grades of cigars in the
Ninth Pennsylvania Revenue District in November was
59,826,955. In November, 1917, the output was 69,969,-

The

was 69,962,320. In October the output was 71,019,300. The principal causes
112,

and

in

November, 1916,

it

contributing to this loss were influenza among the employees and three days* celebration of the fake and real
armistices.

exchange says that a New York druggist is
selling cows and a Chicago druggist is selling dressed

An

poultrv; some Philadelphia cigar stores are selling
soaps and perfumes but the men who are pushing one
business look much more cheerful and prosperous.
;

of Trade has
S. H. Halley,
elected the following board of directors
J. C. Stone, W. L. Petty, J. C. Bosworth, R. L. Stivers,
T. W. Blackwell and James Pryor.

The Lexington, Ky., Tobacco Board
:

Street.

.

;

;

The

The

entire real estate and tobacco warehouse holdings of the Louisville Tobacco Warehouse Companv,

which has entered voluntary liquidation, were purchased at public auction on November 26, for $179,000,
by James J. Hines, a local capitalist. The property
will be operated by a new tobacco warehouse company,
the members and capitalization to be announced.

An
Daniel C. French, James Montgomery Flagg,
George Ethridge, Philip L. Thomson and John Quincy
Adams, as judges, have announced the winner in the
commercial advertising poster competition in New
York City, held under the auspices of the civic art
committee of the Women *s Municipal League, to raise
The
the standard of advertisements on billboards.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company *s poster, ** SolThe competition
dier,*' Leyendecker, is the winner.
was open to any advertiser who exhibited a twentyfour-sheet poster in New York between December 15,
1917,

and November

15, 1918.

Shipments of tobacco products from the United
States to Hawaii were on a comparatively small scale
during the month of July, the total volume of trade
reflecting clearly the heavy demands of domestic trade
and the requirements for the soldiers overseas. The
only increase for the current year was made by cigars
and cheroots, which show a slight gain for the seven
months* period.

Mayer Cigar Company,

of Philadelphia, has opened a factory on the second floor of the
Town Hall building at Wrightsville, Pa. The factory
will employ about fifty hands at present.

The

Sig. C.

Permission has been granted to the Allen & Ginter
branch of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company to
add two towers to the tobacco factory at Seventh and
Cary streets, Richmond, Va., to cost $18,000. The
stated, will not only add greatly to the
factory space and capacity of the plant, but will also

alterations,

provide

it is

many

conveniences for employees.

exchange says that the people

in the

New Eng-

land district who are making the money are the Poles,
who have large families. A tobacco crop in such a
family is all Velvet.** Still, as a Hatfield, Mass.,
grower received a check for $53,000 for his crop, he
possibly got enough profit out of it to buy a ton of coaL
*

The Lancaster County

situation

up

to

December

4, resolved itself into a variety of minors
and lake
stories ot all sorts. The Lancaster
''Examiner" savs:
"Xumerous complaints have been received bv the
Lanciister Chamber of Connnerce in regard
to the
wide-spread publicity given to the reputed plan
of one
ot the largest concerns in the country
conteninlatinir
throwing on the market 15,000 cases o^f tobacco,
l)eing
the excess of their requirements.
In the letters received the writers refer to the wide-spread
damage
done to the tobacco business by the publication
of
the article, some of them averring that no
inconsiderable amount of the present duhiess of the market
can
be ascribed directly to the publication of that
article
In this view packers of the city share.''
It says further, that "In manv circles, both
among
packers and growers, the feeling is expressed that the
bulk of the crop will sell at from fifteen to twenty

cents.'*

In Wisconsin no resumption of buying is expected
until after the new year. Wisconsin growers have
an
advantage over those of Ohio and Pennsylvania, as
fully one-half of the crop is under contract.
The
1918 crop is the largest ever produced in the State,
!)oth in acreage and yield, with a very large percentage of the best binder leaf Wisconsin has ever produced, exceeding probably 200,000 cases. A few scattering sales are reported at low pricx>s, the prices
being carefully concealed, but statetl to be lower than
previous ones.

At

Thomas W.
Tobacco Board

Blackwell, president of the Lexington
of Trade, was quoted in November as

saying that the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, the
American Tobacco Company, and the J. P. Taylor
Company will have no buyers in any hurley tobacco
market, before January 1, 1919. The Lexington market was dated to open December 3, and later December 10.
*

With regard

to general

Kentucky conditions, the

Agricultural Experiment Station at the University of
Kentucky says that the December estimate for Kentucky grown tobacco for 1917 shows a total production of 426,600,000 pounds, while the November estimate for 1918 shows a production of 388,170,000
pounds, a falling off of 38,430,000 pounds as compared
with last year. No statistics are available showing in
which classes of tobacco this decrease took place as
production figures on the various kinds of tobacco
grown in Kentucky are not given in any reports available at this time. The stocks of hurley on hand are
shown to be 17,456,635 pounds short of last year*s
dealer's stocks.

The Durham
at Warsaw
bacco.

(N. C.) **Sun'* says that a farmer
received $150 for a 200-pound load of to-

Danville, Va., the last week of November, sales
footed up 1,639,715 pounds, which sold for an average
price of $38.30. The sales for November amounted to
10,907,991 pounds, at the same average \)r\co.
The
season's sales from August to December, amounted to
19,074,516 pounds and the avera^'e was $34.80.

A

dispatch from Lancaster to the Philadelphia
**Pres8," on December 3, said that the county bankiti'r
interests are backing the tobacco growers,* and that
the arrangements call for a pivot price of twenty five
cents for wrapper (tops), with jiroportionate |>ric4»8
for scrap. The other interests are said to have suggested a pivot price of eighteen cents.

At a meeting

of toT)acco growers at South Deerfield, N. H., on December 1, sales reported were forty
cents a pound high and thirty-two cents low.
The
general opinion was that prices will advance again
within the next two months.

The farmers

at Owensboro, Ky., held an indi^^tion meeting at the Court House on December 2, at
the first sales of the season.
Sales amounted to
500,000 pounds at an average price of $14.10 per hun-

dred, compared with $16.68 a hundred at the opening
sales last year. The ** trash" only brought $7 as compared with about $10 last year.

;
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four and a half years of conflict, with
.its deadly toll, this Christmas means to all the
world more than we as individuals can feel or imagine.
This Christmas will be a holy Thanksgiving
Day for all the peoples of the earth who believe in

"Peace on earth, good will toward men/'
For the great victory we can one and
joice that we have done our part according
abilities.

We can look our

all re-

to our
returning heroes in the

eyes and take our friends and loved ones by the
hand with the complete knowledge that all of us
have done our duty that they might be supplied
with whatever they asked or needed. No call from
them has come to these shores in vain.
With the problems that reconstruction always
brings we look for Divine guidance to lead us and
to help us in aiding the starving, the helpless and
the weaker peoples who are emerging from the
cumflict dazzled and blinded by the shining shield
of Peace and groping for the light.
Christmas Day will come to the cigar and
tobacco industry and its allied branches as a day
for great rejoicing. The lofty theme of Christmas
this year awakens as deep rejoicing in the business world as in the home.
The twilight that precedes the dawn comes
again for the captains of commerce and industry
who have been sailing uncharted seas beneath
darkening skies. Taxes and regulations will now
be slowly lifted. Supply and demand will establish in time a dependable standard again.
Out
of the turmoil of the conflict have come new outlets for our products.
And there is being given
to us the means to distribute these products wherever trade exists.
The war has taught us a new meaning of co-

We

operation.
have been compelled to co-operate
in order to exist.
have found it helpful, broadening, practical and successful. May this spirit
not die with the ending of the war.
In the period of reconstruction it will be
needed more than ever. If the manufacturer, jobber and dealer will continue to work together for
mutual benefit, then big business and success is
sure to follow. To consider others and to treat
others as we would like to be treated is a firm
foundation on which to build in this new business,

We

era.

In this reconstruction the trade papers will
play an important part. Constructive criticism
and real co-operation with the trade paper publishers will help to make them great factors in
the extension of trade, the establishment of good
will and in the discussion and dissemination of
national and international tradd problems and
conditions.

The

speeded a bullet on its way and
plunged half the nations of the world into deadly
will to kill

The seed

of hate and discord was sown
ten million lives the bloody harvest.
sow jealousy, discord and strife, and we reap enmity,
uncertain business conditions and distrust. Honest co-operation means peace in the business world
and good will toward competitors.
conflict.

We

This war has exacted from every man, woman
and child in the world, in a greater or lesser degree, some price, because **good will toward men'^
was not an accomplished fact.
With this lesson before us we cannot neglect
at this Christmas time to pledge our sacred devotion to those centuries-old tidings, ** Peace on
earth,

good

will

toward men.*'

Why Cigar Prices

we have said before,
/Lwiil come down is a snare and a
idea, as

that cigar prices
delusion. Th^e

serious ground for anticipating
a further increase!
on the other hand. If the jobber
and dealer is not
aware ot this lact he should give careful
considera
^^ueia
tion to the thought.
IS

In the first place, there wiU doubtless
be a still
further mcrease
the cigar tax if the new revenue
biU IS ever passed, and as the
Government very earnestly says It needs th« money
we may take it for
granted that it will be passed.
In the second place, large manufacturers
buy their
tobacco Irom a year to two years
advance of usage.
lo those who have read the trade papers it
is no news
to say that fillers and binders of
the 1917 crop reached
top-notch prices.
The big manufacturers have not
started to use this crop yet, and will
not for some
months to come. If leaf tobacco prices remain
where
they are, the cigar manufacturers will not
be manutacturing their most expensive tobaccos
for some
months. And it is reasonable to suppose
that good
business men will not be able to reduce
prices at a
time when they are using materials that cost
unprecedented prices.

m

m

And

there is still further to be considered the
great shortage of labor in cigar factories. As
a matter of fact, there never has been an
oversupply in
busy seasons. But we stand at the threshhold of
an
era when no factory will be able to meet the
demand
for its goods with strictly hand labor.
Consider that in the first place the cigarmaker has
never been as well paid as other lines of industry. This
fact alone has discouraged the present generation
from
learning the trade. Without a war that turned the
world upside down the present prices of cigars could
never have been obtained.. Unless the public is willing
to pay more for cigars, labor cannot be paid high
wages. Capital is entitled to its fair recompense—
the Bolsheviki to the contrary notwithstanding, and
one dollar a thousand more to the cigarmaker means
one thousand dollars more on the cost and the time
has been when one dollar a thousand almost covered
the cigar manufacturer's profit.
Let every cigar dealer and cigar jobber get the
fact that hand labor has been, is, and will be a scarce
article until such time as it can command a wage that
will put it on a par with the wages of other industries.
No wise worker will learn a trade that pays only three
dollars a day when he has the choice of learning one
that will pay five dollars a day.
And this fact alone should drive home to the
cigar manufacturer the truth— and the truth is that
mechanical devices are the only method of production
whereby cigars can ever be sold at the old pre-war

—

The Connecticut Leaf
THE

condition of the leaf markets in Pennsylvania
and Connecticut as regards the current crop are
not entirely satisfactory. As regards Pennsylvania,
and Connecticut, too, the cigar manufacturer seems to
feel that the growers and packers are out to get his
shirt.
With a cold winter promised and the distribution of coal not all that is desired, the manufacturer
resents this apparent attitude.
have never heard an argument that did not
admit of two sides even the Central Powers promise
great revelations, and in all fairness we must admit
that there must be two sides to the present condition.
As regards the cigar manufacturers, he is irritable
because prices are at th« top notch, with more taxes
to be added, and the cigar manufacturer knows that
there is a limit all down the line. He has paid the
highest prices in history for his tobacco, and he be-

We

—

Situation

lieves that the prices of

raw materials should now

take
a downward trend. His production has been materially
cut in recent months, while his overhead has remained
practically the same. He would delight in an opportunity to pay an excess profits tax. He thinks that
the growers and packers have realized this state of
bliss.
He wants the same opportunity.
Now, the growers and packers have not had a
lovely time, but on a recent visit to one of the localities we did not see any sheriff signs on the doors.
Farm labor has commanded unprecedented prices,
fertilizer has been high and scarce, cheese-cloth for
the shadegrown tobaccos has doubled. Women have
demanded the same wages as were formerly paid men.

There have been

losses.
(Continued on Page 2&)

prices
this

— the Millennium excepted.

Most of the big manufacturers have awakened to
fact.
The clear Havana manufacturers are the

only ones

who

handwriting on the wall.
They have paid and are paying higher prices than any
other branch of the industry. Necessarily they must
fail to see the

get more for their goods.

Cannot Come

Down

But as we are saying elsewhere,
the Almighty
Dollar IS good to look at, good
to haLdle, and nero
s a great amount of satislaction
m speuaing it we 1
^'

"""^'

^' '^'
theL'fl~''
Many shadegrown-wrapped

^"^^^"^' ^^^^ ^'^'^''^

^^^

cigars are produced
oday by mechanical lacilitatmg deMces.
They are as
big as the cleai- Havana, and
smoke as well, and are
generally a little cheaper all the way
'round
Alavana manufacturers must not
^^?/;
oveilook
the lact that smokers sometimes
die. They have overlooked the opportunity of educating the
new smoker to
the excellence ot the clear Havana
cigar. They ha^.
1

lai ed to use the trade papers
to drive
lacts to the dealer. Tobacco trade

home

thet:o

papers are cai lying less clear Havana cigar advertising
than ever betore.
1 he advertising of the shadegrown-wrapped
cigar IS on the mcrease. The clear
Havana cigar manutacturers

wake up!
II

all

who

seek to expand their busmesses
must

Havana cigar manufacturers who can sell
,P®*^
they make under normal conditions
(not war con-

ditions) need not worry, but there
are many who do
not enjoy this rather comfortable position.
And it is
a coincidence that the clear Havana
manufacturers who
are able to maintain a steady output
year in and year
out are, with one or two exceptions,
liberal advertisers in the tobacco trade papers.
do not claim
that this has brought about their steady
output,
we do claim that it has helped to mahitain with but
the
trade a prestige and good will that can
be established

We

only

m

this

way.

Unless there is an unexpected reversal of
form
cigar prices on standard brands are up,
and up for
all time unless more economical
methods of production are introduced.
The removal of taxes, and the
decline in leaf prices

may

be anticipated, and prices
may come down a bit, but never to the old prices while
labor remams where it is, and while handworkers
trow
fewer and fewer.
Every cigar manufacturer can tell of paying
prices to beginners in the past two or three
years that

were paid

But

to skilled ci^armakers in pre-war periods
even this has not Leen successful, for after

weeks of work and being
tions, they have given up

a few

in touch with labor conditheir jobs to go into some

industrial occupation that paid more. And
the fewweeks of work has been a pure loss to the cigar manufacturer, because the cigars the apprentices made
were
mostly worthless. Time, money and tobacco wasted
Multiply this condition by the hundreds, and you will
have some idea of what the cigar manufacturer has
put up with, in addition to all his other troubles.
The cigarette industry would never be where it
is today without machines that produce
them by the
hundreds of thousands daily, and the cigar imfustrv
will not be able to return to old prices until it,
ton,
has found mechanical devices that give production and'
save material and labor. The future of the industry
lies in i\<: development of facilitating machinery.
The
wise manufacturer is investigating every single bit
of equipment that he can find.

! !
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Federal Trade Commission
Washington, D. C.
work of the Federal Trade tonunission in enforcing the law against unfair methods of competition has grown as the country has become more
familiar with the duties laid upon the commission by
its organic act, it is announced in the annual report
of that body.
Business men have invoked the com-

THE

mission's process and applications for complaints alleging unfair practices were filed during the liscal year
ended June 30, 1918, resulting in the issuance of one
hundred and lifty-four complaints in the public interest as against the issuance of nine formal complaints
during the preceding liscal year.

Of these complaints, seventy-eight were disposed
of during the fiscal year seventy-one resulted in orders
to cease and desist from the unfair metliods of competition complained of, sixty-eight being the result of
;

consent decrees; seven were dismissed; in three cases
orders to cease and desist were issued without the consent of the respondents, and eighty-six were still pending June 30.
While it is difficult among the great variety of
cases to single out any particular group as the most
important, the commission calls special attention to
two kinds of unfair methods of competition commercial bribery and resale price maintenance.
**A wide-spread and insidious unfair method of
competition is commercial bribery which takes various
forms, but chiefly the secret payment of money or the
giving of things of value to employees of competitors'
customers or prospective customers to cause them to
influence their employers in buying goods, or the lavish
entertainment of such employees or the loaning of
money to them for the same purpose, '* reports the
commission.
**Such practices have frequently been made the
subject of penal legislation, both in this and in foreign
countries, but there are no such penal Federal laws.

—

To Enforce Law

The commission

is

empowered

meet such practices
cease and desist. Punishment
to

only with an order to
lor the violation of such orders rests with the courts.
This duty has been discharged by the commission in
the case of commercial bribery in numerous instances
and with beneficial results. In one industry, for example, the action of the commission resulted in extensive co-operation on the part of many concerns engaged therein to extirpate this practice, in which they
themselves had participated, but in which they claimed
they had been practically compelled to engage by reason of the practices of unscrupulous competitors.
**
Another unfair method of competition of great
interest at this time is that known as resale price
maintenance, that is, acts relating to attempts by the
seller to control the price at which the buyer resells
the same goods, either by contract, understanding, or
refusal to sell to parties who do not maintain the resale prices insisted upon.
**In the Cudahy case the commission found that
resale price maintenance was unfair to competing manufacturers not maintaining prices and to the public
generally. Such attempts have been held by the Supreme Court of the United States to be in violation of
the anti-trust laws.
**The Federal Trade Commission regards a
method of competition violative of the law as being,
per se, an unfair method of competition. This does
not preclude the commission from holding certain forms
of price cutting as unfair methods of competition, especially where such price cutting has as it& aim, either
a malicious injury to others, or an attempt to monopolize any branch of trade.
Normal competition in
prices, whether in cases of resale or otherwise, is, in
general, a healthy condition of trade and in the dealings in many commodities, even marked reductions in
prices are proper where it is necessary to dispose of
stocks, as for instance, by reason of seasonal conditions of the trade.**

\1i
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The Tobacco Crop
Consular reports from Greece, released by the
United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce on December 11, show the Greek tobacco crop
for 1918 to be from 49 to 50 per cent, less this year
than in 1917, dry weather causing the actual crop to
fall short of early predictions based upon an average
There are left, however,
yield for the area planted.
in Old Greece from former crops 31,036,560 pounds of
tobacco, of which 11,551,825 pounds are in the hands
of manufacturers and about the same amount still in
the open market. Added to this there are 50,787,000

pounds from the new crop. So that there are in all in
Old Greece 82,000,000 pounds of tobacco. Advices from
Asia M,inor, Russia, and European Turkey place the
stocks in these three sections together at 87,466,500
pounds. So that the sum total of Near Eastern tobacco available for foreign trade come to about
169,290,000 pounds.

yi#.«

%

tn O^ur

grara to rom^

Nattnu

mag te

nifiitXt

of Greece

Normally, in pre-war days, this supply would have
been distributed in part as follows America, 28,215,000
pounds; Austria, 22,572,000; Germany, 56,430,000;
Egypt, 11,286,000; Italy, 2,821,500; Holland, 2,821,500;
England, 1,410,750; and Scandinavian countries,
700,000 pounds.
Notwithstanding the small size of the crop, prices
are due to be low. The removal from the purchasing
market of the Central Empires is obviously a reason
why this should be so. But there is another contributing element, active early season speculation, at a time
when production was expected to be much larger than
has actually been the case, established an artificially
low price, which has remained unchanged.
It is rather remarkable to note that the November
21 supplement said on the same subject:
:

(Continued on Page 22)

Otto Eisenlohr
Philadelphia,

& Bros, Incorporated

December 15, 1918.
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The Value

of

Knowing Your Brands

YourWAR TME ProUems
AreO^er

f

By Frank Farrington
(All Rights Reserved)

OME

writer on salesmanship has said, **Don*t take
yourself too seriously.*' There may be something
I believe, however, that every
in that suiif^estion.
ci^ar store salesman ou^ht to take himself and his
job seriously enough to insure his interest in knowing
the goods and the business being something more than

S

merely

superficial.

If a salesman does not regard his work seriously,
lie w^ill bo a light-weight in the business.
Such a man
cannot get along very far. Of course, a salesman must
be cheerful. He should be happy minded and he ought
not to carry the weight of all the cares of his work
on his mind all the time. But one may be cheerful
minded nnd still fall far short of being light minded.
A man may overdo the matter of taking his work seriously, but more men go to the other extreme.

The light-weight may have an abundance of small
talk, and he may be a pleasant enough person from
whom to buv a cigar, but he is best taken in small
doses, and those small doses haven't even a satisfactory homeopathic medicinal effect upon buyers. They
don 't pick out the small talk, pleasant enough chap for
a big purchase, and the dealer doesn't pick him out as
a high-priced salesman.
Small talk and jolting do not go with serious business efforts. Leave that sort of thing until the customer is through buying. Be business-like while the
prospect of business lasts. Jokes distract the buyer's
attention from buying and get him out of a buying
mood. Anvway, it is not ea^y to tell a funny story
well, and it is almost impossible to fit one into a
selling talk. Funny stories your customers have never
^oard before are hard to find. Leave the joking for
the professional funny men. Tt costs money to be
funnv behind the counter.
The clerk who knows his line of goods perfectly
Is sometimes careless in sriving or failing to srive adequate information. He does not take enouerh time in
replying to inquiries, or he is careless, or he thinks it
Any
is too much trouble, and says, **T don't know."
of these cause the customer to think the clerk is not
first class, and thev may make him think that any
line of goods the clerk doesn't know more about cannot be very important. To sugsrest ignorance of your
>?tock is to sucrgest that it may be worth while for the
^uyer to look elsewhere.
If 1/nu are nowfj to sell cirfars successfuUffy yon
fippd in Ininw all nhnuf fhr hravds ynn handle. You
must be able to disabuse the customer of any impression that quality just happens so in your line.
Ton should impress him with the fact that qualitv is
a result of scientific study and handling of the ma-

and

manufacture.
The more experience a salesman has had in the
manufacture of the goods, the better he -will be able
to show his customers whv his best brands are the
best. Of course, not all cigar-store salesmen bv anv
means can have experience in the manufacture of
cigars, but where it is impossible to gain this knowlferial

its

edge in practical experience, it ought to be gained
through study of the trade papers and books upon the
subject.
Knowledge of the goods is power in their
sale.

Knowledge of why our goods are better makes it
easier to prove that they are better, and it stamps us
as the class of salesmen who can be believed, if we
are offering a man a cigar, and he quotes us some
other cigar he likes, but that we do not carry, we can
say, "It's a good cigar for the money," and put over

We

the impression that it is not a very good cigar.
can do that effectively if we bear ourselves the stamp
of being intelligent salesmen in the matter of cigai

manufacture.
Our complete knowledge of the goods helps us in
getting customers to buy the best they can afford, it
helps us in elevating the customer's ideas of what he
is willing to pay for his smokes.
Every salesman
knows how much harder it is to get the customer to go
above a certain price limit when he has once stipulated that figure. This is merely because it isliuman
nature to stick by an opinion we have expressed, even
after we can see that it is wrong. A buyer who has
fixed a price limit will stick to it more because he
does not want to back down than because of any failure
to see the advantage of paying more.
Not infrequently you may be better informed on
what cigar will give the customer a better value than
he himself is. You ought to know better than he, but
you have to be careful about telling him so. The value
of your knowledge does not lie in your bragging about
it or throwing it at customers' heads.
It is to be
used more tactfully than that.
Some customers are willing to admit that they
do not know what they want or what they might betThey are perfectly frank about it. Others
ter buy.
want to be considered wiser than they are. Never
mind what you really think of the man's knowledge.
Take him as he wants to be taken.
The knowledge of your goods is a part of the
service you are to render the public in return for the
profit the store gets on its goods.
If you know no
more about the goods than their price, they might as
well be handed out by a slot machine. The customer
entitled to knowledge service as well as to hand
service, so put yourself in a position to tell him anything he wants to know about anything he wants to
is

Now Prepare £>r Prosperiiy

THE

country

on the eve of a long reign of golden
will benefit immeasurably.
You want

is

cigar business
ot this bumper business harvest.
Then put your factory on an up-to-date basis.
wasteful method of hand-stripping.
Install the

One

Universal will strip and book (and without tobacco waste) as much
as two to three hand-strippers and it requires only one girl to run it.
The
Universal cuts out the scrap of hand-work, puts the stock in prime condition
for working and thereby increases the cigar worker's daily output.

You need

the Universal and you need

away. Over 3,000 in use in
more than 800 factories. Get a demonstration of the Universal in your own
factory with your own tobacco, and then youMI understand why the
Universal is a standard equipment in the progressive factories
large and
small
everywhere.
it

right

—

—

list

on request

may

ABC

stage, just as
beyond the
there are studies in language that are beyond learning
the alphabet. If you want to go on to the top, you
scientific side that is

about learning the higher grades of salesmanship, instead of stopping, satisfied with merely having mastered its

will set

ABC.

old-style

Booking Machine

Catalogue and price

be as simple as A B G, and as
easilv learned. If you follow the simple kind of salesmanship, however, you will get very simple results,
and you will receive a salary that is in proportion. On
the other hand, you may recognize the fact that there
is more to selling, a greater depth to salesmanship, a

away with the

Universal Tobacco Stripping and

buy.

Salesmanship

Do

prosperity.
The
to get your share

#

Universal Tobacco Machine Co.
79 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Factor jr, 98-104 Murray St, Newark, N.

J.
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more National Cash Registers
to meet the present-day
shortage of help.
Mr. Wana maker says:

"A

large

number

of people

have been taken out of the

The men have enlisted. The women have
gone mto Red Cross work and nursing.
big stores.

"We

are able to

cash

some

fill

This

registers.

frees

many

that

our

Mr. Wanamaker's statement
cash registers save labor,

upon

critical investigation

experience

v^rith

N. C. R. Equip-

His recognition

perfectly conducted department stores in the world.

qualities of

Registers

nearly
chines.
Court in the John

Philadelphia.

Thousands

cade eveiy year to see

Wanamaker

is

he

contract

modem
plainly

has

National Gish

shown by a

just

placed

$ 00,000.00 worth
1

This order calls for

model clerk-wrap

latest

isters.

It is

ever placed with us for one

The

high character of Mr.

of
1

made by

stores,

his

the

careful

executives,

size of his orders,

combine

store.

Wantests

and the
to

make

his personal endorsement extremely

important to other merchants strug-

ma-

gling with the present-day shortage

of

of help.

of merchants visit this ar-

all

reg-

for

00

The National Cash

**

the largest single order

Store,

how business is being handled.

war wnrl

years.

of the labor-saving

Office! in

t

persons for

amaker's

of the largest, one of the busiest, one of the most

.

based

and upon

ment extending over many

The John Wanamaker Store, Philadelphia. One

The Grand

is

of their places with improved

Register Company, Dayton,

Oh 10

the principal cities of the world
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Factories
Washington, D. C.

DECREASE

number

of factories in operation at the present time is shown in a statement
just made, by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
giving comparative statistics of the plants in operation at the close of each calendar year since 1913.
According to the table compiled by the Commissioner,
there has been a steady decrease in the number of
factories since 1913, the total of factories and retail
dealers in tobacco having decreased from 24,660 in
that year to 15,781 in 1918. The table, showing the
figures for factories in the various branches, follows:

A

in the

Tobacco, Cigar, Cigarette and Snuff Factories in
Operation, December 31, 1913-1918.
Cigarette Tobacco
Snuff
Cigar
Year
76
469
2,727
20,555
1913,
68
447
2,766
19,841
1914,
68
381
2,364
16,754
1915,
71
2,214
367
15,732
1916,
67
311
2,085
14,576
1917,
61
1,915
311
13,217
1918,
According to the Commissioner's statement, imports during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918,
amounted to 29,458,728 packages of cigarette paper
subject to the taxes provided in the Act of October 3,
1917. At the same time, domestic manufacturers produced 234,903,766 packages of cigarette paper and
153,283 packages of cigarette tubes. The tax collected

on the imported articles amounted to $339,701.55, and
on the domestic $91,680.69.
Large quantities of tobacco, cigars and cigarettes
were exported free of tax during the last fiscal year
for the use of the Army abroad. Although the compilation of the statistics pf exportations of this character is not yet complete for 1918, it may be stated
that such shipments have kept pace with the constant
increase in the number of men in foreign service.

During May, 1918, which was a representative month,
2,272,000 pounds of tobacco, 9,600,000 cigars and
377,000,000 cigarettes were exported tax free for use

Army.
The producers of and dealers

of the

m

^

.

i_

perique tobacco
who .are registered as manufacturers of tobacco are
Their opera^
all located in the State of Louisiana.
tions in perique tobacco during the calendar year 1917
were as follows:
Jan.

1917,

Grown,
Purchased,

Tax

1,

370,803
230,900
250,133

851,836

Exported and
bond,

.

niAec

MAmC

in

63,303
380,049

.

Sold,

Jan.

1918,

Total,

WD

new

vana

cigars,
being sold at

both wholesale and

retail.

Decorated Metal Packages of 50

and 100

Cigarettes.

Particularly

1,

405,628
851,836
C. L. L.

cigar firm, the Bronx Cigar Company, has
New
recently opened a factory at 705 East 187th Street,
HaYork This new concern is manufacturing clear
Spanish hand-made a specialty, which are

A

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

2,856

paid.

On hand
Total,

NATURAL

Pounds

Pounds

On hand

ScHiNAsi Bros.

Attractive and suitable for

XMAS GIFTS
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Tobacco Contracts Go On
ALTHOUGH

Washington, D. C.
contracts for other commodities for use

Army

are being canceled as rapidly as possible, it is understood that tobacco concerns having
contracts to supply the Army with tobacco will not
be affected by the action of the War Department in
cutting down contracts.
It is pointed out that the contracts for tobacco
are not long-term agreements, but that the tobacco
necessary for the Army abroad is purchased only in
quantities suflScient to insure the men an adequate
supply until the next shipment is made.
Figures secured from the Director of Purchase
and Storage of the War Department show that on November 1, the supply of smoking tobacco on hand for
use overseas was sufficient to last 371 days, while that
of chewing tobacco was sufficient to last only 85 days.
On the same date there was available for use in the
United States, 15 days* rations of chewing and 52
days' rations of smoking tobacco. Supplies of cigarettes for use in this country were running decidedlv
low, there being only one day *s stock on hand, although
for use overseas there was sufficient to last 120 days.
There has been a tendency for some time to cut
down the contracts for smoking tobacco, and at the
present time contracts for this variety are in such
shape that it is believed there will be no need for
further curtailment.
The supply of cigarettes and
chewing tobacco, it is believed, is only coming in fast
enough to meet the demand.
Contracts involving manv millions of dollars are
being canceled by the War Department, and officials
of the department are conferring with representatives
of the various industries in an attempt to arrive at
an equitable settlement for goods prepared for these
orders.
Tobacco manufacturers, however, are so
placed that it is immaterial to them whether the contracts are continued or not, since the same product
will be sold to the men in civil life as they have been
aupT)lying through the Government to the same men
in the Army.
.of the

the

its
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BIG LEASE FOR SCHULTE

SHADEGROWN
Connecticut, Florida

Georgia Wrappers
are

in

greater

demand today than

any previous time

in

the Cigar Industry.

Many

manufacturers find

in

the

at

history of

enterprising

these wrappers

the secret of their success.

Are

YOU one of them?

Washington, D. C.
the largest leases to be consummated in
several years has just been concluded, whereby D. A.
Schulte, Incorporated, of New York, secures possession of the building at the northwest comer of PennAs
sylvania Avenue and Ninth Street northwest.
soon as the leases of the present occupants expire, the
building will be remodeled, and the corner opened as
a branch in the chain of cigar stores operated by the
company. The first branch of the firm in Washington was opened several months ago at Fifteenth and
G streets northwest.
The building at present is occupied by several
stores, one a cigar store conducted by William H.
Warner, while the corner, which will be used for the
Schulte store, is now occupied by the Christian! Drug
Company, which operates a large cigar counter.
The lease of the Schulte company is to run for
twenty-five years, the monetary consideration being in
the neighborhood of a half million dollars. Extensive
alterations will be made in the building as soon as
the new lessee can secure possession, which will be
within a short time.

One of

Cheer for all
*

"44"
Cigar Co., Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

^^Mmf^W^^N^mi

American Sumatra Tobacco Co
142 Water St,

New York

City
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But there

an angle to the situation, as regards
losses on the part of the grower and packer, that is
worthy of the attention of the manufacturer.
The grower claims that owing to the run of dark
colors he is compelled to sell wrapper tobacco at
binder prices and get his average from the light-colored
is

VALUE!

believe that the grower is right in this criticism for we are reliably informed that years ago the
demand was for dark wrappers, in fact black wrappers, and that to supply this demand cigar manufacturers actually painted their wrappers black.

The manufacturer and the dealer has allowed the
consumer to ** smoke with his eye,*' until now the
demand is almost entirely for light colors, excepting,
of course, the educated smoker, who knows that the
darker the wrapper the more mature and sweeter it is.

MANILA CIGARS

THE

their friends

and the trade

general for the

in

patronage

they have enjoyed this year

and desire

and

all

may be

to express for

the wish that

twelve

one

1919

months of

happiness and success.

The Tobacco Merchants Association as a national

Pa.

PHILIPPINE

GOVERNMENT

fully

guarantees that
and that the tobacco

or dealer can afford to overlook.

I

these lines.

The packers and growers seem to feel that if they
cannot grow tobacco profitably they will not grow so
much of it, and a heavy curtailment is promised for
next year. Whether this is due to overproduction or
not, we do not know.
We do know that the production of shadegrownwrapped cigars is steadily on the increase. We do
not believe that the manufacturers of national reputation can afford to allow this wrapper production to
We do not believe that they will, but we do
suffer.
believe that they have in their own hands an opportunity to remedy a condition that is growing more
serious each year the demand for light colors. It is
time to start a campaign against the national prejudice against dark wrappers.
As regards the prices to be paid for the current
crop, the law of supply and demand will probably regulate that. The man who needs the tobaccos will pay
the price, and the man who does not, will stay out of

—

the market.
Kaw material is essential in any ipdustry. If the
manufacturer thinks the prices are high his stocks on
hand will determine just liow heavily he will participate in buying the 1918 crop.

ft;Uad?l$itfia.

five to fifteen cents

MANILA CIGARS are a QUALITY proposition that no jobber

*

take this opportunity to thank

from

Manila cigars are hand-made, long
filler,
they contain is free-burning, sweet
and prime from the famous
Cagayan Valley, Luzon.

loss on those sold as binders, let him tie up his national advertising with an educational campaign for
dark wrappers. Get the public calling for dark colors
and he will find his wrapper costs decreasing.

institution of the cigar industry can greatly aid this
work by getting the cigar manufacturers together and
outlining some plan to start educating the public along

selling at retail

gives the American Smoker
the best Values he can possibly
obtain at the present time.

This tendency on the part of the consumer has compelled the manufacturer to demand light-colored wrappers. When there is a shortage of light colors, as frequently happens, the grower and packer is left with
the wrapper tobaccos of dark shades to dispose of as
binders, and at binder prices.
If the cigar manufacturer would reduce the cost
of wrappers, for his light wrappers must cover the

BOBROW BROTHERS
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(Continued from Page 8)

We

Clear Havana Cigars

The Tobacco Wobld

Connecticut Leaf

leaves sold as wrappers.

©omr

It in

and prices have been quoted from
Lancaster County, there are rumors in the Philadelphia trade that very considerable transactions have
taken place in a very quiet sort of way.

While no

sales

IIHIHIIWHUIMHIigHlllilMIIII

The Smoker Gets More For His
Money and You Can Get More
For Yours By Handling Manilas
For list of Manila manufacturers
and American Importers Write to

MANILA AD AGENCY

546 West 124th

Street,

New York

Say You Saw
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Say You Saw

CLASSIFIED

/A Sure
It

Fire Hit

pay you to push

will

The

rate for this

a

this superfine,

column

minimum charge

is

COLUMN

It in
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(f

three cents (3c.) a word, with

of fifty cents (50c.) payable strictly

in advance.

strongly advertised lo cent Cigar. It's a
cash-getter of the first water. Stock up!
Manufactured by
CO.,

FOR SALB

BAYVK BROS.

Philadelphia, Pa.

REGISTERED LABELS

and bands, also molds at low prices; at
240 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE— Remedies

Havana

Guaranshorts, pure and clean.
money refunded. Fifty cents per pound. Also
Vuelta shorts, of the finest quality. Edwin Alexander
Co., 178
Water Street, New York City.
teed A-1 or

&

WANTED

Your Prospective Customers

MOLDS WANTEI>— Londres

BM Umc4 la ear Cataloc of 99% guaranteed Mailing Llita. It alto
cootalaa vital aaggettiona how to adrcrtiwand aell profitably by mail.
Cooats and price* given on 6000 different national Littt, corering all
claaaet; for loitance, Farraert, Noodle Mfrt., Hardware Dlrs^ Siac
TkUvtlui^kEtf0rmu$BMkfrt$, Write

MiaettCtc.

for

shape. Address S.
34 South First Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DUST, bought

Oar Analytical

AdTertiiing Coanael and Bales PronotkNi
lerrics will laproTe both yoaf plao and copy, thntloaar*
ing naiwani profita. Sobnlt font literature for pn»

J. J.

Ross-Gould
IMcs lirtg

TOBACCO MERCHANTS* ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES

FRIEDMAN,

Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Ex-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary and Counsel

Jr

Offices, 5

Beekman

Street

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
President
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, 119 West 40th St., New York
Vice-President
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. 934 Market St., Phila.. Pa
Treasurer
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. Slst and East End Ave, M'hat'n, N. Y
Secretary
S. K. LICHTENSTEIN. 40 Exchange Place, Manhattan, N. Y

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
JOSEPH CULLMAN, Jr., New York
W. J. LUKAWITZ, Dayton, O
GEORGE BERGER^ Cincinnati, O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

.....President

Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Wheeling, W. Va
J. A. BLOCK,
WOOD F. AXTON. Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covington, Ky

...President

Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

TOBACCO SALESMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
OLLENDORF
HERMAN GOLDWATER
LEO LEHMAN
JOSEPH FREEMAN
IeO RIEDERS, 20O West

285-289 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

well-known Briar Pipe
Manufacturer requires the services of an experienced Traveling
Salesman. Only men of the highest type will be considered. RemuneraIn your reply state age, experition sufficient to interest a big man.
ence, territory covered, and any other details that will aid us in favorAll communications treated in
ably considering your application.
Address your reply to Manufacturer, Box 240, "Tostrict confidence.
bacco World," Philadelphia.

Greek Tobacco
{Continued from Page 10)

**By far the most interesting phenomenon of the
year from an economic standpoint is the great increase in the value of tobacco shipped to the United
States from Greece. This increase has been enormous
in the past three years. In 1915, the value of tobacco
exports was $2,914,627; in 1916 it had increased to
$5,666,275

;

and

in 1917 to $14,422,703.

Higher prices

partly account for this increase, but there has also
been a much larger amount of tobacco purchased in
Greece by American firms since the closing of the Bul-

garian and Turkish markets and the virtual closing
of the Macedonian market since the fall of Cavalla.
The demand for Agrinion and other tobacco grown in
old Greece has been greatly stimulated thereby.''
In order to form conclusions, there is nothing so

valuable as various viewpoints, but from the above
*' prices are
the conclusion is scarcely admissible that
due to be low."

••;-.:"E"»l4*"'
^ice-Presidcnt
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
:

J.

When Distress

Calls

the

Red Cross Answers "HERE!"

NOW
mas

the Red Cross calls

The annual ChristRoll Call of members will echo throughout the land the week of December i6th to 23rd.
Membership in the Red Cross now is more
!

—

than duty it is an honored privilege, and an
evidence of loyalty. When the Roll is called,
your conscience, your sense of right and justice, your love of country and your devotion to
the highest ideals of unselfish service all suggest
that you answer *'HERE!"

Ali you need
These

entitle

you

When you wear

your button, signifying that
you are a member, you will not be asked to join
again this year it means that you have answered the Roll Call.

—

Join
once.

Our

— be a Christmas member— but just join
and

soldiers

Cross for comforta.
disappointed.

The Red Cross

sailors

look

Red
They have never been
to

ll8th St..

York
New .VV

•^-

Secretary

City

GEORGE W. RICH
SIDNEY GOLDBERG
A L ULNICK

Broadway. New York
Meeting 4th Tuesday of each month

at Hotel

day and that **War work drives and Liberty Loan
campaigns have developed an appetite in the public
that will not be satisfied by the quiet, persuasive methods we have known.'* On the contrary, we believe that
the public has been fed up with drives, and that the
quiet, persuasive method will be a winner.
his

v"'!''"-^!!!!
Vice-President
Ireasurer
Secretary

135

An exchange thinks that the pre-war salesman has had

McAlpin

the

looks to you for the moral

is

a heart and a dollar

support of your membership. Answer "HERE!"

to

membership

when

for

one year.

the Roll

is

called.

Join theRedCross

•!»]

NEW YORK CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' BOARD OF TRADE
MAX MILLER,

samples.

President

CHARLES DUSHKIND

J

Send

TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED— A

Chairman Executive Committee

New York

any quantity anywhere.

HEAD 8ALESMAN WANTED

<^^

EISENLOHR

EDWARD WISE
GEORGE W. HILL
GEORGE H. HUMMEL
JESSE A. BLOCK
JACOB WERTHEIM
JOSEPH F. CULLMAN,
LEON SCH INASI
ASA LEMLEIN

in

Yearly contracts made.

Uminary analyait and qaotatioo---iio obligatioib

T.

Sons,

TOBACCO STEMS, CUTTINGS, SCRAPS, SIFTINGS AND

h.

Strengthen Your Advertising Literature

CHARLES

Monday &

Contributed through

United States Gov't Comm.
on Public Information

Division of Advertising

Tku

Wear Your Button

space c$ntrAuted far the

Winnini tf tht

War

Fly Your Flag
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Say You Saw
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PANTIN

LESLIE

Say You Saw

&

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

GiM«: ''DONAIXBT*

F.

Esp«clalidiul TalmccMi Finoa 4« Vu«ltti
Partldo J Vuttlta ArHba

Leaf Exports

SAN MIGUEL

HABANA, CUBA

100

ACCORDING

Jump

the

m

the corresponding period last year, which is an increase of 37,917,996 pounds, and an increase of
18,582,348 pounds over the previous month of Julv.
^*
1918.

month

of

OctXr

1918:"

Products.
Cigars,
Cigars,
Cigars,
t.gars,
Cigars,

the largest individual
buyer, having purchased 32,646,758 pounds, which was
a gain over the last year period of 31,129,482 pounds,
and an increase over the previous month of 17,950,706

large, Class
large. Class

A

No.
B.. No.
arge. Class C. .No
large, Class D.. No.
large, Class E
No.
.

.

.
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LEAF TOBACCO

Othem and Warchooae, 10 East CSark Avwana, YORK. PA*

MANUFACTUKERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBACCO

sSo'Sl?

^•'i"'!"« Street

T.

nAFFENDURGH

!.

SlUALITY
Neptvino 6, Havana,

CSL

SONS

HAVANA

Cuba - 65 Broad

St.,

Boston, Maaa*

Advertise Your Brands
in

The Tobacco World

Ea»t

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Aa4 PmImn

•i

LEAF TOBACCO
3«1,

MS. 3tS and Mff N. Tklrd

LOEB-NUf^EZ

St.«

Phlladalpbia

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306NO. THIRD STREET,

The

Largest

Independeit

and ExpoKer
American Leaf Tobacco

Dealer

tlic

United SUtea.

of
in

PHILADELPHU

G. O.

to

TO STANDARDIZE TOBACCO HOGSHEADS
Standardization of tobacco hogsheads is being
\vorked out by the United States Railroad Administration and the War Industries Board, according to recent
announcements. In order to permit the full utilization
of equipment in the shipment of tobacco, a plan for the
adoption of the so-called ** standard hogshead, '* which
will allow double tiering in freight cars used for this
purpose, is being worked out. Under the proposed arrangements, instead of requiring 50,000 cars to move
1,000,000,000 pounds of tobacco, probably the same
amount can be transported in 35,000 cars by use of the
standard containers.
Under the present system tobacco to be used in the

manufacture of cigarettes, chewing and smoking tobacco moves in hogsheads 48 by 52 inches, 48 by 56
inches or 48 by 60 inches, which does not permit full
utilization of equipment. An effort is now being made
to have adopted a standard hogshead 46 by 48 inches.

TUCK
&
INCORPORATED

LOUISVILLE. HY..
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Cork Bobbins
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10 for 26c

Water Lily

tively.

which more than a million pounds
of leaf tobacco, stems and trimmings were shipped in
August, 1918, are: Spain, Italy, Argentina, China,
Australia, British West Africa and French Africa.
Spain decreased 4,934,368 pounds; Italy decreased
1,887,809
pounds; Argentma increased 1,348,481
pounds; China gained 2,511,920 pounds. Australia
purchased 1,327,617 pounds, while in the same period
last year she made no purchases. British West Africa
shows an increase of 806,447 pounds, and French
Africa increased 787,521 pounds.

n;* York

.

BRANDS ,^''*'*''*^«
iCmdo

Canada, who has always been a moderate buyer,
now ranks third, purchasing 2,972,343 pounds, against
1,929,831 in the same period last year, and as against
2,563,346 pounds in July, 1918, which is a large increase of 1,042,512 pounds and 408,997 pounds, respec-

203 W. Broodw.,

INC

"^

France ranked second to the United Kingdom,
purchasing 5,427,985 pounds, which represents an increase over the same period of 1917 of 2,405,032
pounds and 444,105 pounds over the previous month

The countries

Yorfc OfHc.:

TURKISH CIGARETTES
'^^
...CADOCOMPANY

of July.

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

»» Wkleb Clo^r H«»«M
Ciamn Aro Jodsod

|

pounds.

H. Rosenivald (EL Bro«
14-5 WATER STREET
NEW YORIl

CIGBR COMPKNY

^ffkrvHSJ*^

October Cigar Outmif

Government reports the export of
leaf tobacco from the United States during August,
1918, represents an increase over the previous month
of July of about eighteen million pounds. There was
a total of 57,202,588 pounds against 19,284,592 pounds
to

The United Kingdom was

Abaio

m The Tobacco World
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Commission Merchant
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Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
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The Standards of Amerind*

"So

we

in the great incident
just closed in Eurone
see but another step forward
in the world's prog

Kralin.™'*^-""''*^^'- -'^-^ °f the
"We helped as an agent of democracv,

t^ren'^d

but w»
must go a step further to make the
operatio^ a complete success. We must
welcome the new nations to
''"' '""'""' '^ P«"^"* ^"'^ ^^^^'^^'p

J^onllfrd's Snuff,
;
E.t. 1760
Rail Road Mills Snuff, E.t. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuff, : E.t. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

tTem-be^ind

CO.

Your Inquiry for Sample
and Prices

U. S. A.

Kinds

tai

Solicited.

any (huntity.

All

The American Tobacco dividend
certificates,
D, due March 1 1921, have been
admitted to list
New York Stock Exchange.

series

W
^ thi

Maccobovs - K.oppe*s - High Toasts
ftrong. Salt. SWeet and Plain Scetchs
MANUPACTUKED av

GEORGE W. lELNE

CO., Ill

Ftftli

Aw., New Y,rk
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Tobacco Merchants' Association

some new

Registration Bureau, L?r\^rKci^

BAER BROTHERS
GOLD BRONZES AND GOLD INKS

Mrs. Willis **When you begin to puff on that old
thing, I can't help thinking that I wish you would get
'

pipes.
Mr. Willis *'The

hear you

sing.

—
—

* *

*

*

same way

Judge.

I feel, dear,

when

i\

AprU

1,

BAER

1916.

Note A),
Note B),

West 14th

$5.00

NEW YORK

2.00
2.00

A—An

allowanc* of %2 will be made to members of the Tobacco lierchants' Aisociation on each regittration.
Ret* B— If a report on a Mar^ of a title necctsitates the reporting of more
than ten (10) titlei. but lees than twenty-one (21). an additional charge of One
Dollar ($1.00) will be made. If it neceeaitaUa the reportinc of more than twenty
DpHan
(30) title*, but leea than thirty-one (31). an additional cB»rce of Two
will be
(12.00) will be made, and to an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
lade for every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

REGISTRATIONS

GRAND FLEET:—40,855.

For

all

tobacco products.

November

American Litho. Co., New York City.
BROADSTONE: 40.856. For all tobacco products. November
Central Cigar Mfg. Co., New York City.
20, 1918.
HAVANA KICK:—40,857. For all tobacco products. November
Max Roth, Los Angeles, Cal.
11, 1918.
HAVANA PUNCHY—40,858. For all tobacco products, November 11, 1918. Max Roth, Los Angeles, Cal.
products.
WORLD BROTHERHOOD:—40,859. For all tobacco City.
York
New
Co.,
Litho.
American
1918.
November 23,
UNDER FOUR FLAGS:—40,860. For all tobacco products. November 18, 1918. Heywood, Strasser & Voigt Litho. Co., New
York City.
FOUR FLAGS:—40,861. For all tobacco products. November 18,
2.3.

1918.

1918.

—

Heywood, Strasser & Voigt,

New York

LOS STATES DE LUXE:—40,862.
November

A. Kern,

26, 1918.

MAX ROTH:—40.863.
vember

29, 1918.

For

Max

For

New York

cigars,

City.

tobacco

Low

cigars.
York City.

40,864.
B.
Central Cigar Mfg. Co., New
For all tobacco products. No40,865.
vember 20, 1918. Central Cigar Mfg. Co., New York City.
PEACE DAY: 40,866. For all tobacco products. November 30,
The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
1918.

ber 27, 1918.

New York

134 Nassau

City

«"- .- -v^;^

I

J,.!..
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Manufactured by Cuban experts on

ofKes W^"'

(J«"'
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\FFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE
9 INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods

Cigars

miles

the

Sole

NEW YORK

DISTINCTIVE AND MILD

Havana

....

RACINK. WIS..

s.

(J.

A.

Island

from Havana)

MANUFACTUREP OF
r >

'

<

>

I

KINDS OF

ALL
T

I

r

g—

-T^^i

I

1

with Genuine

Filler

Shadegrown Wrappers
combine to make a cigar

of

22nd St and Second
IfEW

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER

GENERAL BULLARD:—

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

'

Selected

City

Coupon Cigar Pockets

aUo GUMLESS B.„d.
„.»,
.o^^T^'^st.,
I..
-«
— •+

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

KELLY'S Bouquet
Key West

New York

St.

Parmenter Wax-Lined

LA HABANA
...

No-

Novem-

.^

(PK,„.. S..>....„.

"

Roth. Los Angeles, Cal.

For

SMITH,

F...I Import..! Ci»r B.nd.

NEW YORK OFHCE

Inquiries Solicited

Insurance

St..

COMPAiJiA LITOCRAFICA DE

FREE AND BONDED SPACE

products.

and tobacco.

GARRETT H.

CITY

Specially equipped for the rapid handling of Tobacco

City.

cigarettes

MALONE:—

GENERAL PAUL

all

St.

BROS., 438-448 W. 37th

Importers and Exporters

Co., Inc.

222-228 West 14th Street

1.00

Duplicate Certificate,
]|*t«

Warehouse

Finest Japanese Metal Gold
Leaf

re()uest.

Schedule of Rates for Trade- Mark Services
Effective
Registration (see
Search
(see
Transfer,

IWATA COMPANY

Produce rich.s, a,ui „,.,s, dural.ie
linishes.
Kconomical
in use.
Moderate in pnce. Samples ou

1

*

4>

Cigar Box Labels
AND TRIMMINGS.

Ave.,

/

YORK

WKST MOftSOB 8
LOCn O. CAT A, Mm*.

OHICAGK), 105

AND MILDNESS

—

NOTHING BUT QUALITY:—40,867.
tobacco.

July

15, 1918.

For cigars, cigarettes and
Porto Rico Export Co., Chicago, 111.

For all tobacco products. November 30, 1918.
Co., Louisville, Ky.
Tobacco
Axton Fisher
CZECHOSLOVAK:—40,869. For cigars, cigarettes and smoking
tobacco. November 30, 1918. A. Whitelaw, Binghamton, N. Y.
SUPE"RTONE: 40,870. For all tobacco products. November 23,
American Litho. Co., New York City.
1918.
AVE MARIE:—40,871. For all tobacco products. November 23,
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
1918.
T/.T; PELT:—40,872. For all tobacco products. October 5, 1918.
American Litho. Co.. New York City.
LA CITATION:—40,873. For all tobacco products. October .26,
American Litho. Co., New York City.
1918
CROIX DE GUERRE:—40,874. For all tobacco products. December 4, 1918. M. M. Harrison. Xew^ York City.
FDMOND ROSTAND:—40,875. For cigars, cigarettes and to-

FACOTS:—40,868.

—

December 5. 1918. .American Litho. Co., New York City.
1 his title was originally registered by Geo. S. Harris & Sons.
New York City, the predecessors of the American Litho. Co.,
November 5, 1898.
bacco.

TRANSFERS

HAVANA-AMERICAN
(Branch American Cigar Co.)

1 1 1
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ferred to

cember

4,

For all tobacco products.
Registered October 29. 1917, by George Schlegel. New York
Transferred to H. H. Heusner & Son, Hanover, Pa., DeCity.
cember 6. 1918.
RegisGREAT CENTRAL:— 10,212 (Tobacco Leaf). For cigars. TransCity.
York
New
Rosenberg,
tered April 30. 1895, by H.
ferred to Lititz Cigar Co.. Lititz. Pa., and re-transferred to H.
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Lititz, Pa.,
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17th Street.

New York
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Cigar Box Labels.
Bands AND Trimming

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Tobacco

Philippine Islands,

|2.00

a

„r «,„«,.

pr»suni vimk u(

No. »4

at the
Entered as second-class mall matter, December 22, 1909.
of March 3. 1879.
Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act
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,
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26^ STREET & 9^ AVENUE. NEW YORK

Chestnut
Published on the 1st and 16th of each month at 236

Canadian

,

1

H. H. Pakradoonl. Treaaurer
William S. Watson, Secretary

jear.
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.

Hobart Bishop Hankins, President

States. Cuba and
and foreign, $3.50.
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prit-ts far

Publiahcra

PRICE: United
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still

TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION

A.).

Leaf), and 26,479 (Trade-Mark
Registered March
Record). For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
By various
26, 1902. by American LitTio. Co., New York City.
transactions was acquired by A. E. Wallick, and re-transferred
to John C. Herman & Co., Harrisburg, Pa., April 3, 1918.

ALMOVAR:—23,022

December

Volume 88

1918.

(T.

-

acc-„Ni.l „f

number ofadracliveMMck

Established 1881

Registered
cigars.
For
(Tobacco World).
TransPa.
Philadelphia.
1915. by H. J. Fleischhauer.
DePa.,
the Universal Cigar Co., Inc., Philadelphia,

DOUGHBOY:—40,432

Fifth

Avenue

On

The Tobacco World

REPLY:—30,779
March

A BARGAIN

Attractive Line of Shapes at
10c— 2 for 2 5c -I 5c and 20c

WESTERN OFFICE
30 N. La

Salie

St.,

Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co.. Montreal,

Canada

914 Orexel Building

SELUNG REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU A
129 Fifth Avenue.

CO..

New York
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good delivery
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can.
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Qualities that do not exist in tin cans.
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DAMPTITE
J

Natural

Aroma
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until
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We are equipped to iii-ike immediate delivery of Square
DAMPTITE Containers ' in 3" and 3? sizes; Round
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